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Duke Alumni Association

Distinguished Alumni Award
The Distinguished Alumni Award is the highest award presented by the Duke Alumni

Association. It shall be awarded with great care to alumni who have distinguished themselves

by contributions that they have made in their own particular fields of work, or in service to

Duke University, or in the betterment of humanity. All alumni, other than current Duke

employees, are eligible for consideration.

All nominations should be addressed to the Awards and Recognition Committee,

Alumni House, 614 Chapel Drive, Durham, NC 27708. Nominations received by August 31

will be considered by the Committee. All background information on the candidates must be

compiled by the individual submitting the nomination.

Nominee

Field of Achievement

Description of Accomplishments
(Please attach curriculum vitae , letters of recommendation , and other supporting documents)

:

Submitted by Phone Day Evening

Address

It is essential that the person submitting the nominations send all materials pertinent to the nominee.

The Awards and Recognition Committee will not do further research.

For additional information call: Barbara Pattishall, Associate Director, Alumni House, Duke University

(1-800-367-3853 or 1-919-684-5114)
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OBSESSED WITH BEING THE BEST by Bridget Booher 2
While Ivy League schools are rapidly becoming places where everyone graduates with

honors and, apparently, there's no such thing as average work, Duke hasn't completely

followed suit—yet

LABORING IN LITERARY FIELDS by Georgann Eubank
6~

"It is not a matter of autobiography or confession," says North Carolina poet, novelist, and

professor of English Fred Chappell. "It is the using of one's very marrow and soul as a means

of expression."

CAN YOU LOCK OUT CRIME? by Beth Szymkowski I2~
As it tries to insulate itself from an increasingly violence-prone society, the university also

grapples with internal incidents of theft, vandalism, and sexual assault

A PATCH OF THE FUTURE by Monte Basgall
37^

Duke botanists are creating atmospheres of the twenty-first century in order to see how
vegetation, soils, and animals react

BUILDING AN ECOLOGICAL CONSENSUS by Deborah Norman 40~

California's chief environmental officer embraces an ecosystem approach, which broadens

the emphasis from preserving single species to protecting an entire habitat

RETROSPECTIVES
An early role model for women at Duke

22

TRANSITIONS
A career of comforting the terminally il

34

FORUM 35
Saving military bases, faulting tenure policy, questioning athletic equity

GAZETTE 44~

A verdict for free expression, a facelift for a library, a change for football

BOOKS 5T
Gatherings: a first novel that intrigues and lures one on

QUAD QUOTES 52~

Assessing Middle East peace prospects, pondering the health of the health-care profession,

debating an all-freshman East Campus



WITH BEING
THE BEST

BY BRIDGET BOOHER

ACHIEVEMENT ANXIETY:

GRASPING FOR GRADES

While Ivy League schools are rapidly becoming places

where everyone graduates with honors and, apparent-

ly, there's no such thing as average work, Duke hasn't

completely followed suit—yet.

When Ph.D. candidate War-
ren Hedges signed on to

teach the University Writ-

ing Course (U.W.C.), a

required class for all first-year students, he

didn't know the level of apprehension

among his students he was to encounter.

This very palpable fear had nothing to do

with using proper syntax or correct gram-

mar. It had to do with grades.

"In the U.W.C, no grades are given for

the first half of the semester," says Hedges.

"And it's a real source of anxiety for stu-

dents. They're so used to being ranked that

you have to work to get them to relax and

honestly engage in the material without

thinking about how they rate."

It wasn't easy. Students tried to coerce

Hedges into performance assessments. "We
know you're not giving grades," they'd

say, "but if you were, what would I be

making?"

Hedges' response? "I told them that if

anyone was doing work below a B-minus

level, I'd let them know. That provided

something of a safety net."

When Clark Cahow came to Duke as a

freshman in 1946, it was generally under-

stood that A's were few and far between.

Now a history professor and director of

Canadian Studies, Cahow '50, B.D. '53,

A.M. '65, Ph.D. '67 says that those days

are long gone. "We had quite a few people

come through here in the late Forties and

early Fifties who graduated and got into

Duke Medical School, and other top med-

ical schools, with a B-minus average. And
they went on to become nationally and

internationally recognized physicians and

surgeons. That's out of the question now.

Now, a B-minus is seen by many students

as almost a kiss of death."

In an essay that appeared in The Chroni-

cle of Higher Education earlier this year,

Harvard teaching assistant and Medieval

literature specialist William Cole charged

that grade inflation is endemic at his in-

stitution. He claims that the so-called

"gentleman's C" has given way to the

"gentleperson's B," a generous stamp of ap-

proval for average or, more often, below-

average work.
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Syndicated columnist and U.S. News
and World Report writer John Leo expanded

the inquiry to higher education in general,

and declared that the hardest mark to get in

many American colleges is a C. For proof,

Leo cites some startling statistics. "At Har-

vard in 1992, 91 percent of undergraduate

grades were B-minus or higher. Stanford is

top heavy with A's and B's, too; only about

6 percent of all grades are C's. At Prince-

ton, A's rose from 33 percent of all grades

to 40 percent in four years."

"Give A's and B's for average effort and

the whole system becomes a game of 'Let's

Pretend,' " Leo concluded. "Parents are

pleased and don't keep the pressure on.

Students tend to relax and expect high

rewards for low output."

How widespread is the problem at Duke?

From young scholars like Warren Hedges to

veteran teachers like Clark Cahow, faculty

members find that students are hungry for

good grades. But while Ivy League schools

are rapidly becoming places where everyone

graduates with honors and, apparently,

there's no such thing as average work, Duke
hasn't completely followed suit—yet.

"In the Seventies, there was grade infla-

tion at Duke, and everywhere, because of

the Vietnam War," says university associ-

ate registrar Harry DeMik '69, M. Ed. 73.

"If a guy flunked out of school, it was 'See

ya. Drafted. Next stop Saigon.' That put a

lot of pressure on faculty members and

grades drifted up."

Judging from comparative records, they've

never drifted back down. In 1970, when
the university began compiling data on
grades, an A grade (which spans the range

from an A-plus to an A-minus) constituted

23.8 percent of all grades. Forty-four per-

cent of grades were B's, and 24.1 percent

were C's. For the 1993 spring semester,

42.5 percent of all grades were A's, 36.7

percent B's, and 10.5 percent C's.

But numbers don't tell the whole story.

An argument can be made that students

today are better prepared for college than

their predecessors and therefore truly de-

serve the high marks they receive. Another
view holds that with so many
students going on to graduate

and professional schools, and
facing fierce competition in

the graduate-admissions pro- 25
cess, it's perfectly valid to

"up" a borderline grade. 20
And while nearly every fac-

ulty member contacted for % 15
this story agreed that grade

inflation exists on some '*

level at the university, none
said that they themselves s

would give a student a higher

grade than he or she

deserved. Certainly, there

The "gentleman's C"
has given way to the

"gentleperson's B," a

generous stamp of

approval for average

or, more often, below-

average work.

are classes known as "crip" courses, which
require minimal work to get an A or a high

B. In one instance, an untenured assistant

professor announced in Duke's student

Chronicle that anyone who signed up for

his summer session class would get an
A. The course filled up immediately.

Says associate registrar DeMik, "When
you looked at his class list, you couldn't

believe that those students performed at

the level they were graded on. We saw a

lot of names that were very familiar to us."

But such laxity doesn't seem to be wide-

spread. Several years ago when a local

newspaper wrote identical profiles of each

of the schools in the ACC basketball semi-

finals, one sidebar listed courses students

took if they needed to improve their grade

point average. Unlike the other three

schools, which had any number of easy sub-

jects to choose from, Duke's section included

only one, a popular introductory jazz course.

Even if a student wanted to build a

schedule around undemanding classes, it

would be next to impossible. Specific cur-

riculum requirements must be met, includ-

ing a fixed number of upper-level courses.

The natural sciences tend to ask more

from their majors than the humanities and

social sciences. To earn a B.S. in chem-

istry, for example, a student must have ten

or eleven upper-level (not introductory)

courses to graduate, while the humanities

Percentage oi total grades awarded

A+ A A- 8+ c+ e c-

and social sciences require an average of

about seven. And every undergraduate must

take subjects from at least five of six so-

called "areas of knowledge," meaning that

poets might find themselves in a physics or

geology class and engineers might learn

something about nineteenth-century nov-

elists or modern American history.

To be sure, certain offerings are acknowl-

edged to be manageable even if you think

you have no capacity for the subject. But

associate registrar DeMik says that just

because a class attracts huge numbers of

non-majors doesn't necessarily mean it's

been "dumbed-down." For example, an

anthropology course called Human Origins

enrolls non-majors in droves. "It's a mis-

nomer that it's a crip course," says DeMik.
"The reason it has that reputation is

because it fulfills a natural science require-

ment without having a lab component.

But last year, 30 percent of the grades were

A's, 40 percent were B's, 20 percent were

C's, and the rest were D's and F's. So, in

comparison to physics, biology, or chem-

istry, yes, it's an easy science course. But is

that such a bad thing? In my opinion, there

should be courses like that for non-science

folk. Everyone can't be good at everything."

(Over the past two years, a curriculm

review committee analyzed the current

course load requirements and looked at

ways to provide greater "breadth and

depth" within a liberal arts setting. One
finding recommended that students take at

least two courses from all six of the areas of

knowledge; another would have increased

course requirements for the major. The full

faculty, though, acted only to unburden stu-

dents of an existing requirement—that a

certain number of selected courses be some-

how "related.")

As it turns out, students are embracing

the tough classes. A non-science major

may sign up for Human Origins, for

instance, during a semester when he or she

has a particularly arduous upper-level sem-

inar within the major. They also choose

their professors carefully. Gossip spreads

quickly along the undergraduate grapevine,

and those faculty members
known as outstanding teach-

ers are in high demand, even

if their workloads are heavy.

Zoology professor David

McClay has taught cell biolo-

gy for twenty years. Because

of the volume of material

covered, and his high expec-

tations for his students,

McClay has earned the

moniker "No A McClay."
When reminded of this en-

93 dearment, McClay laughs

good-naturedly. "Actually, I'm

easy A McClay. I tell stu-
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dents right up front what I'm going to do,

and what I expect from them, and what the

grading system is."

In McClay's opinion, students are better

prepared now than they've ever been. But

even if they're coming to his class with

excellent background knowledge of the

material, McClay doesn't allow students to

coast. "People hate my exams," he says.

"It's not a lazy man's exam. I really at-

tempt to challenge students. Part of that is

because it's a biology course, and some of

biology's answers are less precise. There's a

built-in ambiguity. And that frustrated stu-

dents in 1973, just

as it does now."

Even though
McClay gives out

D's and F's, his

courses are always

full, with majors and

non-majors alike. Al-

though Cell Bio isn't

a required pre-med

course like organic

chemistry, McClay's

thoroughness has

become legendary,

and many pre-meds

consider it to be an

invaluable and im-

perative part of their

training.

Judith Ruderman,

director of Contin-

uing Education, is

newer to the Duke
classroom, but no
less exacting. When
she taught her first

seminar at Duke in

1989, no one in the

fifteen-person class

earned an A, and
three were in the C
range. One student,

upon learning she

was getting a B, dis-

solved into tears.

"Word went out that

I was a very difficult grader, stingy with

good grades," says Ruderman. "In the years

since, I continue to have a warning attached

to my name, though at the same time there

is a high demand for my seminar."

Ruderman admits that no one has re-

ceived a C grade since that semester and

that she now awards A's and A-minuses on
occasion. Why have her grades gotten "bet-

ter," at least from a student perspective? "I

think it's partly because after that first year I

included more grading opportunities, more
possibilities to lift one's average," she says.

"But another possibility is that the weaker

students avoided my class as soon as the

word got out about its requirements."

Still, Ruderman says she is disturbed by

the trend, even among gifted students, to

look at grades as the be-all and end-all of

the academic experience. It's the bane of

every professor's existence to be bombard-

ed with the same questions on day one of

class: How much does the final exam
count? Do you grade on a curve? Can we
write two ten-page papers instead of one

twenty-five-page one?

There's also an economic factor at work.

With soaring tuition costs, many college

students and their parents have come to

view higher education as a commodity rather

than an exciting intellectual undertaking.

And they're wanting some kind of guaran-

tee that they'll see a tangible return on
their sizable investment.

"Let's be honest, a lot of pressure on stu-

dents to get good grades comes from par-

ents," says university registrar and associ-

ate professor of political science Albert

Eldridge. "Parents are saying, what am I

getting for my money? They can't look

inside their son or daughter's head and see

how much knowledge is there. So they

look for other indicators, and those indica-

tors are grades. It's very much the notion

in some people's minds that if you get all

A's, you're better educated and you've

somehow legitimated the $25,000 that's

been spent annually."

In the Career Development Center's

survey of the Class of 1992, the over-

whelming majority of students (89.3 per-

cent) said that, at some point in the future,

they planned to return to school for a high-

er degree. For those going straight to gradu-

ate school, 18.1 percent had been accepted

to law school, while medical school and

Ph.D. programs attracted another 16 per-

cent each.

John Noble, director of the Career Devel-

opment Center, says that while extracurri-

cular activities may
look nice on a re-

sume, it's the trans-

cripts that really

count. So even for

those students who
aren't quite sure

what they're going

to do when they

graduate, there's

quite an influence

from classmates
who've made the

link between career

choices and grade

point averages.

"When everyone

is fighting for top

GPA or LSAT
scores," says Noble,

"those students who
aren't necessarily

planning to go
straight to grad
school start to get

nervous. They see

everyone else wor-

rying about grades

and so they start

worrying, too."

Constant agoniz-

ing over compara-

1 tive achievements

fe troubles those schol-

ars who consider

themselves educa-

tors, not scorekeepers. History associate

professor Kristen Neuschel, a past winner

of the alumni association's Alumni Distin-

guished Undergraduate Teaching Award,

says that this competitive drive is unfortu-

nate but not altogether surprising, given

the current caliber of students. "It's a chal-

lenge for any student, not just at Duke, to

let go of the pervasive mentality that per-

formance and success are most important

and, instead, take a risk on intellectual

endeavors," she says. "Duke students aren't

to blame; that's what they've been told

they should do. It's how they got into

Duke in the first place. But I think this

Continued on page 50
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LABORING D
LITERAEY
FIELDS

BY GEORGANN EUBANKS

sf

FRED CHAPPELL:

In a 1963 Duke Alumni
Register photo essay,

Chappell wondered as he

wandered: "Here I am
walking. Except for my

figure, this picture is

reminiscent of a poem

fry Verlaine. Why do

straight lines converging

in the background suggest

infinity? The row of bare

trees looks like a troop

marching forward
.

"

THE BARD OF CANTON

"It is not a matter of autobiography or confession," says

the North Carolina poet, novelist, and professor of

English. "It is the using of one's very marrow and soul

as a means of expression."

^B ^B flV rought iron rails surround

VflBV the porch and ivy crawlsHH the yard outside the sturdy

brick house that Fred

Chappell '61, A.M. '64 shares with Susan,

his wife of thirty-some years. The house,

shaded on all sides by old oaks in a hilly

and unpretentious neighborhood, is near

the University of North Carolina at Greens-

boro, where Chappell has taught since fin-

ishing his graduate work in Duke's English

department. Inside, in the library at the

back of the house, bookshelves are full from

floor to ceiling. More volumes—mostly lit-

erary journals—rest in piles on the hearth.

Finally , Chappell himself appears, wear-

ing a freshly laundered shirt, the tail flying

loose. He's barefooted and carrying a wad of

brown socks in one hand and a worn pair of

lace-up brogans in the other. His hands are

thick and calloused. Working man's hands.

Chappell grins and apologizes for the infor-

mality. He sits and bends to put on the

socks and shoes, as if he were preparing to

go out and check the animals, admire the

lay of the land, talk crops and the weather.

But this is not the mountain town of

Canton, North Carolina, near Asheville,

where Chappell was raised. This is the

house where professor Chappell often brings

his eager graduate students in creative

writing for their group critiquing sessions.

This is the room where Chappell manages

to read, by his own account, some 200 to

300 new volumes of poetry a year—an

exercise that leads to his highly regarded

critical reviews that regularly appear in

magazines such as The Georgia Review and

The Southern Review, two of the nation's

oldest and finest literary journals. And this

is the literary maverick whom Duke's cele-

brated English professor William Black-

burn reportedly declared to be the finest of

all the gifted students he had known—

a

group which also included the likes of

Pulitzer Prize-winner William Styron '47,

best-selling novelist Anne Tyler '61,

Duke's own acclaimed creative-writers-in-

residence Reynolds Price '55 and James

Applewhite '58, A.M. '60, Ph.D. *69, and

the late Mac Hyman '47, author of No
Time for Sergeants.
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"Fred has the greatest gift of all of them,"

Blackburn told author and University of

Virginia professor George Garrett, as the

two sipped bourbon together in Durham
late one evening in the spring of 1961.

(Garrett recorded their exchange in the

Mississippi Quarterly.) "Of course, whether

he will ever manage to do anything with

all that talent," Blackburn went on, "and

whether he will ever be recognized, remain

to be seen."

More than thirty years later, Fred Chap-

pell, now fifty-seven, has "managed" to do

a few things: six novels; thirteen volumes

of poetry; two short story collections; "a

play or two," as Chappell puts it; The Fred

Chappell Reader, composed of selections

from all of his work and an excellent intro-

duction to his writing; countless reviews;

and a range of critical essays collected in a

new volume, Plow Naked, issued by the

University of Michigan Press.

Given the fertility of his extraordinary

intellect as it has been brought to bear on
his most personal experiences, now ren-

dered into literature, plowing naked seems

the perfect image to represent the literary

labors of Fred Chappell. He once explained

his method in an essay for the Mississippi

Quarterly: "...a modern artist throws his

whole personal life into the breach, hoping

to make up with the intense qualities of

that raw material what time does not allow

him to master in the way of more objective

technique and stratagem. It is not a matter

of autobiography or confession; it is the

using of one's very marrow and soul as a

means of expression." In other words,

plowing naked. Digging deep.

In this vigorous plowing of his native

soil across several genres, Chappell has

identified himself in many ways: Fred, the

son of schoolteacher/farmers, coming of

age during World War II. Fred, the coun-

try boy finally introduced to High Culture

at the Big University. Fred, the self-

destructive drinker journeying to the dark-

est pit within himself. Fred, the bard, bal-

ladeer, and curator of Appalachian culture.

Fred, the learned scholar and genial

teacher who will never say no to his stu-

dents, even to the detriment of his own
work. Fred, the writer's writer, whose depth

and wit have been most appreciated, not

by the general public, but by his literary

and academic colleagues—at least those

who have not been occa-

sionally stricken by jealousy

at his prodigious gifts and

prolific output.

Few authors are as candid

about the autobiographical

sources of their work, but as

Chappell once explained to

North Carolina poet Shelby

Stephenson at a literary

forum at Emory and Henry
College, "I would give any-

thing in the world if I could

deny that [the first three

novels] were anything more
than close, autobiographical

proj ections. . . . They would

not be that if I could write

better, if I had
Henry James' or

Tolstoy's way of

creating char-

acters in the

round, of seeing

other people as vividly as one

sees himself. Everything that

I write like that seems flimsy

and false to me, so I have to

fall back on my own secret

fears, terrors, desires, dreams."

However potentially self-

indulgent his material could

be, Chappell overcomes the

danger of navel-gazing by

manipulation of form and wild

experimentation. His daz-

zling mastery of craft enables

him to take risks in his work,

to break the rules, and often

to stretch readers to the limits

of their suspended disbelief.

Chappell's propensity to-

ward risk-taking was already

evident in his behavior as a

teenager, says one of his ear-

liest playmates, Gene Good-
son '57, B.S.M.E. '59. Good-
son's and Chappell's parents were friends.

The children played together as toddlers

and all through elementary school. Good-
son was, in fact, influential in Chappell's

later choice of Duke University. Today

he's CEO of Oshkosh Truck Corporation.

"As we got older, into high school," Good-
son says, "Fred became more and more the

different one. He was always doing some-

thing that was on the edge. He always

wanted to experience things to their

fullest—things that if I had done, I would

have gotten in trouble. Fred actually did

get in trouble pretty often."

"Fred has always been launching out and

reaching after things. He is the ultimate

traveler—and I don't necessarily mean
physical travel," says classmate and fellow

Archive editor Wallace Kaufman '61. "When
we were in school, on any given day, Fred

was always ready to go treasure hunting with

you—to the seediest part of Durham or in

the deepest stacks of the library. I think Fred

has always seen the world as both a cornu-

copia and a place full of whirling razor

blades. That's why his writing is so excep-

tionally rich. He's so aware of the world's

treasures and also has a good-humored ac-

ceptance of the world's dangers."

From his earliest writings at Duke,

notably the sketch "Darkened Light,"

which appears in A Duke Miscellany, a col-

lection of student prose and poetry edited

by William Blackburn in 1970, Chappell

was already pushing his prose to the edge,

playing with magical realism, stretching

the boundaries of the reader's belief. In his

poetry, however, Chappell often takes the

opposite approach. He will bring a tradi-

tional, highly formalist style to subjects as

raw as a hog-killing, the cleaning of a well,

or the gruesome burial of a mule without
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the reader's necessarily noticing rhyme or

meter except as a kind of tacit lyrical plea-

sure. Chappell's experiments with form

and fantasy have led critics to toss his

name into sentences with the likes of

Chaucer,
Gabriel Gar-

cia Marquez,

Dante, Twain,

and Faulkner.

"Well, if I'm

not having fun,

I don't write

the poem,"
Chappell says,

now rubbing

his hands on
his thighs and

gazing out the

window of his

library. "I feel

no duty to

grind out a

poem on a sub-

ject because it

is an urgent

subject or good

for the world.

Sometimes my
experiments
don't work at

all. So what?"

He shrugs. "I

read a whole

lot of bad poet-

ry. It doesn't

hurt my char-

acter to read it,

and it doesn't

irritate me.
What would I

be doing if I

weren't read-

ing poetry? I'd

watch televi-

sion, which'd

be even dumb-
er. So I don't

feel bad about

writing some
bad poetry now and then. I just wish I

wouldn't publish it." Chappell lets loose

with a big bellowing laugh. "I think you

should take a chance. Enjoy it. Have fun."

He makes it sound so simple. Fred, the

poet of dirt-poor Appalachia, who will

oftimes drop his g's and pronounce the

word write as "raaht." Ole Fred, as North
Carolina's literary community fondly calls

him, who gives a reading at Durham's Reg-

ulator Bookshop on a gorgeous spring

afternoon and begins by saying to his audi-

ence, "Now aren't you good folks glad to

have a nice poetry readin' to come to

instead of bein' out in this tumble weather?

Even when you all know that poetry is just

making a big deal of when the moon goes

behind a pine tree and such." Ole Fred

then reads from his recent book of a hun-

dred epigrams called C, offering his audi-

ence playful translations of Martial, Petrarch,

Chappell's career harvest: , thirteen volumes of poetry , two short story collections , a play or

Holderlin, Rabelais, and his own clever

and biting verses on topics ranging from

infidelity to televangelists, from decon-

structionists to North Carolina's own Sen-

ator Jesse Helms. Finally he takes off his

half glasses with one of those big farmer

hands and says, "Thank ya'U. You been

real patient."

While Chappell may often poke fun at

things pretentiously academic and assume

the most modest posture in presenting his

own work, there is no more devoted schol-

ar of literature. "He's the best read person I

know," says the University of Virginia's

George Garrett. And Chappell's command
of literature naturally leads him to layer a

great deal of classical allusion into his

work. Yet, as many of his colleagues have

noted, you can read Fred Chappell simply

for the pleasure of his storytelling and his

skill with concise language, or you can dig

deeper for the

external ref-

erences. As
poet Shelby
Stephenson
puts it, "His

work is as

available as it

is obscure."

George
Witte '82,

Chappell's
fiction editor

at St. Martin's

Press, says he

believes that

by virtue of

these traits,

Chappell "is

one of those

writers who is

going to last.

He is one of

the few people

going today
who can write

a narrative
poem. He is

also a writer

that repays re-

reading. For

the attentive

reader, there

is more there

with every
pass—in the

poetry and the

prose."

„ The stay-

jj
ing power of

| Chappell's

| work was most

l« recently af-

firmed by the

I n g e r s o 1 1

Foundation, which named him the 1993

recipient of its T.S. Eliot Award for Cre-

ative Writing, a $20,000 prize given to

"authors of abiding importance whose

works affirm the moral principles of West-

ern civilization." Chappell adds this honor

to the prestigious Bollingen Prize for Poet-

ry from Yale, the Award in Literature from

the National Institute of Arts and Letters,

the Best Foreign Novel Prize from the

French Academy, and a Rockefeller Grant,

among many others.

Despite these accolades, does Chappell

worry about the dwindling audience for

contemporary poetry? Not particularly, he

says, though he's enjoying the current dis-

countless reviews c
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cussion in literary circles prompted

by the publication of Can Poetry

Matter?, by Chappell's good friend

Dana Gioia. Gioia argues that

poetry has lost its audience because

of its deadly portrayal by high
school English teachers, literary

critics, and college professors as a

tedious little animal to be dissected

instead of an experience to engage

the reader's passion, senses, and

intellect. Or as Chappell once put

it, "The whole purpose of poetry, of

all literature, is to help us think

with our feelings and to learn to

feel with our thoughts."

Chappell agrees with Gioia about

the dangers of an over-critical ap-

proach. "I think Dana pulled his

punches, though," he says. "He
could have stated his case even

more strongly without hurting any-

thing." Still, Chappell is optimistic.

"Good poetry is likely to be found

almost anywhere, on either side of

the formalist question. On either

side of the ethnic question. It

doesn't matter, really. There's still a

whole lot of poetry out there being

written. Anybody can come at you

with any kind of attitude and still

turn out real good poetry. Writing

well is the most important thing."

On the prose side of his work,

Chappell has begun to discover

that his more recent novels

—

1 Am
One of You Forever and Brighten the

Comer Where You Are—are being

widely read in high school and col-

lege classrooms and, as a conse-

quence, he is being inundated by

mail. "Teenagers want to know, 1

'What did you mean by this in that

book and why and how come you

mean it?' I hadn't realized this

would be an activity one would

engage in after writing novels. It must just

drive Reynolds [Price] crazy." Chappell

shakes his head. "I'd like to do some essays

about writing so that when I'm asked these

questions, I can just give people a copy of

the book and say, 'Here, read this.'
"

Chappell's slight annoyance at this

demand on his time is misleading, given

his reputation for generosity as a teacher

and advocate for his students. Asked if he

learned his classroom technique by model-

ing himself after William Blackburn,

Chappell suddenly confesses that he "never

attended one of Blackburn's classes, so I

don't know exactly how he taught, but I've

heard lots of stories." But he came to Duke
having heard of Blackburn and knowing
he wanted to write, Chappell explains. "By

the time I could have taken one of his

classes, we were personal friends, he'd read

Echo

Shall the water not remember Embtr

my hand's slow gesture, tracing above oj

its mirror my half-imaginary airy

portrait/ My only belonging longing;

is my beauty, which I take ache

away and then return, as love of

teasing playfully the one being unbaing.

whose gratitude I treasure Is your

Hive; hzari

from myself, yet cannot not

live apart. In the water's tone, sioim!

that brilliant silence, a flower Hour,

whispers my name with such slight light

moment, it seems filament of air, fan

the world become cloudswell. vdL

—from Source

some of my stuff, and he said, 'Man, just

stay home and write. Don't come to class.'
"

Chappell does admit that he modeled

himself after a certain attitude of Black-

burn's, "which was to be on the side of the

students rather than against them. To
treat them with a mixture of respect and

humor—ironic humor—which Blackburn

had a wealth of."

Chappell dropped out of Duke for three

years before finishing his undergraduate

degree in 1961. "I worked in a farmer's

supply store. Worked at my father's furni-

ture store. Farmed. Collected bills." He
grins. "You know, just what most guys do

and what all writers do—just a variety of

jobs and chores. And I got married."

When he came back, living off campus on

Onslow Street between West and East

campuses, Chappell was elected editor of

The Archive and landed a scholar-

ship to do graduate work at Duke.

Meanwhile, UNC-G had already

offered him a job upon completion

of his master's, all based on one

paper he had presented at a confer-

ence on the Renaissance.

Shortly after Chappell's arrival

at UNC-G, where he taught fresh-

man comp and one poetry section

in the new Master of Fine Arts Pro-

gram in Creative Writing, poet

Randall Jarrell died tragically and

Chappell took on all of Jarrell's

writing classes. Since then, Chap-
pell has had a significant influence

on several generations of writing

students. Duke's own Angela

Davis-Gardner '66, author of the

novels Felice and Forms of Shelter

(Ticknor & Fields, 1991) was the

very first student to be awarded the

M.F.A. degree at Greensboro.

Other Chappell students have in-

cluded poet Robert Morgan, now at

Cornell University; novelist Eliza-

beth Cox, who teaches in Duke's

English department; Kay Stripling

Byer, winner of last year's Lamont
Poetry Prize; poet and prose writer

Kelly Cherry; the comic novelist

Tim Sandlin; and Rodney Jones,

winner of the National Book Critics

Circle Award.

Today there are more than 250

degree programs in creative writing

in the U.S., but when short story

writer Peter Taylor and poet

Robert Watson began to put to-

gether the Greensboro program in

the early Sixties, there were only

five or six M.F.A. programs in the

country. "Peter and Bob devised

the program. I just sat in a chair

and watched them do it," says

Chappell, with characteristic mod-
It's probably one of the ten best in

the country today because of the principles

that Peter and Bob enunciated early on;

namely, that we would not be teaching or

training students to publish as the main
objective. We thought that if any of our

students published something in the next

twenty years, that would be okay, but our

purpose was to teach them to read critical-

ly from the inside, with technique in

mind, examining the way writers write."

The method is not the same as teaching

literature from a critical point of view.

Instead of examining theme, meaning, and

context, Chappell encourages his students

to look at a story or poem for its architec-

ture, whether it works as a whole and why.

"One of the other things we were very

careful about," Chappell goes on, "was to

make sure that the program did not

esty.
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become competitive. That is, that the stu-

dents did not feel they were competing

against each other. There's going to be a

certain amount of that. You can't stop it.

But we don't encourage it. Competition is

encouraged in other places. It's disastrous.

The philosophy here is that this literary

racket is so tough, you're going to need

every friend that you can get, so you. better

not make an enemy while you're here.

You're going to have plenty of them to

deal with later on."

The demand for creative writing cours-

es, which rose dramatically in the Seven-

ties and Eighties and created the current

proliferation of creative writing programs

in the United States, is still something of a

mystery to Chappell. "I know that people

were fed up with the rather tedious disci-

pline—the footnote factory—that gradu-

ate English studies had become a decade or

so ago," he says. "And that extreme

pedantry of approach gave rise, I think,

not only to the writing schools but to the

newer philosophic schools like structural-

ism and deconstruction. People simply got

tired of looking up in almanacs to see

whether it rained on the day that Boswell

said it did."

Asked if he sees a swing back toward a

more traditional approach to literary criti-

"Plowing naked" seems

the perfect image to

represent the literary

labors of Fred Chappell.

cism—an approach that accents the con-

tent and architecture of a literary work

—

Chappell wrinkles up his face. "I don't

know. I don't care." He laughs and then

grows more serious. "I would like to see a

return to more traditional scholarship,

partly because some terrific work is being

done along those lines and is not getting

its rightful due."

For his own creative future, Chappell

sees not just a return to the familiar but

also some imaginative experimentation.

"I'm going to do a book of fantasy stories

and 1 need to write the third novel in the

sequence that began with I Am One of You

Forever. I was going to do that this sum-

mer, but I made a mistake and accepted

too many student manuscripts to read. I'd

like to write a couple of plays—comedies.

And I guess I'll keep on teaching for a

while. I haven't made up my mind about

whether to retire or not. As long as it's

fun, as long as there's no rancor attached

to it, I'm willing to keep on doing it."

Of all the ways that Fred Chappell has

applied his extraordinary gifts, plowing

naked, exposing his deepest struggles and

yearnings in his writing, it is finally his

identity as the son of two school teachers

that seems to have become the dominant

persona. "I started out like anybody else

—

having a job so I could pursue my interest,

which is writing," he says. "Other people

have jobs so they can take off, have yachts.

I had a job so I could write. But I learned

very quickly that I owed my students more
than that, and I owed myself more than

that, too. I know now that I'm a teacher

before I'm anything else. I'm a teacher

before I'm a writer."

And with that, Fred Chappell is off to

campus.

Eubanks '76, director of the Duke Writers' Work-

shop, was recently elected to a three-year term on

the North Carolina Humanities Council.

PRESSING FOR SUCCESS

When George
Witte was a

fledgling writer

at Duke, he helped bring

one of his favorite poets to

campus for a reading, never

anticipating that one day
he'd end up as his editor.

Witte '82 studied poetry

at Duke with James Apple-

white '58, A.M. '60, Ph.D.
'69, won the Anne Flexner

Prize and another award
from the Academy of

American Poets for his

writing, and in his junior

year, was editor of the stu-

dent literary magazine, The
Archive.

While he was on the

magazine staff, Witte was
instrumental in bringing

Fred Chappell '61, A.M. '64

back to campus. He had
never met Chappell before.

After completing his

master's in English at UNC-
Chapel Hill, Witte suddenly

decided he didn't want to

become an academic.

Instead, he returned to his

native New Jersey and
answered an ad in The Neu;
York Times. St. Martin's

Press was looking for an
editorial assistant. Witte

landed the job and, within

a couple of years, had man-
aged to persuade his superi-

ors at St. Martin's that Fred

Chappell should be signed.

Witte became Chappell's

editor for the first anthol-

ogy of the author's work

—

The Fred Chappell Reader.

"When I came up to St.

Martin's, it occurred to me
that so much of Fred's

work was either out of

print—the early novels—or

was not as widely known as

it might be—especially his

poetry. I love his work and

pick up his poems all the

time to read and reread,"

says Witte, now a senior

staff member at the pub-

lishing house.

Witte has continued his

own writing, with his

poems appearing in The

Atlantic Monthly, Poetry,

Kenyon Revieu/, Shenan-

doah, Gettysburg Review,

and a number of other

literary magazines. A col-

lector's-edition letterpress

chapbook of his work was
recently issued by Seacliff

Press. Witte says he gets up
early every morning to

write before heading into

St. Martin's, where he
works with authors of both

literary and commercial
fiction, and non-fiction

authors in the areas of

sports, business, and writing.

Since the publication of

the Reader, Witte has also

edited Chappell's latest

novel, Brighten the Comer
Where You Are, and the

story collection, More
Shapes Than One. Before

Witte's initiative, Chappell's

work had not appeared

under the imprimatur of a

major New York publishing

house since 1973.
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CANYOU
LOCKOUT
CRIME?

BY BETH SZYMKOWSKI

STAYING SAFE

A CAUTIOUS CAMPUS

As it tries to insulate itself from an increasingly

violence-prone society, the university also grapples

with internal incidents of theft, vandalism, and
sexual assault.

Graduate student Kate Horst '91

never runs alone on campus.

Attacks on lone women joggers

in the past few years, including

three since January, have made her wary.

"Sometimes I have to run by myself, but

the whole time I'd be thinking, 'What
would I do if something happens?'

"

Horst has seen a lot of improvements in

security during her six years at Duke, yet

she says she felt safer during her first year

than she does now. "Maybe there's just

been more awareness about crime. It seems

like you hear of more things happening

than you used to."

As a resident adviser for two years,

Horst was responsible for giving first-year

students in her dorm their welcome-to-

Duke safety talk as well as keeping them
informed about crime throughout the year.

She tells of being called at three o'clock

one morning and told to post signs in the

dorm's lobby because a student was assaulted

the evening before. Despite the educational

programs and warnings, Horst doesn't think

first-year students are more cautious than

those six years ago. "Unfortunately, new stu-

dents aren't used to thinking about safety."

The university, on the other hand, has

been scrupulously aware of crime on cam-

pus, both because of a genuine concern for

the Duke population and a desire to mini-

mize liability. In the late Eighties the Safe-

ty Task Force, a body of administrators,

faculty, employees, and students, was formed

to analyze and improve campus safety and

to respond to crises.

One of Duke's obvious weaknesses is its

location in Durham. From 1982 to 1992,

the city's violent crimes increased more

than 150 percent. Its vehicle thefts more

than doubled, and its burglaries increased

by about 70 percent.

Duke has been able to keep its crime

from increasing at the same rate as

Durham's—a result of physical changes

made about the same time the Safety Task

Force was formed: Dormitories are elec-

tronically locked twenty-four hours a day

and are accessible only with a resident's

Duke Identification Card or by residents

buzzing in visitors from their rooms. Doors

into the dorms cannot be left open for

more than five minutes without an alarm
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sounding and alerting residents, and Public

Safety, through its computerized system.

The main quads and previously dark park-

ing lots and paths are well lit. Academic

buildings are locked at night, with some

accessible by card readers. Public Safety

officers watch parking lots on video moni-

tors. Some university vehicles are part of

the Security Alert System; they are

equipped with two-way radios so employees

can inform Public Safety of any suspicious

behavior they see while driving on campus.

Older programs like the emergency

"blue" phones all over campus are still

used. Public Safety offers rides to students

and employees who can call at any time of

the day or night, and student-run Safe-

Walks and SafeRides are available in the

evening for those who find themselves

stranded on campus.

Duke's security program is as extensive as

those at universities like Columbia and

Penn, located in much larger, more tradi-

tionally dangerous cities. The only thing

Duke lacks that Penn and Columbia have is

a twenty-four-hour security person at the

entrance to every dorm who checks identi-

fication and requires visitors to be signed in

by a resident. Columbia's Security Force

investigates crimes and its officers can make
citizen's arrests, but it must alert the New
York City Police and hand over cases for

prosecution. Duke boasts a Public Safety

department that is able to make arrests and

prosecute criminals in. the same manner as

any municipal police department. Though
it acts independently, Duke's Public Safety

doesn't isolate itself from its Durham coun-

terpart. The two forces keep each other

informed of criminal activity and compare

notes when crimes in Durham and at Duke
are similar.

When pressed to name
some improvements Duke
could make on campus,

students all want more
lights added on Campus
Drive, on paths behind

the Bryan Center, and in

parking lots. But Public

Safety director Paul Dumas
is hesitant to install more
lights on campus. "I think

lighting is the most overrated crime deter-

rent there is," he says. According to Dumas,

about half of the crime on Duke's campus
over the years has occurred in daylight

hours. "No matter how much we light,

there's always going to be a dark space at

the end of that." Students, he says, can
always find a way to get to where they

want to go by taking a lighted path,

although that lighted path might not be

the most convenient route.

Peer Pressure
Duke's crime statistics looked

high compared to other universi-

ties in a report published in the

January 20, 1993, issue of The

Chronicle of Higher Education. The
paper published the crime statistics

outlined by the Student-Right-to-

Know Act and Campus Security

Act of 1990, which require universi-

ties to make crime statistics public.

Even taking locations into con-

sideration, the numbers are hard

to analyze accurately because they

don't adjust for factors like the

size of the student body and the

percentage of students who live

on campus. Reporting methods

also vary. Duke's burglary number
is inordinate, for example, be-

cause Duke's Public Safety is more

liberal in categorizing crimes as

burglaries when other campuses

define them as larcenies, which

are not reported under the law.

The statistics also don't show that

Duke's police force covers Duke Medica

Center and the 7,700-acre Duke Forest. The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

has a separate force for its medical center

and it only includes crimes on land adjacent

to the main campus in its figures.

"The intent of the federal law, which is

good, is to let people know that crime is

occurring on campus," Dumas says. "The
intent is to inform, not to look good to the

United States. That's why when we have

two methods of counting, I opt for the one

that produces the larger number. I think

it's my job to inform, so if in doubt, I tell

it." Duke has compared its reporting meth-

Crime statistics tor the 1991-92 School Year

Murder

Duke UNC U. Penn Yale

Rape

Robbery

Aggravated Assault

Burglary

Motor Vehicle Thefts

2

11

5

1030

15

6

2

44

333

12

4

44

7

135

65

9

4

264

47

Source: The Chronicle of Highe Education

ods with those used by other law enforce-

ment agencies, and—based on those com-

parisons—may consider changes.

Students are relatively well-protected if

they take precautions, Dumas says. "Cam-
puses are generally safer than the rest of

America. I can say that if my wife or

daughters, if any one of them wants to

walk alone at night, I would rather have

her walk alone around West Campus or

East Campus than around Northgate or

South Square [malls]. But I don't want her

doing it at Duke, because safer isn't safe."

One night Trinity junior Kai Pittman

found herself walking alone to her Central

Campus apartment. She says she was

uncomfortable, but not uncomfortable

enough to call Public Safety for a ride. "I

don't think that's exclusive to Duke," she

says. "If I walked anywhere alone at night,

I'd feel uncomfortable." Pittman says she

feels "very safe" at Duke, but is careful not

to put herself into dangerous situations.

"I'm not going to walk through the gardens

at night. Clearly, that's just a sensible thing."

This is the crux of Dumas' argument:

Students need to be responsible for their

own safety. He uses an analogy between

campus safety and driving. When
you drive, he says, you routinely

do things like stay on the right

side of the road, stop at red lights,

and use turn signals to reduce

your chances of being in an acci-

dent. "That's the approach I'd

like people on this campus to

have about crime," says Dumas.

"Not that they're worried about it

all the time, but they don't go to

sleep in their dorm rooms without

locking their doors. And they don't let some
drunk man into their room."

The Danger Within
If you ask Ellen Plummer where the most

dangerous place on campus is, she'll tell you

"the dorm rooms." Plummer is the interim

director of the Women's Center and the

former coordinator of Sexual Assault Sup-

port Services (SASS) at Duke. Her office

gives support to victims of sexual assault

and their friends and family and sponsors
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Upe This Trail With A P&rtner

Emergency Phones Every Half Mile

No Motorized Vehicles

Stay Off Golf Course
Frail Closed After Sunset

Duke Public Safety 684-2444

Sign of the crimes: warnings about jogging

alone and electronic access to dormitories

|m wide /m itectu >n /< rr tJi< ise wh< > comply

educational programs like Sowrids

Dangerous, a student-written

play that dramatizes acquain-

tance rape. Estimates are that

one in four college women will

be the victim of rape or

attempted rape sometime in her

college career, and that only

one in eight cases are reported.

Plummer's office handled nine rape

cases that occurred in the 1992-93 aca-

demic year. In addition to those nine,

SASS offered support for twelve victims of

non- intercourse sexual assault, five cases of

sexual harassment, and four cases of assault-

and-battery. Of those thirty cases, twenty of

the perpetrators were affiliated with Duke,

including undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents, employees, a teaching assistant, and

a professor.

A study done by the Towson State Uni-

versity Center for the Study and Prevention

of Campus Violence suggests that 80 per-

cent of all campus violence is perpetrated

by students. No such statistics are available

for Duke, but students think the number is

accurate. Trinity senior Brett Henrikson

says, "I don't think Duke students take the

moral high ground. They steal and definite-

ly assault other students."

Dumas doesn't question the statistic,

either. "The most dangerous place on this

campus," he says, "is the main quad after a

basketball game victory." According to

Dumas, the number of students Public Safety

took to the hospital the night of Duke's vic-

tory over Michigan for its sec-

ond consecutive national bas-

ketball championship was high-

er than the annual totals in

recent years. "The gravest danger

to students at Duke University

is booze. Getting drunk and get-

ting wild," he says. The same

Towson State study estimated

that 44 percent of assaults done

by students involve alcohol,

again a figure uncontested by

Dumas.

The university has been try-

ing to curb alcohol consump-

tion on campus by changing the

previously lenient alcohol pol-

icy to one that, starting in the

fall of 1993, only allows alcohol

to be served

on Friday and

Saturday
nights. The
change is the

latest of a

series that
started in

1991, when
alcohol distri-

bution at kegs

was limited to

Thursday
through Sat-

urday nights,

« along with a

g host of other

| regulations
such as re-

quiring non-alcoholic beverages and food

to be served at parties where alcohol is

present.

Plummer, who says most of the assault

cases SASS handles involve alcohol, sup-

ports the changes but would like to see

more. "Totally free alcohol for whoever

asks for it is very unsafe. As the night goes

on, you don't have to think, 'How much
have I spent?' like you would in a club.

You don't even have to turn in a poker

chip [for a drink]. You have no sense of

how much you've consumed because

there's no exchange."

Plummer lauds Public Safety and the

university's efforts to improve campus safe-

ty. She says her former position as SASS
coordinator, one of the only ones like it in

the country, is an example of Duke's pro-

gressiveness on the issue of sexual vio-

lence. "The school can really be proud of

the work it's done, and it's not done it by

itself. It's had student activism," she says.

"The students really made us look at an

issue we didn't want to look at. We don't

want to talk about [rape]. We don't want

to know that it happens. I think collec-

tively we can be really proud."

Law and Order
As the former director of Sexual Assault

Support Services, a position now held by

Selden Holt '91, Plummer was also respon-

sible for being an advocate for assault vic-

tims—particularly those victims who take

their cases to the Office of Student Devel-

opment for a hearing. Among other

things, the Office of Student Development

is responsible for handling judicial code

violations at the university. Student cases

may be heard and judged either by a dean,

by a body of administrators, or by the

Undergraduate Judicial Board (UJB)—

a

combination of students and administra-

tors. The violations tried through the

Office of Student Development make up

an entirely different side to the crime situ-

ation at Duke. The board hears cases that

may not be represented in Public Safety's

statistics if the victim in the case chose

not to prosecute criminally.

During the 1992-93 academic year, the

UJB heard forty-seven cases and another

266 cases were heard either administra-

tively or by a dean. While alcohol policy

violations, citations for disorderly conduct,

and honor code violations are some of the

most commonly heard cases, a variety of

others like thefts, assault-and-battery, and

sexual assault cases are also handled by the

office. Last year, nineteen theft charges

were levied, in addition to fifty-five charges

of property damage, eighty-four charges of

disorderly conduct, and two assault-and-

battery charges, among others.

The system has been brought under fire

by sexual assault victims who say the

employees in the Office of Student Devel-

opment try unsuccessfully to be impartial

advocates for both victim and accused.

Sue Wasiolek '76, M.H.A. 78, LL.M. '93,

the dean of student development, acknowl-

edges past problems. "I think that's one of

the reasons Ellen Plummer's [SASS] posi-

tion was created," she says.

Kristi, a Trinity sophomore, was sexual-

ly assaulted by a student who walked her

home from a fraternity party during the

spring semester of her first year. A week

after the incident, she pressed charges

through the Office of Student Develop-

ment. She was then contacted by Plum-

mer, who accompanied her to the meet-

ings about the case and offered emotional

support.

Kristi and her attacker agreed to have

the case heard by a body of administrators,

because neither of them wanted to go

before the UJB and tell the story to a

group of students. "I've heard they're not

aware or competent," says Kristi. The
administrators did not put her on trial,

which she says she'd heard commonly hap-

pens in sexual assault cases. Instead, they

asked her and her assailant to tell their
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sides of the story, asked questions, and

recessed to make a decision.

Her assailant was found guilty of sexual

assault II
—

"Touching of an unwilling per-

son's intimate parts or forcing an unwilling

person to touch another's intimate parts."

She says he received two years of discipli-

nary probation, meaning that if he is

found guilty of any other violations during

that time, his punishment for them will he

more severe than normal. He was also

required to attend educational programs

about sexual assault, she says. Another stu-

dent found guilty of sexual assault II

received disciplinary probation and was rec-

ommended for psychological counseling,

and he was required to attend CHANGE,
an educational program in Durham for men
who batter.

The sanctions are surprisingly lenient

for sexual and non-sexual assault cases. It

is generally accepted in the student popu-

lation that cheating is the only way to get

kicked out of Duke. Committing a violent

crime can get you suspended for a few

semesters, maybe force you into communi-

ty service, but nothing more. Dean Wasi-

olek says she believes the last expulsion

from Duke, which was for academic dis-

honesty, was in the Seventies.

Other students found guilty of assault-

and-battery received suspensions from the

university for varying amounts of time

—

time that included the summer session,

whether or not they planned to attend.

Wasiolek believes the sanctions are suf-

ficient. "I guess I would say they are

lenient sanctions if the student returns in

a year and finds himself or herself facing

the judicial board again. But if that year

away from Duke has done exactly what it's

supposed to do, and that is really allow the

student to mature and come back and real-

ize that behavior will not be tolerated,

then I think a year is fine.

"In most cases, that hearing process

—

sitting in a room and describing what

you've done and why you acted the way
that you did, and facing the person that

you victimized, and seeing the impact that

THE PLAY'S THE THING

The first-year students

seated in the Reynolds
Industries Theater were

concerned about time. "How
long is this thing going to last?"

a woman asked to no one in

particular. Others shrugged

and looked around. Someone
a few rows down said the ear-

lier group got out in an hour.

Satisfied, the students from
the Class of 1997 relaxed and
read the program for Sounds

Dangerous, which said the play

"addresses the issue of date

and acquaintance rape."

The first scenes show the

building of a romantic relation-

ship between two students who
know each other through
mutual friends. After a week of

dating, the characters, Nick
and Shawna, are in his room
drinking beer and making out
when Shawna tells him she

doesn't want to have sex. Nick
tells her they won't do any-

thing she doesn't want. The
stage fades to black and the

two rise, walk into two sepa-

rate spotlights, face the audi-

ence, and describe their ver-

sions of what happened next.

Nick says he meant it when he
said he didn't want to do any-

thing against Shawna's will,

"But I couldn't..." Shawna
interrupts. "He wouldn't stop.

I just kept screaming, 'Stop it!'
"

The play details how both
characters and their friends

react after the rape, and it

shows another situation in

which Nick's macho buddy
Tad tries to force himself on

Sally, who manages to push
him away and leave the room.
Sounds Dangerous is spon-

sored by the Duke Women's
Center and has been a manda-
tory event during first-year

orientation for the past three

years. Ellen Plummer, interim

director of the Women's Cen-
ter and former coordinator of

Sexual Assault Support Ser-

vices at Duke, says she hopes
the play will start conversa-

tions between students and
make them more aware ofhow
peer pressure, alcohol consump-
tion, and miscommunication
can lead to potentially danger-

ous situations.

The play was written by
Michelle Silberman '91 in

1990. Silberman is an actress

(she played Sally) and writer

who is working on projects

similar to Sounds Dangerous,

using theater to bring about
social change. With guidance

from the Women's Center, she

has altered the content of the

play every year to address

some of the different emotions
and reactions people involved

in an assaultive situation expe-

rience. For example, this year

was the first year in which one
of the characters successfully

fought off an assailant. It was
also the first time the actors,

with the help of training from
the Women's Center, remained
in character after the play

while answering questions

from the audience:

"Nick, what were you think-

ing when you raped Shawna?"

"Rape? I didn't rape any-

body," responded Nick. "I

didn'tjump out of the bushes.

I don't know what you're talk-

ing about."

"Shawna, why didn't you go
to the police?" A distraught

and visibly shaken Shawna
responds, "Because I don't

want anyone to know and I

don't feel strong enough to be
able to do that. Everyone
would know. I would probably

have to tell my parents."

When Nick explains that

Shawna had been giving him
signals that meant yes all week,
an angry student asks, "How
come you are able to read signs

that meant yes but didn't

understand a simple spoken
no?" The audience cheers and
Nick, nonplused, says "Some-
times no means yes."

"Tad, do you have a sister?"

"Shawna, why didn't you
keep saying no?"

"Sally, aren't you afraid

you'll get the reputation of

being a tease?"

"Shawna, what do you want
your friends to do for you
now?"

"Nick, did it feel good?"
The freshmen, so eager to

get the program over with

when they entered, had so

many questions that Plummer
had to end the discussion while

hands were still raised.

For Ellen Plummer, that

> a success.

you had on that individual—is an incredibly

enlightening experience. And that experi-

ence many times is a real education for

those folks. For some students, the educa-

tion doesn't start until they leave this

place—until they leave Duke and they

leave their friends, and they leave what

they consider to be all their hopes and

dreams, and they have to postpone that.

They go home or they live elsewhere and

they are forced to reflect on what they did.

Ninety-nine percent of the time Duke stu-

dents come back from a suspension and

say, 'That really changed me, and it

changed me in a positive way.'
"

Many times, Wasiolek says, if you ask a

victim what his or her goal is, "Their

response is, 'I want to do everything I can

to make sure that this person doesn't do it

again.' They don't necessarily want the

person incarcerated, and they don't neces-

sarily want this person punished so severe-

ly that it changes their life in such a dra-

matic way, that it brings an end to some
things, particularly their college career.

But they want to do everything they can

to educate this person."

While some colleges' judicial boards do

not hear felonious cases such as sexual

assault, Plummer thinks the university

should continue to do so. "I want victims

to have as many options as possible," she

says. One of the reasons for continuing to

allow the judicial board to hear felonious

cases, Plummer argues, is that often the

criminal alternative is too difficult for stu-

dents, who are aware of the low conviction

rate for rape cases in criminal courts and

the negative attitudes that persist about

rape victims.

As of 1993, the university doesn't have

any major physical security changes slated:

The buildings are locked, the campus is lit,

and no one need travel anywhere alone.

According to Plummer, the changes that

need to be addressed right now are educa-

tional and psychological. Students, she

says, need to learn to respect each other's

boundaries.

Kristi says she walked by her attacker

once on campus this year but did not speak

to him. Although she occasionally goes to

keg parties, she hasn't been back to his

fraternity this year because she's afraid of

the reactions of his fraternity brothers. But

she says her assault hasn't tainted her pic-

ture of Duke. "I think if I went to a differ-

ent school the same thing would have

happened." B

Szymkowski '91, M.A.T. '92 is a reporter

for the Sanford Herald in North Carolina.
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DUKE
WHERE'S YOUR
CLASS NOTE?

We need your news. There's no

longer a backlog that once put

the class note you sent in

September into the May-June magazine.

In truth, there's a dearth of information

from alumni.

News isn't restricted to just job changes,

marriages, or births. Of course, we want

you to continue sending us those updates

for publication and for our records office.

Even if you're settled in job and family,

you still have news to share: volunteer

activities in your community, awards and

honors, local fine arts performances, or

that you've rehabbed a house, retired to a

tropical paradise, completed a quilt, driven

cross country, published poetry, and so

forth. Your classmates are indeed interested.

Be sure when you submit a class note

that you include your spouse or partner's

name, where you live, your full name, and

your class year. News submitted for

reunion booklets or other publications

doesn't necessarily get shared with the maga-

zine, so please keep us in mind when you

communicate with the university.

Send your news to Class Notes Editor,

Duke Magazine, Box 90570, Durham, N.C.

27708-0570, or fax it, typed or legible, to

us at (919) 684-6022. Since we like to

have a written record for verification, we
can't take notes dictated over the phone.

FAME FINDS
FOUR

Four athletes were inducted into the

Duke Hall of Fame at a November
banquet held in Cameron Indoor

Stadium. The latest members are track star

Werner C. Brown '42, football lineman

Robert L. Burrows '54, basketball coach

Charles G. "Lefty" Driesell '54, and foot-

ball captain Ernest M. "Bear" Knotts '47.

Brown was a standout on Duke's track

team from 1940 to 1942, winning a total

of five Southern Conference titles during

milv Smither

Long '42, left,

and her hus-

band, J.D. Long '41,

check names on
plaques honoring 244

Duke graduates

—

mostly men and
women in the classes

1939 to 1944—who
died in World War II.

The Longs, along with

KayBaker-Gill'41,

were instrumental in

raising funds for the

university's first all-

inclusive World War
II memorial. The pro-

ject was spearheaded

by the Class of 1941.

The new memorial,

located in the court-

yard to the north of

Duke Chapel and
beside the Divinity

School, was dedicated

September 1 7 to coin-

cide with the fiftieth

reunion of the Class of

1943 and the Half

Century Club. Cere-

monies included a

color guard represent-

ing Duke's Air Force,

Army, Marine, and
Navy ROTC units;

remarks from Presi-

dent Nannerl O. Keo-

hane and Jack L.

Bruckner '41; a prayer

of remembrance and
blessing by Louis H.
Fracher '42; and the

playing of "Taps."

Before the crowd
joined in singing

"America the Beauti-

ful"—with its refer-

ence to a "patriot

dream" that sees

"beyond the years"

—

Keohane observed

that "the dream of

more livable and
human cities, like

Martin Luther King's

powerful dream of a

more inclusive and
less segregated world,

a world of brother-

hood, is worth singing

about and fighting for.

This is exactly what
our compatriots who
gave their lives

believed was worth
dying for—cities that

would gleam through
human years, human
brotherhood that

would fulfill the

promise of their sacri-

fice. We are honored
in honoring them."

The twelve bronze

plaques were laid into

a new limestone cop-

ing atop an existing

wall at a cost of

$44,000. The second
phase of the project

will encompass work
on the walkways and
lighting as well as per-

manent benches to be

placed in the court-

yard of the memorial.

his career. He swept the indoor and out-

door championships of his specialty, the

440-yard run, and represented Duke in the

1942 Penn Relays, where he was a member
of the quarter-mile relay team. He was

track team captain as a senior, the year he

set a Southern Conference record time of

50.9 seconds in the 440. Brown, a retired

director of Hercules, Inc., lives in Menden-
hall, Pennsylvania.

Burrows earned three varsity football

letters from 1951 to 1953, emerging as one

of the top college linemen in the country

and earning third-team Associated Press

and honorable-mention United Press All-

America honors. As a guard, he helped

lead Duke to two conference champi-

onships, was elected Most Valuable Player

by his team in 1953, and earned All-ACC
honors in the inaugural year of the league.

Burrows lives in Raleigh and is a sales rep-

resentative for J&J Southeast Corporation.

Driesell played center on Duke's basket-

ball squads in 1953 and in 1954, the year

the Blue Devils won the state championship

with an 18-8 record. He went on to become

a legendary basketball coach, averaging

twenty wins a season, and was among just

thirteen to have reached 600 victories. He
has won fourteen conference championships

during a career that has spanned nine years

at Davidson College, seventeen years at the

University of Maryland, and—since 1988

—

a head coaching stint at James Madison

University. He coached the Terrapins to an

ACC Championship in 1984 and produced
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a record of 348-159. At JMU, he has gone

to four straight National Invitational Tour-

naments. Driesell has been named confer-

ence Coach of the Year eight times, includ-

ing the ACC in 1975 and 1980.

Knotts was a Blue Devil lineman from

1943 to 1946. The two-way guard earned

All-America and All-Southern Confer-

ence honors in 1945 and was named team

captain his junior year. Duke's 1944 squad

captured the Southern Conference crown

and then defeated Alabama 29-26 in the

Sugar Bowl. That year he earned third

team All-America honors from the College

Press. Knotts is president of Bear Insurance

Service in his hometown of Albemarle,

North Carolina.

SAT SCORE
BOOSTERS

Trent Carmichael '88 and other mem-
bers of the Duke Club of Northern

California have been tutoring Bay

area high school students for the past three

years to help them improve their chances of

getting into college. The DCNC SAT Prep

Program was designed for students who can-

not afford to take preparatory courses,

which can range from $125 to $500.

With a $900 grant from the Community
Foundation of Santa Clara County, Car-

michael and his volunteer tutors moved
into more low-income schools. Now the

program has evolved into College Bound,

supported by alumni from Duke, Dart-

mouth, Santa Clara University, and Stan-

ford's Graduate School of Business.

"One of the primary goals is to open

awareness about college and the various

choices a student has," Carmichael told

the San ]ose Mercury News. He says the

program has been successful from the start,

proving that "students who take a prepara-

tory course score higher in the SAT. Some
of these kids will improve by 300 points."

Carmichael was also successful in per-

suading Barron's, publisher of a standard

SAT guide, to sell its books to the group

wholesale. Funding was again provided by

the Community Foundation and Santa

Clara University's East Side Project. He's

also had T-shirts printed with the Duke
Club of Northern California's logo as gradu-

ation gifts for students completing the three-

week course.

Last year, College Bound volunteers

helped more than 250 students through

workshops. The program is now a tax-

exempt public charity and is a sponsored

project of the Tides Foundation. This

enables them to raise funds from founda-

tions, corporations, and individuals on a

tax-deductible basis.

BOWING TO
BROWN

Les Brown '36 is a man of renown

—

not only for his band but as an

accomplished musician. He is not

only a conductor, but also a composer and

arranger who is, as one person wrote in

nominating him for Duke's Distinguished

Alumni Award, "as comfortable and com-
petent conducting a symphonic orchestra

as he is a swing band."

Les is more: 1 993 Distinguished Aiumni Award recipient

Brown, the 1993 recipient of the Duke
Alumni Association-sponsored award, was

born in 1912. At fourteen, he attended the

Ithaca Conservatory of Music on a bassoon

scholarship and then the New York Military

Academy before coming to Duke in 1932.

Within two years, he was the leader of a

campus band, the Blue Devils. After 1936,

he and the band toured the country and

recorded with Decca, becoming the first col-

legiate band to be signed by a major label.

Brown founded his Band of Renown in

1938. The dance band played at major

American colleges, theaters, restaurants,

and nightclubs for nearly a decade. In

1947, he and his band joined the Bob
Hope show on radio and later television.

He became band leader and master of cer-

emonies for Bandstand Revue in 1951-52,

and musical director for The Steve Allen

Show on ABC-TV from 1949 to 1960,

Hollywood Palace on ABC in 1962, and

The Dean Martin Show on NBC-TV from

1963 to 1971. Brown has performed in

television specials and movies throughout

the years. He and his band have played at

four presidential inaugural balls, and twice

at the White House.

In 1958, Brown co-founded, with Sonny
Burke '37, the Michael Burke Foundation's

annual Christmas Ball, which has raised

more than $2 million for St. John's Hospi-

tal in Los Angeles. He established a music

scholarship at Duke in 1969, and later at

Ithaca College and Florida A&M. He also

established, with James P. Poyner J.D. '40

and the George Smedes Poyner Founda-

tion, the Les Brown Fund for a music chair

at Duke. In 1989, he recorded a compact

disc for commercial release, with all royal-

ties going to the fund.

Brown has received numerous citations

for meritorious service from the U.S. Army,
Air Force, Marines, and Navy for enter-

taining G.I.s in England, France, and
Morocco, and for eighteen Christmas tours

entertaining troops in the South Pacific

with Bob Hope.

He has been a guest conductor for the

Denver Symphony, Burbank Symphony,
Inglewood Symphony, North Carolina

Symphony, Los Angeles Symphony, Duke
Wind Symphony, and—four times—for

the U.S. Air Force Symphony. He and his

band were selected by Frank Sinatra to

provide the music for Queen Elizabeth

when she visited Los Angeles.

Brown and his wife, Claire, live in Cali-

fornia. He and his son, Les Jr., are at work
on an extensive radio show, The Big Band

of Renown, covering the musical scene

from the 1920s to the 1990s.

Nominations for the 1994 Duke Alumni
Association's Distinguished Alumni Award
can be made on a form available in this

issue of the magazine, or from the Alumni
Affairs office. The deadline is August 31.

To receive additional forms, write Barbara

Pattishall, Associate Director, Alumni
House, 614 Chapel Drive, Durham, N.C.

27708; or call (919) 684-5114, (800) FOR-
DUKE.

WHERE LEADERS
LEARN

September meant back to school for

new alumni leaders, this time for a

weekend of learning about how to

run their clubs and admissions advisory

committees and about Duke today. Two
dozen new chairs of Alumni Admissions

Advisory Committees (AAAC) and near-

ly forty local club presidents and officers

traveled to campus from as far away as

Oregon and even London, England.

Following a buffet lunch, the group

attended an afternoon of presentations.

"Duke Today" included Alumni Affairs

Director M. Laney Funderburk '60 on the

goals of the Duke Alumni Association

(DAA), welcoming remarks by President
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Nannerl O. Keohane, and academic up-

dates from Engineering Dean Earl H. Dow-
ell and Dean of Trinity College and Vice

Provost Richard A. White. Vice President

for Student Affairs Janet Dickerson mod-

erated a panel of students who candidly

discussed what's right with Duke, what's

wrong, and what they're doing about it.

The session's finale was a talk by men's

basketball head coach Mike Krzyzewski

and a slide show of highlights, with music,

of the last three years of basketball ban-

quets. Dinner featured Senior Vice Presi-

dent for Public Affairs John F. Burness

as speaker.

Saturday morning, breakout sessions fol-

lowed a conversation about the university's

needs by Senior Vice President for Alumni
Affairs and Development John J. Piva.

In the AAAC area, Edith Sprunt Toms
'62, Alumni Affairs' assistant director for

alumni admissions, discussed the AAAC's
workings as a cooperative effort by the

alumni and admissions offices. Undergrad-

uate admissions director Christoph Gut-

tentag discussed the AAAC's history, goals,

and objectives, and the recruiting strate-

gies for next year. Financial aid director

James Belvin dealt with financing a Duke
education.

The clubs workshop, led by Bert Fisher

'80, Alumni Affairs' assistant director for

clubs programs, dealt with the expecta-

tions, organization, and planning of events

and the philosophy of alumni service in

local communities. Admissions director

Guttentag also provided an update on Duke
recruitment.

Both groups broke for a pregame barbe-

cue, then Duke vs. Army on the gridiron.

Afterwards, it was back to workshops. For

the AAAC, admissions officer Caroline

Light explained how Duke reads and eval-

uates 14,000 applications a year, followed

by four case studies on admissions and a

mock admission committee. In the clubs

workshop, DAA President Stanley G.

Brading '74 presented a national overview

of the alumni association.

After-dinner workshops were ask-the-

experts sessions, with New Jersey AAAC
chair Nancy Page Jackson '68 leading a

panel of other AAAC leaders who explained

what does and does not work in interview-

ing. Club sessions dealt with programming

and community service, with panel members
Kathy Stone Sorley 79 of the London club,

Eva Herbst '87 of Duke in LA., and Jeanine

Poore Geraffo '84 of Charlotte.

Another club workshop, on Sunday
morning, featured veteran club leaders

Carol Robert Armstrong '63 of the Duke
Club of St. Louis, Ann Wooster Elliot '88

of the Duke Club of Nashville, and Pat

Dempsey '80 of the Duke University Met-

ropolitan Alumni Association.

REWARDING GOOD
TEACHING

Claudia Koonz practices total immer-

sion. She's no Baptist preacher, but a

German history associate professor

who brings to her classroom the sounds,

flavors, and personalities of Germanic cul-

ture. She's also the recipient of this year's

Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate

Teaching Award, sponsored by the Duke
Alumni Association. The award is chosen

by a student-run committee from nomina-

tions submitted by students.

Koonz's immersion technique was a

refreshing departure for some. "Where his-

tory could just entail a discussion of the

succession of events, this professor inte-

grates aspects of the German culture into

her lectures," wrote one student in a nomi-

nation. "Several classes were spent looking

at slides of German art and listening to

German music composers. Reading and

discussing German literature, as well as

field trips to the Rare Book Room to view

Nazi propaganda posters, further provided

us with an all-encompassing look at Ger-

man history."

Another nomination discussed the indi-

vidual attention Koonz gives her students:

"Her interest in my intellectual develop-

ment is something I never imagined I

would receive at a large university

Another time, she inquired as to when I

would be presenting a chapter of my thesis

so she could come and listen. She is clearly

interested in developing another genera-

tion of scholars, and not in just promoting

her own career."

Koonz, who came to Duke in 1988,

teaches German history survey courses and

upper level seminars, including "The His-

tory of Women in Modern Europe" and

"State and Society and the Third Reich."

While earning her bachelor's at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, she spent her junior

year in Munich. She earned her master's at

Columbia and her Ph.D. at Rutgers. She

has taught at Long Island University, the

College of the Holy Cross, and Rutgers.

Her book, Mothers in the Fatherland:

Women, The Family, and Politics in Nazi

Germany, was nominated for a National

Book Award in 1987.

The Alumni Distinguished Undergradu-

ate Teaching Award, presented in Decem-
ber during Founders' Day ceremonies, in-

cludes a $5,000 stipend and $1,000 for a

Duke library to purchase books recom-

mended by the recipient. Koonz has ear-

marked Perkins Library's Special Collec-

tions for works related to women in

history, either manuscript material or rare

books written by or about women.

Teacher of the Year Koonz: bringing the sounds
,
flavors , and personalities of her subject to the classroom
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Continuing the

educational

experience through

more enriching

adventures

"Travel is part ofeducation. . .a part of

experience...He that travelleth goeth to

school..."

— Francis Bacon, (1561-1626)

Trans Panama Canal

January 16-26

The Crystal Harmony trans-canal adventure will

carry you in elegance and luxury on an unforget-

table voyage to festive Mexico, the historic

Panama Canal and colorful Caribbean Islands.

You'll cruise from Acapulco, cross the Panama

Canal on a full-day, 50-mile adventure. The

Canal passage is truly an experience of a lifetime.

After transiting the Canal, cruise to the beautiful

Caribbean Islands of St. Thomas, St. Maarten

and Aruba. Finally, dock in San Juan, Puerto

Rico. Come, enjoy the ultimate in comfort and

gracious service on one of the world's most ele-

gant ships.. ..the Crystal Harmony! From

$2,710 per person, double occupancy with free

air from most major U.S. gateway cities. Early

booking discount of $150.00 per person applies

to reservations received by September 30, 1 993

Swiss Winter Escapade

February 3-10

Switzerland, the "Roof of Europe". ..more than

its stunning mountain peaks, it offers most

everything your heart desires in spectacular

scenic variety. It is a treasure chest of architec-

ture spanning twenty centuries! Come with us

to Interlaken at a wonderful time of the year! At

1,770 feet above sea level, Interlaken lies at the

foot of the world-famous Jungfrau in the very

heart of Switzerland.. .the ideal getaway for

excursions to all corners of Switzerland. Or if

skiing is your pleasure, enjoy one of the world's

paramount ski resorts. Grindelwald is glorious

in the winter and lies only a short distance from

Interlaken. Whether you wish to "see"

Switzerland or "ski" Switzerland, come with fel-

low alumni for a simply grand vacation at a

most affordable price! From $995 per person,

double occupancy from New York; $1,095 from

Atlanta.

Australia/New Zealand

February 9-23

Back by popular demand! It's summer Down

Under, and Royal Cruise Line's twelve-day

cruise between Auckland and Sydney shows you

the best of its wonders, including friendly

Hobart, Tasmania and the stunning natural

beauty of Milford Sound. Plus proper British

Christchurch, delightfully Scottish Dunedin,

Melbourne and more! Our home for this

adventure is the beautiful Royal Odyssey, a

stunning liner offering single dining seating and

service second to none. Special Duke prices

begin at $3,696 per person, double occupancy

including air from most cities.

Passage to India

March 11 -April 2
From Singapore to the Taj Mahal. From the

Strait of Malacca to the Bay of Bengal, the

Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea.. .explore an

intriguing corner of the Orient and exotic India.

You will be captivated by the ancient and mysti-

cal, by lands steeped in tradition and religion.

You'll visit Malacca, Pulau Besar, Kuala Lumpur

and Penang Malaysia; the Maldives; Cochin,

Mangalore, Goa, Bombay, Jaipur and Delhi,

India. This journey to the exotic lands of

Malaysia and India is a kaleidoscope of new

sights, new sounds and intriguing contrasts.

From $6,595 per person, double occupancy

from Los Angeles.

Belgium

April 28 -May 7
Explore this broadly European country with its

colorful people and rich history. You will reside

at the elegant Royal Windsor Hotel in the heart

of Brussels surrounded by narrow cobblestone

streets, quaint shops and beautiful architecture.

We have planned a full day excursion to the fas-

cinating cities of Ghent and Bruges, boasting the

grandest medieval architecture in all of Europe.

You will see the great port city ofAntwerp stop-

ping at one of the diamond markets as well as

visiting the artistic riches in Reubens House.

Travel to the battlegrounds of Waterloo, and the

Castle of Gaasbeck brimming with priceless

antique furnishings. Enjoy the historic wind-

mills on you way to Delft, home of the famous

Delftware pottery. Spend a day exploring the

sights and sounds of Brussels with its museums,

the great medieval Grand' Place, and enchanting

open-heart restaurants flashing their culinary

brilliance. $2,453 per person, double occu-

pancy.

Mediterranean Cruise

May 5-15

Cruise aboard the magnificent Silver Cloud.

This all suite ship carries a maximum of 300

people which allows for extra spaciousness and

service. You will start your trip with an

overnight stay in the exciting city of Venice.

Sail the Adriatic Sea to Vieste, Italy and into the

Aegean to visit the charming Greek Isles of

Crete, Rhodes and Santorini. You will end your

ten day cruise in Athens. Special rates start at

$4,195 per person, based on double occupancy,

including free air from the east coast.

D-Day Anniversary/Seine River Cruise

June 10-24

The picturesque beauty of the heart of

Normandy is highlighted this year of 1994 as we

observe the 50th anniversary of D-Day, when

courageous Allied troops landed on the beaches

of Omaha, Utah, Sword and Juno. Begin with

three nights in London, one of the truly remark-

able cities of the world. Ferry across the English

Channel to Caen, France. The charm of

Normandy unfolds on your drive to the popular

resort town of Deauville. Then board the M/S

Normandie. Fascinating ports of call include

Honfleur, Caudebee, Rouen, Les Andelys,

Vernon and Mantes. Paris awaits as you enjoy a

gala Illumination Cruise through the "City of

Lights." Commemorating the historic events of

D-Day with a cruise on the legendary Seine

River will make this truly a once-in-a-lifetime

travel experience. From approximately $3,995

per person, double occupancy, from New York;

$4,195 from Adanta.

Russia

July 1-12

It was back in the early 1700's that Peter the

Great, with his towering physical strength,

unerring vision and often ruthless tactics, trans-

formed Russia into the greatest power in

Europe. Now, you can follow in the historic

pathways of this powerful czar as you cruise

from St. Petersburg, Peter's celebrated capital

and "window on the West", all the way to

Moscow on waterways previously accessible only

to Russians. See the country as Peter saw it,

with its many treasures still beautifully preserved

and its stunning scenery virtually untouched. As

you explore Russia's two great cities...Moscow

and St. Petersburg.. .the M.V. Kerzanovsky will

be your hotel. The famous Hermitage in St.

Petersburg, the czar's Summer Palace,

Petrodvorets, Moscow's onion-domed St. Basil's

Cathedral, the Kremlin and Red Square are just

a small part of the rich cultural heritage of this

great country. From approximately $2,995 dou-

ble occupancy per person from New York;

$3,195 from Atlanta.
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Danube River Adventure

July 14-26

Combine the ease and comfort of a cruise ship,

with the intimate, behind-the-scenes-experiences

of an overland journey on a journey through his-

tory from Budapest to Munich. Our exclusive

thirteen-day itinerary features nine continuous

nights aboard ship - including two days in

Budapest and two days in Vienna - with accom-

modations and meals conveniently aboard ship

with no packing and unpacking. In addition,

visit the charming ports of Esztergom, Hungary;

Bratislava, Czechoslovakia; Melk, Austria and

Passau, Germany. Enjoy scenic sightseeing in

Regensburg en route to Munich for a two-night

stay. From $2,895 per person, double occu-

pancy, including round-trip international airfare

from JFK.

Scandinavian Capitals and St. Petersburg

August 2-15

As it has since Viking times, the summer sun

signals a celebration in the enchanting capitals of

the Northlands. Join us on this twelve night

cruise to the great capitals of Scandinavia; Oslo,

Copenhagen, Stockholm, Helsinki plus Berlin

and St. Petersburg. Sail in luxury aboard the

beautiful Crown Odyssey. Special Duke prices

begin at $2,999, including air from most cities.

An optional two-night London Theatre package

is also available.

Midnight Sun Express and Alaska Passage

August 15-27

Alaska.. .it catches the imagination and fills it

with vistas of untamed space as far as the eye can

see. Our thirteen-day itinerary provides the best

of the Last Frontier - by land and by sea! First,

two nights in Fairbanks. Then board the

Midnight Sun Express train for a scenic journey

to Anchorage. En route, spend one night at

Denali National Park, America's largest wilder-

ness preserve. Following two nights in

Anchorage, begin a seven-night Inside Passage

cruise aboard the Crown Princess from Seward

to College Fjord, Glacier Bay, Skagway, Juneau,

Ketchikan and Vancouver. Optional Vancouver

extension available. From $3,239 per person,

double occupancy from Fairbanks/Vancouver.

Reserve by December 31, 1993, and save up to

$1,300 per couple.

Italy

September 17-29

Experience the classical splendor of Italy with

visits to Rome, Florence, Siena, San Marino and

Venice. Gaze upon the Sistine Chapel ceiling of

Michelangelo in the Vatican and walk among

the ruins of the Roman Forum and the Palatine

Hill. Experienc Florence, the greatest

Renaissance city in Europe - the city of the

Medicis and Machiavelli, and the Florentine

School of Painters. See Pisa's famous leaning

tower. Visit Siena with its imposing 1 lth-cen-

tury Gothic Cathedral, and San Marino, the

world's oldest and smallest independent repub-

lic. Roam the canals and back streets of Venice,

the city of Marco Polo and between the 9th and

13th centuries the dominant maritime and com-

mercial power in Europe. From approximately

$3,495 per person, double occupancy from New
York; $3,695 from Atlanta.

Marco Polo Passage

September 29 - October 13

Marco Polo began his return voyage to Venice

from China in 1292, sailing across the South

China Sea and around the tip of Malaysia.

Along the way he stopped at what is now

Vietnam. We're pleased to offer an eighteen-

day voyage recalling the great explorations of

Marco Polo on a ship appropriately named after

the great Venetian traveler. Walk on the Great

Wall of China and explore the Forbidden City

during a three-night visit to Beijing. Then it's

two nights in Hong Kong, bargain capital of the

world. Your 10-night cruise aboard the M.V.

Marco Polo visits Canton, China; Da Nang and

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Port

Kelang/Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and Singapore.

From $4,595 per person, double occupancy,

including round-trip international airfare from

Los Angeles. Reserve by December 23, 1 993,

and save up to $ 1 ,000 per couple.

October 6-23

China. ..a land of treasure and tradition. ..a land

where time stands still. Expetience the magic

that has drawn travelers to the mysterious East

for centuries past. From the comfort and ambi-

ence of the M.S. Pinghu, cruise the Yangtze

River and view the spectacular Three Gorges—
ofter called the world's most scenic wonder.

Stop in Xi-an where you'll travel back to ancient

China to pay tribute to the world-renowned

Terra Cotta Warriors. You'll discover.. .Beijing,

China's capital that embodies the heart, soul and

spirit of this mystical land with the Great Wall,

The Forbidden City and Tiananmen

Square.. .Guilin with its majestic limestone peaks

and mysterious underground caverns...and

Hong Kong, a shopper's paradise. Don't miss

this chance to see a land whose civilization has

endured longer than any othet in the history of

the world. From approximately $4,895 per per-

son, double occupancy from Los Angeles.

Turkey, Past and Present

October 11-22

Turkey is a country of subtle beauties., .a

nomad's tent with a mesa in the distance; the

incredible blue color of the Aegean Sea, a cara-

van of gypsies in their picturesque wagons pass-

ing the moonscape of rock pinnacles once hol-

lowed out and inhabited by early Christians, the

palm trees lining the waterfront in Izmir gently

moving in the wind, with its ancient citadel

dominating the town, the sun setting into the

Golden Horn, seeming to turn the water to gold

and thus giving the river its name. This jour-

ney, led by an accomplished art historian guide

with extensive knowledge of Turkey's history

and sites, promises to be a most memorable one!

Please join us as we explore this legendary coun-

try! Approximately $3,900 per person, double

occupancy, including air from New York.

Holy Land

November 1-10

For years this fascinating land was closed to trav-

elers. Today multitudes of visitots enjoy the

experience of their lives as they embark on this

educational travel opportunity visiting the his-

toric and religious sites of the Holy Land. Walk

in the Garden of Gethsemane, take a boat ride

on the Sea of Galilee, visit the Shepherd's Fields

near Bethlehem, experience the vast spectrum of

deep fertile valleys, rolling mountains and

ancient seas. Stay in Tiberias on the Sea of

Galilee and near the Old City in Jerusalem.

$2,232 per person, double occupancy.

For More Information:

Indicate the trips ofinterest to youfor detailed

brochures

Trans Panama Canal

Swiss Winter Escapade

Australia/New Zealand

D Passage to India

D Belgium

Mediterranean Cruise

D-Day Anniversary/Seine River Cruise

Russia

D Danube River Adventure

D Scandinavian Capitals and St. Petersburg

D Midnight Sun Express and Alaska Passage

Italy

D Marco Polo Passage

D China

Turkey

Holy Land

fill out the coupon and return to:

Barbara DeLapp Booth '54,

Duke Travel, 614 Chapel Drive, Durham, NC
27708 919 684-5114 or 800 FOR-DUKE

Travel advertising, brochures, and >>:

alumni arefidly subsidized by participating t

companies.

November — December J 993



LEADING THE WAY
FOR WOMEN
With the inauguration of Presi-

dent Nannerl O. Keohane and

the earlier appointment of Vice

President for Student Affairs Janet Smith

Dickerson, women have achieved a rela-

tively new prominence in Duke's leader-

ship. And this brings special inspiration to

the women who helped shape Duke in the

past, including Anne Garrard '25, A.M.
'30, who was assistant director of alumni

affairs from 1939 to 1970.

For more than thirty years, Garrard

organized homecoming events and class

reunions, and advised the nursing school

alumnae association and the Woman's
College alumnae association. She worked

with student groups, local businesses, politi-

cians, and Duke administrators. In essence,

she brought together many aspects of the

Duke and Durham communities in a cohe-

sive manner—which is one of the goals

driving Duke's current leadership.

In Garrard's day, this cohesiveness was

crucial to successful community events,

says Associate Director of Alumni Affairs

Barbara Pattishall, who worked with Gar-

rard for more than twenty years. "Back

during those times, all the students had
homecoming displays, they had the parade

through town, and there was a huge home-
coming show with skits put on by the

women from East Campus. Plus, the whole

Durham community came out for home-
coming," Pattishall says. "Ms. Garrard was

the focal point that brought all this

together. She had that wonderful sense of

community, bringing together students,

alumni, and Durham."

Before the modern breakthroughs into

positions like Keohane's and Dickerson's,

women like Garrard served as influential

leaders and role models for women at

Duke. "For Duke female students, without

a doubt, she was a role model," says Pat-

tishall. "I think at that point in her life,

she had accomplished a great deal in the

position she held. For a woman in that

period of time to be a professional was

amazing. She put all of her energy and all

of her time into her profession."

Garrard was already breaking ground at

Trinity, almost literally, when she became
the first Durham woman to live in South-

Garrard: remembering the way women were;

inset, Chanticleer senior photo, 1925

gate Building, the first dormitory for

women, just completed in the fall of 1921.

She was sixteen.

When the first women came to Old
Trinity, their opportunities were extremely

limited, says Garrard. The Giles sisters,

Class of 1878, A.M. 1885, weren't even

allowed to sit with their fellow male stu-

dents; they had to sit in classes behind

a screen.

As more and more women enrolled, facil-

ities expanded to accommodate them and

classes were integrated. But all of the pro-

fessors, administrators, and student leaders

were still men. In response, Garrard and

other women began to form their own
groups. "My senior year, for example, we
organized a women's honor society, the

White Duchy, that recognized the seven

most outstanding women in the senior class."

This was one of the first times women
were identified on campus as achievers and

leaders. Others could look up to these

women as role models, says Garrard.

"Women began to run almost everything

[on their campus]. There were women's

musical groups. They were very active in

dramatics. There was a women's student

government association and a women's

athletic association."

Garrard attributes the expansion of

women's roles to female leadership in the

administration. "One of the most wonder-

ful things for women was when Dean Alice

Baldwin came in 1923. She was a wonder-

ful person. She was the typical New Eng-

land lady, but she tempered dignity with a

good sense of humor." Baldwin was joined

in 1930 by Mary Grace Wilson, later dean

of women. "More than any others, these

two leaders provided the stimuli for female

student development over the years."

In the 1920s, opportunities for college-

educated women were limited. Teaching

school, Garrard says, was one of the few

options she had. After leaving Duke to

teach at Greensboro College and serve as

dean of women there for several years, she

returned to Durham to work with the

alumni affairs office.

While there, Garrard kept track of al-

most every known alumnus and alumna.

During World War II, when many Duke
men left to fight, Garrard worked intensely

with female students to keep up with the

men overseas. "I'd say that was my fondest

memory. All the folks were going away

and we were getting addresses and all. I

decided we should keep a card file of the

people in the service and where they were.

And the girls [from the Woman's College]

had an organization—COGS, Coeds Orga-

nized for General Services. They came and

spent untold hours working with me."

These students helped Garrard make
the numerous phone calls, military infor-

mation requests, and follow-ups necessary

to maintain a detailed listing of more than

11,000 Duke servicemen and their military

records. The file, now in the university's

archives, was recently used to help com-

pile Duke's World War II Memorial.

Such efforts for the Duke troops did not

go unappreciated. "One Christmas, I came
up with the idea of sending a letter to

everybody [at war]. It was a serious sort of

thing. I think I wrote it long-hand. But I

got all sorts of people to sign it—people in

the kitchen, all up and down over the

campus—so those boys could look and

remember them. And it meant a lot to

them. I received a lot of wonderful letters

saying how much it meant to them."

One of the most drastic changes Garrard

witnessed came when Duke merged its

women's and men's campuses in 1972. This

integration blurred many of the boundaries

between men and women on campus,

leaving Garrard with mixed feelings about

the idea. Women sacrificed much of their

autonomy, she says, but they also gained

access to many of the men's resources and

opportunities. "So many things were chang-

ing. Women had leadership positions that

they gave up, and it took a long time for

them to regain them. It seems like just

now they're starting to get them back. Duke
women have come a long way."

—Jason Schultz '93
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40s & 50s
Robert C. Oshiro LL.B. '52, LL.M. '53 received

an honorary degree from the University of Hawaii at

Manoa during its commencement in August. He
helped found the Democratic Party in Hawaii and was

a state legislator.

Norwood A. Thomas Jr. '55 retired in March

1992 from Centtal Carolina Bank as executive vice

president and senior trust officer. He has joined

Wayne F. Wilbanks '82 in Norfolk, Va., to form

Wilbanks, Smith and Thomas Asset Management,

which specializes in investment management for cor-

porations and individuals.

George W. Paulson M.D. '56, the Kurtz Profes-

sor of Neurology at the Ohio State University's Hos-

pitals, was named the hospital's chief of staff. He
chaired the neurology department from 1983 to 1991.

L. Thompson A.M. '58, Ed.D. '68,

director of financial aid at Duke from 1959 to 1966,

retired as associate dean and adjunct associate profes-

sor from the University of Medicine and Dentistry of

New Jersey. A past president of the Medical History

Society ofNew Jersey and a fellow of the College of

Physicians of Philadelphia, he is a history mentor for

Thomas Edison State College's Guided Study Program.

He and his wife, Betty, a U.S. Tennis Association

professional tennis umpire, live in Plainshoro, N.J.

William K. Quick B.D. '58, the minister at

Detroit's Metropolitan United Methodist Church,

represented Duke in October at the inauguration of

the president of the University of Michigan-Dearborn.

John H. Amsler '59 represented Duke in October

at the inauguration of the president of Morningside

College in Sioux City, Iowa.

Charles B. Duke '59, senior research fellow at

the Xerox Research Center in Webster, N.Y., was

inducted into the National Academy of Engineering

in October for "providing the theoretical foundations

for developments in xerography."

MARRIAGES: Robert E. Cowin '46 to Ann
Wilson Smoot '47 on April 17. Residence:

Stuart, Fla.

60s
D. Bundy Jr. '60, who retired from the

N.C. Department of Public Instruction after 32 years

in state government, is working for the education

division of Colonial Life and Accident Insurance Co.

in Raleigh.

Glenn E. Ketner Jr. '60, J.D. '63 represented

Duke in October at the inauguration of the president

of Catawba College in Salisbury, N.C.

Carol "Cookie" Anspach Kohn '60 of High-

land Park, 111., represented Duke in September at the

inauguration of the president ofWheaton College.

Thomas M. Vernon '60, who earned his M.D.

from Harvard, is executive director for medical, scien-

tific, and public health affairs, a new position with the

Merck Vaccine Division, a unit of Merck &. Co., Inc.

He and his wife, Patricia, have two children and live

in Philadelphia.

Joseph C. Bowles '61, M.Div. '65 is senior vice

president and manager of the corporate affairs depart-

ment of Bank One, Texas. He was corporate affairs

executive for NationsBank Corp. in Dallas. He and

A WAY WITH WORDS

Forget the myth of

the solitary writer.

After a distin-

guished career as a

New York City editor,

Marshall de Bruhl

decided to write a

book, and he says it

was the most fun he's

ever had.

"I think the notion

that the writer's life is a

lonely life is nonsense,"

says de Bruhl '58,

whose biography of

Texas politician Sam
Houston was published

by Random House.
"Writing was the most
exciting thing I'd ever

done. I was staying at

my sister's house on
[North Carolina's)

Lake Lure while I was
working, and I would
conduct research all

day, and organize my
notes. Then I would
walk about a mile,

come home and have a

drink while watching
MacNeil-Lehrer, and
then I'd get to work. I

found I did my best

writing at night. Some-
times I wrote until the

sun came up."

De Bruhl, a former
editor at Scribner's and
Doubleday's Anchor
Books, had heard

about Houston as a

boy while growing up
in western North Caro-

lina. Although best

known as a protege of

Andrew Jackson and
later as president of the

Republic of Texas,

Houston spent his

early years in western

North Carolina, near

de Bruhl's childhood

home in the Asheville

area. De Bruhl had

De BrM: Sam Houston biographer researched by day,

wrote by night

tried to sell other writ-

ers on Houston's story,

but no one was curious

enough to take on the

project. So five years

ago, he decided to do it

himself.

With blessings—and
a book contract—from
colleague and Random
House executive editor

Robert Loomis '49, de
Bruhl began to piece

together Houston's life,

from his hardscrabble

youth and heroic ac-

complishments in the

War of 1812 through
his celebrated political

career. Through exten-

sive research and inter-

views, including some
with surviving Hous-
ton family members,
de Bruhl put together a

historically informative

human interest story,

Sword ofSan Jacinto: A
Life of Sam Houston.

"From early on, I

decided the only way
to do it was from birth

to death, a linear pro-

gression rather than an
impressionistic

approach or told

through flashbacks,"

says de Bruhl. "And I

wanted to teach history

as I went, so that peo-

ple learned about the

Kansas-Nebraska Bill,

for example."

Houston's life was
celebrated in John F.

Kennedy's Profiles In

Courage. And Texas'

largest city was named
in his honor. But for de
Bruhl, Houston's life

was an intriguing mix

of romantic adventure

and professional

achievement.

"When he was a boy,

his mother moved Sam
and eight brothers and
sisters to Tennessee,

where he lived about
five miles from the

border of the Cherokee
nation. As a teenager,

he ran away to join the

Indians and fight in the

War of 1812. And
when he returned from
the war to study law,

he got married, but his

wife left him after

eleven weeks of mar-

riage." Houston did

find happiness with

another woman,
though, and they had
eight children together.

De Bruhl says he
was particularly

impressed with Hous-
ton's ambition and
ability to overcome
initial obstacles. "By
his own admission, he

had a very limited edu-

cation," he says, "and

yet he was extremely

eloquent and wrote

extraordinary letters

and speeches."

De Bruhl's now
looking to write more
books, including one
on the bombing of

Dresden during World
War II. Although he
came to writing fairly

late, he says it was an
easy transition to

make. "It was fantastic

background as a writer

to have been an editor

for so long. It eases the

way. So when my edi-

tor, Bob Loomis, asks

me to do something, I

intuitively know what
he wants."
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A PLACE TO PLAY

Tune is precious

for everyone.

So it's no sur-

prise that parents

often agonize about
whether they're

providing their kids

with both quality

and quantity tune

together. To help par-

ents and other care-

givers make playtime

rewarding, Playspace

was started in Raleigh,

North Carolina.

"Playspace was
designed to be an
interactive facility that

encourages learning

through play," says

Patricia "Patsy" Hod-
gins Fyfe '76. "We
don't provide child

care, we provide the

facility and supervi-

sion for parents and
their pre-schoolers."

Before taking over

as executive director

of the nonprofit

'

organization, Fyfe had
been a volunteer at

Playspace since its

incorporation in 1990.

She mopped floors,

scrubbed bathrooms,

and payed the bills.

Her husband, Charles

R. "Chuck" Fyfe Jr.

'68, M.B.A. '74, was
the unofficial repair-

man, fixing anything

that broke. (Founded
by Linda Rogers with

help from husband
Walter Rogers '74,

Playspace opened its

doors to the public in

June of 1991.)

Now that she's a

paid staff member,
Fyfe will turn her

sights to tasks that

involve more long-

range planning. Her
responsibilities include

fund raising, facility

and personnel man-
agement, and budget-

ing. She'll also work to

strengthen outreach

programs that refer

children and their

parents to Playspace.

"We're serving a lot

of stay-at-home moms
and stay-at-home

dads," says Fyfe. "And
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we have a grant from
[pharmaceutical man-
ufacturer] Glaxo to

bring in children who
are physically or eco-

nomically disadvan-

taged. But we'd also

like to identify young
parents through the

Department of Social

Services, or foster

parents, who might
have much expe-

rience in how to play

with their children."

At the 3,000-

square-foot space,

there is a mini-city

where kids can get

play money from an
automatic teller

machine, shop for

groceries at the store,

dress up in costumes
and see themselves

projected on a video

screen, and pretend

they're a doctor or

patient at the town's

"hospital."

Fyfe, mother to

seven-year-old

Andrew and nine-

year-old Shannon,
says her involvement
with Playspace has

been a valuable lesson

for her entire family.

"My children have
learned that it's impor-

tant to donate your
time to make sure

things are better for

other people. So it's

really been a family

venture."

Playspace: where all ages, including parents, learn w
play and play to learn

his wife, Chris, have a child and live in Farmers

Branch, Texas.

Leslie Bernard Branch '61, a physician, is an

associate with Mayer& Karim, P.S.C., practicing

allergy and clinical immunology in Lexington, Ky.

Jessica Richards Linden '62 made her the-

atrical debut in the 1993-94 season-opening produc-

tion of Tina Howe's Approaching Zanzibar at Actors

Express in Atlanta. She retired from IBM in 1992 and

is now focusing on a second career in the performing

arts.

Larry K. Monteith M.S.E. '62, Ph.D '65, chan-

cellor of N.C. State University, was made a fellow of

the American Society for Engineering Education, one

of 10 named this year for outstanding contributions in

the field. He is a former dean of the NCSU College of

Engineering and a past chair of its electrical engineer-

ing department.

George A. Timblin B.S.E.E. '62 received the

1993 James H. McGraw Award in Engineering Tech-

nology Education in June from the American Society

for Engineering Education. He is head of the engi-

neering and advanced technology department at Cen-

tral Piedmont Community College in Charlotte. In

1990, he-

the Year.

H. Bennett B.S.C.E. '63 is vice president,

civil engineering, for American Electric Power Ser-

vice Corp. in Columbus, Ohio.

A. Everette James Jr. M.D. '63, a radiology

professor at Vanderhilt University, is the senior pro-

gram officer for the National Academy of Sciences'

Institute of Medicine. He is also the new treasurer of

the International Society of Art in Medicine. A col-

lector and art historian, he is the cover editor of the

International Journal ofArt in Medicine, a member of

the arts committee of the Cosmos Club, and a patron

of the Art in Embassies program of the U.S. State

Department. He and his wife, Jeannette, have three

children and live in Nashville, Tenn.

Aileen Blakinship Fletcher '64 has been ap-

pointed instructor of art at New River Community
College in Dublin, Va. She lives in Christiansburg, Va.

Jay R. Miller Jr. '64, a Navy rear admiral, has

assumed command of the Naval Reserve Readiness

Command Region 20. He is also commander, Naval

Air Force Eastern Atlantic, and assistant chief of staff

for readiness Naval Air Force, U.S. Atlantic fleet.

Some of his awards include the Distinguished Flying

Cross and the Meritorious Service Medal. A commer-
cial pilot, he is also the general partner for Miller

Land and Title Co. He lives in St. Petersburg, Fla.,

and Park City, Utah.

Malcolm G. Lane A.M. '68, Ph.D. '71 was

named a partner at KPMO Peat Marwick's Washing-

ton, D.C., office. As a principal in the international

accounting and consulting firm's Policy Economics

Group, he specializes in international tax system com-
puterization. He also plays the trumpet and is a classic-

car collector. He and his wife, Maureen, and their two

children live in Manassas, Va.

Bonnie Stanley Birkel B.S.N. '69, who earned

her master's in public health at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, is assistant director of maternal health and

family planning for the Maryland Department of

Health. She is also co-chair of the State Family

Planning Administrators and president-elect of the

Maryland Perinatal Association. She and her hus-

band, J. Wayne Birkel '66, have moved to Balti-

more from Washington, DC, where he works as a

security officer for the federal government.

Russell Ann Nobles '69, an attorney, has joined

the Garden City, N.Y., office of the law firm Nixon,

Hargrave, Devans & Doyle. She had worked for the

N.Y. State Medical Care Facilities Finance Agency
since 1982.

James R. Thompson Ph.D. '69, a researcher at

the Department of Energy's Oak Ridge National Lab-

oratory and a physics professor at the University of

Tennessee, was elected a fellow of the American

Physical Society. He and his wife, Dawn, and their

two children live in Knoxville.

70s
Ward M. Cates 71, D.Ed. '79 was promoted to

associate professor and granted tenure at Lehigh Uni-

versity. He specializes in instructional design and

software development. In 1991, he received the

American Educational Research Association's Distin-

guished Service Award. He was named to Who's Who
in the East in 1992-93 and to Who's Who in American

Education for 1994-95. He and his wife, Anne, and

their daughter live in Bethlehem, Pa.

Robert G. Atcheson '72, a founding member of

the Jordanian American Fulbright Commission, was

elected director of its governing board. He is regional

director, Middle East and North Africa, for Lockheed

Corp. He and his family have lived in the region for

17 years.

Curtis R. Kimball '72 is the national director of

Willamerte Management Associates' valuation prac-

tice related to federal gift and estate tax concerns. He
has been a principal in the firm since 1988. He lives

in Portland, Ore.

Stephen Ash Lacks 73, M.B.A. 75 represented

Duke in September at the inauguration of the presi-

dent of Regis University in Denver, Colo.

Nancy Becker Lehman 74 is a psychiatrist in

clinical practice in Durango, Colo. She and her hus-

band, Dale, and their son live in Durango.

Christopher S. McCullough 74 joined the

faculty at the University of Virginia as an associate

professor of surgery. He specializes in liver, kidney,

and pancreas transplantation. He and his wife,

Karen Anne Ahern-McCullough B.S.N. 79,

and their four children live in Charlottesville.

Shawn G. Rader 74, a partner in the Orlando,

Fla., law firm Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor &
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Reed, was appointed chairman of the American Bar

Association Torts and Insurance Practice Section of

the Title Insurance Committee for 1994.

e Sved 74 was elected president of

the Association ofGay and Lesbian Psychiatrists, a

national organization of more than 500 members,

affiliated with the American Psychiatric Association.

She lives in Raleigh, N.C

H. Clayton Foushee 75 is vice president of

flight operations at Northwest Airlines. He lives in

Washington, D.C.

J. David Hughey III 75, who earned his M.B.A.

in 1991 at UNC's Kenan-Flagler business school, was

promoted to vice president/secretary' of the company

at The Durham Herald Co. He was the company's

corporate secretary. He lives in Durham.

Roy H. Rowe D.Ed. 75 writes that after four years

of living and working in native villages in Bush,

Alaska, he has been invited to return to the Univer-

sity of Alaska, Anchorage, to chair the department of

administration and foundations in the School of Edu-

cation. "The fishing is great! Come on up for a visit."

Janice Trawick 75 is the senior education ad-

viser and speechwriter for S.C. Gov. Carroll A.

Campbell Jr. She lives in Columbia.

Janet A. Holmes 76 won a Bush Foundation

grant for 1993 in literature (poetry). Her book of

poems, The Physicist at the Mall, was awarded the

Anhinga Prize for 1993 and will be published in 1994.

She works for Merrill Corp., a financial printer head-

quartered in St. Paul, Minn. She and her husband,

Alvin D. Greenberg, live in St. Paul.

Kibbel Kwiatek 76, director of the

Creative School of Jewish Learning in Cincinnati,

was named chair for the 1994 Conference on Alter-

natives in Jewish Education to be held next year at

Indiana University. She and her husband, Ken, and

their three children live in Dayton, Ohio.

O'Neal Ph.D. 76, a professor of English i

South Carolina's Columbia College, was named the

school's Outstanding Faculty Member for 1992-93.

P. Rausch Ph.D. 76, a theology profes-

sor at Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles,

edited The College Student's Introduction to Theology,

published by The Liturgical Press. It is his fifth book.

Nancy DeLong Dugas 77 is the principal at

DeLong Associates, a financial insurance specialty

agency in Connecticut. She and her husband, Ken-

neth, and their daughter live in Rocky Hill, Conn.

Boek Werness 77 has a private law

practice specializing in civil litigation, with a focus on

domestic relations, personal injury, and guardianship.

She has offices in Old Town, Alexandria, and Arling-

ton, Va. She and her husband, Bruce, a physician, live

in Alexandria.

Elba Brown-Collier Ph.D. 78 is an economics

professor at Eastern New Mexico University's College

of Business. She was associate dean of the University

of Texas' College of Business in El Paso.

Philip L. Schaefer 78 is a director at Sylvan

Lawrence Co., Inc., a Manhattan real estate firm. He
was the exclusive representative in the relocation of

Bill Communications, Inc. to a 70,000-square-foot

Park Avenue South space, one of the largest office

leasing transactions in Manhattan in 1992. He and his

wife, Wendy, and their two children live in Manhattan.

Harry C. Weinerman 78, a pediatrician in

W. Hartford, Conn., was elected a fellow in the

American Academy of Pediatrics.

Larry W. Leckonby 79, who was assistant direc-

tor of athletics at Old Dominion University, is now

athletics business manager at Boston College. He and

his wife, Cris, live in Boston, Mass.

Robert L. Thompson Jr. 79 is PC network

administrator for the Cargill Corp. in Liberty Corner,

Pa. He and his wife, Marybeth, and their son live in

Buckingham, Pa.

MARRIAGES: Dianne Butler Murchison 72
to Joseph Patterson Lawson on Sept. 1 1 . Residence:

Richmond...Kenneth F. Trofatter Jr. 73,

M.D. 77, Ph.D. 79 to Michele Offutt Webb on Nov.

6, 1992. Residence: Knoxville...Nancy Becker
74 to Dale Lehman on Feb. 23, 1991. Residence:

Durango, Colo....Janet A. Holmes 76 to Alvin

D. Greenberg on March 26. Residence: St. Paul,

Minn....Sandra Boek 77 to Bruce A. Werness

on March 6. Residence: Alexandria, Va.... Larry W.
Leckonby 79 to Cris Snarsky on June 19. Resi-

dence: Boston.

BIRTHS: First child and daughter to Eric Vlahov
70 and Denise Vlahov on June 1 1 . Named Rachel

Leah... First child and son to Nancy Becker
Lehman 74 and Dale Lehman on July 2. Named
Jesse Becker... Fourth child and first daughter to

Christopher S. McCullough 74 and Karen
Anne Ahern-McCullough B.S.N. 79 on

March 28. Named [Catherine Annemarie Ahern
McCullough. ..Third child and son to Carol Ann
Williams Lyons 76 and John C. Lyons
B.S.E. 76 on Feb. 20. Named Colin Cornelius.. .First

child and daughter to Nancy DeLong Dugas 77
and Kenneth R. Dugas on Aug. 13. Named Carolyn

Jane...Second child and first son to Philip L.

Schaefer 78 and Wendy Schaefer on July 22.

Named Gregory Drew. . .Fourth child and first daugh-

ter to Karen Anne Ahern-McCullough
B.S.N. 79 and Christopher S. McCullough
74 on March 28. Named Katherine Annemarie
Ahern McCullough. . .Second son to Andrew
Jacobson 79 and Debra Jacobson on July 2 1

.

Named Stephen Leonard . . .Second son to Greta
Nettleton Lalire 79 and Rex Lalire on May 17.

Named Luc Pierre... First child and son to Robert
L. Thompson Jr. 79 and Marybeth Thompson
on June 26, 1992. Named Michael Robert.

80s
H. Barkin '80, who earned a graduate

degree in architecture from Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, has a private practice of architecture in

Westport, Conn. He worked six years for the interna-

tional architectural firm Cesar Pelli & Associates,

Inc., in New Haven.

John Kirch '80 moved to Monterey, Calif., after

working abroad for eight years in England, Hong
Kong, and Japan as director of Far East Asia for

Comshare, Inc., a supplier of management support

systems. He has joined the management team of Soft-

bank Inc., a high-tech start-up company developing a

CD-ROM-based product "focused on revolutionizing

software product sales, marketing, and distribution."

Phillip W. Kuhn '80, who earned his M.B.A. at

Emory University, is director of marketing for Cabot

Medical Corp. in Langhorne, Pa.

Edward R. Laskowski '80, a physician, is co-

director of the Mayo Clinic Sports Medicine Center.

He and his wife, Linda Chiovari Laskowski
'80, have two children and live in Rochester, Minn.

Cary Laxer '80 was promoted from associate to full

professor of computer science at Rose-Hulman Insti-

tute of Technology in Terre Haute, Ind.

Steven T. Maher '80 is a technical manager in

the process safety field for EQE International. He and

his wife, Lupe, and their thtee children live in Mis-

sion Viejo, Calif.

Richard A.F. Schafer '80 is manager of the San
Francisco branch office ofTIAA-CREF (Teachers

Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retire-

ment Equities Fund). His branch serves California,

Alaska, Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.

He and his wife, Nancy, and the two sons live in

Mill Valley.

Gayle Weinraub 'SO, who earned her master's in

social work at Washington University in 1983, is a

caseworker/therapist at Medina Children's Home in

Texas. "After 1 1 years in St. Louis," she writes, "I am
enjoying the change of pace and the beautiful Hill

Country scenery." She lives in Kerrville.

Benjamin Zeltner '80 is a partner in the

Atlantic City, N.J., law firm Levine, Staller, Sklar,

Chan & Brodsky. Besides practicing law, he and his

law partners are developing Kenny Rogers Roasters

Restaurants in southern New Jersey. He and his wife,

Nancy, and their two children live in Linwood, N.J.

Kenneth Kleban '81, an adjunct professor of

international marketing at the City University of

New York, was appointed by Secretary of Commerce
Ron Brown to serve on a trade advisory committee

examining pending international trade issues. His

firm, Kleban Associates, provides trade consulting

services worldwide. He and his wife, Barbara
Kemp Kleban '8

1 , and their two children live in

Weston, Conn.

Alexandra "Lexie" Bryan Klein '81 is com-

pleting her master's in linguistics at the University of

Illinois. She and her husband, Jeffrey, and their three

children live in Hinsdale, 111.

Kevin D. Sack '81 is the Albany bureau chief of

The New York Times. He and his wife, Vickie More-

land, and their daughter live in Albany, N.Y.

Laura Puccia Valtorta A.M. '81 has had her

first novel, Family Meal, published by Carolina Wten
Press. She is an attorney in Columbia, S.C. Her hus-

band. Marco Valtorta A.M. '83, Ph.D. '87, is an

assistant professor of computer science at the Univer-

sity of South Carolina. The couple and their daughter

live in Columbia.

Jennifer Warburg '81 is a free-lance photogra-

pher living in Durham. Some of her photographs

appeared in Adventures m Mainland: Behind the News,

Beyond the Pundits.

Monet Bossert '82 and her husband, Charles

Beith, run a custom home construction business in

Sunriver, Ore. She is a founding board member of the

Central Oregon Environmental Center in Bend, Ore.,

and manages its Nature Book Stote. She is also an

appointed member of the Deschutes County Bicycle

Advisory Committee and is a seasonal botanist and

naturalist with the Deschutes National Forest, working

with endangered plants and conducting raptor surveys.

Thomas Christopher Havens '82 earned his

law degree from Washington & Lee University. He
and his wife, Robin, are both associates at the New
York law firm Reid& Priest.

John S. Shaver '82 is director of advertising for

America's largest weekly motorsports publication,

Winston Cup Scene, a weekly newspaper covering

NASCAR stock car racing. He and his wife, Tia, live

in Charlotte.

Margaret J. Tinsley '82 is manager of media

relations for The Valentine, The Museum of Life and

History of Richmond, Va. She earned an M.F.A. in

creative writing from Virginia Commonwealth Uni-

versity in May 1992 and has had poems published in

the New Virginia Review. She lives in Richmond.
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Wayne F. WilbankS '82 has changed the name
of his Norfolk, Va., firm to Wilbanks, Smith and

Thomas Asset Management. One of his new partners

is Norwood A. Thomas Jr. '55. The firm spe-

cializes in investment management for corporations

and individuals.

Gerald Zinfon Ph.D. '82 was promoted to full pro-

fessor at Plymouth State College in New Hampshire.

Lisa Spencer Dull '83 is a vice president in sys-

tems development for Wachovia Operations Services

in Winston-Salem. She and her husband, William,

and their son live in Winston-Salem.

Suzanne Molinet Lord '83 is a partner with

Tatham EURO RSCG Advertising in Chicago. She

and her husband, Keith, have a son.

Michael E. Scher B.S.E. '83 is project engineer

at the Ensign Bickford Co. He and his wife, Madeleine,

and their daughter live in Simsbury, Conn.

Anthony F. ArmentO '84 is controller/computer

systems administrator for Durham's Carolina Theater,

scheduled to reopen in 1994. He earned an M.F.A. in

theater management from the Yale's Drama School in

1988 and a master's in accounting from UNC's Kenan-

Flagler business school in 1993.

Michael Leighton '84, who completed an

orthopaedic surgery residency at the University of

Medicine and Dentistry ofNew Jersey, Robert John-

son Medical School, is in a sports medicine fellowship

at Chicago's Rush/Presbytetian/St. Luke's Medical

Center. He and his wife, Andrea, and their two chil-

dren live in Chicago.

llsM.Div.'84,Th.M.'85is

visiting assistant professor of religion at Eastern New
Mexico University in Portales.

Karen Hohe Suchomel '84 is the manager of

South American operations for an environmental

consulting firm. She and her husband, Barton, an

exploration manager for an Australian mining com-

pany, have two sons and live in Santiago, Chile.

G. Baynes '85 is a third-year corporate

at Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard, McPherson &
Hand in Washington, D.C. She lives in Bethesda, Md.

Gordon Bernard Berger '85 is an assistant

treasurer in the capital markets division at the Bank
ofNew York in New York. He and his wife, Rhonda
Karol, a dermatologist, live in Manhattan.

Diaz Liakos '85 is s

gram manager for two major accounts for Ground-

water Technology, Inc., an international environ-

mental consulting firm. Her husband, William G.
Liakos Jr. '85, is in his second year at the Univer-

sity ofNew Mexico's medical school in Albuquerque.

Sondra Slivon Martinez '85 is pursuing her

master's in teaching at National-Louis University.

Her husband, Anthony, works in marketing for

American Airlines in Dallas.

McCleskey '85 works for the N.C.

Department ofHuman Resources as program and

management analyst for the divisions of Child Devel-

opment and Youth Services. He lives in Raleigh.

Neil D. McFeeley J.D. '85, an attorney with the

Boise, Idaho, law firm Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turn-

bow & McKlveen, was re-elected to the American
Judicature Society's board of directors. He is the

author of Appointments ofJudges: The Johnson Presi-

dency, published in 1987 by rhe University of Texas

Ptess.

David S. Phillips '85, who earned his M.B.A. at

UCLA, is an agent at the William Morris Agency in

Beverly Hills, handling writers, directots, and actors.

He was a literary agent at Metropolitan Talent Agency.

Reaves Pickett B.S.M.E. '85, M.B.A.
'91 is a project developer for Enserch Development

Corp. His wife, Andrea Jonas Pickett M.B.A.

'91, is a product manager for Schering Plough Corp.

They live in Millburn, N.J.

S. Campbell Bradford '86, who earned her law

degree at the University of Florida, is an associate in

the Orlando office of the law firm Akerman, Senter-

fitt &. Eidson. She specializes in creditors' rights and

bankruptcy.

Genny L. Carter '86 is a teaching assistant in

American history at the University of Georgia. She

has taught high school Spanish and has worked for

Club Med and Young Life. She lives in Athens, Ga.

was appointed special

assistant to the administrator of the Environmental

Protection Agency in Washington, D.C. The former

Duke Chronick editor was legislative assistant to

Florida's Sen. Bob Graham.

Thomas K. Hoops '86, who earned his M.B.A.

and J.D. degrees in May from UNC-Chapel Hill, is an

associate with the investment banking fitm Lloyd &
Co. in Greensboro, N.C.

Michael J. Mahaffey '86 graduated from the

University of Florida's dentistry college in 1990 with

a D.M.D. and completed an orthodontic residency at

the St. Louis University Medical Center, earning his

master's in 1992. "With exceptionally poor timing,"

he writes, he joined a private orthodontics practice in

Coral Gables, Fla., "just ptior to Hurricane Andrew.

We are still tebuilding our South Dade satellite office."

F. Benjamin Purser '86 works for the international

exchange division of Maryland National Bank in Balti-

more. He and his wife, Karen, live in Elliott City, Md.

Steve Bader '87 writes that he "has continued to

work in the movement for justice." For the past five

years, he has been director of the N.C. Student Rural

Health Coalition, "helping African-American com-

munities and workers organize for better conditions."

He and his wife, Jodi Kristen Hall, a social worker,

live in Raleigh.

Marianne Jones '87, who earned her master's in

education from the University of California at Berke-

ley in 1989, is an elementary school teacher in Palo

Alto, Calif. She and her husband, David G. Mehuys,

live in San Carlos.

Karin S. Newman '87, who graduated from Har-

vard Law School, is the senior policy analyst for U.S.

Rep. Dan Glickman of Kansas. She concentrates on
judiciary and women's issues.

Stephen J. O'Brien '87 is in his third year of

pediatrics residency at Vanderbilt University's med-

ical school. His wife, Kathy Swanson O'Brien
'88, works in the housing office at Belmont Univer-

sity. They live in Nashville, Tenn.

O. Dennis Hernandez Jr. '88 is an attorney in

the Tampa, Fla., office of Honigman Miller Schwartz

and Cohn.

Jeffrey S. Hersh '88 is a student at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Business.

His wife, Lora Berson Hersh '91, is director of

marketing for WonderCamp, Inc., a children's enter-

tainment corporation in New Jersey. They live in

Philadelphia.

Richard J. Mendelow '88, a Marine captain,

was promoted to his present rank while serving with

the Marine Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron 2,

1st Marine Air Wing, Marine Corps Air Station,

Iwakuni, Japan.

Karen M. Muller '88 earned a master's in physical

thetapy from Philadelphia's Hahnemann University

Graduate School.

Louise Anne Serri Murray '88, who earned

her D.V.M. from Tufts University, is a veterinarian at

the Animal Medical Center. Het husband, David
Jonathan Wolfson '88, who earned his law

degree from Columbia University, is an attorney with

Milbank, Tweed, Hadley and McCloy. They live in

Manhattan.

Kathy Swanson O'Brien '88 works in the

housing office at Belmont University. Her husband,

Stephen J. O'Brien '87, is a medical student at

Vanderbilt University. They live in Nashville.

Terry Ph.D. '88, who completed het

post-doctoral fellowship in the neurology department

of the University of Miami's medical school, is an

assistant professor of psychology at Florida Atlantic

University. She and her husband, Stephen Tine, and

their daughter live in Ft. Lauderdale.

David Jonathan Wolfson '88, who earned his

law degree from Columbia University, is an attorney

with Milbank, Tweed, Hadley and McCloy. His wife,

Louise Anne Serri Murray '88, who earned

her D.V.M. from Tufts University, is a veterinarian at

the Animal Medical Center They live in Manhattan.

Sally MacCowatt Black '89 ii

manager of marketing analysis for Tiffany & Co. in

New York. Her husband, Josiah M. Black '91, is

an account executive at a Washington, D.C, public

telations firm.

Christopher Todd Boes '89, who earned his

law degree in May from Columbia University, is an

associate at the New York law firm Dewey Ballantine.

His wife, Julie, works for an investment firm.

Carrie Christine Chorba '89, who earned her

master's in Hispanic studies at Btown Univetsity, is

pursuing her doctorate thete. Her husband, Robert

Shein, is also a Ph.D. candidate at Brown.

Charles S. "Chad" Greene III '89 is an air-

borne-qualified military intelligence first lieutenant

in the Army, stationed at Fort Monmouth. He was

deployed this fall on a three-month tour to Southwest

Asia. He and his wife, Kate McElhone Greene
'91, live in Eatontown, N.J.

Robert E. Kohn '89, J.D. '92 has completed a

clerkship with a U.S. Appeals Court judge in Mont-
gomery, Ala., and joined the Washington, D.C.,

office of the law firm Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer fit

Feld. He lives in Washington.

Thomas M. Schwark '89 is in his second year

of law school at Tulane University. He lives in New
Orleans.

James R. Tobin Jr. '89 is director of the politi-

cal-action committee of the National Association of

Life Underwriters in Washington, D.C. His wife,

Kathleen, is an economist for the Senate Finance

Committee. They live in Alexandria, Va.

Richard Turk '89, who graduated from the Uni-

versity of Texas Graduate School of Business in May,

is category manager, customer marketing, for the

Nestle Food Co. in Glendale, Calif. He lives in Los

Angeles.

MARRIAGES: Thomas Christopher Havens
'82 to Robin W. Weintraub on Aug. 7 . . Elizabeth
A. Kennard '82 to Patrick Donadio on Aug. 14.

Residence: Columbus, Ohio...Marjorie Sue
Strauss '83 to Charles Albert Flink II on July

17...Mark David Koepke '84 to Doris Elaine

Davis on June 26. Residence: Albuquerque, N.M....

Christopher Bauder '85 to Mary Diesing on

May 30. Residence: Chatham, N.J. ...Gordon
Bernard Berger '85 to Rhonda Leslie Karol on
May 2. Residence: New York City. . . Phillip

Reaves Pickett B.S.M.E. '85, M.B.A. '91 to

Andrea Lea Jonas M.B.A. '91 on June 12. Resi-

dence: Millburn, N.J. ...Sondra E. Slivon '85 to
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ALUMNI COLLEGES

The Search For Meaning
April 21-24, 1994

location to be announced

Expeditions of the Mind
1994 ALUMNI EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
For those who miss the excitement of learning,

exploring, discovering, and discussing

DUKE SEMINARS

Why am I here? Where am I going? What is the

purpose of life? Join us as we confront life's

ultimate questions head-on and discover how to

search for answers to them. This outstanding Duke

course, offered in seminar form for the second time,

involves coming to grips with what it means to be a

human being who lives, loves, works, plays, suffers,

and dies. Our faculty will be the creators of the

course: William Willimon, Dean of the Chapel,

Thomas Naylor, Professor of Economics, and

Magdalena Naylor, psychiatrist.

Spoleto Festival U.S.A.

May 27-30, 1994

Charleston, South Carolina

Indulge in a "cultural feast" as you partake of three

days and three nights of music, dance, opera, and

theater in historic Charleston. Enjoy excellent seats

at performances, receptions in private homes, visits

to historic sites, and accommodations at the famous

Mills House Hotel. Faculty host will be Lorenzo

Muti of Duke's music department, who conducted

the Spoleto Festival Orchestra at Spoleto 1993.

Exploring the Southwest

July 1994

Santa Fe, Taos, Mesa Verde, Chaco Canyon

Discover the rich heritage and beauty of the

American Southwest as you spend time studying

the arts, architecture, and cultural geography of this

unique region. Visit the homes and studios of

practicing artists, explore galleries and museums,

journey to contemporary Indian and remote

Spanish villages, and trek through ancient

archaeological sites. If you desire, extend your

journey to include two of America's most

spectacular national parks: Mesa Verde, with its

Anasazi Indian cliff dwellings, and Chaco Canyon,

the high point of pre-Columbian civilization in this

country.

Spend half a day in close contact with one of

Duke's outstanding professors. These stimulating

and thought-provoking programs, centered around

a single theme, are held in cities across the country.

In 1993-94 seminars are planned for Atlanta,

Nashville, Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati, northern

New Jersey, Seattle, and Denver.

Alumni andfriends in these areas will be notified of

dates and topics.

STUDY ABROAD

Excavations at Sepphoris

June 2-17, 1994

Sepphoris, Israel

Here is a unique opportunity to participate first-

hand in an archaeological dig. For the past nine

years noted Duke professors Eric and Carol Meyers

have led excavations on the ancient city of

Sepphoris, near Nazareth in Lower Galilee. Not

only have they unearthed ancient buildings and

underground chambers, their discoveries have

included bronze statues, religious artifacts, and the

famous "Mona Lisa of Roman Palestine," a 1,700

year-old mosaic pavement containing a hauntingly

beautiful female portrait. Participants will spend

their mornings at the excavation, with afternoons

free to sight-see, rest, or assist with artifact cleaning

and cataloging. Accommodations will be in an air-

conditioned hotel near the site. Weekends will be

spent visiting Jerusalem and Galilee.

The Oxford Experience

September 4-17, 1994

The University ofOxford, England

What is the Oxford Experience? It is an opportu-

nity to immerse yourself in centuries-old traditions

of learning and community, to study in small

groups with renowned Oxford faculty, to explore

the English countryside and visit historical

landmarks, to be students once again. Choose a

course from topics that include art, archaeology,

politics, and history. Attend classes, participate in

field trips, enjoy special events, and savor the

atmosphere of one of the world's great centers of

learning.

QUESTIONS?

Contact: Deborah Weiss Fowlkes 78

Director, Alumni Continuing Education

Box 90575

Durham, NC 27708-0575

(919) 684-5114 or (800) FOR-DUKE

All programs sponsored by the Duke Alumni Association

Put me on the mailing list to receive information about the alumni educational programs listed.

Name

DUKE CLASSES

Duke Directions

September 20 and October 22, 1994

West Campus

Rediscover the true 'Duke experience"—the

classroom experience! Return to Duke for a day of

stimulating classes designed for alumni and taught

by top Duke faculty. Choose from a variety of

topics, including science, religion, literature,

economics, history, political science, and health. In

addition, hear about student life from a panel of

current students, and get an update from the deans

on new programs at Duke.

Return to: Box 90575, Durham, NC 27708-0575

November-December 1993



INTO THE WILD

Take two uninhib-

ited brothers,

place them in

exotic locales, and
videotape them as they

explain nature's un-

usual inhabitants. The
wacky but informative

result has been
described as Mutual of

Omaha's Wild Kingdom
meets Bill and Ted's

Excellent Adventure.

Martin Kratt '89 and
his brother Chris

formed Earth Creatures

three years ago to

channel their zoology

degrees into something
useful and entertain'

ing. "Earth Creatures

isn't about presenting

never-before-seen

footage, it's about pre-

senting wildlife in a

fun, educational way,"

says Martin Kratt. "We
try to show what it's

like to be these animals

for a day." Designed
for elementary- to mid-

dle-school kids, Earth

Creatures' productions

include Real News For

Kids, which airs on the

major networks and
several cable stations.

Kratt got his start in

documentary work
while enrolled in an
amphibian ecology

class with zoology pro-

fessor Henry Wilbur.

Hellbenders, a short

feature about giant

salamanders that live in

the North Carolina

mountains, won the

Hal Kammerer Film

Award.
Kratt says that every-

thing he's done can be
directly traced back to

inspirational Duke
professors. As a research

assistant to Kenneth
Glander, professor of

biological anthropology

and anatomy and now
director of the Duke
Primate Center, Kratt

traveled to Costa Rica

and made three films,

including Slowly Qoes

the Sloth. In Madagas-
car, the Kratts shot

Looking At Lemurs
under the guidance of

Patricia Wright, who
has since left Duke.
And most recently,

they accompanied
John Terborgh, a pro-

fessor in the School of

the Environment, to

Peru's Maiiu National

Park. The resulting

documentary, Amazon

Adventure, won top

honors for best chil-

dren's film at this

year's Jackson Hole
Wildlife Film Festival.

Until the video bug
bit, Kratt was planning

to be a veterinarian

reproductive specialist

for endangered species.

But he says his docu-

mentary work is

equally effective

because it helps spread

the message that there

are habitats worth sav-

ing. "It's amazing how
interested kids are in

animals, but if their

curiosity isn't satisfied,

we lose them. One of

our goals is to encour-

age that appreciation of

animals and wildlife so

that they'll grow up to

be responsible adults."

Earth Creatures' still

and video photogra-

pher, Gray Carr

Bridgers '89, shares

Kraft's enthusiasm for

teaching important

material in an offbeat

way. "In the Amazon,
we found huge, color-

fid caterpillars. And we
wanted to convey the

fact that insects or ani-

mals this colorful are

usually poisonous," she

says. "So instead of

simply saying that, we

invented a French fash-

ion show where each
caterpillar would
'model' its outfit. And
afterward, when we
asked kids why the

caterpillars were so

colorful, they remem-
bered it was because

they were poisonous."

Bridgers, who
majored in biology,

says she and the Kratt

brothers use their

undergraduate knowl-
edge constantly. "We
all conduct the back-

ground research for

each film. That in-

volves talking with

researchers or reading

articles in specialized

periodicals. Then we
have to translate that

to a kid's level. Ifwe
didn't already know the

terminology, it would
be very difficult"

Since winning the

Jackson Hole Wildlife

Film Festival Award

—

the youngest recipients

ever—Bridgers and the

Kratts have been
approached by several

national and interna-

tional cable companies.

As Earth Creatures

gains a wider audience,

the trio isn't worried

that their playful

approach might not

translate to different

markets.

"Most of our humor
is something everyone
can relate to," says

Kratt. "When we're

swimming with the

otters and bump our
heads on a log because
we don't have
whiskers, or we hide in

a clay bank and our
mom gets upset be-

cause we're covered in

mud—these are things

that all kids can appre-

ciate. We do audience

testing and the response

is always positive,

whether it's in inner-

city Baltimore or rural

Montana."

Anthony R. Martinez on July 17. ..John P.

Chazal 'S6, M.E.M. '93 to Nicole M. D',

'88 on July 25. Residence: Chapel HU1...F. Ben-
jamin Purser '86 to Karen Teresa Tamayo on July

3. Residence: Elliott City, Md.... Emily W. Whar-
ton '86 to Dayne D. Piercefield on May 29. Residence:

Orlando. . . Steve Bader '87 to Jodi Kristen Hall

on July 3. Residence: Raleigh...Marianne Jones
'87 to David Glenn Mehuys on June 26. Residence:

San Carlos, Calif....Stephen J. O'Brien '87 to

Kathy A. Swanson '88 on July 10. Residence:

Nashville, Term....Nicole M. D'Andrea '88 to

John P. Chazal '86, M.E.M. '93 on July 25. Resi-

dence: Chapel Hill. ..Edwin S. "Ted" Gauld '88

to Barbara Jean Goldner on April 11, 1992. Residence:

New York City...Jeffrey S. Hersh '88 to Lora
E. Berson '91 on Aug. 1. Residence: Philadelphia. ..

ck III 88 to Jennifer Woodard

'90 on July 17. Residence: Pearl River, N.Y....

Louise Anne Serri Murray '88 to David
Jonathan Wolfson '88 on Aug. 28. Residence:

Manhattan...Kathy A. Swanson '88 to

Stephen J. O'Brien '87 on July 10. Residence:

Nashville, Term.. . .Brooke Conley Wight '88

1

Christopher Shepard Cahot on July 17. ..Valerie

A. Bischoff '89 to William Cooley in August

1992. Residence: New York City. . .Christopher
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Todd Boes '89 to Julie Ann Balaschak on Aug.

7...Carrie Christine Chorba '89 to Robert

Stuart Shein on Aug. 14. Residence: Providence,

R.I. ... Charles S. "Chad" Greene III '89 to

Kate McElhone '91 on March 13. Residence:

Eatontown, N.J.. . . Sally P. MacCowatt '89 to

M. Black '91 on July 17. ..Karen Eliz-

Marden '89 to Gregg William Brinegar on

July 1 7 . . .Susan Jane Porter M.H.A. '89 to

Robin Frederick Oles on Aug. 21.. .James R.

Tobin Jr. '89 to Kathleen Ann Leonard on Aug.

14. Residence: Alexandria, Va.

BIRTHS: First child and son to Bonnie Beavers
Anderson '80 and John L. Anderson on March 6.

Named Lucas John. . .A daughter to Dorothy
Addison Hutcheson '80 and Sam Hutcheson on

July 15. Named Dorothy "Holly" Holloran...Second

child and daughter to Edward R. Laskowski
'80 and Linda Chiovari Laskowski '80 on

Dec. 18, 1992. Named Lauren Connie...Third child

and second son to Katie Byrns McClendon '80

and Aubrey Kerr McClendon '81 on Nov. 18,

1992. Named William Upton... Second child and first

daughter to Benjamin Zeltner '80 and Nancy

Zeltner on May 19. Named Julia Morgan. . .Third child

and second son to Alexander "Lexie" Bryan
Klein '81 and Jeffrey D. Klein on July 27. Named
Timothy Stuart. . .Third child and second son to

Aubrey Kerr McClendon '81 and Katie
Byrns McClendon '80 on Nov. 18, 1992. Named
William Upton... First child and daughter to Kevin
D. Sack '81 and Vickie Moreland on Aug. 24.

Named Laura Evelyn. . .Second child and first daughter

to Daniel J. Hasler MBA 82 and Katherine
Vasu Hasler '82 on Aug. 9. Named Brooke

Gallagher. . .First child and son to Lisa Spencer
Dull '83 and William Morgan Dull on April 12.

Named William Morgan Jr.... First child and daughter

to Celeste deLorge Flippen '83 and J. Brooks

Flippen on Oct. 2, 1992. Named Maya Carolina...

Second child and first son to Janice Yvonne
"Von" Mims Jensen '83 and Scott C. Jensen on

July 18. Named Connor Douglas... First child and son

to Suzanne Molinet Lord 'S3 and Keith Edward

Lord on Nov. 12, 1992. Named Braeden Edward.. .A

son to Steve Salzer '83 and Laura Salzer on Aug.

18. Named Jake William. . .A daughter to Michael
E. Scher B.S.E. '83 and Madeleine Scher on Dec.

19, 1992. Named Sarah Elise...A daughter to Mark
E. Stephanz 'S3 and Rita Anne McCoy
Stephanz '83 on Feb. 7. Named Hannah Grace. .

.

First daughtet and second child to Michael
Leighton '84 and Andrea Leighton on Aug. 5.

Named Ariel Blair...Third child and first daughter to

Laurie Thompson Miller '84 and Michael

Miller on July 30. Named Shelby Nicole. . .Second

child and daughter to Alice Lucretia Mays
Saunders 84 and Christopher James
Saunders '84 on June 1. Named Margery

Mays...Second daughter to Seth Zeidman '84,

M.D. '88 and Eva Pressman Zeidman M.D.
'91 on Aug. 22. Named Anna Elizabeth... Triplets to

Thomas Farrell '85 and Michelle Farrell on Aug.

12. Named Christopher, Alison, and Emma... First

child and son to Thomas James Gorman J. D.

'85 and Nannette W. Gorman on July 8. Named
Patrick Gerard...A son to Melissa Yoder Ricks
'85 and Thomas Wayne Ricks on July 26. Named
Thomas Wayne Jr.... First child and daughter to Eliz-

abeth Musselwhite Wallace '85 and Robett

Wallace on July 31. Named Elizabeth Hamilton...

Second daughter to Susan Long West '85 and

KirkT. West on June 3. Named Katherine Anne...

Second son to Audrey Grumhaus Young '85

and Jon Young on July 4- Named Zachary Dean...

First child and daughter to Diane
Hoffmeister '86 and Bob Hoffmeister on March 8.

Named Allison MacLean... First child and son to

Amy Sears Nichols '88 and Philip M.
Nichols '88. Named Thomas Anthony. . .First child

and daughter to Gary R. Pierce M.B.A. '88 and

Susan Pierce on May 1 1 . Named Lindsay Anne. . .First

child and daughter to Mary Penrod Ruggiero
'88 and Robert A. Ruggiero '88 on June 24.

Named Katharine Clare. . .First child and daughter to

David A. Simon '88 and Sharon Simon on July

27. Named Arielle Rachel... First child and son to

Michael Robert Grace '89 and Suzanne
Carter Grace '89 on June 30. Named Michael

Robert Jr.

90s
Sherad Cravens M.B.A. '90 is brand manager for

New Lite Snacks at the Quaker Oats Co. He was

assistant brand manager for Cap'n Crunch Cereal. He
lives in Chicago.

D. Paul Deitrich II J.D. '90 is an associate with

the Florida law firm Akerman, Senterfitt & Eidson.

He practices in the Otlando office's real property

practice group with transactional, development, and

commercial lending work.

John W. Heinecke '90, a Navy lieutenant j.g.,

completed a two-month deployment to Australia

aboard the guided missle frigate USS Thach as part of

a spring training exercise.

Robert Lane Ph.D. '90, an assistant professor of

English at N.C. State University, is the author of

A Season
The inside story of the Duke
Blue Devils and their

[ j
championship - *

Season

iIfeteve
Bill Brill and

Mike Krzyzewski

JUST $19.95
(Plus $2.50 for shipping & handling)

Is A Lifetime
To Duke basketball coach Mike Krzyzewski, every season is a

whole new lifetime. With a lifespan of just eight months, a season
is filled with challenges and victories as the team moves toward

the ultimate test . . . the NCAA Tournament. And with A Season Is

A Lifetime, cowritten by Bill Brill and Mike Krzyzewski, you can

follow the Duke basketball teams' emotional journey to the 1991

and 1992 NCAA Championships. You can subscribe today by
mail or by a toll-free telephone call to:

1-800-642-1183
If you prefer to order by mail, either enclose a check for $22.45

($19.95 plus $2.50 for shipping & handling) or your credit card

number and return it to:

Moore Marketing, P.O. Box 2982, Durham, NC 27715-2982
Name:
Address:

City:

Zip:

State:

Phone:

[
O Check enclosed ($22.45 payable to Moore Marketing, Inc.

! O MC/VISA:

|
Expiration Date:

November-December 1993



Edmund Spenser's Sherheardes Calender and the 1

tutions of Elizabethan Society, published by the Un
sity of Georgia Press.

E. Latham II '90 graduated from

Louisiana State University's law school in May and

was inducted into the Order of the Coif, an honorary

society. He is an attorney at Kean, Miller, Hawthorne,

D'Armond & Jarman, a Baton Rouge law firm.

Ivan Ong B.S.M.E. '90 is a Ph.D. candidate in

materials science at Johns Hopkins University. His

wife, Cynthia L. Traub '90, is pursuing her

M.B.A. at Loyola College in Baltimore.

L. Roberts '90, who earned her master's i

secondary education from Vanderbilt University in

May, is teaching Spanish at Independence High

School. She lives in Bethesda, Md.

Schlosberg '90 graduated from the Uni-

versity of Denver College of Law in May. She lives in

Aurora, Colo.

Mary Ellen Todd '90 earned her J.D. degree in June

from The Dickinson School of Law in Carlisle, Pa.

Cynthia L. Traub '90, a consumer loan under-

writer at Provident Bank of Maryland, is pursuing her

M.B.A. at Loyola College in Baltimore. Her husband,

Ivan Ong B.S.M.E. '90, is a Ph.D. candidate in

materials science at Johns Hopkins University.

Josiah M. Black '91 is an account executive at

Barron-Birrell Inc., a public relations and governmen-

tal-affairs consulting company in Washington, D.C
His wife, Sally MacCowatt Black '89, is an

assistant manager of marketing analysis for Tiffany &
Co. in New York.

Kimberly Dowell Broadnax '91 works for

Organon Teknika. Her husband, Lewis Marvin
Broadnax III '91, works for DataWatch Corp.

They live in Durham.

Sharon Shanklin Freeland M.T.S. '91 is a

member of the Hillborough advisory board of United

Carolina Bank. A member of the board of the Orange

Community Housing Corp., she is also executive

director of Orange Congregations in Mission, an ecu-

menical ministry of 43 churches in northern Orange

County. She and her husband, Theodore, live in

Hillsborough, N.C.

Kate McElhone Greene '91 is a chemist for

International Flavors and Fragrance, Inc. in Keyport,

N.J. She and her husband, Charles S. "Chad"
Greene III '89, an Army first lieutenant, live in

Eatontown, N.J.

Lora Berson Hersh '91 is director of marketing

for WonderCamp, Inc., a children's entertainment

corporation in New Jersey. Her husband, Jeffrey
S. Hersh '88, is attending the University of Penn-

sylvania's Wharton School of Business. They live in

Philadelphia.

S. Liu B.S.E.E. '91, a Navy ensign, was

awarded his "Wings of Gold" as a naval aviator, after

completing flight training with the naval air training

unit at Mather Air Force Base in Sacramento, Calif.

Andrea Jonas Pickett M.B.A. '91 is a product

manager for Schering Plough Corp. Her husband,

Phillip Reaves Pickett B.S.M.E. '85, M.B.A.
'91, is a project developer for Enserch Development

Corp. and they live in Millburn, N.J.

Dara Grossinger Redler J.D. '91 is an associate

in the Atlanta law firm Alston & Bitd. She and her

husband, Daniel, a marketing representative, live in

Atlanta.

Amy B. Reydel '91 works in retail marketing for

Major League Baseball Properties in New York. She

lives in Manhattan.

Talitha Robinson '91 is pursuing a doctor of

optometry degree at the Pennsylvania College of

Optometry in Philadelphia. She was a vision therapist

in an optometry office.

'92 is pursuing a Ph.D. on a fellow-

ship in the University of Minnesota's ecology pro-

gram. She lives in St. Paul.

Andrew D. Archer '92 earned his M.Sc. degree

in development economics at the University of Oxford

in England.

>ila Trevion Gerberich '92, a Navy ensign,

completed officer indocrrination school in Newport,

R.I., where she trained in naval history, personnel

administration, military law, close-order drill, and

other military subjects.

Catherine McLeod Johnson Kelly M.B.A.
'92 is a marketing manager for NationsBank. Her
husband, Robert Jackson Kelly M.B.A. '92, is

marketing manager for the Coca-Cola Co. They live

in Atlanta.

Eleanor Elizabeth Lassiter Ridley '92 is a

social studies teachet at a junior high school in

Decatur, Ga. Her husband, Stephen William
Ridley B.S.E.E. '92, works for Andersen Consulting

in Atlanta. They live in Atlanta.

Alexandra Maynard Crutchfield '93 and her

husband, Scott Lee Crutchfield B.S.E. '93, are

both graduate students at the University of Texas at

Austin.

Lloyd S. Melnick M.B.A. '93 is the founder of

the Durham-based Trade Support Institute, a non-

profit organization dedicated to improving trade rela-

tions and understanding among the U.S., former

Communist countries in Eastern Europe, and the

former Soviet Union.

Catherine F.L. Stanton J.D. '93 has joined the

Chicago law firm Keck, Mahin & Care. Her husband,

Larkin Flanagan, is a vice president at an insurance

brokerage firm. They live in Chicago.

MARRIAGES: Caroline P. Coolidge '90 to

Kevin S. Brown '91 on Aug. 7. Residence: Ft.

Walton Beach, Fla.... Ellen McLaughlin '90

to Edward P. Ardrey on July 31. Residence: San
Antonio...Jonathan S. Meyer '90 to Georgina

Twiselton on Sept. 4. Residence: Greensboro... Ivan
Ong B.S.M.E. '90 to Cynthia L. Traub '90 on

July 1 1, 1992. Residence: Baltimore. . Paul S.

Quick '90 to Erica Lyn Prater on Sept. 4...Jen-
nifer Woodard 90 to Whittaker Mack III

'88 on July 17- Residence: Pearl River, N.Y....Lora

E. Berson '91 to Jeffrey S. Hersh '88 on Aug.

1. Residence: Philadelphia...Josiah M. Black '91

to Sally P. MacCowatt '89 on July 17...Lewis
Marvin Broadnax III '91 to Kimberly Ann
Dowell '91 on June 19 in Duke Chapel. Residence:

Durham. ..Dara S. Grossinger J.D. '91 to Daniel

S. Redler on Aug. 28. Residence: Atlanta. . .Andrea
Lea Jonas M.B.A. '91 to Phillip Reaves
Pickett B.S.M.E. '85, M.B.A. '91 on June 12. Resi-

dence: Millbum, N.J. ...Kristan E. Looney '91 to

Lee Livingston on May 8. Residence: Charlottesville,

Va Katharine "Kate" McElhone 91 to

Charles S. "Chad" Greene III '89 on March
13. Residence: Eatontown, N.J....Dhruti Paleja
'91 to Ronald W. Jakes '91 on July 10. Resi-

dence: Atlanta...Sara Seten '91 to Alexander
K. Berghausen '92 on June 5. Residence:

Raleigh... Steven Richard Church MEM.
'92, M.B.A. '92 to Debra Dee Perkins on July 10 in

Duke Chapel. Residence: Durham...Catherine
McLeod Johnson M.B.A. '92 to Robert
Jackson Kelley M.B.A. '92 on Sept 1 1 in Duke

Chapel. Residence: Atlanta...Eleanor Elizabeth
Lassiter '92 to Stephen William Ridley
B.S.E.E. '92 on July 17. Residence: Atlanta...Scott

Lee Crutchfield BSE 93 to Alexandra
Lynn Maynard '93 on July 31. Residence: Austin,

Texas...Catherine F.L. Stanton J.D. '93 to

Larkin S. Flanagan. Residence: Chicago.

BIRTHS: Second daughter to Eva Pressman
Zeidman MD. '91 and Seth Zeidman '84,

M.D. '88 on Aug. 22. Named Anna Elizabeth.

DEATHS
Lucile Strickland Noah '27 of Raleigh, on
Aug. 9. She is survived by two sons, two sisters, five

grandchildren, and a great-grandson.

Thomas F. Culbreth Jr. '29 of Spartanburg,

S.C., on May 27. He was a rate supervisor with New
Jersey Bell for 44 years, before retiring in 1973. He
earned his master's at Rutgers University. He was a

member of the Telephone Pioneers of America. He is

survived by a son and a brother.

Mack Ivey Cline '30 of Mt. Pleasant, N.C, on
May 4, of a heart attack while working in his garden.

He had owned Cline Poultry Farm and was former

president and current vice president of Cabarrus

Mutual Insurance. He did graduate work in agricul-

ture at Clemson University and had served as an edu-

cational adviser and company commander of the

Civilian Conservation Corps. He is survived by his

wife, Mary, a son, a daughter, a brother, and four

grandchildren.

Harry M. Holtz '31, M.D. '35 of W. Orange, N.J.,

on May 27, of a heart attack. A retired ophthalmolo-

gist, he trained in London, England, and Debri, Hun-
gary, before serving in the Army during World War
II. He was a former chief of ophthalmology at the

Newark Beth Israel Medical Center and associate

chief of ophthalmology at St. Michael's Medical Cen-

ter in Newark. He is survived by his wife, Roslyn, a

daughter, a son, a brother, two sisters, four grandchil-

dren, and a great-grandchild.

James Wiley Fowler '33 of Greensboro on July

10. A United Methodist minister, educator, and

administrator, he was director of the Lake Junaluska

Assembly from 1953 to 1966 and the founding direc-

tor of the United Methodist College Coordinating

Council. He is survived by his wife, Lucile; a son,

James Wiley Fowler III '62; two daughters; and

five grandchildren, including James McCleskey
'85 and Matthew McCleskey '94.

Martha Howie Trembath '33 of Charlotte on

Aug. 9. She had retited after 1 9 years as a social

worker for the Mecklenburg County Department of

Social Services. She is survived by her husband, Jim,

two daughters, a sister, three grandchildren, and one

great-grandchild.

Robert Lee Kincheloe '35 on Aug. 10 of pneu-

monia, following heart sutgery in May. He was the

former associate pastor of the First Presbyterian

Hilton Head Island Chutch, where he had served for

10 years after retiring from 35 years in the ecumenical

movement. He earned a B.D. from the University of

Chicago and Colgate Divinity School and his D.D.

from Alderson-Brandus College. He was the organiz-

ing pastot of the Community Church of Greenbelt,

Md., and later worked as executive director of the

Council of Churches in Baltimore, South Bend, Pitts-

burgh, and Detroit. He was a past president of the

Association of Council Secretaries of the National

Council of Churches. He is survived by his wife, Jane,

four sons, a daughter, eight grandchildren, and a sis-

ter, Mary Kincheloe Bradley '37.

Henry G. Morton B.S.M. '36, M.D. '38 of Sara-

sota, Fla., on July 9, of a stroke. A retired pedi;

he had served in the Army Medical Corps. He
member of the Kiwanis Club and the Orchid Society
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of Sarasota. He is survived by his <

Morton B.S.M.E. '62, three daughters, and seven

grandchildren.

Arthur Lyman Wright '36 of Elmira, N.Y., on

July 17. He is survived by his wife.

Steen B. Goldey '37 of San Diego, Calif.

George P. Snyder Jr. '38 of Lakeland, Fla., on
May 29, 1992.

H. Gibbs LL.B. '39 of Charleston, S.C.,

on July 6. He was a Navy veteran ofWorld War 11

who retired as a commander in the Naval Reserve. A
partner in the law firm Sinkler, Gibbs and Simons, he

had a history of community service as a Ward 2 alder-

man, chair of the Charleston County Zoning Com-
mittee, chair and vice chair of the county planning

board, and chair of the United Community Welfare

Planning Council. He was also a former member of

the board of directors of St. Francis Xavier Hospital

and a trustee of the College of Charleston. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Margie; two sons, including

Charles H. Gibbs Jr. J.D. '69; a brother; a step-

daughter; and tour grandchildren.

Allyne Wilder Landis A.M. '39 ofJackson,

Miss., on June 19, of pneumonia. She taught for 1

1

years before joining the Postal Inspection Service.

She was a member of the D.A.R. and sponsored a Girl

Scout troop and a 4-H club. She is survived by her

husband, Robert O. Landis M.Ed. '39.

Betty Jane Mowry Beyer '40 on Aug. 2 at her

Napierville, 111., home. She was a member of Sigma
Kappa sorority and the D.A.R. After World War II,

she and her husband, along with 30 other families,

formed the Village of Bayside, Wis., where she was

active in many civic organizations. She is survived by

, a brother, a sister,her husband, Sheldon, a c

and three grandchildren.

George B. Culbreth '40, B.D. '43 of Ramseur,

N.C., on Aug. 5. A member of the Western N.C.
Conference of the United Methodist Church, he held

pastorates in Canton, Bryson City, Asheville, Stoney
Point, Greensboro, China Grove, and Ramseur,

where he retired in 1979. He is survived by his wife,

Vivian, a son, two daughters, a brother, and a sister.

Robert C. Shane '40 of Bradenton, Fla.

Marion Crossan Kitchens '41 of Barefoot

Bay, Fla., on April 22, after a long illness. She is sur-

vived by her husband, Paul, a son, a daughter, a

brother, and two grandchildren.

Kenneth James Morgan M.F. '41 of Roswell,

N.M., on Feb. 19. A retired Air Force lieutenant

colonel, he graduated from Cornell University. Dur-

ing World War II, he was part of a photo reconnais-

sance unit that followed Gen. George Patton's army
around Europe. After the war, he founded the forestry

department at Stephen F. Austin College in Texas.

He was recalled to active duty during the Korean
War. He then taught Air Force ROTC at Brigham
Young University before returning to the Air Force

and serving in Japan and Ohio. He helped found the

Christian Science Church in Korea, where he was

stationed for 18 months. After retiring from the Air

Force, he taught drafting, mechanical drawing, and
surveying at Thiokol Chemical Corp.'s vocational

school for American Indians. He is survived by his

wife, Bertha, two daughters, and a brother.

Frank X. Donovan J.D. '42 ofNew York City

on Feb. 22, of ALS/Lou Gehrig's disease. A Navy
veteran of World War II, he practiced law in Stewart

Manor, N.Y. He is survived by his wife, Eileen, two

daughters, three sons, a sister, two brothers, and t

grandchildren.

Dunn '42 of Hilton Head, S.C., on
Aug. 20. During World War II, she was a member of

the medical library staff of Montclair General Hospi-

tal in New Jersey. She was a member of the auxiliary

board of St. Luke's Hospital in Manila, the Philip-

pines; the American Canadian Women's Club of Port

Elizabeth, South Africa; the American Women's Club
of Oakville, Ontario; and the University Women's
Club and the Pan Hellenic Society of Hilton Head.

She is survived hy her husband, Albert W. Dunn
'43; two sons, including Stephen R. Dunn '72; a

daughter, Christine D. Miller B.S.N. '74; and six

grandchildren.

Donald W. Fuller LL.B. '42 ofCape Coral, Fla.,

on June 5. He practiced law for 35 years in Endicott,

N.Y., where he was also village attorney, assistant

police justice, and a member of the zoning board of

appeals. He was a past president of the Endicott Visit-

ing Nurse Association. In 1945, he ran for mayor of

Endicott and was a candidate for the N.Y. State

Assembly in 1976. He is survived by his wife, Phyllis,

two sons, two brothers, and four grandchildren.

Vergil E. Queen B.D. '42 of Durham on Aug. 26,

after a long illness. He had taught at Duke's Divinity

School and was a minister at Duke Memorial United
Methodist Church before retiting. Other pastorates

he held were in Carrboro, Chapel Hill, Fayetteville,

Elizabeth City, and Southern Pines. A member of the

N.C. Conference of the United Methodist Church,

he was a past superintendent of the Wilmington dis-

trict and later led the organizing of the Sanford dis-

trict. He also helped establish the Haymount United

Methodist Church in Fayetteville and served on the

U.M.C. Conference's Commission on Worship. He
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was a member of the original board of trustees of

Fayetteville's Methodist College, which bestowed on

him its first honorary doctor of divinity degree. He is

survived by his wife, Frances, and three brothers.

Ralph M. Swenson Jr. '42 of Barrington, Pa.,

on Feb. 23. He was president of the Puritan Life Insur-

ance Co. before retiring in 1986. He earned an

M.B.A. from Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute and a

master's in economics from the University of Hart-

ford. A World War II veteran, he was a member of

Barrington's school committee and its chair for two

terms. He was a member of the town council from

1983 to 1988, heading its zoning review committee

and the Senior Citizens Services Study Commission.

He organized and oversaw the community's blood

drive for 25 years, was a past president of the Rotary

Club, and was a former clerk, deacon, and treasurer of

the Barrington Congregational Church. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Margaret, a son, a daughter, a sister,

and four grandchildren.

Joseph L. Conrad Jr. '43, M.F. '47 of Kinston,

N.C., on Aug. 30. He was a retired forester with

Champion International. He is survived by a son and

three grandsons.

Thomas Moser Wilson '43 of Annapolis, Md.,

on July 31, of congestive heart failure. A gynecologist

and obstetrician in Bethesda, he retired in 1988 after

36 years. He earned his M.D. at George Washington

University and served in the Army Medical Corps

during World War II. He was chief of obstetrics-gyne-

cology and chief of the medical staff at Suburban

Hospital. He was a diplomate of the American Board

of Obstetrics and Gynecology and the National Board

of Medical Examiners. In 1964, he was a delegate to

the Republican National Convention and president

of the Montgomery County Council. He later ran for

Congress but was defeated in the Republican primary.

He founded the Montgomery Counts, a barbershop

quartet, and was a member of the Bethesda Kiwanis,

the chamber of commerce, Pi Kappa Phi, and the

Beta Omega Sigma honorary society. He is survived

by his wife, Elizabeth, a son, a daughter, and a grand-

daughter.

Gordon M. Carver '44, M.D. '48 of Durham on
Aug. 14- He was an Angier B. Duke Scholar and won
the Robert E. Lee Award as Duke's most outstanding

student in 1944. One of university's top all-around

athletes, he earned nine varsity letters, four in foot-

ball, three in basketball, and two in track. He won
All-Southern honors in 1944 and 1945. In football,

he led the team in receiving all four years, rushed for

more than 1,000 career yards, and punted for a 40-

yard average. He was captain of the 1944 team that

beat Alabama in the Sugar Bowl, Duke's first bowl

victory. He was a member of the Duke Sports Hall of

Fame and the N.C. Sports Hall of Fame. During

World War II, he was in the Navy ROTC and the V-

12 training program in medicine. He continued his

medical training at Johns Hopkins to become a gen-

eral and thoracic physician. He is survived by his wife,

Patricia Kelly Carver '46, two daughters, a son,

a sister, eight grandchildren, and a cousin, Eliza-

beth Carver '40.

Ernest C. Newton '45 of Norfolk, Va., on Sept.

8. A retired Navy lieutenant commands , he was a

veteran of World War II and the Korean War. He had

retired from Azalea Garden Junior High School. He is

survived by a daughter, two sons, a brother, and 10

grandchildren.

H. Marx '46 of Alexandria, Va., on March
6, of pneumonia. A commander who was decorated

with a Legion of Merit, he retired from the Navy in

1964 after 21 years. He was in Guam during the

Korean War and was an adviser to Taiwan. He earned

an M.B.A. from Harvard University and later founded

and was president and CEO of United National Bank
in Washington, D.C. In 1968, he became comptroller

in the Overseas Service Corp, and in 1969, senior

vice president of Young World Corp., a travel and

singles organization. He worked for the Commerce
Department from 1970 to 1991 as director of capital

development of the Minority Business Development

Administration and as director of loan management,

credit and debt management and liquidation, and as

deputy director of the Economic Development

Administration. He is survived by his wife, Eddie

Beatrice, two daughters, two sons, his mother, and

two grandsons.

William R. Lamar Jr. '48 of Bethesda, Md., on
May 29, of prostate cancer. An Army veteran of

World War II, he retired in 1991 after 23 years as

president of the Lamar and Wallace, the Landover,

Md., millwork company where he had worked for 44
years. He is survived by his wife, Jane; two sons, includ-

ing William Robert Lamar '80; a brother; a

half-sister; and four grandchildren.

Hal A. Masengill J.D. '48 on Aug. 23. After grad-

uating from Berea College, he served in the Army in

the Pacific during World War II. He began his law

practice in his hometown of Blountville, Tenn., in

1948. He is survived by his wife, Carrie, five daugh-

ters, a sister, and 12 grandchildren.

Grace E. Kaufman '49 on March 19, of cancer.

She was a retired geography and Spanish teacher in

Davidville, Pa.

Edward P. Kingsbury M.D. '49 ofUnion City,

Tenn., on May 16. The retired pediatrician attended

the University ofNew Hampshire before serving in

the Army during World War II. While in service, he

attended the University of Mississippi and UNC's
medical school, finishing his internship at Duke. He
opened his pediatrics practice at the Union City

Clinic in 1953 and retired in 1981 due to poor health.

He is survived by his wife, Mary, a son, two sisters,

and a brother.

John C. Potter Ph.D. '50 of Modesto, Calif., on

June 25.

Yerger H. Clifton '52 of Memphis, Tenn., on

July 20, of cancer. An English professor at Rhodes

College, he was the founder of the school's British

Studies at Oxford program. He earned his master's

from the University of Virginia and a doctorate from

Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland. He also studied at

Washington & Lee University, Oxford University,

and the University of Munich. He joined Rhodes'

faculty in 1965. He was also dean of European Studies,

a semester-long program in Oxford sponsored by

Rhodes and the University of the South in Sewanee,

Tenn. In May, Sewanee awarded him an honorary

degree. He is survived by a sister.

Robert Drane Barnes Ph.D. '53 of Gettysburg,

Pa., on Jan. 15. After serving as a Navy medic in

World War II, he earned his bachelor's at Davidson

College. He was a biology professor at Gettysburg

College for 37 years and received the Lindback Foun-

dation Award for Distinguished Teaching in 1982. He
was a member of Phi Beta Kappa and was awarded an

honorary degree by Davidson College. He was the

author of Invertebrate Zoology, a textbook in its sixth

printing with editions in English, Spanish, and Ital-

ian. His latest book was Zoology. He was also a con-

tributing writer to the Encyclopaedia Brittanica and

Harper and Row's Field Guide to North American

Wildlife. He was a consultant to both the Smithsonian

Institution and the National Science Foundation and

a visiting professor at the Duke Marine Lab for many
years. He is survived by a daughter and two sons.

Rush Sr. M.Div. '53 on April

3, 1989, of heart failure, at his Lynchburg, Va., home.

He was a retired United Methodist minister who led

churches in Dinwiddie, Norfolk, Colonial Heights,

Falls Church, Virginia Beach, Madison Heights, and

Roanoke before retiring as pastor of the First United

Methodist Church in Hampton. He served in the Air

Force during World War II and graduated from Ran-

dolph-Macon College. He is survived by his wife,

Mabel, a son, and three brothers, including Laird
Rush Ed.D '74.

E. Clifford Shoaf M.Div. '53 of Edenton, N.C,
on Aug. 9. A retired United Methodist minister in

the N.C. Conference, he held pastorates in Chapel

Hill, Lillington, Durham, Raleigh, Edenton, Fayette-

ville, Fremont, Mebane, and Manteo. He also held

degrees from High Point College and Western Caro-

lina University. He served as field education director

at Duke's Divinity School, and his last appointment

was associate director of the Conference Council on
Ministries in Raleigh. He is survived by his wife, Jane;

three sons, including Eric C. Shoaf '82; two

daughters; and two brothers.

i. Shufelt B.S.M.E. '53 ofN. Augusta,

Ga., on July 22, of a massive pulmonary embolism

following open heart surgery. He was an engineer for

Westinghouse at the Savannah River site. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Marguerite, four daughters, two

brothers, and two grandchildren.

Willis J. Wilkins Jr. 53 of Eustis, Fla., on Jan.

30, of a cerebral hemorrhage. He is survived by his

wife, Carol.

Robert H. Williams '54 on July 8 in Charlotte.

He was a retired self-employed marketing consultant

and former owner of Holiday Furniture and Chem
Tex, both in Wilson, N.C. He is survived by his

mother, a sister, two sons, and a granddaughter.

George H. Winecoff B.D. '54 of Clyde, N.C, on
June 23, of cancer. A World War II Navy veteran, he

earned his bachelor's at Erskine College in 1951. He
was a United Methodist minister for 3 1 years, serving

at N.C. churches in New London, Kannapolis, Char-

lotte, Mills River, Maggie Valley, Clyde, and Canton
before retiring in 1983. He was named minister emeri-

tus in 1990 by Central Church of Clyde. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Mary Lela, three daughters, and six

grandchildren.

Bolich Vincent '59 on May 25 at her

Bedford, N.Y., home, of cancer. She was a former

chair of the Rippowam Cisqua School's board of

trustees, a former trustee of the Episcopal Mission

Society, and a partner in the educational placement

firm Educators Ally Inc. She is survived by her hus-

band, Robert; two daughters,

Walker '85 and Caroline
son, Robert C. Vincent III, a first-year law stu-

dent at Duke; a sister, Anne B. La Due '53; and

two granddaughters.

John J. Grotpeter A.M. '61 of St. Louis on

June 28, of a rare genetic disorder. He is survived by

his wife, Peggy, and a daughter, Jennifer K.
Grotpeter 91.

'66 on April 21 in his Arling-

ton, Va., home, of cancer. An attorney specializing in

employee benefits law, he joined Hunton and

Williams in Richmond in 1982 and transferred to its

Washington, D.C, office three years ago. A graduate

ofEmory University's law school, he had practiced

law in Georgia, Tennessee, and Michigan. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Linda Bergquist Tilton '65,

two sons, his parents, and six brothers and sisters.

Roger G. Whittaker P.A. Cert '69 of Redding,

Calif., on July 13, 1990, of colon cancer. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Charlene.

Kathryne Lynn Wright '73 on Aug. 28, after a

brief illness. A psychologist in private practice in

Atlanta, she was an ordained Universal Brotherhood

minister and was a disciple of Swami Chidvilasananda

of the Siddha Yoga lineage.
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Michael F. Nolan B.S.C.E. '84 on Aug. 3, of com-

plications of cystic fibrosis. He was a civil engineer

who had worked from 1990 to 1992 as a reservations

sales agent for United Airlines. During the 1980s, he

was an engineer with Omni Construction and Chil-

dren's Hospital in Washington and the Du Pont Co.

in Research Triangle Park, N.C. He was also a volun-

teer public speaker for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.

He is survived by his mother and a brother.

Math Professor Elliott

William W. Elliott, a mathematics professor who
established the W.W. Elliott Research Professorship

in Mathematics at Duke and at Hampden Sydney

College, died on July 1 1 . He was 95.

Elliott earned his bachelor's at Hampden Sydney,

his master's at the University of Kentucky, and

his Ph.D. at Yale. He taught math at Georgia

Tech, the University of Kentucky, Cornell, and

Yale before coming to Duke. He retired in 1968.

An outstanding bridge player, he held many offices

in bridge organizations and earned the title Life Mas-

ter, the first in North Carolina.

He is survived by a sister, Katherine Fortescue, of

Durham.

CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural

acres, 20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today,

Food & Wine, Mid-Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd„ 27712.

(919) 477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

ST. JOHN: Two bedrooms, pool. Quiet elegance,

spectacular view. (508) 668-2078.

KEY WEST: One to four-bedroom homes with

Jacuzzi, pool, exercise pavillion. Lush, private.

Historic Old Town. (800) 797-8787.

THE OLD NORTH DURHAM INN, an intimate

bed and breakfast less than a mile from Duke, offering

tum-of-the-century charm, comfortable lodging,

and hearty breakfasts. 922 N. Mangum St., 27701.

(919) 683-1885.

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near Mar-

ble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd., Chapel

Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 992-93194.

WINTER PARK, COLORADO, LUXURYCONDO
Two bedrooms, two full baths, all amenities: pool,

Jacuzzi, fireplace, shuttle to slopes (2 miles). Jean

(303) 733-8404.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury water-

front house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, for vaca-

tion rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool, and

spectacular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach for great

swimming and snorkeling. John Krampf '69, 8 1 2 W.
Sedgwick St., Philadelphia, PA 19119. (215) 438-

4430 (home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

FLORIDA KEYS, Big Pine Key. Fantastic open water

view, Key Deer Refuge, National Bird Sanctuary, stilt

house, 3/2, screened porches, fully furnished, stained

glass windows, swimming, diving, fishing, boat basin,

non-smoking, starting at $l,500/week. (305) 665-3832.

ANGU1LLA. Three-bedroom, three-bathroom

villa overlooking Shoal Bay. $180-$310/day. (603)

352-7568.

NANTUCKET ISLAND. Many Castles, fully furnished

and equipped tour-bedroom home. Private location,

spectacular ocean views, walk to pristine beach. July

and August $2,100/week. June, September, October

also available. All weeks include ferry tickets. (508)

228-5488 owner.

FOR RENT

ST. JOHN, USVI: AGAVE, three-bedroom, two-

bath, fully equipped private home, two miles from

Cruz Bay. Spectacular view. From $ 1 , 1 00 during

season. (809)776-6518.

OCEAN CITY, MARYLAND: Beautifully furnished

apartment, two bedroom, two bath, sleeps seven. The
Ocean Front Quay. $800/week. (301 ) 593-2312. Ring

thrice only.

BELIZE, AMBERGRIS CAYE. Three bedrooms and

three baths, pool, fully furnished residence with spec-

tacular view of Caribbean. Quiet elegance. Diving

and fishing. (615) 373-3551 after 7 p.m.

LONDON FLATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea Bridge/

Battersea Park area. Flat #16 for two or three persons

includes lovely lounge, double bedroom, single bed-

room, bathroom, kitchen, dining room, $650 per week.

Flat #18 for five persons in three bedrooms,

bathroom, lounge/kitchen, $850 per week. Fully

equipped household with daily butlet and maid ser-

vice. For three nights or for a week. Excellent value

with a five-year history. Brochure, photos, and refer-

ences upon request. Contact Thomas Moore evenings,

(801)393-9120.

ALSO: Owlpen Manor and estate cottages in

Gloucestershire. This is the country estate of the

family of Lord Nicholas Mander, with a magnificent

manor house where Queen Margaret stayed during

the Wars of the Roses. These dreamlike stone cot-

tages and setting are convenient to Bath, Badminton

House, Blenheim Palace, Stratford, Stowe-on-the-

Wold, and Burton-on-the-Water. Cottages for two

persons as well as larger cottages for large parties.

Hospitality unending. Contact Thomas Moore.

ALSO: The Granada, Spain, villa of the Mander
family is available for groups of up to eight persons.

This magnificent setting and lovely villa is available

year-round for lettings ofno less than one week. Con-
tact Thomas Moore.

VAIL, CO: Luxurious four-level townhome, four

bedrooms, three baths, sunroom, two sundecks, beau-

tiful views, fireplace, full kitchen, laundry, free bus.

Sleeps 8. (303) 759-8175, (303) 794-7609.

FOR SALE

QUALITY U.S. &. FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Flags & Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

Team-autogtaphed 1992 Duke Championship Basket-

ball. $750/OBO. (919) 632-1939. Leave i

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUR OWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Seven Sisters, Duke, Stanford, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics. THE
RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

frTravelers Emergency Network.

ATTENTION TRAVELERS!
Join the pool of 6 million savvy travelers.

Get worldwide air evacuation

and emergency protection

for only $30 a year.

CALL 1-800-ASK-4-TEN, ext. 3002

P.O. BOX 238,

HYATTSVILLE, MD 20797-8108

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 60,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment) are

$100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.)

in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. Send check or money

order (payable to Duke Magazine) to: Classifieds, Duke

Magazine, 614 Chapel Drive, Box 90570, Durham,

NC 27708-0570.

We also accept VISA and MASTERCARD. No
phone orders, except FAX orders with credit card

numbers: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.
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COPING WITH
DEATH

Hugh Westbrook believes strong-

ly in the importance of death

education. He should know;

he's been teaching it for most of his

life. A pastoral minister for more than

a decade, Westbrook M.Div. '71 taught

his first course about the psycho-socia

issues surrounding death in 1976 a

Miami-Dade Community College.

The program was so successful, he began

to teach the topic in medical school class-

es and seminars, eventually formulating it

into one of the first government-recog-

nized hospice programs in America.

Now CEO and chair of VITAS Health-

care Corporation, the largest provider of

hospice services in America, Westbrook

has devoted his life to the needs of the ter-

minally ill. "Hospice care," Westbrook

says, "is about giving dying people a

choice—a choice to spend their time at

home with their families instead of in an

institution."

Westbrook began to implement his hos-

pice program in 1978, when he and his co-

instructor, Esther Colliflower, opened

their first hospice in Miami. Since then,

he has helped open thirteen more hospices

across the country, including a special hos-

pice for AIDS patients.

Westbrook first developed the idea of

teaching people how to cope with death

during his divinity training at Duke. While
interning as a chaplain at Duke Medical

Center, he was given pastoral responsibility

over two wards. "It was the first time I

became involved with giving care to termi-

nally ill people. It was an experience that

stayed with me. It taught me that pastoral

care to dying people was an important part

of health care." VITAS incorporates such

spiritual care into its hospice program,

Westbrook says. "It's as much a part of

health care as physical and mental care."

After developing his program, he ran

into legal and financial barriers. "Not only

was there no money [for hospice]," West-

brook says, "there was no legal way to do
what we wanted to do. There was no
license that permitted us to operate. They
told us that we had to become a hospital

or a home-care facility. We didn't want to

do that. We had to change the law so hos-

Westbrook: offering hospice nationally as an alternative

pices could exist. Dying people needed an

alternative."

So in 1979, he began to work with the

Florida legislature, eventually writing a

comprehensive hospice-licensing law that

same year. Next, he moved on to Washing-

ton, D.C., helping to draft a similar federal

law and successfully lobbying Congress to

implement Medicare reimbursement for

hospice services—the only additional ser-

vice added to Medicare during the Reagan

and Bush administrations.

"The federal law helped define what

hospice was going to be legally in Ameri-

ca," Westbrook says. "The standards that

we were able to put into law really shaped

and molded what hospice has become and

is becoming. At that time, there were less

than two dozen hospices; now there are

over 2,000. And about three-quarters of

those are certified under the federal law

that we were involved in writing and get-

ting passed."

Although the lawmaking process was

ugly at times, Westbrook says his educa-

tion prepared him well. "Duke Divinity

School helped create the ability in minis-

ters to use government to create good

social policy. If you have a set of values

that orient you to serving people, you need

to recognize that there is nothing in this

country that has a greater impact socially,

economically, and substantially than the

government."

"There were people who opposed us

—

the AMA and the American Hospital

Association—all of whom today endorse

hospice," Westbrook recalls. "Then, they

didn't want to rock the boat. They didn't

want us to compete with them. Today,

they see the good in it."

With health care becoming more of a

political issue than ever, Westbrook plans

to continue moving into the political

realm. This past year, he ran "get out

the vote" programs focusing on non-

profit organizations for the Clinton

campaign as well as voter registration

drives targeting minorities. In January,

Senator Bob Graham of Florida

appointed him as national finance

chairman of the Democratic Senatori-

al Campaign Committee. Westbrook

says his hospice work leads directly

into President Clinton's agenda.

"Hospice itself is part of the move-
ment for health-care reform in this coun-

try," he says. "We are trying to create

access for terminally ill people to the

health-care system. They make choices

about their care. The whole notion of

health-care reform is something that I'm

comfortable with and have been advocat-

ing since I've been involved in hospice."

Under Florida law, Westbrook says, hos-

pices are required to provide care to inter-

ested individuals, whether they can pay or

not—part of the Clinton administration's

universal coverage philosophy.

Even with his corner office, his CEO
responsibilities, and his national political

appointments, Westbrook says he still

thinks of himself as a minister. "I never

quit the ministry. I don't view it that way
at all. I have moved from one form of min-

istry to another. One of the things that I

liked about the Duke divinity school was

how it encouraged creativity and alterna-

tive forms of ministry, not just serving in

local church."

The one thing divinity school didn't

prepare him for was running a business.

VITAS, formerly Hospice Care, Inc., has

met its share of troubled fiscal times. But

even though hospice work requires skills

distinct from the traditional ministry,

Westbrook says that to succeed in each

requires dedication and risk taking.

"I don't think I ever looked at the min-

istry as something I was interested in get-

ting into because of security," he says. "In

some ways, you get uncertainty because of

the commitment. You commit to being

driven by your values and basic under-

standing that can lead you anywhere.

That's what hospice is all about—commit-

ting to the needs of other people."

—Jason Schultz '93
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Please limit letters to no more than 300 words.

Duke Magazine reserves the right to edit letters

for length and clarity.

CLOSE TO
CLOSED

Editors:

As a retired Naval officer and a member
of the "Defense of Charleston" lobby group,

I found Robert Bliwise's article ["Playing

Hardball with the Bases," July-August

1993] on Jim Courter and the 1993 base

closure process quite interesting. I testified

before the Base Realignment and Closure

(BRAC) Commission when they came to

Charleston, attended the final hearings in

Washington, and worked hard over a four-

month period as a voluntary consultant to

the Charleston Chamber of Commerce
and elected officials as we tried to save our

naval facilities from the axe. 1 have two

major comments and one disagreement

with the author.

First of all, Duke University should be

proud of Jim Courter, who did the best he

reasonably could to remain independent of

politics. He maintained control of a poten-

tially volatile process and preserved the

faith of many in need of an independent

commission. It is hard to imagine what

might have happened on a nationwide

basis if the process were left to the Penta-

gon and the Congress.

Secondly, the author argues that the

process was independent of politics. Not
true. The weak link lies in the original list

of bases recommended for closure that

were proposed by the Secretary of Defense.

This list is subject to political influence on
the Army, Navy, and Air Force as well as

flag officer preferences and sometimes even

military value or long-term strategy. Once
a facility or base is unfairly or unwisely tar-

geted for closure, it is almost impossible to

get removed from the list, because the af-

fected community must prove to the com-
mission that the Department of Defense

significantly deviated from the eight base

closure criteria. Historically, only about 5

percent of facilities listed for closure are

spared by the BRAC commission.

My disagreement with the author is over

his statement that "Charleston's efforts

were to no avail." The original list targeted

six Navy commands in Charles

ton, but by fighting hard and

being right, the "Defense of

Charleston" organization suc-

ceeded in saving the Navy
Hospital, the Naval Elec-

tronics Engineering Center,

and part of the Navy Sup-

ply Center. We saved

about 5,000 direct and
15,000 indirect jobs. We
lost our shipyard and

naval base and took

the biggest "hit" of any area in

the country, but it would have been a lot

worse if we had just given up without a

fight. The commission fairly judged our case

within the limitations of the BRAC statute.

Glen A. Dilgren

Charleston, South Carolina

WELLESLEY
WOMEN
Editors:

The beginning of Nan Keohane's tenure

as president of Duke must bring pride and

pleasure to graduates of both institutions.

For Wellesley alumnae, the sorrow in see-

ing her leave is balanced by the gratitude

for her accomplishments at the college and

pride that we have provided one of the few

women presidents of a major university.

Duke alumni can be proud of a university

that continues to strive to be at the leading

edge of education and which does not al-

ways take the safe or conventional option.

As an alumna of both institutions, the

present occasion has led me to reflect on
the connections between the two from my
student days. Perhaps others who attended

both will also share their recollections.

Wellesley in the late 1940s and early

Fifties was a very Northeastern-oriented

institution. There was also a number of

students from the Upper Middle West and

some from California, but those of us from

the South, the Southwest, and the North-

west were not very numerous. I was the

only member of my class from North Caro-

lina. Duke was, therefore, generally outside

the Wellesley consciousness.

Duke was then a very male-dominated

place, leavened a bit by the undergraduate

Woman's College,

which lived and part-

ly learned on its own
East Campus. There

were very few women
faculty. I was in resi-

dence as a graduate stu-

dent in history from the

all of 1953 to the sum-

mer of 1955; I was the

only female graduate stu-

dent in the department. At
the Central Carolina Welles-

ley Club's annual meeting, I

met two of the few Duke facul-

ty women. One was Frances

Acomb, who was a member of the history

department but not allowed to teach grad-

uate students. Her office was on East Cam-
pus, and since graduate students went to

class and to the library on West, we never

even saw her. I have always regretted not

knowing her better. The other Wellesley

woman was Louise Hall, who taught the

history of art. I knew her better later, for

she and my husband shared the field of

medieval architectural history.

A slightly later connection was through

Elisabeth Jastrow, a refugee scholar who
had taught art history at Wellesley. When
I began teaching at the Woman's College

of the University of North Carolina in

1965, Miss Jastrow was teaching there.

When she retired from Wellesley, she

went as a research scholar to Duke.

Conclusions? Even when opportunities

for women at co-ed universities were few,

those few were often filled by Wellesley

women. The tradition, broadened one is

happy to say, continues.

Barbara Brandon Schnorrenberg Ph.D. '58

(Wellesley '51)

Birmingham, Alabama

TENURE
TALK

Editors:

Your article on tenure ["The Tenure

Years," July-August 1993] was most inter-

esting, but I was left feeling that teachers

were getting slightly short-changed. Duke
University exists to teach. That is why the

campus is there. It could well be even
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more of a research center than it is, but then

it might not be a university.

I spent four years at a leading high

school in Indianapolis and four years at

Duke. In that time, I had seven superior

teachers. A history teacher in high school

left me with an interest in that subject

that still burns bright. Paul Gross was the

only teacher in my major who made his

difficult course understandable and inter-

esting. There were others in the chemistry

department who were well known for

research but were not good teachers, to put

it charitably.

There are not too many people who can

make a subject live; they may well be out-

numbered by those who star at research.

The good teachers are the ones who create

the future researchers as well as the future

generations of leaders in all fields. If you

lose an understanding teacher, you lose a

resource you probably cannot replace.

I certainly hope that the boards who
make the decisions on tenure will think

carefully about the students who come to

Duke for a superior education and are enti-

tled to the best teaching you can provide.

Fred Dennerline '48

Palm City, Florida
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Editors:

Though Bridget Booher is circumspect

in her review of tenure at Duke and careful

to avoid taking a position, her article nev-

ertheless left me with the conclusion that

tenure is a troublesome anachronism and if

it were not already in place at Duke today,

it would be difficult, if not impossible, to

make the case for its existence.

In a society which is increasingly de-

manding of greater openness and account-

ability from its key institutions, tenure

comes across like something out of the

Middle Ages.

The AAUP sounds like a union to me.

If so, we can be sure that the interests of

students and the future of the university

will eventually be subordinated to the in-

terests of tenured faculty.

This is the twentieth century, soon to

be the twenty-first: the Information Age.

Duke should re-examine tenure: its need,

the process, the costs, the benefits for

everyone. In short, get Duke back in step

with the changes in our society. With
good will, honesty, and openness on every-

one's part, Duke could begin the process of

phasing out tenure since it is no longer

needed. After all, back at the turn of the

century, when Ms. Booher states tenure

was finalized, who would have dared to

imagine that a major university would

have a woman as its president?

John J. Machowski '48

Little Compton, Rhode Island

EQUALIZE
ATHLETICS

Editors:

As president of the Women's Sports

Foundation and as a former Duke athlete, I

cannot let Michael Townsend's article

"Leveling the Playing Field" [July-August]

slide. It is simply not good enough for

Duke to be "quite high on the national

average" in regard to Title IX compliance.

At Duke we pride ourselves in doing the

right thing. As an elite athlete, I was the

beneficiary of this philosophy several times.

Duke continued my scholarship with no
obligation to do so after I returned from win-

ning at the Olympics. However, with less

than 1 percent of Duke's athletes becoming

Olympians or professionals, sports are about

preparing its participants for tomorrow.

The reason why sport exists in a univer-

sity setting, the reason why it receives tax

breaks, and the reason why student fees

pay for part of college sports programs, is

that sports participation is part of the educa'

tional experience of the university. There is a

strong relationship between sports partici-

pation and upward mobility. Lifelong

lessons on how to win and lose with grace,

self-esteem, how to postpone short-term

gratification for long-term rewards, how to

be part of a team (teamwork cannot be

learned on a blackboard), are all part of

any sports experience. There are reasons

corporations like to hire athletes.

Revenue and fan support do not justify

discrimination.

The biggest myth confronting gender

equity is that men's sports make money.

Football may have heavy revenues, but it's

tremendously costly. According to the

NCAA, only 13 percent ofNCAA institu-

tions made any money in college football.

Of the Division I schools that lost money,

the average loss was $628,000. University

funds and students' fees—men's and

women's fees—largely pay for the discrep-

ancy. Nostalgic football alumni treat it like

a golden goose, when it's more like a white

elephant. [Duke Associate Athletics Direc-

tor] Joe Alleva told me that even with Iron

Duke contributions factored in, our foot-

ball program does not break even. Sure, I

enjoyed the games, but at whose expense?

What the athletics department consid-

ers fair just isn't. Nationally, men receive

$ 1 79 million more than women in athletic

scholarships. While Julie Exum credits

Duke for creating a great atmosphere for

women at Duke, I wonder what she would

think if she had a well-qualified sister who
couldn't get a $100,000 Duke scholarship

because she was a female athlete rather

than a male athlete?

Football cannot be excluded when com-

paring men's and women's sports opportu-

nities; the law doesn't provide for exclu-

sion. Is the fourth string of the football

team more deserving of financial aid than

a nationally ranked gymnast? Imagine the

math department denying a scholarship to

a qualified applicant because she is female.

And as Brown University discovered, the

"we're better than average" defense is legal-

ly invalid.

I would like to think that I got a schol-

arship because I was the best swimmer in

the world. Sadly, it had little to do with

my qualifications. I owe my college athlet-

ic opportunities to that piece of federal

legislation, Title IX. After twenty years,

the time has come for full Title IX compli-

ance. Duke can either take the bold steps

of complying because it's the right thing to

do, or it can be forced into it by the

NCAA or the courts.

Nancy Hogshead '86

New York, New York
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A PATCH OF
THE FUTURE

Botanist Boyd Strain regu-

larly hikes into a very spe-

cial area of Duke Forest

that is more than a ver-

dant and quiet refuge of

loblolly pines, sweetgum,

dogwoods, and honey-
suckle. As he makes his

way through the undergrowth, he is all too

aware that the small patch of woods repre-

sents the harbinger of a worrisome envi-

ronmental future, in which humans have

altered the composition of the Earth's air,

forcing nature to adapt in ways that are

now largely unpredictable.

Strain and his colleagues have, in fact,

created a patch of the future there to help

understand one of civilization's more in-

sidious impacts on the forest. They have

built a circle of sixteen towers, each dangling

long pipes from spindly metal arms that loom

over the trees, bushes, and weeds, and over

Strain as well. These towers spew out a com-

puter-controlled stream of excess carbon

dioxide, a colorless, odorless gas whose con-

centrations are al-

ready quietly but

steadily increasing

in Earth's atmos-
phere because of fos-

sil-fuel burning and

land clearing. Strain

and his colleagues

will study how the

resident vegetation,

soils, and animals
react to the over-

enrichment of the

gas after plants
"breathe" it in.

The project is

called the Free Air

CO2 Enrichment
project, or FACE.
Its audacious aim is

to create a large

bubble of twenty-
first-century atmos-

phere over an open,

100-foot-wide por-

tion of growing Turning

CONCENTRATING ON
CARBON DIOXIDE

BY MONTE BASGALL

Duke botanists are

creating atmospheres of

the twenty-first century

in order to see how
vegetation, soils, and

animals react.

woodland, in the face of all wind and

weather conditions.

Besides the biological effects Strain

studies with FACE, the steadily increasing

ring of monitored trees

atmospheric levels of carbon dioxide may
soon cause the Earth to run a low-grade

fever. Higher carbon dioxide levels will

trap the sun's heat more efficiently, raising

atmospheric temperatures. Many scientists

predict that this "greenhouse effect" will

have potentially disastrous consequences,

and some contend that it has begun already.

For all these reasons, carbon dioxide, or

CO2, became Strain's life's work as a

botanist.

In one of nature's most important

processes, plants draw carbon dioxide into

their leaves and then transform it with the

help of sunlight. Plants need the CO 2 to

make the sugars and starches that allow

them to live and grow. This biochemical

rearrangement, called photosynthesis,

releases the oxygen that supports all ani-

mal life. In turn each animal exhalation

releases carbon dioxide.

For much of the time since life began

on Earth, nature has kept the levels of car-

bon dioxide and oxygen in balance. But

since the dawn of the Industrial Revolu-

tion, the developed

world's smokestacks

and exhaust pipes

have tipped this

balance by belching

out extra CO 2

—

enough to double
the atmosphere's
concentration by
sometime in the

twenty-first century,

many scientists pre-

dict. Carbon dioxide

from land clearing

has enhanced the

increase. In Strain's

view, all that extra

CO 2 may have sig-

nificant effects on
plants, perhaps al-

tering the composi-

tion of the world's

forests. He's preached

that message since

1978; he had dis-

agreed with the
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conclusions of an early scientific summit

on the possible effects of rising atmospheric

carbon dioxide levels.

He had missed that 1976 meeting in

Miami because of his sabbatical leave in

Germany. "When I got back and read the

report, I decided those people had missed

the boat," he recalls. "Even the biologists

who were there believed this story that the

real effect was going to be climate change.

They weren't recognizing the importance

of carbon dioxide as a fertilizer. We have

known since the 1930s that carbon diox-

ide is a fertilizer and would act like a fertil-

izer. The Dutch and the German horticul-

turists were making bigger carnations and

bigger tomatoes by then, by enriching

their greenhouses with CO 2"

Other scientists were perfectly aware

that any substance required for plant growth

could stimulate that growth if more were

available for uptake by the world's trees,

crops, flowers, shrubs, vines, and weeds.

But Strain believes that many failed to

grasp the import of what that fact might

mean. He says their attention may have

been diverted by the dramatic specter of

global warming, with its scary scenarios of

melting icecaps, flooded cities, devastating

storms, and droughts.

So Strain raised the plant question him-

self in 1978, when he convened his own sci-

entific meeting in Durham. The next year,

he got his first grant (from the National Sci-

ence Foundation) to study what happens to

plants in the predicted high-carbon-dioxide

atmospheres of the future. He's been at it

ever since. In fact, he thinks his research

team has published more papers on the sub-

ject than any other group.

Strain and his graduate students have

done much of their work in Duke's phy-

totron, a large, high-tech greenhouse

where plants can be grown under any sim-

ulated condition—past, present, or future.

One of his favorite experiments in the phy-

totron's computer-controlled growth cham-
bers showed how okra's growth was drasti-

cally stimulated by high CO 2- Okra is what
he calls "a high-temperature loving plant,"

failing to grow or even reproduce at tem-

peratures as moderate as 73 degrees. But

when okra plants were cultivated in air

with double the current carbon dioxide

levels, they did as well at 73 degrees as they

normally did at 89. "That really showed me
the compensating effect ofCO 2," he says.

Since then, Strain's group has also

found that CO 2 lessens the stress effects of

salty soils. And other studies have shown
that high CO 2 will reduce plant water loss

and thus counteract drought effects. "So

there are a great number of current agri-

cultural and environmental stresses that

are going to be ameliorated by the extra

carbon dioxide," he says.

Strain believes increased

levels ofCO2 already

in the atmosphere have

contributed to enhanced
crop yields achieved

during this century.

Strain believes increased levels of the

gas already in the atmosphere have con-

tributed to the enhanced crop yields

achieved during this century. "From an

agricultural point of view, we're fertilizing

the atmosphere of the entire world," he

says. And in the future, some major crops

could do even better. Cotton, wheat, rice

and soybeans, for example, have all been

reported to increase their growth in high

CO2, when soil nutrients and moisture

were readily available.

Despite such advantages, Strain hardly

believes that the world should keep pump-
ing out high CO 2 levels. For one thing,

experiments suggest that other important

crops like corn, sorghum, and sugar cane

are already absorbing about as much car-

bon dioxide as they can; any additional

concentrations are not expected to in-

crease those species' yields. He and other

researchers have also found that even

when high-C02 does enhance plant

growth, it actually decreases the nutritional

value of leaf tissues. Collaborative work by

David Lincoln of the University of South

Carolina, for instance, has shown that the

leaves of plants prospering from the extra

CO 2 end up being protein deficient. So all

of Earth's plant-eating animals, from

insects to sheep and cows, could end up

eating more to get less. "And people who
eat the green parts of plants will be getting

less-nutritious materials, even when you

fertilize the soil," Strain says. All this may
disrupt the balance of nature. Insects may
have to consume more plant material just

to survive, and more may suffer starvation.

Animals that consume insects may, in

turn, have fewer to eat.

Strain and his colleagues also have labora-

tory evidence that high carbon dioxide will

boost the competitiveness of the very plants

that gardeners seek to uproot. Since weeds

are especially responsive to carbon dioxide,

we'll likely see "an increasingly weedy

world," Strain says. "I am concerned that

that world will be a harder place to manage.

But while that particular part of the future

will be an inconvenience and an expense, it

is not going to be the end of civilization."

According to Strain, "plants that do best

in high CO 2 are things like kudzu and

Japanese honeysuckle and dandelions and a

lot of the agricultural weeds." Trees, too,

could alter their growth patterns. Leslie

Henry, a former student of Strain's, who is

now on the North Carolina State University

faculty, has found evidence that sweetgums

will spread more aggressively than loblolly

pines in a higher carbon dioxide atmosphere.

"You won't get a loblolly plantation," he

says. "You'll get a much more mixed, and

therefore less profitable, woodlot."

While the phytotron has helped Duke
researchers make important findings, its

simulated environments aren't natural

ones. Its growth chambers don't let in real

sunlight, or real rainfall. So in 1989,

Strain's team also began piping CO 2 into

some clear turret-shaped, "open-topped"

chambers they built in Duke Forest. Their

open tops give plants growing inside a

measure of exposure to the elements. At
the same time, the structures' plastic walls

serve as windbreaks so that extra carbon

dioxide can be effectively mixed with the

air inside. Despite the open top, the plants

can thus be exposed to steady doses of ele-

vated CO 2 levels before the remainder

escapes to the outside.

Strain acknowledges that open-topped

chambers are wasteful. "You're not recy-

cling the CO 2 at all," he says. "You're just

blowing it though there." And while open-

topped chambers offer less-artificial condi-

tions than the phytotron, those are still

decidedly unnatural ones. The scientists

must constantly ask whether the plants are

doing better because of extra CO 2, or

because of pampering by the plexiglass

windbreaks. "You get a 20 percent fertility

increase just because you're containing the

plants and keeping hard winds away,"

Strain says. "And insects can hardly get to

a plant that's being treated that way."

Open-topped chambers are also limited in

holding capacity. They can't accommodate

a full-sized tree, for example, let alone a

complex forest environment.

So, in his continuing quest for real-world

conditions, Strain is focusing on the ring of

towers built last winter and spring at Duke
Forest by collaborators from Brookhaven

National Laboratory. FACE was devised by

George Hendrey, the head of Brookhaven's

biosystems and process science division. To
accomplish the feat of maintaining precise

CO 2 levels, Hendrey 's system mixes pres-

surized carbon dioxide from a holding tank

with air to the desired elevated concentra-

tion. Then the C02-enriched air is piped

to the ring's center and distributed back

through a network of other pipes to valves

on each of the sixteen spindly towers.

Instruments on a taller central tower moni-

tor for wind direction and speed. Taking
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the wind information into account, the

computer then decides which valves to

open or close to keep the distribution of gas

within the bubble as uniform as possible.

Initial tests last summer showed that

this system can maintain carbon dioxide

concentrations within 10 percent of the

ideal for 80 percent of the time. "That

isn't too bad a control," Strain says. "This

means that for almost all of the photosyn-

thetic [daylight] hours the plants are see-

ing high CO 2 levels."

FACE's biggest

expense over the

long term will be

"the delivery and

supply of CO 2,"

predicts William

Schlesinger, an-

other Duke botany

and geology pro-

fessor who works

with Strain.
"You're essential-

ly maintaining

elevated levels in

an area of the

land with no
containment.
You're doing it all

the time knowing

that it's blowing

away from you. It

looks terribly in-

efficient, but it's

absolutely
essential to do it

that way."

Hendrey's
group from Brook-

haven pioneered

the FACE con-

cept by building smaller rings to adminis-

ter extra CO 2 to cotton crops in Arizona

and Mississippi. The Duke Forest experi-

ment is the first attempt to use FACE in a

woodland, and Duke may eventually build

as many as sixteen more rings in the same
vicinity if researchers can find the funding.

The walk-through FACE ring is a long

way from the modest beginnings of Strain's

carbon dioxide research, which started in

the mid-1960s in California's White
Mountains. In those early studies, Strain

would enclose tiny alpine plants in small

chambers, called "cuvettes," to measure

the amount ofCO 2 that each plant used.

While the purpose of that research had

nothing to do with increasing atmospheric

CO 2 levels, his instruments told him that

those concentrations were rising from year

to year. In fact, he didn't believe his own
results at first and sent away his calibration

apparatus to be checked for defects. He
was assured there was nothing wrong with

his equipment. At the time, he was a

young assistant professor at the University

of California, Riverside. It was his first job

after getting a Ph.D. at the University of

California, Los Angeles.

With his tanned, rangy look and his

salt-and-pepper beard, Strain fits the image

of a seasoned cowpoke. He is, in fact, a

native of Laramie, Wyoming, and his orig-

inal passion was hunting and fishing in the

great outdoors. "So when I had to pick a

career," he says, "I decided on being a

game warden." He proceeded to major in

Watcher in the woods: Strain devised date experiments on full-sized trees

biology at Black Hills State College in

Spearfish, South Dakota, only to graduate

into a world with no game warden job

openings. "So I decided to be a biology

teacher, but found out I had to have a

master's degree." He dutifully earned a

master's from the University of Wyoming
in 1960, and was offered a job teaching

biology at Casper High School. Strain was

supposed to teach five classes a day and be

assistant wrestling coach on the side.

"That sounded terrible," he recalls. "I real-

ized I had a lot of fun doing my master's

research, so I applied to Ph.D. schools and

got into UCLA."
Looking back, Strain can't remember

exactly why he decided to specialize in

plants instead of animals. "It was just a for-

tuitous thing," he says. "It turns out that

plants are the base of the ecological pyra-

mid, and they are the most important

organisms in the world."

Strain moved from Riverside to Duke in

1969, because Duke had the "best known

program in the country for physiological

ecology." He was a replacement for an

eminent Duke ecologist, Henry Oosting,

who had died the year before. Strain

became a full professor by 1977, the year

before he began a decade's stint as director

of the Duke phytotron.

Just as his most ambitious ecology experi-

ment is getting off the ground, Strain is

backing off the project. He recently handed

over the job of local FACE scientific director

to Schlesinger, a world authority on how
soils affect CO 2-

Strain says he's

turned over the

reins because he

plans to retire in

1997.

Schlesinger
will seek enough

grant money to

build and operate

twelve more
FACE tower
rings. He says the

first FACE tower

ring has proved

that the concept

will work, but it

will actually not

be used for many
scientific experi-

ments because
workers "trashed"

the environment

while building it.

"We learned not

only how to build

one, but a lot of

aspects of how
not to build one."

The new units

will be constructed with conservation in

mind, and they will also be located in a

cleared area instead of in existing forest

land. That way, undisturbed woods can be

allowed to grow up naturally from scratch

once the towers and the piping are fin-

ished. And as they rise, the woodlands can

be constantly fertilized with CO 2, year

after year.

With the rise in atmospheric carbon

dioxide, "I don't expect that we'll see an

increase in species diversity," says

Schlesinger. "In almost every case in which

a fertilizer has been applied to a natural

community, it has reduced species diversity.

That's true when you dump phosphorous in

a lake, nitrogen in a grassland, and I expect

it to be true of subjecting a forest to carbon

dioxide. So my gut feeling as an ecologist is

that it will reduce species diversity."

It's the kind of big question, he says,

that a project as bold as FACE can help

answer.
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BUILDING AN
ECOLOGICAL
CONSENSUS

In
central California's Sacramento-

San Joaquin Delta estuary swims a

translucent, finger-length smelt

that feeds on plankton and is said

to emit the fragrance of cucum-

bers. The estuary is the only place

on Earth the Delta smelt is known
to reside. Until recently, they were

of little interest to humans except as bait.

Unfortunately for the smelt, the Delta

also happens to be the transfer point for

California's two largest water-pumping

projects—a supply that serves two-thirds

of the population. As viewers of the Jack

Nicholson-Faye Dunaway film classic China-

town will recognize, the wholesale move-

ment of water from north to south has

embroiled Californians in controversy

since the turn of the century. When the

declining population of Delta smelt in

1991 was proposed for "threatened species"

status, requiring controlled pumping of

Delta water, it had the effect of a declara-

tion of war.

In such clashes,

much of the respon-

sibility for achieving

consensus falls to

California's chief en-

vironmental officer,

State Secretary for

Resources Douglas

Wheeler LL.B. '66.

He oversees 14,000

employees and a bud-

get of $1.5 billion,

dispersed among fif-

teen departments in-

cluding Water Re-
sources, Fish and
Game, Forestry, and

Parks and Recre-
ation. Wheeler is the

liaison between those

departments and the

governor and legis-

lature. He also must

resolve internal con-

flicts: "I have on one

DOUGLAS WHEELER
BY DEBORAH NORMAN

California's chief

environmental officer

embraces an ecosystem

approach, which
broadens the emphasis

from preserving single

species to protecting an

entire habitat.

Exceptional species: a who balances ecology and development

hand the Department of Fish and Game,
which wants very much to protect the

Delta smelt, and on the other, the Depart-

ment of Water Resources, which wants

very much to move water through the

Delta unimpeded by concerns about en-

dangered species."

Following a lifelong career in public ser-

vice and conservation, Wheeler was ap-

pointed to the Resources Agency in

December 1990 by Governor Pete Wilson.

He has been vice president of the World
Wildlife Fund and the Conservation Foun-

dation, executive director of the Sierra

Club, president of the American Farmland

Trust, executive vice president of the

National Trust for Historic Preservation,

and a deputy assistant secretary at the U.S.

Department of the Interior.

Wheeler is in the vanguard of public

officials—including U.S. Secretary of the

Interior Bruce Babbitt—who embrace an

ecosystem approach to resource manage-

ment. The ap-

proach broadens

the emphasis from

preserving single

species— the
heart of the 1973

Endangered
Species Act
(ESA), under
which the Delta

smelt was listed

—

to protecting an

entire habitat.

To avoid the
eleventh-hour
"train-wreck"
when develop-

ment plans are

derailed by an
ESA listing, eco-

system protection

|| requires cooper-

|8 ative planning

j| among govern-

ment, conserva-

tionists, and land-
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owners to prevent species from becoming

threatened in the first place.

The threat of an ESA listing remains a

critical "stick" that motivates diverse in-

terest groups to cooperate in resource man-

agement. As Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) State Director Ed Hastey wryly

observes, "When you put them up against

a wall and they don't have any alternative,

that's a pretty good incentive."

Ecosystem protection is rooted in the

concept of "biodiversity" articulated in

Harvard zoologist E.O. Wilson's widely

read 1992 work, The Diversity of Life. The
concept calls for creative solutions that

recognize the legitimacy of the motive for

economic gain while holding firm on the

need for species diversity.

Wilson argues that the tremendous bio-

logical diversity of the planet is what

allows areas of the Earth to revive after

lightning storms, volcanic action,

flooding, and disease. Thus, endem-

ic fauna and flora, he says, are "part I
of a country's heritage, the product

of millions of years of evolution

centered on that time and place I
and hence as much a reason for I
national concern as the particulari-

ties of language and culture."

The ecosystem approach recog-

nizes that in the long run, econom-

ic growth depends on natural

resources, and that natural re-

sources are part of interdependent

biological systems. With biodiversi-

ty, "we've got a very important new
tool" that helps people understand

the relationships between environ

mental and economic concerns—

;

tool that "gives us a way in which to

resolve some of those conflicts," says

Wheeler.

Hastey credits Wheeler with getting the

ball rolling in California. "As soon as he

came out here as Secretary for Resources, I

became close to Doug in terms of really

pushing the idea of a multi-jurisdictional,

multi-habitat, multi-species approach to

planning in California through bioregions

or ecosystems. We'd break down a lot of

the institutional barriers and involve

counties to do planning, and bring togeth-

er Forest Service, BLM, Fish and Wildlife,

State Parks, along with counties, to man-
age habitats and maintain social and eco-

nomic growth."

Biodiversity as public policy was adopt-

ed in an agreement—the first of its kind in

the nation—signed in September 1991 by

twenty-seven federal, state, and county

officials who formed the California Execu-

tive Council on Biological Diversity. The
council, headed by Wheeler, has divided

the state into ten bioregions. The ap-

proach is all the more ambitious in that

the bioregions cross political boundaries.

Two initiatives for which Wheeler has

high hopes are the Sierra Project in the

Sierra Nevada mountains and the Natural

Communities Conservation Planning
(NCCP) project on the southern coast.

The sparsely-populated Sierra Nevada range

along California's eastern boundary is pro-

jected to grow 50 percent by the year

2010. Motivated by that fact and by

reporter Tom Knudson's "Sierra in Peril"

series, a Pulitzer Prize-winning account of

environmental destruction in the region,

Wheeler saw an opportunity. "It's a place

in which the resources truly are impor-

tant—not just the extractive resources,

timber and minerals including gold and sil-

ver—but recreational resources and water

and air, which are supplies depended on by

the rest of the state.

"It's an attractive place to live and the

CLFARCUTT/NQ

Board of education: sign near Hal/Moon Bay, California, 1992

foothills are simply in the path of what is

essentially an inward and northward

movement of the state's population. We
had a chance, it seemed to me, to antici-

pate the impacts of those pressures."

From this realization was born the Sierra

Summit, a convention in 1991 of local cit-

izens, people from various levels of govern-

ment, scientists, environmental groups,

and industry groups, at Fallen Leaf Lake

outside of Lake Tahoe. The meeting

resulted in five town-hall sessions that

broadened local participation, organized

around the region's watersheds. The U.S.

Forest Service, in cooperation with a

group of scientists chaired by John Gor-

don, former dean of Yale's School of

Forestry, is conducting an inventory of the

bioregion's resources, and numerous local

initiatives are restoring degraded creeks

and streams.

The NCCP, a pilot program authorized

by the state legislature and administered by

the Department of Fish and Game under

the Resources Agency, was launched in

1992 in the coastal sage scrub area of

southern California. Ninety percent of the

habitat has been lost. In the remainder,

more than fifty wildlife species are poten-

tially "threatened" or "endangered" under

the Endangered Species Act. The area is

under heavy pressure for development.

The nearly 250,000 acres in question are

in the most populous area of the state, in-

cluding Orange, Riverside, and San Diego

counties.

The NCCP program brings together

property owners, developers, local govern-

ments, and conservationists to protect the

habitat before more species are listed.

After conservation plans are composed for

some dozen subregions in the habitat, the

state will work with landowners to assist

conservation without shutting off develop-

ment. Wheeler says the options include

government purchase or transfer of lands

and sale of easements, in addition to regu-

atory restrictions. The state has

engaged academic and field biolo-

gists to advise the participants.

Wheeler's approach to resources

management is pragmatic: "Pull out

the carrot, not the stick," he says.

"Make it clear to landowners, local

government, and community orga-

sm
nizations that public agencies have

I
significant positive resources to

1 bring to bear on biodiversity conser-

^ vation problems, such as money,

I staff, and expertise, and not just

1 restrictive sanctions."

I
Wheeler has been lauded for

~ improving coordination among the

| multiple federal and state regulatory

agencies to which the private sector

must respond. The task is particular-

ly challenging, given the fact that 50 per-

cent of California's lands are federally

owned. Says Monica Florian, an NCCP
participant and senior vice president of the

Irvine Company, a large corporate land-

holder in southern California, "I think the

NCCP is a good example of a conserva-

tionist (which I think Doug is) saying,

'You're right, and I think we have to find a

different way of doing it,' and having the

ability to pull together ideas from all par-

ties to come up with a really new concept

of doing things."

In his personal dealings, Wheeler is rec-

ognized as intelligent, articulate, and outgo-

ing. Steve McCormick, vice president for

The Nature Conservancy, California, a

national preservation organization on whose

board Wheeler serves, has known him for a

decade. The Nature Conservancy has been

closely involved with the Resources Depart-

ment on California land use projects. Says

McCormick, "He really has a great ability

to use words, coupled with a great sense of

humor and a relaxed sense about himself. I

find that an incredibly valuable combina-
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CALIFORNIA DREAMING

Two years ago, photog-

rapher Robert Daw-
son and writer Gray

Brechin boarded a small

plane and spent four hours

flying over the Los Angeles

Basin from one end to the

other. From the air, says

Brechin, Los Angeles looks

like a colossal microchip.

Even from that altitude, the

energy is palpable.

"You get an idea at about

2,000 feet ofhow endless,

how vast it is—and how
vulnerable," he says. "The
mountains around the val-

ley aren't mountains

—

they're fault escarpments

10,000 feet high. And they

cross all the water lines and
electric lines. Here's a
conurbation of 13 million

people who take for granted

the flows coming in that keep
the whole city running."

The image crystallized

for California natives Daw-
son and Brechin into the

realization that, ecologi-

cally, California's human
population has far overshot

the state's carrying capac-

ity. Moved by ecologist

Raymond Dasmann's 1965
work, The Destruction of

California, which did much
to provoke environmental
reform in the state, the

writer-photographer team
decided to review the land-

scape nearly a quarter-cen-

tury later. The sobering

result is their work in

progress, Farewell,

Promised Land.

The project gained

Brechin and Dawson the

1992 Dorothea Lange-Paul

Taylor Prize, which is

awarded annually by the

Center for Documentary
Studies at Duke. Inaugu-

rated in 1991, the prize

encourages collaborative

documentary work.

Brechin, an architectural

historian and urban design

critic, has been influenced

by the writings of Lewis

Mumford and by studies of

the environmental suicide

of classical civilizations.

His book Imperial San
Francisco is due out next

December.
Dawson, who teaches

photography at San Jose

State University and City

College in San Francisco,

has just completed a photo-

documentary study, The
Qreat Central Valley: Cali-

fornia's Heartland, with

Stephen Johnson and Ger-

ald Haslam (University of

California Press,

1993).

In a review of events

dating to 1915, when
simultaneous world's fairs

in San Francisco and San
Diego beckoned thousands

with California's "bound-
less" resources, Brechin
and Dawson propose that

the natural wealth that

bankrolled California's

phenomenal growth has

been overdrawn.

Brechin offers a 1916
sample of Golden State

advertising copy from Los
Angeles architect Irving

Gill: "Delightful little

home-made cottages of

redwood are to be found all

through California," wrote
Gill, "...they cost their

owners but a few hundred
dollars... Everybody has

one and lives therein hap-

pier than any king, enjoy-

ing a simple, free, healthy

life, breathing eucalyptus

and pine-scented air, rest-

ing full-length in a flower-

starred grass, bathing in the

fern-bordered streams."

Through haunting pho-

tographs and razor-sharp

prose, the pair show how
the state since those heady
days has accumulated a

huge environmental deficit.

And the debt is coming due
in the form of social unrest

in environmentally devas-

tated inner cities, cultivated

lands becoming deserts

through salt buildup and
aquifer depletion, and
salmon fisheries dying from
timber clearcutting.

Brechin and Dawson link

environmental impoverish-

ment with civic impoverish-

ment The civic impulses

that prompted Californians

earlier in the century to

build exemplary public

universities, community
libraries, and tree-lined

urban streets have given

way to flight from urban
centers, semi-privatization

of once-public institutions,

and increasing unwilling-

ness to pay taxes to main-
tain the city's social net-

work. The result, they say,

is increasing polarization of

"haves" and "have-nots" in

a state that once prided

itself on egalitarianism.

To stop the continued

destruction of California,

the authors say the state

must kick the habit of end-

less growth, supported by
artificially cheap energy
and water, and develop an

ethic of preservation and
renewal.

They see shoots of hope
in grassroots efforts to revi-

talize abandoned urban
centers. One such project is

an agricultural cooperative

in crime-ridden East Palo

Alto. The blighted commu-
nity once was a Utopian

agricultural development
that attracted residents with

the slogan "an acre of land

and independence."

Community activist

Trevor Burroughs encour-

ages residents to tap into

that agricultural heritage.

Community plots have
been cultivated with

organic vegetables that are

marketed to restaurants in

the well-heeled nearby
community of Palo Alto.

Farewell, Promised Land
is a plea for frank self-

appraisal. It is a reminder

that the American dream

—

as much as the California

dream—is rooted in the

Earth we inhabit and sus-

tained by the air we
breathe.

Clear cutting: Klamath River

drainage, California, 1992

tion in trying to develop consensus and to

work with a spectrum of people."

BLM's Hastey gives a folksy spin to his

appraisal of Wheeler: "What I like about

him, I can understand most of what he
says. Some guys that talk—you know,

what they say sounds good, but when you

think about it, you don't know what they

really said. He is really a practical guy, and

he always makes the point that you can

have a good environmental situation and

still have economic stability or growth

—

they go hand in hand."

Known as an environmental moderate

with a gift for building consensus, Wheeler
often finds himself facing off with former

colleagues, such as the Sierra Club, over

contested environmental terrain. "One of

the things we have found it difficult to do

is build a coalition at the center in a state

where environmental issues, like most

issues, tend to be polarized left and right,"

he says. "We have very strong partisans on
both ends of the spectrum... but the orga-

nized constituencies on these issues aren't

typically found in the middle."

California environmental groups have

embraced the ecosystem approach with reser-

vations. The chief weakness, in the view of

environmentalists, is that consensus can be-

come a euphemism for concessions to devel-

opers. As Michael Paparian, state director

of the Sierra Club, says, "It's a good idea

that's starting to go astray a little bit. It's

being used as an excuse for not addressing

the issues associated with individual

species." He cites the de-listing of the

Mojave ground squirrel as an endangered

species by the Department of Fish and

Game. The Mojave Desert is the focus of a

multi-agency effort to protect threatened

species' habitats while accommodating

community expansion.

Anne Notthoff is a San Francisco-based
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planner with the Na-

tural Resources De-

fense Council, a legal

research and advo-

cacy group. "We cer-

tainly support an eco-

system management
approach to protect-

ing endangered
species," she says,

but adds, "It's been

our experience that

if industry winces,

then [the state re-

sources agency] wi

step back, whereas

we have to fight

tooth and nail to try and keep our position

in there."

Complicating the task of forging consen-

sus on middle ground is that the middle

ground has shifted with the recent econom-

ic downturn in California. The sense of

environmental crisis that gripped California

during the 1987-1992 drought (the second-

worst in four centuries) dissolved with the

returning rains, to be replaced with an

equally gripping sense of economic crisis.

Already fragile environmental-economic

coalitions have been wrenched into new
bargaining positions.

"Business in California has for many
years wanted to slash environmental regu-

lation, and they just haven't had the

opportunity. Now they're using the down-

turn as the point of the lance to go after

environmental regulation," says Luke Cole

of California Rural Legal Assistance, an

advocacy group representing poor, rural

clients on issues such as water use and

toxic waste disposal.

Wheeler's response? To regain momen-
tum, environmental organizations must

adopt new strategies, engaging economic

interests in problem-solving. "My own
view, having had long experience in the

not-for-profit field, is that the organizations

that make that shift will be the most suc-

cessful in affecting public policy," he says.

The Nature Conservancy's McCormick
supports Wheeler's view. "The concerns are

legitimate and we don't want to compro-

mise the environment to the point where

consensus is really cosmetic," he says. "But

what we risk in time if we don't accept

some compromise is a complete dismantling

of whatever laws we have as they begin to

be more and more pressured by the demand
to do more and more development."

Nowhere do the poles of environmental

opinion stand farther apart in California

than on water policy development. One
water policy arena in which Wheeler's

Resources Agency has made inroads with

consensus politics is wetlands manage-

ment. Marshes, pools, and swamps once

The chief weakness,

in the view of

environmentalists, is

that consensus can

become a euphemism
for concessions to

developers.

were viewed as pesti-

lent wastelands.
Across the nation,

wetlands systemati-

cally have been
filled in and put to

other uses, including

agriculture and hous-

ing. In California,

more than 90 per-

cent of the state's ori-

ginal wetlands have

been converted. Now,
however, people are

increasingly con-
scious of the impor-

tance of wetlands in

purifying water supplies, preventing floods,

and providing wildlife habitats for a third

of the nation's endangered species and half

its migratory birds.

The question is, how to turn back the

clock, especially when such a large per-

centage of the nation's wetlands is in pri-

vate hands?

Wheeler is in the forefront of policy-

makers who believe landowner incentives

for preservation and restoration are critical

for success. By making wetlands an asset

for people who own them, Wheeler
believes the state will expand the base of

support for wetlands beyond their environ-

mental constituency. In August, he an-

nounced the Wilson administration's com-

prehensive state policy to increase

California's wetlands by 50 percent, revers-

ing the effects of years of water diversions,

pollution, and drought. The plan was

drawn up after consultation with the agri-

cultural community, business and develop-

ment concerns, conservation organiza-

tions, and state and local agencies. It has

been endorsed by groups as diverse as the

National Audubon Society and the Cali-

fornia Building Industry Association.

A key achievement of the wetlands plan

is transferring the permit-granting authori-

ty for the San Francisco Bay Area from the

federal to the state government. This pilot

program effectively removes a layer of

bureaucracy.

Another main element of the plan is

state funding for "mitigation banking,"

whereby a wetland can be developed if

another wetland is restored or created else-

where. The state's first wetlands mitigation

bank was set up by the California Coastal

Conservancy, under the Resources agency.

The Conservancy in 1981 purchased a

northern California marsh, allowing devel-

opers who build on wetlands in the city of

Eureka to mitigate the loss by helping to

pay for the marsh's restoration.

Environmental consensus is an elusive

grail for Wheeler, and the battle over the

Delta smelt remains unresolved. But he's

still optimistic. "I've been in this now
since the first Earth Day, almost exactly,

and a lot has happened," he says. "You can

become frustrated by the momentary
obstacles, but if you look back, as a society

we've made enormous strides in planning

for a future that is more sensitive to envi-

ronmental concerns."

A former California resident, Norman lives in Dur-

ham and is a frequent contributor to the magazine

.
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GAZETTE

REMEMBERING
DUKE

Flags on campus flew at half-mast and

the Duke Chapel tolled eighty times

in memory of Doris Duke. The
daughter of university founder James

Buchanan Duke died October 28 after a

long illness. She was eighty years old.

Her death came just two weeks after the

announcement that she was giving Duke
University $2 million in support of AIDS
research at the medical center. It was her

first public gift to the university in many
years, although she had continued to sup-

port Russian studies, the Primate Center,

and other university programs anonymously.

In her will, read November 1, Duke be-

queathed another $10 million to the uni-

versity. "Miss Duke's bequest," says Presi-

dent Nannerl O. Keohane, "continues the

remarkable philanthropic tradition of the

Duke family to Duke University."

Doris Duke had praised Keohane with

the announcement of her gift for AIDS re-

search, saying she was confident that

Duke's new president would "provide fresh

ideas and thoughtful leadership to this

magnificent school, which was founded by

my father and meant so much to me."

Duke's cousin, Mary Duke Biddle Trent

Semans '39, who chairs The Duke Endow-
ment, told The Chronicle, "I'm sure she was

never very far from the university."

The bulk of her vast estate, valued at

$1.2 billion, is to be donated to charity and

the new Doris Duke Charitable Founda-

tion. According to an article in The New
York Times, the new foundation will be-

come one of the nation's best-endowed

philanthropies; it will rank among the top

dozen and will provide funds for performing

arts, environmental and ecological causes,

education, the prevention of cruelty to chil-

dren and animals, and medical research, all

causes Duke supported in her lifetime.

The university was one of several institu-

tions to receive bequests. The Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art in New York also re-

ceived $10 million, and the New York

Zoological Society received $1 million.

In 1925, a month shy of her thirteenth

birthday, Doris Duke inherited the bulk of

her father James B. Duke's $300-million

estate, whose source was the American
Tobacco Company, Duke Power Compa-
ny, and real estate investments. He estab-

RECYCLING CENTER

Duke continues to stay

true to its pledge to

make recycling and the

environment a primary con-

cern—a concern outlined in

Duke Magazine's "It's Not Easy
Being Green" article [March-
April 1992]. As part of a pro-

ject put together by the Envi-

ronmental Defense Fund, the

university has joined McDon-
ald's and NationsBank in an
effort to use more recycled

paper.

According to a front-page

New York Times article, "the

project, which will start with

feasability studies, plans to

reduce the burden on landfills

and pumping up the anemic
market for recycled paper by
creating demand for billions of

dollars' worth of secondhand
pulp."

John Ruston of the Environ-

mental Defense Fund says the

coalition was formed to send

a message to paper compa-
nies that if they make "envi-

ronmentally friendly paper,"

buyers will follow. In the

United States, about 22 mil-

lion tons of paper is produced
annually, but only 6 percent of

that is from recycled sources.

Paul Brummett, a purchas-

ing manager at Duke, says he
thinks the new alliance will

have a number of positive

repercussions. "From a campus
standpoint, we'd like to have a

market for all the paper we
collect through Duke Recy-
cles. Ifwe don't, all we're

doing is sorting trash that will

end up in landfills."

"From a larger perspective,"

says Brummett, "we're creating

a model that others will follow.

And we're doing it by working
in a cooperative spirit with the

[paper] industry."

lished The Duke Endowment with $40
million in 1924, with the understanding

that old Trinity College change its name
to honor his father, Washington Duke.

Upon his death a year later, Duke's will

provided for an additional founding endow-

ment of $40 million.

Until her gift for AIDS research in Octo-

ber, Doris Duke's relationship with Duke
University was very quiet. She was close to

President William Few, who worked with

Benjamin Newton Duke and later James

Buchanan Duke, and with Wilburt Davi-

son, the first medical school dean. Her last

public appearance on campus was in 1961

on the occasion of Davison's retirement.

Doris Duke is survived by a nephew,

Walker Inman, and cousins Angier Biddle

Duke, Anthony Newton Duke, Nicholas

Benjamin Duke Biddle, Buchanan Lyon,

Laura Elizabeth Lambert Lyon Smith, and

Semans.

CALLING
AFOUL

Men's basketball assistant coach

Peter Gaudet has filed a lawsuit

contesting a controversial Na-

tional Collegiate Athletic Association rule

that limits his salary to $16,000 a year.

The rule, passed last year, eliminated the

category part-time assistant basketball coach

and replaced it with "restricted-earnings

coach," a position forbidding annual earn-

ings of more than $16,000. The measure

was intended to help institutions save

money and to create a temporary, entry-

level position for coaches.

According to The Chronicle of Higher

Education, Gaudet, who has been an assis-

tant coach at Duke for eleven years, was

earning $25,000 a year from the university

and $50,000 a year from Deblin, Inc., a

company that runs a summer basketball

camp at Duke.

His suit, which was filed in a state court,

claims that his contracts with Duke and

Deblin should have been maintained

under the NCAA rule's "grandfather" pro-

vision, which allows existing agreements

to continue.

Ken Kirkman, Gaudet's lawyer, says the

suit did not challenge the constitutionality

of the NCAA rule or the association's
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right to govern its members. Instead, he

says, "it is a very simple state-court, state-

law case focusing on the rule's impact on
the existing contracts of one coach."

The suit was filed against the NCAA,
Duke, and Deblin.

THE CHRONICLE
INCORPORATES

Duke's eighty-eight-year-old student

newspaper, The Chronicle, is going

corporate. The university's trustees,

meeting in October, approved an operat-

ing agreement between the newspaper and

the university that lays out the terms of

the relationship between the two. Several

issues were addressed, including the rent

for the newspaper's office space and the

use of university benefits for Chronicle

employees.

The Chronicle's leadership, filing papers

for incorporation in early October, hopes

to make the newspaper more responsible

for its content and ensure its editorial

independence, says second-year law stu-

dent Adrian Dollard '92. Dollard chairs

The Chronicle board, the paper's governing

body. Aside from receiving free space on
campus, the paper has operated without

direct financial subsidies from the univer-

sity for several years.

Duke's board of trustees supported the

decision to incorporate. "Since the univer-

sity is their beat, it is essential to avoid the

appearance of conflict," says trustee Eugene

Patterson Hon. '78, the former executive

editor of the St. Petersburg Times, who chairs

the trustees' student affairs committee.

Incorporation will also clarify liability.

Before the newspaper was incorporated, a

successful libel suit could claim the assets

of the newspaper, of all students and

employees affiliated with the newspaper,

and of the university. Now liability is lim-

ited to the corporation's assets, which will

be covered by insurance, Dollard says.

LOOKING AT
GREEK LIFE

The Greek system's role in the resi-

dential, social, and intellectual life

of Duke will be examined by a new
task force formed by Vice President for

Student Affairs Janet Dickerson. The
group will also examine housing patterns

and policies.

"We need to look at the impact of the

[Greek] system on Duke undergraduate life,"

Dickerson says. "This is not a conspiracy to

do away with organizations here on cam-

pus: male, female, Greek, or otherwise."

The task force is made up of six stu-

dents, six faculty members, and six admin-

istrators. Chemistry professor Steven Bald-

win and Susan Coon, associate dean of

university life, have been appointed co-

chairs and administrative representatives

of the task force. Other administrative rep-

resentatives are M. Laney Funderburk Jr.

'60, associate vice president for alumni

affairs and development; Leya Tseng '92,

undergraduate admissions adviser; Martina

Bryant, associate dean of Trinity College;

Chris Kennedy Ph.D. 79, assistant vice

president for athletic affairs; and Thessie

Mitchell, a Duke Public Safety captain.

Of the six students, five were appointed

by Duke Student Government, one by the

Graduate and Professional Student Council.

For the DSG nominations, six students

—

DSG members and non-members, males

and females, Greeks and independents

—

read through all fifty-seven applications.

Four of the six students selected for the

task force are Greek. "I don't foresee that

as being a problem," says DSG President

Paul Hudson, a senior and a Greek him-

self. "I think the three [Greek] undergrad-

uate students are coming at it with some

very open attitudes."
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Some students, though, did criticize the

prevalence of Greek representation. "The
proportion of Greeks on the panel should

reflect the proportion in the student body,"

says engineering senior James Kong. Kong
also questions Hudson's circumventing the

application process and announcing he

would be on the task force. "Self-appoint-

ments are not unbiased," Kong says.

Others disagreed. "I think the adminis-

trators are trying to do away with Greek

activities," says engineering senior Kevin

Hilton. "They are so anti-Greek I think

it's reasonable to have a student represen-

tation that is very pro-Greek."

The committee will make its final recom-

mendations by next May, Dickerson says.
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Animated: librarian Agee with Disney video laser discs

participation in the filming of The Pro-

gram, by Touchstone Films, which is

owned by Disney. Portions of the film,

which deals with the pros and cons of col-

lege football, were filmed on the Duke
campus last fall.

"We had such a great experience at

Duke, and we wanted to show our appreci-

ation," says Duncan Henderson, executive

producer of The Program. "After doing

some investigating, we found that the

library has an extensive film collection

and we're pleased that we can now be a

part of it."

Included in the video laser disc collec-

tion are cartoons from the early days of

animation, music sing-alongs, and well-

known favorites such as Winnie the Pooh

and Aiice in Wonderland. Jane Agee, Duke's

film librarian and non-print bibliographer,

says the discs "are a marvelous addition to

our growing animation collection."

TRASHING
THE REVIEW
M^ n undergraduate attempted to con-> fiscate dozens of copies of The

^^^^Duke Review, a conservative stu-

dent publication, to protest its content.

The paper is distributed free of charge

from bins on campus.

According to news accounts, Trinity

junior Nico Tynes, when confronted in

September by Review editor-in-chief Tony
Mecia, said, "They're trash, and I'm going

to throw them out."

Similar events at other universities

around the country have sparked a nation-

CATALOGUING
CARTOONS

orty-one video laser discs, valued at

Hfl $2,500, have been donated by the

1 Walt Disney Company to Duke's

film and video collection at Lilly Library.

The discs, featuring rare cartoons, short

films, and television specials, star a num-
ber of Disney's most famous characters,

including Mickey Mouse.

The gift comes in recognition of Duke's
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wide debate about the lim-

its of free speech on col-

lege campuses. Last spting,

a group of black students

at the University of

Pennsylvania confiscat-

ed 14,000 copies of the

student newspaper to

protest a conservative

column.

Mecia says Tynes'

action violated the

spirit of the univer-

sity, which should

be to promote free speech and a

free press. "This is a speech issue—I don't

think speech should be censored for sub-

stantiative reasons," he says.

President Nannerl O. Keohane responded

to the incident immediately, supporting

the Review's right to publish and freedom

of speech for all on campus. "At a univer-

sity, which should function as a market-

place for ideas, it is unacceptable to deny

others the right to express their views or to

distribute material that might be offen-

sive," Keohane wrote in a statement. "The

response to an idea one disagrees with

should be to combat it with one that is

stronger, or to expose the falsity of its

premise. No ideas or beliefs can be over-

come by preventing their expression and,

^viexv

in the best tradition of Duke University,

I condemn any efforts to do so."

In early November, the Under-

graduate Judicial Board found
Tynes guilty of theft. The board

voted 3-2 to place Tynes on disci-

plinary probation for the remainder

of the academic year. Disciplinary

probation carries no day-to-day sanc-

tions, but it increases the possibility

for more serious punishment if a stu-

dent is again convicted of violating

the judicial code. A record of the pro-

bation is not placed on a student's per-

manent transcript.

Mark Goodman, executive director of

the Washington-based Student Press Law
Center, told The Chronicle that Duke is the

first university to take official action

against a student who tried to confiscate

newspapers.

IN THE BLACK
AGAIN

Duke has balanced its budget for the

twenty-fifth consecutive year, after

completing yet another successful

fund-raising campaign. The university

generated $144,672,817 in private gifts

and grants for 1992-93. That figure is a

13.8 percent increase from the previous

year's total, which also set a record.

"This record support from our alumni

and friends is crucial for Duke, especially

given the relatively small size of our

endowment and the heavy competition we
face for the best faculty and students," says

President Nannerl O. Keohane. "It is

impressive testimony to the affection felt

for the university by those who know us best,

and it confirms Duke's strong momentum
stemming from the effective efforts of our

network of volunteers and the strong work

of the development staff."

Keohane told Duke trustees in October

that, as a result of careful management of

financial resources, the university was able

to complete a planned transfer of almost

$12 million to reserves, principally to sup-

port academic priorities and to replenish

the university's interest stabilization re-

serve, which protects the university's oper-

ating budget from fluctuations in short-

term interest rates.

"One has only to look at the general

economic picture facing higher education

today to appreciate that Duke's alumni

and friends have been extremely generous

this past year," says John J. Piva, senior

vice president for alumni affairs and devel-

opment. "After last year's well-publicized
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cost-cutting measures at the uni-

versity, these fund-raising totals

are a tremendous signal of sup-

port from our alumni, parents,

and friends."

NEW LILLY
BLOOMS

fter several months of

renovation, the Lilly

Library on East Campus
re-opened in September and, in

keeping with its new focus, is

featuring collections in art and

art history, philosophy, drama,

and dance. Also, the university's
Rooml" i/, " !V '" : "'*""""<"

film and video collection was moved
to Lilly from Perkins Library on West
Campus.

According to library administrators, ex-

panded services will provide faster and

more comprehensive access to information

and library materials. The library will offer

ter, and the art history comput-

er cluster will continue to be

available.

The renovations were funded

primarily by a $2.5 million gift

from Ruth Lilly of Indianapolis.

THE ADVENTURE
BEGINS

ting /or modernized media services

two-hour delivery service of books between

East and West Campus libraries as well.

Enhanced reference services will en-

compass electronic access to multiple data-

bases and full-text retrieval of many news-

paper and journal articles. Fax service,

photocopiers, a Macintosh computer clus-

P resident Nannerl O.
Keohane welcomed the

Class of 1997 this fall

and urged the new students to

savor their years at Duke,

expand their horizons, and

avoid worrying too much about

WISE BEYOND

Duke's emphasis on
diversity in student

and faculty recruiting

has spotlighted such matters

as racial backgrounds and
geographic origins. Although
Rebecca Christie may not

stand out from most under-

graduates in these areas, she

likes to think of herself as

adding to diversity in a dif-

ferent category—age.

These days, few pause in

the course of her studies and
activities to ask her about
the aspect of her life which
used to define her and her edu-

cation—the fact that she was
born in 1978, fifteen years ago.

Christie is majoring in classics

and plans to graduate in 1995.

She volunteers for the com-
munity service fraternity Alpha
Phi Omega and is a member
and speaker for the Golden
Key Honor Society. She tutors

local high school students, sings

in a coed a cappdla group she

helped found last year, and
works for The Chronicle as

city/state editor.

Christie cherishes her accel-

eration because people finally

treat her like a college student,

both intellectually and socially.

Deeply frustrated by both the

junior high school social life

and curriculum, she entered an
advanced education program at

Mary Baldwin College in Vir-

ginia at the age of twelve.

There she found intellectual

YEARS

Christie: accelerated student

3, she says, but was
still frustrated by the social

barriers placed upon her. After

two years, she transferred to

Duke as a junior.

According to Christie, the

administration at Mary Bald-

win, a women's college, gave a

message of "We want you to

do college work, but act like

high school students."

Students were held to early

curfews and forced to follow

strict study schedules. "By my
sophomore year, the program
became really confining; I had
outgrown it"

She says she feels that soci-

ety and the media use age too

much to define the identities of

accelerated students. Respond-
ing to a recent article in Red-

book magazine—"What's It

Like to Raise a Genius?"

—

Christie wrote, "The term
genius serves as a way of alien-

ating others—a way of

putting oneself above one's

peers simply because of an
unusual talent or character-

istic. People have a tendency
to regard a 'genius' as they

would a talking monkey

—

amazing, but not very

human."
Christie says balancing

social, academic, and extra-

curricular activities in col-

g lege has helped her learn

IS how to deal with complex
concerns, like interacting

with different kinds of peo-

ple and formulating personal

priorities. "I found out for

myselfwhat works and what
doesn't. I'm finding out what
my limits are.

"People always ask me if I

feel I missed out. They do not

realize that in exchange for a

small sacrifice, I am not only

happy but have been given five

years ofmy life back. My high

school didn't have a football

team and I would have gone
dateless to the prom—the only

things I wish I had done were
manage the high school base-

ball team and play violin in

Vivaldi's 'Four Seasons,' which
my old orchestra performed
my first semester in college. I

think I'm a lot i

now than I was in 1

school."

—Jason Schultz '93

their future.

"If I can borrow some terminology from

our distinguished medical center, I would

say that the biggest cancer on an under-

graduate education is worrying too early

and too much about what you are going to

do afterwards," she said at a convocation

for new students in Duke Chapel. "That

kind of worry consumes your time and

energies, redirects your vital juices per-

versely, and drives out the healthier

impulses." Keohane urged the first-year

students to be "intellectually bold and

adventurous" in selecting their courses.

"If you stick entirely to subjects that you

already know something about and think

you have a good chance to get a good

grade in, you'll miss the opportunity of dis-

covering whole new ways of looking at the

world," she said.

"You will be like an explorer who
chickens out just before the big voyage

and decides, instead of traveling up the

Amazon or trying to get to Mars, to play it

safe and go to the town next door instead.

If you don't play it too cautiously, I can

promise you will be richly rewarded with

discoveries you cannot now envision. You
may find your whole life's vocation in a

subject that you can't even pronounce."

IN BRIEF

John Hope Franklin, James B. Duke
Professor of History emeritus, was honored

by President Bill Clinton as one of five

winners of the Charles Frankel prize,

awarded annually by the National Endowment

for the Humanities. In a distinguished teach-

ing and writing career that has lasted fifty

years, Franklin became a leading scholar on

African-American studies and an active

voice for social change in the United

States. In the same ceremony, Clinton

conferred a National Medal of Arts award
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on Pulitzer Prize-winning author William

Styron '47. Styron was one of fourteen arts

medal recipients at the October ceremony.

Michael Israel has been named chief

operating officer for Duke Hospital. Noted

for creating a cost-effective and patient-

friendly health care environment at St.

Luke's Episcopal Hospital in Houston,

Israel will be responsible for running the

day-to-day operations of the 1,1 25 -bed

medical facilty, with an emphasis on mak-

ing the hospital's operations as cost-effec-

tive as possible. Israel spent the past six

years at St. Luke's in positions of increas-

ing responsibility, including the last two as

executive vice president.

Stephen Cohn, an associate director

at Duke Press, was named by Provost

Thomas Langford to the new position of

director of publishing operations. Cohn
replaces Lawrence Malley, former director

of the press, who resigned in August, ten

days after the university revealed that the

press had a deficit of $316,000 last year.

The loss was $261,000 more than the uni-

versity had budgeted. Cohn will be

responsible for the financial operation of

the press and is charged with reducing its

dependence on university subsidies. Until

an executive editor in charge of the press

is selected, he also will serve as the chief

editor. Cohn, who has been with the press

since 1985, has overseen a four-fold

increase in revenue from the journals divi-

sion. The press now publishes twenty-

three different journals, up from seven

when he arrived.

Barry Wilson, Duke's sixteenth head

football coach, announced his resignation

in November, following the Homecoming
loss to Georgia Tech. His four-year win-

loss record after that game was 12-29-1.

Wilson came to Duke in 1987 as Coach
Steve Spurrier's recruiting coordinator and

tight-ends coach. When Spurrier left Duke
in 1989 to take the head coaching posi-

tion at the University of Florida, Wilson

was named his successor. At a news con-

ference, Wilson said he was stepping down
of his own accord because he was unhappy

with the team's win-loss record. Athletics

director Tom Butters told reporters,

"There is not a person at this university,

maybe not even in the conference, who
has worked as hard as Barry Wilson. He
exemplified the very best in intercollegiate

athletics." Duke registered a perfect 100

percent graduation rate last year in win-

ning the College Football Association's

graduation award for the fifth time.
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GRADES
Continued from page 5

reflects a larger problem, which is a lack of

understanding about what learning really

is. It's not about absorbing knowledge like

a sponge, but rather acquiring knowledge

through a continuous process."

To spark that curiosity, while trying to

downplay the significance of a letter grade,

some professors have devised alternative

schemes for evaluating student progress.

History professor Clark Cahow refuses

to grade papers, but writes extensively

throughout the margins, questioning stu-

dents' arguments or challenging their con-

clusions. At the end of the semester, he

tailors a final exam based in part on those

questions.

"If I were to analyze and critique your

paper and give you a C-plus, you're not

going to go through and read each of my
comments," he says. "You're going to say,

'Okay, what will it take to get a better

grade out of Cahow?'
"

For political science professor Albert

Eldridge, the challenge is twofold: to give

students a reality check about grades and

to interest them instead in the thrill of the

intellectual hunt. Eldridge, who teaches a

large lecture course that breaks down into

Those faculty members
known as outstanding

teachers are in high

demand, even if their

workloads are heavy.

smaller discussion groups, says that he

works closely with teaching assistants

(TAs) to reach this goal. "We start off the

semester telling students that the standard

for the course is satisfactory work. That's a

C, not a B. And shock waves ripple

through the class."

Through an elaborate system of checks

and balances, Eldridge and his TAs collab-

orate on exam questions, meet weekly to

discuss class progress, and grade all papers

anonymously. In the event that a student

appeals his or her grade, the TA who origi-

nally graded the paper does not read it

again; however, Eldridge and the other

five TAs all read and discuss the work.

Sometimes they think the grade should be

THE CASE OF THE LITIGIOUS HONORS STUDENT

On graduation day last

year, proud parents

and their sons and
daughters celebrated the con-

clusion of four years of hard

work. But for one graduating

senior and his lawyer father,

the day was spent threatening

lawsuits against various univer-

sity administrators and staff.

The reason? In a second-

semester English course, the

young man had received an A-
minus instead of an A, which
caused him to graduate merely

cum laude rather than magna
cum laude. Okay, so maybe his

class performance hadn't been
superlative, the student con-

ceded, but he had made an
effort and therefore the A
grade was something that he
was entitled to. Not that it

made any difference in his

post-college plans: The honors
student had already been
accepted into medical school.

Such grubbing for grades

renders meaningless the notion

of searching for intellectual

enlightenment. While an
extreme example, this case

would be laughable if it

weren't rooted in a very real

and pervasive attitude about
grades. Students often feel that

because they meet all the

course requirements and
attend every class, they plainly

deserve top marks.

As director of the University

Writing Program, George
Gopen oversees the mandatory
first-year writing course for all

incoming students. Hundreds
of instructors, most of them
graduate students, lead the

seminar-size groups. Each
teacher participates in a gen-

eral orientation session, but

grading is left to the individual.

Gopen says despite the lack of

formalized guidelines, the dis-

tribution of grades remains

constant, with 90 percent of

students falling in the B-minus
to A-plus range (C-plus to F's

constitute only 3 percent of

total grades).

Is it really possible that

incoming students are such

strong writers? More likely,

isn't this a clear example of

grade inflation? "The problem
is not grades," says Gopen.
"The problem is the pursuit of

those grades. Ifwe didn't give

grades, they'd pursue the letter

of recommendation" or some
other evaluation method.
Gopen says that instructors

are subject (and succumb) to

incredible pressure from
accomplishment-oriented stu-

dents forwhom a C grade is

unthinkable. College is no
longer the last stop for young
people. With increasing num-
bers of "pre-professional" stu-

dents, college has become like

another high school, a four-

year way station where pupils

mark time before medical

school, law school, or the "real

world."

This mentality is partly a

result of "the decadence of the

Eighties," says Gopen. "The
hostile takeover is appropriate

symbolism from that era. The
message is: It doesn't matter

how you go about it, what mat-

ters is that you get the whole
pie."

Such an attitude, says Gopen,
feeds directly into the argu-

ment about a lack of true intel-

i on campus. 1

would get rid of all grades if I

could. But if I did, the time

would come for a student to

decide whether to do her

chemistry lab, history midterm
take-home exam, or the

weekly U.W.C. paper, which
won't get graded. And you can
bet which one would go."

higher, but in a couple of cases last year,

the group thought the grade should be sub-

stantially lower than what the first reader

had given.

As director of the brand new Center for

Teaching and Learning, Eldridge says his

mission is to enhance the classroom envi-

ronment and, in doing so, perhaps assuage

the prevalent performance anxiety among
students. In his international relations

course, Eldridge challenged his students to

a "scavenger hunt" that could only be

solved using international computer net-

works. "They had to seek out information

that would be hard to find in the library,"

he says. "We wanted to show them how to

get into the CIA's declassified code book
on various countries, or into Hartsfield

International Airport's weather server, or

into the United Nations system to get a

copy of the North American Free Trade

Agreement."

When Eldridge asked for a show of

hands to see who would be interested in

going through the workshops required for

such a "game," he expected twenty or thir-

ty students to respond. Instead, three-quar-

ters of his 200-person class raised their

hands. "The computer science folks had to

scramble when we realized the demand,"

says Eldridge.

While some students may have initially

signed up just to learn how to use e-mail or

computer bulletin boards, Eldridge says

that the assignment forced them to discov-

er on their own how different computer

pathways work. In the process, students

also gained confidence in how to use

emerging technologies. These newly-

acquired skills, says Eldridge, will be in-

valuable in other classes, as well as in their

own personal research projects.

"People who are obsessed with grades

are putting the cart before the horse," says

Eldridge. "If we can help them develop

intellectual and analytical skills, and gen-

erate excitement within the classroom, the

grades will follow. They'll pursue that

knowledge outside the classroom."

Encouraging as Eldridge's own experi-

ments have been, other observers say it's

unlikely that students' obsessions with let-

ter grades will fade any time soon. Despite

the superior quality of the students he

taught at Duke, Warren Hedges, the

U.W.C. instructor who has since earned

his Ph.D., says he's ready to move on. "It's

amazing to me that in the first semester of

their college careers, eighteen-year-olds

are already concerned about professional

schools and GPAs and transcripts. I'm

looking forward to teaching students who
aren't quite as well prepared for academe

as Duke students are, students who are less

geared to getting 'The Grade.'
"

DUKE MAGAZINE



Gatherings.
B;y Marina Rust '87. New York: Simon

Schuster, 1993. 237 pp. $19.

hat lingers

after the read-

ing of this first

novel, Gather-

ings, is an at-

mosphere, of

the homes and

iving roomw
gatherings of a very wealthy family at the

edge of dissolution.

Within that richly detailed setting,

there is one thread of the multi-strand

story that intrigues and lures one on: the

fascination of the young Meredith with

her elegantly corrupt cousin Pearce.

These elements, and some writing that

is wonderfully graceful and spare, give a

haunting quality to Gatherings, in spite of

serious deficiencies in the novel. These

problems include characters who emerge

slowly or not at all, story lines that seem to

strive for suspense but do not achieve it, as

well as some writing that is melodramatic.

The story is of a teenage girl first entering

the complicated world of her rich cousins,

after her mother's death. The sensibility of

this girl Meredith is coolly observant. She
is a camera's eye on the surfaces of the life

lived in Heyton Hall and on Park Avenue
and at the beach house in Maine.

She describes the letters from her grand-

mother, "pale smoke-blue envelopes that

crackled from their thin tissue lining."

And a family get-together: "After dinner

that night we take coffee. A civilized fire

burns, and the living room smells of warm
logs and furniture polish. Gilbert passes

the tray of demitasse, which he leaves on
the low table by the fire." Even the slivers

of emotion that break through near the

end of the story are glimpsed through the

details of setting. For example, a moment
of comfort and reprieve:

I climb the stairs back to the rose

bedroom. My footsteps are muffled

by carpet; the house is quiet again.

I feel better, with the sunlight.

The pillow feels soft and cottony

on my cheek as I lie, stretched face-

down, on the white Marseilles

coverlet.

The air conditioner—the old

fashioned kind—hums steadily and

every now and then gives a kick.

At the beginning, Meredith is so cool of

temperament that she seems frequently

absent, as if it were not her withholding

nature but the author's negligence that has

allowed this absence to occur. But then as

Meredith begins to

follow cousin Pearce

with her eyes, she

starts to become more

than a camera. By
the end, she has begun

to emerge, with the

stirrings of strong

feeling beginning to

show through her

careful surface.

The relationship

with cousin Pearce is

handled in a delicate

way that is very ef-

fective. As Meredith

and Pearce closely

watch each other,

moving in the same

houses, the same
family, over years,

there is a building

tension. The episodes

involving these two are also notably origi-

nal; the scenes feel appropriately off-

balance and odd, authentic. Early in the

novel, the two cousins sit on boulders on a

Maine beach:

Pearce played with the laces of my
white canvas Keds, slowly looping a

string from each shoe into a gentle

knot. I watched, fascinated, as his

hands—well-formed and

unmarked—pulled to finish the work.

"Untie me," I said, pushing my
toe against the boulder. . .

.

Slowly, he took the glowing end

of his cigarette and pressed it onto

the white string, near the knot.. .

.

Pearce, and the reasons for keeping an

eye on him, are the most compelling parts

of the story.

The writing in Gatherings is wildly

uneven. The most vivid, and witty, parts

are when the author says a great deal in a

few lines. At the beginning: "The only

time my mother took me to Heyton Hall

was Easter of '74. We were there for Aunt
Helen's garden wedding—a small one, her

third, a Mr. Bolini." It is weakest at points

that have a soap-opera quality: " 'Don't

you see it's the only way?' he'd said, win-

dows fogged with breath. 'Don't you see

we're all there is?'
"

The book is episodic,

with many short vi-

gnettes, some very tell-

ing, some that don't

seem to quite play a

part in the unfolding

picture of this family.

There is also a major

focus on a character

who is dead; we're sup-

posed to wonder what

happened to him. But

he never comes alive

within the story at all,

and so the revelation of

his fate is anti-climactic.

And the family is fre-

quently described as

crazy, but that doesn't

come through consis-

tently. Instead, some of

the characters make
sudden radical crazy moves that seem

simply out-of-character.

Even so, Gatherings leaves an after-image

that doesn't quickly fade. It is hard to forget

the pale smoke-blue envelopes, the Mar-

seilles coverlets, and Pearce coming down
to dinner, his hair slicked-back and wet.

In the end, it is not the story itself that is

satisfying; the story seems to fade away,

with the warning that it is not "things" that

bring happiness. Ironically, the strength of

Gatherings is a bringing-together of vivid

images of things, objects and settings, to

which tantalizing threads of emotion cling.

When the melodrama and the other weak-

nesses of the book are forgotten, Gatherings

is a sort of still-life, a domestic interior, and

as such is memorable.

—Peggy Payne

Marina Rust

Payne '70, the author of the novel Revelation,

has just finished a new novel, Sister India, set in the

Hindu holy city of
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What books outside your discipline

have influenced your thinking the

most?

Professor of Art History:

Wharton says her current inter-

ests—how cities changed between

the third and fifth century, partic-

ularly in terms of their public

spaces, public attractions, and

systems of authority—have been

informed lately by Chaos Bound by

Katherine Hayles, Ideology: An
Introduction by Terry Eagleton,

and Hopeful Monsters by Nicholas

Mosely. These books, "all, in their

different ways, address the quest

for understanding causes of

change in a way that's very useful

for me in rethinking shifts in

ancient paradigms."

"Traditionally, change has

been explained by single overrid-

ing causes. For example, ortho-

dox Marxists might argue that

changes in economy cause

changes in space, religion, poli-

tics, and so forth. Or people in

religion might say that the com-

ing of Christianity changed the

economy, the culture, the art of

the late antiquity."

Ideology traces how ideology

has been used and "what it

meant through different periods

and in different schools of

thought. Ideology provides the

broadest framework for under-

standing not only change, but

why change is political."

Chaos Bound discusses chaos

theory, "which represents a

direct frontal attack on estab-

lished epistemologies."

And Hopeful Monsters "is very

much a postmodern novel in

which the main characters them-

selves discover postmodernism in

a pre-postmodern moment. It's

about growing up in Germany
and England in the interwar

period—with the rise of fascism

and the discovery of the destruc-

tive force of the atom. It deals

with the impossibility of tracing

specific origins and causes."

What is the significance of the

Israeli-PLO agreement?

"The agreement is extraordinarily

significant because it constitutes

the first formal acknowledgment

of mutual recognition on the part

of Israelis and Palestinians. The
real test is going to be the imple-

mentation of the agreement. It's

going to take time. It's going to

be very difficult. It's going to be

opposed by sub-groups on both

sides. And its going to require

that the leaders persevere in the

face of enormous obstacles.

"Soon, there is going to be an

elected Palestinian leadership

that will have legitimacy within

the territories. After the elec-

tion, a process will begin in

which the Israelis gradually with-

draw and the Palestinians take

control over their own lives

—

short of fully-sovereign statehood,

but to an extent much greater

than limited autonomy might

have meant. What you're going

to see is a process in which the

extent of territorial withdrawal is

somehow related to the quality of

peace that is established. The
Palestinians will be given in-

creasing authority over greater

amounts of land to the extent

that they are able to demonstrate

that they can control what's

going on in the areas over which

they have jurisdiction."

Terry Santord Institute of Public

policy studies, who teaches the
course "The Palestine Problem and

We asked twenty-five undergradu-

ates who are considering careers in

the medical field:

What kind of influence has

Positive: 4
Negative: 6
No effect: 15

Governmental control, choice of

doctors, and the cost of the

reforms seemed to be the overrid-

ing factors in the way undergrad-

uates think about the proposal.

Yet a large number of respon-

dents said they believe there are

too many issues to fully grasp.

One student said, "I frankly

feel ignorant about the whole

thing. It's too confusing; too

much uncertainty." Many stu-

dents echoed his sentiments. But

those who were familiar with the

issues had definite opinions. "The

plan hurts specialists. It's going

to lower [doctors'] income—it

can't work," said one student.

Amid the doubt however,

there was a seedling of support

for the proposal. "It will

definitely help both sides out,

those who receive care and those

who provide care. Insurance

costs are way too high now, and

there's too much bureaucracy,"

offered one pre-med student.

All the respondents did man-

age to agree on one thing,

though—the public needs clearer

information and more of it.

"I don't believe that East Campus
should be reserved for freshmen

only. One of the nicest aspects of

freshmen living on West is the op-

portunity to interact with upper-

classmen on a daily basis. For a

school that preaches diversity, it's

contradictory to the stated goals

of the university to segregate an

entire group of people based

solely on their age. East is an

entirely different atmosphere and

should remain that way. There

are a variety of students living on

campus; there should be a variety

of living experiences as well."

Rollins Wykle '97, president of
West Campus,

"The freshman class lacks a

strong sense of identity, which is

related to the fact that we are on

three different campuses. Ifwe
were brought together, it would

enhance our entire freshman

experience. So even when we

branch out and go our separate

ways in the future, we'll have

that class unity. I think upper-

classmen should be able to live

on East as well, but that core

unity within the freshman class

will still be there for the rest of

our college career."

president of the Class of 1997

compiled by Jason Schultz '93

and Raj Goyle '97
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OAKVALUE FUND
AreYouAbove The Average ?
Oak Value Capital Management, Inc. has been managing money for prominent clients

for years. Our minimum account size has prevented some long term value oriented

investors from being able to utilize our services. We are now offering the Oak Value Fund

to meet your needs. We bring the same dedication and experience to the Oak Value Fund

that we apply to our individually managed accounts.

We provide portfolio management services for individuals, retirement accounts, IRAs,

corporations, trusts and foundations. The Oak Value Fund is suitable for all of these types

of accounts. We focus on long term capital appreciation through value oriented investing.

The Oak Value Fund offers all investors the professional expertise of Oak Value Capital

Management, Inc. Let us put our experience to work for you.

$2,500 Minimum Investment

$1,000 for Individual Retirement Accounts

The offering is made only by the Prospectus.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
as of October 22, 1993

JFMAMJJAS0
Starting date is 1/18/93.

Past performance is no guarantee

of future results.

Duke Youth Programs - Summer of '94
Blend the traditionalfun ofa summer camp with the

intellectual stimulation ofa specialized learning program!

Duke Young Writers' Camp
(Middle & High School students)

Residential and day campers
Three 2-week sessions

Duke Creative Writers' Workshop
(Rising 11th & 12th graders)

Residential campers
One 1-week session

Duke Action: A Science Camp
for Young Women

(Young women entering grades 6-8)

Residential and day campers
Two 2-week sessions

Now in its twelfth year,Duke Young Writers ' Camp offers a variety ofcourses in creative and expository
writing. The curriculum focuses on the creative and analytical aspects of writing, and is designed for

students who have average or above average academic abilities and enthusiasm for writing. The camp,
which attracts talented young people from across the country and abroad, offers quality instruction with

small class sizes, a supportive environment, and the opportunity for all young writers to develop

confidence in their writing. Recent courses include: Journalism Plus, That Perfect Scene, Journal

Writing, Writing the College Essay, and Poetryfor Everyone. Residential campers live inWestCampus
dormitories and participate in organized afternoon and evening recreational activities.

Entering its second successful year, the Duke Creative Writers' Workshop provides an intensive

creative writing experience for advanced writers. The interactional "workshop format gives partici-

pants the opportunity to share their work in small groups, and to provide feedback to one another in a

supportive environment. This peer review and critique process will help writers identify needs for

revision and sharpen their critical thinking skills. With encouragement from instructional staff and
peers, workshop participants will learn to define their goals clearly, reflect on their writing, develop

autonomy as writers, and build confidence in theirown abilities. Afternoon and evening extracurricular

activities complement the instructional day and give students a taste of college life.

A unique summerenrichmentprogram, Duke Action is designed foryoung women who are enthusiastic

about learning science through hands-on activities and have average to above-average academic
abilities. The program enhances campers' basic science skills, develops understanding and appreciation

of environmental issues, increases confidence about learning science, promotes interactions with

professional women in science, and encourages connections with other areas of study and day-to-day

life. Campers investigate creatures and theirenvironments in the Duke Forest, the Duke Primate Center,

and other Duke and Durham sites. Students also visit the North Carolina coast, where they explore life

in marine environments and compare ocean and forest habitats.

Phone: 919-684-6259 Fax: 919-681-8235

Sponsored by the Duke University Office ofContinuing Education and University Summer Programs.
Registration begins in January. Spaces in all programs are limited andfill very quickly.



The Duke
Lamp

Sirrica, LTD. is proud to announce the

availability of the Duke University Lamp.

The distinctive Duke University Seal is vividly

re-created in gold on the black parchment shade.

This classic desk lamp is hand-polished and hand-

assembled of the finest solid brass and features a

solid black marble base and centerpiece. Indeed,

the lamp makes an impressive statement of

quality about the owner.

You can also have your lamp personalized with

an engraved brass plate affixed to the marble

base. The Duke University Lamp is a tremendous

value as you are able to purchase direct from

Sirrica, Ltd.

Of course, you must be completely satisfied with

the quality of your lamp or you may return it

within fifteen days for exchange or refund.

Whether selected for your personal use or as an

expressive, thoughtful gift, the Duke University

Lamp is certain to command attention.

For faster service, credit card orders may be
placed by dialing toll free

1-800-346-2884.

All callers should request to speak with

Operator 712D.

NOTE: For Christmas delivery, all orders

must be telephoned or postmarked by
December 10.

Symbolizing a tradition of excellence for the home or office.

Solid Marble; Ht. 22"; Wt. 8 Lbs.; Solid Brass

REPLY FORM DUKE UNIVERSITY LAMP
Please accept my order for the following Duke University Lamp(s)

Duke University Lamp(s) @ $159.00 each.
QUANTITY (Include $8.00 for insured shipping & handling charges.)

[ wish to have my lamp personalized @ $20.00.
PERSONALIZED

*On shipments to North Carolina, add 6% sales

I wish to pay for my lamp(s) as follows:

O By a single remittance of $
which I enclose

By charging the amount of $_

made payable to Sirrica, LTD.,

_ DHDH nE
to my credit card indicated below: Ka l^^K »^H

Full Account Number: Expiration*

i ii i ii i in i irrm Mm„m ju

TELEPHONE: (

MAIL ORDERS TO:
SIRRICA, LTD.

P.O. Box 3345

Wilson, NC 27895

Please allow 4-6 weeksfor shipment. All Callers should ask for Operator 712D.

PLEASE PRINT PURCHASER'S NAME CLEARLY. IF "SHIP TO" ADDRESS IS

DIFFERENT, PLEASE ATTACH SHIPPING ADDRESS TO ORDER FORM.

STREET-

CITY
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LIVING
THE LIFE

)F THE MINI
BY ROBERT J. BLIWISE

WITH BRIDGET BOOHER

D

NANNERL OVERHOLSER KEOHANE:

Presidential perspectives:

Keohane's

inaugural address

HER 'UNIQUE MOMENT' ARRIVES

It's been a long, rewarding intellectual adventure for

Duke's eighth president. Early in her presidency, some
themes are readily apparent: engagement, risk-taking,

and breaking down barciers that impede intellectual

sharing.

^^k robably her favorite departure

^B gift from appreciative Wellesley

^^^^ colleagues, Nannerl Overholser

Keohane tells visitors, is a moun-
tain bike. "I ride it a lot," she says. "And I

ride it hard and fast."

Hard-driving, fast-moving—there you

have the essential Nan Keohane. Six

months into her term, there's a common
refrain from observers of Duke's eighth pres-

ident, a refrain best captured in the ques-

tion: "Can you believe her energy level?"

It's not just her physical energy, but her

intellectual energy especially that prompts

the admiring question. Committees have

grappled for years, with a notable lack of

success, to shape a university mission

statement. In October's inauguration

address, Keohane employed uplifting elo-

quence and penetrating insight to explore

the three-word expression, Eruditio et ReUgio,

that happens to constitute Duke's motto.

Erudition and spirituality are not contrast-

ing aims, in her view; they're mutually

important and informing.

"The splendors of scientific research in

any field are ultimately barren without the

moral impulse to use those findings to help

people achieve the good," she said. "The
moral impulse to help humanity, as an

expression of spiritual commitment that

transcends solipsistic selfishness, is equally

fruitless without the knowledge and disci-

pline that come from scientific inquiry."

Among the early themes of the Keohane

presidency are engagement, risk-taking, and

breaking down barriers that impede intel-

lectual sharing or even collegiality. Those

themes express themselves in subtle and
not-so-subtle ways. They are evident in

her first-day-on-the-job phone calls to city,

county, and state leaders. They are evident

in her insistence that the inauguration cer-

emonies include, for the first time ever,

official greetings from a representative of

Duke's employees. They are evident, espe-

cially, in her public intellectualizing about

a university education.

At the beginning of the academic year,

Keohane delivered almost back-to-back
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addresses to new undergraduates and to

new graduate and professional students.

She urged the freshmen not to play it safe

intellectually: Don't stick just with the

comfortahle and the familiar, she said, or

"you will be like an explorer who chickens

out just before the big voyage and decides,

instead of traveling up the Amazon or try-

ing to get to Mars, to play it safe and visit

the town next door instead."

Keohane referred to Michel de Mon-
taigne, a sixteenth-century Frenchman (and

one of her research interests in French

political philosophy), who actively ex-

plored both the world outside and the

world within himself. Montaigne's favorite

place to write was the tower library on his

estate. From that retreat he hit upon the

image of "the backroom of the mind," Keo-

hane said, an image ot individual mind-as-

library that she commended to her listen-

ers. "He suggested that we all have such

backrooms in our minds, and that the most

valuable and attractive people we know
tend to be people who have rich and fasci-

nating intellectual furniture in those spaces

rather than a void between their ears."

In speaking to the new graduate and

professional students, Keohane seized on a

different intellectual adventurer, German
social theorist Max Weber. Weber
sketched the distinctive qualities of two

presumably different kinds of human life:

the life of the statesman or politician, and

the life of the scientist or scholar. The
"beauty of Weber's message," according to

Keohane, is not that he set up the tradi-

tional duality of actions vs. contemplation;

it comes in his conclusion that "these two

types of lives are not wholly different at

all." She quoted from Weber: "For nothing

is worthy of man as man unless he can pur-

sue it with passionate devotion."

Keohane then wove Weber into con-

temporary contexts. "Those of you who
have chosen innately activist professions

like business or law will have to work
harder at being sure to find time for study

and reflection after you leave Duke, so

that your performance of your job can be

informed and refreshed by thinking about

larger issues than the immediate chal-

lenges you will face," Keohane said in dri-

ving home her theme. "And on the other

hand, those of you who have chosen more
contemplative professions should make
sure that you do not neglect your responsi-

bilities in the governance of your profes-

sion or your community, rather than leav-

ing all that sort of stuff to someone else."

There's an inescapable novelty, and
symbolism, to the Keohane presidency:

She is Duke's first woman president, and

one of just a few woman presidents of

major research universities. (Late this fall,

the University of Pennsylvania named

Keohane is "the best

sort of person to be a

university president,"

says a former professor

of hers, "someone who
didn't really seek office

or need power to satisfy

one s ego."

Yale provost Judith Rodin as its new presi-

dent, making her the first woman to lead

an Ivy League school. In one of her first

public comments, she cited Keohane as an

instructive pioneer.) Keohane plays that

theme gingerly, telling a questioner on her

first day on the Duke job, "I would hope it

would be an aspect which would become
more settled in its relevance—that people,

for example, alumni or outside observers

who find it unusual that Duke would have

a woman president would pretty soon get

used to it and cease to think it odd." But,

she added, "In other ways it might be help-

ful as a role model for women So I hope

it will become both more and less salient."

The power of the role model was accented

in a post-inauguration column in the Duke
Chronicle by Trinity senior Jennifer Greeson.

Greeson wrote about her summer job inter-

viewing "older professional women." Her

interview subjects perhaps appreciated "the

enormity of the change" signaled by Keo-

hane's presidency better than younger

women, Greeson said. "They have struggled

throughout their lives to open doors closed

to them because of their sex. Seeing such a

large door at last swing wide to a strong,

capable woman seemed to fill them with

both astonishment at the changing times

and regret that it didn't happen sooner."

Ultimately, Keohane says, the choice of

a woman president was not astonishing for

Duke. "Duke perceives itself not only as an

institution with very Southern roots, but

as a very vital place. And it's to that aspect

that this appointment speaks."

Keohane was born in Blytheville,

Arkansas, and grew up in places like Green-

wood, South Carolina, and Hot Springs,

Arkansas. Though the family moved every

three or four years, she never left the South

until she went off to college at age eigh-

teen. She learned to appreciate the region,

she says, "for its civility, for its graciousness,

for those qualities that make it possible for

people to be a little more comfortable with

each other. Civility and graciousness are

part of my approach to the world."

From an early age, she loved "the life of

the mind," and her father—a Presbyterian

minister—cultivated it with discussions of

music, philosophy, and history. (Keohane

is named for the sister of Mozart. Duke
music professor Alexander Silbiger notes

that the earlier Nannerl, born into a musi-

cal family, has become a personality of

interest for feminist scholars; they wonder
if, in different historical circumstances, she

might have earned a stellar musical reputa-

tion on her own.)

Keohane's brother, Arthur Overholser,

is a professor of biomedical engineering at

Vanderbilt. Her sister, Geneva Over-
holser, is the Pulitzer Prize-winning editor

of The Des Moines Register. Geneva Over-

holser recalls lively dinner table conversa-

tion within the family, and also a parade of

interesting and exotic guests. People

always ask her to explain the fact that

both sisters are super-achievers, Over-

holser says. The answer has to do with

childhoods filled with stimulations and
expectations.

"There was always an air of expectation,

of there being a wider world out there. Hot
Springs was an odd place to grow up," she

says. It had the character of "a small

Southern city," but was filled with "people

from far away who came there to take the

baths and became part of the community
temporarily, and part of our lives." Moving
around so much, as a minister's family was

obliged to do, "was helpful in my becom-

ing a reporter because you really had to be

willing to go up to people and inject your-

self," Overholser says. "Being the new kid

was a tough act. That engenders social

assertiveness that's useful for a university

president as well."

Asked which parent her sister takes

after, Overholser says that Keohane is a

"strong representative of both Mom and

Dad. Her love of learning and the life of

the mind at its most intricate, its most deli-

ciously puzzle-like way, is very much Dad.

But her charm and graciousness, her social

intelligence, is Mother's, who was wonder-

ful, interested in people, and very bright."

Their mother—who had an English and

journalism degree—felt increasingly con-

strained by her role as minister's wife. Keo-

hane says Grace Overholser came to be

"sorry that she gave up her own career and

wanted very much to re-launch it." She

eventually got her chance, teaching high

school English in the 1960s after her husband

moved the family to Laurinburg, North Car-

olina, to become a professor at St. Andrew's

Presbyterian College. Then she joined the St.

Andrew's English faculty, where she was the

first faculty member to teach black literature,

according to The Charlotte Observer. She also
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began a book on the subject. When her hus-

band decided to take another teaching posi-

tion in Florida, she refused to follow. They

divorced. She remarried; shortly thereafter

she died of cancer.

Their mother "may have communicated

a degree of restlessness" to the sisters, Keo-

hane says, "a sense of what she was not

able to do."

It's regularly pointed out that Keohane
and Bill Clinton attended the same high

school. Keohane says that she and Clinton

were both strongly influenced by a history

teacher; when the teacher died, both for-

mer students wrote "very powerful and
very similar" essays in tribute. "He was

someone who came to teaching with a

great deal of intellectual restlessness, but

also frustration. He later became an alco-

holic; he was not particularly rewarded by

his teaching." But when he found a stu-

dent eager for intellectual engagement, he

was "incandescent," Keohane says.

"He believed that I had a lot of intellec-

Already, says one

faculty leader,

Keohane has made her

mark on matters of

planning and priorities.

"This is an exciting time

to be at Duke."

tual talent, and that I should really push it.

He was the one who encouraged me to

look at a Seven Sisters or Ivy League

school. So in that sense, he changed my
life. My family was delighted for me to go

to Wellesley, but it wasn't part of what we

would have assumed that I would do."

Even more important, Keohane adds,

the history teacher "had one particular

pedagogical instrument which literally

changed my life." In a course in American
history, he asked as one of the mid-term

exam questions, "Who should have won
the American Revolution?"

"I gave him the nicest little essay on
why the Americans should have won the

American Revolution—a real gem for a

high school essay," Keohane recalls. "And
he gave me an A-minus. At this point, I

never got A-minuses." So she approached

her teacher, who called the essay "perfect"

within its own terms. But, he told her,

"You should have argued why the British

should have won the American Revolu-

tion. That would have been much tougher

and more interesting."

"I'll never forget sitting in his office and

having him say that to me. It never occurred

to me that that's the way you learn—that's

the way you develop as an intellectual."

PRESIDENTIAL PARTNER

Robert O. Keohane
may not have the

public profile of wife

Nan, but he's unquestion-

ably an academic luminary.

Now Stanfield Professor

of International Peace at

Harvard, where he earned

his master's and doctorate

(and the prize for the best

dissertation in

government), he was chair

of Harvard's government
department for four years.

He has been president of

the International Studies

Association, editor of the

journal International

Organisation, and the

author of articles ranging in

themes from "International

Liberalism Reconsidered"

to "The Big Influence of

Small Allies." He has writ-

ten, edited, or co-edited ten

books, with topics like post-

cold war Europe, interna-

tional environmental pro-

tection, and "neo-realism

and its critics."

And here's just a sam-
pling of his awards and
honorary appointments: a

German Marshall Fund
Research Fellowship, a

Guggenheim Fellowship,

two fellowships at the Cen-
ter for Advanced Study in

the Behavioral Sciences,

and the Grawemeyer
Award for Ideas Improving
World Order.

With all that (and much
more) to his name, it's not

surprising that right after

Nan Keohane was named

to the Duke presidency,

the political science depart-

ments of both Duke and
UNC-Chapel Hill began
vying for Bob Keohane's
talents. After weighing the

possibilities this fall, Keo-
hane announced that his

Harvard obligations—and
the ease of traveling be-

tween Boston and Raleigh-

Durham—would keep
him in Cambridge. As
of Thanksgiving, which
brought the whole family to

Durham, Bob Keohane was
able to report that he and
Nan had been together

every weekend since she

began at Duke in July.

Even as he persists at

Harvard, Bob Keohane
says he considers the Uni-

versity President's House in

Durham his home. He has

moved his books there

(expressing appreciation

for the rows and rows of

shelves designed into the

house), along with his com-
puter. The two Keohanes
have given the house

—

tucked into the Duke For-

est and conventionally

described as being "in the

style of Frank Lloyd
Wright—an artistic

upgrade. They've added
sculptures, folk art, and
large, color-rich paintings

for large, color-deprived

walls. Some of the artwork

is borrowed from the Duke
art museum.
Like his wife, Bob Keo-

hane was conspicuously

engaged in meeting the

crowds during back-to-

school events, reunion

weekends, and, of course,

the inauguration weekend.
After twelve years of shar-

ing Wellesley's lakeside

presidential house with

Nan, he says he's quite

used to the role of presiden-

tial spouse. "You're

expected to appear at

events," he says, "but
you're not the center of

attention."

From this marriage and
their previous marriages,

the Keohanes have four

grown children: Sarah
Williamson, who works for

the McKinsey Company,
an international consulting

firm; Johnathan Keohane,
a University of Minnesota
doctoral student in astro-

physics; Stephan Henry, an
actor in Los Angeles; and
Nathaniel Keohane, who
graduated from Yale last

spring.

In a profile last year, U.S.

News & World Report noted

that the Keohanes "have
managed to instill the next

generation with their views

on sexual equality." A

dozen years ago, said the

magazine, Nathaniel Keo-
hane told his parents that

he had finally resolved his

conflict over whether to

become a biologist or an
astronomer. Nan recalled

his saying, "I'll be an
astronomer but marry a

biologist." And her reac-

tion, said Nan, was simply

to feel "great that at age

nine he understood the

rewards of partnership, of

an egalitarian marriage."

Colleagues and companions: Robert Keohane stands by his high'profik spouse
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Keohane went off to Wellesley and

earned her degree in 1961. There she rev-

eled in the intellectual influence of Dante

L. Germino '52. Now a University of Vir-

ginia professor, Germino taught Keohane

history and political theory her sophomore

year. "I had always intended to be a philos-

ophy major," she says. "But he, by the

power of that single course, and of his deep

affection for and knowledge of that subject,

and his charisma as a teacher, basically per-

suaded me that the field I was meant for

was political philosophy and the history of

political theory." In company with her

father and "a few other intellectual influ-

ences," Keohane says, he was "the one who
persuaded me to be a professor because I

was so taken with the way he lived the life

of the mind."

From his perspective, Germino—who
came back to Duke for Keohane's inaugu-

ration—says that of "the thousands I've

taught," Keohane stands out. "I can't say

enough about how talented she is. Even

though it was so many years ago, I vividly

remember the way she debated and argued

and expounded in class. And her papers

were so superior. Her honors thesis on
Plato was many leagues above the usual

sort of thing one sees."

"She's not ambitious in the way that so

many people are in academic life," Germino

says. "That's the best sort of person to be a

university president, someone who didn't

really seek office or need or want power to

satisfy one's ego." Germino says that it's

extraordinary to find a political theorist in

a position of power and influence, that

Keohane combines in a rare way theoreti-

cal and practical skills. Last fall he told his

classes that with Keohane stepping into

the Duke presidency, he feels like Plato:

"At least I've managed to have an influ-

ence on a philosopher-king, or in her case,

I guess we should say philosopher-queen."

From Wellesley, Keohane went to

Oxford with a Marshall Scholarship. She

earned a master's, with first-class honors,

from Oxford, and then a doctorate in politi-

cal science from Yale.

David Price, who has taught in Duke's

political science department and is now a

U.S. congressman from North Carolina,

was a graduate student with Keohane. He
got to know her best through a seminar on
Hegelian political thought. "This was a

graduate seminar at its best," he recalls. "It

was a small, rather intense group discussing

big ideas." Price says "there was no ques-

tion" that Keohane "was the star of the

seminar group."

Just a year out of Wellesley, Keohane

married her first husband, Patrick Henry,

who was also completing a Yale Ph.D.

When Henry was offered a tenure-track

Continued on page 8

BY SCOTT HALPERN

Though inauguration weekend was

marked by displays of art and athleti-

cism and lessons in political theory,

the structure and flow of the proceedings

were the products of a pure scientist's work.

From establishing a precise formula to

determine the invitation list to comparing

a university president's tenure to the half-

life of a radioactive chemical, University

Marshal Pelham Wilder organized the

weekend with a precision and order befit-

ting his life as a chemist.

"There was a cohesiveness, a sense of

commonness of purpose that I have rarely

seen," Wilder says, reflecting on the inau-

guration of Nannerl Overholser Keohane as

the university's eighth president. Indeed, if

there was an overarching theme for the

weekend's events and the widespread par-

ticipation by members of the university

community, it was that of continuity.

From seminars and symposia featuring

leading scholars from a variety of disci-

plines (including the president's husband,

Robert Keohane,

moderating a

symposium on
ethics and inter-

national rela-

tions) on Thurs-

day and Friday to

campus-wide so-

cial events such

as an early-morn-

ing jog and mid-

night dance on
Saturday, Duke
was temporarily

shielded from its daily concerns.

Several students protested during the

weekend to retain upperclass housing on
East Campus and for a more multicultural

curriculum. But while they handed out

fliers and held banners, they were far more

congenial to the broader themes of the day

than those who threw a smoke bomb to

protest Duke's "status quo mentality" dur-

ing the 1970 inauguration of Terry San-

ford as the university's sixth president.

Wilder, who has taught chemistry at

Duke since 1949 and also planned San-

ford's inauguration, has had plenty of time

to learn the importance of continuity dur-

ing his tenure as marshal. In fact, Keohane
is the fourth Duke president installed with

Wilder leading the procession, meaning he

has now been personally responsible for

directing the inaugural events for one-half

of the university's leaders.

Talking with him, one gets the impres-

sion that Wilder has acquired an easy mas-

tery of the tasks involved—so much so that

he admits having "toyed with the idea" of

writing a short manuscript on the academic

protocol of such ceremonies to be followed

by other institutions. "If you go to any

Duke convocation that I plan, it will begin

and end the same way," he says. "It's what

is in the middle that may change."

For the record, each of Wilder's cere-

monies begins with the National Anthem
and ends with the Alma Mater. At this

year's inauguration, songs by the Duke
Chorale were interspersed throughout the

ceremony in accordance with Keohane's

desire to emphasize the arts.

Wilder's job as university marshal

becomes most visible when he leads the

procession at graduation or—as he did in

October—places the chain of office around

the neck of a newly inaugurated university

president. But most of the marshal's work
is not as readily apparent. Wilder coordi-

nated the inauguration committee since it

was organized last January, and handled all

the preparations and scheduling required

for the inauguration ceremony itself. Ever

the perfectionist, Wilder says he was still

"fine-tuning the fine tuning" of the cere-

mony just one day beforehand.

^^^^^^^^ One of the mar-

| shal's most diffi-

cult tasks is orga-

nizing an invitation

"The worst

thing about this

job is the omis-

sions that have to

be made," Wilder

says, seemingly
S dismayed that not

< all 2,300 institu-

I tions of higher

education in the

country could be invited to march in the

procession. Wilder decided who would be

invited to march in this year's procession

the same way he always has—by dividing

individual institutions into categories.

Participating in this year's procession

were delegates from all fifty-nine members

of the Association of American Universi-

ties (an organization of top research uni-

versities of which Duke has been a member
since 1938), all degree-granting institu-

tions in North Carolina, learned societies

such as Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi, and

several liberal arts colleges with whom
Keohane worked closely at Wellesley. In

total, about 130 delegates marched in order

of the date of their institution's founding.

The inaugural committee was far less

restrictive in sending out general invita-

tions. More than 57,000 invitations were

mailed to every member of the Duke facul-

ty and staff, all current students and their
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families, and all alumni within a three-

hour driving radius of campus.

The invitation list wasn't Wilder's only

challenge. Other potential crises were

insufficient parking and the chance of

inclement weather. Had it rained on Sat-

urday, the ceremony would have been held

inside Duke Chapel, which only seats

2,200. Fortunately, the Saturday afternoon

sunshine allowed more than 5,000 to

watch the outdoor ceremony on the

Chapel Court. "If anything goes wrong,

always hear; and I haven't heard any sig

nificant criticisms," he says.

Members of the inauguration commit

tee, which consisted of students, faculty

staff, and two members of the board o1

trustees, organized everything from the

decorations around campus to the commu
nity-wide dance at Cameron Indoor Stadi

um on Saturday night.

Virginia Shannon, director of specia

events and coordinator of all the week

end's social events, says all the greenery

and flowers used as decorations for the

weekend were cut by the grounds crew

from around campus. These plants and

other decorations were not wasted: They
were transferred from event to event

throughout the weekend—a task demand-

ing precise scheduling and the help of

many workers, especially when the decora-

tions from the Saturday afternoon celebra-

tion had to be moved to Cameron for the

evening's dance. The dance presented its

own set of challenges for the planning

committee. Shannon says it was difficult

to find a band that would play music

appealing to the different tastes of the

guests, as Keohane requested, and to trans-

form a stadium known for basketball

championships into a dance hall.

All of those challenges were met

—

including the widely popular band Liquid

Pleasure playing at Cameron—largely

thanks to the dedication of hundreds of

university employees who worked over-

time to do everything from setting up

chairs to wiring the speaker systems to

catering the invitation-only lunches and

dinners for delegates, faculty, administra-

tors, and other guests. Tim Searles, general

manager of technical services, says his full-

time staff all worked between seventy and

eighty hours the week of inauguration,

while he worked more than twenty-two

hours just that Saturday.

According to administration estimates

released by The Chronicle, the weekend
cost more than $150,000. Included in this

sum were 425 pounds of assorted cheeses,

390 pounds of cut vegetables, 12,000 mini

desserts such as petit fours and hazelnut

cookies, and 20,000 hors d'oeuvres—just

to whet the appetites of those attending

the post-inauguration reception.

C j Hiding /< >rcc : \\ 'ildcr lakes the ceremonial lead

Several students said they thought the

weekend's festivities were exorbitant, but

such sentiments were mild compared with

student reactions following Sanford's inau-

guration. At that time, the president of

the student government refused to give the

traditional welcoming speech from the stu-

dents, decrying the inauguration as "a

worthless and irresponsible waste of time

and money." And following Sanford's

inauguration, the editorial staff of The

Chronicle criticized the "lavish black-tie

dinners, country-club groundskeeping,

embossed invitations, and a lot of other

extravagant expenses."

Wilder, who says his Presbyterian

upbringing made him "frugal" by nature, is

convinced this year's celebration was well

worth the price because of its "therapeu-

tic" effect on the university community.

"It's a time when the university can look

back on itself, see who it is and how it got

to where it is today," Wilder says, mar-

veling at how the institution has grown

"from a log cabin to Trinity College to a

fledgling university" to one of the nation's

top-ranked institutions.

"It's not just for the heritage. You do all

this so you can look ahead," he says. "If

you only look back you become stagnant."

Keohane herself elicited images of con-

tinuity when she launched the inaugural

Fun Run Saturday morning. The run, with

a field of approximately 500 students, fac-

ulty members, employees, and friends, was

in the spirit of "continuing Duke's tradi-

tion of athletic excellence" and of "linking

East Campus to West," she says.

According to Shannon, Keohane origi-

nally wanted to start the run at the Chapel

steps. But another location had to be

selected because the chairs for the inaugu-

ration ceremony were set up there several

days in advance. Shannon consulted with

head track coach Al Buehler to chart the

course of the run, and they decided to

begin the run at the statue of Washington

Duke on East Campus and finish at Wal-

lace Wade Stadium. Students from the

special events committee of the University

Union came up with the idea to award "I

ran with Nan" T-shirts to the first 500 to

finish the two-mile run.

Perhaps the clearest example of continu-

ity was the installation ceremony itself.

When trustee chair John Chandler B.D.

'52, Ph.D. '54 officially installed Keohane,

he used many of the same words as former

Trinity College president John C. Kilgo

when he installed William Preston Few as

president of Trinity in 1910. Few would

later lead the institution in its transition to

Duke University in 1924, becoming the

university's first president.

By the time Wilder was placing the

chain of office around Keohane's shoulders

Saturday afternoon, he had already begun

to enjoy the festivities, he says. Though he

never strayed too far from Keohane during

the celebration, just in case she had any

urgent needs, and never made it under

either of the two huge tents set up for fes-

tivities, Wilder had long since stopped

worrying.

"I worry anxiously and actively in the

planning stages and try the best I can to

make the best decisions for my university,

and then I relax," he says. "Still, I couldn't

help thinking this was one of the best

things we have ever done."

Wilder says he had planned to attend

the Saturday night dance at Cameron with

his wife. But after the successful comple-

tion of the fourth presidential inaugura-

tion under his leadership, the chemistry

professor fell fast asleep on his sofa.

"I really love this place," Wilder says.

Does he expect to plan the inauguration of

Keohane's successor? Wilder laughs. "I

think breaking in four is enough."

Halpem, a senior psychology and economics major

from Springfield, New Jersey, is medical center

editor for The Chronicle.
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position at Swarthmore, Keohane followed

him and took a part-time, temporary posi-

tion in political science. Keohane says

they were married too young
—"much too

early"—and came to realize that they were

"not the right people for each other."

They divorced in 1969. The next year,

she married Robert Keohane, a professor in

Swarthmore's political science department.

She says she "had to have my conscious-

ness raised by my future husband" to agi-

tate against rules that barred part-timers

from informal faculty discussions. For his

part, Robert Keohane explains the attrac-

tion of his wife-to-be in simple terms:

"She's charismatic, don't you think?" Keo-

hane's sister offers exactly the

same description.

In 1973, the Keohanes left to

take jobs at Stanford Universi-

ty. When Nan took the presi-

dency at Wellesley, Bob Keo-

hane accepted a teaching

position at Brandeis. A highly

regarded and prolific scholar, he

moved to Harvard after four

years as a chaired professor of

government. (He later headed

the department.) With his

wife's appointment at Duke, he

was openly courted by both

Duke's and UNC-Chapel Hill's

political science departments.

He has decided, at least for

now, to remain at Harvard, citing his

obligations to graduate students, to ongo-

ing research projects, and to his depart-

ment (which is somewhat depleted in his

area of international relations).

Seattle Times associate editor James F.

Vesely, who attended Stanford in the mid-

Seventies, recalled Keohane's memorable
teaching in an editorial written a year ago.

"Time and distance do not diminish the

lessons a great teacher gives," wrote Vesely,

reflecting on Keohane's appointment to

the Duke presidency. Keohane's graduate

seminar on "Freedom and Equality" en-

rolled students aspiring to their doctorates,

a smattering of journalists, and a lawyer. In

this "academic version of gang warfare,"

Keohane "guided the self-assured toward

less assurance," as Vesely put it. "She

forced the true believers to reconsider

their beliefs. She did it all with a smile and

bone-crunching intellect."

Keohane would later extend that bone-

crunching intellect to feminist concerns.

When she began teaching at Stanford, one

of her first graduate seminars was on
Rousseau. "I had taught Rousseau my whole

career, and I'd always loved Rousseau. One
of his books that I always taught was Emile,

which is a novel about education, a great

work. The last book of Emile is about

Sophie—about the woman in Emile's life.

A Wellesley trustee

says that "the amazing

thing about Nan is the

extraordinary amount
of energy as well as

ability. She seems

rather tireless."

run: husband Bob, left, son Stepha;

And she is very clearly just that. Her whole

existence is derivative from that fact that

she is going to become Emile's wife."

It took an encounter with a graduate

student in her seminar, though, to make
Keohane re-examine her earlier reading. "I

was waxing full-throat about what a won-
derful book Emife was, and she said to me,

'How can you teach Emile without worry-

ing about Sophie?' And I thought, 'She's

right, how can I not worry about Sophie?'
"

So she decided to start worrying, and found

an intellectually welcoming environment.

Stanford was "an amazing place to be in

the mid-Seventies for someone who began

to be interested in feminist theory, one of

the best places in the whole world," Keo-

hane says. "I was drawn into this fantastic

group of mostly women—there were a few

men—who were just totally absorbed by

these questions in their fields with the

same novelty that I felt. It's the 'click' phe-

nomenon. Why didn't I think about

Sophie? And when you're all asking these

questions together, and following each

other intellectually to find answers, you

couldn't have helped getting a dose of

feminist theory."

At that point Keohane was finishing her

survey of French political philosophy from

the Renaissance to the Enlightenment: Phi-

losophy and the State in France. She decided

to dedicate the book to her mother. "She

exchanged her press card for an apron when
she married, and taught us and tended us

until we were all through college, when she

went back to a promising career cut short

by an early death," Keohane wrote. "I am
grateful for what she did, yet frustrated by

the knowledge that she never had the

opportunity to finish her own book."

Had she not left Stanford to take the

Wellesley presidency, says Keohane, she

would have embarked on studies of Virginia

Woolf and Simone de Beauvoir. "That's

where my questions were taking me, not

different from what I had done, just a natur-

al evolution of the questions I had been

asking all along: Why should

people obey authority? What's

fair? What's just? Why should

people behave in certain ways

and not others? When you begin

to ask those questions with a

gendered lens, you get a fascinat-

ing new set of questions that

almost nobody in the past had

asked or answered."

But Wellesley came calling

and, in 1981, she accepted the

presidency. Her only adminis-

« trative experience, she points

| out, had been as chair of Stan-

| ford's faculty senate.

andNanKeohane after Fun Run ^^ lured h
,.

er t0 the J°b

was a mixture of curiosity and

loyalty to her alma mater. But before she

made the career-changing jump, she took

a long, pensive walk with her brother

around sprawling Stanford. It was Thanks-

giving 1980. "I could see my path for the

rest of my life. I was only forty years old,

but that path was already defined by my
scholarship and teaching in political phi-

losophy and feminist theory. I had a sense

of what I would turn out to be. I had no
sense of another life. And the best alterna-

tive became administration, which would

provide me with an entry into a whole

range of unexplored areas, even corporate

boardrooms. I knew it was a tremendous

gamble; at first it was a tremendously diffi-

cult choice. But I never regretted it."

It would be tough to find people at

Wellesley who regret that choice. There

Keohane led the largest fund-raising drive

in the history of America's liberal arts

college; today, Wellesley has the largest

endowment of any American college.

Some of her successes were quieter,

though no less solid. Nancy Harrison

Kolodny, Wellesley's dean of the college

and a member of the chemistry faculty

there since 1969, says Keohane "changed

the intellectual profile of Wellesley by set-

ting her own personal example and tangi-

bly by supporting faculty scholarship." She

says Keohane's easygoing interaction with
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everyone on campus, from faculty to stu-

dents to the housekeeping staff, was

remarkable. "Everyone on campus thought

she was theirs"—to the point where some

Wellesley students felt a sense of betrayal

with Keohane's departure for Duke.

Luella Gross Goldberg is chair of

Wellesley's board of trustees and was act-

ing president for a time after Keohane's

departure for Duke. Keohane brought "a

focus to the institution," she says. "She

had a real ability to articulate a mission

and a vision for the college. That mission

may not have been fundamentally differ-

ent from the mission of its founding—to

provide the best possible education for

women who will make a difference in the

world. But one of the most prominent

things Nan did was to re-articulate the

vision in very current terms."

"The amazing thing about Nan," Gold-

berg adds, "is how well she did all of it, the

extraordinary amount of energy as well as

ability. She seems rather tireless. And after

taking on the job of acting president, I

have even more empathy for the relentless

pace that she put forward."

Goldberg was on the search committee

that wooed Keohane to Wellesley from

Stanford. Some thought the choice repre-

sented a risky move on Wellesley's part,

Goldberg says. "But those of us who sat on
the search committee could see an excep-

tional leader, a leader with a vision and

the ability to articulate it. We thought she

was the type of person who could handle

administrative responsibilities well. If that

wasn't obvious based on her track record

when she came here as president, it was

obvious by the time she left."

Certainly her dozen years at Wellesley

prepared Keohane for some of the issues

she's confronting at Duke. At Wellesley,

there's a built-up electronic-mail culture.

At Duke, the image is more of a catch-up

game in terms of electronic integration.

Keohane convened a visiting committee

—

which included a Wellesley computer spe-

cialist—to explore Duke's electronic inad-

equacies. It recommended that the
university hire a chief information systems

officer, bolster the budget and staff for

computing, and restructure the campus'

fragmented computing organization.

Wellesley has done remarkably well, its

officials say, in recruiting a diverse faculty

and student body. In the Duke context,

"diversity" is often pegged to the 1988 tive-

year commitment to hire one or more
black faculty members in each of the uni-

versity's hiring units. The university fell far

short of that goal. Keohane argues that in

certain ways the initiative did succeed

—

notably in feeding the scholarly pipeline

with minority students
—

"but not in the

most public ways." She says it was probably

A one-time student

of Keohane's says she

"guided the self-assured

toward less assurance"

and "forced the true

believers to reconsider

their beliefs."

unrealistic to think that every department

could achieve the goal, and that the goal

was "conceived in too narrow, rigorous,

numerical a way." The result may have

been that black recruits were "made to feel

like they were instruments being used to

meet the goal." George Wright Ph.D. '77,

the new director of Duke's African and

Afro-American Studies Program, is leading

an administrative review of the initiative

in cooperation with a faculty committee.

Near the end of Keohane's presidency

there, Wellesley was hit with a nasty free-

speech controversy around a professor's use

of the book The Secret Relationship Between

Blacks and Jews. The book—widely con-

demned as anti-Semitic—asserts that Jews

played a dominant role in the slave trade.

The college's academic leadership defended

the professor's right to use the book, but was

vocal in denouncing its conclusions. Early

in this academic year, Duke faced a free-

expression issue of a rather different order,

after an angry student confiscated copies of

the conservative Duke Review. Keohane

quickly issued a statement asserting that

"The response to an idea one disagrees with

should be to combat it with one that is

stronger, or to expose the falsity of its

premise. No ideas or beliefs can be over-

come by preventing their expression, and in

the best tradition of Duke University, I

condemn any efforts to do so." Keohane
arranged to meet with the student confisca-

tor, who was later put on disciplinary proba-

tion by an independent student-faculty

hearing board, "so we could reach across this

symbolic division as two human beings."

Although hardly strife-free, Wellesley is

famous for its community-mindedness.
Stories abound of how Keohane defused

campus tensions—through techniques like

"town meetings" and gestures like supply-

ing fast-food meals to arrested student pro-

testers—surrounding such issues as divest-

ment and the Rodney King verdict.

Duke of late has been struggling with

the large question of how to create a

tighter campus community. That question

has spawned no fewer than three task

forces that began work last semester: on
Greek life, residential life, and intellectual

life. Keohane insists she is not anti-frater-

nity. "There are powerful ways in which
the fraternity culture alleviates some of the

things that are problems at Duke—the

sense of a very big place in which one can

be isolated or get lost." But she worries

about a culture that inspires or at least

allows episodes of vandalism, disrespect for

and violence toward women, and drinking

habits that may lead to alcoholism. She

says that anti-intellectualism, while not

strictly "a fraternity factor," grows from

"weekend parties that are so totally sepa-

rate from the rest of the week that they

feed this exaggerated 'We work hard, we
play hard' motif."

A self-described student activist, senior

Mark Grazman, says he considers the uni-

versity "at a crossroads," and that students

are looking to Keohane to articulate "a

cogent philosophy, a cogent meaning, to

assert the heart and soul of this university."

He says he was impressed that Keohane
resisted the temptation to build additional

dorms on East Campus—a temptation

fueled by cost considerations—because the

university is still wrestling with an overall

vision for student life.

As chair of the President's Advisory

Council on Resources (PACOR), law pro-

fessor James Cox has had a close-up view

of Keohane. Already, says Cox, Keohane

has demonstrated courage, conviction, and

persuasiveness on several fronts, ranging

from a commitment to build a recreation

center to refocusing the university's plan-

ning approach away from "unharnessed

entrepreneurial energy" toward a more dis-

ciplined approach. He adds that Keohane

was particularly skillful in balancing the

competing philosophies of how Duke
should frame its tuition policy. "We have

had situations where there have been dis-

agreements in approach between PACOR
and the president. But we leave the table

feeling good about the dynamics.

"She prepares for meetings, she listens

to what's said, she asks sharp questions,

she states her reservations about your posi-

tion and challenges you to meet her objec-

tions, and she lets you know when she's

not persuaded. Her judgment seems to be

exceptional. She is truly an extraordinary

leader. This is an exciting time to be at

Duke, and a large part of that enthusiasm

is a result of her leadership."

Fuqua professor Richard Burton says he

is struck by Keohane's engagement with

the work of the Academic Council, the

faculty representative body that Burton

chairs. Keohane succeeded at bringing

"clarification and precision" to a some-

Continued on page 42
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BENJAMIN F. CHAVIS JR.:

STEADFAST ACTIVIST

Thirty-four years after his parents told him that his

membership in the NAACP was "part of what it

means to step into manhood," Chavis is now leading

that venerable organization.

J very day on his way home from

b school, Benjamin F. Chavis Jr.

^^ walked past his hometown's main
B library in Oxford, North Carolina.

One afternoon, during his twelth year,

Chavis stopped walking and stared at the

gray stone building. It was 1960 and he

knew that, legally, he was allowed to

patronize the Richard Thornton Public

Library. But Chavis and other members of

Oxford's black community had continued

to use the Colored Annex at the First Bap-

tist Church.

Looking back, Chavis M.Div. '80 recalls

the moment with equal measures of digni-

ty and mischief. "I decided I needed a

book that had both covers on it," he says

now, with a smile. "The books in the

annex didn't have both covers and they

sometimes had pages missing. You give me
a book with pages missing, and I think

you're hiding something."

Chavis decided that it was time to chal-

lenge this unspoken but continued segre-

gation. A priest called the boy's parents to

tell them what their son had done, trying,

perhaps, to put young Chavis back in line.

But brick mason Benjamin F. Chavis Sr.

and schoolteacher Elisabeth Ridley Chavis

stood proudly by their son. They had, after

all, presented him with a youth member-
ship card in the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP) for his birthday that year. And
the boy's great-great-grandfather, the Rev-

erend John Chavis, taught both black and

white children and was the first African-

American Presbyterian minister ordained

in the United States.

Ben Chavis got his book with both cov-

ers intact. But that night, he couldn't

sleep. Excited and restless, Chavis consid-

ered which Oxford institution to desegre-

gate next. "I'd learned at an early age,"

says Chavis, "that some things have to be

challenged. If you don't challenge wrong,

then wrong is still in control."

It's a lesson that continues to guide his

life's work. Thirty-four years after Chavis'

parents told him that his membership in

the NAACP was "part of what it means to

step into manhood," Chavis is now leading
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that venerable or-

ganization. As the

youngest executive

director ever ap-

pointed to the na-

tion's oldest civil

rights group, Chavis

is delivering the
imperative of social

progress to troubled

urban neighborhoods

and to powerful cor-

porate boardrooms.

"The issue is em-
powerment in a

world that seeks to

disempower," says

Chavis. "Can you
bring about justice in

a world that seeks to

define justice exclu-

sively? [Martin Luther]

King said it right

from the Birmingham

jail thirty years ago:

An injustice any-

where is a threat to

justice everywhere."

Chavis certainly has

his work cut out for

him. With the coun-

try confronting in-

creased racial strife,

he must persuade
people to see beyond

race. With worsening

inner-city conditions

everywhere, he must

give economically dis-

advantaged residents

hope while fighting

on their behalf in

political arenas. And
at a time when the

NAACP has come to

be seen as an enclave

for middle-aged, middle-class blacks, he

must reach out to younger generations for

whom the abolitionist and civil rights

movements are history lessons rather than

bloody personal struggles, while also seek-

ing the participation of people from varied

ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds.

In many ways, Chavis seems tailor-made

for the job. Growing up in the segregated

world of the rural South, he says he saw

every day of his life "that something was

wrong," and looked for an opportunity every

day of his life "to help straighten it out."

The first African-American to earn a

degree in chemistry from the University of

North Carolina at Charlotte, Chavis

gained a valuable education outside the

classroom as well. Active during the Sixties

in the NAACP, he also worked on behalf

of the Congress On Racial Equality, the

"The issue is

empowerment
in a world that

seeks to disempower,'

says Chavis.

Southern Christian Leadership Confer-

ence, and the American Federation of

State, County, and Municipal Employees.

Like many civil rights advocates who
participated in sit-ins and picket lines and

marches, Chavis encountered hatred and

resistance along the

way. Tear gas burned

his eyes. Trained po-

lice dogs snapped at

his ankles. White su-

premacists shouted ra-

cial epithets. Friends

and fellow workers

were murdered. These

episodes only strength-

ened Chavis' resolve.

But his biggest test of

faith was yet to come.

In 1971, while
working for the
United Church of

Christ's Commission

for Racial Justice,

Chavis led a group of

activists in Wilming-

ton, North Carolina,

to protest segregated

schools. When Chavis

and others refused or-

ders to leave town,

police arrested them
on charges of burn-

ing a white-owned
grocery store and of

conspiracy to assault

police and firefight-

ers. Known as the

Wilmington Ten, the

group drew prison

sentences, but as the

church- appointed
leader, Chavis' was
the harshest: twenty-

five to twenty-nine

_,
years. After serving

|p four-and-a-half years,

1^ during which time

|1 Amnesty Interna-

I tional listed the group

b as the first official
!<
U.S. case of political

prisoners, Chavis was paroled. All charges

against the Wilmington Ten were over-

turned when an appeals court ruled that

spurious evidence in the case had been

coerced by police.

It was during this trying period of false

imprisonment that Chavis came to Duke's

Divinity School. (His tuition was paid by

the United Church of Christ.) Every

morning a prison van and two guards

brought him to West Campus, where they

dropped him off in front of Duke Chapel.

And every evening they returned to take

him back to jail. (Chavis was moved
around to five different prisons, ostensibly

to prevent him from rallying inmates;

instead, such exposure "put me in touch

with more inmates to organize," he says.)

Despite his status as a convict, Chavis'

assimilation into the Divinity School
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Passionate preacher: While a student in Duke's Divinity

was uneventful. If people thought they

were getting a revolutionary full of fire

and brimstone, Chavis turned out to be

quite the opposite. A thoughtful, quiet

scholar, Chavis impressed both his class-

mates and his professors with his deep
spirituality and commitment to human
rights issues.

Jed Griswold M.Div. 79 says he knew
very little about Chavis before he enrolled.

But Chavis quickly came to symbolize the

ethical high ground, not so much through

his words (as part of the prison release

agreement, he was prohibited from speak-

ing with the press and in general kept a

very low profile), but through his earnest

conduct. When a contingent from South

Africa was scheduled to present a forum

about that country's political struggles,

Griswold and friends did some digging and

found that the supposedly neutral group

was actually being sponsored by the South

African government.

"Ben really couldn't get involved,"

recalls Griswold. "So we would hold

meetings and ask ourselves, 'What would

Ben do?' We were all inspired by what he

had gone through, and was still going

through." They "couldn't just stand by"

and let the South Africa government

School, Chavis apprenticed, through a prison-release agreement, with Durham's Russell Memorial C.M.E. Church

apologists come to campus without objec-

tions, he says. In the end, the group can-

celed its trip.

Clarence G. Newsome 72, M.Div. '74,

Ph.D. '82 had Chavis for his American
Christianity course and was so impressed

with his pupil's performance that he invit-

ed him to serve as his teaching assistant.

"Ben has a first-rate mind," says Newsome,
now dean of the Howard University

Divinity School. "At the same time, he

takes to heart very sincerely the Christian

message. At a time when people are cyni-

cal about religion in general and Chris-

tianity in particular, Ben is one of the real,

true Christians we have today. He's not

perfect. He struggles with his faith day in

and day out. But every fiber of his being

strains to prove the validity of the Christ-

ian way of life."

Psalms From Prison, a volume of Chavis'

religious writings while incarcerated, con-

firms his theological strength. Anger occa-

sionally seeps through, but it is anger

fueled by frustration rather than bitterness.

Divided into three sections—Oppression,

Struggle, and Liberation—the book offers

a decidedly contrary view of an alleged

agitator. In Psalm 137 ("Push For Justice"),

Chavis writes:

We must push together with Jesus Christ

by our side

push forward for justice

in all the halls and courts

wherever our people are

victimized

and treated unjustly

we must together

push forward for justice

even when it may appear

too unpopular

we are called by God
we are called to push forward

for justice

loving-kindness

and for human fairness

we must push together

push forward for justice

Such convictions are why Newsome and

others who know Chavis find it disturbing

that media accounts of the NAACP leader

portray him as an iconoclast. A profile in

Time magazine last April, shortly after

Chavis had taken office, claimed that Chavis

represented "a new militancy" for the

NAACP, and that some of the association's

old guard considered him "a scary radical."

Demonizing activist leaders is nothing

new, says William Turner Jr. B.S.E. 71,
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M.Div. 74, Ph.D. '84, director of Black

Church Affairs for the Duke Divinity

School. But depictions of Chavis as a zealot

are particularly ironic. "Ben is not a Jesse

Jackson or an Al Sharpton or a Louis Far-

rakhan. You're talking about someone who's

milder than Martin Luther King or even

[former NAACP executive director] Ben
Hooks. But if you've ever been tarnished [in

the media], you never quite get it all off."

Chavis' true character, says Clarence

Newsome, is steadfast and serene. "The

image that comes to mind when I think of

Ben is that of a lamb. Not to mean that he's

meek or retiring when it comes to human
rights or social justice, but he comes to it

with a certain tenderness. His passion is

persuasive, his commitment is sincere. At a

time when we have so much difficulty judg-

ing someone or something to be genuine,

there is truly something genuine about his

manner, his presentation, and his spirit."

Chavis refuses to allow media jabs to

affect him. "As African-Americans have

attempted to maximize our participation

in the political process," he says, "it has

caused a backlash. And we have to

respond not by folding our political tent,

but expanding it." As it was in the begin-

ning of his political awakening as a young

man, Chavis' response is to deflect atten-

tion away from the man and focus it

instead on the mission. Steeled by his

unwavering faith, Chavis has honed other

tools for advancing the NAACP's agenda.

Politically savvy, Chavis, who is an

ordained minister, is at once a charismatic

preacher and a no-nonsense pundit. And
he's not afraid to stir up the status quo. In

fact, that's exactly what he's after.

When a Maryland Denny's refused ser-

vice to six black Secret Service agents,

Chavis told top execs that the incident, in

and of itself, was unacceptable. But more
importantly, it implied that the parent

company was, at best, doing nothing to

combat prejudice throughout its ranks and,

at worst, guilty of encouraging discrimina-

tory practices. After some persuasive pres-

sure from Chavis, Denny's committed itself

to a seven-year, $1.2-billion initiative to

promote blacks into management jobs and

make it easier for minorities to acquire

franchise rights to open new restaurants.

In August, the NAACP took Hughes
Aircraft to task for its allegedly dismal

record of hiring minorities. (As reported in

The New York Times, Hughes officials first

learned of the allegations after the

NAACP held a public press conference,

which gave the company no chance to

refute the claims.) And Safeway, Inc.,

agreed to follow the NAACP's recommen-
dations on doing increased business with

minority suppliers.

These examples underscore one of the

r~

Chavis says he wants

older men and women
to reach out to a new

generation, a generation

sadly lacking in wise,

learned role models.

Outreach: a young Chavis with Russell Memorial's

the Rev. H.L. Whether, left, and Bishop Nathaniel

Lindsey, right

central goals of the Chavis-led NAACP:
economic democracy. "So much of the

racial discrimination in our society is due

to institutionalized economic inequality,"

he says. "Aspirations of brothers and sisters

in the so-called underclass are the same as

yours and mine. They want a decent life.

They want to be able to provide for their

family. They would like to get an educa-

tion, and a job where their income would

enable them to participate in society with

pride, not with shame."

Immediately after his NAACP election,

Chavis flew to South Central Los Angeles,

where he stayed in a public housing pro-

ject in Watts. What he saw and heard

confirmed his theories about the impact of

race and education on economics and poli-

tics. "Los Angeles is going to explode

again if we don't do something about lev-

eling the economic playing field," he says.

Lest anyone charge that Chavis' admon-

ishments are racially skewed, he is just as

quick to criticize blacks or Latinos or other

people of color who ignore the needs of their

own community. At a November lecture at

Duke, Chavis had the audience shouting

"Amen!" and "That's right!" when he took

Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas to

task for his stance on affirmative action

"when it was affirmative action that allowed

him to go to law school in the first place."

"We have not worked as hard as we
have," Chavis intoned with a fiery,

preacher's passion, "to open doors to uni-

versities and corporations and electoral

politics and all aspects of our society, only

to have the sisters and brothers who have

gone through those doors forget how those

doors were opened. The more education

one has, the more responsibility one has to

make a contribution and open doors for

others to come through."

To that end, Chavis says he wants older

men and women to reach out to a new gen-

eration, a generation sadly lacking in wise,

learned role models. Just as his parents and

other adults took the time to educate him
about the civil rights movement, Chavis

says, so do community elders need to "take

the time now to bring along a new genera-

tion of Malcolms, a new generation of Mar-

tins, a new generation of Sojourner Truths."

People are listening. In the first six

months on the job, Chavis boosted mem-
bership by 110,000 people, half of whom
are twenty-five or under. And the

NAACP helped organize a kind of reverse

Freedom Ride this fall when 300 young

people from around the South traveled to

New York to mobilize voters.

Chavis relayed this fact at the Duke lec-

ture, and then paused briefly to admonish

the media. Although the majority of

African-American young people are not in

gangs, are not criminals, and do not use

drugs, he says, they somehow don't seem

to warrant society's attention. Little was

reported about the fact that the voting

rights group traveled hundreds of miles to

help people they didn't know, says Chavis.

"But you can bet that if one of those young

people we took to New York got in a fist-

fight or did something wrong, it would

have made the network news."

Despite the formidable job he's got to do

in his own backyard, Chavis intends to

internationalize the NAACP. The organiza-

tion will send voting rights workers to assist

in the upcoming South African elections.

During trips to such places as Angola and

Zimbabwe, Chavis has been an NAACP
missionary, signing on new members. It's ill-

advised to limit the struggle for freedom and

justice to the United States, he says, particu-

larly given the dismal human rights records

of countries all over the world.

"We've come a long way, but we still

have a long way to go. And we must get

serious; the struggle for civil rights and

human rights is life and death. Life and

death. While we're sitting here, there are

people who will die who should not die.

There are children who are hungry who
should not be hungry, not only in this

country, but around the world.

"My simple point is that every person,

whether African-American or white or

Latino, has a responsibility to challenge

every manifestation of what is wrong."
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(SEARCHING
FOR SELF-
IDENTITY

BY ROBERT J. BLIWISE

1

YOUTH CULTURE:

1

A GENERATION ADRIFT?

They're over-exposed to television and under-exposed

to writing. They're driven to succeed, but they're

worried about graduating into a failing economy.

Are today's young adults, coined Generation X,

hopelessly disengaged or merely misunderstood?

our back-to-back Ralph Lauren

_ images spill out of the back-to-col-

^^^* lege issue of Rolling Stone: a rugged

landscape, a rack of rugged jeans, a

rack of rugged jackets, and a young couple

with identical pouting expressions and

blond curls. A few pages later comes a

pitch for Apple's PowerBook computer. A
young professional occupies her computer

bytes, we're told, with "poems I'm working

on" and "a movie treatment I'm writing,"

along with "my checkbook and budget"

and "illustrations of cats." Deeper into the

issue, a screaming-red 1994 Acura practi-

cally leers at the reader. It's not an empty

status symbol. It's a performance machine.

It has dual air bags and lots of horsepower,

and it "says to the world you've 'made it,'

"

declares the caption, "but that you didn't

become a jerk in the process."

All of this ad talk about "making it" in

your own style makes Marian Moore think

back to the recent wedding of her twenty-

five-year-old niece. Recalls Moore, an

associate professor in the Fuqua School of

Business, "She wore a gorgeous dress, the

groom wore a tuxedo, his hair was longer

than her hair, and she marched down the

aisle to Heavy Metal music." It was a cere-

mony of independent spirits—something

borrowed from traditional culture, some-

thing loudly new.

Today's virtual adults value their posses-

sions, not as ostentatious symbols of hav-

ing "made it," but with the features that

testify to their independence. They are

assertive of that independence. But they

are also anxious about it. It's not that

being young is hard. It's that getting older

is worrisome. After all, there's no assur-

ance that the clothing, the computer, and

the car will survive a future of corporate

"downsizing."

The younger generation is the product

of a consumer culture, and also of a con-

fused culture. For their parents, television

variety meant nipping among NBC, ABC,
and CBS. International rivalries meant the

United States facing down the Soviet

Union. Now, everywhere, options are mul-
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tiplying. Twenty years ago, who could

have imagined the visual assault from

eighty-two channels? And everywhere,

complications are deeper. Twenty years

ago, who could have imagined the eco-

nomic assault from a militarily lackluster

Japan—or the workforce assault hy the

zealots of leanness and meanness?

"Traditional culture has eroded as com-

munity, church, family—the base institu-

tions—have eroded," says Duke sociology

professor Ida Harper Simpson. The norms

associated with a "code of civility" have

basically vanished, she says, to be sup-

planted by rules of behavior. And rules are

a flimsy way to forge a civil community,

especially one that hopes to embrace its

rules-resistant younger members. With
such little anchoring elsewhere, young

people are sucked into a commercial world

of "mass culture, much of it fads and fash-

ions" and dictated by peer influences.

The Fuqua School's Marian Moore
points out that many of these young people

grew up largely in the absence of parents.

Both parents were probably outside the

home working, and one may have been a

more permanent absence from divorce. So
their tastes were defined more by their

peers than by their parents. Deprived of

family life around the dining-room table,

they reveled in the pursuits inspired by

technology, packaging, and commercial-

ism. They were "consumers-in-training"

from their early years. "This is the first

generation that grew up going to the mall

to have fun," Moore says.

The peer relationships forged in the

modern mall culture, though, provide little

grounding for a secure future. "In an earlier

time, they would have seen their lives

embedded within institutions," says Simp-

son. "Fifty years ago, if you asked someone

what he or she wanted to be, there would

have been no hesitation. Now, the image

of what someone might want to be—as far

as morality is concerned, as far as concrete

achievements are concerned—is much
harder to construct. At every phase of a

young person's life, the image of the next

phase is not clear."

That social uncertainty is captured in

the term "Generation X." It is a term pop-

ularized in Douglas Coupland's novel of

the same name, a quirky exploration of

rootlessness that calls itself "tales for an

accelerated culture." Coupland's charac-

ters have everything—clothes, computers,

cars—except a guiding center, a fact that

leaves them having nothing.

Though a product of the Sixties, that

romanticized decade of upheaval, Duke
professor Janice Radway isn't enamored of

such broad-stroke portraits. Radway, who
teaches in the literature program, says,

"Certainly those of my generation—the

generation that was in college in the Six-

ties—defined ourselves in part by our age."

She suspects the current college genera-

tion doesn't have the same self-identifica-

tion—which doesn't stop commentators

from pegging it. "It's one of the ways the

culture tries to tell stories about itself, it's

one of the ways that the culture tries to see

its future, and it's a particular arena in

which social conflicts are fought out."

Radway says efforts at "typing" the younger

generation are, in part, "a projection onto

young people of the very complicated

social factors that seem to be producing a

society-wide sense of malaise, disaffection,

and disaffiliation."

They've been written about in lots of

places, but maybe not talked to enough,

these products of malaise, disaffection, and

disaffiliation. So Duke Magazine gathered

five Duke seniors for a pizza-leavened con-

versation. They are not necessarily repre-

sentative of a generation. But they are

articulate and reflective in talking about

their own habits, goals, and fears. True to

Marian Moore's memory of that family

wedding, the conversation produced

impressions of a generation that's proudly

independent-minded without being reflex-

ively resistant to tradition, but that's also

anxious about its prospects.

Today's young adults

value their possessions,

not as ostentatious

symbols ofhaving

"made it," but with the

features that testify to

their independence.

Largely clad in generic jeans that consti-

tuted hard-to-read fashion statements, the

assembled students weren't big on genera-

tional labels, past or present. "There's this

view that the Sixties were this incredibly

homogeneous time, and everyone was liv-

ing in communes, wearing love beads,

smoking pot, and protesting the war," said

Raegan Diller, who proudly eschews the

J-Crew catalogue look that she sees as the

near-uniform of young achievers. "And I

think we know from our parents' experi-

ence—at least from my parents' experi-

ence—that though they were young in the

Sixties, they were very conservative. Well,

my mother did get married in a mini-skirt.

But were people in the Sixties so sure of

their solidarity that they could meet any-

one and it was, like, 'Peace, man,' and

they would all really get along
1"

Today there is no all

consuming Vietnam War
no clear-cut civil rights

struggle, and young peo- s

pie don't have an obvi-

ous energizing issue to

take them beyond '

themselves. Tom
McCollough, a Duke
associate professor of

religion, talks about a

pervasive narcissism—

"this generation's version

of the characteristic Ameri
can individualism," as he puts it

"There is not so much cynicism about

social institutions as there is apathy and a

lack of any sense of social obligation or of

membership in a public community. But

young people always reflect the society in

which they grow up. These kids grew up in

the Reagan years, when the country's

moral imagination was eclipsed by the feed-

ing frenzy of Wall Street. It had its effect."

"We certainly have not had something

like Vietnam that would mobilize our cul-

ture," said Paul Kelleher. "But we have had

twelve years of a White House which had

maybe a more subtle and insidious effect,

economically and politically." Kelleher is a

former writer for the arch-conservative

Duke Review who has transferred his voice

to the mainstream campus Chronicle.

There, writing as the "Armchair Pundit,"

he muses on themes like constructing a

gay identity and the relationship between

power and prejudice. As Kelleher and

some of the other students saw it, morning

in America degenerated into a nightmare

of huge debts and an array of social ills.

"It's hard to rally around cynicism," Kelle-

her said. "It's hard to see folk music com-
ing out of the Reagan years."

Colby Walton had a somewhat different

take on the much-maligned Eighties: He
called it "a refreshingly honest period in

American history, when we were very open

and honest about what our society values."

The idea of a gentler decade of the Nine-

ties is "media posturing," he added. His

generation, he said, has internalized the

much-maligned values of the Eighties. "I

don't think we are any less greedy or any

less selfish today."

With a view toward a time of cynicism

from which today's students sprang, critics

see this as a generation fixed on entitle-

ment—whether it's entitlement to a good

job or, in the context of the college cam-

pus, to free-flowing beer. In the student

discussion, Brad Rubin took offense to that

statement. "I think you just described

youth to me," he said. "You just described
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the youth of the last thousand years. I

think that's basically called growing up.

You eventually have to assume responsibil-

^ ity, but for a good period of time, every-

H^ one wants to have their cake and eat

Oit,

too." Intense, energetic, a fever-

ishly-fast talker, a seasoned singer

^ with Duke's "Pitchforks," and

EL' associate university editor for The

Jfe Chronicle, Rubin assumed adult-

like responsibility to fuel the stu-H dent discussion: He magnani-

V mously employed his Duke debit

card for a pizza delivery.

"I think the concept of instant

Go tell your Mom that you want this doll.

It gets ingrained in your personality at a

very young age that there's nothing wrong

with caring about something and then

wanting it immediately."

If the coming-of-age generation of the

Sixties grew up with the television image,

these young people have mastered its

nuances. Duke's Janice Radway says young

people are still readers. "But they are

astute analysts and observers of visual

materials. They can read visual images

with a speed and a complexity and an

attention to nuance. You could show an

MTV video to a bunch of kids and they

FUTURE SHOCK

The collegiate generation

is shaped not just by its

upbringing but by its

faith—or lack of faith—in the

future. Many students worry
about graduating into an insidi-

ous economy, one which may
not be so ready to reward their

years of preparation and their

indebtedness from years of

tuition payments.

Typically, more than a third

of Duke's senior class pursues

graduate or professional

school—mostly in law or medi-

cine—right away. Most of the

rest go job-hunting. When
asked to rank possible influ-

ences on the career path taken,

more than 58 percent point to

their parents; graduates cite

their academic majors, intern-

ships, extracurricular activities,

and faculty members less often.

"The whole aspect of fear

flavors career planning," says

John Noble, Duke's director of

career planning, whose office

runs the survey of recent grad-

uates. "That tends to be the

motivating factor for students

in their career choices—fear of

the future."

Noble says the relationship

between loan obligations and
career choices isn't clear cut.

Just 1 1 percent indicated in his

survey that indebtedness from
college loans would figure in

their career planning. If

they've had to work toward

paying their college bills, stu-

dents may actually develop

confidence in their future

money-earning power, he says.

A lot of students do look for

the prestige quality in their first

job, which often takes them
along the professional-school

path. Says Noble, "There are a

good number of people in law

school who don't know why
they want to be lawyers. That's

just been their expectation." If,

as his findings suggest, Duke
students look first to their par-

ents in making career choices,

it's easy to say how the parent

factor is linked with the pres-

tige factor: Thirty percent of

Duke's students report their

family income as exceeding

$150,000, and another 20 per-

cent as greater than $100,000.

Noble thinks the career field

is coming around to an almost

eighteenth-century mode of

apprenticeship and mentor-
ship. Ironically, those qualities

are more important in a world
driven by technology, he says.

Students are learning the

importance of asking who
they're going to be working
for—not what company, but

what person. "These students

grew up with technology at

their fingertips. They're able to

get information quickly

through nonhuman mecha-
nisms. But even with desktop

computers that do everything

in information retrieval

there's still a need
for personal ^ <&
contact and ^ V
personal /(" "

connec- A _!»»*• 4ffl
tions."

gratification is a lot more prevalent," said

Raegan Diller. "There is a lot more of a

sense of you don't just decide you want

something and then wait for it. You want

the thing and you get it, like, right away. I

just don't know that that attitude has

always been there." Rather than going for

her own instant gratification, Diller is tak-

ing the increasingly popular path of a year

off before graduate or professional school.

From that, she hopes to figure out exactly

what she wants to do.

"Our culture has become so commercial-

ized that youth doesn't have much of an

option but to feel that way, because all the

media and all the advertisements tell them
that," said Molly Joondeph, who has done

a bit of selling as a tour guide for Duke.

"Like in the Saturday morning cartoons:

could give you an

articulate narrative V
of what it's about, 1
why those images are

put together the way
they are. It's a ver

sophisticated reading

and interpretive process. It's

exerted on different texts, it's using

different strategies, but it's just as sophisti-

cated as somebody being able to interpret

a print novel."

Youthful conversations aren't "this end-

less string of rehashing old TV shows," said

Colby Walton, who would emerge as the

evening's champion stereotype-smasher. "I

do think TV plays a great role in our cul-

tural dialogue. The Brady Bunch, The jet-

sons, whatever, become common catch-

phrases and characters. They crop up a lot.

But I don't think they define everything

we talk about." As a cultural common
denominator, television characters are

today's equivalent, said Brad Rubin, of the

Superman comic books of the Fifties and

Sixties. Because print culture is so frag-

mented—with publications aplenty to fill

every particular market niche and to

appeal to every special interest—the likeli-

hood of a shared reading experience "is

pretty small," Molly Joondeph said.

For these young people, an equally basic

common denominator is ease with informa-

tion. They'd be lost in the library without

electronic data banks, and overwhelmed

as writers without word-processing. Some
said they had virtually no experience with

a typewriter. Van Hillard, assistant direc-

tor of the University Writing Program at

Duke, is interested in how students

approach the increasingly on-line research

library. "The library used to represent a

kind of structure of knowledge," he says.

"It was a place of investigation, a place to

exchange ideas and to see the forms of

relatedness among texts." Now the library

has become an "information warehouse,"

and "reading the library," says Hillard, "is

the equivalent of getting a data dump, like

fly paper snatching information. Whatever

sticks is good enough."

Through their high school years, stu-

dents are asked questions about their read-

ing that demands back information but not

interpretation—questions that go

something like this: "What

^ does Melville really mean^ in this passage?" and

B^ "How many times

oes Moby Dick

surface?" Both
questions are

"equally dis-

abling," says

Hillard. "They

call for facts,

for the right

answer, for a

response that is

not mediated by

any individual con-

sciousness." From
years of meeting that

educational expectation,

"Students are very good at rat-

ing rather than reading," he says. They
approach books with the undisciplined zeal

of "information hounds, with their high-

lighter in hand."

These students were more eager to con-

ceive of expectations on the rise than

analysis on the decline. Students today

analyze just as sharply as students ever did,

said Colby Walton. Teachers, though,

know of students' easy access to informa-
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tion and their ability to perform electronic

cut-and-paste; they "don't feel horrible

about assigning a twenty- or twenty-five-

page paper." There might be a temptation

to "throw a lot" of information into a

paper, said Raegan Diller. But "it isn't

painful to put it in in the first place, so it's

not so painful to take it out." Brad Rubin

said his education has stressed "how to

deal with whittling down vastly large

amounts of information," so that the

process has become "second nature."

You can't make much of a life, though,

out of information expertise. If the Six-

ties—that inescapable generational mile-

stone—was a time of upheaval, it was also

a time of idealism. And what's been lost by

today's version of the Lost Generation, say

the critics, is idealism.

Duke Dean of the Chapel William H.

Willimon, who last spring issued a hard-

hitting report on student life, says that

"The majority of students seem to believe

that the university is merely a step on the

way to law school, a necessary evil to be

endured before Wall Street." In her orien-

tation address to the freshman class, Duke
president Nannerl O. Keohane confronted

that theme—and tried to redirect under-

graduate attention. She said that "the

biggest cancer on an undergraduate educa-

tion is worrying too early and too much
about what you are going to do afterwards.

That kind of worry consumes your time

and energies, redirects your vital juices in

perverse directions, and slowly drives out

more healthy intellectual impulses."

But to these students, there's little

choice in how they direct their time and

energies. Brad Rubin said "the stories are

everywhere" about college graduates frus-

trated in their job searches. That economic

uncertainty, he said, is the defining reality

of this generation. It weighs on him as a

bitter reality. "I really think that we are

the first generation in a long time, maybe
the first generation ever in this country,

that doesn't have access to a piece of the

American dream. Economically, this coun-

try is not what it once was, is not what it

was ten years ago, and our generation is

facing the very bitter prospect that we may
never achieve the standard of living that

our parents have. I've got friends who
graduated from here and did nothing

because they simply could not find a job."

Rubin's brother graduated four years ago

from another prestigious school, "did noth-

ing" for a time, and still "doesn't have a

job commensurate with his degree," he

said. "I think people of our generation are

working very hard. I was told in my child-

hood that if I worked hard, I would

achieve things that were commensurate

with my effort. And that is not turning out

to be the reality."

With such little anchor-

ing elsewhere, they are

sucked into a commercial

world of "mass culture,

much of it fads and

fashions," dictated by

peer influences.

"Look at something as simple as wanting

to provide for your children," said Raegan

Diller. "How much is college going to cost

when it comes time to send your kids to

college? I think people are saying we have

to get jobs where we make a lot of money,

because it's going to be obscene how much
we're going to have to pay for that. Public

schools are getting worse. How many peo-

ple are going to have to place their kids in

private schools? I don't think we're talking

about living in some twenty-six-room

mansion. We're talking about a larger

amount of money to attain a middle-class

lifestyle, a decent standard of living, where

you're not always thinking, 'How am I

going to be able to afford that?'
"

Today's students may be stressed from

more than economic realities, says Jane

Clark Moorman, the director of Duke's

Counseling and Psychological Services

(CAPS). Intellectual giftedness doesn't

necessarily translate into social adeptness.

In many cases, she says, students who have

known little intimacy at home have a hard

time developing close relationships with

their peers—to the point where Moor-

man's staff finds students suffering enor-

mous emotional damage from such con-

ventional life events as girlfriend/boyfriend

breakups. "When they lose that, there's

nothing left emotionally."

Student users of CAPS take a self-

assessment test that's considered a stan-

dard indicator of depression. Seven years

ago, less than 6 percent answered ques-

tions in a way that marked them as severe-

ly depressed. Now, three times that num-
ber do. A few years ago, the counseling

service referred 5 to 10 percent of its stu-

dents for long-term psychotherapy. Now,
the figure is 20 percent.

Part of the reason for that troubling

growth statistic in apparently troubled stu-

dents is the loss of the stigma once attached

to psychological counseling. Part of the rea-

son is the success ethic characteristic of

Duke students. But Moorman sees more

pernicious symptoms of changing times.

"We have a lot of students who do not

have what most adolescent theory of the

last fifty years has assumed—that is, a solid

home life where they feel secure and stable

enough to rebel against it in order to

develop a sense of autonomy and indepen-

dence. Those are the key issues in late

adolescence and young adulthood. What
we're seeing instead is students coming
from homes where there is not stability

and where they may very well have been

emotionally if not physically neglected,

and where they may have been emotional-

ly if not sexually abused. They haven't got-

ten from their parents what they've needed

in terms of love, in terms of discipline, in

terms of support, in terms of all the ordi-

nary parental functions that we think of."

There are plenty of statistical signs of a

diminishing solid home life. (There are

also anecdotal signs: The Chronicle this fall

published one student's reflections on his

suicide attempt, and another's thoughts on
being an incest survivor.) Every year, the

Higher Education Research Institute at

the University of California at Los Ange-
les surveys college freshmen. In 1972,

about 9 percent of freshmen said in the

survey that their parents had divorced or

separated. By 1992, that proportion had
risen to 25 percent. Duke sociologist Ida

Simpson calls divorce—and, in particular,

the absence of the father—an "insidious"

social phenomenon, producing problems

for children in handling authority and in

forming lasting relationships.

Dean of the Chapel Willimon begins

his freshman seminar by having students

write a short "Personal History Paper."

Last year, from the sixteen papers he

received, seven mentioned that the most

profound life-changing event for them was

their parents' divorce.

But the students we talked to weren't so

quick to harp on divorce. Paul Kelleher

said he knows of both-parents-present

households that, however socially accept-

able, are brimming with hostility—produc-

ing "the most evil situation I could imag-

ine," as he put it. "I'm from what would be

the absolutely most traditional home you

can think of," said Brad Rubin, "and I had

my share of problems. So I don't think it

has to do with broken or unbroken homes."

"What's affected the kids of broken homes

is the fact that parents didn't get along after

they got divorced," said Molly Joondeph.

"That is what has hurt a lot of people I

know, when the parents fight and the kids

are the pawns. My roommate's parents were

divorced when she was very young, but

they're still very close and keep a good rela-

tionship. I think it would have been more

harmful had she grown up in a home where

the parents stayed together but didn't want

Continued on page 5 ]
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early 3,000 alumni and family

members came back to campus

over two weekends this fall for

education, contemplation, and celebration:

• Duke Directions—a day of classes

and discussions with top Duke faculty on a

variety of topics, ranging from "Women
and War" to "Religion and Violence: Peo-

ple's Temple and Branch Davidians";

• Panel discussions—the Half Century

Club and two current Duke students on
"Nostalgia to Nostradamus: Then-Now-
Tomorrow"; the Class of 1963's "Class

Conversation" on emerging patterns in

their lives since graduation; the Class of

1968's "Duke Generations," from 1943 to

1993 [see "Retrospectives"]; and the Class

of 1978's "Educating Our Kids for the '90s";

• "Duke Pride"—a campus and commu-
nity-wide Homecoming event on the Wal-

lace Wade concourse, featuring cheerlead-

ers, a pep rally, banners, floats, music, beer,

and local restaurants offering sample fare.

Young alumni were welcomed to Octo-

ber's Homecoming Weekend with special

events, such as "Slideaway to the Hide-

way," the Kappa Sigma Schoonerfest, and

a "Welcome Back Bash" in the CI for the

classes of '89, '90, '91, '92, and '93.

Total attendance was 2,770, with class

gifts totaling a record-breaking $1,990,231.

Seven classes broke past giving records.

Here is the breakdown: Half Century

Club, 201 attending, with the $589,072

class gift setting new HCC record; Class

of '43, 216, $158,848; Class of '48, 93,

$90,562; Class of '53, 223,

$241,102, a record gift for

fortieth reunions; Class of

'58, 158, $213,237, a record

gift for thirty-fifth reunions;

Class of '63, 154, $301,909;

Class of '68, 356, $309,915,

a record gift for twenty-fifth

reunions; Class of '73, 266,

$222,416, a record gift for

twentieth reunions; Class of

'78, 211, $229,225, a record

gift for fifteenth reunions;

Class of '83, 484, $168,176, a

record gift for tenth reunions;

Class of '88, 408, $54,841, a

record gift tor fifth reunions.
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PRESIDENTIAL
WEEKEND FOR DAA

B efore Stanley G. Brading Jr. '75, the

Duke Alumni Association's new
president, chaired his first full DAA

board meeting, he welcomed another new
president to office, Nannerl O. Keohane.

Brading represented the alumni body on
the podium at the inauguration of the uni-

versity's eighth president on October 23.

Immediate past president

Edward M. Hanson Jr. '73,

A.M. '77, J.D. '77, who chairs

the Alumni Continuing Edu-

cation and Travel Committee,

noted that the twenty-year-

old travel program, which
annually serves nearly 400
alumni and friends, brings

needed revenue to the DAA,
helping to support other pro-

grams. Lifelong learning,

DAA's continuing education iTf^TT
component, had approximate-

ly 700 participants, attracting a younger and

more diverse population than the travel pro-

gram. A new program, the Great Teachers

Series, featuring outstanding Duke faculty

on video, is in the planning stages.

Laurie Eisenberg May '71, chair of the

Alumni Admissions Advisory Committee,

reported that applications for admission are

up 10 to 12 percent this year, perhaps

reflecting an increasing number of eigh-

teen-year-olds. As for the current freshman

class, the Class of 1997, there were 13,789

applications; 429 alumni children applied,

232 were accepted, and 142 matriculated.

Reporting for the Member Benefits and

Services Committee, Ralph M. Delia Ratta

Jr. '75 outlined both the service-oriented

philosophy and the revenue-raising poten-

tial of that area, encompassing lifetime

dues, the affinity credit card, SkillSearch,

alumni directories, insurance, and other

future projects such as the Great Teachers

video series and DIABLO, a computer-

interactive information service. The dues

program boasts a 25 percent alumni partic-

ipation rate; demographics show that a

higher percentage of older alumni pay dues.

Reports from initial meetings of the task

forces followed. John E. Hansen '59, repre-

senting Infrastructure, announced that the

alumni/visitors center idea was being revis-

ited. Surveys of other successful alumni

association programs may be helpful, he

said, in determining what other programs

and opportunities exist to utilize current

resources and/or increase revenues.

Robert T. Harper '76, J.D. '79 spoke for

Lifelong Relationships, a task force charged

with building stronger ties within the

Duke community. Members will review

the time-line of the Duke experience,

divided into seven segments, from apply-

ing in high school to induction into the

Half Century Club. The committee also

identified The Chronicle as a key element

in building a stronger student-campus-

alumni community.

John A. Schwarz III '56, who chairs the

Internationalization Task Force, reported a

key university concern of enhancing

Duke's international reputation. Only 1.6

percent of current Duke students are from

abroad, compared to Princeton's

7.4 percent. Several strategies

were outlined, including having

international students interact

with Triangle host families and

DAA-sponsored receptions in

tandem with Duke's Interna-

tional House.

Lifelong Learning/Faculty Re-

. lationships, headed by Sandra

I Clingan Smith '80, M.B.A. '83,

J
reported on working with a fac-

:

liT
ng

ulty committee to identify «**

kinds of alumni data that might

be useful to faculty interested in making

use of alumni as a classroom resource. A
survey is planned for the spring. The com-
mittee also discussed, she said, the ways to

reconnect and reach large numbers of

alumni, including electronic communica-

tion (DIABLO), Renaissance Weekend-
type programming, affinity groups, "net-

working" and career planning, and "Great

Book" discussion groups.

Ross Harris '78, M.B.A. '80, who chairs

the task force on Communications/Corpo-

rate Identity, said it would be concerned

with determining the "brand image" of the

DAA. Duke is a lifetime experience and

should be promoted as such, she said,

adding that a focus group from the campus

will be assembled to discern what the

DAA means, and could mean, to them.

Paralleling the DAA board weekend was

the annual weekend retreat of the Duke

Magazine editorial advisory board. In addi-

tion to taking in the inauguration cere-

monies, the board heard from Dean of the

Chapel Will Willimon, who talked about

his survey of Duke student life, and from

Senior Vice President for Public Affairs

John F. Burness. The closing brunch fea-

tured Bruce Lawrence, religion professor

and director of Comparative Area Studies,

who discussed the Islamic world; and Ole R.

Holsti, George V. Allen Professor of Politi-

cal Science, who reviewed his long-term

project on American elites and the forging

of a foreign policy consensus. The director

of Laughter on the 23rd Floor, Jerry Zaks,

good-naturedly fielded questions, giving

board members a rare opportunity to "talk

back to the theater," as one of them put it.

Laughter, the new Neil Simon play that pre-

viewed on campus, had been the main
event for the board the previous night.

The editorial advisory board's chair is

Clay Felker '51, a long-time force in jour-

nalism and publishing and founding editor

ofNew York magazine. The retreat weekend
attracted three new members: Peter Apple-

borne '71, Southern bureau chief for The

New York Times; R. Robin McDonald '77,

staff writer for the Atlanta Journal & Con-

stitution; and Kerry E. Harmon '82, associate

editor with U.S. News & World Report.

ALUMNI AS GOOD
NEIGHBORS

Duke CARES (Community Action

Response Encouraging Service), an
international project of Duke clubs,

was launched as a day for doing for others.

Last year, that day was October 31 and
alumni pitched in with Halloween parties

for underprivileged kids, neighborhood

clean-ups, food for the homeless, and other

volunteer efforts. Such efforts, never limit-

ed to just one day—though symbolized by

one day—have snowballed. For 1994,

Duke CARES Day is May 2 1

.

Last year, DUMAA (Duke University

Metropolitan Alumni Association) members
participated in a city-wide event on October

16 sponsored by New York Cares, a nonprof-

it organization founded by Bob Evans '80.

The group has gained national attention for

its success in mobilizing thousands of young

professional volunteers to renovate low-

income housing, tutor children, and feed the

homeless. New York Cares Day's project was

to paint the entire school yard fence for Pub-

lic School 126 in Harlem.

Now DUMAA continues its long-estab-

lished volunteer work throughout the year,

staffing both the St. John the Divine soup

kitchen and the University Soup Kitchen.

Chrys Tsilibes '87 is the club's community
service organizer and Pat Dempsey '80 is

DUMAA's president.

The Duke Club of Memphis-sponsored

Halloween carnival for the children at

Estival Place was so successful last year

that the Vanderbilt alumni club requested

a joint venture for this year. Estival Place

offers rent-free housing for a year to the

previously homeless as they prepare for

long-term independence. There was face-

painting, a play, bingo, games and prizes,

and "goodie bags." Sue Bartow Matthews
'74 and Paul Matthews '74 were the club's

contacts for the event; Anita Burke '91

and Santiago Arbelaez '92 are the club's

new co-presidents.

Another joint venture, Christmas in

April, was the service project for the Duke
Club of Charlotte last spring. Christmas in
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April, a national organization, celebrated

its second decade this year. Under the

direction of Jeanine Poore Geraffo '84 and

Shep McKinley '87, area alumni helped

renovate seven homes for the elderly and

physically challenged. Tasks ranged from

flooring to roofing, plumbing to painting,

carpentry to landscaping. Charlotte alum-

ni also rewired homes for lighting and

heating, built wheelchair ramps, hung gut-

ters and shutters, and installed windows.

The club's president is Kelly Graves '77.

The Duke Club of Chicago repeated the

previous year's successful service project by

working with Habitat for Humanity to

build and rehab low-cost houses in July. In

November, the club assisted the Lincoln-

Belmont Food Pantry by dropping off

empty grocery bags in neighborhoods and

picking them up the next week filled with

food. The Pantry feeds more than 10,000

people, nearly half of whom are children

living below the poverty level. Leslie Jones

'86, Bill Rountree B.S.E. '84, and Laura

Van Peenan '87 were the club contacts;

Alex Geier '85 is the club's president.

The Duke Club of Tampa Bay held

its annual Habitat for Humanity Workday
in December, and even provided a catered

lunch. Ed Reefe B.S.C.E. '68 organized

the activity; Brad Welch '83 is the club's

president.

The Duke Club of Central Indiana sup-

ported the Fountain Square Church Com-
munity Project for its Duke CARES ven-

ture. The Project rehabilitates inner-city

houses for purchase by deserving families,

who also contribute "sweat equity." David

Arthur M.B.A. '90 oversaw the event;

Bernard F. Tobin M.B.A. '91 is the club's

new president.

Duke teamed with Yale in Boston on
the City Year Servathon in October as

part of the Duke Club of Boston's commu-
nity service effort. City Year is an "urban

peace corps" developed in 1983, in which

young adults pledge nine months of full-

time community service to the city of

Boston. They are paid a weekly stipend

and receive a $5,000 scholarship toward

college. Mark Vasu '84 is the group's Duke
connection. Boston alumni volunteered to

work on a project for the day and collect

pledges for City Year. The club also partic-

ipates in the Greater Boston Food Bank,

which sorts and redistributes canned goods

to shelters across the city. Willis Brown
'74 and Amanda Calder '83 are the club's

contacts; Lillian Habeich '87 is the Boston

club's president.

The five-year old, award-winning PIE

(Partners in Education) Project initiated

by the Duke Club of Washington serves as

the model for adopt-a-school programs.

Alumni volunteers provide tutoring, men-
toring, arts and crafts, sports, and holiday

events for the Ludlow-Taylor Elementary

School in Northeast D.C. Joan Hilton '52

is the club's president.

Another adopt-a-school project, the

Duke Club of Southern California and Pio

Pico Elementary School, is in its second

year, with Saturday events such as Go Fly

a Kite Day and Career Day. The club is

kicking off an adopt-a-class program in

which alumni can adopt a small group of

kids with whom they'll share their talents

and creativity. A health and fitness fair

was held in January and a school beautifi-

cation and environmental awareness day

was held in May. Club president Eva

Herbst '87 and Laine Wagenseller '90 are

the contact people.

Charity still begins at home. In October,

the Duke Club of the Triangle held an

open house at the newly refurbished

Ronald McDonald House, temporary home
for the families of Duke's pediatric patients.

Volunteers played with the children, baked

brownies, assisted in the office, or made
phone calls for the Women's Basketball

Tournament. Proceeds from ticket sales for

the December tournament go to the

Ronald McDonald House. Carolyn Ketner

Penny '57 was the motivator for the event;

Herb Neubauer '63 is the club's president.

DIGGINGW PAST

EXCAVATIONS AT SEPPHORIS

A TWO-WEEK ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG FOR DUKE ALUMNI & FRIENDS

JUNE 2-17, 1994 • SEPPHORIS, ISRAEL
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PARTICIPATE FIRST-HAND IN AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION. BE PART
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CHANGING TIMES,
CHANGING MINDS

It's
not just the post-Baby Boomer

Generation X that has commanded
the media spotlight. At Duke and

elsewhere, this has been a year of anniver-

saries, some of them inspiring ambiva-

lence, some of them emotionally wrench-

ing. Both the Class of '43 and the Class of

'68 returned to campus for their reunions,

prompting fifty and twenty-five years of

reflection on times of war, patriotism,

protest, and social change.

Despite being born a quarter-century

apart, the classes shared the experience of

war. Vietnam and World War II weighed

heavily on the two Duke classes, in many
ways waking them from their Gothic

scholarly slumber. During their separate

reunion weekends, members of the classes

gathered to reflect on the tumultuous

times of their undergraduate years.

The good war: so proudly they served

When the Class of '43 entered Duke,

the political problems of the world seemed

far away, almost irrelevant, said Bill Wet-

more '43. "We had started school before

the war, especially before the European sit-

uation had developed. So until 1941, [the

conflict] was pretty distant."

But on December 7, 1941, the Japanese

attack on Pearl Harbor shocked the campus

into reality. "I remember that day clearly,
"

said Wetmore. "It was a Sunday afternoon,

shortly after lunch. We went to a movie. I

was kind of stunned. I wasn't sure I under-

stood exactly what had taken place because

I really had no feeling that the Japanese

were even really considering such a thing.

Needless to say, there wasn't a single bit of

work done the rest of that day."

In the weeks and months that followed,

hundreds of Duke men enthusiastically

signed up for the military. "One of the

immediate reactions was, 'This isn't going

to take long. We're going to bomb them,

get out, and that will be it,' " said Wet-
more. Although patriotism provided the

primary motivation for enlistment, igno-

rance and youthful innocence played their

parts as well. "We were too young and

carefree to think about [the consequences

of] the war," said Clair Gingher '43.

"Everybody immediately signed up in one

service or another."

"Most of us had no idea what war was

all about," said Ralph Morgan '43. "They

asked us to sign up in the Navy, and, gosh,

all they had to do was ask me."

In fact, Morgan had special surgery

specifically so he would be eligible to

enlist. "I had had some problems with

some pains in the lower gut," he said.

"And when I signed up, the doctor gave

me an exam. He said, 'You better get your

appendix out if you want to go. You never

know where you'll be when you'll have

another attack.' So I went the next week

and got it taken out."

This passion to expedite enlistment

even extended to some of the faculty. "We
had this final exam in an electrical engi-

neering course that the mechanical engi-

neers had," Gingher said. "The professor

passed out the blue books and said with a

real serious look on his face, 'Okay fellas,

put the date and your name on the blue

book and pass it in.' That's all we needed

to do to pass."

For the Class of '68, there was no single

catalyst for Vietnam, no Pearl Harbor. "It

just grew," said Betsy Farmer '68. "Looking

back, nobody paid attention to it. It wasn't a

factor until they started shipping large groups

of young men over there in the draft."

In some ways, the draft became a bigger

issue for the Class of '68 than did the actual

war. "In 1967, with the Tet Offensive, there

was a great cultural shift," said Cleve Calli-

son '68. "People began to perceive that

America was losing the war, and that it was

continuing to eat people up. And, of course,

as we got closer to graduation, we began to

wonder what was going to happen to us."

Initially, protest and opposition to the

war went against the upbringing of most stu-

dents. But, eventually, the personal impact

of the draft challenged the Class of '68 to re-

evaluate their priorities. "The opinions of

students many times at first reflected the

opinions of our parents," said Don Brannon

'68. "The opinion of parents was that 'Our

wars are right,' and it wasn't until later that
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student opinions started to disagree for the

fitst time with parental opinions."

And this opposition many times result-

ed from pure self-interest. "The war wasn't

so much political for us as it was personal,"

said Callison. "It wasn't so much, 'How
can I demonstrate my opposition to the

Vietnam War?' It was, 'How can I get my
draft deferred?'

"

Some men and women from the Class of

'68 did fight in Vietnam. "There were a

number of people who actually left school

and signed up," said Janet Bolinger Har-

ington '68. But attending college provided

an exemption from the draft, forcing many
students, administrators, and faculty to

rethink their loyalties. "Duke changed the

grade system," said Harington. "It was pretty

much a C curve the first

couple of years, and it

pretty much turned into

a B curve by the time we
graduated. They didn't

want to flunk anyone."

"Earl Clemmen's psych

class was like that. He
said, 'I don't want to send

any of you to Vietnam so

I'm going to pass all of

you as long as you show

up and take the tests,'
"

Harington recalled.

Today, these exemp-

tions still generate feel-

ings of guilt and privi-

lege for- the Class of '68.

"I was in the Army Re-

serve," said Joe Kennedy
'68, a former Duke bas-

ketball player. "I went out to Seattle and

made the [professional basketball] team,

and they got me in the Reserve unit

because my draft number was something

like thirty-four. I would have gone off to

the war.

"But when I did active duty, I was in a

unit with Reservists and National Guards

that were all doctors and lawyers. We went
through basic training with a bunch of

guys who were drafted. And they were all

from the Los Angeles area, at the low end

of the socio-economic level. So the ones

who went over there were the ones who
probably didn't make it back. And they

were the ones who probably couldn't find

another way out of it."

"My mother was an English teacher,"

said Callison. "And she flunked a guy who
was a year behind me at this little college

where she was teaching. She flunked him,

he dropped out of school, got drafted, and

went to Vietnam and got killed. And his

family never spoke to my mother again."

"I think that's something our generation

hasn't yet come to terms with," Brannon
said. "There's a fair amount of guilt in

deferments. We were able to go to college.

That's a class issue."

Attending college, especially one of

Duke's caliber, also offered the Class of '68

further exemptions—greater access to grad-

uate school and the Peace Corps. "I was

going to become a lawyer," Brannon said.

"But the Vietnam War got in the way, and

that changed occupational planning a lot. I

ended up going into the Peace Corps

instead." Brannon said that the prominence

of John F. Kennedy's public service agenda

and the altruistic attitude growing among
young people influenced his decision to

join the Peace Corps. "But as much as any-

thing, it was the Vietnam War, and the fact

that the Corps was a way out of the war."

For Wetmore and his fellow '43 South-

The bad war: so boldly they protested

gate engineers, there were no exemptions

from World War II. Returning to Duke for

their fiftieth reunion, the class still dwells

on the names of those who perished.

While other memories of college faded

with the years, the faces and personalities

of those who didn't return from the war

remained a constant subject of conversa-

tion—and the conversation was enriched

with the dedication of Duke's new World
War II memorial.

"When war broke out, they accelerated

our graduation so we could get into the

military. Most of us had already enlisted in

one program or another anyway," said Don
Schlerf '43. "Most of us didn't even have a

graduation," said Clair Gingher '43. "We
left for the war in March." The threat of

death and the postponement of a non-mil-

itary career were almost non-issues. "Get

the war over with, that was first," Gingher

said. Companies didn't recruit for jobs in

1943 as they do today. "I don't think any

of us had a job lined up anyway."

Twenty-five years later, job recruiting

did affect the Class of '68. "I remember
they used to bring corporate recruiters on

campus," said Kennedy. "And you'd go

over and talk to someone from Procter &.

Gamble or Dow Chemical and they'd say,

'We don't even want to talk to you unless

you have a draft deferment.'
"

Marriage and personal relationships were

among the influences on campus of World
War II. "I was pretty close to a girl here,"

said Schlerf. "And when I went off to war,

it cooled down."

"It was the opposite for me," said Carl

Edens '43. "I met a girl here, married, and

settled down. It wasn't on a planned basis.

But it was accelerated by the feeling of

pressure from the war."

"I started dating my future wife two

weeks before graduation—two weeks

before I was pulled away," Gingher said.

"So war certainly had that

effect on me. I think that

was an accelerated thing."

Farmer felt the same

effect on the Class of '68.

"I think it might have pro-

pelled some people into

marriages they would not

have made if the war had

not been there."

In addition to Vietnam,

the late Sixties provided a

series of shocking episodes

a that shook the national

| psyche; America appeared

I to be falling apart at the

| seams more than it ap-

1 peared to be rolling toward
g victory and self-assertion.

The deaths of Robert Ken-

nedy and Martin Luther

King Jr., the increasingly turbulent nature

of the civil rights movement, and the sex-

ual revolution were all coming to bear on
the campus.

Women's roles and expectations began

to expand. "Probably half of us [women]

got married right after college," said Har-

ington. "That was still kind of an expecta-

tion. Most women in my family weren't

expected to go to graduate school. The
men were. I didn't question it."

"What was confusing for us is that for

women of our generation, all of a sudden,

we were beginning to think we did have a

choice and in some ways that was confus-

ing because we were raised in what I call

the Lady's Home Journal world of the

Fifties," Farmer said. When they arrived at

Duke, she said, many of the women stu-

dents didn't question the social constraints

which their parents had placed on them.

"And then all of a sudden we were begin-

ning to think that maybe the world wasn't

going to turn out the way we were raised to

think it was. And that was confusing,

because then you were trying to decide what

it was you wanted or what you should want."
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HaveA
Ball!

DukeYOUTH Tennis Camp

Ages 8-18

register for one-week
sessions available...

JUNE 11-16, 18-23, 25-30

JULY 2-7, 9-14

Residential or day camp-Ratio 1:4

For more information on either

Youth or Adult camp, contact:

SUMMER '94

PreCollege Program
June24-Aug.7,1994

Rising 12th graders take

Duke summer courses,

earn college credit, and

learn about college life.

TIP Scientific Field Studies

Costa Rica, Virginia, Colorado, New Mexico

Rising 10th-12th graders develop science

skills in unique ecological s

TIP International Programs

China, England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan

Rising 9th-12th graders focus on academic and

cultural topics in diverse countries.

5S
Duke Talent Identification Program

Box 90747

|^ Durham, NC 27708-0747

(919) 684-3847

Inevitably, civil rights became a press-

ing issue on campus. In the fall of '67,

there was a university referendum over the

issue of segregated off-campus facilities.

The student government, widely acknowl-

edged at the time to be mostly controlled

by liberals, proposed that no university-

affiliated student organization should be

allowed to hold social affairs at segregated

off-campus facilities. There were still

white-only locations in the Durham area

at that time hosting fraternity parties,

including the Hope Valley Country Club,

which listed among its members basketball

coach Vic Bubas, football coach Tom
Harp, athletics director Eddie Cameron,

and president Douglas Knight.

Students voted down the referendum,

leading close to seventy black students to

stage a study- in outside Knight's office

until the administration eventually over-

ruled the vote and outlawed organized off-

campus parties at segregated places.

Episodes like the segregation referen-

dum remind Callison that while many
remember the late Sixties as a time of

campus contentiousness, the majority of

Duke's campus remained silent on such

social issues. Only the minority of those

politically inclined or personally affected

took overt risks by speaking or acting out.

"The Chronicle was a real center for ac-

tivism, but I think a lot of students didn't

agree with The Chronicle at all," Callison

said. "A lot of students were very much to

the right of where The Chronicle stood."

Jack Preiss, a Duke sociology professor

at the time (now emeritus), told Sports

Illustrated in 1968, "If anyone has to give

labels to generations—and no one does, of

course—I'd guess I'd call this the Timid

Generation. The kids seem to constrict

themselves, shut things out, and go about

their business with a quiet anxiety. They
seem to have no direction, nothing that

they find worth fighting for."

In the same article, Alan Ray '69, associ-

ate editor of The Chronicle at the time, said,

"I would say that, at most, 10 percent of

the student body is involved—at all—with

what is going on beyond their own lives."

President Knight agreed. "There is not a

great deal of preoccupation with protest

here," Knight said in the article. "And
that, I think reflects the background of the

students."

According to Farmer, debates raged

mostly over campus social issues such as

whether students were allowed to have the

opposite sex in their rooms, or who could

have liquor in dorms, or whether the uni-

versity should allow Playboy magazine to

be sold on the campus newsstands. But

there wasn't the collaborative political

uprising that resonates with our cultural

view of the late Sixties, she said.

"I mean, how often did Duke students,

when we were here, sit down and watch

Walter Cronkite?" asked Farmer. "Viet-

nam was there, but it was not until maybe
our senior year, particularly with men, that

it became a huge issue. People were study-

ing, dating, you know, going to parties.

What are we going to wear? Where are we
going to have the pledge formal?"

"There were discussions over etiquette,"

Farmer said. "Could a fraternity or an

independent group allow women in dorm
rooms during parties, and if so, how many
feet had to be on the floor at the same

time?" These parties, called "open/opens,"

were traditionally held by men. But soon

women began to plan them as well. "It was

the first time that women's dorms were

allowed to have open/opens. You know,

men upstairs was a huge issue."

"You could go into a boy's room, but

you had to leave the door open far enough
for a book to fit between it and the wall,"

Harington said.

"So we got matchbooks," said Brannon,

laughing.

The Class of 1943 also managed to some-

what insulate themselves from the outside

world. Even though the war became
increasingly important in daily life, the

Southgate engineers still took the intra-

mural football championship away from

Sigma Chi. They still guarded the statue of

Washington B. Duke with firehoses the

night before the University of North

Carolina game. And they still built floats

at Homecoming.
"And that was important," Brannon

said. "In order to have that greenhouse

effect, in stimulating intellectual growth,

you have to have that Gothic Wonderland
environment. Because you have so many
other things impinging upon it, then

you're thinking about those things. And if

the campus offers some worthwhile stuff,

you have to have some protection to think

about that stuff. You have to be able to go

to a diner at 4 a.m. and talk about it."

"It's never the real world. Whenever
you take the straight-A students from high

school and put them together, it can't be

the real world," Harington said. "It's

always going to be somewhat artificial; it's

always going to be in a bubble."

Despite the social and political issues

that confronted the Class of 1968, they

shared a heritage with the Class of 1943.

Watching fellow students risk their lives

to fight for America—whether in Europe,

Japan, or Vietnam—had a complacency-

shattering effect. Still, life continued

beyond the wars for most, leading to fami-

lies and careers that left the days of inter-

national uncertainty behind.

—Jason Schultz '93
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20s, 30s & 40s
Claudia Burgess Hollowill Mitchell 26,

who retired in 1970, writes that she "has worked in

the church, done a lot of volunteer work, and traveled

here and there." Her stepson, Doug, lives with her in

Greenville, N.C.

Armand E. Singer A.M. '39, Ph.D. '44 is a professor

emeritus of ofRomance languages at West Virginia

University, where its university press has published a

new and enlarged edition of his book The Don Juan
Theme: An Annotated Bibliography ofVersions, Analogues,

Uses , and Adaptations. He lives in Morgantown, W.Va.

James M. Poyner J.D. '40 was the honoree at

the 1993 Commemorative Men's Member-Member
GolfTournament at the Country Club of North Car-

olina in Pinehurst. He was one of the club's charter

members and served on its board of directors for its

first 25 years. An attorney at the law firm Poyner &
Spruill, he and his wife, Florence, live in Raleigh.

Robert A. Wolff '42, the longest-running sports

announcer in television history, has extended his

contract as sports director/anchor of News 12, the all

news, sports, and weather channel, with headquarters

in Woodbury, Long Island. In June, he was honored

in Washington, D.C., by the Smithsonian Institu-

tion's "Voices of the Game: Legendary Baseball

Broadcasters" series. He and his wife, Jane, live in

Rockland County, N.Y.

Lowry N. Coe Jr. '47 heads Coe Communica-
tions Inc., where he writes and produces films and

videos and organizes meetings for business and gov-

ernment clients. He writes that his almost five-year-

old son Lowry "Pepper" Coe III is "the focal point of

my second life" with his wife, Janice, and her two

teenage children. They live in Gaithersburg, Md.

Jr. M.D.'47 received the 1993

Distinguished Southern Orthopaedist Award from the

Southern Orthopaedic Association. He lives in Raleigh.

50s
Robert C. Block Ph.D. '50 has been appointed

associate dean for academic and student affairs for Rens-

selaer Polytechnic Institute's School of Engineering.

: J. "Jule" Gwyn '50, LL.B. '57 was hon-

ored by the board of trustees of Rockingham College

for his nearly 30 years of service to the school. He
lives in Reidsville, N.C.

Frieda E. Penninger A.M. '50, Ph.D. '61, profes-

sor emerita of English at the University of Richmond,
has had her book Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde and

The Knight's Tale published by University Press of

America.

Loy H. Witherspoon '51, B.D. '54, a professor of

philosophy and religious studies at UNC-Charlotte,

received the UNC-Charlotte Alumni Association's

1993 Faculty Service Award.

'54, a licensed mental

health counselor, was certified in 1992 as a national

certified counselor and a national certified geronto-

logical counselor. She lives in Melbourne, Fla.

A. Buchheit '55, professor and chair of

neurosurgery at Temple University's medical school,

was elected president of the American Academy of

Neurological Surgery. He has been an officer of the

Academy and an editor of the its Round Robin. He is a

governor of the American College of Surgeons and is

past president of the Society of University Neurosur-

geons, the Pennsylvania State Neurological Society,

and the Mid-Atlantic Neurosurgical Society. He has

received the Congress of Neurological Surgeons' Ex-

ceptional and Distinguished Service Award and Tem-
ple Medical School's Physician of the Year and Alum-
nus of the Year awards. He lives in Flourtown, Pa.

Robert Burrell '56 is president of Industrial Prod-

ucts Sales Co., a state sales agency. He writes that he

is also a grandfather for the first time.

Peter R. Schmidt '56 is the president and CEO
of Boyden Consulting Corp., a metro New York

licensee for Boyden World Corp. He has worked for

the executive search and consulting company for the

past 25 years. One of a dozen 1993 recipients of the

Charles A. Dukes Award for Outstanding Volunteer

Service to Duke, he lives in Mendham, N.J.

Vernon F. Boozer '58 is a member of the Mary-

land state senate. He lives in Baltimore.

ACADEMIC ADVOCATE

When Hatcher
Crenshaw
Williams

became headmaster of

the Blue Ridge School

in Dyke, Virginia, in

1963, he wasn't inter-

ested in seeking out the

best and brightest high

school students. Instead,

Williams '40, A.M. '49

wanted to reach those

boys who needed a

little extra educational

encouragement.

"We've turned down
kids because they were
too smart and didn't

need our help," says

Williams, now retired.

"Our students might not

earn the top test scores,

but they're very bright.

They just lack acade-

mic self-confidence."

Williams knows all

too well what it's like

to question one's intel-

lectual worth. As a

pre-med student, he
struggled through the

required courses, but

one of his Duke profes-

sors, Clarence Gohdes,
praised his writing abil-

ity, so Williams switched

his major to English.

"Gohdes told me 1

had 'some ability' in

writing, which was
high praise coming
from him. He didn't

exacdy toss out bou-

quets," says Williams.

"I had a poor opinion

Bricks and mortals: his namesake library,

above, which honors former Blue Ridge

School headmaster Williams, right

of myself after pre-med,

so I thought that if he
believed in me, it must
be true."

After graduation,

Williams got a teaching

job at his high school

alma mater, the Dar-

lington School in Rome,
Georgia. It was a perfect

match, and Williams

returned to Duke for

his master's degree

before continuing what
would become a life-

long career. When he
took over the Blue
Ridge School in 1963,

it had been closed for

two years. Williams

turned the institution

around, doubling the

enrollment in the first

year alone.

Rather than foster

the competitive envi-

ronment found at many

prep

schools,

the Blue
Ridge

School

"builds on successes

rather than failures,"

says Williams. "You
don't scare them by
giving a test no one can
pass; you give a test

that everyone can pass

so they gain confidence

in their abilities. So
many schools are try-

ing to get everyone

into Harvard; we're

trying to change their

attitude about their

individual worth and
the whole way they

look at life."

Even though he re-

tired nine years ago,

Williams continues to

be an active presence

at the Blue Ridge

School. He's a dedi-

cated fundraiser for the

school, and two of his

daughters have held

their weddings on the

scenic campus located

in the foothills of the

Blue Ridge Mountains.

And in September,

Williams

was hon-

ored at

the official

dedication

of the

school's

new
Hatcher C.
Williams

Library.

With
charac-

teristic

modesty, Williams says

he was initially worried

that construction of

the library would strain

the school's resources.

But when he found out

that the money had
been donated specifi-

cally for the Williams

Library, "I had to stop

my protests," he says.

The morning of the

dedication, it was clear

that Williams' legacy of

learning continues: On
a beautiful Saturday,

students were busy
studying inside the

new facility.
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PIZZA PRO

A background
billboard for

Tombstone
Pizza in The Addams
Family was seen by
throngs of moviego-

ers. And judging from
the popularity of the

frozen pie, Tombstone
can be found not only

in campy horror

movies, but in count-

less freezers. Founded
in 1 962 by a family-

run tavern located

across the street from
a cemetery, Tomb-
stone Pizza, now
owned by Kraft Gen-
eral Foods USA, is the

leading brand of

frozen pizza sold in

the United States.

But thafs not

enough for Tomb-
stone president Betsy

Holden '77. She wants
to double business by
the year 2000. "The
pizza market overall is

very healthy, and it's

growing," she says.

"We'll continue our
strong growth through
a combination of new
products, strong mar-

keting, and continued

70s

Pie power: Tombstone

president Hoiden

geographic expansion."

Holden says one of

the lingering misper-

ceptions about frozen

pizza is whether it

stacks up next to

home-delivered pies.

"In any situation,

you're going to wait

twenty minutes," she

says. "In that twenty

minutes, your pizza

can be in someone's
car or baking in your
oven. We like to

emphasize the conve-

nience factor of hav-

ing it when you want
it, hot out ofyour
oven. And as quality

improves, frozen pizza

is even closer to fresh.

We've found that

when people try it,

they're converted."

Before she assumed
the top spot at Tomb-
stone, Holden was
vice president for

"meat enhancers,

sweet brands, and
dinner categories"

—

Kraft's barbecue

sauces, macaroni-and-

cheese and pasta-and-

sauce combos, and
candy products. And
in her eleven years at

the company, she's

also worked in new
product development
and strategy.

Despite her rise to

the top of the market-

ing food chain,

Holden didn't always

have nutrition ambi-

tion. At Duke, she

pursued courses in

education, music, and
dance. After earning

her master's in educa-

tion at Northwestern,

she taught and pub-

lished film strips for

children. A burgeon-
ing interest in market-

ing prompted her to

return to Northwest-

ern's Kellogg Gradu-
ate School ofManage-
ment for her M.B.A.
Given Holden's goal

ofputting more Tomb-
stone Pizzas in ovens
everywhere, she's got

some tasty work ahead
of her. "Our primary

competition is other

frozen pizzas, with

home-delivered as

secondary. But many
households are dual-

users. So we've been
doing a lot ofproduct
sampling to see what
our competitors are

offering. I try other

frozen pizzas and visit

pizza restaurants."

Even though
Holden could proba-

bly have all the Tomb-
stone Pizzas she could

fit into her freezer, by
the end of the day,

she's usually not in the

mood for more. "I've

eaten more pizza since

I've had this job," she

says. "I eat pizza at

least once a day."

MARRIAGES: Alan Clair "A.C." Robbins '58

to Carolyn D. Miller on Oct. 1 7 in Duke Chapel.

Residence: Chapel Hill.

60s
Phil Johnston '61 is founding chairman of the

N.C. Electronics and Information Technologies Asso-

ciation, a new state trade organization for information

technology employees. He lives in High Point, N.C.

Charles J. Ping Ph.D. '61, president of Ohio
University in Athens, Ohio, was elected to a five-year

term as chairman of the Council on International

Educational Exchange.

Robert M. "Mack" Thompson '63 is an assis-

tant vice president and retail banker at First Citizens

BankinWhiteville.N.C.

Catharine White Tucker '63 chairs the Vir-

ginia Council, Trout Unlimited, and is a member of a

joint subcommittee on storm water management for

the state. She lives in Richmond.

Charles A. Powell LL.B. '64, a partner in Birm-

ingham-based law firm Powell, Tally & Frederick, is

chair-elect of the American Bar Association's section

on labor and employment law. He is a founding mem-
ber of the American Council ofEmployment Lawyers.

C. Marcus Harris '65, J.D. 72 is a partner in the

law firm Poyner & Spruill in its Charlotte, N.C, office.

He is a member of the Duke Alumni Association's

board of directors.

Ann Rogers Salisbury '65, a professional artist,

is one of 12 watercolorists selected to have her paint-

ing technique spotlighted in the November 1993 issue

of American Artist magazine. She lives in Raleigh.

Margaret Everhart Burton '68 received the

1993 Outstanding Biology Teacher Award for Arizona

from the National Association of Biology Teachers. She

has taught in the Phoenix school system for 24 years.

William O. Goodwin '68, general agent for The
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co., has been

named to West Virginia Wesleyan College's board of

A.V. Huff A.M. '68, Ph.D. '70, a history professor,

has been appointed to the William Montgomery Bur-

nett Chair in History at Furman University.

Thomas E. McLain '68, J.D. '74 is partner and

head of the corporate department of the Los Angeles

law firm Perkins Coie. He specializes in complex

international business transactions, with a special

emphasis on Asia. He is a member of the advisory

board of International Computer Lauryer and the advi-

sory committee for the U.S. Agency for International

Development-funded Indonesia Law Reform Project.

He lives in Los Angeles.

Vinton L. Rollins '68 is a principal of Shattuck

Hammond, Partners in New York City.

William J. Bates J.D. '69 chairs the real estate

section of the S.C Bar Association.

Larry Brunner A.M. '69, Ph.D '73 is the head of

the English department at Hardin-Simmons Univer-

sity in Abilene, Texas. He and his wife, Lana, and

their two daughters live in Abilene.

Elizabeth F. Kuniholm 70, J.D. '80, who has a

solo law practice in Raleigh, was named to the N.C.

Bar Association's board of governors. She is vice pres-

ident for legal affairs for the N.C. Academy of Trial

Lawyers and chairs the state bar association's litiga-

tion section. She and her two children live in Raleigh.

James W. Stines Ph.D. 70, a professor of phi-

losophy and religion at Appalachian State University,

has had his book, The Primacy of Persons and the Lan-

guage of Culture: Essays rn William H. Poteat, published

by the University of Missouri Press. His book is an

introduction to the scholarship of Poteat, a professor

emeritus of religion and comparative studies at Duke.

Donald L. Huber Ph.D. 71, professor of church

history at Trinity Lutheran Seminary, was elected to

the Southwest Licking Schools' board of education.

He and his wife, Shirley, and their three children live

in Pataskala, Ohio.

Roger Smith M.Div. 71, pastor at the Spruce

Street United Methodist Church in Morgantown,

W.Va., has been named to West Virginia Wesleyan

College's board of trustees.

Elwood W. Hopkins M.D. 72, a commander in

the Navy, completed Primary Flight Training in Mil-

ton, Fla.

Barry Jacobs 72 is the author of Three Paths to

Glory, A Season on the Hardwood with Duke, N.C.
State, and North Carolina, published by Macmillan.

He has covered ACC basketball since 1983 for The

New York Times and is the author of the annual Fan's

Guide to ACC Basketball. He lives in Hillsborough,

N.C.

Janet Thompson Sanfilippo 72, M.B. A. '80,

who was associate dean for administration at Duke's

Fuqua School of Business, is assistant provost at Johns

Hopkins University. Her husband, Fred Sanfil-

ippo Ph.D. 75, M.D. 76, is the Baxley Professor and

director ofpathology at Johns Hopkins' medical school.

He was on Duke's medical faculty. They have two

children and live in Baltimore.

Ph.D. 73 represented

Duke in January at the inauguration of the president

of Southwest Missouri State University. He lives in

Springfield, Mo.

Roger Reed J.D. 73 is dean of academic affairs

and professor of political science at the American

College of Switzerland.

Jared N. Schwartz M.D. 73, Ph.D. 75, director

of the department of pathology and laboratory medi-

cine at Charlotte's Presbyterian Hospital, was elected

to the College ofAmerican Pathologists' board of

governors.

James L. Steipan 73 represented Duke in

October at the installation of the chancellor of the

University of California, Irvine.

Geoffrey Waggoner 73, an attorney in Charles-

ton, S.C, was elected to the Charleston County

School Board. He has bought a home i

ough that he plans to restore.

73 chairs the university

curriculum and faculty development committees and

heads Computer Science and Information Systems at

Hawaii Pacific University in Honolulu. He maintains

a residence in Atlanta when he is not teaching, and

he writes that he is in both the Honolulu and the

Atlanta phone books.

Gilbert J. Genn 74 is a member of the Maryland

House of Delegates. He lives in Bethesda, Md.
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Johnson 74, Ph.D. 79 has

been named dean of academic affairs at the Univer-

sity of St. Martin, the Netherlands Antilles. Previ-

ously, she was a professot at the school, which she

calls "the fitst university based on American standards

in the Netherlands Antilles."

William P. Brandon Ph.D. 75 is the Metrolina

Medical Foundation Distinguished Professor of Public

Policy on Health at UNC-Charlotte. He was a profes-

sor of public administration at Seton Hall University.

He and his wife, Pamela, live in Charlotte.

Dana L. Dembrow '75 is a member of the

Maryland House of Delegates. He lives in Silver

Spring, Md.

Allyson Duncan J.D. '75 is a member of the N.C.

Bar Association's board of governors and the commis-

sioner of the N.C. Utilities Commission in Raleigh.

She was an associate professor of law at N.C. Central

University before becoming the first black female

judge on the N.C. Court of Appeals in 1990. In 1989,

she was named NCCU's Teacher of the Year. She

lives in Durham.

Tina Marrelli Glass B.S.N. 75, a home care and

hospice consultant, has published her third book, The

Nurse Manager's Survival Guide. The second edition of

her Handbook of Home Health Standards was released

this fall by Mosby. She is in gtaduate school at Ohio

State University's nursing school. She and her hus-

band, Bill, live in Ohio.

Fred Sanfilippo Ph.D. 75, M.D. 76 is the Baxley

Professor and director of pathology at Johns Hopkins

University's medical school. He was on Duke's med-

ical faculty. His wife, Janet Thompson Sanfil-

ippo 72, M.B.A. '80, is assistant provost at Johns

Hopkins University. She was associate dean for

administration at Duke's Fuqua School of Business.

They have two children and live in Baltimore.

Laura Morgan Waggoner 75 is vice president

and city managet of NationsBank Trust in Charles-

ton, S.C., where she and her three daughters live. She

is also a member of Duke's Estate Planning Council.

George Saint Anthony Ferguson Sr. 76
earned his doctor of ministry degree at the United

Theological Seminary in Dayton, Ohio. His thesis

and project is Stewardship and Discipleship Development

in the African American Church. He lives in Upper
Marlboro, Md.

Griffith T. Parry J.D. 76 has started the law firm

Parry & Howard in South Orange, N.J., concentrating

in insurance and reinsurance litigation and arbitration.

Riley M.A.T. 76 was appointed by Gov.

Jim Hunt as director of the N.C. Center for the Pre-

of School Violence.

William W. Traynham Jr. 76 of Orangeburg,

S.C., represented Duke in November at the inaug-

uration of the president of South Carolina State

University.

G. Gray Wilson J.D. 76 is a partner and litigation

attorney in the firm Wilson 6k Iseman, concentrating

on professional malpractice and insurance defense.

He is a member of the N.C. Bar Association's board of

governors. He and his wife, Marty, have four children

and live in Winston-Salem.

Rhys T. Wilson 76 is president ofJackson&
Coker Locum Tenens, Inc., a national health-care

recruiting firm specializing in the temporary place-

ment of physicians, nurses, and allied health profes-

sionals. He and his wife, attorney Carolyn Saf-
fold Wilson 78, and their two children live in

Atlanta.

H. Beskind LL.B 77 is of counsel to the

firm Blanchard Twiggs Abrams & Strickland, P.A. in

Raleigh. A founding director and past president of

N.C. Prisoner Legal Services, Inc., he is listed in Best

Lawyers in America. He is a past recipient of Duke law

school's Mordecai Society Award for excellence in

law teaching.

Susan Lieberman 78 received a Chicago Emmy
Award nomination for Sandy and Sam, a children's

musical she wrote for WGN-TV. Other TV shows

include Charlie's Risk and A Hill of Beans, broadcast

locally on CBS. Her plays, Marek's Monkey and

Steamship Quanza, were produced in Chicago and

upstate New York. She and her husband, Jim Stoller,

and their two daughters live in Wilmette, III.

Anthony J. Limberakis M.D. 78 was elected

president of the Duke Medical Alumni Association.

He is associate staff radiologist at Thomas Jefferson

University Hospital and has a private radiology prac-

tice in Philadelphia. He and his wife, Maria, a physi-

cian, and their three children live in Rydal, Pa.

Scott Sokol 78, J.D. '82 is a director of field

operations for Save Our Everglades, Inc., a nonprofit

coalition of businesses and environmental otganiza-

tions based in Orlando and Key West, Fla. He is

on the board of directors of the Juvenile Diabetes

Foundation International-Central Florida chapter,

Orlando, and the Justice & Peace Coalition in

Apopka. He and his daughter live in Winter Park.

Carolyn Saffold Wilson 78 is an attorney and

partner with Parker, Johnson, Cook Firm. She and

her husband, Rhys T. Wilson 76, president of a

health-care recruiting firm, and their two children

live in Atlanta.

Eric Denton 79 is a visiting instructor of German
at Franklin & Marshall College in Lancaster, Pa.

Michele Clause Farquhar 79 is director of

policy coordination and management for the Na-

tional Telecommunications and Information Admin-
istration at the U.S. Department of Commerce and

the agency's chief of staff". She was vice president for

law and regulatory policy at the Cellulat Telecommu-
nications Industry Association. A member of the

Duke Alumni Association's board of directors, she

and her husband, attorney William Thomas
Nesbitt Farquhar '80, live in Washington, D.C.

Kevin S. Hannon 79, A.M. '80 was named 1993

Trial Lawyer of the Year by the Trial La«7ers for

Public Justice Foundation in Washington, D.C, fot

service in the public interest. He established a law

firm in 1988 in Denver, Colo., where his practice

emphasizes environmental law, including toxic torts,

insurance bad faith, products liability, and other

personal injury law. He is also editor-in-chief of the

Colorado Trial Lawyers Association's monthly maga-

zine Trial Talk.

L. Jensen 79 has completed het resi-

dency in pediatrics at St. Christophet's Hospital for

Children in Philadelphia, Pa. She writes that she has

recently bicycled her first century (100-mile) ride in

Vermont. She lives in Chalfont, Pa.

Preston L. McKever-Floyd M.Div. 79, assis-

tant professor of philosophy and religion at Coastal

Carolina University, had his essay "Masks of the

Sacred: Religious Pluralism in South Carolina"

included in the book Religion in South Carolina, pub-

lished by the University of South Carolina Press. He
lives in Conway, S.C.

MARRIAGES: John R. Guthrie M.A.T. 71 to

Natasha Kalinitcheva on Sept. 18...Andrew
Nadell M.D. 74 to Eleanore Edwards Ramsey on

July 24. Residence: San Francisco. . Claude
Hughes Jr. M.D. 77, Ph.D. '81 to Linda Ann
Sakiewicz on Sept. 1 1 in Duke Chapel. . .James
Jeffrey 78 to Michele Schipani on Oct. 3...

Margaret E. Figueroa 79 to Robett B. Wesley

II on Feb. 27. Residence: Atlanta.

BIRTHS: First child and son to Gilbert Dale
Scharf 70 and Ruth Calvin Scharf B.S.N. '80

on Oct. 14- Named Benjamin Mack... First child and

son to Peter W. Waxter B.S.E. 75 and Lacey

Bordeaux on June 30. Named James Bordeaux...

Third child and first daughter to Michael Bon-
giovi B.S.E. 77 and Debra Bongiovi on Oct. 5.

Named Rachel Mae...Second child and son to Jay
R. Hone J.D. 77 and Heathet Wilson on Oct. 12.

Named Joshua Paul. . .Second child and first son to

Judith Howard Tompkins 78 and Edmund
F. Tompkins '81 on Oct. 6. Named Lucas Ross...

Second child and son to Claudia Thompson
Burnette 79 and John H. Burnette '80 on

Jan. 21, 1993. Named Nathan Drew. ..First child and

son to Karen Sperry Chatten 79 and Robert
T. Chatten 79 on Nov. 5, 1992. Named Matthew
Wade... Second child and daughtet to Sally Stra-
han Matthews 79 and Sandy Matthews on April

19. Named Sarah Beaudry. . .A son to Joan Golds-
berry Woodward B.S.E. 79 and Matthew A.

Woodward on June 8. Named Robert Hayne. . .A son

to Evan H. Zucker J.D. 79 and Paula Eisenhart.

Named Cameron Paul Zucker.

80s
Stephen M. Hunt B.S.E. '80, a Navy lieutenant

commander, is stationed at the Naval Air Weapons
Center, Weapons Division, Naval Air Weapons Sta-

tion Pt. Mugu, Calif. As F-14 systems engineeting

officer, he heads softwate development and weapon
systems integration for the F-14 A/B and the F-14D
fighter aircraft. He and his wife, Monique, live in

Camarillo, Calif.

David M. Seymour M.Div. '80, a pastor of Hol-

land United Church of Christ in Suffolk, Va., earned

his doctor of ministry degree in the field of liturgies at

ersity

stand

Your campus flower
connection- No one knows
town or gown better!

Phone orders with a major credit card
can be placedfrom anywhere in the country-

Call tollfree:

1-800-368-5058

124 E. Franklin Street and
University Mall
(919)029-1119
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Chanler: crusadingfor consumers' continued good heahh

TARGETING DAILY DANGERS

You know you
should take

care of yourself

by eating a balanced

diet, exercising, and
avoiding risky behavior.

But what about the hid-

den threats to your

health? From the china

you serve food on to the

fumes you breathe while

filling your gas tank to

the consumer products

on your shelves, hazards

abound.

A small law firm in

San Francisco is fight-

ing back on behalf of

consumers. Founded
by Cliff Chanler*82,

Chanler & Associates

is making a name for

itself as a tenacious

consumer-interest con-

cern. The six-attorney

firm has forced makers
of fine china to agree

to reduce the lead lev-

els in their dinnerware.

(Lead is the leading

toxin in this country,

and is found in even
the priciest plates.) Last

year, their litigation

prompted the solvents

industry to eliminate

the use of a notorious

carcinogen, methylene
chloride, in many paint

strippers.

They've also made
headlines for targeting

toluene as a prevalent

and pernicious compo-
nent in spray paints

and contact cements
like airplane glue. This

fall, Chanler played

David to the multibil-

lion-dollar cosmetic

industry's Goliath and
got manufacturers to

remove toluene from
nail polish.

According to the

U.S. Agency for Toxic

Substances and Disease

Control, toluene is the

thirty-seventh most
toxic chemical and can
cause birth defects,

ranging from small

brain size and facial

deformities to low birth

weight. Toluene evap-

orates quickly, which
makes it an attractive

and inexpensive addi-

tive for glues, paints,

and polishes.

"We forced more
than 150 of the largest

companies to remove
this toxic chemical
from their products,"

says Chanler. "They
were supposed to be
providing warning
labels, but failed to do
so. We brought the

cases towards trial,

thereby exposing the

violators to millions of

dollars in penalties. We
agreed, however, to

waive the penalties if

they would agree to

remove toluene from

their products. Paying
a penalty for past viola-

tions doesn't serve the

public interest in the

future; the elimination

of toxins in the

marketplace does."

Maybelline, Avon,
Revlon, Cosmair
(maker of L'Oreal and
Lancome), and Procter

& Gamble (Cover Girl,

Max Factor), among
others, backed down.
"The bottom line is

that it was bad busi-

ness," says Chanler.

"To have such a dan-

gerous reproductive

toxin in a product used
by women, many of

whom are in their

childbearing years, was
wrong."

One of Chanter's

strategies was to send

retailers such as K-
Mart, Wal-Mart, Wal-
greens, and Safeway
reports about toluene's

health risks and
informing them that

they were legally

responsible for what
was sold in their stores.

If the products didn't

carry warnings, the

stores could be liable

for penalties, too.

These chains, in turn,

informed cosmetic

behemoths that they

wouldn't carry their

products unless they

were reformulated.

The victory was one
in a continuing series

of suits Chanler's firm

has brought under the

conditions of Califor-

nia's Proposition 65.

Designed to protect

consumers from toxic

and carcinogenic addi-

tives, Prop 65 requires

warning labels on such
everyday items as paint

strippers and cleaning

fluids. But not all man-
ufacturers have com-
plied. That's when
nonprofit and environ-

mental groups such as

California's As You
Sow, the Sierra Club,

the Natural Resources

Defense Council, Rain-

forest Action Network,
and the Environmental
Defense Fund call for

Chanler's counsel.

"We're on a crusade

to educate consumers
about what's in the

products that they

buy," he says. With
watchdog groups look-

ing over their shoulders,

manufacturers then

feel bound to "spend a

litde more money on
research and develop-

ment," as they look

for safe alternatives to

cheap but noxious in-

gredients like toluene.

Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary in Colum-
bia, S.C..

3, A.M. '84, M.D. '84 is the

medical director of oncology' research at Methodist

Hospital in St. Louis Park, Minn., and will be director

for stereotactic radiosurgery. He and Christian
Laettner '92 and the Minnesota Timberwolves are

initiating an annual Cancer Research-NBA Basket-

ball Game Benefit to support his research program

and give underprivileged children in the area a

chance to attend an NBA game. The first benefit is

scheduled for March 1994. He and his wife, Jody, and

their two children live in Chanhassen, Minn.

Marjorie Sybul Adams '81, a partner at the law

firm Gordon Altman Butowsky Weitzen Shalov &
Wein, specializes in corporate and securities law. She
lives in New York City.

Karen E. Carey J.D. '81 is a partner with Womble,

Carlyle Sandridge 6k Rice, a law firm in Winston-

Salem, N.C.

Margaret Donnelly Grossinger '82, B.H.S.

'87, M.H.S. '91 is a physician assistant at Duke Med-
ical Center's pediatric infectious disease department.

Her husband, Samuel Marc Grossinger
B.H.S. '88, is a physician assistant for Durham Emer-

gency Physicians at Durham Regional Hospital. They
live in Durham.

Susan Shepherd Ittner '82 is the director of

information systems for Diagraph Corp. She and her

husband, Curt, live in St. Louis.

Jacqueline Scurfield Paulsen '82 earned

her master's in liberal studies at Dartmouth College

in 1993.

H. Swofford '82 has a medical practice in

North Wilkesboro, N.C, where he and his wife and

their three children live.

Teresa A. Fralix '83 is a medical student at Duke
Medical School and expects to graduate in spring

1996. She lives in Durham.

Jim Koon M.B.A. '83 is a senior vice president

at NationsBank and consumer deposit and invest-

ment group manager for its marketing division. He
and his wife, Mary, have three children and live in

Matthews, N.C.

Joseph D. Fincher '84 is a member of the firm

Hall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden & Nelson in

Tulsa, Okla.

Cate Anderson Jarrett '84 is director of mar-

keting and communication for the French Institute/

Alliance Francaise, a cultural organization in New
York. Her husband, Greg, an attorney, is an anchor/

correspondent for Courtroom Television Network, a

able TV network.

A. William Mackie J.D. '84 is a trial attorney

with the U.S. Department of Justice. He and his wife,

Linda Haile Mackie B.S.E. '81, Ph.D. '87, and

their three children live in Rockville, Md.

Frank H. Myers '84, a Navy lieutenant, received

the Meritorious Unit Commendation, along with his

shipmates, after completing a six-month Mediter-

ranean and Red Sea deployment aboard the aircraft

carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt.

David T. Thuma '84 started the law firm Jacob-

vitz, Roybal, and Thuma, specializing in bankruptcy,

commercial litigation, and business law, in Albu-

querque, N.M.

Xavier Van der Mersch LL.M. '84 is a partner

in the Brussels office of McGuirewoods Battle 6k

Boothe, handling general corporate matters, with an

emphasis on Belgian law.

Vicky Hart Brewster '85 is director of develop-

ment and community relations for Foothill Presbyter-

ian Hospital. Her husband, Lewis Brewster '85,

is director of strategic planning for Rockwell Interna-

tional. They live in Newport Beach, Calif.

Douglas D. Hahne '85, a Navy lieutenant, com-

pleted a six-month deployment to the Western

Pacific and the Persian Gulf as part of the aircraft

carrier USS Nimitz Battle Group.

Anne May Knickerbocker '85 is senior editor

at Lawyers' Cooperative Publishing and is responsible

for the Florida text and jurisprudence products.

Peter Middlebrooks '85, a hydrogeologist in

Albuquerque, N.M., writes that he recently climbed

to the summits of the highest peaks in Europe and

Central America. He also raced bicycles this past

season with a cycling team.

Glenn Butcher B.S.E.E. '86 is a systems associate

with Merck Pharmaceuticals in Whitehouse Station,

N.J. His wife, Randi Rosof Butcher '86, is the

corporate director of education for Lincoln Technical

Institute's corporate office in West Orange, N.J. They

have a daughter and live in Millbum.

Susan Callahan '86, who earned her M.B.A. at

the University of Chicago Graduate School of Busi-

ness, is working for the M.B.A. Enterprise Corps as an

investment manager with the Bulgarian-American

Enterprise Fund in Sofia, Bulgaria.

Chris Capen '86, the founder and president of the

San Diego-based Tehabi Books, won two Benjamin

Franklin Awards for his book America's Cup 1851 to

1992. The 208-page coffee-table book earned first

place prizes for Best Outdoor Recreation/Sports Book

of 1992 and Best Interior Design. It was also honored

as one of three finalists for Book of the Year for Excel-
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Continuing the

educational

experience through

travel

"Travel ispart ofeducation. . .a part of

experience...He that travelleth goeth to

school...

"

— Francis Bacon, (1561-1 626)

Belgium

April28 -May 7

Explore this European country with its colorful

people and rich history. Visit Brussels, Ghent,

Bruges, and Antwerp. Travel to Waterloo and

the Castle of Gaasheck and to Delft, home of

famous Delftware pottery.

$2,454 double occupancy

Mediterranean Cruise

May 5 -15

Cruise aboard the magnificent Silver Cloud,

an all-suite ship carrying 300 people. After an

overnight stay in Venice, sail the Adriatic Sea

to Vieste, Italy, and into the Aegean Sea to the

islands of Crete, Rhodes, and Santorini, and

finally to Athens.

From $4,195 double occupancy

Passage to Victory

June 10 - 23

Commemorating the 50th anniversary of

D-Day! After three nights in London, ferry

across the English Channel to Caen, France,

and on to Deauville. Board the M.S.

Normandie, with ports of call in Honfleur,

Caudebee, Rouen, Les Andelys, Vernon, and

Mantes. Finally Paris, "The City of Lights."

From $3,995 double occupancy.

Russia

July 2 -13

Follow the historic pathways of Peter the Great

as you cruise from St. Petersburg to Moscow on

the MV Alexei Surkov on waterways previously

inaccessible. Visit the Hermitage, the czar's

Summer Palace, Petrodvorets, St. Basil's

Cathedral, the Kremlin, and Red Square.

From $2,995 double occupancy.

Alaska Passage and Midnight Sun Express

July 11-23

Our itinerary provides the best of the Last

Frontier by both land and sea. After two nights

in Anchorage, board the Midnight Sun Express

to Fairbanks, with an overnight stop in Denali

Park. After two nights in Fairbanks, board the

Crown Princess from Seward to College Fjord,

Glacier Bay, Skagway, Juneau, Ketchikan, and

Vancouver.

From $3,299 double occupancy.

Danube River Adventure

July 14 - 26

An overland journey from Budapest to Munich

includes nine nights aboard ship, as well as two

days in Budapest and two days in Vienna. Visit

the charming ports of Esztergom, Hungary;

Bratislava, Czechoslovakia; Melk, Austria; and

Passau, Germany.

From $2,899 double occupancy.

Scandinavian Capitals and St. Petersburg

August 2 - 15

Join us for this twelve-night cruise on the

beautiful, five-star Crown Odyssey to the great

capitals of Scandinavia. Visit Copenhagen,

Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki, as well as Berlin

and St. Petersburg. A London theatre package

is also available.

From $2,999 double occupancy.

Italy

September 15 - 27

Experience the classical splendor of Italy with

visits to Rome; Florence, the greatest

Renaissance city in Europe; Siena; San

Marino; and Venice, the city of Marco Polo

and the dominant maritime and commercial

power of Europe.

From $3,495 double occupancy.

Marco Polo Passage

September 29 - October 13

Your eighteen-day voyage includes a ten-

night cruise to Canton, China; Da Nang and

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Port Kelang/

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; and Singapore. A
three-night visit to Beijing and two nights

in Hong Kong complete this exceptional

experience.

From $4,595 double occupancy.

China

September 30 - October 17

China is a land where time stands still. Cruise

the Yangtse River, stop in Xi-an. Discover

Beijing, China's capital that embodies the spirit

of this mystical land. Visit Guilan and finally,

Hong Kong.

From $4,895 double occupancy.

Turkey

October 11 -22

Turkey is a country of subtle beauty, from the

Aegean Sea to the waterfront in Izmir, with its

ancient citadel dominating the tour and the sun

setting into the Golden Horn. This journey is

guided by an art historian with extensive

knowledge of Turkey's history and sites.

From $3,900 double occupancy.

Holy Land

November 1-10

Enjoy the experience of your life as you embark

on this educational travel opportunity. Walk

in the Garden of Gethsemane, sail on the Sea

of Galilee, visit the Shepherds' Fields near

Bethlehem. Stay in Tiherius and near the Old

City in Jerusalem.

From $2,232 double occupancy.

For More Information:

Please request detailed brochures

D Belgium

D Mediterranean Cruise

D D-Day Anniversary/Seine River Cruise

Russia

Danube River Adventure

Scandinavian Capitals and St. Petersburg

D Midnight Sun Express and Alaska Passage

Italy

Marco Polo Passage

China

Turkey

Holy Land

Fill out the coupon and return to:

Barbara DeLapp Booth '54,

Duke Travel, 614 Chapel Drive, Durham, NC
27708 919 684-51 14 or 800 FOR-DUKE

Last Name First Name Class

Street Address

City State Zip

Travel advertising, brochures, and mailings to

alumni arefully subsidized by participating travel

] anuary -F ebruary 1994



lence in Marketing and for Best Cover Design. The
book has been translated into Japanese, French, Ger-

man, and Spanish and distributed abroad. At Duke,

Capen was editor-in-chief of the 1986 Chanticleer.

James M. Cohen J.D. '86, who has lived in

Japan since 1989, is the founder ofCohen & Associ-

ates, a legal consulting firm, and 1LES, an education

service for Japanese lawyers.

John F. Grossbauer J.D. '86 is corporate coun-

sel at Collins & Aiknan Group, Inc. He and his wife,

Tracey, live in Charlotte, N.C.

Bruce Lineker '86 is the new curator at the South-

eastern Center for Contemporary Art in Winston-

Salem, N.C.

Robert J. McAfee '86 won the American Soci-

ety of Composers, Authors, and Publishers' (ASCAP)
Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition at Campbell

University's law school with his essay "I'll State My Cose

in Four-Note Phrases" : Digital Sampling and Copyright

Law. He is a third-year law student at Campbell. An
editor and a writer of fiction, he lives in Coats, N.C.

Richard C. Brown B.S.E.E. '87 earned his M.B.A.

at Dartmouth College's Amos Tuck School in 1993.

Stephen A. Humber '87, a Navy lieutenant,

received the Meritorious Unit Commendation, along

with his shipmates, after completing a six-month

Mediterranean and Red Sea deployment aboard the

VSS Theodore Roosevelt.

Stephanie A. Lucie J.D. '87 is an associate in

the corporate department of the Houston office of

Weil, Gotshal & Manges, where she practices in the

area of securities. She is also an officer of the Houston

Young Lawyers Association and the Houston Young
Lawyers Foundation.

Julie O'Brien Petrini J.D. '87 has joined

Polaroid Corp., where she specializes in trademark

law. She lives in Cambridge, Mass.

Brian H. Whipple '87, M.B.A '92 is a consultant

in the Chicago Strategic Services practice of Ander-

sen Consulting. He lives in Chicago.

Sandra Hargrove Andrade J.D. '88 is an asso-

ciate with Foley & Lardner in Washington, DC.

Samuel Marc Grossinger B.H.S. '88 is a phy-

sician assistant for Durham Emergency Physicians at

Durham Regional Hospital. His wife, Margaret
Donnelly Grossinger '82, B.H.S. '87, M.H.S.
'91, is a physician assistant at Duke Medical Center's

pediatric infectious disease department. They live in

Durham.

Greg Walker '88, who earned his M.B.A. at

UNC-Chapel Hill's Kenan-Flagler School of Busi-

ness, is a supervisor for U.S. Steel. He and his wife,

Colleen, live in Pittsburgh.

Kathleen Westberg Barge J.D. '89 and her

husband, Steve Barge J.D. '89, are both associates

at the law firm Covington 6k Burling in Washington,

D.C. They have a son and live in Fairfax, Va.

Ill '89 is director of research

for Investment Research Institute, Inc. He and his

wife, Kimberlyn, a children's store manager, live in

Cincinnati.

Sunny Rha '89, who graduated with Alpha Omega
Alpha honors from Hahnemann University School of

Medicine, is a resident in general surgery at Emory
University's medical school in Atlanta.

Wendy Sartory J.D. '89 joined the Los Angeles

law firm Shearman & Sterling, practicing in banking

and real-estate finance areas.

Paul D. Seeman '89, a Navy lieutenant, is s

tioned at Naval Hospital, Jacksonville, Fla.

MARRIAGES: Stephen M. Hunt B.S.E. '80 to

Monique Anthis on May 23, 1992. Residence:

Camarillo, Calif. ...Barbara L. Greenberg '81

to David M. Denton on Aug. 15, 1992. Residence:

Brookline, Mass....Margaret Ann Donnelly
•82, B.H.S. '87, M.H.S. '91 to Samuel Marc
Grossinger B.H.S. '88 on Oct. 10. Residence:

Durham...Mark David Plunkett '82 to Sharon

Rose Cooper on Oct. 2. Residence: Durham. .

.

Belinda Boles '83 to Frank Sawyer on May 28.

Residence: Atlanta. . .Catherine Kennedy
Anderson '84 to Gregory Jarrett on Sept. 11...

Roger Cook J.D. '84 to Amy Brannock on Oct. 2...

Jeffrey Fox '84 to Melanie Parham in Maui,

Hawaii, on July 3 Pola Alicia Ayllon '85 to

Greg Harry Changnon '85 on May 30. Resi-

dence: Los Angeles. . .Aaron Besen J.D. '85 to

Jennifer Jai on June 27. Residence: Portland, Ore.. .

.

Craig S. Hecht '85 to Suzanne Silver on Sept.

11...Taylor D. Ward '85, J.D. '88, LL.M. '88 to

Sally Foster McSween on May 9. Residence: Astoria,

NY...John F. Grossbauer '86 to Tracey

Burnett on Sept. 18. Residence: Charlotte. . .Robin
i Jonathan Green on Aug. 29. .

.

O'Kelly '86 to Elizabeth Shaw on Oct.

9. Residence: Silver Spring, Md....Andrew
Quigley '86 to Sarah Radcliffe on Oct. 2 . . .Mara
Cohen '87 to Steven Marcisz on Aug. 21.. .Juan
Carlos "J.C." del Real '87, M.B.A. '91 to

Wendy Hartman '89, J.D. '93 on Aug. 28 in Duke
Chapel... Molly Dyke '87 to David Dillon on Sept.

18...Edmund Carpenter '88 to Patricia
Zimand '88 on Sept. 25. ..Janice Cohen '88,

M.B.A. '92 to Jeffrey Beckmen M.B.A. '92 on

Oct. 3. ..Samuel Marc Grossinger B.H.S. '88

to Margaret Ann Donnelly '82, B.H.S. '87,

M.H.S. '91 on Oct. 10. Residence: Durham...

Karina Pergament '88 to Andrew Houghton

on Aug. 21.. .Greg Walker '88 to Colleen Murphy
on July 17. Residence: Pittsburgh...Wendy Hart-
man '89, J.D. '93 to Juan Carlos "J.C." del
Real '87, M.B.A. '91 on Aug. 28 in Duke Chapel. .

.

H. Price Headley III '89 to Kimberlyn F. Wood-
Webster on May 30, 1992. Residence: Cincinnati. .

.

Sheila Kraeuter B.S.E. '89 to Gilles Van Ned-
erveen on Sept. 4. . .M. Katie Leiva '89 to John
Shriver B.S.E. '90 on Nov. 21, 1992. Residence:

San Diego...Sally MacCowatt '89 to Josiah
Black '91 on July 17. Residence: Charlottesville,

Va....David P. Mitchell '89 to Jennifer L. Ingram

on Aug. 21. Residence: West Palm Beach, Fla....

Ashley Powell '89 to John W. Stanier on Oct.

3 . . .Anne M. Spence '89 to Robert D. All on
May 22. Residence: Greenville, S C Elain Woo
'89 to Keith R. Lamirande on Sept. 4. Residence:

Laurel, Md.

BIRTHS: Second child and son to John H. Bur-
nette '80 and Claudia Thompson Burnette
'79 on Jan. 21, 1993. Named Nathan Drew.. .Third

child and first son to Ann Zimmerman Jessup
'80 and Harley Jessup on Aug. 1 1 . Named Graham
Harley. . .Second child and first daughter to Daniel
Katz '80 and Nancy Katz. Named Liza. . .First child

and son to Ruth Calvin Scharf B.S.N. '80 and

Gilbert Dale Scharf '70 on Oct. 14. Named
Benjamin Mack. . .Second child and first daughter to

Juli-Anne Cook Constantino B.S.N. '81 and

Vincent J. Constantino B.S.E. '81 on May 4.

Named Angela Gabrielle. . Third child and first son

to Linda Haile Mackie B.S.E. '81, Ph.D. '87 and

A. William Mackie '84 on July 28. Named John
Marshall. . .Second child and first son to Edmund
F. Tompkins '81 and Judith Howard Tomp-
kins '78 on Oct. 6. Named Lucas Ross. . .First child

and son to Alan T. Gallanty J.D. '82 and Sheila
Koalkin Gallanty J.D. '83 on Feb. 15. Named
Eric Tyler. . .First child and daughter to Susan
Shepherd Ittner '82 and H. Curtis Inner Jr. on

Sept. 22. Named Susanne Woods. . .Fifth child and

Lidon'82,J.D.'85and

Jean Sih Lidon J.D. '86 on May 4. Named Siob-

han Elizabeth. . Third child and first daughter to

Joel H. Swofford '82 and Melinda Swofford on
June 28. Named Sarah Gwedolyn. . .Second child and
first daughter to Elizabeth "Betsy" Field
McGuffog '83 and Neil C. McGuffog on Sept. 5.

Named Ellen Leigh. . .Second child and daughter to

Carol Marquis Auerbach '84 and Craig Auer-

bach on Aug. 26. Named Emily June. . .First child and

daughter to Michelle "Shelly" Putter
Barnea B.S.N. '84 and Mark Barnea on Jan. 5,

1993. Named Jessica Lauren. . .A daughter to Bar-
bara T. Dubrow J.D. '84 and Kenneth Dubrow
on June 11. Named Samantha Rose. . .Second child

and daughter to Laura Mauney Foster '84,

M.B.A. '88 and Daniel Lavelle Foster M.B.A.
'88 on Sept. 19. Named Griffin McGinley. . .First

child and daughter to Andrew D. Gordon '84

and Deborah Skolnick Gordon '85 on Aug.

19. Named Madeline Jane... Second child and first

daughter to Claire Hockmuth Lohmann '84

and Jorg Lohmann on July 2. Named Amelie Char-

lotte. . .First child and daughter to Vicky Hart
Brewster '85 and Lewis Brewster '86 on July

3. Named Christina Lee.. .First children, twin daugh-

ters to Colin Mark Carter '85 and Alexandra
Scribner Carter '86 on Sept. 19. Named Paige

MacGregor and Jordan Kathryn. . .Second child and

son to Amanda Flaherty Messinger '85 and

Michael Messinger '85 on May 15. Named
Kevin Hugh. . .First child and daughter to Elisabeth
Butler Keith '86 and Geoffrey Spencer Keith on
Aug. 25. Named Hayley Copeland. . .First child and

daughter to John Kliewe '85 and Miriam Kliewe

on Aug. 12. Named Samuel Oliver... First child and

son to Anne May Knickerbocker '85 and Bob
Knickerbocker on March 29. Named Robert George

II. . .Second child and first son to Alan Baklor '86

and Daniele Baklor on Oct. 4- Named Michael Sas-

son. . .First child and daughter to Randi Rosof
Butcher '86 and Glenn Butcher B.S.E '86.

Named Emily Anne. . .Fifth child and daughter to

Jean Sih Lidon J.D. '86 and James P. Lidon
'82, J.D. '85 on May 4. Named Siobhan Elizabeth...

First child and son to Sandra Hardgrove
Andrade J.D. '88 and Juan Andrade on Aug. 9.

Named John Alexander. . .Second child and first son

to Daniel Lavelle Foster M.B.A. '88 and

Laura Mauney Foster '84, M.B.A. '88 on
Sept. 19. Named Griffin McGinley. . .Second child

and daughter to Barry Joseph Hassett B.S.E.

'88 and Melanie Colson Hassett on May 19. Named
Dylan Grace. . .First child and son to

Westberg Barge J.D. '89 and J.

Barge J.D. '89onAug. 14. Named Aaren... Second

child and daughter to Mary McKinney-Penley
'89 and David Penley on Nov. 7, 1992. Named
Seleste Shadoe Penley.

90s
Robert L. Freund '90, a Navy lieutenant j.g.,

graduated from the Submarine Officer Basic Course at

the Naval Submarine School in Groton, Conn.

Robert W. Ganowski B.S.C.E. '90, a Navy lieu-

tenant j.g., returned from a seven-month deployment

with Naval Mobile Construction Battalion One.

Kyle A. Glerum '90, a Marine first lie

stationed with Marine Fighter Attack Training

Squadron 101 in Santa Ana, Calif.

Chris Pappas '90, a Marine first lieutenant, was

designated a Naval Flight Officer after 18 months of

training in Pensacola, Fla.

William M. Bellamy III M.B.A. '91 is vice presi-

dent of Clayton Brown and Associates Inc. His wife,
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Jennifer N. Pons M.B.A. '91, is senior finance

manager for Sara Lee Bakery. They live in Chicago.

Christopher P. Colwell BSE. '91, a Navy
lieutenant j.g., completed his assignment as gunnery

officer aboard the USS Antietam and is in Orlando,

Fla., attending the Navy's Nuclear Propulsion School.

Jason K. Jones '91, a Navy ensign, was desig-

nated a Naval Flight Officer after 18 months of train-

ing in Pensacola, Fla.

Brian G. McAdoo '91 is a Ph.D. candidate in

geology at the University of California, Santa Cruz.

He attended the University of Otago in Denedin,

New Zealand, on a Fulbright Scholarship and finished

a degree on his research on the Alpine Fault of the

South Island. In September, he was involved in a

series of dives in the submarine Ak'in off the coast of

Oregon, and he will be going to Costa Rica in the

spring with the Alvin on a research cruise, diving to

4,500 meters.

Dara Grossinger Redler J.D. '91 is an associate

with the Atlanta law firm Alston & Bird. She and her

husband, Daniel, live in Atlanta.

Schaser A.H.C. '91, M.S. '91 received

the Geraldine S. Taylor Fellowship for Advanced

Rehabilitation Professionals from the Rehabilitation

Institute of Chicago. The fellowship will enable her

to create a wheelchair manual for patients. She lives

in Chicago.

Tara L. Shoemaker '91 earned her master's at

Bucknell University in May. Her creative thesis was

in poetry. She and her husband, Chad, live in Mill-

ville, Pa.

Carolyn E. Suh '91 is working in Los Angeles

with Major League Professional Soccer, Inc., a sub-

sidiary ofWorld Cup USA 1994, Inc., whose mission

is to create a professional soccer league in the U.S. by

spring 1995.

Peter Barton '92 is a water reclamation engineer

with Sheaffer & Roland, Inc. He lives in Wheaton, 111.

Elizabeth DaTrindade-Asher '92 has been

appointed by President Clinton as congressional liai-

son for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development. She lives in Washington, D.C.

Lea Page Davis '92 is a writer and editor for

Journalistic, Inc., a Durham publishing house. She

was a student intern at Duke Magazine.

Kristi A. Hubbard '92 completed Officer Indoc-

trination School at the Naval Education and Train-

ing Center in Newport, R.I.

Neeraj Sharma '92 is a second-year student at

the University of Texas at San Antonio's medical

school. She lives in San Antonio.

N. Wayne Simms J.D. '92 is an associate with

Rushton, Stakely, Johnston & Garrett, P.A., special-

izing in appellate and insurance defense litigation. He
and his wife, Melissa, live in Montgomery, Ala.

William G. Beamer '93, Douglas S. Belvin
BSE. '93, George D. Brickhouse '93, Jason
A. Burgess '93, William H. Carter '93,

Minal B. Dimani BSE. '93, Mark M. Don-
ahue '93, James E. Duncan '93, Derek W.
Edwards '93, April L. Fields '93, David E.

Grogan '93, Jeffrey A. Hancock BSE. '93

Thomas W. Hash BSE 93, Armin D.

Heravi '93, Grant T. Hollett BSE. '93, Doug-
las E. Holt BSE. '93, Craig D. Hutchinson
'93, Karl W. Kottke BSE 93, Christopher
Mulligan '93, Eric C. Nesbit BSE '93,

Christopher J. O'Reilly '93, Jonathan
Simon '93, Elizabeth Toussaint BSE. '93,

Amy Updike '93, Stephen M. Whearty '93,

Scot A. Youngblood '93, and Michael S.

'93 have all been commissioned as ensigns

in the U.S. Navy.

Neil Giordano '93 is a policy assistant on educa-

tion finance reform for the Chicago Panel on School

Policy and the Coalition for Educational Rights. He
works through the Public Allies program, a prototype

for President Clinton's National Service program.

Peter Hartigan '93 is an associate with Battery

Ventures, a venture capital business in Boston, Mass.

He lives in Cambridge.

Matthew L. Pangaro B.S.E. '93, a Navy mid-

shipman, is stationed aboard the guided missile cruiser

USS Chancellorsvilie, whose home port is San Diego.

Mary Pickens '93 has been named executive

assistant to U.S. Rep. Butler Derrick of South Carolina.

Matthew Schousen Ph.D. '93 is an instructor in

the government department at Franklin & Marshall

College in Lancaster, Pa.

MARRIAGES: Christopher Bennett '90 to

Julie Anne Neale on Nov. 20. Residence: Chapel

Hill. ..Bert Allen Davis '90 to Laura Porter
'91 on Sept 4. Residence: Durham. . Samuel W.
Hiser M.B.A. '90 to Enid K. Haller on Sept. 18...

John James Shriver BSE '90 to M. Katie
Leiva '89 on Nov. 21. Residence: San Diego...

William Murray Bellamy III MBA. '91 to

Jennifer Neill Pons M.B.A. '91 on Sept. 25.

Residence: Chicago...Josiah Black '91 to Sally
MacCowatt '89 on July 17. Residence: Charlot-

tesville, V.i Dara S. Grossinger II i '91 to

Daniel S. Redler on Aug. 28. Residence: Atlanta...

Lawrence Krawitz '91 to Carolyn
Schwartz '91 on Sept. 12. ..Michael J. Mars
'91 to Sarah Robbins on Oct. 2. ..Thomas P.

McDermott M.D. '91 to Frances Gail Buoyer on

Sept. 23 in Duke Chapel. Residence: Dutham...

Michael O'Leary '91 to Elizabeth Honey-
CUtt '92 on Oct. 2 in Duke Chapel. . Laura
Porter '91 to Bert Allen Davis '90 on Sept. 4.

Residence: Durham...Tara L. Shoemaker '91 to

Chad R. Holdren on June 26. . Kristin Van
Peenan '91 to Steven R. Wild '91 on Aug. 14.

Residence: Nashville... Elizabeth Honeycutt
'92 to Michael O'Leary '91 on Oct. 2. in Duke
Chapel... Krisanta Kuulei Lasko '92 to

William Abbott Silva 91 on Sept 25. Resi

dence: Prescott, Ariz....Susan O'Callahan '92 to

James Pratt B.S.E. '92 on Aug. 28...N. Wayne
Simms J.D. '92 to Melissa Kent on May 1. Resi-

dence: Montgomery, Ala....Randy Van Buren
M.S. '92 to Lisa Barwick on Oct. 2. Residence:

Durham. . . Michael Weiner M.D. '93 to Cynthia

Miller on Sept. 5.

BIRTHS: First child and so]

Hays J.D. '91 and Robert D. Hays on June 26

Named Robert Daniel III.

DEATHS
W. Porter Kellam '26, A.M. '29 of Nokomis,

Fla., on Aug. 29. A graduate of Emory University and

the University of Illinois, he was director emeritus of

the University of Georgia Libraries. He served as

editor of the journal Southeastern Librarian and was

president of a number of professional organizations.

He is survived by a daughter, four grandchildren, and

a great-grandson.

Fannie H. Lee '26 of Dalton, Ga., on Aug. 24.

She is survived by a brother.

Lucile Strickland Noah '27 of Raleigh, N.C.,

on Aug. 9. She is survived by two sons, two sisters,

five grandchildren, and a great-grandson.

Robert J. Ruark '28 of Raleigh, N.C., on Aug.

18. A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania's

medical school, he was one of Raleigh's first doctors

to specialize in obstetrics and gynecology. He prac-

ticed medicine for 40 years. He is survived by his wife,

Celeste, a daughter, a son, and two grandchildren.

Glenn Galloway Reynolds '29 on Sept. 16.

After retiring from L.A. Reynolds Co. in Winston-

Salem, N.C., he became interested in local and

church history at his home in Lewisville, N.C. He is

survived by a daughter, Susan Reynolds
'66.

Florence Dailey Shaw '29 of Charlotte on
Sept. 19. At Duke, she was a member of Kappa Kappa

Gamma sorority. She is survived by her husband,

Johns S. Shaw '30, A.M. '39.

Robert E. Williams '29 of Clinton, N.C, on

Oct. 21.

Peter A. Mazza '30 on Oct. 17. A retired anes-

thesiologist who lived in Durham, he graduated from

the University of Siena, Italy, and served in the Army
Medical Corps. He is survived by his wife, Ruth; two

sons, including Jeffrey Mazza '67; a daughter,

Gail Mazza Harp '60, A.M. '66; eight grandchil-

dren; and six great-grandchildren.

Ernest Coleman Anderson '31, M.Ed. '47 of

Lenoir, N.C, on Oct. 4. A World War II Army vet-

eran, he retired in 1970 from Reidsville High School

as principal. He taught adult Sunday School and was

a member of the adult choit at his United Methodist

church. A life member of Alpha Kappa Psi, he was

also a member of the N.C. Education Association, the

N.C. Principals Club, the Kiwanis Club, the VFW
and American Legion, the N.C. Wildlife Association,

and the state and national Fox Hunters Association.

He was listed in Who's Who in the South and South-

west, N.C. Lives, Personalities of the South, and the

Dictionary of International Biography. He is survived by

his wife, Lucile, a brother, and two sisters.

Antoinette Hauser Needham '31 ofPfaff-

town, N.C, on April 27. She is survived by a son, a

sister and a brother.

W. Alfred Williams 32 on Oct 25 at his Dur

ham home. During World War II, he was a lieutenant

in the Navy. He worked for the Home Insutance

Agency for 41 years and retired in 1979 as chairman

of the board. He was a member of Kappa Sigma fratet-

nity. He is survived by his wife, Margaret Gib-
bons Williams '33, a son, a daughter, six grand-

children, and three great-grandchildren.

Alfred F. Henderson '33, M.D. '37 of Palm

Beach, Fla., on Sept. 4. He was a resident on Duke's

urology staff from 1938 to 1943. He served in the

Army Medical Corps during World War II as chief of

urology in the 137th Hospital in the European The-

ater until 1946, when he moved to Flotida to open a

practice. He is survived by his wife, Frances
Klein Henderson R.N. '34.

'Doc" Haydock '35 of Venice, Fla., on

July 15. He is survived by a son and a granddaughter.

John M. "Jack" Hennemier '35 of Savannah,

Ga., on Nov. 4. He was a World War II Navy veteran

and lieutenant commander in nine major engage-

ments in the Pacific. At Duke, he was a football line-

backer, was named Duke's Most Valuable Player, and

won All American Honotable Mention. He coached

at Duke, Washington & Lee, and the University of

Maryland. While the defensive coordinator at Mary-

land, the team won the college national

championship. He was a member of the Greater

Savannah Athletic Hall of Fame. He was head of the

Calgary Stampeders in Canada and retired after 1

8

years as pro scout for the NFL Denver Broncos.
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Dorothy Holt McElduff '35 of Durham on Nov.

3. She was a recorder at Duke's engineering school

from 1942 to 1977. She is survived by her daughter,

Barbara Browning, three grandchildren, and four

great-grandchildren.

Deans M.Ed. '36 of Wilson, N.C., on

Aug. 24. She received a doctorate in education from

the University of Cincinnati. She was co-author of a

series of elementary school mathematics textbooks

and assistant editor of Arithmetic Teacher magazine.

She was supervisor of elementary education in

Arlington, 111., from 1952 to 1961. She was a class-

room teacher in North Carolina and Illinois and an

assistant professor of education at the University of

Cincinnati. She was a member of the American Asso-

ciation of University Women and the Arlington

Retired Teachers Association. She is survived by a

sister and a brother.

Robert C. Mervine '36 of East Orange, N.J., on

Nov. 2. At Duke, he was a member of Delta Sigma

Phi fraternity. He was head of the client service

department and set up a cash management depart-

ment at First National State Bank, now First Fidelity

Bank in Newark, N.J. He retired in 1984.

Albert Corbett '37 of Wilmington,

N.C., on Oct. 10. He taught Sunday school at Wilm-
ington's First Baptist Church, where he was a deacon

and was named deacon emeritus. He was a partner in

Corbett Package Co. and Corbett Brothers, and held

offices in Corbett Industries, Corbett Lumber Corp.,

and Marvil Package Co. He was also involved in

farming operations in North Carolina and Florida and

served on the board of directors of Wachovia Bank.

He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth, a son, four

daughters, three sisters, and 13 grandchildren.

Gordon Wood A.M. '38 of Collinsville, 111., on
Oct. 4. He earned his Ph.D. in English at Princeton

University in 1941. He was a veteran ofWorld War II

and a retired lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army
Reserve. He was a professor emeritus of English at

Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, where he

was the first chairman of its English department. He
was a member of Phi Beta Kappa and the American

Association of University Professors, and was author

of Vocabulary Change. He is survived by his wife, Sara,

a son, and two grandsons.

Wade Robert Bustle M.Div. '40 of Greensboro,

N.C, on Aug. 21. He was a retired minister and mem-
ber of the United Methodist Western North Carolina

Conference. He served pastorates in the districts of

Salisbury, Asheville, Greensboro, Gastonia, High
Point, and Winston-Salem. He retired in 1977 as an

associate with Mt. Pleasant Church for eight years.

He is survived by his wife, Vesta, a son, a daughter,

two brothers, and a sister.

Smith M.Ed. '41 of Penn Acres,

Del., on June 30. He earned his bachelor's at Wash-
ington College and served in Europe in the Army
during World War II. He was the principal of William

Penn High School until 1972 and director of the state

Division of Social Services from 1975 to 1977. He was

a past president of the Delaware Association of

School Administrators, the Wilmington Suburban

Principals Association, the Middle Sta-.es Association

of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and the New
Castle Rotary Club. A member ofNew Castle United

Methodist Church, he was president of its board of

trustees and chairman of its administrative board for

10 years. He was a life member of the National Educa-

tion Association and was elected to life membership

in the Headmasters Association in 1967. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Alberta, two daughters, two step-

sons, a stepdaughter, and two sisters.

Alice Stroude Winegardner M.Ed. '41 of

Findlay, Ohio, on May 22. She earned her bachelor's

from Findlay College in 1928 and did graduate work

at Ohio State in the summers of 1 930 and 1 93 1 . In

1974, she retired from the Findlay city schools after

45 years teaching English and serving as a guidance

counselor at Glenwood Jr. High School. She was a

member of the Ohio Retired Teachers Association,

the Hancock County Retired Teachers Association,

Blanchard Valley Hospital Auxiliary, the Blanchard

Valley Health Association, and the Hancock Histori-

cal Museum Association.

Francis L. Dale '43 of Pasadena, Calif., on Nov.

28, of a heart attack while visiting Victoria Falls,

Zimbabwe. He earned his law degree from the Univer-

sity of Virginia and became a partner in a Cincinnati

law firm. During World War II, he was the command-
ing officer of the USS Pillsbury, an antisubmarine

craft. He was publisher of The Cincinnati Enquirer

from 1965 to 1973 and president of the Cincinnati

Reds from 1967 to 1973. He was a supporter of build-

ing the downtown Riverfront Stadium, which became

the Reds' home when the ball park opened in 1970.

He was chairman of President Richard M. Nixon's re-

election campaign and was appointed U.S. represen-

tative to the United Nations in Geneva in 1972 with

the rank of ambassador. He resumed his newspaper

career with The Los Angeles Herald-Examiner as pub-

lisher from 1977 to 1985. He was commissioner of the

Major Indoor Soccer League from 1985 to 1986, then

left to become president of the Mike Mansfield Foun-

dation at the University of Montana. He is survived

by his wife, former Duke trustee Kathleen
Watkins Dale '43; two sons, including Mitchell
W. Dale '71; two daughters; a sister; two brothers;

and 1 1 grandchildren.

Sally Moore Starke '43 of Bristol, Va., on Jan.

7, 1993. A member of the Women's Appointed Volun-

teer Emergency Service (W.A.V.E.S.) during World

War II, she worked in Japan for the U.S. government

after the war. She earned her master's in international

relations at Columbia University. She worked for the

state department and the Social Security Administra-

tion before retiring in 1968. She is survived by a niece,

Sally Austin Tom 73, B.S.N. 75

M.D. '44 of Claremont,

Calif., on Sept. 8, of cancer of the pancreas. He was

an orthopaedist for 40 years in Pomona. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Peggy; a daughter; two sons, includ-

ing James Edward Boatman M.D. '83; two

grandchildren; and a cousin, Richard B. Smith
M.D. '55.

Anne Elizabeth "Betty" Bayes Treffer '45

on Feb. 17, 1993, at her Merritt Island, Fla., home, of

cancer. She was a past vice president of the Brevard

Symphony Central Guild, a past president of the

Merritt Island Woman's Club, and a member of the

Colonial Dames and Tri Delta sorority. She was an

elder of the Merritt Island Presbyterian Church,

where she chaired its worship committee. She is sur-

vived by her husband, Brough, two sons, a daughter, a

brother, and six grandchildren.

Arthur B. Craig J.D. '47 of East Lansing, Mich.,

on Sept. 3. He earned his bachelor's degree from the

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. He retired as bill

drafter and head of research for the State of Michigan

Legislative Service Bureau. He is survived by his wife,

Isabel, a son, his mother, three sisters, and a grandson.

James Jeffries Heffner II '47 of Richmond,

Va., on Oct. 8. At Duke, he was a member of the

basketball team. A World War II Navy veteran, he

was president and CEO of Poythress Laboratories,

Inc., and a retired sales vice president for A.H. Robins

Co.'s pharmaceutical division. He is survived by his

wife, Anne, a son, a daughter, and a brother.

William A. Smith '47 of Orlando, Fla., on June
13, of heart failure. He retired as assistant claims man-

ager with Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. in Miami,

Fla. He is survived by his wife,

Smith '49, a son, his mother, and <

Robert W. Walter '47, LL.B. '48 of Mission

Viejo, Calif., on May 6. He served in the Marines

during World War II and earned his law doctorate at

New York University's law school. He was president

of Central Pipe and Supply and Alpine Pipe and Sup-

ply in Denver, Colo., for many years. He is survived

by his wife, Charlotte; four children, including

Robert Walter J.D. '81; three step-children; and

seven grandchildren.

Westwood H. Fletcher Jr. '48 of Holmes
Beach, Fla., on June 1 . A retired Air Force colonel, he

was a fighter pilot during World War II, the Korean

War, and the Vietnam War. He was also a graduate of

the National War College and the Geneva College in

Switzerland. He was a Manatee County commissioner,

chairman for several years, and a county administrator

for two years. He was a past director of the county's

YMCA, headed the local chapter of the American
Heart Association, and was on the board of the Man-
atee chamber of commerce. He is survived by his wife,

Audrey, a son, two daughters, a brother, a sister, and

four grandchildren.

Muriel Kirtley Griese '48 on Sept. 29 at her

Prospect, Ky., home. She is survived by her husband,

Harry F. Griese Jr. '48, two sons, and two

grandchildren.

William J. Edwards '49 of Roanoke Rapids,

N.C, on Aug. 7. He was president of Tri-City Motor

Co. He is survived by his wife, Gloria Koltinsky
Edwards '48, and two children, William J.

Edwards III 71 and Susan D. Edwards '74.

Alma Courtner Perkinson '49 of Danville,

Va., on Sept. 21.

>. White '49 ofGrand Isle, Vt., in Feb-

ruary. He was a member of Theta Alpha Phi at Duke.

He is survived by his wife, Shirley Shapleigh
'49, and a daughter, Betsy Ann White '74.

Walter Dmytro P.T. Cert '51 of Kalamazoo,

Mich., on Feb. 13, 1992. He earned his degree in

dentistry in 1957 and practiced in Kalamazoo. He is

survived by his wife, Margaret.

Harold I. Lindsey LL.M. '51 ofLutz, Fla., on
March 6. He had retired after teaching law at Mercer

University in Macon, Ga., practicing law for 15 years

in Charleston, S.C., and teaching at Stetson Univer-

sity's law school. He was a member ofWig and Robe
legal fraternity and the Spinning Wheels and Temple

Twirlers square-dance clubs. He is survived by his

wife, Mary, a son, a daughter, a step-daughter, a

brother, two sisters, and three grandchildren.

Leslie E. Mack '51 ofLong Beach, Calif., on July

2 1 . He is survived by a daughter.

J. Kitlowski '52, M.D. '57 ofAbing-

ton, Md., of a heart attack. He practiced plastic and

reconstructive surgery in Baltimore from 1963 until

1986, when he became the medical director of Hid-

denbrook, an alcoholism and drug-dependency treat-

ment center. He chaired the Committee for Physician

Rehabilitation of the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty

and served on state and local impaired-physicians

committees. He was also on the board of Pathfinders, a

United Methodist church halfway house, and was sec-

retary of the Medical Professional Group of Alcoholics

Anonymous. He also lectured in the psychiatry depart-

ment at the University of Maryland's medical school.

He is survived by two sons and a granddaughter.

Harry G. Turner Jr. '52 of Swansboro, N.C, on

July 16.

Shirley Hildreth Eveleth '55 ofNew Britain,

Conn., on Oct. 31. A former elementary school-

teacher, she had been a real estate agent for the past

18 years. She was a past president of the New Britain
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Youth Museum and the New Britain Memorial Hos-

pital Women's Auxiliary. She had served on the state

board of the Girl Scouts of America and the hoard of

the New Britain Symphony, and was a member of the

local Junior League. She is survived by her husband,

John, three sons, and a brother.

Andrew J. Glaid Ph.D. '55 of Mt. Lebanon, Pa.,

on Feb. 1, 1992, of a heart attack. In 1954, he joined

the chemistry department at Duquesne University,

where he earned his bachelor's and master's degrees,

and had been its chairman since 1975. He received

Duquesne's Distinguished Alumni Award in 1973 and

was elected to the school's Century Club in 1991. He
is survived by his wife, Mary Lou.

Walter E. Tisdale B.D. '57 of Sanford, N.C., on

May 1. In his 39 years of ministry, he served churches

throughout North Carolina. He was a 32nd-degree

Mason. He is survived by his wife, Diane, his parents,

two sons, two daughters, five stepchildren, and three

grandchildren.

F. Hall Jr. '62 of Topping, Va., on

Aug. 23.

George S. Heath '65 of Waycross, Ga., on Aug.

3 1 , of cancer. He earned his medical degree at the

Medical College of Georgia and began a family prac-

tice in 1970. He was a past president and the current

secretary of the Okefenokee Medical Society. He is

survived by his wife, Jennifer, a son, a daughter, his

mother, two brothers, and a sister.

Penick '65 of Durham in 1993. He
earned advanced degrees and certificates from North-

eastern University and UNC's executive program in

professional management education. He was the

senior vice president and chief actuary of Durham

Life Insurance Co. and was president of the Mid-

Atlantic Actuarial Club. He is survived by his wife,

Bettye, a daughter, a stepson, his parents, and a sister.

Omer M. Abdelrasoul Ph.D. '76 of Dammam,
Saudi Arabia, on Oct. 26, of pancreatic cancer. He
was a professor of English and former director of the

English program at King Faisal University at

Dammam and al Hoffuf, Saudi Arabia. He is survived

by his wife, Brenda Bland Abdelrasoul A.M.
'75, Ph.D. '79, and two sons.

David James Zimmerman Ph.D. '83 of

Durham on Nov. 6. He was a senior scientist at TRC
Environmental Corp. He is survived by his wife,

Susan Marie Regier, his mother and father, and a

brother.

Christine O'Reilly

The youngest of Duke's tennis triplets, Christine

Frances O'Reilly '90, died on October 10 from head

injuries sustained in an automobile accident. She

was 25.

O'Reilly, who worked in sports promotions for

Korff Enterprises, was on a California business trip

scouting potential sites for a ballooning festival pro-

ject. The car, driven by a business associate, overshot

a curve and hit a utility pole. Her associate was killed

instantly and she never recovered from a coma.

She and her sisters Patti and Terri attended Duke on

full tennis scholarships. O'Reilly lettered all four years,

posted a 78-32 record, and won four ACC team cham-

pionships, advancing to the NCAA Championships

three times. She teamed with her sister Patti to form a

doubles team that was ranked eighteenth in the nation,

earning an NCAA Championship bid. She suffered a

back injury and did not compete her senior year.

At Duke, O'Reilly was a member of Pi Beta Phi

sorority, Omicron Delta Upsilon International Eco-

nomics Honor Society, the Newman Center, and the

senior class gift committee. After graduating, she

joined the international tennis circuit, but chose a

business career because of her recurring injury. How-
ever, she participated in charity tennis events and was

sister Patti's grass-court warm-up partner for Wimble-
don last year.

Last summer, while assisting sports promoter Steve

Korffs production for the Pathmark Tennis Classic in

Mahwah, New Jersey, "she not only competed in the

event, and with her sisters squared off against Bjorn

Borg and Guillermo Vilas for charity, but also orga-

nized a basketball exhibition to help the Tomorrow's

Children Fund," according to The New York Times.

She is survived by her parents, Eugene and Delores

O'Reilly; sisters Patricia Marie O'Reilly '90

and Theresa Ann O'Reilly '90; and three broth-

ers. Her sisters have initiated the Christine O'Reilly

Children's Fund as a memorial.

Treasurer Emeritus Harward
Stephen Cannada Harward '43, a past treasurer of

the university, died October 2 1 in Durham after a

long illness. He was 71.

The Durham native served in the European The-

ater during World War II as a B- 17 bombadier. A
certified public accountant, he came to Duke in 1956

as an internal auditor. In 1961, he became university

controller and, in 1972, was named university trea-

surer. He retired from that position in 1986.

Harward was active in a number of Durham civic

organizations, serving as president of the Tobaccoland

Kiwanis Club and treasurer of the Durham Jaycees.

He was also a member of the Durham City Board of

Education for twelve years.

OakValue Capital Management, Inc

We Work As Hard ForYourMoneyAsYouDo
Oak Value Capital Management Inc. provides

portfolio management services for individuals,

retirement accounts, pension funds, trusts,

corporations, and foundations. We focus on

long term capital appreciation through value

oriented investing. Let us put our experience

to work for you.

Minimum Account Size $250,000

Past performance is no guarantee offuture results.

PERFORMANCE as of 9/30/93

III II IIII
Initial investment of $100,000 on 9/29/86.
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He is survived by his wife, Cora Lynn Young
Harward '46, J.D. 78; a sister; two sons, including

Timothy R.S. Harward 75, M.D. 79; and four

grandchildren.

Chief Engineer Howard
William Kenneth "Ken" Howard Sr. B.S.E.E. '35,

chief engineer at Duke for twenty-seven years, died of

cancer October 25 at his Durham home. He was 83.

After graduating from Duke, he worked for the

university as assistant to the superintendent of build-

ings and grounds. During World War II, he joined

the Navy, returning to the university in 1946. In

1948, he was named chief engineer.

Howard chaired the properties committee at Duke
and also served on the building planning c

of the Duke Memorial United Methodist Church,

where he was a trustee.

In 1965, he received the Distinguished Engineering

Alumnus Award. He retired in 1975 after forty years,

but worked for another year as a consultant to Duke.

He is survived by his wife, Helen, two sons, a daugh-

ter, three sisters, two brothers, and three grandchildren,

including a grandson, Eric Howard B.S.E. '94.

CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural

acres, 20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today,

Food & Wine, Mid-Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd., 27712.

(919) 477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

ST. JOHN: Two bedrooms, pool. Quiet elegance,

spectacular view. (508) 668-2078.

THE OLD NORTH DURHAM INN, an

bed and breakfast less than a mile from Duke, offering

turn-of-the-century charm, comfortable lodging, and

hearty breakfasts. 922 N. Mangum St., 27701. (919)

683-1885.

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd., Chapel

Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 992-93194.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury waterfront

house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, for vacation

rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool, and spectac-

ular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach for great swim-

ming and snorkeling. John Krampf '69, 8 1 2 W. Sedg-

wick St., Philadelphia, PA 19119. (215) 438-4430

(home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

FLORIDA KEYS, Big Pine Key. Fantastic open water

view, Key Deer Refuge, National Bird Sanctuary, stilt

house, 3/2, screened porches, fully furnished, stained

glass windows, swimming, diving, fishing, boat basin,

non-smoking, starting at $l,500/week. (305) 665-3832.

ANGUILLA. Three-bedroom, three-bathroom

villa overlooking Shoal Bay. $180-$310/day. (603)

352-7568.

NANTUCKET ISLAND. Many Castles, fully fur-

nished and equipped four-bedroom home. Private

location, spectacular ocean views, walk to pristine

beach. July and August $2,100/week. June, September,

October also available. All weeks include ferry tickets.

(508) 228-5488 owner.

RENTAL WANTED. Three months. Mountains. On
water. Family of four. 18607 Burnt Candle, Spring,

TX 77388.

FOR SALE

PINEHURST—Country Club of North Carolina:

1

)

HOME, 3,470 square feet, heated on 1.2 acre

wooded lot, $295,000.

2) LOT, gorgeous golf course lot on Cardinal 13,

wide-open view, $125,000. Buyer should be a member
prior to closing. Call owner, (910) 692-8187.

QUALITY U.S. & FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Flags & Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

FOR RENT

OCEAN CITY, MARYLAND: Beautifully furnished

apartment, two bedroom, two bath, sleeps seven. The
Ocean Front Quay. $800/week. (301) 593-2312. Ring

thrice only.

KITTY HAWK, NC. Four-bedroom, two-and-a-half

bath cottage, sleeps 1 0, one block from ocean. Fami-

lies only, two-week minimum. $675/540/405. Call for

details. (813)642-3016.

PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC. New oceanfront home, four

bedrooms, two baths (six single, three double beds).

All amenities. (704) 873-8428, (704) 873-7273.

CRYSTAL LAKE, MICHIGAN. My lovely topsider

vacation home is available for weekly rental. Dean
(412)463-9054.

LONDON FLATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea

Bridge/Battersea Park area. Flat #16 for two or three

persons includes lovely lounge, double bedroom, sin-

gle bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, dining room, $650

per week. Flat #18 for five persons in three bedrooms,

bathroom, lounge/kitchen, $850 per week. Fully

equipped household with daily butler and maid ser-

vice. For three nights or for a week. Excellent value

with a five-year history. Brochure, photos, and refer-

ences upon request. Contact Thomas Moore even-

ings, (801) 393-9120.

ALSO: Owlpen Manor and estate cottages in

Gloucestershire. This is the country estate of the

family of Lord Nicholas Mander, with a magnificent

manor house where Queen Margaret stayed during

the Wars of the Roses. These dreamlike stone cot-

tages and setting are convenient to Bath, Badminton

House, Blenheim Palace, Stratford, Stowe-on-the-

Wold, and Burton-on-the-Water. Cottages for two

persons as well as larger cottages for large parties.

Hospitality unending. Contact Thomas Moore.

ALSO: The Granada, Spain, villa of the Mander
family is available for groups of up to eight persons.

This magnificent setting and lovely villa is available

year-round for lettings of no less than one week. Con-
tact Thomas Moore.

MISCELLANEOUS

WHERE IN THE WORLD TO INVEST
AND STILL GET

LONG-TERM GROWTH WITH SAFETY?
If this is your problem and you would prefer

a personal investment counselor to buying a

mutual fund, you are invited to find out what

Warlick Capital Management has done for others

Pat Warlick '45, former Partner and Chief Investment

Officer of Lord, Abbett & Co., a large New York

mutual fund company, is accepting a limited number
of clients for financial advice and money management.

For a complimentary SEC brochure, describing

investment style, credentials, fees, and a

15-year performance record, simply call (201 ) 292-2855,

or write WCM, 10 Park Place, Morristown, NJ 07960.

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUROWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Seven Sisters, Duke, Stanford, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics. THE
RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

A network ofGAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL
ALUMNI is being formed for future programming

and Homecoming 1994. For more information, to

help with planning, or to be placed on a confidential

mailing list, contact Robin A. Buhrke, Ph.D., Coordi-

nator of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Services and

Sexuality Programming, Duke Counseling and Psy-

chological Services, 214 Page Bldg., Box 90955,

Durham, NC 27708-0955, (919) 660-1000.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 60,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or sped;

'

$100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.)

in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. Send check or

money order (payable to Duke Magazine) to: Classi-

fieds, Duke Magazine, 614 Chapel Drive, Box 90570,

Durham, NC 27708-0570.

We also accept VISA and MASTERCARD. No
phone orders, except FAX orders with credit card

numbers: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.
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DRAWING
THE LINES

Robinson O. Everett

LL.M. '59 set out to

reshape the political

map of North Carolina

when he challenged the

constitutionality of two

black majority con-

gressional districts in

the state. And he may end up reshaping

the national debate over race.

Everett argues that the new districts

amount to "racial gerrymandering," which

actually sets back the

progress of race rela-

tions and violates the

rights of white vot-

ers. H. Jefferson Pow-

ell A.M. '77, Ph.D.

'91, his Duke col-

league who argued

for the state, main-

tains as passionately

that race-based reme-

dies are a just means
of rectifying past

discrimination.

While Everett's

challenge focuses on
the constitutionality

of majority-minority

electoral districts, the

questions he raises

have broader con-

text. Some Everett

supporters contend

that the case calls to question the whole

notion of racial preferences. They fear

remedies initially viewed as transient have

become embedded in the fabric of the

nation and are leading to a "Balkaniza-

tion" of American politics and society.

At issue are the 1st and 12th North

Carolina congressional districts, drawn as

majority black districts by the state legisla-

ture following the 1990 census and
endorsed by the U.S. Department of Jus-

tice. The 1st District meanders through

eastern North Carolina from the Virginia

border almost to South Carolina. The
12th District (see map) follows Interstate

85 for 160 miles through ten counties,

CONGRESSIONAL
REDISTRICTING
BY WILLIAM SASSER

in some stretches not much wider than

the highway. Voters in parts of Durham,
Greensboro, Winston-Salem, and Char-

lotte now find themselves in the same

congressional district. In 1992, the 1st Dis-

trict elected Eva Clayton and the 12th

Two Duke law professors

met before the

Supreme Court to argue

opposing sides in a suit

that has recast the

national debate over

affirmative action.

District elected Mel Watt—the first blacks

to serve the state in Congress since 1901.

Citing the 1965 Voting Rights Act, the

U.S. Justice Department rejected an earlier

plan that drew one black majority district

in the state. The Voting Rights Act
requires that minority districts be created

wherever reasonably possible to end race-

based voting discrimination.

Few ever thought, including Everett,

that his appeal to the Supreme Court

would be heard. Citing long-standing case

law supporting the

state's redistricting

plan, a three-judge

Federal District Court

panel dismissed his

I legal challenge in

I 1992. The high court,

i however, decided to

i hear Everett's case

§ and in a 5-4 deci-

£ sion last June ruled

| in his favor, finding

§ that the 12 th Con-

I gressional District

J may indeed be
% unconstitutional.

I In an opinion for

| the majority, Justice

| Sandra Day O'Con-

$ nor wrote that the

| districts are "irra-

| tional in shape" and

bear "an uncomfort-

able resemblance to political apartheid."

O'Connor said the plan reinforces the

view that members of racial groups have

the same political interests, think alike,

and vote alike. The plan entrenches racial

division, the court said, and may violate

the rights of white voters. The decision

casts a shadow on two decades of court

opinions upholding race-conscious solu-

tions to past discrimination.

While the Bush and Clinton adminis-

trations and the national Democratic

Party have supported the redistricting

plan, the new districts have been widely

criticized for their strange shapes. Propo-

nents say the shapes are necessary because
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the black population is dispersed almost

evenly throughout the state: North Caroli-

na has a black population of 22 percent.

Critics, including Everett, contend the

political lines have more to do with pro-

tecting white Democratic incumbents
than promoting black candidates. A hand-

ful of black political observers such as state

representative Mickey Michaux and Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania law professor Lani

Guinier worry that minority political

power will actually diminish by concen-

trating black constituents in voting blocs.

Following its ruling last summer, the

Supreme Court sent the case back to the

U.S. District Court in Raleigh, where a

decision is expected this winter on whether

the two districts represent unacceptable

racial gerrymandering. North Carolina

must prove it has a "compelling state in-

terest" in drawing the two districts, with no
reasonable alternatives.

The ruling could affect

similar majority-minor-

ity districts across the

country.

Politics often make
strange bedfellows. And
Shaw vs. Reno has
placed natural political

allies—many of the

players Duke law facul-

ty members and alum-

ni—on opposing sides.

Everett, sixty-five, de-

scribes himself as a life-

long moderate Demo-
cratic and supporter of

the civil rights move-

ment. He was a promi-

nent advocate in sever-

al desegregation actions in the 1960s. But

Dan Blue J.D. '73, Speaker of the North

Carolina House and the state's most visible

black politician, shepherded the legisla-

ture's redistricting plan to approval. Blue

staunchly defends the constitutionality of

majority-minority districts.

In another ironic twist, Everett finds

himself in the unusual position of having

his views on a constitutional issue endorsed

by the national GOP. While Republicans

have supported minority voting blocs as a

means of boosting conservative candidates

in neighboring districts, they believe the

main goal of the legislature in this case was

protecting Democratic incumbents. State

Republican Party chair Jack Hawke J.D.

'66 persuaded the Republican National

Committee to file a brief with the

Supreme Court supporting Shaw vs. Reno.

Both Blue and Hawke are former students

of Everett's.

While he represented the state when
they faced each other before the high

court, Powell—like Everett—was arguing

Shaw vs. Reno

has placed natural

political allies

—

many of the

players Duke law

faculty and alumni—

on opposing sides.

Challenger: Everett claims

"racial gerrymandering"

his convictions. Although they are divided

in their views on using race to draw politi-

cal lines, they are close in their political

philosophies and personal backgrounds.

Powell, thirty-nine, is also

a Democrat. Each grew up as

a precocious only child in

small-town North Carolina,

graduated from an Ivy

League law school, and
returned to his North Car-

olina roots for a teaching

career at Duke. While they

came of age in different eras,

their views on race were

shaped by parents who de-

fied the conventional social

mores of the desegregated

S South.

| Oil portraits of Everett's

I parents hang beside each
other in his law office on
Main Street in Durham.
His mother,

Katherine Robinson Everett,

was among the first women
to study law at the University

of North Carolina and in

1920 became the first woman
to argue before the North
Carolina Supreme Court.
Reuben Everett was
Durham's first city attorney

and the first prosecutor in

Durham Recorder's Court.

Prominent Democrats in the

state, the Everetts were also

sympathetic to the early stir-

rings of the civil rights move-

ment. In the 1920s, the

senior Everett sponsored
anti-masking leg [ion tar-

geting the Ku Klux Klan and in the 1940s

helped appoint black precinct officials to

encourage blacks to register and vote.

Katherine Everett was elected to the

Durham city council in 1951, with heavy

support from black voters, and served for

twenty years.

Robinson Everett was raised in a house

on the corner of Dillon and Liberty streets,

five blocks from where his downtown
office is today. "We lived a block from the

bus station, and I remember that vividly,"

he says. "Late at night in the summer, you

could hear the buses being announced." A
homeless shelter now stands on the site of

the Everett home.

Everett left North Carolina to attend

Harvard and graduated from Harvard Law
School in 1950. Like the nighttime bus

passengers he heard as a boy, Everett

would also return home.

Following a stint as a judge advocate in

the Air Force during the Korean War,
Everett became a full-time faculty member
at Duke Law School in 1956. In 1958,

Everett and his parents formed the law

firm Everett, Everett, and Everett. Four

years earlier, they had become the first

family to be sworn in together before the

U.S. Supreme Court.

Although he has never run for elective

office, Everett has spent a lifetime in-

volved in Democratic politics. He was the

local manager for Terry Sanford's 1960

gubernatorial campaign and from 1961 to

1964 served as counsel for Senator Sam
Ervin's judiciary subcommittee on consti-

tutional rights. In 1966, he represented

Durham resident Ruth Shaw in a success-

ful suit against congressional gerrymander-

ing in the state.

From 1980 to 1991, Everett was Chief

Judge on the U.S. Court of Military

Appeals. With a rank equivalent to a

four-star general, Everett made deci-

sions that were reviewed directly by
the U.S. Supreme Court.

As Everett considered

another suit against the

state in 1992, he con-

tacted Shaw to sign on

as plaintiff. Everett,

his college-age son
Greg, his secretary

Dorothy Bullock, and

Duke law professor

Melvin Shimm—all

registered Democrats

—

added their names to

the case that became
Shaw vs. Reno.

i Everett says he be-

£ lieves that on the issue

of race, lawmakers
should strive to create

a "color-blind Consti-

tution." He compares the use of race in

drawing political districts to racial consid-

erations in jury selection or employment,

practices struck down by the courts as

unconstitutional. "When you try to have

racial considerations or quotas in politics,

in the long run, it's destructive in a demo-

Proponent: Powell, for the state, says

one ...has been denied the right to vol
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cratic society," he says. "It is unnecessary,

unwise, and unconstitutional."

Everett says his ten years on the U.S.

Court of Military Appeals helped form his

opinions. "The military is a color-blind

society I observed closely and first-hand. It

works and works well." He points to the

success of prominent black leaders as evi-

dence that minorities can succeed in the

national and state political arenas on merit

alone. Former chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff Colin Powell, Dan Blue, former

Charlotte mayor and U.S. Senate candi-

date Harvey Gantt, state senator Howard
Lee, and state auditor Ralph Campbell are

among the examples he offers.

In addition to his career as lawyer and

professor, Everett is a real estate developer

and part owner of several television sta-

tions. He lives in a modest apartment near

Duke's West Campus with his wife, Linda.

"He's really a remarkable person when
you consider the range of activities in

which he's involved and the genius with

which he follows through," says Shimm,
who has known Everett for forty years. "It's

amazing the number of balls he's been able

to keep in the air at the same time. He's

the best-put-together person I know."

Pursuing Shaw vs. Reno has come at

some personal cost, Shimm says, adding

that the suit is perceived by some as a

reactionary attempt to thwart the progress

of civil rights. Shimm describes an editori-

al published in the Duke law school news-

paper as a thinly veiled charge of racism

against Everett and him. "To charge

Robinson Everett with racism is ridicu-

lous," says Shimm, who was also promi-

nent in desegregation actions in the 1960s.

Blue, who in the early 1970s was one of

four black students in his law class, has

kind words for Everett. On Shaw vs. Reno,

however, he disagrees with his former pro-

fessor. "While we strive for a color-blind

society, most folks realize that sometimes

color has to be taken into consideration in

order to ultimately get to a color-blind

society," says Blue, the first black speaker

of a Southern legislature since Reconstruc-

tion. "The military may be a good example

of such a society. But President Truman
used an executive order to decree that the

military was no longer going to discrimi-

nate and was going to take action to ame-

liorate past discrimination."

Powell and Blue come from the same
generation. A native of Rockingham
County, Powell as a teenager witnessed

desegregation of Burlington city schools.

"My views on Shaw vs. Reno were steeped

by my experience growing up," he says.

Powell's parents, Haywood and Lillian

Powell, were small-business owners, and as

a boy he had many black friends. "I

remember my parents' whole reaction to

"It's difficult to be a

lawyer and a Christian,"

says Powell.

"The American system

of justice is not a

perfect system of justice

by any means."

school desegregation was, 'Why does this

bother people?' One of the great lessons

my parents taught me was the importance

of all people and the need for racial justice

in this country," he says.

Graduating from Yale Divinity School

in 1979, he explored the possibility of

becoming an Episcopal minister before

entering law school, also at Yale. Powell

became a law professor at Duke in 1989,

following a stint at the University of Iowa.

He continued his study of religion and

earned his Ph.D. in theology at Duke in

1991. Powell has written a book, The

Moral Tradition of American Constitutional-

ism: A Theological Interpretation, based on
his doctoral thesis. Published by Duke
Press in 1993, it argues that American
constitutional theory is a moral as well as

political tradition and can be understood

in the context of a national debate on

social and political morality.

Duke divinity professor Stanley Hauer-

was, who supervised Powell's dissertation,

describes him as private man, dedicated in

his work, and very close to his family and

small circle of friends. "He's extraordinarily

intense in a wonderful, friendly way," says

Hauerwas. "He leads his life very seriously,

but with a good deal of humor. He's also a

serious Christian and does theology with

integrity and with a candor that is unusual."

Powell lives in Durham with his wife,

Lorri Gudeman Powell J.D. '90, and their

one-year old daughter. A cross-country

runner as an undergraduate at St. David's

University College in Wales, he continues

to run on the wooded paths of the Duke
campus.

Powell says Christianity's call for justice

in society shapes his political views,

although he is quick to add that he sepa-

rates his personal morality from his work
as a lawyer. "It's difficult to be a lawyer

and a Christian," he says. "The American

system of justice is not a perfect system of

justice by any means."

In Shaw vs. Reno, however, he argued

his moral beliefs. "Race is still one of the

great moral questions this country faces,"

he says, pointing out that the Constitution

was shaped by the Framers' inability to

resolve the issue of slavery. "My ideal

world is a place where we are not con-

cerned about the race of candidates. In my
own opinion, we're not there yet."

Powell believes that North Carolina's

black majority districts are mandated by

the 1965 Voting Rights Act. He argues

that the rights of white voters are not vio-

lated by the districts. "No one under the

North Carolina redistricting plan has been

denied the right to vote," Powell says. "I

find more disturbing the fact that no black

had served North Carolina in Congress

since 1901 than the irregular shapes of the

new districts."

With an academic pedigree that could

take him anywhere in the country, Powell

chooses to remain in North Carolina.

Growing up in Rockingham County im-

bued him, he says, with a strong sense of

family, community, and place. "I got

involved with Shaw vs. Reno because of

work I've done for the North Carolina

attorney general's office. The reason I got

involved with the attorney general's office

is the obligation I feel to contribute to the

community and also growing up with a

very lively sense of being a North Caro-

linian. I have the sense that the state has

given me a great deal, and I in turn want

to make a contribution."

Powell will not be arguing the state's

side of the case when it returns to district

court. Last fall, he headed to Washington,

D.C., for a post in the Office of Legal

Counsel at the U.S. Justice Department

under Walter Dellinger, another member
of the Duke law faculty. He commutes on
weekends to be with his family.

Regardless of which side of Shaw vs. Reno

prevails at the hearing later this winter,

appeals to the U.S. Court of Appeals and

the Supreme Court are likely. Noting that

the state has budgeted $500,000 to fight the

suit, Everett has started a nonprofit corpo-

ration to accept donations for the plaintiffs

legal battle. He hopes a settlement with the

state is possible and has promised to fight

any attempt to delay redrawing the districts

until after the 1994 elections.

Everett continues to sit for cases on the

U.S. Court of Military Appeals. At Duke,

he recently completed setting up the Cen-

ter for Law and Ethics and National Secu-

rity. "I've had a chance to participate in

some things that I thought were impor-

tant," he says. "I think that's all you can

hope for out of life."

Sasser is a free-lance writer living in Chapel Hill.
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THROUGH
THE SHADOWS

John
Roberts rests his spare

frame in an easy chair in a

book-lined living room. A pale

light comes from a picture win-

dow revealing a luminous scene

of woods basking in a crystal-

brilliant autumn day. The sunlit

fall leaves flutter in the breeze,

glowing an incandescent golden-

yellow.

But the courtly gentleman of seventy-

four does not see the scene outside his win-

dow. His focus is elsewhere in space and

time. The retired professor sees his father,

his cousins, his uncles and aunts, and his

sister and brothers, almost all now gone. In

a softly lyrical Southern accent, he speaks

fondly of their personalities, their talents,

their achievements. He remembers how, in

too many of his family, an inexorably

advancing Alzheimer's disease tragically

robbed them of those qualities. At first

subtle, then more painfully apparent, the

disease beclouded their minds, stealing

from them thought, memory, and finally

life. Many in his family were spared, but

many were not. (Roberts' and the family

members' names are all pseudonyms.)

"My sister did have symptoms," he

recalls, his fingers deftly fiddling with a vis-

itor's business card. "Very definitely, bless

her heart, but she was such a strong charac-

ter and she was so positive in life, that she

would tend to cover up some of her mental

deficiencies. But I noticed this in Elizabeth,

perhaps six years before her death: I would

carry on a conversation with her, and she

would repeat a question that I'd just

answered within two or three minutes. She

was always so self-disciplined. She was one

of the most self-disciplined people we ever

knew. Our siblings always had a little joke

going, that if we were laying around listless

and perhaps slumping, one of us would say

'Elizabeth!,' and everybody would sit up

straight." He chuckles.

If Elizabeth represented the dimming of a

lively personal spark from the disease,

Roberts sees in a brother how talents could

A MEDICAL MYSTERY
UNRAVELS

BY DENNIS MEREDITH

Neurobiologist Allen

Roses and his team

predict that their

long-shot discovery of a

genetic basis for

Alzheimer's disease will

lead to a preventive drug

for a disorder that affects

millions.

be lost to its ravages: "Now, Brother Frank

was, in a way, to me the saddest case in our

family. Brother Frank was someone who
was really special to me. He's two years

older than I am. I always felt that he was

the sharpest person in our family. He was

just kind of my hero," says Roberts of the

athletic, brilliant sibling who flew his own
plane and founded a successful company to

build machines of his own invention.

"When I first began noticing that Frank was

not quite making sense, it was subtle at first.

His reasoning seemed to be breaking down
just a bit. I knew him, and I could tell that

his mind was just not working as well."

The problem became more severe about

the time Frank's company began to fail,

says Roberts. "I guess over a period of six or

seven years, he got to a point where he was

just not mentally competent, and it's taken

a terrific toll on Catherine, his wife," he

says. Roberts tells how she was finally able

to put Frank into a full-time care center,

where he died on Christmas 1992.

John Roberts and his family reveal the

tragedy of a disease that afflicts 4 million

people and touches the lives of 19 million

more relatives of Alzheimer's patients. It's

a wasting malady, in which up to a third of

the brain's nerve cells, or neurons, mysteri-

ously wither and die. Ominously, the dis-

ease's prevalence is expected to triple by

the mid-twenty-first century, as the popu-

lation ages. But the Roberts family also

exemplifies the courage of scores like them
who have willingly put themselves under

the microscope of science in an effort to

help researchers understand and treat the

disease. As part of their participation in

the Alzheimer's studies at Duke Medical

Center, they've submitted to lengthy fami-

ly questionnaires and exhaustive psycho-

logical tests, and have given blood for

analyses. In many cases, they've authorized

autopsies on affected family members im-

mediately after death, yielding brain tissue

with its structures still largely intact. The
voluminous data from these studies rest in

the computers of the medical center's
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Joseph and Kathleen Bryan Alzheimer's

Disease Research Center.

These data, mined by a scientific team led

by Allen Roses, have yielded a scientific

advance that has launched Alzheimer's

research in a drastically new direction. Both

scientists and journalists cordially loathe the

word "breakthrough." But that term can

appropriately be applied to the Duke team's

work. Roses and his colleagues are con-

vinced that the new path they have opened

will lead to a diagnostic test for Alzheimer's

disease. And more importantly, they believe

that a still-controversial theory arising from

the research will lead to a preventive treat-

ment—perhaps a drug so benign that it

could be taken like a vitamin pill. Such a

treatment could save some of the $100 bil-

lion a year that the disease costs America

and reduce the 50 percent of nursing home
patients confined there by the disease.

The researchers have learned that a

major form of the disease originates with

an infinitesimal difference in a single gene.

This gene, in turn, produces a different

version of a protein that normally trans-

ports key cellular molecules. The trans-

porter, called apolipoprotein E4—or

apoE4—somehow leads to the subtle dete-

rioration in neurons that causes their mass

death. A "4-4" person—who inherits an

apoE4 gene from each parent—runs a high

chance of contracting Alzheimer's disease

just as does a heavy smoker of contracting

lung cancer. A "3-4" person—who receives

the more common apoE3 gene from one

parent, and an apoE4 gene from the

other—runs a lower risk, perhaps similar

to the risk a person with high blood pres-

sure runs of suffering a stroke.

Of course, the realm of Alzheimer's dis-

ease is far more complicated and subtle,

emphasize the researchers. There are "4-4"

people who will never get the disease. And
there are "3-3" people who will. The hard

lesson, they say, is that somewhere else

deep in our genes, or perhaps in our envi-

ronment, other contributing factors wait

to be discovered. Nevertheless, the latest

discovery is of profound importance, since

it helps explain some 80 percent of the

cases of Alzheimer's disease.

To understand the scientists' break-

through, first believe that the cell is not the

amorphous, gelatinous grab bag of chemicals

and cell components that introductory biolo-

gy seems to teach. Instead, the cell is a mas-

sively intricate, well-organized, three-dimen-

sional molecular machine—the equivalent

of a New York City loosed from the bonds of

gravity. In such a city, skyscrapers, power

plants, libraries, subways, workers, cops,

trucks, buses, and taxis could all sail freely

about their business, organizing the complex

commerce that keeps the city vital. And so

in living neurons, the intricate business of

life depends on a precise three-dimensional

organization of cell structures, enzymes, ener-

gy molecules, and DNA genes.

The apoE protein is among the cell's

molecular delivery trucks, but its full range

of cargo remains mysterious. The apoE3

protein is an "inter-city" truck, plying its

simple trade mainly in the space between

cells. ApoE3 shows up to clutch cholesterol

and move it into cells. And, in fact, apoE4

is a known villain in arterial cholesterol

buildup in heart disease. ApoE transporters

also show up when cells are injured, per-

haps as a molecular ambulance carrying

substances necessary for repair.

And that's about all that was known
about apoE when Roses was first persuaded

into the Alzheimer's disease business in

1984. Nobody suspected then that the

modest apoE caused Alzheimer's when
William Anlyan, then Duke chancellor for

health affairs, asked Roses to apply for fed-

eral funding for an Alzheimer's Disease

Research Center at Duke. In fact, few sci-

entists believed that the disease had a

genetic origin. Almost all Alzheimer's

researchers had spent their professional

lives exploring tiny globs of protein sludge

called amyloid plaques that collected

around the dying nerve cells of Alzheimer's

patients. They had staked their research

careers on the assumption that the amyloid

sludge was the key to the disease's destruc-

tive power. And that sludge, they believed,

must arise from some environmental pollu-

tant, virus, or just an insidious, random
misbehavior in the cell's machinery. Cer-

tainly not from genetic error, they insisted.

"I basically told Dr. Anlyan that these

Alzheimer's disease researchers were part

Gene screener: molecular geneticist Saunders' tests

can determine a person's genetic makeup from dark

spots on X-ray film

Generic geneal >,irv : cpidcmu id igist Pericak-Vance

traces Alzheimer's through patients' family trees

of a club," says Roses. "They had this

ongoing work, and they had the National

Institute on Aging put out a request for

applications so that they could get fund-

ing. I was not a member of the Alzheimer's

club. I'd never really worked in Alzheimer's

disease. Anlyan didn't seem to care. He
wanted an application, and Anlyan could

be very persuasive."

So, Roses dutifully wrote out a proposal

that came in sixth in the competition,

with only five federal centers funded. The
proposals' reviewers didn't believe that

Roses and his colleagues could manage a

key part of their plan—to perform autop-

sies on Alzheimer's disease patients so

quickly as to preserve the delicate struc-

tures of the brain cells for study. "Nobody
had ever done it before, and very few have

done it since," says Roses. If Roses was to

be funded in a second-round competition,

he needed startup money to prove the

concept, and Anlyan knew where the sup-

port could be obtained. There was a kin-

dred soul in the person of Greensboro,

North Carolina, businessman Joseph Bryan.

Bryan's wife, Kathleen, was in the final

stages of Alzheimer's disease, and he, too,

believed the disease was genetic.

After a twenty-minute meeting one fall

day in 1984, Roses and Bryan discovered

that they occupied a common ground of

belief. "He asked me what I wanted, and I

told him," recalls Roses. "I handed him a

budget for $246,861, and he told his assistant

to make a check out for $250,000. He made

a comment that scientists are very exact, but

in the real world everything wasn't quite like

that. And basically we got started."

So during the next round of reviews,

Roses could startle the doubting reviewers

by presenting the first successful results

from rapid autopsies. The funding was

won, and the Joseph and Kathleen Bryan

Alzheimer's Disease Research Center at

Duke was born in 1985. In 1990, it moved
into the Joseph and Kathleen Bryan Neu-

robiology Research Building, funded partly

by Bryan. "I actually became a principal

investigator of an Alzheimer's center with-

out ever having published a paper on the

disease," says Roses. "At the time, it was

somewhat of a joke."

It wasn't a joke to Joseph Greenfield,



chairman of Duke Medical Center's de-

partment of medicine, even though few

people in the field took the Duke team's

Alzheimer's work seriously. "The conven-

tional wisdom at that time said that to

look for Alzheimer's as a genetic disease

was childish," says Greenfield. "It made no
sense." Nevertheless, Greenfield was will-

ing to bet money on Roses. Besides giving

early support to Roses' laboratory, he

authorized funding of a Memory Disorders

Clinic at the medical center to bring in

patients whom the research team would

need for its studies. "It was a clinic that

from the inception was never going to be a

moneymaking venture," he says. "It just

took too much effort to see those people.

But it did provide the materials for Allen

to do his research and, obviously, it was a

major service to the community."

"I had faith that Allen was on the right

track—not necessarily with Alzheimer's, but

with all the other neuromuscular diseases he

was studying," says Greenfield. "The Alz-

heimer's was a long shot. And frankly, did I

ever think anything would ever come out of

it? No. But I knew something good was

going to come out of that group."

The genetic results first began to emerge

with the work of the team's genetic epi-

demiologist, Margaret Pericak-Vance. Her
job was to trace the tortuously subtle route

of Alzheimer's through the patients' family

trees and to pinpoint the chromosome on
which the defect lay. For Pericak-Vance's

work to succeed, the family data had to be

complete, even including blood samples

from spouses of deceased family members.

Sometimes Pericak-Vance and physician

assistant Pete Gaskell, who works with the

families, had to perform gentle diplomatic

persuasion, especially of non-affected family

members of Alzheimer's victims. "I get the

comment from them that 'we don't have

that in our family,' " says Pericak-Vance. "I

tell them, it's like putting together a puzzle.

Your children have inherited half from you,

half from your wife or husband. If we know
what they inherited from you, we can figure

out what they inherited from them."

A small room in the Bryan Building

crowded with filing cabinets and computers

is the nerve center for Pericak-Vance's work

on Alzheimer's and other genetic disorders.

Into the computers, the researchers have fed

the family trees of the Alzheimer's families,

carefully coded to mark victims and proba-

ble victims of the disease. The scientists

have also fed into the computer analyses of

the DNA in the families' blood and brain

tissue samples. These analyses consist of a

biochemical tracing through the family trees

of "marker genes" that rest on known chro-

mosomes. The presence of a marker in both

mother and daughter, for example, reveals

that the marker, and thus that area of the

The researchers have

learned that a major

form of the disease

originates with an
infinitesimal difference

in a single gene.

Key finding: protein biochemist Strittmatter , left, with

Roses, discoverd the "glue" that produced "amyloid

sludge
,

" an Alzheimer's indicator

gene, was passed down. To pinpoint a gene

underlying a disease, Pericak-Vance uses

complex statistical analyses of the data to

correlate the inheritance of known marker

genes with that of the disease. Combining

data from many families, she can elicit a sta-

tistical pattern implicating a culprit chro-

mosome as harboring the defect.

However, the identity of a defective gene

is often obscured in a fog of genetic complex-

ity, says Pericak-Vance. "When you get to a

disease like Alzheimer's, or multiple sclerosis

or glaucoma, the mode of inheritance is far

from clear," she says. "You may be talking

about an interaction of genes, or an interac-

tion of environment and genes. Or, you may
not be looking for a single major gene; you

may be looking at a moderate-effect gene

that only gives you a susceptibility to a dis-

ease." After years of painstaking analysis,

Roses and Pericak-Vance concluded that

chromosome 19 held an answer to the

Alzheimer's puzzle. In the Alzheimer's fami-

lies, some unknown gene or genes along the

vast reaches of chromosome 19 seemed to be

associated with a major form of "late-onset"

Alzheimer's disease that begins in a person's

sixties. But the identity of the flawed gene

remained a frustrating mystery.

The answer came with a jarringly unex-

pected discovery by Wanen Strittmatter,

who had joined the team as its protein bio-

chemist. Strittmatter had designed a test-

tube method to search for blood proteins

that stuck to the individual molecules of

amyloid plaque. He reasoned that such sub-

stances might be the glue that produced the

amyloid sludge, and thus a key to the disease.

In one set of experiments, he found that one

protein that was especially sticky was a com-

mon protein that transported cholesterol

—

apoE. The finding was frustrating, because it

wasn't obvious what apoE had to do with

amyloid plaques and Alzheimer's disease.

When Strittmatter presented his data to

Roses and Pericak-Vance, they immediate-

ly recognized apoE as a protein whose gene

was on chromosome 19, right in the region

that they had repeatedly demonstrated to

be linked to late-onset Alzheimer's disease.

The stunning discovery launched the labo-

ratory in a promising new direction.

Tiny slivers of Alzheimer's victim's

brain tissue studied by neuroanatomist

Donald Schmechel brought more exciting

results. Schmechel stained the slivers with

an antibody stain manufactured to attach

specifically to apoE. Under a microscope,

he could see the tiny dark blotches against

the tan brain tissue, which revealed that

apoE did attach to amyloid plaques outside

the cells and to tangles of fibrils found

inside the neurons of Alzheimer's victims.

Strittmatter's discovery also brought Ann
Saunders, the team's molecular geneticist,

back to work from maternity leave. Her
task was to modify molecular tests to

screen people rapidly for the three forms of

the apoE gene—apoE3, apoE4, and a rarer

form, apoE2. Beginning with a droplet of

blood or a bit of brain tissue, Saunders' test

uses molecular techniques to "Xerox" thou-

sands of copies of just the apoE gene, in-

corporating radioactive tracers into the

copies. The scientists then snip apart the

apoE genes using other enzymes that

behave like "smart scissors"—finding and

clipping the DNA just at the minute dif-

ferences among the three forms of apoE.

The researchers then separate these tell-

tale DNA fragments by using a tiny tickle

of electricity to pull the mix through a

thin slab of gel—a process called elec-

trophoresis. They can then read a person's

apoE genetic makeup as a characteristic

pattern of dark spots on X-ray film laid

against the radioactive gel.

Saunders remembers the arresting mo-
ment of truth, when her test first revealed

the ubiquity of apoE4 genes in Alzheimer's

disease patients. She had begun her trial

runs by testing standard blood samples

kept in the lab. "Everybody I tested turned

out to be 3-3. Then I started testing people

around the lab, and I could only find 3-3s.

So, I ran my first samples on the gel from

the Alzheimer's families, and the majority

of people were 3-4 or 4-4! And I just sat

here, and I said to myself, 'What am I

doing wrong?' I took the results to Allen

within four minutes. I held up the film,
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and I said, 'Don't get too excited, but there

may something going on here!'
"

All the group's findings about apoE4

were reported last March, and they quickly

became gospel in the field as other scien-

tists confirmed the results. To speed the

development of a diagnostic test based on
Saunders' technique, Duke recently li-

censed the technology to Athena Neuro-

sciences, Inc., of San Francisco. The scien-

tists emphasize that, despite the power of

an apoE4 genetic test to diagnose Alz-

heimer's, it can no more predict the dis-

ease than a survey of cigarette smokers

could predict lung cancer.

Even though the genetic test is not pre-

dictive, it yields telling data on the dis-

ease's inheritance. For example, Pericak-

Vance and research associate Elizabeth

Corder have done analyses of the families

that show that each apoE4 gene a person

has increases the risk of the disease and

decreases the average age of onset. People

who are 4-4 tend to get Alzheimer's dis-

ease at age sixty-eight, but those who are

3-4 tend to experience a delay until seven-

ty-five. On the other hand, the apoE2

gene seems to exert a protective effect.

People with 2-3 or 2-2 inheritance tend to

have a lower risk of the disease.

In any case, diagnostic tests are not

what the researchers are ultimately after.

They seek a treatment for the disease.

And, last November, Roses and Strittmat-

ter proposed a controversial theory that

they believe could show the way to that

treatment. Their theory holds that it's not

apoE4's effect on amyloid plaques that

causes Alzheimer's. Just as garbage heaps

outside a city do little significant harm, so

the plaques are irrelevant to the cell's dis-

ease, contend Roses and his colleagues.

Instead, they propose, Alzheimer's arises

from the insidious effects of the lack of

apoE3. The theory might be called "The
Tau of Alzheimer's," because it holds that

apoE3 normally protects the neuron by

firmly embracing a potentially dangerous

protein called tau. This modest protein

makes up the molecular cross-ties that

brace microtubules—the subway tracks in

the New York City of the cell. Cells

depend on such filamentous microtubules

to carry nutrients and other molecules to

their metabolic destinations.

In apoE3's powerful clutches, tau is unable

to free itself in large enough quantities to

undergo chemical reactions that would snarl

the subway system into the mare's nest of

"neurofibrillary tangles"—what Roses calls

"hairballs"—found in the neurons of Alz-

heimer's victims. The tau theory arose from

Strittmatter's discovery that apoE3 bound
tau so tightly that not even boiling with

detergent could tear the two molecules apart.

However, says Roses, "I don't think the hair-

A still-controversial

theory arising from the

research is that of a

preventive treatment

—

perhaps a drug so benign

that it could be taken

like a vitamin pill

balls kill the cell." Instead, he says, it's the

creeping instability in the cell's subway

tracks—a lost cross-tie here, derailment of a

nutrient there—that gradually eats away at

the viability of the cell over decades. Even-

tually, he says, enough neurons die and the

deadly symptoms of Alzheimer's appear. "It's

like any other neural degenerative disease,"

he says. "You reach a point where you're just

working at the edge."

Schmechel emphasizes the complexity

of tracing cell death: "If the microtubules

break down, God only knows what events

you're going to kick off over time that may
cause that cell to either die or be extreme-

ly pitiful. None of these things occur in a

vacuum. As soon as you muck with one

part of a nerve cell's machinery, you cause

problems elsewhere." Schmechel's stained

slides of brain tissue have clearly revealed

that 4-4 people suffer more devastating

buildup of plaques and tangles. "It's almost

night and day difference in staining," he

says. "You could just literally hold the slide

up and tell which case was which."

Schmechel is now tracing in detail where

apoE shows up in cells of Alzheimer's

patients. He hopes to understand how the

carrier insinuates itself into the cell, and

how it creates its damage over time. "Does

the nerve cell actually make some apoE,

which would not be its ordinary thing?" he

asks. "Or does it drink it up and, therefore,

in a sense drink death to itself?"

Strittmatter is exploring in detail the

intimate chemical embrace between apoE3

and tau, to discover what part of apoE3

sticks to what part of tau. The result, says

Roses, is the key to a treatment. "If you

replace the function of apoE3 by a mimic

that gets inside nerve cells, it can bind tau

and prevent hairballs," he says. "It's proba-

bly a drug sitting on some drug company's

shelf, perhaps a compound so simple, it

could be taken like a One-a-Day vitamin."

Roses terms amyloid plaques an "epiphe-

nomenon" that he sees as an effect, not a

cause, of the disease.

When the tau theory was first presented

before a packed house of scientists at a

Washington, D.C, scientific meeting, it

immediately drew its share of fire from the

group that Roses wryly dubs the "amyloid-

centrists." For example, Henry Wisniewski

of the Institute for Basic Research in Devel-

opmental Disabilities in Staten Island, New
York, stepped to the questioner's micro-

phone, declaring resolutely, "I would like

to challenge your statement that amyloid

death was an epiphenomenon." Emotion
tinged his voice as he recited the evidence:

"You know that amyloid deposits kill.... In

the target organs where amyloid fibrils

have been deposited, tissue is dying. And
it's proportional to the amount of amyloid

fibrils being produced. .

."

Answered Roses: "I have no doubt that

apoE, among a whole bunch of other

things, is interacting with amyloid. I think

you're absolutely right that amyloid is asso-

ciated with cell death. It's there when the

cells are dying. I don't think there's any

evidence that shows that it's the bullet

that's making it die."

But Wisniewski was persistent. Standing

solidly before Roses, he declared emphati-

cally in an Eastern European accent,

"Wherever is amyloid present, cells die!"

Whether the "Tau of Alzheimer's" theo-

ry wins out over the "amyloid sludge" the-

ory—or whether some other theory proves

superior—Roses believes the Alzheimer's

research community deserved to be shaken

up. "Some people may like it, some people

may not like it," he says. "But the reason

we proposed it, was that it was another way

of thinking about the same data. We think

it's important in a disease that costs $100

billion a year that we don't waste a lot of

time going down blind alleys." Agreeing

with Roses is Zaven Khachaturian, the

National Institute on Aging associate di-

rector who first championed funding for

the Duke center. "Such scientific ortho-

doxy is pretty dangerous," he told Science

magazine. "By putting forth such a

provocative idea, Allen shook the field,

and I think that's healthy."

Meantime, the Duke researchers are

moving swiftly to elucidate the apoE3-tau

bond. And they're discussing partnerships

with drug companies to work toward a

treatment. Many in the Alzheimer's field

still believe their success remains a long

shot. They believe that exploring some

other of apoE's complex web of effects may
yield the bullet that kills nerve cells. But

Allen Roses is confident enough of his

research team's discoveries that he was

willing to make a blunt prediction on

national television that rang like a decla-

ration of war on the tragic affliction: "I am
absolutely, positively sure that there will

be a preventive treatment for Alzheimer's

disease within ten years."
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KEOHANE
Continued from page 9

what amorphously framed harassment pol-

icy, he says. "She is very much driven by a

dedication to the ideal of what a universi-

ty is in terms of scholarship and learning.

People have a real sense that the leader-

ship is in the hands of someone who truly

understands what a university is and who
has a vision for the university."

In her first months in the Duke presi-

dency, Keohane has led a whirlwind execu-

tive existence, speaking at an employee

awards banquet, participating in the facul-

ty's Academic Council discussions, visiting

dorm sections, leading a fireside chat in the

East Campus Union, kicking off searches

for a new provost and for a new chief

financial officer, offering direction to the

various task forces looking into aspects of

student life, meeting the media, visiting

key decision-makers on Capitol Hill, and

mingling with alumni reunion groups (one

of which serenaded her with "Happy Birth-

day" when she turned fifty-three).

This winter, Keohane emerged as a high-

er education spokesperson on an issue of

accountability and autonomy. She led a

group of some twenty college and university

presidents and representatives of higher

education organizations who met with Sec-

retary of Education Richard Riley and senior

Department of Education officials. Earlier,

Keohane had written Riley to express con-

cern about the department's draft regula-

tions for implementing 1992 amendments
to the Higher Education Act. She agreed

that institutions should be held accountable

that have "violated the public trust" in

administering federal financial aid funds.

But, she added, the draft regulations would

give the federal government "the power to

intrude into the academic autonomy of col-

leges and universities in issues such as cur-

ricula, tenure decisions and processes, and

financing that is unprecedented and, in my
judgment, unwarranted."

Keohane laughs when presented with

the widely held idea that she sets a dizzy-

ing pace for herself. This is, of course, the

hard-driving mountain biker who also

plunges into a Thanksgiving holiday

rough-and-tumble family football match.

"There are times when I wake up in the

middle of the night worrying, and when
get all absorbed in the problems," Keohane
says. She is, she insists, also having fun.

"It's an amazing place, and I'm finding this

job extremely intriguing and intellectually

refreshing and absorbing. I do relax some-

times; there will be lots more chances to

relax later on. But this is a unique moment
when I really need to get into as many
things as I can. It will never come again."

the priorities" for the cen-

ter, both in terms of its

elements and its users.

She stresses, too, the need
to "impose discipline on
ourselves"—that is, to

a good amount of

the money before con-

struction. The center

"is going to make a huge
difference for Duke,"
she says.

Deans Council meet-

ing. Keohane presides

over a discussion that

considers, among other

issues, the future of the

Duke Press.

Lunch with student

government leaders. This

session inspires lots of

discussion about the pos-

sibility of an all-freshman

East Campus. Students

express varying degrees

of concern about the

idea. They express

greater enthusiasm for a

residential-college sys-

a concept that

would provide a stable

living-and-learning envi-

ronment for most of a

student's Duke years.

Keohane says that having

a "critical mass" of fresh-

men clustered together

might provide a coher-

ence and a focus to the

freshman year, and might
allow the university to

program freshman-fla-

vored activities, from
community-service

opportunities to social

events. "Lots of issues on
residential life will be up
for grabs over the next

few years," she says.

Instead of thinking of all

the reasons why s

new proposal wouldn't

work, she suggests,

maybe the approach
would be to ask how
Duke might structure

itself residentially if it

were starting from
scratch.
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Meeting on Science

Research Center, con-

centrating on the fund-

ing plan for the $77-

million facility.

Meeting with Roy
Weintraub, economics
professor and acting

dean of the faculty of

Arts & Sciences, who
updates Keohane on
academic departments.

speakers series, and
unveils architectural

drawings of its soon-to-

open building. Kuniholm
points out that the build-

ing—opposite the law
school—will provide a

superb view ofDuke's
baseball field. "People

accuse academics of

being off in left field," he
jokes. "Actually, we'll be

off in right field."

Regular briefing with

Charles Putman, execu-

tive vice president for

administration.

Meeting with Provost

Thomas Langford B.D.

'54, Ph.D. '58 and politi-

cal scientist Peter Lange,

special assistant to the

provost for international

affairs, on efforts to

"internationalize" the

university.

Meeting with Chan-
cellor for Health Affairs

Ralph Snyderman.

Get-acquainted meet-
ing with Bruce Kuni-
holm, professor and
chair of public policy

studies. Kuniholm
secures Keohane's agree-

ment to speak to the

public policy studies

institute's board of visi-

tors, asks for some sug-

gestions from Keohane
on structuring one of

the institute's visii

Meeting with Paul

Hudson '94, student

government president.

The two discuss an
agenda for a "town
meeting," plans for East

Campus, and some of

the issues being looked

at by the Greek Life task

force (on which Hudson
serves)—such as the

physical location of fra-

ternities and the calen-

dar for "rushing."

Interview with Denise
Magner, reporter for The
Chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation. Magner asks

what Keohane misses

about Wellesley. (Keo-

hane says she's "too

busy to miss anything at

the moment," but adds

that she can't help being

nostalgic for Wellesley's

lakeside presidential

house.) They go on to

discuss Keohane's priori-

ties for Duke, the signifi-

cance of her being

Duke's first woman pres-

ident, and her personal

and intellectual history.

Joining Senior Vice

President for Public

Affairs John F. Burness,

rides out to the Research

Triangle Park studio of

public station WUNC-
TV. There Keohane will

be a guest on The Char-

lie Rose Show, taped for

national broadcast that

night. Part of Rose's

North Carolina theme
week, the show also fea-

tures UNC-Chapel Hill

Chancellor Paul Hardin

'52,J.D. '54, Andy Grif-

fith (via a satellite feed to

the North Carolina

coast), and basketball's

Grant Hill '94—who is

introduced by a video of

highlights from last sea-

son. After probing her

on her family

background, Rose '64,

J.D. '68 asks Keohane if

college athletics are out

of control. Keohane
responds that there's

need for vigilance, but

that Duke athletes "have
lots of other facets to

their lives" beyond
sports.

Meeting with the

Dukes & Duchesses,

students who serve as

tour guides and who
help host other univer-

sity events (including

the presidential inaugu-

ration). Keohane thanks

the students for being

"such great representa-

tives of Duke." She asks

if they'll all be indulging

in the cross-campus

"fun run" over the inau-

guration weekend. And
she asks them to spread

the word to their fellow

students that "this is

intended to be a very

inclusive inauguration.

It's very much an event

for students as well as

faculty, staff, and visiting

dignitaries. And it'll be a

very short ceremony."

At Cameron Indoor
Stadium, makes remarks
at the Quarter Century
Banquet honoring
Duke's twenty-five-year

employees. Keohane
points out that this is her

first time in "sacred"

Cameron since becom-
ing Duke's president.

She says she's impressed

by the loyalty to the uni-

versity and "the sense of

pride in Duke." One of

her goals, she says, is "to

bring people together"

and to promote a spirit of

teamwork. The relative

youth of Duke, she adds,

inspires the university to

move in "creative and
imaginative" ways.
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TWO TIERS FOR
TUITION

Trustees tentatively approved an 11.2

percent tuition hike for students

entering Trinity College of Arts and

Sciences, and a 7.9 percent increase for

new students at the Engineering School.

At the same time, the increase for return-

ing undergraduates would be 4.9 percent,

the smallest at Duke in more than a

decade. Last year's increase for returning

students was 6.5 percent.

The two-tier structure is expected to

raise about $4-9 million to meet Arts and

Sciences capital needs, which include

improving undergraduate computing,

classrooms, laboratories, and equipment.

Roy Weintraub, acting dean of the faculty

of Arts and Sciences, drafted the proposal.

Arts and Sciences has only half of the

funds necessary for an estimated $8.25 mil-

lion in capital needs. Inferior computing

facilities and inadequate classrooms with

bolted desks and broken blinds are the main

forces driving the tuition increase, Wein-
traub says. Some faculty members still lack

computers, and four Arts and Sciences

departments were using rotary phones as of

last summer. According to Weintraub, if

faculty members don't have computers,

something as basic to teaching and research

as an electronic mail system is "hopeless."

"I was initially skeptical," President

Nannerl O. Keohane told the trustees. But

Weintraub "made a very strong case, and

I'm a very enthusiastic supporter of the

proposal," she added.

Pending final trustee approval in May,

AN ADVANCE FOR WOMEN'S STUDIES

Duke's Women's Studies

program received a spe-

cial gift for its tenth

anniversary this fall—an
undergraduate major. This

addition, approved in Decem-
ber by the Arts and Sciences

Council, continues to expand
women's involve-

ment in academe
and on campus, as

featured in Duke
Magazine [February

March 1991].

The idea for the

major first came from
students, says Jean
O'Barr, director of the

Women's Studies Pro-

gram. "After eight years

of offering courses in

women's studies, we
began to hear some stu-

dents asking for the choice

to do more coursework."

"The program is at its tenth

anniversary, and it was time to

take stock and improve it

internally," O'Barr says. "The
field ofwomen's studies has

been developing empirically

and theoretically to the point

where it needs and requires

formal recognition. Duke's
faculty is very strong in femi-

nist scholarship, and this sends

the message to other depart-

ments that they need to begin

to intensify their own research

and teaching on gender."

After the major was
proposed, the Arts and
Sciences curriculum commit-
tee reviewed and
endorsed it.

m>

When the

motion was forwarded to the

full Arts and Sciences Council,

many faculty members spoke

in favor of the proposal.

Sociology professor Edward
Tiryakian said the proposed

major shared the strengths of

Comparative Area Studies

—

"one of the great successes at

Duke." Physics Chair

Lawrence Evans expressed

opposition to the major. "This

is about the promotion of a

movement fighting against

oppression and for empower-

ment," he said. "Such a move-
ment should seek its recruits in

a public forum, not a

classroom."

The Council, how-
ever, passed it over-

whelmingly, 26-4-4.

Such support showed
that "a large number
of faculty outside the

field ofwomen's
studies understand

the developments in

feminist scholarship

and are supportive

of these develop-

ments," says

O'Barr.

Harvard, Yale,

Columbia, Dart-

mouth, Stanford, and
nearly twenty other highly

regarded institutions all have
majors in women's studies.

"We are one of the best pro-

grams in the country in terms

of financial backing, participa-

tion, number of courses

offered, the status of our grad-

uate program, and the commu-
nity and alumnae support we
receive," says O'Barr. "Now it

means that our formal struc-

ture is more in synch with our

range of activities and reputa-

tion."

when next year's budget will be determined,

tuition will be set at $18,590 for incoming

Trinity students and $19,210 for incoming

engineering students. Returning Trinity

students will pay $17,540 and returning

engineering students will pay $18,685. The
trustees also earmarked 30 cents of each

tuition dollar for financial aid.

STEELE:
THING

THE RIGHT

Writer and conservative critic

Shelby Steele came to Duke in

November to speak about

"that very old American problem": race.

The author of the best-selling book The

Content of Our Character and a commenta-
tor on last spring's controversial 60 Min-

utes segment on race relations at Duke,

"Equal, but Separate," Steele urged stu-

dents to "struggle toward a form of racial

reform.. .that actually takes into account

the fates of both races."

In an hour-long talk, Steele focused on
racial reform in America and its different

legacy for black and white citizens. Steele

defined racism as the "habit of not seeing

the full humanity of other people for the

sake of our own convenience." He cited

slavery and the treatment of Native Amer-
icans as historic examples of "invisibiliz-

ing" people, adding that racism is a matter

of convenient "thoughtlessness" rather

than hate. "It is the racist who loves our

race; it is the sexist who loves our gender

because they can then use it to conve-

niently assault our humanity," he said.

Steele said that whites benefit from

racial "impunity"; they are removed from

the race problem and see it as something

that affects someone else. As an example,

he cited a quote from the Holocaust film

Shoah, in which a farmer, asked why he did

nothing to help Jewish victims, responds,

"Their finger was bleeding and not mine."

While whites benefit from impunity,

blacks have developed a racial "stigma,"

Steele said. Blacks need to move beyond

their victim orientation and focus their ener-

gies on overcoming educational deficiencies

that are the legacy of oppression, he said.

After his speech, Steele faced an agitated

audience eager to question him. Many stu-

dents challenged Steele's views on affirma-
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tive action, black separatism, and black

academic performance. Steele criticized

black students for putting too much energy

into "being black" and not enough into

academics. One student responded angrily

to that comment, telling him, "It's people

like you in our race that keep us down."

Steele's visit sparked several student

forums and the creation of a video of stu-

dent reaction to the 60 Minutes piece. He
was brought to the university through the

collaborative efforts of the Black Student

Alliance and the Duke chapter of the

National Association of Scholars, a faculty

group that supports traditional scholarship.

CONFIDENTIALITY
IN HIV TESTING

A more confidential test for HIV,
the virus that causes AIDS, is now
being offered to students at Duke.

The new method, called superconfiden-

tial testing, differs from confidential tests

previously offered to Duke students: The
recipient's permanent medical record will

now contain no evidence that the test was

ever performed. First and last names will

be recorded by a pre-test counselor, so that

this information can be forwarded to the

state if the tests are positive. By law, all

positive results must be reported to the

state department of health, where they are

kept private.

After a two-year waiting period, these

results will be sent to the national Centers

for Disease Control in Atlanta, where they

will be used purely for statistical purposes

to monitor national incidence of the dis-

ease, says Sara Polonsky, a second-year

graduate student in public health at the

University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill and one of two trained HIV counselors

working with Duke students. At that time,

the state records will be destroyed, she says.

If the test results are negative, all infor-

mation pertaining to the students will be

destroyed and there will be no record that

the test was taken.

COMPUTING NOT
UP TO SPEED

Duke ranks significantly below other

leading schools in computing capa-

bilities, says a study conducted by a

committee of outside scholars appointed by

President Nannerl O. Keohane.

"Duke provides substantially fewer ave-

nues of support for students, staff, and fac-

ulty than virtually any of its counterpart

institutions," the report says. It goes on to

blame the historic lack of resources, not

university personnel, for the current state

of computing.

The committee concluded that the uni-

versity should hire a chief information sys-

tems officer, bolster the budget and staff for

computing, as well as restructure the cam-

pus' fragmented computing organization.

The visiting committee's report tops a

hefty pile of critical on-campus studies, each

pinpointing similar problems. "I don't think

[the report] told us anything we didn't

already know," says Jerry Campbell M.Div.

'71, university librarian and vice provost for

computing. "I think it confirmed the direc-

tion that [an on-campus] committee sig-

naled in a report earlier this year."

Keohane says she is in the midst of

appointing a committee to conduct a

national search for a chief information sys-

tems officer. Robert Wolpert, assistant

professor in Duke's Institute for Statistics

and Decision Sciences, will chair the

search committee.

HIRING EFFORT
RENEWED

J0^. eorge C. Wright Ph.D. '77 has been

wK H| appointed to lead Duke's renewed

^9^r effort to recruit and retain black

faculty. Wright is William R. Kenan Profes-

sor of History, vice provost for university

programs, and director of the African and

Afro-American Studies Program at Duke.

Wright's "role as a historian and acade-

mician, as well as the rich network of

resources available to him, are qualities that

will be helpful in heading the black faculty

initiative at Duke," Provost Thomas Lang-

ford B.D. '54, Ph.D. '58 says. "He is well-

informed on who is available and in what
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capacity they are available, and I am confi-

dent he will be able to work effectively with

department chairs and deans to identify,

recruit, and retain outstanding scholars at

both the junior and senior rank."

Duke is marking a transition between

the end of the original five-year black-fac-

ulty initiative and new policy recommen-

dations by the Academic Council's com-

mittee on black faculty due early this year.

The original initiative in 1988 set a

five-year goal to hire one or more black

faculty members in each of fifty-six hiring

units. Duke was unable to achieve that

goal. The addition of twenty-four new
black faculty was balanced by the loss to

retirement or resignation of sixteen black

faculty, for a net gain of eight. Currently,

thirty-nine tenured and tenure-track faculty

at Duke are black.

Wright's vision has similar goals, but a

different approach. "I know this is kind of

tricky," he says, "but I think Duke's black

faculty initiative doesn't need to empha-

size an exact number of people to be

recruited to make it a success or failure."

"I am a real believer, as trite as it may
sound, that it is the quality or the way peo-

ple enhance your program. I hope the

institution realizes that in some instances

it's not recruiting just one person; it's

important to have a 'core' and a core may

be two or three people. It's hard to really

know; you just have to look carefully at

each unit and then make a decision."

LISTENING TO
LANI GUINIER

President Clinton's controversial

candidate, proposed and then with-

drawn, for U.S. assistant attorney

general for civil rights spoke at Duke in

December on "Race, Class, and the New
Civil Rights."

Lani Guinier, a professor of

law at the University of Pennsyl-

vania, said she wasn't speaking

out of anger, but out of concern.

She said the national dialogue on
race could be characterized by

the "don't ask, don't tell, don't

pursue" phrase. Rather than

being provided with a Senate

hearing as a forum to expand and

stimulate the discussion on civil

rights and political represen-

tation, Guinier said, she was

blasted in the national media and

by conservative politicians as "radical" and

"the Quota Queen," without ever being

given a chance to speak for herself.
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Given that chance at Duke, Guinier

used a variety of metaphors and theories to

explain her critique of majority rule and

the political process. "Why should 5 1 per-

cent of the people have 100 percent of the

power?" she asked the audience. The ideal

of majority rule, she said, is that the major-

ity should fluctuate, allowing different

coalitions of minorities to vote together to

exercise power at different times. But in

the American context, the ideal isn't real-

ized, she said: Because of the two-party tra-

dition and the historical dominance of

white politicians, racial minorities are rarely,

if ever, part of the majority.

Guinier said she favors ex-

ploring alternative "positive-

sum" solutions. Citing exam-

ples from local elections in

Alabama to game playing in

Sesame Street magazine,
Guinier explained how one

such alternative—cumulative

voting—allows minority groups

access to power. "If four chil-

dren want to play tag and two

children want to play hide-

( and-seek," she said, instead of

relying on majority rule to

monolithically decide in favor of tag, "the

children should play tag first, but then play

hide-and-seek later."

This sharing of power, or positive-sum

solution, she said, does not only apply to

racial minorities but to all minority coali-

tions. In a local government in Alabama
where cumulative voting was instituted, the

county commission had both its first black

and its first Republican representatives in

its entire history.

Guinier also cited the widespread sup-

port of options to majority rule. More than

thirty states, Guinier said, allow corpora-

tions to elect their board of directors

through cumulative voting. Even conserv-

ative columnists George Will and Lally

Weymouth advocated protection of

minorities in the political process. The
only difference in their arguments, Guinier

said, was that they were defending wealthy

New York land owners and the white

minority in South Africa.

But she has never advocated quotas and

would have told the Senate that, she said,

if they had bothered to ask her.

Guinier's speech was part of a semester-

long series commemorating the thirtieth

anniversary of the enrollment of Duke's

first black undergraduates. The series in-

cluded speeches by Louis Sullivan, former

director of Health and Human Services;

NAACP Executive Director Benjamin

Chavis Jr. M.Div '80; and University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill law profes-

sor Chuck Stone.
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ARTISTIC
DIFFERENCES

ichael Mezzatesta, almost the

former director of the Duke
University Museum of Art, has

put behind him what some have called

"the Battle of Baltimore" with the Walters

Art Gallery there.

After a nine-month search, the Walters

hired Mezzatesta to replace Robert Berg-

man, who left in May to become director

of the Cleveland Museum of Art. But

before Mezzatesta officially began his new
job, the Walters asked him to "withdraw

his candidacy," Mezzatesta says.

"I had already been approved by the

board and no one would give me a reason,"

he told The New York Times. "They must

have gotten cold feet. It was obvious that I

wanted to take the museum into another

phase, to make it more international, and

to build up its image in contemporary art.

Even though I made this mission very

clear to the board, it's obvious they

weren't ready to move forward."

Jay Wilson, chair of the Walters board

told the Times he did not "feel it was con

structive to say anything about the mat
ter." He added that "a settlement agree

ment had been reached" with Mezzatesta

who had threatened to sue the museum for

compensation for its reversal. Neither the

board nor Mezzatesta would disclose the

terms of the settlement.

Mezzatesta will remain at Duke as direc-

tor of the art museum.

FOUNDERS'
DAY

In
December, Duke celebrated its eighth

annual Founders' Day, recognizing the

1924 signing by industrialist and phil-

anthropist James B. Duke of the Indenture

of Trust that created the university.

Duke president emeritus and former

U.S. senator Terry Sanford spoke at the

Founders' Day Convocation, charging the

university to lead the struggle for racial

equality and academic freedom. Sanford,

now a professor at the Institute for Public

Policy that bears his name, praised the

university's predecessor, Trinity College,

for bringing Booker T. Washington to

speak in the 1890s. Such a move was

unprecedented because Trinity was the

first white Southern college to invite a

black lecturer.

Sanford also praised the college's trustees

for refusing to accept the resignation of Pro-

fessor John Bassett, who was lambasted

throughout the South for his praise of

Washington and his call for racial tolerance.

During the convocation in Duke
Chapel, President Nannerl O. Keohane
awarded University Marshal Pelham
Wilder Jr. and Dillard University President

Samuel DuBois Cook the university medal

for "distinguished meritorious service."

The university medal, which bears the

133-year-old seal and motto of Duke, was

first awarded in 1986 to recognize those

who have made a lasting impact on the

university. Recipients are chosen by the

university president based on the recom-

mendations of a special committee.

Cook Hon. 79, a native of Griffin,

Georgia, and a childhood friend of the late

Martin Luther King Jr., became the first

full-time black faculty member at Duke in

1966. He has served as president since

1976 of Dillard University, a historically

black institution in New Orleans, where

he has been praised for helping revitalize
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finances and intellectual life.

A Duke trustee from 1981 until this

year, Cook has been associated with

numerous national and regional organiza-

tions seeking to promote social and eco-

nomic development.

"This year, we celebrate the thirtieth an-

niversary of African-American undergradu-

ates at Duke, and our African-American

legacy more generally," said Keohane. "It

seems especially fitting that this medal

honors not only one of the members of our

community who is personally most distin-

guished and accomplished, but also one who
has spoken passionately and effectively

across the years about the importance of a

more inclusive and diverse Duke University."

Wilder, who has been at Duke since he

joined the chemistry faculty in 1949, was

honored both for his academic contributions

and for his work as university marshal,

organizing for many years formal university

functions such as commencement, Founders'

Day, and presidential inaugurations.

Keohane also awarded D. Moody Smith

Jr. B.D. '57, George Washington Ivey Pro-

fessor of New Testament, the twelfth Uni-

versity Scholar/Teacher Award. Smith has

been on the Duke faculty for almost thirty

years. The award was created in 1981 by the

United Methodist Church's board of higher

education and ministry to recognize "an out-

standing faculty member for his/her dedica-

tion to the learning arts and to the institu-

tion." It carries with it a $2,000 stipend.

LEAPING
LIZARDS

Three botanists, plagued by lizards

falling into their collecting buckets,

have turned a minor nuisance into

scientific insight. They decided to study

how many lizards fall from trees.

Duke's William Schlesinger and Ari-

zona State University's Johannes Knops

fTOMmTrlilTH
ON THE RHODES, OXFORD-BOUND

Hartemink: Oxford in his fi

Trinity Senior Alex
Hartemink couldn't get

enough of Oxford Uni-

versity last summer, so he
found a way to go back—in

style.

Hartemink '94 was named
one of thirty-two Rhodes
Scholars this past December.
He will join students from
twenty-six other colleges and
universities in spending two
years studying at Oxford.

(Last summer's Oxford stint

was a feature of Hartemink's
involvement in the A.B. Duke
Scholars program.)

"I really enjoyed the experi-

ence at Oxford and especially

the teaching method," he says.

"You attend whatever lectures

you want or think are impor-

tant for you to learn the mater-

ial. And you read whatever
books you're interested in

reading. Then, every week,
you're supposed to report to

your tutor about what you
learned that week.
"You write a paper and read

it before your tutor and defend

it. He'll interject if he has any
criticisms or something he
doesn't understand or some-
thing he has to add or some-
thing you got wrong."

A triple major in economics,

mathematics, and physics,

Hartemink ranks third in his

class, is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, is a Goldwater Scholar,

and has garnered first-place

awards in nine national mathe-
matics competitions.

In addition to doing research

on topics ranging from number
theory to congressional influ-

ence on the Federal Reserve,

he has played for the cham-
pionship Durham city-wide

volleyball team and has been
a member of Duke's varsity

fencing team.

Hartemink says that even
though the interview process

for the scholarship was
demanding, he enjoyed it.

"It was a very fair process.

They have questions that

you're expected to know
because you've done research

about it or you've taken classes

in it. And then there are ques-

tions that are your opinions,

your feelings, your
experiences.

"Then they'll ask some more
technical questions such as, 'Is

economics going down the

wrong path in trying to model
itself after physics, in trying to

govern modeling people's

behavior by numbers and
equations? Is that well founded
or not?' Or one particular

zinger was, 'Trace the

axiomatic development of the

foundations of mathematics;

discuss the logical and philo-

sophical implications; give

three or four leading figures

and their works and how this

has influenced the develop-

ment over the course of his-

tory.' That was probably one
of the harder ones."

While his intellectual skills

and scholarship provided him
with most of his answers,

Hartemink also relied on his

athletic background. "In the

regional interviews, someone
asked me, 'Which of the three

fencing weapons would Aristo-

tle have fenced with: foil, epee,

or saber?'

"I said that Aristotle would
have definitely used the epee,

because the target of the epee

in fencing is the whole body,

and I said Aristotle really

addressed himself to all the

questions ofhuman knowledge
and human pursuit. In other

words, the corpus of his writing

addresses everything from
meteorology to the soul to

metaphysics to natural biology.

And in aiming himself at just

about everything there was to

aim himself at, I said that he
would choose the epee."

—Jason Schultz '93

and Thomas Nash discovered that, during

each year of their study in a California

woodland, the "total annual lizardfall" was

about 12,000 per hectare. A hectare is

approximately two and a half acres.

This information might someday pro-

vide insight into the tree-dwelling lizards'

habits or even how flight evolved in ani-

mals, the scientists say. "There has been a

long history of speculation about the evo-

lution of flight," says Schlesinger. "The
question is whether early birds evolved

from lizards that began to fly from the

ground or by falling out of trees." The
study also epitomizes how scientists must

be prepared to expand their research to

take advantage of new opportunities, the

researchers say.

During the thirty-one-month study,

they captured and released more than 200

fallen lizards in their buckets. Almost all

were tree-dwelling "western fence lizards."

The botanists meticulously collected data

on the seasonal pattern, sex, and length of

the falling lizards. They also marked the

lizards to identify "frequent fallers."

Some buckets never caught a lizard,

while one bucket drew eighteen. Most of

the recaptures were near the original cap-

ture, but one "intrepid lizard" traveled

more than forty-five meters before falling

into another collector. In the spring, most

of the plummeting reptiles were male, per-

haps literally falling in love, but in the

summer the sex-ratios evened out.

PRESSING
AHEAP

Former English department chair Stan-

ley Fish has been appointed executive

director of the financially ailing Duke
Press. Fish, professor of English and law,

was named to the new post by Provost

Thomas Langford B.D. '54, Ph.D. '58. The
appointment will last five years.

"Fish has wide experience with and a

solid commitment to academic publishing,

and a firm belief in the potential of univer-

sity presses," says Langford, the university's

chief academic officer. "I believe he is the

best person to lead Duke Press."

As executive director, Fish will be

responsible for long-range planning and

give "intellectual guidance" to the mission

of the press, says Steve Cohn, director of

publishing operations. Fish also plans to

continue to teach during the appointment.

Cohn has headed the press since August

28, when former director Lawrence Malley

resigned after the university revealed the

press needed $316,000 in subsidies last

year, $261,000 more than was budgeted.
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IN BRIEF

Fred Goldsmith, head football coach

of Rice University, now has the same posi-

tion at Duke. He replaces Barry Wilson,

who resigned following the 1993 season in

which the Blue Devils finished 3-8. Gold-

smith, a 1967 graduate of the University of

Florida, has spent the last five seasons as

Rice's coach. He guided the Owls to back-

to-back winning records for the first time

since 1960-61. Goldsmith was named the

national Coach of the Year in 1992 by

Sports Illustrated after compiling the school's

first winning season since 1963. Before he

came to Rice, the team had lost eighteen

consecutive contests. Earlier, he was the

defensive coordinator and assistant head

coach at the University of Arkansas.

Christian R.H. Raetz has been named
chair of the biochemistry department at

Duke Medical Center. Raetz is known for

his discovery of biochemical reactions by

which bacteria produce toxic substances.

Raetz, whose appointment was effective

October 1, was vice president for basic

research in biochemistry and microbiology

at Merck 6k Company in Rahway, New
Jersey. Before that, he was a biochemistry

professor at the University of Wisconsin.

Robert Behn, professor of public poli-

cy at the Terry Sanford Institute of Public

Policy and director of its Governors Cen-
ter, was elected a Fellow of the National

Academy of Public Administration. The
academy is a private, nonprofit corpora-

tion chartered by Congress to improve the

effectiveness of government at all levels.

Academy fellows are elected by their peers

and include Cabinet members and gover-

nors, members of Congress, mayors, and

business executives.

C. Eric Lincoln, professor emeritus of

religion, was found innocent of attempted

rape and indecent assault, but guilty of mis-

demeanor assault and battery, in Novem-
ber. He was sentenced to one year's proba-

tion. Lincoln was accused by a Harvard

graduate student of sexually assaulting her

after she asked him for help with her dis-

sertation. Lincoln, a national authority on
the black church and the author of The

Muslims in America and the novel The

Avenue, Clayton City, was a visiting profes-

sor at Clark University in Massachusetts at

the time. He retired from Duke in June.

Bruce B. Lawrence, professor of reli-

gion, has been named a Phi Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholar for 1993-94, one of

twelve men and women selected national-

ly to visit a total of 100 institutions. As a

participant in the visiting scholar program,

Lawrence, an authority on Islam, will trav-

el to ten U.S. institutions as part of a pro-

gram designed to contribute to the intel-

lectual life on campuses. During his

two-day visit to each school, he will meet

with students and faculty members in a

variety of formal or informal sessions,

including classroom discussions, seminars,

and public lectures. His lectures will

include topics such as "The Colonial and

Post-Colonial Muslim World: Its Forma-

tion, Scope, and Prospects," "Islam and

the Changing World Order," and "Theo-

rizing Violence in the Nineties."

Evelyn Schmidt '47, M.D. '51, of the

Lincoln Community Health Center in

Durham, has spent her forty-year health-

care career working in underserved com-
munities and as an advocate for health ser-

vices to the poor. To recognize her acts of

professional service and compassion, the

Duke University Campus Ministry honored

her in December with its 1993 Humanitar-

ian Service Award. Selection for the award

is based on direct and personal service to

others, sustained involvement in that ser-

vice, and simplicity of lifestyle.

WHEN YOU'RE NAMED FOR
DURHAM'S MOST FAMOUS FAMILY
YOU'RE EXPECTED TO BE SPECIAL

Since the late 1800s, the Duke family name
has been closely associated with excellence

and achievement. Today the tradition con-

tinues at the Washington Duke Inn & Golf

Club. Situated at the edge of Duke Univer-

sity's campus, Durham's first deluxe hotel

offers 171 luxurious guest rooms and suites.

Enjoy international fine dining at the Fairview

Restaurant. Relax with a drink and good
conversation at the Bull Durham Bar. And,

although the Duke University golf course

will be undergoing a facelift, golfers can look

forward to the grand re-opening of a more
beautiful and improved course in Spring 1994.

Whether you're visiting the university or

planning a getaway you'll feel like a special

guest in a gracious Southern home. Call us

at (919) 490-0999 or (800) 443-3855.

' T

Washington Duke
Inn& GolfClub

5001 Cameron Boulevard • Durham, NC 27706

(919) 490-0999 • Fax (919) 688-0105
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Cigarettes Are Sublime.
By Richard Klein. Durham; Duke Press,

J 993. 223 pp., index, and twenty pho-

tographs. $21.95.

The habit of smoking is

disgusting to sight, re-

pulsive to smell, dan-

gerous to the brain,

noxious to the lung,

spreading its fumes
around the smoker as

foul as those that come
from Hell." Sound familiar? The words

might be yesterday's dispatch from the

Surgeon General, but they were actually

issued, in 1604, from King James I, that

pinched and puritanical little tyrant and

murderer of our dashing Elizabethan hero

Sir Walter Raleigh, who intro-

duced tobacco to England and

went to his beheading with pipe

in mouth, quipping that the

executioner's blade "is strong

medicine, but it will cure all

disease."

Raleigh's jaunty one-liner

not only offers a fine smoker's

laughing-in-the-face rejoinder

to the current "healthist" hys-

teria against tobacco. It also

suggests the rhetorical flavor of

Richard Klein's wonderful book

Cigarettes Are Sublime. As its

bravely insouciant title indi-

cates, this is nothing less than a

celebration of cigarettes and

everything they have implied

for the modern world. Well,

every thing but one. Klein isn't

about to deny the baneful phys-

ical effects of smoking. He's

simply out to inject a little

common sense (as well as poet-

ry and wit) into a "debate" that,

for smokers and non-smokers

alike, has been reduced to one

element alone: health.

Cigarettes, as no one else

nowadays seems willing to say,

are about much more than that,

and it is Klein's contention that

we will get nowhere in our

public discussion of tobacco use

until we understand why, in spite of its

well-known noxious and even fatal effects,

smoking remains so universally popular.

"Addiction" doesn't even begin to explain

its appeal, nor do such fashionable culprits

as peer pressure and advertising. The real

source of this powerful lure, Klein suggest,

lies in a very human paradox. "Cigarettes

are bad for you," he writes, "that is why
they are so good."

For the author, the effort to understand,

to penetrate the mysteries of this most

charming and demanding god, reflects a per-

sonal agenda that's as full of whimsical irony

as many of his arguments are. A longtime

smoker, he decided to quit (and eventually

succeeded, he assures us) not by pushing cig-

arettes away symbolically but by enumerat-

ing the pleasures, both physical and cultural,

of their embrace. Kicking the habit by

mourning its passing from his life, as one

would mourn the death of a friend, Klein

reworks the idea that "demonizing" cigarettes

actually enhances their devilish appeal.

Yet this is no newfangled how-to-quit

manual but an exuberantly literary pane-

gyric, with an airy title that's also scrupu-

lously exact. The very real beauty of ciga-

rettes, Klein writes, "has never been
understood as unequivocally positive [but]

has always been associated with distaste,

transgression, and death. Kant calls 'sub-

lime' that aesthetic satisfaction which

includes as one of its moments a negative

experience, a shock, a blockage, an intima-

tion of mortality. It is in this very strict

sense... that the beauty of cigarettes may be

considered to be sublime."

From this lucid premise, the

author ranges widely, eruditely,

and playfully in his paean to the

dark glories of the cigarette:

from Sartre to Baudelaire; from

Bizet's Carmen to the war fic-

tions of Remarque, Mailer, and

Oliver Stone; from recent news

items to Italo Svevo's classic

novel The Confessions of Zeno,

in which the hero spends his

life trying to quit; from pho-

tographs by Brassa'i and Lart'igue

to the movie Casablanca, "in

which," Klein notes, "every-

body, except Ingrid Bergman,

constantly, passionately, signifi-

cantly smokes."

Tobacco, he reminds us, was

not always a demon. For Ameri-

can Indians, it was just the op-

posite: a god. For the American

colonists, its cultivation and use

were God-given rights that, when
challenged, led to revolution and

the founding of a new nation. In

other eras and places too, Klein

shows, it was associated with

noble struggles for liberty, per-

sonal and collective. In times of

war, it was not considered "un-

healthy" (an absurd notion to

those facing immediate death)

but essential, the soldier's great-

est comforter and best friend.
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With the introduction of the cigarette

in the mid- 1800s, the sprawling leaf was

not only outfitted in a uniform which

came to resemble modernity itself but cod-

ified as a richly eloquent language of ges-

ture, self-expression, and communal rite:

a language which, though it may have
reached its apogee in the refinements of

those late-nineteenth century Parisian

dandies who lived only to smoke, also

informs much of the past century's litera-

ture, philosophy, and art.

Can you imagine Casablanca

without cigarettes? Sartre?

Impossible.

A professor of French lit-

erature at Cornell, Klein

mounts his polemical history

tour with extraordinary ver-

bal grace and constant good

humor. Though he puckishly

says that his aspiration is to

create a "good example of a

bad example of critical writ-

ing," there's nothing bad
(i.e., stodgily academic) in

his elegant, genial prose.

Quite simply, the book is a

delight to read. Among its

countless drolleries, my
favorite is the small aside

that punchlines a sentence

noting that a certain French

cigarette was introduced to mark "the

occasion of an official visit to Paris of the

ill-fated Czar Nicholas II, a heavy smoker

whose habit was not what killed him."

There is, nonetheless, a serious political

argument at the heart of Cigarettes Are

Sublime. Klein is suspicious of the motives

of those aiming to wipe cigarettes from the

Earth by official decree and excessive taxa-

tion; from such notorious "antitabaganists"

as James I and Hitler onward, he says,

campaigns against tobacco have often

masked more widespread and sinister as-

saults on individual freedom. As for the

mounting insinuation that smoking is

somehow un-American, he reminds us

that "it was America, in the person of

James B. Duke of Durham, that made ciga-

rette smoking universal, it giving to the

entire world what at first had been a class

privilege and what

Pierre Louys, writing

in 1896, called 'une

volupte nouvelle'—
the only decisive ad-

vance in the knowl-

edge of pleasure that

modern European
culture had achieved

over antiquity."

A refreshing re-

buttal to the dour

and one-dimension-

al rhetoric that now
Is surrounds smoking,

I Cigarettes Are Sub-

Is lime deserves to be

IS read by anyone
|s inclined to venture

a an opinion on the

II subject. To this ded-

icated if (of course)

conflicted smoker, Klein's book is itself

sublime. And I mean that in the Kantian

sense.

—Godfrey Cheshire

Cheshire, a contributor to New York Press, Spec-

tator magazine, and Film Comment, is a free-

lance writer living in New York City.

PLEASURE

igarettes are not positively beauti-

ful, but they are sublime by virtue

of their charming power to pro-

pose what Kant would call "a negative

pleasure": a darkly beautiful, inevitably

painful pleasure that arises from^some

intimation of eternity; .*he taste of

infinity in a cigarette/fesides precisely

in the "bad" taste the smoker quickly

learns to love. Being sublime, cigarettes,

in principle, resist all arguments direct-

ed against them from the perspective of

health and utility. Warning smokers or

neophytes of the ^dangers entices them
more powerfully to the edge of the

abyss, where, like travelers in a Swiss

landscape, they can be thrilled by the

subtle grandeur of the perspectives on
mortality opened by the little terrors in

every puff. Cigarettes are bad. That is

why they are good—not good, not

beautiful, but sublime....

The act of givkig up cigarettes should

perhaps be approached not only as an

affirmation of lije, but, because life is

not merely existing, as an occasion of

mourning. Stopping smoking, one must

lament the loss to one's life of some-

thing—or someone!—immensely,

intensely beautiful, must grieve for the

I
of a star.

—from Cigarettes Are Sublime, copyright

1993 Duke University Press. Used v/ith

SELF-IDENTITY
Continued from page 18

to be together. There's another friend of

mine whose parents are in the process of get-

ting a divorce but still live in the same home
and fight all the time. They come down to

visit him here and compete over who gets to

eat more meals with him while they're here.

And he's just going crazy because he's being

used as a pawn in this game."

The conversation about divorce brought

a sort of traditional-values affirmation:

Colby Walton spoke of the decline of

"civility" and the need to rediscover a

"cultural center"; Raegan Diller expressed

disgust with the "selfishness" evidenced by

parents who won't accept that "they're

responsible for loving and caring for and

supporting their child." There might have

been something of worth, she said, to

"the 'good old days' when people had

more of a sense of obligation or duty."

But it's hard to discern in these students a

nostalgia for a world of fewer choices and

limited possibilities. After all, they don't

want to give up their computers for type-

writers, their MTV (though some claim not

to watch it) for I Love Lucy, or post-cold war

flux for missile crises. They don't want a sta-

bility that's stifling. They do want to be

secure, and they do want to be independent.

In the student discussion, the one TV
show that brought a uniformly appreciative

reaction was The Simpsons. Particularly

through the animated (in every sense)

problem child Bart Simpson, the show

pokes fun at political hypocrisy, corporate

sleaze, classroom tediousness, and, quite

self-consciously, TV's usurpation of the life

of the mind. Still, while the Simpsons' fic-

tional everytown of Springfield is a commu-
nity that often degenerates into pettiness

and perfidy, it is also a community where

the independent individualist can shine

—

or gain the ultimate reward of attention

from Springfield's TV eye. Maybe Bart

Simpson, with his effusive interest in get-

ting ahead of the pretentious and hypocriti-

cal crowd, is a Nineties kind of youth.

And maybe this emerging generation

senses that there is a bumpy ride ahead. As
it happened, in last November's Macy's

Thanksgiving Parade, the rude winds of

New York blew the Bart balloon into an

office building. Bart—self-certain on the

surface—rode the rest of the parade route

partially deflated.
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"I was definitely in support of the

proposed ban. I believe the fra-

ternity system should take the

lead in alcohol reform and start

becoming more in line with our

national organizations. The pro-

posal would have been a positive

step for the social scene at Duke.

Although it certainly was not a

united front, 1 think a large num-

ber of Greeks would have

favored the change."

Interfraternity Council President
Cbetan Ghai B.S.E. '94 on an IFC

"I definitely think that alcohol

and alcohol abuse are things we
need to work on here on the

Duke social scene. There are

problems out there, but this pro-

posal did not do it; it was too

limiting. The problem with Duke

is there is nothing to do. If we
start limiting ourselves, then that

will only worsen the situation.

People need to take the initia-

tive, not be forced into doing

certain things. We hope to foster

the initiative without giving fra-

ternities an ultimatum as to how
they can exist."

President Keith Demon '94, who
voted against the proposal to ban
open kegs from all fraternity func-

1:=
"Movies should be a coming

together of spirit and drama.

[They] should be a catharsis and

a reaffirmation of the spirit. . . 1

try to go to the heart we all have,

the collective unconscious. If I

could do one thing in my life, it

would be to tell something hon-

estly."

on "spiritual essence and questing
truth"

"We should not be surprised that

the health-care system is ravaged

by race. Racism is the major rea-

son for hatred in our society. Our
minorities have higher rates of

infant mortalities, cancer,

emphysema, heart disease, and

other diseases."

-Louis Sullivan, former U.S. Secre-
tary of Health and Human Services

under President Bush, speaking at
Duke Medical Center

"They were in control of the sit-

uation; all they had to do was

stay out of trouble. They had two

chances, and this was the last

I Jarrard, chair of the under-

group on West Campus

"He's the most positive kid I've

been around during my coaching

career. That will probably be a

blessing for him in the months

ahead. ... He truly loves the game

of basketball and is an example

for every kid in how to play the

game and live life."

—Duke bead basketball coach
Mike Krzyzevrski, commenting an

former Duke star Bobby Hurley

What books outside your discipline

have influenced your thinking the

most?

Owen Flanagan, Professor
of Philosophy:

Mothers in the Fatherland, by

Duke history professor Claudia

Koonz. Flanagan says he is inter-

ested in the question ofhow to

connect psychology and ethics.

Koonz's book provoked him with

its exploration of the ways which

conventional people can become

evil themselves or support evil

projects, such as German citizens

did during the Nazi reign of

World War II.

As a contrast, he also found

Thomas Keneally's Schindler's

List insightful. This work tells

the story of a corrupt Christian

running a Jewish factory in

Poland for the Nazis. What fasci-

nated Flanagan was how
Schindler, a basically evil person,

ended up using his vices to

charm the SS into leaving his

Jewish workers alone. So in the

end, Flanagan says, he was a

character who was not good or

moral in conventional ways, but

he probably saved as many Jews

as Raoul Wallenberg, the famous

Swedish rescuer.

In addition, Flanagan was sur-

prised after reading Unnatural

Emotions by Catherine Lutz, an

anthropologist. Her story centers

on a non-Western society on an

island in the South Pacific and

the way in which their emotional

life is put together differently

than ours—the way human self is

constructed. Flanagan says we

can learn much from such a soci-

ety, where we would consider

their emotional values atypical

and possibly unnatural.

We asked twenty-five under-

graduates:

Do you feel Duke University
is a se'

Yes IS
No lO

Of those who answered yes, most

said that the university could

never be completely safe, but felt

that what was being done to make

it safe was sufficient. Some said

that they felt the campus grounds

were fairly safe, but that crimes

internally, between students, such

as rape, harassment, and theft,

were still prevalent. "I think Pub-

lic Safety is doing a lot," said one

female student. "But we need a lot

more education for us, especially

the freshmen coming in."

Of those who answered no,

several said that they had person-

ally been either the victim of a

crime or knew someone who had.

They also said they believe that

Duke's administrative response

could be quicker. One student

commented, "Public Safety never

takes any of our complaints seri-

ously. They always show up late

to give us rides home after dark,

or they spend their whole time

giving out parking tickets."

Students also said that each of

the different campuses had its

own safety issues. Most students

said that main West and main

East campuses were safe from out-

side crime, but the parking lots

and fire lanes surrounding them

weren't. Central Campus and

North Campus, on the other

hand, were generally felt to be the

most dangerous and least secure.

—compiled by Jason Schultz '93

and Raj Goyle '97
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Take a year...

to make a difference

If you're interested in an opportunity to

work in the White House and deal one-
on-one with America's leaders, take a
close look at the White House Fellowships.

White House Fellows are a select group
of men and women who spend a year early

in their careers serving as paid assistants
to the President, Vice-President, or

cabinet-level officials.

They are people of exceptional abilities,

strong motivation and a desire to serve
their country.

White House Fellows have gone on to

become leaders in many fields... business,

politics, science and the arts. And they all

agree on one thing: Their year as a Fellow
changed their lives.

If it often seems as though you have to

choose between helping others, and
helping yourself—here's a chance to do
both. As a White House Fellow, you can
serve America while learning skills you will

use your entire life.

And instead ofjust reading about world
events, you can help shape them.

Call (202) 395-4522 for a brochure,
application and the opportunity of a
lifetime.

THE WHITE HOUSE FELLOWSHIPS
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For the first time, the glory of April in Duke Gardens captured on a full color limited edition print from a

photograph. Overall size 25" x 34" (image size 20" x 30"). The prints are signed and numbered (edition

1000). Printed on high quality stock with fade resistant inks. Five dollars from each purchase goes directly to

Duke Gardens. To order send $40.00 in check or money order (includes $5 shipping) to Gary F. Vogel, 16

Citation Dr., Durham, NC 27713, or call 919-493-0306 if you have any questions.

WHEN YOU'RE NAMED FOR
DURHAM'S MOST FAMOUS FAMILY,

YOU'RE EXPECTED TO BE SPECIAL

Since the late 1800s, the Duke family name
has been closely associated with excellence

and achievement. Today the tradition con-

tinues at the Washington Duke Inn &- Golf

Club. Situated at the edge of Duke Univer-

sity's campus, Durham's first deluxe hotel

offers 171 luxurious guest rooms and suites.

Play a round of golf on a championship

course designed by Robert Trent Jones.

Enjoy international fine dining at the

Fairview Restaurant. Relax with a drink

and good conversation at the Bull Durham
Bar. Whether you're visiting the university

or planning a getaway you'll feel like a

special guest in a gracious Southern home.

Call us at (919) 490-0999 or (800) 443-3853.

Washington Duke
Inn & GolfClub

5001 Cameron Boulevard • Durham. NC 27706

(919) 490-0999 • Fax (919) 688-010?
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WORK HARD,
PLAY HARD,
ARGUE HARD

BY ROBERT J. BLIWISE

THE BLAME GAME:

DEBATING THE CAMPUS CLIMATE

It is a question showing up in faculty meetings and

letters to the editor and fireside presidential chats:

Are Duke students intellectually engaged?

A rough semi-circle has been made
out of rough lounge furniture

—

standard dorm fare. This eve-

ning's dorm doings will be more
provocative, though, than the usual hall-

way water fights.

English professor Susan Willis sits down
in the semi-circle and begins an intellectual

autobiography. She's dressed in jeans ap-

propriate to her audience, twenty Duke
seniors, and to her field, which is popular

culture. As a mother to five children, she's

been inspired to look critically at daily life

and practices, to see "daily life as a proper

concern for intellectual activity." And ear-

lier, as a graduate student during a period of

"continual sit-ins, demonstrations, boycotts,

strikes," she shaped herself as an activist.

Willis takes questions about the frag-

menting influence of television. Then she

asks the students for help on her latest proj-

ect, an essay on how American culture has

imagined dinosaurs.

This dorm discussion—one segment of a

semester-long "house course"—is a response

to a question that has consumed the cam-

pus. It is a question showing up in faculty

meetings and letters to the editor and fire-

side presidential chats: Are Duke students

intellectually engaged?

If not the first to ask the question, the

first to send it reverberating through the

Chapel was Reynolds Price '55. Price, a

James B. Duke Professor of English and

multiply-awarded writer, gave the Founders'

Day Address in December 1992. While

acknowledging "a nexus of extraordinary

students who keep me teaching," Price

referred to "the stunned or blank faces of

students who exhibit a minimum of prepa-

ration or willingness for what I think of as

the high delight and life-enduring pleasure

of serious conversation in the classroom

and elsewhere."

What is often "the main theme of dis-

course" among undergraduates, he said, is

contained in the expression "I can't

believe how drunk I was last night." Such

a theme strikes Price as "something much
less interesting than sex and God, the top-

ics of my time."

Price's prescription for improvement

begins with eliminating fraternities and

sororities. Those groups, he said, are "our

main force for division and waste"; as

"grotesque relics," they "have long since
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ceased to serve any role not

better served by means less ex-

pensive, in every sense, of the

university's time and lifeblood."

He would have the university

commit time, and certainly re-

sources, to organizing student

life on a residential college

model. Price's ideal Duke would

reconfigure itself into private

student bedrooms and common
dining rooms where under-

graduates "could meet like

sane adult members of a group

dedicated to legitimate prin-

ciples of thoughtful social life,

punctuated by normal bouts

of revel."

Price's provocative presentation was fol-

lowed last spring by a report from Dean of

the Chapel William Willimon. Over a

period of five months, Willimon had met

with student groups over pizza, interviewed

scores of individual students, attended keg

parties, joined Duke Public Safety on their

patrols, and stayed overnight

in a dorm.

What Willimon found re-

flected the "work hard, play

hard" spirit that, as he sees it,

is the defining spirit of under-

graduate life—and which he

borrowed for the title of his

report. Willimon recorded this

comment from a conversation

with A.B. Duke scholars: "Try

bringing up a book you've

read, or a great lecture you've

heard in class, and other stu-

dents will tell you, 'Keep it in

class. My brain meter's not

running now.' " Seen in its best

light, Willimon said, "work
hard, play hard" means that

Duke students "are known for

their exuberance, their enthu-

siasm at basketball games, and

their general love of life. At its

worst, it means that our stu-

dents are engaged in activities

which not only do not contrib-

ute to the academic mission

of the university, but actually

work against that mission by

trivializing the time they

spend here."

Not interested in trivializ-

ing her time, Rima Jarrah '93

put together the house course

featuring Susan Willis and a

different professor-presenter

each week. Jarrah says that to

build an intellectualism ethic,

Duke needs to take sharper

aim at its freshmen. "If you

don't from the very beginning

impress on them that this is an intellectual

institution, they're not going to get that

message," she says. First-year students

learn about the minimum effort required

to accomplish the goal of placement into

the right job or the right graduate pro-

gram, "and they do the minimum, or may-

be a little above that." Jarrah

sees her course, "The Liberal

Arts Epistemology," as some
kind of undergraduate culmi-

nating experience. She calls

the course "A Senior's Guide
to Intellectualism." Asked if

there should be "A Fresh-

man's Guide to Intellectual-

ism," Jarrah says it sounds like

a good idea.

How does one take the mea-

sure of an intellectual climate?

Last fall three undergraduates

in an introductory statistics

. course tried to do just that.

i They were frustrated, though,
^ by a low response rate. Their

survey group of students resisted quantify-

ing their intellectual engagement. Students

couldn't figure out how to answer a query,

for example, about how much time every

week they spent on intellectual activities.

There's a mixed message from graduates

in the most recent "Duke Experience Sur-

vey," compiled by the alumni

affairs office. Graduates of the

Class of '92 considered Duke
tough, but not too tough, and

said they worked hard, but

not too hard. They rated the

academic pressure at Duke at

6.6 on a scale of to 10. More
than 45 percent said they

spent fewer than twenty hours

a week studying; 17 percent

pegged their study time at

more than thirty hours. Most

thought the curriculum was

neither more nor less demand-

ing than they had anticipat-

ed—which helps explain why
the "overall Duke experience"

earned a rating of 8.31.

So most students are com-

fortable with Duke. But im-

plicit in the reports of Price

and Willimon is the view that

the university, responding to

a student sense of "entitle-

ment," may be making things

much too comfortable and not

very challenging.

Richard Cox B.D. '67,

Th.M. '69, D.Ed. '82, associ-

ate vice president and dean of

university life, has been trav-

eling for the admissions office

for some seventeen years. In

the past decade or so, he's

noticed an escalating interest

in Duke. He's also noticed two

sets of reactions among high

J school students with whom he

| meets—now in auditorium

| settings. Cox asks for impres-
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sions of Duke from those who have visited

the campus or whose friends are enrolled.

A few students will spark the discussion

with issues of academic programs and poli-

cies. But they're overtaken by students who
"can't wait to come and party," Cox says,

"though they think it would be fine to get

an education, too."

Duke's director of undergraduate admis-

sions, Christoph Guttentag, sees consider-

able reality behind the perception that

Duke students, in his words, keep "the life

of the mind and the social life distinct."

According to that perception, Ivy League

students incorporate the life of the mind
into their social life—as "a part of fun, as a

part of joy"—while Duke students assume

"a narrow definition of the life of the mind,

which is classroom-related and require-

ment-driven." What Guttentag calls the

"dichotomization of student life"—the

work and play division—creates a peculiar

atmosphere and discourages super-moti-
j

vated students, he says. "What we have is

the notion that there's nothing other than

work and play, that whatever isn't play is

work, whatever isn't work is play. Where I

does thinking come into that?"

Guttentag is the first to say that Duke
students are as bright as students anywhere.

But last year, thirty-five students admitted

by both Duke and Stanford chose to attend
j

Duke; 164 chose Stanford. Nineteen stu-

dents deciding between Harvard/Radcliffe

and Duke went in Duke's direction; 147

went the other way.

"If we did better against our toughest

competitors, I would be much more willing

to say, 'Not only have we found our niche,

but let's be careful not to change it,'
" Gut-

tentag says. "If students who chose be-

tween Harvard and Duke, Stanford and

Duke, split 50-50, then I would say that

students are making appropriate choices,

they're finding the sort of distinguishing

characteristics of each school, we have our

niche, it's where we want to be. But when
you look at our major competitors, there

are a small number against whom we don't

do very well. And I refuse to believe that

they offer a significantly better education."

That record "tells us something impor-

tant about what atmosphere draws the

brightest students," Guttentag says. "When
you look at who those students are, they

are not narrow, uncreative intellects. They
are people whom the faculty would love to

have in their classrooms, and whom the

students would love to have as their class-

mates. They are bright, they are interest-

ing, they are active."

What do the latest converts to the

"work hard, play hard" ethic think of all

this intellectual talk? Asked to write on
the issue, most of the twelve freshmen in a

fall semester writing course did not take

Some say that the

university, responding

to a student sense of

"entitlement," may be

making things much
too comfortable and

not very challenging.

kindly to the assumption of low levels of

campus intellectualism. One questioned

whether any of the professor-critics had

ever been "present in the dorms and out-

side the classrooms" to reach their assess-

ment. (In the cases of both Price and

Willimon, the answer happens to be yes.)

One said flatly that he couldn't function in

a work hard, play hard environment,

because "I don't have the split personality

that I think would be necessary to leave all

intellectual thought in the classroom."

Some, though, were a bit more self-criti-

cal—like the essayist who observed that

students "receive no credit or tangible

benefit for a discussion of philosophy over

dinner." Students come to campus fully

formed: They know their (lawyerly or doc-

torly) destination, and they know the path

there. For most students, said this essayist,

"intellectual enrichment" isn't a high pri-

ority for their college years. "Duke stu-

dents strive not to challenge and develop

their minds, but to make the necessary

grade to gain admittance to a professional

or graduate school."

To a great extent, the intellectual tone

is set by the faculty, and particularly in

how the faculty structures the learning

process. Almost twenty-five years ago, the

faculty lightened student course loads from

a standard of five to four courses each semes-

ter. The idea was that professors would in-

crease the substance of each course and

their expectations of students. Student

Affairs' Richard Cox recalls a later Aca-

demic Council meeting where student-life

administrators were "raked over the coals"

for allowing student behavior to get out of

hand. "I said to them, 'I'm not going to

argue with you. We do have serious problems

with noise, vandalism, disrespect toward

others, and drinking. But can't you help us

change the climate of this community?

How is it that these students can do as

well as they do in the classroom and be

drunk every night?'
"

Faculty members grudgingly agreed with

the point, says Cox, that just as the overall

student academic profile was rising, the

academic demands on students were less-

ening. More recently, one of Cox's student

advisees was able to add a course to his

schedule almost a full month into the

semester. What's the message there, he
wonders, about the intellectual rigor of the

curriculum?

Last fall, the Arts and Sciences Council

considered proposed curriculum changes.

Those changes involved, among other

things, requiring students to study in each

of six broad areas of knowledge. The coun-

cil decided not to add a requirement, but

to remove the existing requirement that a

certain number of courses in a student's

program be intellectually "related."

Not always celebrated for its intellectual

contribution, The Chronicle saw this as a

curricular cop-out. "In passing purely cos-

metic changes to the Trinity curriculum,

the council argued 'if it ain't broke, don't

fix it,' a stunningly simplistic rationale

from a supposedly world-class faculty," said

the paper's editorial. "If 'it ain't broke,'

then why do these same professors note

that students come to the university excit-

ed to learn and then lope through four

years of beer-drenched oblivion? Couldn't

this have something to do with the cur-

riculum that 'ain't broke?'
"

What should be broken, many agree, are

the boundaries between student experi-

ences inside and outside the classroom.

Some programs do that boundary-breaking

as a matter of course. The School of the

Environment's Marine Lab has a particular

take on student-faculty interaction. There,

it's an automatic interaction. In a fall

newsletter, director Joe Ramus wrote about

the lab's commitment to "total immersion

in the curriculum"—an interesting and apt

phrase in this context. The lab "is an

island, both physically and culturally,"

wrote Ramus. "To the undergraduate stu-

dent, a semester at Beaufort offers a simpli-

fication of the complexities presented by a

university campus. There is accountability

because there is no place to hide perfor-

mance, both excellent and mediocre."

An island of intellectualism: Maybe
that's not every student's Fantasy Island,

but it is a useful example of a community

of scholars. The chance to interact with

undergraduates was important in luring

Steve Nowicki from Rockefeller Universi-

ty, a high-powered research center, to

Duke. Nowicki is an assistant professor of

zoology and neurobiology. Although quick

to peg Duke students as extraordinarily

bright, Nowicki is "distressed that they

don't take outside class the intellectual

spark that I try to ignite in class." Nowicki

is himself an example of lively intellect: He
studied the classical trombone but realized

he would never perfect his performance
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skills, tested his interest in psy-

chology and philosophy, then

—

while taking a college biology

course to fulfill a distribution

requirement—found an intellec-

tual home. Now he studies ani-

mal communications, particular-

ly the singing behavior of birds.

Nowicki masters the names of

the 120 or so students in his lec-

tures, employs undergraduates in

his lab, eats on campus with stu-

dent groups, invites students to

his home for meals, and even

performed as Santa Claus for a

fraternity. Teaching and research

are aspects of the same enter-

prise, Nowicki says. "Research should be

an intellectual activity. Part of being an

intellectual is talking about what you do.

That's the core of teaching—conveying

your enthusiasm for a subject that you find

interesting and stimulating."

Students are oriented more than ever to

"prosaic" goals, namely job aspirations,

Nowicki says. And it's not just GPA-anx-
ious students: Parents call him, worried

that their son or daughter may not be tak-

ing the right courses for that place in Har-

vard Medical School. Faced with such

pressures, the faculty needs to have a more
vigorous conversation about Duke's educa-

tional mission, Nowicki says. It's one thing

to educate students to get a good job. It's

quite another—and more important

—

thing to educate them to be leaders, mean-
ing they're inspired to make intellectual

connections and they're not just adept in

some narrow field. Maybe the faculty

should debate a common core of courses

—

a "Duke canon"—for the first one or two

years, he says, in order to promote a shared

intellectual discourse. "There can be no
intellectual climate here unless we have

agreement on our intellectual mission."

Some say that there are all too few

Steve Nowickis—that faculty research

agendas, and the rewards system for tenure

and promotion, intrude on easy faculty-

student interaction. One of the writing-

class freshmen wrote that "the root of the

problem" of insufficient intellectualism is

"the lack of interaction between students

and faculty." For another assignment, he

and the other students screened a new
admissions office video, which shows six

interesting undergraduates in their tri-

umphs and tribulations over the course of

an academic year. In the video, an anthro-

pology professor shares tea with a student

and probes her about her interest in

becoming a veterinarian. The segment was

real enough, say admissions staffers, but for

these students, not representative enough.

It was with the intent of promoting a

community-minded environment that Duke's

"What we have is

the notion that

whatever isn't play is

work, whatever

isn't work is play.

Where does thinking

come into that?"

Bryan Center, last fall, unveiled "The Cafe."

The Cafe serves cappuccino and muffins

(sometimes free of charge for professor-stu-

dent pairs). It was the idea of English pro-

fessor Jane Tompkins, who supported it

with a $1,000 donation and who volun-

teers her services there.

But shared cappuccino doesn't fuel a

continuing intellectual dialogue. The
excitement of a classroom of "active listen-

ing and active thinking" does, says Rima
Jarrah, the organizer of the intellectualism

house course. Jarrah suggests that she was a

bit spoiled by her pre-Duke experience at

Exeter, where learning takes place primari-

ly around seminar tables. If teachers just

lecture to students, she says, it's easy for

students to develop into passive note-tak-

ers. And engagement doesn't come from

responding to question after question in

isolation, she adds. The intellectually alive

classroom comes from weaving together

the different ideas of students into some-

thing coherent and provocative, from a

large conversation that drives a point to

an often surprising conclusion. In her

courses over four years, not many Duke
professors met that intellectual standard in

the conduct of their classes—just "a hand-

ful," Jarrah says.

Her comments are supported by the

observations of a former Duke administra-

tor. While walking through one
of Duke's main classroom build-

ings, she found herself looking

into classes in progress. She was

struck by the persistent scene of

divided territory: professors deliv-

ering information from an elevat-

ed platform, students as recipients

seated in some great pit below.

Laments over the intellectual

climate are hardly distinct to the

time, the mid-Nineties, or the

place, Duke. In 1981, Jacob
Neusner, then a Brown professor

\ of religious studies, published "A
- Commencement Speech You

"^ s Won't Hear" in the Brown Daily

Herald. Although he addressed his com-
ments to students, Neusner was harsh in his

assessment of fellow professors. Lazy them-

selves, they were guilty, in his judgment, of

promoting their lazy ways to future genera-

tions. "For four years we created an alto-

gether forgiving world, in which whatever

slight effort you gave was all that was

demanded," he wrote. "When you did not

keep appointments, we made new ones.

When you were late to class, we ignored it.

When your work came in beyond the

deadline, we pretended not to care. Worse
still, when you were boring, we acted as if

you were saying something important."

Faculty put up with such anti-intellectual

standards, Neusner concluded, not because

they wanted to be liked, but because they

didn't want to be bothered. "The easy way
out was pretense: smiles and easy B's."

At Duke, a Committee for the Study of

Student Residential Life was at work twen-

ty-five years ago. Its summary section came
from English professor Robert Krueger

A.M. '58, recipient of two Oxford degrees,

later the first dean of the merged Woman's
and Trinity colleges, and somewhat famous

more recently for his losing Senate cam-

paign in Texas. In the report, Krueger said

that architecturally and ideologically, the

Oxford model of a residential college

exerted a powerful influence at the time of

Duke's founding.

In the Oxford context, he wrote, rela-

tions between student and instructor, or

"tutor," are easy: "Although he grades the

student's weekly essay, the tutor is not

responsible for the final 'class' of degree

that the student receives, which is based

on a series of examinations graded by univer-

sity and outside examiners." The tutors live

either in one of Oxford's thirty-five col-

leges or nearby. "If they live outside, they

usually eat a number of meals in college

and always have a sitting room-office for

conducting tutorials and for entertaining."

Although Krueger didn't employ the lan-

guage of "work hard, play hard," he found

the theme quite alive at Duke in 1969. "The
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student, like the faculty mem-
ber, distinguishes between his

academic and social worlds," he

wrote. "Studying is one world;

conversation with friends or dat-

ing another."

Today, some campuses are un-

contested intellectual hothouses.

Tellingly, the University of Chica-

go features a lecture on "The

Aims of Education" during fresh-

man orientation. New students

are required to attend the lec-

ture, then go back to their resi-

dences to unravel the themes in

small discussion groups—one of

which, last fall, included the uni-

versity's new president. Chicago

takes ironic delight in its rank-

ing by Inside Edge, a magazine

published by and for college stu-

dents. In the magazine's poll of

"fun" campuses, Chicago was dead

last: number 300. The heart of

the University of Chicago's

social life, says a Duke faculty

member who has taught there, is

the library.

Other campuses, though, are

struggling with questions about

intellectualism. Dartmouth pres-

ident James Freedman took over

a place with Ivy League cachet

and, like Duke, an ingrained

"work hard, play hard" attitude. Early on
he made a famous plea for Dartmouth to

become welcome to "creative loners and

daring dreamers," students who play the

cello and students who translate Catullus.

Freedman may have managed to re-

energize his campus. Still, as one Dart-

mouth administrator sees the situation, the

Dartmouth student body is like most stu-

dent bodies: No more than one-third show
genuine intellectual curiosity; the rest

blithely coast through the four years. "The

faculty don't want to risk unpopularity by

making greater demands on students,

the students are having too good a time,

the administration doesn't want to buck

the faculty, and the alumni want to pre-

serve the campus' 'well-rounded' atmos-

phere," he says.

(Maybe some alumni are status-quo-

driven. But a recent poll of 4,000 Dart-

mouth graduates showed that a great major-

ity thinks that Dartmouth should become
more intellectual.)

All the talk about student life devoting

itself to the full "life of the mind" may be

rather empty, a reaching back to a reality

that never was. For most graduates, long

nights spent with Nietzsche are probably

not the most powerful of college memo-
ries. Maybe talk of God loomed large

in Reynolds Price's student days, and talk

All the talk about

student life devoting

itself to the full

"life of the mind"

may be rather empty,

a reaching back to

a reality that never was.

of sex, too, but was Sartre ever the Big Man
on Campus? One colleague compares Rey-

nolds Price's vision of the once-cerebral

campus to Walt Disney's vision of the

American small town
—

"a fantasy notion."

In her survey of undergraduate culture,

Campus Life, Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz

traces back student hedonism—anti-intel-

lectualism at its basest level—to the Colo-

nial era beginnings of venerable Harvard.

Harvard, "in the heart of Puritan New
England," she writes, "caught its students

playing cards, drinking, and stealing the

turkeys of their Cambridge neighbors."

Early nineteenth-century students at the

University of North Carolina

horsewhipped the president,

stoned two professors, and threat-

ened other faculty members with

personal injury. Horowitz re-

searched the book during a more
subdued time, in the early Eight-

ies. From her contacts with stu-

dents of the time, she was dis-

tressed that a college education

seemingly wasn't making a mark
in their lives—except insofar as

it improved their earning poten-

tial. Caution had become "their

accustomed mode."

An obvious example of today's

intellectually engaged student is

Alex Hartemink '94- This year,

Hartemink was one of thirty-two

students across the nation to win

a Rhodes Scholarship. He volun-

teers for a church youth group,

competes on a College Bowl quiz

team, has a job in the mathe-

matics department programming

computers, and writes poetry on
occasion. A one-time varsity ath-

lete on the fencing team and a

runner, he plays basketball, vol-

leyball, soccer, and tennis. He is

a triple-major in mathematics,

I economics, and physics.

Working hard and playing

hard: As Hartemink reads that

famous formulation, it comes down to

studying hard and partying hard. He says

that neither pursuit is "as important to me
as is thinking hard." There's exhilaration

in the thoughtful act of writing poetry,

doing crossword puzzles, or reading

Sartre—or jumping into dorm discussions.

"There are plenty of people here who
would engage in intellectual discussion,

who are capable of it, enjoy it, but who
don't feel the environment is conducive to

such interaction," he says. It's not that stu-

dents aren't capable of thoughtful interac-

tion beyond the classroom; it's a matter of

complacency.

Hartemink says he regularly partakes in

conversations with friends on issues of phi-

losophy, politics, science, and ethics. And
he has successfully sought out faculty

interaction, working on research projects

and independent studies, asking professors

to lunch and engaging them—as he did

one philosopher—in issues like "relativism

and absolutism."

In the debate over intellectualism,

Hartemink sees too much of a blame-game

quality, and too little initiative on any

side. "Students blame the residential sys-

tem or say that the faculty are not interest-

ed in them. But if they're really commit-

ted, they can rise above the hurdles. The
faculty say the students are not interested
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in them, that they have office hours and

no one comes, that the students would

rather be doing something else. But they

can make their classes more interesting,

challenging, and relevant to the real

world. They can look for ways of innovative

interaction, like class dinners and class

trips. And students will respond."

Since his student days, Reynolds Price

said in his Founders' Day address, he has

seen one student-life initiative after

another "die for lack of commitment or

continuity on the part of all involved."

Richard Cox mentions a move in the mid-

Eighties—inspired by an interest in height-

ening intellectual activity—to establish a

residential college on East Campus. Few

students signed on, and the residential col-

lege effectively died before it was born.

"The idea started from the top down," says

Cox. "And the students said, 'How dare

you? All you're trying to do is make this

place out to be another Ivy League school.'
"

That complaint still echoes. Senior Paul

Hudson, the student government president,

told the faculty-staff newspaper Duke

Dialogue that "we're really corroding the

old Duke by giving out the perception that

Duke is in some mid-life crisis—that we're

trying to become a Harvard."

But today, many point to the fervor of

the debate as a sign of Duke's intellectual

vitality. And they point to tangible evolu-

tion in the environment.

Among students, an increasingly popu-

lar option is the dorm cluster, or "house,"

that bases residential life on one of several

themes, like the arts, women's studies, mul-

ticulturalism, or environmental concerns.

One such house, the Round Table, was

founded to promote student-faculty inter-

action, student-to-student interaction, and

community service. The group of more

than seventy organizes a faculty tea once a

semester. It also has a professorial couple in

residence who attend the house meetings

and regularly mingle with the students.

Every week, house members dine informal-

ly with a professor. Junior Luke Dollar, a

coordinator for the Round Table, says that

"without a doubt," this "diverse conglomer-

ation," as he describes it, could serve as a

model for residential life at Duke.

For its part, the faculty, through the

Academic Council, set up a task force that

is supposed to say something about the

"goals of an intellectual community and

objectives for the intellectual life to which
such a community might aspire." Its chair

is classical studies professor Peter Burian,

who some years ago was a faculty resident

in a dorm. Although the task force has had

just a few months to wrestle with its

charge, Burian is undaunted. An academic

community "could study this forever," he

says. "And it probably should."

Burian says his group is looking at ex-

panding the array of freshman seminars,

making advising more of an expectation of

the faculty, requiring students to complete

an independent research project, and better

integrating visiting speakers and artists

into the residential environment. Duke is

not physically set up for "colleges" with

self-contained dining programs and live-in

faculty, Burian says. (He does believe that

dining arrangments should not be an

"individual entitlement," granting students

endless options in dining times and set-

tings, but something that corresponds to a

vision of community life.)

Rather than growing lots of little Round
Tables and other selective groups

—
"micro-

communities," as he calls them—he favors

a version of the residential college model:

defining a dozen or so residential areas of

the campus around the existing quads. Stu-

dents would spend all of their four years in

a single area. Each area would have its own
faculty "quad master" to help in planning

activities and have its own common space.

For now, Burian says, the rites of passage

into the college experience are largely

defined by upperclass students. They're

prone to pass along "great traditions like

beer and basketball" and signal that the

rewards of intellectual achievement "are

all in good grades and career advance-

ment, not in the thing itself." Burian

wants to send out a different signal: Work
need not be unremittingly grinding, and a

classroom discussion or a library discovery

or a paper assignment can be as transport-

ing as a swish through a basketball hoop.

The object of those leading the campus

debate is more than a shift in message; it's

a shift in culture. Once a moderately

respected regional institution, Duke has

perhaps moved farther and faster than any

of the nation's universities. As some see it,

Duke has finally found its niche, and it

should consolidate its base. To others, Duke
is too young to be fully formed, too vital to

be complacent.

Everyone agrees that change isn't easy.

There's plenty of disagreement not just

about the particulars of reinventing stu-

dent life, but about how drastic the rein-

vention should be.

MATHEMATICALLY MINDED

As sectors of the campus
debate the intellectual

engagement ofDuke
students, some of those stu-

dents are earning outside plau-

dits for their intellectual talents.

In March, a three-member

team of Duke students took

first place in the prestigious

William Lowell Putnam Math-
ematical Competition for

undergraduate students in the

United States and Canada. The
Duke group scored best overall

among the 408 teams that par-

ticipated in the fifty-fourth

annual event. Teams from
Harvard have won the Putnam
competition for the past eight

years; a Duke team came in

second in 1991.

The Duke win involved

tackling twelve hard questions

requiring incisive answers. But
the competition hinges less on
knowing theorems than it does

on "having a creative mind
and the ability to see relation-

ships," says David Kraines,

associate professor and associ-

ate chairman of Duke's mathe-

matics department.

The winning team members
have been veterans of math
competitions since high school.

Senior Jeffrey Vanderkam was
a gold medalist at the 1990

International Mathematical

Olympiad finals for high school

students, held in Beijing. He
was also a silver medalist in the

1989 Olympiad and has won

honorable mention in the USA
Today All-Academic team.

Freshman Andrew Dittmer was
a gold medalist at last year's

Olympiad finals in Istanbul and
wrote several research papers

by the time he finished high

school. An A.B. Duke Scholar,

he began at Duke handling

graduate-level coursework.

Junior Craig Gentry was named
a Putnam Fellow for being one

of the top six scorers in this

year's competition.

March brought honors to

Duke students in another exer-

cise of mindpower: Three
undergraduates placed third in

the world and first in the

United States in the annual

Association for Computing
Machinery team programming
competition.

In Phoenix, Arizona, the

students met in a final pro-

gramming showdown with

teams from thirty-four other

colleges and universities that

had survived a series of

regional competitions. Despite

besting all their U.S. competi-

tors, the Duke undergraduates

lost to teams from the Univer-

sity of Waterloo in Canada,

which came in first, and Otago
University in New Zealand,

which placed second.

Team member Greg Badros,

a junior majoring in computer
science and mathematics, mas-

tered the BASIC programming
language while still in elemen-

tary school and is the founder

of Data Date, a computerized

personality matchmaking
fund-raiser service for high

schools. He is doing research in

genetic algorithms and co-

authored a research paper to

be presented at a digital com-
pression conference.

Scott Harrington, a junior

majoring in electrical engineer-

ing, computer science, and
mathematics, is also an inde-

pendent consultant who
designs sales training systems.

While still in high school, he
worked in computer support

for an industrial firm.

Nate Bronson, a sophomore
and another triple major in

electrical engineering, com-
puter science, and mathemat-
ics, programmed a Com-
modore 64 computer in the

BASIC language while in the

third grade. He tied for first

place in the world during the

1992 International Olympiad
of Informatics in Germany,
earning a gold medal for the

United States.

The outcome of the contest

"says these guys are good,"

according to Owen Astrachan,

an assistant professor and the

director of undergraduate stud-

ies for computer science.

"These guys are programming
all the time, even outside of

their courses."
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ASEARCH FOR
THE SOUL
OF JAPAN

BY BRIDGET BOOHER

CATHY DAVIDSON:

CHANGING CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

The very reason Japan was such an alluring topic, the

ascetic beauty and quiet traditions, also made it for-

midable. "I didn't like the idea of Japan as this entity

there and me as this 'superior' American
person explaining the Japanese."

over

An odd thing hap-

pens upon reading

36 Views of Mount
Fuji, the latest

book by Duke English professor

Cathy Davidson. Regardless of

your familiarity (or lack there-

of) with japan, you come away

from the book feeling that you

know the country, and its peo-

ple, intimately. You discover a

longing for the polite courte-

sies that shape daily life there.

At the same time, Davidson emerges as

a friend, a companion, a confidante. Dur-

ing the course of the book's journey, you

accompany her through humorous adven-

tures and harrowing ordeals. While sharing

her sense of being an outsider in an unfa-

miliar place, you learn to appreciate the

complexities and contradictions of Japa-

nese society. You are at once part of, and

removed from, this old world made new.

So a strange, inevitable tension emerges

between wanting to assume a

closeness to Davidson and re-

specting her from a distance.

In Japan, a sense of gin, or recip-

rocal respect, governs all ac-

tions and interactions. This

balance of the public and pri-

vate self, between internal and

external landscapes, is charac-

o teristically Japanese. It's a deli-

| cate symmetry, one not always
J

easily absorbed by those of us

raised in Western ways.

"I'm getting wonderful fan letters from

all over the country, almost one or two a

day," says Davidson. "But no one ever ad-

dresses me as 'Ms. Davidson' or 'Professor

Davidson.' It's always 'Dear Cathy.' People

are obviously connecting on a personal

level to the book. The flip side of that is

that it's a little scary to have people you've

never met before think of you as a friend."

From the outside of her third-floor office

in Allen Building, a visitor sees only a sim-
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pie handwritten note with Davidson's name
and office hours. Unadorned, basic. Open
the door, and you're surrounded by a wall

of books, manuscripts, papers, phones ring-

ing, letters waiting to be mailed or read, a

steady hum of activity. Graduate students

stop by to make appointments.

An enlarged photograph taped to the

back of the door shows a dark, inviting

bamboo grove leading to a moss temple

outside Kyoto. A two-dimensional visual

escape? Perhaps. Yet on a more practical

level, Davidson says in a whisper, as if con-

fessing a mischievous deed, covering the

door's translucent glass from within "makes

it look as if no one's inside."

Don't be misled; Davidson doesn't shun

personal overtures. It's just that she's so

busy these days—finishing two book proj-

ects (including the million-word Oxford

Companion to Women's Writing in the Unit-

ed States), considering an offer to collabo-

rate on a photo-essay publication, teaching

students, fine-tuning details for an upcom-
ing trip to Japan—that she seeks solitude

in stolen moments. "I'm starting to try and
enjoy my life more and not be such a

workaholic," she explains. But then not a

minute passes before she's describing the

status of a novel in progress.

With a vita that could make even an

overachiever envious, Davidson is by every

measure a go-getter. It's therefore surpris-

ing to discover that it took this vibrant
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woman ten years to complete 36 Views of

Mount Fuji. [See "Books," page 51.] But

Davidson says the very reason Japan was

such an alluring topic, the ascetic beauty

and quiet traditions, also made it formida-

ble. "I didn't like the idea of Japan as this

entity over there and me as this 'superior'

American person explaining the Japanese.

So I kept trying and trying and trying to

write this book, and I just couldn't figure

out how to do it."

Davidson first traveled to Japan in 1980

to teach at a prestigious women's college.

Long drawn to the romantic visions of

Japan she carried in her head, Davidson

initially encountered a far different Japan.

Driving from the Osaka International Air-

port, Davidson peered out the car window
at the pollution and chaos of the city. "I

was reminded," she writes, "of some grim

old photograph of a nineteenth-century

immigrant ghetto, zapped by a later-twen-

tieth-century electronic overload."

But on this trip, and three others that

followed, Davidson found the tranquil

charms she'd imagined. She reveled in the

deliberate, therapeutic ritual of the com-

munal baths and experienced the modest

pride that comes with carefully folding an

umbrella just so. Admittedly unskilled in

grasping the intricacies of learning the

language, Davidson nevertheless compre-

hends and embraces the nuance of mean-

ing in such words/concepts as shikataganai,

an oft-used phrase conveying acquiescence

to an inscrutable turn of events, or ishin

denshin, which she describes as "wordless,

heart-to-heart communication."

Each of Davidson's excursions revealed

new facets of Japanese culture, and helped

break down false assumptions she'd con-

structed. Japanese women, for example,

weren't demure, passive figures who
catered to their husbands' every whim. In

fact, Davidson says, she found that femi-

nism in Japan is in some ways more deeply

ingrained in the fabric of domestic life

than in America. Even though there is a

surface illusion of feminine submissiveness

(via advertising and deferential public

behavior), Japanese women possess an

underlying strength and authority. Hus-

bands' salaries are usually deposited direct-

ly into the family account, which the

wives manage exclusively.

Davidson relates an episode in which a

neighbor casually mentions (on moving

day) having to draw her spouse a map to

their new house; he would see this resi-

dence, bought by the wife, for the first time

upon returning from work that evening.

When Davidson expresses surprise, the

woman explains that all purchases, from

furniture to a car to a new house, are made
by women, with practically no verdict

from their husbands. Laughing, the woman
teases Davidson by saying, "No wonder

you like Japan so much!"



Conversely, Davidson witnessed unfa-

vorable elements of Japanese life that are

routinely reported in the United States,

from a relentless job pace that can result in

karoshi (death from overwork) to intense

pressures on young people to excel at their

studies. One student, anxious over her pre-

arranged marriage to a man she loathed,

decided to gorge on fattening foods in

order to become so unattractive that the

fiance might call off the match.

As a gaijin (outsider), Davidson was

keenly aware of how that status brought

on feelings of both alienation and free-

dom. Incapable of truly belonging to the

community, Davidson found unanticipat-

ed respite in being forced—and freed—to

step away from her American-constructed

self-identity. The confident college profes-

sor transformed into a vulnerable newcom-
er bumbling through a "mandatory" physi-

cal exam. On another occasion, that

esteemed scholar gleefully abandoned pro-

fessional decorum during a downpour, kick-

ing up her heels while belting out a lively

version of "Singing in the Rain."

Upon her return trips to the States,

Davidson would make sporadic attempts to

chronicle her growing love and respect for

her adopted country. But each time she

tried to capture the mood in words, the

narrative came off as somehow untrue.

These false starts, says Davidson, "were

travelogue, objective in some sense, in

that I was personally detached."

The breakthrough came about by way of

her writing group. With Duke English pro-

fessors Jane Tompkins and Marianna Tor-

govnick, and literature and Romance studies

associate professor Alice Kaplan, Davidson

meets regularly to discuss developing work.

And the group wasn't buying the version of

Japan that Davidson was trying to sell.

By chance one week, Davidson dashed

off a short story comparing a night she

spent in a Chicago flophouse when she was

sixteen to a night spent in a Japanese tem-

ple. "Both experiences were the same," she

recalls: the sensation of being in a room
where she could hear the breathing of

complete strangers around her, and realiz-

ing that her own breath had fallen in with

the steady, unified rhythm of everyone

else. Initially disconcerting and yet, ulti-

mately, reassuring, Davidson's account of

the two evenings struck just the right tone.

Upon hearing the "experimental piece,"

as Davidson calls it, the group was unani-

mous in its reaction. "That," they said.

"That's what your book is about."

"But I don't want to write about the

flophouse!" Davidson protested.

"Write about the flophouse," they insisted.

Noting that Davidson's command of

Japanese was troublesome, that American
literature, not the East, was her academic

As a gaijin (outsider),

Davidson was keenly

aware ofhow that

status brought on feelings

ofboth alienation

and freedom.

specialty, and that she felt pulled ever

more strongly to return to Japan, the writ-

ing group was blunt in its directive. "There

has to be some passionate reason you're

attached to Japan," they said. "That's what
we want to hear."

Ordered to scrutinize the deep, personal

reasons why Japan affected her so pro-

foundly, Davidson found herself freed to

write "a very powerful book that was about

self-exploration, rather than simply a travel

book." The group's encouragement proved

pivotal; Davidson finished the book in

about a year.

Named for a series of woodblock prints

by Katsushika Hokusai, 36 Views of Mount
Fuji offers a succession of "snapshots" of

Japan, rather than attempting to illustrate

a comprehensive overview. Hokusai's series

shows scenes of everyday life while Mount
Fuji remains a constant, enigmatic pres-

ence in the background. In those prints

where the almost perfectly symmetrical,

sacred mountain isn't apparent, the action is

taking place on the mountain itself. This,

writes Davidson in the book's preface, rein-

forces "the basic Buddhist (and quintessen-

tially Japanese) idea that the person closest

to a subject or event can never really see it.

Sometimes it is the person passing through

and at a remove who has the clearest view."

By injecting her own emotions and

reflections into her writing, Davidson is

among a growing circle of scholars who are

finding favor among a broader audience.

In 1992, she published The Book of Love:

Writers and Their Love Letters (Pocket/

Simon and Shuster), in which she selected

romantic correspondence from authors

ranging from Marcus Aurelius to Federico

Garcia Lorca to Lillian Hellman. The
book's chapters chronicle the course of

amorous entanglements, opening with

"Falling In Love," tracing the seemingly

inevitable disappointments and betrayals,

and ending with "Falling In Love Again."

On the other hand, Davidson maintains

a rigorous scholarly pace. She is president

of the American Studies Association and

has served as editor of American Literature

since 1991. She's published dozens of books,

anthologies, and reviews, and lectured ex-

tensively in the United States, Canada,

England, Spain, France, Italy, Germany,
and Japan. Not to mention numerous
awards and honors, including a Rockefeller

Foundation Bellagio Study Center resi-

dence and an upcoming Times Mirror

Foundation visiting chair at the Hunting-

ton Library.

Having the best of both worlds, says

Davidson, keeps her work fresh and her

life interesting. "Many academics have no
idea that I wrote 36 Views and The Book of

Love. And the rest of the world didn't

know about Revolution and the Word: The

Rise of the Novel in America, which got

ample attention in this country and inter-

nationally within the academic communi-
ty. So it's fun. It's like having two identi-

ties I can slip in and out of."

Some critics don't like the idea of per-

sonal narratives creeping into the tradi-

tional canon of literature. When Duke's

English department found itself at the cen-

ter of what's come to be known as the

"multiculturalism debate" over which texts

should be taught to students, Davidson

spoke out in favor of taking a broad view of

literature. In letters to The New York Times

and other papers, and in op-ed pieces,

Davidson refuted the notion that there is

only one valid literary, historical record.

Resistance to studying non-traditional

authors, says Davidson, is nothing new.

"People criticized 'multiculturalism' in 1790,

they criticized it in 1890, and they criticized

it in 1990. 1 just don't believe it will end."

Within higher education, she notes, ex-

ploring overlapping influences has in-

vigorated the way people look at history. At
a recent conference she attended, Davidson

heard a visiting scholar present a paper

about Shakespeare that included Karl Marx
and slave songs. "Marx would take his fami-

ly to Hampstead Heath, where they would

read and act out favorite scenes from

Shakespeare, and on the way they'd be

singing African-American spirituals," she

says. "And at the same time, I'm teaching

how W.E.B. DuBois juxtaposes African-

American spirituals with canonical, elite,

white European, mostly male poets. This is

all part of nineteenth-century culture."

In one of her spring semester classes,

Davidson has her students researching

archival material at Duke to determine

what nineteenth-century culture was like.

"They're discovering the connections and

complexities of culture at a given time,"

she says. "I think the so-called multicultur-

alism seems more threatening if you're out-

side the academy than if you're in it. If

you're in it, it can feel very rich, intellec-

tually rigorous, and exciting."

Clearly, exploring interconnected themes

fuels Davidson's curiosity. Most recently,
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this focus has turned to photography. Pho-

tographs of the Dead looks at "the spiritual

and psychological dimensions of photogra-

phy, arguing that since the 1839 invention

of the daguerreotype, we have become
a profoundly photocentric culture," says

Davidson. Using texts by such authors as

Nathaniel Hawthorne, John Dos Passos, and

Don DeLillo, as well as cultural comparisons

of how photographs are used to preserve

memory, Davidson is crafting another multi-

dimensional, hard-to-categorize text.

And farther down the road, Davidson

will use this current fascination with pho-

tography to make an actual—and symbol-

ic—return to Japan's spiritual center. Still

in the planning stage, Davidson intends to

write a book, tentatively titled Peak Expe-

riences: The Sacred Life of Mountains. She'll

research ancient hallowed crests from New
Mexico to Nepal. "I love to travel, so this

book will get me around the world to con-

duct oral history and research," she says.

Then, after a brief pause, she switches

gears again, and the academic becomes the

adventurer. "Of course, Mount Fuji will be

one of the mountains," she says, smiling.

"And at some point in writing the book, I'm

going to have to climb Mount Fuji."

'JAPAN MAKES ME WANT TO COMMUNICATE'

Over the years I've run

into several gaijin who
have lived in Japan a

decade or two and still haven't

learned the language. I find

this incomprehensible, repug-

nant. I am judgmental.

After three trips to Japan, I

still do not know Japanese and

it's harder for me to criticize.

"You must speak Japanese

very well," people inevitably say.

"Hazukashii!" I think in-

stantly, burning with shame.

At the same time, I reluc-

tantly admit to myself, I feel

the seduction of subliteral

peace. I am not good at lan-

guage learning, but I'm confi-

dent in my abilities to read

situations where there are no
words. One part of me likes not

knowing Japanese. There is a

freedom in not-knowing, a

selectivity in foreignness. I

wonder, sometimes, if its

silence is part ofwhat makes
Japan precious to me.

"I understand exacdy what
you mean," says a friend, a

volunteer at a local hospital,

when I try to explain how not

knowing Japanese sometimes

makes me more intuitive,

more observant and feeling.

"It's like when I play guitar for

the Alzheimer's patients.

There's a level of communica-
tion beyond mere words."

As our son Charles once
remarked, in Japan every con-

versation seemed meaningful.

Being without language forced

a kind of meditativeness, an
inwardness, a dependence on
one's innermost resources. If

one took the time to unravel

and translate, even the most
mundane conversation

became an accomplishment, a

reward in itself no matter what
its content. But most times,

one simply tuned it out. The
constant chatter on subway
platforms and restaurants

—

distracting back in America

—

was in Japan a sublingual hum.
Ads were aimed only at others.

Humanity seemed smiling,

benign, quiet. Or simply irrele-

vant. When communication
did happen, it was a small mir-

acle—precious, pristine.

I cherish nonverbal commu-
nication, but there's a big dif-

ference between not needing

to say anything in certain spe-

cial situations—and not being

able to say it. I want to be able

to speak on Oki. I want to see

Suzuki-san again and ask her

about her life there, its isola-

tion, about how she is able to

keep her buoyancy and poise.

Japan makes me want to

communicate. The first year I

was there, I worked at it, trav-

eling with a dictionary, a

phrase book, my flashcards

and notebook, wherever I

went. By the end of the year, I

could understand most ofwhat
people said to me.
Frustratingly, I could say

almost nothing back, except an
all-purpose, barely grammati-

cal "Wakarimasu." The expres-

sion is apt. It means "compre-

hension," in the sense of "I

understand." But it's also often

used simply as a way of fore-

stalling further conversation

("I hear you talking; that's not

saying I understand; in fact,

I don't really understand;

let's move on, Wakarimasul

"Wakarimasu!"). When
people spoke to me in Japan,

I answered with a bow,
"Wakarimasu," aware of the

ambiguities.

i 36 Views of Mount
Fuji by Cathy Davidson. Copy-

right © Cathy N. Davidson,

1993. Reprinted by arrange-

ment with Dutton Signet, a divi-

sion of Penguin USA Inc.
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LIVING WITH DYING:
APESTRY OF LOVE AND L

This is a story about the end of

innocence , the importance of

memory, and the power of love.

This is a story about our class'

mates, some dead from AIDS,

others living with the disease,

some tending to a family member

or loved one, others fighting to find

the cure, report the news, or

increase federal funding. This is

a story about telling stories so that

we do not forget .

BY STEVEN PETROW

A year ago this magazine set out

to tell the life stories of those in

the Duke community affected

by AIDS. While the precise

number of students, faculty, staff, and alum-

ni who had fallen victim to the virus called

HIV remains unknown, the "Class Notes"

section provided the first clues—in brutal

shorthand:

'71 on November 14,

1983, of Kaposi's sarcoma; A. Brad Truax
'68 on November 29, 1988, of complica-

tions related to AIDS; Richard Nyquist

Jr. '85 on January 9, 1990, of complica-

tions from AIDS; Clark Thompson '65

in January 1990, ofAIDS; Paul Sher-

man '81 on August 24, 1991, ofAIDS;

Christopher R. Naylor '78 on April 6,

1992, of AIDS; Nat Blevins Jr. '75 on

October 19, 1992, ofAIDS.

And there amid the somber parade of

death notices, my friend Kevin Patterson

77, dead in March 1988 of complications

from AIDS at his home in New York.

Bill Valentine '71, diagnosed with

AIDS in 1985, was the first to respond to

the magazine's request for people to come



forward. Over lunch, the psychology major

turned social worker explained why:

I chose to talk with you because I imagine

there's a number of alumni who may not

know anyone with AIDS; there may be some
who don't know gay people. While I don't see

AIDS as a gay disease, I think there are a lot

of stereotypes about gay people and about

people with AIDS. If I could disturb some of

those stereotypes, if I could put a human face

on it to some people, I would like to do that.

Many people with AIDS have suffered dis-

crimination and ostracism. It's such a sad

thing to see that happen. There are even

some communities that have cast out people

with AIDS and children with AIDS. To me,

that flies in the face of what it means to be an

American.

Then, speaking from the darkness of his

own heart, Valentine explained how in ten

years he had buried all of his friends, save

one. "It's strange," he says, his eyes blank

from grief, "to be facing a terminal illness

of your own and have all of these people

dying."

My generation did not come of age

expecting to find death in our midst. We
were unprepared, untested, unsure. John
Barnhill '81 lost his lifelong best friend,

Larz F. Anderson II, nearly two years ago.

"I miss him terribly," he says. "I had

known him since we were twelve, and we
were close for the next twenty years.

While I have had lots of other friends, I

most frequently discussed the big issues

with him. Conversations with my friends

or his friends just don't recreate the com-
plex of tension and humor and acceptance

and familiarity that I had with him. The
most surprising thing I've noticed since

Larz's death is that it feels like part of my
own brain died."

We have also been afraid to talk about

this disease, loaded with its associations

with sex, homosexuality, and drug use. This

fall, I found this message on my answering

machine: "You don't know me, but we went

to Duke together. I'd like to talk to you

when I visit San Francisco." Click. One day

several weeks later, Eric (not his real name)
called again asking to have lunch. Before I

placed the linen napkin on my lap, he
began to tell me what no one else knows:

"My lover is dying from AIDS. I'm HIV-
positive. Yesterday, I just broke down on
the street. I couldn't stop crying. And this

wasn't the first time. I'm scared."

Not long after, I received a letter from a

Duke graduate, a young woman who chose

to remain anonymous. Her husband was

infected and his doctor had advised them to

be careful about revealing his HIV status.

Now their friends and family are unaware,

at a time when they are needed most. This

is what is meant by life in the closet.

I, too, once lived in the closet. For me,

it was a first floor room in Kilgo Quad.
And it was there—surreptitiously, simulta-

neously full of dread and excitement—

I

first kissed a man, first made love to a

man. When I saw the letter from Bob
Kolin 78, my eyes jumped back from the

page, refusing to read what followed. Bob
was my first lover. Although we hadn't

spoken in more than fifteen years, I did

not want to learn that HIV was a part of

Bob's life. For Bob represented all the pas-

sions, possibilities, and precious innocence

of my youth. During our conversation, it

quickly became apparent that the Age of

Innocence, once outs, had been overtaken

by AIDS. Now a licensed massage thera-

pist, Bob talked about his life since Duke,

but really he spoke of a more universal

experience—with lessons beyond AIDS:

There have been lots of periods of anger over

losing friends, over the unfairness of having

to deal with death and dying at this point in

our lives. When you're twenty or thirty,

you're not supposed to be worrying about your

contemporaries dying. I've been very angry

about that, and depressed and withdrawn.

The innocent life we knew has died off. It

took me going through denial, anger, depres-

sion, and bargaining before I got to a period

of acceptance in the community and time we
live in. I've chosen to get involved in taking

better care of my physical and emotional

health and have learned how to have real

relationships with people, as opposed to

superficial ones.

In this respect, the Age of AIDS has been a

positive influence because it really forced me, as

I think it did a lot of people, to grow up. To pos-

itively affect the quality of the day is no small

achievement. That's how I feel when I work with

my clients who have HIV. They give me a hug

as they're leaving and tell me how much better

they feel than when they came in. I now know
I am doing something worthwhile. I've learned

to give and accept love.

Seth D. Krauss '92 is currently a law

student at Washington University

School of Law in St. Louis, "prayer-

fully hoping" for his degree in the spring of

1995. As a senior, he was elected to a three-

year term as a Duke "young trustee." He
wrote the following lettet to members of the

administration after learning that his best

friend—a fellow Duke undergraduate—had

contracted AIDS from her boyfriend.

September 15, 1992

In my quite emotional and biased opinion,

Duke University is guilty of being an

accomplice to the death of a member of

the Class of 1992.

On August 24, I received a telephone

call from a close friend. We had spent the

last four years together at Duke. I had in-

troduced her to her first serious boyfriend.

That morning I was about to begin law

school. That phone call should have been
my friend telling me how much her books

cost or how she thought everyone else was

so much smarter than she. Unfortunately,

this phone call was not a festive one. It is a

call which I shall never forget.

"Seth?" All she said was my name, but I

could hear it in the tone of her voice. It was

the tone of voice you rue. Her next four

words will resonate in my mind forever.

"I am HIV-positive."

My dear friend is HIV-positive. She will

develop AIDS. She will die.

I am mad at a world that has allowed

"HIV" to become just another word in our

vocabulary. However, I am also furious with

myself; and, I am furious with you.... We
should have opened our mouths. We should

have made it our priority to prevent this

tragedy. We must now make it our priority.

We need mandatory health education class-

es for all first-year students, an openly adver-

tised and easily accessibly free HIV/AIDS
testing program for all students, faculty, and

staff, more condom machines, more counsel-

ing and support staff for students and staff. . ..

These are just a few of the possibilities.

My rage has subsided, but my anger will

not and cannot just fade away. Duke
Univetsity claims

to be an institution

of higher educa-

tion. We must now
seize upon those

ideals. If Duke does

not act now, then

we are truly guilty

of fostering the ig-

norance and the

apathy which has

fueled the Ameri-

can health crisis

and which has sen-

tenced my friend

to death.

[Currently, the university's stude

health education program sponsors more
than a dozen HIV prevention and "safet

sex" education services to students. These

range from dorm presentations by trained

counselors and guest speakers who discuss

aspects of living with AIDS to offering

condoms in vending machines and "supet-

confidential" counseling and HIV testing.

Despite increased outreach to undergrad-

uates about the dangers of sexually transmit-

ted diseases, including AIDS, students still

think it's something that affects othet peo-

ple. Health education coordinator Linda

Carl says that part of her staffs challenge is

to break through the attitude among young

people that they'te invincible.

"The evidence is overwhelming that

students know how you contract HIV;

they know how it's transmitted," she says.

"But what doesn't change is their behav-

ior. They feel that AIDS doesn't happen

to people who go to Duke."]
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Valentine

graduated from

Duke in 1971

with a major in psy-

chology. Before he went

on disability related

to HIV in the mid-

Eighties, he was direc-

tor of social work Valentine: his senior

at Stanford University picture in The Chanti-

Hospital. He lives in cleer; top, with partner,

San Francisco.
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As a social worker, I've been in the position

to be able to help people—gay people, people

with AIDS—differently than I might have

been before I was diagnosed. Being in my
position as a diagnosed person gave me
another opportunity to contribute, which is

consistent with what my career goals were.

The biggest loss with all this was having to

give up my career at a time when I was enjoy-

ing a lot of success and deriving a lot of fulfill-

ment in developing programs to address the

needs of people afflicted with the major social

problems of our

time.

When I was diag-

nosed, my major

fear was that I

would end my life

without feeling as

if I had fully lived.

Now, I don't have

regrets about how
I lived my life.

Everything is out

and open. Every

day, anything and

everything in my
life is up for renego-

tiation or re-evalu-

ation. I have lived

a life making deci-

sions that were true

to myself. It's been

very important for

:ontribution through

Yes, I'd like to live until I'm seventy-five,

but if I don't, I've really liked my life. I've

been able to do things that are really impor-

tant to me—wonderful things. I had a great

education at Duke and U.C. Berkeley, and

I've been recognized for my work. I don't

think that a long life is necessarily a good

life—although I would certainly prefer a long,

good life. But life has taught me that you

don't always get what you want and that you

have to make the best with what you have.

me to make the social

1 wotk—and I've been able to do that.
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athaniel
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Blevins Jr.

was a lifelong

activist for human
rights, both at home
in Durham, where

he lived, and
abroad. He was also

a tenacious fighter

for people living

with HIV. He was

perhaps best known
in the Triangle for

establishing a fam-

ily-care house for

AIDS patients in

Dutham in the late

1980s, the first such home between Wash-
ington and Atlanta. Three months before

his death in October 1992, the G. Nathaniel

Blevins Jr. House for People Living with

AIDS was renamed in his honor.

The following diary item was written by

Nat's friend Linda Belans.

October 19, 1992. Home
Nat Blevins was about a lot of things, but

courage and compassion are perhaps the

most relevant. They are what guided him
when he came out as a gay man to his

family and friends. In the process of re-

defining his life, he meticulously tended to

those he had, in a sense, left behind. And
courage and compassion guided him right

to the end, helping people he loved and

who loved him find a way to be at peace

with his imminent death. He taught us

about living and about dying and about

taking care of unfinished business.

Nat thoughtfully, warmly, and humor-

ously educated students, corporate execu-

tives, Vietnam vet counselors—anyone

whose ear he could grab—about the quali-

ty of life, about safer sex, and about living

with rathet than dying from AIDS. He
singlehandedly opened heatts and minds

and doors with his ideas about community

responsibility to those in need. He loved

and cherished the quality of his own life

and simply wanted othets to have that

same opportunity. It was their right, he

would argue.

And when Nat's quality of life began to

drift out of his reach, he asserted his right

to "leave." Peacefully, lovingly, coura-

geously, and compassionately, and with a

rightful anger at the disease that unneces-

sarily claimed not only him, but the hun-

dreds of friends he buried and those who
still do battle.

Down, down, down into the darkness of

the grave

Gently they go, the beautiful, the tender,

the kind;

Quietly they go, the intelligent, the witty,

the btave.

I know. But I do not approve. And I am
not resigned.

—Edna St. Vincent Millay

Nat died gently tonight at age forty-two.

His companion, A.G. Woods, was with him.
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ohn Barnhill '81

^H first met Larz

4^ Anderson II in

the seventh grade at

St. Marks School in



Dallas. They were best friends

for more than two decades. It

was John who delivered the

memorial service at Larz's

funeral on August 28, 1992.

The following text is ex-

cerpted from Larz's memorial:

Like many of the important

decisions in Larz's life, he ap-

proached his coming out with

some tentativeness and anxiety. But once the

decision was made, he didn't seem to worry

about it. He and 1 first visited New York dur-

ing college and he showed me around the

city when I first moved here. We went to

straight bars and to gay bars, talked of boy-

friends and girlfriends, talked of money and

breakups and restaurants. I find that much
of my development is linked with his.

The following quotation is from a novel

by Rilke. One character says to another, "Ah,

Make, we pass away like that, and it seems to

me that people are all distracted and preoccu-

pied and don't really pay attention when we

pass away. As if a shooting star fell and no

one saw it and no one made a wish. Never

forget to make a wish, Make. One should

never give up wishing."

Larz was both a

wisher and a planner.

While he had his

moments of sophisti-

cated ennui, he was a

hopeful person. He
wished to travel and

to have a comfortable

apartment and to

make some money....

He wanted to have

friends whom he cared

about and who cared

about him, and he

wanted love and he

wanted a committed

relationship. He found friends and he found Bill.

Larz's family was also very important to

him. He loved to share a kitchen with his

mother and was proud to share his name with

his father. His family rallied around him when
he became ill, but it never occurred to any of

us, and certainly not to Larz, that they would

not do so. Losing him must be a terrible blow.

While AIDS killed Larz and colored the

past few years of his life, he remained es-

sentially the same. His lists became more in-

tricate and he occasionally became finicky or

anxious, but he faced his illness with a won-

derful matter-of-fact courage and faced it

without bitterness or anger or denial. As his

death became imminent and he became

weaker and thinner, he became too tired for

many visitors. But his humor remained intact

and his eyes remained sharp.

As I was trying to write this, I realized I felt

very lonely. I talked to my friends and to Bill

and that was helpful. I talked to his parents

and to his sisters and brother, and saw his nose

and mannerisms in each of them. But the

loneliness didn't really abate. I realized that I

wanted to talk with him. But he wasn't there.

Anderson-)arrett: with

brother Larz, above, and

as children, opposite page;

top, Larz's Tomato
Cookbook

Cate Anderson-

Jarrett is a

1984 Trinity

graduate. Larz Ander-

son was her brother.

Cate, her mother,

and Larz's compan-
ion, Bill, took care

of Larz through his

final days in the

summer of 1992.

Looking back, she

realizes that his ill-

ness "brought [them]

closer than we'd

ever been. But it

was a bittersweet

thing, because you're

happy that you're

close, but it made it

that much harder that he was gone."

My brother was the most thoughtful person

—

especially after he got sick. He was always

more concerned with how people were going

to feel after he was gone and remember

him—but not in an egotistical sense. More
than anything, he wanted to give us things to

remember him with happy thoughts. The
Christmas before he died, he put together a

cookbook for the family and his closest

friends. He just loved to cook and eat

—

especially tomatoes—and so spent weeks

digging up his favorite tomato recipes, had

them typeset and bound. He called it Lara's

Tomato Cookbook. That Christmas everyone

in my family got a copy.

About a year after Larz died, I was plan-

ning my wedding, trying to find a way to

make Larz present—at least symbolically. I

very much wanted to use the red ribbon as a

symbol, but I also wanted to personalize it in

some way. Two or three weeks before the

wedding, Larz's companion, Bill, had a group

of us over for dinner on the anniversary of

his death. It was then that I decided that I

wanted the men in the wedding party to

wear a red ribbon with a tomato on it. I

didn't know how people would react; all I

really cared about was what Bill thought. He
thought it was a great idea.

And I knew Larz was there with me.

Jasper J. Lawson

A.M. 75, Ph.D.

'80 is a psychol-

ogist practicing in the

Boston area. Much of

his time is spent coun-

seling people with

AIDS and running

HIV/AIDS education

workshops. His lover,

Neil Passariello, died

from AIDS in 1990.

They had been to-

gether for six years.

Lawson: with Neil, right, who died in 1990

What was it like to meet Neil? That's sim-

ple: He turned my life around entirely. After

thirty-six odd years, I had finally met some-

one who really clicked for me and, even

though we were very different people, we had

strong and passionate feelings about and for

each other. And we were committed to each

other in a way that neither of us had experi-

enced with anyone else before. Before he got

sick, we talked endlessly about the future; we
had hoped to adopt children, even to work

together. He was a psychologist, too. And
then all our dreams evaporated when he fell

ill and died.

After his death, I can only say I felt a real

sense of emptiness and loss. I basically had to

rebuild my entire life.

The following

letter was sent

anonymously
to Duke Magazine.

The writer's husband

is infected with HIV.

Both she and their

two-year-old son are

healthy.

I am a Duke graduate.

I feel I must remain

anonymous. My hus-

band was diagnosed

as HIV-positive in

May 1987. While I

am not infected, our

lives have changed

dramatically since the day "John" shared his

test results with me. Although we do not

dwell on the fact that his life will probably be

shorter than either of us imagined, the black

cloud over us never goes away.

After we learned my husband was infected,

his doctor advised us to think carefully before

telling anyone about John's condition. As a

result, neither one of our families knows that

John is infected. Most of our friends are

unaware also. It's hard to believe but every

time we are out we hear a derogatory com-

ment or joke about AIDS. We've even heard

them from our family and friends. My hus-

band and I look at each other when we hear

these comments. We are hurt by their words.

I often wonder how the person would feel if

he or she knew John is HIV-positive.



the mid-1980s, believes he must remain in

the shadows. As he sums up: "My fear is

quite simple: I'm afraid of being rejected."

">o
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arcus A.

iConant
1'58, M.D.

'61 is a clinical pro-

fessor of dermatol-

ogy at the Universi-

ty of California

Medical Center in

San Francisco. He
has treated 5,000

patients with HIV/
AIDS since the be-

ginning of the epi-

demic.

What's it like to

have treated so

many people with

HIV? In a word-
great—as long as

you can stay focused on what your role is. But

if you make the mistake of believing that your

role is to conquer the disease or to prolong

the individual's life beyond some realistic

point, then every time you lose a patient it

represents failure.

Your role should be to help people get

through the disease with dignity, to make this

experience as good as possible, to give them
as many good days as you can—even if that's

just another month—to help them under-

stand what's happening to their body so they

can make appropriate decisions.

If you can stay focused on those issues, then

it's empowering, because as you see the patient

progress through the disease and lose the

patient, you don't focus on your loss; you realize

you were there when no one else would do it.

That's what doctors are supposed to provide the

patient—the strength to be there right up until

the end.

]

ot everyone would speak to the

magazine for attribution. Duke grad-

uate student David Raine (a pseu-

donym), who tested positive for HIV in

I'm at Duke for profes-

sional reasons and I

just don't need to

have someone, any-

one besides me, wor-

ried, concerned, or

even looking at me in

a funny way. I'm not

going to wear a big

label that shouts: "I'm

HIV-positive." For one

thing, I'm absolutely

sure it would affect

my job prospects. The
other thing is, I don't

want people coming

up to me and saying

things like, "Why are

you in school if you

know you're going to die in a couple of years?"

All I could do would be to reply: "Do you think

I'd be in school if I thought I was going to die?"

When you're a person living with HIV and

having to deal with it, you just don't need the

anxiety of coming out about it, too. I think most

of the people who make statements like, "If

everyone came out, the world would be a differ-

ent place," are people who don't have anything

else to lose. They are either completely out of

the HIV closet, or they don't have HIV and

they don't understand what's going on.

I don't think I'm going to die. I'm not pre-

pared to die. I'm simply planning for my future

and Duke's a great place to go to prepare for

your future.

ob Kolin

graduated
from Duke in

1978, majoring in

political science. For

three years, he re-

ported for the Ra-

leigh News & Ob-
server and then ran

his own public rela-

tions firm. In the

1980s, after watch-

ing several friends

die from AIDS, Bob
says he "felt like I

needed to do some-

thing in the com-

munity that I could

be satisfied with."

His choice? Massage

therapy for people

with AIDS. In 1992,

Bob (who is not HIV-positive) met Keith

Miller at an AIDS conference; they were

"married" last year and now live together

in the Triangle area. Keith has AIDS.

Two years ago I got together with some other

therapists and people who do healing

i\uun. with partner Keith I

Miller, above; administer' I
ing massage therapy to a H
patient, right

work because we all

wanted to do some-

thing of value in the

AIDS community. It was at that meeting that

I met Keith, who revealed to the group that

he had been living with HIV for eight years.

After several professional meetings, Keith

and I realized there was more going on than

just work. We talked for a long time and
made the decision to date; to be honest, this

actually caused a fair amount of concern on
my part. I had already decided to be involved

with AIDS on a professional level, but to do

so on a personal level was taking a whole

other step. I did this because I thought Keith

was the right person at the right time. I would

like to think that if I were to come down with

cancer next year, he wouldn't back off me. At
the same time, I realize that while he has a

life-threatening illness, it's not necessarily a

fatal disease that's going to lead to a quick

death. He's already shown through the work

he's done in his life that he's able to live very

well with the disease.

Last year we decided to formalize our rela-

tionship. As part of the March on Washing-

ton for gay, lesbian, and bisexual rights last

April, there was a massive wedding ceremony.

We exchanged vows there. The following

week we came back here and had a celebra-

tion with about eighty

of our friends—even

my mother came up

from Houston. Now
we're living together.

To tell you the

truth, the fact that he

went to Carolina gave

me as much cause for

concern as the fact

that he has HIV.

Lisa Krieger '77

is the medical

writer for the

San Francisco Exam-
iner. She has written

about the epidemic

for twelve years and

is the author of
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AIDSWEEK, the nation's only regular col-

umn on the subject. Krieger, married with

a five-year-old daughter, vows to stay with

the story "until the end."

As an AIDS reporter for the San Francisco

Examiner, I have watched the epidemic

evolve from a mysterious and largely ignored

"gay-related immune disorder" to a plague

that penetrated every aspect of our city. The
majority of people here in San Francisco were

infected between 1978 and 1981, well before

the cause of the disease was known. Now,
twelve years later, we are losing three people

every day.

My message is simple: We are running out

of time. Here in San Francisco—hard hit very

early on in the course of the epidemic—we are

seeing a progressive and inexorable deteriora-

tion of patients' immune systems. Without the

sudden and extremely unlikely appearance of

a "magic bullet" cure, I fear we will lose virtu-

ally all of our HIV-infected populace.

More than anything, I fear that the general

public is losing interest in AIDS. Our early

therapies have failed us. The search for an
effective treatment is more complicated than

once thought. And to make matters worse,

the epidemic is moving into society's most

disenfranchised population.

Lunch break is over. M

Petrow '78, who lives in San Francisco, has

written three books about AIDS. The author and

editors wish to thank everyone who contributed to

this article, for attribution or background,

anonymously and for the record.

will shape and expand

"AIDS Window/Silver HIV on White Blood Cells
,
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CRIME AND
PUNISHMENT

Philip Cook is a professor in the

departments of public policy studies,

economics, and sociology. Known
for his studies on handguns and crime, he

was a resident expert in the Office of Poli-

cy and Management Analysis of the U.S.

Department of Justice's criminal division

and a member of a National Research

Council panel on violence.

Has crime become worse, or is

there only the perception ol

There's no question that compared, for

example, with the supposedly tumultuous

period of the Sixties, we live in much
more dangerous times. The homicide rate

doubled between 1965 and 1975, and has

remained high since then.

Especially for the more minor crimes,

victims don't believe that anything will be

gained by spending a couple of hours mak-

ing a police report. Sometimes victims

don't report a crime because of fear of re-

taliation. And a lot of violent crime in-

volves gang members and drug dealers.

When they become victims, obviously

they're not going to come forward. But the

homicide rate is measured quite accurately,

and that serves as a benchmark for all

types of serious violent crime.

Given the hike in the younger
population, is it inevitable that
crime rates will continue to rise?

That is the age group that is most in-

volved as perpetrators and also as victims

of crime. So it makes sense that when we
have more of them—and particularly more
who feel disconnected to the wider soci-

ety—there's going to be more crime.

Is it a good thing to try juvenile

There's an irony in this approach. Stud-

ies have shown that juveniles often end up

getting a lighter sentence in an adult court

than they would have from a juvenile

court. Kids tried as adults often don't look

like serious offenders, compared with all

the other felons who are coming through

the system. Of course, the murder defen-

dants are the exception.

How do you read the message
from high-profile jury decisions
like the Bobbit and Menendez
cases?

I find the decisions rather remarkable,

especially in the case of the Menendez
brothers, who were able to escape murder

charges, at least for the time being. The
argument in these cases seems to be that

somehow the victims had it coming to

them. That's the ethic of a television

Western, not a principle of law. To the

extent that it's viewed as acceptable to kill

or maim people who are in some way
objectionable, we are in for a savage time.

Why is it that crime is going up
despite added prison space?

It's not surprising that we have had high

crime and high prison construction going

on at the same time; that doesn't prove

anything about the power or the failure of

a deterrent effect, since we don't have any

good control group for this "experiment."

From everything we know about human
nature and judgment, however, we can

make some guesses about the best use of

the available prison capacity. Increasing

the likelihood that a felon will serve some
time in prison is probably a more effective

deterrent than locking up a relatively few

for very long sentences.

So what's to be expected from
more severe sentencing?

In North Carolina, the governor wants

life in prison without parole for first-degree

murder cases. The result is that decades

from now there will be some people still in

prison who otherwise would have been

released. And over the long haul, we'll

have an increasingly geriatric prison popu-

lation. Violent crime is by and large a

young man's sport; as people become older,

they're unlikely to commit violent crime.

And it's unlikely to have any deterrent

value to say, "Well, before we were threat-

ening you with twenty years in prison,

now we're threatening you with forty years

in prison." That won't make much differ-

ence to a twenty-five-year-old.

Does the solution to crime rest

with early-intervention
initiatives?

In the area of prevention, we should

recognize that we're in a learning phase. It

seems clear that if you give people the

appropriate schooling, family life, and

preparation for work, you could prevent

them from being caught up in a life of

crime. But at the moment, we don't have

government programs of demonstrated

effectiveness. Even Head Start, which may
be successful to some degree, is controver-

sial. If you look at the programs designed

to reach adolescents, typically the evalua-

tions find no effect on subsequent criminal

activity.

nal
debate on legalizing drugs?

Very much so. It's quite likely that legal-

izing drugs would reduce the crime rate,

especially the rate of lethal violence. On
the other hand, drug abuse would probably

become more prevalent if we stripped away

the legal consequences. This is a harsh

trade-off, but one we need to face up to.

How much credence do you give
the president's proposal to add
to city police forces?

Common sense says that if you have

greater police deployment, the police can

do their job more effectively and it will

have some deterrent value. But that

depends on what the police are doing. If

they're sitting behind desks, processing

papers, then maybe not. If they're employed

in effective community-based policing,

they can accomplish something.

Would banning handguns have a
positive effect on the crime rate?

Guns don't have much relationship to

the volume of crime. I did a study back in

the Seventies that compared the robbery

rates of the largest cities. The city at that

time that had the highest robbery rate was

Boston, which had a very low gun owner-

ship rate. What's fair to say about guns is

that they intensify violent crime. Any
given robbery or assault is much more like-

Continued on page 49
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Plan it and they will come. The Duke
Alumni Association's first major

foray into "alumni colleges," lifelong

learning opportunities for alumni, has gar-

nered quite a following. "Last year's 'The

Search for Meaning' in Williamsburg was

sold out," says Deborah Weiss Fowlkes '78,

Alumni Affairs' director of alumni lifelong

education. "So was 'Rising Seas and Shift-

ing Shores' at the Duke Marine Lab and

'The Arts of the Southwest' in New Mexi-

co. It's become apparent that alumni want

this type of innovative programming."

The new schedule offers some popular

repeats of past colleges, one with a new
locale. "The Search for Meaning," April 22-

24, will be held in Monterey, California. Says

Fowlkes, "We wanted

to offer a program to

our West Coast alum-

ni, who don't have

the chance to return

to Duke as often. And
the timing was right."

The book The Search

for Meaning, by Mag-

dalena and Thomas
Naylor and Duke
Dean of the Chapel

William Willimon,

was published in

March by Abingdon
Press.

Charleston's Spo-

leto Festival U.S.A.,

May 27-30, was a bi-

ennial favorite when
it was part of Duke
Travel. However, says

Fowlkes, "This is the

first time that facul- _
ty member Lorenzo

Muti, who conducted

at Spoleto Festival '93 and is a native of

Spoleto, Italy, will be the study leader."

Muti is a professor in Duke's music depart-

ment and has conducted the Duke Sym-
phony Orchestra for more than a decade.

Even though founder Gian Carlo Menotti

is no longer in charge of Spoleto Festival

U.S.A., the city of Charleston, according

to Fowlkes, promises that this year's will be

the best yet. "Spoleto will be, as always, a

first-class showcase of the arts."

Alumni are invited for the second time

to explore the Southwest, July 24-31, with

an alumni college in Santa Fe and Taos,

New Mexico. That program includes an

optional three-day extension to visit

ancient cliff dwellings in Chaco Canyon
and Mesa Verde. Duke historian Peter

Wood, who specializes in Native Ameri-

can cultures and archaeology, will be the

faculty study leader. Two highlights are

Santa Fe's annual Spanish market, the old-

est and largest market of authentic His-

panic folk artists working in traditional

arts and crafts, and the annual Santa Ana
Feast Day at Santa Ana Pueblo, featuring

ceremonial dancing by the Turquoise and

Charleston charm: Spoleto Festival USA promises "first-class showcase of the arts

Squash clans. "To be in New Mexico for

these two special events is a rare opportu-

nity," says Fowlkes.

A new venture, "Digging the Past: Exca-

vations at Sepphoris," June 2-17, lets alum-

ni take an active part in an archaeological

dig in Israel, with weekends for visiting

Jerusalem and Galilee. The Duke faculty

team of religion professors Carol and Eric

Meyers will offer their leadership and

instruction.

The first "Oxford Experience," a two-

week study program at England's Oxford

University, was so popular that Fowlkes

has scheduled another for September 4-17.

"It's an amazing experience to be a part of

Oxford," she says, "to be steeped in a cen-

turies-old tradition of scholarship. Last

year's participants praised the mix of class-

es, field trips, and social activities."

Another fall adventure in the planning

stages is "Exotic Ecosystems: Life in the

Tropics." This eleven-day program, based in

Costa Rica, is being planned with the Orga-

nization for Tropical Studies. Duke is the

North American headquarters for the in-

ternational consortium of fifty universities.

The Alumni Life-

long Education pro-

gram is taking to the

road to bring educa-

tional ventures to

major cities with

Duke Seminars. This

year's Alumni Dis-

tinguished Faculty

Seminar features his-

tory professor Alex

| Roland on "How to

I
Survive in a Danger-

% ous World" and engi-

1 neering professor

| George Pearsall on

1 "Life is Risky Busi-

l ness." Roland will be

| in New Orleans, Mo-

| bile, northern New
i Jersey, and northern

6 Connecticut in April

I and May. Pearsall

§ will be in Atlanta

and Cleveland. Says

Fowlkes, "We want

alumni in the area to reconnect with Duke
through interaction with outstanding Duke
faculty. And we're keeping the price as low

as possible to make these seminars available

to as many people as possible." Area alumni

will be notified of dates and times by mail.
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Another seminar, "Painting the Maya
Universe," will be held in conjunction

with a national touring exhibit of richly

colored and intricately designed ceramics

from the ancient Mayan civilization. The
seminar's host is Dorie Reents-Budet. The
exhibit is based upon the lifetime work of

Reents-Budet, associate curator of pre-

Columbian art at the Duke Art Museum,
where the three-month exhibit closed in

March. Duke Seminars, which include lec-

tures and tours of the exhibit, are sched-

uled for the Boston Museum of Fine Art in

mid-April and the Denver Museum of Art

in early August. Regional alumni are to be

notified by mail.

The exhibit will also be traveling to the

Los Angeles County Museum of Art in

October and the Yale University Art

Gallery in February 1995.

"This is a rare chance to see royal ceram-

ics of the Classic period, 550 through 850

A.D., the South American equivalent of

Greek vase paintings," says Fowlkes. She

says future programming may include tour-

ing Mayan sites in South America with

Reents-Budet.

GETTING READY
FOR REUNIONS

Planning for fall reunions began in

January for alumni volunteers who
have taken on the task of organizing

their classes' events. Reunions were merged

into two instead of three weekends last year.

"People like the increased activity available

on two weekends," says Lisa

Dilts '83, Alumni
Affairs reunions

director. "There's

a more festive air

to reunions when
there's a broader

mix of classmates

and class years.

People get a chance

to visit."

Returning to cam-

pus September 23-25

are the classes of 1944,

1949, 1954, 1959, 1964,

and the Half Century

Club. October 21-23 is

reserved for reunions of

the classes of 1969,

1974, 1979, 1984, and

1989. Both weekends open

with the traditional lun-

cheon on the lawn of the

Alumni House, where there

are registration tables, in-

formation, and a home base for meeting

classmates. Alumni Affairs sponsors a vari-

ety of tours, from Duke's renowned Pri-

mate Center to the Duke Chapel's stained

glass windows. Alumni in reunion classes

will receive their registration packets in

August.

This year marks the first time in recent

history that a football game will not be

part of reunion activities. Because of a

change in the way ACC football games are

scheduled, this year's reunions do not fall

on home game weekends. In the past,

game dates and times were set years in

advance, enabling Alumni Affairs and

other offices to plan events around games.

Recently, the ACC determined that wait-

ing until December for scheduling, nine

months before the season starts, will

increase television time—and television

dollars—for each school in the conference.

"We'll certainly miss the football game,"

says Ann Heimberger '92, reunions coordi-

nator in the alumni office, "but the real

reason alumni come back to campus—to

renew old friendships and reacquaint

themselves with our changing campus—is

still intact."

Returning alumni can also be students

again through the Duke Directions pro-

gram. For the first time since its inception

in 1990, the popular academic mini-col-

lege will begin on Friday of the reunion

weekend, instead of Thursday, in order to

make it more accessible to all reunion par-

ticipants. Alumni can choose from a vari-

ety of classes and seminars with Duke's top

professors. "Those of us who have left

Duke miss this," wrote a past Duke Direc-

tions participant. "I was not

disappointed. It was great!"

Alumni who would like

to get involved in plan-

ning their reunion can

call the Alumni House at

(800) FOR-DUKE to vol-

unteer. And those who
would like to help with

the class gift drive can

call the Annual Fund of-

fice at (919) 684-4419.

Reunion leaders for

1994 are:

• Class of 1944,

Anne Fountain
McMahon, planning

chair; and James R.

Brigham, gift chair;

• Class of 1949,

Martie Krayer John-

son, class president

and planning co-

chair; Gene Mor-

gan Winders, planning co-

chair; and Welsford F. Bishopric, gift chair;

• Cldss of 1954, Dorothy Staub Caudle,

class president and planning co-chair;

Mary Bryson Dickinson, planning co-

chair; and James C. Geoghegan, gift chair;

• Class of 1959, John E. Hansen, class

president and planning co-chair; George F.

Dutrow, planning co-chair; and Rolf H.

Towe, gift chair;

• Class of 1964, Jeff Mullins, planning

chair; James R. Ladd and Stuart U. Buice,

gift co-chairs;

• Class of 1969, Sally Miller Bugg, plan-

ning co-chair; Rebecca K. Johnson, plan-

ning co-chair; and Alice Blackmore Hicks,

gift chair;

• Class of 1974, Karen Cato Doran,

class president and planning chair; and

Joanne L. Mazurki, gift chair;

• Class of 1979, J. Edward Turlington,

class president and planning chair; and

James E. Love III, gift chair;

• Class of 1984, Miriam A. Dixon,

planning chair; Mary Ellen Grossnickle

and Howard A. Burde, gift co-chairs;

• Class of 1989, Brian Dilsheimer, class

president and planning co-chair; Elizabeth

N. Tolbert, planning co-chair; and Julie

M. Mackle and Katherine B. Maynard, gift

co-chairs.

MEETING THE
PRESIDENT

annerl O. Keohane, Duke's new
president, is visiting ten major U.S.

cities the first half of this year to

speak at alumni receptions and meet with

Duke leadership at Development Council

and Executive Leadership Board meetings.

So far, the response has been effusive.

Keohane spoke to nearly 500 alumni

attending a reception January 24 at the

Waldorf Astoria Hotel. Duke University

Metropolitan Alumni Association presi-

dent Pat Dempsey '80 welcomed the presi-

dent to her first national gathering and

introduced the event's underwriting spon-

sors: Merilee Huser Bostock '62 and Roy
W. Bostock '62, Betty Lu Albert Grune
'51 and George V. Grune '51, Maria Esper-

anza-Hernandez and Michael D. Hernan-

dez '68, Brenda Lagrange Johnson '61 and

J. Howard Johnson, Alan D. Schwartz '72,

Anita and John A. Schwarz '52, and Carl

von der Heyden '62. Duke trustee George

Grune introduced President Keohane.

Then it was off to the Windy City for a

January 27 reception at Chicago's Four

Seasons Hotel. Despite the weather, 200

attended. Duke Club of Chicago president

Alex Geier '85 shared the podium with

Carol Anspach "Cookie" Kohn '60, who
introduced the sponsors: Edward S. Don-

nell '41 and Rose Kueffner Donnell '41,

Robert Heidrick '63, Henry Kohn, Louel-

len and Timothy M. Murray '74, Susan

and Douglass F. Rohrman '63, Richard and
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Barbara Albers Rinella '65, and Lisbeth

and Jules Stiffel '55. Tim Murray intro-

duced President Keohane.

Washington, D.C., alumni and friends

—

600 strong—welcomed Keohane at the May-

flower Hotel on February 7. Joan Mader

Hilton '52, the Duke Club of Washing-

ton's president, welcomed alumni and

guests. Trustee chair John Chandler '52,

Ph.D. '54 introduced President Keohane.

Sponsors for the event were Ellen Cates

Adams '62 and Rex Adams '62, Janet and

Calvin Hill, Florence and John Chandler,

Linda and John Derrick '61, Patricia and

John Koskinen '61, and Judy Woodruff '68.

The rest of Keohane's itinerary calls for

her to speak to alumni at receptions in

Miami Beach on March 1 and Palm Beach

on March 3, in Atlanta on April 5, in

Boston on April 27, in Los Angeles on

May 12 and San Francisco on May 13, in

Dallas on June 13, and in Philadelphia on

June 28. Alumni, parents of current stu-

dents, and friends of the university in

those cities will be notified by mail of

times and places.

FORUM FOR
ADMISSIONS

It's
never too early to begin the process

of selecting the right college for your

children," says Edith Sprunt Toms '62,

Alumni Affairs assistant director, who over-

sees the alumni admissions program. On
June 24 she's offering the fifth annual

Alumni Admissions Forum, a conference for

prospective college-goers and their parents

to provide "practical and concrete informa-

tion, from the generic to the specific."

The day-long seminar, which costs $95

per family, will begin June 24 at 8 a.m.

with a continental breakfast and conclude

at 5 p.m. Participants will learn how to

choose a college, what is expected when
applying, and when and how to start the

process. "Duke is the only university to

my knowledge," says Toms, "that offers

broad-ranging guidance to its alumni fam-

ilies."

Guest panelists are Carl Bewig, director

of college counseling at Phillips Academy
in Andover, Massachusetts; Sarah

McGinty, a teacher, writer, and admis-

sions consultant in Boston; and Katherine

Jorgensen, director of college guidance at

John T. Hoggard High School in Wilm-
ington, North Carolina. "Our expert fac-

ulty includes two veterans of past

forums," says Toms. "Last year's question-

and-answer session with the panel was

lively and informative, according to all

evaluations we received."

Duke representatives sharing their in-

dent affairs and

dean of student

development, will

provide a panel of

Duke under-

graduates who will

give their perspec-

tives on campus life.

The forum's mail-

ing list is determined

by the alumni records

of alumni parents

who have provided

their children's birth

dates. Rising ninth-,

tenth-, eleventh-, and

twelfth-grade stu-

dents on file will be

invited. Participation

ill h

Contemplating college: students and parents alike learn about the process

sights are admissions director Christoph

Guttentag and financial aid director James

Belvin. Sue Wasiolek '76, M.H.A. '78,

LL.M. '93, assistant vice president for stu-

ave no ertect

upon a student's

candidacy for admis-

sion to Duke.

For information on this summer's
forum, write Edith Sprunt Toms, Alumni
Admissions Forum, Alumni House, Box
90576, Durham, N.C. 27708-0576.

Welcome to

Summer Session 1994!

May 12

June 27

June 24

August 6

^We>offer courses in over 50 departments, in subjects ranging from African & African-

Amerifcan Studies to Zoology:

Evening courses (in the following depts.):

Asian & African literature; biology; drama; English; history; literature;

management sciences; psychology; religion; sociology; university

writing course; women's studies

• Substantial savings over the academic-year rate

• A special opportunity for non-Duke students to experience the intellectual

and residential life of Duke University

• A quick, no-hassle registration process

Also Available:

Duke Summer Institute in English Language and U.S. Culture: an intensive noncredit

English program for international students and visitors (July 6-August 6)

Languages for Reading Purposes: noncredit courses for graduate students and

researchers who need to satisfy reading knowledge requirements in choice of sixforeign

languages (May 12-July 8)

For more information and materials:

CALL (919) 684-2621 ; FAX (919) 681-8235; Or VISIT:

The Office of Continuing Education and University Summer Programs
The Bishop's House on Duke's East Campus

March-April 1994



SEEING ART IN
A NEW LIGHT

At 12:30 on a warm July afternoon,

A. Everette James Jr., radiologist

and art collecto.r extraordinaire,

placed his $1,000 wager. Walking through

a Washington, D.C., art gallery with

friends, James M.D. '63 bet he could venture

into the city's urban neighbor-

hoods and find at least three

museum-quality folk artists by

five that afternoon. The
wager accepted, he rushed to

his car to begin his search.

"Within thirty-five minutes,

I had the first one. Within

three hours, I had four," he

says. "You can ride down the

road anywhere and usually

find someone's creation stand-

ing in their front yard."

For James, a senior policy

adviser at the Institute of Med-
icine in Washington, D.C.,

such discoveries are not un-

usual. Driven by a love of art

and an unquenchable intel-

lectual curiosity, he has traveled

from the Mississippi Delta to

the savannahs of Africa col-

lecting art and conducting sci-

entific expeditions.

Most of his adventures have

come while working as a con-

sultant for the Smithsonian In-

stitution and its various muse-

ums and zoos. His first contact

with the Institution came in

the early Seventies while

James was the director of radi-

ological research at Johns

Hopkins. Smithsonian cura-

tors wanted to make radi-

ographs, or X-rays, of some of

their paintings in the hope
that they might learn more

about the works before attempting to re-

store them.

At first, James says, he was skeptical, but

he found that radiographs could reveal a

great deal about the conditions of paint-

ings. "I discovered that we could answer a

million questions by making radiographs.

We could tell if the surface on which the

paint has been placed had deteriorated.

And whether or not they would someday

find their pigment layer on the floor

because the cleaning lady accidentally

bumped the frame."

Radiographing a painting is little differ-

ent from radiographing a human. James

simply places the object under the

machine and shoots the film. Like muscles

and bones, pigment and the material on
which it rests absorb X-rays in different

ways. The absorption of the X-rays also

varies depending on the age of the paint

that may have been applied to the piece.

This realization enabled James to move
from assisting the museum staff in restor-

ing their paintings to helping them detect

forgeries. "If the materials used in the

painting were introduced in 1940 and the

artist died in 1930," says James, "then it

The collector: "You can ride down the

road and usually find someone's 'cre-

ation' in their front yard," says]ames,

at left, amid folk art iry Charlie Lucas

in Pink Lilly, Alabama; above, St.

James Place, a Primitive Baptist church

converted to a folk art museum in

Robersonville, North Carolina

would have been a little diffi-

cult for him to have painted it."

Throughout his career, James'

affiliation with the Smithson-

ian has deepened. Under the

auspices of its natural history

department and the National

Zoological Parks, he has led ef-

forts to radiograph a group of en-

dangered golden lion tamarins,

a primate native to South
America, and has radiographed

the mummy collection of the

Egyptian National Museum in

Cairo.

While James was assisting in

the restoration of paintings

worth millions of dollars, his

own collection was still in its infancy. He
was soon doing research on various artists

and attending auctions. He quickly real-

ized, however, that for a junior faculty

member with three children to support, buy-

ing well-known and expensive art was out of

the question. Instead, he began collecting

the works of artists, usually women, who had

been neglected or dismissed.
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After a few years, James had amassed a

substantial collection of paintings by

female artists from the Boston Museum
School. But little was known about them,

so he began writing articles describing his

collection and extolling the artists' virtues.

Because of his articles and his generosity

in lending works to various museums,

the art community soon recognized their

significance.

As his collection skyrocketed in value,

he was able to sell some of his paintings for

a substantial profit and then add other

works to his collection. He now owns
more than 4,500 paintings and sculptures.

His works represent every era and style of

American art, but focus mainly on land-

scapes and Impressionism. (James' latest

endeavor, St. James Place, is a folk art

museum in Robersonville, North Carolina.

Housed in a former Primitive Baptist

church built by his grandmother at the

turn of the century, the museum opened in

October, "the day before my mother

turned ninety," says James.)

While James' art collection was growing

in importance, his reputation in the field

of radiology also rose. An internationally

recognized expert in nuclear magnetic res-

onance imaging (he is an honorary fellow

in the Royal Society of Medicine at the

University College in London), he was a

frequent guest lecturer at conferences across

the country. Wherever he went, he

dropped in on local galleries or auctions to

peruse their selections. Usually, the hono-

rarium from his lecture went directly

toward another painting or sculpture.

As a standout basketball and baseball

player in high school, James gave little

attention to art and medicine. He consid-

ered signing a contract to play minor

league baseball until his mother insisted he

go to college. He enrolled at the Universi-

ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and

decided to major in English. His principal

ambition was to become a writer. This

plan was interrupted, however, when two

of his cousins—both pre-med and the chil-

dren of doctors—flunked out of college.

"We had a family meeting," he recalls,

"and I was elected the family doctor for the

twentieth century. I did what I was told,

went back to school, and crashed through

my pre-med courses in a year and a half."

He graduated at the top of his class and

enrolled in Duke's medical school. After

receiving his degree, he did a year's tour of

duty in Vietnam, then returned to the

United States for his residency at Massa-

chusetts General Hospital. He completed

post-doctoral work in radiology at Johns

Hopkins and was named a Picker Ad-
vanced Academic Fellow at the National

Academy of Sciences. In 1975, James was

recruited to chair the radiology depart-

ment at Vanderbilt University's medical

school. He stepped down as chair in 1990,

and continued working as a professor there

until making the transition last year to the

Institute of Medicine. The Institute is the

medical branch of the National Academy
of Sciences.

While searching the world of galleries

and auctions for art has been productive and

rewarding, says James, some of his greatest

finds have come on the dusty back roads of

the rural South where he meets folk artists.

"The tolk artists I like are the visionaries,

the ones who just looked out their window
one day and decided that their house was

ugly. So they began painting sheets of tin

to hang on their walls. They don't even

think of themselves as artists."

—Kelley Muffins

Mullins is a free-lance writer living in Nashville,

Tennessee.

OAKVALUE FUND
25

OAK VALUE FUND: 22.04%

S&P500W/DIV:9.7%

JFMAMJJASOND
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
as of December 31, 1993
Starting date is 1/18/93.

Time is Money
Oak Value Capital Management, Inc. has been managing money for prominent

clients for years. Our minimum account size has prevented some long term value

oriented investors from utilizing our services. We now offer the Oak Value Fund
to meet your needs, with the same dedication and experience we apply to our

individually managed accounts.

The Oak Value Fund is suitable for a wide range of portfolio management
services for individuals, retirement accounts, IRAs, corporations, trusts and

foundations. We focus on long term capital appreciation through value investing.

The Oak Value Fund offers all investors the professional expertise of Oak Value

Capital Management, Inc. Let us put our experience to work for you.

$2,500 Minimum Investment / $1,000 for Individual Retirement Accounts

Past performance noted above does not guarantee future results. When shares are redeemed, they

may be worth more or less than their cost. The prospectus contains more complete information

including management and distribution fees and expenses. Read carefully before investing or sending

money. Performance above includes reinvestment of dividends and capital gains.
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CLASS
NOTES

WRITE: Class Notes Editor, Duke Magazin

Box 90570, Durham, N.C. 27708-0570

FAX: (919) 684-6022 (typed only, please)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Alumni Records,

Box 90613, Durham, N.C. 27708-0613. Please

include mailing label and allow six weeks.

NOTICE: Because of the volume of

class note material we receive and the
long lead time required for typesetting,
design, and printing, your submission
may not appear for two to three issues.

Alumni are urged to include spouses'
names in marriage and birth announce-
ments. We do not record engagements.

30s & 40s
Lewis C. Branscomb '33, former director of

libraries and professor emeritus at Ohio State Univer-

sity, is the author of Emest dishing Richardson:

Research Librarian , Scholar, Theologian, 1860-1939, a

biography of "one of the foremost library scholars and

innovators of early librarianship in this country,"

published by Scarecrow Press. He and his wife,

Marjorie, live in Columbus, Ohio.

William C. Jennings '37 completed 11 years as a

trustee of the Richland County Public Library. A past

president of the Columbia Rotary Club, he writes that

he has logged "24 years of perfect attendance." He
retired from Exxon after 3 1 years and from the S.C.

Commission on Higher Education after 1 1 years. He
lives in Columbia, S.C.

L. Flowers B.S.E.E. '38 was awarded an

honorary doctor of science degree in May by Lenoir-

Rhyne College. During his 50-year career, he worked

with the U.S. Naval Research Lab and the aerospace

divisions of Goodyear, Avco Electronics, and McDon-
nell Douglas. He was named a distinguished alumnus

by the University of Cincinnati and was awarded the

distinguished service award by Duke's engineering

school in 1984. He lives in Chesterfield, Mo.

Edgar E. Cayce B.S.E.E. '39 is the co-author,

with his daughter Gail, of Mysteries of Atlantis Revis-

ited, published in 1988. The book has recently been

translated into German, Japanese, and Spanish. He
and his wife, Kathryn, also have a son, Evans
Cayce B.S.E.E. '65, and three grandsons, and live in

Virginia Beach, Va.

Fern Coble Culbreth '40, of Charlotte, N.C,
represented Duke in February at the inauguration of

the president of Brevard College.

Betty C. Holland '43 has retired as executive

director of the Iredell County chapter of the Ameri-

can Red Cross after 40 years' service to the chapter.

She lives in Statesville, N.C.

Harry Kittner B.S.M.E. '44, co-owner of Kittner's

Department Store in Weldon, N.C, was named to

the local board of directors of First Citizens Bank in

Roanoke Rapids. He is also director of the N.C. Retail

Merchants Association and advisory committee mem-

ber for the Small Business Center of Halifax Commu-
nity College. He and his wife, Sarah, live in Weldon.

A. William Dunn M.D. '45 has had a scholarship

and library fund established in his name by the Alton

Ochsner Medical Foundation. He chaired the ortho-

paedic surgery department at the Ochsner Clinic and

Ochsner Foundation Hospital and taught at Tulane

University's medical school before retiring in 1988.

He and his wife, Clara, live on Fripp Island, S.C.

William H. Baker '49, a law professor at DePaul

University College of Law in Chicago, is the author

of the article "Injuries to College Athletes: Rights

and Responsibilities" published in the Dickinson

Law Reitiew.

Chester P. Middlesworth '49 retired as vice

president and regional manager for the Statesville

Record & Landmark, a newspaper that has been in his

family since 1938. He will act as a consultant to Park

Communications, the company that bought the paper

in 1979. He was regional coordinator for Parks' other

38 publications in the 1980s. He and his wife, Pauline,

celebrated their fortieth wedding anniversary in 1993.

GAME PLAN

If
Scrabble leaves

you scrambled and
you draw a blank

playing Pictionary,

don't despair. There's a

new game on the mar-

ket called Play It Smart
that promises to tickle

your intellect. Designed

by Alan "A" Cone Jr.

'78, the board game is a

sort of thinking per-

son's Trivial Pursuit.

But that comparison,

though meant as a

compliment, makes
Cone wince. "What do
you learn playing Triv-

ial Pursuit?" he asks

rhetorically. "Nothing!

You learn the distance

between first and sec-

ond base in baseball.

So what? But play my
game, and you'll learn

useful information. It

makes you think."

Play It Smart is

divided into six sub-

jects: Business & Law,
Literature, History,

Science & Technology,
Art/Music/Entertain-

ment, and Various &
Sundry. The first

player (or team) to

answer five questions

correcdy in each sub-

ject wins.A sample

puzzler: Give the com-
mon name for silicon

dioxide found in large

quantities in all parts of

the world. (The answer
is sand.) Or try this:

Name the three largest

components that make
up the Consumer Price

Index. (Answer: hous-

ing, transportation,

and food.)

Cone's creation

seems to have struck a
chord among game
players who are bored

by "dumbed-down"
diversions. Play It

Smart was chosen as

one of the top ten

games of 1993 by The
Chicago Tribune,

which described it as

an "intellectually chal-

lenging 'cultural liter-

acy' game." And Fun
& Qames Magazine
named it the "Adult

Game of the Year."

Not a bad accom-
plishment for Cone, a

former corporate loan

officer who now trains

horses. After graduat-

ing from Duke, he
earned an M.B.A. from
UNC-Chapel Hill.

While working for First

Union National Bank,
Cone and some friends

came up with the idea

of a game for well-edu-

cated people, a kind of

anti-trivia Q&A quest
A first edition of Play It

Smart came out—four

years before the publi-

cation of die best-sell-

ing book The Dictio-

nary of Cultural

literacy, Cone notes.

Financial limitations

forced him to shelve

the project. But Cone
began to hear back
from people who had
received copies of the

game and loved the

challenge. He decided

to try again.

At the 1993 New
York Toy Fair, an in-

dustry mecca for game
buyers, distributors,

and inventors, Play It

Smart was picked up
by dozens of retailers

and The Paragon and
World Wide Qames
mail order catalogues.

Then came the media

Cone plays it smart: training horses and making hay

while his game shines

recognition. Between
Thanksgiving and
Christmas last year,

nearly 7,000 units of

Play It Smart were sold.

Cone will continue to

train horses on his

Huntersville, North
Carolina, farm. But
with Play It Smart on
the verge of becoming
a national phenomenon,
Cone is preparing for a

busy year. As a one-

man educational cru-

sader, Cone seems ready

to take on the world.

"Millions of Ameri-

cans are functionally

illiterate," he says.

"When people ask me
if I plan to come out

with a video version of

Play It Smart, I say no
way! Video games are

the primary reason

children can't commu-
nicate, because video

games don't foster

communication."
Cone says he thinks

Play It Smart is taking

off because it allows

educated people to

show what they know.
"When you play this

with a group of people,

a question that's easy

for a literature major
won't be easy for an
M.B.A. And thafs how
you learn."
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• Expeditions of the Mind
1994 ALUMNI EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
For those who miss the excitement of learning,

exploring, discovering, and discussing

ALUMNI COLLEGESflHHHHHHI

The Search For Meaning

April 22-24, 1994

Monterey, California

Why am I here? Where am I going? What is the

purpose of life? Join us as we confront life's

ultimate questions head-on and discover how to

search for answers to them. This outstanding Duke

course, offered in seminar form for the second time,

involves coming to grips with what it means to be a

human being who lives, loves, works, plays, suffers,

and dies. Our faculty will be the creators of the

course: William Willimon, Dean of the Chapel,

Thomas Naylor, Professor of Economics, and

Magdalena Naylor, psychiatrist.

Spoleto Festival U.S.A.

May 27-30, 1994

Charleston, South Carolina

Indulge in a "cultural feast" as you partake of three

days and three nights of music, dance, opera, and

theater in historic Charleston. Enjoy excellent seats

at performances, receptions in private homes, visits

to historic sites, and accommodations at the famous

Mills House Hotel. Faculty host will be Lorenzo

Muti of Duke's music department, who conducted

the Spoleto Festival Orchestra at Spoleto 1993.

Exploring the Southwest

July 24-31, 1994 (optional extension to A ugust 3)

Santa Fe, Taos, Mesa Verde, Chaco Canyon

Discover the rich heritage and beauty of the

American Southwest as you spend time studying

the arts, architecture, and cultural geography of this

unique region. Visit the homes and studios of

practicing artists, explore galleries and museums,

journey to contemporary Indian and remote

Spanish villages, and trek through ancient

archaeological sites. If you desire, extend your

journey to include two of America's most

spectacular national parks: Mesa Verde, with its

Anasazi Indian cliff dwellings, and Chaco Canyon,

the high point of pre-Columbian civilization in this

country.

DUKE SEMINARS 91HMi
Spend half a day in close contact with one of

Duke's outstanding professors. These stimulating

and thought-provoking programs, centered around

a single theme, are held in cities across the country.

In 1993-94 seminars are planned for Atlanta,

Nashville, Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati, northern

New Jersey, Seattle, and Denver.

Alumni andfriends in these areas will be notified of

dates and topics.

STUDY ABROAD HMHHH^HH
Digging the Past: Excavations at Sepphoris

June 2-17, 1994

Sepphoris, Israel

Here is a unique opportunity to participate first-

hand in an archaeological dig. For the past nine

years noted Duke professors Eric and Carol Meyers

have led excavations on the ancient city of

Sepphoris, near Nazareth in Lower Galilee. Not

only have they unearthed ancient buildings and

underground chambers, their discoveries have

included bronze statues, religious artifacts, and the

famous "Mona Lisa of Galilee," a 1,700 year-old

mosaic pavement containing a hauntingly beautiful

female portrait. Participants will spend their

mornings at the excavation, with afternoons free to

sight-see, rest, or assist with artifact cleaning and

cataloging. Accommodations will be in an air-

conditioned hotel near the site. Weekends will be

spent visiting Jerusalem and Galilee.

The Oxford Experience

September 4-17, 1994

The University ofOxford, England

What is the Oxford Experience? It is an opportu-

nity to immerse yourself in centuries-old traditions

of learning and community, to study in small

groups with renowned Oxford faculty, to explore

the English countryside and visit historical

landmarks, to be students once again. Choose a

course from topics that include art, archaeology,

politics, and history. Attend classes, participate in

field trips, enjoy special events, and savor the

atmosphere of one of the world's great centers of

learning.

QUESTIONS9HL
Contact: Deborah Weiss Fowlkes 78

Director, Alumni Continuing Education

Box 90575

Durham, NC 27708-0575

(919) 684-5114 or (800) FOR-DUKE

All programs sponsored by the Duke Alumni Association

Put me on the mailing list to receive information about the alumni educational programs listed.

Name

DUKE CLASSES iHHHHi
Duke Directions

September 23 and October 21, 1994

West Campus

Rediscover the true "Duke experience"—the

classroom experience! Return to Duke for a day of

stimulating classes designed for alumni and taught

by top Duke faculty. Choose from a variety of

topics, including science, religion, literature,

economics, history, political science, and health. In

addition, hear about student life fn

current students, and get an update

on new programs at Duke.

: from the deans

Return to: Box 90575, Durham, NC 27708-0575

March-April I 994



Young: keeping alive memories of China's dark days

TIANANMEN REMEMBERED

Alone man
stands defiant,

facing oncom-
ing army tanks, pre-

pared to die. This is

the image that res-

onates most deeply

when we think of the

Tiananmen Square
protests in China five

years ago. For Megan
Young '87, the event

was particularly

poignant. Having
taught in China the

year before, she wit-

nessed first-hand the

early rumblings of

the uprising.

At the Hangzhou
Institute of Electrical

Engineering in

China's Zhejiang

Province, Young
tutored her pupils in

economics and West-
ern culture. In addi-

tion to undergraduate

and graduate students,

Young's classes also

included artists, busi-

nessmen and women,
and fellow instructors.

Among other topics,

she and her students

discussed aspects and
implications of the

Declaration of Inde-

pendence, the Bill of

Rights, and the U.S.

Constitution. "It was
such a free time," she

recalls. "In fact, the

only tune I ever got

into trouble was when
I brought up the sub-

ject of religion."

Back in the States,

she watched the

events in Tiananmen
Square unfold on tele-

vision, feeling "incred-

ulous, although there

had been a sense of

momentum when I

was there of things

opening up. [The
protests] were such a

strong expression

of freedom, but the

hope was mixed with

anxiety, because stu-

dents were risking

their lives."

Five years later,

Young is working on
behalf of Human
Rights in China. The
nonprofit organization

was founded by Fang
Lizhi, the astrophysi-

cist who took asylum
in the U.S. embassy

for a year following

Tiananmen Square.

Designed to increase

awareness ofhuman
rights issues in China,
the group is planning

a commemoration on
the anniversary of the

massacre this June. A
candlelight service

featuring music,

dance, and readings

will be held in New
York City and at vari-

ous other locations

across America.
Young says she's

been pleasandy sur-

prised to discover that

everyone she talks to

about the sobering

occasion recalls it

vividly. "I thought at

the time that I was
reacting so strongly

because I'd been per-

sonally involved with

people there," says

Young, who, during

the protest, forwarded

faxes by former stu-

dents to Western
media. "But I was
stunned at the realiza-

tion that, in fact, the

whole country was
dramatically affected

by what happened."
Many Chinese dissi-

dents remain in jail,

says Young, "and for

all intents and pur-

poses, there is no such
thing as freedom of

speech there." But for

those who dismiss

Tiananmen Square or

Chinese politics as

some distant worry,

Young points out that

events in other coun-
tries concern us all.

"Think about the

size of China's popula-

tion and the impact
that country can and
will have on our lives,

on our environment,
our economy, our
children's lives, on
peace in the world.

By sheer power of

numbers, what hap-

pens in China will

affect our lives."

For information

about the Tiananmen
Square commemora-
tion, contact Human
Rights in China at

(212) 661-2909.

50s
Robert Bisselle '51 was elected secretary of the

board of directors of the National Postal Forum
(NPF), a nonprofit, educational organization for busi-

ness mailers, the U.S. Postal Service, and major sup-

pliers. A long-time member of the NPF's board, he
has served as president, chairman, and treasurer. The
retired banking industry executive is also on the

board of directors of the Ivymount School in

Rockville, Md.

George C. Megill M.Div. '52, who was voted

Outstanding Rotarian last year by the Louisburg,

N.C., club, will lead Rotary's group study exchange

team in April to Santa Catarina in Brazil. They will

serve as goodwill ambassadors, speak at Rotary clubs,

and meet with their professional counterparts there.

He retired from the Methodist ministry last June. He
and his wife, June, live in Raleigh.

William A. Buchheit '55 was elected president

of the American Academy of Neurological Surgery.

He is a professor and chairman of the department of

neurosurgery at Temple University School of Medicine.

He has also served as officer, governor, and preside

of several neurosurgical societies.

Herd L. Bennett '56 is senior partner of the law

firm Bennett & Bennett, with his son Gray W.
Bennett '83. He and his wife, Louise, have three

other children, including Sarah Bennett '88. He
writes that he and Louise still own and live on the

family's dairy farm, which they purchased in 1963 in

order to "raise their children with the rigors of two-a-

day milkings and farm management."

William T. Graham '56, N.C. Commissioner of

Banks, was named one of the "Newsmakets of 1993"

by the Triangle Business Journal for leading "North

Carolina's banks into a new legislative zone during

1993's General Assembly: interstate branching and

banking."

Johnny F. Hill '58 received the Christofferson-

Fawcett Award from the Ohio Council of Teachers.

The award recognizes distinguished service in mathe-

matics education. He taught junior high mathematics

at Miami's McGuffey Laboratory School and has been

a consultant in mathematics education for schools in

Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky,

and Florida.

Julia Broadway Caldwell Culp B.S.N. '59

has worked in nursing education at the Presbyterian

School of Nursing for 15 years. Her husband, Julian
M. "J" Culp '59, works in health education at the

Gaston County Health Department. They live on
Lake Wylie in Charlotte, N.C.

Russell "Russ" J. Rogers Jr. '59, who
earned his D.D.S. at UNC-Chapel Hill, was awarded

fellowship in the American College of Dentists, an
honor that recognizes "those who have contributed to

the advancement ot the profession and humanity."

He is senior partner of Rogers & Barone, D.D.S. and
has practiced general dentistry in Matthews, N.C, for

30 years.

MARRIAGES: Julia Broadway Caldwell '59

to Julian M. "J" Culp '59 on April 24, 1993.

Residence: Charlotte, N.C.

60s
Gary W. Dickinson B.S.M.E. '60, president and
CEO of Delco Electronics Corp., received the Society

of Automotive Engineers' 1994 Medal of Honor in

recognition of his "unique and significant contribu-

tions to SAE." He was instrumental in getting an SAE
chapter started at Duke. He was the first chairman of

the Emerging Technologies Board and was involved

with the Mobility Technology Planning Forums,

which brought a future technology focus to SAE. He
is a member of Duke's Engineering Dean's Council.

Linda Garrett Whitson '62 has had her article

"Duke University and Pio Pico School: A Beneficial

Partnership" published in the spring 1993 issue of The
Delta Kappa Gamma Bulletin. She has been a volun-

teer since the beginning of the project, in which the

Duke Club of Southern California "adopted" the Pio

Pico Elementary School. An assistant principal at

Henry Clay Middle School in south central Los

Angeles, she lives in San Pedro.

'64 was elected chair of

Augustana University College's board of regents and

is the first woman to hold the post at the university in

Camrose. An attorney in Edmonton, Alberta,

Canada, she earned her law degree from the Univer-

sity of Calgary. She also holds a doctorate in German
studies from Northwestern University.

Philip Lader '66 is assistant to President Clinton

and White House deputy chief-of-staff. He was deputy

director for management of the White House Office

ofManagement and Budget.

Peter H. Blunt '67, an attorney, has a commercial

real estate practice in Marin County, Calif., contrib-

utes law summaries to a legal publisher, and writes

that he "finally made Who's Who in American Law."

He performs in amateur theater and is writing a novel

in his spare time.

Jackie Acree Walsh '67 represented Duke in

March at the inauguration of the president of Hunt-

ingdon College in Montgomery, Ala.

Patrick Morelli A.M. '68 held a month-long

exhibition in New York City of "We Ate One," an art

education project he created to promote tolerance

and understanding among young people. Under his

supervision, junior high students from a New York

City school district and elementary students from a

Brooklyn public school district completed large-scale

public works of art exemplifying the values of toler-

ance and understanding. He lives in New York City.

David B. Seligman Ph.D. '68 is vice president

and dean of faculty, effective July 1, at Ripon College

in Wisconsin. He will be responsible for the liberal

arts curriculum and the selection and evaluation of

DUKE MAGAZINE



faculty. He was a senior fellow with the College-

University Resource Institute at Western Maryland

College, where he had been vice president for acade-

mic affairs and dean of faculty.

Douglas M. Franks '69 is quality assurance man-

ager, audits, in Charlotte, N.C., for Duke Engineering

& Services, Inc., which provides engineering, techni-

cal, and professional services to utilities and other

businesses. He is assisting the U.S. Department of

Energy in its high-level waste management program.

W. Charles Grace '69 was sworn in as U.S.

attorney for the Southern District of Illinois, after

being appointed by President Clinton and confirmed

by the Senate. He and his wile, Barbara, their daugh-

ter Katey, and their son, Charles Brigham
"Chip" Grace '94, live in Carbondale, 111.

Carolyn Cody McClatchey '69 was named
Volunteer of the Year by the Georgia chapter of the

National Society of Fund Raising Executives at a

National Philanthropy Day celebration in Novembet
in Atlanta. She is a community volunteer and board

member of the Atlanta Children's Shelter. She is also

involved with Duke's Council on Women's Studies

and is the reunion co-chair for the Class of 1969. She

and her husband, William M. McClatchey '69,

a physician, have three children, including W. Cody
McClatchey '92.

70s
Taffy Cannon 70, M.A.T. 71 has written her

second Nan Robinson mystery novel, to be published

in the fall. Tangled Roots has Robinson investigating

the murder of the heir to a Southern California

flower-growing dynasty who is shot in his greenhouse.

The author lives in Carlsbad, Calif.

Phillip P. Carroll B.S.E. 70, a Navy captain,

completed the Reserve Officer Joint Military Opera-

tions Course. He joined the Navy in May 1970.

George Walker A.M. 70 is associate director,

analytical research and development, pharmaceutical

research/analytical methods, for Schering Plough

HealthCare Products. He lives in Cordova, Tenn.

Harold G. Wallace B.D. 71, vice chancellor for

university affairs at UNC-Chapel Hill, is interim

director of the Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural

Center. He is chair emeritus of the Black Cultural

Center's advisory board and will lead center activities

during a search for a permanent director. He has chaired

the Black Faculty/Staff Caucus and the Upward
Bound Advisory Board and has won outstanding

achievement awards from the Black Student Move-
ment and the Black Alumni Association.

Lynne Michelson Brasunas 72 earned her

master's in social work from the University of Geor-

gia. She and her husband, Jim, live in Alpharetta, Ga.

James W. Skillen A.M. 72, Ph.D. 74 is execu-

tive director of the Center for Public Justice and the

Association for Public Justice in Washington, D.C. He
is also the editor of The School-Choice Controversy: What

is Constitutional?, published by Baker Book House.

73, an assistant professor of biology

at Reed College in Portland, Ore., was awarded a

$55,560 grant from the National Science Founda-

tion's Research in Undergraduate Institutions pro-

gram to support his project, "Peroxide Metabolism in

Legume Root Nodules."

S. Ward Greene J.D. 73 is the new president of

the Oregon Law Institute, the largest nonprofit corpo-

ration providing continuing legal education services

in Oregon. He has been the managing partner since

1985 of Greene & Markley, P.C., which focuses on
bankruptcy, collection, real estate, and commercial

law, in Portland, Ore.

Miller M.D. 73, Ph.D. 73 is director of

the division of hematology/oncology at the Univer-

sity of Alabama at Birmingham's Comprehensive

Cancer Center. He is also director of the Herman and

Emmie Bolden Molecular Genetics Research Labora-

tory at UAB.

Helga Leftwich 74 earned her law degree in

1993 from UNC-Chapel Hill's law school, where she

was elected to the Order of the Coif, received the

Chief Justice Walter Clark Award, and was editor-in-

chief of the North Carolina Law Review. She is an

associate at Petree and Stockton, where she practices

business and corporate law in the firm's Raleigh office.

Harold Hotelling A.M. 75, Ph.D. '82 chairs the

humanities department at Lawrence Technological

University in Southfield, Mich. He teaches

and c

"Woody" Myatt 76 was promoted

to vice president and chief actuary for Liberty Life

Insurance Co. in Greenville, S.C. He and his wife,

Elaine, and theit daughter live in Greer, S.C.

Stephen W. Unger M.D. 76 presented a lecture,

"Laparoscopic Access tor Enteral Feeding," at the

American College of Surgeon's postgraduate course

on minimally invasive surgery in San Francisco in

October. He is a general and vascular surgeon in

Miami Beach, Fla.

Scott Albert B.S.E. 77 was named vice president

and chief investment officer of the North Carolina

Technological Development Authority, Inc.'s Innova-

tion Research Fund. The fund provides venture capital

and seed funding to North Carolina companies.

Craig D. Everhart 77 has a new assignment at

the American Embassy in Vienna, Austria. He lives

in Vienna with his wife, Suzanne, and their two sons.

Beverly N. Jones 77, a physician, has joined

the faculty of Wake Forest University's Bowman Gray

School of Medicine as assistant professor of psychia-

try, after completing a residency and fellowship at

Johns Hopkins Hospital. He and his wife, Janet, live

in Winston-Salem.

Eugene Conti Jr. A.M. 78, Ph.D. 78 is the U.S.

Department ot Transportation's deputy assistant sec-

retary for budget and programs. He was a member of

the staff of Rep. David E. Ptice of North Carolina and

has worked for the Department of the Treasury and

the Office of Management and Budget. He and his

wife, Jennifer Wingard, and their two sons live in

Chevy Chase, Md.

Janet Moss Light 78 received the Outstanding

Young Marylander award from the Frederick, Md.,

chapter of the Jaycees. The company that she and her

husband, Greg, own—American Records Manage-

ment, Inc.— is undergoing a business expansion for

the fifth consecutive year. She is serving her fourth

elected term on the board of directors of ProNet, a

local women's group. She chairs the career develop-

ment lane for her Rotary Club, where she pioneered

the introduction of a Hood College "shadow

program" that links college sophomores with busi-

nesses specializing in their career interests. She and

her husband and their two children live in Frederick.

Barry DeGregorio 79 completed his residency

in internal medicine last July at Otegon Health Sci-

ences University, where he is doing a three-year fel-

lowship in gastroenterology. His wife, Virginia
"Missy" Rose 79, is a development officer at

Lewis and Clark College. They live in Portland, Ore.

HaveA
Ball!

DukeYOUTHTfennisCamp
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register for one-week
sessions available...
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For more information on either

Youth or Adult camp, contact:

SAFE
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SENSIBLE
WEIGHT
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approach to weight and

health management -^- get
lasting results with our
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exercise sensibly + look

and feel better
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79 was named president of

the board of trustees of Friends of Olana, Inc., an

organization devoted to the preservation of the home
of F.E. Church, America's foremost landscape painter.

She is also an independent art consultant. She and

her husband, Tom, and their two children live in

Kinderhook, N.Y.

Barbara Summey Marshall M.R.I-
. 79, a

Navy lieutenant, was awarded the Navy Achieve-

ment Medal for superior performance of duty while

serving as chaplain with 8th Motor Transport Battal-

ion, 2nd Force Service Support Group, at the Marine

Corps base at Camp Lejeune, N.C. Her efforts

included individual counseling, topical classes, family

events, and religious functions.

Diane Prucino 79 is a partner in the Atlanta

office of the law firm Kilpatrick & Cody, where she

specializes in employment law.

Virginia "Missy" Rose 79 is associate director

of corporate and foundation relations at Lewis and

Clark College in Portland, Ore. Her husband, Barry
DeGrecjorio 79, is doing a three-year fellowship in

gastroenterology at Oregon Health Sciences Univer-

sity. They live in Portland.

Gary J. Silverman 79 has a private practice in

rheumatology in Scottsdale, Ariz., and is host of

"Housecalls," a radio program about health on KFYI,

Arizona's number one talk radio station. He writes

that he originally started in radio at WDUR while at

Duke. He and his wife, Joan, and their two children

live in Scottsdale.

Glenn A. White 79, who was an assistant profes-

sor of medical research in Duke's cell biology depart-

ment, is an associate professor of biology at Ashland

University in Ashland, Ohio. He and his wife,

Virginia "Ginger" Spivey '89, a graduate stu-

dent at Case Western Reserve University, live in

Medina, Ohio.

MARRIAGES: Diane L. Prucino 79 to Thomas
Heyse on April 24, 1993. Residence: Atlanta...

Glenn E. White 79 to Virginia "Ginger"
Spivey '89 on April 24, 1993, in Duke Chapel.

Residence: Medina, Ohio.

BIRTHS: Third child and second daughter to Anne
McQuilkin Mayfield 73 and David Langford

Mayfield on April 24, 1993. Named Jennie Langford. .

.

Seventh child and fourth daughter to Samuel A.

Owen 74 and Patricia Owen on Oct. 13. Named
Emily Jayne. . .First child and son to Mark Garri-

gan Gordon Barry 77 and Kathleen S. Barry on

Sept. 22. Named Joseph Garrigan...Second child and

first daughter to Janis Moss Light 78 and Greg

Light on Jan. 1, 1993. Named Hannah Rose. ..Second

child to Gary J. Silverman 79 and Joan Silver-

man on Dec. 5. Named Avery Gardner.

80s
Maureen Kerr '80, a vice president in the inter-

national fixed income division of Goldman, Sachs &
Co. in New York, writes that "what began as a Sep-

tember weekend respite at Virginia Beach resulted in

a delightful mini-reunion for four Kappas from the

Class of 1980." Sharing the family beach house of

Brenda King Webber '80 and her two sons were

Kim Makris Gumberich '80, Annie
Franklin Wentzel '80, and Kerr. Webber will be

relocating to Monterey, Calif., where her husband,

Bill, will be stationed in the Navy. Gumberich is a

homeopathic practitioner living in New Hampshire,

and Wentzel and her husband, Carl, live in Norfolk,

where she works with the Project Smile Foundation

as a recovery-room nurse.

Suzanne Tucker Plybon '80, a CPA who
earned her law degree from Emory University in 1986,

is an associate with the Atlanta law firm Arnall

Golden & Gregory, practicing in estate planning,

administration, and charitable giving. She is a mem-
ber of the Atlanta Estate Planning Council, the board

of directors of Big Brother/Big Sisters of Metro

Atlanta, Inc., and the Duke Alumni Admissions

Advisory Committee.

Ellen Weiler Stiefler '80, who was practicing

intellectual property and entertainment law with a

Minneapolis law firm, has moved to Greenwich,

Conn., with her husband, Jeff, president of American

Express Co. They have three sons.

Tina Alster B.S.N. '81, M.D. '86 is an;

professor in the departments of dermatology and pedi-

atrics at Georgetown University Medical Center. She

is also director of the Washington Institute of Derma-

tologic Laser Surgery and lectures worldwide on the

laser treatment of several skin disorders. She is writing

a book on cosmetic laser surgery, to be published next

year. She lives in Washington, DC.

Thomas P. Cornett '81, M.B.A. '85 is senior

vice president at NationsBank-Florida and credit

policy executive for the Florida Real Estate Banking

Group. He and his wife, Dianna, have two daughters

and live in Tampa.

P. Ellis '81 earned her law degree in 1993

from Wake Forest University, where she was execu-

tive editor of the Wake Forest Law Review and a mem-
ber of the Moot Court Board. She is an associate with

Petree Stockton, where she practices labor and

employment law at the firm's Winston-Salem office.

Mike Fields '81 was elected mayor of Southern

Pines, N.C. He is also a partner in H.C. Management,

a real estate investment and management firm, and

chairman of Southern Pines Wachovia Bank.

Dudley A. Hudspeth '81 won the first Residents'

and Fellows' Research Day at the Bowman Gray/

Baptist Hospital in Winston-Salem for his work,

"Enhancement of blood cardioplegia with adenosine

avoids postischemic dysfunction in severely injured

hearts." A seventh-year resident in cardiac surgery, he

earned his M.D. at UNC-Chapel Hill.

Rex S. Jackson '81 is vice president and general

counsel of Read-Rite Corp., a component supplier to

the disk drive industry, in Silicon Valley, Calif. He
earned his law degree at Stanford University and

practiced in Los Angeles for seven years before

returning to the Bay Area. He and his wife, Elizabeth,

and their son live in Danville, Calif.

Anthony Marzullo B.S.E. '81, an engineer at

Sikorsky Aircraft, wrote a chapter on boron, quartz,

and ceramic fibers for a handbook of composites to be

published next fall. He lives in Old Greenwich, Conn.

Robin Klatzkin Bochner BSE. '82 is decision

support manager of operations at Lever Brothers Co.

in New York City-. She and her husband, Alan, and

their son live in East Hills, N.Y.

Mark H. Lemer '82, M.D. '87 is a staff radiologist

at Brigham and Women's Hospital and an instructor

in radiology at Harvard Medical School. He com-

pleted his residency in diagnostic radiology at Massa-

chusetts General Hospital, and a fellowship in

CT/MRI/Ultrasound at Brigham and Women's Hos-

pital. He lives in Boston's South End.

Barbara Clarke McCurdy B S ME. 82 is a

partner in the intellectual property law firm

Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow &. Dunner in Wash-

ington, D.C. She is also an adjunct professor at the

Washington College of Law, American University,

where she teaches patent law. She and her husband,

Jeffrey, and their son live in Washington.

A.M. '82, Ph.D. '87 has

moved to Marion, Va., where he is pastor at Royal

Oak Presbyterian Church.

Keith W. Bennert '83 is a pathologist at Craven

Regional Medical Center in New Bern, N.C. He and

his wife, Elizabeth Ann Benson '84, an intern-

ist, live in New Bern.

Marc Fater '83 has completed his general surgery

training in Philadelphia and is now a plastic surgery

resident at Baylor College of Medicine. He and his wife,

Patricia, have two sons and live in Houston, Texas.

Susan L. Goodman '83, who was a practicing

attorney, is now a principal of the Atlanta-based In-

House Counsel, Inc., specializing in the placement

of attorneys and paralegals on a contract or tempo-

rary basis.

Rick Hull '83 is an attorney and shareholder with

the law firm Hull & Zimmerman, P.C., in Wheat
Ridge, Colo. He and his wife, Lisa Ridley Hull
'84, and their daughter live in Lakewood, Colo.

Louis W. Joy III M.B.A. '83 is president ofManu-
facturing Excellence, Inc., a management consulting

firm in Newark, Del. He and his wife, Jo, the com-

pany's vice president, are co-authors of Frontline

Teamwork: One Company's Story of Success, published

by Business One Irwin.

Michael A. Lampert J.D. '83, a tax attorney,

chairs Disaster Services for the Palm Beach County

chapter of the American Red Cross. He is also trea-

surer of the Jewish Family and Children's Service of

Palm Beach County and president of the Palm Beach

Tax Institute. He and his wife, Angela, and their son

live in West Palm Beach.

Robert L. Seaton M.B.A. '83, a Navy Comman-
der, was designated as an Engineering Duty Officer.

He is currently assigned at Naval Shipyard, Pearl

Harbor, Hawaii.

Arthur Stark '83, M.H.A. '85 was

named one of 1993's "Up and Comers" by Modem
Healthcare Magazine. Recipients are health-care pro-

fessionals age 40 and younger who have "contributed

to efforts to improve the quality of medical care,

expand access to the system, and teconfigure the

delivery system."

Glenn D. Altchek B.S.E. '84, M.B.A. '93 founded

International Marketing Associates, Inc., a Durham-

based company engaged in exporting and distributing

U.S.-manufactured home-building products in Latin

America. He lives in Chapel Hill.

Elizabeth Ann Benson '84 is an internist with

East Carolina Internal Medicine in New Bern, N.C.

She and her husband, Keith W. Bennert '83, a

live in New Bern.

Bonnie Carlson-Green '84, who completed her

Ph.D. in clinical psychology, is a neuropsychology

fellow at the University of Minnesota's neurology

department. She and her husband, Martin Allan

Green, live in St. Louis Park, Minn.

R. Morris Friedman '84 is a senior resident in

urology at Duke. His wife, Emily Miller Wright, works

at Duke and serves on the hospital's ethics committee.

Lisa Ridley Hull '84 is a systems engineer with

Electronic Data Systems in Lakewood, Colo. She and

her husband, attorney Rick Hull '83, and their

daughter live in Lakewood.

Bethany Spielman M.H.A. '84 is an assistant

professor of medical humanities at Southern Illinois

University's medical school. She earned her bachelor's

at Concordia College in 1974, her Ph.D. at the Uni-

versity of Iowa in 1983, and her law degree at the Uni-

versity of Virginia in 1992. She and her husband,

Keith Miller, and their two sons live in Springfield, 111.
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CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1 775 plantation on four rural

acres, 20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today,

Food & Wine, Hid-Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd., 27712.

'

(919) 477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

ST. JOHN: Two bedrooms, pool. Quiet elegance,

spectacular view. (508) 668-2078.

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd., Chapel

Hill, NC 27514. (919) 929-3194.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury waterfront

house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, fot vacation

rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool, and spectac-

ular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach for great swim-

ming and snorkeling. John Krampf '69, 812 W. Sedg-

wick St., Philadelphia, PA 191 19. (215) 438-4430

(home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

THE OLD NORTH DURHAM INN, an intimate

bed and breakfast less than a mile from Duke, offering

tum-of-the-century charm, comfortable lodging, and

hearty breakfasts. 922 N. Mangum St., 27701. (919)

683-1885.

FLORIDA KEYS, Big Pine Key. Fantastic open water

view, Key Deer Refuge, National Bird Sanctuary, stilt

house, 3/2, screened porches, fully furnished, stained

glass windows, swimming, diving, fishing, boat basin,

non-smoking, starting at $l,500/week. (305) 665-3832.

BALD HEAD ISLAND, NC: Unspoiled island acces-

sible by ferry from Southport. No cars. Transportation

by golf cart, fourteen miles of beach, golf, tennis, nature

program. Beautifully furnished three-bedroom, two-

bath condo. Rent at discount directly from owners.

(919) 929-0065.

FIGURE EIGHT ISLAND, Wilmington, NC. Sound-

front beach house, great ocean views, sleeps 8-10.

Private island. $l,700/week. (910) 686-4099.

FOR RENT

OCEAN CITY, MARYLAND: Beautifully furnished

apartment, two bedroom, two bath, sleeps seven. The
Ocean Front Quay. $800/week. (301) 593-2312. Ring

thrice only.

LONDON RATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea

Bridge/Battersea Park area. Flat *1 6 for two or three

persons includes lovely lounge, double bedroom, sin-

gle bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, dining room, $650

per week. Flat *18 for five persons in three bedrooms,

bathroom, lounge/kitchen, $850 per week. Fully

equipped household with daily butler and maid ser-

vice. For three nights or for a week. Excellent value

with a five-year history. Brochure, photos, and refer-

ences upon request. Contact Thomas Moore even-

ings, (801) 393-9120.

ALSO: Owlpen Manor and estate cottages in

Gloucestershire. This is the country estate of the

family of Lord Nicholas Mander, with a magnificent

manor house where Queen Margaret stayed during

the Wars of the Roses. These dreamlike stone cot-

tages and setting are convenient to Bath, Badminton

House, Blenheim Palace, Stratford, Stowe-on-the-

Wold, and Burton-on-the-Water. Cottages for two

persons as well as larger cottages for large parties.

Hospitality unending. Contact Thomas Moore.

ALSO: The Granada, Spain, villa of the Mander
family is available for groups of up to eight persons.

This magnificent setting and lovely villa is available

year-round for lettings of no less than one week.

Contact Thomas Moore.

PARIS APARTMENTS: Best locations, frilly fur-

nished. Reasonable rates. Paris Connection (305)

475-0615.

MYRTLE BEACH, SC: Ocean-front motel units. Also,

five-bedroom ocean-front cottage in exclusive area.

Duke alumnus owner. Free brochure. (800) 334-5547.

FOR SALE

PINEHURST—Country Club of North Carolina:

1

)

HOME, 3,470 square feet, heated on 1 .2 acre

wooded lot, $295,000.

2) LOT, gorgeous golf course lot on Cardinal 13,

wide-open view, $ 1 25,000. Buyer should be a member
prior to closing. Call owner (910) 692-8187.

Historic Victorian in picturesque downtown Southport,

NC. Four bedrooms, two baths. Cape Fear River view,

near boat harbors. (800) 346-7671 for information.

QUALITY U.S. & FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Flags & Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

FOR SALE BY OWNER: Contemporary Norman
brick and stucco manor house on 10 pristine acres of

hardwoods with flowing stream. Located between

Hillsborough and Chapel Hill, 15 minutes from Duke.

Four bedrooms, four full baths, gourmet kitchen, mag-

nificent fireplace, garden room with heated soaking

pool, soaring ceilings, and 6 ft. windows abound.

4,200+ sq.ft. $439,000. Call Marcia Owen (919)

489-3531.

THE CHANTICLEER. Alumni Affairs has copies of

old yearbooks to sell for only $15, to cover handling

costs and shipping. Many years available. Contact

Bernice Charles, Alumni House, 614 Chapel Dr.,

Durham, NC 27708; (919) 684-5114, (800) FOR-
DUKE.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Opportunity to house sit in New York for

the summer. Contact Duke student Hampton Harrell,

(919)613-0058.

Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds

IRAs, SEPs, 401(k)s, and 403(b)s

Christopher J.T. Clark B.A. '77, MBA
PaineWebber, Inc.

102 S. Tejon, Suite 900

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

(800) 624-3773

(719) 520-3634 fax

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUR OWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Seven Sisters, Duke, Stanford, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics. THE
RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

A network ofGAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL
ALUMNI is being formed for future programming

and Homecoming 1994. For more information, to

help with planning, or to be placed on a confidential

mailing list, contact Robin A. Buhrke, Ph.D., Coordi-

nator of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Services and

Sexuality Programming, Duke Counseling and Psy-

chological Services, 214 Page Bldg., Box 90955,

Durham, NC. 27708-0955, (919) 660-1000.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 60,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment) are

$100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.)

in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. Send check or

money order (payable to Duke Magazine) to: Classi-

fieds, Duke Magazine, 614 Chapel Drive, Box 90570,

Durham, NC 27708-0570.

We also accept VISA and MASTERCARD. No
phone orders, except FAX orders with credit card

numbers: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.

March-April I 994



SMART TEEN MAGAZINE

Remember when
it was cool to

be smart in

school? Greg Sanders
'92 does, and he's dis-

mayed that today's

bright teenagers are

unchallenged in the

classroom or, even
worse, derided by
other kids for wanting

to excel. That's why
he's excited about a

new publication,

Young Scholar, "The
Magazine for High
Performance
Students."

While other adoles-

cent-oriented periodi-

cals print articles on
"How To Manage
Your Mother" or "Hot
Movie Sex," Young
Scholar offers "The
Truth About Getting

Published" and "What
College Catalogues

Don't Tell You."
Based in Durham,
North Carolina, the

bimonthly glossy

boasts splashy graph-

ics, reader-friendly

text, and such regular

departments as book
reviews and "What's
Hot Now," which spot-

lights "cool products

and things from all

over."

"Young Scholar is not

written as a goody-

goody magazine," says

Sanders, the publica-

the magazine for high performance students"

tion's managing editor.

"We try to make our

editorial as tough as

possible, not only to

give our readers ideas

for success but also

to give them new
perspectives on that

success." Aimed at

thirteen- to eighteen-

year-olds, Young
Scholar goes direcdy to

the source for feed-

back: Focus groups and
student guest editors

critique articles and
layout.

Sanders' involve-

ment with Young
Scholar began serendip-

itously. While working
a post-graduation tem-

porary job, he spotted

an ad soliciting free-

lance writers to help

launch a new publica-

tion. Sanders and the

publisher, Webb How-
ell (currendy a student

in Duke's Liberal Stud-

ies master's program),

hit it off so well that

Howell hired Sanders

as managing editor.

Available through
subscription only,

Young Scholar was
named one of the three

best magazines for

young adults in a

recent Dallas Morning
News education sec-

tion. And direct mail-

ings to parents have
been so successful that

the publication has im-

plemented a no-risk,

money-back guarantee.

"It seems that a lot of

attention is directed

toward kids who can't

read or are from disad-

g vantaged back-

S grounds," says Sanders.
J "And while that is defi-

nitely a problem, at the

same time there is no
recognition given to

academically talented

kids. We want to reach

out to that population

and open their eyes to

experiences they're not

aware of. We want
each child to do the

best that they can pos-

sibly do."

Timothy D. Warmath '84, director of regional

programs for the University of Miami's alumni rela-

tions office, represented Duke in February at the inau-

guration of the president of Florida Memorial College.

He lives in Miami Beach, Fla.

Lisa Koehler '85 is an emergency physician with

Peachtree Emergency Associates at Piedmont Hospi-

tal. She lives in Atlanta.

Cynthia Ann Granroth Luis-Guerra '85, an

Air Force captain, is an intelligence communications

manager for Air Combat Command. She was trans-

ferred from Germany to Langley Air Force Base in

Virginia.

Joan Tabaek '85 is director of merchandising for

the collection division of Liz Claiborne, Inc. She and

her husband, Andrew Frankle, live in New York City.

Lenora Patrice Carloek M.B.A '86 is author of

Speak to Me, a book of motivational thoughts provid-

ing "inspiration for every day of the year."

Julie JaquiSS Collins '86 works in medical

group services at Harvard Community Health Plan, a

Boston health maintenance organization. She and her

husband, Dan, live in Wellesley, Mass.

Kimberly Reed '86, who graduated from the Uni-

versity of Virginia's law school in 1989, is a litigation

associate at the Washington, DC, law firm Howrey

& Simon and is an officer at the Women's National

Democratic Club. She and her husband, Chris Feeley,

live in Bethesda, Md.

Susan Henlein Haynes M.H.A. '87 is a man-

ager with Practice Management, Inc., in Indianapolis,

where she is responsible for the operations of nine

physician's offices associated with Methodist Hospital.

David Wayne Johnson Jr. '87, who graduated

from Wake Forest University's law school in 1990, is a

project attorney for the law firm Howrey & Simon in

rheir Los Angeles office and a member of Lawyers for

Human Rights in Los Angeles. He lives in Long Beach.

Robert T. Johnson III '87 is in his seventh year

with Metropolitan Life's employee benefit sales depart-

ment as a senior group representative. He and his

wife, Susan, live in Atlanta.

Collins Perkins '87, who earned her

master's in accounting at UNC-Chapel Hill's Kenan-

Flagler School of Business last May, works for KPMG
Peat Marwick in Raleigh, N.C. Her husband, Rob
Perkins B.S.E. '87, is a telecommunications soft-

ware engineer at Bell Northern Research in the

Research Triangle Park. "The happy couple," she

writes, "who just celebrated five years of wedded bliss,

returned to Durham, N.C, in 1991 after three years in

Berlin, Germany, courtesy of Uncle Sam. Look us up."

Christopher J. Petrini J.D. '87, A.M. '87 is a

member of the Boston law firm Conn, Kavanaugh,

Rosenthal & Peisch, where he specializes in employ-

ment and construction litigation. He also chairs the

Framington School Committee, which oversees the

7,500-pupil Framingham, Mass., school district.

John Cullen Ruff '87, who earned his M.D. at

UNC-Chapel Hill's medical school, is doing an

internship in internal medicine in Wilmington, N.C.

He plans a residency in radiology. He and his partner,

Jack W. Gardner, live at Wrightsville Beach.

Megan Young '87 is planning a major commemo-
ration of the fifth anniversary of the massacre at

Tiananmen Square for the first week ofJune. The pro-

gram will benefit Human Rights in China, an organi-

zation with which she has been involved since return-

ing to New York after teaching in Hangzhou, China.

Charm S. Amarasinghe '88, who earned her

law degree from the University of Georgia, is an asso-

ciate with the Augusta law firm Pardue and Massey.

Geoffrey B. di Mauro '88, who earned his law

degree in 1993 at Boston University, is an associate i

the environmental section of the Orlando office of

the law firm Akerman, Senterfitt & Eidson, PA.

Debra Anne Donahoe '88 and I

Thomas McKenna '89 both completed master's

degrees in sociology at UNC-Chapel Hill and are

continuing work on doctorates. They live in

Carrboro, N.C.

Jess O. Hale Jr. A.M. '88 is the federal/state

relations liaison in the Washington, D.C., office of

U.S. Sen. Harlan Mathews (D-Tenn.). He is also an

attorney and an ordained minister in the Disciples of

Christ church.

Pamela Postma Khinda '88, who earned her

M.B.A. from UNC-Chapel Hill's Kenan-Flagler busi-

ness school in 1992, is a senior analyst with the Fed-

eral National Mortgage Association in Washington,

DC. Her husband, Philip, is an attorney with the

Securities and Exchange Commission.

Paul Alexander Rodio '88 is a history teacher

and assistant football coach at Durham's Northern

High School. He and his wife, Yonica, a physical

therapist, live in Durham.

Matt Anderson '89 received his M.B.A. from

Stanford University and is working as an assistant

product manager for Mattel Toys in Los Angeles.

Dawn Taylor Biegelsen '89 is membership

programs manager for the Nelson-Atkins Museum of

Art, where she coordinates the educational, social,

and fund-raising programs. She and her husband,

Dave, live in Prairie Village, Kansas.

Lisa Britchkow '89, who graduated cum laude

from the University of Pennsylvania's law school, has

joined the law firm Drinker Biddle & Reath, where

she is an associate in the litigation department. She

works in the firm's Philadelphia office.

Carla L. Brown J.D. '89 is a partner in the law

firm Honigman, Miller, Schwartz and Cohn and

practices litigation at the firm's West Palm Beach,

Fla., office.

George Fox Jr. B.S.E. '89, a Navy 1

assistant combat systems officer on the staff of Com-
mander, Destroyer Squadron 8 in Mayport, Fla. He
and his wife, Karolyn, live in Ponte Vedra Beach.

Jonathan Daniel Lehman '89, who earned his

M.D. in June at the Medical College of Virginia, is an

intern in medicine at Mt.Auburn Hospital in Cam-
bridge, Mass., and will enter a radiology residency
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program at the University of California, San Fran-

cisco, in July. He and his wife, Christine
LeGrand Lehman '91, a third-year law student,

live in Somerville, Mass.

Steven R. Norris '89 graduated from Vanderhilt

University's medical school and now lives in Atlanta,

where he is pursuing a residency in orthopaedic

surgery at Emory University.

Virginia "Ginger" Spivey '89 is working on her

master's degree in art history at Case Western Reserve

University in Cleveland, Ohio. She and her husband,

Glenn A. White 79, an associate professor of biol-

ogy at Ashland University, live in Medina, Ohio.

David L. Strauss '89, who earned his law degree

from the University of Wisconsin's law school, is a

litigation associate at the Chicago law firm Amstein

& Lehr, and is licensed to practice in both Illinois and

Wisconsin. He was editor of the Wisconsin Law
Review, where his article "Where There's Smoke,

There's the Firefighter's Rule: Containing the Confla-

gration After 100 Years" appeared in 1992.

Richard P. Turk '89, who earned his M.B.A.

last May from the University of Texas at Austin, is

a category manager with Nestle Food Co. in Glen-

dale, Calif.

MARRIAGES: James P. Cox III '80 to Kara

Anne Obrien on Oct. 10. Residence: Charlottesville,

Va....R. Morris Friedman '84 to Emily Wright

Miller on July 17. Residence: Durham...Angel
Renee Neal '85 to Michael Steven Marlowe on

Dec. 18. Residence: Durham...Joan Taback '85

to Andrew Frankle on Oct. 30. Residence: New York

City. . .Julie Jaquiss '86 to Dan Collins on Aug.

28. Residence: Wellesley, Mas Kimberly Reed
'86 to Chris Feeley on July 4. Residence: Bethesda,

Md... Robert T. Johnson III '87 to Susan West

on July 24. Residence: Atlanta...John Cullen
Ruff '87 and Jack W. Gardner II on Oct. 30. Resi-

dence: Wrightsville Beach, N.C....Ann L. Sharpe
'87.M.D. '91 to Jeffery Collins on Aug. 14. Residence:

Nashville, Tenn....Lois Anne Estok M.B.A. '88

to David Joseph Madden on Sept. 11. Residence:

Dutham...Paul Alexander Rodio '88 to Yonica

Lee Watkins on Jan. 15 in Duke Chapel. Residence:

Durham...George Fox Jr. B.S.E. '89 to Karolyn

May Mallarnee on Sept. 18. Residence: Ponte Vedra

Beach, Fl.i Jonathan Daniel Lehman '89 to

Christine LeGrand '91 on June 12 in Duke
Chapel. Residence: Somerville, Mass.. . .Virginia

"Ginger" Spivey '89 to Glenn A. White '79

on April 24, 1993, in Duke Chapel. Residence:

Medina, Ohio.

BIRTHS: Second child and first son to Penny
Wolfson Lieberberg '80 and Robert Lieberberg

on Aug. 19. Named James Nicholas... First child and

daughter to Sandra Clingan Smith '80, M.B.A.
'83 and Steven Smith on Jan. 31. Named Kathetine

Athelia. . .Second child and first son to Clare
Brokaw Speyer '80 and Andtew John Speyer on
Sept. 27. Named Edward John. . . A son to Robin
Klatzkin Bochner B.S.E. '82 and Alan Bochner

on Oct. 23. Named Daniel Jason. . Third child and

second son to Shawn McQueen Smith '82 and

Bradford T. Smith on July 3. Named Robert Chap-

man... First child and son to Keith W. Bennert
'83 and Elizabeth A. Benson '84 on Jan. 25,

1993. Named Kevin William.. .First child and daugh-

ter to Rick Hull '83 and Lisa Ridley Hull '84

on July 20. Named Whitney Jane...Second child and

first son to Charles Arthur Stark '83, M.H.A.
'85 and Julie Ann Stark on July 30. Named Charles

Connor. . .Second child and second son to Debra
Baker Christie B.S.E. '84 and Fred Christie on
Feb. 1, 1993. Named Jeffrey Louis... Second child and

first son to Russell D. Owen '84, Ph.D. '89 and

Elizabeth Harris Owen '85 on March 18, 1993.

Named Tucker Harris. . .First child and son to

Stephen S. Hirschfield '85, M.S. '89 and

Melanie Hirschfield on Oct. 19. Named Camden
David. . .Second child and daughter to Cynthia
Ann Granroth Luis-Guerra '85 and Antonio
Luis-Guerra on Sept. 30. Named Vanesa Caela...

Second child and first son to Susan Henlein
Haynes M.H.A. '87 and Robert Haynes. Named
Joseph Carl. . .First child and son to Evan L. Jones
'87 and Suma Ramaiah Jones '87 on Jan. 27.

Named Kiran Morgan.

90s
Timothy S. Baird '90, who earned his law degree

from the University of Texas at Austin's law school, is

an associate at the law firm Mays & Valentine in

Richmond, Va. He is working in business and com-

mercial litigation.

Jennifer McMillan Jasper '90 writes that she

has returned from living in Saudi Arabia. She and her

husband, Marc, now live in Hubert, N.C.

Craig M. Hanson '91 was selected Student Naval

Aviator of the Month (May) at Training Squadron

23, Naval Air Station, Kingsville, Texas, and

teceived a letter of commendation for his "skill, per-

sistence, and aggressive nature" while training in

aerial gunnery. He has completed intermediate flight

ttaining, logging 100 in-flight hours, which includes

landings and take-offs ahoatd an aircraft carrier.

Christopher M. Joe '91 graduated from South-

ern Methodist University's law school in May, where

he was an editor of the SMU Law Review. He is a

litigation attorney for the Houston, Texas, law firm

Holt:man and Urqhart.

Jose L. Lage Ph.D. '91
, an assistant professor of

mechanical engineering at Southern Methodist Uni-

versity, was appointed to the J.L. Embery Professor-

ship in Engineering, an endowed junior faculty chair.

Christine LeGrand Lehman '91 is in her third

year at Harvard Law School and will practice law

with Latham and Watkins in San Francisco after

graduating. Her husband, Jonathan Daniel
Lehman '89, a medical intern, will begin a resi-

dency in San Francisco in July. They live in

Somerville, Mass.

Anna Morales '91 is sales manager of Latin Amer-
ica for Overseas Filmgroup. Her husband, Tom
Rhodes '91, works for HBO Pictures in creative

affairs. They live in Los Angeles.

Mark C. Bieniarz '92 is an officer and a class

representative for his first-year class at Baylor College

of Medicine in Houston.

Jennifer H. Ehlin '92, a Navy ensign, graduated

with honors from the Basic Surface Warfare Officer's

course in Newport, R.I.

D. Kramer '92, a Navy ensign, com-

pleted Officer Indoctrination School in Newport,

R.I., where he was trained in naval history, personnel

administration, military law, and other general mili-

tary subjects.

Tamara K. Schnurr '92, a Navy ensign, com-

pleted Officer Indoctrination School in Newport,

R.I., where she was trained in naval history, personnel

administration, military law, and other general mili-

tary subjects.

William G. Beamer '93, a Navy ensign, com-

pleted the Basic Surface Warfare Officer's Course in

San Diego. He was trained in ship handling and

maneuvering under simulated battle conditions, radar

detection, tracking and plotting of enemy fire, com-
and damage control.

MARRIAGES: Patricia Eileen Keogh '90 to

Robert Alec Naslund B.S.E. '90, M.S. '92 on

July 10. Residence: Durham... Ernest "Bud"
Zuberer III '90 to Elizabeth Snodgrass on Oct. 30.

Residence: Tampa, Ha Christine LeGrand '91

to Jonathan Lehman '89 on June 12 in Duke
Chapel. Residence: Somerville, Mass....Anna
Morales '91 to Tom Rhodes '91 on Sept. 18.

Residence: Los Angeles...Nancy A. Decker
B.S.E. '92 to Gregory D. Sabin B.S.E. '92 on
Nov. 6. Residence: Phoenix, Ariz. ...Daniel C.
Green M.B.A. '92 to Jamie L. Scarborough
M.B.A. '93 on July 31. Residence: Cambridge,

Mass....Jennifer Elinor Killam '92 to James
Persons Benton III B.S.E. '93 on Oct. 16 in

Duke Chapel.

DEATHS

Vera Wiggins McCown 19 on Nov. 4.

James Erwin "Mutt" Cable '25 of Durham on
Nov. 19. He worked for Burlington Industries for 40

years before retiring in 1970. At Duke, he was a mem-
ber of the baseball and basketball teams in 1921. In

1947, he was named Durham's first Father of the Year.

He was a member of McMannen United Methodist

Church, where he served on its board of stewards and

as secretary and treasurer. He is survived by his wife,

Eunice, two sons, four grandchildren, and a great-

grandchild.

Edna Kilgo Elias Walton '30 ofCharlotte,

N.C, on Jan. 18, 1993. She was the granddaughtet of

Bishop John C. Kilgo, who was president of Duke
from 1894 to 1910. At Duke, she was a member of

Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. She was a charter

member of the President's Executive Council. She is

survived by a first cousin, Bailey T. Groome
B.S.M.E. '43.

J. Berkley Wilson LL.B. '32 of Indianola, Iowa,

of a heart ailment. He was an attorney and senior

partner with the law firm Wilson, Fowler, Fusco. He
was a former member of the Iowa State Bat Associa-

tion's board of governors. He is survived by his wife,

Ena, a son, and two grandchildren.

M. Brazwell '33 of Glendale, Mo., on

Nov. 25, after a long illness. At Duke, he was a mem-
ber of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. He served in the

Army in Iceland and Europe during World War II. He
was a sales representative for Galey & Lord in St.

Louis until he retired in 1974. He is survived by his

wife, Pat, two daughters, and two grandchildren.

George J. Sherman '33 ofWest Hartford,

Conn., on Nov. 29. Since 1958, he was the senior

principal in the law firm Sherman, Respess, Krause &
Byrne. A member and officer of several local organiza-

tions, he was also founder and incorporator of the

Hartford Association for Retarded Citizens. He
received his law degree from Boston Univetsity, and

was active in the alumni programs of both B.U. and

Duke, establishing scholarship funds at both schools.

He is survived by his wife, Lottie, two sons and a

daughter, and two brothers.

Earnest T. Andrews Jr. '34 of Cortez, Fla., on

July 1, of cancer. In 1933, he joined his father's stock

brokerage firm and later became managing partner

and chief executive officer. During World War II, he

worked in the United Aircraft spare parts depart-

ment, which he eventually headed. After 45 years as

director and trustee of both the Hartford, Conn.,

county and city YMCAs, he received the 1985 Robert
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C. Knox Jr. YMCA Distinguished Leadership Award.

He is survived by his wife, Marian Young
Andrews '33, two daughters, a son, a sister, seven

grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren.

Carolyn Brooks Wilson '34 of Mayfield, Ky.,

on Feb. 5, 1993. She is survived by three sons, includ-

ing David B. Wilson '68; a daughter; and seven

giandchildren.

Mary Covington Alden '35, A.M. '39 of

Rockville, Ind., on Nov. 18, of cancer. At Duke, she

was a member of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. She taught

in Fort Knox, Ky., from 1936 to 1941. After moving

to Rockville, she was a province officer and president

of Tri Kappa sorority, president of the Rockville

Women's Club, and a member of a literature club and

several community organizations. She is survived by

her husband, John; a daughter, Elizabeth Alden-
Rutledge '64; two sons, including John T.

Alden '67; and eight grandchildren.

Tompkins Berkey 35 of Winter

Park, Fla., on Nov. 25. At Duke, she was a member of

Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, chaired the Social Stan-

dards Committee, was a class officer, and was a mem-
ber of the May Court. She was also active in the reno-

vation of the old "Ark" building for dances and other

social activities. She worked in New York City for an

advertising firm and for the radio station WWOR.
She is survived by a son, William Gordon
Berkey '68.

William D. McCain Ph.D. '35 on Sept. 5. He was

president emeritus of the University of Southern Mis-

sissippi. He retired from the presidency in 1975 after

serving 20 years. Under his tenure, the university

tripled its enrollments and made the transition from

college to university. He also wrote more than 150

publications and taught at several colleges. He served

in the U.S. Army during both World War II and the

Korean conflict, and retired from the Miss. Army
National Guard with the rank of major general. He is

survived by a son, a daughter, three sisters, two broth-

ers, and six grandchildren.

Paul S. Reddish A.M. '35 of Elon, N.C., on Dec.

18, 1992, of heart failure. He was a retired professor

and head of the biology department at Elon College.

He was also a former professor of photography at

UNC-Chapel Hill and a former biology professor at

N.C. State. He is survived by his wife, Nancy.

Ray Weinfield Laird '36 of Houston, Texas, on
Nov. 25, of cancer and heart failure. At Duke, he was

a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. He
owned an insurance agency, Ray W. Laird and Asso-

ciates. He is survived by his wife, Lisa.

Leonard Nanzetta '36 of Winston-Salem, N.C,
on Jan. 14, 1993, of a heart attack. He received his

medical degree from the University of Michigan, and

was head of anesthesiology at Forsyth Memorial Hos-

pital in Winston-Salem for 25 years. He was also first

oboist with the Winston-Salem Symphony for 43

years, and first oboist with the National Symphony
in Washington, D.C., for two years. He raised orchids

and camellias, and won the Forsyth County "Out-

standing Tree Farmer" Award in 1981. He is survived

by his wife, Amy, three daughters, a so a, and four

grandchildren.

Gwendolyn Clark Baker '37 of Ogunquit,

Maine, on Nov. 19, of a heart attack. At Duke, she

was a member of Phi Mu sorority. She was an elemen-

tary school teacher in Weston, Conn., for 20 years.

She helped her students learn about early American
folk art, American country antiques, and opera, espe-

cially Mozart. She was also active in town affairs, and

belonged to the Ogunquit Women's Club. She and

her husband, William R. Baker '37, were married

in Duke Chapel in 1939. She is also survived by two

children, five grandchildren, and one great-grandson.

Sept. 17-

M.Ed. '37 of Dover, Del.,

Peace '37 of Hopkinsville, Ky., on
Oct. 11, of a heart attack. He graduated from Murray

State University. During World War II, he served as a

chief accountant for the U.S. Army Air Corps. He
owned and operated an accounting business and print

shop. He then supervised Holiday Inns for Givens

International for 16 years. He was also a jazz musician,

playing trumpet for Les Brown and his Band ofRenown.

He later formed his own band. He is survived by his

wife, Anne, a son, a sister, a stepdaughter and stepson,

two grandchildren, and one step-granddaughter.

Ada Tedder '37 of Lakeland, Fla., on Sept. 27. She
was a language arts teacher at Lakeland Junior High

School. She was also a traveling secretary for Delta

Zeta sorority. She is survived by three cousins.

Jack A. Sutor A.M. '42 of Tallahassee, Fla., on
Dec. 10.

Andrew Henry Thomas M.D. '42 of Pompano
Beach, Fla., on Sept. 6. He received his pre-medical

training at Roanoke College and completed his in-

ternship at Hartford Hospital in Connecticut. During

World War II, he served in the U.S. Army in France

and Germany and left the service with the rank of

major. He practiced orthopaedic surgery at Manches-

ter Memorial Hospital for more than 30 years and

volunteered on the staff of Newtington Children's

Hospital for 25 years. In 1953, he was appointed by

Connecticut's governor to head the Norwich Com-
munity Clinic for the Disabled, a position he held for

21 years. He is survived by his wife, Aldonna, two

daughters, three sons, and six grandchildren.

Robert W. Zion B.S.M.E. '44 of Honolulu,

Hawaii, in June 1990, of a heart attack.

John A. Barrett Jr. '46, M.D. '54 of Charlotte,

N.C, in October 1992.

Peter Maruschak B.S.M.E. '46 of Fountain Val-

ley, Calif., on Sept. 21, of respiratory failure. He was

an aerospace engineer. He is survived by his wife,

Wilma, a daughter, two brothers, and a sister.

Paul J. Marcikonis M.Ed. '47 of Elmwood,

Conn., on March 11, 1993. He was a professor emeri-

tus at Central Connecticut State University.

Allyn S. Norton '47 of Durham, on Dec. 30. He
served as a first lieutenant in the Army Air Corps

during World War II. After the war, he worked in the

physical plant and communications department at

Duke. He was also an adult leader for the Boy Scouts

of America for over 30 years, and he received the

Silver Beaver Award for his distinguished service. He
was also a YMCA lifesaving instructor. He is survived

by his wife, Daisy; two sons, including Allyn S.

Norton Jr. B.S.E. '60; a brother; a sister; a grand-

child; and two great-grandchildren.

A. Smith '47 of Orlando, Fla., onju :13.

Carlton F. Hirschi B.D. '48ofPittsboro,N.C,

on April 18, 1993, of lung cancer. He was the minis-

ter at Faith Methodist Church. He is survived by his

wife, Martha, and a daughter, Karen Hirschi
WhitakerM.Div.'81.

Daphne Mahon Holt '48 of Dallas, Texas, on
Nov. 16, following surgery to remove a tumor. She is

survived by her husband, Duncan W. Holt '43,

J.D. '49; a son, George Mahon Holt '75; two

daughters; and two grandchildren.

Roy Magruder Jr. '48 ofJackson, Miss, on Sept.

4, of a heart attack. He is survived by his wife, Patricia;

a sister, Lila Jean Magruder LaMotte '48;

and a brother-in-law, Louis C. LaMotte Jr. '48.

Peggy S. Smith R.N./B.S.N. '48 on Jan. 24,

1993, after a long illness. She was an educator and
nurse in the school system of Greenville County,

S.C., and was principal of Tigerville and Burgess ele-

mentary schools. She was honored as an "Outstanding

County Friend of Education" in 1979, and also was

recognized for her work in the school beautification

program. Her nursing career spanned 40 years,

including 25 years at St. Francis Xavier Hospital in

Charleston and the Greenville Hospital System. She
is survived by her two daughters, two sisters, a brother,

and three grandchildren.

Carl Jackson Sink '49 of Winston-Salem, N.C,
on Sept. 1 2. At Duke, he was a member of Phi Beta

Kappa. He served in the Navy during World War II.

In 1959, he joined the tax department of Reynolds

Tobacco Co., now R.J.R. Nabisco. He retired in 1989

as director for tax administration. He was a regional

leader of the Tax Executives Institute. He was also an

active volunteer, working with the Boy Scouts of

America, serving as a skipper for a Sea Explorers ship,

and helping several local organizations. He was a

Sunday School teacher and chairman of the board of

deacons for First Presbyterian Church. He is survived

by his wife, Elizabeth, two daughters, one son, and

two grandchildren.

Charles "Chuck" P. White 49 ofGrand Isle,

Vt., on Feb. 9, 1993. He served in the Army Medical

Corps in Europe during World War II, then worked

for the Du Pont Co. for 36 years, retiring as a marketing

director in 1985. He is survived by his wife, Shirley
Shapleigh White '49; a daughter, Betsy Ann
White '74; two sons; and five grandchildren.

Banks Worth Clark B.S.M.E. '50 on Nov. 12. A
mechanical engineer, he was involved in projects that

included waste-to-energy conversion plants and inno-

vative emission control devices. He also served clients

as a mediator in construction disputes. He is survived

by his wife, Lorraine Howard Clark '48; two

sons, including Jefferson Clark '78 M.B.A. '84; a

daughter; three brothers; and two grandchildren.

Harold C. Austin M.Div. '51 of Charlotte, N.C,
on Sept. 27. During his active ministry, he served at

churches in Charlotte, Greensboro, High Point,

North Wilkesboro, and others. He retired in 1990. He
is survived by his wife, Meredith, a son, three daugh-

ters, a brother, and 1 1 grandchildren.

Walter V. Dunne '52 of Park Ridge, 111., on June

25. He was vice president of the Advertising Checking

Bureau in Chicago, 111. He is survived by his wife, Joyce,

two daughters, two grandsons, and three brothers.

Robert J. Hartsell '54 of Dowagiac, Mich. He
received the Silver and Bronze stars during the Korean

War. He taught for a short time, then became an

antique dealer, specializing in antique art and jewelry.

He is survived by his brother, Jack.

Jr. '55 of Greenville,

N.C, on Dec. 2 1 . At Duke, he was a member of the

1955 Orange Bowl football team and president of

Kappa Alpha fraternity. He was also in Navy ROTC,
and served for 20 years in the U.S. Naval Reserve. He
worked for Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co.

for ten years. He then worked with hospital and health

systems, holding a variety of managerial and execu-

tive positions for Carolina Health and Hospital Ser-

vices. He also served on the board of trustees of the

N.C. Hospital Association. He is survived by his wife,

Jean; two sons; his parents; a brother; a sister, Meta
Eberdt Rockwell '61; a brother-in-law, W.J.
Kenneth Rockwell M.D. '61; a niece, Eliza-

beth Rockwell '93; and three grandchildren.

Irving J. Goffman A.M. '57, Ph.D. '59 of

Gainesville, Fla., on Nov. 16, of a heart attack. He
was an economics professor at the University of

Florida, where he won many teaching awards. He
chaired the economics department from 1970 to
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1975. He was known for rallying students in the social

movements in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and as

adviser to Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity, he helped inte-

grate the university's greek system. He also worked as

an expert witness fot personal injury and malpractice

cases. He is survived by his wife, Judith Kasler
'56; two daughters, including Susan
Jones '79; his mother; two brothers; a

sister; and three grandchildren.

Joseph R. Morris B.D. '58 of Winston-Salem,

N.C., on Feb. 24, 1993, of a heart attack. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Nancy.

Carol B. Nelson '59 of Milledgeville, Ga., in 1991.

Mitz M. Martin M.D. '66 of Easley, S.C., on Nov.

6. He was a member of Piedmont Radiation Oncology

Associates in Greenville, S.C.

J. Murphy Jr. Ph.D. '71 of Cranford,

N.J., on Sept. 10, of a heart attack. An engineer, he

was executive vice president with Langan Engineer-

ing & Environmental Service Inc. He earned his

bachelor's and master's in civil engineering at the

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. He had more than

30 years' experience in geotechnical, civil, and envi-

ronmental engineering and worked on projects

throughout the U.S., Middle East, Far East, India,

South America, and the Caribbean. An adjunct pro-

fessor of civil engineering, he taught at Columbia and

Rutgers universities, Brooklyn Polytechnic, and the

N.J. Institute of Technology. He was a member of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, Chi Epsilon,

Sigma Xi, the International Society fot Soil Mechan-
ics and Foundation Engineering, and the National

Well Association. He is survived by his wife, Susan,

four daughters, a son, his mother, a sister, and a

grandchild.

William James Berry III '72 of Durham on
Dec. 12. He was president of Dracor Water Systems

Co. He was on the board of directors of the Durham
Arts Council and was a former member of the cham-

ber of commerce. He is survived by his parents and

a sister.

William E. Waiter J.D. '73 of North Barrington,

111., on Nov. 30. He was a corporate attorney for Borg-

Wamer Corp. in Chicago. He is survived by his

mother, a son, a step-brother and step-sister.

Robert BarteltJ.D. '75 in October, of a heart

attack. He was Cumberland County's assistant county

attorney. A retired Army colonel, he had a career

that spanned from World War II to the Vietnam War.

In 1946, he worked in counter-intelligence in post-

war Germany. He was a S|X\ lal F< irco officer in the

early stages of U.S. involvement in Vietnam. His

awards included a Purple Heart, the Bronze Service

Medal, and the Legion of Merit Badge for outstanding

service. After tetiring from the Army in 1971, he

worked with the county government administering a

federal job-training program. After earning his law

degree, he began the first of several stints as assistant

county attorney. He was a member of the Rotary Club

and the Old Soldiers' Club, and he taught at Embry-

Riddle Aeronautical University at Fort Bragg, N.C.

He is survived by his wife, Noemie, five daughters,

and his mother.

David J. Arnett '78 of Eden Prairie, Minn., on

Nov. 20. He was a computer network integration

consultant at Control Data Systems. He is survived by

his wife, Jennifer S. Brown, a daughter, a son, his

mother, his grandmother, and two sisters.

Law professor Sparks
Bertel M. Sparks, professor emeritus of law at Duke

and a well-known authority on real property law, died

January 24 in Durham after a long period of declining

health. He was 75.

He graduated from Eastern Kentucky University in

1938. During World War II, he was a special agent in

the U.S. Army's Counterintelligence Corps. He grad-

uated from the University of Kentucky's law school in

1948, where he was editor of the Kentucky Law
Journal. He earned his LL.M. in 1949 and his S.J.D. in

1955, both from the University of Michigan. Before

joining the Duke law faculty in 1967, he had taught at

New York University's law school since 1949. He
retired from Duke in 1988.

He was the author of two books, Contracts to Make
Wills and Cases of Trusts and Estates, and of numerous

articles in professional journals. He was a member of

the drafting committee for the Multi-State Bar Exam-
ination for the National Conference of Bar Examin-

ers, and was a member of the committee for the revi-

sion of laws in relation to the administration of

estates fot the Notth Carolina General Statutes Com-

He is survived by his wife, Martha, two brothers,

three sisters, and five nephews.
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Please limit letters to no more than 300 words.

Duke Magazine reserves the right to edit letters

for length and clarity.

MAKING THE
GRAPE
Editors:

As a faculty member at Mary Washing-

ton College, where we recently discussed

the issue of "grade inflation," I found Brid-

get Booher's article ["Obsessed With Being

the Best," November-December 1993] to

be quite interesting. I argued that either

we should follow our definitions of the

various grades (e.g., C = work of average

or medium quality) in our grading prac-

tices or we should change the definitions.

We, of course, did neither, but I must ad-

mit that our grades (Spring '93, A = 29%,

B = 43%, C = 23%, D = 4%, F = 1%) are

Your campus flower
connection- No one knows
town or gown better!

Phone orders with a major credit card

can be placedfrom anywhere in the country-

Call tollfree:

124 E. Franklin Street i

University Wall
(919)929-1119

not as inflated as those at Duke. To put

your article in better perspective, it would

be interesting to see the definition of

grades at Duke and, if a C is defined as

average, an explanation of the comparison

group (all college students or only Duke
students).

Incidentally, I hope the pre-medical stu-

dent who threatened a lawsuit over his A-
had his acceptance to a medical school

withdrawn. He will no doubt be another

physician who believes he is entitled to a

seven-figure income just because he com-
pleted medical school. Will he show as

much concern for his patients?

Roy F. Gratz A.M. '68, Ph.D. '70

Fredericksburg, Virginia

Editors:

Thank you for the article about grade

inflation. I am distressed, however, that we
are not teaching our students at Duke or

elsewhere the lesson I learned so well at

Duke.

The most prodigious effort in writing

was a paper on "The Passover Plot" for my
religion course in my junior year. I had
over a hundred sources for my thirty-page

work and was very proud of the result. My
grade was a C, which I protested only to be

kindly counseled by the dean, our profes-

sor, that the magnitude of an effort did not

necessarily translate into the quality of the

result.

I have always remembered that and now
look for other ways to judge the outcome

of my work.

James T. Hay '68, M.D.
Encinitas, California

Editors:

Your "Obsessed With Being the Best"

article in the November-December issue

got me to thinking:

It was in the early 1960s. I wished very

much to go to Duke Medical School. My
undergraduate record was atrocious from a

grades point of view (including some fail-

ures), plus three or four changes of majors.

I had graduated from a less-than-prestigious

school, had frittered some years away chas-

ing around the world with the Navy, and

yet, audaciously, I applied to Duke. I had

heard some wonderful things about the

medical school from people whose opinions

I regarded highly. I wanted the best, so I

applied, and was accepted!

Frankly, I was astounded and gratified;

seemingly, I was reprieved from all my pre-

vious academic misdoings.

At the first medical school/faculty social

(beer and conversation on Methodist

Flats), I had nervously approached the

chairman of the admissions committee,

Joseph Markee, professor and chairman of

the department of anatomy. I asked him,

"Dr. Markee, how come Duke accepted

me?" He looked whimsically at me, then

turned and smiled to another member of

the committee, then looked back at me
and replied, "Son, the main thing the

committee looks for is strength." That was

all he said.

One wonders, are there such commit-

tees today? Your article suggests there are

not, but that small voice in me hopes

there still are.

Incidentally, during these past thirty

years, I have gotten around a little bit and,

in my view, the Duke Medical School still

is the best.

Eugene Guazzo M.D. '65

Chaptico, Maryland

NOTEWORTHY
WOMEN
Editors:

Many thanks for the good article about

Anne Garrard ["Leading the Way for

Women"] that appeared in the November-

December 1993 Duke Magazine. It's an

indication that Duke does appreciate

devoted service, and that Duke recognizes

women's contributions. In addition, Anne
is such a splendid person; it's good to have

her receive some notice.

It was also a pleasure to see an article on

Mary Grace Wilson a few months ago

["Remembering Mary Grace," March-

April 1993]. These women were such a

very large part of Duke to so many people.

Ann Barry Schneider '44

Charleston, West Virginia
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PRESCRIPTION
FOR THE

T
he farmer's vice-like

chest pains were wors-

ening, especially when
the middle-aged man
tried to work his fields

in the hot afternoon

sun. His medicine wasn't

helping any more, so he

called his doctor, who urged him to come
to the local clinic immediately. The mod-
est clinic was only a storefront in the rural

town, but the familiar Duke insignia on
the door signaled its affiliation.

The local physician decided to consult a

Duke cardiologist. As the farmer settled

into the examining room, the doctor

touched a few buttons on the high-defini-

tion video screen. The cardiologist ap-

peared from his office 100 miles away,

greeting them via the two-way link. The
local doctor touched a few more buttons,

and the farmer's EKG appeared at the bot-

tom of both screens, along with

read-outs of his blood tests and

vital signs. The doctor also trans-

mitted the farmer's heart sounds

to the cardiologist.

The three discussed the data,

and the two physicians drew more
details from the farmer about his

pain. The trio quickly decided it

was time for a trip to Duke Hospi-

tal on its Life Flight helicopter for

a few more tests and perhaps a

cardiac catheterization. The car-

diologist punched the request

into the hospital computer, trig-

gering a cascade of instructions to

the appropriate departments to

arrange for the visit.

After signing off, the Duke cardiologist

consulted his schedule for the day. Besides

his patient load at Duke Hospital, he had
five more video consultations elsewhere in

North Carolina, two in other states, one in

South America, and one in Russia.

In his local clinic, the country doctor

decided to "video-visit" one of his young

MEETING HEALTH CARE'S
CHANGING CHALLENGES

BY DENNIS MEREDITH

The multi-billion-dollar

question for Duke
Medical Center is

whether it can reinvent

itself to respond to

health-care competition

and consumerism.

patients at Duke Hospital. First, he con-

sulted the electronic hospital records on
the boy's condition. Then, using the video

link, he chatted with the boy and his par-

ents, arranging for a visit when the boy

returned home. With a few minutes

between patients, the doctor then called

up a video seminar on skin disorders that

he'd downloaded the previous day from

the Duke continuing education system.

This medical scenario of the next decade

is certainly intriguing, but more significant

is the profound change in treatment phi-

losophy it represents.

Like all hospitals, Duke University Med-
ical Center (DUMC) is coping with change

in the health-care industry, driven by

competition and cost-consciousness. But

unlike the average local community hospi-

tal, DUMC and other academic institu-

tions must labor under additional burdens

of teaching, research, and service costs.

Whether it can compete under these bur-

dens is the multi-billion-dollar question.

"Duke and the other academic medical

institutions have been the real center of the

health-care universe from the viewpoint of

patient care, education, and research," says

Joseph Lipscomb Jr., associate professor of

health policy studies at Duke. "The main

reason is that third-party payers

have been collectively willing to

foot the bill for this excellence.

And patients have been willing

to foot the bill because they

don't pay their whole bill. This

stimulus has not only rewarded

individual physicians very well,

but it's made hospitals and even

the big expensive medical cen-

ters able to prosper."

The burgeoning costs of med-

ical care have changed this equa-

tion, says Lipscomb, and the aca-

demic medical centers will have

| to reinvent themselves. "The

| academic medical centers are

= the high-cost guys on the block.

The business community that has to pay

for care is increasingly asking questions

about whether the extra size of the bills

coming out of a major medical center is

worth it. The whole nature of their mis-

sion is being examined, if not called into

question, all driven by this concern about

escalating costs. And for many, the esca-
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lating cost ties in with a suspicion that

we're not getting the health-improvement

payoff for that escalating cost that one

would like."

DUMC has begun its drive to competi-

tiveness by creating a Duke Health Net-

work that will consist of a dispersed system

of primary-care physicians, clinics, and

hospitals linked to the medical campus.

Under Ralph Snyderman, chancellor for

health affairs, and Mark Rogers, vice chan-

cellor for health systems and executive

director of Duke Hospital, DUMC is also

offering new cost-saving, customer-orient-

ed services such as home health care. With
health-care reform and increased competi-

tion looming, DUMC is rethinking how it

educates its medical students to adapt to a

future demand for more primary-care

physicians and fewer expensive specialists.

As any patient or health-policy expert

can testify, the nation's health-care system

desperately needs an overhaul. Under the

current system, medical costs have skyrock-

eted because of the emphasis on expensive

specialty care, duplicated high-technology

equipment, and the costs of bureaucracy.

A study by Harvard Medical School found

that paperwork eats up about one-fourth of

hospital costs. The study found that hospi-

tals must deal with multiple insurers with

different billing, payment, and oversight

policies.

The rebellion by patients and industry

against such burdens—and not necessarily

the Clinton administration's health-care

plan—are chief among the forces affecting

DUMC's future, says Snyderman. "There's

a momentum in health care that's been

developing independent of any national or

state policy. The people who are buying

health care, particularly industry, are be-

coming more and more uncomfortable about

its cost. They're becoming increasingly

knowledgeable about what they're paying

for, and they're developing additional

options for health-care purchase. So, the

higher-cost health care that we deliver,

which is based on the assumption that we
are giving a far greater quality product, will

not carry us beyond a few years from now."

Thus, says Snyderman, time is short for

the medical center to begin to change.

"For us to be inactive now would be a dis-

aster because, as we sit here, primary-care

physicians throughout North Carolina

who currently refer patients to Duke are

being identified and solicited into net-

works that will ultimately either be work-

ing with us or competing against us."

As Duke's planners envision the

DUMC network, such methods as video

could extend the reach of the medical cen-

ter, enabling expensive specialists to "treat"

more patients. Such telecommunications

could also coordinate the use of expensive

Duke Medical Center

is forging a network

of primary-care

physicians, clinics,

and hospitals linked

together for quick and

convenient care.

medical instruments, reducing duplication

and lowering costs.

Competing on cost will be a major chal-

lenge for Duke, which has historically sup-

ported some of its medical training and

research from patient costs. Duke economist

Frank Sloan points out that community
hospitals usually carry lower overhead and

a lower load of indigent patients. For

example, Duke provided about $200 mil-

lion in total uncompensated medical

care—including indigent care, hospital costs

unreimbursed by Medicaid and Medicare,

and bad debts—in fiscal 1993, say hospital

administrators.

Sloan, the J. Alexander McMahon Pro-

fessor of Health Policy and Management,

offers a ray of economic hope for presti-

gious institutions such as DUMC. "On the

other hand, there seems to be a cross-cur-

rent in which the public is saying, 'I don't

want to have my choice limited. If I have

surgery I want to go to Duke.' But the

question is how much of that should be

underwritten by society, given the fact

that there exist community hospitals that

do some of the same things with a very high

volume and very satisfactory performance."

Hospital surveys have documented the

higher cost of academic medical care. One
state-produced guide to North Carolina

hospital costs showed common surgical pro-

cedures at DUMC and the University of

North Carolina Hospitals to be significantly

higher than the median of state hospital

costs. The survey covered such procedures

as coronary bypasses, angioplasties, normal

delivery of babies, Caesarean sections, hys-

terectomies, and cardiac catheterizations.

Duke was higher than the state median for

ten of the twelve procedures. For those ten

procedures, Duke's average hospital charges

were 28 percent higher than the median.

UNC Hospitals charged more than the

state median for eleven of the twelve proce-

dures, averaging for those procedures a cost

27 percent higher than the state median.

By contrast, Durham Regional Hospital's

charges were only above the state median

—

by an average of 6 percent—for six of the

twelve procedures.

Lipscomb says he hopes the new nation-

al health-care plan will not only continue

to encourage such cost comparisons but

will also persuade Duke, UNC, and other

academic centers to consider their place in

the overall scheme of medical care. "Do
we need all these major hospitals doing all

the major care that they do?" he asks.

"How much potential is there for regional-

ization or for developing centers of excel-

lence? Right now, there's no mechanism
for collaboration in any of the health-care

plans, because these are free-wheeling, en-

terprising, proud entities. It is not a simple

matter to ask those institutions to give up

some program they spent years developing

and have a strong intellectual, if not finan-

cial, interest in for the sake of a larger

social efficiency."

Despite such cost differences, says hospi-

tal executive director Rogers, Duke has

much to distinguish it from even the best

community hospitals. "Duke is a high-

quality institution with an identifiable name
that will attract patients if they are able to

get here through their system," he says.

"Duke is also an institution on the leading

edge of medicine and, as a result, will al-

ways have some treatment programs unique

enough that it will be necessary to bring

patients here because they will demand to

come here." Rogers cites Duke's highly

successful program of using bone-marrow

transplants to restore immune-system func-

tion after aggressive chemotherapy for

breast cancer. The program has drastically

reduced hospital stays for breast cancer

patients.

Bricks and mortar also play a role in

making a leading medical center, says

Rogers. "Duke has also had the foresight to

build modern facilities. It has resources to

complete the complex of buildings for a

new outpatient clinic without having sig-

nificant debt, which undoubtedly would

be a major limitation on the quality of ser-

vice that we could provide."

Even with top-flight machines and clin-

ics, cost competition will still be paramount,

says chancellor Snyderman. "I really don't

know exactly how much of a premium ser-

vice providers and patients would be will-

ing to pay for the advantages Duke offers.

This is totally subjective, but I tend to

doubt whether they would be willing to

pay more than 10 percent more."

Duke should be able to pare costs effi-

ciently, says Lipscomb, because of its im-

proved accounting systems. "Hospitals

have been relatively late as business enti-

ties go in getting a firm handle on how to

measure the cost of their operation," he

says, "but they're doing much better now.

And places like Duke that have advanced
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cost-accounting systems are putting them-

selves in a position to learn about their costs

and to manage them and control them and

to bid in a smart way in a competitive market."

DUMC's largely rural patient base also

offers competitive advantages, says Arthur

"Tim" Garson M.D. '74, a professor of

pediatrics, medicine, and public policy,

and chief of pediatric cardiology. "There

are few rural medical centers of the stature

of Duke. The other major centers are in or

near large urban complexes, so we have an

opportunity to show how to take care of

patients at a distance with telecommuni-

cations and with networking with physi-

cians." Garson, who is also associate vice

chancellor for health affairs, is among fac-

ulty exploring telecommunications to aid

rural health care. He is leading a study to

determine whether children with heart dis-

ease can be effectively "seen" by cardiolo-

gists via telephone and facsimile machines.

In all these expansion efforts, Duke and

the nation's other health care centers must

Medical costs

have skyrocketed

because of expensive

specialty care, duplicated

high-technology

equipment, and the

costs of bureaucracy.

face a new concept of "capitated care" for

financing treatment. Under capitated care,

employers or other health-care customers

no longer pay the medical bills according

to the hospital's costs. Rather, they offer

medical centers a set fee for each of their

covered employees, and from these per-

capita fees, the medical center must cover

all necessary care.

"Capitation turns health-care financing

around 180 degrees," says Snyderman.

"Most of what we currently do is treat an

individual's illness. In the near future, we
will be managing the health of populations

in a much more concerted way. Our inter-

est will be in keeping people away from

unnecessary utilization of highly complex

expensive treatments. It totally changes

the mindset of treating disease toward

more primary care and prevention. If we're

getting paid a fixed rate per person per

year, when somebody requires coronary

artery bypass grafting or some complex

neurosurgical procedure, that becomes a

cost, rather than a margin. It will be im-

portant to see that individuals get the

level of care they need—no more, no less."

Under capitated care, DUMC will have

to cope with considerably reduced demand
for hospitalization. According to Rogers,

while the national occupancy rate for hos-

HEALTH CARE BY THE NUMBERS

The intricacies of the

health-care machin-
ery are just as myste-

rious and subtle as any dis-

ease. And determining

whether treatments work,

whether they're cost-effec-

tive, and whether their

delivery can be improved
can save just as many lives

as the latest drug.

So in 1980, Duke
launched the Center for

Health Policy Research and
Education (CHPRE) to

improve health-care deliv-

ery. The idea was to join

faculty from Duke Medical
Center, Arts and Sciences,

the law school, and the

Fuqua School of Business

to explore health-care pol-

icy problems. In particular,

says director David
Matchar, CHPRE has pro-

vided hard statistical evi-

dence to physicians on spe-

cific treatments.

For example, Matchar
now heads a multi-univer-

sity CHPRE study to deter-

mine the best way to pre-

vent strokes. The five-year,

$7-million study will

develop recommendations
for stroke prevention that

will be tested throughout
the United States. Other
CHPRE-based studies ad-

dress treatments for sickle

cell disease and arthritis.

"The clinical studies

remain a major strength of
the center," says Matchar,
"but in the last five years,

I've sought to broaden

CHPRE's agenda to include

more health-policy issues."

Thus, CHPRE faculty are

studying under-insurance

in North Carolina, the use

of telecommunications for

treatment, how government
policies affect the develop-

ment ofnew drugs, and
how foreign countries treat

congenital heart disease.

CHPRE also sponsors

seminars and courses on
health policy and last fall

inaugurated a Health Pol-

icy Certificate Program for

both undergraduates and
graduate students.

The revolution in health

care has brought with it a

new role for policy

researchers, says Matchar.

"The old approach was that

clinicians would tell admin-
istrators and policy makers
what they need to do that's

best for their patients.

Then, administrators and
policy makers would figure

out how to provide those

services and the

equipment. Now, policy

makers are saying that

there are certain con-

straints on what medical

care can be provided, and
physicians are asked to

respond by saying, within

those constraints, how they

can operate optimally."

CHPRE has helped

bridge the gap between
clinician and policy re-

searcher, says Matchar,

who still maintains a clini-

cal practice himself. How-

ever, he adds, many physi-

cians still have difficulty

accepting the findings of

health-policy researchers,

even from a clinically-ori-

ented center such as

CHPRE, which is inti-

mately connected with a

major medical center.

"Physicians sometimes
don't want to hear our
results when they conflict

with what they're doing in

their practices. They may
not want to hear that a cer-

tain procedure or medica-

tion is not effective from a

broad health outcome per-

spective or is not cost-effec-

tive. Somebody's ox is get-

ting gored, and sometimes

you make an enemy."
Frank Sloan, who joined

the Duke faculty last sum-
mer to broaden CHPRE's
research, agrees. "I went to

a meeting on organ trans-

plantation several years ago

and reported a study on
whether high-volume

teaching facilities give bet-

ter results on kidney trans-

plants. Basically, we found
that volume or teaching

status wasn't important.

"Well, a doctor got up

and said, 'Every physician

in the room knows that

teaching centers do better.'

He couldn't understand the

validity of the techniques

we were using. But that

attitude must change."

Sloan emphasizes that "it

will be necessary to support

one's case with hard statis-

tical evidence, not just clin-

ical impressions" to prove

that teaching hospitals are

more effective and efficient

than other hospitals.

Matchar.- Physicians sometimes don't want to hear results that conflict with their practices
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pitals is now 64 percent, capitated care

could cause that rate to plunge to 17 per-

cent. "The reason is that in a normal envi-

ronment of fee-for-service, you have nearly

500 days of hospital care for every thou-

sand people under age sixty-five. And in

the managed environment, you have as

low as 150 days per thousand."

Despite its billion-dollar annual budget

and 1,125-bed size, Duke Hospital is far more

than a business, Rogers points out. "For

Duke, this represents some very interesting

issues, because the hospital is also the site

of medical education and research, as well

as clinical care, and is important for 98

percent of all our activities." Thus, he says,

Duke must make the hospital one part of a

much more comprehensive health-care sys-

tem to maintain

the current flow of

patients.

There's also the

problem of deve

oping the larger

cadre of genera

practitioners to

populate the "gate-

keeping" clinics for

Duke and other

medical centers.

Snyderman says

the demand for a

different kind of

physician means a

different kind of

medical education

will be necessary.

"We're going to

be training our

medical students

far more in terms

of the real world of

patient care. The
current theory of

training medical

students is for

them to learn along specialty lines by deal-

ing with very sick people in a hospital set-

ting. They first learn to recognize the dif-

ference between real disease—pathological

processes that will go on to severe disabili-

ty or death—as opposed to those things

that won't. They build a mosaic of this

experience in different clinical areas and

then after a while, eureka, they're doctors.

"That's the way I learned; that's the way
virtually all physicians up until now have

learned. But the new model may be to

start with a far healthier individual in an

outpatient setting and from there work
back to learn to recognize disease."

To help prepare students for the career-

affecting jolt of a new health-care system,

Tim Garson and his colleagues have begun

a health-policy curriculum that includes

an intensive round of lectures on health-care

Intense cost competition

could discourage

medical breakthroughs.

Ironically, innovations

such as endoscopic

surgery aim at

reducing health-care

costs-

Changing curriculum: Garson, right, with medical students, who can now swap

lab research for health policy , health services , or epidemiology

policy. Perhaps most radical, third-year stu-

dents can opt out of the traditional basic lab-

oratory research and choose to study health

policy, health services, or epidemiology.

One aim of the new curriculum, says

Garson, is to produce more general practi-

tioners to populate the clinics envisioned

in the health-care world of the future. The
pressures are increasing on medical schools

to produce more general practitioners

(GPs)—including proposed federal guide-

lines for medical schools to produce 55

percent GPs. Garson cautions that chang-

ing the basic nature of medical students

might be asking too much. "It strikes me
that an academic health center such as

Duke can really take the bull by the horns

to help produce primary-care physicians

—

making an atmosphere that is conducive

to the production of primary care physi-

cians, and making a certain number of res-

idence slots available. But we can't decide

for these people. They have free will, and

it is not the job of the academic health

center to change people's free will."

Lipscomb, in fact, questions whether all

medical centers should strive to train an

even balance of general practitioners and

specialists. "An academic medical center

could make a case that, while society as a

whole needs to right the balance between

primary-care physicians and specialists, it

makes sense to have regional centers of

excellence where more specialists will be

trained." But even such centers of excel-

lence should make sure they include general

practitioners in their mix, according to Lip-

scomb, so that the two "flavors" of physician

will learn how to

work together.

"There's also the

advantage of concen-

trating the tertiary

care from the stand-

point of cost-efficien-

cy," says Lipscomb.

"There are often scale

economies in the pur-

chase of large ma-
chines and the out-

fitting of specialized

wards and units."

Under the new
cost competition,

DUMC administra-

tors are also puzzling

over the very thorny

problem of how to

pay for their medical

students and post-

graduate trainees. Tui-

gtions and other fees

| come nowhere near
J
paying for a medical

education, and resi-

dents add to the cost

of medical care. The DUMC administra-

tors agree that the financial burdens on stu-

dents must somehow be reduced. Current-

ly, the federal government helps medical

centers pay the costs of training students

by reimbursing hospitals. "The govern-

ment is not likely to continue to do that,"

says Rogers. "Supporting medical educa-

tion makes us more expensive, and we
need to be able to compete economically.

So, we're presented with a problem that no
academic medical center has developed a

satisfactory solution for."

If the costs of educating physicians were

to suddenly appear in the federal budget,

Rogers says he sees the possibility of a polit-

ical backlash. "The federal government

may not want to have an identified amount

of money in the budget that may be greater

than the National Institutes of Health bud-
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get, or greater than the farm budget, or

greater than other worthy causes."

DUMC planners also worry that intense

cost competition may discourage medical

innovation—from bone-marrow transplants

to bypass surgery—for which the United

States is so renowned. "In this new envi-

ronment, the whole incentive structure is

going to change so that there may be some

discouragement of new and expensive

therapies," says David Matchar, director of

Duke's Center for Health Policy Research

and Education. "There's usually a learning

curve in such cases; initially costs tend to

be quite high, dropping with experience.

But at the early points, there is a sense

that there may be some disincentives with

a chilling effect on innovation." The proof

of such an effect, says Matchar, can be

found elsewhere. "If you look at other

countries that have greater constraints on
their health-care systems, they are less

innovative. As a rule, in Great Britain and

Canada, they tend to be less innovative."

Ironically, say DUMC's leaders, many
such innovations, like endoscopic surgery,

aim at reducing health-care costs. Endo-

scopic surgery, or so-called "band-aid

surgery," involves using tiny imaging

devices and remote-control instruments to

do surgery through small incisions.

In Lipscomb's view, medical research has

led mainly to increased health-care costs.

"A number of leading economists believe

that above all else, it's the burgeoning

growth of medical technology, particularly

since World War II, that accounts for a

large fraction of the overall medical infla-

tion that we see in this country and else-

where in the Western world," he says.

"Medical technology probably does not

save dollars. That doesn't mean it's bad.

New machines and new techniques may
enhance the quality of life or extend life,

but, ironically, the extending of life be-

comes in fact a cost- increasing thing. You
save the person only to spend more on
that person later."

Besides figuring out how to fund med-
ical research, any new health system will

also have to figure out how to reimburse

medical centers for a broad range of ser-

vices that are now implicitly supported,

says Garson. "Physicians in the academic

health center do far more than the funded

research, formal teaching, and direct

patient care that's paid for."

According to Garson, medical faculty

may launch important unfunded studies,

provide informal education for students

and other physicians, manage fellowships,

manage medical conferences, serve on
government advisory boards, review grant

applications, and offer a myriad of other

informal services. "These are the hidden
costs of academic medicine that planners

don't even think about when they start

trying to figure out the cost of an academic

health center," says Garson. "The way
we're headed now, if we're going to be

reimbursed exactly for our research, teach-

ing, and patient care, it will not cover

these many other activities."

Such complexities mean that, even with

all its prestige and talent, DUMC will still

find it a monumental challenge to pull off

such a profound change in its organization

and, indeed, in its culture. Snyderman is

optimistic. "We've been able to observe

what has happened elsewhere, and I think

we have a lot of talented, entrepreneurial

department chairs and faculty." In his

view, Duke has the will, the direction, the

resources—and the health-care partner-

ships—to emerge from the health-care

debate as "a nationally pre-eminent aca-

demic health center."
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OF ANCIENT
IMAGERY

Your
elaborate headdress

of highly coveted jade

jewelry and your beauti-

fully designed hipcloth

indicate your status among
the pre-Columbian Maya
elite. Brush in hand, you

complete a painting on a

ceramic cylinder. Your ruler has commis-

sioned the work. It will be used as a drink-

ing vessel at ceremonial events and will

convey your royal patron's wealth and

power when he presents it as a gift to the

ruler of a neighboring region.

Bearing the title "its'at" (artist/sage),

you are a master painter of a royal work-

shop, highly revered for your skills in pic-

torial composition and hieroglyphic writ-

ing, as well as your knowledge in history,

cosmology, and religion. While you share

your society's belief in the value of art's

longevity, it is beyond your wildest imag-

inings to think that more than one thou-

sand years later this same object will reside

in the climate-controlled confines of an

art museum, where it is regarded with awe
by the people of a strangely different world.

The Duke University Museum of Art

(DUMA) is helping a number of ancient

Maya artists regain the prestigious identities

they lost long ago. With the cooperation of

the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the

PAINTING THE MAYA
UNIVERSE

BY VIRGINIA BOYD

Duke's art museum
is helping forgotten

Maya artists regain

the prestigious identities

they lost long ago.

Duke museum has organized "Painting the

Maya Universe: Royal Ceramics of the

Classic Period," a nationally touring exhi-

bition. Having begun its journey at Duke
from January through March, the exhibit

will travel to Boston's Museum of Fine Arts

(April 15-June 27), the Denver Art Muse-

um (July 15 -September 15), the Los Ange-

les County Museum of Art (October 6-

January 8, 1995), and the Yale University

Art Gallery (February 10-April 23, 1995).

The DUMA exhibition presents recent

discoveries made by experts in pre-

Columbian art history, Maya iconography

and hieroglyphic decipherment, and ar-

chaeology. These findings are documented
for the first time in the book Painting the

Maya Universe: Royal Ceramics of the Clas-

sic Period, written by Duke art historian

Dorie Reents-Budet and published by

Duke Press to coincide with the exhibi-

tion's opening.

In sharing the culmination of almost

twenty years of collaborative research,

Reents-Budet says she hopes both the book

and the exhibition she curated will help

establish the work of Classic Maya master

painters as one of the great classical tradi-

tions in painting—equal in ranking with

that of the major schools in Western art.

Reents-Budet begins by debunking the

common misconception that all civiliza-

tions in the Americas were primitive be-

fore Columbus arrived. "Approximately

seventy years of archaeological study of the

New World has provided significant evi-

dence that indicates these people reached

very high levels of social and political

organization and sophistication in produc-

tion and distribution of manufactured

goods," she says.

During the first centuries A.D., the

Maya lived in a region that included what

is now eastern Mexico, Guatemala, Belize,

and parts of Honduras and El Salvador.

M't
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Artists as art: The Classic Period painter makes frequent appearances on pictorial pottery . Here , two artists , one carving or painting a human mask and the other poised with

a stylus, ready to paint in a codex (book) . This is one example of the innovative "rollout" technique used in photographing images on vases.
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Artist and implements: the epitome of the refined and

educated individual who was the master artist during

the Classic Period; plate is from the Nakbe region,

Guatemala, circa 672-830

The political structure, says Reents-Budet,

"was one of interwoven polities, much like

Medieval and early Renaissance Europe,

with independent kings through-

out the Maya regions vying for

political and economic control of

their and neighboring regions."

Ceramic production during the

Classic Period (A.D. 250-850)

exemplified the Maya's wide range

in production and trade of com-

modities. "Form followed func-

tion and both were determined

by the consumer population,"

Reents-Budet explains. "Some of

the workshops produced ceramics

for everyday household use, while

others created highly specialized

objects for elite members of Maya
society, the latter being the elab-

orately painted polychrome pot- s

tery for which the Classic Maya are

famous."

These vessels were used for elite socio-

political rituals and were placed in burials

to honor the dead. Their complicated

imagery "embodies one of the richest sur-

viving sources of pre-Columbian cultural

information, providing unique details of

Maya elite life and politics, religious beliefs

and cosmology, and the public and private

rituals that reaffirmed these beliefs."

The ongoing deciphering of hieroglyph-

ic texts painted on the pottery has signifi-

cantly increased researchers' understand-

ing of the purpose of these vessels. While
twenty-eight different Mayan languages

are still spoken in parts of Latin America, the

written history of the ancient civilization

was lost through the burning of the Maya's

books during the sixteenth century by the

Spanish conquistadors, who were led by a

Funerary ware: this Nakbe region vessel refers to God
A-prime, a possible allusion to the ownerlpatron as

deified dead person; personal names do not appear in

codex-style pottery texts, reinforcing the belief that they

icere mass produced

group of Christian missionaries in banning

all use of Maya hieroglyphic writing.

The hieroglyphic texts encircling the

Resurrection:curator Reents-Budet with cylinder vase,

detailed below, from Chamd Valley region, Guatemala,

672-830. Depicted is the Maya metaphor for resur-

rection of the human soul after death; here GodN is

pulled from his shell by Hunahpu, one of the Hero Twins

Like fish for chocolate : a supernatural feathered fish

,

whose skin is that of a boa constrictor, adorns this plate

used to hold tree-fresh cacao , the pulp of the fruit used

to make cocoa; from the Central Peten region

vessels' rims are not esoteric death litanies

as earlier researchers thought, according to

Reents-Budet. "Instead, we have discovered

they are dedicatory statements for

the act of painting the object,

which makes the vessel 'proper,'

and formulaic phrases that identi-

fy the vessels' shapes and con-

tents. These texts end with the

names of the previously anony-

mous patrons for whom the pots

were made and, occasionally, the

names of the artists who painted

these masterpieces."

Reents-Budet notes that the

artists' signatures are particularly

significant because they quiet the

former argument that these works

are primitive because the artists

were anonymous.

Object by object, image by

image, researchers are piecing together a

composite picture of the Classic Maya
world and offering new insights for con-

temporary society in appreciating the sig-

nificance of these masterpieces as well as

the intellectual and aesthetic accomplish-

ments of the pre-Columbian Maya.

Reents-Budet writes: "This ancient im-

agery gives faces to the powerful men and

women of Maya society as well as to the

individual artists whose works preserve the

historical moments and most fundamental

beliefs of this great civilization. Here even

the dead can speak, at least to the extent

that words and images, painting styles, and

aesthetics find fruitful ground in our eyes

and minds." Si

Boyd '87 is a writer for the Duke News Service.
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THE PROFESSOR
OF WHAT'S
FUNNY

During a backstage

shouting match, com-
edy writer Danny
Simon rattles off his

credentials to make a

point. He's written

for some of America's

funniest comedians:

Sid Caesar, Phil Silvers, Jackie Gleason,

Red Buttons, Jerry Lewis, Milton Berle,

Victor Borge. He's been the head writer,

script consultant, or comedy stager for

countless top TV programs, including The

Danny Thomas Show, The Carol Bumette

Show, The Ann Sothem Show, and The

Kraft Musk Hall.

"I'm the greatest writer in the business,"

he boasts to his opponent, who shot back

the truth that has dogged Simon since his

younger brother Neil's first play opened on
Broadway back in 1961: "Whad'yah mean
the greatest writer in the business? You're

not even the greatest writer in your family!"

Danny Simon's impish face breaks into a

wry grin when he tells this story to a rapt au-

dience of comedy-writing students at a

three-day workshop held at Duke. At sev-

enty-something ("I'm lying to too many
women to tell you my real age"), Simon has

become a much-respected teacher of the

comedy craft and can now joke about the

identity crisis caused by being a successful

writer still known, all too often, as "Neil

Simon's brother." Of course, Danny Simon
can joke about almost anything, although

his favorite topic seems to be his height.

"In real life, I'm six-foot-two with a full

head of hair," quips Simon, who is short,

round, and balding. Of Neil, who is six

inches taller, Danny Simon protests, "but

that's because he's standing on his money."

During his nearly fifty years in the com-
edy-writing business, Simon has schooled

numerous top funnymen—including his

brother and Woody Allen. But his formal

teaching career began in 1978 when a

friend asked him to give a guest lecture at

the University of Southern California. "I

was reluctant at first because I'm not a col-

DANNY SIMON
BY CAROL KRUCOFF

"I can't give anyone

talent or a sense of

humor, but I can help

people learn how to

think structurally about

the process ofcomedy
and give them a

knowledge of the craft."

lege graduate," admits Simon, who worked

in a department store before an Army stint

during World War II. "But once students

started asking questions, and I began ana-

lyzing how I do what I do, I realized that

I've got a lot to offer. I can't give anyone

talent or a sense of humor, but I can help

people learn how to think structurally

about the process of comedy and give

them a knowledge of the craft."

Today, Simon teaches an eight-week

class in a private facility near his home in

Sherman Oaks, California, and travels all

over the United States and Europe, giving

his three-day, crash course in comedy—for

$350 stateside or $550 in Europe. His

workshop at Duke, co-sponsored by the

university's Office of Continuing Educa-

tion and the North Carolina Writer's Net-

work, attracted students from New York,

Virginia, and all across North Carolina.

"It was a thrill," says Jennifer Riley, a

staff assistant for the dean of medical edu-

cation at Duke Medical Center, who says

she'd love to write a grant proposal to

bring the healing power of comedy to

patients. As for Danny Simon, Riley effuses:

"He's a master."

But as he glides down the escalator at

the Raleigh-Durham Airport, Simon looks

more like a retiree ready to play golf than a

revered writing guru arriving to teach a

workshop. He wears a light-blue fishing

hat cocked at a jaunty angle over his brow

and faded jeans belted below his round,

protruding belly. His step is brisk and live-

ly, his conversation quick and snappy, and

he exudes the anxious energy of a prima

donna gearing up for a major performance.

"Don't take me to some fancy place

with sauces I can't eat," he orders with a

brisk wave of his hand when several

restaurant options are presented for din-

ner. "I want some place casual where I can

get fish."

Later, happily wolfing down broiled

scrod at Squid's in Chapel Hill, Simon is

charming, peppering his stories of TV's

golden age with famous names like Carl

Reiner, Mel Brooks, Alan Arkin, Norman
Lear, George C. Scott, Gene Wilder.

"Groucho Marx called me up and said one

of my sketches was the funniest he'd ever

heard," Simon boasts at one point, diving

a hand into the hush puppies and holding

one up quizzically. "What the hell is this?"

He takes a bite, rolls his eyes in delight,

and proceeds to polish off several more of

the fried treats, shrugging, "Cholesterol,

shmolesterol."

Simon makes a point early on of men-

tioning that The Odd Couple, one of his

brother Neil's biggest hits, was originally

his idea. Back in 1962, the recently

divorced Danny Simon was head writer on
The Danny Thomas Show and was "envi-

ous," he admits, "that my brother could

write a play and live on that income while

he wrote new material. But in my job,

each week I had to top myself. So I was

trying to come up with an idea for a play."

Simon was living with another divorced

man, and they got into a mock fight. "He

said to me, 'Wow, dinner last night was
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sensational,' and I said, 'You think I'm

going to slave over a hot stove again to-

night? Why don't you ever bring me flow-

ers?' All of a sudden it struck me, what if

this were a real fight? And I got this fan-

tastic idea for a play about two divorced

men who have the same problems with

each other that they had with their wives."

Danny Simon started to write the play,

but his heart wasn't in it. "I still loved my
wife and my kids," he says. "It just hurt too

much." He discussed the project with his

brother, who encouraged him to keep try-

ing and called it "the greatest idea for a

play I ever heard," Simon says. Neil kept

calling every few weeks asking, "How's it

coming?" until finally Danny Simon told

his brother, "Doc, you better take it." He
did, and gave his older brother 16 '/2 per-

cent of the profits, which has helped

Danny Simon live "comfortably for the

rest of my life," he says, "if I die Thursday."

"It was my idea, but it was Neil's unique

talent and genius to make it the neatest

man in the world living with the biggest

slob in the world," says Simon, who admits

that his younger brother's smashing suc-

cess with The Odd Couple "used to bother

me. But I've benefited so much by it; he's

repaid me in so many ways. I've made out

with so many women because of Neil."

Simon tells this same story again the

next day to his class, which includes nearly

thirty men and women of varied ages, from

students to seniors, representing a wide

array of professions: economics, law, com-
puters, journalism, acting, screenwriting,

and business. Although the class isn't

scheduled to start until 2 p.m. Friday,

Simon arrives two hours early, edgy and

impatient, unhappy that the room he'd

been placed in—the small auditorium in

the Social Sciences Building on Duke's

West Campus—is too formal.

"I need people to feel comfortable about

participating," he grumbles, poking into

other rooms, looking for one he likes bet-

ter. His body is tight and his mouth set in

a frown, like a high-spirited toddler forced

to sit quietly in a playpen. But as soon as

the workshop participants begin to arrive,

Simon's demeanor changes from petulant

to exuberant. He engages people in con-

versation immediately as they drift in, not

waiting for the room to fill. "Yes, you," he
calls to a woman fluttering her hand tenta-

tively, but before she can speak, Simon
snaps back, "No, you can't get your money
back." The gathering students laugh and
Simon beams, his body visibly relaxing.

It is clear that center stage, cracking

jokes, is the place Danny Simon feels most
at home. Throughout the twenty-hour

workshop, over the course of three days,

Simon never refers to notes and doesn't

even break to eat. "We've got too much to

cover," he insists, advising students to

order in pizza on Friday night and bring

lunches on Saturday. His text is a videotape

of comedy shows, such as Cheers, The Carol

Bumette Show, and The Mary Tyler Moore

Show, which he dissects laugh-by-laugh,

strutting and posing to illustrate his points,

teach by Talmudic reasoning," he an-

nounces. "When old Talmudic scholars

argued among themselves, they analyzed

each idea to see whether or not it was

good enough." Every comedy idea should

undergo the same scrutiny, says Simon,

whose teaching method consists largely of

asking questions for students to answer.

For example, "What's the first thing you

COMEDY, SIMONIZED

If
you didn't come into this

room funny, you're not

going out funny," Danny
Simon warns his comedy-
writing students. "Comedy is a

creative process, not an exact

science, and I can't give you
talent. All I can give you is a

way to think."

Simon calls his approach,

"Simonizing," a method of

crafting humor that relies not

on jokes, but on "real, believ-

able situations. It's not easy,

but it's simple once you've

learned how to think."

The biggest mistake most
novices make, he says, is writ-

ing "joke-jokes"—gags created

solely to get a laugh. This is a

cheap form ofhumor that stops

the flow of the story, Simon
says. By contrast, a good joke
propels the story forward or

promotes the relationship

between the characters.

"You don't have to do jokes
to do comedy," stresses Simon,
who boasts, "I can write funny
about anything. But a story

that people will care about
while they're laughing—that's

the barometer. Jack Benny
once told me that the reason

he lasted so long is that he
never worried aboutjoke lines.

He just worried if the show was
interesting."

To remind students to

"Simonize," Simon clasps his

hands above his head so that

his arms make a wide circle

around his face. "When you
see this balloon," he says, puff-

ing out his cheeks comically so

that his face and arms resemble
Saturn, "it means look at the

big picture. Don't focus in too

tightly. Think about the whole
concept ofwhat you're trying

to say."

Here are some other princi-

ples of Simonizing:
• Something must go wrong.

Comedy occurs when the

unexpected happens.
• Tell your story moment-to-

moment. Start by setting the

premise, then move the story

forward one moment at a time.

• Qo to the greatest extremes.

If a messy person is funny, the

messiest person in the world is

funnier.

• Let your characters have a

flaw, foible, or idiosyncrasy that

will prompt humorwhen they

are put into an honest situation.

• Use your characters as col-

laborators. Get inside their

heads and ask what they'd do
at this moment to move the

story forward.

• It's more important to do

something believably than it is to

do it "funny." Reality is what
happens; believability is our

perception ofwhat can happen.
• Consider all your choices.

Before you settle on a charac-

ter, situation, or direction, come
up with all your options. Do
better than the obvious. Be
selective and pick the best idea.

• Ride the pace of your

material. Don't milk a joke too

long. Move on before the audi-

ence stops laughing.

• Curve the language. When
appropriate, use words that say

one thing in the text, but have
a different—and humorous

—

subtext.

• Raise the stakes. If it's

funny that a man can't remem-
ber a woman's name, it's even
funnier if that woman is his

boss' wife.

• Look for the relationship

between people to make things

funny. People are funnier and
more interesting than things.

If you learn to Simonize but

still can't write funny, says

Simon, "What do you want
from me? You've either got

that kind of a sense of humor,
or you should open up a drug-

store for a living."
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need to do in a scene?" Simon raises his

eyebrows quizzically, crosses his arms over

his chest, and gazes sternly around the

room for a response. When no one speaks,

he asks again, louder, "What's the first

thing you need to do in a scene?"

A woman volunteers, "Well, you could

start off by having two people. .

."

"No!" Simon roars. "You're making up a

story. I asked you to tell me the first thing

you need to do in a scene."

A man raises his hand and Simon turns

to him expectantly. The man swallows vis-

ibly and offers, "Establish where you are?"

Simon beams, uncrosses his arms, and

offers a mock bow. "Thank you. Yes, tell

the audience, 'Here we are in sunny

Spain,' then you can set up the premise."

Simon continues, seemingly oblivious that

the first woman is near tears. Throughout

the class, Simon badgers people to partici-

pate, praising them if they give the desired

answer, and, occasionally—jokingly—tells

them to shut up when their answer dis-

pleases him.

A handful of students take offense at

this brusqueness. "Does anyone else feel

bruised by all this?" one woman asks sever-

al classmates during a rare bathroom

break. "It's just his style," another woman

"I'm very proud ofwhat
I've accomplished

in my own career,

but I'm a writer whose

brother happens to

be one of the most

successful writers in all

theatrical history-"

comments. "Take what you like and leave

the rest."

But it's clear that most participants are

enamored both of Simon's message and his

methods. Several write him adoring letters

after the class is over, filled with phrases

like "sitting at the feet of a master," "a

wonderful and enlightening weekend,"

and "thanks for the gold."

Shrugs Simon, "My students idolize me.

I've got fantastic letters from all over the

world about how much they loved the

class and how much they've learned."

If most relatives of famous people feel

like they have a monkey on their back,

Danny Simon acknowledges "developing a

hump from carrying a gorilla. I'm very

proud of what I've accomplished in my
own career, but I'm a writer whose brother

happens to be one of the most successful

writers in all theatrical history."

Even this angst is fodder for Simon
comedy. When Neil Simon was honored a

few years ago by having a new theater in

New York City named after him, Danny
Simon sent him a telegram that was read

at the ceremonial dinner by Mayor Koch:

"Unfortunately, I can't be with you on this

momentous occasion because I myself am
being honored in Hollywood tonight

where I'm attending the ground-breaking

ceremonies for the new Neil Simon's

Brother's Theater."

Looking back, Danny Simon concedes

that he's "a little frustrated. I should have

written more plays." Neil was the driven,

determined, dedicated one who, Simon
says, "is a far better writer than I am. And
he loves writing." But like Dorothy Parker,

Danny Simon confesses that he "hates

writing, but loves having written."

PARTNERS
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Neil Simon is also "more modest" and

has "handled fame much better than I

would have," says Danny Simon, a self-

acknowledged "pain in the ass." But in

teaching, he says, "I've found my calling."

He is also writing a book, but refuses to tell

what it's about because he doesn't want

"to give it all away." He'll only say it will

be published "after I write it. So far, I'm

only five years behind schedule." Teaching

and writing allow him plenty of time to get

in some golf and to visit with his daughter,

a graphic artist, and his son, a lawyer.

And it also provides time for one of his

favorite hobbies—revising his play, The

Convertible Girl, which he wrote twenty-

three years ago and has "re-written so

many times you can see your face in it."

Although it's been produced in countless

smaller theaters
—

"standing room only for

seven weeks in Chicago"—and is sched-

uled for production off London's West End
by one of his students this spring, The

Convertible Girl never hit big.

"It's so frustrating," Simon says, "be-

cause everyone says to me it's the funniest

play they've ever read." But producers

think the subject matter—a Jewish boy

who falls in love with a gentile girl
—

"is

not widely understood or appreciated." He

It is clear

that center stage,

cracking jokes,

is the place

Danny Simon feels

most at home.

still hopes that "one of these days you'll

see it off Broadway."

Despite Danny Simon's frustrations

about his play, he wouldn't change places

with his younger brother. "My clothes

wouldn't fit," he deadpans. "And I could

have it a hell of a lot worse than being

called Neil Simon's brother all the time.

What if they called me Neil Simon's sister?"

All joking aside—although that's diffi-

cult around Danny Simon—his affection

and respect for his kid brother is obvious as

he continually cites examples from Neil

Simon's work. And in a surprise guest

appearance during the final hours of

Danny Simon's class at Duke, Neil Simon
demonstrated a similar appreciation for his

older brother. "My brother won't let me
take his course," Neil Simon said quietly

before the class started, "except to come
and talk like this."

He had just arrived in Durham, where

his latest play, Laughter on the 23rd Floor,

previewed at Duke, and he had come
straight from his hotel to Danny's class-

room. As soon as "Danny and Doc" were

seated side-by-side in the front of the room
to field questions, their banter and ribbing

began.

"You should have seen our first office,"

Danny tells the class. "It was on a stairway

landing."

"Yeah," Neil shot back. "But I had the

top step."

The class explodes with laughter; Danny
and Neil exchange delighted looks and

brotherly grins. The Simon boys were off and

running, creating comedy, imparting wisdom,

and always, making people laugh.

Krucoff, a free-lance writer living in Chapel Hill,

also teaches in Duke's continuing education

program.
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'CAPRICIOUS'
COVERAGE

For women with advanced or high-risk

breast cancer, experimental treat-

ments offer some measure of hope for

recovery. But in a study published in the

New England Journal of Medicine, two Duke
Medical Center physicians report that

many insurance companies are "arbitrary

and capricious" when deciding whether or

not to cover patients' participation in clin-

ical trials.

Prepared by Duke Bone Marrow Trans-

plant Program director William Peters and

Duke Hospital chief executive officer

Mark Rogers, the report exposed troubling

inconsistencies. The physicians based their

findings on research related to treatment

on 533 women referred to Duke as candi-

dates for clinical trials. In these pilot pro-

grams, the women received high-dose

chemotherapy aimed at killing cancer cells,

followed by bone marrow transplantation

(BMT) to restore their immune systems.

The study found that companies frequent-

ly denied coverage for patients who met
the medical study criteria for the proce-

dure but approved other patients who were

not selected for treatment.

"Patients' access to state-of-the-art care

in clinical trials often depends on advance

approval by insurance companies of the

treatment," says Peters. "And such varia-

tion in approvals is agonizing to patients

already fighting a life-threatening disease."

In their study, Peters and Rogers found

that of 121 candidates for BMT who were

denied coverage, sixty-two were selected as

appropriate candidates by the medical

study criteria and received the treatment.

Of those denied coverage who later

received treatment, thirty-nine eventually

received full or partial coverage, some
through legal action.

Of 412 whose coverage was approved by

the companies for treatment, ninety-six

did not receive transplants because of

medical study criteria. The report conclud-

ed that "the predetermination process [as

applied to patients receiving care in clini-

cal research trials] did not correlate with

protocol-based medical decision making."

High-dose chemotherapy and bone mar-

row transplantation for breast cancer has

developed rapidly in recent years, and sur-

vival rates are improving, Peters says. In one

OLYMPIC BLUE

Olympians from Duke
are a proud part of the

history of international

athletics, and the magazine has

covered them in past issues

[July-August 1984, Novem-
ber-December
1984]. But
Randy Jones
B.S.E. '92 is

Duke's first wuv
ter Olympian, and
was the only North
Carolina athlete

competing in

February at Lille-

hammer, Norway.
The Winston-

Salem native was the

brakeman for four-

man bobsled USA
and the two-man bob-

sled. The former Blue
Devil football player and track

star (he holds the Duke 100-

meter record) helped the U.S.

team finish first in the 1992-93

World Cup competition.

Jones' job requires strength

and speed to start the bobsled

moving the first

fifty meters. "As a

brakeman in the

two-man," he told

the Durham
Herald-Sun,

"I keep the sled

accelerating as

the driver gets

n and grabs

the ropes. I

do the same
thing in the

sled as every-

body else is

loading."

Jones joins the

Olympic ranks of: Joel Shankle
'55, who won a bronze medal
in the high hurdles in

Melbourne, Australia, in 1956;

Dave Sime '58, who ran the

anchor leg for the 400-meter

relay in Rome for a disqualified

gold—the 1960 U.S. team had
run beyond the passing zone;

Jeff Mullins '64, who played

basketball on the U.S. team
that took the gold in Tokyo in

1964; Robert T. Wheeler III

'74, who ran the 1,500-meters

in Munich in 1972; Tate Arm-
strong '77, who played guard

for the 1976 U.S. basketball

team that won a gold medal in

Montreal; swimmer Nancy
Hogshead '86, who won a gold

medal in Los Angeles in the

400-meter freestyle relay in

1986; and Christian Laettner

'92, who played in Barcelona

in 1992 with another golden

U.S. Olympic basketball team,

whose assistant coach
happened to be Duke's Mike
Krzyzewski.

study he conducted, 72 percent of women
whose cancer had spread to multiple lymph
nodes were alive and without recurrence

up to six years after BMT. With conven-

tional therapy, only 30 to 35 percent of

women with that stage of cancer went that

long without a recurrence.

While the therapy remains expensive be-

cause of the technology and intensive

nursing involved, BMT treatment costs at

Duke have dropped from approximately

$140,000 to an average of $65,000. This

drop is due to advances in the use of hor-

mone growth factors to aid the immune
system and the use of antibiotics to fight

infection.

RENEWING
INITIATIVES

President Nannerl O. Keohane gave

her stamp of approval to a plan

adopted by the faculty's Academic
Council to double the number of black

faculty within a decade. The new "Strate-

gic Plan for Black Faculty Development,"

devised by the council's committee on
black faculty, also calls for stepped-up

efforts to retain black faculty, an intensi-

fied effort to recruit black graduate stu-

dents, and programs to encourage black

undergraduates to seek graduate degrees.

"This is a thoughtful and achievable

plan and I commend the faculty leaders

who developed it," says Keohane. "Increas-

ing the numbers of black faculty is a chal-

lenge facing all universities; it is a chal-

lenge we are determined to meet. This plan

wisely focuses not only on recruitment, but

the need to provide appropriate support for

all new faculty to ensure that they thrive at

Duke personally and professionally."

The black faculty committee's report to

the council examined the lessons learned

from the 1988 Black Faculty Initiative,

which was unsuccessful in achieving its

primary goal: the addition of at least one

black faculty member to each academic

hiring unit within five years. Of 1,641 reg-

ular-rank faculty at Duke today, thirty-

eight (2.3 percent) are black. A total of

8.8 percent of undergraduates are black

and 5.4 percent of the professional and

graduate students are black.
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Academic Council chair Richard Burton,

a professor in the Fuqua School of Busi-

ness, says that despite the 1988 initiative's

inability to achieve its main goal, it has

made a difference. The graduate school,

for example, had more than met its goal of

doubling the number of black doctoral

candidates, and overall black enrollment

increased by 160 percent over five years,

with funding for black graduate students

increasing by 168 percent.

The new plan makes it clear that indi-

vidual faculty members have the principal

responsibility for the success of efforts to

hire and retain black faculty, through col-

legial support and mentorship of junior

faculty, identification of potential black

faculty candidates from industry and from

other educational institutions, and nurtur-

ing black graduate students.

It also cites a departmental responsibili-

ty in providing an academic atmosphere

that is supportive of black faculty, protect-

ing junior faculty from assuming a dispro-

portionate number of departmental and

institutional tasks that do not contribute

to academic promotion, and developing

recruitment strategies for bringing black

faculty to Duke.

Unlike the controversial Black Faculty

Initiative, the current plan was approved

unanimously by the Academic Council.

The spectrum of backers included faculty

members who opposed the 1988 initiative

and such university representatives as

Black Student Alliance spokesman Shavar

Jeffries '94, who criticized administrators

for failing to meet the earlier goals.

IMMACULATE
RESTORATION

Stained glass windows in Duke
Chapel received some tender loving

care early this year. First installed in

the early Thirties, the Chapel's seventy-

seven windows are beginning to show
their age. Two of the most prominent

—

those above the main entrance—were
removed, cleaned, restored, and reinstalled

over the course of several months.

Craftsman Dieter Goldkuhle, who worked

on the National Cathedral in Washing-
ton, D.C., came to Durham in January to

extricate the stained glass portals. Careful-

ly scraping out the aged putty around the

windows, Goldkuhle disengaged each of

the separate pieces comprising the win-

dows. At his studio in Virginia, he then
cleaned and re-leaded each piece, finishing

with a protective coating to help them
weather the next half-century or so. The
windows were designed and made by G.
Owen Bonawit ofNew York.

Trained in his native Germany, as well

as England and Switzerland, Goldkuhle

worked alone on this particular phase of

the project. He says he'd welcome the

chance to restore other Duke Chapel win-

dows to their original luster. "I like the

relationship stained glass has with the

light," he told the Raleigh News & Observ-

er. "It's a filter between the beholder and

the sun. Everyone reacts to color. It touch-

es something in us and makes us pause."

AGING
GRACEFULLY

With America's population aging

and with greater numbers of

people entering retirement and

older age, alternatives to traditional living

arrangements are winning praise. Sociolo-

gy professor emeritus Jack Preiss helped

develop an innovative facility designed for

low-income senior citizens in Durham, and

it has been named in his honor.

Preiss-Steele Place, a 102-unit apartment

house that opened last November, enables

low-income elderly to "age at home," liv-

ing independently in their apartments and

utilizing built-in services as their health

and personal needs change over the years.

"This is a place where a low-income per-

son who is sixty-two or older can go and

feel that he or she won't have to move later

because she or he begins to need help," says

Preiss. "What we are trying to provide is

roughly the same security that high-income

people have been able to have at more

expensive retirement communities."

Preiss is vice chairman of the Durham
Housing Authority and president of Devel-

opment Ventures Inc., the developer of the

project. The corporation is a nonprofit enti-

ty established by the Durham Housing

Authority. The facility is in a mixed hous-

ing neighborhood, with a private apartment

complex, a single family housing develop-

ment, and a shopping center nearby.

The Long-Term Care Resources Program

of Duke's Center for the Study of Aging
and Human Development was involved in

the project early and throughout its devel-

opment. Program director and sociology

professor George Maddox began working

with Preiss on the concept of assisted inde-

pendent living in 1988. Financing and
development took years of work on the part

of the city of Durham, various funding

agencies, and a multitude of interest groups.

The building was named for Preiss and

Alma Steele, a public housing resident

who has represented low-income tenants

of public housing and is a member of the

board of the Durham Low-Income Hous-

ing Coalition.

RENO
RALLIES

U.S.
Attorney General Janet Reno

says that the criminal justice sys-

tem must adapt to meet the needs

of a changing—and increasingly violent

—

society. And in a speech at Duke in Janu-

ary, Reno expounded on what she consid-

ers the most vexing problems and offered

some possible solutions. Calling on women
and men in every profession and walk of

life to become part of a community-based,

nationwide effort, Reno said we all need

"to invest in people... to come together as

one disciplined whole."

Speaking as part of the Duke Law School's

annual Frontiers of Legal Thought confer-

ence, Reno addressed a packed house at

Page Auditorium. Using anecdotes from

her personal life and professional career,

Reno implored the audience in general

—

and the future lawyers in attendance in

particular—to never lose sight of "how the

Constitution translates into people's lives

and into people's very existence."

With violence affecting more citizens

than ever before, Reno said it's important

to make the punishment fit the offense. It

makes no sense, she said, to sentence non-

violent, first-time offenders, many of them
with substance abuse problems, for lengthy

periods while dangerous repeat offenders

are paroled having served just a fraction of

their sentences.

She also cited the lack of adequate sup-

port systems for at-risk individuals, includ-
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ing the mentally and emotionally ill, vic-

tims of domestic violence, and drug users.

Until these resources are available, she

said, cycles of violence will continue.

Stressing the importance of families and

community in helping to "reweave the

fabric of society," Reno asked, "What good

are all the prisons in America going to be

unless we give our children a conscience

and a sense of the concept of reward and

punishment?"

DESIGN BY
COMPUTERS

With the aid of gifts and grants

of advanced software valued at

$36 million, Duke's electrical

engineering department has launched the

Design Automation Technology Center.

The center will provide students and re-

searchers with industry's latest computer-

ized tools for laying out the most complex

of electronic systems.

Students will now have an opportunity

to become proficient with the same com-

puter-aided design (CAD) programs that

major companies use to map and test the

most sophisticated types of dense integrated

circuits and systems. Duke faculty, in turn,

will have to go no farther than their own
campus when they seek to design custom

electronic circuits for their own research.

Area corporations also may benefit from

relationships with Duke's CAD design teams.

"One of the goals of the electrical engi-

neering department has been to provide

our students with a unique educational

program which joins traditional funda-

mentals in mathematics, science, and

engineering with the best available com-
puter techniques for analysis and design,"

says department head H. Craig Casey Jr.

Tools provided by Cadence Design Sys-

tems Inc. will permit students to design

and analyze circuits with as broad a range

of options as industrial circuit designers

use. And tools from both Cadence and

Mentor Graphics corporations will intro-

duce more flexibility and sophistication

into the teaching of very large-scale inte-

grated circuit design.

Alumni have been involved in the cen-

ter from the earliest days. Pivotal to the

center's development was a group of

Northern California alumni led by James

F. Girand B.S.E.E. '59, a Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia, sales consultant. Girand will head

the center's industry advisory board, which
will counsel the electrical engineering

department on future software needs,

research opportunities, and employment

openings for its graduates.

The general idea of enhancing the

teaching experience with the use of CAD
software has been in the planning stage for

FOR GOOD MEASURE

ore than three years

after she arrived in

the United States to

work on a master's degree in

music, twenty-six-year-old

Bulgarian Penka Kouneva is

the first candidate to enter the

Duke music department's new
Ph.D. degree program in music.

A native of Sofia, Kouneva
began to study piano at an
early age with her mother, a

music theory teacher. After

graduating from the high

school of music in Sofia, she

entered the music conserva-

tory there. "I was advised not
to pursue a degree in compos-
ing, but to get a degree in

music theory so that I'd have a

better chance of finding jobs in

my country. So that's what I

did," she says.

But her drive to compose
music led Kouneva to seek

professional outlets for her
works, including, in her junior

year, an avant-garde theater

company for which she wrote
music for pantomime, voice,

and drama. She also sang in a

professional choir.

Her breakthrough as a com-
poser came when her piece,

"Rhapsody," was sent to the

United States in 1989. It won
the Ellen Zwilich Special Prize

for Composing, sponsored by
the International League of

Women Composers. She then

began to look at music gradu-

ate programs in the United
States, choosing Duke, where
she works with music depart-

ment composers Stephen Jaffe

and Scott Lindroth.

During her time at Duke,
Kouneva's commissions have
multiplied. Her compositions

have included a trio piece for

the Mallarme Chamber Play-

ers, a song cycle on the poetry

of Edwin Muir for English pro-

fessor and concert pianist

George Gopen, and incidental

music for theatrical produc-

tions by the Duke Drama
program and Archipelago, a

Triangle theater group. She
received a fellowship last

year to the Aspen Music
School, where she wrote a

sextet performed by musicians

there.

Kouneva: first candidate in new

music Ph.D. program

"My work is definitely post-

modern, influenced by jazz

and rock," says Kouneva. "I

also love the entire history of

music. I know so many differ-

ent styles from various histori-

cal periods—I think that's one
ofmy strengths, having the

ability to integrate elements

and stylistic ideas from differ-

ent periods."
—Debbie Selinsky
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Designing men: Overhauser, left, and Matteo Citarelli,

research and development engineer, with computer-

aided design—CAD

—

software

a decade, but the Design Automation
Technology Center only became a reality

with the arrival of software from the CAD
software companies. Those firms estimate

access to the software is worth more than

$36 million—based on list-price values of

the license fees for the right to use multi-

ple copies of their state-of-the-art design

tools. In addition to Cadence Design Sys-

tems and Mentor Graphics, the companies
are EEsof Inc., Synopsys Inc., and Sunrise

Test Systems. Other firms are also negoti-

ating software agreements.

A $75,000 grant from the National Sci-

ence Foundation helped provide the cen-

ter with an initial cluster of twelve Sun
Microsystems Computer Corporation work-

stations to run the advanced software and
allow students to interact with it. Duke
has acquired nineteen additional Sun
workstations for the center.

David V. Overhauser, an assistant elec-

trical engineering professor who specializes

in VLSI design, will direct the new center.

IN BRIEF

David C. Sabiston Jr., James B. Duke
Professor and chairman of the department
of surgery, has been named a distinguished

physician by the U.S. Department of Veter-

ans Affairs. The VA's distinguished phy-

sician program recognizes individuals who
have made significant and long-term con-

tributions to medical science. Distinguished

physicians provide clinical and research

expertise to the VA system, and help deter-

mine policy for the national health-care

system for veterans and their families.

Ellen Mickiewicz, the James R. Shep-
ly Professor of Public Policy Studies, is the
first American honored by the Journalists

Union of Russia. During the union's annual

press day at the Kremlin's Palace of Con-
gress in mid-January, Mickiewicz was cited

for her work with the Commission on
Radio and Television Policy. The commis-
sion, supported by the John and Mary
Markle Foundation and the Eurasia Foun-

dation, was founded by former President

Jimmy Carter to encourage the use of

media to enhance democracy.

Mickiewicz directs the DeWitt Wallace
Center for Communications and Journal-

ism at Duke and the Commission on
Radio and Television Policy at the Carter

Center of Emory University.

Ronald S. Stone has been named
director of development for science initia- I

tives. He will be responsible for coordinat-

ing fund-raising efforts for the $67-million

Leon Levine Science Research Center
now under construction. Stone was vice

president of Cartermill Inc., a company
based in Baltimore that markets a database

of university research to corporations. Ear-

lier he held senior administrative and
development positions at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, Cornell

University, and the Children's Medical

Center in Boston.

Q&A
Continued from |\ige 18

ly to end up with someone dead if there's a

gun involved. That's a powerful argument
for seeking more effective gun controls.

What gun control
would you favor?

It would be good to start with stronger

regulation of gun dealers, and then to

require that people demonstrate compe-
tency in handling the gun before they buy
it. These kinds of provisions have broad

public support. They're not radical steps

that would deprive reliable people of the

right to use guns in self-defense, and yet

they would be a step in the right direction.

What do you think off the
attention being focused on
pervasive violence in TV shows
and movies?

I see this as a spectacularly difficult area

for evaluation. If there is an important

effect, it's probably one that occurs over

the years and over thousands of hours of

viewing by young children. I don't know
how you would subject all that to experi-

mental evaluation. But the common sense

of it is that if life is cheap in the movies
and on television, then kids will learn that

lesson and act accordingly.

—Robert]. Bitwise
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account of two decades spent working to
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Women's Studies curricula and classrooms

as models, Jean O'Barr eloquently

documents the ways that inclusivity and

student-centered learning are necessarily

linked. Anyone in higher education who is
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Terminal Identity: The Virtual
Subject in Postmodern
Science Fiction.

B31 Scott Bukatman. Durham: Duke Press,

1993. 404 pp. $18.95 paper.

w hat do Dis

ney World
pornography,

chaos theory,

video games.

shopping
malls, fractal

geometry,
Ronald Reagan, the Alien, and quantum
mechanics have in common? Only Scott

Bukatman, who teaches film studies at

New York University, can tell you the

answer, and he does in Terminal Identity:

the Virtual Subject in Postmodern Science

Fiction, a dizzying exploration of American
culture's interface with technology. Bukat-

man's long and learned text explores what
postmodern science fiction may be telling

us about our identities as humans (former

humans?) in an age sheathed in steel and

saturated with silicon.

Bukatman's is the latest entry in the

currently trendy field of science fiction

studies that concentrates on the subgenre

of SF known as "cyberpunk," a street-wise,

high-tech variant of SF that enjoyed its

heyday between 1984 and 1987. Duke
Press' last title on this topic was Larry

McCaffery's 1992 Storming the Reality Stu-

dio: A Casebook of Cyberpunk and Postmod-

ern Fiction.

While McCaffery's collection offered a

montage of excerpts from critical and liter-

ary works, Bukatman attempts a more
cohesive analysis of similar material. His

stated project is to define the new subjec-

tivity spawned by our computerized era.

He calls this new subjectivity "terminal

identity": "an unmistakably doubled artic-

ulation in which we find both the end of

the subject and a new subjectivity con-

structed at the computer station or televi-

sion screen." Bukatman argues that this

identity can best be flushed out of hiding

from the pages of contemporary science

fiction, for "it has fallen to science fiction

to repeatedly narrate a new subject that

can somehow directly interface with—and

master—the cybernetic technologies of

the Information Age "

Intent that his readers leave their

humanism at the door, Bukatman begins

by destabilizing any lingering nostalgia for

the "real." A heavy dose of Jean Bau-

drillard, Guy Debord, and Duke's own
Fredric Jameson lays the groundwork for

an inquiry into what Debord termed "the

society of the spectacle." Having estab-

lished the transcendence of the image over

any fantasy of "reality," Bukatman contem-

plates the new forms of space imagined by

science fiction. These computerized virtual

spaces are the setting for the jarring colli-

sion of human and machine that he calls

"terminal penetration." The result of this

(inter)penetration is terminal identity—

a

cyborg identity encased and informed by

"Terminal Flesh," the lingering but con-

tested surfaces of the human body.

Needless to say, this is a massively ambi-

tious project. An average chapter carries

the reader through a lofty and shifting ter-

rain of philosophy, literary criticism, film,

fiction, and a bit of quantum mechanics

for good measure. Well-written and richly

supplemented with photographs, movie
stills, and .graphic and computer art, the

book is an encyclopedic resource for those

interested in contemporary science fiction.

At its best, this text documents why sci-

ence fiction is becoming an increasingly

legitimated field of scholarly inquiry:

Along with the most canonical SF texts

and films, such as UBIK by Philip K. Dick,

the now immortalized Neuromancer by

cyberpunk guru William Gibson, and the

Alien and Terminator films, Bukatman also

introduces the reader to less well known

but fascinating works, including J.G. Bal-

lard's "The Intensive Care Unit," Pamela
Zoline's "The Heat Death of the Uni-

verse," Greg Bear's Blood Music, James
Tiptree Jr.'s The Girl Who Was Plugged In,

and films such as David Cronenberg's The

Brood and Shinya Tsukamoto's Tetsuo: the

Iron Man. In one discussion after another,

Bukatman demonstrates the incredible

sophistication and revolutionary impact of

the worlds that science fiction imagines.

Unfortunately, the same cannot always

be said of Bukatman's treatment of philos-

ophy. When it comes to theorizing, Bukat-

man has truly relied upon the "usual sus-

pects" of the hip new school of literary

criticism. Anyone acquainted with post-

modern studies knows the list by rote: Bau-

drillard, Debord, Bataille, and Jameson. I

found myself yearning for a new philoso-

pher or two to be stirred into the brew. Yet

what is more troubling is the extent to

which theorists such as Baudrillard or

Debord seem to be granted a privileged

claim to "truth"—a category that the rest

of Bukatman's project works to undermine.

Like much of the criticism now being gen-

erated in this field, Bukatman's readings

would be more gratifying if they were

directed toward advancing or nuancing

the thinking of these philosophers, rather

than simply reiterating them.

More generally, while its encyclopedic

quality is a strength of the text, it is also its

weakness. At times the reader may feel

that sheer quantity has been achieved at

the expense of detail and nuance in Bukat-

man's readings. In this sense Bukatman's

text, whether consciously or unconscious-

ly, raises some interesting questions about

the position that such academic texts

themselves occupy with the "cyberculture"

they seek to describe.

While the average literary critical study

might address three to four works or

authors, Bukatman's addresses well over

twenty. As a consequence, major prose

works and films are allotted little more

than a page or two of analysis (a shortcom-

ing particularly evident at the conclusion

of the study when Bukatman gives only

the briefest discussion to the feminist sci-

ence fiction that is crucial to his argu-

ment). These "crit bites" as we might call
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them suggest the extent to which the soci-

ety of the spectacle is informing even

those critical works that attempt to cri-

tique or define it: The effect of reading

Bukatman's brief glosses is not unlike glid-

ing through the TV channels with a

remote, consuming spectacle after specta-

cle without lingering to immerse oneself in

greater depths of narrative complexity.

Bukatman has brought the concept of

"cable" to academic production.

This said, Bukatman constructs an en-

gaging vision of the American citizen as

cyborg, with moments of true brilliance

(see especially his discussions of Disney

World and Tiptree's The Girl Who Was
Plugged In) sparkling across an expanse of

solid scholarship. As we read, we see our-

selves refracted in a mirror of silicon, and

the resemblance is striking.

—Heather Hicks

Hicks, a Ph.D. candidate in English, teaches nine-

teenth and twentieth-century literature, specializing

in postmodern and science fiction.

36 Views of Mount Fuji.

B;y Cathy N. Davidson. New York: Dutton,

1993. 295 pp. $20.

People
create images of for-

eign lands and cultures

based on the information

about them that they re-

ceive, the manner in which

they receive it, and the

contexts—historical, polit-

ical, economic, cultural—in

which it is acquired. A Midwestern-bred

American and professor of English who
joined Duke's faculty in 1989, Cathy N.

Davidson states plainly: "I dreamt Japan
long before I went there." Thus begins 36

Views of Mount Fuji, her warm, insightful,

and unabashedly personal memoir of a

decade's close experience with Japan and
the Japanese.

With her husband, a professor of Cana-
dian literature, Davidson made her first

trip to Japan in 1980 to teach for a year at

a woman's college in the southern Kansai

region. She was lucky to have arrived at

the beginning of an exciting era of growth

and economic ascendancy that, until the

"bubble," as the Japanese called it, burst in

the late Eighties, added still more to the

country's mystique.

What Davidson found, though, was
both more and sometimes less than what
was promised by her dreams of cherry blos-

soms, graceful geisha, and lantern-laced

sunsets as gentle as the colors of the Hoku-
sai prints that inspired her title. At first,

she admits, she had a hard time finding

the nature celebrated in classical Japanese

art under the steel-and-concrete urban

sprawl of modern Japan. She also found a

nation of stressed-out youngsters who
cram, from the earliest grades through after-

school juku lessons, for the tough and all-

important entrance exams to top

colleges; wives and mothers who
tightly control their house-

holds' finances, but rarely see

their husbands and fret con-

stantly about their children's

performance in school; and

legions of male office workers

who are obliged to booze it

up routinely after hours with

colleagues and clients to

cement working relation-

ships and to close deals.

They have little recre-

ational time with their

families. They are also a

regular sight, stumbling

through the streets of

Tokyo and Osaka late

at night and retching

on station platforms as

they wait for the last

trains out to their overpriced, under-

heated, tiny apartments in the crowded

suburbs.

Still, with good humor and the inquisi-

tiveness that distinguishes a genuine trav-

eler from a mere tourist, Davidson wings it

through unpredictable situations and devel-

ops friendships that cross the cultural

divide. They yield the kinds of memories

that any visitor to Japan would cherish for

a lifetime. Many involve other women in

Japan's male-dominated society, about

which Davidson, a feminist by inclination

and intention, comments with under-

standing and intelligence.

In her classroom at the college, students

teveal the fears and yearnings of Japanese

youth, including arranged marriages (omiai,

something the young women often fear) and

"independence" (a goal many say they'll

strive for in their lives and careers). In a

traditional bathhouse, a feisty old woman
offers her a shiatsu-inspired shampooing.

In Osaka, a male colleague at her universi-

ty escorts her through the fabled "floating

world"—the neon-drenched entertainment

district—of hole-in-the-wall eateries and

smoky, members-only watering holes; it's a

slightly flirtatious evening that culminates

in a round of pun-filled poetry at a bar run

by a former geisha.

On a remote island off Okinawa at the

southernmost tip of the Japanese archipel-

ago, Davidson meets the gregarious priest-

ess of the world's last matriarchal society.

Through the dew and stillness of the

morning, this down-to-earth holy woman
leads her to an altar in a secret, sacred

patch of tropical forest where no males

may ever ttead. On Oki, another island

between Japan and Korea, smiles, sign lan-

guage, and an exchange of family snap-

shots help Davidson strike up an emotion-

al friendship with Suzuki-san, an enigmatic

woman who runs a funky snack shop.

There, too, lazy days of beach-

combing lead to a

deepening sense of

self that mark a turn-

ing point in David-

son's evolving rela-

tionship with Japan.

With its clear skies,

quiet beaches, and iso-

lation, Oki affects her

ike no place she has

ever seen.

After Oki and during

subsequent trips to Japan,

Davidson no longer feels

herself such a visitor. In

some ways, however much
of an outsider she remains,

Japan begins to feel like

home. At one point before

coming to Duke, she and her

husband even considered

moving to Japan to stay. But

the insurmountable language barrier and

othet real-life factors squashed that fantasy.

Instead, the couple purchased a property in

rural Cedar Grove, North Carolina, where

they built a traditional Japanese-style house

with tatami mats, sliding doors, and views of

a tidy garden.

Throughout 36 Views of Mount Fuji,

Davidson writes candidly about experi-

ences that have shaped the traveler she

has become and about events in her per-

sonal and family life—some of which are

tragic or sad—that ttanspired during the

Japan years she recalls. One might argue

that, without some of them, she might

never have seen and felt Japan as she did,

nor would her time there have affected her

as it did.

"I don't think it's romanticizing to say

we've touched one another, shown each

other glimpses of one anothet's culture,"

she writes about her former Japanese stu-

dents, but these lines could sum up her

affair with Japan, too. "Is that enough?"

she adds. For a mete tourist, which Davidson

calls herself at the beginning of her jour-

neying, it might even be too much to hope

for. But as the reward of the adventure she

refers to thoughtfully as "finding myself in

Japan," it is the stuff a true traveler's

dreams are made of.

—Edward M. Gomez

Gomez '79 was awarded the 1986-87 Fulbright

and the 1989 Asian Cultural Council fellowships

to Japan. He is a member of Duke Magazine's edi-

torial advisory hoard.
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"The Duke diploma is only valu-

able insofar as people trust that it

represents an honorable educa-

tion. That diploma is devalued if

people suspect or know about

academic dishonesty. Academic

dishonesty hurts everybody in

the classroom. It makes hard

work seem silly or frivolous. Aca-

demic honesty is the currency of

the university. For every transac-

tion, there is a faith in the

integrity of what the other per-

son represents."

importance of the university's

honor code, pari of which reads:
I accept as my personal responsi-

"It's a necessity to have an honor

code on any campus, but the one

at Duke is inadequate. It only

covers academic life. It should

encompass all aspects of student

life. It doesn't deter cheating. If I

am required to turn in someone

for cheating and I don't, then I am
cheating myself. We don't have

students who would turn in a

quarter of the class if it's necessary.

"Dishonest people are not just

dishonest in their academic life. I

think if you cheat at Duke, you

should be expelled with no

chance of return. They don't

need to be at Duke. This holds

for faculty as well. A professor's

wisdom is not as important as my
confidence in his integrity.

"We need social regulations.

The honor code needs to be a lot

stronger; it's completely inade-

quate and useless right now."

I Alsobrook '94, adviser to

raduatt

Did the January earthquake in Cali-

fornia—6.7 on the Richter Scale—
prolong the coming of the Big One?

"The large earthquake expected

in California will probably be a

repeat of the Fort Pejon quake of

1857—8.2 on the scale—that

broke 1 50 miles of the San

Andreas fault. The January

quake broke only twelve to four-

teen miles of a different fault.

"The San Andreas fault is a

boundary between the North

American plate and the Pacific

plate, including all of the United

States and half of the Atlantic

Ocean on the North American

plate and Hawaii on the Pacific

plate. When you move the entire

continent of North America

against the Pacific Ocean plate,

you can understand why Fort

Pejon is a major event and the

recent California one is not.

"The recent quake affected

only a very small portion of a

plate under the sediments of the

greater Los Angeles Basin. It was

not on the same scale as the

movement of a continent, but

it's still horrendous what the

earthquake did.

"The seismologist's unenviable

job is to say that this terrible

event was actually not so bad.

We all need to make the effort to

understand earthquakes well

enough to reduce the impact, to

reduce the danger to those who
live in earthquake zones. We can

build buildings, freeways, and

dams that can withstand that

impact. The Holy Grail of seis-

mologists is to predict these

events in advance."

—Peter E. Malin, associate

as
"In view of the reforms [in South

Africa], it seems to me that the

country needs economic encour-

agement. It has suffered from the

withdrawal of capital."

chairman of Duke's board of

"The place is filled with hand-

some Gothic structures meant to

make Duke look much older than

it really is, like pre-washed jeans."

—Humorist Garrison Keillor in a

being taped for his weekly radio

"For too long lawyers have just

pursued their small path of

process and procedure. For too

long they have looked at words

and the Constitution without

looking at how the Constitution

translates into people's lives and

into people's very existence. Too
often the word 'right' has become

dissociated with the flesh and

blood that that right is meant to

protect."

We asked thirty undergraduates:

Crazies have lest seme ef

their creativity?

Yes: 14
No: 11

No opinion: 5

While opposing players and the

rest of the nation may point to

Cameron Indoor Stadium as the

rowdiest and most intimidating

place to play in college hoops,

Duke undergraduates are divided

on whether or not that reputa-

tion is still deserved.

"We keep recycling the same

cheers over and over. It just loses

its effectiveness the more we stay

with the status quo," said one

junior. A fellow student who
questioned the power of the Cra-

zies agreed. "Cameron is stale.

We need fresh blood."

Other students felt that the

student body is creative, but sti-

fled by rules and regulations. A
sophomore offered, "The admin-

istration has cracked down so

much that there is no room to

maneuver. Not only can we not

throw anything on the floor any-

more, but Coach K is even edit-

ing our cheers. They need to let

Cameron be Cameron."

Among the bickering was a

small group that professed disin-

terest. One senior said, "Who
cares? I've been to four games in

four years and found that that

was four too many."A junior said,

"Even Grant Hill can get old after

a while. Besides, I play soccer."

On the whole, though, Duke

students seem to enjoy Cameron

for its good basketball and fun time.

—compiled by Sam Hull and

Raj Goyle '97
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THE LAST
LIBERAL
HERO

BYJOANOLECK

NEVER STOP RUNNING.

A BIOGRAPHY OF ALLARD LOWENSTEIN

Duke historian William Chafe's new book explores

the dazzling political promise and the dark personal

turmoils of one of the Sixties' most contradictory

activists.

eroes are hard to find

these days. Not so in

the blushingly opti-

mistic 1960s, when
John F. Kennedy issued his

clarion call for youth to ask

what they could do for their

country. When the right stuff

sent Alan Shepard into space

and ignited the nation. And
when an astonishing personal-

ity, Allard K. Lowenstein, led

a generation of students to

Mississippi to register disen-

franchised blacks and later to

Washington to end the Vietnam War by

doing the undo-able: dumping a sitting

president, Lyndon Baines Johnson.

Duke history professor William H. Chafe

was just short of his eighteenth birthday

that chilly morning JFK delivered his inau-

gural address. He was an even younger

teenager back home in Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, when Lowenstein, a rock-solid

liberal, challenged Chafe's peers to make
change from within the system, saying: "We

Chafe: psychological pattern

emerged from 125 inteniews

letters , and archival research

are the privileged and anti-

septic generation; we move in

the backwater of great events,

well-clothed, well-housed, and

well-fed. Struggle is not our

hallmark and greatness is not

our necessity."

Enough Lowenstein listeners

of the penny-loafer-and-pearls

Q set were moved to prove the

| activist wrong, helping South-
" ern blacks build a civil rights

coalition and leaving Lowen-

stein's liberalism behind in the

dust of radical left politics and

groups like the Student Non-violent Coor-

dinating Committee (SNCC) and Students

for a Democratic Society (SDS). Chafe,

now a white-haired fifty-two, was a gradu-

ate student at Columbia back then, back

when the "Sixties" were heating up Ameri-

ca. And he remembers feeling empathy

with the protesters who seized Columbia's

administration building in 1968. Yet he also

remembers his decision to stick to liberal-

ism via Democratic reform politics, where

Left-winging it:

Lowenstein on National

Student Association

business as its president

during the 1 950s when,

unknown whim, it

operated on C JA funds
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he was immersed at the time of his own
Lowenstein encounter in 1966.

"Lowenstein would come into the

Democratic club where I was an officer,"

Chafe recalls. "And he would come in two

hours late to a forum, and he just had this

disarming charm. He could put you at ease

most immediately. Part of it was his

appearance—the fact that his necktie was

always loose and he usually had one shirt-

tail out. Yet he had this extraordinary in-

telligence. He could put together a coherent

presentation with wonderful logic and per-

fect grammar without a note in front of him.

"So he would come in and speak with al-

most pure intelligence and political persua-

siveness...and he was spontaneous and in-

pirational and powerful." So much so that

Lowenstein counted Eleanor Roosevelt,

Norman Thomas, and Frank Porter

Graham among his closest friends.

So much so that he was a political

adviser to Robert F. Kennedy, an

architect of the student-led anti-

war and civil rights movements,

number 7 on Richard Nixon's enemies

congressman—influencing such lead-

ing liberals as Bob Kerry and Bill Bradley

—

and a frenetic liver of life until his assassi-

nation in 1980.

Still, that inspiration and power teetered

precariously upon a shaky psychology.

Lowenstein's low self-esteem and self-doubt

were created by an early childhood trauma

and a painful discomfort with his Jewish

roots and his homosexual impulses, Chafe

reveals in Never Stop Running: Allard

Lowenstein and the Struggle to Save American

Liberalism (BasicBooks, 1993). It's a biogra-

phy that has fueled both rosy reviews and

angry rebuttal from family members. It's

also a book sure to cause unease in the ivy

tower of academe, where Chafe's contem-

poraries—forty- and fifty-somethings now
who themselves opposed the war—have

dwelled in comfort these many years while

wrestling with those same internal combat-

ants, liberalism vs. radicalism, that con-

fronted Lowenstein. And perhaps confront

Chafe still.

"When I started the book, I saw it as

being much more a case study of a politi-

cal liberal who was always trying to push

back the boundaries of a system but oper-

ate within it, and I saw Lowenstein as

clearly the quintessential liberal activist

who would go so far but then not go any

further," Chafe says. "And I always was

puzzled and wondered at the degree of

polarized intensity of emotions that devel-

oped around Lowenstein: People either

loved him or hated him. There weren't a

whole lot of people who could say, 'I can

take or leave him'—almost none."

NX/hat intrigued him en route, Chafe says,

were letters from ostensible girlfriends who



unfavorably compared Lowenstein to his

testosterone-crazed contemporaries with

statements like, "The situation is not the

same as with you. You never gave any

indication there was any sex involved."

There were also letters dealing endlessly,

compassionately, with Lowenstein's inse-

curities. "You get people talking about it

being rooted in his concern about being

Jewish," says Chafe, "about not being liked

for his own qualities. And he writes about

this himself, of course, when he responds."

A framework Chafe hadn't anticipated

began to take form, and he followed its

path. He conducted 125 interviews of

Lowenstein friends and family members,

and was invited to use Lowenstein

documentary transcripts and ar- fet

chives—a monumental task since |
Lowenstein was a pack-rat who
saved and annotated everything,

from 1950s meeting minutes to frag-

ments of letters. "This is someone
who by everyone's recollection was

one of the sloppiest, least organized

people you could imagine," Chafe

says. The Duke professor was able to

trace the politician's private life as

well as his public one, and he found

that the two intertwined in a way

seldom found in a historic figure. "If

you historically felt you were not

likable and people would not come
to you, support you, and affirm your

worth, then one of the things that

allows you to feel better about your-

self and get the support of other

people is to identify yourself with

very principled causes," Chafe says

of the psychological pattern that

asserted itself over and over.

The first trauma was Lowen-
stein's discovery at age eight or nine

that the woman who had raised

him, his father's second wife, was

not his birth mother. Keeping this

secret from young Allard was a

"family enterprise," and the little

boy felt obliged to co-conspire,

telling almost no one of his burden

for fear of devastating the family.

Another trauma: Lowenstein's

homosexual impulses, considered

deviant in the early 1940s. "The urge I get

when I see certain boys is getting out of

control," fourteen-year-old Allard confided

to his diary. There was his loving but over-

bearing father. And Lowenstein's own am-
bivalence about his Judaism, expressed in

his doubts about his looks, his pronuncia-

tion of his name as Lowenstine, his efforts

to socialize with blond-haired gentiles, to

gain entry to a WASP culture and thereby

escape the intensity of Jewishness in his

native New York—and the Holocaust in

Europe—which made Jews victims.

Lowenstein's low self-

esteem and self-doubt

were created by an early

childhood trauma and a

painful discomfort with

his Jewish roots and

homosexual impulses.

Southern exposure : as an undergraduate in Chapel Hill during the Forties

he ended the segregation ofJewish students in certain dorms

It was these currents that led Lowenstein

south to college at Chapel Hill in 1945,

Chafe says, rather than to his father's

beloved Columbia. At Carolina, Lowen-

stein quickly established his brilliance and

his dedication to "principled causes," start-

ing ironically with his successful effort to

halt the ghettoization of Jewish students in

UNC dorms, and continuing with his reso-

lution to desegregate the student state leg-

islature. "WE DON'T GIVE A DAMN,"
Lowenstein's personal stationery read at the

time, "FOR Jim Crow, the Bosses, Franco,

olives, radicalism...Fascism." Though by

now a committed supporter of leftist causes,

Lowenstein was also a devout anti-com-

munist—a political path that he would fol-

low throughout his life. Another pattern

Chafe chronicles is the indecisiveness, the

hesitancy to make decisions, which would
prove self-defeating in Lowenstein's politi-

cal career, in his six unsuccessful runs for

Congress (Chafe's "never stop running"

theme): Should he go all-out to win office

or simply run on some high-minded prin-

ciple to make a point? Convert people to

his cause? Or take the risk of losing and

being confirmed in his own self-doubt?

Here Chafe takes up the dark side of

Lowenstein: the activist's need to

control, to "test" compatriots' devo-

tion, expressed in his constant

tardiness, his tendency not to re-

pay loans on time, his manipula-

tive demands. This is the second

personal-political connection, Chafe

says: Lowenstein's "unbalanced

relationship with people in which

in effect they are your followers

and they may be told by you that

you want them to be treated as

equals. But in effect that's never

really part of the equation." In

short, if you didn't follow Al
Lowenstein's bidding, you were out

of the picture.

The third connection revolves

around sex. In a scenario sketched

by only one previous writer, Teresa

Carpenter of the Village Voice, Chafe

= describes Lowenstein's pattern of

| cultivating admiring younger men,

\ usually tall, blond preppies, making

sthem feel special, then invariably

1 isolating them on an auto trip and

§ taking a motel room with a single

* bed—yet rarely consummating a

§ sexual union. Lowenstein insisted

| he was not homosexual—being con-

sent instead to hug and lie close.

| This was, Chafe contends, another

| cornerstone of the personal rein-

| forcement Lowenstein wanted and
° needed. It also may have con-

tributed to the reasons the activist

was a fixture on college campuses in

the 1950s and Sixties.

Was Chafe on target here? "I question

that," says Larry Lowenstein, Al's brother

and director of development for the

Horace Mann School in Manhattan.

"There's only one kind of firsthand knowl-

edge of [Al's homosexuality], and that's

Dennis Sweeney, who was insane." Sweeney

was also another Lowenstein acolyte—and

his murderer. Larry Lowenstein, in fact, is

critical of Chafe's entire thesis, saying, "It

falls flat. [Chafe] had a goal and he tried to

make every interview fit that goal."

DUKE MAGAZINE



In contrast, Bruce Payne, a lecturer in

public policy studies at Duke, lends sup-

port to Chafe's connections, based on his

own close friendship with Lowenstein. "I

think that tracing the psychology of some-

one who's gone, whom you didn't know, is

always an exercise in interpretation that

has to be uncertain," Payne says. "But I

think that as far as I knew Allard, the early

struggles Allard had, particularly about his

mother, those were lively parts of his life

and continued to be problems in one way

or another....

"I think [Chafe] is right about how Al's

erotic attachments with at-

tractive young men developed.

But the extent to which that

came out of his early child-

hood or was an inborn incli-

nation, is hard to say. The ex-

tent to which it came out of

his resistance to every rule

there was—and he was in-

credibly resistant to rules—and

his ambivalence about wanting

to be accepted by the whole

society and having these for-

bidden or problematic impuls-

es: Does Bill get it exactly

right? I don't know. But he

hears stuff that's really there."

Chafe's own take on the

sexuality question is to point

out how, during interviews

with Lowenstein associates,

"I didn't raise the issue; they

volunteered the information."

The biographer was also care-

ful to support his accounts

of the thin line Lowenstein

walked in guiding the Na-
tional Student Association

throughout the 1950s when the organiza-

tion operated on CIA funds. By the 1960s,

Chafe says, Lowenstein knew; earlier than

that, he was kept in the dark. Chafe says

he's certain of this from interviews with

CIA people who ran the National Student

Association and told him "that the last

thing they would have done was include

Lowenstein in the loop, because they didn't

trust him."

Lowenstein's strained relations with

SNCC are another thorny issue. In the win-

ter of 1963-64, Lowenstein saw himself as

the point person to recruit white voter regis-

tration volunteers for Mississippi, and there-

fore thought he should be in control, Chafe

says. But he was frustrated by the prominent

role of the National Lawyers Guild and the

Southern Conference Educational Fund,

groups he considered tied to communist

sympathizers. When he tried to assume con-

trol, he trod heavily on the toes of SNCC.
This is another point where Chafe and

Lowenstein intersect. The son of a book-

Showing a compulsive

need to control,

Lowenstein made it

clear that if you did not

follow his bidding, you

were out of the picture.

- Lyman , they had t

keeper and a secretary, Chafe early on be-

came involved in human rights issues in

the Baptist church; he tried to desegregate

his own congregation while still in high

school. Committed by his college years,

Chafe went south with the Northern Stu-

dent Movement during spring 1965 prepara-

tions for the Selma-to-Montgomery march.

And there he witnessed firsthand the dual

conflicts of liberalism vs. radicalism and

blacks vs. whites for control. "It was clear

that even though this was a year-and-a-

half before black power became a public

issue, the tension between SNCC and

SCLC [the Southern Christian Leadership

Conference] over issues of black power was

very much present during the entire visit

to Alabama and all the way back on the

twenty-four-hour bus ride," Chafe says.

"The debate that raged nonstop was,

was it really possible for blacks and whites

to work together? And what side would we
end up on if, in fact, violence broke out and

there was racial conflagration?" Another

lesson learned firsthand, Chafe recalls, was

"the way some people resented us for being

there and thought we were acting in the

role of colonial missionaries."

By the time of this rite of passage,

Lowenstein had washed his hands of Free-

dom Summer, leaving his student recruits

stunned and hurt for having believed so

deeply in Lowenstein's theme that one

person makes a difference. At the Democ-
ratic National Convention in Atlantic

City, their pied piper cemented his image

as an establishment sell-out by breaking

with the Mississippi Freedom Democratic

party on an integrated delega-

tion and trying to discredit

SNCC. "It's definitely con-

trol," Chafe says of Lowen-

stein's actions, "but it's also

obsessive anti-communism,

which is in some ways from

an earlier generation.... Most
of the people he was working

with, young students born in

1940, didn't have this same

point of reference."

Small wonder that these

= same youths moved hard to

| the left to end the Vietnam

| War, and that Lowenstein re-

g fused to follow. He may have

i been their hero for succeeding

| in 1967 in dumping LBJ

J- against all odds ("I've never

| had any questions about [Al's]

jj
political judgment in the past,"

S a young Barney Frank said of

| him, "[but] I think he's crazy.

| The idea of upsetting a sitting

| president with the power of

'Lyndon Johnson.... Crazy.")

But he could only bend so far.

And, after all, Al Lowenstein wouldn't

concede control. Elected in 1968 to Con-
gress from Long Island's Fifth District as

an antiwar candidate, Lowenstein warmly

greeted leftist proposals for a nonviolent

march on Washington. But it was typical

Lowenstein all the way. "What you really

need to do," Chafe relates Lowenstein

telling Sam Brown and David Hawk, "is

[have] a march from Arlington Cemetery

to the Washington Memorial on the

Fourth of July, led by an honor guard and

people with [American] flags." Uh, no

thanks, Al, said the leftists to whom SDS
and the Weathermen were not nearly so

repugnant. Lowenstein was so angry at the

organizers' independence, Chafe reports,

he tried to red-bait the event with his fel-

low congressmen before coming on board

for it at the last minute (the November '69

march also drew 800 Duke students). More
evidence, says Chafe, who attended the

rally, of Lowenstein's rule of thumb: "If

you're not all for me, you're not to be
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trusted." Evidence also of Lowenstein's

ambiguities: defending draft resisters, then

denying he hacked draft dodgers.

The New Left's distrust of Lowenstein

accordingly turned ugly. "A professional,

CIA-oriented politician," Tom Hayden
acerbically labeled him. Added Sam Brown:

"The left really grew to dislike Allard

intensely He became a sort of nemesis."

And so Lowenstein's political star began

to fade. At the same time, the early Seven-

ties, Chafe's academic star was on the rise.

A young husband and father just starting his

long tenure with Duke (where he is today

the history department chairman

and holds the Alice Mary Bald-

win chair), Chafe would eventu-

ally write eight books, including

Civilities and Civil Rights, the his-

tory of the Greensboro sit-ins,

and four works about women's

struggle for equality (including

The Road to Equality: American

Women Since the 1960s, to be

published next fall). With all this

material about the radical trans-

formation of society, it's not sur-

prising in Never Stop Running to

find Chafe occasionally losing

patience with his subject's intol-

erance for the New Left. In fact,

Chafe writes that Lowenstein

"distorted much of what the New
Left was actually about... organiz-

ing people to transform their soci-

ety and create a new government

and economy."

In an interview, however,

Chafe is squarely back on the

other side of the liberal/radical

divide, stating: "I certainly would

not characterize myself as a New
Left person. . . . I've always been a

liberal, I've always worked from

the inside; I've never been able

to get myself to work from the

outside." He could have been

with those radicals of the Colum-
bia occupation, Chafe says: "But

I wasn't. I grew up on the [other]

side of that fault line of that gen-

eration split."

Despite such explanations,

Never Stop Running has prompt-

ed criticism for fence-straddling.

Historian John Judis chides Chafe

for his "rose-colored view of the New
Left." Duke's Bruce Payne, who calls the

book overall "enormously impressive," says,

"Bill writes a book about the failure of lib-

eralism to confront the problems of Amer-
ica as if there were some doctrine or set of

hopes or ideals that might do it better."

And UNC-Greensboro historian John
D'Emilio, whose jacket blurb calls the book

"important and compelling," says in an in-

Lowenstein suffered

repeated defeats in

congressional campaigns,

where his political deci-

sions seemed calculated

to ensure his defeat.

Gene

;

supporting the peace candidate was part of his "Dump LBJ'

while running for Congress

terview: "Bill is tremendously sympathetic

to Lowenstein. But I would say [Chafe]

doesn't exhibit much faith in the ability of

Lowenstein's politics to succeed."

D'Emilio adds: "I think Bill believes that

ultimately Lowenstein was caught by his

allegiance to a system that is too inflexible

to make the changes that were demanded of

it. And yet there is that sympathy. In a way
he's kind of positioning himself agnostical-

ly between the radical and liberal camps."

Whatever the conclusion on Chafe, his

subject's place in history as the liberal

champion of post-war America is clear.

Wherever injustice was being addressed,

Lowenstein was there. Though an avowed
supporter of antiwar candidate Eugene

McCarthy, he worked behind the scenes to

persuade Bobby Kennedy to run as a more
compelling alternative. Long before the

issue was fashionable, he traveled to South

Africa to focus U.S. attention on the hor-

rors of apartheid. And he risked personal

exposure by working against the Briggs

amendment, which would have re-

quired California school officials

to report on gay schoolteachers.

Yet at the same time he suf-

fered repeated defeats in con-

gressional campaigns, where his

political decisions seemed calcu-

lated to ensure his defeat. Per-

haps that's why Lowenstein's

legacy remains a query instead of

a statement.

"Just exactly who and what

Allard Lowenstein really wanted

to be is an unanswerable ques-

tion," draft activist David Harris

once wrote. "Like all historical

creatures who are nine parts pres-

ence and only one part position,

Lowenstein will probably be ap-

praised, finally, as much by his

reflection in those he touched as

by his individual achievements."

And the numbers he emo-
tionally touched were legion.

Lowenstein's argument that the

_ privileged younger generation

| can awaken and make a differ-

ence echoes throughout, from

2 Lowenstein's 1950s speeches to

£ those of JFK and RFK and the

1 Port Huron Statement that estab-

lished SDS. Three decades later

1 Chafe believes it still.

| "I definitely feel sad if people

| don't feel that way anymore," the

^Duke professor says. "I still feel

| that way, and I still talk about

Ithe ability for people to make

| their own history when I teach,
7
because the people I write about,

whether it be the sit-in students

in Greensboro or women in a

consciousness-raising group or people who
join an antiwar movement, are all people

who have decided they could help make
history, and they have succeeded."

Oleck is a free-lance

City.

r living in New York
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Now enjoy brilliant college lectures
in your home or car

With audio and video recordings by SuperStar Teachers®
professors most admired by America's students.

The Teaching Company is searching

America's leading colleges and
universities for SuperStar Teachers®

— professors whose lecture courses are rated

highest by the students themselves in

independent course evaluation guidebooks
— and recording their lectures for a wider
audience.

Top-rated professors thus identified are

being brought to Washington, DC, where
their famous lecture courses are delivered

before rapt audiences and recorded in audio

and video for the enjoyment of present and
future generations everywhere.

Each taped lecture series is a condensed
eight-lecture version of the professor's one-

semester course in the subject.

Audience reactions at the taping sessions

have been ecstatic. Written evaluations

included comments like, "I didn't want it to

end!" and "Had me on the edge of my seat!"

Here are some of the many courses now
available for enjoyment in your living room
or car, while exercising, commuting or just

taking the time to learn more about yourself

and the world around you.

Cosmic Questions:
Astronomy from Quark to Quasar.

Robert P. Kirshner, Ph.D., ProfessorofAstronomy,
Chairman oftheAstronomy Department, Harvard
University. At the cutting edge of current explora-

tion of the origins, age and future of the universe,

Dr. Kirshner's lectures take you on a mind-alter-
ing journey from the subatomic to the cosmic in

search of modern answers to some of our most
ancient questions.

Course No. SC-B145. Audio or Video.

The Old Testament: An Introduction
Robert Oden, Ph.D., Headmaster, Hotchkiss
School; formerly Professor and Chair, Depart-
ment of Religion, Dartmouth College. Whether
treated as theology, literature or history, the Old
Testament has influenced the life of virtually ev-

ery Westerner, no matter what their faith. Dr.

Oden skillfully guides you through biblical his-

tory from the Garden of Eden to the Exile to the
mystery of the Dead Sea Scrolls.

Course No. RP-B333. Audio or Video.

The New Testament: An Introduction
ElizabethMcNamer, Ph.D., RockyMountain Col-
lege. This remarkably accessible course offers an
extraordinary opportunity to understand the his-

torical and social forces of theology. You'll learn

about the world in which Jesus lived and preached,
of Paul and his journeys, and the writings of Mark,
Matthew, Luke and John. Dr. McNamer's exhila-

rating lectures are just as gripping for thosewhose
interest is intellectual as for those for whom it is

a subject of faith.

Course No. RP-B316. Audio or Video.

The Life of the Mind:
An Introduction to Psychology.

Richard Gerrig, Ph.D., Associate ProfessorofPsy-
chology, Yale University. One of Yale's most dy-
namic and popular teachers uses enthusiasm, wit,

and provocative examples to teach you how psy-

chology governs the way we live and how the
mechanisms of the human brain help shape that

psychology. "The man is incredible. " -Yale Uni-
versity Student Evaluations.

Course No. RP-B639. Audio or Video.

Heroes, Heroines
and the Wisdom of Myth.

S. Georgia Nugent, Ph.D., Princeton University.

With a scaring wit and warm vitality, this profes-

sor gives you a startling and unique new under-
standing ofmyth plus a reawakened interest in the

legends that haunt our dreams. You'll examine
the invention of sexuality, learn how different

myths addressed the notions ofwomanhood. "Her
lectures were masterpieces..." - Brown student
evaluations.

Course No. RP-B640. Audio or Video.

The Origin of the Modern Mind.
Alan Charles Kors, Ph.D., Professor of History,

University ofPennsylvania. Foundations laid by
great 17th Century thinkers: Bacon, Locke,
Descartes, Newton, and Pascal. "Makes history

come alive!" - student evaluation guidebook.
Course No. AI-B453. Audio or Video.

A Modern Look
at Ancient Greek Civilization.

Andrew Szegedy-Maszak, Ph.D., ProfessorofClas-
sics, Wesleuan University. An encompassing view
of the art, history, and literature of the astonish-

ing ancient civilization that has had such a pro-
found effect on the development of the entire

Western world. Student consensus in campus
courses guidebook: "Superlatives, superlatives,

superlatives!"
Course No. AI-B421. Audio or Video.

Must History Repeat
the Great Conflicts of This Century?

Joseph S. Nye, Jr., Ph.D., Dillon Professor ofInter-
national Affairs, Harvard University. What are

the real origins of 20th century wars, and what
role shouldAmerica play now? Dr. Nye's brilliance

earned him "a rating which sets him near the
pinnacle of^ the professorial world" in Harvard

"ide:

To order, mail coupon below or call

1-800-832-2412
Ask for Operator 619.

or fax: 703-912-7756

Comedy, Tragedy, History:
The Live Drama and Vital Truth

of William Shakespeare.
Peter Saccio, Ph.D., Willard Professor of Drama
andOratory, Dartmouth College. An accomplished
actor as well as teacher, Dr. Saccio has the rare

ability to act out Shakespeare's lines with power
and authority, and then to probe beneath the daz-

zling brilliance for meanings hidden to us by three

centuries of changes in language and customs.
Course No. LI-B263. Audio or Video.

Power Over People:
Classic and Modern Political Theory.

Dennis Dalton, Ph.D., Professor ofPolitical Sci-

ence, Barnard College/Columbia University. The
impact on theworld of Plato, Aristotle, Machiavelli,

Rousseau, Marx, Freud, Hitler, Gandhi. The Co-
lumbia-Barnard Course Guide said about Profes-

sor Dalton's lectures: "It's a good idea to arrive

God and Mankind: Comparative Religions.
Robert Oden, Ph.D., Headmaster, Hotchkiss
School; formerly Professor and Chair, Depart-
ment ofReligion, Dartmouth College. When Dr.

Oden taught this subject at Dartmouth, his course
was invariably held at 8 am in the dead of the New
Hampshire winter - and was always full!

Course No. RP-B616. Audio or Video.

Is Anyone Really Normal?
Perspectives on Abnormal Psychology.

Drew Westen, Ph.D., Department ofPsychiatry,
Harvard Medical School; recipient of University
ofMichigan 's Golden Apple Teaching Award. In

these fast-paced lectures, Dr. Westen explains,

contrasts and integrates the contributions of

Freudian analysis and cognitive/behavioral psy-

chology in light of their most rigorous test:

dhe
"

Philosophy and Human Values.
Rick Roderick, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy,
National University. A radical critique by a chal-

lenging lecturer. Explore the human condition
througn the works and lives of Socrates, August-
ine, Kant, Hegel, Mill, Marx, Nietzsche and Freud.

"It will change your life." - Duke Univ. Teacher/
Course Evaluation Book.

Course No. AI-B469. Audio or Video.
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handsome storage cases.
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A CHALLENGE
OF OLYMPIC
PROPORTIONS

BY PHIL HIRSCHKORN

BILL CAMPBELL:

LEADING THE NEW SOUTH

In his inaugural speech, Atlanta's new mayor quoted

poet Langston Hughes: "Hold fast to dreams." With-

in a week, the warm euphoria gave way to the cold

reality of broken water mains, rising crime rates, and

the heavy responsibility of the impending Sum-
mer Games.

The burning cross isn't even among
the most haunting memories for

William C. Campbell J.D. 77, the

mayor of Atlanta. It certainly

wasn't his choice at the age of seven, in

1960, to integrate the Raleigh, North Caro-

lina, school system. Not by himself. One by

one, close to two dozen of his peers' parents

decided they did not want to send their

children into such uncharted territory.

But Bill Campbell's parents—Ralph, a

post office mechanic who was president of

the NAACP Raleigh chapter, and June, a

secretary at a local college—persevered.

"We wanted the best education for our chil-

dren," his mother says. "It wasn't just a mat-

ter of us wanting him to go to white schools."

That fall, the Campbells had wanted

their three eldest children to attend the

then all-white Murphey Elementary School

just a couple of miles from their home.
The Raleigh school board approved the ap-

plication for Bill to enter the second grade,

but denied his older sister, Mildred, and

older brother, Ralph Jr., entry to the eighth

and ninth grades, respectively. A caravan

of cars filled with friends and supporters

escorted Bill Campbell and his parents on
the morning of September 6, 1960. Crowds

lined up for blocks waiting for them to arrive.

The Campbells, each clutching one of

Bill's hands, walked him from the curbside

past the police and the hostile onlookers to

his classroom. His mother recalls, "There

was one little girl in particular—her name
was Debbie—just hollering and screaming,

'I'm not going to school with this nigger!

I'm not going to school with this nigger!'
"

Bill Campbell was the only one of 410

students at Murphey that year who was not

white. Most of the other parents signed a

petition to have him removed. But he

stayed that lonely year, plus four more.

"After Bill had enrolled, things would

happen on a weekly basis," his older brother,

Ralph Jr., recalls. "Once, a local funeral

Campbell's gi-oup:

at campaign head-

quarters, candidate Bill,

center, and family,

from left, Christina,

Sharon Tapscott

Campbell, and Billy
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home was dispatched to pick up my
father's body. Of course, he had not died.

But that was kind of a signal."

Bomb threats were another. "I remem-
ber vividly picking up the telephone and

the person on the other end said, 'At 10

p.m., that goddamn house is gonna blow

up,' " Ralph recalls. On those occasions,

the family took refuge at June Campbell's

mother's house, just around the corner.

Though bomb threats were never carried

out, the incendiary harassment hardly let

up. One white woman who frequently called

said she never ate chocolate ice cream,

because it reminded her of black people.

Once rat poison was sent to the house

with Ralph Sr.'s name on the bottle. And
once a wooden cross was torched on the

Campbells' front yard. "It was part of the

routine," says Campbell today. "Burning

crosses in those days was a fairly common
occurrence by the Klan."

Thirty-three years after those tough days,

during his campaign to become mayor of

Atlanta, Campbell told audiences, "You
have to appreciate the irony of a child

from North Carolina who glanced out his

window to see the flames of hatred, and
now that same person may glance out and
preside over the flames of the Olympics."

Playing host for the centennial summer
Olympic Games in 1996 has placed At-

lanta on the map of public consciousness

as never before. More than anything else,

the task and its outcome are inextricably

linked with the political fate of Bill Camp-
bell, now forty, and the fifty-seventh

mayor of what's widely regarded as the

capital of the New South.

There is still much promise in Atlanta,

but many problems, too, as Campbell him-

self remarked the night he took office. The
capital of the fastest growing state in the

east, Atlanta has become U-Haul's top

destination for one-way truck drop-offs.

But less than 20 percent of the population

actually lives within city limits. Three-

quarters of the Fortune 500 companies have

offices there, and a Harris poll of interna-

tional executives last year named Atlanta

the best place to locate a new business. But

most of the new jobs—and residents—are

in the suburbs.

Despite Atlanta's boomtown mood, one-

third of city households have incomes

under $15,000 a year, and 13 percent live

in public housing. Based on the most

recent FBI statistics, Atlanta is second

worst in crimes reported (behind Miami)

among cities their size. Finally, Candidate

Campbell pledged to run government

without raising taxes, but Mayor Campbell

soon learned city finances were in worse

shape than he realized.

Before coming to Atlanta, Campbell lived

in Nashville, where he attended Vanderbilt

University on a full-tuition scholarship.

He blazed through a triple major—politi-

cal science, history, and sociology—and

after just three years graduated summa cum
laude in 1974- From there, it was back to

North Carolina—Durham this time—for

law school, also on a full-tuition scholarship.

"My three years at Duke were great years

for me, in terms of intellectual develop-

ment, but more in terms of life," Campbell

says. "The campus was great, law school

was productive, and I made many friends

that have been very lasting."

The most lasting relationship has been

with the former Sharon Tapscott '78 of

Washington, D.C., then an undergraduate

transfer student. She was a junior art history

and education major when Campbell spot-

ted her reading a book in the law library

her first day on campus. For him, it was

love at first sight, a confession he would

make to her even before their first kiss.

That kiss didn't happen for a year-and-

a-half. Although they had been friendly
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during Campbell's final year of law school,

the romance didn't begin until a mutual

friend brought them together one night in

the spring of 1978, when Campbell was

visiting his family in North Carolina.

"I think we are very well-suited for each

other, and we could be very happy and

have a life together," Sharon recalls Camp-
bell saying. "When we kissed, I thought,

'this is the one,' " she says. "I didn't know
his history, I just knew Bill." Five dates

later, they were engaged. The marriage

came in August, just three months after

Sharon had her diploma.

Atlanta was where the couple made
their home. Campbell was drawn to the

city to work as a litigator for one of the

city's most influential corporate firms, Kil-

patrick and Cody. Two years

later came a stint at the U.S.

Attorney's office as a prosecutor

before he launched his political

career. He ran for city council in

1981 and won, then was re-

elected twice, earning a reputa-

tion as a strong neighborhood

preservationist and an advocate

of better ethics in government.

Though a city council mem-
ber for twelve years, Campbell

was unknown to most Atlantans

outside his district when he an-

nounced for mayor last spring.

Polls put his name recognition at

30 percent. That started to change

after 10,000 of his Warhol-esque,

red and white Campbell-labeled

signs sprouted up on front lawns

all over town. When Campbell's

Soup protested the take-off on
its trademark logo, the campaign

quietly altered the distinctive script to bold

lettering on future signs.

If they didn't see his signs, city dwellers

likely saw his face, in person. "Each morn-

ing, we would go out in the middle of the

intersection and walk among the cars as

they were stopped at lights and knock on
the car windows and give them our litera-

ture and shake hands," Campbell says.

"People were astounded. We also did that

in the evenings at 5:30 and six o'clock."

The candidate's energy carried over into

the fund-raising drive chaired by longtime

friend and law partner Steve Labovitz. The
campaign raised a city record $1.5 million,

more than double the closest rival. By sum-

mer's end, Campbell was the frontrunner,

though more Atlantans had their minds on
the Braves pennant race than on the mayoral

race. On November's election day, Campbell

impressively came within a thousand votes

of winning an outright majority in a field with

three other significant candidates. The run-

off three weeks later was a landslide, with

Campbell capturing 73 percent of the vote.

Candidate Campbell

pledged to run

government without

raising taxes, but

Mayor Campbell soon

learned city finances

were in worse shape than

he realized.

Inauguration night, 1994:

trucks are banned from driving over them.

The other half of the bond money is ear-

marked for improving stormwater drainage

facilities, plus erosion and flood control.

The Atlanta Chamber of Commerce strong-

ly backs the measure. "As safe as I want to

be to walk down a street, I also want to

know if I drive down it the bridge won't

collapse," says chamber marketing director

Bill Crane. "I want to know if I am consid-

ering relocating my business here that I

don't have to be concerned about not

being able to have adequate water pressure

to flush my commode."
Atlanta plans to spend the bond money

in three years and pay off the debt over

thirty. In July, the referendum goes before

city voters, who want to be reassured a "yes"

vote won't result in higher prop-

erty taxes. "Right now, we're ask-

ing people to accept on faith,"

says Campbell. "I think if we
were putting this bond referen-

dum before the people a year

from now, we would not have

any problem getting it passed,

because people would see the

commitment we have to paring

down government and improving

the quality of service delivery."

Streamlining government is al-

ready under way. In order to sub-

mit a balanced budget this year,

as the city charter requires, the

Campbell administration had to

ctrim $37 million in planned

1 spending to cover an unexpect-

ed budget shortfall inherited

% from the previous administration.

"Nearly 300 recent hires, tempo-

rary workers, and vacant posi-

tions were eliminated. "One of the diffi-

cult things Campbell was faced with is

that he was supported heavily by labor,"

says Steve Labovitz, now the mayor's chief

of staff. "But by the same token, when you

look at the budget, 70 percent of Atlanta's

budget is labor-related. So in order to cut,

there's unfortunately going to be some

labor costs."

The administration weathered strike

threats by public employees' unions, and

its $374-million blueprint went into effect.

With crime as the mayor's number-one

campaign issue, the police department was

one of the very few in the city that

escaped the budget axe. Campbell is now
banking on the "community policing" con-

cept to make streets safer. This means

fewer cops behind desks and more walking

beat patrols. Following cities such as Port-

land, Seattle, Kansas City, and Detroit,

Atlanta is pushing for more crime preven-

tion by getting police closer to the people

they're supposed to protect. If not on their

feet, more officers will make their rounds

"Hold fast to dreams," he begged support-

ers at his January inaugural gala. Quoting

the poet Langston Hughes in a rhetorical

highlight, Campbell said, "For if dreams die,

life is a broken-winged bird that cannot fly."

Two weeks later he was begging At-

lantans not to shower. The warm euphoria

of inauguration gave way to a winter

freeze, which contributed to multiple

water main breaks. Millions of gallons

spilled from a pipe system originally built

in the 1920s. With the link to the city's

main reservoir severed, the new mayor

declared mandatory restrictions on water

usage, deeming drinking and cooking the

only "essential" uses he felt should be

allowed. Within three days, Campbell's

first crisis ended, but it had symbolized the

infrastructure emergency that would domi-

nate his first year in office.

The centerpiece of the Campbell agen-

da became a proposed $149-million bond
referendum. Half of that sum is designated

for repairing city streets, bridges, and

viaducts. Some are so unstable, buses and
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on horses and bicycles, or be stationed in

new mini-precincts opened in the heart of

residential areas, sometimes right inside

public housing projects.

Acts of random violence, especially

black-on-black attacks, plague Campbell's

city, whose population is two-thirds black.

The mayor is prone to respond to these

atrocities personally, as he told a group of

city employees during a Black History

Month presentation: "I got a call that a

fifty-year-old female bus driver had been

brutally assaulted, raped, and shot while

simply sitting at the end of her run. And I

went by Grady Hospital so I could some-

how comfort her. We sat and we prayed

together, and I'll tell you that if you want

to get a sense of how senseless the violence

is, sit in an emergency room with a fifty-

year-old mother, holding her hand while a

bullet is lodged in her neck, while the

tears flow from her eyes, while the blood

covers her. I don't know if I've ever been

more moved. Ever. It simply illustrates

how far we've fallen and how fast, and

how vast a job it is for us to move back."

The woman has recovered from her

injuries and is back on the job, while a sus-

pect was apprehended in the attack.

As Campbell moves forward on the prob-

lems of crime and infrastructure, he does

so under a shadow of the Olympic games.

The challenge of playing host has the city

charged with mixed emotions of excite-

ment and fear. "The risk with anything

this large, like the Superbowl or the

Democratic Convention, is if we screw

up," says Bill Crane of the chamber of

commerce. And screwing up means, once

again, saddling the city with debt. Manag-

ing the games is officially the job of the

Atlanta Committee for the Olympic

Games (ACOG), an independent body set

on raising $1.6 billion—all in private

sponsorships and ticket sales—to cover

costs. A third of the money is for construc-

tion and renovation of venues, which
Atlanta can use afterwards.

"I am an unabashed supporter of the

Olympics," says Campbell. "Not only will it

put Atlanta on the world stage, but it will

bring jobs and economic development."

How large and lasting that economic

boost will be are the primary questions under

debate: How much low-income housing

will be bulldozed to build the new Olympic

stadium? How many companies will really

open offices—and remain after '96?

Some corporate philanthropy surround-

ing the Olympics is raising eyebrows. For

example, a proposed Centennial Olympic

Park would transform a seventy-two-acre

blighted area of downtown into a lavish

park, complete with water fountains and

pavilions. The price tag is $100 million

(two-thirds the size of the big bond refer-

; Raleigh's Murphey School , I9b0: young Bill holds his mother June's hand, top

'I WOULDN'T DO IT AGAIN'

Terry Sanford was con-

scious of how people

might view his actions

ten or twenty years down the

road. During his successful

1960 campaign to become
North Carolina's governor,

Sanford was clearly the candi-

date for school desegregation.

But he never quite expressed it

that way.

"It was very much there.

But I wasn't dumb enough
politically to go out there and
use words like 'integration' and
'segregation.' I stuck behind

the idea that we would follow

the Supreme Court," Sanford

says. Starting with the Brown
decision in 1954, the court had
directed states to end the era of

"separate but equal" schools.

"I never veered one millime-

ter from the Supreme Court

decision that we would inte-

grate the schools," Sanford says.

Indeed, once in office, he regu-

larly admonished Carolinians

that they needed to display

massive intelligence rather than

massive resistance on the issue.

And he led by example. San-

ford says after Bill Campbell
broke the color barrier in

Raleigh's school system, there

was no question the Sanfords

would send their kids to Mur-
phey Elementary School, too.

"It would have been an obvi-

ous slap in the face ifwe
hadn't, since that school was
the closest school to the gover-

nor's mansion," he says.

Indeed, Murphey was less than

two blocks away.

"It took an awful lot of

courage for Governor Sanford

to make that bold decision,"

says Ralph Campbell Jr., Bill's

older brother. "I felt supported,

and I have nothing but praise

for Governor Sanford," says

their mother, June.

But the pain of the experi-

ence lingers for both June and

Bill Campbell. "They said so

many nasty things. The longer I

took Bill, the more scared I got.

I really didn't know it was going

to be so hostile," June Campbell

says. "All of it was so devastat-

ing, I wouldn't do it again."

Nor would Bill Campbell.

"It was a sacrifice," he says. "I

now have a ten-year-old, and
when he was seven, I would
glance down at him and think

whether or not I could send

my son into a mob, into a situ-

ation where his safety could

not be guaranteed, where he
would be spat upon, beaten,

and humiliated, and segregated

every day. And I could not do
it, would not do it, would not

think about doing it.

"

Doing it alone was the

toughest part for Campbell in

1960. His second-grade teacher

insulated him from the hatred

and made Campbell's class-

mates understand he was to be

treated no differently from any
other student. But she couldn't

protect him all the time—not

from the older kids in the hall-

ways, the back of the audito-

rium, or the playground. These
were his scariest moments.

"In almost every situation,

there was a number of chil-

dren, the Little Rock Nine,

for instance," Campbell says.

"Very rarely was it simply

one person."

The Murphey School closed

in 1973. But before Raleigh's

wrecking ball could strike,

then-city councilman Ralph

Campbell Jr. intervened. His

efforts helped preserve the

historic building and convert it

into fifty units of elderly hous-

ing. A plaque outside now
commemorates the site's civil

rights history.

Assessing the Campbell fam-

ily's actions of September

1960, Terry Sanford says, "It

made it easier for everybody

who thought that was the way
we ought to go."

Seventeen years later, San-

ford, then Duke's president,

signed Bill Campbell's law

school diploma.

"He doesn't know this, but

he was always one ofmy
heroes," says Sanford, now a

professor at the Terry Sanford

Institute of Public Policy at

Duke. "Probably nothing in

his life was tougher or took

more courage than walking

into Murphey school."
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endum), but all in private funds. "If the

business community has that much money
to be able to put into that park, then the

city has to wonder, 'hey, you've got to help

us fix up the areas for neighborhoods,'
"

says chief of staff Labovitz.

Help from the city's surrounding coun-

ties that comprise the Atlanta metro-area

is another one of Campbell's biggest hur-

dles. While business is booming metro-

wide, the city itself is lagging. Last year, of

the estimated 85,000 jobs created in the

metro area, only 5,000 were in the city,

according to Georgia State University

economist Donald Ratajczak. An adviser

to Campbell, Ratajczak believes the city

has lost its lead to the blossoming "Edge"

cities around Atlanta, in counties like

Cobb, Gwinnett, and Clayton.

"One of the reasons the city is not com-

petitive is it's taking on too large a burden

as the industrial developer for the metro

area," Ratajczak says. Whether it's the air-

port, baseball's Braves, or the mounting

infrastructure projects, the city foots the

bill. Those city-maintained assets are mag-

nets for companies like Hewlett-Packard,

UPS, and Holiday Inn, which relocated

their headquarters to Atlanta. But those

three recent arrivals, like so many others,

Campbell is now banking

on the "community
policing" concept to

make streets safer. This

means fewer cops behind

desks and more walking

beat patrols.

have set up shop in the suburbs. "There

are a heck of a lot of people who are bene-

fiting from the largess of the city, and they

don't even view it that way," says Ratajczak.

"Even the darn county [Fulton], which has

the city as half its people, is reluctant to

help the city. That's a problem."

It's a problem Campbell is eager to over-

come. Governing Atlanta effectively

means not only bridging the gap between

black and white or rich and poor, but also

between the city and its suburbs. Annexa-
tion is not in the cards—the city hasn't

really grown in square mileage since

1952—so cooperation is the key. "I think

what's happened in the past is that there's

been a real antipathy toward Atlanta from

the surrounding counties and jurisdic-

tions," says Campbell. "I'm simply trying

to get them to see as Atlanta prospers,

they prosper as well."

So this mayor has traveled to the state's

rural areas, initiated regular meetings

between his staff and county commission-

ers, and beefed up liaisons with the state

legislature. It's all part of his philosophy of

inclusiveness. Campbell says, "As long as

you include people in the decision making,

you strengthen your own hand."

The ability to bring disparate parties

together and broker deals is the essence of

politics and governing. And these are

skills Campbell's friends say he has in

abundance. Mary Rose Taylor, a promi-

nent civic activist who co-chaired his

campaign, says, "Compromise is the only

way that allows us to move ahead peace-

fully, where we can minimize our differ-

ences and maximize the things we share in

common. And I think Bill is the leader

that can achieve that goal."

Taylor, who continues to serve as an

adviser to the mayor, is one of several
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F.O.B.'s (Friends of Bill) among his inner

circle. Topping the list is Labovitz, his

chief of staff. The men owe their connec-

tion to Labovitz's wife, the former Sheri

Silverman J.D. 76, who knew Campbell

when they were both students at Duke Law
School. She became reacquainted with

Campbell's familiar face at an Atlanta

Hawks game sixteen years ago. The chance

run-in has blossomed into the closest of

friendships, for both couples.

No longer a classroom teacher, Sharon

Campbell now works full-time as an ad-

ministrator for the Atlanta public schools.

For the past eight years, she has overseen

the Adopt-a-Student program, a kind of

big-brother project for problem students.

In monthly workshops, volunteers from

Atlanta's business world serve as mentors to

students with bad grades, counseling them
one-on-one. Sharon Campbell also runs the

International Student Exchange, which

sends one standout student from each of

the city's thirteen high schools overseas for

part of the academic year to countries as

varied as England, Israel, and Korea.

"Sharon is very much a woman who is

totally self-defined," says friend Mary Rose

Taylor. "She knows what her priorities are:

Her children and family come first, and

then her career, and being wife of the

mayor is third."

Sharon Campbell doesn't dispute that

list. Caring for son Billy, ten, and daughter

Christina, four, is the "joy" of her life. But

the mayor does not diminish her political

impact. "I could not have accomplished

anything I've accomplished without her

right by my side," Campbell says.

Indeed, for Campbell family and poli-

tics have always been intertwined, going

back to his days as a boy in Raleigh, when
picketing was a regular afternoon activi-

ty—for equal access to lunch counters,

hotels, and public swimming schools.

Even when Campbell was only four or five

years old, his father took him to smoke-

filled rooms where grass-roots activists

pored over precinct maps. And by the

time he was seven, Bill Campbell himself

was a veteran of the civil rights struggle,

and schools in North Carolina's capital

were never the same.

All of Ralph and June Campbell's chil-

dren are now involved in government.

Bill's older sister Mildred and his younger

brother Eddie both work for the North

Carolina state government. And Bill's

older brother Ralph Jr. is a groundbreaker

himself—the first black person elected to a

statewide office (besides a judgeship) in

North Carolina history. After serving on
the Raleigh city council in the 1980s, he

won the job of state auditor, the state's

chief accountant, in 1992.

"I wish their daddy could be here," says

June Campbell, at sixty-eight, now retired.

Ralph Sr. died of a heart attack eleven

years ago.

"He was a person not afraid to devise a

plan and then implement it himself

—

putting up yard signs, knocking on doors,"

Bill Campbell says of his father, his politi-

cal hero. "I took a lot of my style from

him. He had all the tools."

Now Campbell has the levers of govern-

ment at his fingertips in a job that, by his

own account, has no off time. The only

time he isn't mayor of Atlanta is when he

is asleep, and even then people call and

wake him up with the problems of the city.

Yet he takes it all in stride. "It's consum-

ing. But it's what I wanted, it's what I

have, and I am on top of the world." I

Hirschkom '89 is a national assignment editor for

CNN in Atlanta.
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WORD PLAY:

TALK'S NOT CHEAP

It's a verbal minefield out there, and unless you're sure

where your audience stands, you'd be wise to choose

your words carefully. This is particularly true on college

campuses, where speech-code proponents and First

Amendment purists talk heatedly about talking.

I

Midway through Sally Potter's

film adaptation of Virginia

Woolfs novel Orlando, the

protagonist suddenly awak-

ens to discover that he has become a she.

As a male, Orlando had free rein to roam
the grounds of his vast estate, but as a

woman, she discovers her liberties severely

restricted.

One afternoon, Orlando finds herself

dressed in yards of blue silk and lace, crim-

son hair upswept, her fair complexion

reflecting a protected life. Seated in a par-

lor, she waits to be invited to join a tea-

party circle of distinguished male writers.

Thus summoned, she barely has time to

settle in her chair before they begin dis-

cussing the female sex.

In voices dripping with sarcastic disap-

pointment, smiling all the while, they lament

the simple-minded, money-grabbing ways of

women, stealing glances to gauge Orlando's

reaction. Finally, when she can take no more,

she protests in a determined tone that such

reasoning is both unfair and untrue.

Smirking, one replies, "Don't be offend-

ed, my dear. Conversation is where ideas

are tested."

Conversation in today's society is still a

place to launch provocative intellectual

exchange. But as in Orlando's day, it is

also used as a tool to pretty up ugly

notions. Whether in the workplace or in

casual conversation, talk can get you in

trouble. Dare you tell that risque joke at

your next dinner party, lest it be viewed as

a sexist swipe? Should you reveal your mis-

givings about congressional redistricting,

and risk being called a racist? Will an off-

hand comment about your co-worker's

ethnic customs brand you a jingoist jerk?

It's a verbal minefield out there. Unless

you're sure of the political, social, and moral

beliefs of your audience—or your name is

Rush Limbaugh or Khalid Muhammad and

you intend to offend—you'd be wise to

choose your words carefully. This is particu-

larly true if you are running for public office

or live near a college campus, where

speech-code proponents and First Amend-
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ment purists talk heatedly about talking.

"This issue has teally divided people,

and it's divided the ACLU in a way that

it's never been divided before," says dean

of student development Sue Wasiolek 76,

M.H.A. '78, LL.M. '93. "In the past, the

'pure' liberals always promoted free speech,

and suddenly you're seeing a reversal of

that. Now you have liberals saying, 'Free

speech is fine as long as it doesn't offend

anyone, as long as it's not insulting or

oppressive because then we have to step in

and do something about it.' Conservatives

fought against freedom of speech in the

past in that they didn't want certain groups

to have the right to speak. Now, they've

become the purists."

Blame it on the political correctness

movement gone haywire (if you question a

course that teaches African-American les-

bian writers, you must be racist, sexist,

homophobic, and so forth). Or on the ris-

ing factionalization of American society,

with a diverse mix of minority voices lay-

ing claim to representation. And don't for-

get the gender maelstrom started by the

Anita Hill-Clarence Thomas hearings.

While policies restricting offensive speech

and behaviors vary in the public and private

spheres of the workplace, universities have

found themselves thrust into the commo-
tion like never before. And the stakes are

high. Professional reputations and tenure

decisions can be marred by mere whispers

of bigotry. Courses are criticized because of

books on the syllabus or authors not repre-

sented. Free speech can degenerate into hate

speech—most recently at Howard Universi-

ty, with episodes of anti-Semitic agitation.

To counter this disturbing trend toward

contentiousness, many institutions find

themselves grappling with tangled debates

over the First and Fourteenth Amendments;
the merits, drawbacks, and effectiveness of

speech codes; and the shared responsibilities

of all members within a particular academic

community. But no one has easy answers.

"Language is used as a weapon now much
more than it ever was," says James B. Duke
Professor of Psychology John Staddon, a

member of the faculty for twenty-seven

years and editor of the Faculty Newsletter.

"This linguistic power play puts you at a

disadvantage because you are not allowed

to say what's on your mind."

As example of this, Staddon points to

the use of the phrase "code word." "Suppose

I say I'm for individual freedom. Someone
can say, 'Oh, that's a code word for racism.'

But suppose I really mean I'm for individual

freedom? What do I do? It's a way of render-

ing your opponent impotent and I despise it

and think it's an evil, evil thing."

Rather than encourage open and honest

debate, says Staddon, such loaded jargon

creates barriers and puts people on the

defensive. In the Faculty Newsletter, which

Staddon has edited for three years, editorials

and letters-to-the-editor from faculty mem-
bers (and occasionally an administrator)

express a range of political and social opin-

ions. Staddon says he publishes everything

that's submitted, even when the author, for

whatever reason, requests anonymity.

"There are bad reasons to run anonymous

submissions. You don't want to shoot from

Conversation is

a place to launch

provocative

intellectual exchange.

It's also used as

a tool to pretty up

ugly notions.

ambush where you say something mean and

the person doesn't know who you are. And I

would never do that. On the other hand,

there are times you want to put certain ideas

forth to be discussed, but you don't necessar-

ily want to be identified with the topic."

Printing controversial or even unpopu-

lar views, says Staddon, should be a start-

ing point for frank analysis, not an end-

point for someone with an axe to grind.

"Debate is the great solvent," he says. "If

there's bullshit out there—and there's

bullshit every place—once you put it out

and debate it, it goes away. You begin to

see where the truth is and where it isn't. I

think people understand that the newslet-

ter is honestly meant. If anyone is critical

[of something we print], my response to

them is always, write in, we'll publish it."

In addition to his come-one, come-all

submissions policy, Staddon has turned the

Faculty Newsletter into a witty and, at

times, irreverent read. (The "VP Count"
notes the current number of vice president

posts around the university.) When De-

constructionist godling Jacques Derrida

spoke on campus last year, Staddon penned

a column that featured two professors

scratching their heads over the speaker's

impossibly dense discourse. And in a move
that branded him with an unexpected

measure of notoriety, Staddon scanned in

a portion of an article critical of Duke's

English department that ran, complete

with lurid headline, in the London Daily

Mail. That did not sit well in some quar-

ters. At his last appearance before the

Academic Council, then-president H. Keith

H. Brodie called the move "divisive." A
flurry of letters followed, all of which Stad-

don printed.

Other campus publications stir things up,

too, to varying degrees of success. Guest

editorials in The Chronicle, ranging from

topics like homosexuality to abortion to

race relations, keep the letters page full. In

the past year, student-penned cartoons

proved the flash point for heated exchanges

from readers. One depicted an Asian char-

acter expressing a fondness for "road kill,"

ostensibly a play on the urban folklore that

Asians routinely eat dogs and cats. Another

portrayed an incident of date rape as being

the natural outcome of a beer-suffused con-

cert for Rape Awareness Week.

The Duke Review, a conservative, stu-

dent-run independent publication (it gets

no money from the university) prides itself

on promoting "the ideals of the great

minds of the Western cultural heritage."

Published monthly by The Freedom Insti-

tute, Inc., and supported through subscrip-

tions and private donations, The Duke
Review features a blend of short observa-

tions about campus events, editorials, and

longer feature stories. Among the groups

getting the most ink from issue to issue are

the English department, the Black Student

Alliance, and the Women's Studies pro-

gram and/or the Women's Center.

Editor emeritus Tony Mecia '94 is up-

front about his paper's purpose. "We have

a bias and we're not afraid to talk about it.

We don't try to pretend like we're objec-

tive. We're not. We're traditionalists."

While the Review staff is concerned with

the big picture
—

"the importance of the

canon, the commitment to free speech,

conservative ideas"—Mecia says their

intent is sometimes misunderstood.

"We write about very controversial sorts

of groups, such as the Black Student

Alliance [BSA] or the DGLA [Duke Gay
and Lesbian Association]. I think it's

important that in criticizing these groups

we make it well known that we are not

criticizing the BSA because it is made up

of blacks; we are criticizing them because

of political positions they take. We really

want to make sure that we don't give the

impression that we are attacking people

because of their race or their gender or

something like that."

One could argue, of course, that the

things the Black Student Alliance deems

important as a group reflect the concerns

of a good portion of blacks on campus, and

therefore the criticism is indeed along

racial lines. But Mecia rejects that reason-

ing. "I see what you are saying, but I don't

think that is really our problem. As long as

we feel that what we are doing is not

racially based, but is more ideologically

based, I don't think it's our problem."
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But one member of Duke's black com-

munity thought the The Duke Review was

too vitriolic in its criticisms of the BSA
and took action. Last fall, junior Nico

Tynes was caught confiscating eighty

copies of the paper—available, free of

charge, at various locations around cam-

pus—and when confronted by Mecia,

defended his actions by calling the Review

"trash." Initially convicted of theft by the

undergraduate judicial board, Tynes later

had the charges against him overturned by

vice president for student affairs Janet

Dickerson. On advice from university

counsel, Dickerson decided that the judi-

cial board that heard the case "had created

a new and unique definition of 'theft' as it

is used in the Judicial Code, and retroac-

tively applied it to the student."

Dickerson's ruling received thumbs-up

support from William Van Alstyne,

William and Thomas Perkins Professor of

Law and noted First Amendment expert.

As he stated in a letter to the editor of the

Durham Herald-Sun—published after the

newspaper had criticized Dickerson's deci-

sion, an editorial stand that it later

reversed—the Tynes case set a precedent

at the university: No student had ever

before taken copies of a free publication,

which became "community property" once

it was on the stands. Van Alstyne agreed

with Dickerson that the student's actions

were "offensive and inimical to the free

exchange of ideas," and agreed as well that

the administrator had "sensibly concluded

that application of the board's novel, after-

the-fact interpretation of the rule [regard-

ing theft] to the student was unfair."

The incident raised interesting issues of

freedom of speech, and put Duke alongside

such institutions as Brandeis and the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, among others,

where similar newspaper heists took place.

As observed by First Amendment lawyer

Floyd Abrams in a New York Times Maga-

zine piece on free speech, students who
throw out newspapers on campus are "doing

something antithetical to First Amendment
values, and I think they are the product

of bad teaching. ..[destroying newspapers]

should be beyond the pale in our society."

At Brandeis, the campus paper ran an

ad denying the horrific dimensions of the

Holocaust that The Chronicle also ran sev-

eral years ago, to much criticism. Ann
Heimberger '92 was editor of The Chronicle

at the time. Despite a column defending

the paper's position, Heimberger and her

staff found themselves subject to relentless

protests; at a subsequent rally, one faculty

member labeled her "a Nazi," and others

called for her removal from the editorship.

If she had to do it over, says Heimberger,

now coordinator for Duke's reunions pro-

gram in Alumni Affairs, she would run the

"People always want to

know what they can't say.

They want a list.

But to make a list of

things you can't say

misses the point entirely."

ad again, while also including news stories

about the group that bought the ad and

editorials denouncing its position. "We
eventually did all those things," she says,

"but it would have been better if they'd

run the same day the ad appeared. I still

think that running the ad did more to

stimulate discussion about the Holocaust

than holding a forum or showing a movie

would have done."

Discussion was stimulated—though in a

more controlled sense—when the con-

tentious Leonard Jeffries spoke at Duke last

year. Jeffries is the chair of the City Col-

lege of New York's black studies depart-

ment; he's the proponent of a famously

dubious theory distinguishing the world's

"Sun People" from the "Ice People." Jeffries

has been criticized for making such anti-

Semitic remarks as blaming "rich" Jews for

financing the slave trade. One thing that

appearance did was spark an organized

workshop that brought together black and

Jewish students—an interesting response to

a speaker with a divisive message. At the

forum, students were asked by professional

facilitators to consider what factors they

thought made their group distinctive, the

ways in which they thought their group

was misunderstood, and what they would

like to learn about the traditions and per-

spectives of the other group.

Defenders of the Chronicle's decision

to publish the Holocaust denial ad and of

a student group's choice to sponsor a

speech by Jeffries cited the tradition of the

First Amendment. As deceptively simple

as it reads, the First Amendment is clearly

open to multiple interpretations. And
that's when the troubles begin. As Duke
English and law professor Stanley Fish

notes in his latest book, There's No Such

Thing As Free Speech...And It's a Good
Thing, Too, there are disagreements on
what actually constitutes speech (and is

thus free from constraints).

"Basically," he writes, "the strategy is to

declare that the forms of speech found

unworthy or intolerable are not really free

speech and that therefore we do not com-

promise our free-speech principles by regu-

lating them. Moreover, the strategy is

reversible when a court comes upon a form

of physical action whose consequences it is

willing to tolerate; for then it can say that

while the behavior in question appears to

be action, it is really speech—expressive of

some idea—and therefore outside the

scope of judicial action.

"It's a wonderful game, and those who
play it are limited only by their own con-

siderable ingenuity. See, it looks like

speech, but it's really action; or, it looks

like action, but it's really speech; or, it

looks like intimidation, harassment, libel,

and group vilification, but it's really the

expression of an idea. Armed with this

marvelously flexible instrument, a court

can have its First Amendment and make
you eat it, too

"

Fish argues that, given the self-imposed

restraints and value-system of any given

community, it is unlikely (if not impossi-

ble) that the unleashing of hateful words

will cause that system to collapse. Writing

about the campus scene, Fish urges his

readers to think of the setting "not as a

free-speech forum but as a workplace

where people have contractual obligations,

assigned duties, pedagogical and adminis-

trative responsibilities, and so on...."

At Duke, administrators have been re-

luctant to draft speech codes per se, al-

though a university Harassment Policy

that took effect in January of this year is

arguably such a measure. The policy has

drawn both praise and criticism for its con-

tents: Critics see it as impinging on free

speech while proponents say it is a long-

overdue step toward ensuring hospitable

working conditions.

Either way, it is ambiguous enough to

encompass the range of behavior that con-

stitutes harassment without making it easy

for someone to press false charges. Harass-

ment is defined as "the creation of a hos-

tile or intimidating environment, in which

verbal or physical conduct, because of its

severity and/or persistence, is likely to

interfere significantly with an individual's

work or education, or affect adversely an

individual's living conditions."

Judith White, special assistant to the

president and sexual harassment preven-

tion coordinator, is the point person for

the policy. In addition to hearing and

advising individuals on particular cases,

she coordinates educational programs to

explain what the statement means. White
stresses that the policy is not content-spe-

cific; that is, there are no fixed things an

individual can or cannot say or do.

"People always want to know what they

can't say," White says. "They want a list of

words. But to make a list of things you can't

say misses the point entirely. This policy

asks for people to be attuned to how their
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behavior is affecting people around them."

As White explains it, the first step in

stopping an established pattern of hostile

or intimidating behavior is to confront the

person who's doing it. If that doesn't work,

a supervisor may be asked to relay the

same message, and warn that continuation

of such conduct won't be tolerated.

Although it sounds straightforward, the

procedure is rarely un-

complicated given the

political dynamics be-

tween an underling and

boss, or a graduate stu-

dent and faculty mem-
ber. It's one thing if a

manager repeatedly re-

fers to a secretary as

"babe" and ogles her

every time she walks

by; it's another when
the attention isn't quite

so overt, when passing

comments or lingering

glances cause feelings

of discomfort. Is that

harassment/

For better or worse,

says White, the burden

of proof still rests with

the person making the

accusation. A lot of peo-

ple are stuck with boor-

ish bosses, and that's too

bad, but it's not harass-

ment. In that scenario,

"If you were going to

make a harassment com-

plaint, you would have

to show that that behav-

ior was meted out to some people individu-

ally. It's the targetedness of it that makes it

harassment, rather than merely an obnox-

ious management style," she says.

Before White's position was created last

year, there was no central office for han-

dling complaints about harassment. A stu-

dent might be told to talk to her resident

adviser or a dean if she had a problem.

While White's services are available to all

members of the community, some students

think the university could be doing more,

particularly in the area of student-to-stu-

dent harassment.

During her junior year, Sarah Vaill '94

awoke every weekend to a ringing phone
at 5 a.m. The caller then proceeded to

utter graphic obscenities. This continued

for six weeks, during which time Vaill says

her work and study habits, and her health,

suffered. She suspected a classmate in a

small seminar, but without sufficient evi-

dence, there was little she could do. Duke
Public Safety traced the calls to a com-
mon hall phone, and one morning, at

Vaill's insistence, they checked that

phone and caught the suspect making

other calls.

When they apprehended the student,

who was indeed Vaill's classmate, Public

Safety told her that they felt sorry and

embarrassed for him since he was obvious-

ly extremely intoxicated. "I couldn't

believe it," says Vaill. "Here I was, a com-
plete wreck from enduring this for so long

and they had me questioning my own
anger. I felt defeated."

Vaill had the option of pressing federal

charges against him or taking the case to

the undergraduate judicial board. She

opted for the latter, a decision she came to

regret. "Once I decided to go through UJB,

I never heard another word. And then I

got a call from a dean telling me that the

case had been decided. Since he had con-

fessed to the charges, they didn't call me or

ask for my testimony. Regardless of how he

confessed, I couldn't believe they could

assign certain charges without hearing the

relative damage done to me by his actions."

Charged with violating the alcohol poli-

cy, state law regarding illegal use of

phones, and student conduct codes, the

confessed harasser was required to attend

two hours of alcohol abuse counseling,

write Vaill a letter of apology (approved by

the appropriate deans), and was placed on
a one-year housing probation.

(Hers is not an isolated case. According

to Deborah Forbes '94, editor of The

Archive and member of the Women's

Coalition, every single person involved in

organizing the Take Back the Night

marches to protest violence against women
gets threatening phone calls. "It's gotten to

the point," she says matter-of-factly, "that

we put a trace on all of our phones as a

matter of course. It's that predictable.")

Even now, Vaill gets visibly upset about

how the case was handled and says if she

had to do it again,

she would press federal

charges. "I wanted his

name published on the

front page of The Chron-

icle, with my name front

and center. I wanted

him to be affected as a

student. As it was, I felt

as though he was the

one being protected,

not me."

Vaill says she recog-

nizes the inherent dan-

gers of implementing

codes prohibiting hate

speech, but she thinks

the university should

help make students fully

aware of what recourse

they have when words

are used to intimidate,

threaten, or coerce. As
she sees it, the current

slap-on-the-wrist pun-

ishment is little deter-

rent to people who want
i to bully with words.

;And she says she'd like

± to see students convict-

is ed of a crime forced to

own up to it publicly.

From her vantage point as dean of stu-

dent development, Sue Wasiolek says stu-

dent-to-student harassment generally falls

within three categories: along gender, race,

and sexual-orientation lines. And the two

avenues that create the most problems, she

says, are either verbal abuse—people

yelling out a dorm window or from a car or

a bench—or in the form of flyers. Student

groups, from the Campus Republicans to

Duke Students for Choice, post brightly-

colored flyers to convey information about

meetings and events. Depending on the

group, these are sometimes torn down or

defaced.

While Duke has explicit rules prohibiting

assault and threats of violence, it has

stopped short of implementing codes such as

those in place at many state schools, where

everything from "infliction of emotional dis-

tress" to "advocacy of offensive viewpoint" is

punishable. Instead of fostering mutual

respect or eliminating offensive language,

administrators reason, defining and enforc-

Continued on page 49
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With this issue, Duke Magazine

marks its tenth year of publica-

tion. We might have given

you a stuffy, self-serving reflective essay.

Instead, we've highlighted some of the

more curious and unexpected aspects of

our publishing record.

Number of presidents pictured on
the cover: four—Terry Sanford, H. Keith

H. Brodie, Nannerl O. Keohane, and

Ronald Reagan, who in the spring of 1988

took part in a campus symposium on drugs

in the workplace.

tie here. A flopped (that is, mirror) image

of President Terry Sanford made the cover

for the issue that celebrated his fifteen-

year presidency. At the same time that

Duke Magazine used a Grant Wood paint-

ing to illustrate its cover story about the

future of farming, Notre Dame Magazine

ran exactly the same cover. A
few months later, SMU Maga- |~| VI
zine published a Grant Wood— ! 1 )\

different painting, same subject

—

on its cover.

Most embarrassing mis-
take that was never pub-
lished: A "spell-checking" pro-

gram applied to a news story

about filming on campus trans-

formed actress Faye Dunaway
into "Fade Runaway," and a

mention of the Angier Biddle Duke schol-

arships was renamed "Angie Diddle Duke."

The computer's reworking was corrected at

an early stage of proof-reading.

Most embarrassing mistake that
made it into publication: Through-

out the text of a profile, John Adams LL.B.

'62 was treated as executive director of the

"National" Resources Defense Council. It's

actually the Natural Resources Defense

Council.

Most tantalizing design treatment:

The accompanying art for the profile of

Duke taste-and-smell specialist Susan

Schiffman showed, among other delec-

table elements, a chocolate chip cookie,

a bar of bath soap, a rose, cinnamon

sticks, mints, tanning lotion, lip balm, and

a disembodied nose.

Quickest career advance for a pro-

file subject: Phil Lader '66 is famous for

organizing the Renaissance Weekends that

Bill Clinton wouldn't think of missing. Six

months after being confirmed as deputy

director of the White House Office of

Management and Budget, Lader was named
deputy White House chief of staff.

Most unlikely subject to produce
a flurry of letters: the "Retrospectives"

story on Richard Austin Smith '35, who,

after complaining a bit too vociferously

about Duke's administration, was expelled

by President William Preston Few. (Corre-

spondents thought that the piece celebrat-

ed Smith's free-expression stance at the

expense of Few's reputation.)

recy-

David Lender

'90, J.D. '93, who as a fresh-

man in 1986, was commis-

sioned by the magazine to

write a journal of his first

weeks at Duke, and who seven

years later wrote about his life

as a Duke law student.

Best recycled faculty
subjects: Duke coastal geol-

ogist Orrin Pilkey and eco-

nomist Kip Viscusi, both pro-

filed in separate stories that appeared in

the same issue during the magazine's first

publishing year, and who were re-employed

last year in a story about risky behavior.

Most memorable headlines: "Leap-

ing Lemurs! A Living Library" (about

Duke's lemur colony), "Dr. Rosendahl, I

Presume?" (about a Duke geophysicist's

work in Africa), "At the Wheel in Wash-
ington" (about then-U.S. Secretary of

Transportation Elizabeth Dole '58), "Old

MacDonald Had a Farm" (about the disap-

pearing small farm), "All Aboard the Lab

Boat" (about a research expedition on the

Marine Lab's Cape Hatteras), "Off Their

Rockers" (about Duke's Institute for

Learning in Retirement), "Looking for Mr.

Goodwrench" (about a business school

professor's research on the declining ser-

vice ethic), "The Empire Strikes Out"
(about the legal wranglings between tele-

vangelists Jim and Tammy Bakker and

U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Rufus W. Reynolds

'30, LL.B. '33), "Getting to the Point"

(about engineer Henry Petroski's history of

the pencil), "Bringing About Baby" (about

infertility therapy at the Medical Center).

Most famous cover subject: Mikhail

Baryshnikov, who in the spring of 1989

performed in Kafka's Metamorphosis in a

Duke pre-Broadway production.

Most offbeat profile subject: Shel-

don Harte '37, who was killed while serv-

ing as a bodyguard for Leon Trotsky.

Most offbeat student subject: an

account by Bart Freeman '90 of the project

he undertook for a history course, which

was to "randomly pick a Duke student

from the year 1941 and find out every-

thing about him—that is, everything from

his hobbies to his beliefs and values."

Unfortunately, Freeman's randomly-cho-

sen subject turned out to be untraceable,

but resulted in his "Searching For Murray"

story for the magazine.

Magazine cover curse No. 1: As
the 1985-86 men's basketball season came

to a close, it looked like Duke would final-

ly be Number One. Instead of the planned

victory photo, a powerful shot of the

Dream Team's three saddened seniors

graced the May-June cover. Duke finally

captured its first NCAA crown in 1991.

Magazine cover curse No. 2:
Assuming Duke soccer would repeat its

1986 national triumph, the magazine

—

during the next season—ran a moving

cover shot of star scorer Tom Stone '88.

Duke soccer didn't make the Final Four

again until 1992.

Most moving first-person stories:

reflections by Robert Dillon '51, U.S.

ambassador to Lebanon from June 1981 to

October 1983, whose term coincided with

the bombing of the embassy building in

Beirut; dispatches by Chris Hutchinson

'89, an Army second lieutenant serving in

Saudi Arabia as Desert Shield exploded

into Desert Storm; and memories of ser-

vice as a Red Cross volunteer during the

Continued on page 40
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DUKE
DETENTE
IN BLUE

Take nearly 200 Blue Devils and Tar-

heels, put them in the same Nevada
casino-hotel on a March weekend,

add a golf tournament, mix in some authen-

tic barbecue and a little light gambling,

and top it all off with the ACC basketball

battle of the year viewed on big-screen

TV. A recipe for mayhem?
Not according to Duke Club of Phoenix

president Laurel Kimbrough Walsh '63,

who worked with Phoenix UNC alumni

club president Bob Mangum in creating this

bipartisan Hoops Watch Weekend. "Con-

sistently, when we put Duke and UNC peo-

ple together to watch basketball or football,

we get an excellent turnout. We plan to

repeat this event next year, create a tr

dition, and double attendance."

Walsh says the rivalry was friendly

among alumni representing classes from

1937 to 1993. "This event attracted

all ages," she says. "We had people

come from Santa Fe, Boulder, Los

Angeles, and from north of San Fran-

cisco. It really tweaked their fancy."

The Ramada Express Hotel and Casi-

no in Laughlin, Nevada, was home base

A scramble tournament for twosomes was

held at the nearby Emerald Golf Club.

Prizes were awarded to each university for

team performance, longest drive, closest to

the hole, straightest drive, and longest

putt. "Over a third played in the tourna-

ment. We gave putters with Duke or UNC
logos to the winners," says Walsh. "This is

embarrassing: I won the longest drive."

A true Southern barbecue was prepared

by a South Carolina chef, with some addi-

tional North Carolina training, featuring

barbecued chicken, shredded pork, corn

on the cob, and all the fixings served

before the televised game. And, aside from

the results of the game, Duke fans enjoyed

being with their best enemies, she says.

"Everybody raved about the food and the

facilities. There was a large, hexagonal

room where the hotel set up three giant

screens for the game. It was as though you

were right in Cameron Indoor Stadium."

Hoops watching with the arch-rival is

perhaps not as volatile the farther away

one gets from Chapel Hill. The Duke Club

of Portland, Oregon, whose president is

Les Smith '62, sponsored a joint watch on

March 5 at Champions Sports Bar, where

the Duke club watches all ACC games. The
Orange County contingent of the Duke
Club of Southern California offered partic-

ipation as well as observation. Area Duke
and UNC alumni met at the Newport

Beach Tennis Club for a buffet luncheon

and afternoon tennis, and the big game. Eva

Herbst '87 is the club president and Phillip

LaMotte '65 was the contact; John Connor

M.B.A. '75 was host fot the tennis club.

When Duke played Michigan in De-

cember, the Duke club in Atlanta joined

forces with the Wolverines at Chicago

Pizza and Sports Arena to watch the game

in reserved seating. Lauren Johns '92 was

the contact person. Later that week, Duke

in Atlanta held its popular holiday mixer

with the UNC, Virginia, and Vanderbilt

alumni clubs. Because of last year's turn-

out, the event was moved to the J.W. Mar-

riott Hotel's banquet hall. Club president

John Shepard '86 coordinated the annual

multi-partisan gathering.

Of course, Blue Devils are always willing

to share the wealth with Tarheels, either

through marriage or other cultural offer-

ings. For instance, the Duke Club of the

Triangle invited the UNC Alumni Associ-

ation of Wake County (Raleigh) in April

for its second annual tour of the world-

famous Duke Primate Center. A picnic on

the grounds followed. Chuck Wilson '51

coordinated the event.

One unholy alliance has become a tradi-

tion in Manhattan: the annual Duke-UNC
summer boat cruise. This June, Virginia

will be joining the group. There's dancing

and drinking (BYOB) along the Hudson
River for this event, always an annual

sellout. Jennifer Goodman '93 and Jim

Rorer '92 were the coordinators; Marybeth

Levin Lapham '86 is the new president for

DUMAA (Duke University Metropolitan

Alumni Association).

The Duke Club of Boston also takes part

in a floating fete, joining alumni clubs from

other ACC schools. Doreen Leupold '88

coordinated this June's cruising and dancing

around Boston Harbor. Lillian Habeich '87

is the Boston club's president. The Duke

Club of Chicago's joint cruise of Lake

Michigan with the Georgetown and

Boston College alumni clubs was so

well-received that it was back by popu-

lar demand last September, including a

buffet dinner. Heather Howe '88 was the

contact; Alex Geier '85 is the Chicago

club's president.

Young alumni, who must have invent-

ed the term "networking" (and certainly

"partying"), have established an organiza-

tion called URECA (Union of Recent

Eastern College Alumni) that has at least

two big blowouts a year. In July, there's the

ninth annual Belmont Mansion Party in

Philadelphia for area alumni. The winter

party was held in February at Club Revival.

For other young alumni in the Northeast,

there's a consortium comprising alumni as-

sociations of Brown, Cornell, Dartmouth,

Duke, Georgetown, Johns Hopkins, Mid-

dlebury, Mt. Holyoke, Princeton, Rice,

Smith, Trinity, Virginia, Wellesley, Wil-

liams, and Yale. Last fall, area alumni from

the classes of 1980 through 1993 were of-

fered a menu of eight October-to-February

events, from happy hour and pool in Hart-

ford and a Halloween Costume Ball in

Princeton to a hayride, Radio City Music

Hall, a brewery tour, ice skating, skiing,

and professional ice hockey.
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ENCOURAGING
ENROLLMENT

One of life's most eagerly awaited

letters was mailed in April to

14,299 applicants for the Class of

1998. Of that number—a 3.7 percent

increase over last year—only 3,390 stu-

dents were admitted. And the quality of

those applying and of those admitted is

also higher this year, according to

Christoph Guttentag, director of under-

graduate admissions.

Then it's Duke's turn to sweat: The
deadline for students to accept is May 1 for

a class size projected at slightly more than

1,600 students. Guttentag predicts that

about of a third will come from the South-

east and a third from the Northeast.

This year marked significant increases

in applications from California, Texas, and

Florida, and from foreign students. North
Carolina, with a slight increase in appli-

cants this year, continues to rank first

among home states of students entering

each year. Currently, about 14 percent of

Duke undergraduates are from the state.

Despite recent media attention to the

high cost of college, Guttentag says he sees

no evidence that Duke's tuition affects

their choice, based on indications from

students admitted under the early-decision

program (when students apply in October

of their senior year). Duke has a need-

blind admissions policy and guarantees for

each admitted student an aid package that

will meet demonstrated financial needs.

This year, the university will devote $19.5

million of its budget to undergraduate

financial aid.

To assist in the balancing act of making
Duke the number one choice, Edith

Sprunt Toms '62, director of the alumni

admissions program for Alumni Affairs,

coordinates accept parties from Los Ange-
les to Orlando. Local Alumni Admissions

Advisory Committee (AAAC) members
act as hosts. This year, forty-five recep-

tions for prospective freshmen, their par-

ents, and regional alumni were held April

14 through 27. More than half included

Duke faculty or administrators in atten-

dance to speak about life at Duke and

answer any questions.

"These receptions," says Toms, "allow

students to meet other students from their

area and see who's been accepted to Duke.

It's also a good way for parents to establish

a Duke connection with other local par-

ents. And our AAAC members get to

meet the accepted students they inter-

viewed as part of the admissions process."

The admissions office offers "Perspectives

on Duke," a one-day, on-campus program

in April for accepted students to learn

about Duke. They may attend classes, spend

time with students, talk to professors, and

meet other prospective students from across

the country. Parents are welcome. There

are tours, student panels, drop-in advising,

in addition to the normally scheduled social

and cultural activities on campus.

"All of these events," says Toms, "are

planned to provide a taste of the Duke
experience—and help students make the

right decision."

NOTEWORTHY
NURSING

Sally Heller Rankin A.M. '78 was

named the Duke nursing school's

Distinguished Alumna for 1994 at

the school's annual alumnae luncheon in

April. She is an associate professor of com-

munity health nursing at Boston College.

Rankin graduated cum laude in sociol-

ogy from Boston College, later earning her

bachelor's in nursing from California State

University, Los Angeles, before coming to

Duke for her advanced degree. In 1988,

she earned a Ph.D. in nursing from the

University of California, San Francisco.

Rankin: risingfrom the ranks of nursing alumnae

Rankin's research has focused on chron-

ic illness. She has examined heart disease

in women—including African- and Anglo-

American women adapting to myocardial

infarction—diabetes, ethnicity, life-span

development, gender issues and illness,

and caregiver/care-recipient relationships.

She has studied the effectiveness of teach-

ing strategies for diabetes management
among Chinese subjects, which led to a

major study funded by the National Insti-

tutes of Health and the National Center

for Nursing. Rankin is the author or co-

author of ten articles and two book chap-

ters, along with the book Patient Educa-

tion: Issues, Principles, and Practices.

In 1989, Rankin received the Carol A.
Lindeman Award for New Research, pre-

sented by the Western Institute for Nurs-

ing. She is a member of the honorary soci-

ety Sigma Theta Tau and is a University of

California Regents fellow.

GRADED BY
GRADUATES

How would you rate your Duke days?

The Class of 1993 gave theirs an

overall 8.15 on a scale of to 10.

That's slightly lower than the nine-year

average of 8.30, according to the Duke
Experience Survey. Conducted annually

since 1985 by Alumni Affairs and spon-

sored by the Duke Alumni Association,

the survey is used to assess undergraduate

life at Duke. Surveys were mailed in

December to 1,434 Trinity and engineer-

ing graduates from the Class of 1993; 506

responded.

Academic pressure rated 6.55 (10 being

"severe pressure"), in line with previous

responses; that sense of pressure was heavi-

ly self-imposed at 8.01 (10 being a "major

source"). When hitting the books, 49.8

percent spent between twenty to forty

hours a week studying.

Only 68 percent indicated that the

structure and content of the curriculum

encouraged them to explore fields outside

their major; that was a new low, compared

to a past average of 77.25. A record 31

percent, 14 percent more than past classes'

responses, indicated that fewer distribution

requirements would better serve students'

interests.

Student-faculty interaction outside the

classroom rated 4-6; the highest rating in

that category has never exceeded 5.27. On
the 10-point scale, with 10 being the most

often, "How often did you have a meal

with a professor?" garnered the usually

weak 1.8; that category's average is 1.73.

But learning on one's own was up: 44.8

percent participated in an independent

study or -honors thesis program while at

Duke, higher than the average of 39.9.

More than ever, students pursued cer-

tificates in an interdisciplinary program

(Canadian Studies, Afro-American Stud-

ies, Women's Studies) while at Duke, a

trend that has grown from 5 percent par-

ticipation in 1985 to 16 percent this year.

Forty-seven percent, a new high, indicated

that interdisciplinary programs should be

more strongly emphasized.

As for entertainment, the Class of 1993

attended Freewater Films the most, fol-

lowed by Quad Flix and residence hall pro-

grams. The class indicated that more

resources should be directed toward Major
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Speakers, which ranked fourth, followed

by Freewater Films and plays (Hoof 'n'

Horn, Duke Players, Karamu).The most

popular dining facilities, ranked by quality

and service, were the Magnolia Room, the

Oak Room, and the Pub.

Student government took its usual hit

with a 3.69 on a scale of 10, its record low-

est rating in terms of how it reflects student

opinion. As for its influence on university

administration, ASDU (now Duke Student

Government) garnered another record low,

3.16. Conversely, the openness of the uni-

versity administration to the opinions and

concerns of students received a 5, nearly

half a point below the eight-year average.

The Chronicle, as usual, didn't fare well.

Its campus news coverage received a

record low rating of 6.66, showing a grad-

ual decline since its highest mark of 8.24,

given by the Class of 1987.

In rating the consumption of alcohol on

campus—with 10 representing "very high

consumption"—the latest graduates were

in line with the average of past classes at

7.62. Drug use on campus was perceived to

be at a record low at 4-05, having declined

since a 1985 high of 5.45. The university's

alcohol policy in terms of fairness to living

groups received a 5.52 (with 10 being the

fairest), comparable to last year's rating.

Overall, 91.1 percent of survey respon-

dents would still choose Duke. In order of

importance, the class found that the Duke
experience "developed my ability to think,

question, and express myself (8.18); "ob-

tained a college diploma as a necessary

certificate for social advancement and pos-

sible employment" (7.75); and "sought an

understanding of who I am and what I can

do" (7.56).

MARKING A
MILESTONE

One quiet evening at the Cam-
bridge Inn in March 1974, a

group of thirteen black students

caused an uproar when they began stomp-

ing and dancing around. Mouths fell open
and food spilled on the floor as the audi-

ence witnessed the university's first official

step show.

"It was nothing this campus had ever

seen," says Wayne Strickland '76, one of

the original steppers. "I remember students

dropping trays. That was our first state-

ment that we were really here."

"We freaked everybody out," says Reche
Abdul-Haqq '77. "We had to go to the

administration to explain that we were not

a black militant organization."

With such memories, Duke's first pre-

dominantly black fraternity, the Omega

Zeta chapter of Omega Psi Phi, celebrated

twenty years on campus in April. The week-

end attracted 95 percent of its seventy-nine

alumni and current undergraduate brothers

to its reunion, says senior Zaid Abdul-

Aleem, the chapter's basileus, or president.

"We were pioneers," says Ellis Nunery
'82. "If it hadn't been for us, there wouldn't

be any black fraternities or sororities on
this campus."

There was a family picnic Friday after-

noon at the Central Campus gazebo. Un-
dergraduate brothers visited with alumni

and their families as Strickland's small

sons ran around in the grass. Most of the

men wore their purple Omega Psi Phi

jackets, the older garments looking just as

crisp as the new ones. "This is the kind of

tradition we've tried to bring out on cam-

pus," says Marc Curry '89.

"It was nostalgic. We had guys doing old

steps and rituals that they did back in

the old days when they were here," says

Abdul-Aleem. "They can come back to

the campus and see that we're still contin-

uing to be strong and making a significant

contribution to the campus."

The chapter was founded in April 1974.

That fall, nineteen years before the predom-

inantly black fraternity Alpha Phi Alpha
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moved to West Campus, the administration

granted Omega Psi Phi housing in Wanna-
maker IV. In the fall of 1975, the chapter

chose to move to the new Central Campus,

"where we flourished," says Abdul-Haqq,

the chapter's first basileus.

The fervor caused by the first step show

had settled down quite a bit by the time

Nunery became an Omega. He recalls talk-

ing with fellow students who had never

known a black person except for maybe a

maid or a nanny. "I got to see a lot of white

people evolve when they realized that

there was a larger community beyond the

country club where they grew up."

Current brothers say the fraternity con-

tinues to make a positive impact in the

community and uphold the ideals set by its

alumni. The Omega Zeta chapter recently

raised $2,000 for the United Negro College

Fund at its annual cabaret fund-raiser. In

the two-year-old Rites of Passage program,

fraternity members teach principles of self-

esteem, African history, and etiquette to

Durham youth, says senior Sanders Abu.

"We work hard to be good university cit-

izens, good community citizens, and good

fraternity citizens," says chapter graduate

adviser Charles Harris, "and we feel that

we have been. The university now tends to

have more regard for blacks as students."

"In hindsight, I feel overjoyed because

this chapter has produced such fine men,"

says Abdul-Haqq. "These are positive

images."

—Hunter Gatewood '95

This article first appeared in The Chronicle and i

reprinted with permission.

DISTINGUISHED
ENGINEERS

onors were awarded by Duke's engi-

neering school to alumni and oth-

ers at the school's annual awards

banquet in April. John M. Derrick Jr.

B.S.E.E. '61 received the Distinguished

Alumni Award, Sterling M. Brockwell Jr.

B.S.C.E. '56 the Distinguished Service

Award, and Jeffrey N. Vinik B.S.E. '81 the

Distinguished Young Alumnus Award.

Derrick is president and chief operating

officer of the Potomac Electric Power Com-
pany, based in Washington, DC, where

he has worked for the past thirty-three

years. He chairs the Senior Executives

Advisory Council of the Maryland-D.C.

Minority Supplier Development Council,

and is president of the Samaritan Inns

Development Foundation Board, treasurer

of the U.S. Energy Association, and past

president of the Washington Building

Congress. For Duke, he serves on the engi-

neering school's Dean's Council and the

Executive Leadership Board for Washing-

ton, D.C. He is a member of the Founders'

Society, the Washington Duke Club Fel-

lows, and the Iron Dukes, and past presi-

dent of the Duke Club of Washington.

Brockwell is a vice president at Moffatt

& Nichol, Engineers. While at Duke on a

Navy ROTC scholarship, he was editor of

the DukEngineer. He was an engineering

officer in the Navy before transferring to

the Navy Civil Engineer Corps. He earned

a master's in financial management from

the Naval Postgraduate School in 1968.

Before retiring as a captain in 1978, he was

director of programs for the Atlantic divi-

sion of the Naval Facilities Engineering

Command and was responsible for con-

struction projects in Central America and

the Caribbean. He was twice decorated by

the Navy, for managing the build-up of the

military construction program in Thailand

and for managing SEABEE operations to

rebuild a portion of the Vietnamese high-

way system.

A professional engineer registered in

nineteen states and Puerto Rico, he is a

fellow of the American Society of Civil

Engineers and past president of its eastern

branch. He is a past president of the Duke

Engineering Alumni Association, engineer-

ing representative to the Duke Alumni
Association, president of the Class of 1956,

reunion chair for his twenty-fifth reunion

and co-chair for his thirty-fifth, a represen-

tative on the Executive Leadership Board

of Wake County, a member of the Wash-
ington Duke Club, and an Iron Duke.

Vinik, who earned his M.B.A. at Har-

vard, is the portfolio manager of the Fi-

delity Magellan Fund. While majoring in

civil and environmental engineering and
economics and earning induction into Phi

Beta Kappa, he worked summers as a stock

trader. He joined Fidelity in 1986, after

working as an equity block trader for First

Boston Corporation, on the fixed income

trading desk at Donaldson, Lufkin 6k Jen-

rette, and as a security analyst at value

line. His performance since 1989 was cate-

gorized by The New York Times as "undeni-

ably stellar." In 1993, the Morningstar

Mutual Funds service named him "Manag-

er of the Year."

Timothy L. Jacobs, assistant professor in

civil and environmental engineering, re-

ceived the new Engineering Distinguished

Teaching Award. The award, created in

1993 and sponsored by the Engineering

Alumni Association, includes a $2,000

honorarium. Members of the graduating

class select the winner. Jacobs, who came
to Duke in 1989, is a past recipient of the

civil engineering department's Earl I.

Brown Award for Excellence in Under-

graduate Teaching.

The first Pilkington Award was present-

ed to Eben Alsberg '94, an undergraduate

fellow with the National Science Founda-

tion's Engineering Research Center for

Emerging Cardiovascular Technologies.

The award was created by a donation from

the Whitaker Foundation to honor the

late Theo C. Pilkington M.S. '60, Ph.D.

'63, founding chair of the biomedical engi-

neering department, who was director of

the center.
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James B. Duke originally offered

his money to Princeton if its

trustees would rename it "Duke."

James B. Duke never made such an of-

fer. The origin of this oft-repeated myth
is difficult to determine. Perhaps it sprang
from the remote connection that J.B.
Duke's private estate was near Princeton

in Somerville, New Jersey; perhaps, ab-

surdly, that Duke and Princeton both have
gothic architecture.

It was actually the idea of President William

Preston Few that the university to be built

around Trinity College in Durham should
change its name to Duke University in honor
of its major benefactors. With a dozen educa-

tional institutions named Trinity around the

world, President Few wanted a clear identity

for the new university. James B. Duke reluc-

tantly agreed to the name change and in-

sisted it be a memorial to his father, Wash-
ington Duke, and other family members
who had contributed to the success of

Trinity College since its relocation to

Durham.
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EMBRACING
THE WORLD

When planning a vacation, some
people prefer the safe pre-

dictability of a cruise or tour

group. Many judge the success of a trip by

how many pages are stamped in their pass-

ports. But that's not Ervin Jackson Jr.'s

idea of traveling.

"I don't believe anyone

can truly say they have vis-

ited a country until they've

spent the night and really

gotten to know the place,"

says Jackson '49. That in-

cludes interacting with the

locals, whether by stop-

ping off at the elementary

school, buying stamps from

the post office, eating a meal in the home
of a resident, or spending a quiet moment
at a church or religious shrine.

A true Renaissance man, Jackson is an

avid fly fisherman, ham radio operator,

travel writer, photographer, and river run-

ner. His travels have taken him to Antarc-

tica, the North Pole, parts of Africa and

Asia, China, Mongolia, Europe, Nepal,

South and Central America, Egypt, Moroc-

co, Russia, Australia, Fuji, New Zealand,

Hawaii, Iceland, Greenland, and the remote

islands of the Seychelles and Galapagos.

Before leaving his Charlotte home (usu-

ally with his wife and fellow trekker, Eliza-

beth Higgins Jackson), the self-described

"curious traveler" always does his home-
work. He reads about the region, maps out

an itinerary, and packs very carefully. Such
foresight usually pays off. For a trip to Papua
New Guinea, for example, Jackson packed
four sterile needles and syringes "because I

just knew I would get malaria and I didn't

want any blunt needles in my behind."

As it happened, Jackson didn't get ma-
laria, but, in an unfortunate accident, his

wife's artificial hip popped out. When the

local doctor prepared to give her anesthetic

with old needles, Jackson quickly offered up

his private stash. The hospital gave Eliza-

beth the only real bed, a World War II

relic, while other patients recovered on
makeshift wooden slabs. Five nurses provid-

ed round-the-clock care, and helped slather

up husband and wife with a greasy, white

protectant (the malaria ward was next door

On top of the world: displaying the Charlotte city flag at the North Pole, April 6,

J 985 , left to right , expedition leader Michael Dunn
,
Jackson , Sir Edmund

Hillary, and Neil Armstrong; left, Jackson kayaking in warmer climes

and mosquitoes
were rampant).

When they were

ready to leave the

next morning, Jack-

son was presented

with a bill for eighteen U.S. dollars.

While he's had his share of scrapes

—

fighting off robbers in Lima and being

attacked by teenage thugs in Nairobi

—

Jackson says such mishaps are merely part

of the travel experience. He takes practical

precautions: When checking into a hotel,

he immediately determines evacuation

routes in case of emergency; on planes, he

requests aisle seats near an exit door.

And then there's the popular Trojan

Horse trick. "I keep a wallet with some
money in it in my back pocket for pick-

pockets, and keep the real valuables in my
zippered blazer. And I've had that wallet

stolen. But it fools the thief into thinking

he's gotten everything."

Between adventures, Jackson is involved

with Ivey Properties, Inc., a real estate

investment trust. Before that, he handled

merchandising, sales promotion, and im-

port buying tor Ivey's, the North Carolina

specialty department store group, for thirty-

three years. But Jackson's enterprising spir-

it goes back even further. At Duke, he

earned the nickname "Sticker" because he

launched a dorm-room business selling

personalized stickers for fellow students to

slap on their textbooks or letters home.

In 1985, Jackson made a historical ven-

ture that combined a scenic journey with

family history. Along with Sir Edmund
Hillary and astronaut Neil Armstrong,

Jackson planted the Charlotte City Flag

on the North Pole; in 1964, George M.
Ivey Sr. '20, Jackson's uncle and a former

Duke trustee, had planted the same Char-

lotte flag on the South Pole.

During the North Pole trip, Jackson

spent a memorable night in an igloo.

Wrapped in caribou skins loaned by his

Eskimo friend, Jackson had difficulty get-

ting to sleep because the skins reeked of

animal musk mingled with the owner's

body odor. "Though I appreciated the

friendly loan of these skins," says Jackson,

"the next day I switched to standard gear

supplied to expeditions. The standard gear,

frankly, was not as warm and as efficient as

the caribou skins."

Closer to home, Jackson was instrumen-

tal in bringing the Chattooga River into

the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Sys-

tem. At the time, the river was in danger

of being dammed or developed along its

shores. Conservationists and concerned

citizens weren't making much headway.

One day, Jackson spotted acquaintance

Roy Taylor—who also happened to be a

North Carolina congressman—playing golf

on a local course. Jackson talked him into

riding the rapids the very next day. Taylor

experienced the thrilling glory of the un-

tamed river, and was convinced it needed

protection. He arranged to have all the

members of the congressional committee

considering the bill raft the raging river

themselves. They did, and the bill became
law shortly thereafter.

At sixty-eight, the journeyed Jackson

shows no signs of slowing down. "One
should grab every opportunity to venture

beyond familiar grounds," he says. "Even if

you have to borrow the money. And don't

wait; travel while you are young. For most

of us, discovery is inborn and one will

always seek that which is unknown."
—Bridget Booher
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CLASS
NOTES

WRITE: Class Notes Editor, Duke Magazine,

Box 90570, Durham, N.C. 27708-0570

FAX: (919) 684-6022 (typed only, please)'

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Alumni Records,

Box 90613, Durham, N.C. 27708-0613. Please

include mailing label and allow six weeks.

NOTICE: Because of the volume of

class note material we receive and the
long lead time required for typesetting,
design, and printing, your submission
may not appear for two to three issues.

Alumni are urged to include spouses'
names in marriage and birth announce-
ments. We do not record engagements.

30s, 40s 8t 50s
Preston B. Moses '31 of Chatham, Va., retired

after 51 years as editor of the Star-Tribune. He was re-

cently elected president of the Pittsylvania Historical

Society. He is also a watercolor artist, whose paintings

have been featured in the Chatham Square Gallery.

M. Luther Stirewalt A.M. '35, Ph.D. '45 is the

author of Studies in Ancient Greek Epistolgraphy, part

of a series of resources for Biblical studies.

Roger G. Bates A.M. '36, Ph.D. '37, chemistry

professor emeritus at the University of Florida

since 1979, donated $25,000 for the creation of

a memorial to the late Duke chemistry professor

Warren C. Vosburgh. The Vosburgh Conference

Room at Duke's Gross Chemical Laboratory was

dedicated in February. Vosburgh's son James and his

daughter Elizabeth V. Gordon '49 also attended

the ceremony.

I M. Sholes '38, a professor emeritus in the

obstetrics and gynecology department at East Ten-

nessee State College of Medicine, was honored in

January at the inaugural Sholes Annual Memorial

Obstetrics/Gynecologic Lectureship. He is a diplomate

of the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology.

John A. Forlines Jr. '39, Duke trustee emeritus,

represented Duke in April at the installation of the

chancellor at Appalachian State University in Boone,

N.C. He lives in Granite Falls, N.C.

Dodson B.S.M.E. '43 was a People

to People citizen ambassador to Russia. He took part

in a good-will tour to promote dialogue between aero-

space engineers in the two countries. He lives in

Blaine, Pa.

Hilda H. Golden A.M. '44, Ph.D. '50, professor

emerita of sociology at the Univetsity of Massachu-

setts at Amherst, has had her newest book, The Impact

of Immigration on the Demographic Transformation of

Western Massachusetts, 1850 to 1900, published by

University Press of America. The college textbook

explores the effect of immigtation on major demo-

graphic changes in the U.S. during the time of mas-

sive industrialization.

Walter N. McDonald '44, B.D. '48 represented

Duke in March at the inauguration of the president of

Louisburg College in Louisburg, N.C.

Evelyn D. Schmidt '47, M.D. '51 received the

1993 Humanitarian Service Award from Duke's cam-

pus ministry for her efforts at the Lincoln Community
Health Center in Durham. She is executive director

of the center, which serves 30 percent of Durham's

black population.

Larry Alan Bear '49, an adjunct professor at New
York University's Stem School of Business, is the co-

author with his wife, Rita Maldonado-Bear, of the

book Free Markets, Finance, Ethics and Law, published

by Prentice Hall.

Chester P. Middlesworth '49, a semi-retired

newspaper manager, is a candidate for the N.C. House

of Representatives in the 42nd District, running "as a

conservative Democrat." He and his wife, Maxine,

liveinStatesville.

Robert G. Gardner '5
1 , Ph.D. '57 has completed

his fifth book, The Fbyd County Baptist Association of

Georgia, 1893-1993, published in late 1993.

Jack Slane '51 and his wife, Matsha, were named
1993 High Point Enterprise Citizens of the Year. This is

the first time the award, which recognizes service to

the community, was given to two people. One of their

many activities was to form one of the most successful

United Way Toqueville fund-raising societies. They
live in High Point, N.C.

'52 writes that he has "com-

pleted riding to all of the 'Lower 48' states by motor-

cycle for the thitd time in eight years" as a prologue I

the collection of motorcycle travel adventures he i

writing. He lives in Charlotte.

"Pal" Palmore '52, professor emeritus

at the Duke Center for the Study of Aging, published

his seventeenth book, Developments and Research on

Aging. He writes that he has turned his hobby of home
repairs into a business.

Charles Patton '57, who retired last June, was

involved in education for 34 years, the last 28 at

Roanoke Rapids High School. His various positions

included director of guidance, adviset to student

groups, and transportation director. He and his wife,

Millison, have three daughtets and one grandchild

and live in Roanoke Rapids, N.C.

Elizabeth Hanford Dole '58 was inducted to

the Safety and Health Hall of Fame for her "devotion

and leadership in transportation and workplace safety."

She and her husband, Sen. Robert Dole (R-Kansas),

live in Washington, D.C.

Robert L. Shaner '58 of Hinsdale, 111., repre-

sented Duke in April at the inauguration of the presi-

dent of Loyola University in Chicago.

Thomas H. Albertson B.S.M. '59, M.D. '59

represented Duke in April at the inauguration of the

president of Lynchburg College in Virginia.

Frank M. Bell Jr. '59 was elected chairman of

the board of directors of the Winston-Salem Business

Technology Center, Inc. The center supports new
or expanding businesses with office space and cen-

tralized administrative services. He is an attorney

in Winston-Salem, concenttating in corporate and

real estate law.

John Harrington '59, M.A.T. '65, Ed.D. 70 is

director of admissions and financial aid for the Pine

Crest School, a ptep school in Ft. Lauderdale. He is

also a director of the Association for Independent

Schools of Flotida, a member of the Test Committee
for the Secondary School Admissions Test Board, and

a workshop leader on admissions office operations for

the Independent School Management group.

Julian W. Walker Jr. LL.B 59, former S.C.

trust executive for Wachovia Trust Services, has

retired after 26 years in banking. A member of the

Columbia Rotary Club and the Columbia advisory

board of the Salvation Army, he is also president of

the board of trustees of the Foundation for the Heath-

wood Hall Episcopal School, a member of the board

of the Epilepsy Association of the Midlands, and
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The East Campus wall is

actually 10' tall, with T of it

built underground.

Documents in the Duke University

Archives reveal that the wall, built in 1916,

was never required to be 10' tall. This myth
probably originated with those who were

skeptical about the enrollment ofwomen at

Trinity College and the location of the

Woman's College on East Campus. Whether
the mythic wall was to keep the women in or

the men out is open to debate. Washington

Duke, in fact, offered Trinity $100,000 in

1896 if the college would admit women on
equal terms with men. Subsequent news of

Washington Duke's offer attracted nation-

wide attention; the National Suffrage League

offered Washington Duke its vice presidency,

which he politely declined.
du"ke
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: of the Richland County Public Library's

board of trustees.

MARRIAGES: Lee Griffeth '47 to Catherine

Terwilliger on Feb. 12. Residence: Patterson, N.Y.

60s
Margaret "Peggy" Borcherdt Bollenbach
B.S.N. '60 worked for two years as a home health nurse

and now works in a small county hospital caring for

senior citizens. She writes that she and her husband,

Bill, moved to West Virginia, bought 123 acres, and

built their own home in the mountains.

M. Joan Moeller Foster '61 chairs the N.J.

State Bar Association's Labor and Employment sec-

tion, one of the bar's largest sections. She is the first

woman to hold the position. She is also a partner in

the law firm Grotta, Glassman & Hoffman.

Avery '62 and her husband,

George, run a residential real esrate partnership in

Bryn Mawr, Pa. They live "in a converted school-

house outside Valley Forge Park on 2.7 acres, with

only horses for neighbors."

Yank D. Coble Jr. M.D. '62 is president of the

American Society of Internal Medicine, which repre-

sents 26,000 internists nationally. He is an internist

in private practice in Jacksonville, Fla.

Jay R. Miller '63, a Navy rear admiral, reported

for duty at Naval Reserve Readiness Command,
Naval Station, San Francisco.

'64, LL.B '67 was appointed

Richard M. and Anita Calkins Distinguished Profes-

sor of Law at Drake Law School in Des Moines, Iowa.

Vaughn C. Pearson '65 is a managing consul-

tant for the BEI Golembe division of Electronic Data

Systems, where he specializes in advising financial

institutions on lending and credit matters. He and his

wife, Sue, have two children and live in Dallas.

Foltz '66, who earned her

master's in library science at Wayne State University

in Detroit, is a youth librarian at Baldwin Public Li-

brary in Birmingham, Mich. Her husband, John A.
Foltz B.S.M.E. '66, is a senior technical consultant

with DuPont Co. They live in Rochester Hills, Mich.

Anthony S. Harrington LL.B. '66 of Easton, Md.,

a partner with the Washington, D.C., law fitm Hogan
& Hartson, was selected by President Clinton for the

President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board in Sep-

tember. He and two other advisory board members com-
prise a related body, the Intelligence Oversight Board,

which ensures that foreign and domestic intelligence

agencies comply with U.S. law and presidential orders.

Frank Light '66 works at the American Embassy
in Vientiane, Laos. He writes that he and John
"Mike" Kendall A.M. '79, Ph.D. '82 recently

found Duke caps for sale at a store in Savannakhet,
Laos. "Now if we could only get an ESPN feed!"

M.D. '66, an ophthalmolo-
gist, is listed in the 1994 edition of Who's Who in

America. His specialty is external eye diseases and
corneal transplantation. He lives in Atlantis, Fla.

H. Wood '66, former editorial page editor

of the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot and Ledger-Star, is now
executive director of the Virginia Institute of Political

Leadership, a privately funded effort to improve gov-

ernment by training citizens who have the potential

to run for office. The institute is based at the Univer-

sity of Virginia Center for Public Service.

James C. Brooks '67 is president of Life Insurance

Company of Georgia.

May-Jur
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Continuing the

educational

experience through

travel

"Travel is part ofeducation.. .apart of

experience...He that travelled goeth to

school...

"

— Francis Bacon, (1561-1626)

Danube River Adventure

July 14-26

An overland journey from Budapest to Munich

includes nine nights aboard ship, as well as two

days in Budapest and two days in Vienna. Visit

the charming ports of Esztergom, Hungary;

Bratislava, Czechoslovakia; Melk, Austria; and

Passau, Germany.

From $2,899 double occupancy.

Scandinavian Capitals and St. Petersburg

August 2-15

Join us for this twelve-night cruise on the

beautiful, five-star Crown Odyssey to the great

capitals of Scandinavia. Visit Copenhagen,

Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki, as well as Berlin

and St. Petersburg. A London theatre package

is also available.

From $2,999 double occupancy.

Italy

September 15 - 27
Experience the classical splendor of Italy with

visits to Rome; Florence, the greatest

Renaissance city in Europe; Siena; San

Marino; and Venice, the city of Marco Polo

and the dominant maritime and commercial

power of Europe.

From $3,495 double occupancy.

Marco Polo Passage

September 29 - October 13

Your eighteen-day voyage includes a ten-

night cruise to Canton, China; Da Nang and

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Port Kelang/

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; and Singapore. A
three-night visit to Beijing and two nights

in Hong Kong complete this exceptional

experience.

From $4,595 double occupancy.

China

September 30 - October 17

China is a land where time stands still. Cruise

the Yangtse River, stop in Xi-an. Discover

Beijing, China's capital that embodies the spirit

of this mystical land. Visit Guilan and finally,

Hong Kong.

From $4,895 double occupancy.

Turkey

October 11-22

Turkey is a country of subtle beauty, from the

Aegean Sea to the waterfront in Izmir, with its

ancient citadel dominating the tour and the sun

setting into the Golden Horn. This journey is

guided by an art historian with extensive

knowledge of Turkey's history and sites.

From $3,900 double occupancy.

Holy Land

November 1-10

Enjoy the experience of your life as you embark

on this educational travel opportunity. Walk

in the Garden of Gethsemane, sail on the Sea

of Galilee, visit the Shepherds' Fields near

Bethlehem. Stay in Tiherius and near the Old

City in Jerusalem.

From $2,232 double occupancy.

For More Information:

Please request detaUed brochures

D Danube River Adventure

D Scandinavian Capitals and St. Petersburg

Italy

Marco Polo Passage

China

Turkey

D Holy Land

Fill out the coupon and return to:

Barbara DeLapp Booth '54,

Duke Travel, 614 Chapel Drive, Durham, NC
27708 919 684-5114 or 800 FOR-DUKE

LastNam* First Name Class

Street Address

City State Zip

-f
Travel advertising, brochures, and mailings to

alumni arefully subsidized by participating travel

companies.



BRIGHT IDEAS

w ho doesn'l

lament

air quality from auto

emissions' Yet look at

commuters on any
given day and notice

that the majority of

cars carry only one
passenger. Mass transit

is a good idea, but

Americans' insistence

on convenience and
availability—and reluc-

tance to board the bus

or train—has prompted
government and indus-

try to find ways to cut

down on the resulting

pollution.

"Our society has

been too dependent on
petroleum for too long,"

says William Schaller

'77, an expert in trans-

portation services

and environmentally-

friendly products.

"Auto makers have

been talking for years

about developing alter-

natively-powered vehi-

cles. It always sounds as

if they're on the brink

of a breakthrough.

They want to look as

if they're doing some-
thing to placate the

people who want them
to go in that direction.

But they also don't

want to go so off-center

that they alienate

people they've been
serving."

As a project man-
agement consultant,

Schaller has undertaken

many interrelated en-

deavors. He represents

a wide range ofcompa-
nies—with names like

the Solar Car Corpo-

ration, Sunqest, and
Diversified Technical

Services—that develop

and manufacture prod-

ucts such as solar/elec-

tric and compressed

natural gas vehicles,

solar panels, and elec-

tric vehicle fueling sta-

tions. He's worked for

the North Carolina

Department of Trans-

portation and is a board

member ofmany public

service groups, includ-

ing the North Carolina

Solar Energy Associa-

tion. And he and his

wife run an organic

Christmas tree farm

near Raleigh.

Although alterna-

tive-energy advocates

face an uphill battle to

change both corporate

and consumer expecta-

tions, Schaller says he's

"an optimist at heart;

I wouldn't be in these

kinds of businesses if I

weren't" And with the

Clean Air Act i

by late 1996, the future

looks bright.

The earliest opportu-

nity for marketing solar-

and electric-powered

vehicles, says Schaller,

is through fleet sales.

"Universities are a

good example. You
have maintenance peo-

ple driving around in

carts to service fire

extinguishers or work
on the grounds. With
solar/electric, you can
go fifty to eighty miles

per day on a single

charge, and then plug

it in overnight to re-

charge, using off-peak

utility rates."

In the private sector,

companies could buy
or subsidize a fleet of

solar/electric cars for

commuting employ-

ees who live within

fifty miles or so, and
offer preferred park-

ing spaces to those

who sign on for the

Schaller, who drives a

Ford LTD and a Nissan

truck, says he would
love to have his own
alternative-energy

vehicle, "but the pro-

hibitive cost of such
cars makes them a rar-

ity on the roads."

Still, he perseveres.

With changing atti-

tudes in public and
private sectors about
environmental impera-

tives, Schaller says get-

ting his foot in the door
has become much eas-

ier. "The climate seems
to have improved al-

most overnight. I used

to get a lot of polite

nothing. It was a waste

of energy—pardon the

pun."

Kelly T. Drake '69 was elected to the board of

trustees of the Southern Association for Oncology.

A specialist in radiation oncology, he is affiliated with

the Greater Baltimore Medical Center. He lives in

Brookland, Md.

John B. Englar '69, J.D. 72 was named chief

financial officer of Burlington Industries Equity, Inc.,

based in Greensboro, N.C. He is also a senior vice

president and sits on its board of directors.

Henry T. Harris B.S.E. '69 is vice president of

Quintynne Hill Farm, an equine facility in Aiken, S.C.

He also plays tennis in a men's league at the 4.5 level.

Steven E. Lindberg '69, a professor in the

school of agriculture at the University of Tennessee,

is spending a sabbatical at three Swedish institutes:

Stockholm University's meteorological institute, the

Swedish Environmental Research Institute in Gote-

borg, and Lund University's energy and environmen-

tal studies department. His research in Sweden will

involve the atmospheric chemistry of pollutant mer-

cury compounds. The group leader for atmospheric

sciences at Oak Ridge National Laboratory's environ-

mental sciences division, he was recently elected a

fellow in atmospheric sciences of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science. He and his

wife, Kay, and their daughter live in Kingston, Tenn.

Linda Tall Sigmon '69, M.Ed. '80 is the director

of development for the N.C. Museum of Art in

Raleigh. She and her husband, John T. Sigmon
'69, Ph.D. '83, associate dean of Duke's School of the

Environment, live in Oxford, N.C.

Alternative power: solar/electric car, above, perfect for commuting, maintenance

vehicles , says Schaller, inset

Kenneth D. Hall D.Ed. '67 of Point Pleasant,

N.J., represented Duke in April at the inauguration

of the president of Monmouth College in West Long

Branch, N.J.

Lanty Smith LL.B. '67 was named to the board of

directors at Masland Industries, a Carlisle, Pa., com-

pany that designs and manufactures components for

the automotive industry. He is also chairman of Preci-

sion Fabrics, located in Greensboro, N.C.

Randolph J. May '68, J.D. '7 1 is a partner with

the law firm Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan in Wash-
ington, D.C., where he specializes in communications

law. He also chairs the Ratemaking Committee of

the American Bar Association. During the past year,

he has published two law review articles on communi-

cations law and one on judicial review. His wife,

Laurie Eisenberg May '71, is an office director

at the Environmental Protection Agency and chairs

the Duke Alumni Association's Alumni Admissions

Advisory Committee.

Richard H. Stamelman Ph.D. '68 was honored

by the French government for his contribution to

French arts and letters and for teaching and dissemi-

nating French culture. He is a professor ofRomance
languages and director of the Center for Foreign Lan-

guages, Literatures, and Cultures at Williams College

in Williamstown, Mass.

Larry Brasher '69, Ph.D. '86 is the author of The

Sanctified South: John Lakin Brasher and the Southern

Holiness Movement. He uses the life of his grandfather,

a holiness preacher, as a window on the holiness

movement. The book, published by the University of

Illinois Press, is accompanied by cassette tapes of ser-

mons and stories. Brasher is a professor at Catawba

College in Salisbury, N.C.

70s
Judith Barnes Music '70 has a private practice

in acupuncture. She also works in two HIV+/AIDS
acupuncture clinics and at a drug detoxification

clinic. She and her husband, John Vogel, and their

two children live in Boston.

K. Preston White Jr. B.S.E. '70, M.S. '72, Ph.D.

'76 is distinguished visiting professor in the modeling

and statistical methods division of Sematech in

Austin, Texas. He is on research leave from the Uni-

versity of Virginia's engineering department. He and

his wife, Charlotte O'Cain White M.Ed '74,

and their son will return in August to Shipman, Va.

Laurie Eisenberg May '71 is an office director

at the Environmental Protection Agency and chairs

the Duke Alumni Admissions Advisory Committee

for Washington, D.C., and Montgomery County, Md.

Her husband, Randolph J. May '68, J.D. '71, is a

partner with the Washington, D.C., law firm Suther-

land, Asbill & Brennan.

Lawrence E. Blanchard III 72, a Richmond

dermatologist, is president of the Richmond Academy

of Medicine. He was elected a board member in 1989

and has chaired several of the academy's committees.

He is also councillor of the third district of the Med-

ical Society of Virginia.

Laurence R. Tucker J.D. 72, a partner at

Watson, Ess, Marshall & Enggas in Kansas City, Mo.,

is vice president of the Missouri Bar Association. A
civil trial lawyer, he handles personal injury, contract

disputes, and product and personal professional liabil-

ity matters.

S. Ward Greene J.D. 73 is president of the Ore-

gon Law Institute, a nonprofit corporation providing

continuing legal education services in Oregon. Since

1985, he has been the managing partner of Greene &
Markley, a Portland law firm that focuses on bank-

ruptcy, collection, real estate, and commercial law.
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Ray Kiser 73, senior pastor of Northwest Hills

United Methodist Church in Austin, Texas, is an

adjunct professor in the master of divinity program at

Episcopal Seminary of the Southwest. He is also

adjunct professor and lecturer in practical theology at

the Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary.

fig 74 has moved from Washingt

D.C., to San Francisco, where she is executive dire

tor of the California Society of Anesthesiologists,

;

3,500-i aber medical association.

Paul F. Herzog 75 was appointed to a four-year

term as head of the Cumberland County, N.C., public

defender's office. He and his wife, Janet, and their

daughter live in Fayetteville.

Janet Seiz '75, Ph.D. '86 won a Harris Fellowship

from Grinnell College in Grinnell, Iowa. She will

study race and gender in economic discourse, and

intends to write a book on the subject.

Carol Armistead Grigsby '76 joined the staff

of Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell as a for-

eign policy adviser. She and her husband, Paul J.

Fekete, live in Washington, D.C.

Christopher J.T. Clark '77 is president of the

North Colorado Springs Rotary Club, beginning in

July. He and his wife, Mary, and their two children

live in Colorado Springs.

Janet Rhodes Friedman '78 is a vice president

at Fidelity Investments in Boston. She and her hus-

band, Dan, live in Waban, Mass.

Beverly Roberts Gaventa Ph.D. '78 is co-

author of Texts for Preaching, a comprehensive

resource for preachers. She is associate professor of

New Testament at Princeton Theological Seminary

in Princeton, N.J.

Mark Bickston '79, who earned his dental degree

at the Medical College of Virginia, practiced for five

years in Nuremberg, Germany. He now has his own
practice in Grand Prairie, Texas, where he, his wife,

and their three children live.

Jay Blundon '79 is assistant professor of physiol-

ogy and neurobiology in the biology department at

Rhodes College. He and his wife, Lettie, and their

two sons live in Memphis, Tenn.

Karin Klove Harris '79 is a surgeon in private

practice with her husband, physician James B.

Harris. They specialize in general and oncological

surgery. The couple and their son live in Sacramento,

Calif.

John "Mike" Kendall A.M. '79, Ph.D. '82 works

at the American Embassy in Vientiane, Laos. He and
Frank Light '66 recently found Duke caps for sale

at a store in Savannakhet, Laos.

Pamela Smith Lemmons '79 is director of

internal auditing for the Albuquerque public schools.

She and her two children live in Albuquerque, N.M.

Rebecca Armstrong Stilson B.S.N. '79 is a

physician practicing obstetrics and gynecology. She
and her husband, Michael Sullivan, and their daugh-

ter live in Memphis, Tenn.

Henry N. Thoman '79 is chief administrative

officer of Chiquita Brands International's division in

Armwelles, Panama. He will be in Panama from two

to five years, and invites any Duke alumni who will be

in his area to "feel free to drop in at any time."

John Edwin "Ed" Turlington '79 is executive

assistant to N.C. Gov. Jim Hunt. He is also president

of the Class of 1979, which holds it fifteenth reunion

in October 1994.

MARRIAGES: Janet Simmons Hoerst '76

to Frank Hoerst on Oct. 9. Residence: Woodstown,

N.J... .Janet Robin Rhodes '78 to Daniel Uri

Friedman on Nov. 7. Residence: Waban, Mass....

John Edwin "Ed" Turlington '79 to Maria

Peffers on Oct. 16. Residence: Raleigh.

BIRTHS: Second child to Richard Ransom '75

and Ann Williamson Jan. 17, 1993. Named Elizabeth

Ann...Second child to Susan Handley Walker
'76, M.H.A. '79 and Frank H. Walker on Sept. 24,

1992. Named Georgia Katherine... Second child and

daughter to Dorothy Hay Barrus Wilson
B.S.N. 76 and Samuel M. Wilson on Nov. 28.

Named Mary Jaudon... Fourth child and third son to

Keith B. Norman 78 and Teresa Norman in

September. Named Harry... First child and son to

Karin Klove Harris 79 and James B. Harris on
Dec. 19. Named Jeffrey Brooks... First child and son

to Vesna Stojiljkovic Kidd 79 and Kevin Kidd

on Sept. 6, 1992. Named Evan Daniel... First child to

Rebecca Armstrong Stilson B.S.N. 79 and

Michael Sullivan on Nov. 3. Named Rachel Selene

Sullivan.

80s
Eben Alexander III M.D. '80 is co-author of

Stereotactic Radiosurgery. He is an assistant professo

of surgery at Harvard Medical School.

David Feldman '80, M.D. '84 is the director

and regional chief of plastic and reconstructive

surgery of Maimonides Medical Center, Lutheran

Medical Center, and Coney Island Hospital. He
and his wife, Desra, and their three children live in

Westfield, N.J.

Jeffrey R. Kennedy '80 is a dentist practicing in

Chapel Hill. His wife, Rebecca Smith Kennedy
'80, is a radiologist practicing in Greensboro, N.C.

They have two sons and live in Graham, N.C.

C. Thomas Smith III '80, M.B.A. '81 is vice

president and director of clienr services at FGI Adver-

tising in Chapel Hill. He has worked with Raleigh's

Rockett, Burkhead, Lewis & Winslow, Winston-

Salem's Long, Haymes & Carr, and New York's Ted
Bates Advertising and D'Arcy, Masius, Benton 6k

Bowles. At FGI he manages account supervisors and

executives, supervises the agency's traffic department,

and develops new accounts.

Warren S. Bloom '81 was appointed a share-

holder of the law firm Maguire, Voorhis and Wells,

P.A. in Orlando, Fla. His area of practice is public

finance, banking, securities, and corporate law.

Myron Hill Jr. '81 is an attorney specializing in

criminal law with Browning, Hill, Hilburn and Las-

siter-Porter in Rocky Mount, N.C. He recently ran a

2:57:25 marathon at Kiawah Island, S.C. He and his

wife, Beth, have a son.

Lynt B. Johnson '81 is director of liver trans-

plantation and hepatobiliary surgery in the surgery

department at the University of Maryland Medical

Center in Baltimore. He and his wife, Gloria Bowles-

Johnson, have a daughter.

Craig Marshak '81 is a director at the investment

banking firm Wertheim Schroder &. Co. Inc. He has

been based in London, England, since January 1993

at the offices of J. Henry Schroder Wigg, where he is

responsible for leading and coordinating cross-border

corporate transactions involving Schroder Group
affiliates. He and his wife, Lynn Walkoff, and their

daughter live in London.

Terri Mascherin '81 is a partner in the Chicago

law firm Jenner & Block, where she is a litigator.

She is also a member of the board of directors of the

Chicago Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights, a panel

member of the 111. Capital Resources Center, and a

member of the Duke Development Council for

Chicago. She and her husband, Thomas Abendroth,

and their daughter live in Evanston.

Ilissa Kimball Povich '81 is the general counsel

of Interactive Data Corp., a subsidiary of Dun and

Bradstreet. She and her huband, Lon, and their two

children live in Wellesley, Mass.

Sarah Wei Chase '82 works at Health Care

Review, Inc., in Providence, R.I. She and her hus-

band, Charles, live in Coventry, R.I.

George Duke '82 is a partner at Ballard and Asso-

ciates, Inc., an independent oil and gas company in

Billings, Mont., specializing in the Rocky Mountain

region. He writes that he lives near his brother

D
U
K
E
fJiVii^i: Only rich kids attend

Duke University.

I S P L L
Far from the truth, this myth persists as is to encourage a talented yet culturally and

one of the most tenacious. Maintaining a socially diverse student body. Forty one per-

cherished tradition begun in the days ofTrin- cent of all undergraduates receive financial

ity College, Duke's admissions decisions are aid. Only 10% of the financial aid budget of

based on students' achievements and poten- $18 million is paid with income from per-

tial, not on their ability to pay. Duke's hope manent endowment funds. Without unre-

stricted gifts to the Annual Fund which help

to provide financial aid, Duke could become
a very different sort of place in the future.
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Benjamin Duke
Duke 59

i and his father, Angier

Brenda Hoffman Feis '82, J.D. '85 is a partner

in the Chicago-based law firm Seyfarth, Shaw,

Fairmweather & Geraldson, where she specializes in

labor and employment law. She, her husband, Lance,

and their son live in Chicago.

Deirdre Kuhl Luttrell A.M. 82, a researcher

at Glaxo, Inc., was featured in a national advertising

campaign for the pharmaceutical company, which

is based in Research Triangle Park. The ads ran in

national newspapers and aired on the three major

television networks.

'83, who earned her

M.B.A. at Columbia University, is vice president of

business planning and development at Estee Lauder,

Inc. in New York. She and her husband, Richard, and

their son live in Greenwich, Conn.

Lisa Rider '83, M.D. '87 completed her fellowship

training in pediatric rheumatology at the National

Institutes of Health/Children's National Medical

Center. She is a staff fellow with the Food and Drug

Administration, where she is researching juvenile

myositis. She and her husband, Simon Wing, live in

Silver Spring, Md.

Frederick P. Thornton '83 earned his master's

degree at the Naval Postgraduate School in Mon-
terey, Calif.

Justine Smith Barton '84, who earned her

master's at the University of Washington's College of

Ocean and Fisheries Science, works for the Environ-

mental Protection Agency in Seattle. She arid her hus-

band, Greg, are competitive canoe and kayak racers.

Alison Taylor Berkes '84 is a partner in the law

firm Davis, Graham & Stubbs, where she specializes

in natural resources and environmental law at the

firm's Washington, DC, office.

Stephen J. Bickston '84 earned his M.D. at

UNC-Chapel Hill and completed a residency at

Barnes Hospital in St. Louis in internal medicine. He
is now in the second of three years of a fellowship in

gastroenterology.

Colleen F. Coonelly '84 is an attorney in the

Philadelphia office of Pepper, Hamilton 6k Scheetz.

She is also a member of Duke's Council on Women's
Studies. She and her husband, John Lavelle, and their

daughter live in Wynnewood, Pa.

Laura C. Ellis '84 is a public relations account

supervisor for Ericson Marketing Communications,

the largest firm of its kind in Tennessee. She also

chairs the Nashville Alumni Admissions Advisory

Committee for Duke. She lives in Nashville.

Robert L. Fischer '84 is working on his disser-

tation for a Ph.D. in public policy from Vanderbilt

University, where he also teaches undergraduate eco-

nomics. He and his wife, Amy, live in Nashville.

William E. Hunt '84 is a partner with The
Elmhurst Group, a real estate investment firm in

Pittsburgh, Pa. He and his wife, Janet Smith
Hunt '84, have a son.

Sarah Elizabeth Darer Littman '84, who
earned her M.B.A. at New York University in 1990,

is finance director of Ashley Chase Estate, an agricul-

tural estate and manufacturer of Farmhouse Dairy

products in Dorset, England.

George F. Martin Ph.D. '84 is manager of techni-

cal and marketing services for the fine papers division

of Westvaco Corp. He is responsible for all product

development functions at the company's fine papers

mills in Luke, Md., Wickliffe, Ky., and Tyrone, Pa.

MOW HEHR THE DUKE CHORALE ON COMPRCT DISC!

THE DUKE UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
presents the

CHORALE
Rodney Wynkoop, conductor

Si n InternationaC Tour
featuring a selection of choral works from around the world

Simply fill out the attached order form with a check or money order and send to:

The Duke University Chorale
Music Department

Box 90665
Durham, NC 27708-0665

ORDER FORM

ADDRESS

NUMBER REQUESTED .X$16.50:

(THIS PRICE INCLUDES $1 .50 PER DISC FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING)

He also oversees the product management group and

the New York technical sales service group.

Steven McCoy-Thompson '84 is assistant

director of international programs for International

City Management Association in Washington, D.C.

He manages programs that provide urban assistance

in Asia, Africa, and Eastern Europe.

McElroy '84 is a managing

director at Marsh and McLennan, Inc., an interna-

tional insurance broker. She and her husband, David,

and their two daughters live in Brooklyn Heights, N.Y.

Lawrence C. Mclntyre '84, a former editor-in-

chief of The Archive at Duke, is an associate editor in

the book department of Reader's Digest in Pleasant-

ville, N.Y. He and his wife, physician Carol Karmen,

and their son live in Yorktown Heights, N.Y.

Joseph A. Pimentel '84 is a special agent of

the F.B.I, in Miami, Fla. He and his wife, Ivette, live

in Miami.

Stephen M. Prescott B.S.E. '84, a Navy lieu-

tenant, completed the Basic Surface Warfare Officer's

Course.

Karyn Roberts '84, who earned her M.B.A. at

the Haas School of Business in 1990, is a systems

analyst at Ford Motor Co. She and her husband, Jeff

Frolik, live in Ann Arbor, Mich.

Julie Ring Robertson '84 is a contractor to the

Department of Energy in Richland, Wash., specializ-

ing in environmental regulatory support. She and her

husband, Wayne, live in Richland.

Peter Gerald Verniero J.D. '84 was appointed

to N.J. Gov. Christine Todd Whitman's cabinet as

chief counsel.

Elizabeth Logan Warlick '84 is a public health

consultant. She and her husband, Robert D. Turk,

live in Madagascar, Africa.

Lisa Burge '85 is a partner at Yale R. Burge

Antiques, a firm that buys 18th- and 19th-century

French and English furniture to sell to the trade.

She and her fiance, Michael Swotes '85, live in

Manhattan.

Bolding Day '85 is an air traffic control

specialist with the Federal Aviation Administration

at Greenville-Spartanburg Jetport in Greer, S.C. She

and her husband, Stephen, have just completed a new
home on a horse farm near Gowensville, S.C.

Karen Jones Fiascone '85 owns and operates

the Chicago area franchise of Pretty as a Picture, an

etiquette program for young ladies in kindergarten

through ninth grade. She and her husband, Matthew,

have two children.

Swotes '85, who received his M.B.A.

from Harvard Business School in 1992, is a manage-

ment consultant with McKinsey& Co. in New York

City. He and his fiancee, Lisa Burge '85, live in

Manhattan.

Barrett M.B.A. '86 is manager of qual-

ity and education at Selcor Corp. in Hickory, N.C.

Susan Battle-McDonald '86 works for the

secretary of Maryland's Department of the Environ-

ment. She is also a mentor for a 16-year-old girl from

a disadvantaged inner-city community. She and her

husband, Chris Battle-McDonald, live in Baltimore.

Billie Sue Dickson-Walden BSE. '86, a Navy
lieutenant, has returned from duty in the Caribbean

aboard the frigate L'SS Ainsworth, one of several ships

enforcing U.N. sanctions against Haiti.

Chris Hagan J.D. '86 is a partner in the law firm

Davis, Graham 6k Stubbs. He works in the corporate

and securities department in the firm's Washington,

D.C, office.
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joined the Peace

Corps and is assisting with business and economic

development in Poland.

Judith Wrubel '86, A.M. '89, who completed an

M.Litt. degree in international telations at Oxford

University in June 1993, is the Soref Research Fellow

at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy in

Washington, D.C.

James M. Arges '87 is a real estate attorney with

Smith, Dickey & Smith. He and his wife, Catherine

Knight, and their son live in Fayetteville, N.C.

Jamie Grobman Bernstein '87 is an attorney

in the Office of the Chief Counsel, Internal Revenue

Service. She and her husband, Michael, live in

Arlington, Va.

Lisa Dator '87 was named a Viola Vestal Coulter

Scholar in natural resources law for her academic

merit at the University of Denver. She is in her third

year of law school, where she also promotes public in-

terest law among law students. She plans to clerk for a

federal magistrate judge in Newark, N.J., next fall.

Eric N. Johnson '87, a Navy lieutenant, is a

flight instructor for cadets, stationed at the U.S. Air

Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo., on a pilot

exchange program.

Matt Kersey Ph.D. '87, a researcher for Glaxo,

Inc., was featured in a national advertising campaign

for the pharmaceutical company, which is based in

Research Triangle Park. The ads ran in local and

national newspapers and aired on the three major

television networks.

Catherine Tinkler Mueller '87, a Navy lieu-

tenant, works at the Pentagon as a spokesperson. She

and her husband, Dan, live in Fairfax, Va.

Marc D. Carpenter '88, who earned his master's

at the University of Vermont, is a case manager for a

Rutland, Vt., service agency for the mentally retarded.

He also writes for a Christian rock magazine. His wife,

Rebecca E. "Gena" Carpenter '89, is a full-

time homemaker who also does crafts projects, such as

quilting and stenciling. They have two children and

live in Sudbury.

A.M. '88, a Navy ensign, is serv-

ing with Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron

1 10 at Naval Air Station Miramar in San Diego.

Peter D. Lowen B.S.E. '88 is an environmental

engineer. He and his wife, Debbie E. Hilowitz
'89, live in Denver, Colo.

Patrick Stephen Malone '88 earned his Ph.D.

in social psychology at the University of Texas at

Austin. He and his wife, Leigh Anna Hutchinson-

Malone, live in Upper Darby, Pa.

SWINGING SUCCESS

As any golfer

knows, com-
pletely mas-

tering the game is next

to impossible. Sure,

you can lower your
handicap by practic-

ing that chip shot. But
even if a flexible job

and an understanding

spouse allow for maxi-

mum time on the

greens, a player's

game can range from
fair to great and back
again.

Such changes in

fortune discourage

many would-be golfers

from pursuing the

sport. Conversely, that

was precisely what in-

trigued Sarah LeBrun
Ingram '88, a top play-

er on the amateur cir-

cuit, when she picked

up clubs for the first

time as a ten-year-old.

"It's hard to get bored

with the game be-

cause it's so up and
down," she says.

Like most suburban
kids, Ingram tried out

a number of sports,

including tennis and
swimming. Within her

first year of golfing,

she had won and come
in second in two local

tournaments. She was
hooked. At Duke,
Ingram earned honors

as an integral member

Drive, she said: Ingram finds the i

allows her "to have a normal life'

of the women's varsity

team, including Ail-

American recognition.

While in school,

Ingram toyed with the

idea of turning pro but

eventually decided

"the professional cir-

cuit wasn't for me,"
she says. Married a

year out of college,

Ingram says she didn't

want to be away from
home for the thirty

weeks a year that pros

are on the road. As an

amateur, she's away
for an average of four-

teen. "I've stayed

amateur," she says,

"because I like to

have a normal life."

And an accom-
plished life, as well.

This past summer,
Ingram won the U.S.

Women's Mid-Ama-
teur championship,

and came in second

in the U.S. Women's

Amateur tournament.

That achievement,
she says, was "the

highlight ofmy career,

even though I've won
a lot of other tourna-

ments." A match play

competition (which

counts the number of

holes won, not strokes

taken), the Women's
Amateur comes down
to a final thirty-six

hole round. Ingram,

who was four down
after eighteen holes,

battled back but lost

on the very last hole.

Ingram says she'll

continue to work the

amateur circuit and
expects to play on
the Curtis Cup world

amateur team again in

the fall. And with the

rise of golfs popularity

among young profes-

sionals, she offers the

same advice for both
fledgling and merely
frustrated linksters. "I

tell people to spend as

much time as possible

doing as much consis-

tent practice as they

can," she says. "That
may not be three

hours a day, but make
it at least fifteen min-

utes every day. Golf

takes a lot of practice."

Joel Martin Ph.D. '88 was awarded tenure in the

religious studies department of Franklin & Marshall

College in Lancaster, Pa. He is the author of Sacred

Revolt: The Muskogee's Struggle for a New World, a

member of the American Academy of Religion, and

a fellow in the Outstanding Young Scholars in Amer-

ican Religion program.

who earned her M.F.A.

in dramatic writing at New York University in 1990,

is an associate producer for the international televi-

sion group of Children's Television Workshop. She

works on productions of Sesame Street that are shown

around the world. She and her husband, Matthew,

live in New York City.

EDISPELLED
Duke doesn't need the philanthropic

contributions of alumni, parents,

friends, students or faculty because

of The Duke Endowment.

This is the most far-reaching miscon-

ception held about Duke University. The
Duke Endowment is a completely separate

entity from the University. Though funds

from the The Duke Endowment made the

founding of Duke possible, and it has made

generous gifts to Duke each year since, the

University's mission has been greatly

expanded since 1924, increasing the annual

financial needs of the institution. Shortly

after it was established, The Duke
Endowment annually disbursed funds that

could pay for 55% of the university's

operational expenses. Today, entitlement

income from The Duke Endowment pays for

less than 3% ofDuke's operational expenses.
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HELPING HANDS

At first, says

Brian Hamilton
M.B.A. '90,

volunteer work for

minority and small

businesses was just

something to do while

enrolled in graduate

school. But as he inter-

acted with clients and
watched them succeed,

he realized he wanted
to invest his future in

helping would-be
entrepreneurs.

Now president of

Hamilton & Associates,

an accounting and
financial consulting

firm, Hamilton works
with a broad range of

clients. Although his

organization handles

private-sector firms

and nonprofit groups,

some of his most satis-

fying encounters, he
says, have been
through government
contracts. And while

minority business con-

tracts comprise only

30 percent of his case

load, it's an important

component.
"It was wonderful

as a Fuqua student to

be able to work with

Native American,
Hispanic, and African-

American-owned com-
panies," says Hamilton.

"Once I saw the need
for providing support,

I wanted to do more."

Typically, minority-

owned businesses ap-

ply to agencies such
as the Department of

Commerce or to the

Small Business Admin-
istration for assistance.

Those organizations

will then enlist compa-
nies like Hamilton's to

do what's needed. "I

think this arrangement
is the right way to go,"

he says. "Using private

contractors is much
more efficient than go-

ing through the bureau-

cracy of government."

Whether ifs help-

ing a mom-and-pop
headstone-and-

monument business

/^fc=;secure a line of

credit or a pipeline i ^H['-*
construction com- *sm ' Jm4

pany negotiate a

contract bond, HBs! ar
Hamilton and his

eighteen-person

staff are ready to

offer short-term

remedies or long-

term advice.

Hamilton says

that the most com-
mon business mis-

takes plague small Hamilton: taking care of

and large companies small business

alike. "The biggest

mistakes are poor cash- mentor to help avoid

flow planning. Either blunders. "Some peo-

they don't have ple say the school of
enough start-up money hard knocks is the best

or they're not looking way to learn, but that

down the road to pre- tends to be very expen-

pare for how the mar- sive. Running a busi-

ket is going to change. ness is a learned skill,

I recommend that peo- but the key is to learn

ple read everything inexpensively rather

they can about run- than by making costly

ning a business." mistakes."

And it wouldn't hurt

either, he says, to iden-

tify an experienced

Safe
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Troy G. Arnold III B.S.E. '89 spent the summer
of 1993 in Montreaux, Switzerland, studying product

design, and then worked during the fall at an archi-

tecture and design studio in Paris. This year, he will

complete his studies at the Art Center College of

Design in Pasadena.

pp '89, who earned her law degree

at William & Mary and clerked for the U.S. District

Court, is an assistant commonwealth's attorney for

the city of Norfolk, Va.

Debbie E. Hilowitz '89 is a medical intern at

The Children's Hospital in Denver, Colo. She and

her husband, Peter D. Lower) B.S.E. '88, live in

Denver.

Amy Houpt '89 will participate in the Robert

Bosch Foundation's young professionals programs as a

Bosch Fellow. She will work in the eastern part of Ger-

many from September to June 1995. She is managing

editor of International Economic Insights at the Institute

for International Economics in Washington, D.C.

Jennifer Zeidman '89 is a producer/researcher

at CNN in Atlanta, producing live interviews for

CNN's coverage of breaking news. Two years ago,

she was in Moscow for three weeks to produce inter-

views during the attempted overthrow of the Russian

government.

MARRIAGES: Sarah Lee Wei '82 to Charles

Robert Chase on Dec. 29. Residence: Coventry,

R.I... Lisa Rider '83, M.D. '87 to Simon Wing
in September. Residence: Silver Spring, Md. . .

.

Colleen F. Coonelly '84 to John P. Lavelle

on Oct. 10, 1992. Residence: Wynnewood, Pa....

Robert L. Fischer '84 to Amy R. Gunn on
Sept. 25. Residence: Nashville. . .Lawrence C.
Mclntyre '84 to Coral L. Karmen on May 12, 1990.

Residence: Yorktown Heights, NY...Joseph A.
Pimentel '84 to Ivette Hernandez on Dec. 4. Resi-

dence: Miami...Julie M. Ring '84 to Wayne A.

Robertson on May 1, 1993. Residence: Richland,

Wash. . . .Karyn Roberts '84 to Jeff Frolik in Sep-

tember. Residence: Ann Arbor, Mich.. ..Elizabeth
Logan Warlick '84 to Robert Daniel Turk on Jan.

8. Residence: Madagascar, Africa...Susan M.
Battle '86 to Chris McDonald on Sept. 25.

Residence: Baltimore...Jamie Grobman '87 to

Michael Bernstein on Oct. 24- Residence: Arlington,

Va....Erik N. Johnson '87 to Brenda Myers on
Feb. 27, 1993. Residence: Colorado Springs... Susan
Reynolds Lehman '87 to Trent Andrew
Carmichael '88. Residence: Palo Alto, Calif....

Christopher R. Frattaroli '88 to Tracey
Taylor '89 on June 26. Residence: New York City. .

.

Peter D. Lowen BSE 88 to Debbie E.

Hilowitz '89 on April 4, 1993. Residence: Denver.. .

.

Patrick Stephen Malone '88 to Leigh Anna
Hutchinson on June 6, 1993. Residence: Upper
Darby, Pa...Linda Marie Free 89 to Michael
Byas Ward '89. Residence: Seattle.

BIRTHS: Second child and daughter to Nikki
Hurst Gibson '80 and Dennis Gibson on Oct. 14,

1992. Named Audrey Leigh. . .Second son to Jeffrey
R. Kennedy '80 and Rebecca Smith
Kennedy '80 on Dec. 17. Named Andrews

Noel. . .Sixth child and fourth son to Maureen
Morgan Miller '80 and Phillip Miller B.S.E. '83

on Nov. 16. Named Edward Gerard.. .Second child

and daughter to Jeffrey C. Conklin B.S.M.E. '81

and Teri Chagnon Conklin '82 on July 23.

Named Caroline Raye. . .First child and son to

Myron T. Hill Jr. '81 and Beth McLamb Hill.

Named Myron Tayloe HI. . .First child and daughter

to Terri Mascherin '81 and Thomas Abendroth

in December. Named Kathryn Elizabeth Abendroth...

First child and daughter to Grant Beecher
'81, J.D. '85 and Anna Stowe
'82 on Oct. 13. Named Kathleen Stowe. .

.

Second child and first son to llissa Kimball
Povich '81 and Lon Povich on Dec. 4. Named
Steven Robert. . Third child and second daughter to

Jesse Samuel Eberdt '82 and Anne Henley

Eberdt on Nov. 30, 1992. Named Meta Jessan...Sec-

ond child and son to Cynthia Jones Lange '82

and Campbell M. Lange on March 5, 1991. Named
Scott Montgomery. . .Second daughter and child to

Melissa Dunning Bancuk M.H.A. '83 and Jim

Bancuk on April 3, 1993. Named Kelly. . .First child

and son to Jill Goldberg Granoff '83 and

Richard Granoff on Jan 5. Named Jacob Alexander...

Third child and second daughter to Anne Fawley
Adams B.S.E. '84 and N. Terry Adams Jr. on Sept.

25. Named Lindsay Elizabeth. . .A daughter to Lisa
Stevens Brotmann B.S.N. '84 and Andrew
Brotmann on June 28. Named Alison Laura. . .First

child and daughter to Colleen F. Coonelly '84

and John P. Lavelle on Sept. 4. Named Moira Sarah

Coonelly Lavelle. . .First child and daughter to

Kimberly Stott Elliott '84 and Michael Elliott

on Nov. 4- Named Erin Avery. . . First child and son

to Sarah Elizabeth Darer Littman '84 and

Cedric Littman on May 29, 1993. Named Joshua

Louis Daniel. . .Second child and daughter to Paul C.
Lohrey '84 and Tamara Lohrey on July 31. Named
Justine Tamara. . .Second daughter to Jennifer
Campbell McElroy '84 and David McElroy on

May 27. Named Kelsey Jayn. . .First child and son to

Lawrence C. Mclntyre '84 and Carol L. Kar-

men on Dec. 2, 1992. Named Matthew Karmen...

Second child and first daughter to Karen Jones
Fiascone '85 and Matthew Fiascone on Dec. 8.

Named Regan Marie. . .First child and daughter to

Leslie Grosvenor Holloway '85 and R. Mar-

cus Holloway on Oct. 14- Named Madeline Louise...

First child and son to Douglas Rex B.S.E. '85,

M.B.A. '91 and Lindy Olney Rex B.S.E. '85 on

Nov. 16. Named Colin Thomas. . .First child and son

to Harris Slavin Schild '86 and Heidi Schild

on Dec. 27. Named Ethan Mitchell. . . First child

and son to James M. Arges '87 and Catharine
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For the first time— the Great Minds
of the Western Intellectual Tradition
(Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Moses, Jesus, Marcus Aurelius, Augustine, Aquinas, More, Machiavelli, Bacon, Descartes,

Hobbes.Spinoza, Newton, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Smith, Rousseau, Kant, Burke, Montesquieu, Hegel, Marx, Mill,

Kierkegaard, Darwin, Freud, Jung, Nietzsche, James, Ayers, Quine, Wittgenstein, Weber, Habermas, Kuhn, etc.)

taught by 10 widely acclaimed lecture

professors on audio and video cassette

lael Sugrue, Ph.D.

The Johns Hopkins

University

THE SUPERSTAR FACULTYALSO INCLUDES: John Recchiuti, Ph.D.,

Columbia University; Robert Oden, Ph.D., Headmaster, The Hotchkiss School; Elizabeth

McNamer, Ph.D., Rocky Mountain College; Rick Roderick, Ph.D., National University;

DrewWesteii, Ph.D., Harvard University; Georgia Nugent, Ph.D., Brown University.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF
LIFE? What is the best kind

of life?Who or what is God?

What is the essence of justice? When
is it legitimate for one person to have

power over others? Can any of these

questions be answered?

These are basic riddles of human
experience that thoughtful men and

women have pondered since the dawn
of civilization.

You too must have asked yourself

questions like these many times.And
perhaps you once vowed that some
day you would plow through all the

great thinkers of the Western World

and find your own answers.

But you know you never will.

Frankly, itwould require a minimum
of several years of withdrawal from

active life, and devotion to intense

effort and concentration.

Now, at last, here is a feasible way
to enjoy the intellectual adventure of

a lifetime.Awayyou can comfortably

grasp the essenceand consequence of

each author's greatness, in leisure

moments in your home or car.

That is the extraordinary opportu-

nity now offered by this unprec-

edented new audio-video lecture se-

ries—The Great Minds of the West-

ern Intellectual Tradition.

The series is composed of 57 lec-

tures, covering more than 40 of the

Great Minds of the Western World.

Each lecture is accompanied byan

outline and reading list as an aid, if

you wish, to mastering and further

exploring the subject.

Over half of the lectures are delivered

by Doctors Darren Staloff and Michael

Sugrue, who for several years electrified

students at Columbia University with

their sweeping canvas of Western intel-

lectual development. Then to round out

the series, there are guest lecturers from

the growing Teaching Company trea-

sury of audio and video recordings of

America's SuperStar Teachers®.

The result is a definitive survey of

Western thought by an all-star teaching

team with no equal in lecturing skill at

any single college campus anywhere else

in the world.

With these video or audio recordings

often ofAmerica's mostwidely acclaimed

college lecture professors asyour guides,

you can now follow down through the

centuries mankind's great debate over

the meaning of life, and how the ideas put

forth shaped and developed our Western

civilization of today.

Just listening to these lectures

—

whether you decide to supplement them

by browsing through the texts of the

works discussed or not—will give you a

grasp of the intellectual history of the

WesternWorld possessed by as few as one

out of every thousand Americans.

See the coupon to the right for offer

and ordering details.

THE CURRICULUM
GUEST LECTURERS' NAMES ARE NOTED IN PARENTHESES.

PART I: Ancient Philosophy and Faith: From Athens to Jerusalem.
Introduction to the Problems and Scope of Philosophy; Pre-Socratics: Ionian

Speculation and Eliatic Metaphysics; Plato's Republic: Philosophy and Blessed

Life (Dr. Recchiuti); Plato's Republic: Justice and the Good Polis (Dr. Dalton);

Plato's Symposium: The Dialectic of Reason, Love and Wisdom; Aristotle's

Metaphysical Views; Aristofle's Politics: The Golden Mean and Just Rule (Dr.

Dalton); The Old Testament (Dr. Oden); Divine Justice (Dr. Oden); Paul and The

New Testament (Dr. McNamer); Marcus Aurelieus' Meditations: The Stoic Ideal.

Course No. GM-B001 . Video or Audio.

PART II: The Age of Faith to The Age of Reason.
Augustine's City of God: Grace, Original Sin and Theodicy; Aquinas' Summa
Theologica: The Thomist Synthesis and Its Political and Social Content; More's

Utopia: Reason and Social Justice; Machiavelli's The Prince: Political Realism,

Political Science and the Renaissance; Bacon's New Organon: The Call for a New
Science (Dr. Kors); Descartes' Epistemology and the Mind-Body Problem; Hobbes'

Leviathan (Dr. Dalton); Spinoza's Ethics; The Newtonian Revolution (Dr. Kors).

Course No. GM-B002. Video or Audio.

PART III: The Enlightenment and Its Critics.
Locke's Theory of Knowledge (Dr. Kors); Locke's Political Theory (Dr. Dalton);

Montesquieu and the Beginnings of Political Science; Berkeley's Idealism and the

Critique of Materialism; Hume's Epistemology; Hume's Theory of Morality; Smith's

Wealth of Nations; Rousseau's Dissent: The Challenge to the Idea of Progress (Dr.

Kors); Kant's "Copernican Revolution;" Epistemology and the Critique of Metaphys-

ics; Kant's Moral Philosophy; Burke and the Birth of Enlightened Conservatism;

Naturalism and Conservatism: The Boundaries of the Enlightenment (Dr. Kors).

Course No. GM-B003. Video or Audio.

PART IV: Philosophy in the Epoch of Ideology.
Hegel's Philosophy of History; Marx and the Problem of Alienation and Ideology;

Marx's Historical Materialism; Mill on Liberty (Dr. Roderick); Thoreau and the

Escape to Freedom (Dr. Dalton); Dostoyevsky and the Escape from Freedom (Dr.

Dalton); Kierkegaard's Christian Existentialism; The Darwinian Moment: The Sur-

vival of the Fittest (Dr. Recchiuti); Weber's Historical Sociology; Freud's Theories of

Motivation and Development (Dr. Westen); Contemporary Psychodynamic Thinking

(Dr. Westen); Freud and Jung on Definition and Interpretation (Dr. Nugent).

Course No. GM-B004. Video or Audio.

PART V: Modernism and the Age of Analysis.
Nietzsche's Critique of Christianity: The Genealogy of Morals; Nietzsche's Perspec-

tivalism and Critique of Philosophy; James' Pragmatism; A.J. Ayei^s Language,

Truth and Logic; The Latter Wittgenstein: The Philosophy of Language; The

Existential Insight: Sartre and Heidegger; Habermas' Critical Theory; Kuhn's Para-

digm Paradigm; Quine's Ontological Relativism and the End of "Philosophy;" Rorty's

Neo-Pragmatism; Conclusion: Reviewing the Western Tradition, Parts I and II.

Course No. GM-B005. Video or Audio.

The Teaching Company - Dept 620
1 7405 Alban Station Ct, Springfield, VA 22150
I Please send the following SuperStar Teachers College Lecture Course(s)

I in The Great Minds of the Western Intellectual Tradition, each consisting

I of 10 to 12 lectures on audio or video cassettes in handsome storage cases. f|™ I

IQGM-B001 QGM-B002 aGM-BOOS QCheck enclosed (to The Teaching Co.). I

1 QGM-B004 GM-B005 QALL FIVE QCharge to my: QVISA QMasterCard 1

"I
I

I!
I Check choice of format:

|
VIDEO Q AUDIO

|
VIDEO: $149.95 per c

,,$500-a savings of $249.75.-

To order, mail coupon or call

1-800-832-2412
ASK FOR OPERATOR 620

FAX: 1-703-912-7756

I AUDIO: $89.95 per c

All 5 courses, $300-a savings of $149.75.

|
Add $5 per part or $20 lor all 5 parts for NAME iPLEASE PRINT)

shipping & handling. Sales lax, in VA, 4.5%.

-I

J I LI Check

£i video and

f
[allege

Check here for FREE catalog of

o recordings of over 50 _
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Knight on Sept. 15. Named Tate McFarlan... First

son to Christopher Colt Brooks '87 and Jill

Kristin Blackburn Brooks '88 on Sept. 21.

Named Taylor Judson. . .Second son to Mark D.
Evans '89 and Diane Evans on June 4- Named Jack-

son Walter...A son to Jeanne Shapiro Savitt
'89 on Jan. 23. Named Matthew Richard.

90s
Dorn '90 is living in northern Vir-

ginia and runs an after-school enrichment program

for at-risk junior high school students.

John W. Heinecke '90, a Navy lieutenant, is

serving on the guided missile frigate USS Thach in

Yokosuka, Japan.

Heather Howard '90 is a legislative assistant

to Rep. Nita Lowey (R-N.Y.). She lives in Washing-

ton, D.C.

Klein '90 has joined Mintz & Hoke Adver-

tising and Public Relations as a senior account execu-

tive in the company's Hartford office. She lives in

Farmington, Conn.

R. Narron '90, who earned her law degree

at UNC-Chapel Hill, is an associate with the firm War-

ren, Perry, Anthony and Cook in Wake Forest, N.C.

Britton Thomas Russell '90 is a contract

manager at Nike. His wife, Elizabeth Edwards
Russell '90, is a senior consultant in change man-

agement services at Andersen Consulting. They live

in Charlotte, N.C.

Spence H. Smith '90, a Navy lieutenant, re-

ceived the Navy Achievement Medal for superior

performance at Naval West Oceanographic Center,

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, his current assignment.

April Barnhardt '91 received the Village Pride

Award for excellence in her duties as account execu-

tive for The Village Advocate, a weekly shopping guide

for the Chapel Hill area.

Todd Griffith '91 is in his second year of medical

school at UNC-Chapel Hill. He and his wife, Andrea
Fraser Griffith '92, a teacher, live in Chapel Hill.

Robert Kaplan '91 works at the U.S. Department

of Agriculture for its assistant secretary for economics.

He has worked on the Clinton-Gore campaign and at

the White House.

Stacy Stansell Klein B.S.E. '91, who earned

her master's in biomedical engineering at Drexel Uni-

versity, is pursuing her Ph.D. in biomedical engineer-

ing at Vanderbilt University. She and her husband,

Garrett, live in Nashville.

Jennifer Walker McAney '91 is pursuing her

master's in social work. She and her husband, Michael,

live in Virginia Beach, Va.

En Kook Cho '92 is an analyst for Salomon Broth-

ers. He lives in Hackensack, N.J.

Jennifer H. Ehlin '92, a Navy ensign, graduated

with honors from the Surface Warfare Officer's

course.

Andrea Fraser Griffith '92 teaches seventh

grade in the Durham public school system. She and

her husband, Todd Griffith '91, a medical student,

live in Chapel Hill.

Heeraj Sharma '92 is starting his third year at the

University of Texas Medical School at San Antonio.

M. Haziq B.S.E. '93 was commissioned

a Navy ensign upon graduation from Officer Candi-

date School at the Naval Education and Training

Center in Newport, R.l.

K. Toussaint B.S.E. '93, a Navy
ensign, graduated from Basic Civil Engineer Corps

Officer School in Port Hueneme, Calif.

A.M. '93, a professor of

cost-benefit analysis in the economics department at

the Instituto Tecnologico Autonomo de Mexico, is

economic adviser to the executive office at the Fed-

eral Commission of Competition, Antitrust Enforce-

ment Agency, in Mexico City.

MARRIAGES: Madison Keith Daniel '90 to

Loma K. Golden on Dec. 1 1 . Residence: Durham. .

.

Elizabeth Erin Edwards 90 to Britton
Thomas Russell '90 on Oct. 16. Residence:

CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural

acres, 20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today,

Food&Wine, Mid-Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd., 27712.

(919) 477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

ST. JOHN: Two bedrooms, pool. Quiet elegance,

spectacular view. (508) 668-2078.

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd., Chapel

Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 929-3194.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury waterfront

house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, for vacation

rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool, and spectac-

ular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach for great swim-

ming and snorkeling. John Krampf '69, 812 W. Sedg-

wick St., Philadelphia, PA 19119. (215) 438-4430

(home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

FLORIDA KEYS, Big Pine Key. Fantastic open water

view, Key Deer Refuge, National Bird Sanctuary, stilt

house, 3/2, screened porches, fully furnished, stained

glass windows, swimming, diving, fishing, boat basin,

non-smoking, starting at $l,500/week. (305) 665-3832.

BALD HEAD ISLAND, NC: Unspoiled island acces-

sible by ferry from Southport. No cars. Transportation

by golf cart, 14 miles of beach, golf, tennis, nature

program. Beautifully furnished three-bedroom, two-

bath condo. Rent at discount directly from owners.

(919) 929-0065.

A

CTF

THE OLD NORTH DURHAM INN, an i

bed and breakfast less than a mile from Duke, offering

tum-of-the-century charm, comfortable lodging, and

hearty breakfasts. 922 N. Mangum St., 27701. (919)

683-1885.

FIGURE EIGHT ISLAND, Wilmington, NC.
Sound-front beach house, great ocean views, sleeps

8-10. Private island. $l,700/week. (910) 686-4099.

EASTHAM, CAPE COD. Three-bedroom, two-bath

home, fully furnished, on quiet, wooded lot one mile

from National Seashore. Summer: $850 week or $3,200

for July, $4,000 August. Offseason: $650 month.

Perkins, 1316 King George Blvd., Ann Arbor, MI
48108.(313)971-1893.

ANGUILLA. Three-bedroom, three-bathroom villa

overlooking Shoal Bay. $180-$310/day. (603) 352-

7568.

FOR RENT

LONDON FLATS; Two elegant flats, Chelsea

Bridge/Battersea Park area. Flat #16 for two or three

persons includes lovely lounge, double bedroom, sin-

gle bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, dining room, $650

per week. Flat #18 for five persons in three bedrooms,

bathroom, lounge/kitchen, $850 per week. Fully

equipped household with daily butler and maid ser-

vice. For three nights or for a week. Excellent value

with a five-year history. Brochure, photos, and refer-

ences upon request. Contact Thomas Moore evenings,

(801)393-9120.

ALSO: Owlpen Manor and estate cottages in

Gloucestershire. This is the country estate of the fam-

ily of Lord Nicholas Mander, with a magnificent

manor house where Queen Margaret stayed during

the Wars of the Roses. These dreamlike stone cot-

tages and setting are convenient to Bath, Badminton

House, Blenheim Palace, Stratford, Stowe-on-the-

Wold, and Burton-on-the-Water. Cottages for two

persons as well as larger cottages for large parties.

Hospitality unending. Contact Thomas Moore.

ALSO: The Granada, Spain, villa of the Mander

family is available for groups of up to eight persons.

This magnificent setting and lovely villa is available

year-round for lettings of no less than one week. Con-

tact Thomas Moore.

Four-bedroom, three-bath house on 1 2th Tee of Mt.

Mitchell Golf Course. Has over 2,800 square feet,

including large game room that has two pool tables

and a ping pong table, putting green, dart board, pin

ball machines, and TV set. Ideal for two families.

Contact Lawton Brown, evenings (407) 586-7309.

Waterfront home. Historic Chestertown, Maryland's

Eastern Shore. One week, $1,500, August 1994. Phil

(76), (410) 778-6600.

ATLANTIC BEACH, NC: Modern oceanfront,

pool-view condo. Three bedrooms, two and a half
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Charlotte, N.C. . .Cynthia Fink B.S.E. '90 to

Jonathan Sullivan on July 24, 1993. ..Joey Lynn
Tull '90 to Peter Gregory Nord '91 on Aug. 7.

Residence: Durham...Todd Griffith '91 to

Andrea Fraser '92 in May. Residence: Chapel

Hill...Stacy Dianne Stansell BSE. '91 to

Garrett Christian Klein on Aug. 21 in Duke Chapel.

Residence: Nashville. ..Elizabeth Honeycutt
'92 to Michael O'Leary on Oct. 2 in Duke Chapel.

Residence: Winter Park, Fla.

BIRTHS: First child and daughter to Jennifer
Walker McAneny '91 and Michael C. McAneny
on Dec. 19. Named Amanda Elizabeth.

DEATHS

G. Clifton Ervin '24 of Charlotte, on Dec. 19.

Richard A. Haddock '25 ofNew Bern, N.C, on

Dec. 5. He is survived by his wife, Lillian, five daugh-

ters, three sons, 12 grandchildren, and several great-

grandchildren.

William Staton Anderson '27 on Jan. 15, of

pulmonary complications after hip surgery, in West

Chester, Pa. He was a pediatrician in Washington,

D.C., from 1935 until retiring in 1981. He also taught

at George Washington University for nearly 50 years

until he was named clinical professor emeritus of

pediatrics in 1981. He was president of the American

Academy of Pediatrics during the mid-1960s, chief

of medical staff at Children's Hospital from 1958 to

1961, and a past president of the Children's Hospital

Research Foundation. He is survived by his wife, Doris,

two daughters, a brother, and four grandchildren.

Zelma Elizabeth Glenn '27 of Durham, on Jan.

24. She is survived by two sisters and several nieces

and nephews.

Agnes Wilson Stephenson 77 on Jan. 7 at

her Durham home. She is survived by her sister,

Elizabeth Wilson '27, a nephew, and two nieces.

Harry M. Douty '32 of Washington, D.C., on

Aug. 9, 1993, after a long illness. He is survived by

his daughter, Harriet Dwinell, a sister, and three

grandchildren.

Virginia Ragan Carpenter '33 of Davidson,

N.C, on Jan. 14- She is survived by two sons and two

grandchildren.

James W. Fowler Jr. '33 on July 10, 1993, in

Greensboro. He was a United Methodist minister.

He is survived by his wife, Lucile, son James W.
Fowler III '62, two daughters, and five grandchildren.

Alfred Faxon Henderson '33, M.D. '37 of

Palm Beach, Fla., on Sept. 4. He is survived by his

wife, Frances Maie, and his son and daughter.

Virginia Glymph Ross '33 of Durham, on Dec.

22, after a long illness. She is survived by three broth-

ers and two sisters.

G. George Lee '34 of Hickory, N.C, on July 8,

1993.

Paul A. Swicegood '34 on Feb. 27, 1991. He
is survived by his wife, Ella Cox Swicegood
A.M. '40.

Albert L. Hendren '36, M.Ed. '40of Roxboro,

N.C, on Jan. 4, 1990.

Daryl Winston Shaw M.Ed. '36 at his home in

Silver Spring, Md., of cancer. He is survived by his

wife, Betty, a daughter, seven brothers, three sisters,

six grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.

Francis E. Walker J.D. '36 of Durham on Feb.

20. He worked as assistant secretary and legal counsel

for Wright Machinery Co. until 1964- He then

worked for N.C. Blue Cross and Blue Shield until he

retired in 1975. He earned his undergraduate degree

from Bucknell University. He was a member and past

president of the Durham Lions Club and had served

on the Durham city schools' board of education. In

1960 he was selected Father of the Year. He is survived

by his wife, Annie; two sons, including Francis E.

Walker Jr. '62; and five grandchildren.

Herbert A. Carl '38 of Exeter, N.H., on Jan. 19,

1993, of a heart attack. He retired from the Depart-

ment of Health, Education and Welfare in 1977 and

was a life member of the American Library Associa-

tion. He is survived by his wife, Virginia, a daughter, a

son, and four grandchildren.

baths, wet-bar, balcony, screened porch, pool, t>

courts. Sleeps 8. Daily/weekly/monthly rentals.

(910)843-4019.

FOR SALE

PINEHURST—Country Club of North Carolina:

1) HOME, 3,470 square feet, heated on 1.2-acre

wooded lot, $295,000.

2) LOT, gorgeous golf course lot on Cardinal 13,

wide-open view, $125,000. Buyer should be a member
prior to closing. Call owner (910) 692-8187.

Historic Victorian in picturesque downtown Southport,

NC Four bedrooms, two baths. Cape Fear River view,

near boat harbors. (800) 346-7671 for information.

QUALITY U.S. & FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Flags & Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA MOUNTAINS.
Need a break from work or the summer heat? We
have a wide selection of vacation homes, condos, and

home sites to fit every budget. ShowTime Properties,

Sapphire, NC. (800) 414-SHOW.

TREYBURN COUNTRY CLUB. Charming new
home overlooking the 1 8th fairway features three

bedrooms, two baths, 1 8-foot ceilings in living and

dining rooms and a huge deck with ship rail. 2,1 1

1

heated square feet. Contact Duke Management Com-
pany at (919) 286-6605 for more details.

THE CHANTICLEER. Alumni Affairs has copies of

old yearbooks to sell for only $15, to cover handling

costs and shipping. Many years available. Contact
Bernice Charles, Alumni House, 614 Chapel Dr., Dur-

ham, N.C. 27708; (919) 684-51 14, (800) FOR-DUKE.

Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds

IRAs, SEPs, 401 (k)s, and 403(b)s

Christopher J.T. Clark B.A. '77, MBA
PaineWebber, Inc.

102 S. Tejon, Suite 900

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

(800) 624-3773

(719) 520-3634 fax

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUROWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Seven Sisters, Duke, Stanford, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics.

THE RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual, Couple, and Family

Adult, Adolescent, and Child

Timothy Isley, M.D.
Randall Johnson, M.D.

Teresa Mclnerney, M.S.W.

EASTOWNE CLINICAL ASSOCIATES
800 EASTOWNE DRIVE, SUITE 205

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.

(919) 493-0346

Gemini Consulting, currently the world's fastest

growing general management consulting firm, has

positions available with the Consumer Products Prac-

tice of Gemini Consulting. Requirements: outstand-

ing track record, 5+years' work experience in Con-

sumer Products/Packaged Goods. Record of progress

in leadership positions in Supply Chain (Purchasing,

Manufacturing, Logistics, Customer & Channel Man-
agement, and Brand Management). Excellent com-

munication, analytical, and interpersonal skills. Geo-

graphic location: flexible. Please send resume and

cover letter to: Gemini Consulting/Dept. CP, Gemini

Consulting, 55 W. Wacker Drive., Suite 500,

Chicago, IL 60601. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

A network of GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL
ALUMNI is being formed for future programming and

Homecoming 1994. For more information, to help

with planning, or to be placed on a confidential mail-

ing list, contact Robin A. Buhrke, Ph.D., Coordinator

of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Services and Sexuality

Programming, Duke Counseling and Psychological

Services, 214 Page Bldg., Box 90955, Durham, NC
27708-0955,(919)660-1000.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 63,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment) are

$100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.)

in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. Send check or

money order (payable to Duke Magazine) to: Classi-

fieds, Duke Magazine, 614 Chapel Drive, Box 90570,

Durham, NC 27708-0570.

We also accept VISA and MASTERCARD. No
phone orders, except FAX orders with credit card

numbers: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.

May-June 1994



Katherine Moesser Einback '38 ofCheyenne,

Wyo., on Aug. 30. During her career as a public

school teacher, she taught every grade. She served as

a W.A.V.E. in the Women's Naval Reserve during

World War II and was buried with Navy honors at

Arlington National Cemetery. She is survived by two

daughters and a granddaughter.

Curtis S. Taylor '38 of Addison, N.Y., on Dec.

11, ofALS/Lou Gehrig's Disease. He had retired after

31 years as a social worker for the Steuben County

Department of Social Services. He is survived by his

wife, Helen; a daughter, Carolyn T. O'Brien 75;

a son; and two grandchildren.

C. Gray '40 on Jan. 4. In 1985, he retired

from Kidder, Peabody & Co., an investment banking

and brokerage firm, after serving on its board of direc-

tors and as head of the public finance department. At
Duke, he was editor in chief of The Chronicle and a

member of Omicron Delta Kappa and Red Friars, an

honorary society. During World War II, he served in

the U.S. Army Air Corps in Europe and was awarded

the Air Medal. He is survived by his wife, Jean, thtee

sons, five grandchildren, a stepdaughter, a stepson,

and two brothers.

Beth Welsh Holmquist '40 of Portland, Ore.,

on Nov. 29. She is survived by a daughter, Julia
Holmquist Bergren '69.

Leone Parrot Stallings '40 at her home in

Kinston, N.C., on Oct. 30.

Frances Harris Pittman A.M. '41 of Char-

lotte, N.C., on Dec. 8. She taught in Good Hope and

Waynesboro, Ga., and in Laurinburg, N.C., before

moving to Charlotte, whete she taught at a junior

high school. She is survived by two sons, including

D. Kenneth Pittman '68, one daughter, and

three grandchildren.

James J. Akers '44 ofCharlotte, N.C., on Jan. 3.

Charles C. Haynes '44 of Durham, on Jan. 20.

He was a restaurateur and chef, and president of

Haynes Construction Co. He is survived by his close

friend, Patsy Ashby, his mother, three children, and

one grandchild.

Donald Winfrey Robinson M.D. '44 of

McDarell, Va., on Nov. 7. A retired Navy surgeon,

he was president of Highland Medical Center. He is

survived by his wife, Corinne, two sons, and three

grandchildren.

George Williams Worth '44 of Raleigh, on
Feb. 3, 1991.

William F. Becker B.S.C.E. '45 ofMontclair,

N.J., on Dec. 11, of emphysema. While at Duke, he

was editor in chief of The DufcEngineer and president

of Phi Kappa Psi. He was a civil engineer in Dallas for

38 years, and was assigned to the Middle East, Far

East, Australia, and Africa before retiring in 1984. He
is survived by his wife, Gail, a son, a daughter, and

four grandchildren.

Boy Magruder Jr. '48 ofJackson, Miss., on
Sept. 4- During the Korean War, he served in the

U.S. Marine Corps. He was associated with Stevens

Insurance Agency. He was also deacon and church

business administrator for Covenant Presbyterian

Church. He is survived by his wife, Patricia, three

daughters, two sons, sister Lila Jean Magruder
LaMotte '48, and six grandchildren.

Marcia Crane Heil '49 on Aug. 25, of cancer, in

Tustin, Calif.

Donald S. Bobbins B.S.M.E. '49 of Charlotte,

N.C., on Dec. 20. He worked for Duke Power Co.

for 28 years, retiring in 1984. He is survived by his

wife, Addie.

Annie Martha Bestebreurtje H.S. 50 of

Ruxton, Md., on Nov. 1 1 of natural causes. Known
as "Dr. Annie," she was a pediatrician in Baltimore

County for 39 years. Bom in the Netherlands, she

fled with her family to Zurich, Switzerland, during

World War II. She received her medical training

at the University of Zurich and at Johns Hopkins

University, where she was an assistant professor

of pediatrics emerita. She is survived by her hus-

band, physician William N. Fitzpatrick
H.S. '50; three daughters; three sons; and nine

grandchildren.

Barbara Hunter Clucas '57 of Goldaming,

England, on Oct. 5, of a blood clot in her lungs. She

had lived in England since 1960. She is survived by

her husband, Kenneth, two daughters, her father,

and two sisters.

Charles H. Seward '58 of Winter Garden, Fla.,

on Dec. 16.

Phillip King '59 on April 2, 1993, of cancer, in

Boston. He was former director of the chaplaincy at

Massachusetts General Hospital.

Esselstyn Howell H.S. '60 of Miami,

Fla., on Dec. 4, of ovarian cancer. A pediatrician,

she had recently filmed two videos to educate health

professionals and others who deal with chronic ill-

ness. She earned her medical degree at Harvard and

completed her residency in pediatrics at Duke. She

was a directot of the Caldwell B. Esselstyn Foundation

in New York. She is survived by her husband,

R. Rodney Howell M.D. '57, two daughters,

a son, a stepmother, and two brothers.

Louis S. Purnell '62 of Owings, Md., on Dec. 15.

Mitz McDowell Martin M.D. '66 of Easley, S.C.,

on Nov. 6, of a neurological illness. During the Vietnam

War, he served as a surgeon for Vietnamese civilians.

In 1974, he began his practice in radiation oncology.

Rowena Upham Brown '69 ofNew York City

on May 1,19-93.

Virginia Orr B.S.E. '82 on Feb. 11, 1991. She is

survived by her husband, James.

English Professor Duffey
Bernard I. Duffey, professor emeritus of English at

Duke, died in Durham on February 22. He was 76.

Duffey earned his bachelor's at Oberlin College

and his master's and doctorate degrees at Ohio State

University. He taught at Michigan State University

and the University of Minnesota before coming to

Duke in 1963.

In 1970, he received a Fulbright scholarship to teach

at the University of Copenhagen. He was the editor

of two anthologies and wrote three critical studies.

He is survived by his wife, Edith, a son, two daugh-

ters, two sisters, and four grandchildren.

English Professor Patton
Lewis Patton, an English professor specializing in

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century literature, died

February 17. He was 91.

After earning his bachelor's at Furman University

and his doctorate at Yale, he started his Duke career

in 1926. While at Duke, he edited two volumes of a

Coleridge anthology. He retired in 1972.

He is survived by his wife, novelist Frances Gray

Patton, two daughters, a son, a sister, nine grandchil-

dren, and seven great-grandchildren.

Nursing Professor Stone
Virginia Stone, Duke professor emerita of nursing

and a pioneer in gerontological nursing, died Decem-
ber 4. She was a past director of graduate studies at

Duke's nursing school.

In the 1960s, she developed the nation's first mas-

ter's program in gerontological nursing. Her own
master's was in sociology and her Ph.D. was in public

health. She was a senior fellow at Duke's Center for

the Study of Aging and Human Development, a fel-

low in the American Academy of Nursing, and a

travel fellow for New Zealand's Nursing Education

and Research Foundation. She received the Ameri-

can Nurses Association's Honorary Recognition

Award and was named Gerontological Nurse of the

Year. She served on the National Advisory Commit-
tee for the White House Conference on Aging in

1981 and 1991.

A memorial service was held for her in Duke
Chapel in April. Memorials can be made to the Vir-

ginia Stone Trust, which supports clinical research

in gerontological nutsing, in care of the An
Nurses Foundation.

D
U
K
E
f/iViilW: Duke wants only large gifts . .

.

participation is not important.

I S P L L
Totally untrue! The University com-

munity is grateful for all gifts received.

Last year 35,423 individuals participated in

the Annual Fund campaign with an alumni

participation rate of 32%. Since Duke has

more than 90,000 living alumni, we strive

for even greater participation. Every do-

nor, every dollar counts! A fiscally sound
future for Duke rests in the hands of the

alumni, friends, parents, faculty, and stu-

dents of the institution. Your unre-

stricted gifts to the Duke Annual Fund

DUKE
ANNUA!

help take care of the details of daily op-

eration which make Duke the incompa-

rable university that it is. Please make
your 1993-94 gift today by calling:

(919) 684-4419. This year's campaign

concludes onJune 30th.
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A CHANGE
OF HEART
AND HABIT

Something is missing from

the scene at the Duke Cen-

ter for Living on a typical

spring morning. Pairs and

small groups pace

around the indoor

track. There are a

few riders on the

herd of exercise bicycles. A water-

aerobics class is under way in the

indoor pool. Through a glass wall

you can see more small groups cir-

cling the outdoor track. Fitness

counselors stride along with some

of them, engaged in animated con-

versation. There are no joggers.

It's an older group. Some of the

participants have serious medical

problems—heart disease, lung dis-

ease, diabetes—although very few

are visibly struggling or much over-

weight. Others just want to be

healthier. It's also an upscale crowd:

This is expensive, and insurance and

Medicare won't pay for most of it.

What you don't see are facial ex-

pressions of grim determination.

These people are having a good time.

Participants do lose weight and get

in better cardiovascular shape, of

course. But the center's philosophy

is that self-denial is self-defeating.

The center doesn't even believe

in dieting. In fact the "first princi-

ple" in its nutrition manual is "Diets don't

work." With an austere diet, says nutri-

tionist Claudia Plaisted, "I wouldn't expect

you to be very happy or very healthy. ..."

"Or to stay on it very long in the real

world," adds her colleague Gene Erb.

"The traditional way of doing this is to

bring people in, give them a diet, and put

them on an exercise program," Plaisted

continues. "And then they go back to the

same lifestyle they always had. We really

try to work on people's whole lifestyle and
to put control in their hands. This is not a

baby-sitting service."

DUKE'S CENTER
FOR LIVING
BY STEVE ADAMS

Participants do lose

weight and get in better

cardiovascular shape, of

course. But the center's

philosophy is that self

denial is self-defeating.

To do that, the center offers intensive

programs including nutrition, exercise, sup-

port groups and stress-reduction sessions,

medical supervision, and individual coun-

seling. Until recently, the center

provided its services mostly a la

carte. But last September it began

offering one- to three-week retreats

that draw participants from all over

the country.

"The message we're trying to get

across to people is that how they

choose to live their lives can have a

profound effect on these chronic

diseases," says Fred Cobb, the cen-

ter's director and a physician who
teaches in Duke's cardiology divi-

sion. "What we're doing here is to

bring the best of modern medicine

together with helping people to

make those choices."

The center has come a long way

since 1976, when Andrew D. Wal-

lace, a cardiologist and former chief

executive officer at Duke Medical

Center, founded DUPAC with two

patients and three employees. The
name stood for Duke University

Preventive Approach to Cardiology;

the primary focus was on helping

patients recover from heart surgery.

| By 1982, with 125 members, the

S program moved to the press-box

building at Wallace Wade Stadium.

The cafeteria was on the third floor and

had to be cleared for sports reporters on
football game days. Within two years,

DUPAC reached its capacity of 600 par-

ticipants and began laying plans for a larg-

er facility.

In 1991, the program moved to its cur-

rent site and changed its name. The twen-

ty-six-acre campus in Duke Forest, near

Duke Medical Center, cost $13 million to

build. Facilities include the 30,000-square-

foot Fitness Center, a clinical laboratory,

and a nutrition center with teaching

kitchens and a restaurant. A residential
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complex with fifty to sixty units is in the

planning stage.

The number of participants has grown

to 1,300 and is expected to reach 1,500

shortly. The staff of ninety includes physi-

cians, psychologists, exercise physiologists,

physical therapists, nutritionists, and physi-

cians assistants.

The program has evolved as well.

"DUPAC focused heavily on exercise,"

Cobb says. "Now we're looking at the total

health picture—not only exercise, but

nutrition, stress reduction, behavioral psy-

chology, social issues. If you ask most car-

diac rehab programs, they will say,

'Yes, we do all those things. Sure.' But

they're not as closely monitored med-

ically, and the level of intensity isn't

as high."

That level of intensity doesn't come
cheap: A DUPAC-inspired two-week

program for the prevention of and

recovery from heart disease costs

$2,000. That same fee will buy a

healthy lifestyle program for healthy

people. For a three-week weight man-
agement program, the cost is $3,000.

A more intensive two-week "Healing

the Heart" retreat, aimed at actually

reversing heart disease and conduct-

ing research on how to do that, costs

$2,600. The eight-day course for dia-

betics is $700. These fees do not

include a minimum of $750 for a med-
ical evaluation ($1,450 for diabetes

participants). Meals are provided at

the nutrition center, but you're on
your own for lodging. Local residents

can use the facilities for $500 a year,

but other services are extra.

A typical day on a Center for Living

retreat begins with breakfast at seven,

followed by a yoga class at 7:45, a sup-

port group or stress-management ses-

sion at 8:45, and an exercise period at

ten. Activities after lunch might

include cooking school or a nutrition class

at 1:30, a lecture on heart disease risk fac-

tors at three, an optional exercise period at

four, and dinner at six. You get the rest of

the day off.

It is not boot camp. At least some staff

members (not the doctors) exude the

yippy enthusiasm one associates with aero-

bics instructors. "The neat thing about the

retreats is that the participants get that

family feeling," says Carola Ekelund, a

physical therapist. "They find a need for

themselves in the group. In one retreat

there was a older woman and a guy who
was forty-six, and he just loved her to

death. It was like getting a grandma. It's

just wonderful to see.

"The staff tries to interact with the par-

ticipants as much as possible. Sometimes

you just get the feeling that they need to

You can't just

stop eating like you

can stop smoking or

stop drinking.

You have to learn

to eat well.

Fit facility: center's 30 ,000-square-foot Fitness Center

talk or to have a lap with you. It can be

anything, clearing up a medical problem or

a new exercise. Or you can walk and cry

on the track together. It can be anything."

Erb, the nutritionist, says, "Our pitch is

pretty positive and upbeat, presented in a

fun way. It's not, 'this is what you have to

do or you're going to die.'
"

Plaisted interjects, "We're all frustrated

kindergarten teachers, really, so all of our

classes are a lot of fun."

Nevertheless, the center is serious about

the psychological aspect of its program.

"The whole area of health psychology is

relatively new," says psychologist James L.

Spira, director of the center's behavioral

medicine program. "It's really made its

presence known in the last five years, and

it's had a very strong impact in cardiac

rehabilitation because personality factors

and stress are so clearly related to mortali-

ty and recurrence."

Before coming to Duke from Stanford

University, Spira directed support groups

for cancer and AIDS patients. "The long-

term survivors are those who have open
and honest communications and can man-
age their stress better," he says. "Knowing
this, we tried to make the program more
of a mind-body program than any other

rehab program I've seen. For example, we
start the day with yoga and relaxation.

We look at stress management, personality

characteristics, social integration, isola-

tion, breaking habits, and setting

goals—realistic goals. You can't just

stop eating like you can stop smoking

or stop drinking. You have to learn

to eat well."

A clear philosophy of nutrition

emerges from conversations with the

center's staff and from its publications.

The first principle is that restrictive

diets—calorie counting, pre-planned

meals, measuring portions, and so

on—simply don't work. "The goal is

definitely not rapid weight loss," says

center director Cobb. "Rapid weight

loss usually means rapid weight gain."

In fact, yo-yo dieting is more un-

healthy than not losing weight at all.

Eating well, as Spira puts it, does

mean balancing your diet and reduc-

ing the fat, for both a healthy heart

and weight control. (A gram of fat

contains more than twice as many
calories as a gram of protein or carbo-

hydrate.) The American Heart Asso-

ciation recommends a diet in which

no more than 30 percent of the calo-

ries come from fat. At the center, 10

to 20 percent is considered better.

= And, simple as it seems, the advice is:

\ Eat when you're hungry, stop when
"you're full. Overeaters don't know
how to do that.

"We take a psychological approach to

healthy eating," Spira says. "That involves

an awareness of the process of eating and

what we get from eating, and to be more

sensitive to hunger and less to eating from

habit. We teach people to focus on every

biteful they take. Compulsive eaters will

enjoy the first mouthful they taste, and

then ten minutes later they'll look at their

plate and it's empty and they'll be stuffed.

They're not aware of what's been going on

in the meantime."

"When you ask people why they eat,"

says Erb, "you get hundreds of answers.

You very rarely hear anyone say hunger. It

never occurs to anybody."

What the center does not do is to pre-

scribe specific menus. "I'm not the psychic

dietician, so I can't know what's good for

somebody else," Plaisted says. "Dieting
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actually teaches people to have an eating

disorder. We teach people how to make

their own nutrition decisions—not learning

how to live on a diet, hut learning to be in

touch with your body and to eat normally,

to learn how to recognize your hunger.

"Most people have many ways of getting

pleasure. For people who rely on food all

the time, we need to diversify the portfo-

lio. A little bit of life is a great cure."

The center's "Healing the Heart" retreat

is aimed at actually stopping or reversing

progression of heart disease through low-

fat diet, exercise, and stress reduction.

"It was long thought that atheroscle-

rosis, or cholesterol deposits in the arter-

ies, was a relentlessly progressive disease,"

says Martin J. Sullivan, the center's assis-

tant clinical director. "The most exciting

thing that's happened in cardiovascular

medicine in the last five years has been

the concept that we can reverse the chron-

ic metabolic process of atherosclerosis."

Surgery, such as bypass surgery and angio-

plasty, is effective in treating clogged

arteries, "but the fact of the matter is that

they do not reverse the underlying dis-

ease," he says.

Studies show that lifestyle changes can

reverse clogging of the arteries in about

one-third of patients. More importantly,

they indicate that "cardiac events," such as

heart attacks and unstable angina, can be

Thought for food: learning nutrition i

reduced by more than 50 percent, regard-

less of whether there is a measurable clear-

ing of the arteries. "The amount of change

in the coronary arteries is small, but there

seems to be a very large change in the

event rate," Sullivan says.

"The next question," says Cobb, "is to

what extent those studies are applicable to

the general population, and that's what
we're going to look at. We're looking at

specific components. It's likely that multi-

ple factors will be effective."

Cobb points out that heart disease

develops over a lifetime, while the longest

regression studies cover only four or five

years. "Nobody is saying that it's washing

blood vessels clean," he says. "That's not

going to happen."

The center's approach to preventive

medicine should fit in with national health-

care reform, Cobb says. Its goals go well

beyond those of earlier cardiac rehabilita-

tion programs (including DUPAC at its

inception), which were designed to get

patients back to work, or at least back on
their feet. There are no data on whether

the center's $l,000-a-week retreats are

medically cost-effective, or whether partic-

ipants actually change their lifestyles. The
programs are too new. Like other similar

programs, however, the center does have

success stories among longtime local mem-
bers. Participants like Margie Marsh and

Ron Roberts are not only healthier, they

have avoided costly hospital stays.

"Ninety-five percent of the health dol-

lar is spent on managing the crisis stage of

disease," Cobb says. "That's extremely ex-

pensive. We ought to look at a little more
balanced approach and look at spending

more money than we're spending now on
trying to prevent disease. And once people

have a disease, look to strategies to keep

them from coming back to the hospital. I

would hope they would get the message

that the government should spend less

managing crises and more trying to pre-

vent crises."

Adams is a free-lance writer living in J

ON THE RIGHT TRACK

Ron Roberts was
forty-two and a

manager at the GTE
Customer Billing Center in

Durham when he signed

up at DUPAC, now the

Duke Center for Living, for

a six-month study in 1986
about the effects of exercise

on people with Type A per-

sonalities. He decided to

stay on.

Two years later, he felt a

pain in his neck while exer-

cising. It was advanced
heart disease. When an
angioplasty failed, doctors

performed an emergency
double bypass. It didn't

work—two months later he
had another double bypass.

When he entered the

program, Roberts had no
symptoms of heart disease,

but it was already too late.

"Why did I flunk the pre-

vention program?" he asks.

"All I can surmise is that

you do this damage over a

lifetime. I had been a heavy
smoker for twenty-five

years. I had not done any-
thing about diet, eating

what was available on the

run. I was somewhat of a

workaholic."

The center says Roberts

is a prime example of some-
one who has made the life-

style changes required to

turn a crisis into a healthy

improvement. In 1993,

Roberts was named Heart

Patient of the Year by
SmithKline Beecham. The
award included a $10,000
prize and a scheduled jog

with President Clinton.

Margie Marsh, Duke
men's basketball coach
Mike Krzyzewski's mother-
in-law, arrived from
Alexandria, Virginia, last

May, expecting knee
replacement surgery at

Duke Medical Center.

Instead, she signed up for

four weeks at the Center

for Living. By September,

she had lost forty-four

pounds, was walking laps,

and was planning to stay at

least the rest of the year. Al-

though she may still have to

have knee replacements,

surgery has been postponed

three times because she

continues to improve.

"This is a miracle," she

says. "I couldn't walk—

I

could hardly hobble without

a great deal of pain. Now I

Mm.Ji: "/ r> >uhl hardly hobble,"

says Coach K's mother-in-law
,

who now walks at least a

half-mile daily

can walk a half a mile every

morning, and I'm increasing

it each week."
She credits the center's

approach to nutrition and
psychology for much of her

improvement. "I've been
on diets off and on for a

million years at least and
none of them were success-

ful for any length of time.

Everything was a denial

program. Here, they teach

you not to diet."

"I was very active until

seven years ago," she says,

referring to when the trou-

ble with her knees began.

She gained weight. "What I

was really hungry for was
to move and be able to

walk. I was eating food

because I was bored stiff

looking at four walls.

"Now I can go places. I

can visit my children. I'm

almost free from pain. I still

have a certain amount of

pain, but that's offset by my
excitement with living and
not spending all my time

dealing with pain. That was
debilitating in itself."

Roberts says if he hadn't

been exercising and under
medical supervision, it

might have been longer

before his heart disease was
detected. And he was in

better shape to withstand

the surgery.

After his bypasses, he
recalls that he could walk
only a few hundred feet.

Now his morning regimen
at the center starts at 6 a.m.

He rides a stationary bike

for fifteen minutes, then

jogs two to two-and-a-half

miles in thirty minutes

before cool-down exercises.

A couple of days a week he
also works out with weights

for twenty-five minutes.

The jog is a morning ritual,

even when he's traveling,

which is often. His "meta-

bolic rate," a measure of

heart health, has risen from
six to sixteen. The average

for his age is ten; a

marathon runner scores

twenty to twenty-five.

Roberts has also learned

to manage stress. "I hasten

to point out that I don't

think that job stress is nec-

essarily negative," he says.

"But if you don't have good
coping mechanisms, you
cannibalize yourself."

In addition to the med-
ical support, he says, the

center became for him
"socially therapeutic. A lot

of people have breakfast

and socialize there. You're

going to meet positive atti-

tudes. By and large, I think

I'm doing better than I

thought I would, and I

think those positive atti-

tudes are infectious."
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MEN OF
STEEL

For
liberal-arts graduates

—

even for one-time art

majors—art production is

more typically a side pursuit

than it is a profession. Not
always, though: With cre-

ative zeal and to growing

acclaim, two classmates,

Andrew Preiss '91 and Jonathon Hexner
'91, are proving the exceptions to the

career-path rule. As undergraduates, both

concentrated on sculpture. Hexner contin-

ues to work with sculpture; Preiss is build-

ing a reputation as an art-furniture maker.

"I like having that double purpose to my
work," says the thirty-four-year-old Preiss

about the functional and aesthetic aspects

of his work. "I've always liked the idea of

not being exclusive; I've never liked that

elitist quality art can take on. That's

always grossed me out. I'd rather do work

that can appeal to people at every level."

There's certainly nothing elitist about

Preiss' Durham studio, rented from another

firm of metal artisans. It's a big, raw space,

resounding with the music of hammer on
steel and scented with hot metal. Preiss'

tools are the best quality—the sign of a

true craftsman. His materials are neatly

arranged beside his workbench, along with

the dozens of clamps the work requires.

"I like working with the metal, getting it

to do what you want," he says. "I like the

energy you have to put in. And with the

metals, too, you have these constraints.

You've got to plan what you're going to

do, but you also have to follow the form

that wants to be created."

For the last couple of years, most of his

designs have taken the form of lamps,

tables, and chairs. There is quite an unusu-

al chair in his studio: Made of steel and

woven copper strips, the chair has a rather

spare design but is surprisingly comfort-

able. "I needed a chair in here one day,"

Preiss says, "so I just made one."

That "just do it" attitude typifies the

energetic, athletic Preiss, who is a manic
Frisbee player. In fact, playing Frisbee was

the main thing he did for nine years. "I

took a long break between my freshman

METAL URGES
BY KATE DOBBS ARIAIL

Two young sculptors'

similar experiences

at Duke have led to

remarkably different

expressions.

Confidential Rocker No. 1 ofsteel and leather, by Preiss

and sophomore years," he says wryly. But

after years of the Ultimate Frisbee circuit,

Preiss returned to Duke and began applying

that focused energy to the study of design.

He started with a Duke drama depart-

ment scenic design course, with Wenhai
Ma. Ma had his students working on re-

interpretations of classic plays and encour-

aged them to look for fresh angles. This

idea, that there could always be a fresh

approach within defined parameters, was

his catalyst. "I got really excited, and

Wenhai was very supportive," Preiss says.

Preiss was soon enrolled full-time, work-

ing in the art department for a design

degree while continuing to take design-

related courses in the drama program. He
discovered that he likes making things

that have a context—like stage sets, or fur-

niture—and resolving problems in real

space from all perspectives.

Preiss' career received an early boost in

1990 as a result of an assignment in

William Noland's sculpture class. Not only

was Preiss asked to make a sculpture but

also to find a place to install it on campus,

including getting all the permissions and

making the necessary arrangements it

entailed. The result was a huge steel-and-

copper sculpture that hung in the Bryan

Center, attracting pleased attention far

longer than was required by the assignment.

This piece, on a scale suitable for large open

spaces of public buildings, now hangs on
long-term loan in the Durham City Hall.

For Preiss, hard work continued to pay

off. At Duke he won the Benenson Award,

an arts project grant funded by Duke
trustee Edward H. Benenson '34. And he

landed a substantial grant from the

Durham Arts Council, which allowed him
to create an even larger and more complex

hanging sculpture. "Oropendula," after

being exhibited in the Durham Arts

Council building for three months, has

been partially purchased by the Bryan Cen-

ter, where its rich worked copper and

gleaming eye-like forms warm the cav-

ernous space.

"Doing furnishings is an extension of

the sculpture," Preiss says. One can see

many of the same forms and formal quali-

ties in both. He likes organic and irregular

shapes, and the naturalistic curves he gets

by heating and bending steel. He also uses

contrasting material—playing the hard-

ness of steel against more malleable cop-

per, or using a rough-edged slab of stone

atop clean-lined edges.

Art furnishings galleries in Raleigh and

Atlanta carry his work now, and Preiss

knows of the trade-offs inherent in making

a product line for sale in the galleries. "It's

more exciting when you're doing the first
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one of anything—but it does

take a lot longer." After he's

developed a pattern and

worked the kinks out of the

design, Preiss maintains his

interest by seeing what kinds

of variations he can make in

the decoration or surface tex-

ture, so that each piece is

slightly different from the

one before.

He still does commissions,

too, for unique pieces. On the

drawing board are a sculptur-

al lighting fixture for a dining

room and a bas-relief frieze

for an exterior. "Making a

pleasing form to fit the para-

meters is more satisfying than just starting

off on a form," he says. "Sometimes I come
home and there are these incredible mes-

sages from people who want me to do

things." One caller left a detailed message

about a griffin-gargoyle copper downspout

he wanted. Preiss is happy to oblige.

Most people don't think of art as a

stable career choice, but Preiss has created

a comfortable creative niche for himself.

"People are always going to need lighting,

seating, a table. Even with the art market

hurting, people have still been buying

art furniture," he says with satisfaction.

"In a way, people are getting two things

for their money—art

and furniture." That

double-purpose
approach works for

him as well as his

clients: They get

pieces that are at

once decorative and

functional, and he

gets to make art and

to make a living.

By contrast, it's

form over function for Jonathon

Hexner in his abstract sculpture.

According to Hexner, students'

early development of individual

approaches is stimulated by

sculpture professor Noland, who
has an intuitive approach to his

own work. While demanding
that they read and look at other

formal masters, he encourages

students to find their own ways.

So Preiss and Hexner's similar

experiences at Duke have led to

remarkably different expressions.

Hexner is a superb craftsman,

but is drawn in his work to the

aesthetic and the spiritual realms,

rather than the mundane. His

combination of careful craft,

intellectual rigor, and deeply felt emotion
gives rise to some astonishingly powerful

Sculptural Chandelier ofsteel and copper, by Preiss

sculpture. Yet Hexner, now twenty-six, had

no intention of making art when he

entered Duke.

"I came to Duke because it was warm; I

came to play lacrosse. I wasn't planning to

study anything," he admits. Like Preiss,

Hexner took some time off after his fresh-

man year. He traveled, he took an Outward

Bound program, he learned to hang-glide.

And when he returned to Duke, ready to

work, his vocation was waiting to seize him.

Still an English major at the time, Hexner

says he wanted to continue with the pho-

tography he'd been doing since high school.

Hoping to take an independent study, he

went to see Noland, a photogra-

pher as well as a sculptor. Noland

said "maybe"—if Hexner took his

sculpture class first.

Having always enjoyed mak-

ing things, and altering things to

make them look or work better,

Hexner says he hadn't thought

Knead ofwood and steel, by Hexner, above;

Found: Siddhartha of wood and steel construction,

by Hexner, inset

Iof
this in relation to art. "The

sculpture class totally legit-

imized what I'd been doing," he
— says. "I wasn't a weirdo for mod-

ifying everything." In the prac-

tice of sculpture, Hexner's incli-

nation to change, to rearrange,

to make anew, was justified.

And his sensitivity to formal

relationships had value.

The next semester was spent

I working with photographer John

I Coplans through the Duke in

I I New York program, but Hexner

\
I couldn't stop making sculpture.

h| I He started collecting tidbits,

^^^B scraps off the streets, and mak-

ing tiny sculptures in his room.

"All of a sudden this was part of me, this

was what I was doing."

And he was doing it with a vengeance.

In his junior year, Hexner won a Benen-

son Award. He capped his senior year by

winning the Louis Sudler Prize in the Arts,

granted to the graduating senior who
shows the most achievement, involve-

ment, and promise in creative and per-

forming arts.

Since graduation, Hexner has won an

Emerging Artist Grant from the Durham
Arts Council, had his first solo show, and

been included in several juried exhibitions.

These include the first New Art in the

Triangle exhibition at the Duke art muse-

um, and the prestigious triennial North

Carolina Artists Exhibition at the state art

museum. His work also took Best in Show
in a competition at the Fayetteville, North

Carolina, Art Museum.
Hexner is remarkably unaffected by this

string of early successes. Now finishing his

Jjg
first year as a graduate student

in sculpture at the Rhode Island

School of Design, he is a lot

more interested in talking about

the work in progress than dwelling

on his past achievements. He's a

teaching assistant for two cours-

es at RISDE and is taking a full

load of theory and studio courses

on his own. But his sketch book

is bursting with ideas for more

sculpture.

"I'm trying to weed out bits of

family history so I can apply

them to my work," he says, men-
tioning the influence of Toni

Morrison's essay "The Site of

Memory" (in Out There: Margin-

alization and Contemporary Cul-

ture). Hexner likes her ideas on
using memories as raw material

and creating from them. The
artist's job, then, is to transform

his material into a new expression as potent

as the memory. He has several sketches
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that have an oven-like form or, alterna-

tively, look like the heel of a bread loaf.

They're about his grandfather's escape

from Czechoslovakia, he says, just before

World War II.

Hexner's sculpture is abstract, but far

from ephemeral. Whether made of steel or

mixed material, it has a strong physical

presence. Each piece requires vast amounts

of time and experimentation; he likes to

talk about the way energy accumulates in

the work. "They're so labor-intensive," he

says, "that when a person looks at a piece

he will at least be awed by the amount of

time that went into it." A little wistfully

he adds, "I'd like to think there's a message

there for people besides me."

Message there clearly is. Recognizable

forms appear, though rarely do they con-

join in a representational pattern. One
might see implements, baskets, a hearth, or

a space capsule—or was that a steel

cocoon? In searching the work for some-

thing to hang words on, the viewer

becomes engrossed in the qualities of steel

and wood, in the shapes and textures that

build on each other with an almost organ-

ic inevitability.

"This whole conceptual movement," he

complains, "has made sculpture and installa-

tion and video and performance into this

Hexner's sculpture is

abstract, but far from

ephemeral. "I'd like

to think there's a

message there for

people besides me."

whole smorgasbord of nothing with really

no visual aesthetic. Why even make the

piece—why not just write it down?" He
pauses. "Of course, the flip side of that is the

empty object with no concept." Hexner,

still a novice despite so much early acclaim,

is navigating his way between the two

extremes. It seems unlikely he will wreck on
either shore. His work cannot be subsumed

in words, and he is far too concerned with

ideas to make a meaningless object.

Since Hexner and Preiss graduated,

sculpture professor William Noland has

made some improvements in the studio,

and departmental course distribution

requirements have been changed to ensure

that students are exposed to a variety of

artistic disciplines. But, Noland admits,

"these facilities are not even on par with a

decent private high school."

The advantage to Duke's small art pro-

gram, he says, "is that you can have a fairly

intimate relationship with the faculty,"

citing Andrew Preiss' work as an assistant

to professor Vernon Pratt on "The Educa-

tion Wall," a large public art project, as a

good example.

Noland believes his teaching style does

help to accommodate different styles. But

he looks back warmly on Preiss and Hex-
ner's days at Duke: "Their class had some-

thing special. They developed more
momentum than any class I've had," says

Noland. "There was an ethos, a work ethic

around here that was impressive—it helped

me set my standards up a notch or two."

Now one former Noland student, Preiss,

is cruising along with his profitable, play-

ful, art-furniture business, while another,

Hexner, arcs into the vast unknown, send-

ing back sculptural messages about what
he finds along the way. Their personal tra-

jectories have diverged, but for both the

momentum continues.

Ariail is a free-lance writer living in Durham and

writes about the arts for The Independent.
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Vietnam War by Mary Laraine "Larry"

Hines A.M. '93, from an oral history by

Bob Wilson A.M. '88.

Most vivid behind-the-scenes ac-
count: the journal by Jay Bilas '86—"the

tallest political science major on cam-

pus"—on the 1985-86 basketball season.

Bilas is now working as a lawyer and a bas-

ketball commentator.

Most-photographed subjects: lemurs,

those "E.T." look-alikes, who have earned

two cover placements, two major features,

and several appearances in the magazine's

news pages.

Most interesting pairing of sub-
ject and writer: Then-president H.

Keith H. Brodie reviewed Darkness Visible,

the book by William Styron '47 on his bout

with depression. Brodie is a psychiatrist.

Most prescient stories: The magazine

ran separate profiles of primate specialist

Patricia Wright and deforestation expert

John Terborgh, both of whom subsequently

were selected for MacArthur "genius awards."

Number of times the editorial

staff appeared on the cover: once.

As white-coated, stethoscope-wearing doc-

tors, they illustrated a story on the nation-

al oversupply of physicians. Faces were

cropped out.

Most satisfying conspicuous
achievement: ten consecutive years on

the list of "Top Ten" university magazines,

as judged by the Council for Advancement
& Support of Education. Twice, Duke Mag-

azine earned "Magazine of the Year" honors.

Most satisfying behind-the-scenes
achievement: the organization of an

Editorial Advisory Board including the

founding editor of New York magazine, the

former education editors of Time and

Newsweek, the publisher of Architectural

Digest, and other journalist-luminaries.

Most unexpected post-publication

gift of gratitude: a carton of Moon
Pies (creations of chocolate-covered cook-

ie crusts and marshmallow interiors) after

a story ran on an alumnus' publication of a

guide to Moon Pies.

Best other example of sampling
what we write about: With the

graduate Liberal Studies program featured

twice in the magazine, the editor and the

features editor both earned degrees through

the program.

—Robert]. Bitwise
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Suddenly a door has been opened for the average music lover— to new understanding of ten centuries of great music.

HOW TO UNDERSTAND AND LISTEN TO
GREAT MUSIC: THE GREENBERG LECTURES

If
you are like most music lovers, you

are missing more than half the

possible enjoyment of what you hear.

You lean back, close your eyes, and drift along

with the stirring or soothing rhythms and
harmonies or melodies. Or like Helen in the E.M.

Forster novel Howard's End, you let the music

paint pictures in your mind of goblins and other

creatures.

But admit it. You usually don't have the

faintest idea of the life and times of the composer

and what the music is really mirroring about that

life and those times. You can't relate the music to

its historical antecedents and don't understand

how it influenced later music. For thousands of

enchanted music lovers in the San Francisco area,

a legendary lecturer on music has changed all that.

He has opened a magic door to a far deeper

understanding and enjoyment ofwhatwe think of

as great music.

He is Robert Greenberg, a noted pianist and

composer and Chair of the Department of Music

History and Literature at the San Francisco

Conservatory.

Hear It All At Last. And now, thanks to the

electronic miracle of audio and video tape

recording, Dr. Greenberg can visit your home—
and bring you and your family the same thrill of

really hearing everything that the world's great

composers ofWestern Concert Music intended you

to hear in their music.

Or— just by listening to one lecture a day in

your car while driving to work— in less than two

months you can obtain a well-rounded education

in the history, forms and vocabulary of music.

In each lecture, Dr. Greenberg takes you one
more step down the path of musical history, —
explaining the musical forms and profiling the

leading composers of the time — and
demonstrates each musical point either with his

own masterful piano rendition or with excerpts

from digital recordings of orchestras and singers.

Along the way, you will gain a musical

vocabulary which will not only help you
understandwhatyou are hearing, it will also enable

you to comfortably engage in discussion of great

compositions with cultivated friends.

Not Typical "Music Appreciation." It

should be made clear that this home course in

listening to great music is not your typical "music

appreciation" course of the past. Dr. Greenberg

rejects that approach.

"When the average person thinks of music

classes," he says, "what usually comes to mind is

some sort of program in 'music appreciation,' a

term that carries with it nasty visions of pedantic

matrons force-feeding opera to 12-year-olds. Death

to that image! Music is capable of transmitting an

unbelievable amount of expressive, historic, and

philosophical information to us, provided that our

antennas are up and pointed in the right direction.

A little education, and by that I mean a single

lecture's worth, can go a longway toward vitalizing

and rendering relevant a body of music that many
feel is completely beyond their grasp."

Find out what a rich experience this can be.

Use the coupon or call to order in your choice of

audio or video cassettes. Ifnot thrilled by yourfirst

lecture, return the entire course for full credit or

refund.

To order, use the coupon below or call

1-800-832-2412
ask for Operator 621

fax: 703-912-7756

Dr. Robert Greenberg is

Chair of the Department

of Music History and Lit-

erature and Director of

the Adult Extension Divi-

sion of the San Francisco

Conservatory. He is the re-

cipient of numerous com-
position awards, includ-

ing three Nicola de

Lorenzo prizes. He is cre-

ator and lecturer of the

San Francisco Symphony Discovery Series.

What is being said about this

legendary music lecturer

"Mr. Greenberg has become such a draw that

this spring the San Francisco Symphony
launched a 'Discovery Series ' that is attracting

new audiences by offering short lectures by the

popular professor before symphony concerts.

'Bob is fantastic, ' says Patricia Gessner, the

symphony's marketing director. 'So far we
have received nothing but raves.

'"

—The Wall Street Journal

"The Ilocal business executives] who have
taken his basic 'How to Listen to Music ' course

and returned year after year for more
advanced and more specialized musical
enlightenment...are unstinting in their praise

of...how he has enriched their professional

lives.

"

— The San Francisco Chronicle

A vast canvas of ten centuries of Western concert music
illuminated in 48 witty, irreverent lectures.

Part 1 . Sources: The Ancient World Through Part 4. The Classical Era II and theAge ofRevo-
the Early Baroque. Music as a Mirror...The Early lution — Beethoven. Sonata Form II...Orchestral

Church...The Middle Ages...The Renaissance Mass Genres...The Solo Concerto...OperaBuffa...Mozart and
and the Counter Reformation...Secular Music in the Operatic Ensemble...The French Revolution and Intro

late Renaissance...Style Features of Baroque Music, to Beethoven...Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
Part 2. The High Baroque. Rise of Italian and Part 5. Nineteenth Century Romanticism.
German Nationalism in Music...Fugue...Baroque Early Romantic Music.The Program Symphony
Opera.-.Baroque Sacred Music. .Bach...Baroque In- ...Berlioz's Symphony Fantastique...Italian Opera:

strumental Forms. ..Passacaglia.-.Ritornello Verdi...German Opera: Wagner.
Form. ..Concerto. Part 6. From Romanticism to Modernism:
Part 3. The Classical Era I. The 1848 to 1913. The Concert Overture...Romantic

Enlightenment.. .The Viennese Classical Nationalism...The Early 20th Century and the Mod-
Style...Classical Era Forms: Minuet and TVio...Baroque ernist Movement...The Search for a New Musical

Antecedents...Rondo...Sonata-AUegro Form I. Language: Debussy, Stravinsky, Shoenberg.

The Teaching Company™
Dept. 621/ 7405 Alban Station Ct,
Suite A107, Springfield, VA 22150
Please send me the following parts from How to Un-
derstand and Listen to Great Music: The Greenberg
Lectures, each consisting ofeight 45-minute lectures

on audio or video cassettes in handsome storage cases.

Part One Part Two Part Three

Part Four Part Five Part Six

Entire Course (All 6 parts)

Format: Audio Video

Please charge the above parts to my credit card

plus $5 per part for shipping/handling.*

VISA or MasterCard
CARD EXP.

NO. DATE

VIDEO PRICES: One part, $149.95. Two
parts, $129.95 each. Three or more
parts, $109.95 each. Entire six-part

course in single payment, $550.*

AUDIO PRICES: One part, $89.95. Two
parts, $79.95 each. Three or more
parts, $69.95 each. Entire six-part

course in single payment, $350.*

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

SHIPPING ADDRESS

CITY & STATE ZIP

I prefer not to pay by credit card and will pay by

check. Enclosed is my check for the tapes I have cho-

sen plus shipping/handling.*

SIGNATURE
• $20 S&H for entire course. Any applicable sales (ax will be U C1,eck here '' V™'« not ordering now but would like a copy of our

. included in charges, 4.5% in VA. Check orders must include H1EE catalog with additional information on more courses and our

sales tax. Higher shipping/handling outside U.S. Rental Option Program.
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Monday, 9:00 a.m.
Crawl out of bed, no shower. I spend the

morning doing errands for my dorm, most

of the time just waiting: waiting in line for

a computer, waiting for my flyers

to print out, waiting for the bus.

The rest of the time I spend

walking or riding the bus.

Thanks to my New York Times,

not all this time is wasted. I

know students who carry a novel i

with them everywhere and read

it just while waiting for and rid-

ing the bus. They say it only

takes a couple of weeks to read

an average novel.

11:00 a.m.
Back in my dorm, I shower and

start working on an assignment.

I'm a bit distracted. I'm meeting

a friend at 12:30 and I'm worried

that I'll get too involved in the paper I'm

writing and forget about him. Three phone
calls interrupt me.

12:30 p.m.
I meet my friend, Cannon, to do an assign-

ment for a class. We have to go to a county

office and get a copy of a public record for

a prominent figure. I copy Terry Sanford's

voting records, Cannon copies Nan Keo-

hane's. In the car, we talk about our profes-

sor. Neither of us likes the picture of jour-

nalism he gives us. "Your interview subject

is your adversary," he repeated three or

four times. We figure that we'll learn to

write in this class, but that we'll try not to

absorb his attitudes. The rest of the time

we complain about downtown Durham's

wild maze of one-way streets.

1:15 p.m.
I have some time before class, so I try to

work. But by the time I get lunch, go to

the library, and get set up, I only have

about twenty minutes. It's hard to work in

little snatches. I spend half my time just

figuring out what I've already done.

SEIZING.
EVERY
MOMENT
A STUDENTJOURNAL

BY KIRA MARCHENESE

From early-morning

walks to late-night talks,

one observant

undergraduate finds

there's barely time

to do it all.

2:20 p.m.
Stayed awake through my computer sci-

ence class. The material is interesting, but

it's hard to learn, or even pay attention, if

you aren't actually fiddling with a program.

We don't have computers in the classroom.

As far as I know, there's only one class-

room with computers in it here at Duke.

The class itself degenerates into a long-dis-

tance help session: Students ask questions

about programs, the teacher says to go try

this, send me e-mail if it doesn't work.

Unless you're having the same problems,

you don't gain much from the discussion.

3:10 p.m.
I do some research in the news-

paper room in the library base-

ment for an assignment due

tomorrow. The tables down here

are full of serious-looking people

diligently reading newspapers.

Most of them look like graduate

students, except maybe the

one reading the USA Today

sports page.

I also use a computer database

to scan for articles. Like most

students, I automatically elimi-

nate anything I can't get an

abstract for, and lean heavily

'{
I
toward articles I can print out. A
friend of mine once wrote an

entire paper using only abstracts and got

an A-plus on it. It's hard to convince

myself that time hunting through bound
volumes in the sub-basement is well spent

when I can get a decent selection of arti-

cles right from the terminal.

5:00 p.m.
I have a dinner at six, so it's not worth

going back to my room on East Campus. I

run into my residential adviser's husband,

Gaston, who will be at the same dinner.

Together, we search for a good place to sit

and read while we wait. The best we can

do without trekking over to Perkins (it's

really cold out) is the Alumni Lounge,

with its sickly lighting.

I finally finish my New York Times. I

share a couple of articles with Gaston.

Then I start on a packet of readings for a

seminar tomorrow. I underline and make

notes; otherwise, I won't remember enough

to discuss it tomorrow.

6:00 p.m.
Dinner is an awards dinner for representa-

tives of last year's "Outstanding Living
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Groups." We're judged on the quality of

our programming and our level of dam-

ages. Two fraternities, two lottery houses,

and six selective houses are represented.

At my table are two undergraduates,

four graduate students (residential advis-

ers), and one dean. The conversation and

meal are both excellent. Teague, the other

undergraduate, and I decide that the two

are somehow related. You can't have good

conversation while choking down yet an-

other Lil' Dino's sub.

We talk about movies: Schindler's List,

Philadelphia, Babette's Feast, and Shadow-

lands. I haven't seen them all, but I've read

essays and reviews about them in maga-

zines like The New Republic. But what's

actually more valuable to me is the con-

versation Teague and I have about our liv-

ing groups. We talk about how they've

evolved since we've been here, our roles as

president, and how we try to make things

work. It's the only time I've ever had a

chance to do this with another dorm presi-

dent. We wonder if Duke should organize

a retreat or network to encourage us to

swap advice and experience.

8:00 p.m.
I have only forty-five minutes before

today's big event, my living group's first

rush function. Brown is a selective house,

so we choose our own members. Tonight is

our open house. Teague has just told me
how much interest students are showing in

the Arts Dorm, so I'm a little nervous.

I make some quick phone calls for a

committee I sit on, but then I get swept

into the preparations for the open house.

Where are the snacks? Can someone

knock on all the residents' doors and

remind them to be on time? Rushees are

arriving already? What are they thinking,

it's only 8:45!

9:00 p.m.
We have a huge turnout. I'm proud of

our residents; they do a great job welcom-

ing the rushees and introducing them
to Brown.

Personally, I feel like an automaton. I

give the same spiel to about four tour groups

of rushees. I am a tour guide, spouting stock

answers to all the predictable questions. I

meet more than thirty people, but can't say

that I have a single conversation.

11:00 p.m.
I'm beat, but I have about 150 more pages

to read for my nine o'clock class tomorrow.

It's dull stuff. It's about opinion polling

and how different companies and re-

searchers draw their samples. As I doze off,

I think that we probably don't even need a

quarter of it for this class.

1:30 a.m.
I give up and go to bed. Half the reading is

enough to make it through the class

tomorrow, and is probably as much as any-

one else has done.

Tuesday, 8:00 a.m.
I hit the snooze button once, savor the

nine extra minutes of sleep, then hurry to

be ready on time. Groggy is a pretty good

word to describe how I feel; it sounds like

grimy and foggy put together.

8:30 a.m.
I meet my friend Pinar to walk over to

West Campus for class. We do this two or

three times a week. It's our only chance for

exercise, and just about the only time we
see each other. Since we see each other so

little, our conversation is mostly casual

catching up.

9:10 a.m.
I can't believe I'm getting graduate-level

credit for this class. We don't think much.

The discussion is poor. I'm one of the live-

lier participants, even though I dozed off

halfway through the reading. The pace of

the class is excruciatingly slow. I might

take half a page of notes in an hour and fif-

teen minutes. The professor repeats the

same series of announcements four times

for people who straggle in late.

10:25 a.m.
I finish my research for a short paper I'm

writing for tonight. This is fun. I'm re-

searching the two Triangle area newspa-

pers. I have to figure out whom to call,

what to ask, and what I can come up with

that will surprise my instructor or that no
one else will find. It's like solving a puzzle.

I'm most excited about getting to use

the Internet to do research. I took a class

last semester on how the media will be

affected by technology, so using a comput-

er service set up by a local newspaper lets

me observe the changes first-hand. One of

the most prominent subjects on-line is a his-

tory of the newspaper, dating back to 1880.

12:45 p.m.
I mean just to take my lunch back to my
room, but I run into a friend. He lives in

another selective house, so we end up talk-

ing about our living groups. I learned a lot

about his. It's supposed to be the paragon

of an active, intellectual living group, with

regular faculty programs and frequent

dorm meetings. But I learned that at the

last dorm meeting the entire group spent a

good chunk of time arguing over whether

to spend $10 on plastic silverware for the

next faculty program.

1:15 p.m.
I write up the research I did earlier to turn

in this evening. I get a bit sleepy, so I nap

for an hour. I wake up in time to do some
errands on my way to my 5:15 meeting.

5:15 p.m.
Undergraduate Publications is the epitome of

student government bureaucracy. We post-

pone decisions, so discussions drag out over

several weeks. We can't get anything done;

it took most of a semester to pass out keys

to the computer cluster. Today we are out

in twenty minutes. The chair was sick, and

the vice-chair kept the agenda very short.

6:00 p.m.
Brown's second rush function, a dorm din-

ner. I was looking forward to this, a chance

to sit and actually talk with the rushees

next to me, without the pressure to mingle

and meet as many of the eighty rushees as

I can in an hour. It is a bit disappointing.

The two guys sitting across from me are

very quiet. I try to try to draw them out

into conversation, but I couldn't find the

right topic, the topic that would interest

them enough so that they'd stop feeling

self-conscious.

7:30 p.m.
This is the seminar that I look forward to

most. The teacher set us up very well. We
spent about forty-five minutes of the first

class introducing ourselves. It seemed silly

at the time, but we feel that we know each

other now, so it's easier to argue and dis-

cuss. Still, some students will sit quietly

through the debates. So the professor looks

them straight in the eye and says, "Well,

Jenn, what do you think?" I enjoy the class

so much that I've asked the professor to

come lead a discussion in my dorm.

The topic is freedom of the press. To-

night we talk about whether the press has

an obligation to serve the public, where

that obligation comes from, whether it can

be enforced, and whether the press is serv-

ing the public. Students get pretty steamed;

we interrupt and question each other.

10:00 p.m.
I leave class continuing the discussion

with another student. I didn't know him at

all before this class, but I'm impressed by

his ideas. I'd like to get to know him bet-

ter, but I'm afraid that any overture I make
will look like I'm trying to pick him up.

10:30 p.m.
I'm convinced that student organizations

here are run by answering machine. I have

five messages when I get home, none of

them personal. It takes half an hour to

return all the calls.
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1 1 :00 p.m.
I visit the newly renovated Lilly Library

to look up some more articles for an

assignment due tomorrow. I like the

atmosphere here. It's a much prettier place

than Perkins, and I know about half the

people studying here. The rooms are small-

er than at Perkins and the tables narrower,

so it feels like you're studying with other

people instead of among them. It's like

a big, quiet commons room. I'd much
rather use the newspapers here than in

Perkins' basement; the room doesn't feel

so driven.

Midnight
I go to the Upper East Side for a quick

snack. This late-night snack bar across

from the library is only about a year old.

It's already a favorite hangout. It's nicely

decorated and it's open till one in the

morning. At midnight, it's full, and cozy

with the sound of student voices.

The main room is dominated by a large-

screen TV. Sometimes they show movies;

right now we're watching ESPN. It's

too loud for my taste. Fortunately, they

built seating areas outside on the bal-

conies, too, so we have quieter places to sit

and talk.

SINCE 1946

Your campus flower

connection to all dormitories,

Duke Medical Center,

regional hospitals, and RTP.

Phone orders with a major credit card can be

placedfrom anywhere in the country—
Call toll-free

1-800-368-5058

I'm beat, but

I have about 150

more pages to read

for my nine o'clock

class tomorrow.

12:15 a.m.
I have two writing assignments due tomor-

row, so I post a nasty note on my door

telling people to knock only if it's really

important. If I didn't, I wouldn't be able to

concentrate for more than two minutes.

I've heard of people covering their peep-

holes from the inside so no one can tell if

their lights are on—just to get a few hours

of peace. Even with my sign, I'm interrupt-

ed three or four times.

I enjoy the assignment I'm working on. I

am comparing how two reporters reported

the same event. At one point, I discuss it

with my freshman-year roommate, Karren.

She is from Greece, and we get started on
how the press has a much different role in

Greece than here. The papers there are all

partisan, like ours were 200 years ago.

They make no pretense of being objective.

1:30 a.m.
I'm too sleepy to write any more. Bedtime.

The weekend: Saturday, noon
I've built up quite a sleep deficit over the

week, so I slept late. I find a friend sitting

alone at breakfast/lunch. I join him, and

he takes a break from copying his biology

notes. There's a major biology exam on
Monday, so all the bio students are locked

in their rooms memorizing their notes.

Karren tells me that this is the first time

since high school that she has resorted to

rote memorization.

1:00 p.m.
I read until today's basketball game. I'm

reading John Mill on freedom of speech.

His is a rationale that I haven't heard

before. He thinks of freedom of speech in

terms of what it does for society, not in

terms of what the individual is entitled to.

I go out in the hall to look for someone to

talk about it with, but everyone who is

here looks busy.

4:00 p.m.
We're playing at Virginia. About forty peo-

ple gather in the commons room to watch

together. We do some of the Cameron

cheers, yell at the screen, and joke that

when there isn't Cameron Indoor Stadi-

um, there's Brown Commons Room. It's

fun, and it's a relief to see the team get its

act together again.

I've brought some low-attention reading

down with me. Not Mill, but choppy read-

ing with lots of subheadings and short

chapters. I get through two chapters.

6:30 p.m.
I knock on doors and gather about twelve

people to sit down to dinner together. Not
everyone knows each other well. We chat,

then end up playing Jenga, the game
where you try not to knock over a tower of

wooden blocks. I knock it over. I knew I

would; I was never good with blocks when
I was a kid.

7:30 p.m.
I read some more, catching up on the mag-

azines I subscribe to. I read until it's time

to go see the Quadflix movie.

I don't like to go to parties very often.

It's almost impossible to talk because the

music is so loud. Meeting new people boils

down to simply exchanging names. When
I do go, I go with a group of friends I

already know well. Half of us go to dance.

The other half go to drink.

9:00 p.m.
I'm waiting in line again, this time for

the movie In the Line of Fire. Not what

anyone would call an intellectual film.

This is my second time seeing it. I find

myself paying attention to how the one

woman is portrayed, to how the structure

builds suspense, and how the dialogue

echoes itself. We talk about some of these

things on the way back to East Campus
afterwards.

Midnight
This is one of my favorite parts of being

a student. Five or six women from my hall

are sitting on the floor talking. We don't

have anywhere to be tomorrow, so we're

not watching the clock. I guess our con-

versation is best described as "late-night

conversation." We talk about guys, rela-

tionships, our homes, movies, what we
want to do with our lives, books, other

women, why we don't go to "kegs"and if

that means we don't "have a life." We tell

lots of stories. Friends walk by and join the

conversation, some of us tire and go to

bed. Most of us stay up until 3:00. We
don't get sleepy when we're this engaged

in what we're doing.

Marchenese, from Pittsford, New York, is a rising

senior majoring in public policy studies and English.

She is a student intern with Duke Magazine.
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GOOD-NEIGHBOR
POLICY

Duke will invest $2 million in an

affordable-housing loan program

targeting low-income families and

neighborhoods adjacent to the campus.

The program, similar to an earlier afford-

able-housing initiative Duke launched in

1989—part of which was about to expire

at the time of the April announcement

—

is designed to help low-income families

secure loans that will enable them to

become homeowners for the first time.

In March, Duke president Nannerl O.

Keohane and other senior Duke adminis-

trators toured several neighborhoods that

had benefited from Duke's involvement in

affordable housing. That $1.2-million pro-

gram helped enable the construction or

renovation of more than 200 housing units.

"We have been encouraged by the evi-

dence that our earlier loan fund made a

difference in the supply of affordable

homes in Durham," says Keohane. "I am
pleased that with this new initiative we
can target single-family residences, and

can help promote the neighborhood stabi-

lization that home ownership brings. We
do so with the understanding that the city

will be able to do more in the future to

expand affordable rental opportunities."

In addition to establishing the loan

funds, Duke in the last two years has donat-

ed three houses to Habitat for Humanity

and launched a program to renovate or

build affordable housing units on Duke-

owned property in a local neighborhood.

"Although Duke, like all nonprofit

institutions, has limited financial resources

it can devote toward projects such as this,"

says Keohane, "it seems clear to us that

this type of investment in Durham's future

is important both to the city and to all of

us who live and work here."

DIVESTMENT
RESCINDED

Eight years ago, a makeshift shanty

town erected in front of Duke
Chapel protested the system of

apartheid in South Africa. That year,

Duke trustees voted not to invest in any

corporations that supported the "devastat-

ing human consequences" of racial separa-

tion in that country.

In February, the board reversed that res-

olution, noting that the "social, political,

and economic environments in South

Africa have undergone substantial change"

in recent years. Nelson Mandela, leader of

the African National Congress and newly-

elected president of South Africa, called

for an end to economic sanctions last Sep-

tember. The trustees' resolution said the

stability of the new democratic govern-

ment "is dependent upon restructuring and

revitalizing South Africa's economy."

SWEET SEVENTEENTH

The American Dance
Festival celebrates its

sixtieth anniversary and
seventeenth season at Duke
June 9 through July 23 with

nearly a dozen world and U.S.

premieres—ten of them ADF-
commissioned—and a series of

major revivals from the 1940s.

This summer's seven weeks
of dance features ADF debuts

and return engagements by
some of the nation's most pop-

ular dance companies, ranging

from Pilobolus Dance Theater
to Dayton Contemporary
Dance Company to Eiko

& Koma, Nickolais and
Murray Louis Dance,
Streb/Ringside, Bill T.

Jones/Arnie Zane, Ralph
Lemon, Erick Hawkins,

|

Cleo Parker Robinson, Mark
Morris, and Dendy Dance &
Performance.

Along with the nightly per-

formances by professional

dance companies, the ADF
sojourn on campus fills class-

rooms, studios, and outdoor
spaces with dancing of all

kinds. ADF also hosts five

professional conferences: a

dance update for professional

dance artists and educa-

tors, a twentieth-century

dance retrospective, and
two dance therapy work-
shops, in addition to the

Young Choreographers
and Composers in Resi-

dence program and the

international Dance Crit-

ics Conference.

This year's $25,000
Samuel H. Scripps

American Dance Festival

Award went to Trisha Brown;
Bella Lewitzky

Po-mo slo-mo: the languorous

Eiko & Koma

received the Balasaraswati/Joy

Ann Dewey Beinecke Chair

for her dedicated work as a

teacher of modern dance.

The American Dance Festi-

val was established in 1934 in

Bennington, Vermont. It

moved to the Connecticut

College campus in 1 948,

where it remained until

taking up residence on
Duke's campus in 1978.

The festival's history and
influence were featured

in the July-August 1985
Duke Magazine cover

story "Modern Dance:
Made in America."

To mark the tenth anniversary of

women's studies at Duke, faculty,

students, alumnae, and friends gath-

ered on campus in March to continue the

program's tradition of exploring significant

questions about women's lives.

During the weekend symposium, several

nationally known writers and scholars dis-

cussed the complex relationships between

women's lives and how those lives are rep-

resented both in public policy and popular

culture. Jean O'Barr, director of the pro-

gram, says the topic, "Women's Options

and Actions: Keeping Things Complicat-

ed," is emblematic of the new kinds of

scholarship and discussion that women's

studies have helped promote.

"In the past there has been discussion

about women's representations in the

media and there has been work on how
women are portrayed in public-policy dis-

cussions," she says. "We've also looked at

women's life experiences. It's not unusual

for two of these things to be brought to-

gether, but it is rare to look at all three of

those issues."
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Writer Naomi Wolf was the keynote

speaker. She is the author of two

acclaimed hooks, The Beauty Myth and Fire

With Fire, which discuss the growing polit-

ical and social power of women. Other

speakers included Sara Evans '66, A.M.
'68, a history professor at the University of

Minnesota; Michael Kimmel, a sociology

professor at the State University of New
York-Stony Brook; Cynthia Enloe, profes-

sor of government at Clark University;

Barbara Ogue, clinical instructor at Har-

vard Medical School and medical director

of a neighborhood health center in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts; and Duke professor

of English and African-American studies

Karla Holloway.

COURTING
SUCCESS

Early in the men's basketball season,

many pollsters and sports writers pre-

dicted another championship win for

the University of North Carolina Tar-

heels. Or maybe it would be the big guys

from Arkansas. But certainly not Duke.

As it turned out, they were right on one

account—the Razorbacks ruled—and

wrong on another. This year's spirited Blue

Devils disproved the skeptics. While they

didn't go all the way, the team went as far

as they could, short of winning the NCAA
tournament. When the final game was

over, Arkansas had battled back from a 10-

point deficit to beat Duke 76-72. Had the

boys in blue triumphed, it would have

meant three NCAA championships for

the senior class: Marty Clark, Tony Lang,

and Grant Hill.

"I thought this was one of the best

games we've been in in the NCAA tour-

nament, and we've been in about fifty of

them," says Coach Mike Krzyzweski.

"Sometimes you play well and you lose."

Throughout the season, it was clear that

this year's team relied on strong perfor-

mances from all its players, not just one or

two "stars." Still, senior Grant Hill earned

a slew of awards for his remarkable career,

including All-America recognition and

having his jersey—number 33—retired. At
the annual end-of-the-season basketball

banquet in Cameron Indoor Stadium, Hill

received so many plaques for his skills that

it seemed he spent more time on stage

than not.

Public Safety officials, while disappoint-

ed about the loss, were nonetheless

relieved that the post-game mood was

sedate. When Duke beat the University of

Florida in the semifinals, students defied a

ban on bonfires, setting benches and other

materials aflame. Public Safety arrested

Hill topper: Blue Devils change Cavali,

several students and charged them with

illegally starting fires.

Hard-core fans, eager to look ahead to

next year, are already boasting about

incoming players in the Class of 1998.

Ricky Price, a Gardena, California, native,

is considered one of the top shooting guards

in the nation. In his junior year, Price

averaged 25 points, 10 rebounds, and five

assists per game. He chose Duke over

Kansas, he says, because of Duke's academic

reputation. Trajan Langdon, Duke's first

Alaskan scholarship player, has been a Duke
fan for years. Invited to the prestigious

Nike national summer camp, Langdon was

an all-star pick. And Steve Wojciechowski

(Woe-juh-HOW-ski), considered by many
to be the best high school point guard in the

country, is also an unrelenting defensive

player and consistent three-point shooter.

PUTTING DOWN
ROOTS

A home built at the turn of the cen-

tury is now the permanent loca-

tion for the Center for Documen-
tary Studies, which celebrated its move in

mid-March with a series of readings, art

exhibitions, and a film premiere.

The newly renovated Lyndhurst House

is located on the corner of Pettigrew and

Poe streets across the railroad tracks from

East Campus. Originally built as a small

farmhouse in the late nineteenth century,

the property was set on what was then

known as Brooks Town outside the

Durham city limit. Benjamin Duke bought

the house around 1898 and later sold it to

his cousin Lida Duke Angier and her hus-

band (and Benjamin's brother-in-law)

John Angier. Lyndhurst was home to sev-

eral different families through the years,

including then-dean of the Woman's Col-

lege Margaret Ball and later, economics

professor Juanita Kreps '44, Ph.D. '48, a

former Secretary of Commerce
Dedicated by its founders "to capturing

the reality of people's diverse experiences in

our complex culture," the Center for Docu-

mentary Studies was incorporated at Duke
in 1989 with an endowment grant from the

Lyndhurst Foundation of Chattanooga,

Tennessee. The center officially opened in

a downtown office space in January 1990.

Center director Iris Tillman Hill says the

foundation appreciates the house's beauty,

history, and home-like atmosphere. "The
house and its location, which is near but

not on Duke's campus, are symbolic of the

center's ties to both the university and the

larger community." The documentary stud-

ies center worked with Durham architect

Roman Kolodij, who designed the recent

renovations. A gift from the Lyndhurst

Foundation provided funds for its purchase.

In conjunction with the official open-

house celebration, the world premiere of

C!ear Pictures was screened. A documen-

tary about author and James B. Duke Eng-

lish professor Reynolds Price '55, the film

was made by three-time Academy Award-

winner Charles Guggenheim.

LOMPERIS
LOSES BID

One of the university's most public

and controversial tenure cases

came to an end in April. The
executive committee of Duke's board of

trustees denied political science assistant

professor Timothy Lomperis' appeal of a

negative tenure decision. At the center of

this final appeal was whether due process

had been followed during his tenure review.

A special trustee committee, appointed by

chair John W. Chandler '52, Ph.D. '54, was

asked to review two reports by a Faculty Hear-

ing Committee (FHC) panel and to report its

findings to the executive committee.

"The record in this case is extensive and

involves multiple reviews of Lomperis'

dossier by numerous officials and entities

at several levels of the university," the

executive summary read. "Indeed, the

record shows Dr. Lomperis received sub-

stantial procedural review beyond what is

normally provided to one who receives a

negative departmental vote. After a care-

ful and thorough review of the materials in

the record and the arguments of the par-
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ties, this special committee concludes that

Lompetis has been affoided academic due

process, and recommends that the execu-

tive committee deny his appeal."

In particular, the committee found no

error in either the departmental review

process or in the provost's and Appoint-

ments, Promotions, and Tenure Commit-

tee's review of Lomperis' dossier. The spe-

cial committee also found that an

allegation of a procedural violation, upon

which the FHC had ordered a remedy, was

in error. Finally, it found that the addi-

tional, voluntary review undertaken by the

provost following the first of two FHC
reports, although not described as clearly

as it should have been, was nonetheless

accomplished.

Lomperis '78, Ph.D. '81, who fought for

tenure for three-and-half years, has little

THE OLDEST FRESHMAN

recourse now short of suing the university, a

move he reportedly declines. Having

already spent $13,000 on the case, he says

that not only can't he afford it, but a law-

suit could further damage his professional

reputation. "I appreciate the thoroughness

and completeness that the trustees gave to

my report," Lomperis told The Chronicle.

"My case is so riddled with ambiguities that

you can make a case for or against tenure."

Lomperis is an extremely popular

teacher and his courses were often filled to

capacity. Before the final executive com-
mittee hearing, 916 students presented to

the board of trustees a petition supporting

him. His case prompted both students and

faculty to call for a review of the tenure

process. In the wake of the decision, the

trustees' executive committee concurred,

while emphasizing that the ruling in the

When Stan Jirman
came to Duke from
Wallis, Switzerland,

he brought his English-German
dictionary, two stuffed hippos,

and a sleek, black, $35,000
computer system.

The dictionary helps him
with English , one of five lan-

guages he speaks. The
stuffed hippos were pre-

sents from his girlfriend,

and the computer system
is an investment in his

company, Caffeine Soft-

ware. "Caffeine, like on
the side of a Coca-Cola

can," he explains.

The other partner in

Caffeine Software, Rolf

Brunner, is six time zones

away at computer science

school in Switzerland. The
two work together over the

Internet, the global com-
puter network, where they

exchange an average of twenty
megabytes of computer data

every day, the equivalent of

6,000 pages of text. They are

designing a high-end image
processor to be used by graphic

artists, ecologists, oceanogra-

phers, and the military.

Jirman is a full-time student

in computer science and elec-

trical engineering. In addition

to taking classes, he estimates

that he spends thirty hours a

week, mostly weekends, work-
ing on Caffeine Software's pro-

ject. "It's just at the limit of

killing me," he says.

The long hours he works are

not the only difference between
him and the rest of his class. He
is twenty-five years old, seven

years older than most fresh-

men. A series of delays brought

him to Duke unusually late.

When he was thirteen, his

family moved from Czechoslo-

vakia to Switzerland, and he

lost one year while he mas-
tered German, which he
needed for his Swiss schooling.

High school lasts up to two-

and-a-half years longer in

Switzerland than in the United

Jirman: working on software project abroad,

college degree stateside

States, and students there com-
monly take a year or two off

before going to college. Once
he decided to apply to U.S.

colleges, it took him another

year to take the required stan-

dardized tests.

Like many students, he has a

miniature basketball hoop
hanging over his door. The age

difference doesn't bother him
much, "as long as I don't have
to share a room with a seven-

teen-year-old."

One major aspect of student

life that he doesn't identify with

is keg parties. He says he went
to one out of curiosity. "After

ten minutes, I decided next year

I'm living on East Campus."
Moving to the relatively

sedate East Campus is an
option for Jirman; moving off-

campus is not: He points to the

wall of his room, where he

connects his computer directly

into Duke's computer net-

work. These high-speed Ether-

net connections are not avail-

able off-campus.

Coming to Duke is Jirman's

second culture shock. The first

was moving from Czechoslova-

kia to Switzerland. While his

family was on vacation in

Spain, his parents decided

not to return home be-

cause of political differ-

ences with the Communist
regime then in power.

"Imagine, you're thir-

teen years old, on holiday,

and then you find out

you're not going home,"
= he says. He is an only
'- child, and he didn't know
3 any Czech immigrants his

own age. While he
adjusted to the new lan-

guage and culture, he
learned to gain satisfaction

from things other than friend-

ships. Compared to the social

adjustment he had to make
then, "It's not so hard here at

Duke," he says.

After graduation, Jirman
plans to stay in the United

States because that's where
most of his industry is. "Can I

work in Switzerland? Can I

work in the middle of Alaska?

Well, maybe Montana."
Maybe, he says, a computer

software company will like his

work enough to ask the gov-

ernment to grant him perma-
nent resident status. He knows
it's not easy to become a per-

manent resident but, he says

hopefully, "It is possible."

Lomperis case was arrived at "unanimously

and unhesitatingly."

"It is essential that Duke provide a

process in tenure decisions that is funda-

mentally fair," wrote the executive commit-

tee. "The special committee is convinced

that that commitment has been honored

here, and that to provide for another review

is not only unnecessary, but would be unfair

to other disappointed tenure candidates at

Duke who have not, and will not, be given

the same opportunity."

IN BRIEF

Klea Bertakis, professor of family

medicine at the University of California-

Davis School of Medicine, was named
chair of Duke Medical Center's depart-

ment of community and family medicine.

Bertakis will lead the department's divi-

sions of family medicine, occupational and

environmental medicine, research and

education, physician assistant education,

biometry and informatics, and the Duke
Diet and Fitness Center, effective Septem-

ber 1. Bertakis' husband, Stylianos Spyri-

dakis, will join the classical studies depart-

ment as a research professor and will teach

modern Greek, ancient medicine, and

ancient Near East history courses.

Paul Modrich, whose research con-

centrates on the cell's sophisticated genet-

ic repair mechanisms, was named a

Howatd Hughes Medical Institute Investi-

gator. A James B. Duke Professor in the

medical center's biochemistry department

and a member of the Comprehensive Can-

cer Center, he is the eleventh Hughes

investigator named from Duke.

8 Political scientist Peter M. Lange was

appointed Duke's first vice provost for aca-

demic and international affairs. Last year,

Lange served as special assistant for interna-

tional affairs to provost Thomas Langford

'54, Ph.D. '58 and led the executive com-

mittee for international affairs, an interdis-

ciplinary group that presented findings and

recommendations to President Keohane

and Langford this spring. He will be respon-

sible for supporting the provost in academic

program planning and coordinating univer-

sity-wide internationalization efforts.

Art historian and assistant professor

Louise Rice will spend a year in Rome
researching the historic and artistic impli-

cations of engravings that were used when
defending honors theses. As one of nine-

teen winners of the prestigious Rome
Prize, sponsored by the American Acade-

my there, Rice joins such past honorees as
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architect Louis Kahn, the late Ralph Elli-

son, artist Elizabeth Murray, and composer

Aaron Copeland. She will study seven-

teenth-century thesis prints, elaborate

engravings printed on delicate paper that

accompanied reports by students. The
enigmatic imagery, long disregarded by

scholars because it is so complex, holds

clues to the students' social backgrounds

and to thesis rituals at the time.

U.S. News and World Report cited

several of Duke's graduate and professional

schools in its "Best of..." issue in March.

Duke's law school was named the seventh

best among all colleges and universities in

the country. The Fuqua School of Business

placed ninth in its category. The medical

school finished in sixth place. And the

engineering school came in at thirty-

three—with its biomedical engineering

program ranked second only to Johns Hop-
kins in a poll of deans. The rankings took

into account such factors as student selec-

tivity, job-placement success, graduation

rate, reputation, and faculty resources.

9 Dean Moyar '94 was awarded one of

eighty-five Andrew W. Mellon Fellow-

ships. The fellowships subsidize graduate

studies leading to a Ph.D. in the humani-
ties. For the next academic year, the

stipend for new fellows is $12,750; the pro-

gram also covers tuition and fees. A physics

and philosophy major who also won the

Barry Goldwater Scholarship in physics,

Moyar plans to enter the Ph.D. program at

the University of Chicago's Committee on
Social Thought, a combined study of phi-

losophy and social thought.

WATCH YOUR WORDS
Continued from page 1

7

ing such rules would be problematic and

would not guarantee that the underlying

motivation would be changed. The pre-

ferred course of action, although no less

challenging, is to make transgressors take

responsibility for the effect of their actions.

"One of the drawbacks [to mediation],"

says Wasiolek, "is that it puts a tremen-

dous burden on the individual or group

that feels victimized because they have to

actually confront this person or these peo-

ple and explain why the behavior or lan-

guage was offensive. They probably feel as

though it's self-evident and ought not

need to be explained. And it can be really

challenging and difficult. And yet, I don't

know how else to do it. I think it's the

most powerful way to let a person know
the impact of their words."

"It's impossible to think we can control

what people do or don't say," says Vaill.

"Part of the excitement of being here is

learning about different dynamics of in-

teraction, even dangerous dynamics, be-

cause that's part of what goes on in the

real world. But in the real world, there's a

justice system that punishes illegal behav-

ior. I would like to see Duke flex its mus-

cle when it comes to punishment and I

would like to see the UJB publish all of

its decisions."

Says Judith White, "I find it very

strange that we are prepared to accept the

notion that somehow things we say aren't

related to the things we do. There are cul-

tures in which people shoot one another

for what was said. There's the tradition of

dueling to the death over one's honor. So
what we say to one another has always

conveyed something very important about

how we see each other, and how we intend

to act toward each other."

White's job calls upon her to educate

others about the delicate and destructive

power of words. In the larger sense, that's

the job of a university education. And it

may be the best answer to the question of

how far to go in regulating speech.
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BOOKS

Artificial Respiration.
B;y Ricardo Piglia; translated by Daniel

Balderston. Durham: Duke Press, 1994. 229

pp. $12.95.

Just
as America has spawned

cowboys and Michael Jackson,

Argentina has produced its gau-

chos and scandal-prone leaders

like Carlos Saul Menem with

their tawdry, soap-opera lives.

For North Americans, country

music and top-forty pop's dime-

store sentimentality has an

enduring allure; along the River

Plata, the tango's melodramatic strains

haunt and soothe the Argentine soul. In

the United States, voters effortlessly recy-

cled a B-movie actor into their presi-

dent—twice. Decades earlier, Argentina

gave the world Eva Peron, a political

superstar who fashioned herself with

Madonna-like media savvy for her time

and died to become a Broadway musical.

But stop the insanity! While culture and

politics can be ground up into cheap

entertainments, they are the stuff of histo-

ry first, and it is an anguished examination

of Argentina's past that often distinguishes

the works of its poets and writers. This is

Ricardo Piglia's preoccupation in Artificial

Respiration, a dense novel originally pub-

lished in Buenos Aires in 1981 and now
issued for the first time in English by Duke
Press as part of its Latin America in Trans-

lation series. Daniel Balderston's transla-

tion from Piglia's long-winded, original

Spanish is crisp and fluid.

Like the hero of Betrayed by Rita Hay-

worth (1968) by Piglia's compatriot,

Manuel Puig, Artificial Respiration's main
narrator, Emilio Renzi, is obsessed, but not

with movie images. Instead, literature—as

a preserver of language, recorder of history,

and shaper of perception—offers the

framework through which he views the

world. Much of this novel consists of let-

ters he has written or received.

Young Emilio begins his story in April

1976, just days after the military coup that

led to the recent period of state terror in

Argentina. Those years will always be

remembered for the legions of desaparecidos

(the disappeared) who were apprehended

Buenos Aires, 1924: illusions and allusions, soap-

opera lives and political passions , the Argentine way

by the authorities and whisked away to

torture and death. To have written and

published a book, which—even in its allu-

sive manner—commented on the social

and political conditions contributing to

such a violent historical moment, was a

bold action in its time. More than a

decade later, this novel has lost none of its

freshness or edge. In it, Piglia turns up the

heat by requiring readers to make associa-

tions among the many references he tosses

out. Like the political allegories of such

Soviet-era writers as Mikhail Bulgakov,

the book tells its story in a code that refers

to well-known, real-life figures and events.

Only superficially, then, is Artificial Res-

piration the tale of Emilio's search for his

equally literary-minded uncle Marcelo

Maggi, who became estranged from the

family after leaving his wife, Esperancita,

for a cabaret dancer named Coca. Time
passes, and Marcelo settles down alone

—

or escapes—to the quiet life of a teacher in

a provincial town. There he pursues his

real passion: researching the life of Esper-

ancita's great-grandfather, Enrique Osso-

rio, the republican, patriarch-founder of a

proud family, whose history paralleled that

of the emerging nation itself.

But stop the genealogy! For Piglia's

novel is not as much about Emilio's search

or family tree as it is, on another level,

about Marcelo's obsession with a trunk full

of Enrique Ossorio's personal papers held

over the years by various family members
for safekeeping. For like Marcelo, Enrique

Ossorio had been a man of letters, a self-

styled political philosopher who had

bounced around South America and the

U.S. making notes for an autobiographical

novel that would have told, he believed,

Argentina's story as well as his own. In his

time, though, Enrique Ossorio never actu-

ally produced such a book, which, inciden-

tally, would have looked forward, not

back. (He became an exile instead.) "I

have thought of writing a Utopia: there I

I
will narrate what I imagine the country's

gfuture to be," he noted in an 1950 letter

| addressed to "my fellow countrymen" that
s lay among his papers.

Marcelo dreams of writing a book, too.

Call it the Great Argentine Novel. As it

turns out, his book would be a life of

Enrique Ossorio based on the trunk of

papers and documents left behind by the

man he calls a member of "the generation

of Argentine romantics" who founded "the

principles and bases of. ..the national cul-

ture." That life had been a colorful one,

too: Enrique Ossorio had served as secre-

tary to the nineteenth-century Argentine

dictator Juan Manuel de Rosas as well as a

spy for his strongman's enemy.

Emilio leams, however, that his elusive

uncle has never written a word of his pro-

posed epic bio. In fact, although Marcelo is

one of Artificial Respirations main characters

whose nephew travels to the provinces to

track him down, he never appears in person

at all. Ultimately, Emilio comes to know his

uncle only through the letters he has

exchanged with him and through anecdotes

served up by Marcelo's drinking buddy,

Tardewski, whom he meets out in the

provinces. The Polish Tardewski, a self-pro-

claimed "failure," is a gifted philosopher-

turned-small-town-tutor who chatters late

into the night about Kafka, Wittgenstein,

Joyce, Hitler, the purposes of literature

—

and Emilio's no-show uncle. Thus Marcelo,

like Enrique Ossorio before him, is desapare-

cido in his own life's story, someone who
leaves only faint traces of a personal history

behind for others to find and reassemble.

Technically, Artificial Respiration—the

title's initials, A.R., are those of the words

for the Argentine Republic in Spanish—is

simultaneously Enrique Ossorio's story and

Marcelo's and Emilio's; at the same time, it

is partly the book (or books) that the first

two men might have written but which,
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even as we are reading it, we learn is actu-

ally a book that Emilio is writing and has

written. Thus Artificial Respiration is at

once a work in progress calling attention

to the method of its creation and a fin-

ished work. "One of my dearest fancies is

someday to write a novel wholly composed

of letters," notes Emilio in a missive to

Marcelo. He adds, "There are no epistolary

novels in Argentine literature."

There are now. But stop the irreality!

And forget about magic realism, Latin

American literature's familiar stock in

trade. For in concocting this multi-layered

historical document masquerading as a

novel that reads like literary criticism in the

guise of personal correspondence, Piglia

years ago stretched the parameters of the

modern novel to create what cyberpunks

and the postmod-lit crowd might now call

proto-hypertext. In it, a conventional plot

with a beginning, middle, and end are less

important than its self-conscious, multi-

dimensional strategy for inventing itself.

In its style and in its rich mix of histori-

cal, political, literary, and philosophical

allusions, Artificial Respiration is an intel-

lectual tour de force. Some North Ameri-

cans will inevitably see it as a work created

in the long shadow of Argentina's late

Jorge Luis Borges (1888-1986), whose oeu-

vre, his one-time collaborator Bioy

Casares once observed, was "deprived ot

every human element" and was "written

for intellectuals, lovers of philosophy, and

literary specialists." As technically accom-

plished as it is, though, Piglia's novel, in

aspiring to reconstruct the histories of its

fictitious characters manques, echoes the

yearning its author believes Argentines

have felt—publicly, candidly—to confront

their turbulent past.

"I try, in vain, to get loose of this bal-

last," says Don Luciano Ossorio, Enrique

Ossorio's grandson and an erstwhile keep-

er of the legendary patriarch's prized

papers. "In order not to drown in the tides

of the past, I am forced to reflect." Given
Argentina's violent history, on still anoth-

er level, Piglia's novel is an impassioned

plea for the kind of reflection which, it

suggests, like the first-aid gesture of artifi-

cial respiration, might help resuscitate the

Argentine dream. That passion for under-

standing history is one of the real subjects

of this novel. "For passion," writes Enrique

Ossorio in his suicide note, "is the only

link we have with the truth."

—Edward M . Gomez

Gomez '79 is a New York-based writer and mem-
ber of Duke Magazine's editorial advisory board.
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"Science's contributions to

defense, to the economy, and to

quality of life have been recog-

nized and rewarded for several

decades at least. But we do not

enjoy a permanent state of grace.

We must earn that salvation from

our benefactors—the people who
pay the taxes."

-John H. Gibbons Ph.D. '54,

White House science adviser,

in an April public polity address

"We have taken the lead and

we expect the administration to

work with us from now on. The
whole goal is self-governance, to

look at a difficult issue and han-

dle it ourselves."

Council president, on the IK's
decision to prohibit kegs at open

"If [the president of Jarvis] wants

to jeopardize her standing and

possibly face judiciary actions,

that's her choice. I would en-

courage her to speak to us if she

needs clearer definition of the

regulations."

in of

prospect of the dormitory's house

Mlfe*

Why has the Whitewater
affair captured so much
media attention?

"There are several reinforcing

factors. The first is that the

media are drawn to the possibil-

ity of scandal—and here it was

first the faint scent, then the

smell, and eventually, they hope,

the stench. Second, for a long

time, the only domestic stories to

compete with Whitewater were

Tonya Harding and the Bobbitts.

The third point is that the media

are motivated by guilt because

they failed to unearth Whitewater

during the campaign; they spent

their investigatory energy on

Clinton's extramarital affairs,

real and imagined. Fourth, there's

the "Hillary factor"—the feeling

on the part of some reporters that

even as Bill wears the jogging

shorts, Hillary wears the pants in

the White House. Fifth, there's

the media perception of

Arkansas as another of those

small Southern states where gov-

ernment, cozy and a bit corrupt,

is run by a relatively small num-

ber of people on the basis of

friendship and favors.

Sixth, in the competition for

readers and viewers, once-staid

newspapers and news programs

are succumbing to tabloid in-

stincts. Seventh, we're in an age

of pundits and commentators.

People like Rush Limbaugh find

in Whitewater a perfect oppor-

tunity to unleash their hostility

toward the Clintons, while insti-

tutionalized political partisan-

ship is represented by the editor-

ial columns of The Wall Street

Journal. Finally, some responsi-

bility devolves on the president

and his advisers. A scandal

becomes a scandal when infor-

mation is provided with apparent

unwillingness and in dribs and

drabs.

One thing Whitewater cover-

age reveals is the ignorance of

history prevalent in American

society, including the commu-
nity of journalists. Comparisons

between Watergate and this

episode—which relates to the

financial decisions of a governor

and his wife more than a decade

ago—are

eat science graduate student

and one of two winners in

the Friends of the library's

book collecting contest:

Anne of Green Gables by Cana-

dian novelist Lucy Maud Mont-

gomery. "I just liked that she was

a spunky young person," says

Pfeffer, and that "she went to

college when that wasn't com-

mon for women."

One work she shares ("I've

lent it out again") is Women's

Ways of Knowing: the Develop-

ment of Self, Voice, and Mind by

Mary Field Belenky, and others.

"For me, it was a really useful way

of coming to terms with changes

in my understanding of the world

in general and in academic

work— and placing some of those

changes in a feminist context."

Through first-person narratives

and interviews, the book identi-

fies, for example, "receiver-know-

ers," who see themselves as ves-

sels for knowledge or instruction,

and "constructed knowers," who
believe they are able to think for

themselves and who believe they

can, through inquiry, generate

new knowledge.

Pfeffer, a Canadian who
earned her bachelor's at the Uni-

versity of Calgary, includes a na-

tionalistic choice: Wordstruck by

Robert MacNeil, the Canadian

half of PBS's MacNeil/Lehrer

NewsHour. His autobiography is

about "the experience of growing

up in Canada and how that

affected him and set him out on

his particular career," say Pfeffer.

"He loves words and language

and the way words come

together. He also talks about

We asked thirty senior

undergraduates:

good first choice for

Commencement speaker?

Yes: 19
No: 7

No opinion: 4

Most seniors approved of Presi-

dent Keohane's decision to in-

vite the First Lady to speak at

graduation exercises, regardless

of their party affiliation. "She's

very high-profile and the source

of much of the news we watch

every night. I think it would have

been exciting," one senior said. A
classmate agreed: "I don't really

care for the Clintons too much
but I would be interested in what

she would have to say. Not to

mention, it would probably look

nice for the university."

The chorus of support for

Clinton was not unanimous: "I

thing we have had too much of

Nan, Hillary, and their type.

They're left-field liberals and

Duke has too many of them."

Another added, "Personally, I

think it's a rather biased and par-

tisan choice."

Some students simply didn't

care. "I mean, really, who listens

to the speech anyway?" one se-

nior asked.

Another student did voice a

novel reason for wanting to see

Hillary: "I want to know if that's

her real hair."

—polling by Raj Goyle '97
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'TVEWON
A FEWAND
jOSTAFEW

BY ROBERT J. BLIWISE

»

RICHARD M. NIXON:

A LEADER'S EARLY YEARS

For decades, the late president and the university

—

which granted him his law degree—had a sometimes

exuberant, sometimes difficult, and always compli-

cated relationship.

^0to ometimes history is captured in

^^^^ one dispiriting milestone after an-

^^^R other. So it was with American
^^^r involvement in Vietnam: the Gulf

of Tonkin resolution, the Christmas bomb-
ing of Hanoi, the Tet Offensive. Then
there was the day that the United States

invaded Cambodia: May 9, 1972.

For the White House, it may have been

a day of anxiety. But it was a night of fes-

tivity. The East Room was turned over to

celebrate, with a black-tie dinner, the thirty-

fifth reunion of the Duke law school Class

of '37—a class whose most prominent

member happened to be the White House
tenant at the time, Richard M. Nixon. A
photograph from the event shows that the

dinner was well-sprinkled with administra-

tion figures. Caspar Weinberger was among
the crowd, and Charles Colson, and Patrick

Gray, and John and Martha Mitchell.

One of Nixon's table-mates was Sigrid

Foley Pedersen '36, who was in law school

with Nixon before her money ran out. Her
career would take her to the J. Walter

Thompson advertising agency and then to

Paramount as a high-powered entertain-

ment lawyer. Pedersen recalls it as a trans-

porting evening; she was caught up in the

stirring music provided by the military

bands—at least one of them serving up the

Duke fight song—employed for the occa-

sion. "I forgot myself for a couple of

moments. I turned to the president—for-

getting that we all had been instructed to

call him 'Mr. President'—and I said, 'Dick,

are you still a lousy dancer?' Everyone

roared, with the exception of a professor

who was at the same table."

Nixon's biographical statement in the

reunion program was shorter than that

provided by many of his classmates—

a

resume of positions held that lacked any

reflective comments. Emma Lee Crum-
packer, by contrast, ruminated on being the

first woman to practice law in Durham.

"My study and work in the field of law

have been worthwhile and gratifying to

me," she wrote in the program, "even if

they have not been as outstanding or

materially compensating as [for] other

members of the Class of '37.
.

."

Portrait ofa president

the college yearbook sho

submitted with Nixon'

law school applicatior
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The fallout from the history-shaping

Cambodia incursion was surely on Nixon's

mind. But that night, so was his own histo-

ry, which had entwined itself with Duke

for decades. It was a history with which

Duke had long been ambivalent—and con-

tinues to be, even with the

death of Richard Nixon.

Nixon came to the law

school after achieving a solid

if not spectacular record at

California's Whittier Col-

lege. He had earned a 2.4

grade point average, had

been president of the stu-

dent body, and identified his

other college activities as

forensics, dramatics, journal-

ism, music, and athletics.

Asked on the Duke applica-

tion why he had decided to

study law, he replied, "Be-

cause I wish to obtain a good

background for a legal or

political career." Asked to

record his particular qualifi-

cations for law study, he

mentioned "speaking ability,

scholastic standing, intense

interest in the subject."

One letter of recommen-
dation came from the presi-

dent of Whittier, who had

this to say: "Mr. Nixon is a

young man of great ability

and promise. He has a splen-

did personality which carries

all the qualities of a success-

ful person. I can not recom-

mend him too highly be-

cause I believe that he will

become one of America's im-

portant if not great leaders."

An ambiguously worded,

strangely prescient, assess-

ment: Importance, if not

greatness, would be Richard

Nixon's legacy.

According to classmate

Pedersen, the lure of Duke
law grew from reputation

and finances. The universi-

ty as a whole was just beginning to "attract

a top-drawer faculty and an equally top-

drawer student body," as she puts it. In the

midst of the Depression, Duke was fairly

remarkably well-endowed. The law school's

tuition was $100 a semester; Nixon was

one of those awarded a $250 scholarship

covering tuition and matriculation fees. (In

requesting the scholarship application, he

had helpfully enclosed "enough stamps so

that the blank may be sent by air-mail")

Duke had started the scholarship program
to add economic and regional diversity to

the student body. From all appearances, it

was a successful initiative: The class that

entered with Nixon had students from the

Southeast and Northeast, as well as Ohio,

Kentucky, Tennessee, West Virginia, Wash-
ington, Mississippi, Nebraska, Wyoming,
and Utah.

Nixon reapplied for the scholarship for

each of the next two years, informing

Dean H.C. Horack that "It is necessary

that I receive such aid in order for me to

remain in school." As Pedersen recalls,

Nixon and a classmate drove "an old sec-

ond-hand car from California to Duke"

because it was cheaper than the Grey-

hound bus fare. Nixon expressed his hope

to the dean that his work in the school

and in the practice of law after graduation

"will not be unworthy of the awards which

have been made to me." He still needed a

National Youth Administration job as a

law library research assistant. The govern-

ment-supported job paid him thirty-five

cents an hour. He also received frequent

packages from his parents in California

—

providing at least one of his roommates

with his first taste of an avocado.

Pedersen remembers Nixon

as a serious student: "I had

the impression that he was

constantly studying." Nixon
was "very well-mannered,"

she says. "There was noth-

ing show-offy or unpleasant

about him." Despite the

seriousness, the two dated

on occasion. Pedersen says

she was drawn to "the fact

that he had such a very

good mind and that he was

remarkably adult in his bear-

ing." Today, she says she

was surprised when Nixon
decided to enter the politi-

cal arena. "Like most peo-

ple, I thought it took some-

one of more hand-shaking,

smiling geniality to enter

the political races. We just

hadn't figured him that way.

I, at least, never dreamed

that was his cup of tea

—

running for public office."

Classmate Lyman Brown-

field says that it wasn't all

studies tor Nixon. The two

competed in a lot in hand-

ball matches. "Nixon was

not the most dexterous per-

son, but he was not as

clumsy as he was portrayed.

He was a decent handball

player; I was a better one."

Brownfield was the one who
assigned Nixon the nick-

name "Gloomy Gus," a refer-

ence to a comic-strip char-

1 acter of the time. Just like

< the character, says Brown-

| field, Nixon was "always

| puncturing people's balloons,

I always taking people's fan-

ciful notions back down to

earth." And if Nixon was "more studious

than most," according to Brownfield, "he

was more enthusiastic about football than

anybody." Brownfield would sell his stu-

dent tickets to football games for needed

cash. Although in similar financial straits,

Nixon refused to follow suit. "When he

came back from football games, he would

be too hoarse to speak. He had worn his

voice out."

(Back in California after graduation,

Nixon was delighted to learn of Duke's

invitation to the 1939 Rose Bowl. He
would write Dean Horack: "I was wonder-

uly-August 1994



ing whether or not the alumni of the law

school would have an opportunity to get

tickets for the game through the universi-

ty?" Horack wrote back informing Nixon
that tickets were $4.40 each.)

Another classmate, Charles Rhyne, men-

tions a class picture in which Nixon "barely

shows his eyes." A former president of the

American Bar Association and, as a Duke
trustee, a leader in the decision to desegre-

gate the campus, Rhyne maintained a long

association with Nixon. He was a campaign

volunteer in Nixon's unsuccessful 1960

campaign for president and again in 1968.

Says Rhyne, "He was a bashful fellow, not a

smiler, not a back slapper or anything like

that." Through all his time at the law

school, Nixon was "scared to death he was

going to flunk out," Rhyne says. "Everybody

in that class had a hell of a record. The
faculty saw to it that everybody worked

—

Good Lord, they worked us awfully hard.

The competition was enormous."

But Nixon fared well in the competi-

tion. Over the three years, Nixon was

ranked third, sixth, and then fourth in a

class that shrank from thirty-six to twenty-

six. In "Criminal Law and Its Administra-

tion," he earned a solid 84; in two semes-

ters of "Constitutional Law," he came
through with a 76 and an 81. His "Legal

Ethics" grade was 80.

Nixon was one of few to hand-write his

term paper for the ethics course; its subject

was "Automobile Accident Litigation:

The Lawyer versus the Public." One of his

beginning quotes, taken from a profession-

al-ethics statement by the American Bar

Association, reads: "The future of the

Republic, to a great extent, depends upon

our maintenance of Justice, pure and sim-

ple. It cannot be so maintained unless the

conduct and motives of the members of

our profession are such as to merit the

approval of all just men."

In the first section of the paper, Nixon
began by criticizing student work that

merely accumulates the writings on a par-

ticular subject
—

"a bit of systematic plagia-

rism," he called it. He took the assignment

as a chance for original thinking; it forced

him into "a certain amount of original

intellectual exercize [sic] in the realms of

ethical problems."

The automobile is "the biggest single

life destroyer in the world," noted Nixon,

adding—in rather stilted prose
—"Upon

the legal profession has been placed the

burden of providing whatever means of

compensating the accident victim which
are to be recognized." He suggested that

litigation sometimes interferes with the

social good—and even with good sense.

"The courts from the advent of the auto-

mobile have declared that the criterion of

compensation shall be fault. In adopting

"

The president of

Whittier College

recommended him
"because I believe that he

will become one of

America's important if

not great leaders."

this criterion they are attempting to

achieve two somewhat conflicting results.

One is the compensation for the injured

victim. The other—punishment for the

guilty party. Thus there may be cases

where the guilty party is injured, and in

the eyes of the law he is then entitled to

no compensation."

For his conclusion, Nixon used a quote

from a chief justice of the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court: "An unclean lawyer is not

only a disgrace to his profession but a men-
ace to the public at large; he is a nauseous

thing and should be relentlessly aborted

like any other nuisance." The lawyer, "ide-

ally, is a public servant," Nixon wrote.

"But in the conduct of accident litigation,

the lawyer has been.. .a public enemy."

Nixon urged the lawyer not to look at

legal problems "primarily from his own
viewpoint" but "through the eyes of the

public." For cases of injuries from car acci-

dents, he found a good model in Work-
man's Compensation—a system built on
legislated guidelines rather than a contest

of legal talent.

At the end of Nixon's second year came
an episode that, as Nixon biographer

Jonathan Aitken noted, constituted a

quirky departure from a path of recti-

tude
—

"Nixon's first break-in, as it was

melodramatically labeled thirty-eight years

later during the era of Watergate." But

Aitken and other biographers get many of

the details wrong, says Lyman Brownfield.

Like most of his fellow students, Nixon

—

sustained as he was by a merit-dependent

scholarship—was anxious about his grades.

The top three students automatically

received scholarships; others would be so

rewarded at the discretion of the faculty.

On the promised day, the grades had not

been posted. According to Brownfield, the

wife of Frank Walker J.D. '36 was putting

her husband through law school with a job

in the dean's office. She would have

known where the grades were kept, in a

filing cabinet; and both Walkers certainly

circulated with law students.

So—unlike the portrayals in published

biographies—it was probably not serendip-

ity that brought Nixon and classmates Bill

Perdue and Fred Albrink outside the dean's

office one evening. And, in the days be-

fore air conditioning, it was hardly surpris-

ing that the transom above the dean's door

had been left open. Perdue, the skinniest

of the group, was hoisted onto the shoul-

ders of Nixon and Albrink and climbed

through the open transom. Once inside,

he let his collaborators in, and together

they looked over the grade records.

Nixon was disappointed to discover that

he had slipped in his class ranking. But it

was a sound enough performance to get his

scholarship renewed.

And contrary to the later accounts, say

Brownfield and Perdue—the original

intruder—this was not an incident hushed

up for decades. "The dean knew all about

it pretty soon," Perdue says. "He was kind

of wryly amused."

In his third year, Nixon was elected

president of the Duke Bar Association.

Another classmate, Leon "Pinky" Rice,

suggested the idea of a run to Nixon and

became his campaign manager. "I don't

remember Nixon doing any campaigning,"

Brownfield says. The opposing candidate

was Hale McCown, who would later

become a justice of the Nebraska Supreme

Court. (For his part, Brownfield would

become general counsel to the federal

House and Home Finance Agency, chair-

man of the Urban Renewal Commission

in Columbus, Ohio, and a practicing attor-

ney in Columbus.)

Although not as popular as McCown,
Nixon was "very much respected for his

scholarship," says Brownfield, "and if he

had a firm idea about something, he just

would not back down." He recalls a first-

year torts class with law professor Douglas

Maggs. Maggs was infamous for running

his classes like a cross-examination, pick-

ing out students for "sharp, tough ques-

tions" about cases. "The tendency was to

wilt when Maggs was doing that. But

Nixon was one of the few, if not the only

guy, to stand his ground and not back

down. He said one of the lessons of law

school was that you don't go to pieces if

somebody is pounding on you."

Nixon would later write Dean Horack

about his stint with the Duke Bar Associa-

tion. "I look back on my year in that office

as one of the most enjoyable and most

valuable I have spent. I learned a great

deal about putting on programs, handling

people, making contacts with speakers and

also about the legal profession as well." His

running mate, Frederick Cady, became

secretary. Crippled by a misaligned hip,

Cady needed assistance climbing the law

school steps. Nixon, according to his class-

DUKE MAGAZINj



mates, would often help him up and down
the stairs.

Charles Rhyne also recalls a generous

Nixon. Suffering from injury-caused blood

and bone infections, Rhyne had long peri-

ods of treatment in Duke Hospital. Nixon
was a frequent visitor, sharing his meticu-

lous class notes with his sickbed-bound peer.

To save money in his third

year, Nixon and three others

—

including Brownfield—moved
into an old house that stood in

a wooded area in the Duke For-

est. Sigrid Pedersen remembers

it as "a broken-down farm-

house." She says, "It was so

dark, so cold— I just couldn't

ally good piece of research work when
called on to do so." His stint heading the

Duke Bar Association showed Nixon's

"fine executive ability and extremely good

judgment," Horack wrote.

The FBI job never materialized, appar-

ently (so Hoover would claim years later)

because of cutbacks in the agency's person-

get over it. I later heard that the

guys rented it because it was

cheaper than dormitory living."

The rent was cheap—maybe

just $25 for all four—but conve-

niences were scarce. Brownfie

says there was a single lightbulb

with a pull-chain. There was no
running water: The occupants

Chart

showered in the university gym.

And the house was heated by a

pot-bellied laundry stove; it was fueled by

crumpled-up newspapers and provided

about ten minutes of heat. As part of his

studying routine, Nixon would regularly

awaken an hour or two before the others,

get dressed in the cold and darkness, and

walk over to the law school. Nixon and

the other occupants referred to their home
as "Whippoorwill Manor," named for the

birds that issued a very distinctive call and

that frequented the woody neighborhood.

(As the years went on, the Nixon-as-

Lincoln theme would be embellished by a

Duke maintenance worker, who told

reporters of Nixon's living alone in an

abandoned tool shed.)

As Pedersen notes, the economic facts

of life in the Depression meant that many
freshly-minted lawyers headed to New York

in hopes of securing a lucrative offer from

a Wall Street firm. Nixon and two friends,

including Bill Perdue, made the New York

pilgrimage during their 1936 Christmas

vacation. Nixon spoke with a good number
of firms, among them, one that John Fos-

ter Dulles was associated with, but

received no job offers. Perdue did get a job

with a top firm; he would later become an

officer with two large chemical firms.

Shortly before graduation in May 1937,

Dean Horack wrote to J. Edgar Hoover to

inquire about an FBI job for Nixon.

Horack referred to Nixon as "one of the

finest young men, both in character and
ability, that I have ever had the opportuni-

ty of having in my classes. He is a very

superior student, alert, aggressive, a fine

speaker and one who can do an exception-

forming: years after his brother's student stint, Ed Nixon visits

the humble house known as "Whippoorwill Manor"

nel budget. Nixon would recall the dean

telling him, "Don't go to New York. If

you're interested in politics, go home. Prac-

tice law at home. You may not get as much
money but that's the only way if you want

to do anything in the political arena." He
took the advice, returning to California

after graduation. From there, Nixon wrote

to Horack, offering to help recruit prospec-

tive students and declaring: "I can honestly

say without throwing any of the well

known applesauce, that I believe we've got

the best darn law school in the country

right at Duke. The atmosphere between

students and faculty, the small size of the

student body, and the progressive attitude

of the faculty convinces me of that fact."

Nixon became the first Duke law stu-

dent to take California's bar exam. But the

opportunity was hardly automatic. In order

to take the exam, one had to be a regis-

tered voter; Nixon had allowed his regis-

tration to expire. Horack wrote to friends

at Stanford's law school, asking them to

intervene on Nixon's behalf. The inter-

vention came, and Nixon passed the

exam, despite the fact that only 46 percent

of his fellow test-takers were successful. He
gave Horack a detailed account of his exam
impressions, beginning with the observa-

tion that "a far greater percentage of stu-

dents from Grade A Eastern Schools failed

than did those from Western Schools." His

law school preparation was "adequate" for

the exam, Nixon wrote. He recommended
that prospects for the California bar spend

a summer working gratis for a law firm and,

as he had done, take a several-month

"cram course." He offered to provide the

law school with his cram-course notes.

Nixon provided Duke with another

legacy: his brother's enrollment as an

undergraduate. Ed Nixon '52 is now presi-

dent of Nixon World Enterprises, an inter-

national consulting firm. As a seven-year-

old, Ed, along with his parents, his other

brother, and his grandmother,

drove cross-country to attend

Dick's graduation in Page Audi-

torium. He slept in a hammock
outside the now famous Nixon
shack. Ed describes Richard

Nixon's feeling about his primi-

tive law-school living condi-

tions almost melodramatically:

"All that hardship really formed

character. He wouldn't have

had it any other way. If he had

I had it too easy, he wouldn't

I have made it as far as he did."

After Ed's junior year in high

| school in California, the Nixon

| family moved to York, Pennsyl-

vania. Dick, then a freshman

congressman, induced his

younger brother to join him on a

drive to visit Duke a second time. "He per-

suaded me," says Ed, "that Duke was just

about as good as it was going to get." Nixon
considered Duke "the most cosmopolitan

school he could think of at that time," says

Ed, "and he was very interested in my being

exposed to different cultures." Ed majored

in geology. His brother "always knew I was

interested in technical things and said

that's what I should pursue. He said, let's

not get our missions in life confused."

On campus, Ed joined the Young Repub-

licans as treasurer. But politics "never real-

ly captured my imagination," he says. "I

was interested in the sciences. Politics

seemed like a waste of words. I wanted to

stay out of the political spectrum altogeth-

er." Dick joined Ed at least once more on

campus to give a speech. Afterward, they

watched a basketball game that included

Ed's then-roommate, Dick Groat '53.

Nixon told Groat that he was "going to be

a real star," a good athletic judgment on

the future professional basketball and base-

ball player.

In 1954, shortly after he became vice

president, Nixon was one of the choices of

a trustee-faculty committee for an hon-

orary degree. Spurred by history professor

Richard Watson, the faculty voted to table

the Nixon nomination at a February meet-

ing. The vote was 61-42. As Watson saw

it, the tabling motion would be less divi-

sive than an up-or-down vote. A second

meeting followed—and so did a case study

in muddled academic decision-making.

The second meeting attracted record num-
bers of medical and law faculty, who were
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notoriously careless about attending most

faculty meetings but, on this occasion, were

reportedly recruited to do the administra-

tion's bidding. Watson, for one, says he was

lobbied to change his view on the grounds

that withholding the degree "would not be

good for the university."

In that second meeting, law school dean

Joseph McClain offered a motion that the

Nixon recommendation be untabled. The
motion was passed. Others then argued,

though, that any action for the honorary

degree—up or down—would subject the

university to criticism. By a two-to-one

margin, the faculty ended up passing a sub-

stitute motion: The issue would be referred

to the University Council, a faculty advisory

body, "for study and appropriate action."

The following fall, the University Council set

up its own committee. That committee was

given the discretion to deal with "broader

questions" about awarding honorary degrees

or to limit itself to consider the Nixon de-

gree. Very soon, the ad-hoc faculty committee

would be merged with a trustee committee.

With all the delays in decision-making

and concern over procedures, Duke awarded

no honorary degrees in 1955 or 1956.

The Nixon nomination remained

tabled—essentially, until 1961, when the

degree was approved. Nixon, though,

would turn down the offer.

According to Watson, professors were

angered at what they saw as Nixon's

"McCarthyite" and "Red Scare" campaign

tactics: In his 1946 congressional cam-

paign, Nixon had labeled his Democratic

opponent, Jerry Voorhis, a tool of the

communist conspiracy; in 1950, campaign-

ing against Helen Gahagan Douglas in a

Senate race, he had issued a so-called

"pink sheet" showing her supposed com-

munist sympathies.

Strictly speaking, then, Nixon was

never turned down for an honorary degree.

But that was not the portrayal that the

press gave the matter. Duke president Hol-

lis Edens was obliged to issue a statement

declaring that "As a time-honored policy

of many years' standing, the university

does not announce the names of those

being considered" for honorary degrees,

and that he would not discuss "the internal

confidential deliberations that may lead to

their selection." For his part, Nixon
announced that "the pressure of legislative

business" would keep him from making the

commencement speech in 1954-

Edens was hit with an avalanche of crit-

ical letters. One came from Nixon law

PLAYING TO HISTORY

The surprising thing

wasn't that Richard

Nixon "spent twenty
years seeking reconciliation

and redemption," says long-

time presidential observer

Hugh Sidey. The surprising

thing was that in large mea-
sure, he found it.

Sidey, a Duke Magazine Edi-

torial Advisory Board member
for several years, has covered

the White House beat for Time
since the days of Dwight Eisen-

hower. He says he expected

Nixon's death would bring

some attention for a few days

and expressions of sympathy
from old compatriots. Instead,

it set off a week-long period of

mourning, major media retro-

spectives, and a funeral service

featuring remarks from Presi-

dent Clinton.

"If there wasn't much affec-

tion, there was intrigue and
fascination with Nixon," says

Sidey. "Here was a man at the

confluence of events for fifty

years. He was so deeply etched

a figure in the minds of so

many that his passing was
one of those things that left a

gap, whether people liked him
or not."

Nixon realized that his

Watergate record would
"plague him all through his-

tory." So the only president

forced to resign from office

embarked on two decades of

international travel and
thoughtful writing about for-

eign policy. And he "reached
out by talking to publishers

and editors, had dinners with

prominent writers and colum-
nists, and made gestures to old

enemies." Nixon was, says

Sidey, "playing to history."

"It's not illogical that the

younger generation, including

historians and political scien-

tists, don't view Watergate and
Nixon as such a huge threat to

constitutional government as

perhaps many of us thought

back then," Sidey says. 'Trom
this vantage point looking back,

perhaps the landscape gets more
level, and the evil moments are

not so evil." Still, the impeach-

ment proceedings were
"thoughtful and fair," he says.

"Had Nixon not left the presi-

dency, he would have been

impeached, and rightly so."

Lyndon Johnson's "credibil-

ity gap" on Vietnam may have
set in motion a general cyni-

cism toward government. But
Nixon's legacy includes a

deepening of that cynicism,

Sidey says, and a relationship

between the press and the pres-

ident that was forever

changed. "Even though there

had always been an adversarial

relationship, at least the work-
ing correspondents felt some
kind of kinship with the man
in the White House. They
wanted him to succeed. That
was shattered by the Nixon
presidency. The press now
feels it has to doubt every

word, examine every premise,

question every fact from the

administration."

In a well-known interview,

Henry Kissinger once told

Sidey that Nixon would have
been a totally different individ-

ual ifsomebody had loved him.

"Though talented," Sidey says,

"Nixon saw the world as ringed

against him. He was a tortured

figure from the start."

"Nixon admitted he made a

mess of Watergate, that he
exercised bad judgment, a lot

of things like that. He got up to

the edge. But I don't think he
ever admitted totally what he
did; there was a threshold

beyond which he couldn't go
in admitting error."

And he'll remain a disputed

figure, says Sidey. "With more
tapes and papers coming out,

people will be arguing about

Nixon for years. He will rico-

chet down through history."

school classmate Charles Rhyne, who
called the action (or inaction) "one of

those incredible things which I could

never conceive happening." Writing from

Washington, D.C., Rhyne said that "The
first comment I received from friends here

was that for all these years they had

thought that the University of North Car-

olina faculty was quite far to the left, but

they never conceived that Duke's faculty

could ever be placed in the same category."

An equally strident response came from

Rose Mary Woods—at the time, personal

secretary to the vice president. "I thought

you might be interested to know that we
have received hundreds of letters from all

over the country," wrote Woods, "express-

ing shock and amazement over the action

of the Duke faculty in announcing pub-

licly that it was denying an honorary

degree to the vice president." In the midst

of the Watergate scandal, Woods, then

personal secretary to the president and

famously associated with the eighteen-

minute tape-recording gap, would choose

Charles Rhyne as her lawyer. The special

prosecutor eventually dropped the case

against Woods. Rhyne says "the biggest

crooks" in the tape-erasing episode were

the government experts who had identi-

fied Woods as the likely culprit.

With the Nixon presidency, Duke stu-

dent opinion about his leadership focused

invariably on Vietnam. A January 1973

Chronicle editorial, coinciding with Nixon's

second inauguration, compared the presi-

dent to a malignant clown. Demonstrations

against the war, said the editorial, were nec-

essary to "show that we do not count our-

selves as mindless followers of insane poli-

cies." Days later, another editorial lamented

"the absence of compassion which has char-

acterized [Nixon's] political career."

But the winding down of the war and the

revelations that followed the Watergate

break-in brought a change in focus. Aj
Chronicle editorial in January 1974 was

headlined "Impeach Nixon." According to

the editorial, "there seems to be no end to

the revelations which are fast pointing to

what should be the clearest choice of the

century—the impeachment of Richard Mil-

hous Nixon."

The editorial referred to Nixon's reluc-

tant decision to release the White House

tape recordings to Watergate judge John

Sirica. As it happens, one Duke under-

graduate at the time was Jack Sirica '76,

the judge's son. Judge Sirica was a lifelong

Republican and longtime Nixon booster.
|

But his gradual discovery of Nixon's cen^

tral role in the Watergate cover-up, says

the son, led him to pronounce "good rid-

dance" to the Nixon presidency.

While a Duke student, "I didn't know
anything of an inside nature about the
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:ase," Sirica says. "My father thought that

what he heard in court, unless it was

meant to be public, was to be kept there

and not to be shared with the family." Sirica

today does not include himself among the

Nixon revisionists. "From my vantage

Doint and from my father's, he abused the

office of the presidency and badly abused

:he trust of the voters. He clearly broke

:he law. And if he had been indicted, he

would have been convicted. I find it a

dark, negative legacy to leave to young

Deople, who are understandably cynical

ibout the political process at least in part

Decause of how Nixon conducted himself.

It's a legacy that says that ethics ought to

revolve around what works, what's expedi-

ent, what will protect the office,

.10 matter what the cost."

The younger Sirica thought I

ibout going to law school. "My J
"ather had become so famous in

:he Watergate case," he says,

'that rather than walk in his

botsteps and join a profession

where I would always be com-

pared with him, I decided to fol-

ow my instincts and do some-

thing different." That turned out

to be journalism. Sirica is now a

Matures writer with Newsday in

Slew York. Ironically, his father

received the recognition denied

SJixon: a Duke honorary degree.

In 1981, seven years after

SJixon was forced from the presi-

dency, representatives from Duke
md Nixon entered into convo-

luted and ultimately fruitless

tiegotiations to build a presidential library

an the campus. Economics professor E. Roy
Weintraub, then chair of the Academic
Council and now acting dean of the faculty

3f arts and sciences, told the board of

trustees that the faculty would consider a

SJixon library "for scholarly use only." It

would reject any facility dedicated to

'memorabilia of office or any museum-like

:haracteristic." History department chair

Richard Watson put the objections more
strongly, writing to Duke president Terry

Sanford that "as historians we would wel-

tome the acquisition of collections of

papers by Perkins Library whether they be

those of poor or rich, of famous or infa-

mous, of Woodrow Wilson or Richard

SJixon, of Adolph Hitler or Winston
Churchill, but we would draw the line at

tiaving a building named for some of these

persons on this campus."

Eventually, an advisory committee of

trustees and alumni was set up to guide

then-chief counsel Eugene J. McDonald in

the negotiations. McDonald, now presi-

dent of the Duke Management Company,
said that the "reasoned" position taken by

"I never heard him
express any averse

feelings toward Duke,"

says a classmate and
longtime associate. Then

again, he notes, "He
never talked about

anything he lost."

ion of Nixon's law school ckvss

the university tried to avoid "the trappings

and traffic incident to a major museum
complex." But Nixon's lawyer wouldn't

accept those terms.

Even with the disappointment of the

honorary degree that never came and the

library site that was shifted to California,

Nixon "always had high regard for Duke,"

says longtime associate Charles Rhyne. "I

never heard him express any averse feelings

toward Duke." Then again, Rhyne notes,

"He never talked about anything he lost."

With his rise to political prominence,

Nixon's law school classmates began a schol-

arship fund in his honor. Over the years,

Nixon contributed to the fund. Among its

beneficiaries have been some Chinese stu-

dents, a gesture of respect for Nixon's spe-

cial interest in China, as well as students

with a broad international orientation.

This spring, just weeks after his death

on April 22, the complicated relationship

between Nixon and Duke took yet another

turn. Of the 190 graduating law students,

105 had signed a petition for a moment of

silence at the school's graduation ceremo- This story is based 1

ny. (Reportedly, petitions were also circu- University Archives.

lated to honor the memories of punk rock-

er Kurt Cobain and actor River Phoenix.)

The law school's faculty met to discuss

whether to honor Nixon, finally leaving

the decision to Dean Pamela Gann. Gann
decided to publish in the commencement

I

program a tribute that she had written to

Nixon's family upon his death. The head-

line in The New York Times read, touch-

ingly if a bit simplistically, "Law School

Making Peace with Nixon."

"The law school does not recognize the

deaths of faculty, alumni, or friends of the

law school at its graduation," said Gann.

"An exception was made in this case

because of the students' request and because

President Nixon's death occurred so close

in time to the graduation week-

end. This particular method was

chosen because the in-memori-

am statement provides a useful

summary of Mr. Nixon's associa-

tion with the law school and his

particular interest in foreign af-

fairs in China, including the spe-

cial efforts of the Duke law

school in the last ten years to

educate Chinese students about

law and legal institutions."

At graduation exercises, Presi-

dent Nannerl O. Keohane made
public mention of Nixon's "long

g and remarkable career." She

I noted, "Richard Nixon's lite and

= work, both in his mistakes and

I his accomplishments, did much
I to shape the modern world."

* Before his death, one of the

last public airings of the Nixon-

Duke association was in equal measure

poignant and absurd. It came in February

1989. Nixon was attending the Duke-Ari-

zona basketball game at New Jersey's

Byrne Arena—his first basketball game in

more than five decades. Duke lost by a 77-

75 score. Christian Laettner, then a fresh-

man, had missed a free-throw and the

chance to send the game into overtime

with one second remaining on the clock.

Visiting the downtrodden team in the

locker room at game's end, Nixon sought

out Laettner. "I know you feel badly,

young man," he said. "But everything will

be just fine. I know. I've won a few and

lost a few myself."

For Laettner, that single setback would

recede into triviality as he compiled ath-

letic success on athletic success. He ended

his college career redeemed and rewarded.

It was, to be sure, the sort of legacy to

which Richard Nixon aspired.

part on material in the Duke
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HOLLYWOOD PLAYERS:

NO SHORTCUTS TO SUCCESS

The lights, the cameras, the career action. This is the

backdrop for The City of Angels, a company town
whose main product is: MOVIES.

^fl^t PENING SCENE: Camera

^^^^^^ pulls hack to a panoramic shot

^^^mJ^m of Sunset Boulevard. After-

^^^^^ noon traffic is bumper to

bumper and the sky is hazy with smog. A
block off the Boulevard at Hollywood and

Vine, tourists are taking snapshots of their

favorite celebrity's hand and foot prints,

frozen in cement, at the Walk of Fame.

Heading west along the Sunset Strip, bill-

boards hawk the latest Hollywood

movies—larger-than-life stars staring

down with benevolent, gleaming eyes at

pedestrians below.

Throughout the West Side of Los Ange-

les, attractive, fashionable men and women
are doing lunch at posh restaurants and

sidewalk cafes. Many of their waiters and

waitresses are thinking about the screen-

play they left at home or that audition

later in the week.

Even at this early hour, street characters

of every description—hundreds of teenage

runaways among them—are starting their

daily search for food and a place to sleep.

In the hills above, nine tall letters make
a simple statement about why everyone is

here: HOLLYWOOD.

39 CUT TO CLOSE-UP: Fred Gold-

"dF" ring is in his Beverly Hills office,

^Tj\ just down the street from the Holly-

/ft\ wood powerhouse Creative Artists

Agency. Goldring is engaged in one of

a hundred telephone conversations he'll

have today.

An entertainment lawyer and Holly-

wood player, Goldring '79 is talking busi-

ness. He started his career in New York,

where he spent seven years at two small

entertainment law firms that represented

music stars such as Madonna, James Taylor,

Sting, and Billy Joel. Since a move to L.A.

four-and-a-half years ago, Goldring has ex-

panded from music to film and television

projects. He has launched a movie sound-

track record label, Big Screen Records,

which has released over a dozen titles

—

including the soundtracks from the movies

Dave, Searching for Bobby Fisher, and The

Pelican Brief, and he personally produced

the soundtrack album for the television

series thirtysomething.

His clients now include David Lynch

(for whom he put together the soundtrack

for Twin Peaks), Boyz II Men, and Will

Smith—who segued from a music career to

Glitz and glamour:

Film premieres are

dazzling reminders of

Hollywood's allure.

Pictured, opening night

for Disney's

Fantasia, 1941.
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acting, landing the starring role in the

NBC television comedy The Fresh Prince of

Bel Air, a deal put together by Goldring and

his partner. Smith subsequently starred in

the film Six Degrees of Separation with

Donald Sutherland and Stockard Chan-
ning. Another musical client, Marky Mark,

recently made the transition from rapper

and Calvin Klein underwear model to actor

in the films Renaissance Man and The Bas-

ketball Diaries.

"Power is the ability to get things done,"

says Goldring, a boyish thirty-seven-year-

old from Philadelphia who takes power

lunches every day and power breakfasts

two or three mornings a week. "If I could

do what I do somewhere else, I'd do it in a

heartbeat. But in a business which is largely-

based on relationships, you have to be here."

At the base of the Hollywood Hills,

in a neighborhood dubbed Beverly

Hills Adjacent by the real estate

agents, Ian Abrams '77 has worked

through the morning in a garage converted

to an office. After ten years in public rela-

tions, Abrams began working full time as a

screenwriter four years ago. Last summer he

saw his first script, Undercover Blues, make
it to the silver screen. He earned $250,000

for the screenplay and now has a two-pic-

ture deal at Universal Studios that guaran-

tees him $450,000.

In another part of West L.A., Beth

Semans Hubbard '85 is making phone calls

trying to raise money for an upcoming film

production. Fed up with the quality of

movies Hollywood traditionally turns out,

Hubbard and her husband, Michael, start-

ed their own independent production

company three years ago. Their dream is to

make their own kind of movies, movies

with a message. With $15 million repre-

senting a modest budget for most feature

films today, movie making for Hubbard

remains a precarious balancing act between

art and commerce.

While all three seem to have made it

into the rarefied air of being called Holly-

wood successes, another connection runs

through the plot line of each of their sto-

ries—all three are Duke alumni.

"There are at least a couple hundred of

us here," says Fred Goldring, who last year

founded the Duke in Hollywood alumni

association. The roster includes entertain-

ment executives, lawyers, agents, produc-

ers, actors, writers, and production workers

at virtually all the networks, studios, major

law firms, and talent agencies.

Boldly heading West to make it in Hol-

lywood is a well-traveled American myth.

Tell someone you live and work here and

attendant myths—many of them unfortu-

nate stereotypes—loom large in people's

minds: smog, traffic jams, natural and arti-

ficial disasters in riveting Technicolor.

Beautiful people, vacuous lifestyles, new
money, back stabbing, and greed. Unfortu-

nately, some of the stereotypes have a firm

foot in reality, says Goldring.

"I went to see a screening of The Player

when they were looking for a distributor,"

says Goldring, who calls the Robert Alt-

man film that followed the ascendance of

slick studio executive Griffin Mill (played

by Tim Robbins) a good metaphor for life

in Hollywood. "Major, major people were

there attending. When the lights went up,

it was almost surreal. The movie was an

uncanny mirror of the audience in the

screening room."

Another Altman film, Short Cuts, comes

to mind when discussing the experience of
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living in Southern California. A collec-

tion of parables about rootless L.A. lives,

the film is filled with characters who
obliquely pass by one another until an

earthquake intersects their experience. (In

an eerie coincidence, Altman's fictional-

ized disaster foreshadowed last January's

very real catastrophe.)

"The earthquake scared the hell out of

my wife and three-year-old daughter," says

Goldring, who has seen the aftermath of

mud slides, brush fires, and riots. "We had

aftershocks every two minutes for a week.

It's hard to feel grounded when the ground

could go at any minute. Life definitely

takes on a surreal quality. It makes this a

difficult place to put down roots."

Despite the January earthquake and

attendant aftershocks, the sometimes diffi-

cult circumstances of life in Southern Cal-

ifornia, and the long odds of making it,

these Hollywood players have a burning

reason to be here. They want to write the

scripts, create the roles, make the deals.

They want to be a part of the main action

of the entertainment industry. And for

that, Los Angeles is the only place to be.

<|D Ian Abrams doesn't
'&-

fit most people's

vision of a Holly-

wood player. Six

feet, four inches tall with

a bushy black beard and

weighing over 300 pounds,

the screenwriter has a ward-

robe that leans more to-

ward short-sleeved Hawai-

ian shirts and baseball caps

than toward Gucci suits.

"I'm proud to say I drive

a beat-up old '87 Sentra I

bought for $2,000," says Abrams, who
laughs at the many vanities of Southern

California, a place where telephone prefixes

are status symbols (his—273—is considered

quite respectable). "I usually eat at whatever

place has the best salad bar."

Abrams came to Los Angeles fifteen

years ago after graduating valedictorian of

his senior class at Duke. He started under-

graduate life as a physics major but switched

his career ambition from medicine to writ-

ing. By his senior year, he had written a

play that was produced by the drama

department. Abrams moved to Los Ange-
les after spending a year as a graduate stu-

dent in creative writing at the University

of North Carolina at Greensboro, a pro-

gram he says was more intent on turning

out the next William Faulkner than sup-

porting an aspiring screenwriter.

Like ambitious young screenwriter Joe

Gillis in Sunset Boulevard, Abrams had a

hard time finding work. (Gillis: "I talked

to a couple of yes-men at Metro—to me

"If I could do what
I do somewhere else,

I'd do it in a heartbeat.

But in a business

which is largely based

on relationships,

you have to be here."

they said no.") Like Joe, Abrams knew he

had talent—what he needed was a break.

What followed, however, were ten years in

public relations with much of the work

relating to entertainment industry promo-

tions. One job included picking out the

best breasts and buttocks from the orgy

scene in Conan the Barbarian for a photo

spread in Penthouse magazine.

Abrams wasn't exactly living up to his

potential. After taking several years off from

writing, he decided

to get serious about a

film career and start-

ed working on sever-

al scripts.

"If you want to

make it as a screen-

writer, the single

most important thing

1 you can do, and that

§ you can control your-

s self, is write as much
as possible," he says.

"I made up my mind

that I'd have to write ten screenplays

before writing a good one."

He sold his first screenplay in 1988 for

$2,000. Like the vast majority of scripts sold

in Hollywood, it has yet to be produced.

Joe Gillis found destiny when he took a

turn into fading film star Norma
Desmond's driveway. Abrams' break came
through a similar serendipitous meeting. "I

ran into a very young, very hungry agent

by accident," he says. "My preparation was

I had written six scripts as a way of im-

proving my writing."

Since 1990, Abrams has worked full-

time as a screenwriter. After seeing Under-

cover Blues make it to the screen, he's now
viewed as an up-and-comer in the action-

comedy genre. For the past year he's been

busy using this aura of success to help sell

his other ideas to movie executives, pro-

ducers, and players who can say yes and

have the clout to back it up. In the par-

lance of The Player, this is the pitch: To
get anywhere, it has to be memorable.

Ahmms: ,Mh:l>crih

(Griffin Mill: "I can only say yes twelve

times a year. Collectively, we hear 50,000

stories a year.")

"I have to turn myself into a great story-

teller," Abrams says. "I have to sell myself

and sell my idea for a movie. My audience

is the wide variety of people who are capa-

ble of taking a script and running with it."

What are these players looking for in a

script? (Mill: "Suspense, laughter, vio-

lence, hope, heart, nudity, sex, happy end-

ings. Mainly happy endings.")

Among Abrams' current pitches: The

Class of Monte Cristo—a high school loser

spends twenty years plotting the perfect

revenge against his adolescent tormentors,

which he unleashes at their twentieth high

school reunion. The Dust Devils' Greatest

Adventure—a superhero who never quite

made it to the A list of superheroes saves

the Earth and finds redemption. Pirate

Bill—a computer entrepreneur who loses

his company to a hostile takeover, buys a

sailboat, and heads to the South Pacific to

live out his childhood dreams.

Abrams makes his pitches knowing that

if his ideas sell, they may be changed sub-

stantially by the studio, by producers, by

directors, even by actors on the set. Under-

cover Blues starred Kathleen Turner and

Dennis Quaid as two former CIA agents,

married and with a child, who come out of

retirement to foil a terrorist plot. The film,

originally titled Cloak and Diaper, opened

to mixed reviews and was something of a

disappointment at the box office.

"It's light, it's entertaining, it's not the

script I intended to write," says Abrams.

"Everything changes enormously during

the rewrite process and during the produc-

tion process."

Abrams says the only way a writer can

keep his sanity is to work under the

assumption that nothing he writes will be

produced, and if it is it will be changed.

"You have a choice—you rant and rave

and become a colorful alcoholic or you

accept it the way it is," he says, adding

that frustration is one of the major hazards

in his line of work. "This is an extremely

silly business run off rumors and fear. It's

very hard to break in because people are

afraid to try unproven screenwriters. They
live in fear of making a decision that at a

latter date someone will say, 'You made

that decision and it ruined the studio.' It's

a very weird, very funny business. But<

screenplays pay enormously more thanj

novels do. The object to me is seeing my
name on a paycheck rather than on the-

screen. As far as I'm concerned, the money
makes up for a lot of frustration."

Abrams says he is usually working on

several scripts at the same time, spending

up to a year thinking about a new script

before he actually commits anything to
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paper. When he writes, he writes about fif-

teen pages a day, turning out a rough draft

for a new script in about a week.

He often shares his gripes and seeks

advice from screenwriting compatriots via

PAGE, a computer bulletin .board he

helped establish for writers. In the past few

years he's made some impressive contacts

and friendships in the profession, including

Larry Gelbart, creator, of the M*A*S*H
television series, and such established

screenwriters as Ernest Lehman (North by

Northwest) and Roger Simon (Enemies—

A

Love Story).

As for living in The City of Angels,

Abrams considers it a sort of Purgatory by

the Pacific. "California doesn't have sea-

sons. It had biblical plagues—riots, earth-

quakes, fires, and floods," says Abrams,

who's spending $30,000 to repair damage

done to his house by the January earth-

quake. "My chimney collapsed—luckily I

wasn't in at the time. I hate living here. I

think it's an amazingly, spectacularly ugly

place to live."

He recently bought a house in Durham
for the day he leaves Hollywood behind.

Abrams' advice for anyone who plans to

embark on the kind of love-hate relation-

ship he seems to have found as a life's call-

ing? "The single most important thing you

need as a screenwriter is scads and scads of

luck," he says. "Perseverance is second.

Talent is a distant third."

09- Unlike most newcomers to Holly-

wood, Joseph Francis '85 found his

work already in high demand when
he moved from New York last year.

Since graduating from Duke, Francis has

worked in the burgeoning field of comput-

er animation and helped create some of

the most memorable examples of the new
film technology. His credits include the

Diet Coke television commercials featur-

ing Hollywood stars from the past, such as

Groucho Marx and Gene Kelly hobnob-

bing with Elton John and Paula Abdul.

His feature film credits include The Last

Action Hero, Demolition Man, In the Line of

Fire, and this summer's The Shadow, star-

ring Alec Baldwin.

Francis, creative director of digital tech-

nology for R/Greenberg Associates, finds

the combination of art and science the

most fascinating part of his work. "The
whole entertainment industry is embracing

digital post-production technology," he

says. "It's revolutionizing the way many
films are made."

For decades, a device called an optical

printer was used to create Hollywood's

most spectacular special effects, ranging

from the burning of Atlanta in Gone With

the Wind to making Christopher Reeve fly

in Superman. Actors shot in front of blank

"You get to make up

your own math and play

with the laws of physics.

But you're not trying to

reproduce reality, you're

trying to produce an

emotional response."

screens were later superimposed over

special effects images. A big drawback

in the process was the loss of film nega-

tive generations as film is successively re-

photographed. Digital

technology not only

turns this once phys-

ical process into some-

thing accomplished

on a computer screen,

but also solves the

problem of lost gener-

ations by reducing all

the visual informa-

tion to magnetic mes-

sages encoded in the

numerals one or zero.

"We take film and

scan it digitally, re-

ducing everything to the numeric language

used by computers," says Francis. "We cre-

ate a visual screen using multiple layers of

this imagery, then take the compositions

and record them back onto the film. Even

if a signal fades from generation to genera-

tion in the transfer process, everything has

remained a one or zero."

The results are sharp, crystal-clear pictures

even after footage has been processed and

reprocessed and radically manipulated.

Through principles of art, mathematics, and

computer engineering, Francis uses the tech-

nology to create convincing film realities.

For In the Line of Fire, Francis' work

helped audiences buy film icon Clint East-

wood as an anonymous Secret Service

agent haunted by the assassination of Pres-

ident Kennedy. Using digital composing

methods, Francis took footage of a younger

Eastwood in Dirty Harry and inserted the

images into footage of John F. Kennedy in

Dallas the day of the assassination. The
technology allowed Francis to shave off

Dirty Harry's sideburns and narrow his tie

so he wouldn't look out of place in Daley

Plaza, circa 1963.

In other scenes, huge crowds were creat-

ed at campaign rallies by digitally replicat-

ing a small core of live-action extras. Real

Master of illusion: special effects expert Francis with

Alec Baldwin on the set of The Shadow

campaign footage from the 1992 presiden-

tial campaign was also reworked to use in

the movie. While not a special effects film,

In the Line of Fire would have been too

expensive to produce without the new
technology.

In Demolition Man, Francis did the spe-

cial effects for the climactic finale, where

Sylvester Stallone stops villain Wesley
Snipes with a futuristic ice-making bomb.
The director wanted the ice to look like it

comes alive and takes over the room where

the two protagonists are having their final

showdown. "In this case, we had a scene

that was visually complex and something a

person wouldn't be able to create realisti-

cally by freehand composing," Francis says.

After setting points on the screen for the

digitally created ice to spring from, he used

random number fractals to set calculations

on how fast the ice would spread. The re-

sult was amazingly

realistic. "It's really

a combination of

art and science,"

he says. "You get to

make up your own
math and play with

the laws of physics.

But you're not try-

ing to reproduce

reality, you're trying

to produce an emo-

tional response."

Francis, a studio

art and computer

science major at Duke, studied under

design professor Vernon Pratt and helped

the late professor and sculptor Frank

Smullin develop a computer design system

to assist in his sculpting projects. At the

time, the project was at the forefront of

digital technology. He did an internship at

R/Greenberg while an undergraduate at

Duke, and has worked for the New York-

based studio since graduating. Now he

finds himself in the middle of a technolog-

ical revolution that is encompassing not

only film but the entire field of communi-

cations. The work Francis is doing for tele-

vision and movies has direct applications

to emerging virtual-reality technologies,

and he predicts R/Greenberg Associates

will become a major player in entertain-

ment and communications ventures on
the coming "information superhighway."

Although Francis says he misses New
York, he knows that Los Angeles has the

best professional opportunities at this point

in his career. He and his wife, who live in an

apartment in Runyon Canyon, still look at

California with the eyes of newcomers. One
of the first things Francis had to do when he

moved to LA. was get a driver's license and

buy a car. After years of living in New York,

he had never bothered with a car.
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"I would have preferred to stay in New
York, and I see myself going back there some

day," he says. "Some days I can look down
Sunset Boulevard and see a yellow film of

smog. But I really think parts of Los Ange-

les are beautiful, especially the beaches."

<|P^ Beth Semans Hubbard wants to

make movies with a message. Film-

makers, she believes, have the

responsibility to inspire their audi-

ence and provide heroes and role models.

Three years ago, Hubbard started Gotham
Entertainment, which she bills as a film

development and production company with

a talent management wing.

"I was frustrated by the quality of movies

the studios traditionally turn out and want-

ed to make the kind of films I wanted to

see," she says. "In Hollywood, there are two

ways to make movies. You work through

the system and wait until someone tells you

you're valid enough

to make a movie, or

you can say, 'Look,

I'm going to do this

and I'm going to raise

the money and get it

on the screen.' You
make it your way."

Hubbard and her

husband, Michael,

are particularly inter-

ested in bringing new
blood to black cine-

ma, a genre they

think presents too

many stereotypical

depictions of blacks Hubbard: films with a social

as drug dealers, pimps, gangsters, or other-

wise bad dudes. Hubbard wants her films

to offer an alternative view of black cul-

ture while exhibiting a social conscience.

An upcoming film, Mrs. Briley, is set for

production in Tillery, North Carolina.

The story is about a civil rights activist

who marries a prison inmate for political

reasons but then falls in love with him.

Whoopie Goldberg is executive producer

for the film.

Martin Lawrence, of Fox's Martin, is one

of the Hubbards' clients and they have

developed several movie projects for the

young actor. One is Black to the Past, a

movie about a self-centered young black

man from the 1990s who is transported in

time to 1968, where he takes part in the

civil rights movement and learns about

self-empowerment.

"The real responsibility of our industry

is not only to point out problems but to

give hope and point to solutions," she says.

"The people whose lives I want to talk

about are the ones who seem to come out

of nowhere but are able to stand up and
really change their lives. People in places

"Tenacity is everything.

You have the right to

fight the influence of

fame, money, and the

politics of this business or

it will kill your agenda."

like South Central L.A. don't realize they

don't have to live their lives that way. I'm

growing very weary of films like Menace II

Society. It's our responsibility instead to

show people a way out."

Hubbard is most excited about a film

project she is developing about Don Eldon,

a twenty-two-year-old free-lance

photographer whose work in

Somalia was published world-

wide and helped mobilize relief

efforts for the famine-stricken

nation. Eldon, a native of Kenya,

and several other African jour-

nalists were stoned to death by a

Somali mob in July 1993 while

visiting a clan enclave that had

ust been bombed by U.N.
forces. While Eldon's life ended

tragically, Hubbard finds inspi-

ration in the story of a young

man whose sense of mission

brought world attention to a

much larger tragedy.

Hubbard, a Durham native, studied

drama at Duke and dreamed about a career

on Broadway. She took time off from school

to pursue an acting career. But after having

no luck in New York, she returned to Duke
to finish her degree. Jake Phelps, then

director of the Duke student union and

the Bryan Center, steered her toward the

producers of Weeds when they were scout-

ing locations around town. She was hired

as a production assistant for the 1985 film.

During that production, she met Durham
native Thorn Mount, at the time an up-

and-coming Hollywood producer. She
worked for Mount as an assistant location

manager for Bull Durham and became story

editor and vice president in Mount's pro-

duction company, working on films such

as Tequila Sunrise. She turned to develop-

ing her own projects when Mount's com-

pany foundered several years ago.

While she is fond of Durham's down-to-

earth attitude, Hubbard says she finds L.A.

a fascinating place and has made efforts to

step outside Hollywood to be a part of the

larger community. "In Durham, people are

not obsessed with appearances, what kind

of car they drive, who they are seen talk-

ing with at lunch," she says. "That's the

L.A. I deal with in business. L.A. itself is a

tremendous city and Angeleans are very

different from the Hollywood set. The
stereotype is that there is no real commu-
nity in Los Angeles—it's a rootless place.

But I think the social problems and disas-

ters we've seen here have made people

look around and say, there is a city here

and we're responsible for what happens

here. We can't just chew it up and spit it

out. There's a lot of good here that people

don't hear about."

Hubbard volunteers at a house for chil-

dren of drug-addicted mothers, called Path

Genesis Project, in South Central L.A.

Women in the program leave their chil-

dren at the house, where they can visit

once a day, while in drug treatment.

Hubbard, who moved to Los Angeles in

1989, says two characteristics run through

those who make it in Hollywood: tenacity

and creativity. "They are people who, if

they don't try it, know they're going to

turn forty and ask why they didn't," she

says. "Tenacity is everything and believing

in yourself and not selling yourself out

when you get here. You have the right to

fight the influence of fame, money, and

the politics of this business or it will kill

your agenda."

Q£L Marianne Hagan '88 is tired of hear-

ing all the stereotypes about Los

Angeles. "The typical view is that

L.A. is full of plastic, vacuous peo-

ple," she says. "Hollywood is not just sleaze.

There are very intelligent, well-educated,

soulful people here."

A political science major at Duke,

Hagan planned for a career in journalism

before falling in love with theater her

senior year. After graduate studies in the-

ater in New York, she moved west three

years ago. So far, Hagan has landed televi-

sion parts on Sea Quest, Who's the Boss?,

and Major Dad, and appeared in the film

Crazy People, which starred Demi Moore.
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Between television and movie parts,

Hagan has honed her craft by performing

in several theatrical productions in Los

Angeles. "Theater in L.A. is not an oxy-

moron," she says. "So many excellent actors

have moved out here.

There's tremendous

talent here." Like

many struggling ac-

tors and actresses,

she's debating the pros

and cons of plying her

profession in L.A.

versus New York.

"Broadway tends

to be a very closed

shop," she says, "but

it's much easier to
Star aura: Hagan s prom

he a starving artist in New York than L.A.

Here, the most important thing is to be

working on something—no matter what.

New York is also much more concerned

with acting talent. Here, it's looks."

Hagan says that she recently went to an

audition for a television pilot and became

distressed when halfway through her script

the director began staring out the window
instead of listening. Upset about her treat-

ment, her agent made some calls and

found out that the director had in fact

liked her reading. "He had written in his

notes 'very good actress, but not Marisa

Tomei,' " she says.

She hadn't known that the director had

already typecast the part for a lookalike of

Tomei, who won an Academy Award tor

Best Supporting Actress last year in M\
Cousin Minnie. "Producers and directors

think if they think an actor is hot, the rest

of America does," she says. "They base

their decisions on marketing reports and, to

me, seem out of touch with the real world."

While her ambition is a film career,

Hagan seems realistic about her chances

and the drawbacks of her choice. "Film is

not a meritocracy," she says. "In school, if

you work hard and get straight A's, you get

rewards. In L.A., there's no cause and

effect. Film is about money—name actors

mo d

. an andtu.m essential

always win out. It's all business—corporate

America."

Hagan says the most frustrating part of

her life is the down time between roles and

auditions. "You can't just sit in your apart-

^^^^^^^^^^B ment and act. Some-
times it's really a fine

ine between want-

ing to pursue your art

and wanting to work

and pay your rent

and buy groceries."

While life is L.A.

can be frustrating, it

is also not without

its unreal moments.

Just a few days after

the January earth-

quake, Hagan was on a sound stage in a

building at Universal Studios that proba-

bly should have been condemned because

of quake damage. "A really intense after-

shock hit," she says. "The actors kept read-

ing their parts and the casting directors

kept the audition going through the whole

thing. Only in Hollywood.

I thought I was in a Mel
Brooks movie."

She says she's often amazed

by the people with whom she

shared waiting rooms at audi-

tions. "You go in and see

plasticine people," she says.

"Nose jobs are a dime a

dozen and cheek implants

and boob jobs are more and

more common."
While she generally likes

life in Southern California,

Hagan says she noticed that

the beautiful weather can

produce a sort of Lotus Land Goldring: indust

effect. "Three years go by and it feels like a

month. I think the real danger is coming

out here and waking up one day and ten

years have gone by."

She hasn't set any time limit on her stay

in Los Angeles and, despite some traces of

disillusionment, remains optimistic about

the Hollywood scene. "I have a wonderful

manager and wonderful agents," she says.

"My experience has generally been very

positive. It's the great people here that

make you stay."

Q9 CUT TO SUNSET BOULEVARD:
^" Back in Fred Goldring's Beverly

Hills office, the Hollywood lawyer

has finished his last round ot calls for

the day. As others leave for dinner appoint-

ments or film screenings, Goldring reflects

on how he's come to be a player in this land

of promise.

"Hollywood is about relationships," says

Goldring. "It's like a fraternity. People

have to go through rush before they get in.

You become part of the fraternity by asso-

ciation. I got lucky after pounding the

pavement at entertainment law firms, first

in New York, then here."

Goldring, a graduate of the University of

Miami Law School, decided his sophomore

year at Duke that he wanted to be an enter-

tainment lawyer. A musician in several

local rock bands, he also headed the Major

Attractions Committee for the student

union and in the process mingled with the

likes of Bruce Springsteen, Jerry Garcia,

Carlos Santana, and Herbie Hancock (who

now happens to be one of his clients).

"My whole decision to go into enter-

tainment law was based on wanting to

merge the creative side with my interests

in business and entrepreneurship," he says.

Sidestepping all the Hollywood cliches,

Goldring says he finds some common char-

acteristics in the people he works with.

"We all like being around creative people

and being part of the creative process," he

says. "We're all action junkies. We like to

be around a business that everyone in the

| world can relate to."

A couple of years ago,

Goldring, who serves

on the Duke Southern

California Executive

Leadership Board, ran

into other Duke grads

also working in the en-

tertainment industry.

"We realized there was

a tremendous contin-

gent of Duke people

here who didn't know
each other," he says.

Recent grads are us-

ing the informal associ-

ation of Duke in Holly-

wood to make entertainment contacts in

Los Angeles, and alumni already in the in-

dustry who have been introduced through

committee functions are already doing

business together, Goldring says.

Goldring's words of wisdom for anyone

considering a move to Los Angeles? "My
advice is to follow your dream," he says. "It's

like my father once told me—somebody's

got to do it. It might as well be you."

qo CAMERA PANS TO VIEW OUT
v**- GOLDRING'S OFFICE WIN-

DOW: Outside the sky has taken on
the golden hues of sunset. On the

eastern end of Sunset Boulevard, street

characters of every description begin their

nocturnal prowls past the decaying facades

of a Hollywood long lost, and a Hollywood

yet to be.

Sasser is a free-lance writer living in Chapel Hill.

His last article for the magazine was on

congressional redistricting.



TWEET
MYSTERY
OF LIFE

BY DENNIS MEREDITH

BIRD TALK:

PROBING THE AVIAN INSTRUMENT

To fathom the intricacies of bird song, a Duke zoolo-

gist has concocted experiments using paraphernalia

that range from the most sophisticated—soundproof

chambers, videotape recorders, audiotape players, and

computers—to the humblest—lollipop sticks, rubber

bands, and helium.

Steve Nowicki is

about to become a

father. Befote dawn
on a spring morn-

ing, he and his graduate stu-

dents rise from warm beds in

the rustic cabin, shivering

and sipping hot coffee in the

chilly darkness. They don
layers of clothing against the

cold and sleepily pull on stiff

hip waders, emerging from

the cabin as the sun

dimly over a still lake. They
drive bouncing and swerving along rutted

back roads in the damp Pennsylvania

woods until they reach the swamp. Swat-

ting at breakfast-bent mosquitoes, bracing

themselves against the cold water, they

wade into the slough, binoculars at the

ready, ears cocked for the faintest sound.

With luck, over the next hours they will

spot an evanescent flash of brown feathers

rises Nouirlxi. Jc^iphcmx^ I'irJ suites

or hear a tell-tale twitter that

marks their quarry—a swamp
sparrow carrying food. If they

are luckier still, they will

pinpoint a sparrow's nest of

newly hatched baby birds.

Gently, they will ease both

nest and birds into a cloth

bag and return to their cabin.

| There, Nowicki and his stu-

I dents will become the birds'

i fathers and mothers, every

half-hour faithfully feeding

the baby birds "meat glop"

—

a health-giving mix of ground sirloin, tofu,

baby carrots, vitamins, and minerals.

Thus does Nowicki, a Duke associate

professor of zoology, obtain the fascinating

animals whose complex trills, warbles,

chirps, and exquisitely pure tones he seeks

to decipher. He and his colleagues concoct

experiments using paraphernalia that range

from the most sophisticated—soundproof

Beak experiences:

by temporarily bracing

birds' beaks, researchers

/earn how song

frequencies vary
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chambers, videotape recorders, audiotape

players, and computers—to the hum-
blest—lollipop sticks, rubber bands, and

helium. From those experiments have come
intriguing insights into the talents of

nature's most accomplished musicians.

What's more, Nowicki's own fine-tuned

teaching abilities have brought students

flocking to his rigorous undergraduate cours-

es on neuroscience and animal communica-

tion. An ex-trombonist and adept juggler,

he has developed his own brand of scien-

tific street theater to jump-start students'

minds and drive home intellectual points.

To illustrate a discussion of auditory

processing, he's had a rock band perform.

To make points about evolution and the

mind, he's picked arguments with actors

dressed as Darwin, Freud, and a giant frog

who invaded his class. Rumor has it that,

to illustrate the fallibility of perception, he

even showed up for class once dressed in

drag. (He points out proudly that his wife,

Susan Peters, also a professional biologist,

expertly sewed the frog's head. He is mum
about where he got his dress.) Because of

his determination to communicate, his clear

compelling lectures, his imaginative exams,

and his commitment to his students, he

was awarded the 1992-93 Robert B. Cox

A typical bird song,

lasting about two

seconds, is a rapid-fire

aria of fifty or more
"notes," each as short

as ten thousandths of

a second.

Trinity College Distinguished Teaching

Award.

His baby birds even like him. After all,

they luxuriate in a sort of sparrow spa in

his laboratory. They get free food, a com-
fortable soundproof chamber, and free

singing lessons via tape recordings. In fact,

other scientists' studies of the solitary birds

find that they experience lower stress and

longer lives in captivity than in the wild.

(Incidentally, nor are the swamp-sparrow

parents particularly upset at the loss of the

nest and its nestlings. They typically imme-

diately rebuild the nest and lay more eggs.)

To Nowicki, songbirds represent stun-

ningly complex examples of animal com-

munication. A typical bird song, lasting

about two seconds, is a rapid-fire aria of

fifty or more "notes," each as short as ten

thousandths of a second. The bird can rat-

tle off these notes up to five times faster

than a human can speak syllables. Besides

their songs, birds may have a repertoire of

five to twenty calls—a collection of bird

war whoops, alarm calls, love songs, and

lullabies to their offspring. Even weirder is

that birds are fully capable of singing duets

with themselves. Their vocal organ, the

syrinx, has two vibrating membranes that

can somehow produce and modulate two

independent tones at the same time.

Such extraordinary abilities can teach

humans much about their own speech

abilities, says Nowicki, which is one reason

his studies are funded by the National

Institutes of Health. What's more, he says,

bird song can yield powerful insight into

the intricate mysteries of animal commu-
nication—the process by which an animal

encodes and transmits a "thought" across

space to another animal, where it is decod-

ed and transformed back into thought.

If bird song seems remarkable on its sur-
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face, Nowicki's deeper studies of this tweet

mystery of life have revealed it to be even

more amazing. Until Nowicki's work, most

scientists believed that the syrinx, located

just beneath the bird's breastbone, was the

only part of the bird's "instrument" that

figured in its song-production. To No-
wicki, such a theory was like arguing that

the only important part of a clarinet was

the reed. He believed that birds use their

beak and throat to change the resonances

of their song, much like human singers use

their mouths and throats to control their

song harmonics. To test his theory, No-
wicki had his captive songbirds sing solos

in a harmless helium atmosphere. If only

the syrinx mattered, helium wouldn't af-

fect how it vibrated because the birds' song

would remain unchanged. But if the wind-

pipe were important, the song would res-

onate differently, just as humans chatter-

ing away with a lungful of helium sound

like Alvin the Chipmunk.
In fact, the helium did change the birds'

song, causing new harmonic overtones to

appear. The discovery marked a critical

new understanding that a bird's instrument

consists of practically its whole breathing

apparatus. "That discovery had very im-

portant implications for how a bird's song

is wired up neurobiologically, how the bird

learns his song," says Nowicki. "It adds a

level of complexity to the problem of

motor control that was previously unex-

plored." But like all good science, the

experiment raised even more questions.

"Having, I think, demonstrated that some-

thing is going on, we are now left in the

position of trying to figure out what exact-

ly it is," he says.

So, Nowicki and his students began

high-speed videotaping of their birds sing-

ing, attempting to understand how a bird

alters its head, throat, and beak to create

its song. They also began experiments in

which they fit the birds with "braces" to

understand the beak's role. For brief peri-

ods at a time, they insert a small lollipop

stick in a bird's bill and hold it in place

with a rubber band. Their object is to fix

the bird's beak open at a certain angle.

"We think the bird does use its beak to

change the effective length of its vocal

tract, thereby changing its natural frequen-

cies," says Nowicki. The birds remain

unflappable during the procedure, quickly

commencing to sing with their braces on.

So far, the researchers have found that

the beak is, indeed, a critical part of the

bird's song. The next step will be the daunt-

ing technical challenge of understanding

specifically how the bird changes the

shape of its vocal tract to control its sound.

While such studies probe the nature of

the avian instrument, Nowicki is also try-

ing to understand the meaning behind

Like human cabaret

singers belting out old

hits, birds add a

little variety each

time they sing

even a standard song.

bird song. "Ever since Darwin, bird song

has been cited as an example of an exag-

gerated male trait, like the peacock's tail,"

he says. "Darwin proposed a distinct form

of selection to account for these exaggerat-

ed traits—sexual selection as opposed to a

natural selection." This sexual selection

has to do with traits that evolve to either

better attract mates or otherwise increase

reproductive success. Whether such traits

be peacock tails or ram horns, bigger is

better up to a point, says Nowicki. "Now,

the interesting question is what is 'bigger'

in bird song?" he asks. Perhaps, scientists

believe, the most successful male birds

sweep females off their skinny birdy feet by

singing more kinds of songs—a correlation

that they have found in some bird species

but not others.

But the most fascinating discovery by

Nowicki and graduate student Jeffrey

Podos is that songbirds basically "wing it"

when they sing: "If you listen to a song

sparrow, you'll hear an individual sing

about eight or twelve basic song types. But

if you record those song types and analyze

them closely, you'll realize that almost

every time a bird sings a song, even of the

same type, it does something slightly dif-

ferent." Thus, like human cabaret singers

belting out old hits, birds add a little vari-

ety each time they sing even a standard

song. This variety is very likely an impor-

tant spice of bird life, says Nowicki. He
and his students have discovered that their

isolated baby birds learn to sing better

when played tape recordings of songs that

contain variety. They are also trying to

train the baby birds to sing a multitude of

song variations, to see how accomplished

the birds can become.

But to really explore the meaning of this

song complexity, Nowicki decided to "ask"

birds in the field what they hear when
songs vary. "You know, we can measure in

the lab until the cowbirds come home, but

ultimately the question has to be validated

perceptually by the birds," says Nowicki.

So this summer Nowicki and University of

Miami zoologist William Searcy mounted

an expedition to Pennsylvania whose aim

was, basically, to mildly annoy male birds.

His equipment: wooden marking poles,

binoculars, a tape recorder, a loudspeaker,

and an infinite amount of patience. His

technique involves first pinpointing a

male songbird's territory and installing a

loudspeaker at its center. Then the scien-

tists play a variety of songs, measuring how
the male bird reacts.

At the first chirp of a recorded song, the

bird will aggressively fly close to the loud-

speaker. But it soon grows used to the I

song, wandering away until it renews its

threat when the zoologists begin to play a

subtly different version. By measuring the

bird's response to different variations, the

scientists can begin to understand what the

bird perceives.

Nowicki and Searcy's summer expedi-

tion was also meant to make bird love, not

just war. The scientists planned to capture

adult female birds, give them a bit of hor-

mone to put them in a loving mood, and

play them recorded songs of avian amour.

If the male songs are alluring, the female

will fluff her feathers and adopt a ready-for-

love "precopulatory" posture. "So, with

these experiments, we'll get to see if this

kind of variation has functional signifi-

cance for courtship," says Nowicki.

Nowicki brings the same studious obser-

vation to his teaching as he does to his

field work. He does something slightly

embarrassing but highly useful the first

week of his popular undergraduate course

in neuroscience: Before class begins, he

stands in front of the room with pictures of

all 100 or so students spread in front of

him. As students enter, he points to them,

reciting their names, with the goal of

eventually learning all of them. "I do it

partly because it just gives me an excuse to

stare at the students a bit," says Nowicki.

"I try to get a sense pretty quickly who are

the students who have a lot of scientific

background, who are the students who are

just intrinsically sharp, who are the stu-

dents who are going to need more help. I also

try to look into their eyes when I lecture."

As his class has grown from forty to

seventy to ninety to 115, such individual

attention has become more difficult, but

he has persevered. His course's popularity

has skyrocketed not because of its easiness.

It's a rigorous semester that spans the

breadth of neurobiology from molecule to

neuron, and from jellyfish to the human
conscious.

Says zoology major David Finley, "It's

an extremely interesting class, but it's not

easy at all. The information he gives you,

he doesn't expect you to just spit back on

an exam. For example, on tests, he invents

new organisms and asks you to use what

you know to tell him what experiments

you could do to answer questions about
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them." But it's not just the message that

attracts students, says Finley, it's the medi-

um of Nowicki's delivery. "He created a

class dynamic that was just amazing," says

Finley. "He commanded your complete at-

tention; nobody flipped through The

Chronicle or did crossword puzzles. It was

how vivacious and dynamic he was in the

classroom that caused you to be interested

in what he said."

Nowicki's ambitious aim in the course is

to help students begin to grasp the vast

intellectual realm that attempts to explain

how mind arises from body. "We want to

do no less than help students try to under-

stand the fullness of our own mental expe-

riences, from their feelings about their

mother to their feelings about Beethoven's

Fifth Symphony. Of course, science is no-

where near that goal, but we don't want to

forget it's the ultimate goal of neuroscience."

Nowicki's course also emphasizes how
mind evolved from primitive forms. "We
take the perspective that the higher- level

processes that we're doing in class—teach-

ing and learning—are in some way related

to a toad catching a worm."

Certainly, Nowicki's street theater

assures that nobody falls asleep. "I want to

break down their intellectual complacen-

cy," he says of his thespian efforts. "I want

them on the edge of their chairs, wonder-

ing what will happen next." Along with

that suspense comes learning, he says.

"The point isn't just to have a good time;

the point is to also try to hammer home
the complexity of some of these issues."

Only once, he says, has a bit of theater

fallen really flat. For a discussion of body

structure, he had a fake Hollywood

"wound" installed on his arm under fake

skin, so he could dramatically rip off the

skin to reveal the tendons and arteries

beneath. The moment came, he ripped off

the skin, the sight was satisfyingly yucky,

and—laughter. "I was expecting fainting

or worse," says a disappointed Nowicki.

Perhaps, he theorizes, the MTV generation

is too used to gore in its entertainment.

Besides his large neurobiology class,

Nowicki teaches a smaller seminar on ani-

mal communication. He and University of

North Carolina zoologist Haven Wiley

have informally joined their Duke and

UNC classes to explore scientific literature

on animal communication. The students

read assigned scientific papers and then re-

port on and discuss them in class. A typi-

cal class might range through reports on
communications in frogs, toads, damsel

flies, warblers, and crickets.

Nowicki finds that the smaller class

leads to more personal involvement by the

student. "When this class works at its best,

the students get very motivated and they

get very excited. In fact, the students are

just hard to shut up," he says with obvious

pleasure. "The students get very passionate

about whether animals can think or not.

And they get passionate about our concern

for animals and animal rights; because if

animals can think, then what are our

responsibilities and obligations to them?

And they get passionate about human evo-

lution and the origin of our own sense of

self-awareness."

Nowicki sees the zoology department as

a gateway for students into science, as well

as into intellectual inquiry in general. "I

really think that this department is an asset

to Duke, partly because we happen to have
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"Travel is part ofeducation...a part of

experience. ..He that travelleth goeth to

school...

"
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Italy

September 15 - 27

Experience the classical splendor of Italy with
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Renaissance city in Europe; Siena; San
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many faculty who think broadly, even

artistically, in a way that could become
very highly integrated into a liberal educa-

tion." Department chair Fred Nijhout, who
studies butterfly wing patterns, is also an

artist; professor Stephen Wainwright, who
studies animal structure, is also a sculptor.

"This department also really values teach-

ing, which makes me feel good about work-

ing on trying to be a good teacher," says

Nowicki. "And what also excites me is just

the wonder of knowing about things, and

ours is a department where that kind of

wonder is valued."

China

September 30 - October 17

China is a land where time stands still. Cruise

the Yangtse River, stop in Xi-an. Discover

Beijing, China's capital that embodies the spirit

of this mystical land. Visit Guilan and finally,

Hong Kong.

From $4,895 double occupancy.

Holy Land
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Enjoy the experience of your life as you embark

on this educational travel opportunity. Walk

in the Garden of Gethsemane, sail on the Sea

of Galilee, visit the Shepherds' Fields near

Bethlehem. Stay in Tiherius and near the Old

City in Jerusalem.

From $2,232 double occupancy.

For More Information:

Please request detailed brochures

Italy

Marco Polo Passage

China

Holy Land

Fill out the coupon and return to:

Barbara DeLapp Booth 54,

Duke Travel, 614 Chapel Drive, Durham, NC
27708 919 684-5114 or 800 FOR-DUKE

Last Name Fin, Name Class

Street Address

at, S,a,e Zip

j Travel advertising, brochures, and mailings to

7*- alumni arefully subsidized b\ participating travel

companies.
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DOWNSIZING
SCIENCE?

John Gibbons Ph.D. '54, President

Clinton's White House science ad-

viser, visited Duke in April. He held

a media briefing, followed by a public ad-

dress and a question-and-answer session

with his Duke audience.

The overall federal budget

is being slashed. Does that

bode well for science?

We're asking for substan-

tial increases in our science

budget and our technology-

related activities. And we
have a lot of programs aimed

at transforming our defense-

dominated technology sys-

tem to a civilian technology-

dominated system over the

next four years. We've been

able to move the R&.D bud-

get from about 43 percent

civil to about 47 percent

now. We're very much com-

mitted to moving that ratio

on to 50-50 or better. It

takes time.

Won't science funding be concentrated

more toward applied research than the

basic sciences that have been emphasized

previously?

Well, not really. Our National Science

Foundation and National Institutes of

Health budgets are up very substantially in

the face of a level or slightly decreasing

budget. There are a number of overarching

national objectives related to science and

technology. Some are very down-to-earth

and applied, like the environment or trans-

portation or national security. But there is

one just as valid and just as historic: our

collective commitment to explore, to push

back the frontiers of ignorance.

So it's business as usual for bench

scientists?

We as scientists do not have a birthright

of support from public funds for the work
we do. We must constantly earn our salva-

tion from our benefactors, the people who
pay the taxes.

And what do you think taxpayers want?

People want a secure and a sustainable

future, a growing economy with more high-

skill, high-wage jobs. They want a cleaner

environment where energy efficiency and

innovative industrial processes enabled by

technology can increase profits and reduce

pollution. They want a stronger and more
competitive private sector able to main-

tain leadership in a critical world market.

They want an educa-

tional system where

every student is chal-

lenged to reach his

or her full potential.

What would your

advice be to under-

graduates, or even

young professors,

who are just

entering the world

of academic science

and face the choice

between curiosity-

driven basic

b research and
i applied research

I and development?
ndering the future of science The Qutput of

young scientists is substantially greater

than the market can handle right now. So
I would hope, first of all, that kids go out

of graduate school understanding that

while they may become a clone of their

professor, there are also other very enlight-

ening and enlivening careers as well. I

think the vision of what graduate school

means, in terms of preparing you for a

diversity of futures as opposed to some sin-

gular future, is really important. Tomor-
row's world, for all of us, for our kids, is a

world in which we will likely change jobs

a number of times in our careers.

nisms for multinational planning and co-

operative decision making.

Aren't private t

their own efforts in research and

What is the future of what is often called

"Big Science" in the United States?

We are scaling back on things like the

space station, trying to get them interna-

tionalized from the outset. It grows harder

and harder for any single nation to justify

projects such as mapping the human
genome, developing fusion power, explor-

ing space, understanding the intricacies of

planet Earth, or rooting out the mysteries of

particle physics. We require better mecha-

It is a worrisome trend.

If industry doesn't reverse itself, will the

expense of the corporate basic research

done at places such as Bell Labs fall on

universities?

I wouldn't class the universities as having

great sources of resources like the federal

government or industry. Someone said, "The

president of a university is a person who
lives in a big house and begs." To the extent

that the private sector retracts from doing it,

then the government has to pick it up. We
were paying for Bell Labs. We were doing it

through our telephone charges and the like.

There is a lot of talk about the government

encouraging universities and professors

to patent their ideas. Are there emerging

problems with patenting ideas i

from publicly funded research?

If the government is supporting your re-

search, then to whom belong the ideas

that come out of that research? The gov-

ernment understands that it is acting as an

agent for the American people for their in-

vestments. If the government simply owned
all the patents but never did anything with

them, then that's no payoff. It would be

better for the individual or the university to

have those patents and run with them and

do something, make wealth, create jobs.

More and more, the tendency is for the uni-

versity or the individual or in some combi-

nation to own that intellectual-property

right. Because it has a better chance of

moving on into the marketplace.

Doesn't patenting scientific ideas early on

create an access-to-information problem?

I'm not sure there is a unique answer

that avoids all the problems that might

come with it. I do know that the prior

administration started getting into the act

of patenting everything, even fragments of

DNA chains. And that really did disturb a

lot of people. You would just tie up the

whole research community with every-

body running around taking patents out on

everything that they're doing at the bench.

Continued on page 49
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DUKE
BUILDING
COMMUNITY SPIRIT

James D. Warren 79 officially began

serving as president of the Duke
Alumni Association (DAA) on July 1.

But judging from his thoughtful and ambi-

tious plans for the organization, Warren
has been gearing up for this responsibility

for some time. As he sees it, a more effi-

cient and engaged alumni board will be

better equipped to act as a liaison between

the university and the alumni body.

"In recent years," says Warren, "it's

seemed that board members felt that in

order to participate in the DAA, they had

to come up with, or implement, a new pro-

gram or report. And if they didn't do that,

perhaps they felt they weren't really con-

tributing. But I want to shift away from

that notion."

Instead, Warren has devised a simple

acronym to describe his presidential priori-

ties for the 1994-1995 year. "I call it ACT,"
he says. "The A stands for ambassadorship.

Members of the alumni board should con-

sider themselves ambassadors for the uni-

versity. They should use what they learn at

the board meetings and take it back to

share with their communities."

For example, says Warren, a board mem-
ber might work with her local clubs program

or Alumni Admissions Advisory Commit-
tee to convey university priorities or con-

cerns. At the same time, that board mem-
ber might bring concerns from her local

community back to campus to see if a

"bridge" can be built based on mutual con-

cerns and commitments.

The concept of ambassador naturally

leads to the "C" in Warren's formula. "C
stands for community," he says. "Several

years ago, I coined a term, 'F.U.S.,' which
stands for Fragmented University Syn-

drome. It's true that Duke is a very decen-

tralized place and, while many campus
constituencies are now working together

better than ever, that may be hard to see

from an alumni perspective. Alumni get

mail from all over the university and it can

be confusing and frustrating for them. I'd

like to see the alumni association help

Family man: DAA president Warren at home with

daughters, Katherine arid Colleen

facilitate the coordination of university

efforts however we can."

Finally, Warren sees ambassadorship and

community coming together to form "a

tapestry, a sense of richness in design, that

allows every member of the board, and the

alumni community, to feel rewarded both

personally and professionally from their

involvement." Board members returning

to campus for the thrice-annual meetings

would have more than committee meet-

ings and task forces to fill their time. War-
ren says he envisions a built-in educational

component, bringing in guest speakers or

planning seminars. Topics would range

from career enhancement to the humani-

ties, or even to "Renaissance Weekend"
inspired self-exploration.

No stranger to Duke volunteerism, War-
ren had his first post-graduation involve-

ment with the Duke Club of Washington,

D.C., in 1983. He went on to become the

DCW president, 1985 through 1987, and

served on that club's board of directors

from 1985 to 1992. He's also volunteered

for various clubs committees and co-

chaired DCW's successful Partners in Edu-

cation (PIE) project, in which the local

club "adopts" a school, tutoring students

and providing financial and moral support.

It was during these years of volunteer

activities that Warren's "ACT" idea was

fostered. "The thing that's affected me most

deeply are the relationships you build, the

people you meet that you wouldn't in your

normal circles of work or church. Building

those relationships over time, one-on-one,

heightens community spirit and binds people

together. And that's when things get done."

For all his public enthusiasm, Warren says

he credits his personal faith and private

life with providing a solid foundation from

which to build. He is married to Laura

Bowles and they have two young daughters,

Katherine Louise (age four-and-a-half) and

Colleen Bowles (age two). Named a part-

ner in the law firm Pettit &. Martin in

1989, Warren specializes in government

contracts litigation and counseling.

Despite the high-profile career, Warren
says he took the joys and responsibilities of

fatherhood seriously. Active in McLean
Presbyterian Church, Warren says that

"through much prayer and Bible studies, I

telt that God was calling me to do some-

thing different. My firm was very generous

and helpful; they allowed me to work

part-time, while I helped Laura with her

business."

That business is College Connections,

Inc., a consulting firm the Warrens run out

of their home. Warren explains that col-

leges and universities contract with Col-

lege Connections to serve as "local staff'

in the D.C. area, helping with develop-

ment projects, sports booster programs, re-

cruiting efforts, event planning, "basically

anything that school wants or needs, we
provide on the local level," he says.

"It's been an incredible experience,"

says Warren. "It's wonderful to be home
with the kids. Even though they know not

to bother me when I'm downstairs work-

ing, it's nice to be close to them. They'll

both come down at six-thirty to tell me
dinner's ready. But things are going so well,

I'm working harder now than I ever did as

an attorney." Warren says College Con-
nections is almost successful enough to war-

rant a move to a larger office with full-

time staff.

In addition to strengthening the alumni

association executive board and the ties

between alumni and university, Warren
says he also wants to appeal to alumni who
may have drifted away from their alma

mater. To do that, he says, "you have to

provide something meaningful for them to

get involved with."

For DAA president Warren, that's a pri-

ority to ACT on.
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SPRING
BOARD

embers of the Duke Alumni Asso-

ciation met in April for a week-

end that included the Primate

Center's prosimians, education's new tech-

nology, Duke's art collection, and a chang-

ing of the guard. Program review commit-

tees met and some task forces issued their

final reports.

For the first evening activity, Professor

Ellen Mickiewicz, who heads the De Witt

Wallace Center for Communications and

Journalism at the Terry Sanford Institute

of Public Policy, discussed the role Russian

television played in the recent "revolution"

that toppled communism there. Mickiewicz

also heads the Commission on Radio and

Television Policy, which comprises fifteen

countries from the former Soviet Union.

"This is the only structure in which these

countries will meet and talk," she said.

Saturday morning was allotted for the

continuation of committee or task force

meetings. After a luncheon, board mem-
bers were given a tour of Duke's Primate

Center, followed by a visit to the Center for

Teaching and Learning. Assistant provost,

registrar, and political science associate pro-

fessor Albert Eldridge, who directs the cen-

ter, talked about the center's resources and

demonstrated its interactive classroom.

That evening, participants could examine

more states of the art at a reception and

dinner held in the Duke Museum of Art.

Sunday morning's board meeting was

presided over by DAA president Stanley

G. Brading Jr. 75, who requested reports

from the review committees and ad hoc

task forces. The Awards and Recognition

Committee, chaired by William E. King
'61, A.M. '63, Ph.D. 70, announced that

Bruce D. Kohorn, an assistant professor in

the botany department, is the recipient of

the Alumni Distinguished Teaching Award,

to be presented on Founders' Day in

December. Charles A. Dukes Awards cho-

sen by the DAA for this year are: Elizabeth

Huggin Collins '58; Joanne Yoder Dearth

70; Dara Lyn DeHaven 73, A.M. 74, J.D.

'80; Robert M. Price Jr. '52; Judith Burns

Smedberg '65; and Kathleen S. Sorley 79.

The Alumni Admissions Advisory Com-
mittee, chaired by Laurie Eisenberg May
71, reported that applications for admis-

sion to the Class of 1998 were up 3.7 per-

cent over the previous year; more than 400
children of alumni applied and more than

half were admitted. To assist in adminis-

tering the Alumni Endowed Scholarship

program, the admissions staff will identify

the top twenty alumni children in the pool

regardless of need, beginning next year.

Scholarships will be awarded without regard

to need, but the amount of

the award will be based upon
demonstrated need.

The Clubs Committee,

chaired by Robert Harper 76,

J.D. 79, reported on a pre-

sentation to the committee

by John Noble, director of

Duke's Career Development

Center, concerning a new
mentorship component for

the Duke Futures program.

This enhancement would be

organized at the club level to

meet the growing need for

career "networking" among
students and alumni.

The Continuing Educa-

tion and Travel Committee,

chaired by Sandra Clingan

Smith '80, M.B.A. '83, re-

ported on the growing num-
ber of educational offerings

through local and regional

seminars, visits to Santa Fe

and Spoleto, and the second

annual Oxford Experience.

This office, in cooperation

with the member benefits and

services office, have negoti-

ated a contract for the Duke
University Great Teachers

Video Series, a selection of

video lectures by distinguished

Duke faculty to be marketed

to alumni and friends.

Ross Harris 78, M.B.A. '80,

who chairs the Member Benefits and Services

Committee, reported on a new affinity cred-

it card, an improvement over the existing

Duke Card, that will be offered soon. Also,

responses to the new insurance program

have been better than originally projected.

Duke Alumni Association dues are expect-

ed to reach $590,000 and "voluntary" sub-

scriptions to Duke Magazine, a component
of the annual dues mailing, are up 27 percent.

Carolyn Cone Weaver '59, reporting for

the Reunions Committee, noted that the

change to two reunions a year instead of

three produced approximately the same at-

tendance level. Also, a significant Home-
coming event held last year, with food,

games, and student activity booths in the

Wallace Wade Stadium concourse, will be

expanded this year in cooperation with the

athletics office, student groups, the presi-

dent's office, and the DAA.
Task force reports were also heard by

the board. Ross Harris, who also chairs the

Corporate Identity and Marketing Task

Force, discussed the results of student, facul-

ty, administrator, and alumni focus groups

conducted on campus and in the field. She
reported that alumni had substantial roles

in university decision-making (almost 73

pringtime celebration: at the annual senior class picnic

ponsored by the Duke Alumni Association, graduates

feasted on all-you-can-eat barbecue and fried chicken
while comparing post-commencement plans

percent of Duke's board of trustees are alum-

ni). The DAA is regarded as a "bridge," a

link between Duke and its alumni, she said.

Lifelong Learning and Faculty Relation-

ships, chaired by Sandra Smith, noted the

success of Alumni Affairs' continuing edu-

cation office as the three R's: Resources for

alumni, Reach extended, and Revenues

developed. Other areas of potential growth

are affinity group events (bird-watching,

golf), local study groups with suggested

texts and videos, summer alumni colleges,

as well as using public policy and business

school faculty as further resources.

Infrastructure and Resources, chaired by

John Hansen '59, had looked at three is-

sues: an alumni/visitors center, Duke sites

in other cities, and a comparison of DAA
with peer institutions' associations. He
noted that serious negotiations are under

way with an alumnus interested in funding

an alumni/visitors center at Duke, research

and discussions determined that a Duke
office or club building in other cities was

neither warranted nor feasible, and DAA
programs compare quite favorably with

"the competition."

John A. Schwarz III '56, who heads the In-

ternationalization Task Force, reported that
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President Nan Keohane is a strong supporter

of Duke's international efforts and has ap-

pointed the first vice provost for academic

and international matters, Professor Peter

Lange. A key issue is expanding admissions

and recruiting efforts to increase the number

of foreign undergraduates at Duke.

New officers were presented by the nom-
inating committee and were approved unan-

imously by the board. James D. Warren '79

is the new DAA president and R. Ross

Harris '78, M.B.A. '80 is president-elect.

DEVIL'S
HIGHWAY

Stop by Duke along the information

highway via DIABLO (Duke Infor-

mation And Bulletin Library On-
line), a new service for alumni and friends

of the university. An easy to use menu sys-

tem offers a wide range of information

about Duke. Access to DIABLO is free to

users and can be reached through the

Internet and DukeNet.

DIABLO was developed by the alumni

affairs office, Duke's public affairs office, and

the Computer ASSIST Center. There's a

listing for a calendar of events, Duke News
Service press releases, and information on
the Fuqua School of Business. The Alumni
Affairs menu includes a list of Alumni Ad-
missions Advisory Committees, Duke clubs

contacts, alumni lifelong education offer-

ings, Duke travel, reunions committees

and calendars, and complete issues of Duke
Magazine text, including class notes, fea-

tures, and departments. More schools,

departments, and university offices are ex-

pected to be added in the coming months.

DIABLO uses "gopher server" menu-
based software, making it accessible even

to the computer novice. Internet and "tel-

net" users can access DIABLO by typing:

telnet diablo.acpub.duke.edu. If you don't

have Internet access or telnet, use a

modem and a software communications

package like Procom or Kermit and dial

(919) 681-4900, using settings N81. At
the prompt "CONNECT 2400," hit the

enter key until you get the "MAIN SYS-
TEM COMMAND MENU." Then type:

telnet diablo.acpub.duke.edu. Whether via

Internet or modem, once you're within the

system, type diablo as the user ID at the

"login" prompt. No password is required.

Please note that DIABLO does not pro-

vide a gateway to the Internet. Also, at

this stage the service does not allow for

interactivity, but that feature may be

added at a later date. If you have ques-

tions, contact Bob Brady at (919) 681-

8052 or e-mail rebrady@acpub.duke.edu.

July

DOLLARS FOR
SCHOLARS

Three children of alumni have been

named Alumni Endowed Undergrad-

uate Scholars, a merit-based pro-

gram that awards each an $8,000 annually

renewable stipend. This year's trio enter-

ing the Class of 1998 are Heidi Kristine

Ledford of Salisbury, North Carolina;

Colleen Catherine Mitchell of Seattle,

Washington; and Timothy Sheffield Walls

of Hephzibah, Georgia.

Established in 1979 by the Duke Alumni
Association, the named awards recognize

the academic and personal achievements

of children of alumni and honor former

Duke administrators.

Ledford is the Herbert J. Herring Schol-

ar, named for Herring '22, who was ap-

pointed assistant dean of Duke in 1924,

dean of men in 1935, dean of Trinity Col-

lege in 1942, and a vice president in the

division of student life in 1956. He retired

in 1964.

The daughter of Billy Gene Ledford '78,

Ledford attended the North Carolina

School of Science and Mathematics in

Durham, where she was editor of the year-

book and involved with The Literary Mag-

azine. She plays violin, guitar, flute, and

piano and works with Habitat for Humani-

ty, the homeless shelter, and Special

Olympics. She anticipates a career in biol-

ogy or chemistry.

Mitchell, the daughter of Terence Robert

Mitchell '64, is the Roger L. Marshall

Scholar. Marshall '42 was director of alum-

ni affairs from 1963 to 1977 until being

appointed university secretary. He retired

in 1986.

At Seattle's Lakeside School, Mitchell

was captain of the math team and a math
tutor. She helped organize a week-long

international event for students from

Europe, Russia, and Japan. Involved in

aerobics, dance, and powerlifting, she also

shows, trains, and cares for horses and cats.

She worked at an animal hospital fifteen

to twenty hours a week and earned a cer-

tificate for working more than 2,000 vol-

unteer hours at a local zoo.

Walls, the son of Charles Bartlett Walls

'61, is the Mary Grace Wilson Scholar.

The late Wilson was dean of women from

1930 to 1972 and retired as dean emerita.

A soccer player, Walls was also active in

math, science, and Latin clubs at Hephz-

ibah High School, was editor of the school

newsletter, and received gold medals in

the Academic Decathlon. He achieved life

rank in the Boy Scouts of America and is

completing his eagle rank. His brother is

Tobin R. Walls '92.

CfapefCfioir defeases CB
^7^^ he Duke Chapel Choir is proud to

II announce its first CD—highlights

^w' from Handel's Messiah, recorded live

during the 1992 performances in Duke Chapel.

Don't miss this chance to hear the 1 50-member

Chapel Choir, 30-member orchestra, and four

professional soloists all under the direction of

Rodney Wynkoop, Director of Chapel Music.

While supplies last, the CD may be purchased

at the Cokesbury Bookstore in the Divinity

School on the Duke Campus or by mail. Please

send a check for $1 7 ($1 5 + $2 postage &
handling) payable to Duke University to:

Messiah CD, P O Box

90883, Durham, NC
27708.



SENSATIONAL
ASCENT

The eye-catching Reebok advertise-

ment shows a strong, athletic young

woman scaling a huge mural. The ad

copy reads: "I taught my mother to climb.

And she gets nervous sometimes. She'll

yell, 'let me down!' That's a tough one.

You never want to let your mother down. I

don't think I ever have."

Public relations hype? Not at all, says

Nancy Feagin '87, the world-class climber

in the ad. "My mom really does climb. I

started teaching her how about five years

ago." In fact, the whole Feagin family is

outdoors-oriented. (Her father, Duke or-

thopaedist John Feagin, once settled the

family in Jackson Hole because of the re-

markable hiking trails, not to mention the

popular nearby skiing slopes, which pro-

vided a steady stream of patients.)

Among the top-ranked women climbers

in the country, Feagin is also one of the

few women in the world to solo "big walls,"

the dizzying vertical rock faces that seem

impossibly steep. "Because of the time it

takes to ascend, most people who go up on
the big walls spend the night, which
means you bring a sleeping bag, food, and

water. Most people go in pairs or threes or

fours. I go alone, but I have a rope, so it's

just as safe as if I went with other people,"

Feagin says matter-of-factly.

Her rope solo credits include Zion Na-

tional Park's Moonlight Buttress and

Spaceshot in Utah; she's also climbed

Zion's Touchstone, the Nose of Califor-

nia's El Capitan, and the northwest face of

Half Dome.
When Reebok went looking for an ac-

complished climber who could be both a

respectable spokeswoman and an amiable

instructor, Feagin fit the bill. She helped

them design a new line of climbing shoes,

and next year she'll travel around the

country teaching at Reebok-sponsored

climbing clinics.

Feagin's appeal is genuine. She has the

kind of healthy, determined, inner-glow

beauty that speaks of a zest for life. As a

girl, Feagin cultivated her outdoorsy enthu-

siasm by trying lots of different activities.

She first tried climbing when she was four-

teen, and has never stopped. But those

other hobbies continue to be rewarding:

Feagin cross-trains by biking,

running, and weight lifting.

At Duke, Feagin double-

majored in electrical engi-

neering and computer sci-

ence and, despite a semester

off to go trekking in Nepal,

graduated in four years. Even
while she sustained an ongo-

ing love of adventure, Fea-

gin's post-college pursuits

looked pretty traditional. As
she told Climbing magazine,

"I thought I'd have a conven-

tional career, get married, have

kids, like all my classmates. I

didn't think climbing was a

way of life." High rimes: between competitions, Feagin

Feagin went to work as a indulges in some just-for-fun climbing at

computer software writer, but
ekmted sites such " Nevada

'

s Red Rocks

spent all her free time climbing. In 1990,

she asked for a temporary leave of absence

from her job to travel to South America. "I

had every intention of coming back," she

says. "But I kept getting better and better

opportunities to climb."

Realizing that climbing was her first

love, Feagin took the big step of quitting

her job to pursue the sport full-time. "It

was scary," she recalls. "Everyone around

me had a stable lifestyle and health bene-

fits and I didn't know where I was going to

get the money to pay next month's rent."

But things quickly fell in place. She

entered numerous competitions, including

the World Cup circuit in Europe. And
between climbs, Feagin began teaching

clinics and guiding expeditions. She found

that she particularly liked leading women-
only groups. "Climbing is a sport that

women tend to do well in because it requires

agility and flexibility. When there are men
in a group, some women become inhibited

or intimidated. I find that when it's all

women, the group dynamics tend to be much
more supportive."

In fact, Feagin says one common misper-

ception about climbing shared by men and

women both is that you need incredible

strength to get to the top. "People will say

they can't do a pull-up, so how could they

possibly be able to climb? But a lot of

climbing is using your legs and knowing

your center of gravity." For beginning

climbers, Feagin says one of the most im-

portant hurdles to clear is "being able men-

tally to overcome any fears of heights, or

any self-doubts about

whether you can do it."

Interestingly, Fea-

gin says, her under-

graduate engineering

training proves help-

ful when facing long,

ard climbs. "A lot

f climbers are very

hysically-oriented

people, but you also

need to have some

_ mathematical orienta-

| tion, too. When you're

7 going up for a week
i and hauling all your
- gear, you need to

be able to calculate

which way certain

physical forces are

pulling on you, depending on how much
weight you're hauling. You're constantly

trying to maximize efficiency."

While the breathtaking outdoor ascents

are what fuel climbers' imaginations and

ambitions, ranking is accomplished accord-

ing to how climbers perform under less

scenic circumstances. "Judging is done

based on the top five competitions in a

year, and how many points you're award-

ed," Feagin explains. "Most competitions

are indoors on artificial walls set up for a

certain difficulty level. There is a time

limit, but that's not supposed to be an
eliminating factor." Instead, it's "whoever

gets highest," and how they go about it.

Since she was hired by Reebok a year ago

last May, Feagin's potentially rocky career

path has gotten a bit smoother. With the

company's support and sponsorship, she has

an easier time of balancing extraordinary

pursuits (a possible Himalayan jaunt) with

practical concerns (paying bills).

Feagin's rise to the top of the climbing

world has drawn international attention

—

and inspired family pride. Now that she's

shared her skills with the folks, they're

doing their best to keep up. Feagin's mom,
Martha, has even followed her daughter up

climbs in Yosemite with names like Snake

Dike and Nutcracker.

Whether introducing a new climber to

the intricacies of the sport, urging family

members to keep going, or setting ever-

higher sights for herself, Feagin is clearly

—

and courageously—going places.

—Bridget Booher
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CLASS
NOTES

WRITE: Class Notes Editor, Duke Magazine,

Box 90570, Durham, N.C. 27708-0570

FAX: (919) 684-6022 (typed only, please)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Alumni Records,

Box 90613, Durham, N.C. 27708-0613. Please

include mailing label and allow six weeks.

NOTICE: Because of the volume of

class note material we receive and the
long lead time required for typesetting,
design, and printing, your submission
may not appear for two to three issues.

Alumni are urged to include spouses'
names in marriage and birth announce-
ments. We do not record engagements.

30s, 40s & 50s
G. Robert Bailey '37 and Martha Culbertson
Bailey '37 write that their first great-grandchild,

Matthew Bailey Vezendy, was horn on Sept. 15, 1992.

He is also the grandson of Rob Bailey B.S.E.E. '63.

Herbert D. Kerman '38, M.D. '42, who founded

the Regional Oncology Center at Halifax Medical

Center, was honored in October by the Halifax Med-

ical Center Foundation with its first Humanitarian

Award. The oncology center will be tenamed in his

honor. Kerman is the director of health policy and

outcomes management for Halifax. He and his wife,

Ruth Rice Kerman '39, have four sons and live

in Daytona Beach.

Ted Robinson '40 writes that he skis, plays golf

and tennis, and works in his garden when he's not

involved in projects such as the Sacramento Open
Plan, the Tree Foundation, and Kiwanis. He writes

the Kiwanis Club's weekly bulletin and monthly gives

his speech, "JFK as Skipper of PT 109—An Eyewit-

ness Account," around the country. He and his wife,

Carolyn, live in Sacramento, Calif.

" A. Williams M.Ed. '40 retired to Apopka,

Fla., after 34 years—a Florida state record—as a high

school prinicipal.

Lewis Hodgkins '49, who had retired after 40 years

as a minister, bought a home with his wife, Barbee, in

The Dalles, Ore., where he will be assistant minister

at St. Paul's Episcopal Church.

Tom B. Browne B.S.C.E. '51 works with his

family company, which supplies products such as high

temperature ceramic filters and dust suppression

systems. He writes that his second son has just joined

the business.

Kenneth F. Palmer '5 1 is president of the Hamp-
ton Roads Interfaith Cable Television Committee,

which promotes the Faith & Values television chan-

nel and monitors local insertion of local programs. He
lives in Virginia Beach.

rig '52, Ph.D '79 was named
1993 Practitionet of the Year by the N.C. School

Psychology Association. She is coordinator of psycho-

logical services in the Rowan County school system.

Charles S. Watson '53, professor of English at

the University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa, is the

author of From Nationalism to Secessionism: The

Changing Fiction of William Gilmore Simms, published

by Greenwood Press.

George H. Dawson B.S.M.E. '54 has rented from

the Episcopal ministry and is now executive adminis-

ttatot and chaplain of the Corpus Christi Interna-

tional Seamen's Center.

Hugh M. Shingleton '54, M.D. '57 is the Ameri-

can Cancer Society's national vice president for

detection and treatment. He has chaited the obstet-

rics and gynecology depattment at the University of

Alabama at Birmingham's medical center since 1985.

Jack PreiSS Ph.D. '57 received a Distinguished

Faculty Award in February from Michigan State Uni-

versity, whete he chairs the biochemistry department.

An authority on carbohydrate biochemistry, he was

establishing MSU's macromolecular

-,yn[hc>i>, inJ sequencing facility.

Elizabeth Hanford Dole 58, former US Sec

retary of Transportation, teceived the 1993 Maxwell

Finley Award from the National Foundation for In-

fectious Diseases. The award recognizes her work as

former U.S. Secretary of Labor and as current president

of the Ametican Red Crass. In May, she was corn-

speaker at N.C. State University.

Patricia Broadway Caldwell Culp B.S.N.

'59 has wotked in nursing education at the Presbyter-

ian School of Nursing for 1 5 years. Her husband,

Julian M. "J" Culp '59, works in health educa-

tion at the Gaston County Health Department. They

live on Lake Wylie near Charlotte, N.C.

MARRIAGES: Lawrence Brett '40 to Barbara

Braddy Felton on May 28. Residence: Wilson, N.C...

Patricia Broadway Caldwell B.S.N. '59 to

Julian M. "J" Culp '59 on Aptil 24, 1993. Resi-

dence: Charlotte, N.C.

60s
Austin '61 is coordinator of publii

for the Idaho Historical Society. She and her hus-

band, Donald Bott, live in Boise.

Buck Stanton B.S.C.E. '62 wtites that his car-

wash business now has 10 locations and continues to

prosper He and his wife, Carol, live in Virginia

Beach, Va.

Robert L. Heidrick '63 has been named 1994

state crusade chairman for the American Cancer

Society in Illinois. He is co-counder ofThe Heidrick

Partners, Inc., an executive search firm. The former

president of the Duke Alumni Association now chairs

the board of visitots of Duke's Ttinity College. He
and his wife, Raynelle, live in Chicago.

Beverly Floyd Griffin '64 writes that she is a

member ot the "single iLiain group" and lives in

Chapel Hill. She earned her mastet's in early child-

hood education at UNC and teaches in a public ele-

mentary school in Efland, N.C, between Durham and

Burlington. She is one of three teachers there piloting

a non-graded, continuous-progress program for five-,

six-, and seven-year-olds.

R. David Kaylor Ph.D. '64, religion department

chair and professor at Davidson College, is the author

of Paul's Covenant Community: ]ew and Gentile in

Romans, published by Westminster/John Knox Press.

David Watson '66, a Navy captain, is on a six-

month deployment to the Persian Gulf aboard the

guided missile cruiser L'SS Bunker Hill. He is part of

an operation monitoting Iraqi compliance with

United Nations resolutions.

Bruce Cooke '69 is an associate pastor at St.

Mark's United Methodist Church in Easton, Md.

MARRIAGES: Judith Austin '61 to Donald L.

Bott on Oct. 23. Residence: Boise, Idaho. . Mary
Robb Walston '65 to John Weathetly Mason on

Feb. 26. Residence: Asheville, N.C...Walter
Hollis Smith '69 to Christine Anne Hopper on

Feb. 4- Residence: Shoreview, Minn.

70s
Richard A. Bindewald Jr. '70 is a psychologist

in practice with his wife, Susan Parcell-Binde-
wald M.S.N. '82, a clinical nurse specialist, at Asso-

ciates in Counseling Ok rsvcholo^ical Services, PC
They have two children and live in Gladehill, Va.

Douglas S. Brierley '71, a partnet in the Morris-

town, N.J., law fitm Schenck, Price, Smith & King, is

president of the Morris County Bar Association. He
and his wife, Eve Costopolous, and their two children

live in Morris Township, N.J.

Newton J. Coker '72, a physician, is a professor

in the otorhinolaryngology and communicative sci-

ences department at Baylor College of Medicine,

where he has been a faculty member since 1983. He
and his wife, Reagan Ransom Coker '72, have

three children and live in Houston.

Carol Foster '72 has written Short Cuts to Great

Cuisine, a cookbook and culinary time-saving guide

published by Crossing Press. Her last book was Cook-

ing With Coffee. She lives in Anacortes, Wash.

Joel Farkas '73, who was vice ptesident and oper-

ating managet of Stefan Jewelers, Inc., inRoswell,

Ga., purchased all outstanding shares of the corpora-

tion and is now president. He lives in Marietta.

Eric R. Galton '73 received the 1994 CPR Legal

Annual Awatd for his book, Mediation, A Texas Prac-

tice Guide. The book is required reading at several

Texas law schools. He is an attorney with the firm

Wright 6k Greenhill, specuhzine. in mediation and

alternate ways to resolve disputes.

Wesley K. Church '75 is director of operations

for Theragen, Inc., a start-up gene therapy company
in Princeton. He was manager ot manutacturing for

Cytogen, a biopharmaceutical company. He and his

wife, Ellen, a research scientist for a biotechnology

company, and theit son live in Trenton, N.J.

Kathleen Ryan '75 released her second recording

of solo piano music, a CD titled A Handfull of Quiet-

ness, whose production was supported by National

Endowment for the Arts funds regranted through the

Iowa Arts Council. She tours in Iowa and South Dakota

and is a member of the Iowa Composers Forum's

board of directors.

Richard L. Sturm '75 is a dermatologist in pri-

vate practice and teaches at Emory University's med-

ical school. He is a past president of the Ga. Society

of Dermatologic Surgeons and the Atlanta Dermato-

logical Association. He also plays the guzli with the

Atlanta Balalaika Society Orchestra.
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C. Easton 76; a Navy commander, gradu-

ated from the Naval War College after a 10-month

course in strategy and policy, national security deci-

sion-making, and joint military operations.

Samuel B. Long '76 is vice president for advance-

ment and a member of the Executive Council at

Memphis State University. He and his wife, attorney

Jane Pickelmann Long 77, J.D. '80, live in

Germantown, Tenn.

Joseph M. D'Amico 77 was inducted into the

American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, a med-

ical association for musculoskeletal specialists.

Julie Remter Fortin B.S.N. 77 was named
Kaiser Permanente's regional counsel for Georgia.

She was a partner at King & Spalding, where she

specialized in health-care law. She and her husband,

Ray, and their two sons live in Atlanta.

Jane Pickelmann Long 77, J.D. '80 is an attor-

ney with Apperson, Crump, Duzane and Maxwell,

specializing in defense litigation, commercial, and

banking law. She and her husband, Samuel B.

Long III 76, a college administrator, live in Ger-

Tenn.

Roy K. Phelan B.S.M.E. 77 has been named a

partner with Andersen Consulting in Cleveland,

where he works with manufacturing and distribution

clients. He lives in Shaker Heights, Ohio.

Glenn Rampe 77 teaches at the Family Practice

Residency Program in Bangor, Maine. His wife,

Nancy Lifson Rampe 77, has a part-time pri-

vate practice in individual, couples, and family ther-

apy. They have adopted two childten and live in

Orono, Maine.

William Cline 79 is an associate partner at

Andersen Consulting in its Charlotte office. He lives

in Charlotte.

Peter M. Gillon 79 was named of counsel at the

nation's fifth-largest law firm, Weil, Gotshal 6k

Manges. He specializes in environmental law and

practices in the firm's Washington, D.C., office.

Patricia Walther Griffin 79 was appointed

chief magistrate for the State of Delaware.

Sarah Failing Gronna 79 is pursuing her mas-

ter's in education at the University of Hawaii. She

and her husband, Richard, and their two children live

at the bottom of Diamond Head Crater.

Laura Huffstetler Guth BSE. 79, a Coast

Guard lieutenant, was designated salvage officer for

open ocean recovery of a Coast Guard helicopter that

crashed south ofNew York. In the past year, she has

been assigned to Bahrain, Egypt, and Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba.

John R. Hanger 79 was appointed to the Pa.

Public Utility Commission in Harrisburg. His wife,

physician Luanne E. Thorndyke 79, is an assis-

tant professor in the general internal medicine divi-

sion at Penn State University's medical school. They
have two children and live in Hummelstown, Pa.

Robert Thomas Watral Jr. 79, a financial

consultant, specializes in estate planning and retire-

ment investment with Smith Barney Shearson. He
and his wife, Laurie Stenman Watral '81, and

their three daughters live in Raleigh.

MARRIAGES: Gina Gilland 77 to Arch Camp-
bell on Jan. 1. Residence: Chevy Chase, Md.

BIRTHS: Second child and first daughter to

Richard A. Bindewald Jr. 70 and Susan
Parcel l-Bindewald M.S.N. '82 on April 21,

1993. Named Michaela Jayne Bindewald... First child

and son to Wesley K. Church 75 and Ellen

Church on Dec. 6. Named Alexander Jonathan. .

.

First child and daughter to Sarah Baldwin

Parry 76 and Louis Charles Parry MAT. 79
on Feb. 23. Named Elizabeth Summer... Second son

and third child to Reaves Phillips Geist 77,

M.Div. '80 and Al Geist 78 on Jan. 7. Named
Timothy George. . .Adopted, second child and first

son to Nancy Lifson Rampe 77 and Glenn
Rampe 77 on July 1 2, 1 993. Named Jeffrey Jose. .

.

First child and son to Merrit Nickinson Schatz
77 and Noel Robert on Nov. 24. Named Jacob

Robert Schatz. . .Second daughter to Summer
Herman Pramer 78 and Andrew Pramer on Feb.

10. Named Erica Lee... First child and daughter to

Louis Charles Parry MAT. 79 and Sarah
Baldwin Parry 76 on Feb. 23. Named Elizabeth

Summer...Third daughter to Robert Thomas
Watral Jr. 79 and Laurie Stenman Watral
'81 on Feb. 14. Named Jenna Ruth.

80s
Charles A. Berardesco '80, a partner in the

Baltimore office of the law firm Whiteford, Taylor &
Preston, is a member of the firm's executive commit-

tee and section head of its corporate and securities

section. He is also a membet of the board of directors

of the Presbyterian Home of Maryland, Inc., and a

ruling elder of the Towson Presbyterian Church. He
and his wife, Alice, live in Towson, Md.

Lucinda M. Dade Ph.D. '80 is a co-author of

La Selva: Ecology and Natural History of a Neotropical

Rainforest. She is an assistant professor in the depart-

ment of ecology and evolutionary biology and in the

department of plant sciences at the University of

Arizona.

Larry H. Forman M.B.A. '80 was elected presi-

dent of the Southeastern Software Association, a

nonprofit trade organization that promotes the devel-

opment of the software industry in the southeastern

United States. He lives in Atlanta.

Richard C. Gaskins Jr. B.S.E. '80, a partner in

the Winston-Salem law firm Petree Stockton, spoke

in Raleigh this spring at the Institute of Business

Law's seminar on environmental regulations in North

Carolina, at a three-day environmental conference in

Florida, and at a one-day course on real estate law for

the N.C. Bar Association.

Carlette C. McMullan '80, who earned her

M.B.A. at the University of Chicago, is a partner at

William Blair & Co., a Chicago-based inv

banking firm.

i J. O'Shea '80 represents the 19th District

as a New York State Assemblyman.

Sam Taylor '80 runs his own Durham law firm and

specializes in worker's compensation. He and his wife,

Grace Meyer Taylor '81, director of special

events at Duke Medical Center, and their daughter

live in Durham.

Warren R. Weber B.S.E. '80 is a staff software

engineer in Hanover, Md., at Unisys' Networking

Sendees Unit, where his wife, Janet Munroe
Weber B.S.E. '81, is a project engineer. The couple

and their daughter live in Crownsville, Md.

Randall C. Brown '81 joined the Dallas law firm

Locke Pumell Rain Harrell as a shareholder in the

litigation section. He and his wife, Brianna, and their

two daughters live in Dallas.

Gordon M. Davidson M.E.M. '81 has been named
president of Capital Environmental, a new environ-

mental regulatory and technical consulting firm that

provides clients with environmental litigation support.

Amy Smolens '81 is the producer of "Extreme

Sports," a feature on ESPN 2's SpcmsNigrir program.

The program covers such topics as cycling, in-line

skating, and KiteSkiing.

Grace Meyer Taylor '81 is director of special

events for Duke Medical Center. She and her hus-

band, attorney Sam Taylor '80, and their daughter

live in Durham.

Janet Munroe Weber B.S.E. '81 is a project

engineer in Hanover, Md., for Unisys' Networking

Services Unit, where her husband, Warren R.
Weber B.S.E. '80, is a staff software engineer. The
couple and their daughter live in Crownsville, Md.

Dolph Winders '81 is regional general counsel for

Browning-Ferris Industries, Inc. He and his wife,

Judi Jakobi-Winders '81, and their two children

live in Atlanta.

Wei Chase '82, who earned her master's

in oceanography at the University of Hawaii in 1987,

wotks for Health Care Review, Inc., in Providence.

She and her husband, Charles, live in Coventry, R.I.

Elizabeth Rolig Flint '82 was named a partner

in the law firm Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich 6k Rosati,

where she practices corporate securities law. She and

her husband, John L. Donahue, live in Palo Alto, Calif.

Steven A. Hashiguchi '82 practices internal

medicine in Portland, Ore. He and his wife, Suzanne,

and their daughter live in Milwaukie, Ore.

Leslie Sparks Hock '82 and her husband,

David, both work for IBM in San Francisco. They live

in Oakland.

Susan Parcell-Bindewald M.S.N. '82 is a

clinical nurse specialist in practice with her husband,

psychologist Richard A. Bindewald Jr. 70, at

Associates in Counseling 6k Psychological Services,

P.C. They have two children and live in Gladehill, Va.

Thomas A. Schroeter B.S.E. '82 is an ortho-

paedic surgeon in Bradenton, Fla., where he and his

wife, Marilyn Kurey Schroeter '81, and their

two children live.

Barbara Willard Short M.B.A. '82 is owner and

president of InfoMarketing Inc. in Durham. The com-

pany is a full-service management group providing

marketing communications for associations, corpora-

tions, and public relations projects.

Bryan S. Anderson '83, a partner in the

Chicago law firm Hopkins 6k Suiter, was elected a

village trustee of La Grange. He and his wife,

Melissa A. Plotsky '83, and their son live in La

Grange, 111.

Barbara Ann Demarest '83, who earned her

M.B.A. in December through the evening program at

Wake Forest University's Babcock School, is manager

of marketing at the Center for Creative Leadership.

She and her husband, attorney Jim Rosenberg, and

their two sons live in Greensboro, N.C.

Rich Folsom '83, who graduated cum
laude from Georgetown University's law school in

May 1 993, is a member of the Wall Street law firm

Cadwalader Wichersham 6k Taft. She and her hus-

band, George, live in New York City.

Christine Hoy Gosnell '83 is director of college

guidance at Stone Ridge Academy, a Catholic girls'

school in Bethesda, Md. She and her husband, Greg
'82, and their two sons live in Potomac.

Riviere Moran '83 is pursuing her

master's in education at UNC-Chapel Hill. She and

her husband, Robert P. Moran '84, M.B.A. '93,

an insurance company vice president, live in Raleigh.

Melissa Ann Plotsky '83, who writes that she

retired in 1991 from practicing law, is completing
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"the third (and final?) draft of my second as-yet-

unproduced screenplay." She and her husband, attor-

ney Bryan S. Anderson '83, and their son live

in La Grange, 111.

Brett Preston '83 is a shareholder in the Tampa
law firm Hill, Ward &. Henderson. He and his wife,

Amanda, and their daughter live in Tampa.

Sandra Jones Stewart '83 is a practicing vet-

erinarian at Atlanta's Pleasant Hill Animal Hospital.

She and her husband, Laurence, live in Atlanta.

Rachel Frankel '84, who earned her master's

in architecture at Harvard University, is a second-

place winner in New York's African Burial Ground

Memorial competition. She is an architect living in

Manhattan.

Wendy Jack '84, an associate manager in human
resources, received the first Chairman's Award to be

given annually by Lintas New York, an advertising

agency. The award recognizes outstanding contribu-

tions by agency employees.

Robert C. Lisson '84, who earned his Ph.D. in

human development at UNC-Greensboro, is a pro-

gram manager with Burke-Taylor Associates, an

employee assistance firm. He is a clinical member of

the American Association for Marriage and Family

Therapy. He and his wife, Lisa, a physical therapist,

live in Raleigh.

Doug McNeeley '84 is a senior equity trader at

Goldman, Sachs in New York City.

Robert P. Moran '84, M.B.A. '93 is vice president

and actuary for Occidental Life Insurance Co. of North

Carolina. He and his wife, Danielle Riviere
Moran '83, a graduate student, live in Raleigh.

James Porile '84, who completed his internal

medicine and nephrology training at the University

of Chicago, practices nephrology in South Bend,

Ind., where he lives with his wite, Cristyne.

'84 is director of global equity

derivatives for Merrill Lynch in New York, specializ-

ing in the development of derivative and synthetic

securities for hedging and risk management. He and

his wife, Kelly, a working actress, model, and a thera-

pist, live in New Jersey.

Liisa Kuhn Spearing B.S.E. '84, who earned her

Ph.D. at the University of California at Santa Barbara

in 1991, is conducting post-doctoral research at Case

Western Reserve University on ceramic-polymer

composite materials. She and her husband, Mark, live

in Cleveland, Ohio.

Zogby M.B.A. '84 was promoted to

director of strategic marketing for ADC Telecommu-
nications in November. He and his wife, Denise A.

Zogby M.B.A. '84, and their two children live in

Minneapolis, Minn.

Neil G. Becker '85 is an attorney with Berman
and Sable in Hartford, Conn. He and his wife, Beth,

also an attorney, and their son live in West Hartford.

Steven H. Bouldin '85 was named a partner in

the High Point, N.C., law firm Keziah, Gates, ek

Samet. Other partners include S. Perry Keziah
'52, J.D. '54; Gilbert L. Gates '65, J.D. '68; and

Andrew S. Lasine 79.

David M. Feitzel '85, J.D. '88 is a staff counsel for

the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Ethics in

Washington, D.C. He and his wife, attorney Lorin
Monroe Feitzel J.D. '89, live in Maryland.

Robbyn Footlick '85 is news features editor of

Florida Today in Melbourne, Fla. She was business

editor of The Clarion Ledger in Jackson, Miss.

Karen Savio Harkaway '85, who earned her

M.D. and did a residency in dermatology at the Uni-

OUTSTANDING SERVICE

Like many volun-

teers, Bettie Grier

Brinkley Cooper
'60 maintains a modest
take on her contribu-

tions. For Cooper, a

military wife with

boundless energy and
practical goodwill, her

more than three

decades' worth of work
are significant for the

countless families she's

helped. She considers

incidental the awards

and recognition that

have come as a result.

Last year alone,

Cooper received the

Department of the

Navy Distinguished

Public Service Award,
the highest award
given to civilians, and
the Marine Corps

League Dickie Chap-
pell award, whose past

winners include Jeane

Kirkpatrick, Kate

Smith, and Sally Ride.

These are just the latest

in a string of accolades,

but Cooper says she's

just doing what anyone
would do.

"All I'd done was be

a military wife," says

Cooper, who's married

to retired lieutenant

general Matthew T.

Cooper. "I grew up
with the expectation

that it was your job,

responsibility, and
honor to become a

leader in the commu-
nity you live in. It just

happened that I've

lived in lots of different

communities."

Indeed, Cooper's

experience moving her

family twenty-six times

(they have two daugh-

ters and one son, also a

Marine) has helped her

understand the stresses

away that long. In

places where the volun-

teer network was in

place, the families did

fine." When a Marine
has to be called from
the field to deal with

problems or anxieties

at home, says Cooper,

Goodwill ambassador: Cooper during an official

military visit to Mexico

that service people and
their loved ones go
through. She was in-

strumental in launch-

ing "family readiness"

programs and volun-

teer networks, which
provide emotional and
practical support to

spouses of those de-

ployed away from

home.
"With deployment, a

Marine is away for six-

months, then back for

six months to prepare

for the next six-month

deployment. Desert

Storm and Desert

Shield were particu-

larly hard because

reserve families

weren't prepared to

have their Marine be

it's effectively a "batde ration

casualty," since that

man or woman is miss-

ing from his or her post.

Usually the first

thing that happens
when a Marine leaves,

says Cooper, is that

"everything in the

house breaks." But on
a deeper level, the psy-

chological strain is akin

to losing a spouse. "It's

a separation, and you
actually experience the

stages of grief. You're

sad that they're gone,

and then you're mad
that they've left you
alone, and then you
accept that they're

gone. Then they come
back, just as you've

learned to take over

paying bills and mak-
ing all the household
decisions."

Now that her hus-

band has retired and
the Coopers are enjoy-

ing the civilian life,

Bettie has barely

slowed down. She re-

cently finished reno-

vating a house in Fair-

fax County, Virginia

(one more family

move), and now she'd

like to fulfill her dream
of opening an antiques

and collectibles shop.

Even though she

never had a "career,"

Cooper says her life is

rich and full. "Our
generation ofwomen
feels that we were
dinosaurs. The expec-

as that you
went to college and
you knew you would
get married. And the

important thing was to

become part of your

community."
. But the woman who
once considered major-

ing in sociology says

that befriending people

all over the world,

from the far East to

back home, has been a

most rewarding

achievement. "Duke
taught me to open my
eyes and see that, no
matter where I went,

there was something to

learn, and people to

meet, and things to do
to make a difference."

versity of Pennsylvania, is in private practice in both

Philadelphia and Willingboro, N.J. She is also a clini-

cal assistant professor at Penn. She and her husband,

Richard, live in Philadelphia.

N. Page Murray '85 is director of marketing com-

munications at Apple Computer, Inc. His division is

responsible for the Newton, Apple's on-line service,

and its software publishing group. He writes that his

gift to Duke, a replica of the Chapel, has been moved
to the Washington Duke Inn, where it's on permanent

display. He lives in San Francisco atop Telegraph Hill.

Jennifer Alexander Delp '86 earned her mas-

ter's in public administration at N.C. State University

in 1989. After working as assistant to the dean of the

graduate school at Georgia Southern University, she

is now program coordinatot for the Master of Public

Administration Program at N.C. State. She and her

family live in Fuquay-Varina, N.C.

Jon R. Fahs B.S.E. '86, a Navy lieutenant, com-

pleted submarine officers training at the Naval Sub-

marine School in Groton, Conn.

Susan Helm-Mahon '86 was appointed assistant

vice president of group marketing at Trustmark Insur-

ance Co. She lives in Highland Park, 111.

Elizabeth Christina Molsen '86 is pursuing

her master's in social work at New York University.

She lives in New York City.

Kevin G. Mooney B.S.E. '86, a Navy lieutenant,

was designated a pattol plane commander and is

assigned to Naval Submarine School in Groton,

Conn.

David Timothy Perry B.S.E.E. '86, a Navy lieu-

tenant, completed submarine officer training at the

Naval Submarine School in Groton, Conn.

Jonathan W. Ragals '86, who earned his

M.B.A. at New York University's Stern School of

Business in 1991, is director of marketing for Profes-

sional Sports Publications, the nation's largest pub-

lisher of day-of-game and special events programs. He
lives in New York City.

Timothy N. Thoeleke '86 earned certified pro-

fessional status from the Association of Professional

Landscape Designers. A certified arborist, he is a grad-

uate of the lnchbald School of Design in London.

Lisa Toyama Woodard '86 is assistant vice

president and manager of cash management market-

ing at First Citizens Bank in Raleigh.
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Schedule of Event

Friday, November 1

8

The Battle ot the Blue Devils

Intramural Fields •

4:00 pm

Campus groups will get ready for

the Homecoming Game with some

competitions of their own, such as a

bed race, an egg toss, and relay races.

Homecoming Festival

6:00 pm- 11:30 pm

The concourse of Wallace Wade

Stadium will be alive with local food

vendors, fair games, live bands, beer

trucks and local radio stations. And

don't miss the Pep Rally at 8:00 pm
featuring new head football coach,

Fred Goldsmith, the Duke Football

team, cheerleaders, pep band and

the Blue Devil.

Saturday, November 1

9

Annual Alumni Association

Pregame BBQ

Cameron Indoor Stadium

Gather 2 hours before kick-off to

enjoy all the authentic North

Carolina BBQ you can eat at this

traditional pregame event. Tickets

are $10. Send in the Pregame BBQ

coupon to reserve your spot.

Duke vs. Carolina

Homecoming Game

Time to be announced

The entire Duke community comes

together to cheer the Blue Devils on

to victory over the paler blue of

UNC. Call 919-681-BLUEjor tickets.

II Mr mm

JjH
Em ill

Kappa Sigma Schoonerfest

Join alumni and students on the quad

for this popular Homecoming event.

Featured band to be announced.

Check the September-October issue

of Duke Magazine for more information

and a complete Homecoming schedule.
m

OF THEBLUES
Alumni Association
Pregame BBQs
Cameron Indoor Stadium

2 hours before kickoff

Parents Weekend November 5

Homecoming November 1

9

Tickets are $10. Please reserve your spot ahead of time by mailing in

your registration form and payment. You will be able to pick up your

tickets at the door. Questions? Call Bernice Charles at the Alumni House:

1-800-FOR-DUKE.

Registration

Date ofBBQ
Check one or both: November 5, 1994 November 19, 1994

Name Class

Phone

Number of tickets x$10 =

MC/Visa # Exp.

Print name as on card

Please make check payable to Duke University and mail to:

Alumni Affairs Pregame BBQ, Box 90573, Durham, NC 27708.



History revisited: Gerald Regan, left, on the set of

Gettysburg with actor Martin Sheen, who poitrayed

Robert E. Lee

LESSONS FROM THE CIVIL WAR

It
remains a vivid

childhood mem-
ory: Riding his

bike with some other

kids, Gerald Regan
came upon a

stonewalled cemetery
containing graves of

Civil War dead. Al-

though only about

eight years old at the

time, Regan '75 now
recalls it as a pivotal

moment in his life.

"I remember being

astonished that the

men who were buried

there had died fighting

against other Ameri-
cans, against their

own countrymen,"

says Regan. He began
reading everything he
could find on the Civil

War, and it soon be-

came his life's passion.

Now a free-lance

writer living in New
York, Regan is

founder and secretary

ofThe Society of Civil

War Correspondents.

An expert on Civil

War music, poetry,

and history, Regan
orchestrates and takes

part in dramatic reen-

actments of Civil War
battles and marches.

Though fascinated by
all facets of the war,

Regan says he feels a

particular affinity with

Civil War journalists.

"The idea ofmen
reporting on the

imminent, possible

dissolution of their

country is riveting.

Just the idea of being

an eyewitness to

American history—in

a way, I'm jealous of

the opportunity they

had," he says.

Regan calls himself

a "living historian,"

because he says there

is something of a

stigma attached to the

idea of staging histori-

cal battles, complete

with uniforms, back-

packs, and munitions.

"There's a certain

bemusement directed

toward people who re-

enact, so for those of

us who approach it as

a valuable educational

device, calling it a

'living history' is a

subde way of escaping

that stigma."

But Regan and his

compatriots have

enjoyed a boost in pop-

ularity with a recent

spate ofCivil War era

films. For Ted Turner's

Gettysburg, Regan was
hired as a background
artist, which called on
him to provide historical

accuracy in details, and
as an extra in the film.

Like the Civil War
itself, says Regan,
modern-day re-enact-

ments bring together

people of diverse

backgrounds. "I con-

sider myself an intel-

lectual, which puts me
in a distinct minority

at re-enactments,

which are such an
egalitarian experience.

You find yourself

alongside fire fighters,

police, farmers, the

whole gamut. People
of all shapes, sizes, and
backgrounds are

thrown together. Nor-
mally we wouldn't

meet, our circles

would never cross."

In addition to rub-

bing elbows with

Martin Sheen in Get-

tysburg, Regan's voca-

tion led him to an
introduction with
another person out-

side his normal circle.

While watching a re-

enactment, actor

Richard Dreyfuss was
obviously so intrigued

by the proceedings

that Regan invited

him to participate.

Dreyfuss was hooked
by the drama and
accompanying flood

of sensory impres-

sions. Regan inter-

viewed Dreyfuss for

the monthly Civil

War News.
A mathematics

major at Duke, Regan
also spent countless

hours delving into the

university's Civil War
archives. By chance, it

turned out that bound
Civil War-era newspa-
pers were stored on a

shelf behind Regan's

carrel in Perkins. "For

study breaks, I would
pull these huge, heavy
books down and read

newspaper accounts of

what life was like back
then. It was a frozen

moment in time."

(In his research,

Regan has also discov-

ered another Duke-
Civil War connection.

Braxton Craven, then-

president of Trinity

College, which would
later become Duke,
saw the war approach-

ing, established a mili-

tary department at the

school, and taught mili-

tary science himself. In

1861 , Craven became
the first commandant
at Salisbury Prison,

overseeing the daily life

ofprisoners and super-

vising the guards.)

When asked to

reflectwhy this chap-

ter in American history

resonates so deeply in

his life, Regan pauses

for a moment before

answering. "I feel hard-

pressed to explain

something I feel I was
born with. It's a very

esoteric, but at the

same time a very spiri-

tual interest Some-
how, I've been called

on to help people

understand what it was
like. I feel a sense of

mission to those [veter-

ans]. That might sound
eccentric, but the men
who fought in and
wrote about the Civil

War were a remarkable

bunch of men. Their

struggle is a constant

companion of mine."

Daniel P. Arian '87, who earned his M.B.A. at

Case Western Reserve University, is vice president

for sales and marketing at Merritt Medical, Inc., in

Cleveland, Ohio. He lives in Shaker Heights.

Barry Steiner Ball M.Div. '87 is associate pastor

at St. Mark's United Methodist Church in Easton,

Md. He and his wife, Sandra Steiner Ball
M.Div. '87, live in Maryland.

Kimberly G. Carlson '87 is a manager of

national accounts for Showtime Networks, Inc., in

New York City. She is also pursuing her M.B.A. at

New York University's Stern School of Business.

Martha Moore Kiene '87 is a captain in the

Army Corps of Engineers in Colorado Springs, Colo.

She and her husband, Mike, live in Colorado Springs

in a house they built last year.

Timothy S. LaCroix M.B.A. '87 is business man-
ager for ClinTrials Research, Inc., a clinical manage-

ment company serving the pharmaceutical industry,

in Research Triangle Park, N.C. He lives in Raleigh.

David Oelsner '87, who completed his internal

medicine residency at the University of Alabama

Hospital in Birmingham in June, started a gastroen-

terology fellowship in July with the University of

Virginia program in both Roanoke and Charlottesville.

He and his wife, Michelle, have a son.

Lindsey A. Rader J.D. '87 is a member of the

Maryland law firm Shapiro and Olander, where she

specializes in public finance and municipal law.

John W. Snell B.S.E. '87, who earned his Ph.D.

in biomedical engineering from the University of

Virginia in August 1993, is an assistant professor in

the neurosurgery department at the University of

Virginia.

Bernard A. Solnik '87, an attorney practicing in

New York, also plays keyboard throughout Manhat-
tan in "Nick Pablo Thang," a rock band that includes

Nick Stevens '86. While at Duke, both were

members of the rock band "Spear-it."

Edward Peter "Ted" Witham M.R.E. '87 is

chaplain and senior tutor to St. George's College at

the University of Western Australia. He writes that

he will draw heavily on his experience as resident

tutor in Brown House at Duke.

Richard A. Wortman B.S.E. '87, a Navy lieu-

tenant, was designated a patrol plan commander and

assigned to Naval Submarine School in Groton, Conn.
He reported to duty with the submarine Precommis-

sioning Unit Charlotte, based in Newport News, Va.

Delores Langley M.Div. '88 is pastor at Fletcher's

Chapel United Methodist Church in Durham.

Elizabeth Maly Lindgren '88, who earned her

M.B.A. at the University of California, Berkeley, in

1992, is a financial analyst with Banknorht Group,

Inc., a bank holding company. She and her husband,

Stan, live in Shelburne, Vt.

Lisa I. Micklin-Rouh '88, who earned her

master's last year at Rowan College ofNew Jersey, is

a communications specialist for the N.J.-American

Water Co. in Haddon Heights. She is responsible for

internal and external publications, video presenta-

tions, and other communications. She and her hus-

band, Walt, live in Mantua, N.J.

Joseph F. Paschall '88, a Marine captain, is

serving a six-month deployment in the Western

Pacific with Command Element, 1 1th Marine Expe-

ditionary Unit at Camp Pendleton, Calif.

Robert Chalif '89 is pursuing his master's in coun-

seling psychology at Antioch New England Graduate

School in Keene, N.H.

Shelley Cryer '89 spent three years working for

women's rights with the ACLU's reproductive free-

dom project and the Feminist Majority Foundation

(founded by Eleanor Cutri Smeal '61). She now
lives in Gloversville, N.Y., with marble sculptor Sean

Webstet. She writes that they transformed a historic

brick glove factory into Vine Street Gallery & Stu-

dios, which features the work of Adirondack artists.

She is a free-lance writer and recently completed a

New York City guide book, to be published by Chron-

icle Books this year.

Lorin Monroe Feitzel J.D. '89 is an associate

with the law firm Patton, Boggs and Blow in Balti-

more, Md. She and her husband, attorney David M.
Feitzel '85, J.D. '88, live in Maryland.

Amy Houpt '89 was selected for a Robert Bosch

Foundation Fellowship. She will be working at a full-

time internship in Germany from September to May.

She lives in Washington, D.C.

Matthew William Long '89, who served in the

Peace Corps for two years in Nepal as an English

teacher, teaches English as a second language at

Tulane University and Delgado Community College.

He lives in New Orleans.

Stacy James Pollina '89 writes that she spent

three years supporting grassroots community develop-
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merit in EI Salvador while working at the NEST Foun-

dation in San Francisco. She now lives in the moun-

tains of South Oregon, where she is an apprentice

midwife assisting in home births and working with

Mexican migrant families giving hirth in the hospital.

Carlos E. Roscoe '89, a Navy lieutenant, was

cited for superior performance of duty while a naviga-

tor and anti-submarine warfare officer aboard the

frigate VSS Lockwood, whose home port is Long

Beach, Calif.

Elliott Russell Secrest Jr. MBA. '89 is a vice

president and manager of office systems in the technol-

ogy development department of First Citizens Bank.

He lives in Cary, N.C.

Alexandra Bongard Stremler '89 is a staff

attorney at the Center for Governmental Responsibil

ity at the University of Florida. She and her husband,

Alexander, a TWA pilot, live in Gainesville, Fla.

MARRIAGES: Leslie Anne Sparks '82 to

David Alan Hock on March 14, 1993. Residence:

Oakland, Calif.. ..Sarah Lee Wei '82 to Charles

Robert Chase on Dec. 29. Residence: Coventry,

R.I....R. Scott Graham '83 to Bonnie A. Lebre

on Feb. 26. Residence: Evanston, 111....Sandra
Lee Jones '83 to Lautence Gordon Stewart on

June 26, 1993. Residence: Atlanta...Mitch
Weitzner '83 to Judith Ann Tygard on Nov. 6.

Residence: New York City.Liisa Kuhn B.S.E. '84

to S. Mark Spearing on Aug. 28, 1993. Residence:

Cleveland...Amanda Joy Berlowe '86 to

Mark David Jaffe '86 on Oct. 10. Residence:

Washington, DC...John W. Snell B.S.E. '87 to

Julie Fergusen on Dec. 13, 1992. Residence: Charlottes-

ville, Va...Brian D. Bernard '88 to Lauren G.
Blumenfeld '89 on April 30. Residence: New York

City. ..Elizabeth Ryan Maly '88 to John Stanley

Lindgren on Nov. 6. Residence: Shelburne, Vt....

Sarah Wakabayashi '88 to Steven J. Murphy
on Oct. 9. Residence: Boston. . .Alexandra
Bongard '89 to Alexander Stremler on Oct. 9.

Residence: Gainesville, Fla. ...Margaret Gray
Cobey '89 to Peter J. Peronne B.S.E. '89 on
Feb. 6, 1992. Residence: Atlanta...Christine

to Joseph V. Popolo Jr. on Oct. 30.

CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural acres,

20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today, Food

& Wine, Mid-Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd., 27712. (919)

477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

ST. JOHN: Two bedrooms, pool. Quiet elegance,

iew. (508) 668-2078.

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd., Chapel

Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 929-3194.

FLORIDA KEYS, Big Pine Key. Fantastic open water

view, Key Deer Refuge, National Bird Sanctuary, stilt

house, 3/2, screened porches, fully furnished, stained

glass windows, swimming, diving, fishing, boat basin,

non-smoking, starting at $ 1 ,500/week. (305) 665-3832.

BALD HEAD ISLAND, NC: Unspoiled island acces-

sible by ferry from Southport. No cars. Transportation

by golf cart, 14 miles of beach, golf, tennis, nature

program. Beautifully furnished three-bedroom, two-

bath condo. Rent at discount directly from owners.

(919)929-0065.

ANGU1LLA. Three-bedroom, three-bathroom villa

overlooking Shoal Bay. $180-$310/day. (603) 352-7568.

NEW ZEALAND. Primordial rainforests, pristine

scenery, fascinating native culture. Go where others

don't, see what others won't. Black Sheep Touring

Company, (800) 206-8322, (206) 937-7377.

FOR RENT

LONDON RATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea Bridge/

Battersea Park area. Flat #16 for two or three persons

includes lovely lounge, double bedroom, single bed-

room, bathroom, kitchen, dining room, $650 per week.

Flat #18 for five persons in three bedrooms, bathroom,

lounge/kitchen, $850 per week. Fully equipped house-

hold with daily butler and maid service. For three

nights or for a week. Excellent value with a five-year

history. Brochure, photos, and references upon request.

Contact Thomas Moore

«

,(801)393-9120.

ALSO: Owlpen Manor and estate cottages in

Gloucestershire. This is the country estate of the fam-

ily of Lord Nicholas Mander, with a magnificent

manor house where Queen Margaret stayed during

the Wars of the Roses. These dreamlike stone cot-

tages and setting are convenient to Bath, Badminton

House, Blenheim Palace, Stratford, Stowe-on-the-

Wold, and Burton-on-the-Water. Cottages for two

persons as well as larger cottages for large parties.

Hospitality unending. Contact Thomas Moore.

ALSO: The Granada, Spain, villa of the Mander family

is available for groups of up to eight persons. This

magnificent setting and lovely villa is available year-

round for lettings of no less than one week. Contact

Thomas Moore.

FOR SALE

PINEHURST-Country Club of North Carolina:

1

)

HOME, 3 ,470 square feet, heated on 1 .2 acre

wooded lot, $295,000.

2) LOT, gorgeous golf course lot on Cardinal 13,

wide-open view, $125,000. Buyer should be a member
prior to closing. Call owner (910) 692-8187.

QUALITY U.S. 6k FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Flags 6k Banners made to order

Aluminum 6k Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

THE CHANTICLEER. Alumni Affairs has copies of

old yearbooks to sell for only $15, to cover handling

costs and shipping. Many years available. Contact

Bernice Charles, Alumni House, 614 Chapel Dr., Dur-

ham, N.C. 27708; (919) 684-5114, (800) FOR-DUKE.

WHERE IN THE WORLD TO INVEST
AND STILL GET

LONG-TERM GROWTH WITH SAFETY?
If this is your problem and you would prefer

a personal investment counselor to buying a

mutual fund, you are invited to find out what

Warlick Capital Management
has done for others in similar circumstances.

Pat Warlick '45, former Partner and Chief Investment

Officer of Lord, Abbett 6k Co., a large New York

mutual fund company, is accepting a limited number
of clients for financial advice and money management.

For a complimentary SEC brochure describing

investment style, credentials, fees, and a 15-year

performance record, simply call (201) 292-2855,

or write WCM, 10 Park Place, Morristown, NJ 07960.

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUR OWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Seven Sisters, Duke, Stanford, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics. THE
RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds

IRAs, SEPs, 401 (k)s, and 403(b)s

Christopher J.T. Clark B.A. 77, MBA
PaineWebber, Inc.

102 S. Tejon, Suite 900
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

(800) 624-3773

(719) 520-3634 fax

Play It Smart*

The perfect gift for a DUKE graduate • Cultural liter-

acy game • 1994 Game of the Year (Fun & Games
Magazine) • Picked "Best" by The Chicago Tribune

•Business, Law, Literature, History, Science, Technol-

ogy, Music, Art... . Send $33.95 ($29.95 + $4 shipping)

to Play It Smart, 12221 Sam FurrRd., Huntersville,

NC 28078 or call (800) 258-5302 for information.

A network ofGAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL
ALUMNI is being formed for future programming and

Homecoming 1994. For more information, to help

with planning, or to be placed on a confidential mail-

ing list, contact Robin A. Buhrke, Ph.D., Coordinator

of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Services and Sexuality

Programming, Duke Counseling and Psychological

Services, 214 Page Bldg., Box 90955, Durham, NC
27708-0955, (919) 660-1000.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 65,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment) are

$100 per column inch (2!4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or typed;

specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.) in which

ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. Send check or

money order (payable to Duke Magazine) to: Classi-

fieds, Duke Magazine, 614 Chapel Drive, Box 90570,

Durham, NC 27708-0570. We also accept VISA and

MASTERCARD. No phone orders, except FAX
orders with credit card numbers: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.

Jul- August 1994



WATER, WATER, EVERYWHERE

Swimming laps at

the local Y is

smart fitness

training, good for your
heart and lungs. Swim'
ming the English

Channel is a hardy

workout as well, but it

can be hazardous to

your health. Just ask

David Rich '86, M.B.A.
'90, whose Dolphin

Club Relay Team
fought perilous ocean
currents and brutal

weather conditions last

year but finally made
the chancy crossing.

"Seven hours into it,

the waves were twelve-

foot swells and the wind
was blowing at twenty-

five miles per hour,"

says Rich. "We couldn't

see where we were
going; we just swam as

hard as we could. It

took us two hours more
than we'd planned

because we were blown
so far off course."

Starting off from
England's Shakespeare
Beach, Rich and his

teammates swam two-

hour intervals. A guide

boat plowed alongside,

filled with the rest of

the team, the boat cap-

tain, and an official

from the Chanuel
Swimming Association

to ensure that the jour-

ney was done by the

Deep breaths: with the Wh>

drop, Rich prepares for the

rules. For example, no
one could aid a swim-
mer during his or her
shift. At one harrowing

stretch, the strongest

female swimmer (her

all-woman team had
broken the record the

year before) became so

seasick from being

tossed to and fro that

she began to throw up.

"We were ready to

give up," says Rich.

"We couldn't help her

in any way; even to

touch her would have
disqualified us. At this

point, we were eight

hours into it and could

see the French coast-

line in the distance.

But she eventually got

it out of her system and
kept going."

Given the turbulent

excursion, the team's

arrival on shore was

'te Cliffs of Dover as back-

torturous Channel crossing

anticlimaetic: They
had to get back in the

boat and return to Eng-

land, a trip that took

two-and-a-half hours.

"It was euphoric," Rich

recalls. "As soon as we
spotted the English

coast, we popped cham-
pagne. We drank just

enough so that those of

us who weren't sick

from the ocean got sick

from the champagne.
By the time we landed

in England at 2 a.m.,

we were exhausted and
very happy to be back
on solid ground."

Rich took only one
week's rest before div-

ing back in the water

with San Francisco's

Dolphin Swimming
Club. The century-old

group has gained noto-

riety because its mem-
bers swim year-round

in the San Francisco

Bay wearing nothing

more than swimsuits

(no caps or wetsuits to

ward off chill in the

winter). Men and
women of all ages

—

there are even a few
folks in their eighties

—

swim four or five days

a week. The club's

notable Alcatraz-to-

San Francisco swims
three times a year prove

that it can be done.

Rich says that he
might consider another
English Channel cross-

ing, but in the mean-
time, he's eager to try

other voyages. His next

international adven-

ture will be swimming
the Dardanelles Strait

in western Turkey,
which separates Asia

from Europe.

"Historically, it's

significant because

there's a Greek myth
about a boy who swam
across it to be with his

lover on the other side.

And Lord Byron recre-

ated the voyage and
wrote about it in 1 850.

So it's both a romantic

adventure and a good
physical challenge. Of
course, it can also be
dangerous; there's a lot

more boat traffic than

there was in the 1800s."

idence: Washington, D.C....Cynthia L.

to Christopher F. David on Nov. 6,

1993. Residence: Alexandria, Va.

BIRTHS: First child and son to Christine
Mueller Dickenson B.S.N. '80 and John B.

Dickenson on Nov. 22. Named Scott Browning...

A

daughter to Charles J. O'Shea '80 and Carole

Ann O'Shea on Nov. 5. Named Christina Allison. .

.

Second child and first son to Patrice Vorwerk
Rose '80 and Richard Rose in January. Named
Brendan Kobb. . .A daughter to Elise Walker
Rotondo '80 and Lawrence Rotondo on March 20.

Named Lauren Elise... First child and daughter to

Sam Taylor '80 and Grace Meyer Taylor '81

on Nov. 18. Named Alexandra Noelle. . .Third child

and son to Catherine Baker Carlson '81 and

David Alan Carlson on Feb. 8. Named Thomas
Baker... Second child and daughter to Marilyn
Kurey Schroeter '81 and Thomas A.
Schroeter B.S.E. '82 on Oct. 19. Named Kather-

ine Anne... First child and daughter to Grace
Meyer Taylor '81 and Sam Taylor '80 on Nov.
18. Named Alexandra Noelle. . .Third daughter to

Laurie Steinman Watral '81 and Robert
Thomas Watral Jr. 79 on Feb. 14. Named
Jenna Ruth... Second child and first son to Dolph
Winders '81 and Judi Jakobi-Winders '81

on Nov. 30. Named John Cameron... Second child

and son to Susan MacNellis Boland B.S.N.

'82 and Robert Boland on Dec. 15. Named Gregory

Robert... Second child and son to Kathleen
Anderson Giannuzzi '82 and John Gian-
nuzzi '83 on Nov. 16. Named Andrew Taylor. . .First

child and son to Barbara Bernhard Hanson
'82 and Andrew Bradford Hanson on Sept. 28. Named
Bradford Tucker. . .First child and daughter to

Steven A. Hashiguchi '82 and Suzanne

Hashiguchi on March 22. Named Sarah Elizabeth. .

.

Second child and first daughter to Kim Levy
Huhman '82 and Tyler Huhman on Jan. 29. Named
Alexandra Phillips. . .Second child and first daughter

to Susan Parcell-Bindewald M.S.N. '82 and

Richard A. Bindewald Jr. 70 on April 23,

1993. Named Michaela Jayne Bindewald. . .Second

child and daughter to Thomas A. Schroeter
BSE. '82 and Marilyn Kurey Schroeter '81

on Oct. 19. Named Katherine Anne. . .A son to John
Patrick Walsh B.S.E. '82 and Nancy Walsh on

Jan. 16. Named Daniel Patrick... First child and son

to Keith W. Bennert 83 and Elizabeth A.
Benson '84 on Jan. 25, 1993. Named Kevin

William Bennert. . .First child and son to Ann
Jones Caldwell '83 and Mark Alexander Cald-

well on Sept. 17. Named Mark Alexander Jr—Sec-

ond son to Barbara Ann Demarest '83 and Jim

Rosenberg on Jan. 20. Named Jacob Roland Rosen-

berg. . .Second child and son to John Giannuzzi
'83 and Kathleen Anderson Giannuzzi '82

on Nov. 16. Named Andrew Taylor. . .A daughter to

Nancy Mattwell Hegarty '83 and Tom
Hegarty on Jan. 16. Named Katelyn Connor... First

child and son to Kathy Lewis Heidt '83 and

Doug Heidt in May 1993. Named William Lewis...

A

son to Melissa Plotsky '83 and Bryan S.
Anderson '83 on Feb. 4, 1993. Named Benjamin

Hilding...A daughter to Brett Preston '83 and

Amanda Preston on Jan. 5. Named Alison Elena. .

.

First child and son to Elizabeth A. Benson '84

and Keith W. Bennert '83 on Jan. 25, 1993.

Named Kevin William Bennert... First child and

daughter to John Frederick Schramm
M.B.A. '84 and Wanda Ann Schramm on March 2.

Named Emily Clarice... First child and son to Neil
G. Becker '85 and Beth Becker on Dec. 6. Named
Jordan Tyler... First child and daughter to David M.
Feitzel '85, J.D. '88 and Lorin Monroe Feitzel

J.D. '89 on Jan. 29. Named Alexandra Lee. . .First

child and daughter to Mark Buranosky '86 and

Julia Pease Buranosky '87 on Jan. 26. Named
Megan Leigh...A son to David Oelsner '87 and

Michelle Oelsner on Feb. 20. Named Joshua

Russell. . .Second child and daughter to Lynn Levy
Jahncke '88 and Rob Jahncke on Dec. 20. Named
Brigitte Renee. . .First child and daughter to Lorin
Monroe Feitzel J.D. '89 and David M. Feitzel
'85, J.D. '88 on Jan. 29. Named Alexandra Lee.

90s
Mary Beth Keusch Bennett M.B.A. '90 is

director of operations for Glaxo Research Institute at

Glaxo, Inc., a pharmaceutical firm in Research Trian-

gle Park, N.C. She is also involved in science out-

reach programs to local schools. She and her husband,

Tim, and their three children live in Durham.

Richard Garnett '90, a Yale Law School student,

worked last summer for the Federal Public Defender

and the Arizona Capital Representation Project.

Sally J. McDonald J.D. '90 is an associate with

the law firm Rudnick & Wolfe practicing labor and

employment law. Her husband, Rick Levin, is an

associate with the Global Derivatives Group of

Citibank. They live in Chicago.

Scott G. McWethy B.S.E. '90, a Navy lieu-

tenant, flies Navy Sea Hawks with a helicopter anti-

submarine squadron in Mayport, Fla.

M. Winn '90, who earned his law degree

at the University of Richmond, is an associate with

the Virginia law firm Woods, Rogers & Hazelgrove.

Steve "Alex" Owrang-zib Dehgan '91 com-

pleted law school at the University of California, San

Francisco, where he is preparing for the California bar

exam. He writes that last summer he worked in Russia

with the Ministry of Ecology to improve Russian

environmental laws and help develop a new World

Biosphere Park on the Black Sea. He also spent a

semester in the Netherlands at the Institute for Russ-

ian Law at Leyden University. He will be a federal

clerk with the ChiefJudge of the U.S. Court of Inter-

national Trade in New York.

Patrick Thomas Lea '91 is a mortgage broker

and his wife, Melissa Meyers Lea '91, teaches

high school French at a private school. They live in

Michael Stephen O'Leary B.S.E. '91, a Navy
lieutenant, attends the Navy's Nuclear Power School

in Orlando, Fla., where he and his wife, Elizabeth
Honeycutt O'Leary '92, live.

Kevin John Shaw '91 is in his third year of med-

ical school. His wife, Lisabeth Long Shaw '9
1

,

is a claim representative for Aetna Life and Casualty.

They live in Somerset, N.J.
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Jennifer H. Ehlin '92, a Navy ensign, completed

the Navy's Steam Engineering of the Watch coutse at

Surface Warfare Officer School in Newport, R.I.

Alayna A. Gaines '92 is an editorial intern at

Emerge magazine, a news magazine for black Ameri-

cans, published in Arlington, Va.

Stephen Barnes Jackson B.S.C.E. '92, a Navy

ensign, completed his first solo flight. He is training

with Helicopter Training Squadron Eight at Whiting

Field in Milton, Fla.

Kemper Lewis B.S.E. '92 earned his master's in

mechanical engineering at Georgia Tech, where he is

pursuing a Ph.D. He is studying under a NASA Grad-

uate Fellowship and spends summers researching at

NASA-Langley. He lives in Atlanta.

Elizabeth Honeycutt O'Leary '92 is a pen-

sion plan associate for Corporate Benefits, Inc. She

and her husband, Navy lieutenant Michael
Stephen O'Leary B.S.E '91 , live in Orlando, Fla.

Christopher M. White '92, a Navy ensign, com-

pleted submarine officer training at the Naval Subma-

rine School in Groton, Conn.

Scotti Barber '93, a Marine second lieu

completed the Basic School in Quantico, Va., where

newly commissioned officers are trained for assign-

ment to the Fleet Marine Force.

G. Beamer '93, a Navy ensign, is a divi-

sion officer aboard the L'SS David R . Ray, where he

will be assigned until January 1997 and will serve at

least one six-month deployment to the Persian Gulf.

He lives in San Pedro, Calif.

Douglas S. Belvin B.S.E. '93, a Navy ensign,

reported for duty at Chief of Naval Education and

Training at the Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Fla.

C. Scott Dacko '93 is a writer for a New York

computer software firm. He lives in Miller Place, N.Y.

Derek W. Edwards '93, a Navy ensign, com-

pleted the Navy's Steam Engineering Office of the

Watch course at Surface Warfare Officer School in

Newport, R.l.

Anne Christine Hardick '93 is attending med-

ical school at the State University ofNew York at

Stony Brook. She lives in Miller Place, N.Y.

Bobby Hurley '93 was one of 10 finalists for the

1993 Amateur Athletic Association Sullivan Award.

The award is presented to the nation's outstanding

athlete and recognizes "leadership, character, sports-

manship, and the ideals of amateurism."

Jennifer L. Jacobsen '93 has been named
campaign assistant at Alexander O'Neill Hass & Mar-

tin, Inc., the largest fund-raising consulting firm in

the Southeast. She is assisting with the campaign

planning study for the Atlanta chapter of the

Alzheimer's Association.

Christopher Tyler Mulligan '93, a Navy
ensign, completed the Navy's Diesel Engineering

Officer of the Watch course at Surface Warfare Offi-

cer School in Newport, R.I.

Charlotte Wood B.S.E. '93 is pursuing her

master's in systems engineering at the University of

Pennsylvania.

MARRIAGES: Sally J. McDonald J.D. '90 to

Rich Levin on Oct. 16. Residence: Chicago...Peter
J. Barounes '91 to Kimberly Freeman on March

12 in Duke Chapel...Patrick Thomas Lea '91

to Melissa Meyers '91 on Aug. 2, 1992. Resi-

dence: Cincinnati... Lisabeth Long '91 to Kevin
John Shaw '91 on June 26, 1993. Residence: Som-

erset, N.J... .Michael Stephen O'Leary B.S.E.

'91 to Elizabeth Joyce Honeycutt '92 on

Oct. 2 in Duke Chapel. Residence: Orlando, Fla...

John A. Burroughs '92 to Amy D.

on June 18. Residence: Winston-Salem.

DEATHS

Elizabeth Newton Dew '18 of Arlington, Va.,

on April 3, of cardiac failure.

Charles Ware Bundy '21 of Charlotte, N.C, on

Jan. 10. An attorney, he was the oldest member of the

Mecklenburg Bar Association. An Army veteran of

World War 1, he was a member of the American

Legion and a Mason. He is survived by his wife,

Katharine, a sister, and a stepson.

Julia Butler Garnett '22 of Lantana, Fla., on

Aug. 19, 1993.

Richard A. Haddock 75, A.M. '29 on Dec. 5.

Olin Blair Ader A.M. '27 in Las Cruces, N.M, on

Feb. 25, 1990. He earned his Ph.D. in mathematics at

the University of Kentucky, and had taught mathe-

matics at Berea College, the University of Southern

Mississippi, and Southern Methodist University. He is

survived by two sisters and a brother, Paul Ader '40.

Margie Louise Avett '28 of Brooks-Howell,

N.C, on Jan. 27. She was a teacher and a missionary

in China and Hong Kong. She is survived by a

brother and four sisters.

Ewing Anderson A.M. '29 of Port Richey, Fla.,

on Feb. 7, 1991, after a long illness. He was a professor

of English at the University of Miami for 20 years,

before retiring in 1970. He began teaching at Palm

Beach Junior College when it first opened in 1933.

He had also taught at Auburn University, Georgia

Tech, Wofford College, and Oregon State College.

He earned his bachelor's at the University of Florida.

He is survived by his wife, Evelyn, a sister, two broth-

ers, and a niece, Carolyn Criswell Fouse '60.

William Lee Bizzell '29 of Goldsboro, N.C, on

Dec. 10. He was owner of the Mutual Insurance

Agency. He is survived by a daughter, a son, a sister, a

half-sister, and four grandchildren.

Oscar Whitfield Broome 29 of Monroe, N.C,
on March 28, 1993. His career as a school administra-

tor included a decade as superintendent of the Mon-
roe city schools during the 1960s. He retired in 1971.

He is survived by two sons, including O. Whitfield

Broome '62; a stepson; two stepdaughters; a sister;

and four grandchildren.

Ashton Thomas Griffin Jr. '29 of Goldsboro,

N.C, on May 19, 1993. Until 1959, he worked at

AT. Griffin, the lumber and mill work business

founded by his father. In the early 1950s, he suc-

ceeded his father as president of the company. After

fire destroyed the business, he founded a tax account-

ing fitm. He received the Silver Beaver Award for his

service to the Boy Scouts of America. He is survived

by his wife, Edna Earl; two sons, including Ashton
Thomas Griffin III '54, M.D. '58; two daughters,

including Beverly Floyd Griffin '64; 10 grand-

children, including Ashton Thomas Griffin IV

M.Ed. '83 and Patrick Thomas Lea '91; a step-

granddaughter; and six great-grandchildren.

Harold Sumner Melton '30 of Granite Quarry,

N.C, on Sept. 24. He retired in 1968 after 42 years in

the furniture business in Salisbury. He was a former

mayor of Granite Quarry, a charter member of the

Granite Quarry Civitan Club, and a past president of

the Rowan County Council of the P.T.A. He was a

Sunday school teacher, superintendent, and a mem-
ber of the board of Shiloh United Methodist Church.

He is survived by a daughter, a sister, six grandchil-

dren, and six great-grandchildren.

Floyd L. Riddle '30 of Richmond, Va., on Jan. 15.

He had retired from the Travelers Insurance Co. He is

survived by his wife, Virginia, a daughter, and a son.

Blair M. Flintom I of Durham on Jan. 31. An
Army veteran, he served in a British hospital during

World War II. In 1941, he opened Flintom Service,

Inc. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth, a brother, a

half-brother, and four half-sisters.

Bennie Booker Dalton M.D. '32 on Jan. 22. He
was a member of Duke Medical School's first graduat-

ing class and was a physician in the Asheville area

until retiring in 1971. He is survived by a daughter,

Jean; four sons, including David Dalton '63, M.D.
'72; 10 grandchildren; and three great-grandchildren.

Mary Gorman Knapp A.M. '32, Ph.D. '34 on

Nov. 22, 1993, at her Montclair, N.J., home. After

working as a research chemist, she earned a master's

in library science at Rutgers University in 1963. She

was associate librarian at St. Peter's College until

retiring in 1977. She is survived by her husband,

William, three sons, and eight grandchildren.

Lloyd R. Baggett '34 of Mission Viejo, Calif., on

Oct. 4- He was a retired transportation agent. He is

survived by his wife, Mary, two sons, a daughter, a

sister, and four grandchildren.

Frances Morton Baldwin '34 of Roxboro,

N.C, on Jan. 25. She was the owner of Baldwin Insur-

ance Co. She is survived by a brother and a sister.

Edward Huberman Ph.D. '34 of Maplewood,

N.J., on Feb. 4, of cancer. He was a professor of English

from 1947 to 1980 at Rutgers University, where he

chaired the department, initiated the honors program,

and directed an annual poetry reading contest. He was

national president ot the College English Association

and was also a visiting scholar in Spanish at Drew

University. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth, two

sons, a daughter, and three grandchildren.

Willis R. Wonsidler B.S.E.E. '34 of Bucks County,

Pa., on Dec. 20, of a heart attack. In 1942, after work-

ing for six years as an engineer for Pa. Power and

Light, he joined Bethlehem Steel Corp. Thirty years

later, he retired as master mechanic in the electrical-

mechanical maintainance department of the Coke

Oven Division. He was also the treasurer of both the

Pa. German Society and the Lutheran Historical

Society of Eastern Pennsylvania. He is survived by his

wife, Mary; two sons, including Robert R. Wonsi-
dler B.S.E.E. '64; and three grandchildren.

Josephine Singeltary Hinson '35 of Green-

ville, S.C., on Sept. 10, 1989.

Harriette Pollard Hard '36 of Northridge,

Calif., on Jan. 15. She is survived by two sons, seven

grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.

J. Belding King B.S.M.E. '36 of Riverside, Calif.,

on Jan. 28, of cancer. He is survived by his wife, Helen.

Ransom P. Rathbun '36 of Johns Island, S.C.,

on Feb. 25, 1992. He retired in 1978 as a senior vice

president of the National Association of Manufactur-

ers. He is survived hy his wife, Marguerite, a daughter,

and two grandchildren.

Ruth Suplee Dowd '37 of Brevard, N.C, on Jan.

3. As the wife of a Naval officer, she traveled often,

living in England and Germany. She is survived by

her husband, Robert.

John A. Lockwood Jr. '37 of Northport, N.Y.,

on Sept. 9, of a heatt attack. He is survived by his wife,

Elizabeth, three daughters, and six grandchildren.

Carleton C. Phinney '37 on Dec. 17, 1993. He
was an engineer for General Electric and was in

charge of production in several GE plants in Mexico.

He is survived by a daughter, a son, eight grandchil-

dren, three great-grandchildren, and a half-sister.
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John Austin Ryan 37 of East Grand Rapids, Mich.,

on March 10. While a: Duke, he was a member of Pi

Kappa Phi fraternity. A surgeon, he practiced for 32

years at Blodgett and St. Mary's hospitals. During World

War II, he was a combat surgeon in Europe. He is

survived by his wife, Alma Lloyd Ranson Ryan
'37; two daughters, including June Ryan Rau '64;

and two sons, including John A. Ryan Jr. '65.

pp'37,M.D. '40 of Rome,

Ga., on Jan. 28. He had been a surgeon and general

practitioner in Rome since 1947. At age 23, he was the

youngest person in Duke's history to receive a medical

degree. He interned at Duke and held residencies at

Louisiana State, Ohio State, and Atlanta's Grady-

Steiner Cancer Center. He is survived by his wife,

Hilda, four daughters, a son, and eight grandchildren.

Harry J. Stone '38 of Durham on March 13. He
was a veteran of World War II. He was also a charter

member of the Bright Leaf Civitan Club, and was

named Civitan of the Year.

John C. Ager Jr. B.S.E.E. '39 of Boynton Beach,

Fla., on Dec. 21, 1993. He is survived by a son.

Frances M. Briggs '39 of Richmond, Va., on
Feb. 26, after a long illness. She retired in 1983 as a

professor in the education department at Virginia

Commonwealth University in Richmond. She earned

her Ph.D. at UNC-Chapel Hill and taught for more

than 40 years at high schools and colleges. She is

survived by a sister and a brother.

Letitia Morehouse Frank A.M. '39 ofWare
Shoals, S.C., on Feb. 28, 1993.

Samuel Herman '39 of Savannah, Ga., on Feb.

3, 1993. He is survived by his wife, Archee.

Rumsey '39 of Dallas, Texas, on Jan.

12, after his second heart bypass surgery. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Jean.

Emily Matheson Underwood '39 of Mount
Vernon, Ga., in July 1993. At Duke, she was a

member of Phi Beta Kappa and Alpha Delta Pi

sorority. She is survived by a daughter, two sons, and

six grandchildren.

Janet Shields Small '41 of Cromwell, Conn.,

on March 13. She was past president of the Occupa-

tional Therapy Association, the Cromwell Historical

Society, the Greater Middlesex Preservation Trust,

and the local chapter of the American Association of

Retired Persons. In 1990, she was named Woman of

the Year by the Cromwell Junior Women's Club. She

is survived by two daughters and two grandchildren.

Marion Davis Napier '42 of Arlington, Va., on

Jan. 20, of a heart attack.

Dora Zinner Hjertberg '44 on Aug. 31, 1993, at

her Redwood City, Calif., home. She was a former

director of admissions and financial aid at Stanford

Law School. She is survived by her husband, Harold
E. Hjertberg '45, two sons, and a grandchild.

Mary Scholl Ruoff 44

1

lOct. 19.

Edna Parker Simmons M.Ed. i Feb. 9, 1993.

Deyo Joseph Williams '44 on Dec. 27, 1993, of

respiratory failure due to Parkinson's disease. During

the Korean War, he served as a chaplain to M*A*S*H
units. He had retired as chaplain at the Asheville

Medical Center in Virginia. He is survived by four

sons, a daughter, and nine grandchildren.

Frank W. Mcintosh Jr. MR '47 on Nov. 4,

1993. He is survived by his wife, Ann, two daughters,

two sons, three brothers, one sister, six grandchildren,

and a great-grandchild.

Joseph M. Duncan B.S.E.E. '49 on Nov. 30,

1993. He is survived by his wife, Allison
Waggoner Duncan '49, and two sons.

Harry Cyphers Jr. M.F. '50 on Aug. 22, 1992.

Richard C. Todd Ph.D. '50 of Greenville, N.C.,

on July 18, 1993.

Joanne Falin Larkey '51 ofAnn Arbor, Mich.,

on Oct. 12, 1986. She is survived by a daughter, Linda.

J. Elliott Dixon '54, M.D. '58 ofAyden, N.C., on
Nov. 1. He was an Air Force captain until 1963, when
he opened a practice in Ayden with Pitt Family

Physicians. He was a faculty member at East Carolina

University's medical school and owned several farm-

ing concerns. He served on the boards of directors at

First National and Centura banks and was a past pres-

ident of the Rotary Club, the Ayden Development

Corp., and Ayden Economic Council, and was

founder and organizing president of the Ayden
branch of the Pitt-Greenville Chamber ofCommerce.
He had served on Ayden's town commission since

1973. In 1969, he was named Man of the Year by the

Ayden News Leader. He is survived by his wife, Mary,

two daughters, a grandson, and a brother.

Herbert B. "Pete" Shiflet '54 on Dec. 9 in

Brevard, N.C He was supervising editor for Macmil-

lan Publishing before becoming general manager in

1977 of the Nelson Rockefeller Group, where he

worked personally with the former vice president to

develop a series of juvenile books along with repro-

ductions of Rockefeller's art collection. He later

worked for McGraw-Hill before he became editor of

the Transylvania Times in Brevard. In 1987, he joined

the reading department at Harcourt Brace School

Publishers in Orlando, Fla.

Rufus Sisson Bynum M.D. '55 of Pittsford,

N.Y., on Nov. 30. A pediatrician for 32 years, he

formed Pittsford Pediatrics in 1985. A UNC-Chapel
Hill graduate, he completed his pediatric training at

the University of Rochester's medical school and

served in the Navy. He also worked for Monroe
County's Foster Children's Clinic and the Children's

Detention Center, and was on staff at Strong Memor-
ial Hospital. He had been president of Pittsford Musi-

cals for thtee terms and performed in several produc-

tions. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth; two sons,

including David Z. Bynum '86; daughter-in-law

Nora GilliS Bynum '85; and a granddaughter.

Jesse Samuel Eberdt Jr. '55 of Greenville,

N.C, on Dec. 21. At Duke, he played football on the

1955 Orange Bowl team and was president ofKappa

Alpha fraternity. He was also Navy ROTC and served

20 years in the U.S. Naval Reserve, retiring as a cap-

tain. He worked for Chesapeake and Potomac Tele-

phone Co. for ten years before working with hospital

and health systems. He held a variety of managerial

and executive positions for Carolina Health and Hos-

pital Services, which later became SunHealth, based in

Charlotte. He had been a vice president at SunHealth

since 1986. He was also a trustee of the N.C. Hospital

Association. He is survived by his wife, Jean Guy
Eberdt; two sons, John Grady Eberdt and Jesse S.

Eberdt III '82; his parents; a brother, Arthur J.S.

Eberdt '59; a sister, Meta E. Rockwell '61;

brother-in-law W.J. Kenneth Rockwell M.D.
'61; two nieces, M. Sybil Rockwell '91 and Eliz-

abeth Rockwell '93; and three grandchildren.

Betty McCoy Gantz '55 of Alliance, Ohio. At
Duke, she was a member of Sigma Kappa sorority. She

is survived by her husband, Donald, and two sons.

Lewis J. McNurlen Ph.D. '55 of Des Moines,

Iowa, on Feb. 5, of a heart attack. A World War II

Army veteran, he earned both his bachelor's and mas-

ter's degrees at Drake University, where he later

chaired the sociology department before retiring as

professor emeritus. He was considered one of the

nation's leading authorities on marriage and the family.

In 1985, he was named Outstanding Undergraduate

Teacher at Drake. An avid bicyclist, he made cycling

trips in Europe and Australia. He is survived by his

wife, Bonnie, a daughter, a son, and two grandchildren.

Robert F. Wiggins M.A.T. '55 of Fayetteville,

N.C, on Aug. 12, 1991.

Arthur Bruce Winter Ph.D. '55 of Lincoln,

Neb., on Oct. 6. He is survived by his wife, Eva
Pirkle Winter A.M. '44.

Nancy Barger Armstrong '56 of Mary Esther,

Fla., on Dec. 18. She was due to retire in January from

Florosa Elementary School, where she had taught

fourth grade for 22 of her 30-year teaching career. A
stained glass window is being placed in the entrance

door to the Formosa school library in her honor.

Before moving to Florida in 1 96 1 , she had taught high

school in Georgia. She is survived by her husband,

Jerry, a son, her mother, a sister and a brother, and a

niece and a nephew.

George C. "Bud" Beacham Jr. '57 of Atlanta,

on Jan. 4. He was the president of Beacham Enter-

prises, Inc., in Roswell, Ga. At Duke, he was senior

class president and president of Pi Kappa Alpha fra-

ternity and a membet of three honorary societies. He
served on the Judicial and Publications boards, and

was elected to Who's Who in American Colleges and

Universities. He worked for the Arthur Andersen &
Co. accounting firm for nearly 20 years in Chicago

and Atlanta, where he was also director of college

relations for eight southern states and the Caribbean

and in charge of college recruiter ttaining. He was a

member of many state and national college placement

organizations. He was a past chair of Duke's Alumni
Admissions Advisory Committee in Chicago, and a

member of the Chicago alumni club's executive com-

mittee and the University President's Long-Range

Planning Advisory Board. He chaired many civic

finance committees, including the Arlington Heights,

111., school district, the library, and the town council.

He also chaired the town's board of commissioners for

a cultural center and the United Fund. In 1965, he

was named Arlington Heights Man of the Year. He is

survived by his wife, Eleanor, a daughter, and two sons.

Tejbhan Singh Saini D.F. '58 of Bloomsburg,

Pa., on Feb. 14, of a heart attack. He came to Blooms-

burg University in 1968 as a professor to chair the

economics depattment. He earned his bachelor's in

Government College and his master's in economics at

Forman Christian College, both in his native India,

and his Ph.D. at the New School For Social Research

in New York. He established the Center for Economic

Education and the Eastern Economic Association and

its Eastern Economic Journal. He founded the Congress

of Political Economists International and the Journal

of Economic Democracy International. He served on the

Governor's Economic Advisory Committee and was a

past ptesident of the Pa. Conference of Economists.

He was awarded a certificate for excellence in teach-

ing and was designated a Commonwealth Teaching

Fellow. He received the Commonwealth Distinguished

Chair in 1978. In 1990, he was awarded the Interna-

tional Award of HIND RATTAN in New Delhi by a

former president of India for "significanr contribu-

tions to the enrichment of life in his country of adop-

tion, the United States." He is survived by his wife,

Betty, three daughters, a son, three brothers, two

sisters, and six grandchildren.

James H. Linder '59 of Columbia, S.C., in Janu-

ary 1992. He was a physician practicing in Bennetts-

ville, S.C. He is survived by his wife, Suzanne, a son,

and two daughters.

Elizabeth Dixon Johnson M.Ed. '60 ofSan

Francisco, on Dec. 26.

W. Harriss Northrop '60 of Greenville, S.C, on

Oct. 9, of cancer. He is survived by a brother, Sam
Northrop Jr. '53, and a sister-in-law, Mary
Jacobs Northrop '53.

Continued on page 34
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Please limit letters to no more than 300 words.

Duke Magazine reserves the right to edit letters

for length and clarity.

REACTING TO
AIDS

Editors:

Syphilis and AIDS are very similar dis-

eases in their modes of transmission. I find

it offensive to feature either on an alumni

magazine cover, and in a feature article to

romanticize a behavioral subculture which,

by promiscuity and unhygienic sexual

practices, fosters the spread of a venereal

disease epidemic so deadly as AIDS
["Telling Stories in the Age of AIDS,"

March-April 1994] .

This is a plague in which nearly every

case is completely preventable, without

any scientific breakthrough, without tech-

nological advances.

Please remove my name from your mail-

ing list.

Jack C. Bunn '59, M.D.

Seattle, Washington

Editors:

Shame on you for jumping on the AIDS-
hype bandwagon! How much more appro-

priate to have dedicated an issue to all of

your current students and alumni that are

being (or have been) affected by cancer?

(Or even diabetes, which, believe it or

not, will claim thousands more young lives

any year than AIDS!) You would have
filled a whole book!

Unlike AIDS, which nearly every single

victim could have prevented had they used

common sense, cancer has struck down a

thousand-fold more Duke students and

alumni. What about a story to remember
these people and to stir more people to

action?

I am so sick and tired of the press hyping

this disease that is not only preventable,

but affects so few people compared to so

many other diseases! For goodness sakes,

more people die from drunk drivers every

year than from AIDS! Money is being

diverted away from unpreventable, much
more destructive diseases because of all of

this hype.

I am thoroughly disgusted with Duke

Magazine. You have become another spe-

cial-interest pawn! What a disappointment!

Lynn Levy Jahncke '88

Farmington Hills, Michigan

Editors:

Seth Krauss '92, Law '95, has a great

future in torts. I refer to the quote: "In my
quite emotional and biased opinion, Duke
University is guilty of being an accomplice

to the death of a member of the Class of

1992." Oh right! It always has to be some-

, '111' '.'I-'' 's fault, doesn't it?

Charles T. Henderson '41, M.D. '46

Marietta, Georgia

Editors:

My fiftieth class reunion comes up this

fall and I had contemplated attending in

order to see old friends and to reminisce

about our happy times at Duke.

However, your January-February and your

March-April issues of Duke Magazine have

emphatically changed those plans. In brief,

I no longer have any desire to return and

witness the shameful mockery being made
of a once proud and noble institution.

In your January-February issue, I was un-

happy with your heavily biased eulogizing

of left-leaning Ben Chavis [M.Div. '80],

who is described by even his own people

in the NAACP as being "a scary radical."

Bellicose and disingenuous militancy of

the kind he practices will never ameliorate

racism, only exacerbate it.

But your March-April issue was even

more outrageous in promoting the gays

and their abhorrent problems. Why should

a small but vocal minority who has chosen

an immoral lifestyle demand that the rest

of society accept their paradoxical stan-

dards as normal, while whining for sympa-

thy over their self-inflicted and politically

glamorized disease?

You have insulted and belittled the age-

old, honorable ideals upon which the

founders built this school. I say "Enough!"

And I encourage all who feel the same way
to let their voices, as well as the closing of

their pocketbooks, be heard!

Mary Nelson White '44

Naples, Florida

Editors:

I am a Duke graduate. I am not HIV pos-

itive. I was in San Ftancisco when the mys-

tery of AIDS appeared. I was in San Fran-

cisco when the mayor attempted, without

success, to close the Sutro baths. I was in

San Francisco when the great "shoot out"

occurred at city hall. I was in San Francisco

when Harvey Milk was killed. I was in San
Francisco when the enormous number of

homosexual "contacts" was reported. I was

in San Francisco when the gays recognized

they were killing off each other. I was in

San Francisco when the gays vehemently

resisted the Public Health authotity's move
to declare HIV a communicable disease.

I am disturbed that Duke Magazine pub-

lishes an article that HIV/AIDS is a nor-

mal malady. I am distutbed that Duke
Magazine implies that death by AIDS is a

hero's or noble death. I am disturbed that

Duke Magazine does not recognize that

most deaths by AIDS are due to a lifestyle

of promiscuity. I am disappointed that

Duke Magazine did not as a final and sig-

nificant note declare that HIV/AIDS be

declared a communicable disease along

with syphilis, gonorrhea, and other vene-

real diseases. I am disappointed that Duke
Magazine creates an atmosphere of promis-

cuity for the noble institute.

I am disappointed in this issue of Duke
Magazine. There are more noble causes. I

am disappointed.

Si velis vitas exui, longe a vitiorum exem-

plis recedendum est.

Wallace W. Harvey Jr. M.D. '54

Manteo, North Carolina

Editors:

I was very impressed with your recent

article on HIV/AIDS. The stories of people

involved in all aspects of the AIDS crisis,

from patients to loved ones to medical

providers, were tremendously moving. And
the effect was even greater when I realized

that the stoties all came from fellow Dukies.

Your editorial courage in running this

story—and in offering people the chance

to speak in an honest and direct manner

—

reflects well on the university. This story is

both powerful and important. Thank you

for doing your part to keep it in public

view and for dealing with it frankly and

with dignity.

Maxine L. Grossman '90

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Editors:

Although I am not a Duke grad (I mar-

ried Susan Helm '86, now Susan Helm-
Mahon), I wish to comment on your

AIDS coverage in the last issue.

I am the chair of a commission seeking to

develop and implement a regional strategy

for dealing with HIV/AIDS. Every plan we
develop includes an educational element of

the most fundamental kind. The most frus-

trating part of our effort is that we can't

even begin the educational effort because of

a general unwillingness to discuss the topic.

For this reason, I wish to highly com-

mend you on your cover story. As with so

many other topics, if we can begin to talk,

we can work toward understanding. And
with understanding we can dare to hope.

It is efforts like these that will elevate

Duke and, hopefully, all of us.

Tim Mahon
Highland Park, Illinois

Editors:

As a Duke graduate and HIV/AIDS edu-

cator, I applaud your recent feature article,

"Telling Stories in the Age of AIDS." It

was enlightening to see Duke Magazine

respond to this pandemic, and I encourage

more dialogue on this subject. Too much
money, too many lives, and too much love

has been lost due to this disease. Working
together, we can make a difference.

Eric W. Wallens M.H.A. '81

Atlanta, Georgia

Editors:

I was pleased to see "Telling Stories in

the Age of AIDS" by Steven Petrpw in the

March-April issue of Duke Magazine. It

was a moving account of a disease that is

more pervasive than most realize. This

type of article that focuses on the people

with the disease rather than the "safer"

topic of AIDS research is essential.

Universities such as Duke should be the

light for society. I was proud to be a Duke
graduate after reading Petrow's article.

Charles M. van der Horst 74, M.D.
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Van der Horst, an associate professor of med-

icine at UNC-Chapel Hill, is director of the

AIDS clinical trials unit.

CORRECTION: The "Update" in the March-

April issue omitted several Duke Olympians:

in basketball, Cameron Hall 79 for 1976

and Danny Meagher '85 for 1984; in soccer,

Tom Kain '85 for 1984; in wrestling, Bert

Govig '83 for 1984; and as coach in track

and field events, Al Buehler for 1972, 1984,

and 1988. Nancy Hogshead '86, who made

the U.S. Olympic Swim Team that didn't go

to Moscow because of the 1980 boycott, went

on to win three golds and a silver medal in the

1984 Los Angeles Olympics.

Unintentional foul:

Given men's basketball

coach Mike Krzyzewski's

celebrity status, Marge

Marsh, right, sometimes

has a hard time convinc-

ing people she is indeed

his mother-in-law. We
made that task even

more difficult by running an incorrect photo

with a sidebar about Marsh in the article "A
Change of Heart and Habit" (May-June

issue) . The woman pictured was Gloria Wag-
ner, who says she is a lifelong admirer of—but

no relation to—Coach K. We regret the error.

CLASS NOTES
Continued from page 32

Wanda West Ross '60 of Atlantic Beach, N.C.,

on Match 26, 1993. She is survived by her husband,

J. Bowen Ross Jr. B.S.M.E. '60, LL.B. '63.

J. Duncan Ashe Jr. '61 of Platine, 111., on Feb.

12. He had been a pediatrician practicing in Arling-

ton Heights and Lake Zurich since 1992. At Duke, he

was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. He
earned his M.D. at the Medical College of Virginia.

He was also a staff physician at Notthwest Commu-
nity Hospital in Arlington Heights and Children's

Memorial Hospital in Chicago. He is survived by his

wife, Nancy, a daughter, and a son.

George E. McCelvey III Ph.D. '64 on July 30,

1993. He had recently retited as a professor of English

at Western Kentucky University.

P.T. Cert '64 of Little Rock,

Atk., on Nov. 2, 1991, of a heart attack. He was a

retired physical therapist. He is survived by his wife,

Lillion, two stepsons, and four grandchildren.

Andrew Pokorny '64 of Park Ridge, N.J., on Jan.

23, of a stroke. He was manager of special sales at

BMW of North America in Woodcliff Lake, N.J. He
is survived by his wife, Wendy Tuttle Pokorny
'65, and a daughter. A memorial fund has been estab-

lished in his name through the Sarah P. Duke Gardens.

BMCO Construction Co. A Navy veteran of the

Vietnam War, he was president of the Interfratemity

Council at Duke and a member of Sigma Nu frater-

nity. He is survived by his son Shane, his daughter

Paris, his mother, and a brother.

Duncan Sinclair MAT. '67 on Nov. 22. He was

a retired colonel. He is survived by his daughter, Bonny.

David W. Pollard '70 of Atlanta, on May 24,

1993, of complications related to AIDS. An attorney,

he was a partner in the Atlanta law firm Swift, Currie,

McGhee & Hiers. At Duke, he was ptesident of Delta

Tau Delta and played on the rugby team fot four

years. He was a member of Duke's Alumni Admission

Advisory Committee in Atlanta and president of his

class' tenth reunion. He was the co-author of Guide to

Effective Bankruptcy Litigation, was a formet chait of

the board of directors of the Atlanta Bar Association's

bankruptcy law section, and served on the board of

advisets of the Bankruptcy Law Review. He also served

on the board of directors of Aid Atlanta. He is sur-

vived by his life partner, Don Hadden, and a brother.

Hart Ph.D. '65 in February 1992,

of cancer. He is survived by his wife, Paula Locker
Hart A.M. '60

Karen Sapp Gilbert Pryor '66 of Eden, N.C.,

on Jan. 24, of cancer. She taught Spanish in the Eden
city schools for 25 years. She was a past president of

the Eden Junior Woman's Club and the Women's
League of Eden. She is survived by her husband, W.L.,

a son, a daughtet , her parents, a stepson, and three

stepdaughters.

Glenn J. Goodyear '67 of Lumberton, N.C., on
Feb. 17. He was vice president and general manager of

L. Moses A.M. '73, Ph.D. '75 of Miami,

Fla., on Nov. 11, of complications from an automo-

bile accident. He was a membet of the board of direc-

tors of the Ransom-Everglades School and served on

the boatd of trustees of Miami Children's Hospital

Foundation, where he chaired its capital campaign. He
is survived by his wife, Dale, three daughters, and a

brother.

Kelly Wilson III M.Div. '77, A.H.C '83 of Creed-

moor, N.C., on March 12, of cancer. He was pastor of

Creedmoor United Methodist Church. He had been a

chaplain at the United Methodist Retirement Home
in Durham and taught the pastors' course of study

program at Duke. He is survived by his wife, Sharon,

three sons, a fostet daughter, his parents, two broth-

ers, and a sister.

Sandra Eastwood Hendrickson B.S.N. '83

of Raleigh, on Feb. 9, after an extended illness. A
certified Family Nurse Practitioner, she worked as a

case manager for AIDS patients. She started the AIDS
Case Management program at the Wake County

Department of Health, was on the N.C. AIDS Task

Force, and was a board member of the AIDS Service

Agency ofWake County. She received the Ametican

Nurses Association's Nursing Practice Award, the

N.C. AIDS Service Agency's service award, and the

first Sandra Hendrickson Service Award from Wake
County's health department. She is survived by her

husband, Don, a son, and a daughter.

Kristine Diane Wieland '90 of East Windsor,

N.J., on Nov. 14, of complications from hepatitis. She

was a sales assistant with Dillon-Reed Brokerage

House in New York City. She is survived by her par-

ents, Kenneth and Karen Wieland, a brother, a sister,

and her grandparents.

Theodore B. Michaelis Ph.D. 93 of Greens

boro, N.C, on Feb. 1 1 . He prepared designs for a

variety of chemical and petrochemical plants, primar-

ily related to air pollution control. He earned his

bachelor's from City College ofNew Yotk and his

mastet's in chemical engineering from the University

of Missouri. He was an Army first lieutenant trained

as an aircraft engineer officer and air intelligence

officer. He is survived by his wife, Carol, two daugh-

ters, two sons, two stepchildren, a brother and sister,

and four grandchildren.

Secretary Emeritus Powell
Rufus H. Powell III '36, LL.B. '39, university secre-

tary emeritus, died April 7 at Duke Medical Center.

He was 78.

He practiced law in Durham for two years before

joining the Fedetal Bureau of Investigation as a spe-

cial agent in 1941. In 1965, he retired from the FBI

and came to Duke as assistant dean of the law school.

In 1966, he was appointed university secretary, work-

ing with Duke's board of trustees and its general fac-

ulty. He retired in 1981.

A Durham native, he was a member ofThe Duke

Endowment's Bishop's Advisory Committee on the

Rural Church.

He is survived by his wife, Mattie; a sister; two

brothers, including Joe R. Powell B.S.M.E. '39;

two daughters; and two grandchildren.
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HOW DOES
YOUR GARDEN

GROW?
Each

year as spring graces

the land, an almost-irre-

sistible urge seizes many of

us who call ourselves gar-

deners. To shopping mall,

nursery, or garden store we
flock, optimistic that this

year our geraniums will

flourish, our petunias thrive, our impatiens

exceed all expectations. Come cruel

August, ofttimes our hopes and our plants

have withered. It need not be so.

Let us heed Allen Lacy '56, Ph.D. '62,

gardening's Mr. Autumn and counselor to

anyone who lifts a trowel in pursuit of

beauty:

Some Septembers ago, I noticed that

something had happened in my gar-

den, a shifting of balance by small

accretions that tilted the plot of land

I till toward autumn. Gradually, a

couple of plants at a time and without

deliberate intent, I had accumulated

perennials and shrubs with a prolonged

period of bloom, plants whose flowers

lingered well into fall, as well as those,

like asters, whose flowers first appeared

in autumn. It was these plants them-
selves that taught me about the over-

looked possibilities of the season.—The Garden in Autumn, 1990.

In his books and essays, Lacy exhorts

the horticulturally obtuse among us to

look beyond popular plants and single-sea-

son emphasis, to see new possibilities:

There is surely a surfeit of blazing

red salvias and hot-looking marigolds

in the land. These often end up

planted together in what might be

called the gas station school of land-

scape design, except that this artless

style also shows itself in many subur-

ban front yards. I used to like petu-

nias, but now I am bored by their

ubiquity. —Gardening with Ground-
covers and Vines, 1993.

ALLEN LACY
BY LEONARD PARDUE

NTHEMUM

In a dozen years of

writing, this

philosopher, author,

and horticulturist

has offered sage advice

and earthy solutions

for both seasoned and
budding gardeners.

Some like Lacy mild, and some like

Lacy tart, and only a few, surely, not at all.

In his dozen years of garden writing, he has

built a substantial reputation. Gardening

with Groundcovers and Vines, published last

September by HarperCollins, is his sixth

book on garden subjects, the third to

include color photographs. He has edited

two more and assisted in editing a third

(two were published by Duke Press). For

eleven years he wrote gardening columns,

first for The Wall Street Journal and then

for The New York Times. Last year he

began a quarterly newsletter, "Allen Lacy's

homeground." All of this he did as a sec-

ondary vocation to his full-time job as a

philosophy professor at Stockton State

College in Linwood, New Jersey.

Lacy is not from the how-to school of

garden writing. In his latest book you will

find no diagrams, no charts, no formulas

for combating garden pests. But you will

find essays, pointed opinions, and discus-

sions of dozens of plants both common and

unusual.

John Barstow, editor of Harrowsmith

County Life magazine, says Lacy wields "a

really rare combination" of talents. Barstow,

who edited The Garden in Autumn while

working at Atlantic Monthly Press, says

Lacy possesses "a totally disarming enthu-

siasm for plants" and the ability to write

"wonderful prose." Those who know that

Lacy studied writing with Duke's late,

beloved William Blackburn say Lacy de-

serves a place among that celebrated band

of Blackburn students that includes Sty-

ron, Price, and Tyler.

How Lacy happened to attend Duke,

and how he became a gardening writer, are

tales full of unexpected turns. In bits and

pieces, his books tell much of the story.

"My love affair with horticulture began in

the early spring of 1943, on the day I bit

Mrs. Leghorn on the ankle," he wrote in

Home Ground in 1984. This happened,

Lacy assures us, in the third grade at Irving,

Texas, not long after his family moved to

the country from Dallas, and he was having

difficulty adjusting. One day his teacher,

Mrs. Leghorn (surely a pseudonym), pun-

ished him by making him sit under her

desk. When he uttered a protest from his
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dungeon, she tapped him
with her toe. For his retali-

ation on her ankle, he was

expelled for the remain-

der of the school year.

The fourth grade

teacher, a Mrs. Harkey,

tutored him on the lessons

he missed. He repaid her

by working Saturdays in her

garden and greenhouse. She

taught him how to divide clumps

of iris, to identify plants that

thrived in sun and those that needed

shade, and even the rudiments of hybridiza-

tion. She made the assumptions that gifted

teachers often make—that her pupil pos-

sessed both intelligence and interest in her

subject. The gardening bug bit Lacy, and

the virus has never relaxed its hold.

Not long afterward, back in the Dallas

area, he worked Saturdays for three years

at a seed store in Highland Park. The
owner insisted that her employees study

the store's catalog. She encouraged Lacy to

read a gardening encyclopedia on his

lunch hour. For customers interested in

plants, the store offered catalogs from

mail-order houses, a list of good local nurs-

eries, and advice. Try something different,

the proprietor told them. How about some
native shrubs? she wondered. These lessons

of rigor, helpfulness, and imaginative plant

selection left their impression on the

young gardener.

A garden ought to be a peaceable

kingdom, where lions and lambs lie

down together. Roses should live

with violets and lady's mantle at their

feet, and they should grow alongside

daylilies and bee balm and gaura and

other perennials.... I firmly believe in

daylily
,-hg m ,xecl garden,

HemerocalUsfulva
[n all,embracing
horticultural
catholicity. —
The Glory of

Roses, 1990.

His mother gardened,

and Lacy remembers

fondly the smell of the

blossoms of the Carolina

jasmine vines that smoth-

ered a trellis. Three ash trees

and two oaks that he planted

grew to shade his boyhood home.
When he went off to college, he enrolled

at Texas Christian University, to be close

to home, but the choice proved unfortu-

nate. "I hated it, it was a cowboy
school," he recalled not long ago.

For amusement, rowdies poured

gasoline under dormitory doors

and started fires.

His grandparents, mean-
while, had traveled to North

Carolina for a funeral and,

while in the area, visited the

Duke campus. His grand-

mother liked the Gothic

architecture, his grandfather

thought Duke's roots in

tobacco spoke of stability and

enterprise, and Lacy transferred

to Duke as a sophomore.

Not one for sports, he never saw a

football or a basketball game. Though he

had sung in the choir at the giant First

Methodist Church in Dallas, he didn't join

Duke's chorus. He couldn't imagine a cho-

rus without its own orchestra. Instead, he

turned to drama. Hoof 'n' Horn and Caro-

lina Playmakers produced plays he wrote.

He describes the Hoof 'n' Horn play as a

feminist musical. He says it irritates him
that Hoof 'n' Horn now performs few stu-

dent-written works. On the academic side,

he recalls the excellence of some of his

professors. "If you have two really good

teachers in your life, you're lucky. At
Duke, I had three."

In Weston LaBarre's anthropology class-

es, Lacy experienced a serious encounter

with Freud. In William Poteat's religion

classes, Lacy learned to think more criti-

cally. An English major, Lacy took

William Blackburn's writing course and

absorbed his lessons. "You learn there are

certain things you never do." Later on,

Lacy became friends with Blackburn.

"When Blackburn said, 'please call me
Bill,' that was a banner day."

After graduating from Duke,

Lacy headed to divinity

school at Vanderbilt.

There he met Hella

Goethert, a nursing

coneflower student, and they

Echinacea purperia were married in

1958. They became
gardening partners as

well as spouses.

Later, Lacy confessed

that often while he

was indoors writing

about gardening, Hella

was outdoors doing it. "In

this household,... she is the

truest gardener of all," he wrote.

For years they gardened on rented or

borrowed land, first in Durham after Lacy

changed his mind about his studies and

returned to Duke to pursue a doctorate in

religion. After that, it was South Carolina,

AUTUMNAL SPLENDOR

M^k may properly envy
B^k the British their

long and lingering springs

and their mild summers.
Our springs are short and
fitful, our summers pro-

longed, torrid, and often

marked by drought. But
when autumn rolls around,

we gain recompense; it is

our best season in the gar-

den, one whose glories no
British gardener can ever

experience. ("1 recoil from
what the first hint of

autumn means," Vita

Sackville-West once wrote.)

It is a simple matter of

geography. England owes
its benign climate to the

Gulf Stream, but it sits at

the same latitude as

Labrador, considerably

north of every part of the

United States except

Alaska. Latitude is absolute,

and it means that soon after

the fall equinox, day-length

shortens in a precipitous

slide in Great Britain.

But in America, the

hours of daylight diminish

more gradually, allowing

our gardens to remain in

gorgeous bloom as late as

Thanksgiving in many parts

of the country, and particu-

larly in the South

We can grow
not only lin- p0j!

gering perenni-

als like salvias

eupatoriums, heleniums,

Japanese anemones,
patrinias, and tricyrtises.

In our gardens, ornamen-
tal grasses that never flower

in England are in gorgeous

plume from mid-fall right

into winter, and thanks to

summer heat the incandes-

cent color of our fall wood-
lands is unmatched any-

where else on earth.

Autumn is also the best

time for planting,

and notjust for

the old f

chore of planting

spring bulbs.

Perennials that

divided and

lish good root systems

that will get them
through winter, ready

to burst into lusty

growth when spring

.Fall rains are

I more
dependable than

those of spring and

plants with the mois-

ture they need, and

but also those

specific to the

season, such as

asters, boltonias,

itsofsummer-weary
Pastmdpeace . Lacjathamein Usgar3en

gardeners.

Autumn is above all —
a time for enjoyment The
rhythm of the season per-

mits us to relax, to do our
chores in a leisurely way,
enjoying the cool air we
breathe as we work the soil

that still has summer's
warmth within it.

This is a summary of the

opening chapter from Allen

Lucy's The Garden in

Autumn, published by

Atlantic Monthly Press.
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Virginia, New York, and Michigan as Lacy

moved through a series of academic jobs,

teaching freshman composition, humani-

ties, and philosophy. In 1971, he was hired

as associate professor of philosophy at

Stockton State, and the Lacys and their

two sons settled down in an old farmhouse

in southern New Jersey. With the house

about a quarter-acre of land remained. Un-
intentionally it became Lacy's laboratory.

Horticulture is sometimes described

as a science, sometimes as an art, but

the truth is that it is neither, al-

though it partakes of both. It is more

like falling in love, something that

escapes all logic. —The Gardener's

Eye, 1992.

In a few years, gardening claimed priority

in Lacy's writing. He wrote book reviews

and essays. One of his gardening pieces

caught the eye of a Wall Street ]ourrwl editor,

who asked him to submit a few for consider-

ation. He sent six. The editor published

them all on The Journal's arts and leisure

page, and in 1981 Lacy became a regular

contributor. Soon a publishing house said it

wanted to publish a book of Lacy's writings.

The result was Home Ground: a Gardener's

Miscellany, which included original pieces as

well as newspaper and magazine stories.

In 1986, he became a twice-monthly con-

tributor to The New York Times, a relation-

ship that ended somewhat unhappily last

year. The Times wanted more of what it

regarded as popular, which Lacy found sti-

fling, one friend says. When under a new
editor the column began appearing less fre-

quently, Lacy broke off the relationship

and began looking for a new out-

let. On Christmas Eve, as he

tells the story, encouraged

by his family, he decided

to start his newsletter. "I

missed the soapbox" that

the newspaper columns

offered, he explains.

He fills the sixteen-

page newsletter with

book reviews, assessments

of tools and gadgets, and

essays on subjects ranging

from weeds to long-blooming

perennials (Dicentra eximia, the native

bleeding heart, is a favorite). Drawings by

Duke classmate Martha Blake-Adams '56

are featured illustrations. The newsletter

sells for $38 a year. Circulation quickly

topped 500, and after six issues circulation

continues to climb. If circulation triples or

more (admittedly an ambitious goal),

Lacy, who is fifty-eight, says he might be

tempted to retire from teaching in a cou-

ple of years.

He often visits North Carolina, drawn
by friends, by nurseries he admires, and by

Lacy fills his newsletter

with book reviews,

assessments of tools

and gadgets, and essays

on subjects ranging

from weeds to long-

blooming perennials.

his membership on the advisory boards of

the North Carolina State Arboretum and

of the Sarah P. Duke Gardens. Of the lat-

ter, he says the relatively new Asiatic

Arboretum and the Blomquist Garden of

Native Plants are both destined for horti-

cultural significance. He laments

changes in the garden's terraced

beds, which he remembers as

shadier and more intimate in

his student days. "But Hella

says she likes it just fine,"

he adds, playing diplomat

for the moment.
His friends say that Lacy

in person is very much
like Lacy in print—intense,

inquisitive, enthusiastic, witty,

humble about his gardening

foibles but certain of his knowledge

and skill. Edith Eddleman M.Div. '77, vol-

unteer curator of the highly regarded

perennial border at North Car-

olina State's Arboretum,

says: "He's the kind of writer

who takes you with him
into the garden. You
experience what he

did. That's fun." Adds
Nancy Goodwin '56,

whose Montrose Gar-

den in Hillsborough,

North Carolina, Lacy

has often praised, "He can

see things and say things

that the rest of us can't."

One example involves an aster he

spotted near his home. It was a lovely pur-

ple with a yellow center, and no one could

tell him its name, not even experts to

whom he sent small plants. Friends in the

nursery trade wanted to offer it for sale and

encouraged Lacy to name it. He did. He
called it Aster "Hella Lacy," a tribute to his

spouse and an invitation to acquaintances

to joke, "Oh, I saw Hella in the garden

store." Of that Hella, Lacy has written,

"For the two weeks that it stays in bloom,

it is the handsomest plant in town, not

Narcissus sp.

only for its intensity of color but also for

the great numbers of Monarch butterflies

hovering over it."

Just a glimpse of Lacy visiting a new gar-

den reveals his eye at work. On a warm
spring day, wearing a plaid short-sleeved

shirt, khakis, and sandals with socks, he
dropped in on a Chapel Hill garden that

was participating in an open house spon-

sored by the Rock Garden Society. With
him he carried a notebook and his inquisi-

tiveness. Soon he was deep in conversa-

tion with the garden's owner, making notes

about new plants. When he travels around

the country to make speeches, he invari-

ably visits gardens. To carry home plants,

he takes an empty suitcase; when he drives,

he returns home with the back of his car

loaded with plants. He estimates that he

spends $1,000 a year on plants and bulbs.

The Lacy garden, as a consequence,

bursts with plants—asters, daylilies,

hostas, sedum, and much more. A
^ juniper towers in front of the

house ("If I tried to take

that out, Hella would

throw herself in front

of the chain saw," he

tells a visitor). The
garden surrounding

the house is segment-

ed into nooks and

crannies. A Chinese

dogwood (Cornus koosa)

often attracts the atten-

tion of passers-by.

Gardening at Lacy's level can

appear daunting to the less skilled. He
encourages learning the Latin names for

plants, for the sake of accurate identifica-

tion. His mother's beloved Carolina jasmine

really was Gelsemium sempervirens, for exam-

ple. He urges reducing the use of poisons, to

shrink the size of lawns and increase the

space devoted to perennials, shrubs, and

ornamental trees, and above all, to try

plants different from those in the neighbors'

front yards. His most recent newsletter con-

tained a piece titled "Garden Novices," and

among other things, it said:

Gardening is a series of transac-

tions with the earth, sometimes tri-

umphant in outcome, sometimes a

wretched failure. The rules are fewer

than they seem, since plants are

resilient and lusty of life. Don't be

afraid of making mistakes, because no
true gardener is faint-hearted.

Pardue '61 unites and gardens in Durham, North

Carolina.
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HELPING
OTHERS HELP
THEMSELVES

It's

one of the wettest Saturdays in

recent memory. A steady sheet of

rain beats down on brown fields

on the outskirts of Fremont, a town

of 1,700 in Wayne County, about

thirty-five miles east of Durham. A
small caravan of cars passes Fre-

mont's larger brick and white wood-

en homes, crosses the railroad tracks, drives

past the two blocks of brick storefronts on

Main Street, and moves slowly down Vance

Street, where the houses are smaller and

closer together. At a quarter to ten, almost no

one is outside. On its first trip down Vance,

the caravan misses the "Fremont Communi-
ty Development Center" sign leaning against

the foundation of the small white house.

A block later Vance Street dead-ends.

The caravan finds the center on its next

pass. A group of Duke students climbs out,

looking like a contingent from the Rain-

bow Coalition—white, African

American, Asian American,

male, and female faces from

behind ponchos and under hats.

Community volunteer Frank

Dickerson has arrived before

the Duke crew and started to

open up the building for the

day. As Dickerson sets up two

drawers full of medical records

next to a small table in the

front room, third-year medical

student Steve Perkins, the clin-

ic coordinator for this Saturday,

gathers the students for orienta-

tion. This is Perkins' third visit

to the Fremont People's Clinic,

but most of the others are here

for the first time.

The drill is simple. The three

undergraduates will help out in the front

room, signing in patients and showing

"Put Away That Frying Pan!" and other

health-related videos. First-year medical

students set up shop in the adjoining

room, where they will take vital signs and

gather medical histories. The third-year

medical students and the physician assis-

GOOD NEIGHBORS
BY DAVID B. RICE

Working side by side

with the community,

the Student Rural

Health Coalition is

bringing health care to

thousands of poor, rural

North Carolinians.

Patient support: clinic visitor Paul Jones gets a hand from Steve Solga, top

and a routine eye exam from Keith Aldridge , opposite

tant student, supervised by physician Janet

Lehr of Duke's department of community
and family medicine, will draw blood and

examine patients in the two back rooms.

Demonstrating the crucial medical skill of

setting priorities, Lehr immediately orga-

nizes a crew to tack up some plastic over a

broken window in the bathroom.

As the students prepare, Doris Hall,

community-based coordinator for the Fre-

mont Area Health Committee, arrives and

asks for some help moving a folding table.

A "soft spot" in the floor could give way if

anyone leans on the table. The clinic has

received a small federal grant for repairs,

Hall explains, but sewer problems in Fre-

mont have kept town workers from start-

ing work on the building.

The treatment team is ready soon after

ten o'clock, but the fifteen folding chairs

set up in the front room go empty for the

first hour. Hall is not surprised; it's raining

out and a lot of people walk. Some of the

clinic regulars have the flu, Hall adds, and

others are at a funeral in a nearby town.

The clinic usually has about twenty-five

patients, Hall estimates, sometimes more

than fifty. On this dreary Saturday, howev-

er, there will only be eleven, including

Patrice and her daughters,

Stephanie and Shirlaunda, who
come in shortly after noon.

After Hall shows the under-

graduates how to sign in the new
patients, the first-year medical

students take over. Dave Tong
ushers them into the next room,

where Tonya Wahl discusses

immunizations with Shirlaunda

and Patrice and where Steve

Solga practices his blood-pres-

sure-taking skills on eight-year-

old Stephanie, whose most seri-

ous problem is a chronic giggle.

| Thirteen-year-old Justin

| watches the first-year medical

1 students go about their work.

Justin, who has come with his

mother from Hillsborough this

morning, is a Pre-Health Career Intern

(PHCI) in the clinic. On his first visit,

Justin helped register patients. Today, he

says, "I learned vital signs." The interns

volunteer their time, learn all about the

clinic, and spend a week at Duke in the

spring "going on all kinds of adventures in

the medical world," his mother says. Those
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adventures, the community hopes, will

inspire Justin and the other interns to con-

sider careers in medicine. Today, he is con-

tent to trade attempts at fastening the

blood-pressure cuff.

Wahl finishes documenting the first part

of their examination; then Patrice and the

girls go to one of the back rooms, where

Lehr's team draws Patrice's blood and gives

Shirlaunda and Stephanie a medical once-

over. Justin goes back to his

collection of trading cards to

await the next patient.

The bustle of activity at

the clinic, repeated once a

month in Fremont and in four

other rural, mostly African

American communities in

eastern North Carolina, takes

place largely thanks to the

efforts of the North Carolina

Student Rural Health Coali-

tion (NCSRHC). Acting

primarily as a bridge between

the state's wealth of medical

expertise and community ac-

tivists who want to see more

of that expertise shared

throughout the state, the NCSRHC has

helped bring health care to thousands of

poor, rural North Carolinians over the

past fifteen years.

The persistence of poverty, racism, and

inadequate health care in the so-called

"Black Belt" South was the impetus for the

founding of the NCSRHC in 1978. The
coalition set out with three goals: to sup-

port underserved rural communities in

their efforts to improve local health condi-

tions; to educate students, particularly

future health-care practitioners, about con-

ditions in rural America, and to encourage

them to make career choices based on this

awareness; and to provide free services to

underserved and indigent areas.

For several years, the coalition's efforts

took the form of summer health fairs, two

weeks of medical services in a different

community each year. Before each fair,

volunteer undergraduates would live in the

chosen community to help develop a local

health committee. The local committee

would oversee the logistics of the fair. The
coalition would bring together medical

students, faculty physician preceptors,

legal-rights and benefits counselors, and

nutritionists.

In eight years, more than 5,000 people

received medical examinations as a result

of these fairs, but their once-a-year nature

made it impossible for the coalition to

help effect any long-term change in health

conditions. So in 1987, several community
groups formed the Community Health Col-

lective. The collective asked the NCSRHC
to abandon the health-fair model and

work with the communities to develop more

permanent clinics. As coalition director

Steve Bader '87 puts it, the communities

wanted ongoing programs "rather than a

blip on the screen once a summer."

The coalition's new focus resulted in the

first two People's Clinics in 1987, one in

Fremont and the other in Tillery in Hali-

fax County. The third opened in Bloomer

Hill in Nash County in the spring of 1989.

The clinics are a refuge

for people whose

interaction with the

health-care system

otherwise seems to be

a series of Catch-22s.

Since then, Shiloh in Wake County and

Garysburg in Northampton County have

opened clinics, and clinics for Duplin,

Sampson, and Wilson counties are planned.

Each clinic is open one Saturday a

month and is staffed entirely by volun-

teers. Local community members coordi-

nate the clinics and register the patients,

help with publicity, and drive patients to

and from the clinic sites. Medical faculty

and students provide most of the medical

staffing. Duke students help in Fremont,

University of North Carolina students staff

Bloomer Hill, and Eastern Carolina Uni-

versity students treat Tillery. Duke and

UNC students split duties at Garysburg,

while nursing, health education, nutrition

and pre-med students, and nursing faculty

from North Carolina Central University

cover the new Shiloh clinic.

Steve Bader coordinates the efforts of

the NCSRHC from the group's new

Alexander Drive office on Duke's campus.

Besides undergraduate and medical school

chapters at Duke, there are chapters at

each ot the other participating schools.

The Community Health Collective, which

sits on the NCSRHC board and gives it

direction, now has area-wide health com-
mittees in eight eastern North Carolina

communities. There's also a working group

on occupational health that coordinates

efforts to improve working

conditions for people in the

affected communities.

The NCSRHC operates

"pretty much on a shoe-

string," Bader says. In addi-

tion to the approximately

$15,000 Duke undergradu-

ates raise each year, the

coalition gets about $ 1 ,000 a

year from the dean of the

medical school, $5,000 from

the Area Health Education

Center, and $6,000 from

b Duke Campus Ministries.

I The Kate B. Reynolds Com-
z munity Practitioner Program

of the North Carolina Med-
ical Society Foundation backs the Pre-

Health Career Intern program and the

North Carolina Academy of Family Physi-

cians is a significant supporter of the med-

ical students' work. Over the years, more
than half the staff has been Duke alumni;

Bader estimates that more than 450 stu-

dents have had some involvement with the

coalition during its fifteen-year existence.

What makes the coalition unusual, says

Bader, is the influence of the members of

the communities. "We are following their

direction rather than coming up with

things that don't help the community or

that they don't want."

And there is a whole lot to do. In many
respects, the eastern part of the state seems

more like a third-world country than the

next-door neighbor of the region Fortune

magazine calls the best place in the country

to do business. In 1988, North Carolina

had the worst infant mortality rate of the

fifty states; the rate for African Americans

was two-and-a-half times the state's aver-

age. Halifax County, where the coalition's

Tillery People's Clinic is located, has a

heart disease rate two-and-a-half times

that found in affluent Orange County.

The statewide death rate for blacks is near-

ly twice the white rate, particularly for

stroke and diabetes.

Grim health statistics are just part of the

picture of poverty and neglect. North Caro-

lina has the highest percentage of people

in the country without indoor plumbing.

More than 35 percent of African Ameri-

cans in eastern North Carolina live in

poverty, and the proportion of people in
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coordinator

"at a point

poverty is 60 percent higher in rural areas

than in the state's urban areas. North Caro-

lina also has the lowest manufacturing

wage in the United States and the lowest

percentage of unionized workers. As the

tragic Hamlet chicken plant fire in 1991

made clear to the whole country, harsh

working conditions also plague Black Belt

residents.

The clinics are a refuge for people whose

interaction with the health-care system

otherwise seems to be a series of Catch-22s.

"For most of the people that come to the

clinic," says community coordinator Doris

Hall, "the only doctor they see is when the

clinic comes around." Why? She says, "You

have to go thirty or forty miles to find a

doctor that takes Medicaid. They don't

have the transportation to go anywhere

else, and if they have the transportation,

they don't have the money to pay for the

transportation." Patients who make it to

Goldsboro, which has a clinic that accepts

Medicaid for reimbursement, "have to sit

there all day long," a major problem for

people who work or have small children.

And even if people can find a place to

go and a means to get there, paying for

medical care is a problem. Many of the

patients work, says clinic

Steve Perkins, but are stuck

where they don't really qual-

ify for Medicaid and also

really don't have enough

money" to pay for health care,

"even if they can find it and

get to it."

The clinics try to expand

the health-care options avail-

able to people by referring

them to specialists in the

area, says Perkins. For exam-

ple, one patient on that rainy

Saturday afternoon needed a

mammogram. Wayne Radi-

ology is willing to work out a

payment schedule for patients

who can't pay at the time of

service, so the clinic was

able to schedule an appoint-

ment for the woman. In too

many cases, Hall says, "It's

easy to get them referred.

The problem is it's not easy

for them to pay once they get referred."

Many of the clinic's patients have hyper-

tension or diabetes, conditions that often

require drug therapy. For these patients, an

inability to pay for necessary, sometimes

daily, drugs can be fatal. Hall tells of one

community member who died recently

because she was not taking her medica-

tions. She couldn't afford to continue

refilling her prescription, Hall says, "and

she just got tired of asking for money." To
keep this from recurring, Barbara Sheline,

Deft diagnosis: physician Albert Meyer, left,

consults with medical student Dylan Steer

faculty adviser to the Duke medical chap-

ter of the NCSRHC—and a veteran of the

summer health fairs during her days as a

medical student at UNC—is working with

pharmaceutical companies to donate med-

ications directly to the clinic.

While the coalition's medical chapters

are busy treating patients, Duke's under-

Vital signs: med students Jon Wee, left, and Steve Solga mea

patients' blood pressures and heart rates

graduate chapter is hard at work making

more people aware of the needs of their

neighbors to the east. Since the spring of

1989, more than 100 students have gone

on NCSRHC-sponsored fall- and spring-

break trips through the communities that

house the clinics. The students stop in a

different community each night and hear

from a different community leader. During

the day, they are involved in service proj-

ects. When Tillery was transforming "The

Curin' House," an old building once used

to dry (or "cure") potatoes, into a clinic

and community center, students painted,

scrubbed, and hammered nails.

The undergraduate chapter also helps

organize "Health Speakouts." These forums

give people in the community a chance

"to say what's on their mind," says coali-

tion director Bader, "and gives the coali-

tion an opportunity to see what the com-
munities think." Speakouts last summer
drew local, state, and national officials,

including U.S. Representative Eva Clay-

ton, to Duplin and Garysburg. Undergrad-

uates also plan Rural Health Awareness

Week, several days of activities each

spring that draw the attention of other

Duke students to the coalition's work. In

the spring of 1992, a forum featuring sur-

vivors of the Hamlet fire drew more than

100 students during awareness week.

Of all the undergraduate activities, Bader

says, "summer internships are probably the

most intense experience that students are

having through the collective. They're

there 168 hours a week." Through the

intern program, three or four students spend

ten weeks each summer living and working

directly with communities that have or are

planning to have clinics. The interns raise

money for their projects, and find housing

with local families.

Sometimes an intern makes

a lasting impression on a

community. Scott Rauch '92,

who spent a summer in Fre-

mont, is one. "He was great,"

says Doris Hall. "A year after

he left, people were still ask-

ing about him. He went

around the community, he

learned about people, he got

involved in the activities

that people were in." Most
importantly, "he encouraged

them to join in the health

work and they did." By the

end of Rauch's summer in Fre-

mont, "we had about twenty-

s five active people working,"

< says Hall. "When he came,

| we had about ten. For the

* little length of time he was

here, that's amazing."

With five clinics up and

running and three on the way, there is still

much work left for the coalition. In the

years to come, Bader wants to deepen

NCSRHC's impact. "The biggest chal-

lenge," he says, "is expanding the model,

starting new chapters and increasing the

number of communities." '•

Rice is a free-lance writer living in Chapel Hill.
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No more waiting a week for in-depth game coverage!

Now you can get
an overnight report

on Blue Devil basketball
in the new Duke SportsFax!

The new SportsFax brings complete game details via fax or

E-mail to your home or office within hours after the

game so you'll have the whole story first

thing in the morning.

You'll get professional in- |j
depth coverage of last 1

night's Blue Devils' game
instead of the single

paragraph or one-liners

we usually find on local

sports pages.

And SportsFax will bring

you this extensive coverage
on every single game the
Blue Devils play, including

pre-season and post-season
court action, with sidebars on

recruiting, veteran players,

coaching personnel and other

Blue Devil issues, for

only $89 a year.

A sample of the SportsFax
showing the kind of game

coverage we plan for the '94-'95

season is shown at the right.

We'll bring you interviews with the
coaches and players, plus
special features and all the

statistics you'll need to make you
feel like you've got center-court

season tickets.

Subscribe now. Make your check for

$89 payable to SportsFax and
send it to Duke alumnus Walter

Bates at SportsFax, P.O. Box 2643,
Santa Rosa, CA 95405 or call

1 -800-538-1 91 2 to order using Visa
or MasterCharge. And be sure to tell

us your fax or E-mail number.

Call us today
at 1-800-538-1 91 2 for

more information about this new
phenom overnight report on Duke basketball..



PROVOST IN
PLACE

John Walter Strohbehn, professor of

engineering science and former

provost at Dartmouth College, was

appointed the university's new provost, ef-

fective July 1. Strohbehn, an authority on
hyperthermia as a cancer treatment, was

selected following a national search in-

volving 200 candidates. He succeeds provost

Thomas A. Langford B.D. '54, Ph.D. '58,

who will return to teaching and research

after a sabbatical leave.

The San Diego native, who earned his

bachelor's, master's, and Ph.D. degrees from

Stanford University, was provost at Dart-

mouth from April 1989 to July 1993, and

acting provost from July 1987 to April

1989. He had been a member of the Dart-

mouth faculty since 1963.

"Professor Strohbehn is superbly qualified

to assume this impor-

tant post during this

promising period in

the history of Duke,"

said President Keo-

hane in announcing

the appointment. "He
is an outstanding

teacher, with a strong

background in inter-

disciplinary research

in engineering and Strohbehn.- educator,

medicine. John also administrator, scientist

brings a wealth of

administrative experience to the provost-

ship. I am confident that he will provide

effective leadership for the deans and the

faculty as well as the other university

constituencies."

When she named the provost search

committee last fall, Keohane said that

"Any academic imprint at a university

depends greatly on the character and prior-

FROM ART TO ARMS

When the debate

erupted over public

funding of contro-

versial art ["Playing Politics

With Art," October- Novem-
ber 1989], law professor

William Van Alstyne cited the

First Amendment, arguing that

once the government had
agreed to financially support

artistic creation, politicians

should not be allowed to cen-

sor the process.

Now, Van Alstyne has

turned his sights to guns, and
how the Second Amendment
should be interpreted with

regard to ownership. "From
my studies of the U.S. Consti-

tution, I'm inclined to agree

with the conclusion. ..that the

Second Amendment and the

Fourteenth Amendment sup-

port the core position of the

NRA [National Rifle Associa-

tion]—not the more radical

positions, but the basic position

that deals with the personal

right to 'keep and bear arms,' "

he says.

In an essay in the Duke Law
Journal, the William R. and
Thomas L. Perkins Professor

of Law writes that the "rule

of reason" applicable to the

First Amendment dealing with

freedom of speech and press

also applies to the Second
Amendment:

"It is not the case that one
may say whatever one wants,

and it is not the case one may
publish anything one wants,

without liability or limit.... The
freedom of speech and of the

press, it has been correcdy

said, are not absolute.

"Neither is one's right to

'keep and bear arms' absolute.

It may be questionable, for

example, whether the arms
one may have a 'right to keep'

extends to a howitzer. It is like-

wise not the case that the 'arms'

one does have a right to 'keep

even consistent with the

Second Amendment are

necessarily arms one also

may presume to 'bear'

wherever one wants

—

such as into courtrooms or

into public schools."

In the journal article, he
states that no "serious" case

law on the Second Amend-
ment has been developed by
the Supreme Court because

justices have been "reluctant 1

to confront the brief and con-

troversial amendment.
"Were the court to have

done so (and it hasn't—per-

haps this explains why not), it

now seems more likely the

justices would have been
obliged to do one of two things:

either misrepresent it in order

to 'disarm' it, in order to make
very little of it; or to reach the

opposite conclusion that there

is, after all, some definite con-

tent that provides serious limi-

tations on the ability of Con-
gress to regulate private

weapons ownership merely

according to its own view of

the best public interest," says

Van Alstyne.

a*£

ities of the provost and a strong partnership

between the president and the provost."

Strohbehn brings to his new position

years of experience as an educator, admin-

istrator, and scientist. Between 1963 and

1973, he served as assistant and then asso-

ciate professor at Dartmouth's Thayer

School of Engineering. He was named full

professor in 1973 and, from 1976 to 1981,

was associate dean of the Thayer School.

In 1979, Strohbehn was appointed

adjunct professor of medicine (radiation

therapy) at Dartmouth Medical School,

and from 1983 to 1990 was designated

Sherman Fairchild Professor of Engineer-

ing at the Thayer School. Also during his

time at Dartmouth, he participated as

a National Academy of Sciences scientist

in a 1967 exchange program with Moscow
and as a visiting research scientist at Stan-

ford University Medical School in 1981-

82. For the most recent academic year,

Strohbehn was on sabbatical leave as a

visiting fellow at the Center for Energy

and Environmental Studies at Princeton

University.

For more than a decade, Strohbehn was

a consultant on hyperthermia as a cancer

treatment at Duke Medical Center's radia-

tion therapy division and at numerous other

hospitals, medical schools, and laboratories.

A newly named fellow of the Institute

of Electrical and Electronic Engineers and

a past president of the North American

Hyperthermia Group, he is a founding fel-

low of the American Institute of Medical

and Biological Engineering. His other pro-

fessional associations include election as a

fellow in the American Association for the

Advancement of Science and the Optical

Society of America, a stint on the board of

the Bioelectromagnetics Society, and mem-
berships in Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, and

the Radiation Research Society.

BUDGET
SET

Reflecting the increasing financial

squeeze for higher education and

health care, Duke's board of

trustees approved a $961 -million operating

budget for fiscal 1994-95, only 2 percent

more than last year's.
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The spending plan, the first prepared by

the administration of President Keohane,

includes $445 million for the university's

academic services, administration, and

general operations, and $516 million in

expenditures for Duke Hospital.

"This budget submission begins to re-

flect our ongoing planning efforts in ad-

dressing the realities and perceptions of

the changing financial picture for higher

education and medicine," says executive

vice president Charles E. Putman.

Despite increasing costs, Duke's twin

policies of need-blind admissions and

meeting 100 percent of demonstrated

financial need for students continue under

the budget for the upcoming year. The
new budget includes the two-tier tuition

increase that was tentatively approved by

the trustees last December. It holds in-

creases for returning students to 4.9 per-

cent but adds $1,000 to the tuition base

for incoming Arts and Sciences freshmen.

Tuition for returning Arts and Sciences

students was set at $17,540, and for new
students at $18,590.

About 30 percent of the $1.6 million to

be raised by the two-tier tuition will be

spent on financial aid and the rest will pay

for classroom and laboratory renovations,

computing, and other equipment costs.

Tuition is a more important source of

income for Duke than at some older pri-

vate universities because many of those

institutions have larger endowment funds.

CLEAR FOR
COMMENCEMENT

An hour delay made all the differ-

ence for 3,300 graduating stu-

dents and their families on gradu-

ation day. With rain showers darkening the

morning skies on May 8, university officials

decided to postpone the ceremony, sched-

uled to begin at ten, for an hour. By the

time the gowned graduates took their places

for the procession, the skies had cleared.

(With nearly 16,000

people attending,

moving the event to

Cameron Indoor Sta-

dium would have
meant that a substan-

tial number of friends

and family members
wouldn't have been

able to watch the

proceedings.)

Journalist and
trustee Judy Woodruff '68, senior corre-

spondent and anchor for Cable News Net-

work, was the commencement speaker.

She told the seniors that, even though she

Simin' celebration:

once the torrential rain

stopped and shies

brightened, students

were happy to get on

with the ceremony

.

(. 'elebrants were

well-behaved until

all Ji'iTivs were

awarded, and then the

traditional mortarboard

toss ensued.

couldn't tell what the future held for them,

"there is always room out there for hard-

working, creative people who very much
want to make a contribution."

"What is most important is that you sin-

gle out the area you want to contribute to,

the needy spot into which you want to

pour your passion, and you work just as

hard as you can in

that area. You may
not get rich. For a

while, you may
barely make ends

meet. But at the end

of most days you will

feel fulfilled, feel that

you are making a

contribution, and
you won't be so bur-

dened with worrying

about how much
more you wish you

were earning. If, on
the other hand,

money is the driving

force behind your

ambition, you are

setting yourself up for disappointment."

Paul Hardin '52, J.D. '54, chancellor of

the University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, received an honorary doctor of humane
letters degree. Hardin, a former Duke
trustee, taught on the law school faculty

from 1958 to 1968.

Also receiving
honorary degrees were

novelist Josephine

Humphreys '67 (doc-

tor of literature);

LeRoy Walker, pres-

ident of the United

States Olympic Com-
mittee and former

I head track coach at

s North Carolina Cen-

tral University, where he later became
vice chancellor for university relations and

then chancellor (doctor of humane let-

ters); and George M. Woodwell A.M. '56,

Ph.D. *58, director of the

Woods Hole Research Cen-
ter in Woods Hole, Massa-

chusetts (doctor of science).

Duke president Nannerl O.

Keohane, presiding over her

first commencement, closed

the ceremony by noting the

death of Richard M. Nixon
LL.B. '37. "Richard Nixon's

life and work, both his mis-

takes and his accomplish-

ments, did much to shape the

modern world. It is fitting

that we at Duke should take

formal notice of the death of
*r"" the first of our alumni to

serve as president of the United States."

SCANNED FROM
THE SKY

As the space shuttle Endeavour

orbited above the clouds in April,

Erin Faircloth was kneeling on
the damp floor of Duke Forest busily

scooping up dirt and leaves. She was one

of about fifteen students from Durham's

Riverside High School helping researchers

from Duke, Michigan, and California mea-

sure plants and sample soils. They were

collecting data in support of the shuttle's

mission: to assess the value of orbiting

radar as a tool for studying the Earth.

During Endeavour's eleven-day flight,

Duke Forest's towering trees, winding

trails, and meandering streams became one
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of three NASA-designated "supersites" for

studying the ecology with space-borne

radar. At other supersites (there were nine-

teen in all, distributed around the globe),

Endeavour's radar focused on Earth's

hydrology, its geology, or its oceans. While

the shuttle's astronauts kept the sophisti-

cated radar units working, researchers in

North Carolina collected more than 1,000

soil samples, measured 400 different trees,

and took several hundred photographs of

the treetops. Through this "ground truth-

ing" process, scientists amassed a detailed

record of surface details to compare with

the radar images recorded from space.

One of those scientists was Eric Kasisch-

ke, an assistant research professor at Duke's

School of the Environment. It was his idea

to bring professionals and pupils together.

"I thought involving

the high school stu-

dents would be a good

way to interest them
in scientific research

before they get into

college," he says. "It

gives them a unique

perspective, plus it of-

fers their teachers an

opportunity to learn

some new things and

develop some new
teaching tools."

Meanwhile, Fair-

cloth, a Riverside

senior who wants to become a nurse, says

she learned that "scientists are real peo-

ple, and they don't talk way over your

Ground work: students

ready the terrestial com-

ponent of the space shut-

tle study

CONSIDERING THE CONSTITUTION

When Rick Peltz ven
tured into a

Durham middle

school to talk about the First

Amendment, he wasn't sure

what to expect. At first, the

eighth-graders were shy, ask-

ing an occasional question to

clarify something Peltz, a

first-year Duke law student,

had said.

But by the time he had led

them through role-playing

exercises and talked about a

censorship case at a neigh-

boring high school paper,

the students were hooked.

"I wish we had more time

because, at the end of the

session, there were so many
hands up we couldn't take

them all," he says.

Through the law school's

Pro Bono Project, Peltz and
dozens of other students are

offering their expertise at no
cost to the Duke and
Durham communities.

Entering its fourth year this

fall, the project has grown
from eighty-seven students

to 180 to this past year's

total of 225.

An editor on his high

school and college newspapers,

Peltz has long been interested

in First Amendment issues. At
his undergraduate alma mater,

Washington & Lee, Peltz says

he and the other staff members
worked to make the paper's

reporting more rigorous, "not

in a negative Hard Copy or Cur-

rent Affair way, but in a hard-

hitting journalistic way."

That approach wasn't always

appreciated, he says. Instead,

"we sometimes got the impres-

sion that we didn't know
whose side we were on. We
were trying to serve the stu-

dent body, but we were telling

them things they didn't want
to know."
For example, when a Vir-

ginia Military Institute cadet

was acquitted of raping a

Washington & Lee student, the

newspaper ran a headline to

Provocative topic: Peltz, top right, poses c

First Amendment dilemma to students

that effect. "The students went
nuts," says Peltz. "They
thought the headline should

have read, 'Jury Wrong in

Rape Case.' The students

wanted us to be much more of

a cheerleader for the school."

When Peltz saw all his first-

year law school friends getting

involved in the Pro Bono Proj-

ect, he wanted to do something
that would draw on his interest

in media issues. With materials

from the Student Press Law
Center and the First Amend-
ment Congress, Peltz put

together a workshop for stu-

dents at Durham's Githens

Middle School.

Peltz first got the students to

consider the complexity of the

First Amendment. During the

role-playing exercise, he
divided the students into

groups and told them to

reflect on various scenarios

as if they were reporters.

Initially, students played it

safe, deciding against pub-

lishing controversial or confi-

dential information, he says.

But with a little coaxing,

they began to argue what
responsibilities they had as

members of the press while

considering implications of

the First Amendment.
Peltz wants to continue

and expand his pro bono
work with teenagers

because, he says, it's impor-

tant to make the First

Amendment (and, by exten-

sion, the law in general)

relevant to young adults.

"When the Githens students

started asking questions, it

showed me how little they

knew about things that

involve them."

To illustrate his point,

Peltz presented a case involving

a local high school, where stu-

dent government officers had
been caught with alcohol on a

school retreat. The principal

didn't want the student paper to

publish their names. "I wanted
to show them that this is an
issue that could and probably

will affect them direcdy," says

Peltz, "notjust some distant

thing they study in a textbook."

ridget Booher

head. I guess I thought they were always

stuck in labs."

Radar, which detects the return echo

when an electromagnetic signal is bounced
off a target object, can distinguish some
environmental features better than optical

cameras or recorders can, says Kasischke,

who also is a senior research scientist at the

Environmental Research Institute of Michi-

gan. Certain kinds of radar can detect fea-

tures normally obscured by the thick green

canopies of summertime or evergreen

foliage. Radar is also good for detecting the

presence of water that has been absorbed

by soils or hidden by trees. Researchers

have used similar radar studies to map the

degree of coastal flooding during unusually

high tides and the extent of methane gas

emissions in the Arctic tundra.

Since 1986, Kasischke has collaborated

with Norman Christensen, dean of the

School of the Environment, to evaluate

how radar can complement optical and

infrared photographs in mapping environ-

mental features on the ground from satel-

lites and aircraft. They have used airborne

and orbiting radar both in Alaska and in

Duke Forest, the 7,700-acre research reserve

near Durham.

SOPHOMORE
INDICTED

When a pipe bomb was discov-

ered in the registrar's office of

the Allen Building last April,

public safety officials and university ad-

ministrators were grateful that the bomb
failed to detonate. Then they went look-

ing for the perpetrator.

After several weeks of investigating,

aided by the Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion, police arrested sophomore Clayton

Sumner Petetson, who had just returned

from a post-finals trip to Myrtle Beach.

A federal grand jury handed down three

indictments for three felonies. If convict-

ed, Peterson could face up to thirty years

in prison and $750,000 in fines. He was

also charged by the state with felonious

breaking and entering. In addition to

planting the bomb, which consisted of a

Gatorade bottle filled with gasoline, Peter-

son admitted to stealing identification-

making equipment.

Agents searched Peterson's family home
in Durham while he was at the beach and

discovered six other unregistered destruc-

tive devices. Peterson, a Durham native,

was arrested in his Aycock dorm room and

underwent psychiatric evaluation at Burner.

Peterson's father, Michael Peterson '65,

told The Chronicle that the bomb was a

diversionary tactic to get the ID-making
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Reunions'94!

Return,

Reacquaint

and Renew.

Reunion Dates

September 23-25, 1994

Whether it has been 5 years or 50

years since graduation, your reunion

planning committee has planned a

weekend you won't want to miss!

Reminisce with friends and

roommates at class dinner parties,

spend a day in the classroom with

the Duke Directions Academic mini-

college, and get the inside scoop on

what's new on the Duke campus.

Although there won't be a home
football game on the agenda (the

ACC recently changed the

conference

football schedule to accommodate
TV schedules, which in turn will

increase conference revenue from

TV), there will be plenty to do and

see. When registration forms arrive

in late summer, sign up to be a part

of a festive, fantastic weekend.... it

won't be a party without you!

If there is someone special you'd

like to see at your reunion, give

them a call. Addresses and phone
numbers can be

obtained by sending

your written request to

the Office ofAlumni

Affairs, Box 90572,

Durham, NC 27708-

0572.

October 21-23, 1994



When

Your Retirement

Lifestyle Requires A

Certain Style

Of Life

FE CARE RETIREMENT COMMUNITY

2701 Pickett Road, Durham, NC 27705

Telephone (919) 490-8000

Since 1946

ersity

1st and

Shop

Flowers, plants,

goodie baskets, balloons.

We're your campus
connection for all occasions.

Phone orders with a major credit card can be

placedfrom anywhere in the country—
Call toll-free

1-800-368-5058

equipment for the Myrtle Beach trip. None-
theless, he said the family was prepared for

the consequences. "When you do wrong,

you've got to pay for it. It's that simple."

DIAMOND
TRIUMPHS

A fter a remarkable season, the men's

varsity baseball program earned

added recognition when three

players were tapped in the annual major

league baseball amateur draft. Senior Ryan
Jackson went in the seventh round to the

Florida Marlins, and senior Sean McNally
and junior Scott Pinoni will both play for

the Kansas City Royals. Pinoni will not

return for his senior year, but says he plans

eventually to complete his sociology degree.

(Ironically, incoming varsity basketball

player Trajan Langdon was also drafted,

and earlier than any of the Duke players.

Picked in the sixth round by the San Diego

Padres, the Anchorage, Alaska, native

played pitcher/shortstop in high school. He
was 3-1 as a pitcher his senior year and had

a 0.96 earned run average. Langdon says his

first love is basketball, but he'll nonetheless

forfeit his Duke scholarship to play pro

baseball during the summer months.)

Pitcher and outfielder Jackson was named
Atlantic Coast Conference Player of the

Year for 1993-94, and was Colkgiate Baseball

Magazine national player of the year. Jackson

also earned a second team Baseball America

All-American ranking. A native of Saraso-

ta, Florida, Jackson will return to the Sun-

shine State to play with the Marlins if he's

good enough in the team's New York-Penn

league. McNally and Pinoni will play for the

Royals' single-A affiliate in Eugene, Oregon.

With a final record ot 33-20 overall and

mmmm
McNalh: select catcher

Jackson: pitcher perfect

16-8 in the ACC, the 1993-94 team ended

the season ranked nineteenth in the coun-

try and tied for second in the ACC. For

the third year in a row, the Blue Devils

won thirty or more games, a feat never

before accomplished in the school's histo-

ry. Despite their second-place berth in the

ACC, Duke did not receive a bid to the

NCAA regional tournament.

Head coach Steve Traylor says that

regardless of how the season ended, the

team's performance and perseverance were

"unbelievable." "I think it's probably the

most overachieving team I've been

around That's a team that was picked

sixth [in the ACC], just barely out of sev-

enth, lost half of its pitching staff, and fin-

ished second in the ACC."
With the season barely under way,

injuries plagued the team, and Traylor was

without three key players. But the remain-

ing players battled back game after game.

Duke finished the season with 88 home
runs, 583 hits, 113 doubles, and 413

RBI—all new school records.

COACH K
TO STAY

Duke basketball fans breathed a col-

lective sigh of relief in early June,

when men's coach Mike Krzyzew-

ski announced he'd continue his college

career rather than go to the National Bas-

ketball Association.

The decision capped a frenzy of media

reports that Coach K was packing his bags

for the pro-ball circuit. During a press con-
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ference, Krzyzewski admitted that the

offers were there, but said the decision to

stay was final. "Very simply, my family and

I have been forwarded some opportunities

that we looked at. We tried to do it pri-

vately, which is absolutely impossible....

I'm very pleased to be here at Duke."

During his fourteen-year tenure at

Duke, Krzyzewski has been the school's

most successful basketball coach. The Blue

Devils won back-to-back championships

in 1991 and 1992 and traveled to seven

Final Fours in the last nine years.

A campus letter-writing campaign yield-

ed nearly 500 letters urging the Krzyzewski

family to remain in Durham. The bundle

of letters, which included a message from

former Duke president and U.S. senator

Terry Sanford, was hand-delivered to

Coach K's office the morning of the press

conference.

The university's current president also

registered her support. "I am very pleased

that Coach K has decided to stay at Duke,"

said President Keohane after the announce-

ment. "Mike represents the very best the

college game has to offer, and many stu-

dent-athletes have benefited from his

extraordinary teaching ability. Mike, [wife]

Mickie, and the entire Krzyzewski family

are an extremely important part of the

Duke community."

TAKING BACK
THE NIGHT

B eginning this fall, the campus will

be a safer place after dark. At its

May meeting, the board of trustees

approved plans to begin a dusk-to-dawn

van and safe-walk service for students, fac-

ulty, and employees. The security escort

service will supplement the existing bus

service to provide secure transportation

twenty-four hours a day.

Staffed by a core of security professionals

who will supervise students and communi-
ty volunteers as needed, the service will be

managed through Duke transportation.

Calls for an escort will be answered by a

dispatcher who will suggest the most ap-

propriate form of service—bus, van, or walk

escort—to and from campus locations and
off-campus locations within an approximate

seven-block radius from campus.

The trustees approved $200,000 in

start-up funds needed for the plan, which
was developed by a university committee.

Equipment purchases and expenses in-

clude three eight- and twelve-passenger

minivans, modification of a currently

unused public safety base station, drivers'

uniforms, and portable radios.

Anticipating change instead of responding to it, cre-

ating strategies instead of stopgap measures and being

proactive instead of reactive are some of the attributes

that clearly mark Signet Banking Corporation's strength

and stability.

Signet Bank, the oldest continuous bank card opera-

tion in the United States, wrote the book on bank card

leadership. As a founding member of the Interbank Card

Association, Signet Bank was a pioneer in America's

national and international card industry.

We believe in hiring ambitious people who have talent and are eager to

use it. We believe in fostering an environment where people can learn,

grow and move up through our organization, enjoy the stability and pres-

tige of a successful company and be well compensated in both salary and

benefits.

% Prefer Insight To

Hindsight It's The Difference

Between Shaping History,

Or Becoming History.

If you are a flexible, team-ori-

ented and forward thinking individ-

ual, with an entrepreneurial mind-

set, come join the Signet team

where you can make a difference.

Our commitment to growth has cre-

ated the following exciting opportu-

nity.

Manager
Signet Bank is now seeking

dynamic individuals for several

management opportunities in our

Bank Card headquarters located in

Richmond, VA. We are seeking the

entrepreneurial-minded banking

professional who demonstrates a

broad-based business vision with

the flexibility and expertise to adapt

to today's ever-changing business

climate. A minimum of 2 years of

experience in a management or

supervisory capacity is required.

Must be able to work in a very

SIG\ET
We are an equal opportunity employer and encourage women
and minorities to apply. We promote a drug-free workplace.

intense environment while motivat-

ing staff to respond with excellent

service quality for our customers.

Our ideal candidate is an action-

oriented self-starter with 2 years of

customer service experience and

has the ability to lead and motivate

a team of dedicated, customer ser-

vice-oriented professionals. Strong

sales and communication skills,

negotiating ability, and quantita-

tive/analytical abilities are a must.

The ability to listen, motivate and

counsel employees while continu-

ing to supervise workflow, train

and develop staff will be key.

For immediate consideration,

please send your resume along with

salary requirements to: Signet

Bank/VA, Personnel Dept.—
JBH, P.O. Box 25339, Richmond,
VA 23260.
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TENURE
TENSIONS

The unsuccessful effort by Timothy

Lomperis A.M. 78, Ph.D. '81 to

receive tenure may have ended, but

the controversy hasn't.

In early June, The Wall Street journal took

up the cause of the assistant professor of

political science. In an editorial headlined

"Politics at Duke," the paper argued that

some of Lomperis' colleagues "complained

about the ideological content of his schol-

arship," which focuses in part on Vietnam.

The editorial also asserted that "his writings

and pedagogy are too short on the kind of

abstruse and numbers-laden methodology

now typical of many political science

departments." According to the editorial,

Duke's zeal to be ranked among the top-tier

American universities has produced "an

austere commitment to the latest, trendy

turn in academic research and publishing."

Responding to the Journal editorial, out-

going trustee chair John Chandler B.D. '52,

Ph.D. '54 wrote that "At an institution like

Duke, a candidate for tenure must not only

be recognized for the quality of his or her

teaching—indeed, two candidates receiving

tenure this year won the university's major

teaching awards—but also for demonstrated

scholarship and ongoing contribution to

knowledge in the candidate's discipline."

Chandler also disputed the notion that

Lomperis was denied due process by the

university. The Lomperis case stretched

out over a period of two-and-a-half years,

he said. "During that time, and after the

original departmental recommendation

against granting tenure, this case was also

reviewed by the provost, by a committee of

senior faculty from across the university,

and by the executive committee of the

board of trustees. At each step, the origi-

nal decision was upheld." A final trustee

review revealed "no basis to conclude that

this evaluation was other than fair to the

candidate."

Political science professor Ole Holsti, a

staunch supporter of Lomperis, told The

Chronicle that neither Lomperis' methodol-

ogy nor his stance on Vietnam—two factors

singled out by The Wall Street Journal—were

decisive in the tenure turndown. He at-

tributed the department's decision to per-

sonal issues.

Lomperis reportedly will take a teaching

position at West Point in the fall.

IN BRIEF

John A. Koskinen '61, president and

chief executive officer of The Palmieri

Company in Washington, D.C., will chair

Duke's board of trustees, effective July 1.

Randall L. Tobias, chairman of the board

and chief executive officer of Eli Lilly and

Company, was elected vice-chair. A past

president of Duke's alumni association,

Koskinen succeeds John Wesley Chandler

B.D. '52, Ph.D. '54. He has been a trustee

since 1985 and chaired the board's busi-

ness and finance committee. In May, he

was named by President Bill Clinton as

deputy director for management of the

Office of Management and Budget.

Ralph Snyderman, chancellor for

health affairs and dean of the medical

school, has been reappointed by the board

of trustees to a full five-year term. Presi-

dent Keohane said that Snyderman "is

providing strong leadership in addressing

the many and diverse challenges facing our

medical center at a time of great instability

in our nation's health-care system." Before

ecoming chancellor in 1989, Snyderman

had been senior vice president for medical

research and development at Genentech

nc. Earlier, he was at Duke as professor of

medicine, professor of immunology, chief

of the division of rheumatology and

immunology, director of a laboratory at
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the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and

a faculty member at the Comprehensive

Cancer Center.

J. Lloyd Michener, chief of the divi-

sion of family medicine, is the new chair-

man of the department of community and

family medicine. Michener's selection fol-

lows the withdrawal from the position of

Klea Bertakis, professor of family medicine

at the University of California-Davis.

Bertakis cited family considerations in her

decision. Michener will oversee the divi-

sions of family medicine, occupational and

environmental medicine, research and edu-

cation, physician assistant education, and

biometry and informatics, as well as the

Duke Diet and Fitness Center. He earned

his bachelor's from Oberlin College, where

he was inducted into Phi Beta Kappa. After

receiving his medical degree from Harvard,

he completed a residency in family medi-

cine at Duke. He was a Kellogg Fellow at

Duke before joining the faculty in 1982.

Robert G. Healy, professor of resource

and environmental policy in the School of

the Environment, was named director of

Duke's Center for International Studies

(CIS). CIS promotes and coordinates in-

ternational programs, sponsors interna-

tional curriculum development, and pro-

vides support for a variety of international

programs. An economist, Healy studies

policies in land use, conservation, resource

management, and tourism planning in

developing and developed countries.

Robert W. Anderson B.S.C.E. '59,

chief of cardiothoracic surgery at North-

western University Medical School, was

named chairman of Duke Medical Center's

department of surgery. Anderson received

his advanced surgical training at Duke and

served on the surgery, physiology, and

pharmacology faculty from 1972 through

1977. Aside from his interest in cardiovas-

cular physiology, Anderson researches

applying biomedical engineering to med-

ical problems.

Stanley Fish, English professor and

director of Duke Press, received the

PEN/Spielvogel-Diamonstein Award for

his book There's No Such Thing As Free

Speech, and It's a Good Thing, Too. The
$5,000 award is given annually to an

American author for a volume of essays

previously uncollected in book form. PEN
is an international association of writers,

poets, playwrights, essayists, novelists, and

editors. It has centers in Europe, Asia,

Africa, Australia, and the Americas.

Safe
SERIOUS

SENSIBLE
WEIGHT

^- Take the intelligent
approach to weight and

health management -$- get
lasting results with our
medically supervised

program -^- reward yourself
with more energy, stamina,
and strength + learn to

eat well and exercise
sensibly-^- look and feel

BETTER

DUKE
Diet and Fitness Center
800 362-8446, ext. 1
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You're saying the former NIH policy of

patenting genetic fragments went too far?

Yes, and we've backed out. We feel the

only things that should be patented are

things for which you have a specific appli-

cation already identified and developed.

We're also very interested in seeing these

ideas take fruition and move, not only in

terms of availability around the world but

also move in terms of entrepreneurs being

able to transform them into our economy.

Will the public have to foot most of the

bill for the information highway's devel-

opment? Will it be only for only those

with the financial means, and exclude the

"have-nots?"

The administration is very concerned

about that have, have-not question, name-
ly, access to the system—just as we were

with the telephone back in the 1920s.

Will the public pay for this system? One
way or another someone has to pay. We're
not in any way saying that Uncle Sam
ought to go out there and build and lay

cable. What we want to do is have the

government assist in the basic research

that's attendant to pushing this technolo-

gy on ahead and making it less expensive,

more accessible, more utilitarian to our

various needs. We want to lay a policy

foundation that encourages private capital

to flow into this market area, and yet at

the same time assure access and fairness.

Some high-profile mergers that would

support the development of the informa-

tion highway have been scuttled of late.

Does that mean construction will be

delayed?

We're not saying that a cable company
ought to be able to charge anything they'd

like to and have monopoly service. That's

one reason some people have backed out

of this market, because they know they

can't have exorbitant profits very long or

Uncle Sam's going to say that's not fair.

There are enormous opportunities, and I

have no doubt what we'll see is continued

dynamic movement on the part of industry.

How is President Clinton's science policy

agenda different?

I think his commitment is to take the

hard bite of having to reduce other budgets

in order to increase the science budgets.

There's his commitment to establish a

National Science and Technology Coun-

cil fully equivalent to the National Eco-

nomic Council, the National Security

Council, and the Domestic Policy Coun-
cil. Science and technology now is one of

those four, rather than somewhere off in

left field. He chairs that council and, in his

absence, the vice president chairs it. He
has also decided to re-establish the Presi-

dent's Advisory Committee on Science

and Technology, to be composed of seven-

teen people from industry and academe to

give him direct advice.

And I know he's substantively engaged

in the issues such as the environmental

technologies bill, which is one of his feder-

al-private sector partnership proposals. It

would enable us not only to improve our

environment less expensively but also have

export products. He was deeply engaged,

he and the vice president, in the partnership

for a new generation of vehicles. Those are

all indicators of where he stands.

—Monte Basgall

Basgall is a science writer in Duke's Office of

Research t '<miiniin/c'iKH')iN.
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Good Enough Mothers.
By Melinda Maschter Marshall '83. Princeton:

Peterson Guides, 1994. 256 pp. $18.95.

e have met
the enemy,
and she is us.

But, as work-

ing mothers

doing battle

on the job as

well as on thew
home front, we are also mothers of inven-

tion—and therein lies our victory. That's

the fundamental message of Melinda

Maschter Marshall in her provocative and

wise book, Good Enough Mothers: Changing

Expectations for Ourselves.

Virtually all working mothers suffer

from some form of PMS, or Perfect Mother
Syndrome, says Marshall. We're juggling,

balancing, spinning plates atop poles

—

whatever circus-oriented phrase you

choose—trying to fulfill too many roles

according to the highest, most stringent

standards. When we fail to reach these

inherently unattainable goals, we blame

ourselves and feel inadequate and guilty.

The roots of this syndrome, Marshall

explains, lie in the fact that most women
in our generation have only one image of

motherhood: the one our non-working,

home-devoted, seemingly all-sacrificing

mothers embodied. And, despite today's

drastically different economic demands,

which require the majority of women to

work outside the home, most child-rearing

professionals and media observers offer few

arguments against our own deep-seated

notions that good mothers do it the old-

fashioned way. Rather, Marshall main-

tains, they make it "wrenchingly clear that

we as a society will pay a huge price for

passing off our children to other care-

givers." (A case in point is a recent New
York Times Magazine article in which

child-care expert Penelope Leach con-

tends that "Violence, crime, drug addic-

tion, all the main problems of Western

post-industrial societies have to do with

child rearing"—although Leach blames

government and business policies, not

women themselves.) At the same time, we
ourselves often harbor unspoken, if not

unconscious, resentment and condemna-
tion of each other's choices—to stay at

home, to work full time outside the home,

to work part time—in large part fueled by

guilt for our own.

Marshall likens our predicament to a

"razor's edge, a difficult place to stand very

long without teetering into an abyss of

unmet expectations—either past moments
never seized or future catastrophes never

to be averted. Becoming a working parent

burdens us so heavily with responsibility and

stress that balance would appear well nigh

impossible and peace of mind hopeless."

Having said that, Marshall does, indeed,

offer hope. Our problem, she writes, has to

do with self-perception, our own sky-high

expectations. "The inadequacy is not in who
we are but how we see ourselves because we
continue to regard our split loyalties... as

manifestations of imperfection. We persist in

concluding we are not good enough because

we are not flawless in performing the many
roles we have perforce adopted. We expect

more from ourselves or think others do."

We don't have to feel this way, insists

Marshall. We simply need only accept that

we have limits—limited time, limited ener-

gy, limited resources in general. Because,

ironically, these very limits that restrict us

also inspire our most creative and inventive

selves. One of the book's most important

and sage observations: "I see motherhood

and marriage acting like the limitations that

result in a better creative product—as the

discipline of a deadline helps my writing, as

the sonnet form makes for the art of poetry."

Rather than hopelessly struggling to be

perfect mothers, we should strive to

become "good enough mothers," Marshall

concludes, citing a phrase coined by child

psychiatrist D.W. Winnicott (and referred

to by Bruno Bettleheim in another book

on child-rearing, Good Enough Parents).

Being a good enough mother, she says,

does not depend on how many hours one

spends at home versus on an outside job, or

how perfectly one performs each of many
roles. Being good enough is to choose one's

priorities, accept inevitable trade-offs, and

excel at only one thing: compromise.

Because only through personal choice and

compromise among our many different

responsibilities and rewards will we women
each achieve our own individual sense of

balance—and ultimately fulfillment.

A survey by Child magazine, published

in May, supports Marshall's argument that

choice is the operative issue. The survey

found that, primarily "because they have

the power of choice," two-thirds of women
today are very satisfied with their life

—

whether they are working full-time, part-

time, or at home with kids. Commented
the editors: "It is not so much which path

you take that makes a difference in how
you feel about yourself but the attitude you

have about that path."

Marshall, a thirty-one-year-old working

mother of two, knows first-hand from

whence she speaks. The book is, in many
ways, a diary of her own very personal

odyssey toward self-acceptance as a "good

enough mother." She also interviewed sev-

enty other mothers—those who work out-

side the home as well as those who do

not—and intersperses her own observa-

tions with theirs.

The book is divided into three sections.

The first delves into the roots of our dissat-

isfaction and guilt at trying both to work

as well as care for loved ones. The second

section evaluates how we might strike the

right balance to become good enough

mothers. In the third, Marshall examines

the key relationships that can either rein-

force or subvert our efforts toward balance.

She discusses how to bridge the gender gap

between husbands and wives ("at no time

do essential natures of men and women
become a more apparent stumbling block"),

and how to resolve intergenerational con-

flicts between mothers and daughters.

Through it all, Marshall is refreshingly

candid and honest about her own self-

doubts and misgivings. Deep into the book

and her argument, she acknowledges,

"Indeed, it is my greatest fear that in later

life I will come to regret my chosen course,

regret the conviction that steered me to it,

regret that I so outspokenly championed

mothers who chose to remain in the work-

force." This honesty, in fact, helps build

both her credibility and her case.

She buttresses it with the voices of the

other women she interviews—most effec-
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tively through case histories. There's Carla,

vice president for fixed-income marketing

at a major brokerage firm who must leave

her daughter for extended lengths of time

in day care and summer camp. There's

Bonnie, at home full-time and raising two

children, and a professionally-accredited

home-care provider. There's Wendy, run-

ning her own ad agency, and a single par-

ent of a three-year-old. Each has confront-

ed different challenges, each has forged

different compromises, but all have made
peace with themselves.

The book is long and requires concen-

tration and time. Which means, unfortu-

nately, many of the women who most need

to read it are those who will find it hardest

to do so. I myself, an often preoccupied,

stressed, and beleaguered working mother

of an eighteen-month-old, could only grab

pieces of time to read the book during vari-

ous business trips away from home.

Still, the book can be helpful to any

working mom. (Ditto for working dads.

We need more "good enough fathers,"

too.) It offers much solace and sanity in its

down-to-earth warnings against our own
outrageous expectations and obsessive per-

fectionism. We must continually remind

ourselves of the wisdom of simply being

"good enough" in all aspects of our multi-

faceted lives—wisdom that is so much eas-

ier to read and recognize than to put into

practice.

In fact, in the very midst of trying to

write this review, I kept bombarding my-

self with thoughts like: "I just wish I had

more time to do this right...but it's just

that the job's been especially busy these

days and... well, I haven't had much time

with the baby because I've had to travel so

much and then we had to move our

offices...and I want to be fair to Melinda

Marshall and write this review as well as

possible...but it's just not good enough...."

And, then, it finally hit me. I'll bet she

understands.

—Sarah Hardesty Bray

Bray '72, vice president for external affairs at the

Council for Advancement and Support of Educa-

tion, is a member of Duke Magazine's Editorial

Advisory Board. She is the author of Success and

Betrayal: The Crisis of Women in Corporate

America.

-; Newfrom Stanley Hauerwas

DISPATCHES FROM THE FRONT
Theological Engagements

with the Secular

"One of the few prophetic voices of

our time—idiosyncratic, cantanker-

ous, and challenging."—Cornel

West, author of Race Matters and

Keeping Faith

256 pages, cloth $24.95

Duke University Press

Box 90660 Durham,

-Jorth Carolina 27708-0660
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We asked fifteen Talent Identifica-

tion Program participants, age

twelve through sixteen , who are on

campus for classes this summer:

How much pressure are
you experiencing to

succeed in school and get
into the "right" college

or university?

A lot: 6
A little: 4
None: 5

Of those who answered "a lot,"

many attributed the pressure to

their parents. Parents expect

good grades and acceptance to

the best schools, said one TIP-

ster. Another TIP participant

agreed, saying, "They really

expect a lot from me, then they

expect me to go to a good school."

Pressure to get into certain

colleges also comes from society,

said one TIPster: "Reputation is

more important than the actual

education that you get.. . . It's

more of an issue of where you're

going to college as opposed to

how much education you're actu-

ally getting." Many agreed that

pressure to succeed is self-

induced. One TIPster said, "I

think that the choices we make

now are going to shape the rest of

our lives and there's a lot of pres-

sure in that."

Those who responded with "a

little" cited a mix of pressure

from parents, teachers, and

themselves. One participant said

that his mother expected him to

do as well as his sisters had in the

past. Teachers, in addition to

parents, expect certain achieve-

ments, said another student, but

no more than she was capable of

attaining. Another said he felt a

little pressure from his parents

and himself because "I know if I

don't get good grades, I'm not

going to get a job and I'm going

to be a bum."

Two TIPsters who felt no pres-

sure attributed it to the lack of

high expectations. One TIP par-

ticipant said he was expected

only to achieve average grades,

while another said her parents

were happy as long as she did her

best. Two other TIP participants

said they did not think about

college and, therefore, felt very

little pressure.

•aSSfe

form oi government?
I don't like consociational

democracy and know of very

few—if any—instances in which

it has worked in a racially divided

society. Under that kind of sys-

tem, there's no point to breaking

down group barriers—you might

as well assume they're there—and

there's no incentive for a politi-

cian to be moderate or seek votes

from members of another group.

What happens is a segmenting

of the society with each group

allowed a veto over all major deci-

sions. [In South Africa's consocia-

tional democracy, proportional

representation] is produced in

political office holding and in civil

service office holding; they're

going for proportionality in all

things, for mutual vetoes and for

consensual decision making. So,

we see that South Africa has two

deputy presidents working with

President Nelson Mandela.

The name of the game in this

business is to make politicians

who are responsive primarily to

their own groups behave as if

they're responsible to more than

their own groups. That's mighty

hard under the best of conditions

because politicians aren't neces-

sarily nice guys.

Ifyou look at the vote count,

you'll see that F.W. de Klerk, who
is more intrigued with consocia-

tional democracy than Mandela,

got white votes, Indian votes, and

he got votes from "coloreds," or

the mixed races; he got very few

black votes. By the same token,

the ANC [African National Con-

gress] got very few white votes.

I thought whether South Africa

had a decent chance depended

on whether it selected the right

institutions. I don't think that

happened. It's quite clear that

both Mandela and de Klerk have

bought into the notion that this

is the way to run the state. The
crunch will come when the two

sides have completely different

interests and desires. I don't know

what that divisive issue will be,

perhaps land, but that time will

come and each side will be seen

as thwarting the other, particu-

larly the minority as thwarting

the majority."

—Charles F. Murphy Professor ot

What books outside your discipline

have influenced you the most?

Jonathan Flatley, graduate
student in Duke's literature

program and a co-winner
of the Friends of the

contest:

The History of Sexuality, Part I, by

French philosopher Michel Fou-

cault. Flatley, who says he was

asked a similar question by Rolling

Stone magazine when he was an

undergraduate at Amherst, still

puts this work at the top of his

list. "A large part ofmy work is

trying to unravel Foucault's cri-

tique of what he called the

repressive hypothesis. According

to him, our relationship to our

sexuality is basically formed by a

normative Victorian society that

represses our real desire. The sex-

ual revolution would be the lifting

of those rules. Foucault wanted

to challenge that way of thinking

about sexuality. He found, for

example, the multiplicity of dis-

course around sex more striking

than its absence. It's not that

we're not allowed to speak about

it; we're encouraged to speak

about it incessantly."

As for fiction, he touts Andrei

Platonov, a Soviet modernist,

and his most famous novel, Che-

vengur, published in 1928. The

title was taken from the name of

a fictitious town where a group of

post-Revolution Russians try to

construct their version of a revo-

lutionary/socialist community.

According to Flatley, the book

is "extraordinarily innovative,

on the level of someone like

Gertrude Stein or James Joyce. In

Chevengur, Platonov directly ad-

dresses both the extraordinary at-

tractiveness of Soviet Socialism

. in the Twenties—and its dangers."

One book Flatley considers

"greatly underappreciated" is The

Phibsophy ofAndy Warhol, from

A to B and Back Again, by the

late artist. He describes it as "an

analysis of contemporary culture

and the ways that people manage

to survive and take pleasure in

late capitalist America." In it,

Warhol offers a "strikingly reso-

nanant and relevant analysis of

homophobia, gay subjectivity,

gender identification, consumer

culture, the art world, and just

about anything else you could

desire, all with a hilarious camp

inflection. It's amazingly enter-

taining, yet incredibly incisive."

—polling by Melanie Shoffner '94
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EDITION SIZE: 1500 SIGNED AND NUMBERED
This full color print is now available to Blue

Devil fans, friends, students and alumni. One

of the more popular versions ofthe Blue Devil,

the artist has agreed with Shenandoah

Framing to a signed edition with a gold foil

stamped logo. This print is double matted and

framed in a handsome cherry finish moulding.

Choice of blue on gray or gray on blue matting

of framed prints.

You'll be proud to display your Blue Devil in

your home or office. Use the order form or call:
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Duke University Grandfather Clock

We take great pride in offering the Duke University Grand-

father Clock. This beautifully designed commemorative clock

symbolizes the image of excellence, tradition, and history

we have established at Duke University.

Recognized the world over for expert craftsmanship, the master

clockmakers of Ridgeway have created this extraordinary clock.

Special attention is given to the brass lyre pendulum which depicts

the Official University Shield in deeply etched bas relief; a striking

enhancement to an already magnificent clock.

Indeed, the clock makes a classic statement

of quality about the owner.

Each cabinet is handmade of the finest

hardwoods and veneers in a process that

requires over 700 separate steps and the

towering clock measures an imposing
83"H x 22^'W x 12y2"D. Finished in bril-

liant Windsor Cherry, the clock is also

enriched with one of the most advanced

West German timing mechanisms. Excep-

tionally accurate, such movements are found

only in the world's finest clocks.

Enchanting Westminster chimes peal

every quarter hour and gong on the hour.

If you prefer, the clock will operate in a

silent mode with equal accuracy. Beveled

glass in the locking pendulum door and
the glass dial door and sides add to the clock's timeless and handsome

You are invited to take advantage of a convenient monthly
payment plan with no down payment or finance charges. Reser-

vations may be placed by using the order form. Credit card orders may
be placed by dialing toll-free 1-800-346-2884. The original issue price is

$899.00. Include $82.00 for insured shipping and freight charges.

Satisfaction is guaranteed or you may return your clock within

fifteen days for exchange or refund. Whether selected for your personal

use or as an expressive, distinctive gift, the Duke University Grandfather

Clock is certain to become an heirloom, cherished for generations.

RESERVATION FORM • DUKE GRANDFATHER CLOCK

! accept my order for .Duke Grandfather Clock(s) @ $899.00 each.

(Include $82.00 per clock for insured shipping and freight charges).

I wish to pay for my clock(s) as follows:

By a single remittance of $ made payable to "Sirrica, LTD.",

which I enclose.

D By charging the full amount of $ to my credit card indicated below.

By charging my credit card monthly @ $89.90 for a period of ten (10) months.

Freight charges will be added to the first payment. I understand there is no

downpayment and no finance charges.

Full Account Number:

"On shipments to North Carolina only, add 5% sales tax.
I

I Signature

.

I

I

I

I

-Telephone (

(Necessary for Delhvryl

Mail orders to: Duke Clock, c/o P.O. Box 3345, Wilson, NC 27895

Purchaser's Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip:.

Credit card purchasers may call toll free 1-800-346-2884.

I All callers should request Operator 711D.

NOTE: All orders telephoned or postmarked prior to December 5 will be guaranteed

Christmas delivery. Installment orders subject to credit approval.

Symbolizing a

83"H x 22y4"W
tradition of excellence.

12%"D. Weight 107 lbs.
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ALL
ABOUT
EVE
BY WILLIAM SASSER

ANCIENT CLUES TO MODERN VIEWS

WHAT THE BIBLE DOES AND DOESN'T SAY

Combining textual study, archaeology, socio-history,

and comparative anthropology, religion professor Carol

Meyers is confronting traditional biblical concepts that

continue to shape sexual politics.

, jflH^Hhe photographs taken at an

"i Ht&WKW arcnaeol°gical site in the high-

.&&hfl|Hw lands of northern Israel show
^^^^^* neat rows of stones. Carefully

laid 3,000 years ago as the foundations of

pioneer homesteads, the beds of rock are

the most visible evidence of what once

was the cradle of Western religion.

Other discoveries among the ruins in-

clude hand-dug cisterns carved out of bed-

rock to catch rainwater, stone-lined stor-

age pits scraped out of the same earth to

preserve the hard-won fruits of an arid

landscape, and the remains of terraced

fields built on hillsides to capture the

scarce seasonal rains. All attest to back-

breaking work, dogged determination, and

a hard, short life. And, perhaps, to the

conviction of those who lived there that

their struggle had a higher meaning.

A visitor to Carol Meyers' second-floor

office in the Gray Building is quickly drawn

into that world of dusty soil, dry heat, and

blue skies. Meyers, a professor of religion

and associate director of the Women's
Studies program at Duke, is studying

homesteads of biblical Israel in its tribal

period, an epoch that served as the tap

root of Judaism, Christianity, and much of

Western culture and civilization. Working
with the remains of Iron Age sites scat-

tered up and down the highlands of Israel,

a nation where ruins span millennia and

the cities of prophets and saints still stand,

Meyers has focused on a part of biblical

history largely ignored by the many schol-

ars who came before her. Her interest in

the sites is not to shed new light on the

Bible per se, but on the social world in

which the Bible arose.

Along with stone ruins and fragments of

Iron Age tools and pottery, Meyers' careful

study of Israel's ancient past has uncovered

a portrait of a long-ignored figure in the

history of Hebrew culture: an Israelite

Everywoman she calls Eve. Eve, a name
signifying both the biblical figure and the

Israelite women who lived 3,000 years ago,

is a woman Meyers knows well. After more

than three decades of work at archaeologi-

cal sites scattered across the Levant, where

in the early years her two young children

often joined their mother down in the dirt,

Meyers has gained more than a scholarly
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view of the kind of lives the first Israelite

settlers must have lived.

Her career has combined textual schol-

arship with archaeological field work. She
is among a growing number of scholars

who are trying to improve Eve's image, or

rather, set the record straight. And Mey-
ers' work challenges many biblical mes-

sages about women that are ingrained in

modern society.

To understand the biblical Eve, Meyers

is examining from an anthropological per-

spective the role the real-life Everywoman
Eve and her later incarnations played in

the history of the Hebrew and Christian

faiths. Much of her work to date is found

in the 1991 book Discovering Eve: Ancient

Israelite Women in Context.

Meyers believes that understanding the

lives of these ancient Eves brings a picture

of Israelite women with influence and

power who shaped the emerging religious,

economic, and political life of their society.

This portrait gives credence, Meyers says, to

studies that re-examine Old and New Tes-

tament texts dealing with women, Scripture

that has been translated and retranslated

largely by men throughout the ages.

"Like most scholars, I do not believe the

texts are the direct word of God," she says.

"I believe it is a record of the religious

beliefs developed by a society struggling to

understand God and the world."

Criticized by some fundamentalists and

conservatives, Meyers' and her contempo-

raries' work is based on the assumption that

Judaism and Christianity did not arrive

fully formed, but evolved from diverse spir-

itual and religious movements in which
traditions competed for prominence. Com-
bining textual study with the disciplines of

archaeology, socio-history, and comparative

anthropology, Meyers is challenging tradi-

tional understandings of biblical texts

dealing with women. Her work could have

implications for modern sexual politics

and affect the lives of millions of women.
Meyers' interpretations do have support

among many scholars and theologians from

generally conservative backgrounds. "I

think feminist readings have a place in our

culture and have an important role to play

in how biblical Scriptures are interpreted

and received," says Stephen J. Andrews, an

assistant professor of Old Testament and

Hebrew studies at Southeastern Baptist

Seminary in Wake Forest, North Carolina.

"More radical feminists, however, want to

read into the text more than is actually

there. But that's true of reinterpretations

from many different perspectives."

Meyers points out that while she does

not consider herself a radical feminist, she

believes support from more traditional reli-

gious quarters for feminist interpretations

is long overdue. "The Bible has been inter-



preted as justifying subordination of women
to men and still speaks with authority

around the world," she says. "When you

talk about abortion or homosexuality or

even pay equity, on these kinds of issues

people turn to the Bible every day. Studies

have been done which link spouse abuse

with literal belief in biblical texts. Even

judges refer to the Bible, informally if not

formally. In some Catholic hospitals to

this very day, some obstetricians are reluc-

tant to give women anesthesia during

childbirth because Genesis 3:16 seems to

say, according to traditional translations,

'in pain shall you bear children.'
"

With a curriculum vitae that runs twen-

ty-six pages and with multiple roles as

mother, wife, university administrator,

teacher, editor, and biblical scholar, she

seems exceptionally qualified to place the

archetypal Eve into historical and modern

contexts. Her office walls are lined with

books about subjects ranging from Hebrew
scripture to Roman-era architecture to

modern feminist biblical scholarship. The
eight books she has published include The

Tabernacle Menorah: A Synthetic Study of a

Symbol from the Biblical Cult and Excava-

tions at the Ancient Synagogue of Gush
Halav. A graduate of Wellesley College,

with an undergraduate major in biblical

studies, and of the doctoral program in

religion at Brandeis University, Meyers

serves on numerous university committees.

Because she believes that scholarly dis-

coveries should be accessible to the world

beyond the university, she has written

dozens of encyclopedia entries, including a

biography of Moses for The World Book

Encyclopedia, and has consulted on docu-

mentaries about the world of the Bible that

have aired on NBC, public television, and

national cable channels. Several years ago

her prominence as a feminist scholar led

her to a seminar in New York sponsored by

a Madison Avenue advertising agency seek-

ing feedback on its portrayal of women.
Meyers, speaking from her area of exper-

tise, explained to the advertising executives

that women have suffered from stereotypi-

cal depictions since the Garden of Eden.

After listening to her careful analysis, one ad

exec reduced the conclusion to a Madison

Avenue quip: Eve has an image problem.

Apart from her occasional forays into

popular culture, Meyers says that the tie

between many modern stereotypes of

women and biblical texts has important

social and political implications and war-

rants critical studies of the texts. The ques-

tion feminist scholars such as Meyers have

been asking for more than two decades

now is whether traditional interpretations

of the Bible reflect Scriptural statements as

they functioned in biblical antiquity when
they were first formulated.

"The Bible has been
interpreted as justifying

subordinations of

women to men and
still speaks with authority

around the world."

Meyers and her peers, including such

prominent biblical scholars as Elaine Pagels

of Princeton, Phyllis Trible of Union The-

ological Seminary, Bernadette Brooten of

Harvard, and Ross Kraemer at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, conclude that the

Bible's authorship and original content

was less male-dominated than subsequent

translators have made it. "The Bible was

written mostly by elite, urban males and

translated almost exclusively by men
through the ages," Meyers says. "What I'm

trying to do is say, 'Let's make sure that

the original Hebrew text says what every-

one has said that it says for the past 2,000

years.' The Bible became canonical in the

world of the Roman Empire and the inter-

pretations may say more about that period

than about the ancient Hebrew world."

Meyers' own work has focused on Gene-

sis and the story of Eve and Adam. A story

which has had a profound influence on the

identity of Western women, it gives rise to

the notions that God is a male, that

women were created secondary to men,

and that women are responsible for sin.

The text is believed to be part of the oldest

narrative tradition in the Hebrew Bible.

After re-examining Greek and Hebrew
vocabulary and how words are used in con-

text, Meyers had concluded that many early

translations and interpretations often distort-

ed the meaning of the original Hebrew text.

She explains that many key passages in Gen-

esis regarding Eve and her role as Woman
were taken out of context by later transla-

tors, or their basic meanings were misunder-

stood. But inaccurate translations, whether

intentionally or unintentionally biased, ac-

quired their own authority and inaccuracies

were continued in later translations.

"What we have in our English Bibles is

not always what the original Hebrew says.

Translations are really interpretations.

How else could there be so many different

translations, with new translations still

appearing?" Meyers says. "Go to a book-

store in a mall and you'll find dozens of

translations of the Bible."

Among the fallacies in Genesis perpetu-

ated by misinterpretations, according to

Trible, Meyers, and other feminist schol-

ars: A male God created man first, making
him superior; Eve was created as a sidekick

for Adam, to keep him from being lonely;

God cursed woman with the pain of child-

birth; and Eve brings sin into the world by

seeking knowledge.

Perhaps the most ingrained misinterpre-

tation of the text, Meyers says, is the

notion that God created Eve secondary to

Adam and that Eve is responsible for sin.

Standard translations of the creation of

humans read: "Then the Lord God formed

man [adam] of dust from the ground

[adamah] and breathed into his nostril the

breath of life and man [adam] became a

living being." According to Meyers, adam
(with a small "a") was a genderless noun
related to the Hebrew word for the

ground

—

adamah. An English translation

using this information could be more accu-

rately written: "The God Yahweh formed a

human from a clod of humus and breathed

into its nostril the breath of life, and the

human became a living being."

The point, Meyers says, is that the Cre-

ation was not perceived as inherently gen-

dered, with women taking second place to

men. The Hebrew word choices also show
the connections between humanity and

earth, a basic element of existence in the

agrarian society in which the text arose.

Meyers also contends that in the Hebrew
Bible, Adam was a partner in bringing

about the expulsion from Eden. She believes

Eve's bad reputation can be traced to later

translations and commentaries written by

male priests and scholars. In fact, she adds,

the common notion of "the Fall" has been

inappropriately connected with the Eden
tale. Hebrew words for sin and transgres-

sion do not appear until the murderous

story of Cain and Abel. Meyers contends

that while eating the forbidden fruit seems

an appropriate explanation for why God
gave the Israelites such a hard existence

rather than Utopia, the act itself pales in

comparison to the sin of the first naturally

born brothers. She notes that many schol-

ars believe that the conception of original

sin was not part of the Hebrew tale but

was introduced by later interpreters.

Meyers has also examined God's instruc-

tion on motherhood and matrimony in

Genesis. The Revised Standard Version of the

Bible, published in 1953, reads: "I will

greatly multiply your pain in childbearing;

in pain you shall bring forth children. ..."

Meyers' version based on her textual

studies reads: "I will greatly increase your

toil and your pregnancies; [Along] with tra-

vail shall you beget children." The Hebrew

word usually translated "pain," for exam-

ple, is actually a noun designating "toil,"

or hard, physical work.

While perhaps not everything many
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modern women would wish for, Meyers

says this translation is closer to original

Scripture and preserves important nuances

relating to women's roles in ancient Israel.

Like most biblical scholars, Meyers views

the early chapters of the Book of Genesis

not as a literal history but as part creation

myth, part etiology. As etiology, the text

explained to early Israelites why things

were the way they were. Why, for instance,

they had to work so hard in such a difficult

environment. The Garden of Eden shows

humanity's connection to the earth while

presenting a Utopian world contrasting

with the world of the Israelite highlanders.

Meyers sees a connection between the

original text's emphasis on the bounty of

Eden and the Israelites' constant concern

with their own sustenance. The story also

focuses on the consequences of disobedi-

ence, a potentially serious problem in a

tight-knit group such as the early settlers,

who depended on one another for survival.

On a metaphysical level, it helped them

come to grips with nature and the meaning

of their anguish, their uncertainty, their

own existence. The message of Genesis,

Meyers says, is that the human condition is

ordained by God, but ac-

cepting God's will and one's

lot brings its own rewards

and fulfillment.

"As a text, it operates on
many different levels and

conveys profound messages

about the human condi-

tion," she says. "Like other

ancient tales of beginnings,

the Garden of Eden narra-

tive was not meant to be a

literal or scientific history of

the origins of humanity,

or the origin of sin. Rather,

its chief concern is to

account for what people's

lives are like and to indicate

the structure of the world in

which people live."

By viewing the Bible as

a product of a people in a

particular time in a par-

ticular place, Meyers asks

the obvious questions: Who Combing/or

were the first Israelites and how were their

physical and social lives connected with

their spirituality? An important key in re-

examining the Bible for its view of women
is defining the role of Everywoman Eve.

Meyers finds many of her answers in

archaeology and comparative anthropology.

The portrait Meyers paints of Every-

woman Eve is of a woman who worked

hard and raised many children and who
shared an interdependent role with her

husband as leaders of a family household.

The self-sufficient households had up to

IN EVE'S FOOTSTEPS

While spending nearly

a decade piecing

together the life

of Everywoman Eve, Carol

Meyers, like any good social

historian, wondered what
followed in Eve's footsteps.

She particularly wondered
why later Israelite women
apparently led much narrower

lives than their predecessors.

She thinks that as a specialized

market economy developed,

women's traditional roles

became less important and
their status consequently

diminished, especially in

emerging urban centers.

Physical clues to support

her theory may lie in her

recent work at an archaeo-

logical site in Galilee, near

Nazareth in northern Israel.

This past summer, Meyers
returned to Israel with her

husband, Duke religion profes-

sor Eric Meyers, to continue

their work at Sepphoris. A site

first excavated by the Univer-

sity of Michigan in 1931, it

became the object of extensive

excavation in 1985 when the

Meyers team began a project

sponsored by Duke and The
Hebrew University of

Jerusalem. (At present,

though, Duke and the Hebrew
University expeditions are

working independently.)

Inhabited from the late Iron

Age through the Middle Ages,

Sepphoris is believed to be the

birthplace of Mary. The site

holds the ruins of public build-

ings and private dwellings, a

theater, Roman aqueducts and
water reservoirs, synagogues,

and a citadel and church dat-

ing to the Crusades.

A rich contrast to the sparse

village remains found at early

Iron Age sites, Sepphoris is

yielding a view of a multicul-

tural city that was inhabited at

various times by Jews,

Romans, Christians, and
Arabs. Zippori—an alternate

name for the city—is

mentioned frequendy in the

Talmud. Many beautiful floor

mosaics, evidence of the influ-

ence of Greco-Roman cultures

and an indication of consider-

able wealth, have been uncov-
ered. One large mosaic pays

tribute to Dionysus, the god of

wine and good times who
inspired a cult in the Roman
era. Another depicts the festiv-

ities held in Egypt when the

Nile River reached its peak.

Since the Meyerses began
work in Sepphoris, the site has

been turned into a National

Park by the state of Israel.

They wrote about the excava-

tions in Sepphoris, a book pub-

lished in 1992. And in the

summers of 1993 and '94, they

combined their work at Sep-

phoris with a project at a

nearby site, Tel 'Ein Zippori,

which dates to the period of

early Israel and then the period

of the monarchy.
More than giving a view of

the historical past and uncov-

ering beautiful objets d'art,

Sepphoris and its sister site are

important to Meyers because

of the context they provide for

her biblical research.

"Archaeology, in and of

itself as retrieval of a material

culture, is only part of a

process of trying to understand

the past," she says. "It's a tool

to be used in the reconstruc-

tion of societies where religion

was an integral part of every-

day life." Her continuing

research could give new
insights into how the Bible and
Western religious tradition

evolved into their modern
forms.

—William Sasser

a dozen mem-
bers, with a core

of one or two

couples and their

children and
blood relations,

which might in-

clude aged par-

ents, aunts and

uncles, siblings,

orphans, and
widows. They
eked out a liv-

ing in their Pro-

gmised Land

—

Ibuilding homes,

^clearing hill-

context: Meyers at Sepphoris sicjeS) plant ing
crops, herding livestock, and raising chil-

dren. Home was the center of life and the

foundation of Israelite society, and the

senior female in the household was a pow-

erful influence under its roof.

The first Israelites settled in the inhos-

pitable, heavily wooded highlands of Judea

and Samaria and Galilee, about 1250

B.C.E. These early settlers probably built

their tiny villages in the arid hill country

west of the Jordan River because the domi-

nant culture in the area—the Canaanite

city-states from which many of them ap-

parently fled—controlled the fertile low-

lands. Social historians believe that, at its

beginning, Israelite society was largely

egalitarian, with people answerable only to

their god Yahweh and free of any political

domination by king or pharaoh.

The archaeological remains of some of

these highland settlements, Meyers points

out, reveal compounds of several small,

rectangular buildings, many with second

floors supported by stone pillars. The first

floor often served as a stable for livestock

and the second as living space for the set-

tlers. Lack of temple sites or evidence of

finely-made articles indicated the settlers

worshipped simply and had little contact

with the outside world.

Meyers says articles found at the sites,

including animal bones, tool fragments,

mortars for grinding grain, courtyard ovens

for baking bread, and pottery, in them-

selves yield no physical clues about the

lives of the women who lived there. To
draw conclusions about their roles requires

a multidisciplinary approach. "Physical

evidence doesn't tell you the whole story.

These are parts of the puzzle and you're

never going to have all the pieces, so you

lay out all the pieces that you have and try

to get them in the right relationship. Part

of the process is sketching in what is miss-
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ing, what is missing from the material

remains of daily life. We look at the tools

and vessels, and we want to know who
used them, how long their various tasks

took. Then we want to know what their

social relationships and what the political

relationships were in these villages. The
more removed you are from physical ob-

jects, the more hypothetical are your re-

constructions of any ancient society."

For answers about the public and com-

munal life of early Israelites, Meyers turns

to the Bible, a text she points out that,

while often biased toward a male point of

view, is also rich in historical information.

The Bible portrays the Israelites struggling

with nature to carve out a niche for them-

selves through hard work, cohesiveness,

and faith. As in many pioneer

societies, political power in early

Israel was decentralized until the

establishment of a monarchy 200

years later. Power was exerted

from the bottom of society to

the top, with the family farm

serving as the basic social unit.

For a portrait of the domestic

life, an area largely ignored by

the Bible, Meyers turned to com-
parative anthropology and ethno-

graphy to speculate on the inner

workings of a typical homestead.

Looking at studies of isolated

Greek, Sicilian, and French peas-

ant villages—home-centered peas-

ant cultures similar in some ways to

ancient Israel's—Meyers finds that women
often have hidden power and influence.

Although in such societies men inherit

property and women move out upon mar-

riage and adapt to a new household, Mey-
ers finds a distinction between authority

and power. While men are deferred to and

are officially in charge, researchers have

found male dominance to be often mythi-

cal. Women, in fact, exercise control and

make decisions in many critical areas of

domestic life.

While all members of a household

worked in ancient Israel, Meyers believes

there was a division of labor along gender

lines, as is typical in premodem societies,

and speculates that this specialization gave

rise to Eve's power. On the homesteads,

men did the heavy work of clearing forests,

constructing terraced fields, and digging

cisterns, monumental tasks that in the

early years of a homestead left them with

little time or energy for anything else.

Women helped with harvesting crops and

tending orchards, vineyards, and gardens.

They were also likely the masters of com-
plex technical skills such as spinning and

weaving, processing foodstuffs, and making
pottery, soap, and baskets.

The physical aspects of motherhood

—

"The Garden ofEden
narrative was

not meant to be a

literal or scientific

history of the origins of

humanity or sin."

CAROL MEYERS

Religion professor

pregnancy, breast feeding, and caring for

infants—occupied as much as one-third of

a woman's short life. Directives such as

"Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the

earth" indicate to some that Scripture

viewed motherhood as a woman's primary

role. To place such passages in context,

Meyers says, the demographics of early

Israel should be considered. High birth

rates were essential to the survival of their

pioneer society, where many hands were

needed to work an otherwise infertile

landscape. Although women worked, their

reproductivity was clearly as important to

the survival of their households as was

their economic productivity.

Meyers also notes that the "be fruitful

and multiply" injunction is plural in the

Hebrew and is addressed to both males and

females; that is, it is more a social injunc-

tion to sustain society rather than a bio-

logical command for women to have mul-

tiple pregnancies.

As head of household duties, Eve played

a role often devalued by modern society,

Meyers says. But she sees the division of

labor along gender lines as Eve's source of

influence. As head cook, Eve oversaw food

distribution, deciding when and how the

fruits of the household's labor would be

consumed. In a subsistence culture, con-

trol over food supplies can be related to

power and status.

Eve was also largely responsible for rais-

ing the next generation of Israelites.

Hebrew women taught children the tech-

nical skills of home life and the values of

Israel's culture. The development of a

twenty-two character alphabet, an impor-

tant milestone for Hebrew society and
Western civilization, made literacy possi-

ble in ancient Israel, more so than in

neighboring cultures—Egypt with its

hieroglyphs, Babylonia with its syllabic

system—where learning to read was a

lengthy and complex matter. With no for-

mal schools, some women are also believed

to have taught rudimentary skills of read-

ing and writing in their homes.

In addition to such functions

in social and economic areas,

Meyers concludes, Eve was also

contributing to the religious life

of early Israel.

Meyers makes her deductions

about the role of women in

Hebrew religious life by re-

examining Hebrew biblical texts

and from clues found in the

archaeological record. Intrigu-

ing archaeological finds at sev-

eral Iron Age home sites include

small, terra-cotta statuettes of

nude female figures. Meyers

|§ thinks the commonly found relics

13 are evidence of women's partici-

pation in the emerging Hebrew religion.

While the Hebrew Bible makes no refer-

ence to the figures, Meyers and other

researchers theorize they may have been

part of women's household rituals. She

also points out that certain biblical figures

such as Hannah offered sacrifices on their

own; others, like Miriam and Deborah, led

community religious celebrations. Such

texts may be indicative of a religious role

played by Israelite women.
While Eve has a prominent though un-

flattering role in the traditional interpreta-

tions of the Old Testament, the positive

roles of other women in the Bible have

not always been given their due, Meyers

contends. In Proverbs, Wisdom is personi-

fied as a woman and, Meyers says, is never

given proper credit for this association. Nor
is it often noticed that Eve is the partner

in the original pair who pursues knowl-

edge. Meyers also hears female voices in

the authorship of many biblical passages,

including the Song of Deborah, who saves

Israel from Canaanite forces in Judges; the

Song of Miriam; and the Song of Songs, in

which a female voice speaks about the

emotional bond between partners and

offers an explicit celebration of sexuality.

Stephen Andrews of the Southeastern

Baptist Seminary says the work of Meyers
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and other scholars on gender-specific lan-

guage is generally accepted in the contem-

porary field. He argues, however, that Eve

gets better treatment in the King James

version of the Bible than many modern

scholars allow. "We need to carefully in-

terpret the texts, and that hasn't always

been done," he says. "But I'd give a whole

lot more credit to Eve in the existing text

than many modern interpretations do."

Andrews says that God's instruction on
motherhood and matrimony in Genesis

has been misinterpreted by modem readers

as divine punishment. "Many read that as

God cursing women with the pain of child

birth. I do not read that passage as a curse."

Andrews, also a trained archaeologist,

points out that definite interpretations are

often a rarity in archaeology. Meyers' the-

ory that terra-cotta statuettes signify

female religious activity may be true, or

not. "Part of archaeology is interpreta-

tion," he says. "It can be based on consen-

sus in the field or on individual opinion. A
predominant view in archaeology is often

that if something is found and you don't

know what it is, you assign some cultic

meaning to it. Later that may not turn out

to be true." He argues that the statuettes

could simply show that women in the

community were concerned about their

own fertility. Andrews adds that, while

there is no evidence to refute Meyers' con-

tention that certain biblical passages were

written by women, at the same time there

is no positive proof.

Meyers' own career seems to give in-

sight into the emerging role of women in

modern religion. Her work and the work

of other feminist biblical scholars reflects

and reinforces a trend that has seen

women, after centuries of male leadership,

asking for and taking larger roles in reli-

gious leadership in churches and syna-

gogues. She notes that the same trend can

be seen in divinity schools and depart-

ments of religion at universities across the

country. When she began her own gradu-

ate studies nearly thirty years ago, she was

often the only woman in the classroom.

Meyers' own interest in studying the

Bible from a feminist perspective started

when, early in her career, a male professor

suggested that the subject would be an

appropriate focus for her teaching. When
she began to put together such a course,

she found little scholarship on the subject

available; she then decided to pursue the

topic herself. At the time she was the only

female faculty member in the religion

department at Duke.

While most feminist, academic perspec-

tives on the Bible have been published

only in the past twenty years, women's
interest in reinterpreting their biblical

image dates back over a century, Meyers

"The Bible is a fixed

canon and I don't

believe one should

change the text

in order to suit one's

political perspective."

says. The early stirrings of the movement
culminated in 1895 with the publication of

The Women's Bible, a project overseen by

suffragist leader Elizabeth Cady Stanton.

"The suffragists of the nineteenth cen-

tury realized the Bible was being used

against them," Meyers says. "They knew
they were going to have to do something

about certain biblical passages, and they

focused on the story of the Garden of

Eden, among others."

Perhaps the culmination of a century-

long movement was the 1990 publication

by the National Council of Churches of

the New Revised Standard Version of the

Bible. This interpretation of the Bible has

systematically removed gender-specific lan-

guage where the Scriptures seem to speak

inclusively. (In this translation, passages

such as "There is one mediator between

God and men, the man Christ Jesus" [I

Timothy 2:5] become, "There is also one

mediator between God and humankind,

Christ Jesus, himself human.")

"One need only pick up one of several

modern translations of the Bible to see what

influence women in religion and religious

studies are having on the text and on larger

society," Meyers says. But while Meyers

generally supports the use of inclusive lan-

guage in modern texts, she differs with some

feminist scholars and religious leaders on
the subject of wholesale reinterpretations.

"The Bible is a fixed canon and I don't

believe one should change the text in order

to suit one's political perspective," she says.

"Whenever the Bible can be interpreted

in a more generic or general way, I think

it should be. There is no neuter in bib-

lical Hebrew. I believe, for example, that

the use of the masculine for God is often

metaphorical, but nonetheless, grammati-

cally, the language is always masculine."

Meyers adds she is sensitive to the possi-

bility of letting her own biases influence

her work. "People who study a text come
with their own set of beliefs and preju-

dices," she says. "One should try to be

aware of that and be very careful not to let

it interfere with one's objectivity. I try to

do that with my own work. As a critic of

2,000 years of male bias, I do not want to

introduce a 1990s female bias."

While many people may shrink from

frank discussions of politics or religion,

Meyers seems to relish stepping into the

fray. She considers herself a feminist, but

she says the term has become so loaded she

thinks it may obscure the meaning of the

work she is doing.

Perhaps as important as correcting a

biased view of women in Scripture, Meyers'

work turns the Bible into a living docu-

ment for modern readers. Through her

words emerges a full portrait of Every-

woman Eve and her extended family in

the Promised Land, struggling to create

new lives and a new faith in an often

unforgiving landscape. While reinterpreta-

tion of the original texts continues, at

their center Meyers finds a core of belief

that has guided and shaped the lives of the

faithful for centuries and continues to

guide the faith of the modern Everywoman
Eve and Everyman Adam.

Sasser is a free-lance writer living in Chapel Hill.

His last article for the magazine was on Duke
alumni living in Hollywood. The editors would like

to thank the staff of the art and art history

department slide library for help in acquiring

artwork for this story.

Born to be a

Blue Devil

lou're never too young to show your school

spirit with these great letter sweaters. Young

Blue Devil fans have a choice of navy, royal or

white sweaters. These high-quality sweaters

are made of 100% natural cotton. They are

available in many children's sizes, and most

are just $39.95. Show your school spirit!

Call 800-846-4908 to order.
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BY BRIDGET BOOHER

I

"DUKE ACTION"

Happy campers:

Bob races The Rodent,

both team-designed boats

made of milk cartons

held with duct tape to

a wooden frame

STIMULATING SCIENCE

With each revelation a camper experiences, the

program makes science friendlier for females. And
the less mysterious or complex the sciences seem,

the more likely it is that girls consider science an
attractive career path.

3B he mid-morning sun is already

| pushing temperatures well into the

1 90s, but the group of middle-

1 school girls clustered around a

huge heap of discarded tires doesn't seem
to notice. They listen intently as Randee
Haven-O'Donnell leads them through a

discussion of what might happen to this

pile of rubber refuse, located right inside

the entrance to the county landfill and

replenished constantly with worn, bald, or

blown-out tires.

"Excuse me," she calls out to an older

man in faded denim overalls, whose job

consists of heaving the tires, one by one,

into a tractor-trailer container. "Where are

all these tires going?"

He pauses, wiping his glistening fore-

head with a dirty shirt sleeve. "These here

are headed for Concord."

Erin Cobb, a spunky, self-described

"smart aleck," is momentarily taken aback.

"No! You can't take them there. That's

where 1 live!"

For Cobb and the fifty or so other girls

enrolled in "Duke Action: A Science

Camp for Young Women," the two-week

summer retreat offers exposure to the sci-

ences, hands-on opportunities in the lab

and in the field, and revelations along the

way about how their daily lives affect, and

are affected by, the world around them

—

including their own home towns.

A wearied, barefoot woman in a red

Chevy pick-up truck backs the vehicle to

the edge of the pile. Inside the cab are four

young blonde children, the oldest a girl

about the same age as the campers. She
stares curiously at this group of her peers,

and they at her, as her mother climbs on
top of the truck bed and starts unloading

dozens and dozens of used tires.

Before leaving the tire recycling "ranch,"

Haven-O'Donnell points to stagnant water

that's accumulated in the tires' inner rims.

"See that water? Where do you think

that's going to end up?" she asks. No one

answers, but everyone peers intently at the

myriad murky puddles. "That's going to

seep into the groundwater and eventually
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we'll be drinking it."

"Gross, we'll be drinking that 7." one girl

asks, horrified. But before the day is out,

she'll be well-versed in "garbology," the

study of what happens to the things we
throw away. Haven-O'Donnell, an envi-

ronmental educational consultant and

teacher in the Chapel Hill and Carrboro,

North Carolina, school systems, uses every

chance to drive home her central points:

We all live downstream. Everything's con-

nected to everything else. Each of us is

responsible for what we throw away.

And it does take repeated exposure. Even
after the girls stomp around the landfill's

discarded appliances heap, where avocado

green and harvest gold refrigerators and

stoves are overrepresented, they lapse back

into average American consumers when
Haven-O'Donnell relates a personal story.

Seems that her VCR had been fixed

once but began to malfunction again.

Should she pay even more money, now
totaling more than it would cost to buy a

new one, to get it rebuilt? "No, that's too

expensive. Throw it away," says one
camper. Haven-O'Donnell explains her

solution: pay to repair it so that it plays

movies (and does little else) and give it to

her parents, who only want a VCR for that

purpose anyway. Her family then buys a

Campers learn how
their daily lives affect,

and are affected by,

the world around

them—including their

own home towns.

new VCR. But the point is, Haven-

O'Donnell explains, "We're constantly

working against a national consciousness

that says, don't fix it, buy a new one."

Meanwhile, not too far away in Duke
Forest, Valerie Grider has brought another

group of Duke Action campers to New
Hope Creek, a meandering stream that

empties into Jordan Lake and finally into

the Cape Fear River. Grider, a middle-

school teacher at Greensboro Day School,

convenes the crew on an outcropping of

large rocks jutting into the water. A yellow

swallowtail butterfly appears, flitting from

person to person. (It will come again the

following day, and every day thereafter, to

greet each new batch of campers.)

After leading the girls through sensory

awareness exercises to acclimate them to

their open-air surroundings, Grider chal-

lenges them to several scientific endeav-

ors. They pair off and conduct tests of the

water's pH balance, take readings of the

ambient and water temperatures, and gauge

the creek's oxygen levels. Once reassem-

bled, they compare their findings to vari-

ous charts that Grider has brought along.

Today the stream is in good shape, with

optimal conditions for insects, fish, and

other aquatic-dependent organisms.

"Now it's critter-catching time," Grider

says, and the girls scramble for plastic

buckets and nets. What appears to a casual

observer as merely a scenic spot is instantly

transformed into a teeming ecosystem, re-

plete with tadpoles, water striders, crayfish,

minnows—and girls "accidentally" falling

into the water. Grider herself discovers a

damselfly nymph and a dobsonfly larva,

further confirming the health of the creek.

Later at another spot, dubbed Frog Rock
for its preponderance of hopping amphib-

ians, Grider watches as the girls fan out

to search for other natural inhabitants.

She's taught middle school for twenty-two

years and has the gracious demeanor of a

woman still inspired by her vocation, who
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sees her livelihood as a calling

rather than a job. One of her

former students was recently

named Most Outstanding Math
and Science Teacher in Greens-

boro, she notes with pride.

Another is a field biologist at

Yellowstone National Park, and

many have pursued rewarding

careers in medicine and engi-

neering.

Clearly, Grider knows first-

hand the importance of spark-

ing girls' interest while they're

young. She likes teaching mid-

dle school, she says, "because the

lights are still shining in their

eyes. They haven't decided yet

that they can't do it."

As a girl growing up in Topeka,

Kansas, Grider and her sisters

spent all their free time outside.

"We were a group of girls who
climbed trees, caught crayfish, and

gathered mulberries. My parents

were very lenient about what we
had around the house." Once,

the family even kept an alligator

in the bathtub.

"When I went to college," says

Grider, "I was interested in his-

tory, but the classes were all lec-

ture format. It was boring. But

in the science classes, you were

involved in field work and you

got to go out and actually do it. So, lo and

behold, I began to gravitate toward science."

It was there that a female chemistry pro-

fessor pulled Grider aside and told the

undergraduate that she was good at science

and should consider the field as a career

path. "She really believed in me," recalls

Grider, "so I started competing with med-
ical students" to excel in class.

At this point, Grider notices a camper

who is ponderously making her way through

the stream, bucket empty, and looking

very close to discouragement.

"I'm going to help Renee," says Grider,

and gingerly making her way over the

rocks, she urges the girl to look a little

closer in this pool or that eddy.

Maybe nothing more will come of this

moment than that Renee delights in net-

ting a wriggling pond dweller. But with

each revelation a camper experiences, Duke
Action succeeds in making science friend-

lier for females. And the less mysterious or

complex the natural and physical sciences

seem, the more likely it is that these girls

will, like Grider, see science as a stimulat-

ing pursuit.

It's a worthwhile goal, and long over-

due. In 1992, the American Association of

University Women presented a damning
report documenting the disparity between

Down in the dumps: getting well-versed in "garbology"

girls' and boys' classroom involvement.

Teachers tend to call on and give more
attention to boys, the report found. Other

researchers have found consistent and per-

vasive biases in textbooks, from the ab-

sence of women scientists' contributions to

using only males in illustrations, pho-

tographs, and clinical trials.

Work by scholars such as Harvard's

Carol Gilligan demonstrates that girls ap-

proach learning differently than boys.

Whereas boys tend to focus on the specific

task at hand—finishing an assigned lab

experiment before a buddy does, for exam-

ple—girls like to know the significance of

the assignment in relation to other factors,

says Gilligan. To carry the argument one

step further, girls are thus more likely to

care about science if the subject can be

related to their own lives. At the all-

woman Mary Baldwin College, for in-

stance, many students were turned on to

biology following a general survey course

on women's health.

Launched four years ago, Duke Action

aims to bolster girls' self-confidence and

curiosity. Designed to build on students'

existing science skills, increase their per-

ception of environmental issues, and make
them comfortable with scientific concepts

and materials, Duke Action is equal parts

fun summer camp and serious,

hands-on learning. It's targeted

for middle-school girls—rising

sixth, seventh, and eighth

graders—because these are the

most critical years for capturing

and retaining girls' interest. (On
numerous national surveys, girls'

science achievement wanes dra-

matically between the ages of

nine and fourteen, and far fewer

girls elect to take high school

science courses than their male

classmates.)

Duke Action consists of two
two-week sessions. The marine

component takes place at Emer-

ald Isle, where girls learn about

everything from the geography

and ecology of barrier islands

and salt marshes, to the physics

of wave motion, to medicinal

uses of native plants.

The forest session is based on
Duke's campus, although the bulk

of campers' time is spent out-

doors, doing field work at such

sites as the county landfill, in

Duke Forest, and at the Duke Pri-

mate Center. Campers are subdi-

vided by age into smaller groups,

1 with the camper-to-instructor

| ratio about eleven-to-one. Each
2 group participates in every "mini-

course" that's offered, but the in-

dividual campers also choose a topic of par-

ticular interest for extended instruction and

field trips.

Trekking through the labyrinth of corri-

dors in Duke's biological sciences building,

instructor Diane Coucoulas Calleson '86

and her group finally find the classroom

they've been assigned, room #0084. It's an

awful space, windowless and stuffy and

smelling as if some mad scientist had mixed

solutions of sulfur and sour milk. Group
consensus is quickly reached: Calleson's

structures class will be held outside instead.

Seated in a circle outside BioSci, the

gang warms to Calleson instantly. A sociol-

ogy grad student whose research focuses on

gender and inequality, Calleson has a nat-

ural ease with her charges. Youthful herself

(a few older campers have already shot past

her in height), Calleson shifts easily from

joking about the dangers of the "de-oxy-

genated classroom" to posing provocative

questions about form and function.

"It's appropriate that we're talking about

structures and function outdoors instead of

in that classroom," she says, "because

when you think about it, where you are

has an effect on how well you perform."

To get things rolling, Calleson proposes

that they devise and build towers that can

stand upright and resist being toppled by a
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hair blowdryer. The materials: two sheets

of newspaper and twenty inches of tape.

Scissors can be used during construction.

Several girls go off by themselves; a few

form duos. They all move slowly at first. A
redheaded tomboy tries rolling the paper

sheets into a tube. A bespectacled girl looks

up, asking, "Has this been done before?"

"Yes," Calleson says. "And you do get a

second try if you decide, oops, that didn't

work and I want to try something differ-

ent." She visits each work locale and

checks on progress, offering tips like, "that's

a great start, but think about where it gets

weak," and "think BIG, think broadly."

One pair feigns dismay over their per-

ceived lack of expertise. Their structure

vaguely resembles a palm tree, a cylindrical

base ending in a spray of paper "leaves."

Everyone finishes up, but the palm-tree

pair are already dismissing their effort. "But

towers don't look like that!" they say.

"Towers can look any way you want!"

Calleson retorts. And darned if the palm-

tree tower doesn't hold its own in the

blowdryer test, withstanding the "high" set-

ting admirably. The architects are clearly

proud, and they earn a round of applause.

During a break, Calleson says that the

girls' uncertainty is fairly common for the

age. "I get one or two every group that say,

'I'm not good at geometry,' or 'I can't do

this.' " Rather than indulging such notions,

Calleson instead suggests projects that

don't have "right" or "wrong" solutions.

Calleson's exercise gets the girls think-

ing about factors such as weight and bal-

ance, compression and tension, and the

inherent property of different materials.

She's laying the foundation, so to speak,

for her session's biggest enterprise: building

boats made from wood, empty milk carton

containers, and duct tape.

Building newspaper towers and milk car-

ton boats is more likely to excite girls than

dissecting cats or calculating missile trajec-

tories, but in many science classes it's the

latter activities that are the norm. Accord-

ing to Sue Rosser, author of Female-Friendly

Science, it's no wonder that girls get turned

off from science. A standard introductory

biology class exercise, for example, calls for

students to kill a frog (before dissecting) by

pithing its brain, she writes. "I have found

many more female students either refuse to

pith the frog or register significant discom-

fort with the act than male students. One
wonders if this laboratory is traditionally

included... precisely because it serves as an

initiation rite to discourage the students

who feel too much empathy with animals

from becoming biology majors."

Herb Lamb, Duke Action's academic

director, says he and the faculty work hard

to eliminate intimidating assignments.

Instead, "we try and relate to things they

Rather than indulging

campers' notions of

self-doubt, instructors

suggest projects that

don't have "right" or

"wrong" solutions.

already have some familiarity with, or that

are non-gender specific. For example, the

milk carton boats. Boys and girls both love

boats; it's not something that appeals to

one group more than the other."

Later in the week, while supervising con-

struction of the bare-bones boats, Calleson

picks up on Lamb's observation. "That's

true," she says. "Even though I was always

interested in science, I never learned how
to use power tools as a kid. I think that's

something that fathers teach their sons,

but not their daughters. I still don't know
how to use power tools, and I wish I did.

That's why I start with the [newspaper]

tower assignment rather than something

like building a radio, which involves elec-

tronics and wires."

(Another non-sex specific fascination

turns out to be baking soda and vinegar

"volcanoes." In chemistry class, instructor

Bill O'Connor patiently leads a rowdy,

post-lunch group through a discovery of

acids and bases using purple cabbage juice

combined with an assortment of house-

hold products. Lauren Johnson pesters

O'Connor throughout the hour-and-a-half

period until he finally relents at class' end.

As Johnson eagerly prepares the liquid

"explosion," O'Connor suggests she add the

purple cabbage juice for a colorful effect.)

On the final full day of camp, everyone

gathers to watch the launching of the milk

carton boats. They look treacherously pre-

carious. But the crafts' designers are confi-

dent; they've calculated how many milk

cartons they'll need given the total weight

of the crew, plus the wood frame, copious

amounts of duct tape, and the requisite

mast and handpainted team flag.

Sure enough, each skiff holds its crew in

place. But the buoyancy has been plotted

so precisely that it appears from the dock

that the boats (dubbed Bob and The Rodent)

are invisible. The girls seem to glide along

the surface of the water with no visible

means of support.

Calleson strips down to a tank suit and

dives in the pond. She swims over to the

two boats and helps position them for a

race. On the shore, the other campers

choose their favorite boat and start chant-

ing cheers for one or the other. The race is

on. Both start out strong, although some
unusual, out-of-synch paddling methods
are employed. The Rodent breaks away, and

Bob begins to break up, but it doesn't really

matter. After the race, the Bob team talks

about what they might have done differ-

ently, and then somehow they and the vic-

tors all end up in the water.

As she watches from the sidelines, teach-

ing assistant Molly Barlow laughs at the

intentional regatta deconstruction. Bar-

low's Duke Action stint has been a much-
needed break from her job, she says, teach-

ing kids who are one step away from being

kicked out of the school system altogether.

Barlow says she's looking for a full-time

job in an environment where there are

adequate resources and administrative sup-

port for teaching. There was one opening

she applied for that sounded promising.

When she didn't hear back, even though

she knew the position hadn't been filled,

Barlow called to follow up.

"The principal told me that they had re-

ceived my application, but since I couldn't

coach football or junior varsity basketball,

they weren't going to consider me for the

job," she says.

Women like Barlow still face hurdles

—

having to make the case that opening stu-

dents' eyes to the wonders of biology or

chemistry just might be as important as a

winning football team. As more women
move into jobs traditionally held by men

—

including high school science teachers and

principals—perhaps the hurdles will be

demolished. With programs like Duke
Action, where campers meet and work
alongside women scientists devising DNA
diagnostic tools, designing medical pros-

thetic devices, and conducting research on
Madagascar lemurs, the future looks

bright. And, for now, limitless.

In the van ride on the way back to cam-

pus, conversations ricochet from horses

("Horses are awesome!") to various punish-

ment methods meted out by moms. One of

the girls near the front of the van turns

around and starts polling everyone on
what she wants to be when she grows up.

"A psychiatrist."

"An architect."

"An oceanographer."

"I'm going to rehabilitate injured sea

animals."

When the question comes to Erin Cobb,

she starts bobbing her head up and down,

hair flying, holding her hands in the

heavy-metal "horns" salute.

"I'm going to be a headbanger," she says,

laughing. But then she stops, and pushes

her hair out of her eyes.

"Not really," she says. "Actually, I'm going

to be an environmental lawyer."
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ACADEMIC PUBLISHING

Locus of commotion:

where good books come '•

through the front door, :

not over the transom I

A REPUTATION GROWS IN DURHAM

With imaginative editing, aggressive marketing, and

some unexpected best sellers, Duke University Press

has become the hot place to publish.

JH or Stanley Fish, there may be no
_ such thing as a too-busy work

^^™ schedule—and that's a good thing,

too. Good for Duke University

Press, that is, where Fish, who already

holds faculty positions in the law school,

the English department, and the Program

in Literature, came on board as executive

director last January. Fish, former English

department chair, brings a celebrity schol-

ar's cachet, which can attract other promi-

nent writers, as well as media attention

—

and a thoughtful approach to what he calls

"the art of administration" to the job.

A specialist in Renaissance religious

poetry, Fish has published essays in such

best-selling books as There's No Such Thing

As Free Speech, And It's A Good Thing, Too

(1994) that have reflected his wide-ranging

interests in legal theory, the mass media,

popular culture, language, and the relative

merits of what has been called the multi-

culturalist approach to education. They
have also helped make Fish the favorite

object of target practice by conservative

critics who view him as a champion of so-

called political correctness in academe.

With historical ties to the original Trinity

College Press dating back to 1921, Duke
Press was founded in 1926 and was one of

the charter members of the Association of

American University Presses. Now, with

Fish's appointment, the press (annual sales:

about $3 million) has inaugurated a new
management structure at the top. Fish is

overseeing its editorial program and reor-

ganizing its staff and operations to meet

today's tight-budget, market-driven needs.

At the same time, Steve Cohn, the former

manager of the press' widely respected and

profitable journals-publishing program, has

become its director of publishing opera-

tions. Cohn is responsible for all of its day-

to-day activities.

In the world of academic publishing,

which includes university presses of varying

sizes all around the country producing

roughly one fifth of all the books published

in the United States each year, Duke's new
management model has been greeted with a

mixture of excitement and caution. "I'm

energized by Stanley's appointment," one

veteran employee says. "His administrative

expertise has been rewarding and he's great

at selling the press." Others have been less

enthusiastic. "Fish's appointment sends the
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message that Duke University feels that the

press director's job can be done by a non-

professional," the head of one Ivy League

institution's well-known press observes.

But while some experienced academic

publishers may feel threatened by the sight

of a full-time professor assuming command
of a major university press, others appear

less concerned. "I don't see this as a

trend," says Sheila Levine, editorial direc-

tor of the University of California Press in

Berkeley. "I don't think that it will spread."

Whatever their opinion of Fish's ap-

pointment, scholars and professionals in

both academic and commercial publishing

agree that, right now, Duke Press is hot.

This was already true, they note, before

Fish, a Jaguar-driving, provocative professor

with a shrewd sense of media savvy, took on
his new role. Reporting on university press

offerings at the Modern Language Associa-

tion's annual conference last year in Toron-

to, The Chronicle of Higher Education gushed

that Duke's booth "was consistently fren-

zied" with browsers and buyers and that it

"drew a bigger gaggle of trendies" than two

of Duke Press' main rivals: Routledge,

Chapman & Hall, a New York-based com-
mercial publisher of mostly academic-ori-

ented books, and the University of Min-

nesota Press. And in October, for the first

time, Duke Press is sending its own staff

representatives to the annual international

book fair in Frankfurt, Germany.

"Our goal is to sell books," says associate

director and marketing director Emily

Young, emphatically. Formerly a magazine

book review editor and a marketing spe-

cialist at the University of Chicago Press,

Young supervises advertising, the creation

of sales exhibits, direct-to-store and direct

mail sales efforts, and other promotional

activities for the press.

"Before, Duke University Press didn't

have the prominence that it deserved as a

part of this great school," notes Charles

Grench, executive editor of Yale Universi-

ty Press, "but it has become a press that

others are watching—and scholars, too.

They're marketing very aggressively and

very well. Once considered a second-best

place to publish, it has now become more

of a place to think about publishing at

first, especially in certain categories."

Those subject areas include literary the-

ory, cultural studies, Asian studies, Latin

American studies, and gay and lesbian

studies, as well as such well-established

Duke Press fields as political science and

public policy. California's Sheila Levine

points out that Duke's reputation was also

based on its journals, whose successful

development was Steve Cohn's achieve-

ment. Today Duke puts out some two

dozen journals, some it produces itself and

some whose publishing operations it man-

ages, on a commission basis, from start to

finish. Among its wide range of titles: The

South Atlantic Quarterly, Materialist Femi-

nism, Poetics Today, and Socialist Review.

As editors and managers in the field ex-

plain, Duke Press' shake-up at the top

comes at a time when college libraries, a

key market for academic publications, are

wrestling with shrinking budgets and buy-

ing fewer books. "New technologies for

preservation and cataloguing and for

research services, as well as the increased

costs of periodical subscriptions, have

added to the terrific squeeze on libraries'

diminishing dollars," says Kate Douglas

Torrey, director of the University of North

Carolina Press in Chapel Hill.

Easily available photocopying machines

have also cut into the market for university

press books intended for use in college

courses, making it more practical and af-

fordable for teachers and students to repro-

duce specific sections of certain volumes

rather than purchasing them in quantity.
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Finally, financial support for university

presses from their parent institutions has

been declining. With the exception of sev-

eral larger, older operations, like Yale Uni-

versity Press, which is a completely inde-

pendent corporate entity in its own right,

presses like Duke's are almost always subsi-

dized to some degree by their schools.

This means that the press appears, in

effect, as a- line item in the university's

annual budget and that, as such, it is ex-

pected to be profitable up to a point. It is

allowed to "lose" a certain amount each fis-

cal year, an amount that is covered by the

university. For some time now, that figure

has hovered around $60,000, a surprisingly

low subsidy for a press as active and promi-

nent as Duke's. Managers at other univer-

sity presses, where subsidies in the hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars are common,
have taken note of their Duke counter-

parts' consistently impressive performance.

Still, as Duke Press assistant director

and business manager Stephen M. Salem-

son recalls, that track record was interrupt-

ed recently when the organization's bal-

ance sheet came in $262,000 under the

line at the end of the 1992-1993 fiscal

year. Some post-mortem numbers-crunch-

ing revealed that, for that period, sales had

been especially low and the press' sales

projections may have been too high. Hard-

er to determine was whether or not the

books issued during those twelve

months—what publishers call their list

—

may have been perceived as weaker or less

appealing overall than past seasons' offer-

ings. As a result of this unusually high loss,

rumors circulated last summer suggesting

that the university might even make
moves to shut down the press. But that

dramatic downturn was also an unantici-

pated aberration in its business history.

In part, the installation of the new Fish-

Cohn management team has been seen as

a response to that recent financial loss and

an attempt by the university to address the

changing needs of an expanding, ambitious

operation that has been earning Duke con-

siderable recognition since the mid-Eight-

ies. A university press, after all, can and

should attract scholars, disseminate schol-

arship, and earn prestige for its host school.

"We're not as sexy as the basketball team,"

says Salemson, "but we're taken very seri-

ously by our colleagues in the field." Fish

and Cohn's first order of business has been

a re-evaluation of every aspect of the press'

operations. With contributions from the

staff, the press' managers plan to present

their "guiding plan," as they call it, to the

university provost sometime this fall.

With the fiscal year that ended in July,

Salemson says the press "has turned a cor-

ner, and we're very optimistic." The press

successfully persuaded the administration

"We're not as sexy as

the basketball team,

but we're taken very

seriously by our

colleagues in the field."

STEPHEN SALEMSON
Business manager

that it needed more financial support for

acquisitions and marketing; at the same
time, it "lost a lot less than the university

expected us to," as he puts it. "We were

putting out the same number of titles as

before, but we were selling more copies."

That's indicative both of a better book list

and better marketing, he says.

"We can reconceptualize our editorial

policies in ways that will bring in more
revenues," Fish says. "We can reorganize

internally and improve our warehousing

and computer facilities to make the opera-

tion more efficient. Every aspect has to be

rethought from ground zero. We must ask

in every instance: 'Why is it that we do it

this way? How did we come to this point?

Does this make sense?' Once we get a grasp

on all of these matters, we can then sit

down and do calculations to improve rev-

enues." The press, Fish says, has received

some help from Duke's Fuqua School of

Business, where several professors and stu-

dents in a seminar last spring undertook a

study of its organizational structure.

Of key concern, of course, is the press'

list. "You can make a conscious decision,"

Fish adds, "to fashion an editorial mix that

will guarantee, insofar as your choices and

projections are reasonably accurate, a

greater revenue. But before you can do that,

you have to have a very firm knowledge of

what your present list looks like and what

its components are. To some extent, our

present list just sort of grew. But from now
on it can grow in a more purposeful way."

Fish, who arrived at Duke in 1985, had

already been co-editing the press' Post'

Contemporary Interventions series of books

on literary theory and cultural studies along

with Fredric Jameson. Jameson chairs Duke's

Program in Literature in the Center for

Critical Theory and is William A. Lane Jr.

Professor of Comparative Literature. His

Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late

Capitalism, published in 1991, is one of the

key works in the series.

The Post-Contemporary Interventions series

"gave us the momentum," says editor Rachel

Toor. "The proof of our efforts will come
in a few years as our list builds up." Toor,

who came to Duke from Oxford University

Press in New York, where she focused on
communications and the classics, is inter-

ested in dance, law, women's history, and
critical race theory, among other subject

areas. "Here at Duke," she says, "I'd like to

tap into the resources of the medical cen-

ter and build up a list in medicine. With
the business school here, we could and

should also be publishing more about busi-

ness." Among the dozens of books that

Toor is handling at any one time, she is

now working on a reader in social medicine.

Ken Wissoker, who joined the press in

1991, brought considerable experience on
the sales side of academic publishing and a

"desire to bridge personal interests in

anthropology and social sciences with cul-

tural and literary studies" to his role as an

acquisitions editor. "Duke University Press,"

Wissoker says, "is where this bridging of

disciplines was being reflected in the books

published. It's a trend that comes out of

both what's happening in academe and

what's happening in academic book mar-

keting." Although, he admits, "no video

games are going to be made out of some
professor's Dante commentaries," the at-

traction of his work at Duke "is the oppor-

tunity to work on cutting-edge books on
topics in which I feel personally engaged."

For Duke, Yale's Charles Grench says,

"these editors have carved out areas that

people are looking to now, including Latin

American studies, gay and lesbian studies,

and post-modernist theory—areas of schol-

arship that are growing."

"Some of Duke's titles will be successful

and could have long lives," Grench adds,

voicing the magic words that publishers

—

any publishers, academic or commercial

—

love to believe will come true for their

books. For university presses, such titles,

which can become perennial best sellers

and are kept in print through numerous

editions, are often adopted for use in col-

lege courses. Some become standard texts,

even classics in their fields, and can gener-

ate profits for their publishers and authors

for many years. In time, Jameson's thick

tome on postmodernism may prove to have

that kind of staying power. Ken Wissoker

notes that it has already sold nearly 5,000

hardback copies and 15,000 in paperback.

"That's big time for any publisher," he says.

Rarer but no less significant for any pub-

lisher is an unexpected, runaway hit. For

Duke Press this year, Cigarettes Are Sublime

by Richard Klein became just such a sur-

prise best seller. An intellectual and cul-

tural history of America's love affair with

smoking by an academic who wrote the

book in an effort to break the habit him-

self, Cigarettes Are Sublime had sold 6,416
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hardback copies by July of this year. The
book has been cited or reviewed across the

country, on local talk shows and in

national news magazines, and has gained

attention in the context of the continuing

debate over the health hazards of tobacco.

"There's been a feeding frenzy among
commercial publishers for the paperback

rights for Cigarettes Are Sublime," senior edi-

tor Reynolds Smith says. The sale of such

rights could fetch hundreds of thousands of

dollars, but the press could retain the rights

and issue a paperback edition itself. "Person-

ally," Smith says, "I feel we should keep the

rights." Wading through boxes of authors'

manuscripts in his office, he fast-forwards

and adds an aside: "The more successful we
become, the harder we have to work."

Topical best sellers like Cigarettes Are

Sublime are good contenders for inclusion on
an academic publisher's precious backlist.

"Duke is seen as very progressive right now,"

observes California's Sheila Levine, "but

they still don't have much of a backlist." But

with eyes on the bottom line and a desire to

provide some solid anchors in the subject

areas in which they have been coming on

strong, Duke Press' editors are making a

concentrated effort to develop their backlist

titles. Around their new, loft-like offices in

Brightleaf Square, a converted tobacco

warehouse a few minutes' walk from East

Campus, "the backlist" has become some-

thing of a mantra for Fish, Cohn, and their

colleagues. Despite its critical successes,

Duke's books-publishing program could use

a financial shot in the arm; as it is, the press'

books division is supported by its more prof-

itable journals-publishing program.

In fact, Cohn says, he would personally

like to see "the university's support dimin-

ish, if necessary, over time." This is a con-

troversial position to hold, implying as it

does that the press would eventually have

no financial safety net.

"Presses that are able to reduce their

subsidies are those with long backlists,"

Fish says. "If you think about it, for exam-

ple, the backlist of Oxford University Press

goes back to 1485. Now that's not a bad

backlist." At Duke, he says, "Insofar as we
have- such a list, our titles are only four or

five years old. What we have to do—and

this will be part of our planning—is to

determine how many of the seventy or so

titles we publish each year we'd like to see

become part of our backlist."

In evaluating the works the press pub-

lishes, Fish says its editorial team considers

who its target audiences are—or should be.

For example, the potential a book may have

to be adopted for use in college courses "is

a question discussed of every manuscript"

from both editorial and marketing perspec-

tives, he says. When a book is finally sub-

mitted to Duke Press' editorial advisory

"The press is really

not a profit-making

enterprise. It's an

editorial- and market-

driven enterprise."

STANLEY FISH

Executive director

board, the highest decision-making author-

ity in its publishing chain of command
(whose ten members are appointed by the

university provost), notes are made about

its course adoption possibilities.

"We have to remember," says Fish, "that

the press is really not a profit-making enter-

prise. It's an editorial- and market-driven

enterprise. So every decision has to be

made in relation to an assumed customer,

to a public whose members must be satis-

fied." With this in mind, the press recently

published Within the Circle: An Anthology of

African-American Literary Criticism from the

Harlem Renaissance to the Present, edited by

Angelyn Mitchell. Currently, no such vol-

ume is available in its field. "We feel that

this could become a big course adoption

book," Fish predicts. "More than that, it

may become the kind of book that this

press, both as an editorial and financial

operation, now lacks: a book that will sell

well year after year." For a university press,

a best-selling title may enjoy sales of around

1,000 copies a year. An initial print run for

books that are expected to sell well may
total 2,500 to 4,000 copies, while scholarly

monographs on highly specialized topics

may sell only 800 to 1,000 copies.

Such smaller-selling, limited-interest

publications have long been the traditional

product of university presses. Today, how-
ever, Duke Press has established a strong

presence in the trade paperback (as op-

posed to mass-market pulp paperback) cat-

egory with such titles as Present Tense:

Rock & Roll and Culture by Anthony
DeCurtis and the award-winning The Poli-

tics of Liberal Education, edited by Darryl J.

Gless and Duke English professor Barbara

Hermstein Smith. Others include its Series

Q books in the gay and lesbian studies area,

such as Tendencies by Eve Kosofsky Sedg-

wick, also a Duke English professor, and

Queering the Renaissance, edited by

Jonathan Goldberg, and a new series called

Public Planet Books. These small volumes

will be written and/or edited by well-

known authors like The New Yorker's Jane

Kramer on timely topics for informed but

not necessarily scholarly readers, allowing

them to catch up with or stay abreast of

developments in various specialized fields.

What about other publishing formats

spawned by today's new information-pro-

cessing technologies? Yale University Press,

for example, has just issued the Bauhaus

master Josef Albers' classic Interaction of

Color in a CD-ROM edition designed for

Apple Macintosh computers. "I'm interest-

ed in exploring these new formats," Fish

says. But for the moment, apparently,

Duke Press' top priority is to continue car-

rying out the top-to-bottom assessment of

its operations that will, it is hoped, serve as

its guide for everything from the acquisi-

tion of authors' manuscripts—the starting

point of the publishing process—to the

printing and marketing of its increasingly

popular books and journals.

"A well-run, creative press is an essen-

tial part of the kind of far-reaching, full-

service university that we are and intend

to remain," says Duke president Nannerl

O. Keohane. "It's impossible to imagine

Duke without its press, considering the

important role it plays."

The purposes of a university press in-

clude the dissemination of scholarship and,

therein, the garnering of recognition and

prestige for its host institution. That may
also be happening internationally: Duke
Press' sales are good in Japan, and Jame-

son's Postmodernism is being translated

into Portuguese for the Brazilian market.

"We're hot," Cohn says with a smile

both confident and nervous as he exam-

ines a computer printout of recent sales

figures. "The job now is to keep from over-

heating."

Gomez '79, a New York-based journalist and

former writer for Time magazine, is a member of

Duke Magazine's editorial advisory board.
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MASCOT
MEMORIES

BY PAT HUNNICUTT

Mom, Dad.... I want to be the

Devil." "Hold on!" my parents

must have thought. They had

heard stories of sons going off to college as

clean-cut and respectable freshmen and

returning at Thanksgiving as rebellious

and ghastly versions of their former selves.

But a devilish transformation?

After reveling in my parents' reaction, I

expressed a dream that I had privately

entertained for some time: I wanted to be

the Duke mascot, our spirited and beloved

Duke Blue Devil.

People often ask me what piqued my in-

terest in trying out for the mascot position.

On top of having Duke-blue blood in my
veins (my father, Bruce Hunnicutt, is a '67

graduate), I had always liked to ham it up

in public.

In the spring of 1993, an ad in The

Chronicle announced the audition for the

part. All Blue Devil hopefuls were required

to perform a two-minute skit and undergo a

fifteen-minute interview. My skit leaned

on the controversial movie Indecent Propos-

al, in which Demi Moore's married charac-

ter is offered one million dollars for an

evening of infidelity. In my version, the

hated UNC Tarheel made a similarly inde-

cent proposal to the Blue Devil: one million

dollars to cheer on the Heels in the Dean
Dome. Of course, no amount of money can

switch a Duke fan to the Dark Side, and our

faithful Devil adamantly refused the offer.

The performance was less wrenching

than the wait for the judges' decision, a

wait in which I was joined by the two other

candidates (a small but eager field of would-

be Devils indeed). The scene eerily resem-

bled the last round of the Miss America
contest: We anxiously stood together while

the judges decided who would be crowned

Mr. Devil. We were called to the judges'

table one-by-one and given the verdict.

Gabe Feldman '95 and I were offered the

coveted position. I had become the Devil.

After a summer of high expectations, I

returned to Durham in mid-August to at-

tend pre-season camp with Gabe and the

cheerleaders. Because the dorms were un-

available, the university housed us in a local

Devil Hunnicutt: It's hell inside

hotel, complete with pool and hot tub.

Most mornings, we would join the cheer-

leaders in their warm-up exercises. We
tried to get used to the costume by wearing

it around the stadium; we measured success

by walking down the stadium steps with-

out falling. We also developed our creative

concept for the first football game, in which

the Blue Devil would enter in a convert-

ible sports car.

During camp, I had my first appearance as

the Blue Devil. It was for a "Read with the

Blue Devils" program directed at young chil-

dren. While basketball's senior co-captains,

Grant Hill and Antonio Lang, gave their

short speeches, I spent the time mimicking

their movements, giving high-fives to little

children, hugging their parents, and harass-

ing anyone wearing a Carolina T-shirt.

My overall memory from last year's foot-

ball season is stepping into the sweat-

drenched and malodorous costume during

many halftimes (Gabe and I divided respon-

sibilities for each game). And I remember

my first experience with an opposing mas-

cot, Army's Black Knight, that did not go

particularly well: Basically, he mauled me.

With basketball season, I quickly learned

the difference between mascotting the two

sports. For football, the sheer size of the

stadium takes away some of the pressure.

In a basketball court, especially Cameron,

the setting is much more confined, and

you sense that every eye is focused on you.

(I learned that it's important to exaggerate

my motions because the costume's bulky

size makes normal movement appear life-

less.) With the Xavier game—the first big

game of the season—I rewarded those curi-

ous eyes by beating the Xavier Musketeer

mascot in a game of one-on-one. And I

was successfully passed up by the crowd

without being dropped.

Mascotting demands creativity and

improvisational skills—suggested by the

tradition that each game brings a new say-

ing printed on the Blue Devil's headband.

And the Blue Devil can't get by without

good physical endurance. The effects of a

hot, humid day in Wallace Wade and the

stuffy environment of Cameron are inten-

sified by the costume, which was definitely

not designed with comfort in mind. Dur-

ing several games, I lost up to ten pounds,

mostly through perspiration. Naturally, an

equally vital quality is enthusiasm. My
out-of-costume demeanor is very reserved.

But get me behind that mask and I under-

go a Clark Kent-like transformation (with-

out the rippling muscles, unfortunately).

And mascotting is time-consuming. The
week before every football game is spent

brainstorming ideas to entertain the crowd

and securing the necessary props (as with

one rollerblading routine). On game day,

Gabe and I would wake up around nine

(itself a major Saturday feat for a college

student) and head over to the stadium to

fine-tune strategy, followed by pregame

appearances and finally the game itself.

During the basketball season, the Blue Devil

cheers both men's and women's games, usu-

ally three to five each week. (For the most

part, Gabe and I would alternate games.

But he injured his neck in a non-mascot

incident, forcing me to carry the full load

for a stretch.) One weekend last year, I

had three games in two days. And there

are occasional appearances around Durham.

One of last year's memorable moments
came at the Earth Day Festival near East

Campus. I participated in a slowpoke bicy-

cle race, where the winner was required to

cross the finish line without falling. With
my vision severely costume-limited, I

struggled and fell just before the finish. (It

is extremely difficult to see out of the

mask, and I have absolutely zero peripheral

vision, as basketball's Jeff Capel '97 vio-

lently discovered at last year's NCAA
tournament. During a timeout in the Florida

game, I inadvertently whacked him in the

face with my pitchfork.)

As the Final Fours began, I was as ner-

Continued on page 4
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DUKE
FOOTBALL
FUTURES

efore practice had even begun, Fred

Goldsmith, Duke's new head football

coach, had several away games of his

own—traveling to a dozen cities to meet

Blue Devil fans at local alumni club events.

Football followers are hoping Goldsmith

will be Duke's goalsmith, banking on his

success story at Rice University. In five

seasons, he turned the school's football pro-

gram around, guiding the Owls to back-to-

back winning records for the first time

since 1961. That feat earned him the acco-

lade national Coach of the Year from

Sports Illustrated in 1992.

On the road, Goldsmith shared his for-

mula for winning: "How do we do it? One,
we've got to take command of the situa-

tions we can control. We know we have to

be in better condition and we are working

hard towards that. Second, we have to

have the 'We Not Me' principle. I think

we made really good strides in that regard.

Third, we need a good chemistry on our

football team, so we are really stressing

leadership among our seniors."

On May 2, Goldsmith spoke at a lun-

cheon in Atlanta; the next day he was fea-

tured at a breakfast in Greenville, South

Carolina, and at an evening reception in

Charlotte. He traveled the rest of the month
to Greenville, North Carolina, Washing-
ton, D.C, Dallas, Houston, and Raleigh.

In June, he was the main attraction in

Asheville, Columbia (South Carolina),

Wrightsville Beach, and Richmond. In

July, he spoke in Durham before the uni-

versity's largest alumni club, the Duke
Club of the Triangle, then later to the

Triad of Greensboro, Winston-Salem, and
High Point. To complete the sojourn, he

took himself to Florida—not to Disney

World but to be guest of honor at the

Duke club in Jacksonville.

Local fans and the media got a chance in

August to see the team and its new coach

on "Meet the Blue Devils Day" at Wallace

Wade Stadium. The theme for Duke Football

'94 is "Touchdowns/Tailgates/ Tradition."

Home games are Maryland on September 3,

East Carolina on Sep-

tember 10, Army on
September 15, Clem-

son on October 15,

Virginia on Novem-
ber 5, and Carolina

on November 19 for

Homecoming.
Goldsmith is a 1967

graduate of the Uni-

versity of Florida. Be-

fore going to Rice, he
Gridira"' s GoUsr

was defensive coordinator and assistant head

coach at the University of Arkansas.

DISTINGUISHED
VOLUNTEERS

Ten alumni and two Duke parents

were chosen for Charles A. Dukes

Awards for Outstanding Volunteer

Service to the university. Established in

1983, the awards were named in honor of

the late Charles A. Dukes '29, director of

alumni affairs from 1944 to 1963. Recipi-

ents are selected by the Duke Alumni
Association's board of directors and the

Annual Fund's executive committee.

This year's recipients are Rex D. Adams
'62; Elizabeth Huggin Collins '58; Joanne

Yoder Dearth 70; Dara Lyn DeHaven '73,

A.M. '74, J-D. '80; James C. Geoghegan
'54; Janet McDonald Hill and Calvin Hill;

Robert M. Price Jr. '52; Robert M. Rose-

mond '49, M.D. '53; Judith Burns Smed-
berg '65; Kathleen Stone Sorley '79; and
A. Morris Williams Jr. '62, M.A.T. '63.

Adams, of Great Falls, Virginia, is a

member of the boards of visitors of both

the Fuqua School of Business and Canadi-

an Studies, chairs the Washington Devel-

opment Council, and serves on the Wash-
ington Executive Leadership Board. He
chaired his thirtieth reunion's gift commit-

tee, is a charter member of the President's

Executive Council, and is past member of

the Alumni Admissions Advisory Com-
mittee (AAAC) and the New York Devel-

opment Council.

Collins, of High Point, North Carolina,

was class president last year and planning

committee chair for her thirty-fifth reunion,

which broke all past attendance records.

Her class also raised $213,237 for its class

gift, another thirty-fifth reunion record.

Dearth lives in Birmingham, Alabama,

where she has been AAAC chair since

1982. Last year, she oversaw a committee

of twenty alumni volunteers who conduct-

ed 128 interviews of prospective students

from the Birmingham area. She is also a

past member of the Duke Alumni Associa-

tion (DAA) board of directors.

DeHaven, of Atlanta, Georgia, is the

immediate past president of the law

school's alumni association, for whom she

has held every office since 1989. She is a past

class agent and a member of her under-

graduate class reunion gift committee. She
has participated in the Conference on
Career Choices and served as moderator

for an Alumni Seminar for law students.

For the past two years, she was the law

school's representative to the university's

alumni association.

Geoghegan, of Ponte Vedra Beach,

Florida, has been class chair for many years

working to involve as many of his class-

mates as possible. This year, for his fortieth

reunion, he is serving as class gift chair. He
is also a past member of the AAAC.
The Hills, of Great Falls, Virginia, are

the parents of basketball star Grant Hill

'94- They have served on the Parents'

Committee for four years, and as co-chairs

for the past two. Their work on campus

and across the country has earned it recog-

nition as the nation's number one parents'

gift program. They are also members of the

Annual Fund's executive committee and

have been guest speakers at alumni club

events and at the Fuqua School.

Price, of Burnsville, Minnesota, was

chairman of the Fuqua School's board of

visitors from 1983 to 1992, chairs the

strategic review committee, and serves on
the quality advisory committee. He has

taught or co-taught in the weekend and

daytime programs, and currently teaches

Managing Technology and Innovation.

Last year, he received the Fuqua Alumni
Award for Exemplary Service.

Rosemond, of Sanford, Florida, is past

president of the Medical Alumni Council
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and has been a medical school class agent

since 1983, recently spearheading a drive

for a landmark reunion gift. He is a member
of the Medical Alumni Council's executive

committee and is the medical school's rep-

resentative to the DAA board of directors.

Smedberg, of Farmington Hills, Michi-

gan, has been AAAC chair since 1984 for

the Birmingham/Detroit region. She coordi-

nates thirty-five interviewers of prospective

students and oversees planning for annual

area accept parties and college nights.

Sorley lives in London, England, where

she is president of the Duke Club of Lon-

don. During her senior year at Duke, she

was a young trustee. From 1983 to 1988,

she chaired Great Britain's AAAC.
Williams, of Gladwyne, Pennsylvania, is

a Duke trustee. Since 1992, he has chaired

the William Preston Few Association,

which grew in dollars and donors under

his leadership. He is a past member of the

divinity school's board of visitors, the

executive committee of the Capital Cam-
paign for Arts & Sciences and Engineer-

ing, and the Philadelphia Executive Lead-

ership Board.
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HER CENTURY OF
PROGRESS

At 105 years of age, Isabelle Bryan

Doub Coltrane A.M. 78 doesn't

remember everything about the

year she spent working on her master's

degree in English, but she does remember

that she "craved to get into Duke and it

grabbed me." Born May 9, 1889, in Jones-

boro, North Carolina, Coltrane is Duke's

oldest living graduate.

Through the "detective" work of Barbara

Pattishall, associate director of alumni

affairs, Coltrane was found. "For a number
of years, we have made an effort to find out

who Duke's oldest living alumnus is," Pat-

tishall says. "This required writing letters

to alumni in older classes requesting their

birth dates, a piece of information that was

missing in many older alumni records."

Faith Key, director of activities at Wes-
leyan Arms Retirement Center in High
Point, responded for Coltrane. She wrote

to Pattishall letting her know of Coltrane's

105th bitthday celebration.

The celebration, which received atten-

tion from local media, included two birth-

day cakes, balloons, and visits from the

president of Greensboro College and rep-

resentatives from Brevard College.

Coltrane also received written birthday

greetings from President Bill Clinton and

Duke President Nannerl O. Keohane.

Coltrane has lived at Wesleyan Arms
since the mid 1970s. She is in relatively

good health for someone her age, accord-

ing to Key. She wears neither eyeglasses

nor a hearing aid, and until a year ago, she

walked with the assistance of a cane. Now
she's in a wheelchair, but stays as indepen-

dent as she can, according to the staff.

Before enrolling at Duke, Coltrane

attended Flora McDonald College (now
St. Andrews College in Laurinburg),

where she received a bachelor's degree in

literature in 1910 and a bachelor's degree

in music in 1914- After graduation, she

taught English for several years at high

schools throughout the state. In 1932, at

the age of forty-three, she met and married

her late husband, Eugene Coltrane, who in

1934 was named the first president of Bre-

vard College. He died in 1960.

According to her great-niece, Jodi Tot-

ten of Greensboro, Coltrane comes from a

Coltrane: Duke's oldest living graduate

long line of educators and Methodist min-

isters. "Her father, William Doub, was a

minister of a Methodist church in Durham,

and her grandfather and great-grandfather

also were ministers," Totten says. "Peter

Doub, her great-grandfather, helped estab-

lish Greensboro College and Trinity Col-

lege, which later became Duke University."

Totten, who fondly refers to her great-

aunt as "Belle," says Coltrane is proud of

her academic achievements and loved

teaching. Totten has been entrusted with

several of her aunt's memoirs, including

her Duke degree and notes about her days

at Duke, which she began writing at the

age of ninety-two.

In her notes, Coltrane described her deci-

sion to take a year off from teaching to at-

tend UNC-Chapel Hill to further her stud-

ies. But a "curt" letter from that institution

led her to apply to Duke. "I truly cannot

escape the feeling that I was led," Coltrane

wrote. "My welcome at Duke was warm. I

discovered that a number of officials of long

service knew all about the Doub name. It

had not occurred to me that I would find

them still there. They truly welcomed me
personally as a 'member of the family,' and

showed personal interest in my proposed

program, living arrangements, and, of

course, my proposed academic studies.

"I was immediately given a position in

the library. The librarian, Dr. [Joseph Penn]

Breedlove, was an 'old timer' who knew
all about the Doub background. Surely, I

had been led in my choice of Duke rather

than the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill. I have never had the slight-

est regret as to the choice I made."

Coltrane also made a record of the

friends she made at Duke, her favorite pro-

fessors, and her work in Perkins Library.

Regarding her work in Perkins, she wrote:

"Dr. Breedlove was a lovely person to work
with, and he gave me more important duties

as my days went by. I came to feel very

much at home with him. He trusted me
more and more with those important

duties. Students who needed directions in

locating materials were always sent to me.

I learned as I helped them!"

Besides notes about her Duke experi-

ence, Totten says her aunt wrote about

some of the childhood years she spent in

Durham and of her years as a student at

Flora McDonald College. She also jotted

down her favorite sayings, one of which is

by Charles D. Mclver, founder and presi-

dent of the former Woman's College in

Greensboro, which reads: "Educate a man
and you educate an individual. Educate a

woman and you educate a family."

A small, fragile lady with blue eyes and a

silver-gray ponytail, Coltrane is no longer

able to write about her life experiences or

other things that are important to her. Her
days are now filled with attending sing-a-

longs and other musical programs at the

nursing home, and spending time with Tot-

ten, who often talks to her about the Duke
campus, which she last visited in the 1970s.

"Belle was a great teacher and the love

of her life was her students," Totten says of

her aunt, who decided to become a vege-

tarian at the age of eighty-five. "She is a

woman of great achievements who never

tried to take the spotlight from anyone.

She is truly one of the most humble, but

one of the most giving, people I know."

—Linda D. Powell

Powell is a writer at the Duke News Service. This

article first appeared in Duke Dialogue.
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ENGINEERING A
SOFTWARE COUP

As a computer industry marketer,

James Girand B.S.E.E. '59 makes

it his business to understand the

power of visual images. Even when sitting

for the university photographer, he metic-

ulously makes sure the picture communi-

cates what he wants.

Girand has spent thirty years working in

California's Silicon Valley, a place where

legends abound of garage-born enterprises

becoming billion-dollar corporations. But

during the past year, he has spent hun-

dreds of hours promoting the virtues of a

different kind of enterprise 2,000 miles away

from his Palo Alto office: Duke's electrical

engineering department.

He's helped Duke's electrical engineers

obtain "the greatest breadth and depth of

automation tools that have ever been

assembled at any one university in the his-

tory of the free world," he says. Those

"tools" are "Computer-Aided Design"

(CAD) software used by the electronics

industry. CAD allows engineers to draw

and test the designs for electronic compo-

nents on computer terminals. CAD soft-

ware companies sell their tools to high-

tech manufacturers. The manufacturers

then provide them to their designers, many
of whom are Duke electrical engineering

graduates, to help the designers lay out the

circuitry for the latest electronic devices.

Universities also use CAD tools as high-

tech teaching aids, giving students comput-

er assistance in mastering the intricacies of

high-tech devices, such as transistors. The
more students know about CAD tools, the

better they will fare in the job market.

CAD is also useful for research, offering

faculty powerful aids in designing experi-

mental devices.

Despite the benefits of CAD tools, uni-

versities still cannot afford the license fees

manufacturers charge to use their software.

So, the schools must approach the compa-

nies for donations, which is where Girand

has come to Duke's aid. Using his personal

acquaintance with the top management at

the software companies, he says he has

been able to persuade them to provide the

university an unprecedented variety of

software grants or gifts from eight different

CAD toolmakers.

Girand; makingCAD connections in Si/icon Valley

He also acknowledges he has given

some Duke administrators fits by negotiat-

ing software licensing agreements on his

own. "Being a successful businessman, I

know what's important and what is not,"

he says. He insists that those moments of

opportunity would have passed by had he

taken the time to consult lawyers before

acting. The reason lawyers must negotiate

licensing agreements is elementary, Girand

adds. "[Software companies] don't want to

see people stealing their technology and

running off and starting companies. And
the responsible people at Duke are never

going to dream of such a thing. So the

licensing issues just aren't important."

What does stir Girand's emotions is his

conviction that universities lack adequate

marketing strategies for soliciting software

from corporate donors. "Typically, a pro-

fessor calls a company and asks for a tool

of software," he says. "It is sent over, and

[the company] never hears from him or her

again. They don't have a clue about who is

being educated, and at what level. And
there may be another professor down the

hall who calls another company and asks

for a different tool. There is absolutely no
integration of these into an education

plan—an education strategy, if you will."

After linking up with David Over-

hauser, a young Duke assistant professor of

electrical engineering who specializes in

CAD software, Girand organized a plan for

soliciting donations. Overhauser assem-

bled a wish-list of additional CAD tools

needed to push the entire electrical engi-

neering department to the forefront. He

also created a master plan, called a "Vision

for CAD," detailing how the tools would

be integrated into Duke's engineering cur-

riculum. "Vision for CAD" became the

blueprint for the Design Automation
Technology Center (DATC), established

by the electrical engineering department

to coordinate the use of CAD software in

education and research.

Girand says this package of ideas was

then put before "higher level" software

company managers, who "have a longing, if

you will, to see a much more effective uti-

lization of their tools." He recalls that the

response of the top company brass was dra-

matic. "I would get five words out of my
mouth, and they would say: 'This is what

we need to do! The Duke model is what we
need to extend on a nationwide basis!'

"

A man whose statements tend to end
with exclamation points, Girand admits he

was "disappointed" by his own engineering

education. "When I left Duke, the last

thing I wanted to be was an engineer," he

says. He immediately went to Harvard,

where he received his M.B.A. in 1961. He
then became captivated by the "exciting"

prospects of solid-state electronics after

joining the Hewlett Packard Company of

Palo Alto. He held a succession of man-
agement jobs, the final one as marketing

manager with the company's microwave

semiconductor division.

Major positions followed at other Silicon

Valley firms, including director of market-

ing for Granger Associates and vice presi-

dent for sales at the Calma Company, both

Santa Clara firms; vice president for sales

at Weitek in Sunnyvale; and vice president

and general manager of advanced products

at Cadence Design Systems Inc. of San

Jose. Cadence is one of the companies now
supplying CAD software to Duke, and

Weitek has provided hardware for the

CAD program. Since October 1988, Girand

has been a private consultant.

Girand traces his present-day involve-

ment with Duke's electrical engineering

department from a campus visit to see his

daughter, Lisa Girand Mann B.S.E.E. '89,

then a student. Dropping by an electrical

engineering class on microprocessors, he

says he was underimpressed by the profes-

sor's zeal.

He left, he says, wondering what, thirty

years later, has really changed? In the fall

of 1992, when he was approached by Duke's
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development office to "do something for the

engineering school," he told them about his

experiences. Development officials chal-

lenged him to either "be part of the prob-

lem, or part of the solution."

In February 1993, Girand returned to

Duke to meet with Overhauser, engineer-

ing dean Earl Dowell, and electrical engi-

neering chair Craig Casey. After preparing

their technologically detailed sales pitch,

Girand and Overhauser both began visiting

officials at software companies. "These are

people I had worked with in the 1980s,"

Girand says. "I knew many of them per-

sonally, but that was just good for the

introduction. The key thing was that the

concept, the strategy, really had to sell

itself. And David [Overhauser] was very

effective in doing that.

"The message was that this integrated

education strategy enables people from the

freshman to the senior year to become
progressively more proficient in the use of

design automation tools. That, in turn,

enables graduates to be better prepared for

advanced education, or to go to work for a

company as circuit designers or whatever

they choose to do. And, by its close rela-

tionship, the professors at Duke will be

continually in the forefront of the latest

changes and upgrades in these tools."

Girand notes that he is only one of

many Silicon Valley area Duke alumni

who are ready to help the university. Duke
has its own Northern California Computing
Advisory Group, chaired by Jack Carsten

'63. "There are a couple of dozen active

people who are extremely sympathetic to

what Duke is doing and feel very fond of

the university," Girand says. For example,

Cynthia Walden B.S.E.E. '80, the manager

of a division of Sun Microsystems Comput-
er Corporation, helped the DATC obtain

some of the Sun workstations it is using to

run its new donated software.

Recognizing the special West Coast fla-

vor of this initiative, Duke President Nan-
nerl O. Keohane traveled to Sun Microsys-

tems in Mountain View, California, on
May 13 to dedicate informally the DATC
and to thank the providing companies, as

well as Overhauser and Girand.

And true to form, Girand helped orga-

nize the meeting. "I just don't know of any
other case where some alumnus, on a daily

basis, has participated in putting together

a program," says electrical engineering's

Craig Casey. "We worked out a plan, sent

it to him, and he made it happen. It is

really different to have someone who is

not only so involved but also lives on the

opposite coast."

—Monte Basgatt

Basgall is a science writer for the Duke News Service

and the Office of Research Communications.
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30s, 40s & 50s
Norma Craft Cannon '32 writes that she cele-

brated a reunion with all 44 members of her family

last summer. She lives on a farm in Concord, N.C,
where four children live within three miles of her.

Dillard M. Sholes Jr. '38, emeritus professor and

chair of the obstetrics and gynecology department at

East Tennessee State University Medical School

in Johnson City, Tenn., was honored as a founding

member of the American Society for Colposcopy and

Cervical Pathology at its biennial meeting in March.

Robert A. Wolff '42 has earned the New York

Sportcaster of the Year Award, presented by the

National Sport^c.isurs ;mJ SportMvriters Association.

He is the sports director for News 1 2 Long Island and

hosts the Bob \\"i Ml Ri.vMI Sjvcial on SportsChannel.

Charles F. Blanchard '45, J.D. '49, senior

member of Blanchard, Twiggs, Abrams & Strickland,

P.A., was elected president of the International Soci-

ety of Barristers. He is a former member of the Duke
Law School Council and a current member of the

Duke Marine Lab's advisory board. He and his wife,

Bernard, live in Raleigh, N.C.

John A. Hornaday '45, A.M. '48, Ph.D. '54 has

formed the Motivation Research Corp. with Frederic

Kuder, a former professor of statistics and measure-

ment in Duke's psychology department. He writes,

"Dr. Kuder started with me our first company in

1958.... Our most recently-formed company will

publish materials used in self-assessment for career

choice." He lives in Amherst, N.H.

Margaret Taylor Smith '47 was elected chair

of the board for the Kresge Foundation. She lives in

Troy, Mich.

Doris Charrier Vladimiroff '49, who directed

the Bowdoin College Upward Program for 25 years

before retiring in 1992, was awarded an honorary

degree by the school. She lives in Cundy's Harbor,

Maine.

Lorraine Friedman Ph.D. '51 was awarded the

Alice Evans Award by the American Society for

Microbiology's Committee on the Status ofWomen
in Microbiology. She lives in New Orleans.

M. Shelby B.S.M.E. '52 retired from

the College of Aeronautics in Flushing, N.Y., where

he was a professor in the airplane technology de-

partment. He holds F.A.A. licenses as pilot, ground

instructor, airlr.inw nK\:li:mic, anJ power plant

mechanic. He is currently in the third year of con-

struction of a home-built aircraft he hopes to com-
plete and have flying by the summer of 1995. He and

his wife live in Chatham, N.J.

R. Shumaker III '52 was awarded the

Army's second highest honor, the Legion of Merit, for

outstanding meritorious service for 35 years, both in

the active force and the Reserves. A veteran of the

Korean and Vietnam wars, he was badly wounded in

Vietnam by an enemy rocket-propelled grenade and

spent six years in and out of Army hospitals, surviving

62 major operations. He lives in Washington, D.C

George D. Wilbanks '53, M.D. '56 was elected

president ofThe American College of Obstetricians

and Gynecologists. He lives in Chicago.

Earle Hannel '54 was voted Outstanding Profes-

sional Fund-Raiser by the 160-member Western New
York chapter of the National Society of Fund-Raising

Executives. He has been the executive director of the

Sisters Hospital Foundation, Buffalo, N.Y., for 14 years.

Kenneth B. Orr '54, president of Presbyterian

College, was elected president of the Association of

Presbyterian Colleges and Universities. He was also

appointed by U.S. Secretary of Education Richard

Riley to serve on the National Advisory Committee

on Institutional Quality and Integrity. He lives in

Clinton, S.C.

Margit T. White '54 is vice president of invest-

ments in the Washington, D.C, office of Dean Wit-

ter Reynolds Inc. She lives in Potomac, Md.

Rebecca Weathers Dukes '56 has released

her second album, Rainbow, featuring 12 original

songs. She and her husband, Charles A. Dukes
Jr. '56, LL.B. '57, live in Hyattsville, Md.

Jacob C. Martinson M.Div. '57, president of

High Point University, was made an honorary fellow

of Westminster College, Oxford, in March. He is one

of the first Americans to be named an honorary fellow

by Westminster. He and his wife, Libby, live in High

Point, N.C.

Betty Tuttle Newman '57 spent the summer
teaching English to Chinese teachers of English on

Hainan Island in the city of Hsikou. She was team

leader for six others teachers from the States, includ-

ing Harry A. Newman B.H.S. '73. She lives in

Asheville, N.C.

William McKinley Smiley Jr. 57, a law pro

fessor at Stetson University, was appointed by Fla.

agriculture commissioner Bob Crawford as special

counsel for the Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Affairs. He lives in St. Petersburg.

Clifton R. Cleaveland '58 is president of the

American College of Physicians. He and wife, Ruzha,

live in Signal Mountain, Tenn.

M. Douglas Harper Jr. Ph.D. '58, the pastor of

St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church in Houston since

1961, was awarded the Distinguished Service Award by

the Columbia Theological Seminary in Decatur, Ga.

K. David Straub '59, M.D. '65, Ph.D. '68 returned

to Duke in 1993 as associate director of the Free Elec-

tron Laser Laboratory, professor of physics, and pro-

fessor of medicine. In May, he received the Distin-

guished Service Award from the University of

Arkansas Medical Sciences Campus for service to the

university and the state as chair of EPSCOR, National
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M II Weight lifting

^W«V may not yetWW have the

cachet of such sports as

tennis or track, but its

image is improving.

No longer the exclu-

sive domain of

Schwarzenegger
wannabes, weight

machines have gained

vogue among men and
women who want
more from their work-

out. And with doctors

recommending weight

training for people of

all ages, it seems that

this non-aerobic exer-

cise is here to stay.

That suits Ernest

Edwards M.D. '44 just

fine. As an orthopedist,

Edwards knows the

physiological benefits

ofweight lifting. But
as a top-ranked inter-

national contender,

Edwards says he
wouldn't mind the

competition, either.

"My biggest com-
petition is a guy down
in Louisiana who's
seventy-nine-years-

old," says Edwards,

who is seventy-five.

"The oldest guy I know
is an eighty-three-year-

old Floridian who wins
gold medals all the time

because no one else

that old is lifting."

Something of a
celebrity on the circuit,

Edwards won the USA
Championship in Dal-

las, Texas, last year

for his age and weight

group with a lift of

approximately 215
pounds. And more
recendy, he won two
silver medals at the

Georgia State Games
this past July.

"I met a fellow not
too long ago who took

up weight lifting at the

age of sixty-seven,"

says Edwards. "He told

me he'd seen my pic-

ture in the newspaper
and that I was the rea-

son he started."

A member ofTeam
Savannah, which
boasts members from
Edwards' age down
into grade school, he
trains three times a

week, can bench press

135 pounds twenty

and competes in his

spare time. While he
no longer performs

surgery, Edwards con-

tinues to have daily

office hours for his

private orthopedic

practice, and he runs

a VA clinic.

Edwards: an uplifting experience with one tenth ofa ton

Edwards has been
competing for almost

four years now, but he
says he still gets butter-

flies before his event

begins. "When I was in

Georgia, I was so ner-

vous I couldn't eat," he
says. "But as soon as I

got on stage and all

those people were
watching, the fear van-

ished and I did all right.

I think it does you
good to get nervous."

A football player

who earned his under-

graduate degree from
Clemson, Edwards
graduated from Duke
Medical School under
the Navy V- 12 pro-

gram. He notes that

during that time, college

football teams didn't

use weight training as

part of their fitness

routine. Now, it's a key
factor in turning young
men into physically

formidable players.

Although he revels

in the rewards that

training and competi-

tion bring, Edwards says

there has been one
small setback. "I took

up weight lifting to keep
myself in good physical

shape. Unfortunately,

it's put some weight on
me. I used to weigh
209; now I'm 221. But
I think it's from bulk-

ing up, and I can bring

it back down."

Science Foundation; the Ark. Cancer Research Cen-

ter; and the Basic Science Review Board of ASTA.

60s
Peggy Pearce Caskey '61 was elected to

Austin College's board of trustees. She is the founder,

president, and CEO of Laboratories for Genetic Ser-

vices. She and her husband, Thomas Caskey
M.D. '62, have a daughter, Caroline T. Caskey
'88, and a son.

Charles J. Ping Ph.D. '61, president ofOhio
University and a philosophy professor, was awarded

an honorary degTee by Rhodes College.

Crean Kruse '62, assistant professor

of accounting at Eastern Michigan University, received

one of the school's Distinguished Faculty Awards for

1993. She also received a 1993 Teaching Excellence

Award from EMU's alumni association and a Faculty

Recognition Award from the university's marketing

and student affairs division every year since 1987. She

and her husband, Bert, live in Ypsilanti.

Lewis Hunter Morgan B.D. '62, senior pastor of

Larchmont United Methodist Church in Norfolk, Va.,

was awarded an honorary degree in May by

Randolph-Macon College.

Paul E. Bell '63 is second vice president at Lincoln

National Life Insurance Co., where he is responsible

for directing and coordinating all product manage-

ment and developing the company's long-term care

policies.

Roger H. Kissam '63, J.D. '68, general counsel

and secretary of Welbilt Corp. in Stamford, Conn.,

was named a vice president. He was a former vice

president and general counsel for BASF Corp.'s spe-

cialty chemical division. He lives in Brooklyn, N.Y.

i Ph.D. '64 was named the thirteenth

president of Texas Lutheran College by the college's

board of regents. He and his wife, Sandra, have two

ire Ph.D. '64 was awarded the John G.

Gammie Distinguished Scholar Award, which honors

research and scholarship in religious studies, from the

Southwest Commission on Religious Studies. He is a

religion professor at Austin College in Sherman, Texas.

Ray Purdom '65, who was interim president of

Kentucky Wesleyan College from November 1993

to August 1994, returned to his duties as academic

dean. He and his wife, women's tennis head coach

'67, live in Owensboro.

John P. Shock M.D. '66 was the first faculty

member at the University of Arkansas for Medical

Sciences to have an endowed academic chair estab-

lished in his honor.

David Watson '66 returned from a four-month

Persian Gulf deployment aboard the guided missile

cruiser USS Bunker Hill, deployed to Yokosuka, Japan,

as part of the aircraft carrier USS Independence Battle

Group.

Barbara Miller Purdom '67 is the head coach

of the women's tennis team at Kentucky Wesleyan

College. She also provides free communications con-

sulting to community organizations in Owensboro.

She and her husband, Ray Purdom '65, the school's

academic dean, live in Owensboro.

Kathleen Henderson Ashley '69, A.M. '70,

Ph.D. '73 has edited Autobiography and Postmodernism,

a collection of essays exploring the connections be-

tween a genre and a literary period. She is a professor

of English at the University of Southern Maine in

Portland. She lives in Gorham, Maine.

Janis Johnson '69 is the new director of editorial

services in the external affairs department at George-

town University Medical Center. She and her husband,

Bob Rankin, and their son live in Alexandria, Va.

Kathleen M. Mills J.D. '69, assistant general

counsel at Bethlehem Steel Corp., was elected assis-

tant secretary. She lives in Bethlehem.

BIRTHS: Daughter to William S. Plumer Jr.

B.S.E. '65, M.S.E. '67 and Rebecca Plumer on May 4.

Named Amber Anne. . Third son to Thomas
James III '68 and Marcia G. James on March 2.

Named Frank Benjamin.

70s
Benjamin N. Cittadino '70, a partner in the

Trenton law firm Devlin, Cittadino & Shaw, P.C.,

was elected to a two-year term on the N.J. State Ba

Association's board of t

Marc Adrien Gelinas P.T. Cert '70, M.H.A. '78

is the vice president for stategic development for the

Harris Methodist Health System in Fort Worth,

Texas. He and his wife, Lillee, and their son live in

Colleyville, Texas.

Michael E. Granfield Ph.D. '70 is dean of the

A. Gary Anderson Graduate School of Management
at the University of California at Riverside. He was

vice chancellor for academic planning and budget at

UCLA.

Home '70 is dean of the Vir-

ginia Theological Seminary. She was the seminary's

associate dean for administration. She and her hus-

band, Donald, and their two sons live in Alexandria.

Kenneth M. Jarin '72 was nominated by Presi-

dent Clinton to the National Council on the Arts.

He is a partner in the Philadelphia law firm Mont-

gomery, McCracken, Walker & Rhoads and president

of the board of directors of Concerto Soloists Cham-
ber Orchestra in Philadephia. He and his wife, Robin

Wiessman, and their son live in Yardley, Pa.

Larry W. Mobley '72 is vice president of manu-

facturing assembly at RF Monolithics, Inc., a private-

ly held company that manufactures and markets

radio frequency components and subassemblies based
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: technology. He lives ion surface i

Richardson, Texas.

Leigh Gronich Mundhenk 72, a career devel-

opment consultant and an associate with the interna-

tional human relations consulting firm Drake Bean

Morin, is pursuing her Ph.D. in organizational psychol-

ogy at Temple University. Her husband, Thomas
G. Mundhenk 72, who earned his master of laws

degree in trial advocacy from Temple in May, is a

partner with Eastburn and Grey in Doylestown, Pa.

Maurice Wright 72 is the composer of Concerto

for Marimba and Orchestra, which was performed by

the Boston Symphony Orchestra in April as its world

premiere. He is a professor at Temple University's

Esther Boyer College of Music.

Donald N. Yates A.M. 72 is the new director

of communications services for Educational Testing

Service. He and his wife live in Princeton, N.J.

Terry Blue Jr. J.D. 73, speaker of the

N.C. House of Representatives, received an honorary

doctor of laws degree from the UNC-Chapel Hill.

S. Ward Greene J.D. 73 was inducted into the

American College of Bankruptcy, one of only three

Oregon lawyers honored. He practices with Greene &.

Markley, P.C., in Portland, Ore.

Frank Steven Horsley 73 is vice president and

chief financial officer for Thomas Built Buses, Inc., in

High Point, N.C.

Harry Alexander Newman B.H.S. 73 spent

the summer teaching English to Chinese teachers of

English on Hainan Island in the city of Hsikou. He
served under team leader Betty Tuttle I

'57. He lives in Asheville, N.C.

Alton 74, a trial attorney con-

centrating in medical malpractice and pharmaceutical

and medical device liability litigation, is a principal of

the Columbus law firm of Ray, Todaro & Alton Co.,

L.P.A. He lives in Blacklick, Ohio.

M. Colvin 74, M.Ed. 75, M.B.A. '81 is .

director of major gifts in the development and alumni

relations department of Muhlenberg College in Allen-

town, Pa.

Helen L. Compton M.A.T. 74, a teacher at the

N.C. School of Science and Mathematics, was awarded

a Presidential Award for Excellence in Science and

Mathematics Teaching.

Marcia Hardee Hege 75 was appointed execu-

tive director of the Independent Garage Owners of

North Carolina. She and her husband, Joe, and their

son live in Cary, N.C.

David Frey 76 was honored with both CINE
Golden Eagle and Telly awards and Cable ACE and
EMMY nominations for directing and co-producing

"Creating Your Tomorrow," a TV program that helps

teenagers explore career-education options. He also

has received a Cable ACE award for directing "Stop,

Look & Listen," a TV program for families with small

children who are deaf or hard-of-hearing. He and his

wife, Shari, and their son live in the Washington,

D.C., area.

Stephen P. KiefferJ.D. 76 earned his master's

in physical education at San Diego State University,

where he was a teaching assistant and assistant rugby

coach. He is pursuing his Ph.D. in human movement
(biomechanics) at the University of Western Aus-
tralia in Perth. "Yes," he writes, "it is quite a switch

from law!"

Nancy Schlichting 76 attended a White House
health-care briefing in April, where she met First

Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton. She is the Riverside

Methodist Hospital's president and chief executive

officer and lives in Columbus, Ohio.

Darcy Hitchcock 77 has written The Work
Redesign Team Handbook: A Step-by-Step Guide to

Creating Self-Directed Teams. She is president ofAXIS
Performance Advisors, Inc. and has been consulting

and training for more than 14 years. She lives in

Battle Ground, Wash.

Everett L. Wheeler Ph.D. 77 received the 1994

Moncado Prize from the Society for Military History

for his article "Methodological Limits and the Mirage

of Roman Strategy" that appeared in the Journal of

Military History.

Jeffrey E. Friedman 78 joined the San Fran-

cisco law firm Jones, Clifford, McDevitt, Naekel &
Johnson, where he practices in the workers compen-
sation department.

Susan Bailey Schramm 78, director of sales

operations at ROLM, received a 1994 Tribute to

Women and Industry (TWIN) Award, sponsored by

the Santa Clara Valley YWCA. She lives in San Jose,

Calif.

Richard J. Webb J.D. 78 was named a partner at

McCarter & English, New Jersey's oldest and largest

law firm, where he specializes in health-care law. He
and his wife, Denise, and their three daughters live in

Lebanon Township.

Marcy Garber Fish B.S.N. 79 is the nurse co-

ordinator of the Breast Care Center of the Medical

College of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. She and her

husband, David, live in Wyncote, Pa.

Thomas S. Harman 79 is a partner in the

Washington, D.C., firm Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver

& Jacobson. He was associate director and chief coun-

sel for the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission's

management division.

Elizabeth Pryor Johnson 79 is of counsel in

the Miami office of the law firm Jorden Burt Berenson

& Klingensmith, where she specializes in labor and

employment law. She and her husband, Ethan, and

their three childten live in Miami.

Scott Richard Shively 79 is director of adver-

tising at Marion Merrell Dow USA, a research-based

global pharmaceutical organization. He and his wife,

Phyllis, live in Overland Park, Kan.

C. Thomas Smith III 79, M.B.A. '81 is vice

president and director of client services for FGI
Advertising. He lives in Chapel Hill.

79 has founded Bright Ideas, a

puzzle company that he runs from his one-room cabii

in Adamant, Vt.

MARRIAGES: Rosemary Hoffmann 73 to

Richard P. Moore on July 24, 1993. Residence: Che-

shire, Conn...Stephen John Liccione 77 to

Victoria B. Major on Sept. 10. Residence: Milwaukee.

BIRTHS: Third child and first son t

Golden Jr. 74, M.Div. 78 and Leslie Powell

Golden on April 14. Named Israel Aaron. . .Adopted

by Jeff Blass 75 and Cam Blass on Feb. 25, a

seven-year-old girl from Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan. Named
Morgan Galina. . .Second child and first son to Ellen
Humphries Chartock 77 on April 12. Named
Elliott Jake. . .Second child and daughter to

Christopher J.T. Clark 77 and Mary Clark on
March 28. Named Rachel Warren. . .Second son to

Gene P. Karabedian Cobau 79 on Dec. 17.

Named Thomas Duffy. . .Third child and second son

to Elizabeth Pryor Johnson 79 and Ethan

Johnson on Dec. 25. Named Whitcomb.

80s
Brockton R. Ellwood B.S.E. '80, who earned his

M.S. from Purdue University's Krannert School of

Management in May, works for IBM. He and his wife,

Maggie, and their two children live in Cincinnati.

Battiste Barnwell Grayson '80, a colon and
rectal surgeon, was appointed to the Distinguished

Council of Fellows of Penn State University, Behrend

College. She and her husband, David, live in Erie, Pa.

Mary Moore Hamrick '80 is vice president for

New York Life Insurance Co.'s office of governmental

affairs in Washington, D.C. She was counsel to the

U.S. House of Representatives' Energy and Commerce
Committee.

William Vaughn McCall 80, M.D. 84, an asso

ciate professor of psychiatry at Wake Forest's Bowman
Gray School of Medicine, is director of the sleep labo-

ratory and director of the electroconvulsive therapy

service. He and his wife, Dawn Israel McCall
A.M. '85, live in Winston-Salem.

Kenneth J. Anderson '81 is the new director of

marketing for The Atlanta Ballet, the nation's oldest

ballet company. He is responsible for marketing, pub-

lic relations, and corporate sponsorship programs.

Michael S. Wainer B.S.E. '81 is associate profes-

sor of computer science at Southern Illinois Univet-

sity at Carbondale.

Michael S. Barranco '82 is an attorney special-

izing in litigation at Piper & Marbury. He and his

wife, Kimberly, live in Baltimore.

Kathryn Klemanowicz O'Hara '82 is director

of the pollution prevention program for the Center

for Marine Conservation in Washington, D.C. She
and her husband, Thomas, and their two children live

in Hampton, Va.

Melissa Raphan '82 practices labor and employ-

ment law in the Minneapolis office of the law firm Op-
penheimer, Wolff& Donnelly. She and her husband,

Tom Rock, and their two sons live in Edina, Minn.

James Herschel Henderson '83 has a legal

practice that focuses on consumer and business bank-

ruptcy law. He and his wife, Catherine Carstarphen,

and their daughter live in Charlotte.

Charles McCall Medlin '83 appears in the 8th

Edition of Who's Who in American Law. He is an asso-

ciate at Bovis Kyle & Burch in Atlanta and a recipi-

ent of the American Jurisprudence Award for Civil

Procedure.

'83 is assistant professor

of psychology at the University of Virginia. He and

his wife, Elizabeth Hudson Willingham '84,

and their daughter live in Charlottesville.

Gail Dunkel Cawkwell '84, who completed a

pediatric rheumatology fellowship at Cincinnati Chil

dren's Hospital, plans to complete her Ph.D. in epi-

demiology by the end of the year. She is an assistant

professor at the University of South Florida and All

Children's Hospital and head of pediatric rheumatol-

ogy in the division of allergy and clinical immunol-

ogy. She and her husband, Roger, and their two chil-

dren live in St. Petersburg.

Mary Louise Bedell Cole '84 is a partner in

the firm O'Meara & Hight, P.C. in Bloomfield, N.J.,

where she concentrates on insurance defense and

professional liability litigation. She lives in Oak
Ridge, N.J.

Vincent J. Kalaher '84 has started his own law

firm in Vista, Calif., having practiced for seven years

with other firms. He is on the subcommittee of the
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Friday, November 18

The Battle of the Blue Devils

Intramural Fields

4:00 pm
Campus groups will get ready for the

Homecoming Game with some competi-

tions of their own, such as a bed race,

an egg toss, and relay races.

6:00 pm- 11:30 pm
The concourse of Wallace Wade
Stadium will be alive with local food

vendors, fair games, live bands, beer

trucks, and local radio stations. Don't

miss the Pep Rally at 8:00 pm featuring

new head football coach, Fred

Goldsmith, the Duke Football team,

cheerleaders, pep band, and the Blue

Devil.

Saturday, November 19

Annual Alumni Association

Pregame BBQ

Cameron Indoor Stadium

Gather 2 hours before kick-off to enjoy

all the authentic North Carolina BBQ
you can eat at this traditional pre-game

event. Send in your Registration form

and $10 to reserve your spot.

Duke vs. Carolina

Homecoming Game

Time to be announced

The entire Duke community comes

together to cheer the Blue Devils on to

victory over the paler blue of UNC.
Call 919-681-BLUE for tickets.

Duke Men's Basketball

Exhibition Game

Blue Devils vs. Athletes in Action

Following the football game

Kappa Sigma Schoonerfest

9:00pm

Join alumni and students on the quad in

front of the Kappa Sigma section for this

popular Homecoming event. Featured

band to be announced.

Sunday, November 20

Duke Woman's Basketball

Exhibition Game

Blue Devils vs. Maryland Elites

Time to be announced

?,

OK X H EBLUES
Alumni Association
Pregame BBQs
Cameron Indoor Stadium

2 hours before kick-off

Parents Weekend November 5

Homecoming November 19

Tickets are $10. Please reserve your spot ahead of time by mailing in

your registration form and payment. You will be able to pick up your

tickets at the door. Questions? Call Bemice Charles at the Alumni House:

1-800-FOR-DUKE.

Registration

Date ofBBQ
Check one or both: November 5, 1994 November 19, 1994

Name Class

Phone

Number of tickets x$10 =

MC/Visa # Exp.

Print name as on card

Please make check payable to Duke University and mail to:

Alumni Affairs Pre-Game BBQ, Box 90573, Durham, NC 27708.



State Bar of California that advises the legislature on

laws in the area of support.

Lisa Sessoms Kaplan B.S.N. '84 is assistant

professor of maternal/child health nursing at Barry

University in Miami, Fla. She and her husband, Ted,

and their three children live in Miami.

Jill Hartley Meland '84 is an attorney with the

law firm Jorden Burt Berenson & Klingensmith. She

and her husband, Mark, and their son live in Miami.

Elizabeth Warlick Turk '84, who earned her

master's in public health at UNC's School of Public

Health, is an independent public health consultant in

Madagascar.

Elizabeth Hudson Willingham 84 is execu-

tive editor of Silverchair Science + Communications,

a medical and scientific publishing company she

co-founded. She and het husband, Daniel B.
Willingham '83, and their daughter live in Char-

lottesville, Va.

Julie Lamar Wynne '84, who graduated from

UNC's School of Medicine in May, also earned a

master's of public health at Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity's School of Hygiene and Public Health. She is

now in residency in general surgery at the University

of Washington Medical Center.

Patricia J. Zurfleih '84, who earned her M.D. at

UNC-Chapel Hill, has entered a psychiatry residency

there. She and her partner, physician Kay Young, are

moving to Portland, Ore., where she will complete

her residency and fellowship in neuropsychiatry.

Stephen Miller Brister '85 is a senior account

executive on the United Airlines account at the Leo

Burnett Advertising Agency. He and his partner,

Carmine Salvucci, live in Chicago.

Zoe Warwick Forsyth '85, Ph.D. '92 is assistant

professor of psychology at the University of Mary-

land in Baltimore County. Her husband, J. David
Forsyth '86, is a professional pilot for Mountain Air

Cargo.

Susan Silver '85, who earned her master's at

Northwestern's J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Man-
agement, works for Kraft, marketing its macaroni and

cheese brand. She lives in Evanston, 111.

Alan Joseph "Bo" Burns M.E.M. '86 received

the Golden Oval, the American Cyanamid Co.'s

highest sales award. He is a vegetation specialist in

the state of Florida for its specialty products depart-

ment. He and his wife, Sallie, and their son live in

N. Anthony Coles M.D. '86 was named vice

president for U.S. Human Health, the U.S. prescrip-

tion drug unit of Merck &. Co., Inc. He and his wife,

Robyn, and their three children live in Doylestown, Pa.

Robert L. Colones M.B.A. '86 is executive vice

president for McLeod Regional Medical Center.

He and his wife, Deborah, and their two sons live in

Florence, S.C.

Hannah Stewart-Gambino Ph.D.

professor of government, was a co-winner of the Lehigh

University Award for excellence in teaching by a

junior member of the faculty. She and her husband,

Jack, and their two daughters live in Bethlehem, Pa.

Presley Stokes Troyer '86, who tamed her

M.B.A. at UC-Berkeley, is working in product mar-

keting at Octel Communications. She and her hus-

band, Steve, and their son live in San Jose, Calif.

Martha "Martie" Dresser Irons '87 earned

her M.H.A. at UNC-Chapel Hill in 1992 and com-
pleted a post-graduate fellowship in health adminis-

tration at the University Medical Center of Eastern

Carolina last year. She is a volunteer chair for out-

patient services at a Sacramento, Calif., hospital and

tutors children from low-income families. She and her

husband, Ted, live in Sacramento.

Timothy S. LaCroix M.B.A. '87 is business de-

velopment manager for ClinTrials Research Inc., in

Research Triangle Park, where he is responsible for

i u iiu ^ I. > l> >pment. He lives in Raleigh.

Miriam "Mimi" Bliss '88 is a general assignment

reporter at WKRN-TV, the ABC affiliate in Nash-

ville, Tenn. She is also on the boards of directors of the

Oasis Center and The PENCIL Foundation, two non-

profits that work with children. She lives in Nashville.

Annette Cook '88 is an exhibition de-

signer for the National Museum of African Arts at the

Smithsonian Institution. She lives in Washington, D.C.

David P. Kirchhoff B.S.E. '88 received an award

for excellence in finance from the University of Chi-

cago Graduate School of Business Center for Research

in Security Prices. He also received The Wall Street

Journal Student Achievement Award, given annually

to the gtaduating student selected by faculty as having

the best scholastic record in finance.

Chris McDermott B.S.E. '88, who earned his

Ph.D. in operations management from UNC's Kenan-

Flagler School of Business in May, is an assistant

professor at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in

Troy, NY. His wife, Peggy Jones McDermott
B.S.E. '88, is enrolled at S.U.N.Y. at Albany in a

Ph.D. program in strategic management. They live

in Niskayuna, N.Y.

Yong T. Oh '88, who earned his M.D. from Phila-

delphia's Hahnemann University School of Medicine,

is completing an anesthesiology residency at the Hos-

pital of the University of Pennsylvania.

Joseph F. Paschall '88, a Marine captain, re-

turned to the States after being deployed off the east

coast of Africa, where he was involved in the evacua-

tion of Americans from Rwanda and in the withdrawal

of the last U.S. forces from Somalia in Operation

Continue Hope. He is stationed at Camp Pendleton,

Calif., with the 11th Marine Expeditionary Unit.

Tracey Fischer Reimann B.S.E. '88 is an

analytical chemist in charge of quality control for

Chemins, a company that manufactures food and vi-

tamin supplements. She and her husband, Tom, live

in Colorado Springs.

Christopher J. Ciccone '89 graduated from

Eastern Virginia Medical School last May and is in a

residency program in family practice in Newport News,

Va. He and his wife, Laurie, live in Newport News.

Sarah Elizabeth DeWitt '89 graduated from

Baylor College of Medicine in Houston with an M.D.

degree. She was accepted into the orthopedic surgery

residency program at the University ofUtah in Salt

Lake City.

Mark D. Evans M.Div. '89 was appointed pastor

of the Watauga United Methodist Church. He and

his wife, Diane, and their two sons live in Vilas, N.C

John P. Huggard M.A. '89 was named an Alumni

Distinguished Professor at N.C. State University,

where he is a full-time faculty member, in addition

to practicing law. He lives in Raleigh.

Warren E. Olson '89, who earned his M.A. in

economics at the University of Colorado at Boulder

in December, is an economist in Denver for the

Colorado General Assembly's Legislative Council.

Jacqueline "Jackie" Escano Perry '89 is

directing a day treatment center for emotionally dis-

turbed children and adolescents near Mt. Airy, N.C.

Her husband, John William Perry B.S.E.E '89,

is in business school at Wake Forest University. They
live in Winston-Salem.

Scott Robbins A.M. '89 was awarded Davidson

College's Wilmer Hayden Welsh Prize in Music Com-
position for his violin and piano duet, "Approaching

Autumn." He also received a Florida Individual Artist

Fellowship for 1994-1995 from the state's cultural

affairs division. He and his wife, Shelley Hudson
Robbins '89, and their daughter live in Tallahassee.

Sheila Llyn Kraeuter Van Hederveen
B.S.E. '89 and her husband, Gilles, were assigned to

13th A.F., Guam, with the U.S. Air Force.

MARRIAGES: Tara A. McCarthy '81 to Tim
Wood on June 12. Residence: Boston. . .Michael S.
Barranco '82 to Kimberly S. Smalkin on Aug. 28.

Residence: Baltimore...Heidi Anderson B.S.N.

'84 toIanLyn in July 1992. Residence: San Antonio. .

.

Laura Eve Schanberg M.D. '84 to Lawrence

John Eimers on April 30. Residence: Durham...

Elizabeth Warlick '84 to R. Daniel Turk in

January. Residence: Madagascar...Patricia Beth
Sipe '85 to John Burrow on Aug. 22, 1992. Resi-

dence: Seattle...Zoe S. Warwick '85, Ph.D. '92

to J. David Forsyth '86 on April 23 . . Gigi
Perkinson '86 to Steve Hershey on Nov. 6, 1993.

Residence: Washington, D.C...Jonathan Walter
Biggs '87 to Karen Bonnie Bacnik on May 22. Resi-

dence: Durham. ..Martha "Martie" Dresser
'87 to Ted Irons on July 17, 1993. Residence: Sacra-

mento...Christopher J. Ciccone '89 to Laurie

Anne Littlefield on May 28. Residence: Newport
News, Va....Hancy Crowley '89 to Alexander

Inman on Aug. 2 1 . Residence: Atlanta. . .A. Scott
Daniel '89 to Susan Martha Green B.S.E. '89

on May 28. Residence: Indianapolis...Sheryl Lee
Krueger '89 to Britton Paige Spivey on March
19...Pamela C. Seamans '89, A.M. '94 to

Benjamin Feldman '90, M.B.A. '94 on May 28.

BIRTHS: First child and daughter to Kevin L.

Barnett '80 and Vanessa Barnett on May 16.

Named Hannah McFarland.. .First child and daughter

to Donald Bassell '80 and Sharon Bassell on
April 20. Named Rebeccah Rose. . .First child and

daughter to Scott William Keller '80 and Robin

Keller on Jan. 20. Named Audrey Grace. . .Second

child and first son to Karen Trugg Wold '80 and

Jim Wold on Sept. 3, 1993. Named Karl.. .Second

child and first daughter to Patricia Biggers
Crawford '81 and William J. Crawford on May 2.

Named Kendall Patricia. . .Second child and first son

to Thomas J. Maroon Jr. '81, M.D. '85 and

Pamela Ann Maroon on Nov. 22. Named Thomas
Raymond. . .First child and daughter to Jane
Mobille Gonnard '82 and Jean-Jacques Gonnard

on Feb. 29. Named Claire-Elizabeth... Daughter to

Amy Canino Kissane '82 and John Kissane on
April 4. Named Emma Duke. . .Second child and son

to Kathryn Klemanowicz O'Hara '82 and

Thomas J. O'Hara on Feb. 7. Named Thomas John

Jr. . . .Second child and son to Melissa Raphan
'82 and Tom Rock on March 21. Named Matthew

Clark Rock. . .First child and son to Michael Red-
mond '82 and Susan Phillips on May 28. Named
Bryan Phillips Redmond. . .First child and son to

Kristi Heffernan Duke '83 and Kenneth Duke

on Jan. 26, 1994. Named Connor Jason... First child

and daughter to Claire Bachert Cronley
M.H.A. '84 and Tom Cronley on May 25. Named
Leah Caroline. . .First child and son to Jill Hartley
Meland '84 and Mark Meland on Feb. 1 1 . Named
Benjamin Grayson. . .Second child and first son to

Michael S. Schneider '84 and Wendy Schnei-

der on April 9. Named Alexander Joseph. . .First child

and son to Ronald Lee Walsworth Jr. '84

and Elisabeth Burdick '85 on Dec. 13, 1993.

Named Andrew Jennings. . .First child and son to

John Kliewe '85 and Miriam Kliewe on Aug. 12.

Named Samuel Oliver... First child and son to

Presley Stokes Troyer '86 and Steve Troyer

on April 15. Named Wade Hopkins...Twins, first

son and second daughter, to Pamela Bumbrey
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CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural

acres, 20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today,

Food & Wine, Mid-Atlantic . 106 Mason Rd., 27712.

(919) 477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

ST. JOHN: Two bedrooms, pool. Quiet elegance,

spectacular view. (508) 668-2078.

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd., Chapel

Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 929-3194.

THE OLD NORTH DURHAM INN, an i

bed and breakfast less than a mile from Duke, offer-

ing turn-of-the-century charm, comfortable lodging,

and hearty breakfasts. 922 N. Mangum St., 27701.

(919)683-1885.

FLORIDA KEYS, Big Pine Key. Fantastic open water

view, Key Deer Refuge, National Bird Sanctuary, stilt

house, 3/2, screened porches, fully furnished, stained

glass windows, swimming, diving, fishing, boat basin,

non-smoking, starting at $l,500/week. (305) 665-3832.

ANGUILLA. Three-bedroom, three-bathroom villa

overlooking Shoal Bay. Great beaches, snorkeling,

restaurants nearby. $180-$310/day. Molly Guyer
Goodnow (603) 352-7568.

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK ski rentals, luxury condos,

homes, B&Bs. (800) 484-9617-8245.

SIX LONDON RATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea

Bridge/Battersea Park area. Hat #16 for two or three

persons includes lovely lounge, double bedroom, sin-

gle bedroom, bathroom, kitchen/dining area, $650 per

week for two persons. Flat #18 for 4-5 persons

includes two twin bedrooms and a single bedroom ,

with bathroom, kitchen/family room, $850 for four

persons. Both flats fully equipped, with daily butler

and maid service.

Two double-bedded flats in Covent Garden, the

heart of the theater district. Incredible location near

all London sights. $785 per week for two persons.

Two flats at the marina at St. Katharine Dock,
Tower of London. One accommodates 4-5 persons in

a wonderful flat of two bedrooms, bathroom/shower,

kitchen/dining area for $850 per week. The second is

for 2-3 persons in a twin-bedded flat with bedroom,
kitchen, living room/dining area. Wonderful views

over the marina and near the Tower of London.

$650 per week for two persons or $750 per week May
through September. Both Tower of London flats are

near the Tower Hill tube stop and on the marina.

ALSO: Nine Cotswold stone cottages in the heart

of Gloucestershire from $650 per week.

Theater tickets and week land packages that

include apartment, tours, and theater tickets for

London, Gloucestershire, and Edinburgh are also

available. For brochures and references, contact

Thomas Moore, P.O. Box 12086, Ogden, UT 84412;

(801) 393-9120; FAX: (801) 393-3024.

FOR RENT

BELIZE, AMBERGRIS CAYE. Three-bedroom,

three-bath, fully furnished residence with pool and

spectacular view of Caribbean. Quiet elegance.

Diving and fishing. (616) 373-3551 after 7 p.m.

FOR SALE

PINEHURST—Country Club of North Carolina:

1) HOME, 3,470 square feet, heated on 1.2 acre

wooded lot, $3 15,000.

2) LOT, gorgeous golf course lot on Cardinal 13,

wide-open view, $ 1 25,000. Buyer should be a member
prior to closing. Call owner (910) 692-8187.

Six Duke commemorative plates. Mulberry. Wedg-
wood. Excellent condition. $1,000 plus postage.

(404)355-0551.

QUALITY U.S. & FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Flags 6k Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

THE CHANTICLEER. Alumni Affairs has copies of

old yearbooks to sell for only $ 1 5, to cover handling

costs and shipping. Many years available. Contact

Bemice Charles, Alumni House, 614 Chapel Dr., Dur-

ham, N.C. 27708; (919) 684-5114, (800) FOR-DUKE.

WHERE IN THE WORLD TO INVEST
AND STILL GET

LONG-TERM GROWTH WITH SAFETY?
If this is your problem and you would prefer

a personal investment counselor to buying a

mutual fund, you are invited to find out what

War-lick Capital Management
has done for others in similar circumstances.

Pat Warlick '45, former Partner and Chief Investment

Officer of Lord, Abbett & Co., a large New York

mutual fund company, is accepting a limited number
of clients for financial advice and money management.

For a complimentary SEC brochure describing

investment style, credentials, fees, and a

15-year performance record, simply call (201 ) 292-2855,

or write WCM, 10 Park Place, Morristown, NJ 07960.

"...one of the best classes I've ever taken anywhere, short

or long." For the best class you'll ever take, come spend

a few days at the Women's Studies Institute, May 27-

31, 1995, at Chapel Hill's Aqueduct Conference

Center. KNOWLEDGE IS POWER. Contact Nancy
Rosebaugh, Women's Studies Program, Box 90760,

Durham, NC 27708-0760, (919) 684-3655.

Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds
IRAs, SEPs, 401 (k)s, and 403(b)s

Christopher J.T. Clark B.A. '77, MBA
PaineWebber, Inc.

102 S.Tejon, Suite 900

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

(800) 624-3773

(719) 520-3634 fax

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUROWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Seven Sisters, Duke, Stanford, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics. THE
RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual, Couple, and Family

Adult, Adolescent, and Child

Timothy Isley, M.D.
Randall Johnson, M.D.

Teresa Mclnerney, M.S.W.

EASTOWNE CLINICAL ASSOCIATES
800 EASTOWNE DRIVE, SUITE 205

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.

(919) 493-0346

Play It Smart®

The perfect gift for a DUKE graduate • Cultural liter-

acy game • 1994 Game of the Year (Fun & Games
Magazine) • Picked "Best" by The Chicago Tribune

• Business, Law, Literature, History, Science, Tech-

nology, Music, Art... • Send $33.95 ($29.95 + $4
shipping) to Play It Smart, 12221 Sam Furr Rd.,

Huntersville, NC 28078 or call (800) 258-5302 for

information.

A network of GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL
ALUMNI is being formed for future programming

and Homecoming 1994. For more information, to

help with planning, or to be placed on a confidential

mailing list, contact Robin A. Buhrke, Ph.D., Coordi-

nator of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Services and

Sexuality Programming, Duke Counseling and Psy-

chological Services, 214 Page Bldg., Box 90955,

Durham, NC 27708-0955, (919) 660-1000.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 65,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $ 1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment) are

$100 per column inch (2'A" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.)

in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. Send check or

money order (payable to Duke Magazine) to:

Classifieds, Duke Magazine, Box 90570, Durham,

NC 27708-0570.

We also accept VISA, MASTERCARD, American
Express, and DISCOVER. No phone orders,

except FAX orders with credit card numbers:

(919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.

September-Octobi



FIRST STEPS

Starting a new
business can be

like exploring a

foreign world with its

language, rituals, and
players. For entrepre-

neur Lauren Kotkin
'90, it's been an inter-

esting, but not entirely

foreign experience.

"I use my cultural

anthropology back-

ground every day,"

she says. "I've started

learning the lingo.

Retailing is a culture

unto itself."

Kotkin's admission

to the business world is

Babysoft Wares, a

Waltham, Massachu-
setts, company she

started a year ago.

Originally offering

custom-made baby
bibs, activity mats, and
decorative quilted

letters in Hebrew and
English, Kotkin has

since expanded her

inventory to include

blankets, rattles, nurs-

ery pillows, and cloth

photo holders. And
Kotkin's hard work

—

Kfotfcm and nieces: entrepreneur and her product

she handles every phase

of the burgeoning busi-

ness—has started to

pay off. A local store in

Wellesley now carries

the entire line.

Kotkin learned to

sew as a child and
worked for three years

in Duke Drama's cos-

tume shop, making and
mending pieces for The
Taming of the Shreui

and other productions.

The idea for Babysoft

Wares was born when
she created fabric activ-

ity mats for her sister's

infant twins. "My sister

loved them, and that

put the seed in my
head that I should go
into business."

The timing was
right, too. Kotkin had
just finished a three-

year stint in Philadel-

phia working on the

1993 Maccabiah
Games, which were
held in Israel last sum-
mer. She moved to

Waltham, where she

works as a part-time

nanny to her nieces

while getting Babysoft

Wares off the ground.

Having two "cus-

tomers" so close by
helps Kotkin with

product testing.

"I go for fun fabrics,

bright colors, some-
thing a little more cre-

ative than the stereo-

typical pink and blue

baby colors," says

Kotkin, who also

works with clients on
custom-made designs.

Although she says

she'd like to hire a sales

representative to allow

her more time for cre-

ative design, Kotkin
admits that doing

everything from manu-
facturing to marketing

has its benefits.

"I never took eco-

nomics, but I've

learned. I've become
very bold. I enjoy

making phone calls

to stores and sending

out samples."

—Miranda Hitti '90

B.H.S. '87 and Anthony Bailey on March
19. Named Taylor Wayne and Denean Marianne. .

.

First child and daughter to Julie Papedemetriou
Skinner '87 and Patrick Skinner B.S.E. '87 on
April 25. Named Laura Elizabeth... First child and son

ro Susan Guritz Grier M.H.A. '88 and Paul H.

GrieronMay 13. Named Paul Hayward Jr. ...Second

child and daughter to Mary McKinney-Penley
'89 and David E. Penley on Nov. 7, 1992. Named
Seleste Shadoe. . .First child and daughter to Shel-
ley Hudson Bobbins '89 and M. Scott Rob-
bins A.M. '89 on April 3, 1993. Named India Tylee.

90s
William Earle Beasley, Jr. B.S.E.E. '90 is an

applications engineer ar Sumitomo Electric Fiber

Optics Corp. in Research Triangle Park. He and his

wife, Aurora Pryor B.S.E.E. '91, live in Durham.

Mary Beth Bennett M.B.A. '90 was appointed

director of operations for the Glaxo Research Insti-

tute at Glaxo Inc. in Research Triangle Park.

i Coolidge Brown '90 is curator of educa-

tion for outreach programming at the Pensacola Muse-

um of Art. She and her husband, Kevin Brown '91,

an Air Force lieutenant, live in Ft. Walton Beach, Fla.

Jennifer Lynn McCracken '90, J.D. '94 is an

associate in the firm Winston & Strawn, practicing in

trusts and estates. She and her husband, Jason
Griffin New J.D. '94, live in Chicago.

Jack Cavanaugh '91 is an advertising sales

representative with the New York office of Southern

Living magazine.

Tracey Cody '91 graduated in May from UCLA
with a master's in educational psychology. She works

and lives in Los Angeles.

Eric B. Kirsten '91 graduated from Georgetown

Law School in May. He lives in Los Angeles.

'91, a third-year medical student

at Wake Forest's Bowman Gray School of Medicine,

was elected to membership in Alpha Omega Alpha,

the national medical honor society.

i D. Pryor B.S.E.E. '91 is in medical school

at Duke. She and her husband, Bill Beasley Jr.

B.S.E.E. '90, live in Durham.

Jennifer Brown Braden '92 is entering her

second year of medical school at the University of

Tennessee at Memphis. Her husband, Jason Earl

"Jake" Myers '92, is an analyst with Andersen

Consulting and they live in Memphis.

Scott Foster Echelberger M.H.A. '92 is an

assistant hospital director of operations at the Medical

College of Georgia. He and his wife, Jackie, live in

Augusta.

Mariah Elizabeth Graham '92 is a banking

officer at Wachovia Bank of North Carolina in

Winston-Salem. She is a portfolio manager in loan

administration.

Will Spivey M.B.A. '92 was named senior account

executive at Trone Advertising. He lives in Winston-

Salem.

Ann Marie Winter '92 is a research

Ciba-Geigy in Research Triangle Park.

Timothy "Bant" Edward Breen '93 is pursu-

ing a master's degree in European history at

Cambridge University in England.

Elizabeth Dickert Kaiser '93 is a legislative

analyst at Mead Data Central, the company that pro-

vides LEX1S/NEXIS. She lives in Arlington, Va.

Jackie McKisson '93 is in the Peace Corps,

teaching English as a second language to high school

students in the Baltic nation of Estonia.

'93 is a paint-

box artist/graphics operator at ESPN. She assists with

the computet graphics for SportsCenter and other

programming, including NCAA basketball. She lives

in Bristol, Conn.

MARRIAGES: William Earle Beasley Jr.

B.S.E.E. '90 to Aurora Dawn Pryor B.S.E.E. '91

on March 19. Residence: Durham. . .John F.

Dauterman '90 to Bonnie R. Jinnette '91

on April 23. Residence: Durham...Jennifer Lynn
McCracken '90, J.D. '94 to Jason Griffin

New J.D. '94 on Aug. 20. Residence: Chicago. .

.

Robin R. Vann '90 to Ann Marie Winter '92

on May 28. Residence: Graham, N.C. . ..James
Givens Whayne B.S.E. '90 to Laura Elizabeth

Zimmerman on April 23. Residence: Nicholasville,

Ky Karyn Elizabeth Topka '91 to Jack

Brooks Britt on May 15. ..Jennifer Brown
Braden '92 to Jason Earl "Jake" Myers '92

on June 18. Residence: Memphis...Scott Foster
Echelberger M.H.A. '92 to Jacqueline H. Reeder

on May 7. Residence: Augusta, Ga. . .Ann Marie
Winter 92 to Robin R. Vann 90 on May 28.

Residence: Graham. N.C Susan Adele Har-
rington M.B.A. '94 to David Alan Jackson on May
21...Elizabeth Stewart Hudgins A.M. '94 to

Patrick Cronin on May 28.

BIRTHS: Daughter to Karen Hodes Turk
M.H.A. '90 and Jeffrey Turk on Feb. 18. Named Emily

Joy. . .Second child and first daughter to Christo-
pher David Tilden Ph.D. '93 and Katherine

Lynn Tilden on Nov. 23. Named Caitlyn Kristin.

DEATHS

William Arthur Moody Sr. '20 of Columbia,

S.C., on Jan. 10. He owned and operated Moody's

Travel Inn Motel in Myrtle Beach for 40 years. A
World War I veteran, he was a member of Omar
Shrine Club and the Lion's Club. He is survived by

two daughters, one son, one brother, five grand-

children, and three great-grandchildren.

Evelyn Millner Nolan '26 of Bessemer City,

N.C, on July 5, 1989. She is survived by her husband,

Louis Clinton Nolan Ph.D. '35, and a son.

Mary Wallace Powell '26 of Raleigh, N.C, on

Jan. 24.

Thomas Lionel Tucker '26 of Way-cross, Ga.,

in January 1992. He is survived by his wife, Thelma.

Lillian Zachary Jay '27 of Charlotte, N.C, on

Dec. 11.

D. Rothrock '27 ofWalnut Cove, N.C,
in October 1974. He is survived by a daughter.

William T. Robey Jr. '29, of Buena Vista, Va.,

on Aug. 10. President of Robey Motor Co., he was a

former director of both the Va. Methodist Children's

Home in Richmond and the Va. State Chamber of

Commerce. He is survived by a daughter and a son.

Charles W. Hooker '30, A.M. '32, Ph.D. '34 of

Chapel Hill on May 25, after a long illness. A retired

anatomy professor at UNC-Chapel Hill, he was

founder and a member of the Bulitt History of Medi-

cine Club, a member of Phi Beta Kappa, and listed in

Who's Who in America. He is survived by his wife,

Elma Black Hooker '35, A.M. '36; a daughter,
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Elizabeth Hooker Phipps '66; a son; three

sisters; and three grandchildren.

Raymond Ward Council A.M. '31, B.D. '32

ofJackson, Tenn., on Jan. 25. A retired minister, he

served as associate minister of Forest Heights United

Methodist Church after his retirement. He is survived

by his wife, Kathrine, two daughters, nine grand-

children, and a brother.

John E. Jay '31 of Charlotte, N.C., on Nov. 31.

Elton T. Knowles '31 of Pasadena, Calif, on

Sept. 22. He is survived by his wife, Thelma.

James W. Stowe '32 of Belmont, N.C., in Feb-

ruary 1992.

John Austin Ryan '34 of East Grand Rapids,

Mich., on March 10. While at Duke, he was a mem-
ber of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity. A surgeon, he prac-

ticed for 32 years at Blodgett and St. Mary's hospitals.

During World War 11, he was a combat surgeon in

Europe. He is survived by his wife, Alma Lloyd
Ranson Ryan '37; two daughters, including

June Ryan Rau '64; and two sons, including

John A. Ryan Jr. '65.

John W. Wauters B.S.M.E. '35 of Lakewood, N.J.,

on Dec. 31, of complications from diabetes. A World

War II Navy veteran, he was a self-employed consult-

ing engineer and owned Intercontinental Engineering

of Geneva, Switzerland, until retiring in 1975. He is

survived by his wife, Mary Jansen Wauters '34,

a son, a daughter, and three grandchildren.

Jess Bernstein '36 ofWest Palm Beach, Fla., on

Jan. 23, of Lou Gehrig's disease. He was president of

City Glass Co. for 34 years. He then worked 12 years

as an instructor and preparer for H&.R Block. He was

an Army lieutenant during World War II and a mem-
ber ofTemple Beth El Cranford for more than 45

years. He is survived by his wife, Eleanor; two daugh-

ters; a son, Robert Bernstein '74, M.H.A. '77;

a sister; a brother; and six grandchildren.

Lucile Hudson Bridges '36 of Prattville, Ala.,

on April 27, of cancer.

Everett Roller Chandler A.M. '36 of Chester,

W.Va., on Nov. 9, 1992, of cardiac arrest. A World

War II veteran, he was executive secretary of the East

Liverpool Area Chamber ofCommerce for 22 years and

a high school teacher for 14 years. He is survived hy

his wife, Elizabeth, two daughters, five stepsons, thtee

sisters, four grandchildren, and a great-grandchild.

Archie Y. Eagles '36, M.D. '39 of Alexandria,

Va., on March 24.

James Grier Ferguson Sr. '36 of Laurens, S.C.,

on March 8, of heart failure. He was trustee and later

president of the Glass Container Manufactuters' Insti-

tute of the United States. He was a vetetan of World
War II. He is survived by his wife, Laura; two sons,

including Ernest E. Ferguson '69; a daughter;

a sister; and eight grandchildren, including Kate
Ferguson '92 and Anne G. Ferguson '96. His

family has established a permanent athletic scholar-

ship at Duke in his honor.

Richard L. Beazley Sr. B.S.C.E. '37 of Wild-

wood, Fla., on April 28. He was a retired insurance

executive resident vice president. He is survived by

his wife, Rebecca, three sons, a sister, and eight

grandchildren.

Fox '37 of Gulfstream, Fla., on June

2. He was president of Pipe Machinery Co., having

worked his way up from controller He is survived by

his wife, Rita, a daughter, a son, and five grandchildren.

Carl H. Nissen LL.B. '37 of Meriden, Conn., on
April 7. A World War II veteran, he had retired from

the state department of transportation. He is survived

by his wife, Catherine, two daughters, :md six grand-

children.

Sam A. Gardner Sr. '38 of Keystone Heights,

Fla., on Feb. 12, of acute respiratory failure. He had

retired as employee relations superintendent for

DuPont. At Duke, he was a blocking back on the

football team. He is survived by his wife, Martha, a

daughter, two sons, two sisters, and six grandchildren.

James Doyne Young M.Div. '38 of High Point,

N.C., on March 15, after a long illness. A graduate of

Lambeth College, he was a Methodist minister for 40

years. He was a World War II Army veteran. He is

survived by a daughter, a son, six grandchildren, and

four great-grandchildren.

Elizabeth Pierce Bennett 40ofNanuet,

N.Y., on May 6. An Army captain in World War II,

she served in Army intelligence in Japan. She was

active in the Girl Scouts and Meals on Wheels, and

was an officer of Nyack Hospital's Parkinson's support

group. She is survived by her husband, James, two

daughters, two brothers, and two grandchildren.

Howard Eager Jr. '40 of Sevierville, Tenn., on

June 1 1 . He is survived by his wife, Mona, two daugh-

ters, two sons, four grandchildren, a stepdaughter, and

three step-grandchildren.

Duncan Campbell Gray '40 of Pelham, N.Y.,

on Jan. 4- A retired investment banker for Kidder,

Peabody & Co., Inc., he was also a guest lecturer at

various universities and professional organizations.

He served four years with the Army Air Corps during

World War II and was awarded the Air Medal with

five clusters. At Duke, he was editor-in-chief of The

Chronicle and a member of Omicron Delta Kappa and

the Red Friars. He is survived by his wife, Jean, four

sons, five grandchildren, a stepdaughter, a stepson,

and two brothers.

Frank Harvey Heath M.Ed. '40 of Naples, Fla.,

on Sept. 18, 1993, after a long illness. He is survived

by his wife, Thelma.

Florence Tabakin Meyers '40 of Richmond,

Va., on Sept. 22, of cancer. She was a past president

of the Jewish Woman's Club and fotmer women's divi-

sion chair of the Annual Jewish Welfare Fund Cam-
paign. She is survived by her husband, Hyman, two

sons, a daughter, a brother, and three grandchildren.

Samuel A. Thompson Jr. '40 of Roanoke, Va.,

on Dec. 5, of heart failure. He was a World War II

veteran. A former pharmaceutical representative, he

was one of the original founding members of the Roa-

noke chapter of Mended Hearts. He is survived by his

wife, Page, two sons, one brother, and three grandsons.

Henry Clay Brown III '41, A.M. '43 of Gaines-

ville, Fla., on Dec. 24. He was a retired professor of

chemistry and chemical engineering at the University

of Florida. He is survived by his wife, Vivian, two

daughters, a son, and two grandchildren.

Jack William Katzenmeyer '41 of Austin,

Texas, on May 15, 1992, of brain cancer. He was a

certified public accountant. He is survived by his wife,

Wilhelmine, a daughter, three grandchildren, and a

brother.

Helen Pentz Nardin '41 of Baton Rouge, La.,

on March 2 1 . She is survived by her husband, James,

three daughters, and a son.

Aubrey Winfree Gill '42 of Chester, Va., on July

22, 1993, of cardiac arrest. He was the founder and

headmaster of Gill School. While at Duke, he was the

center and captain on the 1941 football team that

played Oregon State in the Rose Bowl, and was later

named to the All-American team. He is survived by

his wife, Violet, a daughter, a sistet, two brothers, and

two grandchildren.

Doris Godard KIOSS A.M. '42 of Sacramento,

Calif., on Sept. 6, 1993, of chronic bronchitis. She is

survived by her husband, Charles.

Nicholas Peter Varlan J.D. '42 of Brighton,

N.Y., on Oct. 29, of a heart attack. A retired public

defender, he had also served as assistant district attor-

ney. He was an Army intetrogator during World War
II for Japanese P.O.W.s held in Hawaii. He is survived

by his wife, Pauline, a son, a brother, and two sisters.

James Hunt Walker '42 of Raleigh, N.C., on

May 15. A World War II veteran, he was of counsel

to Bailey & Dixon. He is survived by his wife, Ann,
two sons, a daughter, and a sister.

Betty Ann "Dee" de Merci Bew '43 of

Stuart, Fla., on May 3, of emphysema. A member
of Pi Beta Phi sorority while at Duke, she remained

active in the Stuart area Pi Phi Alumnae Club and

the American Association of University Women. She

is survived by her husband, J. William Bew '41

,

M.F. '41, a son, a daughter, three grandchildren, and

a great-grandchild.

James Harrison Greene '43, J.D. '48 of Syra-

cuse, N.Y., on Feb. 5, after a brief illness. A Navy
lieutenant during World War II, he retired from Car-

rier Corp. as assistant general counsel after 31 years.

He is survived by his wife, Jean, a son, and thtee

grandchildren.

Anne Balloch Harris '43 of West Hartfotd,

Conn., on Feb. 18. She is survived by her husband,

Jack Harris Sr. '42, two sons, and two daughters.

Richard R. Paige '43 of Miami, Fla., on Oct. 3,

of colon cancet. He is survived by his wife, Dean, two

sons, a daughtet, and three grandchildren.

Ann Fouch Angell '44, M.D. '49 of Fort Lauder-

dale, Fla., on April 1 1, of pancreatic cancer. She

began a private practice in Fort Lauderdale 30 years

ago. A member of the Davison Club of Duke, she

was active with Duke's Medical Alumni Association.

She is survived by a daughter, Katherine Ann
Angell 73

John O. Erickson Ph.D. '44 of Westlake Village,

Calif., on March 29. He retired as chief of the elec-

tron microscopy lab at the Long Beach V.A. Hospital.

He is survived by his wife, Jenny, three sons, and two

^r.uklJaughters.

Dora Zinner Hjertberg '44 of Redwood City,

Calif. , on Aug. 3 1 , of lung cancet. She was a retired di-

rector of admissions and financial aid at the Stanford

Law School. She is survived by her husband, Harold
E. Hjertberg '45, two sons, and a grandchild.

Russell Hobron Moore '44 ofWayne, Pa., on

June 19, 1992. At Duke, he was a member of Sigma

Chi fraternity, and he served in the Navy during

World War II. He is survived by his wife, Katherine,

a son, a daughter, a brothet, and four grandchildren.

Arthur E. De Nio M.D. '45 of Carefree, Ariz., on

April 10, of cancer. He is survived by his wife, Anne.

Jehu Joseph Stoudenmire '45 of Baton

Rouge, La., on Jan. 25, of cancer. The former Marine

Corps officer was a branch manager for National

Cash Register. He is survived by his wife, Katherine,

a daughter, and two granddaughters.

Charles James Amis '46 of San Antonio,

Texas, on May 4, of a heart attack. He was a retired

insurance executive. He is survived by his wife, Janie,

a daughtet, a son, a sister, and five grandchildren.

Robert Smith Burrus '47 of Raleigh, N.C., on
May 30, 1992, of lung cancer. He served in the Navy
aboard the battleship VSS California and survived the

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. He had retited as

senior executive of the American Tobacco Co. after

38 years. He was a member of the Sons of the Ameri-
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can Revolution. He is survived hy his wife, Annie; a

son, Robert S. Burrus Jr. B.S.E. 76; his

mother; and three brothers.

John F. Conway '47 of Jacksonville, Fla., on Jan.

19. A veteran of World War II and the Korean War,

he had retired from the F.B.I, after 20 years. At Duke,

he was a member of Sigma Chi fraternity. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Virginia, two sons, three daughters,

his mother, a stepdaughter, and three granddaughters.

Donald C. Finch '47 of Brewster, Mass., on Jan. 5,

from complications of diabetes. He is survived by his

wife, Jean.

John R. Harper '47 of Bradenton, Fla., on Dec.

22, of heart and kidney failure. He is survived by his

wife, Helen Miner Harper '43, two sons, two

daughters, and eight grandchildren.

Julius Garland Carden Jr. J.D. '48 of Atlanta,

Ga., on Oct. 15, 1990, of cancer. After serving in

World War II, he joined the F.B.I, and was later a

manufacturer's representative to the textile industry.

He had retired as president of Carden Sales Co. He is

survived by his wife, Shirley, two sons, and a daughter.

Thomas B. Hill Jr. '48 of Hartsdale, N.Y., on

Dec. 7. He is survived by his wife, Joan.

John Henry Sitton Jr. '48 of Greenville, S.C.,

on Feb. 7. He was vice president of the Greenville

Chamber ofCommerce, president of the S.C. Auto-

mobile Dealers Association, and served on the board

of directors of Carolina First Bank. He served in the

Army Air Corps during World War II. He is survived

by his wife, Harriett, two sons, a daughter, a step-

daughter, a stepson, six grandchildren, and a sister.

Alfred Orville Canon Jr. A.M. '49, Ph.D. '53 of

Montreat, N.C., on Jan. 25, of cancer. A former col-

lege administrator, he was the founder of Leadership

Asheville, a leadership training program conducted

throughout the state. He was a World War II veteran

and served in Japan. He is survived by his wife, Betty,

three daughters, a son, and seven grandchildren.

Loren Max Chapman '49 of Cornelius, N.C., on
Oct. 12, 1992. A retired accountant, he was a World

War II veteran. He is survived by his wife, Ruth, three

sons, a daughter, a sister, 10 grandchildren, and a

great-grandchild.

William J. Edwards Jr. '49 ofRoanoke Rapids,

N.C., on Aug. 7, of emphysema. He is survived by

his wife, Gloria Koltinsky Edwards '48; a

son, William J. Edwards III 71; and a brother,

CM. Edwards '52.

Grant Marlow '49, M.F. '50 of Monroe,

N.C., on March 27, of a heart attack. He was a retired

purchasing officer for Koppers Industries. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Bettie Duncan Marlow R.N.

'48; two sons; two daughters, including Linda Mar-
low Davis B.S.N. 78; and seven grandchildren.

Anna McDonough Tropman '49 of Raleigh,

N.C., on Feb. 15. She is survived by her husband,

John R. Tropman '50.

Ellen Sawyer Wible '49 of Long Beach, Calif.,

on March 4. At Duke, she was a member of Pi Beta

Phi, the Chanticleer and Archive staffs, the YWCA,
the Pan Hel Council, and the Freshman Advisory

Council. She is survived by two daughters and a son.

Standish Sturtevant Howe J.D. '51 of

Durham on June 1, after a long illness. A lawyer in

private practice, he was a former assistant city attor-

ney for Durham. He was awarded the Bronze Star for

bravery during World War II and was a member of

Durham American Legion Post #7. He is survived by

his friend and companion, Mary Hintz.

Frank H. Veith Jr. '51 of Cincinnati, Ohio, on

Jan. 10, 1993, of a heart attack. A computer execu-

tive, he was a patron of the city symphony, opera, and

playhouse. He was a veteran of the Korean War. He is

survived by his wife, Jody, two sons, and two sisters.

Charles L. Gwinn '52 of Cary, N.C., on June 9.

He is survived by his wife, Sarah.

Elmer D. Hanson '52 of Massillon, Ohio, on
May 22. He is survived by his wife, Donna, a son, and

a daughter.

George A. Lenox III '53 of Dallas, Texas, on
May 1 1 , of prostate cancer. He was owner and opera-

tor of George Lenox Textiles. He was one of the

founders of Southwest Apparel Textile Manufacturers.

He is survived by his wife, Leslie, his parents, three

sons, two step-sons, and two brothers.

B.S.M.E. '54 of Venice,

Fla., on June 7, 1992, of cancer. She is survived by her

husband, Ray G. Smith A.M. '55.

i A.M. '55 of Takarazuka, Japan, on
April 1 1. A retired professor of humanities, he taught

at Kwansei Gakuiu University for 40 years and was

named professor emeritus. He is survived by his wife,

Junko.

David L. Friday B.S.M.E. '60 of La Belle, Ha.,

in September, of cancer. He is survived by his wife,

Eileen Hale Friday '59

Elizabeth Dixon Johnson M.Ed. '60 of San
Francisco, Calif., on Dec. 26. She taught in the pri-

mary grades at Westlake Public School in a suburb of

San Francisco for 24 years before retiring. She is sur-

vived by a brother, Cyrus M. Johnson Ph.D. '63.

Joel Weiser M.D. '62 ofNew City, N.Y., on

March 1, in a plane crash. He joined Nyack Hospital

in 1968, where he had been chief orthopedic surgeon

since 1991. His wife, Sylvia, was also killed in the

crash. He is survived by four daughters, including

Weiser Brauer '87, and his mother.

S. Patterson '65 of Chatsworth, Calif.,

on Oct. 14. He is survived by his wife, Ann Coulter
Patterson '66.

James "Skip" Ernest Kidd Jr. '69 of Blue

Ridge, Va., on Jan. 3, of multiple sclerosis. He was

a Navy veteran and a computer specialist. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Susan, and his parents.

Sharon Walker Varnell MAT '69 ofWor-
thington, Ohio, on April 7. She is survived by her

husband, William G. Varnell A.M. '69; her par-

ents, Constance Mackey Harley '49, A.M. '54

and Eugene L. Harley M.D. '57; and a brother,

Craig Gordon Harley '80.

Robert Linwood Alger M.Div. 71 of Salisbury,

N.C., on Jan. 8, 1993. A clinical social worker, he was

a member of the Rowan County AIDS Task Force

and the Diabetes Association. He is survived by his

mother, his fiancee, a brother, and a sister.

Samuel G. Dodson Jr. M.R.E. 71 of Durham
on March 26. The retired Methodist minister and

pastor emeritus was a Navy veteran ofWorld War II.

He is survived by his wife, Georgia, two daughters, a

foster son, a sister, and six grandchildren.

:. Valentine 71 of San Francisco on

June 20 of complications from AIDS. He began his

career in social work at the Pacific Psychiatric Insti-

tute of Pacific Presbyterian Medical Center and later

became its director of psychiatric social services while

earning his master's at UC-Berkeley. He was director

of social services at Children's Hospital of San Fran-

cisco before becoming director of social work and

utilization management at Stanford's medical center.

He was a past president of the Northern California

chapter of the National Association of Social Work-
ers. He is survived by his partner, Jonathan Pannor,

his mother, and three brothers. A memorial fund has

been established at Duke in his name for the Duke
Gay and Lesbian Endowment Fund.

Michael Tad Hippler 74 of San Francisco on
April 2, 1991, of complications from AIDS. An
award-winning writer for the Bay Area Reporter, he was

the author of Matbvich: The Good Soldier, a biography

of the Air Force sergeant who was one of the first to

challenge the military's policy on gays and lesbians.

Karen Starr Marx '86 on May 27 of Palm Beach

Gardens, Fla., of wounds received during a shooting

in her law firm. An attorney at a Fort Lauderdale law

firm, she was filling in for another attorney when a

man pulled a gun and shot three people. She was four

months pregnant. She is survived by her husband,

Joseph; a brother, Gary M. Starr '83; her parents;

and her grandparents. A memorial scholarship has

been established in her name at Duke.

Alumni Endowed Scholarship namesake William

D. Jones died June 23 in Durham. He was 79.

The Gastonia, North Carolina, native worked at

Brown University before coming to Duke in 1946,

where he worked as special functions manager for

Duke's dining halls until 1976. He spent three years

in the undergraduate admissions office before retiring

in 1979.

Jones was one of a dozen whose names were given

to Alumni Endowed Undergraduate Scholarships,

a merit-based program established by Duke's alumni

association in 1979. A trio of scholars are selected

annually, with preference given to children of alumni,

for $8,000 stipends, renewable each year.

He is survived by his wife, Mary, and a daughter.

Southern Methodist University president A. Ken-

neth Pye, former Duke chancellor and law professor,

died of cancer July 1 1 in Dallas, Texas. He was 62.

Pye served in various senior positions at Duke for

thirteen years, but is best remembered as the author

of "The Pye Report" in 1980, a document calling for

retrenchment at the university and recommending

the eventual closing of the physical education depart-

ment and the schools of education and nursing.

In 1987, Pye became president of SMU, where his

initial challenge was to rebuild its reputation after a

national scandal involving cash payoffs from boosters

to varsity football players.

He is survived by his wife, Judith, and a son, Henry
W. Pye '92.

Trustee Charles B. Wade Jr.

Former Duke board of trustees chair and R.J. Rey-

nolds Industries executive Charles B. Wade Jr.
'38

diedonJulyl6.Hewas79.

Wade served as a Duke trustee from 1964 to 1977

and again from 1979 to 1983. He was a trustee ofThe
Duke Endowment and former director of the U.S.

Chamber ofCommerce. He also served on the boards

of the Metropolitan Opera and the North Carolina

Symphony.

He held a variety of positions at Reynolds, includ-

ing supervisor of manufacturing, personnel manager,

vice president of personnel and public relations, and

senior vice president. In 1970, he became director of

R.J. Reynolds Industries and was secretary of the

holding company's international advisory board from

1975 until he retired in 1980.

He is survived by his wife, Margaret; two daughters,

including Ruth W. Ross '68; a son; and two grand-

children, including John D. Ross Jr. '88. A
memorial has been established in his name for the

Duke Marine Lab.
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Please limit letters to no more than 300 words.

Duke Magazine reserves the right to edit letters

for length and clarity

.

ARGUING
HARP
Editors:

We have corresponded before about the

relative importance of teaching ability in a

professor's personal package. The attitude

of the administration on this subject still

seems to be biased toward research. I think

your article "Work Hard, Play Hard, Argue

Hard" [March-April 1994] very nicely puts

forward most of the arguments for reward-

ing the ability to teach.

Teaching is, I believe, largely a God-given

ability, which can be improved by training

but not created by training. A gifted

researcher may or may not have this ability;

the two disciplines are certainly not related.

Good teachers will create the learning

eagerness that Duke is supposedly seeking.

Not in every student in every course, but

in each student in some course. If you see

students gathered around the professor

after class still asking questions and bring-

ing up points, you are looking at good

teaching. If they leave the room discussing

the lesson just finished, you witness free-

time intellectual discussion.

If you will choose professors based on
their ability to teach and reward the best of

them with tenure, you will only give stu-

dents what they are paying for. Even one
whose only stated reason for college is to

get a passport to a good job deserves—and
has the right to expect—the best teaching

available. If he gets it, you may well change

him from an attendee to a participant.

Fred Dennerline '48

Palm City, Florida

Editors:

The lead article in the March-April

1994 Duke Magazine concerns the life and
intellectual "engagement" of the Duke stu-

dent body. The article is excellent, and I

hope it provokes some follow-through.

Before commenting, I will stake my
claim to being as qualified to write as is

the author: 1. Attended Georgia Tech,
Duke, Michigan, degrees from two, high

grades. 2. Over sixty years of engineering

design in the real "big time" of engineering

design; the last half, in charge.

Now hard at you: The article recom-

mends abolishing fraternities and sororities,

and then about-faces and recommends that

all students must coalesce into small groups,

exactly like a fraternity or sorority. No
solution to co-ed existence is offered.

I concur, and emphasize, that all stu-

dents must belong. No mixed groups. All-

male or all-female. Why drop old norms:

fraternities and sororities?

The article ignores the item that makes

Duke the best university on this continent.

Duke is the only big school I know of

where religion is genuinely respected

—

respected and not belittled or denigrated.

Religion on campus is not glorified, but it

is respected, and I need grasp no further for

words. I think that is pretty wonderful, and

I dislike seeing the subject ignored in the

really top-flight article Mr. Bliwise wrote.

Please follow up this article in not over

a year-and-a-half.

George B. Johnson '26

Buffalo, Wyoming

The story did not "recommend" abolishing

fraternities and sororities or endorse any par-

ticular small-group living arrangement. It did

point out that one of the sparks to the current

debate over the campus climate was Professor

Reynolds Price's public questioning of the value

of the greek system.

Editors:

Although not a Duke alumnus, I have

served on the Duke faculty long enough

—

or so I hope—to intervene in Professor

Reynolds Price's sponsorship of a modicum
of "life of the mind" among Duke under-

graduates. (Even at the expense of Greek
letters, kegs, and Cameron craziness!)

I think Professor Price would have done
well to consult if not coordinate his posi-

tion with our admissions office. For at least

the lower quarter of my students, who have

somehow secured admission to Duke, are

no fitter for intellectual activity—except

perhaps for superior short-term memo-
ries—than would be a blind quadriplegic

for a career in professional basketball. This

is called "diversity" and "special admis-

sions" in the name of a "well-rounded" stu-

dent body. Influential social contacts and

Duke credentials aside, these "well-round-

ed," "average" students would be better off

at Hog Hollow State or Kallikak Subnor-

mal than at any institution making pre-

tense of "intellectual eminence or scholar-

ship sublime."

In arbitrarily estimating at one-fourth

the proportion of academic misfits in our

undergraduate student body, I may be in-

fluenced unduly by my specialization in

one of the social sciences. Had my classes

been in the higher levels of the mathemat-
ical or the physical sciences, I should have

presumably estimated the proportion as

substantially lower. And had my classes

been in some of the other social sciences

—

let alone programs like "Slobbovian Gender
Policy Studies"—the percentage might

have been well over 50. For if we admit

these brain-dead and anti-intellectual speci-

mens, are we not obligated to provide a suf-

ficient number of vaudeville acts, rap ses-

sions, and crip course to ensure their

graduation without risk to their self-esteem?

In summary, you can no more make an

intellectual out of a Dukie than a silk purse

out of a sow's ear—or a horse's ass. And
my respected colleague Professor Price

would have done well to focus more of his

attention on our admissions procedures

and somewhat less on our faculty's limited

abilities to equal the country club and the

"idiot box" in amusing that class of our

student body classified (by Thorstein

Veblen) as "upper-class delinquents."

Martin Bronfenbrenner

Durham, North Carolina

Bronfenbrenner is Kenan Professor of Eco-

nomics (emeritus) at Duke.

Editors:

As a Duke Alumni Admissions Adviso-

ry Committee interviewer, I was asked by a

prospective student recently about Duke's

"intellectual environment or lack thereof,"

which she had heard from a current stu-

dent. I told her what I believed to be the

truth: While intellectual conversations are

not as plentiful as they could be on a cam-

pus that attracts the highest caliber of stu-

dent, opportunities for scholarly discourse

permeate the campus. Students sitting on
the benches of West Campus have the aura

of cool dudes, but if you speak to these

individuals, scratch below the surface, and

venture beyond the C.I. bench, there

exists a stimulating intellectualism that nat-

urally occurs when a multitude of bright
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young minds are brought together for aca-

demic pursuits.

I regret your article "Work Hard, Play

Hard, Argue Hard" captured more of the

style than the substance of Duke's under-

graduate academic environment. The two

years I spent in a freshman dormitory (one

as an RA), I witnessed dialogue on issues

and thoughtfully articulated conversations.

The fact that there is often an ulterior

motive to obtaining a bachelor's degree (i.e.

graduate, professional school, et al.) does not

diminish the cerebral dialogue, but per-

haps redirects it to a more practical nature.

At Duke, it will always be a faux pas to

tangent a conversation about basketball or

Myrtle Beach into integral calculus. Even

so, there is no basis to the implied notion

that "playing hard" conflicts with any and

all academic discourse. The successful jug-

gling (not balancing) of the two, along

with all the other activities undergraduates

take on, reflects the well rounded nature of

students Duke attracts.

It amuses me that the usual remark from

alumni regarding the current student pop-

ulation is still: "All they do is study. They
don't have any fun like we had."

Alex Saponar B.S.E. '89

North Bellmore, New York

Editors:

Your article "Work Hard, Play Hard,

Argue Hard" hit upon an issue that always

dismayed me during my undergraduate

years at Boston University. While at B.U., I

always felt less than intellectually engaged

in the classroom (frequently feeling like a

tuition-paying stenographer), and out of

the classroom the anti-intellectual atmos-

phere was pervasive. In a perverse way, it's

comforting to see that a school of Duke's

caliber suffers from the same illness.

My reason for writing, however, is to

point out that the answer to Duke's under-

graduate problem is right in your backyard,

at the Fuqua School of Business, where I

studied. Two aspects of the "Fuqua Experi-

ence" contributed to giving me two years

of the intellectual experience my under-

graduate years lacked: the classroom empha-

sis on real-life case studies; and "forced"

study groups. Regarding the case studies,

the students couldn't just sit back and pas-

sively take notes. Not only did the profes-

sors force you to engage in debate, you

wanted to. The cases were interesting,

intellectually stimulating, and fun. About
the study groups, there simply was too

much work to do it all on your own. You
needed and wanted your colleagues' input,

time, and brains to help you learn.

Fuqua obviously knows they've hit on
something. The Fuqua Experience now
includes even more team building events. I

bet it would be even more intellectually

stimulating and fun to go to Fuqua now
than it was in my time.

Andrew B. Simmons M.B.A. '86

Chicago, Illinois

Editors:

It was with dismay that I read Mr. Bli-

wise's article in the March-April 1994 edi-

tion of your excellent magazine. Sadly, his

conclusion of what I will call "education

for the sake of jobs only" now also prevails

at Duke!

This regretful article confirms that even

students at such an excellent university as

ours have been totally corrupted by the pre-

vailing thought in this country which con-

siders the only worthwhile education to be

that directed toward some future financial

success; in my opinion, and that of most

thinking persons, not exactly the ideal goal

for a young person's education and life!

I do have some hope for our future,

however, in the persons of Greg Sanders

and Webb Howell and their new magazine

venture Young Scholar mentioned on page

30 [an alumni "mini-profile"]. Perhaps

they will be able to influence more young

people (maybe even some at Duke) with

their efforts as to real intellectual "values"

in life rather than what Bliwise reports

Duke's present students and instructors

seem able to have accomplished!

Wright Hugus Jr. '52

Ridgefield, Connecticut

Editors:

Your story pondered whether Duke stu-

dents are intellectually engaged. The
answer seemed to be "not enough." The
article, however, never mentioned one of

the main reasons for this situation—the

Duke admissions office.

I have attended several admissions ses-

sions at Duke with my son and daughter.

At these encounters, we were basically

told that an aspiring Duke student should:

1) take the hardest courses in all subject

areas and get A's; 2) letter in a sport or

two or, if not, at least star in the orchestra

or choir; 3) show leadership, preferably

through class office, student council, etc.;

4) do volunteer work, community service,

etc.; 5) travel, found a business, or do

something else to set yourself apart; and 6)

excel on the SAT and ACT.
Obviously, high school students desiring

admission into Duke have no time to pon-

der what the world would look like if one

were riding through it on a beam of light.

They could never speculate as to why
apples fall from trees because they have no
time to sit under trees. Attending concerts

and lectures or reading for pleasure or out

of curiosity, visiting museums? Out of the

question. Aspiring Duke students can't

even get a good night's sleep, let alone

have any leisure time. Intellectual

ment without leisure time is impossible.

Your student body has been well trained

by your own expectations to fill a list of

requirements in order to succeed. They
never had time to develop a love of learn-

ing for its own sake. Many of the students I

know who have a keen intellectual curiosi-

ty and love of learning did not get 4-0's in

high school. They had 3.5's and good

SATs and liked to debate the major issues

of the day for the sheer enjoyment of it. Of
course, they are not at Duke. You turned

them down.

Give today's high school students a break.

Let them specialize a little and become
themselves, not some renaissance "every-

man." You'll find students selected in this

fashion have all the intellectual curiosity

any university could want.

Karen Volz Campbell '67

Vienna, West Virginia

Editors:

In the March-April issue of Duke Maga-

zine, your article "Work Hard, Play Hard,

Argue Hard" questions the intellectual cli-

mate on campus, and seems to blame the

students. But they are just being themselves.

If they are not intellectual enough, then

the Duke admissions office has chosen the

wrong set of students. If Duke had admit-

ted truly intellectual students, they would

not have to be prodded and cajoled into

the intellectual life. But in the admissions

process, Duke puts great value on the

"rounded" student, meaning one who is

good at sports and student politics. Most

students chosen by these criteria will not

be real intellectuals, and no amount of

prodding will make them so.

However, the well-rounded student is

not all bad. Although not an intellectual,

he will more likely succeed in business,

while many intellectuals will find a narrow

niche somewhere.

As for the problems of excessive drink-

ing and general lack of character, I would

again look to the admissions office for an

answer. How much weight do they give to

references from ministers or other spiritual

advisers, to volunteer work performed for

worthy causes, or to leadership in youth

organizations such as the Boy or Girl

Scouts, the "Y," or church groups? And do

they look for signs of drinking problems

and underachievement?

So Duke must decide what kind of uni-

versity it wants to be and then select care-

fully, and not expect those chosen to have

traits that are desirable but not evidenced

in high school.

Richard N. Bergensen '59

West Chester, Pennsylvania
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BRINGING
ORDER

TO CHAOS

A ghostly mathema-

tical presence, it

guides everything

from the formation

of sand piles to the

creation of butter-

fly wing patterns. It

is there when ships

capsize, when lasers go haywire, when
avalanches cascade, and when the wings of

experimental aircraft contort and then

break. It may also explain the unpredictabil-

ity of the stock market and the weather.

It is "nonlinear dynamics," a physical

state in which pendulums no longer swing

like clockwork, roller coasters can't decide

which way to roll, and chaos reveals itself

as harboring a hidden, underlying order.

The term "nonlinear" refers to a funda-

mental trait of all these phenomena—that

they can't be explained using normal "lin-

ear" mathematical equations.

"They cannot be solved with paper and

pencil," says Robert Behringer, James B.

Duke Professor of Physics and Duke non-

linearist. "Some get so complicated that

the best computers of the age are unable to

solve them." Researchers must then "come
up with a simpler problem of less complex-

ity that has the essential features of the

original problem."

Nonlinear dynamics and its more-
enigmatic cousin—complex systems—is the

investigation of phenomena seemingly out

of control or otherwise beyond the reach

of normal analyses. It is a brand new sci-

ence, offering a new way of looking at why
things are, and why things go awry—one
that turns on its face the notion that the

mechanics of the universe are inherently

regular and harmonious.

To find the ultimate example of nonlin-

earity, just look into the heart of a grand-

father clock, Behringer says. "What could

be more regular than a pendulum? It's a

simple system, well-behaved and periodic.

It's an example of linearity. What you

have in your clock is symbolic of the regu-

NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
BY MONTE BASGALL

A brand new science

offers a different way of

looking at why things

are, and why things

go awry.

larity of the universe."

But just continually swat a simple pen-

dulum—launching it farther up on its axis

than it would travel on its own—and its

behavior "ceases to be linear. At that point

the pendulum's behavior can become very

complex." Its steady tick-tock swing cor-

rupts itself into wild and seemingly random
gyrations that may swing higher one time,

lower the next, lower still the next, and

then higher than ever after that. It may
even somersault completely over on itself.

When traced on a simple graph, the

movements of a pendulum normally form

an orderly, symmetrical wave pattern; but

the tracings of a nonlinear pendulum are,

so to speak, all over the map. Scientists

have found that an out-of-control pendu-

lum really retains some underlying order

—

a hidden harmony initially discovered

with the aid of that indispensable tool of

nonlinear science, the modern computer.

Computers can record an out-of-control

pendulum's position and velocity at any

given moment as a single point within a

three-dimensional graph called a "phase

space" diagram. Reflecting the pendulum's

confusion, successive points seem to follow

an erratic trajectory that wanders with no

apparent regularity. Its path looks like the

odd, conflicted orbit of a planet being

simultaneously attracted by two different

suns, one that never quite returns to its

starting point.

A different picture, called a Poincare sec-

tion, emerges when the computer seemingly

cuts a slice through a phase space diagram by

plotting where the points will land at given

intervals of time. Now the points only initial-

ly appear to be positioned at random. But as

their numbers multiply into the thousands, a

seemingly organized shape emerges—a kind

of swirling form that nonlinear dynamicists

call a "strange attractor." Strange attractors

possess what mathematicians term "fractal"

features, those that look almost identical at

different scales of magnification.

The fact that the motions of a spastic pen-

dulum can organize into a distinct strange

attractor shows that they are not really

random. If they were, the Poincare plot

would reveal nothing but a formless

smudge of dots. Instead, it exhibits what

nonlinear dynamicists call "determin-

istic chaos." If such chaos can form regular

shapes, researchers reason, perhaps it can

also be understood, maybe even controlled.

The tantalizing possibilities of under-

standing chaos explain why Lawrence Vir-

gin and Earl Dowell have papered the

walls of their laboratory in the engineering

school with images of strange attractors

and Poincare sections. It also explains why
they spend time there studying out-of-

control pendulums or experimenting with

miniature roller coasters that move chaoti-

cally along nonlinear parabolic tracks.

Virgin, an assistant professor of mechani-

cal and civil engineering, uses such scientif-

ic toys to help him ponder why ships some-

times begin to oscillate wildly in rough seas

and capsize. Dowell, the dean of engineer-

ing, is an expert in another kind of high-

speed oscillation that can snap the wings off

airplanes in flight. Both the nautical and

the aeronautical problem are examples of

chaotic, nonlinear phenomena, they say.
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More than fifteen Duke faculty mem-
bers, from fields as disparate as engineering,

biology, physics, mathematics, geology, and

computer science, spend time exploring

the frontiers of nonlinearity. Besides Virgin

and Dowell's work, Behringer ponders how
nonlinearity governs convecting fluids and

the behavior of granular materials such as

sand and coal, which seemingly organize

themselves—sometimes destructively—as

they flow. In the biology building, H. Fred-

erick Nijhout, who chairs Duke's zoology

department, uses a computer and nonlinear

dynamics to study how stunningly colorful

patterns form on the developing wings of

butterflies.

Joshua Socolar and Daniel Gauthier,

both assistant professors of physics, are

scheming to control chaos in electronic

circuits and, they hope, lasers. Physics pro-

fessor Richard Palmer studies nonlinearity

in areas from glassmaking to the stock

market. And engineering and geology pro-

fessor Peter Haff sees it at work in the

action of wind on sand in the desert.

Nine years ago, Duke started its own
informal Center for Nonlinear and Com-
plex Systems, where researchers from

throughout the campus and beyond meet

to trade information in the field. Last Jan-

uary, Duke hosted "Dynamics Days '94,"

an international conference that attracted

210 nonlinear experts from fifteen nations.

And a task force contemplating the future

directions of science and engineering re-

search at Duke has earmarked nonlinear

dynamics as one area for possible expansion.

Engineering dean Dowell first encoun-

tered nonlinearity as a graduate student at

MIT in the early 1960s. He was calculat-

ing the stresses onrushing air impose on
flexible aircraft wing panels. The calcula-

tions revealed that certain combinations of

airflow velocity and stress in a panel pro-

duced complicated oscillations that didn't

appear to repeat themselves. "It turned out

to be chaos," says Dowell.

This condition, known as aeroelastic

flutter, was also found to be a critical fac-

tor in high-speed aviation. While aeronau-

tical engineers have not yet learned how
to control it, they have at least learned

how to avoid the flutter by designing

stiffer flight surfaces. "You have to design

the stiffness of the structure to make sure

the flutter velocity is beyond the speed

that the jet is flying," says Dowell. Design-

ing an airplane with aeroelastic flutter in

mind requires "a lot of mathematical mod-
eling, and a good deal of wind-tunnel test-

ing," he says. "After that, you're still not

absolutely sure, so you ask test pilots to

risk their lives and do a flutter test." The
hazard of flutter was dramatically ill-

ustrated about a decade ago, when flutter

snapped off part of the tail assembly on an

early Fl 17 Stealth fighter in flight. Fortu-

nately, the pilot returned the then-experi-

mental craft safely.

While aircraft engineers have learned to

cope with nutter, naval architects are not

that far along, says Virgin. "If a ship's

equations of motion were linear, it would
not capsize. In fact, when a ship oscillates

in the waves, it's highly nonlinear."

When a vessel steams through high seas,

it is being yanked and shoved about by a

variety of marine forces. Sailors call the

resulting motion roll, heave, pitch, yaw,

drift, and surge. Actually, ships are even

more complicated structures, Virgin says.

"Ships are also flexible, especially an oil

tanker. And if you try really accurately to

model the interaction of waves hitting the

side of a ship, there may be water pooling

on the deck, or sometimes the cargo inside

will shift. Then there is the wind action.

And sometimes ice will build up on one

side of a ship and make it lopsided."

With all these variables, a ship simply

doesn't behave with linear predictability.

Yet, naval architects "have traditionally

said, 'okay, we'll assume linearity, because

we can handle that mathematically,' " Vir-

gin says. "From my perspective, if you don't

compute nonlinearity you've got problems."

Virgin began using his expertise in ap-

plied mechanics in England to understand

ships and drilling platforms. "If I could
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characterize my work, I would say it's how
systems become unstable: Something buck-

les, something snaps, and a ship capsizes.

When chaos first became popular about

twenty years ago, many people were skep-

tical, because most of the features we could

see could only be shown on a computer."

Because mad pendulums were only tracing

out strange attractors on computerized

phase space diagrams, "some people would

say, 'maybe these features are errors,

numerical roundoff errors on a

computer,' " he says. "Now, in

the lab, we can demonstrate that

chaotic behavior is not ambigu-

ously but clearly there."

To demonstrate chaotic behav-

ior, Virgin experiments with a

nonlinear roller coaster in his lab.

Driven by vibrations, its tiny cars

may suddenly reverse themselves

for no obvious reason, halt pre-

cipitously at the top of an incline,

or surge forward from a dead stop

at the bottom. The way a car

oscillates on the parabolic track

"is like a ship that's rolling," he

says. "If the rolling gets large

enough, the ship flips. If the exci-

tation of this track gets large

enough, the car will jump out."

While chaos is inherently unpre-

dictable, nonlinear dynamicists

use such simple devices to begin to under-

stand how chaos works. With that under-

standing, they can better deal with the

mathematics of nonlinearity.

As engineers, Virgin and Dowell would

like to learn to control the chaos. Physi-

cists Joshua Socolar and Daniel Gauthier

already can, at least with a relatively sim-

ple electronic circuit designed so the cur-

rent can be made to oscillate chaotically.

Socolar first worked with a chaotic cir-

cuit as a Haverford College undergraduate

under the tutelage of Jerry Gollub—consid-

ered a guru of nonlinear dynamics. Because

the circuit is an electronic device, its cha-

otic behavior was easy to monitor with a

computer. Last summer, Socolar teamed up
with Gauthier, who studies lasers and also

shares his interest in nonlinear dynamics.

"We were just talking about this idea of

controlling chaos," Socolar says, "and in

the course of the conversation we hit upon
what we thought at the time was a brand

new way of controlling chaos."

Their strategy was based on a technique

established by University of Maryland sci-

entists. The Maryland team treated a

chaotically oscillating signal as an ensem-
ble of stable signals "orbiting" the circuit.

By singling out one of these stable orbits

and giving the whole system an electronic

kick at just the right time, they made all

the other orbiting signals follow the lead of

the first orbit. But a remaining challenge is

sensing just the right moment to kick the

system as the oscillations get faster.

Addressing that challenge, Socolar and
Gauthier figured out a method that con-

tinually senses the state of the system and

continually applies the appropriate coun-

termeasures. Gauthier demonstrated their

approach to a roomful of rapt scientists dur-

ing a Dynamics Days talk. As the audience

watched an electronic display screen, he

Planetary confusion: Voyager's view ofJupiter's Great Red Spot

with counter-rotating vortices and "reverse-S" spirals

merely flipped a switch and the roiling

wave patterns of the chaotic circuit were

quickly becalmed.

The control strategy's beauty, they say, is

its superiority for controlling the kind of

chaos that can erupt over very short inter-

vals of time. That capability is what fasci-

nated Gauthier, the laser man, because it

suggests a way to calm laser circuits that

sometimes exhibit superfast nonlinearities.

"A laser diode in a compact disk player can

end up going chaotic on a time scale of one

billionth of a second," says Gauthier. While

their technique is not that fast yet, Gauthi-

er and Socolar say it can calm chaotic sig-

nals over intervals just 100 times slower

—

an unprecedented feat in chaos control.

Meanwhile, zoologist Fred Nijhout uses

nonlinear computer techniques to aid his

search for the elusive chemical signals he

suspects control the formation of color pat-

terns on butterfly wings. While he also does

delicate dissections in his search for those

signals, his problem is that butterfly wing

cells do their work very covertly at an early

stage of life. "By the time you can detect

some, it is already too late," he laments.

So Nijhout spent a summer at Oxford

University learning techniques from a

mathematical biologist who had discovered

nonlinear calculations that can form pat-

terns mimicking leopard spots and tiger

stripes. Back at Duke, Nijhout can now

mimic butterfly wing patterns on his com-
puter screen by using nonlinear equations

to impose certain chemical conditions on
simulated wing cells. He suspects that real

developing butterfly wing cells—with their

intricate interplay of genes, enzymes, and

chemical signals—work in a similar fash-

ion. But he is quick to note that "organisms

do not spring fully-blown out of a set of dif-

ferential equations," and that his computer

does not "produce the kind of detail we
really see in biological systems."

An eight-by-ten-inch photo-

graph of a coal silo lying in dusty

ruins illustrates another nonlin-

ear problem. The photo belongs

to Robert Behringer, who says

the release of coal from that silo

triggered a nonlinear instability

"that literally shook the thing to

pieces." This kind of destruction

is a common occurrence, he says.

"You get these instabilities

—

which are nonlinear effects

—

during the course of the flow,

and they just destroy these

silos." Duke has become a center

for studying such "granular"

materials. A list of them would

< include coal, sand grains, baby
^ powders, breakfast cereals, grass

seeds, dog food pellets, loose

rocks, and ice balls.

"A granular system is kind of in-

between a solid and liquid," says Peter

Haff, a Duke geology and civil engineering

professor who uses a computer to study

how wind and weather shapes desert sand

dune formation. Granular accumulations

have "an internal strength that a liquid

doesn't have," Haff says. "On the other

hand, if you take sand or soil or cereal

grains or powders, you can pour them from

one vessel to another like a fluid." And
unlike a solid, "they will take on the shape

of their container," he says.

"There is a great need to understand

how to describe the flow of granular mate-

rials," adds Behringer. The fact that they

flow in a distinctly nonlinear fashion is

more than a scientific curiosity. They rou-

tinely have to be poured from coal silos or

loaded into railroad hopper cars or sifted

into boxes of cereal or baby powder. And if

nonlinear research can solve the coal silo

problem, it might also help explain other

destructive tendencies of granular flow,

such as the dynamics of avalanches. Yet,

"the physics of these flows is still very poor-

ly understood," he says. "We're still strug-

gling to write down the right equations."

Besides devising a computer model that

simulates granular flow through a simulat-

ed silo, Behringer has also built models in

his lab. One is a distinctly Rube Goldberg

device in which a motor shakes sand into
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motion within a transparent plexiglass con-

tainer. While eye-dazzling strobe lights

capture the sand flow in freeze-frame, the

sand climbs the walls of the container and

then avalanches back down again. As
Behringer increases the vibration speed,

the sand begins launching itself into free

flight, then forms complicated waves and

stress patterns after gravity recaptures it.

Even simple sandpiles can spark debates

among nonlinear scientists. Some have

theorized that falling sand acts like it has a

mind of its own, piling up at the same

angle each time as it organizes itself into a

"critical" state on the bare edge of stabili-

ty. But experiments have shown different-

ly, Behringer says. "In reality there is a

range of angles. Therefore, the idea of hav-

ing a critical state out of which everything

evolves is overly simplistic."

These kinds of debates illustrate the direc-

tion that nonlinear science is heading

—

away from the simpler kinds of chaos and

toward the world of complexity. Complex
systems—such as the dynamics of sand

—

operate at too large a scale or have too many
variables or dimensions to be studied with

the tools used to explore simple chaos. Non-
linear scientists themselves are uncertain

about how to define complex systems, but

they have no trouble offering examples.

Duke physicist Richard Palmer is deeply

immersed in such studies of complexity.

Working at Duke and the Santa Fe Institute

in New Mexico—a leading center for inves-

tigating complexity—he uses a computer to

explore phenomena ranging from the

behavior of glass to the stock market. Cen-

tral to all his studies of complex systems is

the concept of "emergent properties"

—

those that arise unexpectedly from combi-

nations of simpler phenomena to follow

some unanticipated set of rules. For in-

stance, he has puzzled-out why individual

glass atoms—which act randomly and there-

fore should play by no particular rules

—

should obey Kohlrausch's law, developed by

a nineteenth-century German chemist to

describe the general properties of glasses.

All glasses "collapse" in the same charac-

teristic way when a glob of molten material

is dropped on a surface and allowed to cool.

Palmer wondered how that final order could

arise out of the disordered actions of indi-

vidual random atoms. He found that the

atoms in a cooling glass do so simply by con-

straining each other's movements. "They get

in each other's way," he says. "And here we
see the emerging properties of glass, this

Kohlrausch's law, coming out of this."

Palmer has also collaborated with Santa

Fe Institute colleagues to develop a kind of

computer program that can learn to mimic

the behavior of the stock market. The pro-

gram constructs the mathematical equiva-

lent of human investors and pits them

against each other in a race to get rich.

While these cybernetic investors employ
"somewhat random methods of trial and

error, out of their interactions emerge all

the market phenomenon," he says. "We
see bubbles and crashes, a fairly high vol-

ume of trading, the statistical characteris-

tics of the price, and things like that."

If "diverse" is the word to describe the

range of nonlinear research at Duke, then

the array of nonlinear studies under way in

the world at large might be called "stun-

ning." Speakers at the January Dynamics
Days conference, for example, covered areas

from AIDS epidemiology to ecological sys-

tems and the flashing patterns of fireflies.

That huge range raises a tantalizing

question: Is there a master plan under-

lying such varied human phenomena and

natural events? Could the same forces

that guide evolution really be at work in

the stock market? Or is the connection

between such phenomena merely true for a

computer exercise? Or is it merely fanciful?

Carefully weighing his words, Behringer

says he thinks the notion of a master

mathematical plan is far too "ambitious" a

hypothesis for the scientific community to

try to tackle. But he adds that there is a

shared sense that "nonlinear phenomena
do seem to have a commonality." I
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T
he first time I met Gin-

ger Barber," remembers

Canadian novelist and

short-story writer Alice

Munro, "was at a party

outside of Toronto. I

had been drinking
Pimms Cup #3, which

is really a lethal drink, for the entire

evening, and I had gotten terribly, terribly

drunk. At the end of the evening, Ginger

had taken me home and put me to bed.

This was before we'd even really gotten to

know each other. So I knew then and there

that this woman was a real caregiver."

Compassion notwithstanding, Virginia

Price Barber A.M. '60, Ph.D. '69 is also a lit-

erary agent of considerable consequence.

And right now, she's quite literally being

crowded by her work. "You can see all the

books around here," says Barber almost

apologetically, as she throws her glance

along the walls of her spacious Fifth Avenue
office overlooking the Barnes & Noble Sales

Annex in New York's Chelsea neighbor-

hood. Stacked on the shelves behind her are

some of the most critically celebrated, and

commercially successful, titles in recent

years: Rosellen Brown's Before and After,

Peter Mayle's Tojours Provence, Nicholas

von Hoffman's Citizen Cohn, and Anne
Rivers Siddons' Colony—just to name a few.

Given her impressive stable of authors,

Barber is often asked—and yet, hard
pressed—to choose which she most admires.

"It's always tricky," she says, "because

whom would you leave out?"

Barber isn't simply avoiding the ques-

tion. For the past twenty years, she and her

colleagues at the Virginia Barber Literary

Agency have earned their reputation by

representing only those authors in whose
work they personally believe. "We turn

down people if we don't care for their

work," she says matter-of-factly. "Many
times I reject books that are publishable,

just because they don't suit my tastes or

aren't something that I want to work for."

"It's true," insists Anne Rivers Siddons,

the Atlanta-based novelist who has

become one of Barber's mainstays over the

last few years. "I know for a fact that she

AUTHORS'
AUTHORITY

VIRGINIA BARBER
BY DAVID SHIRLEY

Whether coaxing

writers through major

revisions or wrangling

over contract

negotiations, the New
York literary agent is

known for her care and

tending of top authors.

has passed up writers she could have made
a great deal of money on. She believes pas-

sionately in her writers."

Peter Mayle agrees, insisting that Bar-

ber's first commitment is to the quality of

his work, not its sales potential. "She is

more interested in my long-term develop-

ment than in a quick, profitable, and ulti-

mately mistaken sale," he adds. "I know
that all I have to do is write a decent book.

Once Ginger is happy with it, good things

will follow."

According to Siddons, that's because

Barber is also one of the most tireless and

tenacious contract negotiators in the busi-

ness. "Ginger is very warm and gracious,"

Siddons explains. "If you met her socially,

you'd say, what a lovely woman, and never

guess what a tough, savvy negotiator she

is. When she's working on a deal, there's

this complete transformation. Her eyes

light up, and you can practically see smoke

coming out of her ears."

As enthusiastic as she now is about her

work, the literary business was not Barber's

first career choice. "When I was growing

up, I had never heard of the profession of

literary agent," she admits. "I probably

wouldn't have even considered it had I not

married and moved to New York."

While completing her graduate studies

in English literature at Duke in the mid-

Sixties, the Galax, Virginia, native and

graduate of Randolph-Macon College met
her future husband, Edwin Barber, a New
York editor who spent his summers im-

mersed in literature. "Ed worked for Harp-

er's college department, which was then

Harper and Row," she says. "[Harper's

employees] got each summer off. They
traveled for nine months while the col-

leges were in session, and then they were

given the summers for themselves. So he

went to graduate school in English every

summer for the pure love of it."

After a highly literate courtship, the two

were married before Barber had finished

her degree, and she suddenly found herself

doing the final research for her dissertation

on the poetics of William Carlos Williams

in the stately reading rooms of the mid-

Manhattan branch of the New York Public

Library. For Barber, it was the beginning of

a rich and longstanding relationship with

the prestigious Manhattan book collection.

"I spent many, many hours in the New
York Public Library and came to love that

institution," she says. "I'm now one of its

conservators. I'll never forget what it gave

me and how wonderful working there was."

While completing her doctorate, Barber

at first pursued an academic career, teaching

English at several New York schools, includ-

ing a brief stint at Hunter College, before

finally landing in the fall of 1970 what

seemed like the perfect position, an assis-

tant professorship at Columbia University's

Teachers College. As one of only two liberal

arts specialists on the Teachers College fac-

ulty, Barber was able to teach literature to a

broad range of students. Her courses were

open to the university's graduate students, as

well as to aspiring educators. More impor-

tantly for Barber, who had recently given

birth to her first child, the position was also

part-time, enabling her to spend three days a

week in the classroom and the rest of the

time at home with her daughter.

The young instructor soon discovered

that things were not as ideal as they first

appeared. Having received her own gradu-
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ate training in the (then) more conserva-

tive educational environment of Duke's

English department, Barber quickly began

to feel the strain of teaching at an institu-

tion where all the rules were being chal-

lenged at once. "Those were very, very ex-

citing times, right after the big strike at

Columbia," she says. "There was still a lot of

chaos when I got there, a lot of uncertainty,

and it made teaching extremely difficult.

"I had grown up and been trained in the

old method, which involved a great deal of

preliminary research and structuring of a lec-

ture, timing it to fit the fifty-minute sched-

ule. I was very good at that, but I was terrible

at the new style of teaching, which was, 'We
are all examining a body of knowledge to-

gether.' To do that kind of teaching, to

get a true discussion started, you have

to have a very quick mind, a mind that

can see the little note to sound to turn

the conversation in another direction. I

just didn't feel that I had that kind of

mind."

Even more disturbing for Barber was

the political struggle taking place at

the time between the senior members

of the faculty and the female members

of the junior staff. Although many on
the faculty at T.C. were women, there

were still no tenured women members

of the department, a longstanding prac-

tice at the university that had already

invited a government investigation. In

the spring of 1971, when Barber and

the other women on the faculty rallied

to support a popular and highly quali-

fied female colleague who was eligible

for tenure, the senior faculty denied

the request, waiting until the end of

the school year to announce their

decision.

For Barber, who had now spent six

years in various teaching positions and

was already beginning to question her

initial career choice, the experience

was a turning point. "I wasn't able to

see that things would change," she says

of her decision to leave academe, "and

I was exhausted with the battle. It was

one of the worst years ofmy life."

But Barber's nadir was relatively short-

lived. One of her closest friends from the

Columbia neighborhood was a former lit-

erary agent. When the woman decided to

start her own agency, the discouraged Bar-

ber jumped at the chance to learn her

friend's business.

"I liked the idea that you would be eval-

uating contemporary literature," says Bar-

ber, "that you would be on the cutting

edge, reading a manuscript that no one

had endorsed, and making your own deci-

sion. I also liked the idea of dealing with

living authors."

Barber soon discovered that the very

"I liked the idea that you

would be evaluating

contemporary literature,

reading a manuscript

that no one had
endorsed, and making
your own decision."

Titled i : Barber among her clients'

qualities that made her new profession so

appealing would also prove to be the great-

est obstacle for the former scholar with no
connections in the New York literary com-

munity. "What I didn't think of," she now
admits, "was the most obvious point of all:

Where are you going to get your authors?

You can't have an agency without authors,

and I had basically lived in a library and

a classroom all my life. I didn't know any

authors."

While she was struggling to establish

contacts in the literary world, Barber be-

came a writer herself, writing The Mother

Person (Bobbs Merrill, 1975) with another

Duke colleague, co-author Merrill Maguire

Skaggs A.M. '60, Ph.D. '66. As Barber soon

learned, the experience of writing and
promoting a book is an invaluable asset in

working with authors. "The book was very

useful because they toured us," she says.

"We were on The Phil Donahue Show. I

know what it's like to be on the Cleveland

Morning Exchange right after the man
advertising his book about mad dogs. Tour-

ing can be a real strain on writers, so it was

very helpful to me to have had that experi-

ence. I later had authors who seemed to go

to pieces while touring, and I knew exactly

what they were going through."

After a couple of years in her friend's

employ, Barber finally earned the money

^| ; and experience to start her own busi-

ness. "By then I had learned what

j| the other woman had to teach me,"

she says. "And she was going in a dif-

ferent direction, much more into the

theater, where I did not want to be. I

•w* wanted to be in books."

|
At first, Barber found that the same

•* lack of confidence that had made
•* interactive teaching so difficult for

her also limited her ability to recruit

new writers for her agency, especially

those authors whose work she most

admired. "I was very nervous in the

beginning," she says. "My voice shook

PJUm over the telephone. I was very shy

about calling people I didn't know."

Ironically, Barber was introduced

to her first clients by a couple of

friendly competitors. "I made two

good friends in the business," she says.

"Agents have to be very competitive,

but, oddly enough, they were the ones

who helped get me started."

One of the first authors Barber

gained through referral was Rosellen

Brown, the celebrated novelist, poet,

playwright, and short-story writer

whom Barber has continued to repre-

ss sent throughout her career. "She was

I the first author I represented of the

§ sort that I wanted to find."

Eventually, the rookie literary agent

found that she had to begin estab-

lishing her own contacts, and she made her

first direct overture to an author an ambi-

tious one. With the insistent prodding of

the same friend who had introduced her to

Brown, Barber offered her admittedly inex-

perienced services to Alice Munro, an

author whom she still considers to be "one

of the greatest living short-story writers in

English."

Barber's friend egged her on by saying,

"You love Alice Munro's stories. She does-

n't have an agent. You write to her."

At first, Munro balked at the idea. "I

thought I didn't need an agent," she says.

"Ginger thought that was so funny. But I
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really didn't know anything about the

business side of publishing. In fact, I had just

signed my third book contract with Cana-

dian publishers—and with no advance!"

Having taken the initial risk, Barber was

persistent. She wrote to Munro again,

sending along a copy of Rosellen Brown's

first novel. Munro's response, Barber re-

calls, "was, 'Anybody who represents

books that fine is somebody I'd like to

work with.' So I've always told Rosellen

that not only did her work help me, but

she also got me Alice Munro, who is

another of my favorite writers."

Another early recruit was Peter Mayle.

When the two first met during the early

Seventies, the future author of the best-

selling A Year in Provence was trying to

establish himself as a writer of children's

books. "She must have sensed my ambi-

tion to graduate one day to the grown-up

world in which one can use words of more

than two syllables," remembers Mayle.

"Many times, her optimism and patience

have saved me from giving up and going

back to honest work."

Apart from the relationships with

authors, Barber says she was surprised how
easily she adjusted to the business end of

her profession—things like managing con-

tracts, monitoring sales figures and royal-

ties, and selling subsidiary rights. "That

side turned out to be quite easy for me. I

have a natural liking for business that I

had never known before. The whole game
of selling can be a lot of fun."

"Ginger is really an incredible negotia-

tor," says Anne Rivers Siddons. "She sim-

ply will not let a contract go until she's sat-

isfied with every word and every nuance.

She's like a terrapin; she will not let go

until it thunders!"

Recently, Barber has discovered to her

dismay that the business of buying and

selling can sometimes eclipse the more
fundamental and rewarding aspects of the

book trade. "The business of publishing

has changed a lot in the last five to seven

years," she says, "and it isn't nearly as

kindly and polite a business as it used to be.

The money men are much more in charge

now, and the bottom line is all important.

"It's not that I don't think that people

need to make a profit. Of course, we all do.

But it's the way that some people in the

business seek to improve their bottom line

that is distressing to all of us."

What Barber relishes most in her work,

she says, is the creative contact with her

authors, particularly those with whom she

has an ongoing relationship. "I love mak-
ing comments, working directly with the

authors on manuscripts. It comes out of my
teaching. I'm still, in a way, a teacher in-

volved with literature."

Working with an author over time can

BIRTH OF A BEST SELLER

There are few experiences

more satisfying for a liter-

ary agent than seeing a

gifted author finally receive

the public recognition that he
or she deserves.

Virginia Barber's most
recent success story concerns

novelist and short-story writer

Rosellen Brown. The author of

the critically-acclaimed novels

Tender Mercies and Civil Wars,

Brown has produced consis-

tently high-quality work since

Barber first began representing

her. But it was only with her

current novel, Before and
After, that Brown finally

made the best-seller lists.

"That was one of the happi-

est moments of my life as an
agent," Barber says, particu-

larly given the convoluted his-

tory of Brown's literary

triumph. As Barber explains,

Brown had turned in a novel

that contained "a technical

problem in it that she hadn't

mastered yet." (She's still

working on that book.)

"It was a very real

disappointment to both of us,"

says Barber, "because we had
been waiting such a long time

for the finished manuscript

and she really needed to have £

book to sell."

Unable to accept Brown's
manuscript, Barber out of des-

peration reminded the author

of an unfinished play on which
the two had worked together

in the past. Brown had eventu-

ally abandoned the idea as a

dramatic piece, but Barber
recalled that the play's basic

story was a strong one. "I

asked her if she thought that

might work as a novel," Barber
says. "And that's what became
Before and After."

It was, she admits, a happy
combination of good luck

and hard work. "You simply

couldn't have done that unless

you had worked with the

author for a long time, and
known everything about her

writing."

—David Shirley

sometimes lead Barber into "very strange

places," she says. "I took on a young man
many years ago. He was teaching creative

writing in the West and did some antholo-

gies of short stories. All of a sudden, he said

that he wanted to do a Western series, genre

Western! I had never sold such a thing in

my life. But out of loyalty I did, and I'll

never forget it because the [first book's]

editor said to me, 'Ginger, the cadences

are brilliant.' I thought it was so marvelous

that an editor would talk about brilliant

cadences applied to a genre paperback. I

knew I loved that editor right away."

After years of touring college campuses,

her husband, Edwin, eventually became
editor and vice chairman of W.W. Norton,

the publishing house for which he has

worked most of his career. ("It's one of the

few independent publishing companies

that is totally owned by its employees," his

wife notes proudly.)

"It's very funny, because I instinctively

think like an author and he instinctively

thinks like a publisher," she says. "There

are many times that an agent has to be an

author's advocate, and I instinctively leap

to that position as if it were in my genes

now. And he knows all the difficulties that

publishers face. We have to laugh a lot

about the way we perceive things so differ-

ently. But it also means that he's not upset

when I have a manuscript in my lap, be-

cause he has one in his, too." (The two

have never worked together because of the

potential conflict of interest.)

Does the seasoned agent have any sup-

pressed literary ambitions of her own? "I

don't long to write," she begins, consider-

ing the question carefully. "I don't envy

my writers because I think writing is very

hard work. But if I ever do retire, I would

love to write a book about Paris from the

beginning of this century through the

1920s, about the correlation between music

and art and literature and how all the rules

were being broken. I would love to write a

book that would span some of those turn-

ing points. I even have a couple of subjects

in mind."

"I'm not a great stylist," she continues

modestly, and sounding very much the ob-

jective agent, "but if you're clear, conscien-

tious, and knowledgeable, you can get by."

Then, with a mixture of sadness and
pride, she says, "What I don't have are any

clever phrases. I'd love to have that. Only
my writers have clever phrases."

Shirley is a free-lance writer living in New York.

UNDER THE GARGOYLE
Continued from page 1

7

vous as, well... hell. But for the Florida

game, I enjoyed initial success by maneu-
vering myself onto your television screens,

satisfying several demands from family and

friends at home. Later in the game, I had

some fun with Kevin Costner, drawing his

attention to my sign that read: "Dances

with Devils." But just after the final buzzer

sounded, my vision impairment again

caused some problems, and I violently col-

lided with the referee as I ran on the court

to join the celebration.

The ultimate loss to Arkansas was, of

course, painful—though a bit less so for

me than for one of my mascotting peers.

Before their semifinal game, the Razorback

mascot had accidentally torn the knee lig-

aments of Arizona's Wilbur the Wildcat. I

survived the tournament with nothing

broken except a pitchfork.

Hunnicutt '96 is a public policy major from
Ambler, Pennsylvania.
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DIMINISHING
DISASTER'S

On November 7, 1991,

Andrew Lloyd and

three of his closest

friends were flying

back to Durham in

a single-engine plane

after attending a foot-

ball game at their

alma mater. They were in high spirits after

the win, recalling great plays of their own
college days, when a warning buzzer sounded

in the cockpit. Suddenly, the engine went
dead. The pilot hit the ignition switch. No
good. He tried again.

"The engine's frozen," he said. "We're

going down."

"Find a field! Can you find a field?" one

of them shouted.

"I'm looking. It's too damn dark."

Silent in the back seat, Lloyd felt an an-

cient fear rise through his veins. He always

dreamed he would die in a plane accident.

Now he was living it. Lloyd turned his face

to the window and watched his grave rise

toward him. Seconds later, the plane

slammed into the ground.

Andrew Lloyd survived the crash. His

three friends did not. Through some mira-

cle of physics or divine intervention, Lloyd

crawled away from the wreck with broken

ribs and a broken leg. Over the following

year, his physical injuries healed. Friends

and neighbors hailed his good fortune. But

behind the cheery front he put on for the

public, Lloyd was suffering a mental trau-

ma that completely overshadowed his

physical pain. Night after night, he relived

the accident. At the imagined sound of

the warning buzzer, he would shoot up in

bed, adrenaline surging through his body.

Sleep was impossible. Exhaustion ruled.

"I was like a caged rat," Lloyd says. "My
friends couldn't do anything for me, my
wife couldn't do anything for me. 1 couldn't

do anything for me. It was the worst feeling

in the world."

Fearing that people would think him
mentally ill, Lloyd resisted seeking psychi-

atric help for more than a year after the

POST-CRISIS COPING
BY JOHN MANUEL

A major upheaval is bad

enough, but for most

people the suffering

does not end quickly.

Duke's Anxiety and
Traumatic Stress Program

helps the healing begin.

accident. But as he wore down from lack

of sleep, he finally contacted a psychiatrist

renowned for her work with accident sur-

vivors. She diagnosed him as suffering

from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),

an illness typified by nightmares, hypervig-

ilance, avoidance of trauma-related events,

and general anxiety or depression. The
psychiatrist got Lloyd to talk about the

accident—something he had resisted doing

up to that point—but psychotherapy was

not enough to relieve his suffering. Realiz-

ing he needed something more, she referred

Lloyd to experts in treating PTSD: Duke's

Anxiety and Traumatic Stress Program.

"At Duke, they prescribed some drugs

that were supposed to lessen my hyper-

awareness and sleeplessness," Lloyd says.

"The very first time I took them, I slept for

eight hours. It was as if I woke up a brand

new person."

Lloyd is now three months into his

treatment program at Duke. He will never

forget the accident. He will never be as

trusting of the world as he was before. But

he is now able to lead a normal life, able to

sleep eight hours a night and function well

at home and at work.

"I was cursed to have suffered through

this accident," he says, "but blessed to live in

an area where people know how to treat it."

Accidents, assault, war, natural disaster

—

many of us will fall victim to one or another

of these events in the course of our lives. Liv-

ing through a major upheaval is bad enough.

But for most people, the suffering does not

end with the actual event, nor soon there-

after. Survivors frequently experience explo-

sive anger, flashbacks, nightmares, and in-

somnia for weeks after the event. For roughly

half of these people, symptoms disappear

within three months. But if symptoms persist

beyond this time, research indicates they are

likely to become chronic.

"The brain doesn't like to forget life-

threatening moments," says Jonathan
Davidson, director of Duke's Anxiety and

Traumatic Stress Program. "The preserva-

tion of life is its most basic function."

The good news is that, through combi-

nations of medications and psychotherapy,

most cases of anxiety and traumatic stress

disorder can be brought under control, if

not cured altogether. New therapeutic tech-

niques and new medications are intro-

duced on a regular basis. Duke is in the

forefront of identifying the prevalence of

these disorders as well as the most promis-

ing treatments, especially drug therapy.

The Anxiety and Traumatic Stress Pro-

gram opened in 1987 under the directorship

of Davidson, a soft-spoken native of Cheshire,

England. It's a relatively small program with

only a dozen staffers, including psychia-

trists, research coordinators, a biostatician,

and support staff. (Pharmaceutical giant

Glaxo Inc., and Duke also support a full-time,

two-year fellowship with the program.)

While most academic research centers

have an anxiety program, Duke's is distin-

guished by its breadth ot expertise. In addi-

tion to trauma-related stress, Duke covers

the full spectrum of anxiety-related disor-

ders, including panic, social phobias, and

obsessive-compulsive behavior. Faculty

members come from both the medical cen-

ter and Arts and Sciences, offering a multi-
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disciplinary approach to mental health prob-

lems. The program also maintains close ties

with trauma specialists at the Research Tri-

angle Institute (RTI), with which it col-

laborates on various projects.

"Together, I would say this area boasts a

team of trauma specialists the equal of any

in the country," says John
Fairbank, senior research clin-

ical psychologist at RTI.

Faculty members at Duke
teach in the university and see

private patients. But the bulk

of their activities with the

Anxiety and Traumatic Stress

Program are devoted to clini-

cal research. At Duke, clini-

cal research is funded primar-

ily by the National Institutes

of Mental Health, major phar-

maceutical manufacturers, and

the Anxiety Disorders Associ-

ation of America. They're in-

terested in two things: the na-

ture and extent of anxiety

disorders, and the effectiveness

of drugs in treating these dis-

orders.

To find participants for a

particular clinical study, Duke
places advertisements in local

newspapers and posts notices

in therapists' offices. They're

looking for people suffering

from various conditions, or

who have survived specific dis-

turbing events. Studies may last

for several weeks or months,

during which time researchers

may try out different medica-

tions, sometimes in combination with psy-

chotherapy.

In recent years, the bulk of clinical re-

search at the Anxiety and Traumatic Stress

Program has been devoted to analyzing

treatments for post-traumatic stress disor-

der. PTSD has long been known to affect

combat veterans. Before coming to Duke,

Davidson conducted studies at the Veter-

ans Affairs Medical Center in Durham,
where he found many patients suffering

from the illness. But Davidson suspected

that PTSD was widespread among other

psychiatric patients as well.

Upon arriving at Duke, Davidson began

a survey of outpatients coming into the

psychiatric clinic for treatment of everyday

stresses such as depression, marital prob-

lems, and drug abuse. To their astonish-

ment, the Duke researchers discovered

that 80 percent of these outpatients had
suffered traumatic experiences in the past,

and 20 percent had symptoms of PTSD.
Virtually none of these patients had been
diagnosed with this problem before com-
ing to Duke.

"It turns out that combat veterans are

only a small portion of people suffering

from PTSD," Davidson says. "Most PTSD
sufferers are women, and the condition can

be brought on by such diverse experiences

as sexual assault, accidental injury, crimi-

nal assault, natural disaster, even loss of

personal property."

Not only does PTSD affect those who
were themselves victims of a traumatic

event, it can also affect friends and family

members. In April 1992, researchers at

Duke joined with psychologists at RTI and

the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill to study survivors of the 1991

fire at the Imperial Foods chicken process-

ing plant in Hamlet, North Carolina. That

fire killed twenty-five people and injured

fifty-six—the high number owing in part

to the fact that the plant owner had

locked the fire doors to prevent workers

from stealing chickens.

"The stories we heard were absolutely

horrifying," says team member and Duke
psychiatrist John March. "It was a commu-
nity-wide horror, made worse by the fact

that there was human culpability involved.

Anybody who works with patients knows

that when there is human culpability—as

opposed to a natural event like a hurri-

cane—the pain is likely to be greater."

March and his colleagues determined

that 82 percent of those interviewed had

suffered from PTSD at some point after the

fire. Nearly 60 percent were still being

affected at the time of the interview. But

the damage didn't stop there. The team
met with "first-degree" relatives of the sur-

vivors—spouses, parents, siblings, and
adult children—and were surprised to dis-

cover that 69 percent also suf-

fered from PTSD at some
point after the fire, and 44 per-

cent were still affected a year

later.

Although not directly ex-

posed to the fire, children

throughout the town of Ham-
let also suffered extensive psy-

chological disorders as a result

of the disaster. The team is-

sued questionnaires to 1,800

students in two elementary

schools and two junior high

schools. While formal diag-

noses of PTSD could not be

made based on questionnaire

responses, March says 23 per-

cent of those surveyed reported

a high level of PTSD symp-

toms.

"Although we knew from

previous studies that children

do sometimes show PTSD
> symptoms after an 'indirect'

2 event, we wouldn't have ex-

Ipected this level of suffering,"

I March says. "But when you
jr think about Hamlet, you have

| to realize that Imperial Foods

I was one of the largest employ-

gers in the county. A lot of

people knew someone who
worked there."

Funding didn't allow the Triangle psy-

chiatric team to treat the survivors of the

Hamlet fire, but the team applied for funds

to conduct group counseling in seven
Hamlet-area schools.

So what's the best way to help sufferers

of PTSD? Traditionally, therapists have

offered counseling that includes encour-

agement in solving the day-to-day prob-

lems. But research indicates that support-

ive counseling only diminishes the severity

of symptoms by about 26 percent—

a

recovery rate hardly better than that for

survivors given no treatment at all.

"Talking with a therapist about my acci-

dent helped a little," says plane crash sur-

vivor Lloyd. "But I still couldn't sleep. I

definitely needed something more."

Duke researchers have found that phar-

macotherapy—the use of specialized drugs

—

taken in combination with psychotherapy

offers a much better chance for lessening

PTSD symptoms. The Anxiety and Trau-

matic Stress Program has had particular

success with two classes of drugs—tricyclic
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anti-depressants and a new class of drugs

called selective serotonin re-uptake in-

hibitors (SSRI's). Serotonin is a neuro-

transmitter made by the body that helps

with the sleep process and with impulse

control. People suffering from PTSD have

an imbalance of this neurotransmitter that

can persist indefinitely. Tricyclic anti-

depressants increase the available amount

of seratonin. SSRI's block the reabsorption

of seratonin by the cells that produce it.

After coming to Duke, Lloyd was given

one each of these class of drugs—sertraline

and clonazepan. The results, as described

by Lloyd and as measured by a series of

tests, were dramatic.

"Before I took these drugs, I was in a

constant state of hyperawareness," he says.

"My foot was constantly mashed down on
the brake peddle. The drugs helped me
ease off the peddle." But didn't they make
him drowsy like a tranquilizer? "No, no. I'm

perfectly alert. I'm able to function fine at

work and at home."

Davidson says it seems to make the mosi

sense to use drugs first, then begin psy-

chotherapy, or to apply both together. "The

drugs lessen the distressing PTSD symp-

toms so that patients can take better advan

tage of therapy," he says.

Therapeutic techniques used in conjunc-

tion with medication often employ strate-

gies from the behavioral and cognitive
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Not only does

post-traumatic stress

disorder affect victims

of a traumatic event,

but it may also affect

friends and family.

schools of psychology. Victims are encour-

aged to talk about the incident and are led

to understand that they are not responsible

for it (a common assumption, for example,

among rape victims). If they seem to have

a memory block about the event or deny

that it happened to them, victims may be

encouraged to relive the event in the safe-

ty of the therapist's office.

But when an anxiety disorder is rooted

in events long past, medication and stan-

dard psychotherapy may not be sufficient.

Duke psychology professor Susan Roth is

engaged in a year-long study of adult sur-

vivors of incest using a combination of psy-

chotherapy and pharmacotherapy. Given

the devastating nature of incest, says Roth,

the standard twelve-to-sixteen-week course

of treatment isn't sufficient.

"We may need to spend a lot of time

establishing a trusting relationship with

the victim, given that their primary rela-

tionship in the past was exploitative," she

says. "We need to work recalling and re-

framing the memories. We need to under-

stand how what happened to them in the

distant past is driving their current behav-

iors. It's extremely complicated, and we
don't have all the answers."

While trauma-related illnesses capture

the public eye, Duke is also researching the

effectiveness of treatment for a number of

less dramatic, but equally widespread anxi-

ety-related disorders. One of these is social

phobia, a commonplace disorder character-

ized by extreme shyness, panic attacks, and

a fear of appearing stupid in front of others.

While all of us suffer from some degree of

shyness, some people find themselves total-

ly debilitated in certain social settings.

Such was the case for Marianne Jones.

In 1991, Jones moved with her husband to

the Triangle after his job was transferred.

"I found the move very stressful," she says.

"I had to quit my job. I found it hard to

make friends. Gradually, I turned inward.

"One day I was driving along the high-

way. It started looking like all the roads

were coming together. I got dizzy and pulled

off. I had to call a cousin to come and pick

me up."

Jones saw a newspaper ad soliciting par-

ticipants for a social phobia study at Duke.

Although not convinced that social pho-

bia was her problem, she signed up for the

study. Interviewed by the staff and given a

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) exam,

Jones was diagnosed with social phobia.

Duke is an innovator in the use of MRI,
a technique that provides highly-detailed

images of internal organs by highlighting

their water content. Duke researchers have

found notable differences in the chemical

activity in the brains of social phobics ver-

sus non-social phobic people.

Following her diagnosis, Jones was directed

to take clonazepan, the anxiety-reducing

medication given to Andrew Lloyd, and the

MRI was repeated once again. The brain

scan showed, and Jones confirmed, that the

drug did help her relax and also lessened her

phobia. She continued taking medication

throughout the nine-month course of treat-

ment, scaling back usage as time went by.

At the same time, Jones participated in

individual therapy sessions aimed at help-

ing her change some of her negative thought

patterns. "I was prone to something called

'awfulizing'—making mountains out of things

that routinely happen to everybody. I felt

that everybody was always talking about me."

"As part of my therapy," she says, "Dr.

Davidson taught me some simple stress-

reducing exercises. One was simply to take a

deep breath and step back from the situa-

tion. He then encouraged me to listen to

the conversation and examine my thinking:

Does it really relate to me, or am I making it

relate to me? I found I was doing the latter."

Reflecting on the treatment, Jones con-

cludes that the therapy sessions were

equally as effective as medication in reduc-

ing her anxiety. She doesn't consider her-

self cured, but says she feels she has the

means to cope with the problem.

For all that drugs and therapy can ac-

complish, Davidson and Roth both empha-

size the importance of support groups

—

family, friends, and self-help groups—in

treating anxiety and traumatic stress disor-

der. "If you can recognize problems early

on and get some [coping] skills, you can

often take care of yourself," says Davidson.

Both are optimistic about the growing

success rates for treatments. "We have

found that people with all the major anxi-

ety disorders can be helped significantly,"

says Davidson. Still, they caution that for

many individuals, traumatic-based disorders

may never be fully cured. It is, as Davidson

describes it, "a complex field."

Manuel is a free-lance writer living in Durham.

The names "Andrew Lloyd" and "Marianne

]ones" are pseudonyms.
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PRIMATE
UPDATE

Merlin, a third aye-aye, was born at

the Duke Primate Center in early

June, so dubbed in keeping with

the tradition of naming the eerie-looking

lemurs after characters related to magic and

the occult.

The new aye-aye represents a landmark

in the efforts to preserve the endangered

species for two reasons. Merlin's father,

Nosferatu, has bred for the first time,

meaning that all seven of the primate cen-

ter's wild-caught aye-aye now have bred

successfully. And Merlin is the second

birth to mother Endora, who gave birth to

Blue Devil, the first aye-aye born in captiv-

ity, in 1992. Since Blue Devil was con-

ceived in the wild, Merlin represents a

confirmation of the primate center's

breeding program.

Merlin and his fellow prosimian pri-

mates are being tagged electronically

through a painless procedure that will help

keep track of them throughout their lives.

Donated by the American Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

(ASPCA), tiny microchips no larger than

a grain of rice are placed under the skin

between the shoulder blades. The chips

contain a code number that can be read by

a hand-held scanner; the code becomes

part of the animal's computerized record,

allowing quick and permanent access to its

THE FUTURE IS NOW

In
"Prescription for the

Future," an article in the

March-April Duke Maga-
zine, science editor Dennis
Meredith wrote:

"Like all hospitals, Duke
University Medical Center

(DUMC) is coping

with change in

the health-care

industry, dri-

ven by compe-
tition and cost-

consciousness.

But unlike the

average local

community hos-

pital, DUMC and
other academic
institutions must
labor under addi-

tional burdens of

teaching, research,

and service costs.

Whether it can compete under
these burdens is the multi-

billion-dollar question."

In August, Duke's medical

community was jolted by the

first wave of future shock: As
many as 1 ,500 jobs will be cut

over the next two years, with

layoffs in the range of 600 to

800 employees. The remain-

ing positions will be eliminated

through "enhanced voluntary

retirement incentives," attri-

tion, and a position review

process that has already

trimmed more than 200 jobs

oi£

without layoffs. Duke's med-
ical work force totals 8,000
full-time and part-time

employees.

In a letter to all medical cen-

ter employees, Ralph Snyder-

man, chancellor for

health affairs, and
Mark Rogers, hospi-

tal chief executive

officer, mapped
a bleak terrain:

"Our hospital

continues to be
busy but we are

paid less for each
patient; more
patients are

seen on an
outpatient

basis; we
expect to see

fewer patients due
to health-care reform; and our
higher marketplace costs could

result in substantial losses

unless we act now. The harsh

reality is that we must decrease

total hospital costs by $70 mil-

lion over the next two
years...."

Duke Hospital's chief oper-

ating officer, Michael Israel,

says that 60 percent of the

hospital's expenses is related to

jobs, and the number of full-

time equivalent staff per hospi-

tal bed is almost twice the

national averages for major

medical centers as well as for

competing regional hospitals.

"We cannot achieve the finan-

cial equilibrium needed to pro-

vide cost-effective, high-qual-

ity care," he says, "without

significantly reducing our total

costs, including personnel

costs. Our objective is not to

have fewer people doing the

same amount ofwork but,

fundamentally, to restructure

the hospital's operations to

change the way we work."

"While actions taken by the

hospital to phase in work force

reductions over the next two
years will be painful," says

President Nannerl O.
Keohane, "we believe they are

necessary ifDuke is to remain
a world leader in medical edu-

cation, research, and clinical

care. We will work with our
employees in this transition to

ensure that the reductions are

handled as fairly and
effectively as possible."

As part of an effort to find

jobs for those affected by the

cutbacks, Duke human
resources officials have been
exploring alternative employ-

ment and training opportuni-

ties with staff of the North Car-

olina Employment Security

Commission, Durham Techni-

cal Community College, the

local chamber of commerce,
and regional employers.

personal history.

Paul Feeser, staff veterinarian at the pri-

mate center, says the U.S. Department of

Agriculture has become concerned about

the methods of permanent identification

used in the past. "Ear tagging or tattooing

is very stressful to animals," he says. "And
collars and tags can fall off."

The primate center is breeding and car-

ing for the prosimians with the hope of

introducing at least some of the species

back into national reserves in Madagascar.

While its scientists also glean basic infor-

mation about its often-rare and little-stud-

ied residents, the center conducts no inva-

sive or painful research.

INVENTING
LANGUAGE

Deaf students from Gallaudet Uni-

versity spent the summer immersed

in innovative heart research at the

National Science Foundation Engineering

Research Center for Emerging Cardiovas-

cular Technologies (ERC) at Duke. While
enriching their vocabulary with words like

"biphasic wave form," "defibrillation," and

"supercomputer," they used their ingenuity

to work around the technological shortcom-

ings of the American Sign Language (ASL).

Since most pioneering technical words

do not exist in ASL, the standard language

for deaf Americans, one option for the stu-

dents was to spell out every new technical

term they encountered. But as student

Amy Rowley points out, "you don't have

the time." So the budding researchers and

their interpreter instead chose to devise

their own special gestures to communicate

in labs and at lectures.

To sign for "defibrillation," students used

the established ASL sign for "stop" and

then the sign for "heartbeat." Defibrilla-

tion is the medical introduction of an elec-

trical shock to a patient's chest to jar a

rapidly and irregularly beating heart back

to normal.

"We don't really invent signs for every

technical word that we hear," says Steven

Stubbs, a junior at Gallaudet, the national

university for the deaf in Washington,

D.C. "If we use a word just one time, we
spell it out and let it go by. But sometimes
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we use several terms over and over again.

For the commonly used ones, we need to

invent something."

The three Gallaudet students doing re-

search this past summer—Rowley, Stubhs,

and Jon Mitchiner—met with interpreter

Kathleen Beetham early in the session to

discuss their vocabulary needs. They had

subsequent meetings as new words came up

requiring creative solutions.

"We really have to learn to work to-

gether," says Beetham of Interpreters, Inc.,

in Research Triangle Park. "You don't just

pick up an interpreter and walk into a re-

search conference." Out of 1 75 interpreters

who contract with her firm, Beetham says

only a very few are qualified to handle

advanced scientific vocabulary.

The late Theo Pilkington A.M. '60,

Ph.D. '63, the Duke professor who launched

the NSF-funded Engineering Research Cen-

ter in 1987, emphasized the recruitment of

deaf and hearing-impaired students when
his new center agreed to participate in the

science foundation's Research Experience

for Undergraduates Outreach Program. This

effort has continued under the center's new
director, Olaf von Ramm, a professor of bio-

medical engineering.

The Duke ERC, also funded by the

National Institutes of Health and by in-

dustry, applies engineering principles to

the study of heart disease. Mitchiner and

Stubbs were involved in projects that stud-

ied the heart with computers. Rowley par-

ticipated in a study of the interaction of

the heart cells with synthetic blood vessels.

ATTITUDES OF
WAR
Preliminary research findings by law

professor Madeline Morris suggest

there are aspects of U.S. military

culture that are conducive to rape and
other forms of sexual assault and harass-

ment. Morris' study of military and civilian

crime rates shows that rape rates increase

far more than rates of other violent crimes

during peak crime periods in war. In peace-

time, military populations have lower rates

of all violent crimes than do comparable

civilian populations. But military rape

rates are far less diminished from civilian

levels than are military rates of other vio-

lent crimes, she says.

"My hypothesis as to why this is the case

is that there appear to be certain aspects of

military culture—group norms and atti-

tudes toward gender and sexuality—that

push up the rape rate, but not the rates of

murder and aggravated assault," she says.

"These attitudes include certain visions of

masculinity and femininity, and of rela-

tions between the sexes."

Morris' research is being used by U.S.

Senator Dennis DeConcini, an Arizona

Democrat, to promote a bill that would
create a new office of special investigations

to oversee handling of sexual misconduct

in the military. "My work is not intended

to be a condemnation of our troops or our

military services," she says. "Rather, the

study is an attempt to understand the

scope and causes of the problem, so that

efforts to remedy these problems may
become increasingly effective."
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ing (Westview Press), cultural anthropolo-

gy professor William O'Barr argues that in

the process of promoting products, adver-

tisers depict images with little regard for

the additional messages they contain

—

messages about our society and our fami-

lies, and how we view others, as well as

what to buy. For example, he says, adver-

tising tells us not only which soap and cars

to buy, but that women do the laundry and

men drive cars and mow the lawn.

"There are a great many families in this

country who don't fit the model family you

see in an orange juice commercial," O'Barr

says. "What does it feel like to look at this

and say, 'That's not how my family looks.

Do I need to feel bad?' Some people say

orange juice is one thing and family values

are another, but they come together in the

world of advertising."

As recently as the Fifties, ads featuring

black women as servants in white families

were common, O'Barr says. An ad from

Collier's Weekly showed a black maid mar-

veling at how quietly the latest-model

refrigerator functioned. As the market

expanded, advertisements began to reflect

the fact that blacks were becoming major

consumers.

"Advertisers didn't change their images

of African Americans until the civil rights

period when African Americans could get

better jobs and had more money," says

O'Barr. "Then, whether or not they would

) W andtite

be offended by advertising became rele-

vant. The images you saw early in this

century you'd never see today."

Even though Frito Bandito ads have dis-

appeared, ads featuring Juan Valdez and

Aunt Jemima seem to have more staying

power. Most people don't complain about

an ad, says O'Barr, unless it's extremely

offensive. Advertisers interpret this as pub-

lic contentment with the images.

In his review of how advertisers depict

others, O'Barr also studied ads featuring

people from other countries. What he
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found are messages about American domi-

nance and power. "We are rich; they are

poor. We are dominant; they are subordi-

nate. They depend on us for assistance; we
are in positions to decide whether to give

or to withhold," writes O'Barr.

O'Barr says that although most Ameri-

cans probably realize they're seeing roman-

ticized images of society in advertising,

they don't consider the extent to which ads

provide blueprints for relationships with

others or affect their own self-worth. "At
universities, a great many young women
believe they're far too overweight. Bulimia

and anorexia are serious problems. Adver-

tising has to be implicated in this because

it holds up an image of the body that is

virtually unattainable for most people with-

out borderline starvation."

"I don't say get rid of advertising; I actu-

ally have a kind of love-hate relationship

with it, but I also find it deeply troubling,"

he says. "I want the people who work in

advertising to see my work, not as a scathing

criticism, but as a message that there's a way

to sell breakfast cereal or a car without

selling such negative images of people at

the same time."

FRATERNITIES
DISBAND

The Duke chapters of two fraternities,

Delta Tau Delta and Phi Kappa
Sigma, officially dissolved this sum-

mer because of membership disinterest.

Delta Tau Delta notified student affairs ad-

ministrators that the fraternity would be

unable to fill its forty-two bed space allot-

ment this past spring. The administrators

then asked the fraternity to fill twenty-six

spaces, but the group could only find four-

teen members willing to live in the frater-

nity's on-campus housing. Of that number,

twelve were new initiates and none were

officers.

When the membership of Phi Kappa

Sigma was reduced to four in the Duke
chapter last spring, the fraternity reached

an informal understanding with the Inter-

fraternity Council and Student Affairs

that it would be dissolved.

Although there is no Interfraternity

Council rule that requires each fraternity's

officers to live in the section, there is a rule

that each fraternity fill 90 percent of its

housing space. According to Sue Wasiolek

'76, M.H.A. 78, LL.M. '93, dean of student

development, "This rule is not enforced

until the university is unsuccessful in its

efforts to work with the individual chapter

to make necessary adjustments."

There are sixteen residential and two

non-residential fraternities officially recog-
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OLYMPIC NUMBER CRUNCHER

Ask math whiz and first-

year Duke student

Noam Shazeer what
he thinks about basketball, and
he'll tell you he likes a winner.

"I almost went to Arkansas,

but they didn't

have a good math
team," he says.

"By the way,

I'm only joking."

All joking aside,

Shazeer knows
something about
winning himself.

The Angier Biddle

Duke Scholar was
a member of the

American team
that won the 1994
International Math
Olympiad, held in

Hong Kong in July.

The team dazzled

judges by achiev-

ing the first perfect score in

the competition's thirty-five-

year history. The contest was,

however, marred by one blem-

ish. "There's not much flat

land in Hong Kong, so we
couldn't play our annual game
of Ultimate Frisbee against the

Canadians," Shazeer says.

To qualify for the team,

Shazeer first took the Ameri-
can High School Math Exam.
From the top 5,000 scores, he
was one of 140 students cho-

sen to compete in the U.S.

Math Olympiad. After having
been eliminated in the final

round in previous years,

participant over the course of

two days—included a month-
long training session at the

U.S. Naval Academy in

Annapolis, where Shazeer and
his fellow team members stud-

Winner's circle: Shazeer meets the Boston press

ied math for eight hours a day.

But his math education

began much earlier. He told The
Chronicle that his father began
teaching him math when he was
three years old. "I remember
these rubber circles cut into

various fractions. They became
one ofmy favorite toys. Then
I moved on to other concepts."

spot on the

Preparation for the Interna-

tional Math Olympiad—a ni

hour test divided into two se

tions administered to each

prowess kept teachers at

Swampscott High in Massa-
chusetts scrambling to keep
up. A special calculus course

was designed for him and three

other students after he com-
pleted the school's most chal-

lenging course in ninth grade.

Shazeer shouldn't find a

shortage of challenges at Duke,
though. His arrival adds fresh

talent to a Duke math team
looking to repeat a national

championship. Last year's

squad stunned Harvard at the

William Lowell Putnam Math-
ematics Competition, ending
the Crimson's eight-year stran-

glehold on the event. Shazeer
seriously considered

attending Harvard
before being lured to

Duke by the promise

of an A.B. Duke
Scholarship and an
outstanding sales pitch

by David Kraines,

chief math recruiter

and associate chair of

the mathematics
department.

Kraines arranged for

Shazeer to visit Duke
and participate in a

conference hosted by
math department stu-

dents. Shazeer says the

accessibility ofDuke
professors and the friendliness

of the students impressed him.
He says had been alarmed ear-

lier by the innocent words of

an esteemed Harvard professor

during a similar conference in

Cambridge. "He told the stu-

dents that he was glad to be
meeting with them because

they were the first undergrad-

uates he'd talked to in years.

That bothered me a little."

Shazeer's plans to study

math at Duke should come as

no surprise, but he is also inter-

ested in physics and computer
science. And while he's keep-
ing his job options open, his

career interests are more
focused than those of the aver-

age first-year student "I pretty

much know my job will

involve math," he says.

-^Stephen Martin '95

nized by the administration and the Inter-

fraternity Council. Wasiolek says the most
recent cap set by the Student Affairs Com-
mittee of the board of trustees for the num-
ber of fraternities on campus is twenty,

which leaves room for the possible estab-

lishment of two fraternities.

IN BRIEF

Betty Le Compagnon, executive direc-

tor for computing and information services

at the University of New Hampshire, has

been appointed vice provost for informa-

tion technology, a new position to oversee

integration of Duke's computing services.

Le Compagnon's responsibilities include

providing leadership, strategic planning, fi-

nancial oversight, and executive adminis-

tration for the university's academic, re-

search, and administrative computing. She

will set standards and policies for the de-

velopment and integration of academic

and administrative computing, administra-

tive data, and network environments, and

will work and consult with the Information

Technology Council, a committee of facul-

ty and administrators.

Utah Supreme Court Justice Christine

M. Durham, physician and medical center

executive Roscoe R. "Ike" Robinson '58,

and Biogen, Inc., chairman and CEO Jim

Vincent B.S.M.E. '61 have been elected to

complete unexpired terms on Duke's board

of trustees. Durham, Robinson, and Vincent

will complete the terms of John W. Chan-
dler B.D. '52, Ph.D. '54; William Lane '44;

and Eugene Patterson, respectively.

Kathleen Smith, associate professor

of biological anthropology and anatomy,

will serve as vice provost for academic pro-

grams for a one-year term. She will advise

Provost John Strohbehn and set policy for

academic programs. Her main responsibili-

ties will deal with topics related to under-

graduate education, such as admissions, fi-

nancial aid, and registration. She will also

serve as a liaison between the provost's office

and the Office of Student Affairs. Smith
recently served a two-year term on the

Executive Committee of the Academic
Council and is a current member of the

Academic Priorities Committee.

".' John Baillie has been named chief of

endoscopy and director of biliary services

at Duke Medical Center. Baillie is an in-

ternational leader in the use of endoscopy,

a procedure in which specialized camera-

guided instruments are inserted into the

digestive tract to diagnose and treat a wide

variety of gastrointestinal diseases. Duke's

endoscopy service is one of the largest in

the country, with more than two thirds of

its patients coming from out of state. Bail-

lie heads a service that performs more than

8,000 specialized procedures per year,

many of which are available only at a

handful of facilities in the United States.
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The Launching of Duke
University, 1924-1949
B>> Robert F. Durden. Durham: Duke Press,

1994. 572 pp. $29.95.

This book is close to

a model university his-

tory. In a sense it is a

sequel to Nora Chaf-

fin's Trinity College,

1839- J 892 (1950) and

Earl Porter's Trinity

and Duke, 1892-1924

(1964)- But Duke University so quickly out-

grew Trinity College in size and complexity

that Robert Durden's study easily stands by

itself. His first chapter traces quite well

"The Origins of the University Idea at

Trinity College" before the transformation

came in 1924- Like the remainder of the

book, it is written primarily from manu-
script records in the university archives.

Durden is no stranger to this subject. A
longtime member of the Duke history

department, he has written widely on the

Southern past, most relevantly a family

history, The Dukes of Durham, 1865-1929

(1975). Although the Dukes, especially

James Buchanan Duke, play important

roles in Durden's account, the dominant

character by far is William Preston Few,

the English professor-turned-administrator

who presided over Trinity and Duke from

1910 until his death in 1940. It was Few
who put the idea of a national research

university into the mind of J. B. Duke and

then brought it into being with Duke fam-

ily money.

The first American research university,

Johns Hopkins, was founded as recently as

1876, patterned after German models.

Charles W. Eliot was at work making a

university out of the venerable Harvard

College while Few was a graduate student

there in the 1890s. As late as 1920, the

South could claim none of these institu-

tions. Few aimed to change that, using

Trinity College and the local tobacco

dynasty that had brought it to Durham in

1892. For a time, Duke would be the only

private research university in the South,

but its disconcertingly close neighbor in

Chapel Hill grew to maturity simultane-

ously; questions of collaboration versus com-

petition were present from the beginning.

J. B. Duke took two years to agree to

Few's proposal, offered in 1921. After that,

events moved quickly and the university

officially came into being in December

1924- (It was Few's idea, not Duke's, to call

it Duke University.) The original plans

called for expanding into the existing Trin-

ity campus, but adjacent land prices rose so

precipitously when the plans leaked out

that officials turned instead to inexpensive

forest and farm land further west. Several

thousand acres were acquired, on which the

new West Campus arose in Gothic splendor

during the late Twenties; it opened for busi-

ness in the fall of 1930. The multi-colored

granite was quarried near Hillsborough.

Durden points out that while J. B. Duke
took an active interest in locating, design-

ing, and constructing the new campus

before his untimely death in 1925, the

Duke family never interfered in academic

matters. This would not always be true of

the financial associates who succeeded to

control of The Duke Endowment; they

were deeply disturbed, for instance, when
some students and faculty invited socialist

leader Norman Thomas to speak on cam-

pus twice in the early 1930s. But Few, per-

sonally a supporter of Herbert Hoover,

refused to prevent the appearances.

All universities feel tension between

undergraduate teaching on the one hand

and graduate instruction on the other,

with its attendant pressures for research and

publication. For all of its zeal to become a

national research university, Duke in these

years stressed the primacy of undergradu-

ate teaching over research in hiring junior

faculty. Tenure came relatively easily, but

once they attained it, senior faculty were ex-

pected to do research. A twelve-hour teach-

ing load was standard in 1945, compared

with the Southern norm of fifteen hours.

Durden devotes several chapters to the

individual departments and schools and the

faculty who built them. This is one of the

book's greatest strengths. A particularly

important chapter relates to the Woman's
College under its redoubtable dean, Alice

M. Baldwin. Two longstanding facts of life

at Duke were that women had a harder

time getting admitted, and those who did

were on average superior academically to

the men. The original plan was to establish

completely separate educational facilities

for women on the East Campus. Accor-

dingly, separate courses were taught there at

the freshman and, to some extent, sopho-

more levels. But the policy was never ap-

plied to junior and senior courses because

the university could not afford the duplica-

tion entailed. This financial limitation, says

Durden, probably saved women from the

separate and unequal facilities usually expe-

rienced under segregation. Junior and
senior men and women attended integrated

classes on both campuses.

Student culture in the "Jazz and Big

Band Era" receives a long chapter. The
Twenties, a period of student assertiveness

everywhere, saw increasing pressure at

Duke for on-campus dances; they came
belatedly, over heavy resistance, with the

opening of the new campus in 1930. Ath-

letics, Durden believes, in an important

insight applicable at many institutions,

promoted student unity as the university

became increasingly complex and divided

academically. He makes relatively little of

a problem that seems conspicuous to out-

siders—how to run a university on two

campuses a mile and a half apart. One
practical adaptation was to allow twice the

usual time between classes.

By 1940, the university was in the hands

of a geriatric triumvirate comprised of

President Few, Vice President Robert L.

Flowers, and Dean William H. Wanna-
maker. Conceding their able and devoted

service in years gone by, the university

needed new and younger leadership. Yet on

Few's death that year, the trustees chose

Flowers to succeed him. Nine years of drift

and decline ensued. After the war in par-

ticular, faculty members protested their

exclusion from university governance and

the erosion of their salaries due to infla-

tion. Many of them departed.

To outsiders, at least, a most improbable

knight in shining armor arrived to rescue

the university from its distress: the new
chairman of its board of trustees, Raleigh

lawyer Willis Smith. Smith is best known,

of course, for his successful racist and red-

baiting senatorial campaign of 1950 against

Frank Porter Graham. (At a symposium
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honoring Graham on my campus a decade

ago, the rhetorical question was asked,

"Who ever heard of a Willis Smith Sym-

posium?" Perhaps Duke University should

consider such an event.)

Smith, beginning in 1946, energized the

trustees and worked out a face-saving re-

tirement for Flowers and Wannamaker by

creating the honorific posts of chancellor

and vice chancellor. The now vacant presi-

dency went in 1949 to A. Hollis Edens

—

marking, in Durden's view, the advent of a

new era.

Although Durden is close to his subject,

he remains professionally detached and is

more than occasionally critical of the

directions taken by individual administra-

tors, trustees, and faculty. This reviewer

would have liked to have seen a bit more
of the university's larger context, includ-

ing its relations with Chapel Hill and

other neighboring institutions. But the

criticism is one of degree. The Duke com-

munity can be proud of its latest history.

—Allen W. Trekase

Trekase is a professor of history at the University

of North Carolina at Greensboro and author of

several books. He is currently working on a narra-

tive and critical history of L7NC-G.
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"I knew that some people would

say Mike is Duke University.

That's one way of looking at it,

and it's not necessarily a bad

way. I knew there were a lot of

people who cared, and I was not

surprised at the attention."

i Mike
Krzyzewski's rumored departure

"Even though there was

never any intent to hurt either

people or property, Clayton

never should have done it. What
this student did was stupid and

wrong."

—Michael Peterson '65
commenting on the decision of his

son Clayton Peterson '96 to plant

"This is probably the quickest

thing ever to materialize at Duke

University."

—Christian Gross '96, Duke
student government vice president

tor academic affairs, discussing

"The Perk,

"While I try not to surprise peo-

ple, it's important to challenge

people on their views, to make

them more comfortable with

questions about where they're

going. It's absolutely critical in a

university that we should always

be questioning, comparing our

ways to other ways, looking at

our strengths and at the future.

I don't feel uncomfortable with

challenging faculty, staff, and

alumni—that's healthy, I think."

—John Strohbehn, Duke's
new provost, in a profile

the faculty-staff newspaper

"I see this book as a form of

Christian journalism and what is

now known as cultural criticism.

And I've tried to do it in a way

that illustrates how odd Chris-

tians should be in this world,

how differently they should view

the way things are and the way

they should be. Remember,

Christians were the Moonies

of the Roman Empire."

Ethics at the divinity school, dis-

Engagcments with the Secular

SSMfe*

In light ot curiosity about
the direction of the space
program, do you think it's

time to rehabilitate the
in

I think the Journalist in Space proj-

ect should be revived if and when
NASA's planned international

space station becomes a reality

after the turn of the century. We as

taxpayers will be paying billions for

the orbital station and it will be

important to send reporters up

from time to time to tell us first-

hand what our money is paying for.

Many segments of the public

are concerned about the money
being spent on the space pro-

gram, questioning whether it's

worth it. That's a tough thing to

answer. But I think having a

reporter on the scene can give a

perspective that might not come

across from astronauts or from

NASA public relations folks.

I don't think it's the role of the

journalist to generate enthusiasm

for anything. The journalist is

there to report what's happening

and should be objective, but the

fact that there have been a lot of

news articles written about the

Apollo anniversary serves to

remind the American public of

what we did a quarter of a cen-

tury ago. It can perhaps set

people thinking about what we
could have done and didn't do in

the way of follow-on missions.

Jr., director of
Duke News Service, who was a

finalist in the Journalist in Space
project before the program was

"Opponents of selective housing

may say that our groups foster

separatism and reduce diversity,

but the opposite is true. Each

spring and fall, several selective

groups host semiformals together.

These and other joint activities

during the semesters bring stu-

dents from different dorms

together, regardless of their class,

politics, or ethnicity.. . . The

friendships we have developed

can exist despite our differences.

This enables us to question our

own beliefs, and learn more

about the cultures of others."

Laura Bettis '95,
of Mirecourt selective

living group, in a column
nts," The C"

nthty news

"Selectivity itself is adverse to

the notion of the ideal commu-
nity, one in which people seek

the common good rather than

personal gain. Rush, in any form,

is a process in which a group

judges, critiques, and picks apart

an individual, examining each

comment, gesture, or facial ex-

pression for imperfections. Most

living groups use a set of arbitrary

criteria by which to measure

rushees; supposedly this makes

the rush process 'fair.' But what

does acceptance really come
down to? Personality, charm,

looks, charisma—a set of in-

tangible qualities that are manip-

ulated to the group's advantage."

Metynn Glusman '94, former

We asked twenty-five

undergraduates:

»rlyAre Duke students
concerned with com
Duke to Ivy League schools?

YES: 1 I

NO: 14

One respondent echoed the sen-

timents of several students, say-

ing, "I don't know many people

who dwell on it. What's the

point in worrying about it,

anyway?" However, another

respondent found that Dukies are

in fact Ivy-conscious. "A lot of

people here got rejected by Har-

vard or Princeton and they're

still sensitive about that."

Not all students were willing

to remain within the confines of

the question; in the words of one

student, "part of the problem"

should be attributed to "faculty

and administrators who'd like to

think this place is Harvard." One
respondent, frustrated with status-

conscious peers, offered a solu-

tion: "Why don't we burn all the

'Harvard: The Duke of the North'

T-shirts?"

—compiled by Stephen Martin '95
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Duke Alumni Association

Distinguished Alumni Award
The Distinguished Alumni Award is the highest award presented by the Duke Alumni

Association. It shall be awarded with great care to alumni who have distinguished themselves

by contributions that they have made in their own particular fields of work, or in service to

Duke University, or in the betterment of humanity. All alumni, other than current Duke
employees, are eligible for consideration.

All nominations should be addressed to the Awards and Recognition Committee,

Alumni House, 614 Chapel Drive, Durham, NC 27708. Nominations received by August 31

will be considered by the Committee. All background information on the candidates must be

compiled by the individual submitting the nomination.

Class

Address

Field of Achievement

Description of Accomplishments
(Please attach curriculum vitae , letters of recommendation , and other supporting documents)

:

Submitted by Phone Day Evening

It is essential that the person submitting the nominations send all materials pertinent to the nominee.

The Awards and Recognition Committee will not do further research.

For additional information call: Barbara Pattishall, Associate Director, Alumni House, Duke University

(1-800-367-3853 or 1-919-684-5114)
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Cover: Aegyptopithecus, 30-million-

year~old skull uncovered by Duke scientists

in Egypt. Photo by Chris Hildreth

UNEARTHING OSTENSIBLE ANCESTORS by Dennis Meredith 2
As they piece together the intricate puzzle of human origins, Duke anthropologists slither

through bat-infested Botswanan caves, scale treacherous Bolivian mountains, and take

afternoon tea in Turkey

RAINY DAYS AND LEMURS by Luke Dollar
6~

Madagascar moments: harrowing hikes, medical crises, and unpredictable animals

AN EARLY LOSS OF INNOCENCE by Robert]. Bliwise lT
A young Bosnian crosses the boundary between the deathly life of a child of war and the
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UNEARTHING

ANCESTORS
BY DENNIS MEREDITH

A QUEST FOR BONES

FORAGING FOR FOREBEARS

To retrieve bits of our mysterious ancestry, Duke
anthropologists slither through bat-infested Botswanan

caves, scale treacherous Bolivian mountains, and take

afternoon tea in Turkey as they piece together the

intricate puzzle ofhuman origins.

The young girl bent to her task,

methodically, rhythmically sweep-

ing away the gravel with the push

broom. She worked alone beneath

the vast blue sky, amid the sun-drenched

expanse of Egyptian desert. The distant

band of multicolored cliffs offered relief for

the eye, and a soft dry breeze cooled the day.

It was a tedious but relatively pleasant

task to sweep the gravel into small piles,

leaving the desert floor a smooth sandy

blank. Her broom brushed over a small

brownish object. Maybe, she thought, it

was an ancient crocodile vertebra, a rem-

nant of the time eons ago when the area

was a gravel bar on the edge of a river.

She set aside the broom and crouched

down on her knees, examining the object

more closely. It was circular, evocatively

smooth. She took out a paintbrush and del-

icately began to flick away the soft sandy

earth around the object. To her surprise, an

eyesocket appeared. Her excitement rose,

and she continued to brush away the sand,

grain by grain. An upper jaw surfaced. She

stared awestruck at the object. Peering

back at the fourteen-year-old girl were the

empty eyes of a skull that had lain undis-

turbed for 30 million years. That small,

perfect cranium had held the brain of a dis-

tant ancestor of humans—a feisty, furry

creature that possessed the faintest spark of

an intelligence that would blossom over

thousands of generations to bring the prog-

eny of its possessor to dominate the Earth.

The elated girl ran for help, returning

with a bearded, turbanned anthropologist

who, with practiced skill, extricated the

skull from its resting place and turned it

over admiringly in his fingers. Yes, he con-

firmed, it was the front of a skull of the

primitive primate Aegyptopithecus, only the

fourth such face ever discovered. He placed

it gently in his pocket and cautioned her

to keep their secret. They would tri-

umphantly reveal her remarkable discovery

that evening, creating great wonder in the

expedition's scientists. He smiled and con-

gratulated her and returned to his own work.

The girl stood for a moment, overcome by
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the import of her find. Then she sat down
on the smooth desert floor and cried.

Adelie Oakley '95 is twenty now and a

cultural anthropology major at Duke. But

she still vividly remembers finding the

skull that day in Egypt's Fayum desert.

And she still relishes the thrill when Duke
anthropologist Prithijit Chatrath confirmed

it as that of our apish ancestor. Although

her discovery was more dramatic than

most, it exemplifies the successes of scien-

tists' efforts to piece together the intricate

puzzle of human origins.

It also reflects the frustrations. Like

many such discoveries, it came after years

of arduous, often fruitless searching by

scores of people. And as is often the case,

it came only because of the dogged deter-

mination of those who search the past—in

this instance, renowned Duke primatolo-

gist Elwyn Simons—that a site in some
inhospitable wasteland would be made to

yield worthwhile fossil clues.

At Duke, the scientific hunt for our ori-

gins centers in the department of biologi-

cal anthropology and anatomy, which is

affiliated with both Duke Medical Center

and the Trinity College of Arts and Sci-

ences. In their quest, the department's sci-

entists mount many weeks- or months-
long fossil-hunting expeditions to some of

Our family tree is actually

more like a bush—

a

snarled thicket of

intertwined tendrils that

represents Nature's

penchant for exuberant

experimentation.

the world's most exotic, barren spots,

including Egypt, Bolivia, Turkey, and
Botswana. At those far-flung sites, they

dig, scrape, sift, scour, and sweep the iso-

lated terrain, seeking the bits of fossil bone

and teeth that may yield clues to the mys-

tery of primate evolution.

That mystery, or history, is far from

being solved, they emphasize. Our family

tree is actually more like a bush—a snarled

thicket of intertwined tendrils that repre-

sents Nature's penchant for exuberant

experimentation. Our ancestors and cousins

included scores of different bright-eyed lit-

tle creatures that leaped, swung, and scur-

ried across the ancient landscape. We stil

have much to learn, says department chair

Richard Kay, about how they lived and

how a select line evolved into us.

"It's generally agreed that there are three

broad groups of living primates," says Kay.

The anthropoids include monkeys, apes,

and humans. A second group includes

lemurs and lorises. And there's a third ani-

mal called the tarsier, which stands apart

from other primates. No one really knows

how those three modern groups are related

to one another. "Furthermore, as you go

into the fossil record, many of these groups'

anatomical characteristics, the things that

would indicate a relationship between one

or another group, simply fall apart. It's not

at all clear what the beginnings are for any

of these groups."

Fossils representing our own clump of

the family bush, the anthropoids, reach

back some 36 million years, says Kay. But

even those fossils don't reveal the much
earlier time when anthropoids split from the

more primitive primate line. "So these are

very ancient groups that have been separat-

ed for a long time," says Kay. "It's a great

puzzle as to how they got to be separate."

And perhaps most embarrassing, he

says, we don't even know the shape of our
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own human twig—a "recent" 5-million-

year-old offshoot—on the primate bush.

"There isn't even strong agreement about

the antiquity of the human lineage, as dis-

tinct from chimpanzees and gorillas," says

Kay. "The fossil record is just filled with

gaps. There are a lot of big questions still

remaining. The only way to get the

answers to many of those questions is to

collect more fossils." And so the Duke
paleoanthropologists do, embarking on
high adventures across the vast landscapes

of geography and of time.

Mary Maas is perhaps the one whose

explorations reach back the farthest in

time. She studies the very dawn of the age

of mammals, beginning around 65 million

years ago just after the sudden disappear-

ance of dinosaurs. Our early mammal fore-

bears were little more than tiny shrewlike

creatures, scurrying timidly about in the

ancient undergrowth. Last summer, Maas
worked to help fill in their sketchy fossil

record by joining an international expedi-

tion to a sort of Grand Central Station of

that ancient age—Turkey. "It's an inter-

esting area," she says. "It's between Europe

and Asia, pretty close to Africa, too. So, if

there's going to be a dispersal of animals

between all these areas, they're going to

have to pass through that region."

Maas and colleagues from the United

States and Turkey had found an area

where such ancient fossil finds were likely

and begun their weeks of hunting. The
search is incredibly difficult, given that

only scattered teeth and tiny bones could

have survived through the millennia. "It

takes a special eye," she says of the visual

tuning necessary to spot the tiny fossils

among scattered rocks and soil. "It's really

just a matter of thinking about what you're

looking for. For example, if you're used to

looking for fossils of big animals like

dinosaurs, chances are you'll walk over

hundreds of little guys. In the same way,

we would probably walk all over arrow-

heads and never see them, but we could

pick up a tiny little tooth just like that."

Besides combing the rugged Turkish

countryside for fossils, the scientists also

spent much time washing sackfuls of exca-

vated dirt through wire screens. The sum-

mer's prize was the resulting plastic bags

full of granular reddish-brown soil that

Maas would spend months picking through

under a microscope back in her laboratory.

Unlike the privations suffered by her

Duke colleagues in other regions, Maas'

Turkey expedition was oddly genteel, she

explains with a smile. The expeditioneers

slept in a high-rise apartment in a pleasant

nearby town. "And for the screenwashing,

we worked near the house of these very

nice people who had a gazebo nearby. They
would serve us tea in this gazebo twice a

Several Duke
anthropologists—dental

detectives—explore the

microscopic landscape of

ancient teeth to deduce

the lifestyles of their

former owners.

day, and a couple of times a week they

would make us lunch. They were absolute-

ly wonderful." In fact, says Maas, the intre-

pid explorers often took a taxi to the

exploration site. "It was really weird. You'd

be working out in what seemed to be the

middle of nowhere and you see this taxi

driving over the fields, with this guy

named Calal in it. He was ubiquitous. He
would just turn up all over the place."

But such creature comforts are rare in

the bone business. More typical are the

windblown desert tents and the six weeks

without the comforts of home endured by

Elwyn Simons, Prithijit Chatrath, and their

cohorts in Egypt's Fayum desert. Since

1960, Simons' expeditions have explored

the hardscrabble badlands sixty miles

southwest of Cairo. Their aim is to under-

stand how the first anthropoids emerged

from the early primate melting pot well

over 36 million years ago.

Until Simons launched his Fayum expe-

ditions, the area had been ignored by scien-

tists for half a century, even though earlier

it had proved a promising ancient primate

hunting ground. Over the decades, Simons

and his colleagues managed to find a wealth

of primate fossils ranging from about 24

million to 33 million years old. The tiny

bones and skulls were tantalizingly close to

the magic time when "anthropoids" or

higher primates suddenly appeared.

For example, Simons' expeditions dis-

covered skulls and bones of a pugnacious,

cat-sized primate called Aegyptopithecus

that was for years judged to be the oldest

common ancestor of monkey, ape, and

man. With its sinewy body and fanglike

teeth made for fighting, Simons dubbed

Aegyptopithecus "a nasty little thing."

Then in 1985, the scientists found an

alluring promise of even older primate fos-

sils. The site was a Fayum area known by

the bone-dry code name of L41, meaning

the forty-first fossil locality found in the

Fayum. First attracted by the dating of L41

to an older epoch called the Eocene,

Simons and his group labored stubbornly

for five years, unearthing only a single

"possibly primate" tooth.

In 1990, they began to announce dis-

coveries of the most ancient of primates.

They had found skulls, jawbones, and limb

bones of tiny squirrel-sized anthropoids

some 36 million years old. The little apes

are distinguished from their primitive an-

cestors by such features as eyesockets en-

closed in the back and a frontal bone in

the forehead that is fused into a single

piece. The more primitive primates, such

as today's lemurs, possess open eyesockets

and two-piece frontal bones. So far, the

ancient bones have revealed that at least

five anthropoid species already existed 36

million years ago, meaning that the true

common origin of our ancient ancestors

must be far older.

Says Simons of the fossil treasure chest

that is L41: "It's one of the largest deposits

in the world for fossil mammals. It proba-

bly was some sort of a swamp or lake

deposit in the tropical forest that existed

then. It revolutionized what we were doing

there, because it yielded fossils from a new
world of much older animals."

To find these "dawn apes," Simons also

invented a rather nifty method of finding

fossils. He calls it "wind harvesting," and

the idea literally hit him in the face. One
day after a particularly vicious windstorm

struck their camp, the haggard scientists

emerged from their sand-engulfed tents to

find that the winds had stripped a sandy

layer off digging sites they had swept earlier

to remove stray rock. Simons realized that

sweeping large areas clean of the protective

desert gravel and waiting a year would give

the winds a chance to do the paleontolo-

gists' dirty work for them. So now, each

year the scientists set about sweeping away

gravel from sprawling, one- or two-foot-

ball-field-sized areas. The following year,

they return to happily harvest the fossils

uncovered by a year of wind erosion. Even
though wind harvesting is a proven scien-

tific gold mine, Simons must still put up

with ribbing from the local Egyptian work-

ers he hires. "They do help in the sweep-

ing," he says with a wry smile, "but they

think it's funny. They say, 'You Americans

are so clean and now you want to sweep

the entire desert to make it clean, too!'
"

Clean would definitely never be an

adjective Richard Kay, Diane Waddle, and

Blythe Williams would use to describe their

cave-grubbing expedition in Botswana last

summer. Their aim was to scout new
African sites where they might find the

oldest human ancestors, or hominids, just

about the time those creatures diverged

from apes. Most early hominid fossils have

come from South Africa.

The notable exception is the oldest

known human ancestor—the 4.4 million-
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year-old Australopithecus ramidus announced

in September by California scientists. That

famed fossil came from Ethiopia, and the

three Duke scientists have hopes that

Botswana might prove a similarly fruitful

new area. Picking their way across fields of

razor-sharp limestone, they descended into

a newly opened cave that had yielded

reports of bone deposits. Carrying a whistle

and a crowbar to ward off leopards that fre-

quent such caves, they squeezed through a

narrow crack in the rock and lowered

themselves down a vertical underground

cliff into the muggy, stifling-hot blackness.

Sweating profusely, they panted from lack

of oxygen in the cave's stale atmosphere.

They occasionally lit a cigarette lighter to

check the oxygen level. If the flame sepa-

rated from the fuel source, the oxygen level

was dangerously low.

"Once inside, we came to this little hole

that had been dug out when the first cavers

saw a dead asp there," recalls Williams. "You

tied your pack to your foot and squeezed

in with your head sideways and wriggled

along until you came to

this sharp turn. We called

this passage the washing

machine, because you had

to turn yourself over to

get through."

Then came the really

fun part, says Williams.

"We emerged into this

huge chamber with thou-

sands of bats. We had to

crawl along the floor,

which was covered with

guano and all the little

critters that eat the

guano. So the floor is

moving underneath you

and you just have to dive

through there. The bats

didn't seem to have their

sonar turned on. Appar-

ently they know where

they're going in the cave.

So, they hit you in the

face. One wrapped itself

around my neck!"

Examining the deposits in the huge cav-

ern, they found a promising layer that might

yield hominid bones. So, Kay, Waddle, and

Williams emerged from the dank cavern

breathless, sweating, filthy, and eager to

return on later expeditions. Incidentally, the

three remained highly aromatic after their

cave trip. The nearest bath was two days

away from their Kalahari desert site.

Not all the Kay-Waddle-Williams expedi-

tions consisted of such grubby exertion.

Besides encountering a charging elephant

and a driver terrified of the bush, they

enjoyed the local delicacy: fried worms.

"They were roasted and covered with a love-

"We had to crawl along

the floor, which was

covered with guano and

all the little critters that

eat the guano."

ly red sauce," says Williams gamely. "They

were crunchy on the outside and chewy on

the inside." The two agreed, though, that

the worms weren't nearly as tasty as termites

they'd eaten on a previous expedition.

Despite the rigors of their explorations,

the payoff could be well worth it. The
ancient skulls and bones that might come
from such new sites could reveal how early

human populations expanded across the

world, says Waddle. "We evolved in Africa

Spelunking Squeezing through a crack in a Botswana cave to

early hominid fossils among cavern floor deposits

and we're only in Africa for 3 million

years," she says. "Then all of a sudden the

fossil record shows we're in Europe, Asia,

and other places. I'm interested in whether

early humans migrated relatively quickly

throughout the world and replaced indige-

nous people that led to their extinction.

Or did early humans, in fact, evolve in

many places over a very long time period?"

The answer seems to be both, says Wad-
dle. In Europe, our early human ancestors

clearly invaded the continent to replace

more primitive Neanderthals. But in Asia,

pre-humans may have arrived very early,

winning the survival contest by out-evolving

fellow hominids, she says. There's even

evidence in Israel that humans may have

evolved there, she says. Only intense study

of many more ancient skulls will tell the

real story.

While the Duke researchers may spend

their expeditions keeping up with the Indi-

ana Joneses and Amelia Earharts, back at the

university they revert to becoming the most

meticulous of analysts. Like Richard Kay and

his colleagues, they may spend months care-

fully acid-etching rock-embedded fossils to

reveal a skull, bone, or tooth inside. One of

Kay's major finds—a prized skull of an

ancient monkey—was first noticed as "a few

teeth sticking out of an otherwise unremark-

able rock. That clued us into the presence of

a skull. The rest was preparation."

Such fossils may be exceedingly rare,

making enormous care in handling a must.

Kay's Bolivian mountain expeditions,

mounted with colleagues Richard Madden
and Blythe Williams, have yielded only a

handful of fossils to help explain how an-

cient African monkeys may have managed

to cross the Atlantic

Ocean to South America.

The fossils are scarce be-

cause the monkeys lived

in ancient tropical jungles

among a teeming popula-

tion of monkey-crunching

predators and scavengers

and bone-dissolving mi-

crobes. During their last

twenty-eight-day expedi-

tion, Williams found four

monkey fossils, and those

during a single two-day

stretch.

Once acid-etching or

precise abrasion by high-

pressure air blasts reveals

the fossils within the

rock, the scientific analy-

ze
sis begins. And that

| analysis can be sophisti-

i cated, indeed. Several of

I the Duke anthropologists

earchfor explore the microscopic

landscape of ancient teeth

to deduce the lifestyles of their former

owners. Peter Ungar is among those adept

at such dental detective work. He began

his research career by first figuring out

how diet sculpted teeth in living apes and

monkeys. He and his wife spent a year in

the Sumatran jungle, following orang-

utans, gibbons, leaf-eating monkeys, and

macaques around. He conscientiously

recorded what they ate, then used an elec-

tron microscope to examine museum col-

lections of their teeth to figure out the

resulting wear patterns. Next, he exam-

ined teeth of long-extinct primates to

deduce their eating habits.
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A file cabinet in Ungar's Duke office

holds piles of plastic bags containing blue

plastic casts of the museum teeth. The
casts are precise enough, he says, that they

mimic the real teeth's surface, even under

an electron microscope. "If an animal has

a lot of very heavy scratches, it was proba-

bly eating leaves," he explains. "Because

when you eat a leaf, you push two of your

teeth together like a pair of scissors and

the silica in the leaves scratches the teeth.

When you eat soft fruits, there is less

shear, because it doesn't do much good to

cut a piece of fruit like a scissors. You
crush things down and get little pits."

The front teeth also yield clues, he says.

Wear patterns on the incisors show
whether an animal was chewing its way

into tough husks. Prehistoric tartar on
teeth reveals whether the animal ate sugar-

rich foods. And the overall shape of the

teeth—whether pointy for meat-eating, or

big and flat for grinding vegetation

—

reveals much about the animal, he says.

Ungar aims to use his tooth analysis to

understand the divergence of apes and

humans in Africa. But he works from the

"wrong" direction. "Most people try to

start at the earliest human discoveries and

work back to apes. I'm trying to start at the

latest fossil ape deposits we have and work
forward to humans." However, Ungar says

there's a gap in the teeth studies—a yawn-

ing 10-million-year period in which no
evidence of African fossil apes has been

found. So far, scientists have found

African ape fossils up to about 14 million

years ago, but the fossil record shows noth-

ing more until about 5 million years ago.

Ungar says that fossil teeth during that

gap in Europe reveal that many chimpanzee-

like creatures lived in the European sub-

tropical forests then. Ungar's teeth studies

of ancient European apes have distin-

guished a leaf-eater called Oreopithecus, a

fruit-eater called Dryopithecus, and a big-

toothed, tuber-crusher called Ouranopithe-

cus. "These discoveries suggest to me that

some 10 to 12 million years ago, there may
have been a great variety of apes in Africa

as well. And what we are seeing is the

periphery of that population spreading

north." Thus, from the European teeth,

Ungar hopes to help reconstruct the

progress from ape to human.
Besides the electron microscopes that

Ungar uses, Duke anthropologists employ
other high technologies such as computers

and argon-dating. Nevertheless, most clues

to the primate past still arise from dreary

hard work with picks, shovels, paintbrush-

es, and ordinary microscopes. Simons, for

one, jokes that his major technological

innovation was the push broom. "After we
discovered how to sweep these quarries

with regular straw brooms, I was in a city

RAINY DAYS
AND LEMURS
BY LUKE DOLLAR

Somewhere deep in Madagascar last

summer, I found a group of Propithe-

cus diadema edwardsii through a stroke

of blind luck—a discovery that would

please even the non-primatologist. Having

gone a quarter of a mile the wrong way up a

trail, I realized my error when I heard the

vertical-clinging-and-leaper's characteristic

viiip! . I still hadn't seen the black-and-

white furred creatures that tip the scales

around ten pounds each, but their far-from-

silent movement from tree to tree left no
doubt of their presence. The animal leaped

away, its group following close behind.

Four years earlier, I, as a high school

senior, had sat in a Birmingham library lis-

tening to an admissions officer singing the

praises of Duke and mentioning the primate

center, with its more than 500 prosimian

primates housed in the only facility of its

kind in the world. Through the admissions

slide show, I learned of Duke's Patricia

Wright and her discovery of a new lemur

species, Hapalemur aureus, in Ranomafana
National Park in Madagascar. I saw images

of Elwyn Simons digging for fossils in

Egypt, Ken Glander darting a howler mon-
key in Costa Rica, and an undergraduate

with a clipboard sitting in a natural-habitat

enclosure at the primate center, surrounded

by black-and-white ruffed lemurs. My imag-

ination was running wild: I pictured myself

first at the primate center, then in the field

somewhere, battling the elements in search

of my own study animal in the wild.

As a freshman, I made a beeline for the

primate center, securing a job as an animal-

Moving research target: Eulemur rubiventer, the red-

bellied lemur, a rapid treetop traveler

care technician, then declaring biological

anthropology and anatomy as my first

major, and later stepping into Deborah

OverdorfPs human evolution class. I

learned that she did field work in

Ranomafana National Park, Madagascar.

And now I was part of her team in the

field; I was waiting before the crack of

dawn at the Hotel Thermale in the small

town of Ranomafana.

A park vehicle would be taking us and

all our equipment to the park entrance.

We loaded our eight suitcases, packs, and

duffle bags into the back of a Nissan truck,

crawled on top of them, and held on for

dear life as we wound up and around what

was left of the road climbing to the park

entrance. A cyclone had ripped out huge

chunks of the road months before, leaving

gaping ditches twenty meters long where

relatively smooth roadway used to be.

We would be staying just inside the park

for a day while a park official made sure

our research permits were in order. Over-

dorff had told me to make sure I was in

shape for the field—but running stadiums

and treadmills or climbing the stairmaster

for hours fails to simulate several key ele-

ments of hiking in a rainforest. Among
these were slippery mud, uneven terrain,

and the weight of our packs. I would soon

adapt to the constantly changing, uneven

terrain. If I did not, I would have a

sprained ankle to show for it—at best.

The next morning, after a breakfast of

cold rice and pasta, we were informed that

we could proceed to our base camp, a few

miles up and into the park. Porters ap-

peared out of nowhere to take our parcels

to Vatoharannana, or "Vato," a forest sec-

tor that was to be our home for the next

twelve weeks.

After we'd slipped and slid our way up

the first fifth of the distance to Vato, we
stopped to recover. I thought my heart was

going to explode. Overdorff and graduate

student Michele Rasmussen didn't look

much better. Overdorff soon informed us

that the upcoming incline (of approximate-

ly forty-five degrees) was the slipperiest and

steepest of the jaunt. As we neared the top

of the first part of the way to our field camp,

the treacherous took a turn for the worse.

I suppose I should have expected it. After

all, we were in a rain forest. For some reason,

I hadn't considered it could rain on our

way up to Vato. I was wearing no rain gear

other than my Gore-tex hat. My field vest,

T-shirt, camo pants, and polypropylene
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somewhere and I saw a janitor going by

with a push broom. I realized we could use

these broad push brooms to sweep up

much more desert pavement. So I brought

whole boxes of push-broom heads into

Egypt, and I'm sure we've found hundreds

more fossils because of them."

The Duke fossil-hunters also depend

heavily on studies by their colleagues on

living creatures. Duke primatologists study

animals ranging from lemurs in Duke's Pri-

mate Center, to howler monkeys in South

America, to pygmy chimpanzees in Africa

to find out their own secrets as well as

those of their long-extinct ancestors.

Jacqueline Runestad measures the arm and

leg bones of primates to deduce whether

they were leapers, runners, climbers, or

some mix of the three. Her X-ray studies

revealed that, while modern leapers have

longer, heavier femurs, climbers have short-

er femurs. She applied these measurements

to studies of fossils of 40-million-year-old

primates called adapids. The bones

revealed that the North American branch

of the family both climbed and leaped, while

the Europeans were primarily climbers.

Even with high technology and the in-

sights from living animals at their disposal,

the anthropologists' fossil-hunting and

analysis will remain a frustrating, arduous

occupation. Then why do it? "It's really

fun," says Mary Maas, turning over a tiny

brown fossil tooth in her hand. "There's

nothing more exciting than finding a tooth

that no one has seen for 55 million years.

You look at it and you see the little worn

spots on it where the animal was chewing

food. Look at this one," she says, holding it

up. "This was no spring chicken of an ani-

mal. This guy had been around for a while."

For Simons, an elder statesman of the

field, knowing our past can emphasize the

reality of our animal nature. "The way that

we react to things is emotional, more like

an animal," he says. "Everything we do gets

colored by our non-rational elements."

Conversely, ignorance of our recent ani-

mal past, he says, means that "we have too

high an opinion of ourselves. We're like

dream animals. We don't contact practical

reality very often." Such ignorance, says

Simons, tends to make our religions, our

marriages, and our governments flawed

and unrealistic. "The full implications of

our derivation by random evolution in a

mere 5 to 7 million years from an animal

much like a chimpanzee have yet to be

incorporated into the fundamental beliefs

or institutions of any society."

Thus, spread throughout the world's

barren wastelands, entombed for millennia

within ancient rock, may well be hidden

bits of wisdom that could help us better

understand our true selves.

leggings were soon soaked. Two
hours later, we had finally complet-

ed the ascent of Fingernail Moun-
tain and were enjoying the down-

hill stretch of a few miles to

Vato—as much as one can enjoy

attempting to stay upright while

descending a trail of mud.

Overdorff noticed one porter

was walking with a limp and point-

ed him out to me. It appeared as

though he had impaled his foot on
a root some time before and it was

now infected. Putting my EMT
training to work, I waved him over

to me as I fished my medical kit

out from a wet, musty pile of duf-

fels. I looked for a clean, dry place Jungle

to treat his foot but could find none. What
was I thinking? I was in a jungle. Settling

for somewhere he could put his foot up for

me to examine, I straddled a large fallen

tree. The rain pelted us both while I took a

closer look at his wound.

I had traveled halfway around the world

to study lemurs in the wilds of Madagascar

and was sitting in the middle of a rainfor-

est bandaging someone's foot. The situa-

tion was riddled with irony: One of my pri-

mary personal purposes in going to

Madagascar had been to decide between

medical or graduate school.

While palpating his wound, I had seen

small white spots on the porter's foot,

ankle, and up his leg. I asked Overdorff

what she thought they could be. When she

told me, I wished I hadn't asked. They
were leech bite scars. Then I saw the leech-

es, moving their way up pants legs and shirt

sleeves, clinging to bags, gear, and—worst

of all—bare flesh! Rasmussen and I quickly

did leech checks of ourselves. I was the first

to discover one, the size of a grape,

lab: Duke students processing collected data in vernal Vatoha'

attached to my left arm just above the

wrist. He'd been feeding for a while. In an

all-consuming attack of the willies, I tore

that leech and at least five others from var-

ious exposed areas of skin in no time.

Bleeding like a sieve, I then began batting,

flicking, thumping, and thwacking legions

of leeches off my clothes. It was terrifying

how such tiny creatures moving at an inch-

worm's pace could traverse the distance

from my boots to my hands, neck, and face

with such pointed purpose and dexterity.

In the upcoming weeks, we would be

preparing camp, clearing and mapping
trails, getting used to the terrain, looking

for animals, and "censusing" those groups

we encountered. Clearing a trail in a third-

world country is not as easy as cranking the

weed eater or chainsaw and going to work.

Devoid of such first-world luxuries, we
depended on a coup-coup for all our trail-

clearing needs. A coup-coup is the closest

thing to a machete to be found in Mada-
gascar. It consists of a sickle-like metal

blade driven into a handmade meter-long

handle. Although it may sound

ineffective, the coup-coup can

fell inch-thick saplings in a sin-

gle stroke once sharpened on a

stream-side rock.

After two weeks in the field,

we'd mapped more than four

miles of trails in the area sur-

rounding camp but had only spo-

radically encountered the pri-

mates we were there to study. A
little anxious at this prospect,

Overdorff determined it would

__
behoove us to spend a day look-

s ing for animals with the object of

s tranquilizing one to place a radio

I collar on it. This was particularly

daring, considering that the sec-

ond half of the field team had not yet

arrived and this would be Overdorffs first

darting attempt. A misplaced shot could

send a tranquilizer dart hurling into soft ab-

dominal tissue, causing internal organ dam-

age, or slamming into a bone, easily shatter-

ing a leg or arm. The shot had to be carefully

aimed at the lower back or largest part of

the thigh to avoid harming the animal.

Standing on the trail, I kept my binocu-

lars trained on the Propithecus, "Prop" for

short, in case the lemur decided to move.

If he did, I had the best vantage point to

track him as he leaped. My hands shaking

and my heart pounding in my ears, it was

all I could do to keep my binoculars still.

As our guide Pierre moved under the ani-

mal, net in hand, Rasmussen was instruct-

ed to stay back, spotting the animal from

another vantage point.

"Taking the shot!" Overdorff cried, twenty

yards from her target. The dart gun's burst

of compressed air was soon followed by the

thwack of the dart against the Prop's back.

Continued on page 42
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AN EARLY
LOSS OF

INNOCENCE
BY ROBERT J. BLIWISE

CROSSING BOUNDARIES

A CHILD OF WAR

A Bosnian student remembers: "It was a life of fear,

constant fear, where you didn't know if you would

live for another moment. You mustn't go in the streets.

You have to turn out all the lights in your house,

because the soldiers might just shoot at your window."

Just walking the pathways of a cam-

pus is, to Alma Hakirevic, a "privi-

lege." It's a privilege that brings a

rush of memories, memories that

should not be the burden of a college

freshman. Not long ago, she was crossing

streets and expecting to find hell on the

other side.

"That's how my best friend was killed in

Bosnia. She was just trying to run from her

own house to a basement of a neighbor to

hide herself during a shelling. And she was

killed. Just crossing the street."

Just crossing the street. And now
Hakirevic has crossed a boundary between

the deathly life of a child of war and the

sheltered life of a college student.

Hakirevic has an unmistakable intensity

and seriousness about her. Carefully weigh-

ing her words in a slightly accented English,

she projects an energetic and optimistic

determination—not a grim determination.

Born in Sarajevo, the Bosnian capital, she

grew up in Visoko, a suburb about twenty

miles away. Her father was the headmaster

of an elementary school; her mother was a

lawyer. Hakirevic is a Bosnian Muslim, but

from the time she was in kindergarten, she

mixed with Serbs and Croats—an irony, in

her view, given that the war she left

behind is conveniently viewed as a muddled

ethnic and religious conflict rather than

territorial expansiveness, "ethnic cleans-

ing," and genocide. For a symposium this

fall at UNC-Chapel Hill, she chose to

speak on the theme of "How My Neigh-

bors Changed."

In 1991, she started attending an acade-

mically accelerated high school in Saraje-

vo, commuting about an hour each way.

The next year the war started. Conflict in

the former Yugoslavia, a federation of six

republics, has deep roots in a complicated

patchwork of ethnic concentrations. Right

around the time that Bosnia and Herze-

govina was declared an independent re-

public, the war was launched by Serbian

nationalists and the Yugoslav army, the

third largest army in Europe. By April

of 1992, the capital was surrounded by

Out of harm's way

:

Alma Hakirevic,

a Bosnian Muslim and

first-year Duke student,

on campus
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Serbian forces planted on the adjoining

mountains.

Today, Hakirevic isn't sure whether or

not the Sarajevo school is still standing.

For the past two years she has tried to spot

the familiar image on television broad-

casts, but so far to no avail. "I heard it was

burned. But I don't know."

Off in the hills around her town of

Visoko, Hakirevic could watch the fleeting

figures of Serb soldiers in their firing posi-

tions, could see the little explosions as

shells were launched, and lived with the

thought that anyone could be a target any-

time. The airplanes were even worse, she

says. Nothing, no one, was safe from falling

bombs. The psychological pressure was

constant; warnings would sound in the

middle of the night, the pounding would

go on intensely, and then it would stop

abruptly, only to resume with apparent

randomness. Together with her mother
and her nine-year-old sister, Hakirevic was

forced to hide in a basement. On one occa-

sion, she remembers pleading with her

mother to allow her to run up to their

apartment to try to telephone her father,

then serving in the Bosnian army. Her
mother refused. "The schools were closed,

people had no jobs, there was no way to

"Coming to the United

States meant only

coming to continue my
education. The war

kind of took that away

from me."

function," Hakirevic says. "It was a whole

different picture." She chokes up for a

moment. "I'm sorry, I really get emotional

sometimes. It's really hard to talk about this."

Hard to talk about, impossible to imag-

ine. "It was a life of fear, constant fear,

where you didn't know if you would live

for another moment. You mustn't go in

the streets. You have to turn out all the

lights in your house, because the soldiers

might just shoot at your window. But luck-

ily my city was not occupied by the Ser-

bian forces, so the people were still feeling

pretty comfortable about at least living in

their own basements."

Hakirevic's mother had thought that

the war would not last for long; she had no

intention of leaving Bosnia. But, as

Hakirevic puts it starkly, "When a neigh-

bor in the building tried to kill us, she real-

ized we had to leave." The neighbor was a

Serb who was uncovered as a spy in the

Serbian army. The Bosnians found knives

and guns in his possession; they "captured

him and took him away," Hakirevic says.

She never found out what happened to

him. He may have been killed, or he may
have been traded in a prisoner exchange.

"After that, I never saw my mother so

disturbed. She completely changed. I think

she lost half of her weight; she was so dif-

ferent because of the fear that we experi-

enced during the siege. Just the scene of

him being taken away by the soldiers—this

was just a terrible experience. And we
decided on leaving Bosnia."

In June of 1992, with her father still in

Bosnian military service, Hakirevic, her

younger sister, and her mother joined a

busload of refugees on a roundabout, back-

roads trip to safety in Zagreb, the capital of

Croatia. Each left with just a few pieces of

luggage. Other relatives, including grand-

parents who had withstood both world

wars, remained behind. Some of the most
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wrenching moments on the departure from

Bosnia came early, says Hakirevic, as the

bus passed by the homes of her grand-

mother and her aunt. After about fifteen

hours—an extraordinarily slow trip to avoid

roads controlled by Serb forces—they

arrived at the Croatian port of Split. Then
they got on a boat packed with children

and their mothers for a twelve-hour jour-

ney to Rijeka, near the Italian border.

After another bus ride, they made it to

Zagreb. There one friend of Hakirevic's

mother had invited the family to live with

her mother-in-law, a woman who was sickly

and elderly and living alone. The Hakire-

vics provided for the ailing woman in ex-

change for free lodging.

With the shift from a basement retreat

in Bosnia to a cramped apartment in Croa-

tia, they had lost their home, their posses-

sions, their money. Living conditions for

the many Bosnians confined to the refugee

camps in Croatia were far worse. Still, life

in Croatia was "not a good change," as

Hakirevic puts it. The three of them

A SOBERING
SUMMER

ore than a decade removed from

his homeland of Bosnia, Arman
Glodjo, now working on a Ph.D.

in finance, began at Duke as a graduate stu-

dent in computer science. Before that he

had earned a string of degrees at the Uni-

versity of Manitoba in Canada—a bachelor

of science in mathematics and physics, and

a master's in applied mathematics.

Glodjo grew up in Sarajevo. His imme-
diate family emigrated to Canada in 1982.

Since then, some relatives have followed

them out of Sarajevo; others have died for

lack of medicine and food. With his voice

cracking, he says three of his best friends

from elementary school have been killed.

Two showed up on printed casualty lists;

they were unique names, so there was no
mistaking identities. In the other case, word

came through faxed messages and the Inter-

net, the worldwide computer network.

Glodjo subscribes to an Internet news group

to keep up with Bosnian developments.

It's unfair to portray the war as a clash

of religious or ethnic identities, says Glod-

jo, who comes from a mixed ethnic back-

ground—Croatian, Bosnian, and Jewish.

"This war is absolutely not about any eth-

nic or religious matters as a primary objec-

tive." It is, he says, about an age-old grab

for territory and economic supremacy. "For

a young man who was raised for fifteen

years of his life to treat Serbs and Croats

and Bosnians and Jews and whoever else as

equals, and then all of a sudden to be told

For a symposium this fall

atUNOChapelHill,
Hakirevic chose to speak

on the theme of"How
My Neighbors

Changed."

shared a single room. Citizenship and the

attendant benefits were not a possibility.

"As I was a Bosnian refugee, I was not al-

lowed to go to school in Croatia. I was

really disappointed, because school was

really all my life in Bosnia. That actually

made me feel terrible, and I got sick. I had
rheumatic fever. For something like two
months, I was not able to get out of my
bed, and I had a terrible eye infection. I

was just very, very sick."

Hakirevic spent her time polishing her

English—in part by instructing her sister in

English and translating an Arabic grammar
book from English into Bosnian. And she

began volunteering for a humanitarian

organization that was helping Bosnian

women and children. While at work in the

spring of 1993, she spotted what turned out

to be a life-changing notice about the Jer-

rahi Order of America. Jerrahi is a Muslim

Waiting: Bosnian refugees at the Gascinci camp near Osijek, Croatia,

stand outside the U.N. High Commission for Refugees office

that all of these people hated each other

all along—it's just not true."

Glodjo says he has become more self-

aware and more attuned to international

outrages. "I do have a strong attachment to

watching 10,000 people in Sarajevo die

from sniper fire while the world stands by. I

have the same attachment to 500,000 peo-

ple dying in Rwanda, wherever the world

knows it's happening and does nothing to

stop it. I have asked myself questions I

never asked myself before; I've started to

open up my eyes to all the other pictures of

death. I can't just watch and say it's okay,

it's happening somewhere else. I can't say

that, not after seeing pictures of burning

buildings where I used to play."

The burning buildings and wrenching

life stories came closer to a group of Duke
students this summer. They were led by pub-

lic policy professor Neil Boothby, a child

psychologist who has worked with refugees

around the world for more than a decade.

In 1993, Boothby was working for the U.S.

State Department evaluating the condi-

tions faced by children and women in the

war zones of the former Yugoslavia. He dis-

covered a multi-ethnic group of women
•who were trying to help the children who
had been separated from their parents or

orphaned during the war.

The organizers of the project, Unaccom-
panied Children in Exile, told Boothby

that they were ready to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of their reunification efforts. In

turn, he asked students taking his class,

Refugees and World Politics, if they want-

ed to design and carry out the evaluation.

Nine students jumped at the chance. "For

quite a while," he says, "students have

been asking for a way to get involved with

what I do."

After arriving in Zagreb at the end of

May and going through an orientation

program, the group was split up. Seven stu-

dents went to refugee camps, and two went

to project sites.

"When the violence began," says Booth-

by, "families in and around Sarajevo were

faced with the prospect of ongoing shelling
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cultural, educational, and relief organization

with branches in New York, California,

Indiana, and Washington State. Along

with the Fellowship of Reconciliation, a

pacifist organization, it runs a project that

brings Bosnian students to the United

States. The project started at the urging of

Bosnian officials, who reported "they had

lost a great many of their intelligentsia in

the ethnic cleansing," says Jean Bayrak,

assistant to the director of the refugee

project. "They hoped we would help to

rebuild by allowing these students to get an

education." So far the project has placed

about fifty students in

the United States,

mostly college students;

Hakirevic would be

among the first group of

high school students.

But Hakirevic pro-

crastinated for weeks be-

fore she approached the

mosque in Zagreb to con-

tact the project. She later

met with Bayrak when the Jerrahi Order

came through the area with a team of coun-

seling psychologists. Bayrak was struck

immediately by Hakirevic's passion for

learning. "That seemed to be the most

important thing in her life," she says.

Evidently impressed with her motiva-

tion, the U.S. Embassy in Zagreb granted

Hakirevic a student visa. Visas for Bosnian

students usually hinge on their acceptance

by American schools; and the Jerrahi

Order had arranged for both a host family

and a school for Hakirevic—along with an

airplane ticket to New York. She left

Zagreb about a year after the winding trek

that took her there.

Hakirevic completed her senior year in

high school in Teaneck, New Jersey, living

with a host family who are members of the

Jerrahi Order. Meanwhile, her father had,

quite unexpectedly, joined her mother and

sister in Zagreb. He had helped to evacu-

ate some injured people to Zagreb, then

—

with Croatia drawn into the conflict

—

found himself prevented from returning to

Bosnia. "All this time, my mother was

really hopeful that the war would stop and

she would go back to her job again, and

and violence. They had

resorted to basements to

save their children. But

as the winter approached

and with it the prospect

of continuing to deal

with the onslaught with-

out adequate food, with-

out adequate shelter,

without adequate med-

ical attention, families

faced that horrible deci-

sion about whether they

should keep their chil-

dren with them or send

them out."

Many children—per-

haps 40,000—were put

in the backs of U.N.
convoy trucks, evacuat-

Sa/e haven: L*

ed out of Bosnia, and so separated from

their families. Once they got to neighbor-

ing Croatia, they were either resettled in

camps there or were transported to any of

some two-dozen countries, including Tur-

key, Austria, and Sweden. The children-

in-exile work examined by the Duke group

tries to locate children, discover if their

parents are still alive, and find ways to

reunite them.

One of the students, Eric Greitens '96,

surveyed the refugee camp with the dubi-

ous distinction as the worst in Croatia.

"All the refugees who are there hate being

there and would rather be almost any-

where else," he says. "It's extremely over-

crowded; every shelter has ten to twelve

people who may or may not be related, the

sanitary conditions are not very good, and

iGascinci, one of the worst camps , offers a primitive
,
fragile sanctuary for those who've known only war and deprii

it's located right next to a Croatian mili-

tary facility. On one occasion, there was a

Croatian soldier who came into the camp
with a loaded rifle and pretended that he

was hunting these two refugees. He actual-

ly shot at them twice—just a little over

their heads."

Greitens was worried about unaccompa-

nied children who had fallen through the

cracks of organized relief efforts. He worked

successfully to pull together a number of

organizations in their behalf, including the

U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees,

the Red Cross, the Red Crescent, and the

International Rescue Committee.

Damon Wilson '95 traveled to Turkey;

there he concluded that refugees receive

little official attention and suffer from a

considerable degree of exploitation. He

had a series of frustrating encounters with

Turkish and American bureaucrats—par-

ticularly in trying to secure visas for study

in the United States. He coached some of

the young refugees through successful

interviews with embassy staff members;

others were turned down because of doubts

that they would return home after their

student years. "It was very frustrating.

These students had already gotten through

the bureaucratic nightmare of getting uni-

versity scholarships. And with one simple

refusal stamped onto a passport, they're

damned to struggle with life in Turkey."

"On one level," Wilson says, "we were

prepared by having studied refugee policies,

bureaucracies, evaluation models. But

nothing can prepare you to be in a setting

like this, to be emotionally involved, to
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my father to his job," Hakirevic says. "But

that is not really possible."

This past January, her parents and her

sister applied for refugee status in the

United States. With the help of United

Nations workers and the New York-based

International Rescue Committee (founded

in 1933 by Albert Einstein to resettle peo-

ple from Nazi control), they were accepted.

They're now living near the Jerrahi

Order's base in suburban New York. Now
fluent in English, Hakirevic's sister is get-

ting good grades in school. "My parents

really have a rough time adapting and

learning the language. It's been really hard

for them, especially for my father, who
spent all of his life working in education."

Despite the absence of a high school

transcript from the

first year of the war

—

unrecoverable from

her school in Saraje-

vo—Hakirevic was ac-

cepted by Duke into

this year's freshman

"When a neighbor in the

building tried to kill us,

we realized we had to

leave." The neighbor

was a Serbian spy.

class. She had, in any case, earned an A-
plus average during her year in New Jersey.

Hakirevic benefited from the lobbying ef-

forts of Miriam Cooke, professor of Asian

hear things that you

can't even imagine."

Despite all they

have witnessed, all

they have lost, all

they have suffered

—

including relatives

being shot before

their eyes—the ref-

ugees were remark-

ably generous toward

visitors, says Sonya

Wu '95, who accom-

panied Greitens to a

camp in Croatia. "It

was very draining to

hear their life stories.

But it was also a great

privilege to have earned their trust to the

point where they were willing to share their

pain. In thinking through my experiences, I

could only be thankful that I had no basis for

comparison with all they've been through."

"From my point of view," says Boothby,

"I wanted students to get into these situa-

tions, to see the reality, and to feel outraged.

This is something you cannot recreate in

the classroom. What I learned is that stu-

dents are capable of a tremendous response

as human beings and also as professionals."

One especially wrenching account of the

summer comes from Mark Grazman '94,

now with the Policy Economics Group of

KPMG Peat Marwick in Washington, D.C.

Grazman and his translator, a medical stu-

dent, spent their time "from sunrise to sun-

set" visiting children in the west of Croatia:

"Eleven-year-old Mersad had lived in a

small village in northeastern Bosnia with

Homesick: A little girl in the Puntizela camp shares the memory of her house; the homes ofmany
Bosnian refugees have been destroyed by constant shelling

his parents and his twelve-year-old sister

Vanja all his life. At the beginning of the

war, Mersad's father was drafted in the

Bosnian army. They had not heard from

their father for six months when rumors

drifted back to them that Mersad's father

had been captured by the Serbian forces

during the fall of Vukovar and shipped off

to a concentration camp along the Bosnian-

Serb border. Soon after, their town was

also captured by the Serbian forces and

Mersad, Vanja, and their mother lived

under occupation for nearly eleven months.

They were confined to the first floor of

their home for fear of mortar shells

destroying their roof, and only ate the food

a neighbor dared to bring to them at night.

"Mersad wondered aloud why his neighbor

had risked his life to help them as he contin-

ued recounting his story. His face showed al-

most nothing; he looked straight through me

and African languages and literature.

Cooke is a member of the Community of

Bosnia Foundation, which works to help

Bosnian survivors of "ethnic cleansing."

This fall, with her husband and religion pro-

fessor Bruce Lawrence, she traveled to Croa-

tia to participate in an international confer-

ence on "Peace, Human Rights, and the

Responsibility of Intellectuals." And a year

ago, she was contacted by the Jerrahi Order

and given information on several Bosnian

students who were American-college hope-

fuls. Cooke thought Hakirevic, because of

her command of English and her academic

record, was the best-suited to Duke.

As a matter of policy, Duke does not ex-

tend financial aid to foreign students; like-

wise, they're normally not eligible for federal

grants and loans. But

through the efforts of

the International Res-

cue Committee, the

Immigration Service

was prodded to ac-

celerate approval of

as he calmly described

the periodic rapes of

his sister and mother.

During our training in

Zagreb, I had heard

stories of government-

ordered, systematic

rape as a strategy for

'ethnic cleansing,' and

was not nearly as

shocked by the con-

tent of the story as

s by the boy's demean-

| or. Mersad looked un-

I shaken and untouched

5 as he matter-of-factly

continued his story.

"They lived like

this for nearly a year. Then one day a sol-

dier punched through their living room
window and tossed a live grenade into the

lap of his mother. Mersad was across the

room from his mother and sister and was

able to dive under a table to avoid being

wounded by shrapnel. At this point, Mer-

sad stopped talking and his grandmother

continued the story. She told us how she

discovered them hours later. Mersad's

mother and sister had been torn apart by

the explosion; Mersad had collected up

the pieces, put them back together, and sat

guard over them until his grandmother dis-

covered him.

"I was struggling not to break down in

front of Mersad, and I tried to convince

myself that this was what I had come to

Croatia to find: This was war and I was

here to confront it." —Robert]. Bliwise
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Hakirevic's refugee status. (It took quite a

bit of prodding, says Estelle Strizhak, an

immigration specialist with the IRC.

Hakirevic's case came about just as the

Immigration Service was changing its rules.

The new rules left ambiguous the so-called

"derivative" status of children who, like

Hakirevic, were already in the U.S. but

whose parents hadn't yet been resettled.)

For her first semester at Duke, Hakirevic

is taking courses in comparative politics,

Arabic, and European history, along with

the required freshman writing course.

Along with Cooke, history professor Clau-

dia Koonz has been instrumental to her

Duke adjustment. Koonz, who writes on

and teaches about Nazi Germany and the

Holocaust, contacted Hakirevic over the

summer and met her train in Raleigh for

her first day at Duke. They talk together

and swap e-mail messages frequently.

While she has made friends on campus,

Hakirevic leads a restrained social life. "I

like libraries," she says. "I like just to spend

my time studying in the library. I enjoy

studying." She is driving toward the goal of

a career in international law. "Coming to

the United States meant only coming to

continue my education. That was the first

thing in my mind, and that's what really

made me happy. The war kind of took that

away from me. I have to say that that's still

small compared with what other people

have been experiencing on a daily basis

—

you know, people who lost their family.

And I really feel privileged for being alive.

I really do."

"Our policy is that we want all students

we bring to the United States to go back

to Bosnia," says Jean Bayrak of the Jerrahi

Order. "Part of the reason we're educating

them is to rebuild their society once the

reconstruction begins, God willing. In the

case of Alma, she and her parents came
here out of desperation, but they may still-

go back. They talk about it all the time. If

there ever is that possibility, we hope there

will be a place to go back to. But the war

seems to be getting worse; it doesn't seem

to be ending anytime soon."

Hakirevic has left Bosnia behind for now.

But as long as she carries the image of her

friend's fatal dash across the street, she can

never leave Bosnia completely. "The worst

thing is when you know someone. I mean,

you hear that many people are killed every

day, and I feel for everybody. But when you

actually know somebody who was killed,

it's different. You feel a connection is lost

forever. Selma had been there all my life.

And then overnight, she disappeared."

She has sensed herself become stronger,

but—having watched the parents of child-

hood acquaintances turn into spies for the

Serbian cause—also less trusting. "I really

believe that I'm stronger now than I was,

Duke law professor

Raphael Lemkin coined

the term "genocide"

and was responsible for

the United Nations'

outlawing of genocide

in 1948.

and I have much more courage. I'm more
determined to achieve what I want to

achieve. But I've had so many painful

experiences."

For Hakirevic, this is no television

war—no story of "somebody killing some-

body else in Europe," as she puts it. Partly

to come to terms with the pain, partly out

of her exuberance to achieve, Hakirevic

uses every opportunity—from dorm
encounters to the symposium at UNC—to

build a case for saving Bosnia. She sees the

Serbs as violent grabbers after territory

from the time of the first World War; she

sees the United Nations arms embargo

against the Bosnians as a statement of

international callousness; and she sees her-

self as an escapee from a campaign of "eth-

nic cleansing" and genocide, citing figures

of 2 million people driven from their

homes and more than 200,000 killed. "I

think the worst thing is that the children

and women are the victims, because this

war is fought in a strange setting. It's not a

war between armies. Here, the Serbian

army is facing civilians, and killing civil-

ians constantly. Even a child who is out on
the street is a victim for nothing, or a

woman waiting in a line for twelve hours

to get water, or people who go out to buy

bread. They are all victims."

Although impatient with the "small con-

cerns" that seem to dominate undergraduate

conversation, Hakirevic says she's found

student interest in her experiences. She
says she's had just a few encounters with

the university's International House. "I

was really disappointed that they didn't

have the flag of my country there. Then I

met someone there and she said she had to

make sure my country exists. I felt a little

sad. In fact, before it was conquered by the

Ottoman Empire in the fourteenth centu-

ry, Bosnia was the strongest independent

country in the Balkans."

As it happens, it was Duke law professor

Raphael Lemkin who coined the term

"genocide" and was responsible for the

United Nations' outlawing of genocide in

1948. A Polish-born lawyer, he had entered

the United States to join the Duke faculty

in 1941. He became a special adviser in

the War Department, was on the Ameri-

can staff at the Nuremberg war guilt trials,

and compiled documents on Nazi governing

into a book, Axis Rule in Occupied Europe.

In the book, Lemkin applied "genocide"

to refer to "a coordinated plan of different

actions aiming at the destruction of essen-

tial foundations of the life of national

groups, with the aim of annihilating the

groups themselves." Although he charted a

long and unsavory history of wars of exter-

mination, Lemkin saw the objectives of

the modern version as "the disintegration

of the political and social institutions of

culture, language, national feelings, reli-

gion, and the economic existence of

national groups, and the destruction of the

personal security, liberty, health, dignity,

and even the lives of the individuals be-

longing to such groups."

Back in 1933, Lemkin had appealed to

the League of Nations for an international

law against massive "acts of barbarity and

vandalism." But it took years of lobbying

—

years in which he was described as a "dream-

er" and a "fanatic"—for him to persuade

the U.N. General Assembly to declare

genocide a crime under international law.

Last spring, Miriam Cooke organized a

conference at Duke—a testament to the

legacy of Lemkin—on the theme of geno-

cide. The discussion drew on a dreary list

that included Armenia, Nazi Germany, and

Yugoslavia. And today Cooke is passionate

in her belief that the American academic

community has to face up to intellectual

and moral responsibilities. She tells a bitterly

ironic story about the co-opting of the

Bosnian academic community. In 1986, six

years before the war began, the Yugoslav

army—dominated by the Serbs—came to

the economics department of the Univer-

sity of Sarajevo and asked professors there

to study a scenario: Would the city survive

if it were besieged? In essence, the univer-

sity was being asked to help chart the

destruction of the larger society around it.

For American universities, there is "an

incredibly important role to play" as a

pipeline for displaced Bosnian students,

Cooke says. "These events and places may
seem far away to us as supposedly apathetic

Americans, but they can't be out of our

reach if we are moral citizens of the world."

As besieged Bosnia enters its third win-

ter, Alma Hakirevic sees the world's far-

away wars as distressingly close to home.

And her American student peers are learn-

ing all-too-vivid lessons from Bosnia. A
young life in a disintegrating society can

be painful. So can an education in the

ways of the world.
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STONES,
BRICKS,

AND FACES
BY BRIDGET BOOHER

JULIAN ABELE

MR. DUKE'S ARCHITECT

That an all-white firm in the early twentieth century

would employ a black man to oversee its prized com-
missions is unusual. But Abele was an exceptional

individual, as his architectural legacy attests.

B
ack in the early

days of Duke
University,
when the Dur-

ham campus first began to

take shape, architectural

firms customarily sent out

sketches bearing the com-

pany name, rather than

that of the actual designer.

And so it's been common
knowledge for decades

that the university's Geor-

gian East and Gothic
West splendor was executed, for the most

part, by the Philadelphia firm of Horace

Trumbauer.

What is not widely known is that the

man primarily responsible for the ultimate

look of Duke University—the soaring,

majestic chapel, the stately indoor stadi-

um, handsome administrative and residen-

tial buildings, the dignified grace of Bald-

win Auditorium—was a black architect

named Julian Francis Abele. That an all-

white firm in the early twentieth century

would employ a black man to oversee its

Designing men: architect Abele, left

and Trumbauer

prized commissions is un-

usual. But Abele was an ex-

ceptional individual, as his

architectural legacy attests.

By the time he died in

1950, Abele had put his

stamp on dozens of public

buildings and private homes.

In addition to Duke's cam-

pus, Abele's works include

Philadelphia's Free Library,

the Philadelphia Museum
of Art, and the Widener
Memorial Library at Har-

vard University. Wealthy patrons called

on the firm to design their lavish "country

homes," places with names like Whitemarsh

Hall, Royale Manor, and the Miramar.

From his birth in 1881 into an estab-

lished south Philadelphia family, Abele

was expected to excel in all that he did.

The youngest of eight children born to

Charles and Mary Adelaide Jones Abele,

young Julian was surrounded by a com-

munity that prized academic and artistic

achievement. He attended the Institute for

Colored Youth, a rigorous yet supportive

Unsigned and unsung:

Abele handled the bulk of

the design work for West

Campus, yet his name

did not appear on early

architectural renderings
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high school. Ac-
cording to Phila-

delphia historian

James G. Spadey,

the Institute's fac-

ulty included Har-

vard's first black

graduate, Richard

T. Greener, and
Edward Bouchet,

the first black to

receive a doctor-

ate from Yale,

who taught Abele

mathematics.

From there, he '"•^""»'"» "»»««" ««

enrolled at the From the drawing board: The
ft.

University of Pennsylvania and graduated

from its School of Architecture in 1902,

the first black to do so. By the time he

received his bachelor of science degree in

architecture, Abele had been elected presi-

dent of the student Architectural Society,

was elected twice to the editorial board of

the university yearbook, and was awarded

the prestigious Groff Prize for outstanding

architectural design. Sketches Abele had

drawn for an art museum, post office, and

botanical museum won student prizes as

well. During his college days, he also

worked in the architecture firm of Louis

Hickman.

Abele's talents caught the eye of War-
ren Powers Laird, the dean of Penn's archi-

tecture school. Laird brought Abele to

Trumbauer's attention, and the architect

was so impressed that he bankrolled Abele's

four-year stint at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

in Paris. Within three years of his return

to the States and joining the Trumbauer

firm, Abele had become its chief designer.

The Trumbauer-Duke relationship began

when James B. Duke hired the flourishing

Trumbauer firm to design a home for him
and his wife on Fifth Avenue and 78th

Street in New York City. (The white mar-

ble building, completed in 1910, was even-

tually inherited by Doris Duke, who
donated the house to New York Universi-

ty's Institute of Fine Arts.)

When, in the mid-Twenties, Duke was

ready to spearhead the impending con-

struction of his emerging Southern univer-

sity, he again called on Trumbauer.

Impressed by the firm's work on Harvard's

Widener Library, and by the Gothic archi-

tecture and stone work at such venerable

institutions as Princeton and Oxford uni-

versities, Duke and university officers

agreed that the institution should be built

in the Tudor Gothic style. Abele handled

the bulk of the design work, yet his name
did not appear on architectural sketches

until the indoor stadium was proposed.

Abele's creative talents went beyond

the drafting table. In his spare time, he

INDOOR STADIUM DUKE UNIVERSITY DUKHAMN

t sketch to bear Abele's name was the Tudor Gothic-scyk

painted with watercolors, designed and

built furniture, made jewelry, and even did

needlepoint. His son, Julian Abele Jr., now
a retired architectural engineer at Cornell

University, says he remembers his father

turning old oil cans into splendid, func-

tioning lamps adorned with beautiful

images. The architect gave away many of

these creations as gifts to friends.

Given the breadth and depth of Abele's

talents, it's surprising that his contribu-

tions have only gained wider recognition

within the last decade. While well-known

in Philadelphia architectural circles, Abele

was a quiet, graceful man with an unas-

suming personality and, as such, was con-

tent to remain behind the scenes. Horace

Trumbauer was the main liaison between

clients and the firm; despite the fact that

Trumbauer was a high school dropout, his

business acumen and high-society contacts

succeeded in bringing the company lucra-

tive commissions and repeat customers. It's

likely that Abele didn't want or need to

meet these people face-to-face.

Whether those meetings failed to transpire

because of Abele's race is arguable. Abele was

a light-skinned man; his complexion could

be mistaken for that of an Egyptian or East

Indian. (This is not to say that Abele ever

tried to pass as something he wasn't. But

then, as is still true in certain quarters today,

light-skinned blacks had an easier time of

being accepted by mainstream society than

did their darker-complexioned peers.)

In those instances where it might have

mattered, it seems more likely that he did

not want to put himself, his employer, or

his benefactors in a potentially awkward

situation. A poignant example: Abele

never saw the magnificent Duke campus

he had created in his mind and captured

on paper. His family theorizes that he

would not have wanted to travel to the

segregated South and subject himself to

the certain hostilities he might encounter.

This latter point has been a source of

some debate. A Trumbauer employee,

Valentine Lee, told university archivist

William E. King
"61, A.M. '63,

Ph.D. '70 that

Abele stayed be-

hind because "his

talents were need-

ed and best uti-

lized in the home
office." Yet when
Trumbauer was

a commissioned to

| work on the Phil-

t adelphia Art Mu-
j seum, Abele trav-

sl^SSSSSSl eled to Greece to

s study Greek archi-

stadium now knou>n as Cameron tecture and the

color properties of various stones.

Certainly, there were acquaintances

for whom Abele's race did not matter.

When English professor William Black-

burn conducted research for Trie Arcfu'tec-

ture of Duke University (Duke Press, 1939),

he traveled to Philadelphia to interview

Abele and Trumbauer. Blackburn thanks

Abele in the acknowledgments—although

he mistakenly calls him Julius Abele—and

Abele was given a commemorative copy of

Blackburn's book signed by then-vice pres-

ident (and, shortly thereafter, president)

Robert Lee Flowers. Archival records show
no mention of Abele's race either in inter-

nal memos between Blackburn and Flow-

ers or in historical accounts of campus

construction.

When Trumbauer died in 1938, Abele

and colleague William Frank took over the

firm and continued to run it until Abele's

death. If the company never matched the

success it reached during the so-called

"gilded age of America," it was because of

the Depression and the start of World War
II rather than the minority status of its

chief designer. The company enjoyed a

fairly healthy practice, though relying

more heavily on institutions than on indi-

viduals for work. Duke's Allen Building

was one of the final structures that Abele

designed before his death.

Interestingly, Abele's race was a key fac-

tor in his "rediscovery" at Duke. His cen-

tral role in designing the campus gained

university-wide prominence in 1988, when
students protesting for Duke's divestment

in South Africa built shanty towns on the

steps of the chapel. A letter writer to The

Chronicle complained that the spectacle

"violates our rights as students to a beauti-

ful campus."

For Susan Annette Cook '88, Abele's

great-grandniece, the politically myopic

sentiment was too offensive to be ignored.

Until that moment, Cook says, she had

never talked to classmates or friends about

her great-granduncle's career. "But it struck

me as so ironic," she says. "Here you had
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someone objecting to a group of people

fighting for equal rights in South Africa

because [the protest] was in front of the

chapel, which was built by a man whose

own children and grandchildren would not

have been allowed to attend the university"

because of racial exclusion.

Cook responded with a letter of her

own. After pointing out that Abele had

designed Cameron Indoor Stadium, Duke
Hospital, the Allen Building, and the

chapel (among other buildings), she specu-

lated that he would not have objected to

the shanty prisons, "because he was a vic-

tim of apartheid in this country. He was

not so fortunate as you and I to travel

freely across state borders. He never came

to Duke to see what he had created

because his revulsion of the segregated

South made it impossible for him to travel

further south than Philadelphia."

Chief Judge Julian Abele Cook Jr. of the

U.S. District Court in Detroit, Michigan,

is Abele's grandnephew and Susan Cook's

father. (His son, Julian Abele Cook III,

also attended Duke, graduating in 1983.)

Cook had written to and spoken with uni-

versity administrators about Abele, but it

wasn't until his daughter's letter appeared

that people sat up and took notice.

"A lot of friends and university employ-

ees came up to me after that letter ap-

peared," recalls Susan Cook, now exhibi-

tion director for the National Museum of

African Arts at the Smithsonian. "Appar-

ently several professors read the letter to

their classes. It became a real source of

pride for me."

The Black Graduate and Professional

Student Association initiated the annual

Julian Abele Awards and Recognition

Banquet, which has been held every spring

since 1989. The group also commissioned

an oil portrait of Abele, which hangs in

the main lobby of the Allen Building with

a plaque noting his achievements.

What's been most frustrating about

recreating the Abele legend is the paucity

of information about Abele's private side.

University archivist King says that a hand-

ful of historians and writers have contacted

his office through the years in pursuit of ad-

ditional insight. A few have even claimed

to be writing Abele biographies. But, says

King, "there are too many gaps in his life."

The architect left no memoirs or journals,

and there are very few people still alive

who knew him directly.

Even his children, Julian Abele Jr. and

Nadia Jones, admit that their father didn't

reveal much about himself. "He was a very

quiet man, very cultured, and quite taci-

turn," says the younger Abele. "He didn't

talk about himself or his work. We didn't

even know about all the things he had
done until after his death."

Daughter Nadia

would tell friends that

her father had designed

the Philadelphia

Museum of Art, "but

no one believed me.

So I stopped telling

people until I got older."

Doting father: with daughter Nadia in the

garden of their Philadelphia home

Jones confirms her brother's recollec-

tions. "He was a doting father; he spoiled

us to death," she says. "We had a house in

Wildwood, New Jersey, and he'd send us

there every summer. We had a housekeep-

er who looked after us, and our father

would come visit every weekend. But it

wasn't until I was in my teens and heard

other people talk about him that I really

knew how accomplished he was."

As children do, Jones tried on occasion

to brag about her father. She would tell

friends that her father had designed the

Philadelphia Museum of Art, "but no one

believed me. So I stopped telling people

until I got older. Even then, I only told a

few close friends because I came to expect

that no one would believe me. It still over-

whelms me."

Divorced from their mother, Marguerite

Bulle, an accomplished pianist, when the

children were still small, Julian Abele

raised them almost exclusively. He instilled

in them a love of music by taking them to

the Philadelphia Symphony every Friday

evening. He also brought them along

when he attended Penn football games. A
loyal fan, Abele had season tickets and sat

next to his close friend, college classmate,

and fellow architect Louis Magaziner. By

most accounts, he seems to have been con-

tent with his life, proud of his career and

his family, and accepting of his status.

"In today's society, he probably would

have had greater world renown, and cer-

tainly a great deal more in terms of mone-
tary wealth," says Julian Abele Cook Jr.

"But he was not one who sought to move
to the front page."

Impressive structures and delightful art-

work are tangible evidence of Abele's life.

But his influence endures beyond the

material. When the parents of Julian Abele

Cook separated, Abele "adopted" him and

raised him as a son. Cook, who also gradu-

ated from the University of Pennsylvania,

went on to become an architectual engi-

neer at Howard University. Susan Cook
considered studying architecture but ulti-

mately chose graphic design, while also

pursuing her love of visual arts. (Her

paintings have been exhibited around

Washington, DC)
Susan's brother, Peter Cook, is an archi-

tect for the New York firm Davis, Brody &
Associates. He says that given the Abele

and Cook family heritage, it was almost

inevitable that he, too, would embrace

architecture as his vocation. "There were

three people who were inspirational in

making me go into architecture," he says,

"and all three were named Julian: Julian

Abele; my grandfather, Julian Abele Cook
Sr.; and my father, Julian Abele Cook Jr."

Peter Cook says that a great building,

like any work of art, should inspire an

emotional response. "It's like when you

read a great book and you get to the end

and it makes you shiver. Or you go to a

movie that makes you cry or laugh, and

there are certain joys associated with that.

Buildings do that for me."

When the Cooks brought Julian Abele

Cook III to campus for his freshman year,

Peter was in the back seat of the car. Dri-

ving along Durham's winding, tree-lined

streets for what seemed an interminable

length of time, the family finally rounded

the traffic circle and drove up Chapel Drive.

As he first glimpsed the structure that his

great-granduncle had conceived but never

laid eyes on, Peter was taken aback. "We got

out of the car and I was stunned. It was so

beautiful and grand. When I look back on

what he accomplished, I'm in awe."

Duke University Archives provided background

material for this story.
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GRADING CLINTON'S
FOREIGN POLICY

Peter Feaver, assistant professor of po-

litical science, spent last year as a

Council on Foreign Relations Fel-

low at the White House on the National

Security Council staff. At the NSC, Feaver,

an expert on national-security issues, was a

director for defense and arms control.

Why do we need a White House National

Security Council?

The most interesting issues cut across

several agencies. Should we invade Haiti?

There's a defense policy component to

that, a foreign policy component, a legal

component, a political component. All

these interests need to be balanced and

coordinated. My level in the interagency

system was deputy assistant secretary. So

my job was to bring deputy assistant secre-

taries in my issue areas together, identify

where there was disagreement, try to resolve

it, and, if necessary, sharpen those areas of

disagreement and bounce it up until the

president ultimately decided. And once it's

decided, our job was to make sure that

everyone gets the word about the policy.

Is this a different dynamic from previous

MSC's?

Under Kissinger or Brzezinski, the NSC
was more of a policy advocate. The White
House was more of a player, just like the

Defense Department or State Department.

That happens less often in this administra-

tion, in part because [NSC head] Tony
Lake was in the Carter administration's

State Department and saw the friction

that comes from such an approach. But

when the NSC is not a policy advocate,

you have the appearance of least-common-

denominator policy without great energy

or direction. And it allows for the bureau-

cracies to obstruct and delay.

Is it fair to accuse the administration of

mismanaging foreign policy?

The Clinton administration came in

with the theme of diverting resources and

presidential energy away from solving in-

ternational problems to solving domestic

problems. But, paradoxically, one of the

legacies of the campaign was that the ad-

ministration also came in with a very ambi-

Feaver: Administration came in with a "very ambitious

international-relations agenda"

tious international-relations agenda. In part

to insulate candidate Clinton from his non-

record in foreign policy, the campaign

positioned the candidate to the right of

then-President Bush. We were going to do

more on Haiti than the Bush administration.

We were going to be tougher with the Chi-

nese. So you had an administration elected

with a mandate to divert political capital

to domestic problems, and with a very

expensive list of campaign promises. That
has a lot to do with their perceived failures.

Does a foreign-policy setback in one area

feed into other areas?

An important element of national

power is prestige, which is defined as the

reputation for effective action. To the

extent that the president has a reputation

for acting decisively, he will have less

occasion to need to act decisively, because

other nations will figure it's not worth get-

ting into a competition with him. There's

no question that had last October's events

in Somalia turned out differently—the at-

tacks on American soldiers, the fruitless

pursuit of General Aideed, and the Ameri-

can decision to withdraw—then the out-

come on Haiti would have been different.

If the United States had gone in there,

caught Aideed, and neutralized his follow-

ers, it would have been seen as a great vic-

tory. But by not squashing him, it looked

like anyone could challenge the U.S. with

impunity. There is a sense in which success

breeds success and failure can breed failure.

Can you tick off any foreign policy

successes for the administration?

It may be the case that our not exploit-

ing the weakness of Russia has allowed

Yeltsin to stay in power. The jury's still out

on that. The administration does deserve

some credit for its persistence on the Mid-

dle East. And I doubt whether President

Bush could have gotten NAFTA through

Congress, since the Democrats had strong

electoral reasons for opposing NAFTA.
The president also deserves credit for slow-

ing the slide in defense spending. Left un-

checked, Congress would cut the defense

budget a lot faster. And the administration

has taken hits from domestic-spending in-

terests that wanted to get their hands on
the cold war peace dividend. In resisting

that, Clinton has been more successful than

a Republican president might have been.

More recently, events appear to have

turned Clinton's way in Haiti, North
Korea, and Iraq, although I would caution

here as well that it is too early to call these

successes.

Why hasn't Clinton received more credit

for his foreign policy?

In domestic politics, a politician gets

credit for engaging on an issue that he
won't solve as long as it's the right issue

—

like crime. In foreign policy, it's a very dif-

ferent thing. You get credit for fixing the

problem, not for just engaging on it. And
if you don't fix the problem, you lose pres-

tige in the international arena and the

people at home blame you for wasting

resources. This is part of the explanation

for a curious phenomenon: If you look at

the major foreign-policy areas that the

president has taken hits on—Haiti,

Bosnia, Korea, Somalia—it has achieved

roughly as much as the Bush administra-

tion. The difference is that the Clinton

administration tried to do a lot more, and

it sort of got beaten back to where the

Bush administration was. And so it was

perceived that they had been so much less

capable, even though they produced the

same outcome.

How much has the ending of the cold war

complicated foreign policy decisions?

In some ways things are more complicat-

ed now. There are fewer external checks

on what the U.S. can do. At the same

time, our interests aren't threatened any-

where. We're freer to do more things, but

we're required to do fewer things. So we've

lost the measure that tells us which prob-

lems we should engage on and which ones

we should not. In the past, we could say,

Continued on page 43
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DUKE
APPRECIATING
FORLINES

John A. Forlines Jr. '39 is a banker

whose investments of time and energy

to his community and his alma mater

have reaped rewards for all concerned. The
Duke Alumni Association added one more

credit to his burgeoning account with its

highest honor, the 1994 Distinguished

Alumni Award.

Born in Alamance County and reared in

Durham, he had his first contact with the

university in grade school, when he was

bat boy for Duke's baseball team. By 1970,

he was president of the alumni association

and, by 1974, had joined Duke's board of

trustees. He would serve for fifteen years.

The trustee emeritus became a member
of the board of directors of the Duke
Management Company, which handles

the university's endowment funds. He was

named director emeritus of the board

when he stepped down.

Professionally, Forlines is blue chip. In

1940, he entered World War II as an

Army private and left as a major in 1946,

having attended Officers Candidate School

and worked for the Army's finance depart-

ment. In 1954, he became CEO of the ail-

ing Bank of Granite, a small-town concern

with one office and a million dollars in

resources. Under his leadership, the Granite

Falls, North Carolina, bank now has ten

offices, serves three counties, and has

assets exceeding $350 million. In 1992, it

was named "America's most profitable

bank" by United States Banker magazine,

ranking at the top of a list of sixty.

One of Forlines' major community in-

vestments is education. In 1964, he estab-

lished the Caldwell Technical Institute,

where he was elected chair of its board of

trustees. The school evolved into the

Caldwell Community College and Tech-
nical Institute; Forlines chaired the State

Board of Community Colleges for six years.

In 1990, he received the I.E. Ready Award
for Leadership and Service to the North
Carolina Community College System.

Forlines also established the Caldwell

County Hospice, the state's first in-patient

Duke Blue chip: Forlines, Distinguished Alumni

Award-winner for 1994

program, and is a past president of Cald-

well County's chamber of commerce, which

named him "Man of the Year" in 1974- He
launched the Bank of Granite Literacy

Fund in 1984, which pays for transporta-

tion and child care so that those who lack

basic reading and writing skills can attend

classes. He currently chairs "Partners in

Progress," an initiative to raise money for a

county civic center.

Forlines, who serves on the board of

elders of the First Presbyterian Church,

still lives and works in Granite Falls. A
widower, he has a son, John A. Forlines III

'77, J.D. '82, three daughters, and five

grandchildren.

Nominations for future Duke Alumni
Association Distinguished Alumni Awards
can be made using the form available in

this issue or from the Alumni Affairs of-

fice. The deadline for each cycle is August

31. To receive additional forms, write Bar-

bara Pattishall, Associate Director, Alum-
ni Affairs, Box 90577, Durham, N.C.

27708-0577; or call (919) 684-5114, (800)

FOR-DUKE.

DAA DUES
AND YOU

ast year, less than a fourth of Duke's

alumni body—87,000 strong—paid

annual Duke Alumni Association dues.

This recurring number troubles Alumni
Affairs director M. Laney Funderburk Jr.

'60. "Without an increase in dues-payers,"

he says, "our only alternative is to reduce

programming designed by and for alumni."

"Every year, our membership numbers

increase by approximately 3,000, including

graduate and professional schools, but

our dues-paying base has remained static

for the last four years at roughly 21,000

dues-payers. A good response to the dues

request is essential, both for improving

programs and for balancing the budget."

Alumni programs depend upon dues rev-

enue to fuel growth—new programming

that meets alumni demands, and the ongo-

ing improvement of existing programs, such

as Duke Magazine, Alumni Admissions Ad-
visory Committees, class reunions, clubs,

and services and activities for students

—

Duke's "alumni in residence," as Funder-

burk calls them.

"For example, our extensive alumni

continuing education seminars—on cam-

pus, nationally, and abroad—are more
break-even than revenue-producing. But,

according to our research, that is an area

alumni want expanded, and we're provid-

ing that educational connection to Duke.

Dues income provided start-up money for

this program."

Funderburk says that alumni are likely

to receive "many different, and equally

important, appeals from Duke, such as the

Annual Fund, and from graduate and pro-

fessional schools that have their own
alumni dues programs and publications.

It's quite possible that the Duke Alumni
Association dues appeal gets buried."

Alumni who pay dues, says Funderburk,

receive a number of privileges and bene-

fits, such as discounts at the Gothic Book-

shop, use of Duke's Career Development

Center, and uninterrupted receipt of Duke

Magazine. The lifetime membership pro-

gram, tax deductible and eligible for cor-

porate matching funds, provides alumni

with lifetime access to all programs and

services while avoiding annual dues solici-

tations.

Dues notices were sent to all alumni in

July for the period July 1, 1994, through

June 30, 1995.
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A FIRST FOR
HALL OF FAME

Olympic swimming champion Nancy
Hogshead '86 was inducted in Sep-

tember into Duke's Sports Hall of

Fame, the first woman to be selected in

the history of the organization. She joins

basketball star Gene L. Banks Jr. '81,

retired team doctor Frank Bassett, and

lacrosse team All-America Charles Gilfil-

lan '51. Their induction brings the Hall of

Fame membership to eighty-seven.

Hogshead is the most decorated swim-

mer in Duke's history. She captured four

ACC championships and was a two-time

All-America, setting school records in

every event she swam in college. In the

1984 Olympic Games, she won gold

medals in the 100-meter freestyle, 4x100-

meter freestyle relay, and 4x1 00-meter

medley race, in addition to a silver medal

in the 200-meter individual medley.

Banks, a freshman starter on Duke's

1978 Cinderella team that advanced to

the NCAA championship game, was a

two-time All-America in 1979 and 1981.

He is the only player in school history to

be on the career top-ten lists for points,

rebounds, assists, and steals. He is still

DILR
DUKE INSTITUTE FOR

LEARNING IN RETIREMENT
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18th Year of Classes

in the Liberal Arts

We shall not ceasefrom exploration

And the end oj all our exploring

Will be to arrive where we started

And know the placefor thefirst time.

T.S. Eliot

Winter Semester:

Jan. 9 -March 31

For a catalog, contact Sara Craven

Box 90704, Durham, NC 27708

(919) 684-2703

sixth in all-time scor-

ing at Duke with 2,079

points. He was Rookie of

the Year in the league in

1978 and earned first-

team all-ACC honors in

1981.

Bassett retired from

Duke athletics in Janu-

ary after thirty years as

team doctor. He was the

director of Duke Sports

Medicine and a pro-

fessor of orthopaedic

surgery since 1973. He
is a founding member of

the American Ortho-
paedic Society for Sports

Medicine and was its

president in 1990-91.

Gilfillan was a three-

time All-America for

the lacrosse team, earn-

ing first-team honors in

1948 and 1951 and
third-team merit in 1950.

The 1951 lacrosse squad

compiled a 6-1 record,

finishing as the national

championship runner-up

to Virginia.
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TEACHER OF THE
YEAR

ruce D. Kohorn strives for balance,

he says, in his duties as teacher and

researcher at Duke. According to

nominations from his students for a presti-

gious teaching award, he's found it, and it's

to their benefit.

"This professor is a rare hybrid: a presti-

gious researcher who can teach," wrote one

student of Kohorn, an associate professor

of botany who was selected for this year's

Duke Alumni Association-sponsored Alum-
ni Distinguished Undergraduate Teaching

Award. "Indeed, he loves to teach, and he's

good at it. This professor is passionate about

what he does, and this is evident in the way

he teaches. He shows an earnest desire to

share his passion with his students, and he

encourages us to learn for the pure sake of

learning."

Kohorn teaches introductory cell biolo-

gy, so most, if not all, pre-med students

cross his path. And his methods are mem-
orable. "During Halloween, he handed out

Tootsie pops for the whole class," wrote a

student. "Of course, the lollipops weren't

just a treat.... Rather, he was teaching us

about the chemo-osmotic principle, and

the lollipops symbolized the ATP-de-
pendent channels in our cell membranes

Natural selection: biobgist Kohom, right, students' choice for teaching award

which help maintain a concentration gra-

dient. And awful as it may seem, every

time I eat a lollipop, that particular lesson

comes into my mind."

Kohorn came to Duke in 1987. He
earned his bachelor's in botany at the Uni-

versity of Vermont in 1979 and his M.S.,

M.Phil., and Ph.D. degrees at Yale. He is

the author or co-author of nearly two

dozen publications. He is director of

undergraduate studies in biology and a cur-

rent member of the Duke Genetics Pro-

gram s executive committee.

This year, Kohorn also received the

Robert B. Cox Award in the Natural Sci-

ences, one of the Trinity College Distin-

guished Teaching Awards. At the time,

botany chair Richard Searles praised him
for developing a new course, Experimental

Cell and Molecular Biology, which has

received high ratings from faculty and

students. "Bruce approaches teaching

with energy and enthusiasm," Searles wrote

of Kohorn. "While he has an excellent

research record, he's also a teacher who
sees teaching as a part of his life that is just

as important as his research."

The Alumni Distinguished Undergradu-

ate Teaching Award, presented in Decem-

ber during Founders' Day ceremonies, in-

cludes a $5,000 stipend and $1,000 for a

Duke library to purchase books recommend-

ed by the recipient. Kohorn has named the

Biology/Forestry Library for his selections.
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CULTIVATING
A LANDMARK

When then-Duke chancellor A.

Kenneth Pye spearheaded

a period of fiscal retrench-

ment in the early Eighties, he wanted to

make two campus landmarks immune from

the budget-cutters: Duke Chapel and the

Sarah P. Duke Gardens. For Pye, as for

many others, they were too central to the

Duke tradition to be targeted.

Although the chapel's rightful place

on campus has never really been in jeop-

ardy, the fate of the gardens

has been much less certain,

according to Paul Kramer,

James B. Duke Professor of

Botany Emeritus, who came
to Duke in 1931.

"Looking back," says the

ninety-year-old Kramer, who
became the garden's first dir-

ector in 1945, "I suppose it's

possible to say that I saved the

gardens."

When Kramer assumed the

directorship, he inherited an

underbudgeted, understaffed

nightmare. Having opened
in the spring of 1939, the

gardens were already attract-

ing a considerable number
of visitors. They had been

funded initially by a $20,000

contribution that Frederick M. Hanes,

chair of the department of medicine at

Duke Hospital, had obtained from Sarah P.

Duke in 1934. But by 1945, no one
seemed ultimately accountable for its up-

keep. In fact, the whole project was on the

verge of being turned over to the buildings

and grounds division before Kramer stepped

in with the understanding that the botany

department would take responsibility for

the future of the gardens.

Kramer's first task was to secure funds in

addition to those provided by the Mary
Duke Biddle Foundation. "[The gardens]

had no agreed-upon budget. It was a ridicu-

lous situation. Imagine trying to run the

gardens without a budget!"

He also faced another significant prob-

lem. "I didn't know how to run the gar-

dens," he says. "My job was to find some-

body who did." With a budget finally in

hand, Kramer did exactly that, recruiting

Richard Fillmore to work as superinten-

dent of the gardens. Fillmore managed
daily operations and also recruited William

B.S. Leong, a renowned Boston landscape

architect, to create an overall plan. Kramer,

meanwhile, wielded his influence among
administrators to protect the gardens from

competing interests, such as the med-
ical center, which had its eye on a chunk

of today's gardens as a possible site for a

parking lot.

But Kramer contributed more than

timely diplomacy. He saw the gardens as a

blossoming laboratory. In his book The

Returns of the Kramer, center, signing a photograph for a former gradt

who came from Arizona for his ninetieth birthday honors

Launching of Duke University, 1924-1949,

Duke history professor Robert F. Durden
explains that Kramer "spelled out three

primary purposes for the gardens." The
first concerned their initial aesthetic func-

tion, but, according to Durden, the remain-

ing aims involved "demonstrating] the

kinds of plants that could be grown in the

southeastern region," and using the gar-

dens "as a testing ground in determining

the suitability of new plants and cultural

methods for gardens in the region." This

vision—combining aesthetics and educa-

tion—has charted the gardens' mission to

the present day.

Kramer continued to oversee the

nationally recognized gardens until he
retired from the faculty in 1974. He then

served as a consultant until 1978 to ensure

that all ran smoothly with the gardens'

new leadership. (The current director is

W.L. "Larry" Culberson, Hugo L. Blomquist

Professor of Botany.)

Aside from helping shape Duke Gardens,

Kramer has succeeded in making a nation-

al name for himself in the field of plant

physiology. The author of five books

and more than 150 journal articles, he is a

past president of the Biological Society

of America and of the American Society

of Plant Physiologists. He has taught

at Cornell University and the University

of Texas at Austin. Last May, former

students—several professors and repre-

sentatives of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture among them—celebrated his

ninetieth birthday with a

Duke symposium named in

his honor.

For Durden, Kramer's work

with the gardens ranks as

"one of his most valuable

and long-lasting services not

only for Duke but for the

tens of thousands of visitors

who come annually to the gar-

dens." Kramer, on the other

hand, is somewhat slower to

applaud himself. He says that

his work with the gardens "was

done because it needed to be

s done, not because I wanted to

S or was particularly equipped to

| do it." For him the gardens

were a "vacation from research.

My research and work with

graduate students were more

important."

These days, at least, Kramer is finally

free to focus on his field. He visits his

office in the Biological Sciences Building

twice a week, delivers occasional lectures,

and has spent the last two years preparing

the fourth edition of his first book, Plant

and Soil Water Relationships, for publication

in early 1995.

Not surprisingly, he still has an idea or

two for the gardens, envisioning them "as

a headquarters for Durham garden clubs."

However, busy gardens officials should not

ask Kramer for advice on how to juggle

new project ideas with existing responsi-

bilities. "I'm not sure how I did it myself

sometimes," he says.

-Stephen Martin '95
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A DRAMATIC
DEBUT

Aspiring actors are condi-

tioned to expect obsta-

cles and adversity while

pursuing their craft. Endless audi-

tions. Just-missed opportunities.

No call backs.

But while some resign them-

selves merely to making the

rounds with glossy promo photo

in hand, a group of (mostly)

Duke graduates are seizing con-

trol of their theatrical destiny.

While attending graduate school

and working in New York,

Heather Gilchriest, Claire Lauti-

er, Sean Arbuckle, and Rebecca

DuMaine, all Class of 1992, com-
bined their talents to form the

Looking Glass Theatre Company.
At Duke, the thespians were in-

volved with Duke Drama, so the

association seemed natural. Last

summer, they officially launched

the company by touring a produc-

tion of playwright Eric Over-

myer's On the Verge, or The Geo-

graphy of Learning. The timing

was right: Lautier and Arbuckle

were between semesters at Juil-

liard, DuMaine was newly gradu-

ated from Circle in the Square

Theatre School, and Gilchriest

was able to take a break from her teaching

and acting career. (The group is rounded

out by Yale grad and Juilliard student Julia

Ditelberg and Wellesley undergraduate

Alicia Kahn, the company's intern.

)

"To go from hanging out, drinking cof-

fee, and talking about how great it would

be to do this, to saying no matter what it

takes we're going to do it, was a real leap

of faith," says Gilchriest, the group's direc-

tor. With encouragement from former

Duke drama professor Jack Young (now
artistic director at the Greenville, South

Carolina, Warehouse Theatre), the com-
pany put together press releases, made
phone calls, stirred up media interest, and

before they knew it, were blazing a trail...

out of New York. They staged On the Verge

in Greenville, Durham, and Pensacola,

Florida.

"Durham was a real homecoming, since

Traveling troupe: Looking Glass ensemble Julia Ditelberg, Claire Lautier, and

Rebecca DuMaine, back row; kneeling, Sean Arbuckle and Heather Gilchriest

so many of us went to Duke," says Gilchri-

est. "In New York, whenever we rehearsed

in a space, we'd always imagine it was

Branson Theater, because that was our

common point of teference."

On the Verge focuses on three American
women setting out to explore a new conti-

nent in 1888. As they travel, the trio dis-

covers that time is not progressing chrono-

logically, but is spiraling—imperceptibly at

first but then swiftly—into the future. The
play explores themes of friendship, courage,

language, and American culture, and pro-

vides all the lead characters with substan-

tial roles.

"We're interested in providing equal

voices for men and women," says Gilchri-

est of the company. "In so many plays,

there are wonderful female roles, but

they're greatly outweighed by the number
of male roles. Or the female character will

be charming and vivacious, but

she's there as the lead character's

girlfriend. So we like to uncover

scripts that will give women a

chance to be intelligent and strong,

something other than as strictly

the romantic interest."

In addition to performances,

the Looking Glass Theatre Com-
pany led workshops for elemen-

tary and high school students and

spoke to college theater classes.

At Duke, they worked with young

summer students on campus for

the Talent Identification Program

(TIP).

Gilchriest says she and her col-

leagues emphasized the impor-

tance of a well-rounded educa-

tion to those considering a career

in the arts. "We recommend that

actots go to a good liberal arts

program like Duke offers, rather

than straight to a conservatory.

Artists should have an educated

view of the world and continue

to be self-educated throughout their

lives," she says.

Now back in the city, the mem-
bers of the company have resumed

their day jobs and graduate school

work. Sean Arbuckle and Claire

Lautier are both starring in the

Juilliard production of Tartuffe.

DuMaine, whose real last name is

Miller (another Rebecca Miller

was already registered with Actors Equity),

is auditioning for roles. Gilchriest pursues a

directing career in New York and Los Ange-

les.

But father than dissipating, the compa-

ny will gain strength from these ongoing

individual efforts. They're already gearing

up for the next production, weighing vari-

ous scripts by playwrights such as Christo-

pher Fry, Cindy Lou Johnson, and Don
Nigro. They also plan to collaborate with

other cooperatives.

"The membership of Looking Glass will

be somewhat fluid," says Gilchriest. "It all

starts with the sctipt. That will tell us who
we need to work with. There are many
dynamic ensembles doing music, dance,

theater, and video, and it would be excit-

ing to come together on projects."

—Bridget Booher
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CLASS
NOTES

WRITE: Class Notes Editor, Duke Magazine,

Box 90570, Durham, N.C. 27708-0570

FAX: (919) 684-6022 (typed only, please)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Alumni Records,

Box 90613, Durham, N.C. 27708-0613. Pleas

include mailing label and allow six weeks.

NOTICE: Because of the volume of

class note material we receive and the
long lead time required for typesetting,
design, and printing, your submission
may not appear for two to three issues.

Alumni are urged to include spouses'
names in marriage and birth announce-
ments. We do not record engagements.

30s, 40s & 50s
John P. McGovern B.S.M. '45, M.D. '45 is the

first recipient and namesake of the John P. McGovern
Compleat Physician Award, which honors physicians

who have contributed to the community on many
levels. The Museum of Medical Science, a new health

education facility for children and adults in Houston's

museum district, was also named the John P. McGov-
ern Building.

William M. Wells Jr. '45, B.D. '48 represented

Duke in October at the inauguration of the president of

St. Andrews Presbyterian College in Laurinburg,

N.C.

G. Howard Allred M.Div. '52 is a member of the

boards of visitors for both High Point University and

the Children's Home of Winston-Salem. He is the

founder ot the only commercial television ministry

in the Western North Carolina Conference of die

United Methodist Church. In 1992, he received the

Holt McPherson Communication Award in Public

Media from the Conference for excellence in present-

ing the Christian message on television. He and his

wife, Florence, live in Greensboro, N.C.

Arthur F. Loub '52 retired as president of the

Kansas State University Foundation and was named
president emeritus and consultant. He lives in Man-
hattan, Kan., where he is also chairman of the Man-
hattan Trust Co.

Frederick P. Brooks Jr. '53, Kenan Professor

ofComputer Science at UNC-Chapel Hill, received

the Associarion for Computing Machinery's Allen

Newell Award for "career contributions of outstand-

ing breadth and interdisciplinary significance."

Elizabeth Brooks Reid '53 represented Duke in

October at the inauguration of the president of Barnard

College. A former Duke trustee, she lives in Bedford

Hills, N.Y.

George D. Wilbanks '53, M.D. '56, an obstetri-

cian and gynecologist in Chicago, was elected presi-

dent of the American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists.

T. Felder Dorn '54 is the author of The Tompkins

School, 1925-1953, published by the Attic Press. He is

the former vice president for academic affairs at Kean
College, where he is now a chemistry professor. He
and his wife, Sara Ruth, live in Milburn, N.J., and

have three children, including Ruth Dom '81 and

Thomas Dorn '82.

W. Allen Addison '56, M.D. '60 has been ap-

pointed the first Walter L. Thomas Professor of

Obstetrics and Gynecology in the gynecologic spe-

cialties division at Duke Medical Center. He is presi-

dent of the Society of Gynecologic Surgeons, an

examiner for the American Board ot Obstetrics and

Gynecology, and a reviewer for several medical jour-

nals. He and his wife, Sally Bender Addison
B.S.N. '60, live in Orange County.

Sylvia A. Earle A.M. '56, Ph.D. '66, Hon. '93

received an honorary degree from Ripon College. She

is an internationally recognized oceanographer who
has led more than fifty expeditions involving 5,000

hours underwater. She lives in Oakland, Calif.

William McKinley Smiley Jr. 57, a member
of Stetson University's law faculty, has been appointed

by the state's commissioner of agriculture as special

counsel for Florida's Department of Agriculture and

Consumer Affairs. He lives in St. Petersburg.

Betsy Holloway '58 is the author of Unfinished

Heaven, Durham, North Carolina: A Story ofTwo
Schools, published by Persimmon Press. Her first

book was Heaven for Beginners. She and her hus-

band, Rufus M. Holloway Jr. M.D. 62, live

in Orlando, Fla.

Harold Yoh Jr. B.S.M.E. '58 represented Duke in

October at the inauguration of the president of the

University of Pennsylvania. A Duke trustee, he lives

in Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Carl J. Pfeiffer '59, professor in the biomedical

sciences depatttnent at Virginia Tech, completed a

visiting professorship at the International Center for

Medical Research at Japan's Kobe University. He also

complered a series of oil paintings while there.

He lives in Blacksburg, Va.

60s
Tom Gnuse B.S.E.E. '60 has formed HTG Invest-

ment Advisors, Inc., in New Canaan, Conn., to pro-

vide portfolio management sen-ices for individuals

investing in mutual funds.

'61 is a resident adviser in

Almaty, Kazakhstan, in the areas ot housing reform, land

policy, and urban environments. His book No Turning

Back: Dismantling die Fantasies of the Environmental

Movement was published in August by Basic Books.

David E. Whisnant '62, Ph.D. '65 is the author

of a revised edition of his book Modernizing the Moun-
taineer: People, Pou'er, ami Planning in Appalachia,

which focuses on public and private social and eco-

A LONG-TERM COMMITMENT

Robert F. "Bob"
Long '41 is on
the phone to

classmates. It's a few-

weeks before his fall

reunion weekend and
he wants to make sure

there's a good turnout.

"Hello, Bob Long
here," he announces
in a bold voice. "Can
we expect to see you at

the reunion later this

month?"
Long, a retired stock-

broker with Wheat First

Securities, doesn't get

many rejections. A
loyal Duke alumnus
and immediate past

president of the Half

Century Club, Long
has a way of spreading

his enthusiasm to all

corners of the commu-
nity. And when Long
calls, classmates know
that his excitement

about his alma mater
will also come with an
appeal for increased

support.

For his part, Long
has established the Phi
Delta Theta Endow-
ment in recognition

of his fraternity. If all

goes as planned, the

Long: raising friends andfi

mutual fund endow-
ment should return

approximately $1 mil-

lion by the year 2041.

Although fifty years

may seem like a long

time to wait for an
investment to come to

fruition, Long says that

seeds planted early can
yield impressive

results.

(Given his pride

in his fraternity, Long
says he's mistrustful of

any attempts to curtail

Greek life. "I don't

think Duke should

ever become a bunch
of 'academaniacs.' We
all can't be of the brain

trust," he says.)

Fund raising

seems to be in

Long's blood.

Throughout
the years, his

class has set

numerous
reunion giving

records. And as

president of the

Half Century
Club, which
encompasses all

classes after the

fiftieth reunion,

Long has kept

the phone lines

busy asking people for

contributions of time,

energy, and money.
A member of the

cross-country team
and business manager
ofThe Chronicle as an
undergraduate, Long
was a popular man-
about-campus. He
jokes that the cross-

country team "didn't

like football" after

then-coach Wallace

Wade told the runners

they couldn't do their

weekly sprints on the

football field.

During the Half

Century Club reunion,

Long and his fellow

alumni inducted for-

mer governor, U.S.

senator, and Duke
president Terry San-

ford into the club.

They also organized

a reunion of the

founders of Hoof 'n'

Horn, the student

musical group that

once performed origi-

nal works. It was the

kind of gathering, he
says, that serves to

underscore the wealth

of talent within, and
allegiance to, the uni-

versity.

"I fell in love with

Duke when I came
here from Baltimore

with my parents in

March of 1937," says

the Raleigh resident

"I met with Dean Man-
chester, who looked

over my high school

records and said, 'We
can use this boy.' That
was the admissions

process some fifty-odd

years ago! So I've

always loved Durham,
and the university has

always been in my
heart and mv mind."



nomic development efforts in Appalachia from the

close of the nineteenth century through the early

1970s. He is professor of English at UNC-Chapel
Hill, where he specializes in American studies, Latin

American studies, and folkore.

Scott H. Hendrix '63 is professor of reformation

and modern history at Gettysburg Lutheran Seminary

and, for the past five years, has practiced family therapy.

He published an article addressing the integration of

family theory and early modern religious history in the

fall 1994 issue of the Journal of Interdisciplinary History.

He and his wife, Emilee, live in Blue Bell, Pa.

Marvin J. Amstey M.D. '64 is the authot of an

article, "The Political History of Syphilis and Its Ap-

plication to the AIDS Epidemic," in the spring 1994

issue of Women's Health Issues. He is a professor of

obstetrics and gynecology at the University of

Rochester's School of Medicine and Dentistry and

chief of the obstetrics and gynecology department at

Highland Hospital in Rochester, N.Y.

Grant T. Hollett Jr. B.S.M.E. '64, a U.S. Naval

Reserve rear admiral, returned to his assignment as

deputy commander in chief (maritime) for U.S. Atlantic

Command and chairman of the training and readiness

committee of the Reserve Forces Policy Board. He
was commmander of Naval Reserve Readiness Com-
mand (REDCOM) Region 13 for the past two years.

In civilian life, he is president of Cherry Electrical

Products in Waukegan, 111. He and his wife, Lyn, have

three children, including a son, Grant Thomas
Hollett IV B.S.E. '93, who is a Navy ensign.

Robert E. Dowda B.D. '66, Ph.D. 72, headmas-

ter of Tuscaloosa Academy, was elected to a two-year

term as president of the Alabama Association of Inde-

pendent Schools.

Jane Edgerton '67 is an editor of the seventh

edition of American Psychiatric Glossary, published by

American Psychiatric Press, Inc. She and her hus-

band, Thomas Reckford, live in Washington, D.C.

David W. Goff M.H.A. '67, president ofValley

Health System in Winchester, Va., was elected chair

of the Virginia Hospital Association. He is past presi-

dent of the Duke Hospital and the Duke Health Ad-

Alumni Association.

Ph.D. '67 was named senior tech-

nical staff member at IBM Charlotte. He will continue

as manager of the human factors team.

Worth H. Weller '68 represented Duke in October

at the inauguration of the president of Manchestet

College in Indiana.

Kenneth Abernethy '69, Ph.D. '72, the chair-

man of Furman University's computet science depart-

ment, took part in the NASA/University Joint Ven-

ture (JOVE) Program last summer.

70s
Cox Jr. '70, a partner in the law firm

Nes, Motley, Loadholt, Richardson, and Poole, was

inducted into the International Academy of Trial

Lawyers as a fellow. He lives in Charleston, S.C.

Joe B. Hoyle '70 was named Professor of the Year

for 1993-94 at the University of Richmond by Omi-

cron Delta Kappa. He and his wife, Sarah, adopted

two children from Nighney Novgorod, Russia. They

now have four children and live in Midlothian, Va.

C. Maxie Templeton '71, a doctoral student and

teaching assistant in library and information sciences

at the University of Texas at Austin, was lecturer in

database systems at UNC-Chapel Hill's School of

Information and Library Science this past summer.

He is also a Naval Reservist with the Second Naval

Construction Battalion, Austin Detachment.

J. Tennyson '72 completed the Resen

Officers National Security Decision Making course,

one of 21 naval officers selected to attend the class

from units nationwide. He lives in Durham.

J.D. '72 is editor-in-chief and

principal author of Thompson on Real Property, Thomas

Edition, a 15-volume treatise on American real prop-

erty law published last June by The Michie Co. He is

a law professor at Brigham Young University.

Janice Moore Fuller '73, professor of English,

received the Teacher of the Year Award for the third

time at Catawba College in Salisbury, N.C

Gayle M. Kenny B.S.N. '73 is senior manager of

Duke's employee health promotion program, Live For

Life. She has her own jazz duo, Jazz ImprompTWO,
and plays bass and sings in a pop-folk group, Inside Out.

Emilio A. Rodriquez '73, assistant professor of

government and international studies at Mount St.

Mary's College, was one of 16 scholars selected by the

J. William Fulbright Scholarship Board and the U.S.

Department of Education to participate in the 1994

Fulbright-Hays Seminars Abroad Program, "Environ-

mental Issues in Brazilian Society." The six-week

seminar included visits to the Amazon, industrial

sites, defotestation areas, and major urban centers.

James W. Trent M.Div. '73, associate professor

at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, is the

author of Inventing the Feeble Mind: A History ofMen-

tal Retardation in the United States, published by the

University of California Press. He lives in St. Louis.

Stephen Franklin Burgess '74 is assistant pro-

fessor of political science at Hofstra University, where

he specializes in international relations and African

politics. He has taught at universities in Zambia and

Zimbabwe. He and his wife, Janet Beilstein, live in

Floral Park, N.Y.

Alison L. Asti '75, A.M. '76, principal counsel for

the Maryland Stadium Authority, was named president

of the bar association of Baltimore City. She and her

two children live in Pasadena, Md.

Mark H. Spellman '75 was admitted into the

Florida Bar in April 1994. He is also a member of the

bar in Maryland, New Jersey, the District of Columbia,

and California. He lives in Gaithersburg, Md.

Gene Elizabeth Harkless B.S.N. 76, who
earned her doctotate from Boston Univetsity in 1991,

is the coordinator of the Univetsity ofNew Hamp-
shire's family nurse practitioner graduate program.

She and her husband, Peter Farrell, and their three

daughters live in Alton, N.H.

Charles F. Hawkins II 76 is a human resources

business partner with the Astra/Merck Group ofMerck

6k Co., Inc. He and his wife, Jean, and their two chil-

dren live in Wayne, Pa.

Michael K. Kuhn 76, the author of Lender Liabil-

ity: Legal & Management Strategies (Sheshunoff Infor-

mation Services), has formed the law firm Norton,

Jacobs & Kuhn, L.L.P. He and his wife, Kathleen,

and their daughter live in Houston.

Christopher J.T. Clark 77 is an investment

broker with Paine Webber. He and his wife, Mary,

and their two children live in Colorado Springs.

Jairy C. Hunter Jr. Ph.D. 77, president of

Charleston Southern University, received separate

resolutions from the institution's faculty and board of

trustees commending him for his "outstanding and

devoted" leadership during the past ten years.

Gregory Burke 78, corporate quality assurance

technical packaging coordinator at the Miller Brew-

ing Co., was awarded the Frederick Miller Award for

his outstanding project work. He and his wife, Julia,

and their three sons live in Waukesha, Wis.

Ann Jung 78 was named general counsel

and secretary for the Close Up Foundation, headquar-

tered in Alexandria, Va.

Karen Jackson Vaughn J D. 78 i

dean for career planning at Temple University's law

school in Philadelphia. She was a managing attorney

at Community Legal Services, Inc., an organization

that provides free legal assistance in civil matters to

low-income Philadelphia tesidents.

Mark F. Bear 79, associate professor of neuro-

science at Brown University, began a five-year

appointment as an associate investigator with the

Howard Hughes Medical Institute.

Lisa Colby-Jones 79 is a managing director at

Morgan Stanley. She and her husband, Paul, have

moved to London, where she heads the investment

bank's European finance, administration, and opera-

tions division.

Constance Peebles Garson 79, managing

director of Jefferson Capital Group, Ltd., of Rich-

mond, Va., chairs the University of Virginia's Darden

Graduate School of Business Administration's alumni

80s
Scott William Keller '80 is managing director

in charge of principal investing and tisk arbitrage at

Bankers Trust Co. He has previously run the special

situations trading desk at Kiddet, Peabody, 6k Co. He
and his wife, Robin, and their daughter live in Bed-

ford, N.Y.

Janet M. Truhe '80, who earned her law degree

at the University of Virginia, is a partner in Ward,

Janofsky 6k Truhe, P.A., and specializes in general

insurance defense litigation. She lives in Baltimore.

Karen Trugg Wold '80, a dermatologist, joined

Catawba Dermatology Association in Hickory, N.C.

She and her husband, Jim, and their two children live

in Hickory.

Myreda Erickson-O'Brien B.S.N. '81, a lieu-

tenant commandet in the U.S. Naval Reserve, is the

clinical specialist for neonatal nutsing at the Naval

Medical Center in San Diego, Calif. She is a regional

trainer for neonatal resuscitation and an instructor for

pediatric advanced life support for the Military Train-

ing Network for Resuscitative Medicine. She and her

husband, John O'Brien, and their thtee children live

in Coronado, Calif.

Jerry Greenberg M.F. '81 is working in the pub-

lic affairs department at The Wilderness Society. An
award-winning radio reportet, he was director of pub-

lic affairs and continuing legal education for the Los

Angeles County Bar Association.

Robert M. Hullander B.S.E. '81 is deployed with

Fleet Hospital Six to Croatia. He is stationed in Camp
Pendleton, Calif.

Tara A. McCarthy '81 is a second-year M.D.-

M.P.H. student at Tufts University School of Medicine.

She spent the summer in central Australia working

with the Disease Control Centre in Alice Springs. She

and her husband, Tim G. Wood III, live in Boston.

Judith S. Peterson M.B.A. '81 was elected to

the board of directors for Wachovia Bank of North

Carolina in Durham. She is secretary and treasurer

of PRI Associates, Inc., in Durham.

James P. Schaffer B.S.E. '81, M.S. '82, Ph.D. '85

was promoted to associate professor in chemical engi-
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neering at Lafayette College and named a Thomas Roy

and Luta Forrest Jones Faculty Lecturer. He will deliver

a featured lecture during the 1994-95 academic year.

Naomi Sponsler Bechtold '82 represented Duke

in October at the inauguration of the president of

Oherlin College. She lives in University Heights, Ohio.

Michael Redmond '82 is assistant professor of

computer science at the Camden campus of Rutgers

University. He and his wife, Susan Phillips, and their

son live in Mt. Laurel, N.J.

Laureen M. Tyler '82 is a guardian ad litem rep-

resenting abused and neglected children in juvenile

court. She and her husband, Steve Dodd, and their

son live in Cincinnati.

Helaine Becker '83 has brought a partner into

her business, Concepts in Learning. She and her hus-

band, Karl Szasz, and their two sons live in Toronto,

Ontario, Canada.

Lewis A. Borofsky '83 is an assistant county

attorney in Orange County, N.Y., where he has

been prosecuting child abuse and neglect cases in

family court for the past five years. He and his wife,

Anne, live in Middletown, N.Y.

Mylinda Baker Bralla '83 is an operations man-

ager for SRP Federal Credit Union. She and her hus-

band, J.R., and their two children live in Augusta, Ga.

Frederick K. Park '83, who completed his fellow-

ship in plastic surgery at Chicago's Loyola University

Medical Center in July 1993, is a plastic surgeon with

the Boice-Willis Clinic in Rocky Mount, N.C. He
and his wife, Melanie Marshall-Park '84,

and their two children live in Rocky Mount.

Steve Allan Salzer '83 is branch general man-

ager of the Bristol Branch and RV Door Plant. He
lives in Bristol, Ind.

Susan E. Schreiner Ph.D. '83 is the author of

Where Shall Wisdom Be Found? Calvin's Exegesis of]ob

from Medieval and Modem Perspectives . She lives in

Evergreen Park, 111.

Jean Dozier Wagner B.S.E. '83, M.S. '86 is a

software development supervisor in production sys-

tems for Merrill Corp. in St. Paul, Minn. She and her

husband, Carston R. Wagner Ph.D. '87, and

their daughtet live in St. Paul.

Winton G. Gibbons, Jr. '84 is vice president

for strategy and product planning with Boehringer

Mannheim in Indianapolis. He and his wife,

Maritza, live in Carmel, Ind.

Susan Fleming Kistler B.S.N. '84, M.S.N.
'94 is an advanced staff nurse at Lenox Baker Hospi-

tal. She and her husband, Hank Kistler III '86,

live in Durham.

Heidi Anderson Lyn B.S.N. '84, who earned her

M.D. at Baylor College of Medicine, is doing a resi-

dency in obstetrics and gynecology at the University

of Texas Health Science Center in San Antonio.

Wingert A.H.C. '84, M.Div. '85, direc-

tor of the Wesley Foundation/United Campus Min-

istry at West Texas A&M University, was named
McMurry University chaplain. He lives in Abilene,

Texas.

David M. Feitel '85, J.D. '88 is a staff counsel

for the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Ethics in

Washington, D.C. He and his wife, attorney Lorin
Monroe Feitel J.D. '89, live in Rockville, Md.

Feigin Harris '85 is vice president of the

legal and administration division of the Texas Med-
ical Center. She lives in Houston.

John Walker '85 is the author of It's Great to be a

Liberal, published by Distinctive Publishing Corp. He
lives in Miami's South Beach section.

THE PERSISTENCE OF MEMORY

In
the late Eighties,

preparations began
for construction

of a new federal office

building in New York
City. But almost as

soon as the project

started, historians and
others came forward to

protest die develop-

ment. Under deep

layers of soil lay the

remains of thousands

of African Americans.

The African Burial

Ground, as it's come
to be known, contains

bones of as many as

20,000 free and
enslaved Africans.

To prevent further

desecration, and to

commemorate the

historical and cultural

importance of the site,

a group of membership
organizations called the

African Burial Ground
Competition Coalition

was formed. Although
the government office

tower was eventually

built, a planned four-

story annex was
scrapped. That ground
was reserved to memo-
rialize the site. Last

year, the coalition held

an international com-
petition to generate

ideas on how to use

that parcel of land.

Rachel Frankel '84

was one of the com-
petition winners. An
architectural designer

with the New York
firm Rivkin/Weisman
Architects, Frankel

earned a second-place

prize for her design. At
Duke, Frankel majored

in history (and had a

second major in studio

art), so her initial

research for the burial

ground project took on
something of a schol-

arly tone.

"My big question

was who were these

people," says Frankel.

"I studied the history

of the slave trade to see

what countries they

came from. Until the

early eighteenth cen-

tury, most enslaved

Africans in New York
were not brought
direcdy from Africa.

They or their parents

or grandparents had
first been brought to

either the American
South, the Caribbean,

or South America. I

wanted to know how
much of their cultural

identity they had been
able to preserve, and
which of their burial

customs they contin-

ued to practice.

"Then, I studied

African burial practices,

and how those rituals,

despite how they were
restricted in America,

continued. Typically,

African burial practices

involved an entire

community of people

gathering at night. In

New York, burial cus-

toms were restricted

because they were
seen as threatening.

They could lead to

uprisings."

Frankel's winning
design consists of a

circle of twelve cylin-

drical borings, each
featuring historical

inscriptions based on
her research, and
cross-sections showing
the eighteenth-century

artifacts that were part

of the African burial

ceremonies. A cork
oak tree, indigenous

to Africa and exploited

economically for its

bark, anchors one cor-

ner of the project. (In

parts of Africa and
America, trees buried

on top of graves sym-
bolize immortality.)

These are set atop a

"floating slab" of con-

crete and cowrie shells,

which symbolize "the

animation of succeed-

ing generations

by the spirit of the

ancestors," says

Frankel. The
installation is illu-

minated at night.

It is not certain

which, if any, of the

winning designs will

be built, but Frankel's

architectural drawings

and proposal will travel

along with the other

winners to the Library

of Congress. Back at

the office, Frankel con-

tinues to observe cul-

tural history of sorts for

Rivkin/Weisman. The
firm often works with

business clients who are

designing office space,

or needing to reconfig-

ure existing space.

"In addition to deter-

mining what their spa-

tial requirements are,

we observe how the

day-to-day business

operates," says

Frankel, "because,

when one does com-
mercial work, the

designer studies the

culture of the client's

profession as well as

that of the individual

business."

&fe*

Monumental design : winning sketch for African Burial Ground Comfieti

by architect Frankel, inset

Marshall Shane Foster '86, who graduated

from Wake Forest University's Bowman Gray School

of Medicine, is doing a residency in family practice at

university hospitals and clinics in Columbia, Mo.

Annalise Metz Herman '86 is pursuing her

master's in education at DePaul University and is

teaching seventh grade math in Glenview. She and

her husband, Robert, live in Chicago.

Thomas J. Kwiatkowski Jr. '86 earned his

Ph.D. degree in molecular genetics from the Graduate

School of Biomedical Sciences at Baylor College of

Medicine. He lives in Houston, Texas.

Greg Weiss '86 is on tour for six months as com-

pany manager with the Broadway musical The Secret

Garden, which included two performances at Duke.

Daniel P. Arian '87, who earned his M.B.A. at

Case Western Reserve University's Weatherhead

School of Management, is director of e

ment properties development at Forest City Enter-

prises, a real-estate development company. He lives

in Shaker Heights, Ohio.

Mark A. Augusti '87 is assisting with market de-

velopment strategies for all Asian markets in Tokyo

through GE Medical Systems.

Douglas Rader Brown '87 resigned his Navy
commission as a lieutenant in 1991 after serving in

the Persian Gulf. He is a litigation associate at the

law firm Pullman & Cornley in Bridgeport, Conn.

Sara Burdick '87 is copy chief at The Cable Guide

and Total TV magazines in Manhattan, where her

husband, Rob Wood, is pursuing his M.Div. at semi-

nary school.

John Herbert '87, M.B.A. '89 is a sales manager

for Exxon. He lives in Alexandria, Va.
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Duke Alumni Association

Duke Travel

Trans-Panama Canal Cruise

January 16-26

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays.

Galapagos Islands

January 26-February 6

Arrangements by Academic Arrangements

Abroad.

Voyage to the World of the Maya
February 3-12

Arrangements by Travel Dynamics.

New Zealand and Australia

February 9-25

Arrangements by Intrav.

Oriental Odyssey

February 28-March 15

Anspach Travel Bureau, Inc.

The Delta Queen/Memphis to New
Orleans

March 24-April 1

Arrangements by PVA Travel.

Colonial America &
The Battlefields of the Civil War
April 2 2-May 6

Arrange7nents t>} Clipper Cruise Line.

Paris, the Dordogne & Bordeaux

May 2-13

Arrangements by Academic Arrangements

Abroad.

Turkish Coast & Greek Isles

June 14-26

Arrange?nents by Intrav.

Alaska Cruise/Rhinedam

June 27-July 9

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays.

North Cape & Majestic Fjords

July 4-17

Arrangements by Royal Cruise Line.

iiiJil
liiifl

Faces of Europe -

Rhine, Main and Danube Rivers

July 5-21

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays.

Salmon & Snake River Rafting

July 14-21

Arrangements by Oars.

Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

August 5-14

Arrangements by Gohagen and Company.

Queen Elizabeth & Concorde

Sept. 29-October 6

Arrangements by Academic Arrangements

Abroad.

Classic Orient

Sept. 26-October 1

1

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays.

Mediterranean Romance - Lisbon to

Venice

October 8-21

Arrangements by Royal Cruise Line.

Indian Ocean Cruise & African Safari

November 6-22

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays.

Walk With the Tigers

Spring, 1995, Friday-Sunday Program

Durham and Chapel Hill, North

Carolina

Join the directors of the Duke Primate

Center, the Carnivore Preservation Trust,

and the North Carolina Botanical Garden

for an in-depth look at the exciting species

under their care.

Duke Marine Lab Weekend

May 5-7

Beaufort, North Carolina

Come explore the beautiful coast of North

Carolina. Faculty from the Duke Marine

Lab and Duke's School of the Environment

will conduct this alumni college

.

The Longing for Community

October 20-22

Vermont

In our cities there is a widespread feeling of

detachment and disconnectedness—a long-

ing for what is often called community.

Come join us to explore the idea of com-

munity, and to experience for yourself the

Vermont way of life. Faculty leaders will

be Will Willimon, dean of the Chapel,

Thomas Naylor, professor emeritus of eco-

nomics, and Magdalena Naylor, psychiatrist.
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Fantastic Forests and

Other Exotic Ecosystems

January 9-19

Costa Rica, Central America

Join us for an unforgettable journey explor-

ing the precious and unique ecosystems

found only in the tropics, home to some of

the most spectacular plants and animals in

the world. Your faculty leader will be

Semester Study for Alumni

Fall or Spring Semesters, Durham

Here is the opportunity to return to Duke

and take those courses you always longed

to take. As a Duke alumnus or alumna,

you are part of a select group of people

given the privilege to audit regular courses

at Duke for a nominal fee

.

Duke Great Teachers Video Series

Now you can sit down with great teachers

and go exploring again—into other times,

other places , other minds . We asked five

remarkable Duke professors to take up topics

close to their hearts and present them to you

.

Each program includes six full lectures
,
a spe-

cially selected book, and a course guide._' -^
Richard White, dean of Trinity College,

vice provost for undergraduate education,

and professor of botany.

The Oxford Experience

June 11-25

Information Request Form
For detailed brochures on the programs listed below, please return this form, i

appropriately marked, to : Duke Educational Adventures, Box 90573, i

614 Chapel Drive, Durham, NC 27708-0573

The University of Oxford, England

What is the Oxford Experience? It's an

opportunity to immerse yourself in

NAME DUKE CLASS :

centuries-old traditions of learning and

community, to study in small groups with

ADDRESS !

renowned Oxford faculty , to explore the

English countryside and visit historical

landmarks, to be students once again.

CITY

Duke Travel

STATE ZIP ;

Alumni College

Alumni College in Italy

March 9-19

Rome & Florence

This is a unique opportunity to both

discover the wonderful Italian countryside

and to learn about Italy's history, art, and

culture from local experts and faculty.

Duke faculty leader will be Peter Burian,

professor of classical studies.

On Campus

Trans-Panama Canal Cruise

Galapagos Islands

Voyage to the World of the Maya

New Zealand and Australia

Oriental Odyssey

The Delta Queen

Colonial America

Paris, The Dordogne & Bordeaux

Turkish Coast & Greek Isles

Alaska Cruise/Rhinedam

North Cape & Majestic Fjords

Faces of Europe

Salmon & Snake River Rafting

Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

Queen Elizabeth & Concorde

Classic Orient

Mediterranean Romance

Indian Ocean & African Safari

Walk With the Tigers

Duke Marine Lab Weekend
\

The Longing for Community
,

Alumni College Abroad

Fantastic Forests

The Oxford Experience
\

Alumni College in Italy
]

On Campus

Duke Directions

Semester Study for Alumni

video

Duke Directions

Sept. 8 and Oct. 6

West Campus
Rediscover the true "Duke experience" —
the classroom experience! Return to Duke

for a day of stimulating classes designed for

alumni and taught by top Duke faculty.

Duke Great Teachers Video Series i

For more information • Duke Travel

614 Chapel Drive, Box 90

Barbara Delapp Booth '54 • All other programs: Deborah Weiss Fowlkes '78

573, Durham, NC 27708-0573 • (919) 684-5114 or 800 FOR-DUKE



Tony Lyn Johnson B.S.E. '87 ran for Buncombe
County Board of Education from the Erwin District in

a May 3 election. He owns an insurance company in

Asheville, N.C.

1 '87 is on a six-month Medi-

deployment with Fighter Squadron 143,

embarked aboard the aircraft carrier L/SS George

Washington.

Shep McKinley '87, who earned his master's in

American history at UNC-Chatlotte, has a Hagley

Fellowship at the University of Delaware for doctoral

study in business history. He and his wife, Cyndy, and

their son live in Newark, Del.

Taylor M. Smith '87 is pursuing a master's in

divinity at the Virginia Theological Seminary. She

has been in commercial banking for five years. She

lives in Alexandria, Va.

Carston R. Wagner Ph.D. '87 is an assistant

professor of medicinal chemistry at the University

of Minnesota's pharmacy school. He and his wife,

Jean Dozier Wagner B.S.E. '83, M.S. '86,

and their daughter live in St. Paul.

Brian Lane Anderson '88 completed a one-year

medical internship and is now in a diagnostic radiol-

ogy residency program at Loyola University Medical

Center. He and his wife, Adriana, live in Chicago.

Kathleen "Holly" Gallagher '88, who gradu-

ated from Wake Forest University's Bowman Gray

School of Medicine, is doing a residency in pediatrics

Duke Me I Center

Gregg A. Hollenberg 8S, MBA. '92 is a

senior business planner with FMC Corp. in Houston.

He and his wife, Christine M. Rangel '88, live

in The Woodlands, Texas.

Christopher Milton Olson '88, a Navy lieu-

tenant, is at the Naval Postgraduate School in Mon-
terey, Calif., earning his master's in financial man-

agement. He will attend the Surface Warfare Officer

Department Head course in Newport, R.I., in January

1995. He and his wife, Gretchen, live in Monterey.

Laura Beth Perry '88 is a veterinary student

at the College of Veterinary Medicine at N.C. State

University. She and her three dogs live in Raleigh.

Christine M. Rangel '88 is a sales associate

with Baxter Scientific Products in Houston. She and

het husband, Gregg A. Hollenberg '88, M.B.A.
'92, live in The Woodlands, Texas.

Wayne T. Stewart '88, who earned his Ph.D.

in school and clinical child psychology' at Louisiana

State University, is an instructor at LSU Medical

School and a school psychologist for Jefferson Parish

schools. He and his wife, Trisha, and theit daughtet

live in New Orleans.

Sean Peter Tirney '88, a graduate of Jefferson

Medical College, is a resident in urology at the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh.

John B. Ackerman '89 completed aircraft car-

rier landing qualifications aboard the helicopter car-

rier and amphibious assault ship L'SS Guam. He is

stationed in Cherry Point, N.C.

Kimberly L. Blackwell '89, who earned her

M.D. at Mayo Medical School in May, is doing a resi-

dency in internal medicine at Duke Medical Center.

1 M.B.A. '89 is senior brand man-
ager, bologna and cotto, at Oscar Mayer headquarters

in Madison, Wis. He lives in Sauk City, Wis.

Lorin Monroe Feitel J.D. '89 is an associate

with the law firm Patton, Boggs and Blow in Balti-

more. She and her husband, attorney David M.
Feitel '85, J.D. '88, live in Rockville, Md.

Adam L. Gruen Ph.D. '89 is a corporate historian

at MCI in Washington, D.C.

Charles Christopher Kanos '89, who earned

his M.D. at the University of Tennessee at Memphis,

is in a residency in neurosurgery at UT-Memphis'
medical center.

Lori Lefcourt '89 works at George Washington
University's counseling center as a doctoral intern in

counseling psychology. She lives in Champaign, 111.

Scott Stephenson B.S.E. '89, who earned his

M.B.A. at UNC-Chapel Hill's Kenan-Hagler School

of Business in 1 99 1 , is an account manager for Sentry

Medical Systems in Chicago. He lives in Palatine, 111.

MARRIAGES: Annalise Metz '86 to Robert

CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural

acres, 20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today,

Food & Wine. Mid-Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd., 27712.

(919) 477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

THE OLDNORTH DURHAM INN, a.i intimate

bed and breakfast less than a mile from Duke, offering

tum-of-the-century charm, comfortable lodging, and

hearty breakfasts. 922 N. Mangum St., 27701. (919)

683-1885.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury waterfront

house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, for vacation

rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool, and spectac-

ular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach for great swim-

ming and snorkeling. John Krampf '69, 812 W. Sedg-

wick St., Philadelphia, PA 191 19. (215) 438-4430

(home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd., Chapel

Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 929-3194.

FLORIDA KEYS, Big Pine Key. Fantastic open water

view, Key Deet Refuge, National Bird Sanctuary, stilt

house, 3/2, screened porches, fully furnished, stained

glass windows, swimming, diving, fishing, boat basin,

non-smoking, starting at $l,500/week. (305) 665-3832.

ST. JOHN: Two bedrooms, pool. Quiet elegance,

spectacular view. (508) 668-2078.

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK ski rentals, luxury condos,

homes, B&Bs. (800) 484-9617-8245.

SIX LONDON FLATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea

Bridge/Battersea Park area. Flat "1 6 for two or three

persons includes lovely lounge, double bedroom, single

bedroom, bathroom, kitchen/dining area, $650 per

week for two persons. Flat *18 for 4-5 persons includes

two twin bedrooms and a single bedroom with bath-

room, kitchen/family room, $850 for four persons. Both

flats fully equipped, with daily butler and maid service.

Two double-bedded flats in Covent Garden, the heart

ofthe theater district. Incredible location immediate to

all London sights. $785 per week for two persons.

Two flats at the marina at St. Katharine Dock,

Tower of London. One accommodates 4-5 persons in

a wonderful flat of two bedrooms, bathroom/shower,

kitchen/dining area for $850 per week. The second is

for 2-3 persons in a twin-bedded flat with bedroom,

kitchen, living room/dining area. Wonderful views

over the marina and immediate to the Tower of Lon-

don. $650 per week for two persons or $750 per week

May through September. Both Tower of London flats

are immediate to the Tower Hill tube stop and on

the marina.

Nine Cotswold stone cottages in the heart of

Gloucestershire from $650 per week.

Theater tickets and week land packages that

include apartment, tours, and theater tickets for Lon-

don, Gloucestershire, and Edinburgh are also avail-

able. For brochures and references, contact Thomas
Moore, P.O. Box 12086, Ogden, UT 84412; (801)

393-9120, Fax: (801) 393-3024.

SWITZERLAND. Lakeside house in Alps. Three

bedrooms, two and a half baths. $850-$l,050/week:

011-41-22-340-3726..

NANTUCKET ISLAND, Many Castles, fully furnished

and equipped four-bedroom home. Private location,

spectacular ocean views, walk to pristine beach. July and

August $2,200/week. June, September, October also

available. Ferry tickets available. (508) 228-5488 owner.

FOR RENT

FIGURE EIGHT ISLAND, near historic Wilmington,

NC. Beautiful views sound/ocean. Four bedrooms (two

masters), three baths. Sleeps 8-10. $l,850/week.

(910)1 -4099.

Beautifully restored 1800s log cabin. Three fireplaces,

heart-pine floors. Also dishwasher, washer, microwave,

electric heat. Hike the surrounding farm. Sperryville,

VA (703) 364-1167.

PARIS, MONTMARTRE, SACRE COEUR: Beauti-

ful, charming, elegantly furnished, fully equipped apart-

ment. Heart of romantic Montmarrre. (617) 862-8468.

Dorset, Vermont: Secluded seven acres with unique

contemporary home on private four-acre pond, spec-

tacular view of mountains, fourteen-foot waterfall. Four

bedrooms, three bathrooms, spacious living room, fire-

places, modem kitchen, fully furnished. $2,500/monthly

plus utilities, one-year rental or less, three month mini-

mum. Marcia Lee (914) 337-6650.

FOR SALE

PINEHURST—Country Club of North Carolina:

1) HOME, 3,470 square feet, heated on 1.2 acre
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Herman on June 4- Residence: Chicago...Stephen
Jeffrey Meyer '86 to Louise Harrison
Ward '87 on Dec. 11, 1993. Residence: Atlanta...

James Derrick Quattlebaum '86 to Lisa Kay

Jones on Sept. 18, 1993. Residence: Greenville,

S.C....Sara Burdick '87 to Robert B. Wood on

Aug. 27. Residence: Manhattan...Shep McKin-
ley '87 to Cyndy Risser on Feb. 29, 1992. Residence:

Newark, Del.... Louise Harrison Ward '87 to

Stephen Jeffrey Meyer '86 on Dec. 11, 1993.

Residence: Atlanta... Brian Lane Anderson '88

to Anriana Lucia Cadena on May 27. Residence:

Chicago... Gregg A. Hollenberg '88, M.B.A.
'92 to Christine M. Rangel '88 on May 21. Resi-

dence: The Woodlands, Texas...Michael Lane
Marable '88 to Bonnie Erica Schreiber '91

on Aug. 20. Residence: DeKalb, 111.. ..Elizabeth A.

Davis '89 to Glen D. Weinbaum on July 10. Resi-

dence: Manhattan...Cynthia Lea Green '89 to

Christopher Edward Farrell BSE. '89 on

June 2 5...Catherine Carter Pennington '89

to Barry L. Fishel on May 28. Residence: Baltimore.

BIRTHS: Second child and daughter to Katharine
Johnson Behr B.S.N. '80 and Michael J. Behr
'80 on June 1 . Named Ruth Elliott "Ellie" . . . Third

child and second son to Carole Miner Schuman
'80 and Joel S. Schuman on Sept. 16, 1993. Named
Ari Dylan. . .Second child and first daughter to

Mark J. Seiler '80 and Amy Seller. Named Ericka

Anna...Second child and first daughter to Daniel
Frank Pauly '81 and Rebecca Pauly on May 20.

Named Alice Rebecca. . .First child and son to Lau-
reen M. Tyler '82 and Steve Dodd on June 16,

1993. Named Kevin Forrest.. .Second son to

Helaine Becker '83 and Karl Szasz on July 14.

Named Andrew Robert Szasz. . .Second child and first

daughter to Mylinda Baker Bralla '83 and J.R.

Casey Bralla on May 5. Named Karhleen Clare. . .First

child and daughter to Jean Dozier Wagner
B.S.E. '83, M.S. '86 and Carston R. Wagner Ph.D.

'87 on June 1. Named Emily Marie... First child and

daughter to David M. Feitel '85, J.D. '88 and

Lorin Monroe Feitel J.D. '89 on Jan. 29. Named
Alexandra Lee. . .First child and son to Shep
McKinley '87 and Cyndy McKinley on May 30.

Named Cameron Andrew. . .Second child and daugh-

ter to Thomas A. Tucker Ronzetti '87 and

Nancy Ellen Ronzetti on June 16. Named Cara

Greene. . .First child and daughter to Wayne T.

Stewart '88 and Trisha Stewart on March 26. Named
Taylor Paige. . .First child and daughtet to Lorin
Monroe Feitel J D. '89 and David M. Feitel

'85, J.D. '88 and on Jan. 29. Named Alexandra Lee.

90s
Indu S. Anand '90, who graduated from Wake
Forest University's Bowman Gray School of Medicine,

is doing a residency in obstetrics and gynecology at

the Bowman Gray/Baptist Hospital Medical Center in

Wii -Salem.

Eric Woodruff Anderson B.S.E.E. '90 is an

Air Force lieutenant stationed at Onizuka Air Force

Base in Sunnyvale, Calif. He enters the University

of Chicago Business School next fall.

Elizabeth A. Cohen '90, who graduated from

rhe University of Rochester's Simon School of Busi-

ness, is a marketing analyst for Xerox Corp. in

Rochester, N.Y.

Derrick F. Coleman '90, who earned his M.B.A.

and J.D. at the University of Southern California,

joined the Los Angeles law firm Haight, Brown &
Bonestell. He lives in Santa Monica.

John F. Dauterman '90 is a third-year medical

student at Duke Medical School. He and his wife,

Bonnie Jinnatte Dauterman '91, live in

Durham.

Maxine Grossman '90, a Ph.D. candidate in

religious studies at the University of Pennsylvania, is a

visiting faculty member at Lafayette College in Easton,

Pa., where she is teaching several Jewish studies courses.

Luis Martinez-Fernandez Ph.D. '90, assistant

professor of hisrory at Colgate University, is one of

14 scholars named research fellows in the 1994-95

Pew Evangelical Scholars Program. He will research

and write a book on the effects of the Protestant reli-

gion in the 19th-century Hispanic Caribbean.

Leanne E. Murray '90, who graduated magna

wooded lot, $315,000.

2) LOT, gorgeous golf course lot on Cardinal 13,

wide-open view, $125,000. Buyer should be a member
prior to closing. Call owner (910) 692-8187.

QUALITY U.S. & FOREIGN RAGS
Special Flags & Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

TREYBURN COUNTRY CLUB. Charming new
home overlooking the 18th fairway features three bed-

rooms, two baths, 18-foot ceilings in living and dining

rooms and a huge deck with ship rail. 2,111 heated

square feet. Contact Duke Management Company at

(919) 286-6605 for more details.

THE CHANTICLEER. Alumni Affairs has copies

of old yearbooks to sell for only $15. to cover handling

costs and shipping. Many years available. Contact Ber-

nice Charles, Alumni House, 614 Chapel Dr., Durham,
N.C. 27708; (919) 684-5114, (800) FOR-DUKE.

MISCELLANEOUS

WHERE IN THE WORLD TO INVEST
AND STILL GET

LONG-TERM GROWTH WITH SAFETY?
If this is your problem and you would prefer

a personal investment counselor to buying a

mutual fund, you are invited to find out what
WARLICK CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
has done for others in similar circumstances.

Pat Warlick '45, former Partner and Chief Investment

Officer of Lord, Abbett& Co., a large New York

mutual fund company, is accepting a limited number
of clients for financial advice and money management.

For a complimentary SEC brochure describing

investment style, credenrials, fees, and a

15-year performance record, simply call (201 ) 292-2855,

or write WCM, 10 Park Place, Morristown, NJ 07960.

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUROWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Sevgn Sisters, Duke, Stanford, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics. THE
RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds

IRAs, SEPs, 401 (k)s, and 403(b)s

Christopher J.T. Clark B.A. '77, MBA
PaineWebber, Inc.

102 S. Tejon, Suite 900

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

(800) 624-3773

(719) 520-3634 fax

Play It Smart*

The perfect gift for a DUKE graduate • Cultural

literacy game • 1994 Game of the Year (Fun &
Qames Magazine) • Picked "Best" by The Chicago

Tribune • Business, Law, Literature, History, Science,

Technology, Music, Art... • Send $33.95 ($29.95 +

$4 shipping) to Play It Smart, 12221 Sam Furr Rd.,

Huntersville, NC 28078 or call (800) 258-5302 for

information.

The Advisory Board Company, a Washington, DC-
based publishing and consulting firm, seeks strategy

analysts for its consulting divisions. Each year the firm

publishes 30 major studies and 10,000 customized

research briefs for a prestigious membership that in-

cludes the top 1,200 banks, brokerage firms, insurance

companies, hospitals, health systems, and pharmaceu-

tical companies worldwide.

The strategy analyst position requires exceptional

analytical, writing, and communications skills. Ana-
lysts are expected to acquire in-depth knowledge of

the industry served, conduct extensive interviews

with industry experts, and develop strategic plans for

our members. In general, we seek candidates with

considerable force of intellect, evidenced perhaps by

a strong academic record.

We offer a competitive compensation package.

EOE. Interested individuals should send a cover lerter

and resume to Mary VanHoose, Staff Director, The
Advisory Board Company, 600 New Hampshire Ave.,

NW, Washington, DC 20037.

Gemini Consulting, currently the world's fastest grow-

ing general management consulting firm, has positions

available with the Consumer Products Practice. Re-

quirements: outstanding track record, 5+ years' work

experience in Consumer Products/Packaged Goods.

Record of progress in leadership positions in Supply

Chain (Purchasing, Manufacturing, Logistics), Cus-

tomer and Channel Management, Information Systems

(ERC-related Applications, Decision Support Systems)

or Brand Management. Excellent communication,

analytical, and interpersonal skills. Geographic loca-

tion: flexible. Please send resume and cover letter to

Gemini Consulting/Dept. CP, Gemini Consulting,

55 W. Wacker Dr., 5th Floor, Chicago, IL 60601.

NO PHONE CALLS, PLEASE.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 55,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment) are

$100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.)

in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. Send check or

money order (payable to Duke Magazine) to: Classi-

fieds, Duke Magazine, 614 Chapel Drive, Box 90570,

Durham, NC 27708-0570.

We also accept VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER,
and American Express. No phone orders, except FAX
orders with credit card numbers and expiration date:

(919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-Augusr issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December
issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.
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cum laiide from Pace University School of Law, is an

associate at the law firm Kelley Dtye & Warren in

Stamford, Conn.

Michael T. Rowland '90, who earned his M.D.

from Hahnemann University School of Medicine in

Philadelphia, is completing a general surgery residency

at Boston University's medical school.

James P. Schultze '90, a Marine first lieutenant,

reported for duty at Marine Corps Recruiting Station,

Chicago.

Kat Turner '90 was a Peace Corps volunteer in

Togo, West Africa, from September 1991 to Nov-

ember 1993. After traveling around Africa for three

months, she returned to the U.S. to pursue her mas-

ter's in public health at UNC-Chapel Hill. She lives

in Durham.

Robin R. Vann '90, who graduated from Wake
Forest's Bowman Gray School of Medicine in May,

is an intern at Moses Cone Memorial Hospital in

Greensboro, N.C. He will begin a three-year ophthal-

mology residency at the Bascom Palmer Eye Institute

in Miami, Fla.

Kevin Brown '91 is a first lieutenant in the U.S.

Air Force. He and his wife, Caroline Coolidge
'90, live in Ft. Walton Beach, Fla.

John H. Dorminy IV '91 opened an office

for the brokerage firm of Edward D. Jones & Co. in

McDonough, Ga., in January 1994. He and his wife,

Anne Wells Dorminy '89, and theit son live in

McDonough.

'91 is working on her master's at

Yale University's School of Forestry and Environmen-

tal Studies. She is also a part-time environmental

consultant with International Technology Corp. in

Edison, N.J.

S. James Roberts B.H.S. '91, a Coast Guard

lieutenant junior grade, returned from a five-month

deployment aboard the Coast Guard cutter Polar Star,

whose home port is Seattle. He was awarded the

Antarctic Service Medal for his participation in Deep

Freeze 1994, a U.S. Coast Guard logistic support and

scientific expedition to Ar

Marica Berk '92 is living in Jerusalem, Israel, and

working at Yad Vashem, the Holocaust Memorial

Museum. She is pursuing her master's at the

Hebrew University.

Kristin C. Calvert '92, a Navy lieutenant junior

grade, graduated with honors from the Naval Intelli-

gence Officer Basic course in Damneck, Va. She

then spent six months in Diego Garcia and the Ara-

bian Gulf as the ait intelligence officer of Maritime

Patrol Squadron. She lives in Hawaii.

Gulen Arzum Ciloglu '92, who earned her mas-

ter's in public health in health behavior and health

education at UNC-Chapel Hill, is a program officer

for a not-for-profit, international family-planning

agency. She lives in Ankara, Turkey.

Reid Dirga '92 earned her master's in

environmental studies at the Univetsity of Adelaide

in South Australia.

Winny W.L. Hung '92 is in medical school at

UNC-Chapel Hill. She lives in Carrboro, N.C.

Bret Robert Sokoloff '92, a third-year student at

Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia, was selected

to a four-year term on the Student Affairs Committee,

which includes several deans and faculty members.

Mark Vakkur M.D. '92 has had his second novel,

Rites of Passage, published by HarperCollins. Set in a

"fictitious medical school," the book involves "the

struggles and aspirations of a group of medical stu-

dents on their first clinical rotations." He is in his

third year of a Duke psychiatry residency.

William Scott Bass BSE. '93 was c

a Navy ensign after graduating from Officer Candi-

date School. He lives in Goose Creek, S.C.

Jeffrey Alan Benson J. D. '93, A.M. '93 joined

the Raleigh office of the law firm Petree Stockton,

where he ptactices in the area of commercial real estate.

David Vincent Harbach II '93, a Navy ensign,

completed his course at Surface Warfare Officer

School in Newport, R.I.

Thomas W. Hash II '93 is a second-year medical

student at the Medical College of Georgia in Augusta.

Grant Thomas Hollett IV BSE. '93, a Navy

ensign, completed the Navy's Damage Control and

Auxiliaries course and the Basic Surface Warfare

Officer's course at Surface Warfare Officer School

in Newport, R.I. His father, Grant T. Hollett Jr.

B.S.M.E. '64. is a rear admiral in the U.S. Naval Reserve.

Gregory Paul Lissy B.S.E. '93, a Navy ensign,

completed the Navy's Damage Control and Auxiliaries

course and the Basic Surface Warfare Officet's course

at Surface Warfare Officer School in Newport, R.I.

Christopher J. O'Reilly 93, a Navy ensign,

completed his course at Surface Warfare Officer

School in Newport, R.I.

Charles A. Peterson '93 was commissioned

to his present rank ofNavy ensign upon graduation from

Officer Candidate School. He lives in Spartanburg, S.C.

Jonathan Simon '93, a Navy ensign, completed

the Navy's Damage Control and Auxiliaries course and

the Diesel Engineering Officer of the Watch course at

Surface Warfare Officer School in Newport, R.I.

Paul Scott Teller '93 is a Dean's Scholar in

the political science Ph.D. program at The American

University's School of Public Affairs in Washington,

D.C. He lives in Bethesda, Md.

Christopher David Tilden Ph.D. '93 is vice

president of Medical Search Consultants in Oberlin

Park. He and his wife, Katherine, and their two chil-

dren live in Lawrence, Kansas.

Gustavo J. Vergara '93, a Navy ensign, com-

pleted the Navy's Damage Control and Auxiliaries

course in Newport, R.I.

Steward Stivers Worrell BSE. '93, aNavy
ensign, completed his course at Surface Warfare Offi-

cer School in Newpott, R.I.

MARRIAGES: Robert C. Brickey '90 to Amy
Lyn Williams on July 23 in Duke Gardens. Residence:

Durham...Laura Page Wilson '90 to William

Sylvester Smith on June 18...Bonnie Erica
Schreiber i to Michael Lane Marable
'88 on Aug. 20. Residence: DeKalb, 111.

BIRTHS: First child and daughter t

Bailey Ph.D. '92 and Richard Spencer
Renfrow M.B.A. '94 on April 30. Named Claire

Bailey Renfrow. . .First daughter and second child tc

Christopher David Tilden Ph.D. '93 and

Kathy Tilden on Nov. 23, 1993. Named Caitlyn.

DEATHS

Horatio S. Shull Jr. '30 of Bethlehem, Pa.,

on Aug. 10, 1992, of cancer. He was a self-employed

trucker for many years. He is survived by his wife,

Katharine, two sons, a brother, a sister, eight

grandchildren, and several great-grandchildren.

Raymond W. Council A.M. '31, B.D. '32 of

Jackson, Tenn., on Jan. 25. He was a retired i

He is survived by his wife, Kathrine.

Norman Spark Herring LL.B. '33 ofGreen

Valley, Md., on Feb. 14- He practiced law in Arizona

and California and before the U.S. Supreme Court.

He is survived by a daughter, two sons, seven grand-

children, and two great-grandchildren.

John Austin Ryan '34 of East Grand Rapids,

Mich., on March 10. While at Duke, he was a member
of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity. A surgeon, he practiced for

12 years at Blodgett and St. Mary's hospitals. During

World War II, he was a combat surgeon in Europe. He
is survived by his wife, Alma Lloyd Ranson Ryan
'37; two daughters, including June Ryan Rau '64;

and two sons, including John A. Ryan Jr. '65.

Roberta Ballard Jackson '35 of Simi Valley,

Calif., on Dec. 11, 1993. She is survived by her hus-

band, Thirston Henry Jackson Jr. B.S.E.E. '34.

Robert P. Nixon '35 of Bluffton, Ind., on March
4. He was resident senior financial officer and former

vice president of Franklin Electric Co. He worked at

Business News Publishing Co., Wachovia Bank &
Trust, and Jacuzzi Brothers before joining Franklin

Electric. He was a past director of the Wells County

Foundation, a member of the board of directors of the

Caylor-Nickel Hospital, served on the Allen-Wells

chapter of the American Red Cross, and was an elder

in the Presbyterian church. He is survived by his

wife, Peg, three sons, a brother, two sisters, and eight

gr mJdnldren.

Archie Y. Eagles '36, M.D. '39 of Ahoskie, N.C,
on March 24. He practiced medicine in Ahoskie for

45 years. He is survived by his wife, Bobbie, two

daughters, a son, and a sister.

A. Lyman Wright '36 of Elmira, N.Y., on July 17,

1993. He is survived by his wife, Helen.

Beatrice Sugar Fleishman '37 of Fayetteville,

N.C, on Feb. 14. She owned and operated a ladies

apparel shop with her husband in Lumberton for over

30 years. She is survived by a daughter, two sons, two

brothers, and five grandchildren.

James H. Johnston Jr. '37 of Birdeye, Ark.,

on Aug. 27. A farmer, he served as president of the

Arkansas Angus Association. He is survived by two

daughters, five grandchildren, and a great-grandchild.

William Alexander Ross M.Ed. '39 ofWest

Palm Beach, Fla., on Jan. 19. He was a teacher and

administrator in Pennsylvania and Florida public

schools for 42 years.

Emily Matheson Underwood '39 ofHines-

ville, Ga., on July 18, 1993. She was a former secretary

at Bradwell Institute. She is survived by a daughter,

two sons, and six grandchildren.

E.L. "Less" Williams Jr. '39 of Rock Hill, S.C,

on Jan. 3. He was the co-founder ofJenkins-Williams

Realty. He was a Navy veteran and a former president

of the York County Board of Realtors. He is survived

by his wife, June Russell Williams '39, a son,

and a sister.

James Howard Lewis A.M. '40 of Greenwood,

Miss., on June 20, 1992.

Julia Ruth Pettit A.M. '40 of Gaffney, S.C, on

Nov. 20, 1993. She taught 44 years in the Cherokee

County school district. She is survived by a brother

and a sister.

Russell S. Tate A.M. '40 of Stamford, Conn., on

April 13, 1993.

Nevette H. Carpenter M.Ed. '41 ofElkin.N.C,

on Aug. 27, 1993. He was superintendent of the Elkin

city schools for nearly 30 years. He is survived by his

wife, Edith.

41 of Cromwell, Conn.,

March 13. She is survived by a daughter.
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Aleigh Goodbread Taylor A.M. '41 of Pal-

metto, Fla., on Oct. 11, 1991, of pancreatic cancet.

Caroline Picault Aimar A.M. '42 ofCharleston,

S.C, on Feb. 24.

Margaret Powers Parkhurst '42 of Chino,

Calif, on May 8, 1993. She is survived by four children.

Edward W. Sadlon '42 of Hilton Head Island,

S.ConDec. 16, 1993.

Jack A. Sutor A.M. '42 of Tallahassee, Fla., on

Dec. 10, 1993.

Edward Paul Brown '43 of McLean, Va., on

May 20. He had retired after working for the FBI and

the CIA. He is survived by two sons, a sister, and four

grandchildren.

Everett Coutant '47 of St. Petersburg, Fla., on

March 16.

Robert L. Gilliam '47 of Warrenton, Va., on

Jan. 13.

Marjorie Clute Larmett '47 of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

on Feb. 7. She is survived by her husband, Donald,

two sons, and two granddaughters

Thomas B. Hill Jr. '48 of Hartsdale, N.Y.,

on Dec. 7, 1993, of cancer. He served in the Navy
during World War II as a pharmacist's mate. He
joined Burlington Industries, where he was vice presi-

dent and general manager of the industrial fabrics

division for 39 years in New York. He held the same

position with Precision Fabrics Group of Greensboro,

N.C., before retiring in 1990. He is survived by his

wife, Joan, a son, two daughters, and a brother,

James G. Hill '47

Marcia Crane Heil '49 of Tustin, Calif., on Aug.

26, 1990, of cancer. She is survived by a brother.

Frances E. McMahon M.Ed. '51 of St. Louis,

Mo., on Feb. 14, after being struck by an automobile.

She was a reading specialist for 40 years at various

gtade schools in St. Louis. She is survived by a

sister, two nephews, and three nieces.

John C. Calhoun Jr. B.S.E.E. '55 of Carmel,

Ind., on Dec. 28, 1993, of a heart attack. He was an

attorney since 1975 and had taught for 22 years in

the business school at Indiana University, where he

had earned his doctorate. He is survived by his wife,

Shirley, two sons, a daughter, his mother, three

brothers, and a grandchild.

William C. Deans '56 of Greenville, Del., on
Aug. 8, of cancer. After a four-year stint in the Navy,

he earned a master's degree in chemistry from the

University of Delaware and joined the DuPont Co.'s

film department at its Richmond, Va., plant. Through
appointments and transfers, he became plant manager
of the instrument product division in Monrovia, Calif,

marketing services manager for automatic clinical

analyzers in 1978, benefits managet in 1981, organ-

izational effectiveness consultant in 1986, and research

manager for learning and development until retiring

in 1992. He then became a founding pattner of Inte-

grated Learning Inc., a training and development

company. He was a member of the Duke Alumni
Association's board of directors, the Alumni Admis-

sions Advisory Committee, and the Duke Club of

Delaware, and state chairman for Duke's capital cam-

paign and president-elect of the American Cancer

Society's Delaware division. He was also president

of the trustees for Westminster Presbyterian Church,

where he was a deacon and founder of the Explorers

Club. He is survived by his wife, Fay; two daughters,

including Cynthia D. Kaiser B.S.E. '81; a son,

Russell C. Deans B.S.E. '86; a sister; and two
grandchildren.

Guy L. Taylor Ed.D. '60 of Camesville, Ga., on

June 26, 1989, of heart failure. A retired educator, he
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was inducted into the Educator's Hall of Fame at Lin-

coln Memorial University in Harrogate, Tenn. He was

a World War II veteran. He is survived by his wife,

Sybil, a daughter, a brother, and two grandchildren.

Frank Edward "Ted" Hanscom III '62 of

Arlington, Va., in November 1993. He was manager

of compensation and benefits for Mobil Oil Corp. in

Fairfax, Va. At Duke, he was a member ofNROTC,
the Commodore Club, the debating team, Phi Kappa

Psi fraternity, the Spanish honorary society Delta

Sigma Pi, and Phi Beta Kappa.

David C. Roller A.M. '62, Ph.D. '65 of Bowling

Green, Ky., on Jan. 19, of emphysema. He was a his-

tory professor at Bowling Green State Univetsity from

1964 to 1993. He earned his bachelor's at William &
Mary. He was a former chair of the BGSU Faculty

Senate and headed the College of Arts & Sciences

Task Force on Curriculum Redesign. He had also

taught a year in China. He was co-author and editor

of Trie Encyclopedia of Southern History. He is survived

by a son, his mother, and two sisters.

George S. Speidel Jr. M.A.T. '62 of West

Point, N.Y. He was a retired Army general.

Andrew Pokorny '64 of Park Ridge, N.J., on Jan.

23, of a stroke. A career marketing and sales execu-

tive in the automotive industry, he started as a trainee

with Ford Motor Co. in 1966. For the past 18 years,

he worked for BMW of North America Inc., recently

as manager of special sales at the Woodcliff Lake,

N.J., headquarters. He is survived by his wife,

Wendy Tuttle Pokorny '65, a daughter, his

mother, and a brother. A memorial fund in his name
has been established at Duke.

Jaroy Weber Jr. M.D. '66 of Menlo Park, Calif.,

on Dec. 18.

C. David White B.S.M.E. '68 of Nashville, Tenn.,

on April 24. A captain in the Naval Reserve, he was

an attorney on the staff of the state comptroller. While

at Duke, he was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Tau
Beta Pi, the Order of St. Patrick, and Pi Mu Epsilon.

He is survived by two daughters and a brother.

Alan P. Smith A.M. '70, Ph.D. 75 of Miami, Fla.,

on Aug. 26, 1993.

Sam G. Dodson Jr. M.R.E. '71 of Durham
on March 26. He was a retired Methodist minister

and pastot emeritus of Parkwood United Methodist

Church. A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a

graduate of Pfeiffer College and Elon College. He
earned his Ed.D. degree from Florida State Christian

University. He is survived, by his wife, Georgia, two

daughters, a foster son, a sister, and six grandchildren.

George Lea Harper Jr. Ph.D. '78 of Wil-

mington, N.C., on March 18. An ordained United

Methodist minister, he served many churches in

Florida before completing his doctorate. The author

of numerous articles and a book, he was on leave from

Pembroke State University, where he taught in the

philosophy and religion department. He is survived

by his wife, Ruth E. Harper M.Div. '77, two sons,

parents, two brothers, and three sisters.

Preston Clayton Rawls Jr. M.I i A. '87 of

Swansboro, N.C., on March 15. He was chief admin-

istrator in Plantation, Fla., for the Humana Corp. in

Ft. Lauderdale. He is survived by his parents, a sister,

and a nephew.

Keith Owen Garner B.H.S. '89 of San Jose,

Calif, on July 28, 1993, of a gunshot wound. He is

survived by his wife, Tracy.

Gloria Gross Perry A.M. '92 of Sanford, N.C.,

on May 13. She was the founder of Perry Real Estate.

She is survived by her husband, James, three sons, a

daughter, four brothers, and seven grandchildren.

Art Historian Spencer
John Spencer, an authority on Italian Renaissance

art and the former director of the Duke University

Museum of Art, died July 15 at his Durham home.

He was 70.

He earned his bachelor's at Iowa's Grinnell College

in 1947 and a second bachelor's at Quebec's Univer-

site Laval in 1948. He earned a master's in Romance
languages and a master's and a Ph.D. in art history at

Yale University. He taught at Yale, the University of

Florida, and Oberlin College, where he was director

of the college art museum from 1962 to 1972. He
became director of the museum program of the

National Endowment for the Arts in 1972.

In 1978, he came to Duke as professor of art his-

tory and chair of the art and art history department.

He was director of Duke's art museum from 1982

through 1986. During his tenure at the museum,

he increased the number of exhibitions while also re-

emphasizing the museum's holdings of African masks,

sculptures, jewelry, and its renowned medieval and

pre-Columbian collections.

He is survived by his wife, Patricia, two sons, a

daughter, and a sister. A memorial service was held in

July in Duke Chapel.

Pathology Professor Hackel
Donald B. Hackel, professor emeritus in the pathol-

ogy department at Duke Medical Center, died June 15

at his Durham home. He was 72.

He earned a bachelor's degree in biology and his

M.D. from Harvard University. Before touring the

Duke faculty in 1960, he taught at Western Reserve

University School of Medicine.

During his twenty-nine-year career at Duke, he was

known for his research in cardiovascular pathology

and was recognized as an expert in the cardiac conse-

quences of hemorrhagic shock. He wrote more than

150 articles and book chapters during his career and

served as associate editor-in-chief of the American

Journal of Pathology. He received the Parke-Davis

Research Award from the Society for Experimental

Pathology and the Society of Catdiovasculat Pathol-

ogy's Achievement Award. Duke's inedical alumni

association presented him with its Distinguished

Teacher Award in 1989.

He is survived by his wife, Irene, two daughters, a

son, a brother, two sisters, and seven grandchildren.

A memorial fellowship fund in his name has been

established at Duke Medical Center.

The Dows, language professors
Romance languages professor Neal Dow, among

the original expansion group of professors hired after

Trinity College became Duke University, died August

19. Four days later, his wife, Marie-Therese Liniere

Dow, who taught French at Duke for thirty-five years,

also died. He was 88 and she was 95.

Neal Dow taught French language and literatute

at Duke for thirty-seven years before retiring in 1971.

He had chaired the Duke Committee on Study Abroad

for many years and was instrumental in developing

Duke's first French study-abroad program for students.

He earned his bachelor's at Kenyon College and his

master's and Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylva-

nia. He taught at Phillips Exeter Academy and at Penn

before coming to Duke in 1934 with Marie-Therese.

He was the author of several grammar and language

textbooks. During World War II, he and his wife

translated several popular books into Ftench for dis-

tribution abroad by the Office of War Information.

Marie-Therese Dow died following a stroke that

occurred before her husband's death. She earned both

her bachelor's and her master's degrees in English at

the University of Lyons. At Duke, she was well known
for her promotion of French cultural activities. Fot

these efforts, she was honored by France with its pres-

tigious Palmes Academiques award. She retired ftom

the Duke faculty in 1969. She is survived by a sister.



ORUM

Please limit letters to no more than 300 words.

Duke Magazine reserves the right to edit letters

for length and clarity.

ENFORCE
RULES

Editors:

It's great that Duke has had such a great

basketball team, such good press, and such

support from the school and alumni. Howev-

er as Duke alumni, both my husband and I

have been increasingly disappointed in the

character of the school over the past decades.

Academically, Duke is one of the fore-

most universities in the nation, but I am
concerned over the failure of the school to

give moral and ethical teachings their due.

It seemed to me the motto of the school is

"Eruditio et Religio." According to [an

article on Duke's past victory bonfires] from

a Florida newspaper, administration warn-

ings mean absolutely nothing. Public Safe-

ty is quoted, "I am always pleased to get to

dawn and have injuries and arrests kept to

a minimum." What about, "This conduct

will NOT be tolerated and people not ad-

hering to rules will be expelled. We have a

waiting list of students for admission."

The students know they will receive

nothing but a slap on the wrist if they are

caught. In the long ago dead days at Duke,

we had a code of behavior and abided by it

because we knew we would be expelled or

suspended if we did not. What has hap-

pened to rules and regulations? We have

three grandchildren in college, one of

whom is at Duke, and drinking seems to be

rampant in each of their colleges. It is illegal

to buy liquor unless one is over twenty-one

in most states. Is no one enforcing that law?

I realize this letter will probably go in

your wastebasket, but a lot of us are con-

cerned, even though many do not take the

time to write. Your answer will probably be:

If parents do a good job, their children will

resist temptation. But if universities with

any kind of moral or religious background

fail to support these students, what chance

will they have? Peer pressure is enormous,

so professors and administrators and trustees

should be willing to help reverse this non-

productive, life-destroying drinking binge

that is so very prevalent on campus.

Somewhere, somehow, this trend has to

be reversed; and wouldn't it be great if

Duke would take the lead?

Marilyn Upp Berner '42

Angola, New York

BOOKS AND
SHOES
Editors:

I was disturbed by the review of Richard

Klein's Cigarettes Are Sublime in the January-

February issue. At the risk of joining the

humorless ranks of other "antitabaganists,"

including Hitler, I find the juxtaposition

of a story describing Duke medical re-

search with a review of a "celebration of

cigarettes" offensive.

The question of why a Cornell professor

should choose the Duke Press to publish

this "celebration" gnaws at me: Is Duke
subservient to tobacco interests? As I

glanced through the remainder of the

issue, I was struck by the irony of the Duke
Center for Living advertisement on page

47, which touts a variety of preventive

lifestyle courses, most of which offer trivial

benefits compared to the unmentioned
smoking cessation program.

I grant Professor Klein his freedom to

write what he wishes and the Duke Press

to publish and review what they wish. I

have no quarrel with individuals' freedoms

to do what they please, as long as I do not

have to breathe their smoke or subsidize

their health care as a health insurance con-

sumer and taxpayer. Unfortunately, that is

the position the non-smoking public is in.

However, the truly evil element is not the

smoker, but rather those who profit finan-

cially from this enormously deadly addic-

tion. I am sorry Duke University has given

the appearance of being in the latter group.

York E. Miller M.D. 76
Denver, Colorado

Editors:

It disgusts me to realize that a great uni-

versity has allowed (encouraged?) its scholar-

athletes to become human billboards for a

shoe factory.

Arthur Decker '34

Bedford, Virginia

TELLING
REACTIONS

Editors:

I have been working in Russia for the

past several months so I am contacting you

rather belatedly, but I did want to take the

time to commend Duke Magazine and

Steven Petrow for "Telling Stories in the

Age of AIDS" featured in the March-April

1994 issue.

I found Petrow's article personally touch-

ing, memorable, and real because he was

telling stories not only of how we, the

Duke community, are studying and pursuing

our professional careers, but also of how we
are living, loving, and ultimately dying.

Unfortunately, the aura of youth, ener-

gy, and invincibility that infuses university

culture often blinds us to real and pressing

life concerns such as AIDS. By inviting

people to tell their stories of AIDS, we
honor their place in our community and

honor those of us who have passed on.

D.J. Peterson '86

Venice, California

Editors:

I had waited eagerly for the uproar

which was sure to appear in "Forum" after

your valiant AIDS article (March-April).

When it appeared (July-August), it cer-

tainly did not disappoint.

It was particularly interesting to com-

pare the vintages of the outraged alums

('44, '46, '54, '59, '88) with those of the

proud and grateful ones (74, '81, spouse of

'86, '90). Just another indication of the

growing excellence of the Duke education-

al experience.

Richard C.Allen '51

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Editors:

About the letters you ran in the July-

August issue excoriating your recent,

moving article "Telling Stories in the Age
of AIDS": I was going to focus my com-

ments on the curious leanings in those let-

ters toward exclamation points, repetitious

sentences, and authorship by M.D.'s.

Instead, I just want to say how ashamed

and embarrassed I am to be associated with

these people as fellow graduates of Duke.

Apparently, they did not learn as much
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as they should have in their time at the

university.

Polly M. Shaffer '85

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Editors:

I too was shocked and thoroughly dis-

gusted with your March-April article con-

cerning AIDS. I am an oncology nurse and

constantly watch young mothers die with

cancer of the breast. These young mothers

did nothing to bring on their disease. More
women die each year from breast cancer

than anyone who contracts AIDS.
I graduated from Duke in 1952. It was a

Christian institution then. What is it

today?

Please remove me from your mailing list

and from the alumni association.

Kathryn McCullough Montgomery R.N. '52

Grosse Point, Michigan

Editors:

After reading the letters of disgust from

some of my fellow alums regarding your

article on HIV/AIDS, I can only blame my-

self for not writing sooner to congratulate

you on what I thought was a compelling

and terrific article. Unfortunately, what
has prompted me to write this letter are

the unacceptable levels of ignorance and

intolerance espoused in those letters from

the upset alumni who have decided to

cancel their subscriptions, withhold their

gifts to Duke, and not attend their Duke
reunions.

Those letters were painful to read. They
were degrading and filled with personal,

malicious attacks. I was shocked to see three

physicians write such uninformed letters

about HIV. However, the letter from Mary
White was especially reprehensible. Her let-

ter was offensive, bigoted, and hateful.

Why should you choose to print such

smut in a magazine that is meant to gener-

ate good will and positive feelings among
Duke alumni?

Jeffrey S. Akman '77

Washington, D.C.

Editors:

Re: Dr. Wallace W. Harvey's letter [jury-

August], I'm not sure how Si velis vitiis exui,

longe a vitiorum exemplis recedendum est

translates, but I'm pretty sure it ain't "Let

him who is without sin cast the first stone."

Don't sweat it. Conservatives and know-
nothings write letters. The rest of us write

checks. Keep up the good work.

Constance M. McDonnell '55

Baltimore, Maryland

Editors:

When I read Steven Petrow's article, I

was most impressed with the courage, wis-

dom, and open-mindedness of Duke Maga-

Jovember-December 1994

zine. Moreover, I felt proud to be a Duke
alumnus. The article, although focusing

primarily on the disease of AIDS, also

acknowledged and accepted that there

are homosexual Duke students and alum-

ni, some of whom have "stories to tell."

Unfortunately, it seems that not all of

my fellow alumni feel the same. The July-

August issue contained four letters to the

editor expressing negative reactions to

Petrow's article. Mary Nelson White
wrote, "your March-April issue was even

more outrageous in promoting the gays

and their abhorrent problems." Jack Bunn,

M.D., found it offensive to feature a "be-

havioral subculture which, by promiscuity

and unhygienic sexual practices, fosters

the spread of a venereal disease epidemic."

Charles Henderson, M.D., was disappoint-

ed that Duke Magazine did not focus on a

disease which has affected more of the

Duke community, such as cancer. Finally,

Wallace Harvey, M.D., expressed his dis-

appointment at the magazine's failing to

recognize that the disease results from a

lifestyle of promiscuity.

In response, I can only remind fellow

Dukies that AIDS is a tragic disease which

affects not only homosexuals but also het-

erosexuals, young children, and infants, as

well as the millions of families, friends,

and other individuals who know, love, and

care for people who are infected. As to the

magazine's focus on AIDS rather than a

more widespread disease such as cancer, it

is important to remember that AIDS is a

transmittable disease. AIDS may poten-

tially spread to every member of our soci-

ety, not only through sexual behavior and

the sharing of drug paraphernalia, but also

through medical procedures, including

blood transfusions. Cancer, although a ter-

rible disease, is not contagious.

While it is true that AIDS may be

spread through unsafe sex and is therefore

almost totally preventable, a broken con-

dom, or a one-time error in judgment, may
also spread AIDS. There are innocent vic-

tims. I note that lung cancer is often

caused by smoking, skin cancer by exces-

sive exposure to the sun, and other cancers

by behaviors which are known to be high-

risk. All those who are suffering deserve

empathy and support.

Lastly, I wish to suggest that tolerance

and acceptance are the age-old and honor-

able ideals on which Duke University was

built. Petrow's article hopefully furthered

the Duke community's awareness of how
AIDS has affected its members and has

thereby raised the consciousness of the

many individuals whom I am proud to

have as fellow alumni.

With respect to Ms. White's suggestion

that all who feel the same way "let their

voices, as well as the closing of their pock-

etbooks be heard!": I am saddened that she

is unable to appreciate the effort of your

magazine and the university as a whole. It

is unfortunate that Ms. White will not at-

tend her reunion because of what she per-

ceives as a decline in the nobility of the

university; she would be most impressed

with the new academic and residential fa-

cilities as well as with the renovations that

have been completed.

For my part, I will continue my finan-

cial support of the university, as well as my
time and energy as a co-chairperson for

one of the Duke Alumni Admissions

Advisory Committees. Most importantly,

congratulations to those of you who wrote

letters to the editor praising Petrow's arti-

cle and Duke Magazine.

Gregory H. Hoffman '90

Lawrenceville, New Jersey

Editors:

I was stunned by five "Forum" letters in

the July-August issue chastising you for

Steven Petrow's compassionate and en-

lightening March-April article on AIDS.
Not since I was confronted by a photograph

of an elderly man in Marietta, Georgia,

holding a sign that said "Thank God for

AIDS" have I been so bewildered and angry

over the hatred and vitriol that spews forth

from a vocal minority of so-called moralists

in our country. Most shocking to me was

the fact that three of the five letters were

from physicians and a fourth was from a

recent graduate of Duke. Clearly, these are

people who have not yet stared AIDS
directly in the face and are blinded by vehe-

ment rhetoric, distortions, and ignorance.

There are so many points to make in re-

sponse to these five letters, but I will limit

my comments to only a few key areas.

First, there is an extraordinary emphasis in

all of the letters on the "guilt" of those

with HIV/AIDS, with a clear implication

that these people somehow deserve to die.

No one deserves to die of AIDS or cancer

or at the hands of a drunk driver. In a civi-

lized society, we are called upon to have

compassion, not contempt, when the reali-

ty of death becomes a part of the life expe-

rience. The letter writers are morally

bankrupt in this regard.

Secondly, society is losing an enormous

amount of talent, energy, and resources as

many of the people stricken by AIDS die

prematurely. These letters show total dis-

regard for the value of human life, in gen-

eral, by denigrating those who suffer under

the burden of AIDS. They seek to devalue

the very existence of everyone in the

HIV/AIDS community and justify that by

their own self-righteousness. If we can

decry the loss to society of minds and souls

in the case of an abortion, can we not also

lament the similar losses due to AIDS?
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Thirdly, the youngest writer asserts that

you should be covering more important

topics like cancer or death caused by

drunk drivers. While the extended Duke
family has its share of these tragedies, the

point is that AIDS is becoming the great-

est tragedy of the twentieth century

because it is spreading at such a rapid pace

and will claim tens of millions of lives

around the globe in the next twenty years.

Education about HIV/AIDS is the only

tool we currently have to fight the spread

of the epidemic. Duke Magazine is to be

commended for covering this story, and

the five naysayers should be ashamed!

I am a board member of the largest

AIDS service organization in the Raleigh-

Durham area, and I do HIV/AIDS educa-

tion in as many venues as possible. I have

seen seventeen friends die of AIDS and

this is only the beginning. Several mem-
bers of the Class of 1978 have already

died, and several more will die in the near

future. This is very tragic for our class, for

the extended Duke family, and for our

world. All of these people exhibit un-

flinching courage and a true dedication to

stop the epidemic. In return, they deserve

our love and our compassion and our com-

mitment to fight the spread of HIV/AIDS.
There are two things you can count on.

One of the letter writers indicated that her
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pocketbook was now closed to Duke. As
long as Duke continues to enlighten the

community; treats its family members liv-

ing with AIDS with love, compassion, and

respect; seeks effective treatments and

cures in its research efforts and in the med-

ical center; and brings light and truth to

the world, you can count on more contri-

butions from me!

As long as there is a vocal minority like

these letter writers spreading hate and

mean-spiritedness, those of us in the fight

to stop AIDS will work harder to silence

them by talking openly and honestly about

HIV/AIDS, by working for a cure, and by

caring for the living and helping them die

with dignity and peace. Our children and

grandchildren will be spared from this epi-

demic only if we persevere.

Michael E. Armentrout '78

Class President

Durham, North Carolina

Editors:

I am saddened by some of the letters to

the editor expressing outrage about the arti-

cle "Telling Stories in the Age of AIDS."

The article simply gave those who are dying

of AIDS and those around them a chance

to share their sadness, anger, and dignity

with the alumni community.

Regardless of whether we agree with any

or all of their lifestyles, let each of us put

aside blame and embrace compassion and

understanding.

Diane Swartz Michel '89

Boulder, Colorado

NOTE: The diary item written by Linda Belans

in memory of Nat Bleiins and printed in "Telling

Stories in the Age of AIDS" first appeared in

North Carolina's The Independent.

SERVING
JUSTICE

Editors:

I was somewhat upset at the manner in

which Duke Public Safety was character-

ized in Bridget Booher's article "Watch
What You Say" in the May-June 1994 issue.

This department did in fact investigate

Ms. Vaill's complaints. A trace was in-

stalled on her phone the day following her

complaint, and two calls eventually traced.

The first originated at a common phone in

a dormitory, but the caller had left the

area. On the second trace, the suspected

caller was in the area and identified. A
departmental detective then interviewed

this suspect and determined that he was

probably the caller on the earlier report as

well. He also admitted to making as many
as fifteen random calls to other victims,

who remain unidentified because they

chose not to file complaints with our office.

Options were discussed with Ms. Vaill

as well as her father. These included crimi-

nal prosecution for the misdemeanor vio-

lations. Ms. Vaill was given an honest

evaluation of the severity of typical dispo-

sitions for misdemeanor offenses of this

nature in Durham County courts. She was

also informed of the option of pursuing

charges through the university judicial

board. The sanctions available to this

board often exceed those in state court for

such a level of offense. Federal charges

were never presented to Ms. Vaill as an

option because the offense never rose to a

level at which federal prosecutors would

take jurisdiction.

Incidentally, this was one of 230 harassing,

obscene, or threatening telephone call cases

handled by Public Safety in 1993 alone.

Ms. Vaill chose to carry her complaint

through the judicial board. This move pre-

cludes release of any suspect's name to the

media by Public Safety. She remains free

to identify him herself.

It was the evaluation of both officers who
encountered the suspect that he had a

socialization deficit as well as a substance-

abuse problem. The university has the luxu-

ry of referring such offenders to intensive

counseling through Duke's Counseling and

Psychological Services (CAPS) office. This

has nothing to do with sympathy for a

particular offender and everything to do
with eliminating recidivism and providing

supervised therapy for students who need

assistance. As for being "sorry and embar-

rassed" for the suspect, years of hundreds of

encounters with criminal suspects have

removed those emotions from our repertoire.

I am afraid that this situation is one of

shooting the messenger. I would be among
the first to admit that the criminal justice

and the university judicial systems may not

provide the perfect disposition to every

victim. On the other hand, cases are han-

dled with required due process, with every

consideration and support possible for the

complainant, and with an eye to returning

qualified offenders to this community as

chastened, but contributing members.

I regret any misunderstandings in process-

ing these cases, but hope to argue that our

department must somewhat operate in the

context of a system of proportionate justice.

Lewis Wardell '75

Assistant Director of Public Safety

Duke University

CLARIFICATION: "Duke Action: A Sci-

ence Camp for Young Women" (September-

October) is run by the Office of Continuing

Education. For more information, call (919)

684-2827.
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WHO'S
MINDING
THE KIDS?
CHANGING CHILD CARE

BY DEBORAH NORMAN

Already the nature of

the family and the

workplace—and the

expectations of

individuals about their

responsibilities to each-
are undergoing

profound change.

Ten years ago, engineers

at a large American
industrial corporation

brought their spouses

and children to a press

conference launching a

new company product.

The engineers had put

their families on hold for months while

logging marathon hours to develop the

product. Now they were determined those

on the home front would share the tri-

umph, for they had shared the sacrifice.

Corporate executives were caught off

guard. The presence of children at an event

designed to showcase corporate technologi-

cal prowess caused the same consternation

as if the engineers had invited the competi-

tion—and in a way, they had. Their act

implied that spouses and children, expected

to be both yielding and invisible in the face

of the greater corporate good, had made an

indirect contribution in the workplace.

The event revealed

cracks in the suppos-

edly solid wall be-

tween work and fami-

ly life in America. As
the numbers of work-

ing mothers grow (62

percent of mothers

with children under

eighteen now are in

the workforce) and as

both men and women
rethink their work
and family priorities,

the wall will be

breached even more.

Already the nature of

the family and the

workplace, and the

expectations of indi-

vidual Americans
about their responsi-

bilities to each, are

undergoing profound

change. Children's Campus: Duke's child-care center compl

Duke president Nannerl O. Keohane
said at a meeting of campus women ad-

ministrators in October 1993: "In corpo-

rate culture especially, but also in acade-

mia, there is the assumption that if you

want to make it to the top you have to be

willing to be there at all hours, and make
tremendous personal sacrifices." She called

for reassessment: "There should be greater

attention paid to family, travel, and self-

reflection, not just at retirement but at

younger stages as well—and for both men
and women."

Those sentiments also emerged as the

centerpiece of Commencement '94- In her

keynote address, CNN news anchor and

Duke trustee Judy Woodruff '68 said she

dreamed of a day "when men and women
alike have options: options to stay home,

to work away from home, or to combine

the two.... I believe that I am a better

mother and wife because I am fulfilled at

work, and I know that I am a better jour-

nalist because of the

joys of my family."

As an employer,

Duke is in a position

to translate rhetoric

into action. The uni-

versity has developed

a range of family-

friendly policies

through its Employee

and Family Programs

department. The de-

partment supports a

network of commu-
nity caregivers with

resources, training,

and referrals, while

maintaining a model

Children's Campus
as a visible commit-

ment to high-quality

child care.

| The roots of

3 change in American
services home and worklife
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are tangled and deep. The most

obvious difference is that more

women are in the workforce

than ever before. (As Duke
Employee and Family Programs

director Gloria McAuley says,

"One reason more executives are

responding to family issues is

that more women are becoming

executives.") But other factors

are involved. Global competi-

tion has laid siege to wages. Fam-

ily sizes have been trimmed since

the days of home-grown labor.

And people are living longer.

Duke sociology professor

Angela O'Rand notes that the

concept of a "family wage" for

deserving workers, introduced at

the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury and offered to workers by

industrialists like Henry Ford by

1914, is no longer the prevailing

corporate pattern. As U.S. hege-

mony over world markets has

waned, she says, the trend is to

smaller workplaces and smaller

paychecks. So while overall fam-

ily income continues to climb (albeit slow-

ly), it often takes two paychecks to main-

tain the same standard of living.

And with growing numbers of women
in the workforce, family size is diminish-

ing, O'Rand says, shrinking the safety net

available for dependent care. "We've

moved from 'rectangular' families, where

li
QUIET
AREA is-

Story time: listening, learning, interacting

at any given time three relatively well-

populated generations were alive, to 'bean-

pole' families. People are living longer, and

more generations are alive, but there are

fewer people in each." The responsibilities

of a dwindling caregiver pool thus are

being stretched over more generations. As
baby-boomers age, O'Rand says, retirees in

HOUSEHUSBAND

A parent at home graces

the children by being

there." So writes for-

mer teacher and full-time

father Thomas E. Wilson in the

Wall Street Journal in a recent

column titled "Letter From a

Househusband." Wilson's let-

ter struck a chord with George
Telford, past associate director

of planned giving for Duke.
He recently became a house-

husband himself.

A graduate of the University

of Richmond's law school,

Telford spent his final year of

law school at Duke, and until

August 1 994 was engaged in

fund raising for the university

and advising potential donors

on estate planning. Now he is a

full-time dad—by choice.

When the first of Telford's

two children was born, his

wife, Chris Marx M.D. '92, had
just completed her medical

degree at Duke. Chris began
her internship in psychiatry at

the medical center in August,

and George now is the primary
caregiver for their infant and
one-and-a-half-year-old. "It

really was a lifestyle decision as

much as it was a child-care

decision," Telford says. "We
didn't think we could juggle

taking care of children, mak-
ing sure the bills were paid,

manage a household, and still

maintain our sanity."

Telford, thirty-one, plans to

resume his career once Chris'

internship is completed and
the children are older. "I feel

like I'm young enough so I can
get my career back on track in

a year or two," he says. "I

might have felt less comfort-

able about doing this at forty

than I do at thirty."

Telford and Marx decided

financial security was less

important than having a parent

at home. "We don't live easily

right now because we have
only one income, and we'll live

less easily next year because

my wife's income will be less

than what I have now. But
as we both look back on our
childhoods, we feel that it was
important to have our mothers
there to take care of us, mak-
ing a lot of opportunities avail-

able for us as we were grow-

ing up, loving us constantly,

and being really involved in

our lives."

"I'm a big advocate of risk-

taking," he says. "Maybe I

won't save as much money for

my children's college educa-

tion or my retirement, but the

best investment, if you want to

look at it in financial terms, is

to be there for my children as

much as I can."

Telford isn't starting his

child-rearing career from
scratch. "I've been an involved

father," he says. "My wife is

wonderful with our children,

but I feel like I'm equally won-
derful. I've really enjoyed
being with my daughter."

The decision to put his

career on hold, Telford says,

"was predicated on a great deal

of admiration for [my wife] and
her intellect and ambition and
what she wanted to do with

her life. I just didn't want my
wife to feel like it wasn't a

completely equal—fifty-fifty

exactly—shared responsibility.

That's the bottom line for me."

their sixties may have to tend

their elderly parents as well as

their grandchildren during the

workday.

Unfortunately, kin networks

have become so dispersed owing

to education and work require-

ments that relatives aren't al-

ways handy when children need

a place to go between school and

the time mom and dad return

from work. So who will mind
the kids—and great-grandma

and grandpa as well, in some
cases? In an article co-authored

with Emily Agree of the Univer-

sity of Michigan, O'Rand says

some employers are beginning to

pick up the slack. "The 'familial

corporation' [complements] kin

reciprocities," she and Agree

write. To attract and keep em-

ployees, employers tip the bal-

ance with offers of more time

rather than more money, includ-

ing such "family friendly" bene-

fits as parental and family leave,

flextime, part-time, and work-at-

home options.

In The Responsive Workplace (Columbia

University Press, 1987), Sheila Kamerman
and Alfred Kahn define the new workplace

reality: "No U.S. employer today would

expect to be able to recruit workers for a

sixty-hour, six-day week.... [W]hat was

once a standard is no longer. Almost 45 per-

cent of the work force is female, and close

to 70 percent of labor force growth over the

next decade is likely to come from women
entering the work force. No employer wants

to be closed out of two thirds of his or her

potential pool of workers. He must ask what

kinds of benefits or policies will attract

women who may also be mothers, men who
may also be fathers, and employees who
care about both jobs and families."

As a result, the wall between work and

family is being dismantled. Says O'Rand:

"Separation. . .between work being 'here'

and family being 'there' is changing. You
can't say you only work during this part of

the day or week, or only take care of fami-

ly during that part of the day or week.

There is a continuous spatial and temporal

integration of the two." An example of

this phenomenon is the "three o'clock

syndrome," where professional moms and

dads tie up company phone lines to make
sure that kids have gotten off the bus and

arrived home safely.

O'Rand believes that while government

will be a necessary part of this equation,

the larger responsibility will remain with

the private sector. "The solution to these

problems isn't in big, umbrella federal pro-

grams," she says, "but in the end, private
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solutions will be sustained to the extent to

which the federal government encourages

the private sector with tax breaks and

other indirect incentives." An example is

the Dependent Care Assistance Plans

(DCAPs) inaugurated by the Economic

Recovery Tax Act of 1981. DCAPs ex-

empt employer-provided child care assis-

tance payments from taxable income.

Says O'Rand: "What happens is that all

this welfare work gets done in the private

sector to meet clear, local needs. It's not a

matter of being liberal or conservative;

needs usually are best understood and taken

care of locally, encouraged by reduced tax

liabilities such as investment in child care."

As an employer, Duke fits the emerging

pattern of the "familial corporation" that

O'Rand describes, including the trend

to cooperation with other employers

and community service organizations. In

a departure from the individualism and

competitiveness that generally characterize

American enterprise, progressive employers

are forming partnerships in order to meet

employee needs for affordable, available,

quality dependent care.

Duke has joined forty area employers,

including I.B.M., Glaxo, and Duke Power,

to develop solutions that rely on existing

community service organizations. Starring

Points, a 1994 Carnegie Foundation report

on America's youngest children, defines

the need for such an approach. "Virtually

every American community has produced

a patchwork of child care, including

licensed centers, regulated family child

care, unregulated family child care, and

informal care by relatives.... Yet all too

often, the seams that hold this child care

quilt together are frayed," the report says.

Caregiver networks—developed by em-

ployers, community organizations, or both

—

are emerging to pull the patchwork togeth-

er. Says McAuley of Duke's Employee and

Family Programs department: "We see a

great need for tie-in with the community.

Why reinvent the wheel when there are

organizations already there?"

McAuley says Duke has connections

with some seventy community programs,

including the Durham Day Care Council,

the Child Care Network of Orange Coun-
ty, the Parent Education Network, and the

Public Education Task Force. While Duke
provides direct child care through the

Children's Campus, the seventy-student

center is intended as a model that comple-

ments existing community services. The
staggering expense—not to mention
acreage—required to build on-campus
facilities for all of the youngest children of

Duke employees—some 8,000 children

under age six—still would not meet the

needs of employees who prefer in-home or

neighborhood, rather than workplace, care.

As baby-boomers age,

says a Duke sociologist,

retirees in their sixties

may have to tend their

elderly parents as well as

their grandchildren

during the workday.

One snag caregiver networks encounter

is "burnout" among providers, who often

put in twelve-hour days with no sick leave

or vacation provisions. According to Lorna

Chafe, coordinator of work and family pro-

grams at Duke, "The turnover rate for fam-

ily day-care is even higher than the 40 per-

cent turnover rate on child care in this

country in general. So even though it's

very nice to put your child in a warm, loving

home, if eight months later you have to find

another warm, loving home, it's rough."

Duke has slowed turnover

by providing a variety of "in-

NOT HOME ALONE

Elizabeth "Libus" Bryan
Dover '80, a German
major at Duke with a

teaching certificate, has a full-

time job, yet is an at-home
mom for her ten- and thirteen-

year-old daughters. How can
she do both.' Dover has been a

professional home day-care

provider for twelve years.

"I taught school in Virginia

Beach," she say, "and then we
moved back to Durham, where
my husband and I grew up. I

was trying to find a way to stay

home with my kids, and this

was the perfect solution."

Dover cares for five children

at a time, with no more than

one infant among them. The
arrangement gives her the flex-

ibility to take the children out

often. "We go to the grocery

store, and I cut out pictures of

what we're getting so the kids

can look for it there. When we
read about a fire station, I'll

take them there, so they know
what one is. I've also been able

to take the kids into my own
children's school, when I vol-

unteer to help in the classroom.

The little kids love it because
they can see what's in store for

them. And the older kids like

having the little ones in the

classroom." Dover says the

pre-schoolers often want to do

kind" support for its Family Day Care net-

work of caregivers, thanks in part to the

generosity of a Duke graduating class. In a

departure from the "marble bench" school

of gifting, the Class of 1991 donated more
than $50,000 for family day-care, including

a toy-lending program and a "substitute

caregiver" to take over for family day care

providers who need time off. The toy-

lending program offers tumbling mats, tun-

nels, and other big equipment that is too

expensive for family day-care providers to

stock, and too bulky to store long-term.

Chafe says the support services—especially

the substitute caregiver—have been the

key to strengthening the network.

"We saw a huge jump in the number of

caregivers listing with us—a 59 percent

increase in one year," says Chafe. "We also

saw the turnover rate drop from 79 percent

to 39 percent a year. We're attracting a

more stable kind of family day-care provider

now, where before we had a student passing

through or an employee who decided to do

it part-time. We hope to find a way to move
together with other community employers

and fund a network of substitutes."

The Employee and Family Program

department produces a babysitting and

Taking in kids: professional in-ho;

Bryan, center, with "clients"

homework, copying her own
children's after-school activity.

How do Dover's children

respond to having a houseful

of pre-schoolers? "They get

very attached to some of the

kids, but they each had one
summer where they complained

about being thrown out of

their bedrooms for two hours

at naptime. And I remind them
that when they call from school

about a forgotten lunchbox,

I'm here to bring it to them. I

couldn't do that if I didn't

work at home. So they learn

the tradeoffs."

Dover says she is concerned
about role models for her

daughters. "I want them to see

there are choices. Some par-

ents stay at home and some
work outside the home, but

they all take care of their kids

one way or another.

(irnnJcr

"The parents of the children

I care for have been very sup-

portive ofmy kids. One mother
who worked at Burroughs-

Wellcome invited my daughters

to come out and see what she

did. And one summer we went
and had picnics with all the

mothers at their workplaces."

Dover says home day-care

providers gain respect by main-

taining a professional outlook:

"If I present myself as a profes-

sional, I'm treated that way."

Among the things Dover does to

professionalize her work is take

time for developmental classes,

take paid time off, and insist that

parents pick up their offspring

promptly. A sense of humor
helps, too. "At class reunions

when people brag about what
they're doing, I tell them I'm

raising future presidents!"
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elder care directory, updated three times a

year with lists of students available for

"incidental" care. Counseling and a lend-

ing library of parenting publications are

available through the department for

employee and student parents.

At the other end of the work-family

spectrum are Duke alumnae of the baby

boom generation, balancing parenthood

and careers. For these working parents,

work and family life issues come most

sharply into focus. Myla Taylor Williams

'75 had a full-time career before marriage,

then became a full-time mom. Now single,

she manages both parenthood and a career

at the World Bank on her own. Her time

is stretched to the limit; her first available

moment for an interview was after nine at

night. Williams points out that seemingly

insignificant events can throw off the deli-

cate balance of work and family commit-

ments. When her son's school and bus

schedules were changed to a mere half-

hour later, for example, she had to negoti-

ate both a new work schedule with her

boss, and a new after-school babysitting

schedule with the sitter.

Williams says bank personnel are get-

ting used to seeing children in the office

on "snow days," when grade schools must

close with little advance notice to parents.

"Last winter, we trudged through the ice

and snow with [my son's] backpack loaded

While employers and

employees are working

from opposite sides to

dismantle the wall

between work and family

life, the real job of

integrating the two is

managed by individuals.

with Game Boy and books and crayons.

Luckily, I have a private office, and I can

let him play games on my computer while

I'm gone to a meeting." Williams also has

the option of occasionally telecommuting

from home, via a bank-provided computer

and modem.
Like Williams, Janelle Thibau 76, a

government relations executive at Merrill

Lynch, finds workplace flexibility is the

key to getting it all done. While she often

works nine-hour days, the nature of the

work (and an understanding boss) allows

her to vary the timing: "I'm pretty much in

Announcing the. 1995 Duke University

Alumni Directory

In January and February, look for your

individual update and directory order

form. Be sure to send it in right away-only

the number of directories ordered will be

printed.

Ordered directories will be available in the

Fall of 1995.
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£Q Complete alphabetical listing of all Duke alumni of record

£Q Class year listing

CQ Geographic listing alphabetically by state and city
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Trinity and Engineering
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Graduate School
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charge of my schedule; sometimes I work
evenings or take conference calls from

home in the morning."

With three toddlers, such flexibility is

essential. Last winter, for example, Thibau

says she made weekly doctor visits for a

while, with one child or another. "I have

about a half-hour a day when I don't have

to be doing things for someone else."

Is the balancing act worth it? Yes,

Thibau says. "Things become more com-
plicated when you have children, but you

never wish for the life you once had. You
think wistfully about that kind of leisure

and personal time, but all you want is

more of what you now have—more time

with your children. You have somebody

else's life as your job."

John Vernon '73, one of three owners of

Hospitality Partners, a hotel business based

in Bethesda, Maryland, finds that flexibili-

ty is a plus in attracting top people. "Our
competition is really disciplined: Everyone

has to be at work at 8:30 and they have to

stay at least until 5:30. We're not like that,

and it gives us an edge on getting unusual-

ly qualified folks.

"I think it's a fairly family-oriented com-

pany. When we started, my partner and I

said, 'We want to be at home,' unlike my
father who had to travel a lot. I sometimes

have to work late, but I'm not in Houston

when something happens. I go to all the

boys' Cub Scout meetings. You go to

all those kinds of things you don't want

to miss."

While employers and employees are

working from opposite sides—and with

different incentives—to dismantle the wall

between work and family life, the fact

remains that the real job of integrating the

two is managed by individuals. In a culture

that seems to demand sainthood from par-

ents and sacrifice from workers, a growing

number of individuals are taking on both

roles, compromising on nothing but the

elusive goal of perfection. Says the World
Bank's Williams: "I've had to learn to be

able to just say, okay, I've done all I can

do, and now it's time to shift into the

other part of my life, whether it be on the

home front or work."

"My life is so rich," she says. "Some-

times I'm sitting at the office mulling over

a problem or thinking that I've got to

scramble to get something finished, and

then I think, I get to go home to [my son]

Taylor, and I wonder how his day is. It's

sort of like being in love. It helps you keep

a healthy perspective on what really

counts in life."

Norman is a free-lance writer living in Durham.
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REVOLUTION
ON WHEELS

A n April evening,

1992. Thatcher Ul-

rich B.S.E. '90 is

lounging in the

basement of Mike
Benjamin's Boston

house, surrounded

by sailboards, kid-

die toys, and a portrait of JFK. Benjamin is

Ulrich's boss, from Tekscan, a manufactur-

er of sensors for medical equipment. They
are meeting with a single premise: Exercise

is boring (Ulrich is sporting a bit of a beer

gut on his six-four frame, courtesy of his

Duke days, to prove the point). Both

Ulrich and Benjamin are master hackers,

computer wizards on a mission—marrying

aerobic fitness machines to virtual reality,

inventing the gym of the future.

Joining them around this high-tech

round table—a miniature ping-pong board,

actually—are Tony Koselka, a hotshot

mechanical engineer, and Aaron Bobick, a

professor of media technology at M.I.T.

Benjamin, a cycling aficionado, is pushing

the possibility of a vir-

tual reality exercise

bike, a concept he'd

hit upon just five

months before.

"We knew that if

we had unlimited

dough we could make
an amazing machine,"

recalls Ulrich. "The
burning question was,

could we buy enough

computing power, fast

enough processors, to

make a legitimate VR
world at a reasonable

price?" Yet nobody
even knew what
"reasonable" meant,

whether it was a

home machine for

$1,000 or a health-

club machine for ten

times that. Or per- From concept to virtual

haps the bike belonged in a video arcade.

The odds were against them. Virtual

reality was already overhyped—a lot of

THATCHER ULRICH
BY MICHAEL GOLDSTEIN

The CyberBike is an
American Dream story

for the 1990s, the tale of

an off-beat Duke
computer science and

electrical engineering

student who has made an

impact in the world of

high tech.

reality: Uh could mean a cycling Tou

attention, but no one had built commer-
cially viable applications. Only NASA and
the military were actually using VR on a

large scale. Furthermore, the billion-dollar

fitness industry was intensely competitive,

and the industry giants were already at

work on their own virtual programs.

Back in the basement, one brainstorm-

ing session, three broccoli/onion pizzas,

and a bunch of Coors Lights later, the four

men are both exhausted and excited. They
leave after midnight, having committed to

regular Wednesday night meetings. Some
basic tasks have been divided. Ulrich has

the most challenging assignment: In his

spare time (he still has a full-time job at

Tekscan), he will try to design the proto-

type software.

A short time later, Ulrich forks over

$2,400 out of his own pocket for a brand-

new V-Com 486-33, with 4 megs of RAM.
It is a decent computer, nothing more. If

Ulrich is going to design a cost-effective vir-

tual world, he'll have to do it the hard way.

That was two years ago. This fall,

Ulrich's company, CyberGear, will roll its

first mass-produced CyberBikes off the

assembly line. Orders from health clubs

have already strained

their manufacturing

partner, Tectrix, way
past capacity.

The $7,500 ma-

chines combine a re-

cumbent bike, 20-

inch color monitors,

and Ulrich's sophisti-

cated software to cre-

ate a level of interac-

tivity never before

experienced in the

fitness arena. You

—

the rider—literally

lean into a down-
ward turn on an as-

phalt road, a breeze

blows in your face

a while the pedal resis-

tance decreases, all

Jin direct proportion

pto the change in ter-

de France without leaving home rain ancj speecj An-
other rider appears. In real life, it's the

woman on the machine next to yours, ped-

aling furiously; on the screen, she's gaining
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on you. Letting her pass, you shift gears

using the buttons on your handlebars.

Positioning your bike directly behind

hers
—

"drafting" in cycling parlance—you

feel the lessening wind resistance.

A few miles later, you push another but-

ton for an aerial view and decide to turn

off-road into a nearby pond. The resulting

splashing sound effects, courtesy of the

CyberBike's stereo speakers, momentarily

drown out the Magnum P. I. -like theme

music. Another button pressed reveals

calories burned, miles traveled, and other

workout statistics.

So far, eight CyberBikes can be net-

worked together locally in any one gym.

Still, with cheap modems popping up

everywhere, can a Tour D'Internet be far

behind, with a rider in Sacramento racing

his best friend in Chapel Hill?

Virtual reality has been so overhyped

over the past year that it would be easy to

dismiss Ulrich's invention. But the Cyber-

Bike is an American Dream story for the

1990s, the tale of an off-beat Duke com-

puter science and electrical engineering

student who has made an impact in the

world of high tech.

The story begins on West Campus,
where Ulrich lived for two years at BOG
("Bunch Of Guys"). BOG was a sort of

anti-fraternity—which has since lost its

charter owing to rowdy behavior—a cre-

ative atmosphere, where an "anything

goes" policy was firmly in place. Ulrich, a

karate purple belt sporting dreadlocks, fit

right in. "Here were really intelligent peo-

ple, brilliant even, who were doing things

that just didn't conform to expectations,"

says Ulrich. "The kid next door might

have the potential to solve ancient math-

ematical problems, but, instead, he'd be an

expert on professional wrestling, able to

discourse for hours on the relative merits

of the body slam."

BOG gave a new—and true—meaning

to the word "diversity"; living with such

disparate people would ultimately help

Ulrich work in very close quarters with his

future business partners.

Duke's computer courses served him
well. "A lot of people out there who do

what 1 do never took Mathematical Foun-

dations for Computer Science—which, I

admit, is about as exciting as it sounds," he

says. "Although not part of the normal

hacker training, those courses were valu-

able. So was the electrical engineering.

The point is, you have to understand every

part of the bike to design the software,

which means every related field will come
in handy eventually."

While Ulrich does come from a profes-

sorial family—both parents teach at the

University of New Hampshire; his mother,

Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, won the 1992

The CyberBike combines

a recumbent bike,

20-inch color monitor,

and Ulrich's sophisticated

software, creating a level

of interactivity never

before experienced in the

fitness arena.

Pulitzer Prize in history—he is hardly the

quintessential computer nerd. Sure, he

surfs the Internet, but he also lives in a

communal loft and plays bass for a punk
band, Sinkhole. Don't look for them on
Letterman anytime soon, but they did

complete a ten-day tour in July, playing

tiny halls and church basements all over

Canada. Sinkhole tours are not exactly

like U2's: more irony, fewer groupies.

Ulrich graduated a semester early and

took his first job with Tekscan, writing

software to run tactile sensors, that is,

devices that measure touch forces. But the

applications were mostly medical; Ulrich

wanted something more fun.

"Right now," he says, "VR is definitely a

technology looking for a use. The industry

is still in its infancy. Everyone wants a def-

inition, but it's really a broad thing—the

two elements are interactivity and 3-D. To
me, interactive means you can do things

that are immediately reflected in the envi-

ronment, and vice-versa. So far, most VR
excitement involves communication be-

tween people, a sort of e-mail squared. When
I was offered the chance to participate in a

truly innovative application, I jumped.

Mike Benjamin had left Tekscan to pursue

this, so there was a real commitment."

Their new company was called

CyberGear; Ulrich—at age twenty-three

the youngest by six years—was vice presi-

dent of software. To raise seed money,

they approached what entrepreneurs call

"friends and fools." Ulrich mentioned to

his parents that CyberGear was beginning

its capital campaign. He recalls, "Dad

didn't even wait for me to ask. He told me
he wouldn't put a penny into something as

risky as our bike." CyberGear had pro-

gressed far enough with a prototype, how-
ever, that the bike looked viable, so

Thatcher hooked his brother for $5,000.

"When Mom and Dad heard that Karl was

going in—he's a professor at the M.I.T. busi-

ness school—they reconsidered." It didn't

hurt that Mom had just won a MacArthur
genius grant to the tune of roughly

$300,000. They pitched in $5,000 as well.

CyberGear raised enough, around

$100,000, including services-for-stock, to

begin working out of a small office on Bin-

ney Street. Ulrich quit Tekscan in

November 1992 to work on the bike full-

time. Benjamin was busy pursuing big-time

venture capitalists. The business plan

called for a couple of million dollars to

launch the CyberBike from scratch, in-

cluding development, manufacturing, and

marketing. They generated some interest,

but no one would write the big check.

"Venture capitalists tend to look for huge

payoffs, at least ten times what they put in.

Even if we met our projections, this wasn't a

potential gold mine like a genetically engi-

neered drug. Plus we had no track record."

So they continued to build and debug

the prototype. No one took a salary. On a

typical day, Ulrich would arrive at noon,

work until midnight, and send an e-mail

like this: "We are developing an embedded
system which incorporates Gravis Ultra-

Sound cards. Our target system does not

allow us to run ULTRINIT.EXE or any of

the normal GUS drivers; instead, we have

licensed GF1 Kernel & Example Code 0.2

from Forte to drive the card directly. Our
problem: our newest card does not produce

any sound when we run our code. Does it

require a different initialization?"

By the summer of 1993, Ulrich was a bit

depressed, and soured on the VR bike idea.

"Our office had no air-conditioning, and it

was extremely uncomfortable," he says. "I

was thinking about getting a real job. I'd

started with about eight thou in the bank,

and had survived by eating beans and the

like, and now I was down to two thousand.

My entertainment budget consisted of going

to the movies about every other week

—

Dutch. I really hadn't bought anything, no

clothes, no VCR. I was working weekends.

Did I mention it was really hot in our of-

fice? There's no way you can underestimate

just how warm it was." But he stayed with

it, and to help pay the rent, CyberGear

took a small consulting job from Nissan.

The tide began to turn when CyberGear

hired a business consultant to help them

showcase their demo, which was working

reasonably well. First, Charlie Leighton,

the millionaire owner of NordicTrack,

came for a look-see. "Charlie is purely the

$600-range home-owner market," Ulrich

explains. "He told us if we could create a

$600 add-on to his existing NordicTrack

model, he could sell a lot of them." But

after a little back-of-the-envelope sketch-

ing, CyberGear felt it would have to be a

different product altogether.

Next came Trotter, which manufactures

treadmills. "We carted our model to their
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headquarters in Medway. It was a hundred

degrees, and I was wearing a tie," he sighs.

"But once we got it in there, those execu-

tives really got into it, cheering and yelling

as they took turns riding the bike. We
were very excited, and so were they—you

just never see that kind of reaction to a

LifeCycle or treadmill."

Tectrix, a manufacturer that had

cracked the StairMaster monopoly, was

also interested. They had an immediate

affinity: The presidents of both companies

were engineers, while the other companies

courting CyberGear were run by M.B.A.

types. CyberGear signed with Tectrix,

which anted up development and licens-

ing fees. Months later, CyberGear was

impressive enough to attract Bryan Lewis,

the manager of virtual worlds research at

I.B.M., to join the firm as another software

engineer.

In June of this year, the product was

debuted for the press and for the health

club industry. Renamed the "VR Bike,"

the machine held up well as insiders took

test drives. "The reaction was just what

you'd want: a mixture of fear and greed,"

Ulrich says. "Fear from club owners that

their customers would demand a lot of our

bikes; greed from distributors who thought

they'd get rich off these things." One
upscale New York City club, Equinox,

offered to buy the prototypes on the spot.

"He didn't want them to leave the city,"

says Ulrich, "but we needed them for

another show on the West Coast."

The VR Bike won't make Thatcher

Ulrich into Bill Gates, although the

potential to create similar VR fitness

equipment has a big upside: A lot of the

work has already been done. There's also

more software to be written—a virtual tour

through Paris or San Francisco, for exam-

ple, based on the actual buildings and

roads there. Ultimately, in several years, a

cinemaphotographer could theoretically

drive through a city and film it; then the

film could be digitally transferred into soft-

ware. The result, called texture-mapping,

will be a mind-blowing picture. You
wouldn't see a representation of Paris

—

you would see Paris itself, further blurring

the line between what's real and what's

artificial.

In the meantime, Ulrich is ironing out a

few last-minute bugs. Today's problem:

When the bike jumps off a ramp, it freezes

in mid-air. He snacks from an industrial-

size box of Cheerios, cranks up punkers

Rocket And Paycheck on the stereo, and
reboots. A minute later, he calls up the

program and stares at the screen patiently.

It's never been easy.

"First we have to make the problem
happen consistently, so we know when
we've fixed it," he explains. "Then, it's

taking out parts of the program, pieces of

code, one at a time." He ponders for a

moment, then hammers down on the key-

board, eliminating a few lines from the

program. He reboots, runs the program, the

bike jumps. It freezes again. He's reboots

once more, a little less patiently this time.

A half-hour and several more ideas

later, the bug is gone. But that's not good

enough. "It's not exactly trial and error,"

he says. "If I don't understand how I've

fixed something, I may have missed con-

tributing factors, and they'll show up later

in other ways."

Despite CyberGear's promising future,

Ulrich is toying with the idea of grad

school. "I'm caught in that trap," he says.

"Now that I've got some cash and a fun

lifestyle, the prospect of grad school with

no money and all that studying is a bit

daunting. M.I.T. rejected me twice

already, so I'm not sure if I'll give them
another chance."
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MADAGASCAR
Continued from page 7

"Hit!"

Not missing a beat, Overdorff again

began rattling off instructions to Rasmussen

and me. The drug would not take effect for

another sixty seconds. We could not let this

animal get away. Shaken by the impact of

the dart, he didn't move far from where

he'd been when hit. Trying to reach Pierre

to help with the net, I began slashing at the

leana foliage hindering my descent onto the

nearly sheer side of the off-trail hill. I was

getting nowhere.

The Prop was swaying under the influ-

ence of the Telazol, thirty meters up in the

canopy. I reached Pierre just in time, pulling

the hammock-sized net tight just

as the Prop lost his grip and came

spiraling toward the ground. The
net was not centered under the

Prop's fall: After hitting the net,

he bounced off the side, sending

him careening down the sheer

mountainside. My heart stopped.

Pierre dove after him. Tri-

umphantly climbing back up to

us, the Prop in tow, Pierre handed

him to me for a head-to-toe

check for injuries. The Prop was

unscathed but quite limp under

the influence of the Telazol. Rain

began pouring down.

Upon reaching camp, we
quickly processed the animal

before dark. We took anatomical

data, including weight and body

length, and named the lemur

"Len." After fitting Len with his

own radio collar, we put him in a

burlap bag to help him keep

warm as he slept off the effects of

the drug before we'd release him
the next morning. It was pitch-

black outside before we'd finished working

with Len. Little was said as our portions of

rice and beans were handed out that night.

But we'd darted and processed a member of

an endangered species with no mistakes.

Things went much faster after the first

two weeks. Perhaps I was finally getting

my jungle feet. Our routine for the dura-

tion of the field season began to fall into

place. On Monday, we'd find a study group

for the week and dart two or three mem-
bers for processing. Processing would con-

sist of getting anatomical measurements,

noting any distinguishing characteristics,

and making casts of the animals' teeth. For

the next three days, we'd collect feeding

ecology data on everything they ate. After

following our focal animals' every move
and collecting data on them for three full

days, we'd recapture them and recast their

teeth. (Back in the States, the casts from

A misplaced shot could

send a tranquilizer dart

hurling into soft

abdominal tissue, causing

internal organ damage,

or slamming into a bone,

easily shattering

a leg or arm.

Arboreal antics: Variec

variegata variegata, the

black-and-white ruffed

lemur, above; Dollar,

mvi. u'ir/i [Mikjifiical rcJ-

bellied lemur

before and after collect-

ing feeding data would

be examined under a

scanning electron mi-

croscope to ascertain

degrees and causes of dental microwear on
all four of our study species.) On Saturday,

we'd release the animals and follow them
for a short while to make sure they had

fully recovered from the tranquilizer. If

everything worked as planned, we'd rest

on Sundays.

We followed Props for the first week of

routine observations; they were a good

study animal for beginners. They were the

largest animals we'd be studying, making
them easy to follow. If we lost sight of

them, their crashing from tree to tree

made them easy to relocate. They general-

ly stayed together, allowing us to commu-
nicate among ourselves as to which species

of what plant was being eaten. Best of all,

these animals were lazy. They'd awaken
around seven or eight in the morning,

have a couple of feeding, moving, and
grooming bouts, and sleep for an hour at

lunch time. After their mid-afternoon nap,

they'd again have a couple of feeding,

moving, and grooming bouts before balling

up into a big bunch of lemurs at four in

the afternoon. They'd then fall asleep

until the following morning, not moving
throughout the night.

The second week, we went through the

same routine with Eulemur rubriventer,

commonly referred to as the red-bellied

lemur. Although most easily recognized

from their coat color, male red-bellied

lemurs also have striking white patches

under their eyes, making it easy to distin-

guish between the sexes. These reddish-

brown prosimians were smaller and much
quieter in their arboreal quadripedal loco-

motion, which made them more difficult

to follow. They also moved a lot more
throughout the day and night. This not

only made the days of collecting data more
difficult, but also made locating them in

the mornings an ordeal all its own. Even
with their relatively small territory size,

rubriventer were often difficult to find

—

though not impossible, thanks to the won-

derful world of radio telemetry. Their radio

collars would allow us to track

them right to their sleep tree.

Sometimes we couldn't even

see the animals, still asleep in

the canopy, but we knew they

were there.

After Overdorff, Rasmus-

sen, and I had been at Vato

for more than a month, we
were ready for the eight-mile

hike out of the forest for a

weekend in town. Bathing in

a forty-degree river for a

f month earns one the luxury

Sof a long, thorough bath.

| Rice and beans for a month
3 tends to leave one craving

meat. Sleeping on the ground for a month
tends to leave one ready for a real (by

third-world standards) bed with real sheets

and pillows. Having spent Friday night

and all day Saturday in town, we headed

back into the forest on Sunday—our crav-

ings for Cokes, beers, and junk food

assuaged, our stomachs full but queasy

from the sudden influx of rich restaurant

food, and our bodies clean, thanks to the

thermal baths.
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To our chagrin, the Prop group we had

been following for two weeks disappeared

out of radio range for a week. Although we
thought we'd thoroughly mapped their ter-

ritory, we had apparently assumed too

much. We couldn't find them despite days

of searching. A few days later, after we'd

stopped searching for them and were

working with a group of red-bellied lemurs,

the Props reappeared as if from nowhere.

There's a drawback to working with ani-

mals in the wild: No matter how well you

know the animals, their territories, and

their individual quirks, they're still ani-

mals—which makes them unpredictable.

Another trial reminding us of the

unpredictability of field work involved the

recapture of a female red-bellied lemur.

Granted, these animals are smaller, harder

to hit, and spend more time high in the

canopy out of dart gun range. But a full

week without giving us one good darting

opportunity was almost more than we
could bear. Instead of a three-day set of

data, we were forced to follow this particu-

lar female for an entire extra week, col-

lecting data on her while waiting for a

Q&A
Continued from page I

8

well, that's a terrible human rights tragedy,

but we can't do anything because the Sovi-

et Union might retaliate for our actions.

Is it dear that we have new rules of

engagement in international affairs?

We're still feeling our way. But one rule

that seems to be emerging is that U.S.

casualties in a military operation must be

extraordinarily low. That eliminates a lot

of things. That's one of the primary reasons

why the president was ready to pull the trig-

ger in Haiti and not, for example, in Cuba.

The conventional wisdom has it that the

American people will not accept casualties.

My own view is that the American people

would tolerate some casualties, provided

that the president expended the political

capital to prepare them. This president has

been unwilling to spend that capital.

How do you see the president's relations

with Congress in the formulating of for-

eign polity?

I think the administration has perhaps

deferred too much to Congress. The Haiti

case is actually the exception that proves

the rules. The administration suspected

they didn't have the strength in Congress

to ram it down their throats, so they wanted
to keep the issue from coming up for a vote.

An administration that was more inclined

to wield the imperial powers of the presi-

dent would have kept Congress in a defer-

chance to fire some Telazol into her.

Sometimes the dart gun didn't work prop-

erly. Other times, we just missed.

Things may not have always worked,

but usually they did. When we successfully

darted an animal or when we knew we
were collecting top-notch data despite the

pouring rain, leeches, cold, and mud, I was

happy. We all were. Normal, unassuming

people. Folks you wouldn't mind passing

on the street. That was us; only we were

standing in the middle of a rainforest

in Madagascar, living in tents, chasing

primates through swamp, stream, bog, or

undergrowth. Smelly. Muddy. Tired. Aes-

thetically displeasing to anyone but our-

selves. Excited. Loving it. Inspired.

Who would've figured a pre-med, type

A-plus, business-minded, too-busy-to-stop-

and-smell-the-roses person such as myself

would have to go to Madagascar to figure

out who he really was?

Dollar '95 is a photographer and editor of The
Chanticleer.

ential role in foreign policy. There are insti-

tutional and historical factors that make
Congress predisposed to defer to the presi-

dent on foreign-policy matters in a way that

it is not going to do on domestic policy.

What was the biggest surprise from

experiencing the ways of Washington?

I didn't realize how short the frame of

reference is. The acceleration of the news
cycle shortens the response time and

shortens the life of the story. So we were

worrying about stories on an hourly basis.

We could not engage on problems that

were predictable but were six months down
the road—not when our plates were too

full with problems that had to be answered

before the six o'clock news.

In writing my first book, I relied largely

on archival documents. But I've come to

realize that those documents are only final

drafts. What a scholar doesn't have access

to are all the winks and nods among the

players, all the verbal-give-and take, that

go into policymaking. Those things will

never end up on paper.

I've also become a tad more cynical. It's

very hard for an official to say, "We
screwed up, but we're going to fix it this

way." The instinct instead is to never, ever

admit we're wrong and to describe every-

thing to reflect as favorably as possible on
the president. I don't know if I've become
a relativist. But I am finding myself more
sympathetic to Gershwin's insight that "it

ain't necessarily so."

—Robert]. Bliwise
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FITNESS
MATTERS

Approval of a three-part plan for up-

grading campus recreational facil-

ities highlighted the fall meeting

of Duke's hoard of trustees. The $30-

million project includes the construction of

a new facility on West Campus, the reno-

vation and expansion of Memorial Gym on

East Campus, and the building of an annex

to Cameron Indoor Stadium.

Charles Putman, university executive

vice president, says the center is a response

to quality-of-life concerns. "This is more

than a recreational issue," he reported to

the board. "These facilities could really be

called fitness centers. These include space

for group meetings, classes, and group

activities such as aerobics. They will be

designed in the most modern way to pro-

mote fitness and the quality of life."

Construction will begin when a fund-

raising program, which is now under way,

has collected $10 million in cash and $5

million in pledges. At least $20 million of

the cost is to be funded through gifts, with

the remainder to be financed by bonds.

Plans call for a 153,629-square-foot-

recreation center on West Campus that will

include a three-court gymnasium, a two-court

gymnasium, an elevated indoor jogging

track, a climbing wall, four indoor tennis

courts, squash courts, a fitness area, weight

training equipment, and locker rooms.

On East Campus, a 3 1 ,000-square-foot

addition to Memorial Gym will incorpo-

rate two more basketball courts, an aero-

bics studio, a fitness area, a multipurpose

room, and a weight training area. An
annex to Cameron Indoor Stadium will

house a study center for student athletes,

offices for coaches, and a new Hall of

Fame Room to represent all twenty-four of

the university's collegiate sports.

President Nannerl O. Keohane reported

to the trustees that Duke had completed

the past fiscal year with a balanced budget

for the twenty-sixth consecutive year. She
said the university, excluding the hospital,

was $15.5 million under budget for the fis-

cal year ending June 30. The hospital

achieved its budget target of $23.8 million

for transfers in support of strategic initia-

tives outlined in its long-range plan. "This

was less than half the amount that was

available last year," Keohane said. "Next

year, the hospital expects even less funds

for these initiatives."

In July, hospital officials announced

plans to decrease annual hospital expendi-

tures by $70 million, including the elimi-

nation of as many as 1,500 positions over

the next two years. The reductions are to

be accomplished through attrition, volun-

tary separation through enhanced sever-

ance and retirement packages, and layoffs.

YEARNING FOR LEARNING

I DEAN SUE
DEPARTS

The Master of Arts in Lib-

eral Studies (MALS) pro-

gram celebrated its tenth

anniversary at a September
dinner that recognized some of

its first students and honored
faculty for outstanding contri-

butions to the program.

Duke Magazine
featured the

program's start-

up in the Sep-

tember-October
1984 issue.

The first

MALS program
began at Wesleyan
University in

1953, but it was
primarily for teach-

ers. Johns Hopkins
established its pro-

gram in 1962. Now
there are more than

125 colleges and universities

across the country offering

interdisciplinary courses lead-

ing to a master's degree. Duke
was one of first major universi-

ties in the South to offer such a

program, designed to give adult

students opportunities to

explore new subjects from a

variety of disciplines. In 1984,

there were twenty-four stu-

dents; the current enrollment

is 130.

A MALS student's curricu-

lum consists of nine courses

and a final project, for a total

of thirty units of

graduate study. The
Graduate Record
Examination is not

required, but there

is an extensive

screening pro-

gram for prospec-

tive students.

Most MALS
\

pursuers work

|\ full-time and
average four

years to com-
plete their

degrees; six

years is the maxi-

mum for any master's.

People in mid-career and
older have incentives and time

for second and even third

rounds of education, said Pres-

ident Nannerl O. Keohane at

the anniversary dinner, and
the MALS program meets that

educational need. "The notion

of a person starting out on a

particular career at age twenty-

two, and climbing up the well-

defined ladder for that job until

he or she gets the gold watch
for retiring at age sixty-five, is

already an outdated cliche in

the business world," she said.

"Increasingly, career changes

are punctuated by renewed
opportunities for formal educa-

tion, which can bring intellec-

tual refreshment and a re-

awakening of curiosity."

Singled out for a decade of

dedication were Kalman
Bland, associate professor of

religion; Steven Vogel, James
B. Duke Professor of Zoology;

Seymour Mauskopf, professor

of history; and Wendy Luttrell,

who teaches sociology and is

assistant director ofDuke's
Teaching and Learning Center.

"They share a love of teach-

ing, an excitement about gen-

erating student learning, a will-

ingness to develop new courses

and try out new ideas, and a

responsiveness to the needs of

adult learners," says Diane
Sasson, director of the MALS
program, of the honorees.

Suzanne J. Wasiolek '76, M.H.A. '78,

LL.M. '93, known among Duke stu-

dents as "Dean Sue," left her post as

assistant vice president and dean of stu-

dent development October 1 to join the

Durham law firm Maxwell Freeman 6k

Beason. Wasiolek says her decision to

leave Duke was motivated primarily by her

desire to practice law. She holds a law

degree from North Carolina Central Uni-

versity, where she has taught legal writing.

"I realized that if I was ever going to

practice law, I needed to go ahead and do

it before it was too late.... Now is a partic-

ularly exciting time for both Duke and stu-

dent affairs, and that has made my deci-

sion to leave more difficult," she says. "But

I hope to maintain my ties through alumni

activities, athletics, and volunteer activi-

ties, particularly through student affairs. I

want to be able to give back to Duke as

much as it has given me."

After working as an administrator at the

Duke-Watts Family Medicine Program and

the Orange Family Medical Center in

Hillsborough, Wasiolek joined the student

affairs staff as an assistant to the dean for

student life in 1979. Her efforts in Duke's
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emergency response planning, her supervi-

sion of the annual orientation for new stu-

dents, and her work in distributing athletic

tickets to students made her a popular and

respected figure on campus.

"Sue has always been a special person

with special duties that grew partly from

her long experience here," says Janet Smith

Dickerson, vice president for student affairs.

Dickerson says that the duties of the posi-

tion will be re-evaluated before a search is

begun for Wasiolek's successor. Karen L.

Steinour, dean of students, assumed many
of Wasiolek's day-to-day responsibilities.

SOCCER
SUCCESS

In
a surprising upset in October, the

Duke women's varsity soccer team beat

the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, ending the latter's phenome-
nal four-year winning streak. With a deci-

sive 3-2 win, the Blue Devils marked their

biggest victory since becoming a varsity

program seven years ago.

Played in Chapel Hill, the match marked

the first time the Tar Heel team had ever

lost at home. The twelve-time national

champions took the field with an overall

196-1-2 record, compiled since the team's

inception in 1985. They had not lost a game
since 1990; since then, they had racked up

101 games without a defeat (99-0-2).

Scoring for Duke were senior Christi

Monroe, junior Katherine Remy, and junior

All-America Kelly Walbert. The team is

coached by Bill Hempen.

ENGINEERING
ETHICS

Students of Aarne Vesilind under-

stood that as professional engineers

they would sometimes face tough

ethical situations. Vesilind's job, as he saw

it, was to relate those situations to some-

thing familiar to students everywhere

—

academic integrity and cheating.

"I've been trying to teach professional

engineering ethics for a number of years,

and it was difficult for the students to appre-

ciate professional ethical situations when
they're not engineers," says the Duke profes-

sor of civil and environmental engineer-

ing. "So the question became, could I relate

the ethical problems they face on an every-

day basis to professional engineering ethics?"

Vesilind secured funding from the Na-
tional Science Foundation to produce a

video and wrote scenes depicting various

problems instructors and students might

The upset of the A jubilant Duke u'omen's soccer team celebrates outbootmn the Heels

have with cheating. "These are realistic,

representative value conflicts students find

themselves in," he says. "For example, your

roommate wants to cheat on an exam. You
have loyalty to your roommate but you're

honor bound to see it doesn't occur. So
there are two things to balance."

He enlisted the help of Jody McAuliffe,

assistant professor in the drama program,

who cast students and rehearsed them for

the shoot. Clark Mathis '91, a professional

cinematographer in Los Angeles, shot the

video in mid-October.

The scenes are open-ended and the

videotape is intended for use with discus-

sion materials. Vesilind says discussion will

serve as a bridge between academic and

professional engineering ethics; he also

expects the video to reach beyond the

engineering field.

"It could be used in judicial offices or by

people interested in student honor codes,"

he says.

The video, due to appear in May 1995, was

co-sponsored by the Office of Student Affairs

and the office of the dean of Trinity College.

COLLECTING
STILL

An extensive collection chronicling

the life and work of William Grant

Still, the first black American
composer of classical music to have a piece

performed by a leading orchestra, has been

added to the Perkins Library Special Col-

lections.

Although Still may not have been ac-

corded the wider recognition given to his

contemporary, George Gershwin, he is best

known in music circles as the "dean of Afro-

American composers." John Druesedow,

director of Duke's music library, describes

Still, who was born in 1895 and died in

1978, as "the most prominent black com-

poser of his time in terms of classical

music." Still's works include operas, ballets,

orchestral pieces, concertos, art songs, sym-

phonies, and piano suites. He became a pio-

neer for other black American composers

when, in 1931, his Afro-American Symphony

was performed by the Rochester Philhar-

monic Orchestra. In 1935, the New York

Philharmonic gave the symphony its New
York premiere.

The newly catalogued collection was

funded by a National Endowment for the

Humanities grant shared jointly by Duke
and UNC-Chapel Hill for the acquisition

of Southern Americana. Holdings were pur-

chased with Duke's portion of the funding

from Still's daughter, Judith Anne Still, two

years ago, with negotiations handled by

Paul Jeffrey, director of jazz studies at Duke.

The collection contains tapes and com-

pact discs of Still's music and facsimiles of

his compositions that total more than 200

pieces. There are also concert programs,

newspaper articles, legal documents, let-

ters, and assorted memorabilia.

The collection appears as plans for a

centennial celebration of Still's birth are

being made for 1995. The jubilee "Still

Going On" will include symposia and

exhibits throughout the Southeast and fea-

ture performances of Still's work. One of

his pieces, "Levee Land," was performed by

the International Composers Guild in 1926

and proved notable for its blending of jazz

idioms with traditional European elements.

Still's incorporation of his black Ameri-

can roots into a classical context consti-

tutes what Druesedow calls "cultural amal-

gamation." The New York Philharmonic

performance of Afro-American Symphony

earned Still critical acclaim and fellow-

ships that allowed him to work on his six

operas, including Troubled Land and A
Bayou Legend.
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BATTLING BREAST
CANCER

.-\-ri in morion: Si uiic Paws You Fi.-t.-l Sn -\livo h\ Hollis oi.ala .
/rum the touring exhibit "Breast Cancer Journal"

dren and family members of women with

breast cancer, as well as experts on cancer

detection, insurance coverage, reconstruc-

tive surgery, and how breast cancer affects

ideas of sexuality.

Co-sponsored by the University of

North Carolina—Chapel Hill Lineberger

Comprehensive Cancer Center, the sym-

posium took place in mid-November.

S&. rtist Hollis Sigler's brightly colored

AA paintings have a certain dream-

m^^k. like quality, as if she were provid-

ing a glimpse into a fevered vision. And in

a way, that's exactly what she's doing.

Sigler's "Breast Cancer Journal" exhibit,

on display at Duke Medical Center this

winter, chronicles her own battle with the

disease. Diagnosed in 1985, Sigler has seen

friends and family—including her moth-

er—develop breast cancer. The haunting

pastels, with titles like "Some Days You
Feel So Alive" and "Maybe It Was Some-
thing I Ate?" explore the anxieties of liv-

ing with—and dying from—the pandemic.

Sigler's work comes to Duke as part of a

three-year tour of eighteen hospitals, spon-

sored by the National Museum of Women
in the Arts (NMWA) and the Society for

the Arts in Healthcare. The NMWA and

the National Breast Cancer Coalition used

"Breast Cancer Journal" as an emotional

and political cornerstone to persuade Con-
gress to spend more money on breast can-

cer research.

Before moving to display cases in the

medical center's North Hospital, Sigler's

exhibit was used to kick off the Compre-
hensive Cancer Center's symposium for

young women with breast cancer. The one-

day event included programming for chil-

FROM RUSSIA,
WITH LIGHT

With funding from the U.S. Of-

fice of Naval Research, Ameri-

can and Russian physicists will

now be able to move a free-electron laser

(FEL) from Novosibirsk, Russia, to Duke.

John M. J. Madey, the lab director and

inventor of the free-electron laser, says the

Russian FEL, known as the OK-4 "optical

klystron," will arrive on campus in February,

and researchers could have it producing

ultraviolet light by the following Septem-

ber. The move was first proposed in 1992

as part of an agreement between scientists

in the two countries.

The OK-4's operational status means that

scientists from Duke and Novosibirsk's Bud-

ker Institute of Physics can share an excep-

tionally powerful and versatile research

laser, Madey says. He estimates that the

Russian FEL is worth $3.5 million, but will

be provided free as part of the collaboration.

Besides producing ultraviolet laser light,

the OK-4's design may also allow it to

become a major producer of extremely ener-

getic gamma rays, positrons, and neutrons

once the device is installed. By moving the

sixty-foot OK-4 from deep in Asia, Budker

Institute researchers will be able to connect

it to a much more powerful electron source

at Duke than they have now, says Vladimir

Litvinenko, the OK-4's designer and an asso-

ciate research professor in Duke's FEL lab.

The new electron source, a mammoth
600-foot electron accelerator and storage

ring, is capable of providing up to 1.3 billion

volts of electron energy. The OK-4 is an

ensemble of magnets, mirrors, radio frequen-

cy equipment, and vacuum chamber. It

weighs about five tons and comes with a

power supply that will probably weigh as

much.

Other lasers, including solid, liquid, and

gas, depend on energy absorption and emis-

sion from electrons bound to atoms to pro-

duce laser light. Free-electron lasers pro-

duce their light when streams of electrons

liberated from atoms absorb and re-emit

light. So, while the wavelengths of other

lasers are restricted by the atoms in which

electrons are bound, free-electron lasers

can produce a wide range of wavelengths.

ALZHEIMER'S
EFFORTS

evelopment of a drug to delay the

onset of Alzheimer's disease will be

a joint effort between Duke neurol-

ogist Allen Roses and British pharmaceuti-

cal company Glaxo Holdings. If successful,

the drug would cause few or no side effects

and could be taken by most people at risk.

Four million Americans have Alzheimer's

and 12 million more are expected to

develop it by the year 2050.

"My hope is that a drug emerging from

this program will give all of us an addition-

al ten to twenty years before the disease

develops, and that it will be as safe and

effective to take as a vitamin pill," says

Roses, director of the Joseph and Kathleen

Bryan Alzheimer's Disease Research Center.

The agreement is more than a standard

academic- industry partnership in which

Glaxo has licensed use of patents Duke

filed on its gene findings: In addition to

research support, Glaxo has agreed to pay

$500,000 to an endowed Duke scholarship

program called "The Bryan Scholar," estab-

lished in 1992 in honor of Duke benefac-

tor Joseph Bryan, a longtime supporter of

Alzheimer's research at Duke. The pro-

gram will help fund Duke Medical Center

graduate students and post-doctoral fellows

studying neurodegenerative diseases.
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Roses and members of his research team

will collaborate with Glaxo investigators

in Switzerland and Great Britain; re-

searchers in Geneva will study the mecha-

nisms of the disease and laboratories in

London will screen drug targets. Through

a five-year collaboration, Roses and Glaxo

are attempting to find a compound that

mimics the function of a brain protein

called apolipoproteinE2, which Duke re-

searchers say may delay neurons from

dying and forming neurofibrillary tangles.

Such tangles result in progressive demen-
tia—the hallmark of Alzheimer's disease.

In 1992, Roses and his team established a

link between the apoE gene and late-onset

Alzheimer's disease, the most common
form of the disease. They found that inher-

iting one of three forms of the gene, E4
form, conferred a genetic risk of developing

the disease. The discovery was a surprise be-

cause the apoE gene's protein was known to

be important in shuttling cholesterol pro-

teins in the bloodstream and was linked

only to heart disease. A second form of the

gene, E2, apparently confers a protective

effect against developing the disease, and
researchers are working to develop an E2

mimic pill. Roses says, though, that while the

apoE gene seems to play a substantial role in

the disease, there are other factors at work

that may not be blocked by an E2 mimic pill.

PRIDE AND PURPOSE

Zaid Abdul-Aleem '94

can handle just about
anything that comes his

way. That's certainly an
advantage on the football field,

where the Chicago native is a

starting cornerback

for the Blue Devils.

But it's also a trait

that serves him
well in all areas of

his life.

A dignified and
gracious young
man, Abdul-Aieem
says he is guided by
his Islamic faith;

his belief in helping

others, especially

children; and his

unwavering self-

confidence in his

abilities. These
qualities have led

him to work with

inner-city kids and
teenagers who
need mentors.

They've helped

make him an out-

standing athlete.

And they've also

led to academic
success: The multi-

lingual Abdul-
Aleem travels to

Brazil this spring as a Fulbright

scholar, and he's in the run-

ning for a Rhodes after that.

Active in his Chicago com-
munity during high school,

Abdul-Aleem (now a history

graduate student)taught

African history and was the

athletics director for fourth-

and fifth-graders on the city's

west side. Last summer, he
taught low-income kids

through the Freedom School, a

summer program sponsored by
the Children's Defense Fund.
(He also chaired the school's

fund-raising and parental

involvement committees.)

Not surprisingly, Abdul-
Aleem got involved in the

Durham community as soon as

he arrived. He helped launch
"The Future is Now," a rites-

fifth-, and sixth-grade boys.

Abdul-Aleem and other

African-American men col-

lege-age and older share their

knowledge about such topics

as black history, life skills,

of-passage program for fourth-,

Abdul-Aleem: scholar-athlete with a strong belief in

young people discover their own self-worth

hygiene, etiquette, and inter-

personal relationships.

Abdul-Aleem says he believes

that such involvement is crucial

for all children, and by exten-

sion, the future of the country.

"There are good people out

there who are helping kids, but
the resources are inadequate. I

think that instead of building

more prisons, you need to put

money into after-school and
summer programs, especially for

inner-city kids. If there's noth-

ing positive for kids to do, they

will find alternatives."

For Abdul-Aleem, whose
name means "Superabundance
(Zaid) Servant of Allah

(Abdul) Supreme Knowledge
(Aleem)," helping others dis-

cover their own self-worth is

central to his faith. "Islam has

taught me great self-discipline.

That is very important to

maintaining one's sanity in this

society, as well as dedicating

oneself to one's goals."

It's also a lesson he shares

with the children he encoun-
ters. "Everyone in the

world has an asset,"

he says. "Everyone is

unique. As long as you
can find a way to mar-
ket that asset and the

uniqueness about you,

you will find someone
who recognizes that

and who will help

you along."

Abdul-Aleem's per-

suasiveness has helped

him to travel the

world. He sent out

cover letters and
resumes to Chicago
business leaders, sug-

gesting that economic
restrictions shouldn't

prevent him from trav-

eling abroad to study.

Tom Dittmer, chief

executive officer for

s the futures and com-

| modifies exchange

| Refco, agreed. He
" financed Abdul-
Aleem's first interna-

tional journey to

France, where he worked for

the Paris Stock Exchange.
(He's also been to Tokyo, Lon-
don, and Spain.)

In Brazil, Abdul-Aleem will

conduct research on the post-

1 800s evolution of Islam, as

well as the Brazilian economy.
(For the Fulbright interviews,

Abdul-Aleem showed off his

Portuguese language skills.)

Eventually, he says, he'd like

to be a college professor or a

diplomat, although football is

an ongoing passion.

For a man of his talents, the

world is a wealth of possibility.

Given his drive and determina-

tion, Abdul-Aleem says he
won't be deterred. "If people

tell me no, or that I can't do
something, that tells me that

there is a way to do it."

—Bridget Booker

helping

NURTURING
NEWBORNS
H^b abies born very prematurely tend to

VCk be super-reactive, according to aP Duke study, and may inadvertently

discourage their parents' attention by react-

ing with distress to touching, cuddling,

and cooing—traditional ways parents

express love and "bond" with their infants.

Carol Eckerman, Duke professor of ex-

perimental psychology, has studied social

responses of very low birth weight babies

since 1977. Most of these babies are born

at least ten weeks early and weigh less

than three-and-a-half pounds. She and

Duke co-authors J.M. Oehler, T.E. Han-
nan, and M. Medven reported their find-

ings in the June issue of the journal Infant

Behavior and Development.

"I work on interaction processes and in-

terpersonal communication, but in order to
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approach these subjects, you have to under-

stand the risks to these very prematurely-

born infants' central nervous systems,"

Eckerman says. The social behavior par-

ents typically expect—and receive—from

healthy full-term babies includes responses

to talking and gentle touch. They are alert

and respond with body movement and

facial cues.

In Eckerman's studies, female examiners

spend time with premature infants, simply

looking face-to-face, looking and speaking

"motherese" (high-pitched talk with exag-

gerated changes in pitch), or looking, talk-

ing, and gently stroking the baby. "The
biggest difference with preemies and espe-

cially with those at higher biological risk is

that while they have a strong, definite

response to being talked to, it's harder to

maintain that response as you increase the

amount of stimulation," says Eckerman. "If

you just talk to the baby, you will get a

strong visual response. If you both talk and

touch, you may find the baby will respond

with closing eyes and facial grimacing."

Eckerman and her colleagues study pre-

mature infants in the hospital nursery and

then follow them seven times over the

babies' first two years. The most recent

research was with their third study group

of ninety infants. She and her research

team are also studying language develop-

ment and whether premature infants are

able to "catch up" with their full-term

peers' development. "Even babies born ten

weeks or more early still have the poten-

tial for normal, healthy, species-typical

development over the first two years. You
have to keep in mind that ten years ago

many of these children would not have

survived such an early birth," she says.

IN BRIEF

Novelist and short story writer Ran-

dall Kenan is the first recipient of the

William Blackburn Visting Professorship,

a series of visiting professorships in cre-

ative writing inaugurated this fall by the

English department and named for the late

Duke writing professor. Kenan is the

author of A Visitation of Spirits and Let the

Dead Bury the Dead. To celebrate the new
professorship, panel discussions and read-

ings were held on campus in November
featuring writers who studied with Black-

burn: James Applewhite '58, A.M. '60,

Ph.D. '69; Fred Chappell '61, A.M. '64;

Josephine Humphreys '67; Reynolds Price

'55; and William Styron '47, Hon. '68.

Chris Hildreth, named 1994 Photog-

rapher of the Year by the Council for

Advancement and Support of Education,

is Duke's new director of university pho-

tography, a position he had held at Cor-

nell University. He will oversee all opera-

tions and supervise the staff of university

photography, a division of the Office of

Public Affairs. Before going to Cornell in

1989, Hildreth was photography manager
at the University of South Carolina, where

he was a 1983 graduate.

Assistant professor of botany James

Clark is one of thirty Presidential Faculty

Fellows for 1994- The awards are given by

the White House to recognize young facul-

ty members who demonstrate "excellence

and promise both in scientific or engineer-

ing research and in teaching." Each award

carries a grant from the National Science

Foundation of $100,000 per year for five

years. The grants allow fellows to under-

take their own research and teaching pro-

grams. Clark's research covers the ecologi-

cal and global climatological effects of fire.

Law professor David Lange has been

asked by the government of Vietnam to

advise officials on intellectual property

programs. Lange, who specializes in new
technology and intellectual property law,

was planning to spend most of November
and December in Vietnam.

Duke Young Writers' Camp
• Three two-week sessions for students completing grades 6-1

1

• Residential and Day Camper options

Now in its 13th season, the Duke Young Writers' Camp offers a variety of lively courses in creative and

expository writing. The camp, which attracts students from across the country, offers quality instruc-

tion, a supportive environment, and an opportunity for students to develop confidence in their writing.

Recent courses have included Journalism, Poetry, Humor Writing, Play Writing, Short Fiction, Adven-

ture Stories and many more.

Duke Creative Writers' Workshop
• One-week, residential workshop for students completing grades 10-11

Entering its 3rd year, the Duke Creative Writers' Workshop provides a challenging writing experience foi

advanced students. The interactive format is appealing in its unique ability to combine the benefits of

individualized instruction and peer critique in an informal learning environment.

Duke Action: A Science Camp for Young Women
• Two two-week sessions for young women completing grades 5-7

• Residential and Day Camper options

Duke Action is designed for young women who are enthusiastic about learning science through hands-

on activities and experiments. The program enhances campers' basic science skills, develops understand-

ing of environmental issues, increases confidence about learning science, promotes interactions with

professional women in science and encourages connections with other areas of study and day-to-day life.

Campers will explore forest and freshwater environments or coastal and saltwater environments.

CALIN0W: 919-684-6259
We will put your name on our mailing list and

mail you a 1995 brochure in January.
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No more waiting a week for in-depth game coverages

Now you can get
an overnight report

on Blue Devil basketball
in the new Duke SportsFax!

The new SportsFax brings complete game details via fax

to your home or office within hours after the game
so you'll have the whole story first thing

in the morning.
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Blue Devil issues, for

only $89 a year.

A sample of the SportsFax
showing the kind of game

coverage we plan for the '94-'95

season is shown at the right.

We'll bring you interviews with the
coaches and players, plus
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special features and all the
statistics you'll need to make you

feel like you've got center-court

season tickets.
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Subscribe now. Make your check for

$89 payable to SportsFax and I

send it to Duke alumnus Walter
Bates at SportsFax, P.O. Box 2643,

Santa Rosa, CA 95405 or call

1-800-538-1912 to order using Visa
or MasterCharge. And be sure to tell

us your fax number.

Call us today
at 1-800-538-1 91 2 for

more information about this new
phenom overnight report on Duke basketball..



A Whole New Life

By Reynolds Price '55. New York: Atheneum,

1994. 213 pp. $20.

No stranger to the

Duke community
(which he first

joined in 1951 as an

undergraduate, and

later as a professor

of English who also

kept writing won-
derfully compelling novels), Reynolds Price

almost left involuntarily a decade ago in

that manner known to every one of us

eventually: He was told in the Duke hospi-

tal that he had an inoperable spinal cord

cancer that seemed to more than mean
business. But all that took place back then

and here he is, very much still with us

—

and more: His writing since that near miss

with death has become more vigorous,

more fluent and beguiling than ever. He is,

today, in the very front rank of our nation's

novelists, while confined to a wheelchair as

a consequence of his illness.

This latest book of his, in a sense, shows

him struggling with that irony—a sus-

tained burst of creative energy in a person

who has had to bear much pain, experi-

ence a good deal of medical jeopardy. And
as always with Professor Price, his book is

meant to tell others a story, and thereby

teach them more than a few lessons.

This book's title tells only a partial

truth: The writer and teacher whom the

world knows and celebrates is still very

much living the old life he has known for

so long—time spent in the classroom with

others, and solitary time at a writing desk.

Moreover, confinement to a wheelchair

has not kept its occupant from travel, or an

active social life. Still, he found himself, in

his middle years, at the very edge of life;

and that vulnerability shook him hard,

even as it now informs his life—a burden,

yes, but as we begin to realize, a gift, too.

We learn a lot about the former—the tri-

als and tribulations of a man told he has an

aggressive cancer of the spinal cord: cells

proliferating fast, soon enough alarming

doctors, a patient, his family, and friends.

We learn, too, about the resistance to that

(for a while) increasingly threatening and
fearful crisis—loved ones rallying to some-

one trying hard to stay afloat, hold on to

of hope. We learn about the

doctors who fought well and long—their

success witnessed, in a way, by this book's

testimony. We also learn about the down-
side of hospital life, of modern medicine

—

moments, alas, of callousness and self-

importance that in their sum ought remind

those of us who are physicians, let alone our

patients, that all the knowledge in the

world doesn't necessarily make for goodness

of heart, or for that matter, plain common
sense. I suspect that this gentle, tactful nov-

elist has turned to nonfiction to tell his

readers a truth American writers, since

Emerson, have distinctively proclaimed

—

that intellect desperately needs the com-
panionship of character, lest a mind lacking

the latter fall prey to moral stupidity, which

gets expressed as an egoistic insensitivity on
the part of physicians who have forgotten

who exactly they are, rock-bottom: fellow

human beings to those they treat.

But this book is not meant to be a

polemic against medical insensitivity and
arrogance. Rather, gratitude informs its

pages—for the life-saving possibilities of

modern medical science, for the thought-

fulness and dedication of particular doctors,

and, of course, for the earnest kindness of

certain kin, certain friends. That is one of

the miracles illness sometimes brings to a

person: the presence of attentive, con-

cerned love. The result is ironic, of

course—the good luck that follows bad

luck. These pages shine with a one-time

patient's remembered relief that so many
could be counted on so surely. More than

anyone, however, this one patient counted

on the God who became the itinerant story-

teller and teacher, the lowly Jesus who never

did grow old and never did prevail (with

respect to money, power, social, or intellec-

tual position) among his contemporaries.

At the height (as it were) of an illness,

this inhabitant of secular late twentieth-

century America turned his mind, heart,

and soul back across time and space—to

see a youthful, kindly, yet toughly realistic

Jesus, to hear Him offer words of assur-

ance, of companionship. Fortunately, we
are not asked to treat that event reductive-

ly—evidence of a religious or psychologi-

cal crisis. The narrator is wonderfully

matter-of-fact, to the point that one says,

yes, indeed, a soul in jeopardy called out to

that Soul of souls, and was heeded—a visit

of sorts that made light of the barriers con-

tinents and centuries are supposed to pre-

sent to us mortals. A visionary faith, I sup-

pose it might be called—by those of us

cursed with the need to categorize and
label human inwardness in all its defiant

variousness.

This book's title deserves our closest

regard. An author who has always been
comfortable with vernacular—has made
brilliant, knowing use of it in his fic-

tions—chooses a common expression to

let us know that things have changed for

him in recent years. And yet, for all the

pain and peril, there he is quite whole,

meaning full of beans as a writer and a

teacher, a friend to many, an observer of

many more. His voice, the imaginative

company he summons, keeps, renders, are

mainstays for lots of us who have been

given pause by an ample flow of stories,

novels, poems, plays, essays.

Reynolds Price's "whole new life" will

surely help others to find for themselves

exactly what he himself describes as his

own fate: His gifts to us readers bring

wholeness, make us see life fresh, anew—

a

blessed turn of events for a country and an

age that sorely need all available wisdom.

—Robert Coles

Coles, a child psychiatrist, Pulitzer Prize-winning

author, and professor of psychiatry and medical

humanities at Harvard, has been a visiting profes-

sor in public policy at Duke since 1 973

.

'hat do you

want?" Janet

Holmes asks,

nd then
n s w e r s :

The Physicist at the Mall
By Janet Holmes '76. Tallahassee: Anhinga

Press, 1994. 63pp. $10 paper.ŵk a ^k m "Patterns
m# ^^T that make
^ ^ you utter/

surprise." That's a good description of good

poems: patterns of words whose utterance

is an utter surprise. That's what we want

from poems: surprise, discovery, a sense of

irreducible verbal rightness. And that's what

Janet Holmes gives us in this fine book.

The basic agent of surprise is the poet's

imagination: Does it engage the world in a

fresh way? With Holmes, the answer is an
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emphatic yes. She excels at poems of

"remarkable dailiness," as she calls it—that

is, at poems that see ordinary things in

extraordinary ways. Here, for example, is

"Other Longevities":

If, like snakes or reptiles, we grew

with years,

then imagine the huge elderly, slowed

with age and bulk, frequenting

delicatessens, libraries; crowding

laundromats; taking whole booths to

themselves

in family restaurants. The ample bodies

of the long-married, ambling their

constitutionals.

The memories, all of smaller times.

Regardless of our wisdom or kindness,

faith

or virtue, regardless of our capacity

for loneliness or independence, we
would each grow

larger and more splendid,

and, lying down, would dream again

and again

of childhood—the narrow long road

back

to the vanishing point—each new
dream

permitting another to be forgotten.

From the intriguing title, to the trigger-

ing idea in line one, through the witty lit-

eral imagining of "the huge elderly," down
to the more serious conclusion, which
applies to older people of whatever dimen-

sions—this is a wonderful poem, one

whose inventiveness delights and satisfies.

The Physicist at the Mall offers other

pleasures as well. One is the pleasure of

place: Every poem is firmly grounded,

often in the Southwest United States,

where Holmes lived for many years, but

also in pastoral Ireland, in urban parks and

parades and subways, in the suburban mall

of the title. She even has a poem about an
imagined "rescuing place" never visited:

Charleston, South Carolina, "with its

mansions and flora/white as bridal lace,"

"full of damp heat./waiting for me, its

streets opened like arms,/waiting as people

never can, or won't." And within those

settings, Holmes handles the elements of

character and story and dramatic scene

very well: She has good timing and knows
how to push the situation of a poem
beyond its obvious possibilities.

This book also offers the pleasures of

form. I don't just mean traditional formal

poems, though Holmes does include a ses-

tina, a rare cinquain, and a brief sonnet

sequence. I mean that she has a firm for-

mal grasp on where a free-verse line should

start and stop, and—beyond that—on
where a poem should begin, and go, and

conclude. Many of these twenty-eight

poems have powerful endings that lift the

material to another level.

Finally, what really lifts Holmes to

another level as a poet is her realization

that "reality is not limited to the tactile,"

that there is something inexplicable about

this world she pays such careful attention

to. "You want a miracle that knows its

place," she says, and her poetry is a kind of

thaumaturgy, each poem the discovery and

presentation of "The Miracle as I See It," to

quote the final poem's title. This apprehen-

sion of the miraculous beneath the mun-
dane can transform even the rankest reality:

"A dog, unwelcome now at his owner's

house,/wanders with skunk spray matted

deep in his fur, a four-footed censer/blessing

my yard, my neighbors, the road, the

brightening valley." That beatific image is

one of many edifying surprises in The Physi-

cist at the Mall. I look forward to more of the

miracles as Janet Holmes sees them.

—Michael McFee

McFee is the editor of a new anthology, The Lan-

guage They Speak Is Things to Eat: Poems by

Fifteen Contemporary North Carolina Poets,

published by UNC Press. He teaches poetry writ-

ing at UNC-Chapel Hill.
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decided that they want a more

diverse community, then this is a

good step in that direction. Now,
do the Duke students want that?"

We asked fifteen undergraduates

Very important: A
Somewhat important: 9

Not important: 2

Most students polled were agree-

able to the idea of recruiting

more foreign students, calling it

consistent with Duke's wide geo-

graphic reach stateside. One
senior commented that "just like

we have geographic diversity

within this country, I think it's

important to have global geo-

graphic diversity." Some who
responded "very important" cited

the effects the endeavor would

have on the quality of the uni-

versity's education, which one

sophomore described as "very

limited, when [we] only receive

Western-influenced ideas."

Other students expressed more

ambivalence toward internation-

alization, warning that "the uni-

versity needs to be careful about

letting too many international

students in and giving up too

many of the spots for domestic

students." One junior dismissed

the idea, claiming that "Duke is

here to educate young Ameri-

cans, and that should be its pri-

mary goal."

In all, the students polled saw

the benefits of making the stu-

dent body more international,

noting, as one sophomore put it,

"the big issue is the extent to

which it's carried out." A senior

summarized the issue by offering

a question about Duke's mission

in general: "Are we serving the

United States, or are we serving

the world? If the trustees have

"I would remind you that courage

is the most important of all the

virtues because, without courage,

we cannot practice any of the

other virtues consistently. You
have already shown courage to

arrive here. ..to leave home, to

leave family, and most of all, to

leave ignorance."

"They all know the job market is

bleak, the profession is changing,

but each one thinks he or she

will be the exception."

dean of Trimly College and pre-law

Times story about the increasing
number of pre-law undergraduates

"I have found Duke to be, among
the institutions with which I am
closely familiar, the most gen-

uinely free-spirited, with the

widest range of views expressed

across any possible spectrum....

Duke is many things to many
people. One thing it clearly is

not is a bastion of 'political

correctness.'

"

1944, 1949, 1954, 1959, and
1964 at a September reunion

"I guess there are so many varia-

tions with the paper clip because

it is something everybody can be

an expert on. This fits into my
theory that inventors often

invent things because they find

fault with what is already in exis-

tence."

r ofThe Evolution of
I Things, in The New Yoric

s" column. Is the Disney

Ask The Expert

What three books outside your

discipline would you recommend

the most?

Linda George, professor of
psychiatry and sociology,

associate director of the

Human Development, and
owner of 7,000 murder
mysteries:

My favorite book of all time is

The Road Less Traveled by M.
Scott Peck. It provides a kind of

road map for people in modern

society that's better than any

I've seen. It's a book written by a

psychiatrist, but has almost

nothing to do with mental ill-

ness. It has to do with discipline

and with what Peck calls "the

civil, rational way that people

should live," and unfortunately

very few of us live that way

today. Its wisdom is, in my mind,

just unsurpassed.

A book that is really good for

middle-aged people is When
Everything You Ever Wanted Isn't

Enough by Rabbi Harold Kush-

ner. I've found it to have an

awful lot of wit and wisdom.

On a much more frivolous

note, one of my favorite suspense

writers is Mary Higgins Clark

and, if I want to get scared at

night, my favorite is her first

book, Where Are the Children?

attempt to co-opt history

benefit, or is the project an
admirable undertaking?
I don't think what Disney does is

very different from what happens

in the culture at large. We have a

culture that is very geared toward

amusement and toward turning

things into saleable commodities.

History is everywhere represented

to us in terms of some kind of

leisure-time consumption. I

think that the Disney project is

really just an intensification and

an enhancement of the things

that exist at large in the culture.

What the park seems to sug-

gest has to do with the notion of

reality or virtual reality, and the

way in which these sorts of "real-

ity amusements" seem to be

occurring at a time when many
of us, particularly children, don't

really have ways to access our

realities and talk about them. So

one can have the experience of

history in perhaps a wistful sort

of way, knowing full well that in

this era we as individuals don't

feel we have the power to enact

ourselves historically. Does that

mean that we don't know history

except by way of amusements?

Disney always makes things a

narrative. What a lot of histori-

ans object to is that in treating

history as that sort of amusement

narrative, it's very reductive and

only one story gets told. I think it

can very well be done, but the

complexity of history will be lost.

ipiled by Dave Karger '95
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Help us celebrate 1 years of

being on the top- 1 list of

university magazines.
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whether entire magazine
should be printed on T-shirts.

None of those ivied and
Duke-wannabe schools has a

magazine T-shirt—yet.
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of Duke T-shirt. Now wear the
magazine!
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50/50 poly-cotton blend. (Can
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the Beefy-T division at Hanest)

Makes a perfect

New Year's gift!
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read.
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designer T-shirts as Christmas
gifts instead of those

no. I reason:

Your gift of $25 or more helps us continue to improve the magazine

with more color, more illustrations, top-notch writing and

photography—and to keep mailing you six issues a year.

We're award-winning (twice named

University Magazine of the Year

by Newsweek magazine and chosen

among the Top Ten since our

inception in 1984), and we want

to continue bringing you interesting

people and ideas, reports from the

research frontiers, and Duke

perspectives on real-world and

on-campus issues of the day.

Send us a modest $25 (or an immodest

amount of your choosing) and we'll

send you our T-shirt and a year's worth

of countless reasons to celebrate Duke

and Duke Magazine.

Make checks payable to Duke University,

or charge to VISA QMC QAMEX a Discover

Account Number Expiration

Print Name as it appears on card

Send your order to: Duke Magazine, Box 90S70, Durham, NC 27708-0570
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WHEN YOU'RE NAMED FOR

DURHAM'S MOST FAMOUS FAMILY,
YOU'RE EXPECTED TO BE SPECIAL

Since the late 1800s, the Duke family name
has been closely associated with excellence

and achievement. Today the tradition con-

tinues at the Washington Duke Inn f> Golf

Club. Situated on Duke University's campus,

Durham's first deluxe hotel offers 171 luxurious

guest rooms and suites. Enjoy international

fine dining at the Fairview Restaurant. Relax

with a drink and good conversation at the Bull

Durham Bar. And, to further your pleasure, our

classic Robert Trent Jones championship golf

course recently redesigned by the architect's

son, Rees Jones, is now open for play Whether

you're visiting the university or planning

a getaway you'll feel like a special guest in

a gracious Southern home. Call us at

(919) 490-0999 or (800) 443-3853.

Washington Duke

<a Inn& GolfClub »JL_,JtW 3001 Cameron Boulevard • Durham, NC 27706 «V«V
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A HEALING
FORCE IN
HAITI

BY BRIDGET BOOHER

PAUL FARMER

Helping hand:

Farmer examines a \

patient m Cange , Haiti

,

where he spends a total of

six months each year I

ACTIVIST FOR THE POOR

Working in what is now the only remaining clinic

left in Haiti's central plateau, Farmer is a doctor, edu-

cator, activist, and community organizer. When
granted a MacArthur Fellowship for his decade of

work there, the young humanitarian gave the prize

money away.

aiti, late October 1994. Physi-

^H^H cian Paul Farmer '82 was allowed

^^^^| back in the country where he had

H worked regularly for more than a

decade. As General Raoul Cedras' three-

year reign neared a bloody end, Farmer and

other foreign critics of Haiti's military regime

had been banished. For six months, the

longest stretch of time since he began vis-

iting this island nation, Farmer had been

prevented from entering the country.

But on that autumn trip a few days after

the Reverend Jean-Bertrand Aristide's re-

instatement, Farmer took note of the curi-

ously unsettling changes that had tran-

spired. In a scene straight from a Hollywood

action movie, heavily-armed United States

soldiers stood guard against a backdrop of

camouflage and army tanks.

"Usually, when you arrive at Port-au-

Prince, they check a list to see if you're some-

one they're looking for, or if you're barred

from entering the country," Farmer says.

"My heart always stopped while they looked

for my name. But this time, there were no
lists, no roadblocks, no checkpoints."

It turned out to be a short visit, just over

a week. On the average, though, Farmer

spends about a month to six weeks at a

time in Haiti, for a total of half the year.

In the States, Farmer practices medicine at

Boston's Brigham and Women's Hospital.

He is also an assistant professor of social

medicine at Harvard Medical School, where

he earned his medical degree. His Ph.D. in

anthropology is also from Harvard.

Working in what is now the only remain-

ing clinic left in Haiti's central plateau,

Farmer is a doctor, educator, activist, and

community organizer. Patients travel miles

to the clinic, often waiting overnight and

then for hours in the hot sun. It's not un-

common for Farmer and his Haitian col-

leagues to see as many as 250 patients a day.

During his October stay, Farmer sent

home the overworked clinic staff for a much-
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needed day off. Working alone, he saw a

steady but typical stream of cases: malaria,

tuberculosis, typhoid, impetigo, diarrhea.

A tibial fracture had to be set manually

since the X-ray machine was down. And
he delivered a baby, "my first post-Titid

baby," Farmer says proudly, referring to

Aristide by his affectionate nickname.

The young humanitarian's dedication

has not gone unnoticed. In the summer of

1993, Farmer received a MacArthur Fel-

lowship, a so-called "genius grant," from

the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation. The prestigious honor includ-

ed $220,000 for Farmer to use as he saw fit.

Without pause, he announced he would

establish the Institute for Health and Social

Justice, and thus channel the money back

into community-based initiatives to improve

health conditions and economic opportu-

nities for the poor.

The MacArthur Fellowship—and Farmer's

immediate, benevolent response—prompted

a flurry of newspaper articles that depicted

the inexhaustible physician as something

of an ascetic. (One reporter went so far as

to call him a "left-wing Mother Theresa.")

One of six children born to a Winn-Dixie

cashier and her math-teacher-turned-fish-

erman husband, Farmer grew up in Weeki
Wachee, Florida.

Farmer has spent the

last 12 years helping

to expand health-

improvement and

community-development

projects in rural Haiti.

Despite a colorful family history—his

brother is a pro wrestler who goes by the

stage name "Lightning"—Farmer is impa-

tient with queries about his personal life

and his rejection of material culture;

they're embarrassing, he says, and besides,

they're irrelevant to what's really impor-

tant: addressing the causes and conse-

quences of poverty.

Quick to downplay his own contribu-

tions, Farmer told The Chronicle of Philan-

thropy that the MacArthur honor made
him somewhat uneasy. Awarding the prize

money to deserving individuals, he said,

would "identify people who, unlike me,

would never be singled out for any kind of

recognition or financial support of their

work—people who work on behalf of the

poor but are invisible to people who man-
age funds and disburse grants."

Lest he come across as too severe,

Farmer is also blessed with a quick wit and

sly sense of humor. He confesses a weak-

ness for action-adventure movies and can

weigh the merits of Jean-Claude Van
Damme over Steven Seagal. To the cha-

grin of his co-workers, he can also be mis-

chievously subversive. Back at the Port-au-

Prince airport during his fall visit, Farmer

couldn't resist approaching a fresh-faced

American soldier.

"So, how's it going?" Farmer asked the

young man.

"It's tough. I haven't had a shower in

two weeks. This is worse than Somalia,

except that here the people love us."

Pleasantries out of the way, Farmer

casually asked what he was really after:

"Do you know where the [Haitian] high

command was trained?"

To his pleasure, the soldier did. "Yup.

The School of the Americas, Fort Ben-

ning. Bad guys. I don't know why we had

to protect them like that when they were

leaving."

Farmer smiled, wished the man well,

and went on his way.
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The day after returning from that brief

October stopover, Farmer attended a bene-

fit piano concert for Partners in Health, a

Boston-based public charity founded in

1987 to improve the health of poor com-

munities. Farmer helped establish PIH with

the aid of Boston philanthropists—most

notably, benefactor Thomas J. White

—

and was the organization's first director.

"I returned last night from Haiti,"

Farmer told the crowd gathered in St. Paul

Lower Church in Harvard Square, "and I

can report to you that conditions are terri-

ble and morale is good."

Farmer informed his audience that Haiti's

future depends, in no small measure, on

the role that Haitian citizens

will play in rebuilding their

country. "The diplomatic deal

that was recently brokered,

and the return of Aristide,

offer a chance of democracy,"

he said. "But these events,

welcome as they are, do

not create democracy. Popular

democracy is created peace-

fully by ordinary citizens seek-

ing to some meaningful extent

to shape their own destinies.

It is not created by foreign

troops any more than it is

created by military aid."

Clearly, Farmer sees his role

not only as a compassionate

physician but also as a vocal

critic of misguided efforts by

outside forces toward indige-

nous, underserved populations.

In The Uses of Haiti (Common
Courage Press), Farmer passion-

ately and purposefully exposes

the forces of violence and op-

pression that define life in

Haiti. Inspired by the death

from torture of one of his pa-

tients, and with encourage-

ment from M.IT. linguist and social critic

Noam Chomsky, The Uses of Haiti provides

historical context, political analysis, and a

strong denunciation of U.S. foreign policy.

It also presents compelling portraits of Hait-

ian men and women for whom mere sur-

vival is a daily struggle.

With the tumultuous events of the last

year, attention toward Haiti intensified,

and Farmer's book proved a useful "insid-

er's guide" to the troubled country. When
prohibited from visiting, Farmer embarked
on speaking tours to colleges and universi-

ties, medical schools, and law schools. He's

been interviewed on dozens of radio talk

shows, including National Public Radio's

Talk of the Nation. And he was one of the

experts featured on American Defense Mon-
itor, a weekly television program of mili-

tary and international affairs. (Farmer was

Popular democracy is

created peacefully by

ordinary citizens, says

Farmer. "It is not created

by foreign troops any

more than it is created by

military aid."

delighted to be one of the contrary voices

to former Assistant Secretary of State for

Inter-American Affairs Elliott Abrams.)

"When I wasn't allowed back in Haiti, I

said to myself, well, I might as well go all

out and push for democracy in Haiti from

here," says Farmer. "And that's what I've

been doing."

Educating others has always been part of

Farmer's mission. He first became aware of

the plight of Haitian poor while still at

Duke. Traveling to migrant farm camps in

Wilson County, North Carolina, Farmer was

taken aback at the unsanitary and inhumane

conditions the workers endured. He wrote a

lengthy account of their predicament,

"Haitians Without a Home," in a spring

issue of the student publication Aeolus.

In his senior year, the anthropology

major applied for and won a Benenson

Award. Established by philanthropist and

real estate developer Edward H. Benenson
'34, the awards fund arts-related projects.

Farmer proposed an anthropological study

of Haitian art in its sociological context.

The trip was postponed until the following

spring so that Farmer could complete a

research fellowship at the University of

Pittsburgh School of Medicine. Farmer also

learned to speak Creole and made a return

visit to Paris, where he had interviewed

Portuguese and Spanish maids for his senior

thesis. By the time he flew to Haiti in the

spring of 1983, Farmer had shifted the focus

of his Benenson from art to health care.

The trip proved to be a turning point.

"Certainly, it was the most

transformative experience of

my life," he says. "Since I had

prepared as intensely as I

could, I went in with a certain

set of expectations that were,

in many ways, met. I expected

to see a different kind of

j. poverty than what you might

& see among migrant farm work-

I ers, and I did. I expected to

P find a rigid, calcified society

run by a dictatorship, and I

did. I expected to find ter-

rible medical conditions, and

I did.

"But I also found some

other things that I didn't

expect or anticipate," he con-

tinues. "There were these little

pockets of resistance to the

established order. These were

often very subtle or disguised.

And I started working within

one of those pockets of resis-

tance with a Haitian priest

| named Father Fritz Lafontant."

| The friendship flourished,

| and Farmer's ties to Lafontant's

'village of Cange took hold.

During his summer stint, Farmer saw peo-

ple dying of treatable diseases. Accepted

to Harvard Medical School, he had origi-

nally planned to specialize in community
health or psychiatry. But his exposure

to the devastating conditions in Haiti

prompted him to change his focus to

infectious diseases. The decision was

brought home by the deaths of two of

Farmer's co-workers from typhoid and

malaria.

Upon his return to the States, during a

summer break from his medical school

training, Farmer worked at Brooklyn's

King's County Hospital in the psychiatric

wing. All the while, he felt the tug of

Haiti pulling him back.

In his mind, Farmer weighed his op-

tions: What would make him choose to

practice medicine in the United States
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rather than Haiti? "I thought, well, I was

born here, I'm an American," Farmer

recalls. "But then I thought, well, what is

that? When you decide to serve one coun-

try rather than another, that's nationalism.

And I don't believe in nationalism. Any-
way, I work in both places now."

Working closely with Father Lafontant,

Farmer has spent the last twelve years

helping to expand health-improvement

and community-development projects in

rural Haiti. Based primarily in Cange,

located about fifty miles northeast of Port-

au-Prince, Farmer works under the aus-

pices of Zanmi Lasante (Friends of

Health). The or-

ganization has ex-

panded to include a

medical clinic that

serves more than

35,000 people a

year, educational

outreach efforts

such as AIDS pre-

vention videotapes

in Creole, literacy

programs, a com-

munity bakery, and

four schools.

Back in Boston,

Farmer was equal-

ly ambitious, help-

ing to establish

Partners in Health.

Funded through

grants and private

donations, PIH
undertakes a range

of activities local-

ly and interna-

tionally. There's a

peer outreach pro-

gram for Boston-

area Haitian teenagers on the subject of

HIV and AIDS. A "Healthy Lifestyles/Pos-

itive Peers" after-school program is thriv-

ing in twelve Washington, D.C., public

schools. In Haiti and Peru, Partners in

Health trains health care providers, works

to establish renewable energy sources, pro-

vides equipment and medicine, and dis-

seminates educational materials. A potable

water project was launched in Sri Lanka,

and a women's health clinic in Chiapas,

Mexico, assists victims of domestic vio-

lence. The list goes on.

With the MacArthur grant money,
Farmer established the Institute for Health

and Social Justice to supplement the

hands-on work that PIH offers. The insti-

tute brings together academicians and
community-based practitioners to analyze

and improve the health of poor communi-
ties. A fellowship in health and social jus-

tice combines theory and practice; the

one-year appointment requires a scholar to

When two Haitian

co-workers died from

treatable ailments,

Farmer switched his

specialty to infectious

diseases.

focus on a particular topic and produce a

series of critical essays, working seminars, a

practical handbook, and an annotated bib-

liography on that theme.

Sally Zierler is the institute's inaugural

Fellow. An associate professor of epidemi-

ology at Brown University's department of

community medicine, Zierler is spending

her year dedicated to "Women, Poverty,

and AIDS." Following the institute's mis-

sion, Zierler is looking at the ways poverty

puts people at risk for getting sick.

"Despite good intentions, much of the

scholarship until now has used language

and framework that inadvertently blames

the poor for being poor," she says. "The
philosophy of Partners in Health is activism.

There's a myth, especially in science, that

there's something about activism that's in-

consistent with the production of knowl-

edge. That mentality, I think, prevents

universities from being hotbeds of social

change."

Future institute themes may include the

reproductive rights of the poor, the health

of prison populations, and health care for

refugee communities. As Zierler sees it, these

initiatives should be undertaken and evalu-

ated for what they provide, and not through

a filter of political or religious ideology.

"Social justice work is about love," she

says. "That's its message. That is the basis

for liberation theology, which inspires Paul

to do his work. But it's not Christ-based or

even theistic. It is simply this: that the

greatest gift we have as humans is the

capacity to love, and that is the basis

for justice in the world. We should be

aware of that in

every encounter

we have."

That belief can

be hard to put in

practice, particu-

larly in places like

Haiti, where bru-

tality and savagery

have prevailed. In

a sense, Haiti has

been a country at

war with itself, as

one elite group of

rulers after another

| keeps the populace

compliant
through intimi-

dation and op-

pression— and
with generous out-

side help. U.S.-

Haitian involve-

ment dates back

I to the birth of

i both countries in

| the eighteenth cen-
5 tury. In recent his-

tory, the U.S. spent millions of cold-war

dollars training the regimes of Francois

"Papa Doc" Duvalier, and that of his son,

Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier, ostensi-

bly to prevent Communist countries from

forging alliances. The Duvalier reign lasted

twenty-nine years; during that time, an

estimated 60,000 Haitians were killed by

the Duvalier army.

When Jean-Bertrand Aristide was swept

into office by an overwhelming two-thirds

vote in Haiti's first democratic (and moni-

tored) election in 1990, the news was met
with joy and optimism. It was not to last.

With the coup of 1991, General Raoul

Cedras resumed the murderous ways of his

predecessors. Thousands of Aristide sup-

porters were tortured and killed.

Farmer tells of a man who barely escaped

a death squad that fired automatic weapons

at him and his companions. His legs riddled

with bullets, the man dragged himself to a road,

was picked up and delivered to a hospital,
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and was successfully treated. A group of uni-

formed soldiers came to the hospital, de-

manding to know his whereabouts. The staff

denied knowing anything. Hours later, while

the patient's grandmother stood by, a group

of men barged in and shot him point-blank.

It seemed that true democracy—govern-

ment by the people—would always elude

this country. And that anyone working to

improve the lot of the poor would be resist-

ed. Farmer declines to go into detail about

his own safety while in Haiti, except to say

that for years following the 1991 coup, he

and the rest of the Zanmi Lasante staff

"slept in our clothes, with our shoes on,"

in case a quick departure was warranted.

Now that Aristide has returned, Haitians

have a shaky sense of hope that perhaps this

time things will be better. After all the false

starts toward a popular government, it's

easy to be cynical about Haiti's chances.

But Farmer, who calls himself "an informed

consumer" of Haitian politics, says he

doesn't think history will repeat itself.

On the one hand, he says, it's doubtful

that things will go extremely well. "It's

unlikely that Aristide will be in office for

five years; that the USAID and World
Bank International Monetary Fund won't

pressure Haiti to accept a structural adjust-

ment program that's punitive to the poor;

that there will be a total disarmament of

the tontons macoutes and [military]

attaches; and that there will be a new soli-

darity with poor people, market women,
landless peasants, students, and unemployed

factory workers."

Equally unlikely, he says, is the scenario

in which Aristide is assassinated either lit-

erally or morally, the macoutes come back

to power, and there's mayhem in the

streets. "The reason it's happened in the

past is that powerful forces have allowed it

to happen or have promoted it by funding

it, and I don't think that's going to hap-

pen, either," he says.

More likely, he says, is some middle

ground. Aristide will be safe, but "will have to

comply with the wishes of the so-called inter-

national community—which are in large

part the wishes of Washington. So Haiti

will fall in line with this 'new world order.'

The international powers want to be able

to invest in Haiti and take a profit from it."

Farmer sits back in the dark basement
office he keeps at Partners in Health. Sev-

eral Haitian women are using this cramped
space, equipped with a futon sofa, as a place

to sleep while in the United States. Weeks'
worth of mail have stacked up in Farmer's

absence: requests for interviews, his time,

his attention. They will have to wait.

"What concerns me," he says, leaning

forward to emphasize his point, "are the

Haitian poor. I work for them. And I hope
that their voices don't get lost."

MISSION POSSIBLE

Haiti needs all the help it

can get, particularly

when it comes to the

essentials: clean water, vacci-

nations, and basic medical

treatment. Like physician Paul

Farmer '82, Charlotte, North
Carolina, businessman A.R.

"BUI" White B.S.C.E. '50 has

spent more than a decade help-

ing Haitians live a better life

—

or in some cases, simply to live.

White was first "called" to

Haiti in 1980 when he and his

wife, Alice, donated a fifty-foot

ocean boat to the United
Methodist Church. "We told

them we'd be happy to deliver

it," White recalls, "and they

asked ifwe'd deliver it to Port-

au-Prince."

At first, the boat served as a

floating medical vessel, but

eventually it was sold to

finance what is now a thriving

three-clinic operation. The
Haiti Mission is a project of the

Providence United Methodist

Church through the United
Methodist Committee on
Relief. Teams often to twenty
people work for the Eglise

Methodiste d'Haiti in the Cap
Haitien circuit for nine days at

a time. These professional vol-

unteers contribute their skills

toward medical, surgical, eye,

and dental care; building pro-

jects; and sewing. White, a civil

engineer, has overseen con-

struction of the clinics and
working wells.

The Haiti Mission receives

donations of medicine and phar-

maceutical supplies from major
international drug companies.

Volunteers pay their own way,
spending out-of-pocket for their

air and ground transportation,

food, and lodging.

For White, Haiti is a family

affair. Daughter Alicia White
Daily '78 and her husband, the

Reverend R.A. Daily M.Div.
'78, persuaded the Whites to

make the initial boat donation.

Wife Alice earned a pilot's

license and psychology degree,

the better to get them to Haiti

and help out once there. And
another daughter, a surgeon,

accompanied him on his most
recent trip in January.

As Alice White told the Char-

lotte Observer, once she and her

husband saw the overwhelming
need of the Haitian poor, they

dedicated themselves to making
a difference, no matter how
long it may take. "When we
went to Haiti the first time," she

said, "we had never seen any-

thing so compelling. It was hor-

rible to see the level of poverty

and despair. But a situation we

felt couldn't possibly get i

has gotten worse every time

we've gone."

White says he's proud of

what's been accomplished,

but knows that there is still

much work to be done. On a

November trip, the staff

treated 727 patients in the

three clinics over an eight-

day period. "We see malaria,

anthrax, lots of gastrointestinal

things. Dehydration and
measles are the biggest killers

of the babies we see. And the

main thing they lack is clean

water," he says. "We're trying

to do something about that."

Sharing skills: Bill White, above,

oversees a community well project,

while Alice White, below, assists

at a clinic
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An Architectu
Leon Levine Science Research Center

The $80-million center is believed

interdisciplinary research and

ilding. In its sprawling

34 1,000 gross square ieet—the

size of seven football fields—are

housed the School of the

Environment, Duke Medical

Center's departments of

Port

biology, the department of

developmental, cell, and molecular

biology group of the botany and

zoology departments.

The center, behind the engineering

Research Drives, is named after the

chairman and CEO of Family Dollar

Stores, Inc., of Charlotte. The

c, of
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Terry Sanford Institute of Public Policy

A home for its namesake, the

Duke president, and U.S. senator

government there, the $ 1 3 -million,

53,000-square-foot, "postmodern

Gothit" edifice towers over the

law school and the Gross Chemistry

Building, its corner neighbors.

The Sanford Institute was designed

by ARC, Int., of Cambridge,

which was also the architect

tor Harvard's John F. Kennedy

School of Government.





East Camus Residences

Housing a total of 380 students,

these stately, three-story

brick twin buildings complement

the red brick ot nearby

Memorial Gymnasium and

the light stone of their

The $12.7 -million complex

opened its doors last August.

The architectural firm was

with design consulting by

ARC, Inc., of Cambridge.

NORTH ELEVATION

ITNESS FOR THE FUTURE Duke trustees approved project includes a addition to Memorial Gym

a three-part plan for 1 53,629-square-foot on East (lop), and

upgrading campus recreation center on an annex to Cameron

recreational facilities last West Campus (bottom). Indoor Stadium.

fall. The $30-million a 3 1,000-square-foot
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FROM PARIS
POETS TO
EELROCKE

BY STEPHEN MARTIN

*S

WALLACE FOWLIE

Examining influences

:

Fowlie flanked by a

poster of Morrison

and his Picasso sketch

of Rimbaud

SEASONED SCHOLAR

Students flock to this French literature professor for

his inspirational teaching and to hear personal

accounts of poet T.S. Eliot, novelist Henry Miller,

and rock 'n' roll legend Jim Morrison.

he contents of Perkins Library tell

1 one story about Wallace Fowlie.

1 Forty books that the James B.

1 Duke Professor Emeritus of French

literature has written or translated during

his sixty-two-year career line the shelves.

His works include volumes of poetry and

drama criticism, award-winning autobiog-

raphy, and even some original poetry.

But the contents of his briefcase tell

another story. Inside are roughly 140

quizzes taken by students in the two sec-

tions of his Distinguished Professor Course

on Marcel Proust's Remembrance of Things

Past. Fowlie, age eighty-six, has graded

each quiz by himself. And no one has

earned higher than a 98 percent. "I reserve

99 for myself and 100 for God," says

Fowlie, a devout Catholic.

As other professors struggle to balance

research and teaching, Wallace Fowlie's

books keep on coming; and so do his stu-

dents. They come to hear him spin tales

about his contacts with poet T.S. Eliot,

novelist Henry Miller, and rock 'n' roll

legend Jim Morrison. They come to study

under a man whose books, in an age of

academic specialization, are written for his

students. And Fowlie wouldn't have it any

other way.

"My theory is that research should be

allied with the teaching. The four major

books that the University of Chicago has

published, studies of Dante, Proust, Mal-

larme, and Rimbaud, are all connected

with courses. I wrote them in order to help

the students with the course. I would teach

the course several times and then try to

write a book," says Fowlie. "I think my
books are scholarly but they're not really

based on research as much as my own
interpretation, although I would read

everything written on the subject before I

did anything. They are more free of peda-

gogy, I would say."

Fowlie's career as a scholar, which in-

cluded stints at Bennington, Yale, and the

University of Chicago before his arrival at

Duke in 1964, can be explained readily

enough. A combination of talent, disci-

pline, and love for his subject established

him long ago as one of America's finest

Francophile professors. Understanding his

success as a teacher, though, proves more
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complicated. His ded-

ication and patience

are two contributing

factors. How many
professors ever touch

an undergraduate quiz?

And don't forget

humor. He can elicit

chuckles even from

students buried under

3,000 pages of Proust.

But something besides

these attributes makes

Fowlie, an inaugural

recipient of the Dis-

tinguished Undergrad-

uate Teaching Award
in 1971, great in the

eyes of his students.

Take, for example,

his latest book, Rim-

baud and Jim Morri-

son: The Rebel as Poet.

Published last spring

by Duke Press, the book explores parallels

between Jim Morrison, the late lead singer

of the Sixties' rock band The Doors, and

Arthur Rimbaud, the nineteenth-century

French symbolist poet whose work influ-

enced Morrison's. In 1968, Morrison wrote

Fowlie a brief note praising him for his

translation of the complete works of Rim-

baud, a volume Morrison claimed to carry

around everywhere. When Fowlie finally

listened to some of The Doors' music in

1982, he noticed that Morrison had taken

up several of Rimbaud's major themes in

classic Doors songs like "Break On Through"

and "The End."

The mild-mannered, soft-spoken Fowlie,

who talked at Duke and around the country

on the connections between Rimbaud and

Morrison, astonishes and pleases students

with his sincere interest in Morrison's work.

But he did not have the support of everyone

in the Morrison camp when he began to ex-

plore the origins of the pop icon's lyrics.

He says one friend of the rock star "advised

me not to involve myself with Morrison.

He didn't like the idea of the academic

world taking up Jim Morrison as a subject."

But Fowlie's detractors are easily out-

numbered by his supporters, who range

from Danny Sugerman, author of the best-

selling Morrison biography No One Here

Gets Out Alive, to Frank Lentricchia Ph.D.

'66, Duke professor of literature. Fowlie's

new book "might be perceived as unusual

in very traditional scholarly orders," says

Lentricchia, to whom Fowlie dedicated the

book. "However, increasingly, literary crit-

ics in the academy have taken on the task

of studying high culture and popular cul-

ture in a single perspective. So I find what

he's doing important, certainly very inter-

esting, and provocative."

"I try never to judge;

it's the one thing I

don't want to do in all

my life, in every contact

with other people."

Scheduled to be translated into French,

Swedish, Italian, and Danish, the book

continues to garner favorable reviews out-

side the academic community as well.

Riki Markowitz, writing in the Philadel-

phia-based magazine Mainline Confidential,

echoed the sentiments of other reviewers

in applauding Fowlie's "attempts to

inspire fans of music, art, and poetry to

explore artistic origins instead of dissect-

ing the life of the artist."

Fowlie complements his daring forays into

pop culture with a teaching style grounded

in simplicity. He favors repeating key phrases

and concepts over the course of several

lessons rather than touching lightly on several

areas. He says, "I probably bore students by

going over these points, but they are points

I want them to remember years later."

His method of repetition is closely allied

with his love of language. "I'm a language

teacher, meaning I bear down on the

meanings of words and their etymologies.

In the Proust course, I usually give French

words along with the English. This comes

from my love of words, phrases, and

moments, and I tend to emphasize those."

Far from being bored, students admire his

technique. "Even after the course is over,

there are moments of

the text that reso-

nate," says Patrick

Brennan, a Trinity

senior who took

Fowlie's Dante and

Proust courses when
he was a sophomore.

"He gives us the

tools to go back [to

the text] anytime and

awaken the emotion

he aroused that day in

class. When you're

looking for the inten-

sity of experience you

felt in class, you're

likely to go back to

the book for the

scenes he put so

much emphasis on."

D Despite Fowlie's

S stress on simplicity, he
J

still attempts to endow
his teaching with a sense of the dramatic.

Fowlie, who briefly entertained acting as a

career and once acted with Alan Arkin in a

Bennington College production, delves into

the teaching-as-performance model in his

second autobiographical work, Aubade: A
Teacher's Notebook: "To teach successfully is

to perform successfully. The good teacher,

like the good actor, is aware of the demands,

expectations, hopes, and powers of his audi-

ence. Even if he is on one side, as psycho-

logical critic or semanticist, he tends to refer

to the other viewpoint for contrast and for

enrichment, and such a method enhances

the performance and transforms the class-

room more than ever into a theater."

Part of Fowlie's performance involves

relating the literature he is teaching to the

lives of his students. He cites a passage

from Proust in which the narrator, Marcel,

marvels at how quickly his life speeds by.

"We had talked about this in class saying

that during one's life here at Duke, you're

crowded with all kinds of things every day;

it's work, reading Proust, talking with a

boyfriend or girlfriend, going to a keg party.

You don't have time to do any one thing,

to understand any one thing. We're crazy,

we do too many things every day, so life

passes too fast and you have no time to

comprehend it. Over and over again, that

kind of thing is in teaching."

It's certainly not in every professor's

teaching, though, and students appreciate

his awareness of their concerns. In a

November column in the Raleigh News &
Observer, novelist David Guy '70 reflected

on the first dinner he shared with Fowlie

when he was a freshman: "It would be

impossible to exaggerate the importance

such an evening had to the timid would-be

author I was in those days. I couldn't even
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admit to anyone I wanted to be a writer, it

meant so much to me. I was also a young

man whose father had died the year before.

Fowlie saw all that, and welcomed me into

the world of literature as casually as he had

brought me into his apartment."

Fowlie is sometimes more aware of their

concerns than students realize. "A recent

development, to compare the Sixties to

now, is an overwhelming desire to get very

good grades. So they work for that. They're

worried about getting into graduate school

and also getting a job. Before they were a

little more relaxed about all that." He
adds, with a chuckle, "I think they always

were concerned with grades without being

so blatant about it."

Such changes in the demeanor of his

students do not seem to have lessened

Fowlie's appreciation of them. They still

provide him with an opportunity for self-

renewal, one major reason why he has

continued to teach for over six decades;

teaching the same courses repeatedly sim-

ply does not seem to faze him. "It's the

sense that I'm doing this again, but I'm

terribly interested in their reactions. Will

it be the same as another class? Will it be

different? And it's always a little different;

that has pleased me a great deal. The
course renews me probably much more

than it renews the students."

Fowlie's ability to match solid scholarly

work with zealous teaching impresses col-

leagues like Frank Lentricchia, who first

befriended Fowlie when he was working

on his doctorate at Duke in the mid-1960s.

"His absolute passion and commitment to

teaching, in particular to teaching under-

graduates, has been a kind of model for me
for years," says Lentricchia. "I completely

admire the job he's done, and I think more
of us ought to follow that path."

Fowlie's chosen path, however, is one

many professors might be hesitant to fol-

low completely. Early on, Fowlie opted for

a life of celibacy. (At one time, he had
considered becoming a Benedictine monk.)

His decision has allowed him to focus

instead on what he lists in Aubade as his

primary vocations: reading, writing, teach-

ing, and acting.

His students, the recipients of much
of his attention, have also become his fam-

ily. "I'm married to students in a big sense.

They, in a way, are the children I'm devel-

oping, not as a parent does but as an intel-

lectual person, a spiritual person might. I

try not to judge, and the father often

has to judge to bring up the child in the

correct way. But I try never to judge;

it's the one thing I don't want to do in

all my life, in every contact with other

people."

Fowlie's concern for his students' spiri-

tual welfare is evident in his attempts

to build an on-campus Catholic chapel

with his life savings. His proposal was

rejected by the board of trustees upon his

formal retirement in 1978, but he is

hopeful the idea will resurface. Fowlie

envisions a simple chapel modeled after

Henri Matisse's Chapelle du Rosaire in

Vence, France.

"I'd like to call it 'The Chapel of the

Angels'—to offset the Blue Devils—and to

dedicate it to the memory of Duke students

who died while they were here," he says.

In the meantime, with his annual

courses on Proust and Dante's Inferno con-

sistently packed, Fowlie's family grows

larger every year. In fact, dating back to

his days at Bennington in the 1930s,

he claims to have instructed more than

6,000 students—equivalent to the entire

undergraduate body at Duke—on the

topics of Dante and Proust. Normally hesi-

tant to praise himself too much, this is

one accomplishment that has Fowlie

patting himself on the back. "It's the only

event in my life I am proud about,"

he says.

Martin '95 is an English major and a student

intern with the magazine.

THE WAR BETWEEN THE GENERATIONS

An analogy occurred to

me in 1967 concerning

the war going on
between the establishment and
the young. The establishment

was Creon, the dogged,

unimaginative ruler applying

the law because the law pro-

tected his reign and insured a

false kind of peace. Students

and other youthful dissenters

were Antigone, who followed

not the law of the city but the

unwritten law of her heart.

Those young people, either in

small groups facing a dean or a

judge, or congregating by the

thousands at some rock festi-

val, had such an instinctive,

overwhelming conviction

about what must be changed
that they represented in reality

one figure, one voice. They
were the same Antigone, frail

in their youthfulness, feminine

in their long hair and beads,

unarmed except for a handful

of dust, strong in their moral
conviction that the law of the

city was erroneous and had to

be changed.

So, Creon stood on the right

and Antigone on the left. But
there must have been one hun-

dred Creons to one Antigone.

Creon had age on his side, and
reasonable speech and
promises of order. And more-
over, he was always attracting

to his party Antigone's sister

Ismene, who, as she grew
older, grew more fearful of

revolution. It has never been
easy to distinguish between the

self-righteousness of Creon
and the self-righteousness of

Antigone. The spirit of

Antigone, a pure, fearless

spirit, lived in the young dur-

ing the late Sixties, as they

demonstrated in the streets, in

the ghettos, on the campuses,

and as they were put away in

Creon's prisons.

Youth and age. In the past

the struggle between them has

always been unfair and
uneven. It still was, in the late

Sixties. Age has had almost

everything in its favor. Creon
has always won out. Since I

was born in 1908, 1 was a con-

temporary of Auschwitz,

Hiroshima, Vietnam, and the

Watts riots. My students knew
of these tragedies. Thanks to

better schooling and better

teachers, thanks to films and
television, to hitchhiking and
airplanes, the young are more
learned today, they are wiser

and more philosophical than

the young in earlier ages.

When they lose respect for

their elders, it is usually with

good reason. The older mem-
bers of the community com-
promise and bargain, seal and
buy the rights to freedom and
to happiness, allow wars to

start which they will not and
cannot finish. They live under
the shadow of Creon.

—Excerpted from Aubade:

A Teacher's Notebook, copy-

E right 1983 by Wallace Fowlie.

| Published by Duke Press.
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GARGOYLE

DINING AND
DINNING

Josh Carter '97 sits down for dinner

with some friends at the East Campus
Food Court. He tries to bite into his

dinner roll, but can't. Being an engineer,

he decides to perform a battery of stress

tests on it. He raps it sharply against the

table. Pretty hard. He tries to compress it

with his paper cup. Pretty sturdy. He grips

it firmly on both ends and pulls. It breaks

in half. Tensile strength isn't so great.

This is the age-old story of college food,

right? Students have suffered stoically

through bland semi-edibility for years. Not
here. Duke eateries have given the stu-

dents a megaphone with which to shout

their grievances, praise, and suggestions: the

comment card.

On their way out, Carter's friends wait

while he fills out a yellow comment card

and slides it in the wooden drop box: "Is

there anything you guys can do about the

bulletproof rolls at Pete 6k Tony's Pasta?"

A few days later, his card and eight oth-

ers are posted behind glass on a bulletin

board, with responses. The Food Court

manager, Robert Bechdol, apologized, telling

Carter that they would start covering the

rolls with plastic wrap to keep them soft.

The managers' responses to complaints

are a primer in diplomatic customer ser-

vice; every one has some variation of

"Thanks for your comments, I'm sorry for

the inconvenience." Some comments lead

to changes, like baskets for bagels or faster-

moving food lines. Others garner only

patient explanations: "I'm sorry you burned

your hand. The paper coffee cups are as

thick as they come." All are answered and

signed personally by the particular eatery's

manager.

From the comment cards, it seems that

Duke students have pretty fixed ideas

about what they should eat and when they

want it, and they aren't afraid to ask for it.

At the Cambridge Inn, pink comment
cards are posted with the following re-

quests: "Please keep a supply of Philly

LITE cream cheese on hand. I can't have

my bagels without it!" "What happened to

the Elliott's Amazing Juices? Nantucket

Nectars and Motts are just not the same."

Students dramatize their pain, apparently

hoping that the managers won't overlook

the gravity of the situation. One Cam-
bridge Inn card opens with inch-high block

letters: "PLEASE FIX THE SLUSHIE
MACHINE!" In smaller letters, the stu-

dent explains, "It's been broken for a week
and I'm having withdrawals." On the

other half of the card, Brenda Pratt, the

manager, apologizes and responds sooth-

ingly, "It's been called in. Hope to be fixed

by today."

Another student, signing simply as "The
Milkman," writes, "I've got a dilemma.

When I drink whole milk, I feel my arter-

ies clogging. But when I drink skim milk, I

want to vomit. Could you please stock 2%
milk for that happy medium?"

One frustrated Cambridge Inn customer

filled his half of the card and part of the

response side, too. "It's noon on Friday. I

came over craving chicken before a test,

and it will be a half hour before it's ready. I

wanted chicken. Any real restaurant would

have FOOD at lunchtime. I know you

have a tight budget, but this is ridiculous."

Pratt explained that the chicken was late

being delivered and that she has talked

with the vendor to resolve the problem.

Not being able to sate a craving can ruin

a student's day. But students are equally

quick to praise the cafeterias, especially the

employees. At the Food Court, students

suggested giving Tandra, Vanessa, and

Annette employee-of-the-month awards.

Students often comment on their favorite

employees' smiles and cheerfulness.

And a good meal can really make a stu-

dent's day. The day after the Food Court's

annual Thanksgiving all-you-can-eat din-

ner, five of the six posted cards contained

nothing but praise for it. The real metal

silverware, instead of the usual blue plastic

stuff, was especially appreciated.

But complaints still dominate the boards.

Students often judge that they aren't get-

ting enough food for their food point, the

electronic equivalent of the dollars stu-

dents pay into their food debit accounts.

One Cambridge Inn critic, after giving

three other aspects of the place positive

reviews, wrote: "But the prices are killing

us—and I understand that you guys lose

money every year? How is this possible?"

It's possible, Pratt writes, because the

Cambridge Inn has to subsidize some of

Duke's less profitable dining ventures.

Some students have a little fun with

their suggestions. "Could you please supply

the deli section with one of those bagel

cutting gadgets? I just sliced my finger off

and it's now in the turkey bin. Plus, my
bagel isn't cut."

"I'm so sorry you got cut..." Pratt's reply

begins.

Other queries are simply odd. "Could

you please tell us the exact dimensions of

the Duke banner hanging above the clock?"

Response? "I'll try to find out. Are we
measuring for a spot you have in mind?"

These ones were printed in The Chronicle:

"While eating my scrumptious sub, I

realized it would be even better sharing it

with someone else. How about dimming
the lights once a week and putting the

mood on for sensitive guys like me?"

"Is it true that poppyseed bagels are an

effective form of contraception?"

So comment cards are a window into

desires that lie deep in the hearts of Duke
students: good food at a reasonable price,

the occasional health tip, and please, Diet

Bottled Arizona Ice Tea: "The regular is

just too sweet." —Kira Marchenese

Marchenese '95, a Duke Magazine student

intern, in now in Washington, D.C., as an intern

for Washingtonian magazine.
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DUKE
NOMINATING
TRUSTEES

Four alumni have been nominated to

Duke's board of trustees by the exec-

utive committee of the Duke Alumni
Association's board of directors. Current

trustees Susan Bennett King '62 and A. Morris

Williams Jr. '62, M.A.T. '63 m
are eligible for re-election to

second terms; Rex D. Adams
'62 will be new to the board

for a six-year term; and James

D. Warren '79, Duke Alumni
Association (DAA) president,

will serve as a voting trustee for

one year through an arrange-

ment by which the DAA
immediate past president auto-

matically serves as a trustee.

Adams is vice president for Rex D. Adams
administration at the Mobil

Corporation, where he also oversees the

Mobil Foundation. At Duke, he played

football, was class president, and graduated

magna cum laude before attending Oxford

University as a Rhodes Scholar. He is

chairman of Public/Private Ventures Inc.,

director of both the Centre

for Economic Policy Research

and the Labor Policy Associ-

ation, a member of the board

of trustees for the Committee
for Economic Development,

and a trustee of Virginia

Union University. For Duke,

he has chaired the Develop-

ment Council in Washing-

ton, D.C., where he is also

a member of the Executive

Leadership Board. He serves r
l r> j- o j- l j Susan Bennett

on the Canadian Studies board

of visitors, the Fuqua School's board of vis-

itors, and the search committee for the dean

of the Fuqua School, and is a member of

the Founders' Society, the James B. Duke
Society, and the President's Executive Coun-
cil. He was recently awarded a Charles A.

Dukes Award for Outstanding Volunteer

Service. He and his wife, Ellen Cates Adams
'62, have a son, Nicholas, who is a Duke
freshman.

During her first term as a trustee, King

chaired the Academic Affairs Committee

and the Honorary Degree Committee. She

has also served as a member of the executive

committee and the Medical Center Trustee

and Student Affairs committees. She is a

past senior vice president for corporate

affairs of Coming, Inc. and past president of

Steuben Glass, a Corning subsidiary. From
1978 to 1981, she chaired the

U.S. Consumer Product Safety

Commission. She is a

member of the board of

visitors of the Sanford

Institute of Public Poli-

cy at Duke, and a mem-
ber of the Founders'

Society. She is a direc-

tor of the Coca-Cola

Company and serves on

the Eurasia Founda-

•62 tk>n, NPR Foundation,

National Consumers
League, and the Committee of jamt,, d. Warren 19
200 Women CEOs.

Warren, who completes his term as DAA
president in July, is president of College

Connections and a partner in the law firm

Pettit & Martin, where he specializes in

government contract counseling

and litigation. From 1985 to 1992,

he served on the board

of directors of the Duke
Club of Washington,

D.C. (DCW), and was

its president from 1985

to 1987. He was a mem-
ber of the D.C. Capi

Campaign executive

committee and has been

a member of the DAA
board of directors since

1988. He is a past co-

chair of the DCW Partners in . , .... „

t- 1 i • ,r,o-i A. Morns \\ iii'jui
'

education program and in 1987 MAT '63

was awarded a Charles A. Dukes

Award for Outstanding Volunteer Service.

He and his wife, Laura Bowles, have
two daughters.

Williams is a partner with the investment

management firm Miller, Anderson & Sher-

rerd in Pennsylvania. During his first term

as a trustee, he served on the search com-

King '62
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mittee for the vice president for student

affairs, the Academic Affairs Committee, the

Committee on Trusteeship, the Institutional

Advancement Committee, and the Trustee

Planning Committee. He is a past chair of

the Duke Divinity School's board of visitors

and was a member of the executive commit-

tee of The Campaign for Duke. He chairs

the Philadelphia Scholars Funds and was a

member of the United Presbyterian Church's

board of pensions. He is a member of the

Founders' Society, the James B.

Duke Society, and the Presi-

dent's Executive Council, and

is a recipient of the Charles

A. Dukes Award. He and his

wife, Ruth Whitmore Williams

'63, have two daughters, Susan

Williams Markman '85 and

Joanne Williams Beltz '87.

Duke's charter calls for the

election of one third of its

trustees by graduates of the uni-

versity. Every two years, in odd-

numbered years, the terms of

four of the twelve alumni trustees expire.

The executive committee of the alumni

association's board of directors serves as

the nominating committee and submits a

list of names to the university secretary for

submission to the trustees. Four names are

then approved for final sub-

mission to the alumni body,

with additional nominations

permitted by petition.

After notice appears in print,

alumni may submit a petition

signed by one-half of 1 percent

of the alumni body (400) with-

in thirty days to nominate ad-

ditional persons.

The alumni affairs director

maintains a confidential ros-

ter of alumni recommended
as trustees, and he welcomes

and encourages recommenda-
tions from alumni at any time. The next

election will be for terms that expire in

1997. Please submit names and biographi-

cal information to: M. Laney Funderburk

Jr. '60, Director of Alumni Affairs, 614

Chapel Drive, Box 90573, Durham, N.C.
27708-0573.
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FALL BOARD
MEETINGS

ew leaders bring new ideas. The
new president of the Duke Alum-
ni Association (DAA), James D.

Warren '79, has added a new dimension

and format to meetings of the DAA board

of directors: fewer standing committees,

new task forces, and a revived sense of his-

tory and tradition.

Assembling for its fall meeting during

the weekend of October 14-16, the board

heard standing-committee reports and up-

dates from the president and the alumni

director. Board members later met in task

forces. On Friday evening, John Piva,

senior vice president for alumni affairs and

development, and Kathy Piva were hosts

for a dinner for the board at their home.

Saturday began with a conversation with

Duke President Nannerl O. Keohane, fol-

lowed by a continuation of task force meet-

ings and the football win over Clemson. In

the course of the weekend, the board also

heard from new provost John Strohbehn

and from Peter Burian, professor of classical

studies and chairman of the faculty's task

force on Duke's intellectual climate.

Sunday morning's board meeting was

called to order by Warren, who led the

Trade Insults
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group in a singing of the alma mater, Dear

Ok Duke. Two breaks in task force reports

were "historical minutes" presented by

University Archivist William E. King '61,

A.M. '63, Ph.D. '70, on the origin of the

Blue Devil as mascot and the first Duke
football game in North Carolina in 1888,

wherein Trinity College beat the Univer-

sity of North Carolina 16-0.

Reporting for the Task Force on Awards

and Recognition was Ralph Della-Ratta Jr.

'75, who said there were twenty-seven

nominations for the 1995 Distinguished

Alumni Award. The group has reduced

that number to six, and a final decision

will be made at its next meeting in March.

The Task Force on Communications,

chaired by Patricia A. Dempsey '80, plans

to inventory publications distributed to

alumni as well as instigate a series of articles

in The Chronicle about successful alumni

working in professions of interest to stu-

dents. Conversely, to keep alumni in touch

with the campus, the group discussed the

possibility of adding student profiles to

club newsletters. Finally, there are plans to

investigate the newest technologies for

communicating with alumni via electronic

means such as the Internet.

Edith Sprunt Toms '62, Alumni Affairs

assistant director for the alumni admissions

program, reported for Internationalization

Task Force Chair John A. Schwarz III '56.

The group is charged with enhancing

Duke's admissions outreach to international

students. A survey of international alumni

and admissions information will be reviewed

in March. Peter Lange, vice provost for aca-

demic and international affairs; Carlisle Har-

vard, director of International House; and

Kay Mitchell Bunting B.S.N. '58, a Duke
major gifts officer with international respon-

sibilities, had appeared before the task force

to discuss their programs. The task force also

brainstormed about possible funding sources

to support international students.

Dara Lyn De Haven '73, A.M. '74, J.D.

'80, who chairs the Task Force on Lifelong

Learning, reported that her group had dis-

cussed ways to supplement existing alumni

programs by soliciting ideas from faculty

and academic administrators. She dis-

cussed several strategies designed to in-

crease intellectual activity, such as study

group models to be tested in Raleigh by

Sandra Clingan Smith '80, M.B.A. '83; a

survey in the D.C. area by John M. Derrick

Jr. B.S.E.E. '61; and an Atlanta group that

will use the "Great Teachers" video series.

Robert T. Harper '76, J.D. '79, Lifelong

Relationships Task Force chair, reported

that his group was developing several

approaches, including a telephone market-

ing survey, to identify what alumni want

and need. The task force will also develop

a directory of services available to alumni

and pursue the Duke heritage and tradi-

tions issue.

Michele C. Farquhar '79, who chairs the

Technology Task Force, reported on the

variety of technologies the alumni office

might pursue for alumni service and com-
munication, such as on-line updating of

addresses, class note submissions, discussion

groups, registering for events, and access to

job listings. She plans to coordinate efforts

with the Communications Task Force.

Reports were heard from the president

of Duke Student Government, John T.

Tolsma '95, who spoke on residential life

issues, and from Jane Anne Latin Mackey,

who chairs the Graduate and Professional

Student Council, on university issues af-

fecting the post-graduate level.

DAA immediate past president Stanley

G. Brading Jr. '75, who serves on Duke's

board of trustees, reported that the Wash-
ington Duke Inn was to be purchased by

the university in October. Also, the new
residential life plan was to be presented by

President Keohane to the trustees at its

December meeting.

Three weeks after the DAA board meet-

ing, Duke Magazine's Editorial Advisory

Board came to campus. The board, whose

chair is New York magazine founding edi-

tor Clay Felker '51, was joined by two new
members: Stephen Labaton A.M. '86, J.D.

'86 and Kimberly J. McLarin '86, both

with The New York Times. At its business

meeting, the board reviewed recent issues

of the magazine, looked ahead to story

ideas, and touched on themes ranging

from making the magazine more reader-

friendly to taking better advantage of

"interactive" technology.

During the weekend, board members
toured the Levine Science Research Cen-

ter; visited the Terry Sanford Institute and

heard presentations by public policy faculty

members Katherine Fulton on the news

media in the electronic age, Fritz Mayer on
the legislative process of Congress, and

Ellen Mickiewicz on television reporting

in the former Soviet republics; watched

the football victory over Virginia; and as-

sembled for a reception and dinner hosted

by John F. Burness, senior vice president for

public affairs, and his wife, Anne Williams.

A WILD
REUNION

Project WILD (Wilderness Initia-

tives for Learning at Duke) cele-

brated its twentieth year with a

campus reunion in October. In keeping

with the program's emphasis on experien-

tial learning, the reunion included outdoor

activities and natural surroundings.
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Project WILD was launched in 1974 to

give incoming first-year students a chance

to meet classmates. Entirely student-run,

the program is staffed by upperclass men
and women. At the fall reunion, this self-

perpetuating commitment was celebrated by

more than 100 returning WILD alumni and

their families. The group gathered on East

Campus for a Friday night reception, followed

by all-day (and night) festivities at Camp
Chestnut Ridge outside Durham. Closing

activities took place Sunday morning.

Typically, Project WILD participants

come to campus before orientation in the

fall to embark on a two-week backpacking

and climbing trip in Pisgah National Forest.

(The staff-to-student numbers are approxi-

mately 30-to-80.) In the spring, Project

WILD offers a weekly half-credit course on
experiential education, which includes a

backpacking trip. The course is required

for anyone planning to become a staff

member. Project WILD also sponsors ropes

courses for the university community.

COMING BACK
TO CAMPUS

esides the usual reunion activities

this fall—dinner dances, tours, sem-

inars, presidential talks and visits

—

there was a new twist: the first of what is

hoped to be an annual community service

project for alumni back on campus.

"Eno River Adventure: The Natural

Thing To Do," sponsored by the Class of

1964, brought a dedicated group on a driz-

zling September Saturday to the home of

Margaret and Holger Nygard, who led an

abbreviated tour and litter-gathering in

the Eno River State Park. The Nygards

(he is a professor emeritus of English at

Duke) were charter members of the Eno
River Association, formed in 1965 to pre-

vent the damming of the river and the

ultimate destruction of its natural habitat.

Graduates of the Class of 1944 were

inducted into the Half Century Club at a

luncheon, attended by nearly 400, that

featured a reunion performance by Hoof 'n'

Horn cast members of the first two stu-

dent-written musicals from 1941 and 1942.

The Class of 1949's class dinner was "The

'49ers Strike Gold!" with Random House
executive editor Bob Loomis '49 as speaker.

The Class of 1954 arranged a bus tour,

"Down Memory Lane," led by Bob Booth
'54, that traveled through downtown
Durham past Rinaldi's, the College Shop,

the Ivy Room, the Carolina Theater, and

on to Research Triangle Park. A cabin

party with Bullock's barbecue and music

by the Hot Nuts was the opening event for

the Class of 1959. The Class of 1964 held

both a panel discussion on quality-of-life

issues and a celebration of East Campus,

"Woman's College Memories for the

Future," in addition to the Eno trek.

Among the creative events in October

planned by reunion committee chairs were

the Class of 1969's "Still Crazy After All

These Years—Come As You Were" party;

the Class of 1974's Star Trek party at the

North Carolina Museum of Life and Sci-

ence, followed the next day by "The Next

Generation" panel discussion; a jazz cock-

tail buffet with Duke's Paul Jeffrey for the

Class of 1979 at the new Terry Sanford

Institute of Public Policy, followed by a

"Slideaway to the Hideaway" drop-in; the

Class of 1984's "Beer on Points" party in

the Cambridge Inn with pizza and subs;

and the Class of 1989's basketball party,

with former glory games on a big screen in

the Bryan Center and a prize drawing to

benefit the Children's Miracle Network on
Friday, and a pig pickin' on Saturday.

Reunion giving surpassed $2 million for

the first time in the history of Duke
Annual Giving, with all ten reunion classes

exceeding their pledge goals. The Class of

1979 set an all-time reunion giving re-

cord, and the classes of 1949, 1959, and

1974 set gift records for forty-fifth, thirty-

fifth, and twentieth reunions.

Here is the breakdown of attendance and

giving: Half Century Club, 217 attended,

$698,315 in gifts; Class of 1944, 225,

$154,024; Class of 1949, 107, $241,183;

Class of 1954, 186, $188,633; Class of

1959, 150, $244,803; Class of 1964, 163,

$269,588; Class of 1969, 343, $258,438;

Class of 1974, 250, $247,013; Class of

1979, 173, $334,641; Class of 1984, 464,

$163,236; Class of 1989, 289, $52,432.
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CREATING A
COLLEGE

When W. Burkette Raper '47,

B.D. '52 looks across the cam-

pus of Mount Olive College,

he sees a lifetime.

Raper came to the small, private liberal

arts college as president forty years ago, when
it was nothing more than an abandoned

elementary school building. As he

retires, the 110-acre campus rises

above the corn and tobacco fields

of rural Eastern North Carolina, a

beacon, Raper hopes, of better

things yet to come for the region.

Retirement will not end Raper's

decades of involvement with the

school. He will remain as president

emeritus with the full-time task of increas-

ing the college's $8-million endowment.

Raper's work list for the college's future

is comprehensive: expand its fifteen major

offerings to more than fifty, build a fine-

arts complex and new science facilities,

enlarge the library, link the campus to the

outside world by computer, broaden the

curriculum to an international perspective.

When Raper became president of Mount
Olive at age twenty-six, his vision was more

limited. He had six weeks to get a dilapi-

dated building and an academic program

ready for the school's twenty-two students.

But by that point in his young life, Raper

had already learned to overcome obstacles.

His father, a tenant farmer, died of pneumo-
nia during the winter of 1936. Raper was

eight years old. "From that February to the

summer, we lived with different relatives,"

Raper says, the memories still bringing tears

to his eyes. "In those days we didn't have

Aid for Families with Dependent Children.

My mother wanted to put us in an orphan-

age. Her reasons were, if she took employ-

ment, she had no one to keep us; if she stayed

with us, she had no means of livelihood."

The three older children went to the

Free Will Baptist Children's Home in

Middlesex. "My mother never came to see

us without emphasizing why she placed us

there: She wanted us to get an education,"

Raper says. "She was afraid if we'd gone to

live with the relatives, they would have taken

us out of school at an early age for work."

All three older children hold at least

two college degrees and, once out on his

own, Raper helped his youngest sister

through college.

It didn't always look as though it would

turn out that way. "When I was a senior in

high school, I had not planned to go to col-

lege.... I never thought it was a possibility,"

he says. He wanted to go into the ministry.

The orphanage's superintendent encour-

aged Raper to consider attending Duke.

Raper faced two problems: He had not met
the course requirements, and he had no

money. Raper's high school

principal agreed to tutor him
over the summer, and Univer-

sity Secretary Charles E. Jor-

dan arranged for a scholarship.

MOUNT OLIVE COLLEGE

Original Free Will Bap-
tist Chartered in 1951

as Junior college Moved
here. 195S Senior college

charter granted in 1982.

In the beginning: Raper, now president i

on campus in the 1 950s

Raper worked in the cafeteria and other

places on campus. He also preached on
weekends, and in his junior year was

ordained as a Free Will Baptist minister.

Rom W. Mallard and his family, of

Jones County, took Raper under their

wing. They offered Raper a place to stay

when he preached nearby, and he spent

the Christmas holidays with them. When
he was about to graduate, Mallard invited

Raper to call the house home. "I wound up

marrying his daughter," Raper says with a

wide smile. He and Rose Mallard married

in 1951. They have six children.

In 1953, the Free Will Baptist State

Convention voted to launch a college in

the eastern part of the state, and started by

buying an old school building in Mount
Olive for $25,000. At the time, the con-

vention had $6.17 in its treasury ear-

marked for "Christian education."

By 1954, Raper had earned his divinity

degree and had been pastor of a Greene

County church for three years. The con-

vention appointed him president of the

new college. "It was not that I had any

educational credentials," he says. But he

was the only Free Will Baptist minister in

the state with a seminary degree. "I'm sure

that's the reason I was appointed to it."

Raper eventually earned a master's degree

in higher education from Florida State

University and has an honorary doctor of

laws degree from Atlantic Christian Col-

lege, now Barton College, in Wilson.

When Raper arrived in Mount Olive

that first summer and saw the run-down

building, he started his first fund-raising

drive. He approached the only man on the

convention's board who had money to lend.

Even though he had nominated Raper for

the presidency, he declined Raper's request

for money.

The next day, Raper went back. "I told

him he did not have the right to nominate

me and vote me into the position unless

he was willing to put some resources into it

and make it possible. I left that day with a

check and used that to hire carpenters and

buy paint to get the building ready for stu-

dents that fall."

That winter, Raper began making rounds,

asking for contributions. One Wayne
County farmer asked him what he would do

if he had all the money he needed. Raper

started listing furniture, blinds, a heating

system, kitchen equipment. But the farmer

said, "Burkette, that's not what I mean.

What kind of college would you build if you

had the money you needed?" Raper says it

was the last time he was asked that question

without having an answer.

The college can now offer its 1,000 stu-

dents a Christian education, he says, that

state-run institutions cannot, and personal

attention that large schools cannot. And it

is a resource and leader in developing East-

ern North Carolina. Raper also says the

college is essential to the Free Will Baptist

Church. "I could see no respectable future

for the Free Will Baptist Church unless it

had an educational program."

Working for Mount Olive was a chance

for Raper to make a personal contribution

to the church. Early on, he says, he'd made
a promise to himself: "I would stay here

eight years, repay the church for the eight

years I stayed at the children's home." He
smiles. "But this work, it hasn't stopped."

—Lynn Pearsall Williams

Williams is a free-lance writer living in Mount
Olive, North Carolina.
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30s, 40s & 50s
Dixon Callihan A.M. '31 was recognized for 30

years of service to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

as an administrative judge. He lives in Davidson, N.C.

Peter Brooks '41 was elected to a second term as

mayor of Waynesboro, Va. He first served as mayor

from 1982 to 1984.

Mildred Hanby Thompson '41 and her hus-

band, Ray, received honorary doctors of business

administration degrees from Goldey-Beacom College,

near Wilmington, Del.

Will Inman '43 gave a reading of his poetry in

November at the San Luis Obispo Fall Poetry Festival

in California. He lives in Tucson, Ariz.

John Cocke B.S.M.E. '45, Ph.D. '56 was awarded

the National Medal of Science by President Bill Clin-

ton in a ceremony at the White House. He lives in

Bedford, N.Y.

Robert C. Taylor '49, LL.B. '52 has formed a new
law firm, Taylor Lohmeyer Corrigan P.C. He chairs

Duke's Alumni Admissions Advisory Committee in

Dallas, Texas.

Ray Roberts '50 was named acting vice president

at Furman University in South Carolina. He is a pro-

fessor of economics who has also taught at Duke.

Jack H. Chambers '51, LL.B. '53 is of counsel

with the Jacksonville, Fla., law firm Foley & Lardner,

practicing corporate, securities, and real estate law.

S.G. "Cy" Clark '5
1 , LL.B. '54, senior general

attorney for employee relations at U.S. Steel in Pitts-

burgh, was one of 25 labor attorneys nationwide

appointed to a special National Labor Relations

Board advisory panel. He lives in Pittsburgh.

Emmanuel Gitlin Ph.D. '53 and his wife, Helen,

are on a one-year Mennonite Central Committee
assignment in Warsaw, Poland, working as university

teachers. Their last assignment was in Osijek, Croa-

tia. They live in Hickory, N.C.

Benjamin C. Boylston '54 retired after more
than 39 years with Bethlehem Steel Corp., where he
was vice president for human resources. He plans to

consult part-time and travel with his three grandchil-

dren. He lives in Bethlehem, Pa.

Charles E. Johnston '55 retired from the U.S.

Naval Reserve as a captain in the Medical Corps. He
was a flight surgeon in Vietnam, where he won several

medals, including the Purple Heart. After completing

four years' active duty at the Navy hospital in Oak
Harbor, he returned to private practice in Pendleton,

Ore., where he and his wife, Jean, have a farm on
McKay Creek.

L'Abate Ph.D. '56 was named 1994

Family Psychologist of the Year by the board of direc-

tors of the American Psychology Association's family

psychology division. He is a professor emeritus at

Georgia State University and has a part-time private

practice in individual, marriage, and family therapy

with his wife, Bess.

B.S.N. '57 won
the golf tournament in the California State Senior

Games in September and will compete in the nation-

als in May in San Antonio. The El Camino Country

Club champion and 1991 and 1992 winner of the

Senior Olympics lives in Oceanside, Calif., with her

husband, Bill.

George Keithley '57 had two books published in

1994. His play The Beit Blood of the Country (Mellen

Poetry Ptess) won first prize in the DramaRama festival

of new plays, sponsored by the Playwrights' Center of

San Francisco, and first prize in the Duke Players

Playwriting Contest, sponsored by the university. A
collection of poetry, Earth's Eye, published by Story

Line Press, is set in the Upper Midwest, and is his

seventh book of poetry. He lives in Chico, Calif.

Mary McCormick Tatem '57 has written her

first book, Just Call Me Mom: Practical Steps to Becom-

ing a Better Mot/ier-m-lau 1

, published in June by Chris-

tian Publications. She and her husband, Roger W.
B.S.E.E. '57, live in Newport News, Va.

M. Eure III '58 of Tampa, Fla., represented

Duke at the inauguration of the president of the Uni-

versity of South Florida.

Harold L. Yoh Jr. B.S.M.E. '58, a Duke trustee,

represented Duke at the inaugutation of the ptesident

of the University of Pennsylvania.

MARRIAGES: Norris Lowell Hodgkins Jr.
'47 to Elizabeth Murray Keller M.Ed. '67 on
Aug. 13. Residence: Southern Pines, N.C.

60s
Frederick F. Andrews '60 is senior editot for

development at The blew York Times, working with

the managing editor and others in planning and

developing new editions of the newspaper. He was

deputy metropolitan editor/regional editor, responsible

for coverage ofNew Jersey, Connecticut, and New
York State outside ofNew York City. He and his wife,

Jane, live in Scarsdale, N.Y., and have two sons,

including F. Ethan Andrews '84.

Samuel Bundy Jr. '60 is sales director for the edu-

cation division of Colonial Life and Accident Insur-

ance Co. He lives in Raleigh.

Laurence I. Peterson '60 is a professor and

head of the chemistry department at South Dakota

State University. He is the former president and

owner of the Venture Group, Ltd. of Norfolk, Va.

C. Philip CluttS '61, who retired in May, received

the U.S. Information Agency's Superior Honor Award
for administrative support of the agency's Exchange of

Persons programs. He and his wife, Shirley, and their

two children are planning to move from Silver Spring,

Md., to Charlotte, N.C.

Yank D. Coble Jr. M.D. '62, clinical professor

of medicine at the University of Florida, was elected

to a three-year term on the American Medical Asso-

ciation's board of t

George Rosenstein A.M. '62, Ph.D. '63 is asso-

ciate dean for academic affairs at Franklin & Marshall

College, where he has been a mathematics professor

and a former department chair since 1967. He and his

wife, Harriet, live in Lancaster, Pa.

Kraft Th.D. '63 has been named a 1994-

95 Robert C. Good Faculty Fellow at Denison Uni-

versity. A professor of English, he is writing a study of

the beginnings of the English novel.

Zach Thomas '63 is the author of Healing Touch,

which "shows how clergy, friends, and congregations

can reclaim the ancient art of healing touch." He is a

certified bodywork therapist and a minister in Char-

lotte, N.C.

David R. Page M.H.A. '64 is chief executive officer

of Hermann Hospital, a 650-bed facility in Houston.

Jay Wilkinson '64 is the co-author of Bud Wilkin-

son, An Intimate Portrait of an American Legend, pub-

lished by Sagamore Publishing Inc. The former Duke
football All-American and his wife, Rita, live in

Columbus, Ohio.

J.J. Kiser III '65 represented Duke at the inaugu-

ration of the president of Amherst College.

Brenda Gupton Stewart '65, who earned her

mastet's in anthropology at Wake Forest University

in May, is pursuing a Ph.D. in anthropology at UNC-
Chapel Hill. She and her son live in Winston Salem.

Robert F. Bergstrom '66, Ph.D. '68 represented

Duke in November at the inauguration of the presi-

dent of the University of Nebraska.

Laren LeCraft Henderson '66 was honored by

the presentation of her portrait to the U.S. District

Court for the Disttict of South Carolina, where she

served as district judge from 1986 to 1990. She is now
a circuit judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit.

William H. Steinbrink LL B 67 is president

and chief executive officer of Laurel Industries Inc., a

supplier of antimony oxide. A metgers and acquisi-

tions lawyer for 27 years, he is also a member of the

board of visitors at Duke's law school. He lives in

Cleveland, Ohio.

Elizabeth "Betsy" Farmer '68 has formed

Farmer Consulting Services, which provides develop-

ment consulting for nonprofit organizations. She lives

in Greensboro, N.C.

Gregory G. Jones '68 has joined the Tampa,

Fla., office of Honigman Miller Schwarz and Cohn.

Besides litigating, he also coordinates the firm's

statewide litigation.

James J. Kirkwood Ph.D. '68 represented Duke
in October at the inauguration of the president of

Bridgewater College in Bridgewater, Va., where he is

a professor in the English department.

Randolph J. May '68, J.D. '7
1 , a partner in the

Washington, DC, law firm Sutherland, Asbill &
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Brennan, was appointed a public member of the Ad-
ministrative Conference of the United States. The
conference makes recommendations to Congress and

the executive branch for improving the efficiency and

fairness in the administration of government programs.

Kenneth Abemethy A.M. '69, Ph.D. 72, chair

of the computer science department at Furman Uni-

versity, participated in the NASA/University Joint

Venture Program, held this past summer at the Mar-

shall Space Flight Center in Alabama.

MARRIAGES: Elizabeth Murray Keller
M.Ed. '67 to Norris Lowell Hodgkins Jr. '47

on Aug. 13. Residence: Southern Pines, N.C.

70s
Charles E. Allen III '70 is vice president of the

Astronomical League, a 12,000-member federation of

190 amateur astronomy societies. He is also the founder

and administrator of the National Outstanding Young
Astronomer Award. He lives in Goshen, Ky.

D. Dowdy M.Div. '70, Ph.D. '76 represented

Duke in November at the inauguration of the president

of Union Theological Seminary in Richmond, Va.

Martha Johnston Home '70 was elected dean

and president of the Protestant Episcopal Theological

Seminary in Virginia. She lives in Alexandria.

Marty Margeson M.A.T. '70 has joined Vista

Real Estate Inc. in Anchorage, Alaska. She began her

Alaskan real estate career in 1978, when she retired

from college teaching.

John R. Sanders '70, a Navy captain, graduated

with distinction from the Naval War College and is

serving as U.S. Naval adviser to the NATO Land

Forces South staff in Verona, Italy.

Vicki Bowman Stone 72 is the new director of

development for the College of Business Administra-

tion at the University of Tulsa.

Larry Lollar A.M. 73 is vice president for devel-

opment at the University of Texas at Austin.

surer of the Louisiana Bar Association, where she

received the president's award for her service. Her
husband, W. Ross Foote 74, a district judge in

Alexandria, Va., and their two children live in

Alexandria, Va.

1

III 74 represented Duke in

October at the inauguration of the president of

Goucher College in Towson, Md.

Tryon Lancaster Ed.D. 74 has been named
director of the division of education and physical

education at Methodist College in Fayetteville, N.C,
where he has been a faculty member since 1991.

Elizabeth Erny Foote A.M. 75, a partner in

the law firm Percy, Smith & Foote, was elected trea-

LOWERING THE BABY BOOM

When defense

cutbacks

cost Richard

Jurmain M.B.A. '77 his

job as an aerospace

engineer, he decided it

was time to invest in

family values.

Jurmain, a former

employee of General

Dynamics Space Sys-

tems in San Diego, cre-

ated the Baby Think It

Over doll. Designed to

give prospective par-

ents, mainly teens, a

true-to-life child-rear-

ing experience, the

plastic dolls, anatomi-

cally correct and life-

sized, not only look real

but act real. Thanks to

a computer chip

implanted in the back
of each infant, the dolls

begin to cry every few
hours—twenty-four

hours a day.

Concerned by the

millions of dollars spent

annually on teen preg-

nancies, Jurmain told

People magazine, "I

wanted to give teens a

hands-on dose of near-

reality. I let them draw
their own conclusions."

The dolls are pro-

grammed to thwart

students who conclude
that Baby Think It

Over dolls are best left

in the backpack on
weekends. Each doll is

outfitted with a micro-

processor that records

Computerised cmbabies: Jurmain with Baby

Think It Over dolls

how long it has cried

before being picked up.

It continues to cry until

a key is inserted in its

back and held in place

for up to half an hour,

approximately the time

needed to feed a baby.

Jurmain's doll has

captured the attention

of school and health

officials struggling to

combat teen pregnan-

cies. Since a successful

test-marketing run last

year at a San Diego
high school, the dolls,

at $200 apiece, have
become a mainstay in

several San Diego area

high school child-

development classes.

Jurmain himself is

well-versed on the

painful topic of shriek-

ing babies. He and his

wife, Mary, have two
children, ages seven

and three. In fact, it

was Mary who first

suggested producing

the dolls. As the two
were watching a PBS
program on sex educa-

tion—a program that

discussed the use of

flour sacks as substi-

tutes for live babies

—

she suggested he
develop something
more realistic. "At the

time it was a flippant

suggestion," says Jur-

main, "but it made a

heckuva lot of sense."

A year later, the dolls

are making a big name
for thejunnains.

Selected by Fortune

as one of its

products of the year,

the dolls are selling

internationally. At the

suggestion of a San
Diego drug counselor,

Jurmain has also cre-

ated a crack-baby

model that is ready to

go into production.

Mary Jurmain has

appeared on several

national television talk

shows, including The
Oprah Winfrey Show.

Despite his phenome-
nal success in die doll

industry, Jurmain, a

former math and
physics major at Middle-

bury College, plans to

pursue his engineering

interests. "I'm hoping to

turn over the entire

business to Mary by
January," he says. Jur-

main, who will continue

to work for himself, says

he plans "to work on
developing a low-cost

rocket propulsion sys-

tem in the desert"

After years ofwork-

ing for somebody else,

Jurmain says he is

enjoying his new-found
freedom. Running his

own business is gruel-

ing, "the hardest work
I've ever done in my
life," he says. "But I

don't think I'll ever go
back to working for

the government,"

—Stephen Martin '95

C. James Holliman 75 was named an i

professor of surgery and emergency medicine and
director of the Center for International Emergency

Medicine at Pennsylvania State University. He lives

in Hershey, Pa.

Gary LynchJ.D. 75, former enforcement chief at

the Securities and Exchange Commission, conducted

the investigation into trading fraud at Kidder, Peabody

& Co. He is a securities lawyer at David Polk &
Wardell in New York City.

Celia Brewer Marshall 75 is the author ofA
Guide through the New Testament, a companion to her

A Guide through the Old Testament. The guides com-
bine textbook and workbook formats. She is a lecturer

in religious studies at UNC-Charlotte.

G. Richard Wagoner Jr. 75 was named presi-

dent of North American operations for General

Motors Corp. He is the youngest person to be head of

the company's domestic vehicle business. He lives in

Birmingham, Mich.

Robert J. Kasper M.B.A. 76.J.D. 76, a Navy
commander, graduated from the Naval War College

in Newport, R.I.

Beth McLeod 76 is a feature writer at Florida's

Palm Beach Post. Last summer, she received the Paul

Hansell Award, given to the Florida journalist judged

to have the best body of work for the year. She is now
on leave to care for her first child. She and her hus-

band, Jon Krai, live in Miami.

Stephen Wise linger M.D. 76 was elected

chair of the Society of American Gastrointestinal

Endoscopic Surgeons at its spring meeting in

Nashville, Tenn. He lives in Miami Beach.

James F. Graumlich 77, a physician who prac-

ticed internal medicine for seven years, completed a

three-year fellowship in clinical pharmacology and is

now an assistant professor of clinical pharmacology

and medicine at the University of Illinois' medical

college. He and his wife, Peggy, and their two sons

live in Peoria.

Jay H. Oyer 78 is a partner at Price Waterhouse,

practicing in its Morristown, N.J., office. He joined

the firm in 1981. He and his wife, Amy, and their two

children live in Madison, N.J.

Maureen Stabile Beck B.S.N. 79 was a guest

expert for the NBC News health-care special To Your

Health. She is a gerontological nurse practitioner and

does house calls for the homebound elderly through

the Memorial Geriatric House Call Program. She and

her husband, Richard A. Beck B.S.E. 79, M.B.A.
'82, and their two daughters live in Houston.

David P. Boyd 79 is a partner in the law firm

Williams & Montgomery Ltd., concentrating in com-

mercial litigation and counseling. He and his wife,

Dede, and their three children live in Chicago.

Juliana Mulroy Ph.D. 79 has been named a

1994-95 Robert C. Good Faculty Fellow at Denison

University in Granville, Ohio. An associate professor

of biology, she will complete a critical biography on

the ecologist and environmentalist Paul B. Sears.

MARRIAGES: Steven R. Miller 73 to Catherine

Dumas on Aug. 7. Residence: Durham... Eugene
R. Devine Jr. 75 to Shannon Gayle Thompson
on Aug. 21 in Duke Chapel. Residence: Durham.

BIRTHS: Sixth child and third son to Ellen

Thalman Puleo 75, M.D. 79 and Joel Puleo
75, M.D. 79. Named Austin Blake. ..First child and
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daughter to Beth McLeod 76 and Jon Krai on June
15. Named Gracie Darden McLeod Krai. .

.

Second son to James F. Graumlich 77 and Peggy

Graumlichonjuly 12, 1993. Named George... Daugh-

ter to Thomas Cameron Hillsman 77 and

Emily Watson Hillsman on June 3. Named Emitom
Alexandra. . .Second child and daughter to Randall
Frank Olson B.S.E. 77 and Lee Ann Frank Olson

on July 30. Named Marissa Grace. . . Third child and

first son to David P. Boyd 79 and Dede S. Boyd on

Feb. 1 1 , 1994. Named Andrew Seeber. . . Second child

and first son to Leslie Brown Cox 79 and Brian

Cox on June 2. Named Christopher Brian. . .Third child

and daughter to Lori Fein Easterlin 79 and James

Easterlin on Dec. 23, 1993. Named Renee Fein. . .Third

child and second daughter to Michele Clause
Farquhar 79 and William Thomas Farquhar
'80 on July 23. Named Charlotte Eleanor.

80s
Charles D. Amsler '80 is an assistant professor of

biology at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.

His laboratory studies ecophysiology and signal trans-

duction in algae and bacteria. He and his wife, Mag-

gie, live in Pelham.

Jane Boswick '80 is director of product develop-

ment for The Sachs Group, a health-care information

systems company in Evanston, 111. This summer she and

Margaret Mahood Mills 80, Ashley Suther-
land Rogers 80, Jamey Short Murphy '80,

Val Crotty '80, Marilyn McGreevey '80,

Cissie Getzen Willoughby SO, and Tania
Treml '80 met for a weekend of whitewater rafting

on the Ocoee River.

Carlette C. McMullan '80, who earned her

M.B.A. at the University of Chicago, is a partner at

William Blair and Co., a Chicago-based investing firm.

Margaret Mahood Mills '80 is a product mar-

keting manager for Beacon Electronics. She and her

husband, Fred, and their two children live in Atlanta.

Carole Miner Schuman '80 is a director at

Goulston & Storrs in Boston, specializing in commer-
cial real estate law. She and her husband, Joel, a doc-

tor, and their three children live in Wayland, Mass.

Ro Zimany Ph.D. '80 has written his first book,

Vehicle for God: The Metaphorical Theology of Eberhard

Jungel, published by Mercer University Press. He lives

in Carlinville, 111.

Robert M.Hullander B.S.E. '81, a Navy lieu-

tenant, is deployed with Fleet Hospital 61 to Croatia,

stationed in Camp Pendelton, Calif.

Jeffrey S. Levin '81, associate professor of family

and community medicine at Eastern Virginia Medical

School, was program co-chair ofTREAT VI, the

sixth conference on Treatment and Research of Expe-

rienced Anomalous Trauma. He is the author of Reli-

gion in Aging and Health: Theoretical Foundations and

Methodological Frontiers, published by Sage Publica-

tions. He also ditects an NIH-funded research pro-

gram on the health effects of spirituality and religious

involvement. He lives in Virginia Beach, Va.

D. Orson '82, J.D. '85 is vice president

of business affairs at Turner Home Entertainment and

TBJ Production, the Turner divisions responsible for

book publishing, home video, licensing and merchan-

dising, educational services, and documentary produc-

tion. He lives in Atlanta.

Kirsten Woodruff '82 has been awarded board

certification in wills, trusts, and estates by the Florida

bar. She is an associate of the firm Rudnick & Wolfe,

working in its Tampa office.

Richard N. Drake '83, an attorney with the

Cleveland law firm Hahn Loeser & Parks, was elected

to the board of trustees of Greater Cleveland Com-
munity Shares.

Molinet Lord '83 has been promoted

to management supervisor at Tatham EURO RSCG.
She lives in Chicago.

Todd D. Rangel '83 is a vice ptesident and busi-

ness banking manager at First Citizens Bank in Hen-

dersonville, N.C., where he is responsible for business

banking activities in three counties.

Christian N. Haliday '84, a Marine captain,

received the Joint Service Achievement Medal. He is

stationed at Camp Lejeune, N.C

Joseph E. Harrington Jr. Ph.D. '84 was pro-

moted to full professor in the economics department

at Johns Hopkins University.

Robert E. Harrington '84, J.D. '87 was elected

a partner at Stone, Pigma, Walther, Wittmann &
Hutchinson. He and his wife, Sharon Carr Har-
rington J.D. '89, and their son live in New Orleans.

Robert T. Molinet '84 was elected a partner in

the law firm Smith, Gambrell & Russell. He practices

in the firm's corporate section, specializing in securi-

ties and banking. He and his wife, Janet Finch
'85, live in Atlanta.

John Baker '85 is a group director of operations

for Booz-Allen & Hamilton in San Francisco. He and

his wife, Susan, live in Mill Valley, Calif.

Laura Challoner Dawahare '85 is general

manager of the Lexington office of Wenz-Neely Co.,

Kentucky's largest public relations firm.

D'Anne Hurd J.D. '85 is corporate vice president,

general counsel, and clerk of the company at Medi-

Sense Inc., a biotechnology company in Waltham,
Mass., that went public in June.

Rebecca L. "Becky" Kinney '85 earned her

master's in training and organization development at

Indiana University in 1993. She spent the next

summer sailing off the Northeast coast. She is now a

manager of performance assurance for Ameritech in

Chicago, and lives in Barrington, 111.

Tatsuro OgiSU '85, a graduate of Wake Forest's

Bowman Gray School of Medicine, is doing a resi-

dency in physical medicine and rehabilitation at the

University of Michigan Hospitals in Ann Arbor.

FROM SQUIDS TO SKULLS

Charles E. Rawlings

HI M.D. '82 is

fascinated by
hidden worlds. As a

member of the interna-

tional Explorer's Club
organization, Rawlings

has trekked to New
Guinea to conduct an
underwater photo-

graphic survey of

cephalopods, the class

of marine mollusks that

includes octopus, squid,

and nautilus. And as a

neurosurgeon, he's

interested in how differ-

ent societies treat con-

ditions within the body.

The Winston-Salem,

North Carolina, resi-

dent combined both

interests on his New
Guinea trip last Septem-
ber. Sponsored by the

Explorer's Club, a

group founded in the

early 1900s to promote
exploration and discov-

ery, Rawlings and his

fellow travelers—wife

Heather MacKenzie
Rawlings '82 and her

father, Robert MacKen-
zie—set out to docu-

ment the underwater
habitat of cephalopods.

As an added bonus, the

team was shown a

"skull cave," contain-

ing the remains of ene-

mies who had been
cannibalized years ear-

lier by the winners of a

local skirmish.

Rawlings says the

discovery was intriguing

from a number of per-

Explorers three: Rawlings, right, with wife, Heather,

and father-in-law Robert MacKenzie

spec fives. Socially, he

notes, it was first-hand

evidence of the long-

standing New Guinea
practice of eating one's

enemies as a symbol of

virility. And many of

the skulls, which he's

now in the process of

carbon dating, sustained

traumatic damage or

had healed fractures.

"I'm interested in

whether or not New
Guinea tribes practiced

trephining, a practice

of drilling holes in peo-

ple's skulls to release

'evil spirits.' It's a pro-

cedure that dates back
10,000-15,000 years,

and is still practiced

in East Africa, Tanza-
nia, and Kenya," says

Rawlings. "It's done
with no anesthesia

and can take any-

where from two to

eight hours."

To Westerners,

trephining sounds
bizarre. (Rawlings jokes

that his friends "never
tell me when they have
a headache.") But the

surgery is surprisingly

safe. "The rate of infec-

tion is fairly low, about

1 percent," Rawlings

says. "There are certain

areas trephiners know
to stay away from. The
sutures on the skull

where the bones fuse

together contain a rich

supply of blood vessels.

The Arabs of North
Africa call those the

fingerprints of Allah

and consider them
sacred," avoiding them
when drilling. Al-

though none of the

skulls Rawlings saw in

the cave appeared to

have been trephined,

he says he hopes to

return to New Guinea
for further research.

The underwater
photographic study of

cephalopods yielded

equally provocative—if

less macabre—results.

Rawlings and his asso-

ciates snapped pictures

of agitated cuttlefish,

alarmed octopi, hunt-

ing lionfish, and stalk-

ing crocodilefish. Rawl-
ings wrote up a report

for the Explorer's Club
journal about his find-

ings.

In the future, Rawl-

ings says he would like

to further his Ex-

plorer's Club standing

by discovering the

extent to which
trephining has been (or

still may be) practiced

in the South Pacific.

He also wants to do a

photographic survey of

every species of nau-

tilus, "because there

hasn't been good docu-

mentation photograph-

ically of the species."

And in the event that

he tackles those pro-

jects in the near future,

Rawlings is already

looking beyond, far

beyond, to his next

horizon. "My fantasy

is to go to Mars."

Mars?

"You never know,"
he says.
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Duke Alumni Association

Trans-Panama Canal Cruise

January 16-26

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

.

Galapagos Islands

January 26-February 6

Arrangements by Academic Arrangements

Abroad.

Voyage to the World of the Maya
February 3-12

Arrangements by Travel Dynamics

.

New Zealand and Australia

February 9-25

Arrangements by lntrav.

Oriental Odyssey

February 28-March 15

Anspach Travel Bureau, Inc.

The Delta Queen/Memphis to New
Orleans

March 24-April 1

Arrangements by PVA Travel.

Colonial America &
The Battlefields of the Civil War
April 22-May 6

Arrangements by Clipper Cruise Line.

Paris, the Dordogne & Bordeaux

May 2-13

Arrangements by Academic Arrangements

Abroad.

Turkish Coast & Greek Isles

June 14-26

Arrangements by lntrav.

Alaska Cruise/Rhinedam

June 27-July 9

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays.

North Cape & Majestic Fjords

July 4-17

Arrangements by Royal Cruise Line.

Alumni College

Faces of Europe -

Rhine, Main and Danube Rivers

July 5-21

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays.

Salmon & Snake River Rafting

July 14-21

Arrangements by Oars.

Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

August 5-14

Arrangements by Gohagen and Company.

Queen Elizabeth & Concorde

September 29-October 6

Arrangements by Academic Arrangements

Abroad.

Classic Orient

September 26-October 1

1

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays.

Mediterranean Romance - Lisbon to

Venice

October 8-21

Arrangements by Royal Cruise Line.

Indian Ocean Cruise & African Safari

November 6-22

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays.

Walk With the Tigers

March 31 -April 2

Durham and Chapel Hill,

North Carolina

]oin the directors of the Duke Primate

Center, the Carnivore Preservation Trust,

and the North Carolina Botanical Garden

for an in-depth look at the exciting species

under their care.

Duke Marine Lab Weekend

May 5-7

Beaufort, North Carolina

Come explore the beautiful coast of North

Carolina. Faculty from the Duke Marine

Lab and Duke's School of the Environment

will conduct this alumni college.

The Longing for Community

October 20-22

Vermont

In our cities there is a widespread feeling of

detachment and disconnectedness—a iong-

ingfor what is often called community.

Come join us to explore the idea of com-

munity, and to experience for yourself the

Vermont way of life. Faculty leaders will

be Will WilUmon, dean of the Chapel,

Thomas Naylor, professor emeritus of eco-

nomics, and Magdakna Naylor, psychiatrist.
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Semester Study for Alumni

Video

Fantastic Forests and Duke Great Teachers Video Series

Other Exotic Ecosystems Fall or Spring Semesters, Durham Now you can sit down with great teachers

January 9-19 Here is the opportunity to return to Duke and go exploring again—into other rimes

,

Costa Rica, Central America and take those courses you always longed other places , other minds . We asked five

Join us for an unforgettable journey explor- to take. As a Duke alumnus or alumna, remarkable Duke professors to take up topics

ing the precious and unique ecosystems you are part of a select group of people close to their hearts and present them to you.

found only in the tropics, home to some of given the privilege to audit regular courses Each program includes six full lectures, a spe-

the most spectacular plants and animals in at Duke for a nominal fee

.

cially selected book, and a course guide.

the world. Your faculty leader will be ____'_ _-*£
Richard White, dean of Trinity College,

i

vice provost for undergraduate education, Information Request Form
and professor of botany.

For detailed brochures on the programs listed below, please return this form,

The Oxford Experience

June 11-25

appropriately marked, to : Duke Educational Adventures, Box 90573,

614 Chapel Drive, Durham, NC 27708-0573

The University of Oxford, England

What is the Oxford Experience? It's an NAME DUKE CLASS

opportunity to immerse yourself in

centuries-old traditions of learning and ADDRESS

community, to study in small groups with

renowned Oxford faculty, to explore the CITY STATE ZIP

English countryside and visit historical

landmarks, to be students once again. Duke Travel Alumni College

Alumni College in Italy Trans-Panama Canal Cruise Walk With the Tigers

March 9-19 Galapagos Islands Duke Marine Lab Weekend

Rome & Florence Q Voyage to the World of the Maya The Longing for Community

This is a unique opportunity to both New Zealand and Australia

discover the wonderful Italian countryside

and to leam about Italy's history, art, and

Oriental Odyssey

The Delta Queen
Alumni College Abroad

culture from local experts and faculty. J Colonial America Fantastic Forests

Duke faculty leader will be Peter Burian, Paris, The Dordogne & Bordeaux The Oxford Experience

professor of classical studies. a Turkish Coast & Greek Isles

Alaska Cruise/Rhinedam

Alumni College in Italy

On Campus
North Cape & Majestic Fjords

Faces of Europe
On Campus

Duke Directions
Salmon & Snake River Rafting

Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

Duke Directions

Semester Study for Alumni
September 8 and October 28

West Campus

Rediscover the true "Duke experience" —
Queen Elizabeth & Concorde

Classic Orient

Mediterranean Romance

Indian Ocean & African Safari

Video

the classroom experience! Return to Duke Duke Great Teachers Video Series

for a day of stimulating classes designed for

alumni and taught by top Duke faculty.

For more information • Duke Travel Barbara Delapp Booth '54 • All other programs: Deborah Weiss Fowlkes '78

614 Chapel Drive, Box 90 573, Durham, NC 27708-0573 • (919) 684-5114 or 800 FOR-DUKE



John Malloy Owen IV '85, who earned his Ph.D.

in political science at Harvard in 1993, is a visiting

fellow at the Center for International Security and

Arms Control at Stanford University. He and his

wife, Patricia, live in Palo Alto, Calif.

Neil S. Reece '85, a graduate of Wake Forest's

Bowman Gray School of Medicine, is doing a resi-

dency in family practice at Carilion Health System in

Roanoke, Va.

'85 is a counseling psychologist

at Iowa State University. She and her husband, J.

Adin Mann, a professor, live in Ames.

Lenora Patrice Carlock MBA. '86 is the

author of Speak to Me : Inspiration for Every Day of the

Year, published by the S.T.E.M. Co. She lives in

Chesapeake, Va.

Douglas Chalmers Jr. '86 is in his third year at

Duke Law School. He and his wife, Charlotte, will

spend next year in Portland, Ore., where he will be a

law clerk forjudge Diarmuid O'Scannlain of the U.S.

Court of Appeals.

Sean W. Glynn '86 was awarded the 1994 People's

Pro Bono Award by the Maryland State Bar Associa-

tion for his work helping homeless people with immi-

gration problems. He and his wife, Kimberly
Marshall Glynn '86, and their daughter live in

Rockville, Md.

Christopher K. Hersch '86 is completing his

orthopaedic surgery residency at the University of

Texas Health Science Center in San Antonio. He has

accepted a fellowship in trauma and microvascular

surgery in San Antonio. His wife, Carolyn Reed
Hersh '86, is a master's level psychotherapist spe-

cializing in eating disorders.

William Hofmann '86 will be entering the Uni-

versity of Cincinnati College of Medicine. "Better

late than never," he writes.

Edward Alexander "Alex" Howson '86 is

marketing director for Procter & Gamble Thailand.

He and his wife, Sara C. Clarkson Howson
'86, and their son live in I

Amy C. Stewart '86 is a deputy attorney general

for the state of Indiana. She practices tort litigation.

She and her husband, Robert W. Johnson, live in

Indianapolis.

Steve Wray '86 is the policy director for the lieu-

tenant governor of Pennsylvania. He and his wife,

Suzanne, live in Pittsburgh.

Katherine "Kitty" Johnson Armstrong
'87 completed her M.B.A. at the London Business

School in December and was awarded the Mary
Barnes prize as the top ranking female student as well

as a marketing prize. She is vice president of the Duke

club in London, England, where she and her husband,

Robert, and their daughter live.

Sheila E. Brown '87, a graduate ofWake Forest's

Bowman Gray School of Medicine, is doing a resi-

dency in internal medicine at the University of Col-

orado School of Medicine.

Stephen J. Cahill B.S.E. '87 is a reactor engineer

and chief operator license examiner for the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. He and his wife, Sandra
Joyce Cahill '87, and their daughter live in the

Atlanta area.

Whit Cobb '87, who earned his J.D. at Yale Law
School in 1990, works in the Pentagon as an assistant

to the general counsel of the Army. He and his wife,

Mary, live in Washington, D.C.

Amanda Harville Giles '87 earned her Ph.D. in

clinical psychology from the California School of

Professional Psychology, Fresno. She plans to enter

private practice in the Fresno area.

Susan Dabney Heifetz '87 graduated from the

Bowman Gray School of Medicine at Wake Forest

University.

David R. Lauber '87, a Navy lieutenant, is

deployed with Fighter Squadron 143, Naval Air Sta-

tion Oceana, Virginia Beach, Va., aboard the aircraft

carrier USS George Washington.

CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural acres,

20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today, Food

& Wine, Mid-Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd„ 27712. (919)

477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

THE OLD NORTH DURHAM INN, an i

bed and breakfast less than a mile from Duke, offering

turn-of-the-century charm, comfortable lodging,

and hearty breakfasts. 922 N. Mangum St., 27701.

(919)683-1885.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury water-

front house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, for

vacation rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool,

and spectacular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach

for great swimming and snorkeling. John Krampf '69,

812 W. Sedgwick St., Philadelphia, PA 191 19.

(215) 438-4430 (home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd .., Chapel

Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 929-3194.

FLORIDA KEYS, Big Pine Key. Fantastic open water

view, Key Deer Refuge, National Bird Sanctuary, stilt

house, 3/2, screened porches, fully furnished, stained

glass windows, swimming, diving, fishing, boat basin,

non-smoking, starting at $l,500/week. (305) 665-3832.

ST. JOHN: Two bedrooms, pool. Quiet elegance,

spectacular view. (508) 668-2078.

SIX LONDON FLATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea

Bridge/Battersea Park area. Flat #16 for two or three

persons includes lovely lounge, double bedroom,

single bedroom, bathroom, kitchen/dining area, $650

per week for two persons. Flat #18 for 4-5 persons

includes two twin bedrooms and a single bedroom

with bathroom, kitchen/family room, $850 for four

persons. Both flats fully equipped, with daily butler

and maid service.

Two double-bedded flats in Covent Garden, the

heart of the theater district. Incredible location

immediate to all London sights. $785 per week for

two persons.

Two flats at the marina at St. Katharine Dock,

Tower of London. One accommodates 4-5 persons

in a wonderful flat of two bedrooms, bathroom/

shower, kitchen/dining area for $850 per week. The
second is for 2-3 persons in a twin-bedded flat with

bedroom, kitchen, living room/dining area. Wonder-

ful views over the marina and immediate to the Tower

of London. $650 per week for two persons or $750

per week May through September. Both Tower of

London flats are immediate to the Tower Hill tube

stop and on the marina.

Nine Cotswold stone cottages in the heart of

Gloucestershire from $650 per week.

Theater tickets and week land packages that include

apartment, tours, and theater tickets for London,

Gloucestershire, and Edinburgh are also available.

For brochures and references, contact Thomas Moore,

P.O. Box 12086, Ogden, UT 84412; (801) 393-9120,

Fax:(801)393-3024.

NANTUCKET ISLAND, Many Castles, fully fur-

nished and equipped four-bedroom home. Private

location, spectacular ocean views, walk to pristine

beach. July and August $2,200/week. June, Septem-

ber, October also available. Ferry tickets available.

(508) 228-5488 owner.

ANGUILLA, BWI: Three-bedroom, three-bathroom

villa overlooking Shoal Bay and island harbor. Great

beaches, snorkeling, restaurants nearby. $180-

$300/day. Molly Guyer Goodnow (603) 352-7568.

OVERSEAS TRAVEL: Tour the Caribbean and

Europe with a seasoned Duke grad. Call Calista

Woodbridge '86 at (800) 594-9664 for brochures

and information.

EOR RENT

FIGURE EIGHT ISLAND, near historic Wilmington,

NC Beautiful views sound/ocean. Four bedrooms

(two masters), three baths. Sleeps 8-10. $l,850/week.

(910) 686,4099.

Beautifully restored 1800s log cabin. Three fireplaces,

heart-pine floors. Also dishwasher, washer, microwave,

electric heat. Hike the surrounding farm. Sperryville,

VA (703) 364-1167.

Dorset, Vermont: Secluded seven acres with unique

contemporary home on private four-acre pond, spec-

tacular views of mountains, fourteen-foot waterfall.

Four bedrooms, three bathrooms, spacious living

room, fireplaces, modern kitchen, fully furnished.

$2,500/monthly plus utilities, one-year rental or less,

three-month minimum. Marcia Lee (914) 337-6650.

EDISTO ISLAND, SC (featured in New York Times

and Washington Post): fantastic front beach house

sleeping thirteen. Great spring/fall rates. Near

Charleston. (202) 338-3877 for information, pictures.

KITTY HAWK, NC: Four-bedroom, two-and-a-half-

bath cottage, sleeps ten, one block from ocean, fami-

lies only, two-week minimum. $695 weekly in season.

Call for details (813) 642-3016.
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William S. Lucas '87, recently promoted to

Marine captain, is serving at Marine Corps Recruiting

Station in San Diego.

Kathy A. Orlick B.S.E. '87, a graduate ofWake
Forest's Bowman Gray School of Medicine, is doing a

pediatrics residency at the University of Arizona

Affliliated Hospitals in Tucson.

Sara Burdick Wood '87 is copy chief at The

Cable Guide and Total TV magazines. She and her

husband, Robert, live in New York City.

Alison Malin Zoellner '87, who earned her law

degree at the University of Texas, is an associate at

the law firm Sullivan 6k Cromwell in New York.

Elizabeth Campell '88 is pursuing her master's

at the University of Georgia's Henry W. Grady Col-

lege ofJournalism and Mass Communication. Her

specialty is public relations.

A. Harman B.S.E. '88, who earned his

M.B.A. at Georgetown University, works in the

Netherlands at the Amsterdam office of the Boston

Consulting Group.

Craig Lazarus '88 is a producer at ESPN and is

responsible for NFL Gameaay. He lives in West Hart-

ford, Conn.

Michael Leber '88 is a producer at ESPN, respon-

sible for formatting the 6:30 p.m. SportsCenter, gener-

ating story ideas, and assigning stories to anchors and

associate producers. He lives in Bristol, Conn.

Andrew M. Schneider '88 is a resident in inter-

nal medicine at Duke University Medical Center. He
plans to go into radiology. His wife, Amy Opper-
man Schneider '91, is a fourth-year medical stu-

dent, also at Duke.

Linda F. Wilson '88, who earned her Ph.D. in

electrical and computer engineering at the University

of Texas at Austin, is a staff scientist at the Institute

for Computer Applications in Science and Engineer-

ing in Hampton, Va.

Kerry Mewhort Winiarski '88 has left her job

at the Duke Office of Undergraduate Admissions and

is director of college counseling at Newark Academy
in Livingston, N.J. She and her husband, Brian, live

in Maywood, N.J.

ZZara oy is an investment

banker at Prudential Securities in New York City.

She and her husband, Trent, live in Montclair, N.J.

Brian Dilsheimer '89, who earned his M.B.A.

from the University of Virginia's Darden School of

Business, is an assistant marketing manager at Gen-
eral Mills Inc. in Minneapolis.

Carolyn Holderness Ferrari '89 founded

Cards for a Cause, a greeting card publishing company
that produces cards to raise awareness and funds for

nonprofit and charitable organizations. The cards

include her artwork. She lives in Evanston, 111.

Gerry Grant '89, an Air Force captain who gradu-

ated with honors from Stanford University School of

Medicine, is a resident in neurosurgery at the Univer-

sity of Washington Medical Center in Seattle.

Sharon Carr Harrington J.D. '89 has been
named director of the Office of Environmental Affairs

for the city ofNew Orleans. She and her husband,

Robert E. Harrington '84, J.D. '87, and their

son live in New Orleans.

Leslie Berkowitz Robinson '89 is a fourth-

year medical student at UNC-Chapel Hill's medical

school. She and her husband, Stephen E.

"Duck" Robinson B.S.E. '89, live in Chapel Hill.

Pam Seamans '89, M.P.P. '94 is a political con-

sultant with Mike Davis Public Relations in Raleigh,

N.C. She is also a member of the Duke Alumni Asso-

ciation's board of directors. Her husband, Ben
Feldman '90, M.B.A. '94, is director of marketing

for MicroMass Communications in Raleigh. They
live in Durham.

Brian Simms '89, who earned his M.B.A. from

the University of Virginia's Darden School of Busi-

ness, is an associate at Morgan Stanley & Co. in New
York City.

FRANCE, DORDOGNE: Two special houses. Coun-

tryside: three bedrooms, pool. Village: two bedrooms,

garden. (707) 938-8650, (513) 221-1253.

BELIZE, AMBERGRIS CAYE: Three-bedroom,

three-bath, fully furnished residence with pool and

spectacular view of Caribbean. Quiet elegance. Div-

ing and fishing. (615) 373-3551 after 7 p.m.

FOR SALE

TREYBURN COUNTRY CLUB. Charming new
home overlooking the 1 8th fairway features three

bedrooms, two baths, 18-foot ceilings in living and

dining rooms and a huge deck with ship rail. 2,111

heated square feet. Contact Duke Management
Company at (919) 286-6605 for more details.

QUALITY U.S. & FOREIGN RAGS
Special Flags &. Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

MONTANA PROPERTIES, ranches, recreational

homes, hunting, fishing, skiing, hiking. Craig and

Tami Siphers, Properties West, (800) 981-LAND.

Ten Duke commemorative plates. Mulberry. Wedg-
wood. First edition. Mint condition. $1,500 plus

.(919)490-0511.

GO DUKE! BEAT STRESS! '69 grad Mort Orman,
M.D., has produced a superb book and audiotape pro-

gram on stress. For free information, write: ALUMNI
DISCOUNT OFFER, 2936 E. Baltimore Street,

Baltimore, MD 21224.

THE CHANTICLEER. Alumni Affairs has copies of

old yearbooks to sell for only $15, to cover handling

costs and shipping. Many years available. Contact

Bernice Charles, Alumni House, 614 Chapel Dr., Dur-

ham, N.C. 27708; (919) 684-51 14, (800) FOR-DUKE.

MISCELLANEOUS

EXCELLENT FUND RAISER. Personalized reunions/

alumni promotion. Great gift. Call (800) 985-7207.

WHERE IN THE WORLD TO INVEST
AND STILL GET

LONG-TERM GROWTH WITH SAFETY!
If this is your problem and you would prefer

a personal investment counselor to buying a

mutual fund, you are invited to find out what

Warlick Capital Management
has done for others in similar circumstances.

Pat Warlick '45, former Partner and Chief Inv

Officer of Lord, Abbett & Co., a large New York

mutual fund company, is accepting a limited number
of clients for financial advice and money management.

For a complimentary SEC brochure describing

investment style, credentials, fees, and a

15-year performance record, simply call (201 ) 292-2855,

or write WCM, 10 Park Place, Morristown, NJ 07960.

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual, Couple, and Family

Adult, Adolescent, and Child

Timothy Isley, M.D.
Randall Johnson, M.D.

Teresa Mclnerney, M.S.W.

EASTOWNE CLINICAL ASSOCIATES
800 EASTOWNE DRIVE, SUITE 205

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.

(919)493-0346

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUROWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Seven Sisters, Duke, Stanford, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics.

THE RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds

IRAs, SEPs, 401 (k)s, and 403(b)s

Christopher J.T. Clark B.A. '77, MBA
PaineWebber, Inc.

102 S.Tejon, Suite 900

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

(800) 624-3773

(719) 520-3634 fax

The Advisory Board Company, a Washington, DC-
based publishing and consulting firm, seeks strategy

analysts for its consulting divisions. Each year the firm

publishes 30 major studies and 10,000 customized

research briefs for a prestigious membership that

includes the top 1,200 banks, brokerage firms, insur-

ance companies, hospitals, health systems, and phar-

maceutical companies worldwide.

The strategy analyst position requires exceptional

analytical, writing, and communications skills. Ana-
lysts are expected to acquire in-depth knowledge of

the industry served, conduct extensive interviews

with industry experts, and develop straregic plans for

our members. In general, we seek candidates with

considerable force of intellect, evidenced perhaps by

a strong academic record.

We offer a competitive compensation package.

EOE. Interested individuals should send a cover letter

and resume to Mary VanHoose, Staff Director, The
Advisory Board Company, 600 New Hampshire Ave.,

NW, Washington, DC 20037.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 55,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment) are

$100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or typed;

specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.) in which

ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. Send check or money
order (payable to Duke Magazine) to: Classifieds, Duke

Magazine, 614 Chapel Drive, Box 90570, Durham, NC
27708-0570. We also accept VISA, MASTERCARD,
DISCOVER, and American Express. No phone orders,

except FAX orders with credit card numbers and expira-

tion date: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.
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TO PROTECT AND SERVE

Being maced by
your boss is usu-

ally grounds for a

lawsuit, but for one
Duke grad, herjob

demanded it "It was
frightening how much it

hurt," says Ada Gaye
Gregory '92, the first

woman to graduate

from the Durham
Police Academy in

three years. "But I

needed to feel it; I am
much safer now that

I have."

Gregory spent the

rest of that day recu-

perating, but at six the

next morning, she

reported back to the

parade deck, her eyes

still red and stinging.

Encountering mace or

its non-lethal cousin,

pepper spray, is

required as part of the

training offered by this

top-ranked North Caro-

lina department.

"My sergeant wanted
to prove to everyone

that a suspect with

mace is just as danger-

ous as one with a gun.

That suspect could

immobilize you, take

your gun, keys, and
badge—and kill you.

Before I was maced, I

would have hesitated

to pull my gun. Now if

I see it, I won't"
Gregory's responsi-

bilities weren't always

Law enforcer: Officer Gregory, a police presence in her

own Durham neighborhood

so risky. During college,

she worked as a volun-

teer for the guardian ad

litem program in Dur-
ham, which represents

children whose parents

or guardians have been
charged with abuse or

neglect After graduating

three years ago with a

political science degree,

she traveled alone in

Australia and New
Zealand for four months.

Returning to Durham,
she began volunteering

at the Coalition for

Battered Women.
"Both the Coalition

and the ad litem pro-

gram really hit me with

how many vulnerable

people out there desper-

ately need the police to

protect them. When I

mentioned that I was
thinking about police

work, some friends

dared me to go through

with it I couldn't

ignore the idea, so I

began to apply to the

academies."

The Durham acad-

emy accepted her first,

and she began the six-

week training program
last April. Training

began with classroom

instruction in the crim-

inal code but soon
shifted to handling

high-speed pursuits in

police cruisers. Issued a
Smith & Wesson .45,

she quickly began
scoring at the top of

her class with the self-

loading pistol.

Examining her body
armor, a short, Kevlar

jersey shrouding stain-

less-steel plates, she

says, "I am not a gun
person, no way. I was
not crazy about them
before the academy,
and I couldn't care less

about them now. But
after seeing what's out
there, I know my life

could depend on how
well I can use one."

After graduating

second in her class,

Gregory now patrols

Walltown, an area of

mill housing just north

of East Campus. Her
cruiser, equipped with

shotgun and computer,
daily passes snug,

white bungalows side-

by-side to condemned,
splintering shacks.

In one of these bun-

galows, Gregory keeps

a small apartment
"Even other officers are

surprised to learn that I

live where I patrol. But
I don't need some
banker's house. Here
the rent is cheap, and I

can avoid the entangle-

ments that come with a

lot of stuff. Besides, it

reminds me of how I

lived at Duke."
Will she be a cop

forever? "Probably not,

but I like it a lot Most
people work or go to

school for years to get a

job where their deci-

sions matter in a com-
munity. I'm lucky. In

Walltown, I am already

there."

-Lars Lucier '90

Melinda C. Taylor '89, who earned her M.D.
at UNC-Chapel Hill, is a pediatric resident at UNC
Hospitals. She and her husband, Rick Wyatt, live in

Raleigh.

Scott Telesz B.S.E. '89, who earned his M.B.A.

at Harvard's business school, is a management consul-

tant with McKinsey & Co. in Atlanta.

Laura A. Zavelson '89, who earned an M.B.A.

at the University of Florida in May, works for Cordis

Corp. She lives in Plantation, Fla.

MARRIAGES: Jeremie "Jeri" Moses '84 to

Lawrence Joel Butlien on May 2 1 . Residence: Meri-

den, Conn.. . .John Baker '85 to Susan Valentine

on Aug. 13. Residence: Mill Valley, Calif.. ..Lynn
E. Digby '85 to Timothy A. Baxter A.M. '88,

J.D. '88 on Oct. 9. Residence: Boston...John
Malloy Owen IV '85 to Patricia Jo;m Hill on July

16. Residence: Palo Alto, Calif....Suzanne
Zilber '85 to J. Adin Mann III in May 1993. Resi-

dence: Ames, Iowa...Douglas Chalmers Jr. '86

to Charlotte Lynn Partlo on June 4 in Duke Chapel.

Residence: Durham...Joselyn Hewitt M.B.A.
'86 to Steven Marc Rochlis on April 16. Residence:

Alexandria, Va....Amy C. Stewart '86 to Robert

W. Johnson on April 16. Residence: Indianapolis. .

.

Sara Burdick '87 to Robert Bradford Wood on
Aug. 27. Residence: Manhattan...Whit Cobb '87

to Mary DePasquale on Sept. 5, 1993. Residence:

Washington, DC...Alison C. Malin '87 to Scott

E. Zoellneronjuly 13. ..Kathleen Elizabeth
"Kate" Boyle '88 to Case Dickson Hopkins III

on Sept. 10. Residence: Atlanta...Michael Lane
Marable '88, A.M. '91 to Bonnie Erica
Schreiber '91 on Aug. 20. Residence: DeKalb,

111.... Kerry Mewhort '88 to Brian Winiarski on

June 11. Residence: Maywood.N.J... -Andrew M.
Schneider '88 to Amy D. Opperman '91

on May 14. Residence: Durham... Leslie J.

Berkowitz '89 to Stephen E. "Duck"
Robinson B.S.E. '89 on July 10. Residence: Chapel

Hill.

.

.Charles G. Froeb '89 to Millie Pozzo on

June 25. Residence: West Los Angeles. Pam
Seamans '89, M.P.P. '94 to Ben Feldman '90,

M.B.A. '94 on May 28 in Duke Chapel. Residence:

Durham. Susan Pinkerton Soule '89 to Trent

Blizzard on Aug. 21, 1993. Residence: Montclair,

N.J. . . Melinda C. Taylor '89 to Richard H.

Wyatt on Aug. 13, 1994. Residence: Raleigh.

BIRTHS: Third child and second daughtf

Thomas Farquhar '80 and Michele Clause
Farquhar '79 on July 23. Named Charlotte

Eleanor. ..First child and daughter to Jeffrey P.

King J.D. '80, M.B.A. '80 and Gail Gambill King on

July 8. Named Katherine McConnell...Second and

third children, twin daughters, to Susan Disney

Loughman '80 and Marty Loughman on July 2,

1993. Named Sarah and Megan. ..Third child and

second son to Carole Miner Schuman '80 and

Joel S. Schuman on Sept. 16, 1993. Named Ari

Dylan. . .First child and daughter to Campbell
Tucker '80, J.D. '85 and Burnet Tucker on July 25.

Named Elizabeth Carlisle. . .Third child and second

son to Kenneth A. Vogel '80 and Randi Sussman
Vogel on May 23. Named Zachary Louis. . .Third son to

Debbie Mikush Powers '81 and Carl Powers
'81 in March 1994. Named Mitchell Lewis... Second
son to Timothy M. Slevin '81 and Karen
Sartin Slevin '82 on May 13. Named John Gamer
"Jack"...Second daughter to Genevieve Ruder-
man Besser '82 and Jochen Besser on May 25.

Named Veronica. . .First child and daughter to

Wendy S. Chrismon '82 and David M.
Sotolongo '82 on Aug. 30. Named Marisa

Celia... First child and daughter to Marie Lucien
Kenney '82 and Christopher J. Kenney '82

on June 24, 1993. Named Caitlin Joanne...Third

child and first daughter to Cynthia Jones
Lange '82 and Campbell Lange on Feb. 11, 1994.

Named Hannah Naumann. . .First child and daughter

to David M. Sotolongo '82 and Wendy S.

Chrismon '82 on Aug. 30. Named Marisa

Celia...Second child to Kenna Stephenson
Watts M.H.A. '82 and John Watts on March 29.

Named Coralie Marie. . .Third child and second son

to Eric C. Jensen Ph.D. '82 and Karen Miller
Jensen '83 on March 6. Named Connor Hamil-

ton... Daughter to Lynda Leaman Macdonald
'82 and Kevin Macdonald on Sept. 30, 1993. Named
Tory Lynn. . .Second child to David Bennett
B.S.E. '83 and Penny Bennett on April 20. Named
Alexandra Tupper. . .Fourth child and third daughter

to Susan Stowell Chapman '83 and Peter

Chapman on April 2 1 . Named Elizabeth Maxwell. .

.

Daughter to Jean Donath Franke '83 and

Robert Edward Franke B.S.E. '83 on Feb. 25,

1994. Named Cecile Patricia...Third child and sec-

ond son to Ronald G. Hock J.D. '83 and Barbara

Claire Hock on Aug. 1 7. Named Trevor Hollings-

worth. . .Third child and second son to Karen
Miller Jensen '83 and Eric C. Jensen Ph.D.

'82 on March 6. Named Connor Hamilton... First

child and son to Warren Farr '84, M.B.A. '93 and

Diane Pardy Farr '84 on June 10. Named
Jonathan Kasper. . .A daughter to Joseph A.
Pimentel '84 and Ivette Pimentel on Aug. 29.

Named Anna Maria. . .First child and son to Debbie
Hunger DaSilva '85 and Raymond J. DaSilva on

May 24- Named Nicholas Ray. . .Second child and

first daughter to Stephen Hamilton Frank '85

and Jane Frances Reny Frank '85 on Aug.

21. Named Elizabeth Sherwood... Second child and

son to Lisa Blanchard Tobey '85 and Brian

Tobey on May 30. Named Nicholas Daniel. . .First

child and daughter to Carolyn Reed Hersh '86

and Christopher K. Hersh '86 on July 2.

Named Demmi Cunningham. . .First child and son to

Sara C. Clarkson Howson '86 and Edward
Alexander "Alex" Howson 86 on May 8.

Named William Alexander...Third child and first

daughter to Debra Waitman Weiss '86 and

Daniel Weiss on Dec. 13, 1993. Named Elana

Tamar. . .First child and daughter to Katherine
"Kitty" Johnson Armstrong '87 and Robert

Armstrong on Jan. 23. Named Megan Claire... First

child and daughter to Sandra Joyce Cahill '87

and Stephen J. Cahill B.S.E. '87 on Dec. 1,

1993. Named Nicole Marie.. .Second child and first

son to Kyle Schweiker Hard '87 and James

Hard on June 26. Named Chadwick "Chad" Allen...

First child and daughter to Ellen von der Heyden
'87 and James Gillespie on May 22. Named Emily

Gillespie. . .First child and daughter to Ronald L.

Fouse '88 and Stephanie H. Fouse on July 17.

Named Mary Margaret... First child and son to

Koppanyi '88 and Katy Edson
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Koppanyi '88 on June 10. Named SandorTamas...

First child and son co James Everett Shepard
V '88, J.D. '92 and Brenda Chunn Shepard
B.S.E. '90 on June 10. Named Kyle Anthony... First

child and daughter to Christopher L.

Atteberry '89 and Kimberly R. Atteheny on July 7.

Named Madelaine Rae. . .First child and daughter to

Suzanne Lyon Guilhard B.S.E. '89 and Bruno
Guilhard on June 16. Named Emily Nadine... First

child and daughtet to Lori Diehm Holcombe
'89 and John M. Holcombe on April 28. Named
Caroline Ashley.

90s
Jeffrey Beard B.S.E. '90, who earned his M.B.A.

at the University of Virginia's Darden School of Busi-

ness, is a financial analyst at American Airlines in

Dallas, Texas.

Cornelio Buuhoan '90 earned his M.B.A. from

the University of Virginia's Darden School of Business.

Ben Feldman '90, M.B.A. '94 is director of mar-

keting for MicroMass Communications in Raleigh.

His wife, Pam Seamans '89, M.P.P. '94, is a

political consultant with Mike Davis Public Relations

in Raleigh. They live in Durham.

Nicole M. Field '90 is director of operations at PC
Data, a software market research firm in Reston, Va.

She just returned from a trip around the world with

her family. She lives in Falls Church, Va.

Joel S. Grossman '90, a graduate ofWake Forest's

Bowman Gray School of Medicine, is doing a resi-

dency in internal medicine at the University of

Alabama Hospital in Birmingham.

Kevin P. Lenox B.S.E. '90, a Navy lieutenant,

helped rescue two Naval aviators who had ejected

from their aircraft at sea. He also completed a six-

month deployment in the Persian Gulf, western

Pacific, and Indian oceans with a San Diego-based

helicopter anti-submarine squadron aboard the air-

craft carrier USS Carl Vinson.

Nicole L. Miller '90 is in her fourth year as an
environmental management consultant for Booz-

Allen & Hartman Inc. She has just transferred to the

company's Paris office.

S. Nagy '90, a graduate of Wake Forest's

Bowman Gray School of Medicine, is doing a resi-

dency in ophthalmology at the Cleveland Clinic.

Chris Pappas '90, a Navy first lieutenant, is serv-

ing with Marine Fighter Attack Training Squadron

101, 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing, Marine Corps Air
Station El Toro in Santa Ana, Calif.

John Robertson '90, who earned his law degree

from the University of Virginia, received a Blakemore
Fellowship and is studying Chinese at the Hopkins-
Nanjing Center for Chinese and American Studies in

Nanjing, China. He is an associate with the law firm

Perkins Coie in Seattle.

Gillian Bruce Schiller '90 is a first-year law

student at the University of Tennessee. Her husband,

Andrew, is a researcher in environmental sciences

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and they live

in Knoxville.

Linda C. Ulrich '90 graduated from the Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences in Bethesda,

Md., and was commissioned a Navy lieutenant. The
school prepares students to serve as physicians in the

armed

:

in R. Vann '90, who graduated from Wake
Forest University's Bowman Gray School of Medicine,

is doing a residency in ophthalmology at the Univ
sity of Miami/Bascom Palmer Eye I

Rick Brooks '91 is a staff reporter for the Wall

Street Journal. He lives in Atlanta.

Amy Opperman Schneider '91 is a fourth-

year medical student at Duke. Het husband

M. Schneider '88, is a resident in internal medi-

cine at Duke.

Jonathan E. Heigel '92, a Navy lieutenant, is an
under-way officer of the deck aboard the destroyer USS
Lefnuich, whose home port is Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.

Bryan T. West J.D. '92 has joined the interna-

tional law firm McDermott, Will & Emery as an asso-

ciate in the litigation department of the firm's New
York office.

Douglas S. Belvin B.S.E. '93, a Navy ensign,

completed his first solo tlight. He is in primary flight

training at Naval Air Station Whiting Field in Mil-

ton, Ha.

George D. Brickhouse '93, a Navy ensign,

completed the basic course at Surface Warfare Officer

School in Newport, R.I.

V. Harbach '93, a Navy ensign, completed

the basic course at Surface Warfare Officer School in

Newport, R.I.

Dwayne C. Clark M.D. '94, a Navy lieutenant, is

serving at the Naval Hospital in Jacksonville, Fla.

MARRIAGES: Gillian Bruce '90 to Andrew
Schiller on July 30. Residence: Knoxville...Ben
Feldman '90, M.B.A. '94 to Pam Seamans
'89, M.P.P. '94 on May 28 in Duke Chapel. Residence:

Durham...Jeffrey Paul Heitzenrater '90 to

Kimberly Danise Hatfield on July 16. Residence:

Sewanee, Tenn...Steven Jonathan Klein '90

to Rivka de Graaf on Aug. 7. Residence: Jerusalem,

Israel. . Timothy F. Tate '90 to Teresa L. Dew on
Aug. 21. Residence: Rocky Mount, N.C.... Kelly
Lynn Hubbard '91 to Raymond Timothy Estes on
May 21. Residence: Huntsville, Ala....Amy D.
Opperman '91 to Andrew M. Schneider '88

on May 14. Residence: Dutham...Bonnie Erica
Schreiber '91 to Michael Lane Marable '88,

A.M. '91 on Aug. 20. Residence: DeKalb, 111. . .

.

Karen Marx B.S.E. '92 to Michael Guido
B.S.E. '92 on April 16 in Duke Chapel. Residence:

Louisville, Steven David Moore '93 to

Megan Judith Bishop B.S.E. '94 on Aug. 6 in

Duke Chapel. Residence: Durham...Amy Eliza-

beth Stoakley '93 to Roy Wayne Sebring on June
18. Residence: Willamsburg, Va.

BIRTHS: First child and son to Brenda Chunn
B.S.E. '90 and James Everett
V '88, J.D. '92 on June 10. Named Kyle

Anthony... Daughter to Mike Bailey '93 and Bet-

tie Bailey on June 13. Named Hannah Ruth.

DEATHS

Edward Cunningham Bailey '29 of Greer,

S.C., on Jan. 20, 1994. He was a partner in Lanford

and Bailey Insurance Co. and Piedmont Underwriters

Association. He served as deacon, elder, and trustee

of First Presbyterian Church of Greer and was a past

president of the Greer Kiwanis Club. He served in the

Navy during World War II. He is survived by his wife,

Jean, two daughters, and three grandchildren.

Bertha Moser Whisnant '29 of Winston-Salem
on July 18. She is survived by her husband, Latta J.
Whisnant '27, two daughters, and two sisters.

Annie Mae Atwater '30 of Burlington, N.C., on
April 26.

Julia Merrit Clendenin '30 of Hialeah, Fla., on
Oct. 28, 1992.

Raymond Caldwell Hatley '30 of Oakboro,
N.C., on Dec. 21, 1993. He taught for 42 years,

including 35 years in the Albemarle city schools. He
served two terms as mayor of Oakboro. He was presi-

dent of the N.C Science Teachets Association and
was Physics Teacher of the Year in 1 958. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Altha, two daughtets, a brothet,

three grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.

'31, A.M. '33, Ph.D. '37 ofNew
Paltz, N.Y., on May 8, of Parkinson's disease.

Jarrett E. Williams '32, M.D. '34 of Abilene,

Texas, on June 4. He was an associate professor of

clinical pathology and associate dean and superinten-

dent of university hospitals at the University of Texas
at Galveston Medical Branch. He established the first

clinical pathology laboratory in Abilene in 1950, and
also helped establish blood banks in the region. He is

survived by his wife, Ella, a brother, a daughter, and
two grandchildren.

John E. Haynes '33 of Jacksonville, Fla., on
April 12. He graduated from the Army Air Corps
Flying School in 1937 and served in World War II.

He was the director of Sea-Pak Corp. in Georgia from

1950 to 1954. He retired from Merrill Lynch after 25

years as an account executive. He was a member of

the Kappa Alpha Order. He is survived by his wife,

Margaret, two sons, a brother, and four grandchildren.

John A. Ryan '34 of Grand Rapids, Mich., on
March 10. He practiced medicine for 32 years. During

World War II, he served in Europe as a combat sut-

geon. He is survived by his wife, Alma Ranson
Ryan '37; two sons, including John A. Ryan Jr.
'65; two daughters, including Florence Jane
Ryan '64; and 10 grandchildren.

A. Franklin Phibbs '35, B.D. '37 on March 11.

Since 1935, he served appointments throughout

the Western North Carolina United Methodist

Conference. He was a U.S. Army chaplain during

World War II. He is survived by two sons and four

grandchildren.

Victor R. Whittington '36 of Fairhope, Ala.,

on July 7. He is survived by a daughter, a son, a

sister, a brother, five grandchildren, and two great-

grandchildren.

Sheese Savell A.M. '37 of North
Port, Fla., on May 23, of cancer. After graduating

from Wilson College in Pennsylvania, she taught

English before coming to Duke to earn a degree in

speech and language pathology, and taught the hear-

ing impaired for 60 years. A member of the board of

directors of the Governor's Committee on the Hear-

ing Impaired, she also helped found the Tri-County

Self Help for the Hard of Hearing in North Port. She
is survived by a son, a stepdaughter, a brothet, four

grandchildren, and eight great-grandchildren.

E. Wannamaker Hardin B.D. '38 of Lake

Junaluska, N.C, on April 11. He served 43 years in

the United Methodist ministry in North and South

Carolina. A graduate of Woffotd College, he received

an honorary doctorate from the college in 1970. He is

survived by his wife, Margaret Ormond
'38; two sons, the Rev. E. Wannamaker
Jr. '62, M.Div. '67 and M. Ormond

Hardin '66; two daughters; and seven grandchil-

dren, including Edward M. Hardin '93.

Duncan K. MacLeod '39 of Lake View, N.Y., on
June 1 1. He is survived by his wife, Ann; three sons; a

brother, Gordon C. MacLeod '41; a sister,

Betsy MacLeod Eshelman '39; and seven

grandchildren.

George H. Amick '40 of Orlando, Fla., on Sept.

28, 1993.
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Beth Welsh Holmquist '40 on Nov. 29, 1993.

Dana Dawson Jr. B.D. '41 of Baton Rouge, La.,

on April 18. He retired in 1974 after 20 years as

senior pastor at the First United Methodist Church.

He is survived by his wife, Betty; two daughters; a

sister, Laverne Dawson Mason '34; and two

grandchildren.

s Taylor A.M. '41 of Pensacola, Fla., on

Dec. 14, 1993. He had retired from Nationwide Insur-

ance Co. He also had been a public school principal

and teacher in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New York.

He is survived by his wife, Mary.

i Brinkley Jr. '44 of Coral Gables, Fla.,

on July 6. A former director of admissions at Duke
and Johns Hopkins universities, he retired as director

of admissions at Florida International University. He
was also a former vice president for student affairs at

the College of Charleston. He is survived by a sister, a

nephew, and a great-nephew.

Frank E. Guthrie '44 of Raleigh on March 29. He
retired in 1988 as a full-time faculty member at N.C.

State University. During his 43 years there, he helped

set up the graduate program in toxicology. He received

the Governor's Award for Science in 1982 and the

North Carolina Award in 1985, the highest honor

bestowed by the state. He is survived by his wife,

Bernice, and two daughters.

E. Ray Bucher '45 of Raleigh on April 30. He
worked at IBM for 40 years. He was in the Army Air

Force during World War II. He was a charter member
of the President's Council and the William Preston

Few Club at Duke and was on the Dean's Council at

Duke's engineering school. He is survived by his wife,

Carolyn Dorcas, a daughter, two sons, a grandson,

three step-grandchildren, and two step-great-

grandchildren.

Nancy Morron Mangin R.N. '45 on Feb.

22, 1993.

Herbert L. Newbold B.S.M. '45, M.D. '45 of

New York City on April 3. The High Point, N.C,
native also attended William & Mary, the University

of Chicago, Northwestern, Indiana University, and

the New School of Social Research. He interned at

the University of Chicago and the University of

Minnesota and did residencies in internal medicine

at Vanderbilt and in psychiatry at the University of

Illinois. The former professor at Northwestern's med-

ical school was a medical nutritionist and the first

doctor in nutrition to appear in Who's Who in the

World. He was the author of nine popular medical

books on nutrition, various magazine and newspaper

articles, a textbook of psychology, and 1 1 novels. He
also appeared on local and national television pro-

grams, including CNN Night Watch, Good Morning

America, and Larry King Live. He is survived by his

wife, Deena, and two daughters.

• Cauldwell Ruud '45 of Sterling, Va.,

on March 29, 1993, of colon cancer. She is survived

by three sons, a daughter, and five grandchildren.

E. Don Williams '45, B.S.M.E '47 of Castle Rock,

Colo., on Jan. 4. He was a retired United Airlines

executive. He served in the Navy during World War
II and the Korean War. He was a member of the Cas-

tle Pines North Metropolitan Board and was a deacon

and elder at his Presbyterian church. He is survived by

his wife, Marybeth, two sons, two daughters, a sister,

and six grandchildren.

Ruth Marie Romaine Vanderwist '46 of

Cleveland, Ohio, on Feb. 1 of an embolism of the

lung. She is survived by her husband, Donald; a

daughter, Lynn Ann Vanderwist Kentz 75;

a son, James Charles Vanderwist '80; a

sister; and seven grandchildren.

J. Gordan Cole Jr. '47 of Blackstone, Va., on

Oct. 17, 1993. He was owner and president of a build-

ing and construction company. He is survived by his

wife, Virginia.

Carolyn Cristoph Johnston R.N. '47 of Chapel

Hill on July 2. She was a nurse at UNC Hospitals in

Chapel Hill for more than 20 years. She is survived by

her husband, Charles; a son; four daughters, including

Deborah Johnston Rodgers MBA. '88; her

stepmother; a sister; and eight grandchildren.

Robert L. McWhorter Jr. M.D. '47 on April 6.

Julian G. Hofmann D.F. '49 of Weldon, N.C,
on Feb. 20, 1993. He is survived by his wife, Margaret,

four daughters, and two sons.

J. Berrye Worsham Jr. '50, M.D. '53 of Greens-

boro, N.C, on Feb. 20, 1994. He was a retired physi-

cian. He is survived by his wife, Ann, three sons, and

three grandchildren.

Virginia Anne Hay Anderson '51 of Old Mys-

tic, Conn., on March 30. At Duke, she was president

of the Panhellenic Council and a member of Alpha

Delta Pi sorority. She was a teacher in Charlotte,

N.C; Jackson, Mich.; and Groton, Conn., until 1959.

In 1979, she opened Victoria Station, an antique glass-

ware and furniture shop in Stonington, Conn. She is

survived by her husband, Robert Anderson '51,

three sons, a brother, and a grandchild.

Wallace Cooper '52 of Martinsburg,

W.Va., on April 16, 1993, of cardiac arrest. He is

survived by his wife, Ida.

Barbara Louise Jones O'Connell '52, A.M.
'54 of Lafayette, Calif., on April 2 of bone cancer. At
Duke, she was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and was pres-

ident of her sorority, Kappa Kappa Gamma. Before

retiring, she was an advisory medical industry special-

ist for IBM. She was the first technical representative

in her field sent to Europe by IBM, working in Rome
and Milan. She is survived by a son and a sister.

W. Taylor Reveley Ph.D. '53 of Lexington, Va.,

in 1992. He was president of Hampden-Sydney Col-

lege, his alma mater, from 1963 to 1977. He earned

his B.D. from Union Theological Seminary, was or-

dained a Presbyterian minister, and served in World

War II as an Army chaplain. He taught at Rhodes

College in Memphis, where he also coached football

and baseball. He is survived by his wife, Marie, a son,

and a daughter.

Carl Cannon A.M. '56 of Williamsburg, Va., on

March 31.

Robert W. Stewart '59 at his Richmond, Va.,

home in 1994 of complications from AIDS. He gradu-

ated from Yale and its school of architecture. He
designed the north and south wings of the Virginia

Museum of Fine Arts. He received the Distinguished

Preservation Award from the Historic Richmond
Foundation and the Marcellus Wright Jr. Award from

the James River chapter of the American Institute of

Architects.

John G. Patterson III '61 of Germantown,

Tenn., on March 22 of cancer. He was chaplain at

the Memphis Mental Health Institute for 21 years

and pastoral counselor at Kingsway Counseling Min-

istry. He earned his M.Div. at Southeastern Baptist

Theological Seminary and his Ph.D. at Vanderbilt

University. He is survived by his wife, Teresa, a

daughter, a stepson, a stepdaughter, his mother, a

sister, and two brothers.

Molly J. Hershey '62 of Buffalo, N.Y., on Aug.

16, 1993, of cancer. She is survived by two sons and

Anthony B. Hicks J.D. '64 ofNew Smyrna
Beach, Fla., on Jan. 5, 1994. He was a commodit
broker for Prudential Securities in Orlando. He i

survived by his wife, Sally, his mother, three sons, a

daughter, and a sister.

Mary Draley Plumer '65 of Columbia, S.C., on
Nov. 14, 1991. She is survived by a son, 1

III '90.

A. Zeger '67 of Mercersburg, Pa., on
Nov. 29, 1993. He had practiced law for 20 years and
was serving his fourth term as Franklin County com-
missioner. He was also president of the Mercersburg

Chamber of Commerce, and a member of the Lions

Club, the Rotary Club, and the board of associates of

First National Bank in Mercersburg. He is survived by

his wife, Jeanne, a daughter, a son, his parents, a sis-

ter, and two brothers.

C. David White B.S.M.E. '68 of Nashville, Tenn.,

on April 24- He was a lawyer on the staff ofTen-
nessee's state comptroller. He is survived by a brother

and two daughters.

Sam G. Dodson Jr. M.R.E. '71 of Durham, on
March 26. A World War II veteran, he was a retired

Methodist minister and pastor emeritus at Parkwood

United Methodist Church in Durham. He was a grad-

uate of Pfeiffer College and Elon College and earned

his Ph.D. in education at Florida State Christian Uni-

versity. He is survived by his wife, Georgia, two

daughters, a son, a sister, and six grandchildren.

Marion R. Baker A.M. '72 of Long Valley, N.J.,

on Sept. 16, 1993, of a heart attack. A graduate of

UNC-Chapel Hill, he worked as a free-lance proof-

reader. He is survived by his mother, his stepfather,

and a sister.

Alan P. Smith Ph.D. '75 of Balboa, Panama, on
Aug. 26, 1993.

George Phillips Jr. M.D. '78 on July 2. He was

an assistant professor in medicine at Duke Medical

Center. He joined Duke's faculty in 1984 and was

deputy director of the Duke-UNC Sickle Cell Center,

heading the Adult Sickle Cell Clinic since 1986. He
also chaired the Minority Recruitment Committee.

He had just been appointed associate dean of Duke's

medical school. He is survived by his parents and

Lonnie A. Wilson '78 of Washington, D.C., on

June 13. He chaired the Duke Black Student Move-
ment while at Duke. He attended Catholic University

Law School in Washington, DC, and later earned a

master's in public health administration at UNC-
Chapel Hill. He is survived by his father, a brother,

and five sisters.

David A. Cain M.B.A. '88 of Novato, Calif., on
Dec. 26, 1992. A graduate of Brown University, he

worked as an actuarial assistant before coming to the

Fuqua School. He then worked as a benefits specialist

with William M. Mercer Inc. He is survived by his

mother, his father, a stepmother, a stepfather, a

brother, a step-brother, and two grandmothers.

English Professor Reardon
Kenneth James Reardon, professor emeritus of Eng-

lish, died on April 14- He was 83.

Reardon earned his undergraduate and master's

degrees from Boston University. He worked for the

U.S. State Department, the National Archives, and

the War Food Administration before coming to Duke

in 1947.

His expertise was drama and theater history. He
also taught speech and, from 1947 to 1968, directed

the Duke Players. He was the first president of the

Southeastern Theater Conference. He continued

teaching freshman seminars until 1993.

He is survived by his wife, Cynthia, a son, and

two daughters, including Bonita Reardon
Hunter '68.
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Please limit letters to no more than 250 words.

Duke Magazine reserves the right to edit let-

ters for length and clarity. Please include full

name, address, and class year. Our e-mail

address is dukemag@acpub.duke.edu.

THE STUFF
OF DREAMS
Editors:

The July-August 1994 article "To Live

and Thrive in L.A." was well done, espe-

cially since it was by a writer who doesn't

live in this area. He was able to capture

the essence of the cutthroat competition

and the reality of the "it doesn't matter

what you know, it's who you know" men-
tality pervasive in The Industry.

Two points, however, need further

emphasis. First, there are those of us who
actually choose to live here. Despite being

raised in the Midwest and living in a series

of small cities, I find I prefer the opportu-

nities in this megalopolis to those of a

small town. In spite of its well-publicized

disasters recently, the L.A. area offers

unparalleled combinations of glamour, cul-

ture, spectacular events, natural scenery,

and recreation.

Second, my friends and patients in The
Industry have encouraged me to respond

to the series of interviews featured in the

article. Some readers may get the idea that

perseverance alone will see them through

to success. Keep in mind all the dozens of

failures that occur with every success story,

no matter how well qualified. Tinsel Town
is the stuff of dreams, but keep your feet

well grounded in reality. By all means, pur-

sue your dreams, but be realistic about your

odds of success.

Jonathan L. Chang M.D. '84

South Pasadena, California

Editors:

Marianne Hagan's comments on the

acting industry in Los Angeles were a bit

puzzling. On one hand, she seemed to

lament the fact that "[fjilm is not a meri-

tocracy." She was disappointed that one
director for whom she hoped to work had
typecast already a part for a "look-alike of

[Marisa] Tomei." On the other hand, Ms.

Hagan claimed to be "amazed" that her sis-

ter auditioners have (according to her own

assessment, anyway) had nose jobs, cheek

implants, and boob jobs.

If indeed it is true that, as she says, "It's

all business—corporate America," then

why condemn any serious competitor for

trying to be as suitable a candidate as possi-

ble for potential employers (i.e. casting

directors, agents, film directors)? An actor

or an actress does have to market him/her-

self to the industry, after all. Did Ms. Hagan
wear braces as a child? How does she feel

about the use of contact lenses? Does she

criticize people for working out at a gym?
For taking singing lessons? Ridding them-

selves of regional dialects—which, anyway,

they probably had no say in acquiring?

(Like poor eyesight or "jug handle" ears.)

It is unfortunate that the film industry is

not a meritocracy. It is indeed lamentable

that very few casting people seem to be

capable of seeing beyond "type." On a

deeper level, the implications for what
society comes to see as "attractive" because

of the paucity of variation of physical types

which are offered on the silver screen are

even more depressing.

Still, one must give one's best shot to

one's chosen career. If that—as distressing as

I believe it must be—includes changing

one's physical appearance in order to be con-

sidered for roles for which one would not

—

due to the unsophisticated approach to tradi-

tional casting still pervasive in the film,

television, and theater worlds—otherwise be

considered, then the decision to undergo

surgery (thus becoming one of the "plas-

ticine" people which Ms. Hagan described)

must be looked at as a practical business

move. Sort of like taking an LSAT prep

course. Or moving to Texas to pursue one's

interest in oil and gas. Or losing weight in

order to become a professional jockey.

Some people are lucky: They are born

with the kind of looks that do not require

them to become "plasticine." It is curious

that these fortunate types sometimes cannot

understand why some in the entertainment

industry would suffer physical and internal

degradation in order to have a chance to

be successful in their chosen field.

If the film industry were a meritocracy, I

believe audiences would probably derive

more enjoyment from that industry's prod-

uct. Right now, however, it is not. Until

the time that a certain "look" takes a (very)

back seat to genuine talent, Ms. Hagan's

competitors should be commended for tak-

ing their careers seriously enough to do all

in their power to make themselves employ-

able in a less-than-meritocratic industry.

Sandra L. Mallenbaum J.D. '85

(a/k/a the New York City actress

Sandy Austen)

New York, New York

NOT BRAIN
DEAD
Editors:

I take issue with Martin Bronfenbrenner's

statement ["Forum," September-October

1994] that at least one-fourth of Duke
undergraduates are "brain-dead and anti-

intellectual specimens" who "would be bet-

ter off at Hog Hollow State" because they

are "no fitter for intellectual activity...than

would be a blind quadriplegic for a career

in professional basketball." Indeed, Dr.

Bronfenbrenner seems to revel in self-

indulgent hyperbole which is as anti-intel-

lectual as the environment he rails against.

Perhaps only a fraction of Duke students

meet Dr. Bronfenbrenner's ideal of scholar-

ship in the "mathematical or the physical

sciences." I feel certain, however, that his

ideal leaves no room for students whose tal-

ents and interests lie in art, theater, and

dance. He sees no merit in admitting a

diverse student population to fill a cultural

void in African-American or women's stud-

ies. He has no patience for students who sac-

rifice traditional scholarly pursuits for exten-

sive community involvement to enrich the

lives and minds of those around them.

And he certainly has no use for Duke
athletes, whose success has led to a richer

applicant pool from which Dr. Bronfen-

brenner's Utopian admissions office might

select the newest members of his intellec-

tual Master Race. (Incidentally, the suc-

cess of Duke sports has also led to in-

creased alumni donations, which fund the

research that allows a few irresponsible

tenured professors to hide from their

teaching responsibilities.)

To be sure, a lack of intellectual curio-

sity among Duke students is both real and

troublesome. When all is said and done,

however, Professor Bronfenbrenner would

do well to remember that the impact of er-

rors or compromises made in undergraduate
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admissions have only a four-year duration.

The worst that happens is that a student

pays his tuition and leaves without making

a contribution to "scholarship sublime." By

contrast, poor tenure decisions cost Duke a

pile of money—and last a lifetime.

Steve Bamberger '91

Washington, D.C.

SAINTS AND
SINNERS

Editors:

The treatment that Duke University has

given former President Richard Nixon
leads me to believe the university has for-

gotten the whole purpose of education, to

impart knowledge and hope some wisdom
will be attained.

When one looks at the whole scheme of

things, President Nixon will always be bigger

than Duke, better than Duke, and, doggone

it, a whole lot of people liked what he did in

his body of work. He, like another historical

figure, made this place a better one to live in.

The historical figure I'm thinking of is

Jesus Christ. I question if Jesus Christ were a

Duke grad, you would only consider putting

the miracles in the Duke library. God forbid,

the Duke students should ever learn that

Christ was a lawbreaker, and was crucified.

Former President Nixon should be made
the centerpiece of your educational curricu-

lum, and then I suggest mandatory reading

of Terrors ofJustice by Maurice Stans.

I believe President Nixon was a great,

good, and giving man, who became a mod-
em tragedy. His greatness was never able

to overtake his mistakes. I wept when I

DIABLO
Duke Information And Bulletin Library Online

Stop by Duke along the information high-

way via DIABLO, an easy-to use menu sys-

tem that's free to access. You can even call

up past issues of Duke Magazine since 1994.

DIABLO uses "gopher server" menu-based

software, making it accessible even to the

computer novice. Internet and "telnet"

users can access DIABLO by typing:

telnet diable.acpub.duke.edu
If you don't have Internet access or telnet,

use a modem and software communications

package like Procom or Kermit and dial

(919) 681-4900, using setting N81. At the

prompt "CONNECT 2400" hit the enter

key until you get the "MAIN SYSTEM
COMMAND MENU." Then type:

telnet diable.acpub.duke.edu
Whether via Internet or modem, once

you're within the system, type diablo as the

user ID at the "login" prompt. No password

is required.

visited the Nixon Library because of what

might have been, and at the same time, I

was glad he was ours for such a long time.

Patricia Young

Editors:

The anniversary of the death (October

10, 1925) of James B. Duke and your arti-

cle on Richard Nixon bring to mind a

seemingly disparate concurrence: the deaths

of Richard Nixon and Doris Duke.

Who could imagine two more different

persons? But there is a similarity. I believe

the university handled both of these Duke
people ineptly. In the case of Nixon and of

Doris Duke, President Sanford made a sig-

nificant effort to bring them into the uni-

versity fold, and failed because of faculty/

student hubris.

For Miss Duke to have left the univer-

sity less than l/100th of her fortune speaks

for itself. For Richard Nixon to be relegated

to just the thirty-sixth president of the

United States, coincidentally a law school

graduate, seems an irretrievable blunder.

Eugene Guazzo M.D. '65

Chaptico, Maryland

Editors:

As a member of a family containing five

artists, I was impressed by Tom Gallo's

painting of our own Blue Devil on the

back page of the July-August magazine. He
shows talent as an illustrator and possesses

an evocative imagination.

Decades ago, when I was whooping it up

as a cheerleader, Ol' Blue was just a mis-

chievous mascot on the football field or in

the cover of my spiral notebooks. If I'd a

mental image of the hulk depicted in this

painting, I don't think I could have led

cheers with quite the same happy abandon.

In 1972, after successive encounters

with both Satan and Jesus Christ, I experi-

enced a permanent, deep transformation,

the vitality of which only increases with

the years. With this new frame of mind,

heart, and spirit, I wonder why our beloved

university continues to humor such a dumb
choice of mascots. Somehow it reflects the

opposite of what all the schools of medicine,

law, and Christian theology, not to men-
tion the undergraduate school, stand for.

Ephesians 6:10-12 says, "Finally, my
brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the

power of His might. Put on the whole

armor of God, that you may be able to

stand against the wiles of the devil. For we
wrestle not against flesh and blood, but

against principalities, against powers, against

the ruler of the darkness of the world,

against spiritual wickedness in high places."

I move that we upgrade our mascot and

team names to reflect the winning, rather than

losing, powers. How about the Duke Warriors,

or Angels, or Saints? Any one of those

would really be something to cheer about!

Christine White Jorgensen '64

Sanibel, Florida

The Blue Devil, selected as mascot by campus

leaders in 1922, has origins "more military

and patriotic than religious," says University

Archivist William E. King '61, A.M. '63,

Ph.D. '70. The name refers to the heroic

Chasseurs Aipins, or "Blue Devils," French

soldiers who won accolades in World War 1

for their courage.

"Their distinctive blue uniform with blue

cape and jaunty beret captured public imagi-

nation. When the United States entered the

war, the unit of the French Blue Devils toured

the country helping raise money in the war

effort. Irving Berlin captured their spirit in

song, describing them as 'strong and active,

most attractive... those Devils, the Blue Devils

of France,' " according to King.

When The Trinity Chronicle began re-

ferring to the athletic teams as the Blue Devils

in 1922-23, the post-war student body was

full of returning veterans, so the name needed

no explanation. Through continued use, "Blue

Devils" eventually caught on.

Editors:

I was shocked, surprised, and disap-

pointed in your judgment for having a

nude woman on the front cover [Septem-

ber-October 1994, "Eve's Image Problem"],

and also on page 3.

Where is your appreciation of morality,

and of Duke University's traditional stan-

dard of decency?

Please do not make this mistake in the

future. I have been filing each copy as

treasured possessions—but this issue is in

the

Wilson O. Weldon B.D. '34

Trustee Emeritus

Greensboro, North Carolina

UNINTENTIONALLY
UNGENPERED
Editors:

Your story "Authors' Authority" profil-

ing Virginia Barber in the September-

October issue was excellent except for one

all-too-common error. You reported that

she is a graduate of Randolph-Macon Col-

lege when, in fact, she graduated from

Randolph-Macon Woman's College. We
are indeed proud to claim her as our alumna.

Paula Dubay Brown
Editor, Alumnae Bulletin

Randolph-Macon Woman's College

Lynchburg, Virginia
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PROSELYTIZING FOR

WORD
I've

become too much of a nomad
to fit in anywhere," author Ran-

dall Kenan cheerfully admits. "Too
much of a Southerner to be a

Northerner, too much of a North-

erner to be a Southerner. So
where do I go?" Thomas Wolfe

notwithstanding, claims of dislo-

cations by a young writer are usually best

taken guardedly. But the thirty-one-year-

old Kenan knows whereof he speaks: He
has been in transit since the day he was

born. This fall he stopped at Duke to teach

fiction writing as the inaugural William

Blackburn Visiting Professor.

Born in Brooklyn in 1963, Kenan was

taken to his grandparents' home in Chin-

quapin, a small town in eastern North Caro-

lina, when he was six weeks old. While he

was still an infant, his aunt was a babysit-

ter for him on her farm for a weekend, and

decided she would keep him; so there he

lived until he went away to college.

He grew up in the homestead built by

his great-grandfather, a well-to-do land-

owner. His childhood was, as he puts it,

"countrified." (His first novel, A Visitation

of Spirits, begins with a vivid account of a

hog slaughter and ends with a requiem to

the family-run tobacco farm.) God-haunt-

ed, as well. Kenan was a strict Southern

Baptist and pious churchgoer; until he
went away to Chapel Hill fot college in

1981, he toyed with the idea of becoming
a preacher.

At the University of North Carolina, he

initially majored in physics. He enrolled in

Max Steele's fiction writing course in the

fall of his sophomore year. "We warred the

entire semester," he recalls. "I wanted to

write science fiction; he wanted to show me
that there was more to writing than spin-

ning nice, quirky stories with a little science

tossed in." The class proved to be a water-

shed for him. He credits Steele for teach-

ing him—literally—how to read. "That

semester I read for the first time. I was lit-

erate, but I had not yet gotten literature."

RANDALL KENAN
BY YOJI YAMAGUCHI

Teaching at Duke was

a homecoming of sorts

for the first Blackburn

Visiting Professor, who
once toyed with the idea

of being a preacher and

is now on the college

circuit.

After graduation from UNC, Kenan re-

turned to New York, writing fiction while

working as an editorial assistant at the ven-

erable publishing house Alfred A. Knopf. He
composed much of his first novel late at

night while commuting on the F train. The
absurdity of New York in the Eighties

—

where the Trumps and Helmsleys reigned

while the ranks of the homeless bur-

geoned—was a shock to his agrarian,

Calvinist sensibilities. "I grew up in this

environment where I was taught that the

universe is ordered and you had to find that

order; if things didn't work out, it was your

fault. In New York, I learned that there is

no per se justice, no per se order—every-

thing is relative and approaching chaos."

When A Visitation of Spirits was pub-

lished in 1989, Kenan left Knopf to teach

fiction at both Columbia University and

Sarah Lawrence College. In 1992, his sec-

ond book, Let the Dead Bury Their Dead,

was published. The critically acclaimed

story collection received the Fiction Prize

of the Lambda Society and was nominated

for the National Book Critics' Circle

Award, but lost by one vote to Cormac
McCarthy's All the Pretty Horses, which

also took the National Book Award.

Since then, Kenan has been touring

throughout North America to research his

latest book, Walking on Water, a work that

is part travelogue, part oral history. Its aim,

as he puts it, is to ask, "What does it mean
to be black in the latter part of the twenti-

eth century?—the same sort of question

DuBois asked about 100 years ago." The
project has taken him to places as far-flung

as Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, where he lost his

way on a road not far from the headquar-

ters of the Aryan Nation; and Maidstone,

Saskatchewan, where he was told by an

apologetic librarian, "Oh, dear, all our

Nee-grews moved away years ago."

In the midst of his travels, he also com-
pleted a biography of James Baldwin for

young adult readers that came out last

year. And this fall, he was awarded the

prestigious Whiting Award, a $30,000-

prize for writers.

One detects a kind of missionary zeal in

Kenan, which explains in part his wander-

lust; after all, he did choose as a title for

his second book Jesus' exhortation to hit

the road (let the dead bury their dead... no

man who keeps his hand on the plough and

looks back is fit for the kingdom of God). It is

the enthusiasm, perhaps, of the former

preacher within.

As he lectures to the nine undergradu-

ates and three graduate students in his fic-

tion writing seminar this fall, he is a man
verily on fire: his swooping, darting hands

matched by a voice rising and falling

between octaves; his intense, articulate gaze

by turns imploring and demanding. When
he reads a quote from Faulkner, he sounds

as if he is delivering the ministry of the

Word: "A writer strives to express a univer-

sal truth in the best possible way he can....

It is almost like trying to write the Lord's

Prayer on the head of a pin. It is an attempt

to reduce all of the emotional capacities of
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the human heart into one phrase."

But sometimes a teacher can feel rather

like a voice in the wilderness. "I want to

provoke you," he declares. "I want to make
you excited; I want to make you salivate."

A woman at the far end of the table

stretches and yawns luxuriantly.

Kenan is undeterred. Throughout his

two-hour class, he rattles off a polyphony

of writers and their works to illustrate his

points: Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Toni

Morrison, Katherine Anne Porter, Flan-

nery O'Connor, John Cheever, Alfred

Kazin; even Oliver Cromwell gets a nod.

With each example, he stops to ask,

"You've read that, haven't you?" The ensu-

ing silence is deafening.

That is fine with him. From his four-

year tenure in the publishing industry,

Kenan knows full well that most people's

chance of getting a work published are

slender at best. Thus, compelling his stu-

dents to read is as much of a desideratum

for him as teaching them how to write.

The first goal for a student in a writing

class, he insists, should be "learning to be

moved by the language. You have to learn

to be moved by the language before you

can move others with it." Though it is

only September, he vows confidently:

"When they leave my class, they're going

to know something about reading."

But Kenan is not solely about proselytiz-

ing for the written word. For him, "let the

dead bury their dead" also has a literal sig-

nificance. His return to the area, while a

Compelling his students

to read is as much of

a desideratum for him
as teaching them how

to write.

homecoming of sorts, was not exactly a

sentimental journey. In 1989, he told New
York magazine: "There's something about

[North Carolina] that frightens me. The
line between what people imagine is in the

deep woods and what's there is

blurred... it's spooky. I could never fit back

in." Even now, his feelings about his home
state remain largely the same.

Consider his fiction. The North Carolina

he depicts is a haunted terrain where, as

Susan Ketchin writes in her recent study of

Southern literature, The Christ-Haunted

Landscape, "angels, ghosts, and demons are

active, vocal citizens... intimately involved

with the lives of human townsfolk." Visita-

tion of Spirits tells of Horace Cross, a high

school senior who dabbles in necromancy

and summons up a ghost, which takes him
on a Dickensian sojourn through his past.

The title story of Let the Dead Bury Their

Dead culminates in a battle royal between

the living and the living dead.

It all sounds suspiciously gothic, a grave

(so to speak) risk for a Southern writer

these days. But Kenan's concern with the

preternatural perhaps stems from more
than his readings of Faulkner and Poe.

Reynolds Price '55 writes in Clear Pictures

that his earliest memory was of "lying in dry

sun, alone and happy...fascinated by the

pure blue sky" when he was an infant.

Contrast that to one of Kenan's earliest

memories: When he was three, he was

napping on the porch while the rest of the

family graded tobacco. His great-uncle,

who had not been feeling good that day,

lay down beside him on the blanket, and

quietly died. Kenan went on to spend the

next fourteen years growing up in a centu-

ry-old house where the presence of dead

ancestors was palpable.

But there is more to Kenan's work than

ha'nts and demons. At a time when many
of his contemporaries are struggling to

emerge from the minimalist waste land, the

fantastic, almost mythopoeic, invention of

his fiction stands out. He enjoys a uniquely

trifurcated perspective that eludes those

who might pigeonhole him. As he puts it:

"I'm in three distinct camps—I'm gay,

black, and a Southerner—and can not only

move between the three, but am welcome

and can speak in all three."

To a cynic, that might sound insufferably

au courant. But when it comes to teaching

literature, Kenan is in many ways sternly

traditional. In his seminar, he gives his stu-
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dents the workshop version of wind sprints,

an in-class writing assignment: fifteen

minutes to write the opening paragraph of

a story. To their further discomfort, he has

them read their efforts aloud. After each

student reads, he asks the class, "What's

the story? What is of interest here?"

He offers them a bracing caveat:

"Remember there's nothing new under the

sun. So don't get on your high horse, think-

ing you're doing something that's never

been done before, because chances are it

already has." Out of the classroom, he
explains: "Part of my job is to get students

to start at the beginning, without devalu-

ing or dismissing their wild, crazy energy

that wants to go all over the place. I want
them to understand the rigor of, say,

Joyce's learning, how erudite was the

experimentation of Ulysses."

Kenan has been teaching at the college

level for five years, and he is finding the

job more challenging each year. He is

mildly astonished at the growing disparity

between his sensibilities and those of his

students. "I'm finding it very difficult to

understand them," he laments, sounding

older than his thirty-one years. "They see

things through a postmodern amalgam of

cliches. On the one hand, they're brilliant

for the sheer number of information bytes

their brains hold, but they are also very

handicapped by an inability to synthesize.

"Here's a group that not only finds the

Sixties cool, the Fifties cool, and—God
help them—the Seventies cool, they find

the Eighties cool as well. Their way of

looking at the world is borrowed from very

different generations. They don't necessar-

ily have their own style yet."

As if it were not difficult enough to

teach an appreciation of the written word
in the face of MTV and the renaissance of

The Brady Bunch, professors—and writ-

ers—are confronted with a more intriguing

challenge. For the past two years, there has

been speculation in the industry whether

multimedia and interactive software will

eventually supplant the book as we know
it. Not long ago, the writer Robert Coover
wrote an article touting the ground-break-

ing efforts of the Brown University writing

program in the field of interactive fiction,

which The New York Times Book Review

ran, perhaps meanly, with the headline

"The End of Books."

Kenan is unmoved. He sees no threat to

the traditional novel or short story, Robert

Coover and Brown notwithstanding. "I

don't have much faith in the interactive

novel. It sounds boring to me, no more
substantial than a crossword puzzle or pic-

tures that move. I can't conceive of being

swept up by it in the same way as I was by
War and Peace."

In fact, he believes that the sum effect of

the personal computer on literature will

prove to be a positive one. Since computers

have become widely available, he observes,

"a lot of people now want to write—largely,

I think, because they have these computers

and are no longer afraid to write. People

weren't quite so keen to compose on IBM
Selectrics." As a result, he points out, "cre-

ative writing programs now have bumper
crops, filling up sections as fast as they can."

Rather than kill the book, the computer

may actually help rescue it by reversing an
ever-dwindling readership, says Kenan. "The
good out of it will be that students can learn

how to read. They may not become writers;

but they can become readers. Their interest

in the written word will be heightened."

Yamaguchi '85 has just completed his first novel,

Face of a Stranger, to be published in May by

HarperCollins.

THE BLACKBURN LEGACY

Who is William Black-

burn, the literary

father figure whose
courses and counsel encour-

aged such writers as Reynolds
Price, Anne Tyler, William

Styron, Guy Davenport, Fred

Chappell, James Applewhite,

Josephine Humphreys, Clay
Felker, Mac Hyman, Arthur
Steurer, George Zabriskie,

Charlie Smith, Wallace Kauf-

man, Michael Brondoli, and
Angela Davis-Gardner?

Born in Persia of Presbyter-

ian missionary parents, Black-

burn was reared in Seneca,

South Carolina, and educated

at Furman University and
Oxford in England, where he
was a Rhodes Scholar, earning

both his bachelor's and mas-
ter's there. He came to Duke
in 1926, eventually earning his

Ph.D. from Yale in 1943. His

career at Duke spanned forty-

three years.

In "Duke Writing: The
William Blackburn Legacy,"

poet and associate professor of

English Deborah Pope writes

that his students "have vivid

images of his garret-like office

classroom with its daunting

Group critique.

walls of books; the rituals

of tea and group criticism;

the mesmerizing hold of his

voice and theatricality when
reading literature aloud, espe-

cially when backlit by a

November day turning to

darkness outside; his impres-

sive brooding temperament,
no less his booming laugh.

Yet Blackburn himself res-

olutely deflected any associ-

ated glory from his famous
proteges, and he remained
understated about the source

of his powers or the nature of

his method."
The history of creative

writing at Duke begins with

The Archive, founded in 1887
and now the oldest college

literary magazine in the South,

second only by one year to

The Harvard Advocate as the

nation's oldest. The first course

reference appears in the Trin-

ity College bulletin for 1909-10
as "English Prose and Theme
Writing"; the first use of "short

story" occurs in the 1913-14
course description under
"Advanced Composition."

Poetry writing instruction

dates to 1924-25.

Blackburn, a specialist in

Elizabethan poetry, claimed
that his creative writing course

was born in 1932 by student

request. From 1936 to 1969,

his modestly-titled "English

103-104" sequential course

required a minimum of 7,000
words of fiction each semester.

He was instrumental in estab-

lishing and maintaining the

English department's first hon-
ors course and, in 1959, initi-

ated a literary festival that has

brought to campus such major
writers as Styron, Randall Jar-

rell, Bernard Malamud, Toni
Morrison, John Updike, Joseph
Heller, and Eudora Welty to

speak to Duke students. In

1969, it was renamed the

Blackburn Literary Festival.

In the Eighties, as a product

of Duke's Capital Campaign
for the Arts & Sciences and
Engineering, the William

Blackburn Fund was estab-

lished to support a visiting pro-

fessor as writer in residence.

This fall, novelist Randall
Kenan held the first Blackburn
Visiting Professorship; poet

Mary Oliver holds the title for

the 1995 spring semester.

back row; William Styron is fifth from left, back row
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CRUSTACEAN
FRUSTRATION

The fishing village of

Beaufort, North Caro-

lina, presents a tran-

quil picture of moored

boats and seafood res-

taurants mingling with

antique shops and his-

toric homes. But like

many seafaring towns, the site of the Duke
School of the Environment's marine labo-

ratory also holds a deep, dark secret lurk-

ing just below the harbor's tide line. It's an

ever-present scourge that most visitors

don't notice, but mariners must battle con-

stantly. And it's become something of a

preoccupation for Daniel Rittschof.

The problem: engulfing armies of tiny

marine life clinging tenaciously to sub-

merged objects and surfaces—creatures like

barnacles, stinging hydroids, polychete

worms, sea squirts, bryozoans, mussels, and

crabs. In his thick,

dark beard, wire-

rimmed glasses, and a

T-shirt, Rittschof

looks perfect for the

part of research sci-

entist as he pokes at

the menagerie that

covers a wooden pier

of the marine lab's

dock like a crusty

shroud. Similar grungy

conglomerates also

coat other Beaufort

waterfront piers. In

his talk, the associate

professor of zoology

uses words like "foul-

ing" and "recruiting,"

but he's not dis-

cussing Duke basket-

ball. He's talking

about the suffocating

colonizing habits of

the marine creatures,

especially barnacles.

A bit more than

one-third of an inch

wide, sedentary adult

barnacles tend to

"foul," or coat, any

BATTLING BARNACLES
BY MONTE BASGALL

Duke scientists are

inventing a better way to

fight barnacles and other

crusty little organisms

that coat ship hulls,

increase fuel costs, and

decrease efficiency.

submerged surface with their cone-shaped

shells. They begin the process as newly

hatched barnacles, swimming freely at

first, but they quickly find places to

cement themselves for life with a powerful

natural glue. Being social animals, they

also "recruit" other barnacles to join them.

Soon a whole zoo of worms, clams, and

other organisms takes advantage of the

rough surface to gain a foothold. Beaufort's

temperate climate and shallow, nutrient-

rich waters makes the area a paradise for

the marine creatures, says Rittschof.

"Things grow on submerged surfaces here

in higher densities and recruit and grow

more rapidly year-round than they do on
most other places."

The growths smothering the piers aren't

the big problem; rather it's what covers the

undersides of vessels that tie up to them.

If given the chance, barnacles and their

fellow settlers happi-

ly marry themselves

to boat bottoms, too.

In fact, such boat

fouling is a big-time

headache throughout

the world. The U.S.

Navy alone spends

about $500 million a

year to rid its vessels'

hulls of these thick

bioaccumulations,

says Randall Alberti of

the Office of Naval

Research (ONR).
And, Alberti adds,

the Navy spends an-

other $500 million

annually in extra fuel

costs, since its ships

£ must generate extra

^horsepower to coun-

teract drag from the

I biofoulants.

* The Navy has

Isupported research

Ion marine biofouling

I since the 1950s. As

| Alberti and others

S noted in a 1992 re-

8 view of the Navy's
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program, this research first aimed at a basic

understanding of barnacles and their fellow

foulers. The idea was to figure out just what

it is about their life cycles and their

chemistries that prompt these species to

become hull-clogging clingabouts. Mariners,

of course, have known about barnacles for

centuries. But modern scientists still have

much to learn about their biology. And the

rich waters around Beaufort afford a world-

class natural laboratory.

Researcher John Costlow has made a

career of barnacle research, and one day in

1976 the former (now retired)

director of the Duke Marine Lab

made an interesting discovery.

He noticed that a "whip coral"

species that grows around Beau-

fort somehow wards off barnacle

settlement. "I was sitting on the

dock just thinking about some-

thing when I looked over at the

breakwater that—on a low tide

—

was covered with barnacles,"

Costlow remembers. "By coinci-

dence, I also saw a piece of

orange soft coral. It didn't have

any barnacles on it even though

it was only six inches away from

the breakwater. I thought that

was strange. I wondered why. It

was a chance observation, some-

thing I thought didn't fit."

Costlow joined chemist Irving

Hooper and marine biologist John

Standing to explore what kept

the whip corals clean. Whatever
caused the coral's barnacle-

repelling ability, it clearly seemed

to do its work without harming

the barnacles, or anything else.

Thus, the whip coral offered the

tantalizing possibility of a long-

term, non-toxic way to prevent

barnacles. The scientists' interest

in whip corals arose at an oppor-

tune time, because the Navy was

interested, too. It had decided to broaden

its research focus to include identify-

ing natural agents that could prevent bio-

fouling. In 1978, the ONR—which had
funded manne lab research since 1950

—

began supporting the whip coral work.

That marked the birth of Duke's Non-
toxic Antifouling Program, which Rittschof

now heads.

Actually, the Navy has been searching

for an ideal antifouling hull coating since

the nineteenth century. Even further back,

North Carolina-produced turpentine was
used to keep shipworms out of wooden
ships. By the 1950s, the Navy developed a

cuprous oxide coating, F121, that was sup-

posed to protect hulls for the five- to

seven-year period between scheduled dry-

docking overhauls. But the paint proved to

The U.S. Navy alone

spends about $500
million a year to rid its

vessels' hulls of thick

bioaccumulations.

mark: Rittschof captains Duke's Nontoxic Antifouling Program

Beaufort marine laboratory

be inadequate, losing its potency within

three years. By 1970, the Navy began in-

vestigating another class of compound,

called "organotin," which proved to be ef-

fective for up to seven years. And it wasn't

long before the commercial paint industry

began making its own formulations.

The trouble with all these modern
remedies was their toxicity, especially

organotin's. Their active ingredients are

heavy metals—tin or copper—that poison

a broad spectrum of marine life. By 1988,

environmental concerns prompted the

U.S. Congress to ban the Navy from using

any more organotin coatings. The Navy
then switched to a somewhat improved

version of cuprous oxide. But environmen-

tal and health questions still remain about

copper-based coatings.

Rittschof is a chemical ecologist whom
Costlow recruited from the University of

Delaware in 1982. Since coming to Duke,

he has turned his part of the marine lab

into a world-class barnacle-breeding facto-

ry, turning them out by the billions in five-

gallon buckets within a third-floor labora-

tory room. "The reason we're successful is

we have a full set of ways to treat the

water," he says. "We make our water the

way people make wine. Over the years, we
have figured out everything you have to do

to grow barnacles. We're the only people

in the world that export barna-

cle larvae."

Adult barnacles are them-

selves "simultaneous hermaphro-

dites," meaning that they are

male and female at the same

time. According to Rittschof,

"they sit and make babies." And
the kind he and his lab staff rais-

es makes "a new batch of about

10,000 babies every six days."

He and his lab staff feed all

those microscopic larvae a diet

of microscopic plants called

diatoms. The bat-shaped barna-

cle babies, known scientifically

as "nauplii," proceed to shed

their outer shells exactly six

times as their bodies outgrow the

old ones. Then the nauplii turn

into cigar-shaped "cyprids" that,

unlike nauplii, don't eat any-

thing. Living off stored fat, a

cyprid has one major goal: to

swim to a suitable settlement

surface and then secure itself by

secreting a temporary and then a

permanent glue. After that, it

„ undergoes a complete metamor-

sphosis, turning into a two-eyed

| juvenile version of an adult bar-

* nacle. After five more weeks of

growth, the juvenile form be-

comes sexually mature.

Cyprids must anchor themselves before

their stores of fat run out and they can no
longer swim. While they are still mobile,

they seek out locations where other barna-

cles have already colonized. That's because

previous arrivals secrete a chemical signal,

a "pheromone," that promotes settlement

of other barnacle larvae.

Eventually, cyprids must settle or die.

And though they can detect settlement

pheromones, they are devoid of sensors that

could warn them of toxins. So cyprids some-

times glue themselves to a surface that is

protected by a toxic metal coating. They
often then die after metamorphosing into

juvenile barnacles. Even after they are dead,

though, these "kamikaze barnacles," as

Rittschof calls them, provide a crusty barrier

to the toxic metals. Their remains become a
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surface for other cyprids. More will probably

follow, because barnacles are also as sociable

as a permanently cemented animal can be.

Barnacles, then, are the ultimate squat-

ters, programmed by evolution to seek out

any available surface submerged by the

tide for at least part of the day. While their

natural targets are rocks, fallen branches, or

marsh grasses, boat hulls are even better.

Barnacles are "opportunists, like dande-

lions," Rittschof explains. "Boat hulls are

much better than marsh grass because the

hulls don't move in and out of the water"

with the tide. Moreover, boat hulls can

serve to "move them away from predators."

So the discovery that barnacles naturally

avoid whip corals raised exciting

possibilities. And probing that mys-

tery led to a series of patents awarded

to Duke. In 1981, Costlow, Hooper,

and Standing announced that whip

corals harbor an unknown substance

that in laboratory experiments in-

hibited the attachment of barnacles,

and they obtained a patent on its use

as a natural antifoulant. To identify

its active ingredients, the newly-

hired Rittschof then collaborated

with University of Illinois chemists.

In 1984, the team found the chemi-

cal to be a "pukalide." The term

"puka"—a Hawaiian term for "little

hole"—arises because the disk-

shaped molecules had tiny holes

their centers. The
first pukalides were

isolated at the Uni-

versity of Hawaii

from a Pacific

ocean "octocoral"

distantly related to

the North Caro-

lina whip corals.

Duke did not

seek to patent

pukalides them-
selves. They are

very complex,

which means they

are very expensive

to make. "Trying to fill the world's need

for pukalide would be difficult, because it

costs so much," says Donald Gerhart,

another chemical ecologist who joined the

Duke team. "And that's saying a lot,

because you can spend $175 a gallon for an

antifouling paint right now. There is so

much copper in there that it weighs two or

three times as much as you expect it to. It's

like picking up a jar of pennies."

But the pukalide molecule's structure

gave Duke researchers leads to other chem-
icals, and they soon isolated an interesting

one from yet another octocoral—the pur-

ple, plant-like "sea pansy"—that also natu-

rally retards fouling. This sea pansy extract

Barnacles are the

ultimate squatters,

programmed by

evolution to seek out any

surface submerged by

the tide for at least part

of the day.

Testing tubes: Rittschof, inset, and colleagues

paint antifouling preparation on fiberglass

rods, above, to test their underwater effective-

ness at keeping Iwnude ^owthatbay •

turned out to be a new and com-

pletely different class of chemicals,

called "renillafoulins." The Duke
scientists obtained a patent on renil-

lafoulins in 1986.

g In laboratory tests, the scientists

<found that very low doses of the

|compound prevented barnacle build-

"ups without actually being toxic to

barnacles or human cells. But in its natural

form, renillafoulin is still "a big, complex

molecule," Rittschof says. So, in 1988,

Hercules Inc. began funding Rittschofs

program to search for simpler and cheaper

substitutes. Later, Rohm and Haas, Inc.,

took over that funding. Armed with this

financial support, Gerhart found interest-

ing chemical ties between the whip coral

and the sea pansy compounds. That led to

another chemical that "was easy to make,

and cheap," he says. Tests with live cyprids

showed that it "stopped settlement, and yet

the barnacle larvae were still alive. That
was awfully exciting." This substance was

also interesting for other reasons: "It was

originally known as a natural product isolat-

ed from peaches. It's present in significant

amounts in peach skin and peach flesh. It's

also in perfumes. This was a real kick."

Somehow, nature has conspired to fla-

vor peaches and drive off barnacles with

the same root compound. In September

1993, a patent was issued for the use of the

chemical as an antifouling agent, with the

rights assigned to Rohm and Haas. That
was followed by three other patents on
other antifouling compounds, including

two for chemicals using toxins derived from

toads. The toad toxin steroids are related

to one found in the foxglove plant and

used to make the heart medication digital-

is. "I'm beginning to think

there is a line of research

where these compounds all key

off one another," says Ger-

hart, who recently left Duke
for a job in private industry.

As promising as such com-
pounds seem, they may still

prove duds as weapons against

barnacles out in the real ma-
rine world. There, ocean bac-

teria may consume a barnacle-

retarding chemical if it is

non-toxic. So, another chem-

ical must then be added to

the mix to control the bacte-

ria. And other additives must

« be included to release the anti-

sfoulant in measured doses in

£ a timed-release fashion.

' To test these preparations

under more realistic conditions, Rittschof

and his co-researchers paint them onto

fiberglass rods. They then tie the coated

rods by the hundreds to a floating wooden
raft off the marine lab dock so that they

are suspended in the water. The rods have

the proportions of a marsh grass called

spartina, which naturally attracts barnacles

when a boat bottom, rock, or pier isn't

handy. "Barnacles have no trouble settling

on a tube-shaped object," he says. So even

though the rods don't look much like boat

hulls, Rittschof has found that organisms

settle on them just as readily as on the

much larger test panels the Navy also uses

to evaluate anti-fouling compounds. And
the rods are much faster to work with, he

says. "What would take them three weeks

to analyze takes us a morning."

Duke's marine lab, and another site at

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, have become na-

tional facilities for evaluating experimen-

tal anti-fouling compounds submitted by

academic, industrial, and government labs.

In another laboratory room, Rittschof

walks past a lineup of rods that have just

been removed from the water. "You can

see just by looking that some of these work

and some don't," he says. Indeed, some of
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the rods were thick with barnacles; others

sported only a few. After a rod is removed

and carefully weighed, technicians clean it

with a WaterPik dental jet to see how readily

the organisms can be washed off. The Water-

Pik jet's power is calibrated to mimic the

flow of water under a moving boat. "That's

what this testing program is aimed at: getting

to the point where you can just start up the

ship and run it and everything will fall off."

While the Duke research program is busy

evaluating experimental compounds, it also

continues to explore the frontiers of anti-

fouling biology. One of Rittschofs current

interests is the impact of sound on barna-

cles. "We published in 1984 that low fre-

quency sounds inhibit barnacle settlement,"

he says. "We don't know how it works, but

we know it works." After recent follow-up

studies, he speculates that the sound fre-

quencies he tested may resemble those of a

surf crashing onto sand—which is a zone of

peril for barnacle larvae. Or "they could be

responding to the sound of a predator," he

adds. "Not many people look at the ability

of invertebrates to listen under water."

Another hot topic is pheromones

—

chemical signals already known to be im-

portant to the lives of barnacles and many
other animals. Researchers have known
since the 1950s that proteins called

"arthropodins" attract barnacle larvae.

Arthropodins leach into the surrounding

water from settled barnacles. In response,

more juveniles move to settle nearby. Fol-

low-up work by Rittschof and others shows

that arthropodins also attract oyster

drills—predatory snails that eat barnacles.

Meanwhile, Anthony Clare, Rittschofs

former marine lab co-researcher, has found

that cyprid-stage barnacle larvae release

pheromones in the "footprints" they leave

behind while moving across a surface in

search of place to settle. This chemical

acts as a pathfinder that attracts other

cyprids to follow. But there is also evi-

dence that too much of the pheromone
signal deters cyprids from settling. So
pheromones seem to act in a complicated

way to make larvae settle where larvae

have settled before, but also to prevent

barnacle overpopulation.

Gerhart and Marion McClary, one of

Rittschofs graduate students, are exploring

an apparent chemical relationship between
the key ingredient in one of the newly-

patented antifoulants and an insect phero-

mone. This "anti-aggregation" pheromone
keeps certain insects apart from each other.

And that work poses another question:

Could the substances that whip corals and
sea pansies exude to drive off barnacles also

be anti-aggregation pheromones?

Intriguing as all these possibilities are,

Rittschof readily acknowledges that sci-

ence has yet to engineer a foolproof non-

The whip coral

offered the tantalizing

possibility of a long-

term, non-toxic way
to prevent barnacles.

toxic remedy that will keep barnacles and

their fellow foulants at bay.

"We're looking at exactly the same

problems scientists ran into with antibi-

otics or other pest control strategies," he
says. "Whatever strategies you use, animals

are adept at altering the response. Look at

diseases like tuberculosis. Even plagues are

still around."

So should humans just give up the

quest? Should they resign themselves to

spending millions of dollars for extra fuel

and extra dry-dock charges?

"How long have we been working on a

cure for cancer?" Rittschof responds. "I think

the problem is an interesting one. And what

is clear is that the present-day toxic coatings

aren't good for the environment."

: science writer for Duke News Service

and the Office of Research Commu
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THIS IS CNN?
TALES OF AN

ANXIOUS INTERN
Contemplating the in-

evitability of my senior

year, I made a mental

inventory of possible

career choices. Well,

can't make change for

a dollar, finance is

out; don't know a

capillary from a caterpillar, ditch the sci-

ences; burn my grilled cheese every time,

stay out of the kitchen; can carry a tune

only with shampoo in my hair, music

might not stick; a hard drive to me is tak-

ing my dad's car out for a spin, engineering

probably isn't my forte; and since CEO
spells Cleverly Evading Opportunity, the

prospect of business looked decidedly dim.

It was clear I had to take a long look at

my interests: sports and...umm... girls. After

dismissing the idea of becoming a profes-

sional Don Juan (they say the market's

bottomed out), a rare, fleeting moment of

celestial inspiration came over me. Since

the only thing I was good at was watching

sports from a reclining position, how about

television sports? Never mind the fact that

I had absolutely no experience or even

faint knowledge of the television industry,

but then again, how much could that hurt

you? Let the lessons begin.

Lesson #1: The Interview
So I went and found out a few addresses,

did the old cover-letter/resume routine

that has become a spring ritual among
summer internship-seeking college students,

and sent off some correspondence to various

television entities. Then the phone rang.

"Hello?"

"This is John Little from CNN Sports."

I picked up my alarm clock and pound-

ed my chest a few times to get my heart

pumping. Then, after a couple of minutes

of cordial chatter, he posed the question

that I had been fearing like a man fears his

laundry after a two-month separation from

the washer: "Mr. Lanier, it looks like it

says here that you don't have much experi-

ence in the field. What do you think you

CAREER CONUNDRUMS
BY STERLING LANIER

"What do you think

you can bring to an

internationally-broadcast

television network?"

asked the interviewer.

can bring to an internationally-broadcast

television network?"

Time stood still as the sweat slid down my
back in boulders of perspiration. And then

it hit me—a teacher! I could be a teacher!

Nope, got to stick to the game plan.

"Uh... Creativity?"

"Yes, and how so?" And I was bobbing

so hopelessly in my flow of words that I

might as well have been giving directions

to a savanna baboon on finding the best

bananas. And as things usually do, it got

even worse.

"What's your least favorite sport to

watch?" he asked.

Science will never be able to discover

what stalled my mental processes from

thinking that the absolute worst answer I

could give was the one I was about to pro-

claim. "Probably baseball," I offered.

All John Little could muster was a dis-

appointed "Ooooh."

It was April. I would be there for the

summer. What is the summer's defining

sport—or at least what had it been in this

pristine era, before the strike ended the

activity a century or so ago?

Luckily, the planets were aligned,

the cows were grazing on the greener side,

and I slipped through the cracks enough

to land the job in Atlanta—where I

subsequently spent my summer watching

baseball.

Moral: In television, you've got to be quick on

your feet.

Lesson #2: The First Day
I cruised down Techwood Avenue in

downtown Atlanta, then I crossed under

the freeway, and it rose before me, an

urban palace that seemed to chisel out

whole chunks of my confidence with every

second my eyes appraised it. As I perused

the large red letters on top of the building

that screamed "CNN" to onlookers, I

thought, "Who am I fooling?" I felt the

urge to just turn and run, but I somehow
mustered the strength to keep driving.

I pulled down the one-way, single-lane

road into the parking complex and was

immediately met with a barricade and a

card reader. Stumped, I glanced at the

rearview mirror only to find a plethora of

anxious vehicles waiting behind me. It was

then only a matter of time until the con-

cert of horns began that would make any

orchestra's brass section a bit jealous. I

had, of course, headed for the wrong lot.

After the parking confusion, I finally

made it to CNN headquarters. I stared at

my reflection in the glass doors and, boy, I

was styling. Dressed up in my best coat and

tie, I was material testimony to years of

parental sharp-dressing advice. I got to the

security desk and was told that someone

would come down to get me. That some-

one showed up in jeans. And a T-shirt.

And a hat.

We walked upstairs to the sports depart-

ment and, much to my horror, everyone

sported the same casual fashion. People

looked up from their desks as if I were there

to provide a bit of comic relief. So I shed

the coat and tie, rolled up my sleeves, and

was put to work watching a baseball game.

Interns are responsible for recording all

of the day's sporting events and logging the

material. In a baseball game, each play,

funny occurrence, coach cutaway, and the

like is duly noted. Occasionally, one might
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miss something, but as long as it's recorded,

it's not that gross an error. Since each of

the Beta tapes is thirty minutes long, the

intern must always be cognizant of how
much time is left (VCRs are equipped with

a time counter). And there I was with the

score tied 3-3 in the bottom of the eighth

inning when, much to my chagrin, I real-

ized I had about three seconds of tape left.

As I frantically pounded the "Eject" button

and picked up a fresh tape, I tried to calm

myself by thinking that the chances of the

batter hitting a home run on this particular

pitch were positively slim. "Remember
never to go to Vegas," I thought as I

watched that little white ball of canvas sail

over the left-field fence. Alas, I had missed

the game-winning homer.

Moral: In television, always

expect the unexpected.

Lesson #3: Working
with Others

Each day the interns

would file in and take their

places on Intern Row, a

long table that held a string

of nine television sets and

VCRs. Since baseball is

about as fast-paced as a

hung-over college student,

there was plenty of time for

conversation.

We interns were an
eclectic group, at least geo-

graphically speaking. But

when I posed the question

"What's your major?" I

encountered a fairly univer-

sal theme: "television,"

"broadcasting," "journalism,"

"communication."

"How about you, Sterling? What's your

major?" one intern asked me.

"Actually, I'm an English and history

major," I replied.

That threw him off a bit. "I guess you

have to read a lot of books and stuff, huh?"

"Yeah," I said. "I guess I have to read a

lot of books."

I was indeed the foreigner, an academic

anomaly among a sea of like-minded stu-

dents. If needed, I could tell someone the

intricacies of Nathaniel Hawthorne's writ-

ing, but among the company of my fellow

interns, my blatant ignorance of even the

most basic television technicalities proved

to be my scarlet letter.

One day in the newsroom, I was

watching a baseball game, a World Cup-
soccer match, and the NBA Finals,

when the newsroom erupted into confu-

sion and disarray. I heard someone bellow,

"We're cutting live to O.J.! Live to O.J.!"

The profusion of television screens

around me produced the sights and sounds

of a white Bronco driving down a California

highway. And then my moment of truth.

"Here," a man screamed at me, handing

me tapes. "Run a b-roll on O.J. on all

those monitors down there."

Nope, b-roll was not in the mental

Rolodex. Probably the defining moment of

the year, and I was stuck in the middle of

it without a road map.

I was never afraid to ask questions, but

everyone was such a study in consterna-

tion that I dreaded submitting a query.

Finally, I got up my courage and stopped a

very excited passerby to find out my answer.

"Just stick the damn thing in and press

'Record.'
"

Mora!: In television, always be well-prepared.

Lesson #4: Getting on the Air
So one day I'm in the control room

watching Sports Tonight go creeping out

live into the homes of thousands of Amer-
icans, and I thought—that's it!— I, too,

want to assault the living rooms of this

great nation. Whether it was a moment of

patriotic ineptitude or narcissistic naivete,

I set out on my mission to become either

the next Bob Costas or at least a cheap

imitation of Gilligan.

Being a beacon of cluelessness, for a

change, I knew that making a "demo tape"

was going to be no easy task. Luckily, most

of the anchors were once in my position

and were happy to guide me in the right

direction. As one anchor told me, "The
best thing about watching you guys on the

air is taking a look at some of the suits

people come up with. I think a lot of you

forget we're in the Nineties."

Nonetheless, following their tutelage, I

first picked out the highlights I was going

to use and wrote my script. Demo tapes are

only supposed to be three to four minutes

in length, which posed a problem after my
spending three years at Duke studying

authors who use every word in the diction-

ary except "concise." Finally, I found

myself staring at the teleprompter in my
finest attire, the studio lights ricocheting

glare off my forehead, and began reading.

I went through my script one time and

then called down to Intern Row, where I

was being recorded on one of the monitors.

"Hey, Sterling," an anchor said as he

picked up the phone. "Lose the deer-in-

the-headlights look."

Gulping in an ocean of oxygen, I started

again. But right after I finished remarking

on a Matt Williams home run ("Like an

Energizer bunny ball, it kept going and

going..."), something dis-

turbing began to assault my
peripheral vision. Sure
enough, outside the wall of

glass of my corner studio

were twenty people on the

"CNN Studio Tour," each

with a nose glued to the

window. The tour leader

entered and asked if I could

say a few words about being

a television anchor. After

seriously contemplating a

lie of horrific proportions, I

confessed, "Uhh, I'm just an

intern making a demo."

"Oh," she said. And the

clearly disappointed crowd

turned around and left. My
dignity index had just

s dropped precipitously.

1 I added the highlights

| to my tape and decided to

° show it to one of the anchors

for some constructive criticism. Now, I

have never considered myself a candidate

for Clearasil customer of the year, so I was

a little offended when my countenance

popped up on the screen and my reviewer

stopped the tape and declared, "Hey, you

need make-up bad." Alas, I could have

looked less blotchy and pimply had I

smeared French fries over my face for a week.

In the end, I produced eight demo tapes

and, thus, about thirty minutes of pure

comedy. But, as every anchor has told me,

to start in the television field, I'll have to

send out one of those demos and begin my
career in the smallest of markets. So don't

be surprised to see me reporting live on the

exponential size of a cow patty in Dal-

las... South Dakota.

Moral: In television, there is a price of fame.

It just seems to be a little bit more expensive

for some of us.

Lanier, a senior from Hillsborough, California, is

co-producer and star of a comedy show on Cable 1 3

,

Duke's student-run television station.
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RESIDENTIAL
REARRANGING

At its December meeting, the hoard

of trustees unanimously approved

a new undergraduate residential life

plan that initiates an all-freshman East Cam-
pus and maintains campus housing for selec-

tive living groups, including fraternities.

The plan, scheduled for full implemen-

tation by the fall of 1997, is the culmina-

tion of almost two years of concentrated

discussion among students, faculty, admin-

istrators, and alumni about the pros and

cons of the current campus climate and

ways to enhance undergraduate intellectu-

al development. It follows the reports last

spring and summer of three task forces

—

some of which were in conflict in their

recommendations—on intellectual climate,

residential life, and greek life, along with

findings by the East Campus Enhancement
Committee.

Administrators said the plan is meant to

address four guiding principles: intellectual

and personal growth of students; taking

advantage of the diversity of the student

body; sensitivity to Duke traditions; and

reduction of cost differences to ensure

equity of access. It stresses greater academ-

ic and social interaction for first-year stu-

dents and encourages greater faculty

engagement with undergraduates in resi-

dence halls and renovated dining rooms.

The plan continues Duke's popular four-

year housing guarantee for undergraduates

but also requires that all students entering

in the fall of 1995 and thereafter live on
campus for three years, except for approved

off-campus study programs. Only freshmen

are now required to live on campus.

In an effort to encourage freshmen to eat

together, the plan establishes a "modified"

board plan under which freshmen will eat

most meals in the East Campus Union. It

also establishes spring-semester rush for all

selective housing, including fraternities,

and a new program of "faculty associates"

to increase student "academic and intel-

lectual networking" with faculty. Sorority

members traditionally have declined the

option to form selective living groups.

Under the plan, they will be invited to

move as blocks and given some preference

in commons room space to meet their

need for meeting and party facilities.

The most sweeping changes target East

Campus, Duke's original Durham campus

and site of the Woman's College until

1972, when the men's and women's under-

graduate colleges merged. Freshmen will

be randomly assigned to rooms on East

Campus, except for those who choose

"Focus" programs housed in specific resi-

dential areas or those who elect to live in

Epworth House, which will become an

experimental four-year theme house. In

Focus programs, small groups of freshmen

live together and participate in interdisci-

plinary studies with faculty members
around a particular topic.

At the end of their first year, most stu-

dents will be housed on West, North, or

Central campuses. Some will move by

invitation into selective living units,

including fraternities and theme houses;

others will move in "pre-formed blocks of

small friendship groups"; and still others

will move as independent students.

Housing units on West Campus and in

Trent Hall on North will be grouped into

"residential quadrangles," each of which
will include independent students, block

housing, and selective housing. Beginning

in the fall of 1995, Trent—which is to be

refurbished to make it more desirable to

upperclass students—will be the site of a

theme house for undergraduates interested

in the health professions and life sciences.

Central Campus will not include selective

living groups but will support block hous-

ing. Students will have the right to remain

in a specific residential quadrangle for up

to three years, although not in a particular

room in a residence hall.

Under a "Faculty Associates Program,"

faculty members will be linked with upper-

class residential quadrangles and with

freshmen. According to the plan, "By

spending informal time with the students,

perhaps meeting and dining a couple of

times a month, the faculty will learn about

interests of the students and help connect

them with other faculty who share those

interests and with many professional staff

and outstanding visitors who are part of

the Duke community."

The plan envisions exploring the poten-

tial for building a community center on
Central Campus, altering dining facilities

on West so they are more conducive for

small-group meetings over meals shared by

faculty and students, and re-evaluating Hanes

House on North Campus for possible reno-

vations for use as graduate and professional
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student housing. And the plan expresses a

determination to reduce the variation in

cost for different housing options so that

student choice is by desire, rather than

being shaped by financial constraints.

"This plan reflects our best effort to pro-

vide a balanced program that will signifi-

cantly enhance the quality and character

of student life at Duke," said President

Nannerl O. Keohane in her remarks to the

trustees. "It calls for a number of substan-

tive changes and modifications to the cur-

rent system, while retaining the best

aspects of that system and remaining true

to Duke traditions."

FOUNDERS'
HONORS

DAY

Trustee emeritus and educator Isobel

Craven Drill and Duke Public Safe-

ty director Paul J. Dumas Jr. were

awarded University Medals for Distin-

guished Meritorious Service at Founders'

Day ceremonies in December. The univer-

sity medal recognizes members and close

friends of the Duke community who have

made a lasting impact on the university.

Recipients are chosen by the president

based on the recommendations of a special

committee.

Drill already had four generations of ties

to Duke when she entered the university

in 1933. Her great-grandfather, Braxton

Craven, was the first president of Trinity

College, and her grandfather and father

were graduates. Two older brothers preced-

ed her as students at Duke. After earning

her A.B. in English in 1937, Drill returned

to her native Lexington, North Carolina,

to teach English. When she married two

years later, she focused on her family and

raising two children.

During her first husband's World War II

Navy service, Drill directed operations of

the two firms he headed, the Buck Young
Oil Company and the Maybelle Transport

Company. When he died in 1960, she took

over permanently as president, winning

honors for her business skills. She sold both

companies in the late 1960s and turned her

attention to education. In 1972, she was

the first woman elected president of the

Duke University National Council, then

the alumni governing body. A year later,

she was elected to the board of trustees,

where she served for thirteen years.

The trustee emeritus founded a Duke
scholarship fund honoring her great-grand-

father. The primary benefactor of the Duke
University Archives, she has also given

generous support to Duke Chapel, Perkins

Library, the Duke University Museum of

Art, Duke Gardens, the law school, the

Women's Studies program, and the athlet-

ics department. She has served as a trustee

for Peace College, on the development

board of Davidson County Community
College, and as a member of North Caroli-

na's first Community College State Board.

Dumas, who has been director of public

safety at Duke since 1971, is the first uni-

versity staff member to receive the univer-

sity's top service award. He was born in

Lisbon Falls, Maine, and began working in

law enforcement in Montgomery, Alaba-

ma, in 1960. He quickly earned a promo-

tion to detective, and in the racially trou-

bled Montgomery of that time was given

major responsibility for helping address

law-enforcement aspects of race relations.

He was charged with protecting the lives

of civil rights workers, including the Rev-

erend Martin Luther King Jr. In 1967, he

became a special agent for the Pennsylva-

nia state attorney general's office, but he

returned to Montgomery a year later and

was named chief deputy U.S. marshal. In

1969, he was hired as police director at the

University of Georgia.

At Duke, Dumas began immediately to

upgrade the existing traffic and security

office, then a part of physical plant opera-

tions. Under his leadership, campus law

enforcement received a new name—Public

Safety—and a new identity as a branch of

the university's business administration.

University officials praise him for his high

professional standards, sensitivity to the

needs of young people living away from

home for the first time, and strong com-
mitment to ensuring fair and equitable

treatment for minorities and women.
Founders' Day also brought recognition

to Betsy Rollins '59 as winner of this year's

Humanitarian Service Award, and to law

professor Katharine T. Bartlett, who received

the University Scholar/Teacher Award.

Sponsored by Student Religious Activi-

ties at Duke, the humanitarian award is

given to an individual from the Duke com-
munity whose life demonstrates a long-term

commitment to direct service to others

and simplicity of lifestyle. Rollins has been

director of Durham's Community Kitchen

since it was founded in 1979. The kitchen

serves nearly 600 meals a day, seven days a

week. Her duties include overseeing volun-

teers, managing an $85,000-a-year budget,

encouraging community donations, and

fund raising. About 120 Duke students vol-

unteer each year for the kitchen, preparing

and serving meals, holding food drives,

and sponsoring fund-raisers on campus.

Visually handicapped herself, Rollins

coordinates fund-raising efforts for the

Duke Eye Center and is on the center's

board of directors. Her mother, the late

Blanche Barringer Brian, was a Duke
trustee from 1968 to 1973.

Bartlett, also senior associate dean for

academic affairs at the law school, began

SANFORD INSTITUTE DEDICATED

ore than a dozen pan-

els featuring leading

government and edu-

cation officials highlighted

three days of activities when
the Terry Sanford Institute of

Public Policy building was ded-

icated in December. The $13-

million building, completed in

June, is named for Duke's for-

mer president, the state's for-

mer governor, and the nation's

former senator from North
Carolina. Sanford is one of the

institute's founders and a cur-

rent faculty member.
Thirteen symposia on a wide

range of current policy issues

featured speakers such as

David Gergen, top adviser to

the Clinton administration,

who is teaching at Duke in the

spring semester; Edward
Turner, executive vice presi-

dent of Cable Network News;
Sonia Picado, Costa Rican
ambassador to the United
States; Rod McCowan, assis-

tant U.S. secretary of educa-

tion; and Edward Rendell,

mayor of Philadelphia.

"The overarching theme of

the symposia is i

future agenda, a particularly

appropriate focus for the insti-

tute with a new facility, and
more broadly in light of the

new realities in the U.S. Con-
gress," says William Ascher,

director of the

institute. "But
this focus on
America's

agenda does

not mean that

we are examin-

ing only U.S.

issues. Our topics

range from inter-

national trade

and economic
transitions in Rus-

sia to career options

for students in

Croatia."

The institute was created in

197 1 at the behest of then-

president Sanford as a Duke
program to train future public

leaders. Its founding director

was Joel Fleishman, who
brought together faculty from
a variety of disciplines. Now,
Trinity College graduates more
than 120 public policy majors

every year.

The dedication ceremony
included remarks by director

Ascher; faculty member Bruce
Kuniholm A.M. '72, Ph.D. '76,

A.M. '77; the institute's board

of visitors chair, Stan-

ley S. Shuman;
North Carolina Gov-
ernor James B.

Hunt; Duke presi-

dent Nannerl O.
Keohane; board of

trustees chair

John Koskinen
'61; and Duke
president emeri-

tus Sanford.

Ceremonies

the next day
recognized the

contributions of

Patricia S. Koskinen and John
Koskinen with the naming of

the Koskinen Seminar Room;
Sharon and Nelson Rising and
Kathleen and Charles Manatt
with the Rising-Manatt Seminar
Room; Belle Bargerhuff Rhodes
and Bernard Rhodes B.S.M. '42,

M.D. '44 with the Rhodes Con-
ference Center; and Joel Fleish-

man with the Fleishman Com-
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teaching there part time in 1979 and

joined the full-time faculty in 1981. She
received her B.A. from Wheaton College,

where she was named to Phi Beta Kappa,

and her J.D. at the Boalt Hall School of

Law of the University of California at

Berkeley. She earned a master's in history

at Harvard University, where she was a

Harvard Graduate Prize Fellow and a

Woodrow Wilson Fellow. She spent an

academic year as a fellow at the National

Humanities Center.

Since 1988, Bartlett has been on the

hoard of directors for the Society of Amer-
ican Law Teachers. A member of the

North Carolina Association of Women
Attorneys, she is on the board of the

Urban Ministries Center of Durham and is

involved in women's studies at Duke. She

lectures and publishes widely. Her most

recent book is Gender and Law: Theory,

Doctrine, Commentary, published by Little

Brown in 1993.

Law dean Pamela Gann calls Bartlett "a

superb teacher in both 'old' and 'cutting

edge' topics." Noting that Bartlett teaches

in family law, gender and the law, and

feminist legal theory, Gann says her col-

league "draws both young men and women
into her courses, and she uses her class as a

laboratory to show the students how gen-

der makes a difference in the very way in

which they handle their classroom partici-

pation and their reactions to materials."

REMEMBERING
LOVE

When Donald Love started

working at Duke in 1930, he

was the medical center's first

black employee. During his forty-four-year

career, Love was a tireless civil rights

activist and a generous humanitarian. To
commemorate his contributions to the

Duke and Durham communities, the med-
ical center's pathology department has

established the Donald Love Awards.

"Donald Love was a very important per-

son in the history of our medical center, as

a human being, as a symbol, as a trailblaz-

er," says Ralph Snyderman, chancellor for

health affairs. "This tribute to Donald Love

is the first in a long series of steps to create

an environment where the talents and con-

tributions of all our employees are valued."

Conceived by pathologist George Mar-

golis in honor of his friend, the Donald

Love Awards—one for lifetime service and

the other for self-development—are

designed to recognize employees in the

surgical pathology laboratories who have

overcome difficulties similar to those en-

countered by Love.

Rnicl Nmiiu/- ( inkhmnh. ini/i and coaching awards , took the Blue Devils to the Hall of Fame game

The first winner of the lifetime service

award is Allan Summers, a thirty-five-year

veteran of the department. Like Love, who
died in 1985, Summers is active in his church

and community. Among his many responsi-

bilities is conducting eye pathology demon-

strations for all first-year medical students.

The winner of the self-development

award is Wayne Terrell, a twenty-two-year

employee. Terrell was hired out of high

school and worked his way up from wash

room lab assistant to analytical specialist

and supervisor in the surgical pathology

accessioning lab. While working at Duke,

Terrell also earned his bachelor's degree

from North Carolina Central University.

The Donald Love Awards were launched

with the help of George Margolis, Mary
D.B.T. Semans '39, Hon. '83, and the

pathology department. Terrell and Sum-
mers received the awards at Founders' Day
in December.

ATHLETIC
ACCOLADES

Who would have thought a win-

ning Duke football team was

possible? Continually eclipsed

by a top-ranking basketball team and

plagued by poor performances, the football

program has taken its share of lumps. But

with the arrival of former Rice University

coach Fred Goldsmith to Duke, the pro-

gram enjoyed one of its best seasons

ever—or at least in recent memory.

When the last game ended, Duke had an

admirable 8-3 record. Even though the last

two games were heartbreakers—a 24-23

loss to North Carolina State and a 41-40

Homecoming loss to the University of

North Carolina-Chapel Hill—the team was

proud of its efforts. And it earned Duke a

bid to play in the Hall of Fame Bowl in a

losing effort (34-20) against Wisconsin.

Goldsmith was named Atlantic Coast

Conference Coach of the Year, garnering

all but one of the seventy-six votes cast by

the Atlantic Coast Sport Writers Associa-

tion. Senior Robert Baldwin was named
the ACC's offensive player of the year and

overall player of the year.

With the success of the pigskin pro-

gram, there's now a new group on campus

to complement the "Cameron Crazies."

Football fanatics, particularly the enthusi-

astic student population which poured

into Wallace Wade Stadium for every

game, have been dubbed the "Wade
Wackos." And yes, T-shirts are available

through the Duke Stores.

In other sports, the women's volleyball

team won its fourth consecutive ACC
Championship and advanced to the

NCAA tournament. Senior Adrian Nicol

was named ACC Player of the Year, suc-

ceeding last year's player of the year Ash-

ley Wacholder, current co-captain. As the

fourth-seeded team in the Southern region

of the NCAA, the Blue Devils received a

first-round bye in the forty-eight team

draw, and defeated Georgia 3-0 in the sec-

ond-round match in December to advance

to the "Sweet Sixteen." Cameron Indoor

Stadium was the site for the team's NCAA
tournament match for the second time in

its history; the first was in 1984. This is

the fourth year in a row that the volleyball

team has reached the NCAAs.
Men's soccer made it to the NCAA

tournament as well, after a 15-7-1 season.

The women's soccer team, which broke
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UNC's four-year, home-turf winning

streak in October, advanced to the NCAA
South Regional, only to be defeated by the

archrival in November.

FRONT-LINE
COVERAGE

When twenty-two-year-old Dan
Eldon was killed in Somalia on
a photo assignment for Reuters

news agency, his death made headlines

around the world because of his age. But

the deaths of dozens of other journalists

killed in the line of duty went unnoticed.

To bring attention to the risks journal-

ists face covering the news, the DeWitt
Wallace Center for Communications and

Journalism and the Center for Documen-
tary Studies held a one-day symposium in

November. "Journalists at War" featured

panel discussions with journalists and

news-shapers from around the world, the

photography and journals of Eldon, and a

keynote address by Tom Brokaw, anchor

of the NBC Nightly News.

Participants included Andrew Nibley,

senior editor and executive vice president

of Reuters; Tom Kent, international editor

of the Associated Press; Ray Ekpu, chief

executive officer of Newswatch magazine;

Kemal Kurspahic, editor-in-chief of Oslo-

bodenje, the daily newspaper in Sarajevo;

and Fred Eckhard, associate spokesperson

for the United Nations' secretary general

for peacekeeping operations.

After the symposium, an exhibit of

Eldon's collages, drawings, and photographs

was displayed in the Center for Documen-
tary Studies. Eldon spent his childhood in

London and then Nairobi. After a couple

of years in college and summers in Kenya

Clarity of Vision: Dan Eldon, from Book I, 1990, Nairobi, Ethiopia, Mozambique I
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doing relief work, Eldon returned to

Africa. Told of a major famine in southern

Somalia, he traveled there with another

journalist. The photos he took were among
the first to document the horror of the

famine; they were in publications around

the world, including a double-page spread

in Newsweek.

In July of 1993, Eldon was murdered by

an angry mob in Mogadishu. He was cov-

ering the aftermath of a United Nations

bombing of a meeting place frequented by

followers of Somali warlord Mohammed
Aidid. When a crowd of Somalis saw how
many of their own people had been killed

in the raid, they turned on Eldon and

three of his colleagues. The four were

clubbed and stoned to death.

"In this time of instant communica-

tion," says his mother, Kathy Eldon, "we

forget that there is somebody in the middle,

in between us and the camera, between us

and the story we're reading. We have a

responsibility to those people, our inter-

preters, to protect them from whatever

they come across that might silence them."

AN AWARD THAT
REFRESHES

A$l-million grant from the Coca-

Cola Foundation has created the

Center for Environmental Educa-

tion, which will operate under the auspices

of Duke's School of the Environment. The
center will help corporate executives,

teachers, and others better understand

environmental issues and improve the

quality of environmental education.

Announced in late September, the grant

will also fund new graduate fellowships;

support faculty research, environmental

seminars, and conferences; launch kinder-

garten-through-twelfth-grade teacher-train-

AN ENDURING ATTRACTION TO A MAGNET SCHOOL

As a past student gov-

ernment president at

Durham's North Caro-

lina School of Science and
Mathematics (NCSSM),
Jonathan Martin envisioned

returning one day
to serve on the

school's board of

trustees. So when
the opportunity

arrived twenty
years earlier than

he'd expected, he
didn't need to

think twice about

becoming the first-

ever alumnus to

join the board of

the state's premier

magnet school.

"No way did I

anticipate becom-
ing a member at

this point," Martin,

third-year Duke
law school student,

told the Raleigh News &
Observer after being appointed

to the post by the UNC Board
of Governors in the fall of 1993.

Martin, previously active in

the school's curriculum coun-
cil, had shared with a Board of

Governors member his interest

in a trustee position at NCSSM.
After several months of discus-

sions and waiting, Martin was
notified on his twenty-third

birthday that he had been
selected to complete the final

two years of a resigning board

member's four-year term.

A year and a half later, the

twenty-one other board mem-
bers are probably wondering

why they didn't find him
sooner. Martin, a 1992 gradu-

ate ofUNCChapel Hill, where
he was a Morehead Scholar,

has helped develop plans for

NCSSM's educational technol-

alumni association to faculty;

and he keeps abreast of the

day-to-day financial and policy

issues facing the school.

Opened in 1980, the school

enrolls about 400 eleventh- and
twelfth-grade students

—

all ofwhom reside on
the campus ofDur-

ham's former Watts
Hospital—in a competi-

tive admissions process.

"I hope I'm helping

faculty and students

understand that the

board is not as stand-

Young t : contributing an alumnus' perspective u

ogy complex. He has also

assisted in the production of a

video designed to educate high

school students about the

information highway.
"Without question, the

trustees have welcomed me in

a very receptive manner," says

Martin. "They've enjoyed hav-

ing the perspective of an alum-

nus and see me as a liaison

between the school and them-
selves. I think the Science and
Math community feels more
comfortable now because there

is a line of communication."
Martin relishes his role as

liaison. He has worked with

groups ranging from the

offish as people auto-

matically assume," he
says. "I want to dispel

the stereotypes of board

members as conserva-

tive and out-of-touch."

Persuading jaded

ghigh school students

£; that their elders really
u
care about them takes

NCSSM time. And Martin, who
is preparing for a career in civil

litigation and real estate law, is

willing to give it. Past vice-presi-

dent of the Duke Black Student

Law Association and a former

Duke representative to the

American Bar Association, he
now chooses to focus on his

trustee service.

Up for election to a full four-

year term in the spring, he
remains true to his roots. "1 see

my role as a trustee as being

one way I've continued to give

something back to the school."

—Stephen Martin '95

ing programs; and fund two positions at the

center, one for a tenure-track faculty mem-
ber and one for a center director.

Located in the new Levine Science

Research Center, the School of the Envi-

ronment emphasizes a team approach to

environmental questions, drawing on the

expertise of engineers, computer scientists,

and medical researchers who also occupy

the multidisciplinary center. Established in

1991, the School of the Environment is

the only private graduate professional

school in environmental sciences and poli-

cy in the United States.

SENIOR
SUPERLATIVES

Two Duke seniors will be studying in

England next academic year as recip-

ients of prestigious scholarships.

Michael Wenthe of Athens, Georgia, has

been named one of thirty-two Rhodes
Scholars, and Alison Meekhof of Falls

Church, Virginia, one of forty Marshall

Scholars. Both are A.B. Duke Scholars.

Wenthe will spend two years at Oxford

University, where he plans to study medieval

drama. Alex Hartemink '94 won the award

last year. An English major, Wenthe is edi-

tor of The Archive and is interested in litera-

ture, theater, and music. He is also an assis-

tant editor of publications for Duke's Talent

Identification Program (TIP). Once an

assistant instructor of a TIP class on Ameri-

can authors, he is now writing a senior the-

sis on the poet Gerard Manley Hopkins. He
has written a one-act play and had it pro-

duced, and appeared in last semester's Duke
Drama production of Love of the Nightingale.

A guitarist, he was in the now-defunct area

band Snake Oil Salesmen.

Joining Wenthe as a Rhodes Scholar

will be his fiancee, Harvard senior Rebec-

ca Boggs. The two met when they attend-

ed TIP in the summer of 1987.

Meekhof will study for two years at

Cambridge University to pursue a master's

degree in chemistry. After her time in

Cambridge, she'll return to the United

States for a doctorate in biochemistry. A
recipient of a Goldwater Scholarship for

undergraduates pursuing careers in science

and mathematics, Meekhof has conducted

significant research and is the co-author of

three articles published in professional

chemistry journals.

Meekhof spent much of her first three

years at Duke working in the laboratory of

Edward Arnett, R.J. Reynolds Professor

Emeritus of Chemistry, who told The

Chronicle that he considers her "a first-rate

colleague in my lab."
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GOOD FOR
BUSINESS

Entrepreneur and philanthropist J.B.

Fuqua has given $2 million to the

business school that bears his name
to establish an endowed professorship in

international management. Fuqua gave

the university $10 million in 1980 for the

graduate school of business, which was

renamed in his honor. A $4-million gift in

1984 created a program to train senior

managers from Russia and CIS countries

in the principles of management in a free-

market economic system.

Also on the international horizon, IBM
will help the business school have access

to the technology and services needed to

support global management education and

worldwide research efforts. The gift-in-

kind calls for IBM to donate $150,000 in

educational consulting services and pro-

vide $900,000 in networking systems

equipment during a three-year period.

Fuqua will also receive IBM Worksgroup

software that allows for the sharing of doc-

uments and information and provides

enhanced communications capabilities,

such as a multimedia library and video

conferences.

For the past several years, the Fuqua

School of Business has been educating

international business executives at its

Durham campus and at the Fuqua Center

for Manager Development in St. Peters-

burg, Russia. The school recently opened a

center in Brussels and is exploring sites for

similar centers in China and Japan. The
IBM gift-in-kind provides Fuqua with the

ability to integrate new concepts into the

curriculum at new sites around the world.

IN BRIEF

David Gergen, a White House advis-

er to four presidents, is teaching at Duke
during the spring semester. Gergen, a visit-

ing professor at the Terry Sanford Institute

of Public Policy, teaches the undergradu-

ate course "Governing in Today's Ameri-

ca" at the institute's DeWitt Wallace Cen-
ter for Communications and Journalism.

The Durham native has many ties to the

university. His father, John, was a mathe-

matics professor at Duke from 1936 until

his death in 1967; Gergen's son, Christo-

pher, graduated with honors in 1993; and
his brothers earned graduate degrees.

H Jerry Campbell M.Div. '71, vice

provost for library affairs and university

librarian, was installed as the new presi-

dent of the Association of Research

Libraries (ARL) in October. ARL repre-

sents the 119 principal research libraries

serving major research institutions in the

United States and Canada. The Duke
library was one of the forty-three founding

members of ARL in 1932. He is also on
the board of directors of the Research

Libraries Group, an international consor-

tium of more than a hundred universities,

independent research libraries, museums,

archives, and learned societies. He serves

on the board of directors and the execu-

tive committee of the Council on Library

Resources, a foundation established in

1956 to help solve library problems.

Joseph S. Beyel has been named vice

chancellor for development and alumni af-

fairs at Duke Medical Center. Beyel has been

director of medical center development at

the University of Michigan Medical Cen-
ter in Ann Arbor since 1985. During his

tenure, Michigan successfully completed

campaigns that raised more than $160 mil-

lion in support of the medical center's

clinical, teaching, and research missions,

including the creation of fifteen new
endowed professorships with private sup-

port. His appointment began January 1.

Barbara Sheline, assistant clinical

professor in the department of community
and family medicine, has been named to the

new position of assistant dean for primary

care undergraduate medical education.

The post was created to ready medical

school students for a changing health-care

environment by placing greater emphasis

and responsibility on primary-care physi-

cians. She joined the Duke faculty in 1990.

The Duke Endowment granted

$50,000 to establish the Charles B. Wade
Oratorio Endowment for the Duke Chapel.

Wade '38, a former chairman of the board

of trustees and a career R.J. Reynolds

Industries executive, died in July. The
grant will support the Duke Chapel

Choir's spring oratorio, an annual concert

that features a different piece of sacred

music each year. A native of Morehead
City, North Carolina, Wade was active in

the Methodist church and involved with

the university throughout his life.

Funded in 1924 by North Carolina in-

dustrialist James Buchanan Duke, The
Duke Endowment is one of the nation's

largest private foundations, with assets

totaling more than $1.4 billion. The Duke
Endowment provides assistance to not-for-

profit hospitals and child-care institutions

in the Carolinas; to rural United Methodist

churches and retired ministers in North
Carolina; and to Davidson College, Duke,

Furman, and Johnson C. Smith universities.
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Feminism in Action
B-y Jean Fox O'Barr. Chapel Hill: UNC
Press, 1994. 301 pp. $16.95.

Jean
O'Barr ranks among the

most successful and influential

directors of women's studies

programs in the country. In

Feminism in Action, she reflects

upon her ten years of experience

in building and leading women's

studies at Duke. The subtitle of

this book, Building Institutions

and Community Through Women's

Studies, captures the spirit that has informed

her efforts and that continues to inform

her philosophy of women's studies. The
book itself consists of a series of essays,

many of them originally delivered as talks,

and some co-authored by others, that cap-

ture the development of her activities and

convictions since the mid-Seventies. Or-

ganized into four sections
—

"Listening,"

"Explaining," "Teaching," "Organizing"

—

the essays make a strong case for the unique

and necessary contribution of women's

studies to education, the life of the univer-

sity, the community beyond the university,

and, especially, to women themselves.

Thus, O'Barr sees women's studies as an

integral part of a "process of education for

social change." In this spirit, she insists

that "feminist scholarship is a necessary

corrective to extant disciplines," which,

however paradoxically, "challenges the

very basis of those disciplines and institu-

tions." To be blunt, feminist scholarship

demands that disciplines and institutions

absorb the insights of a feminism that

questions their most fundamental values,

purposes, and methods.

The emphasis on the centrality of femi-

nist scholarship runs like a unifying thread

through the book. Having served a five-year

term as editor of Signs, the premier journal

of feminist scholarship, O'Barr has devel-

oped an impressive command of the litera-

ture in the field and a deep commitment to

its relevance to education. She repeatedly

invokes the idea of education as transfor-

mation, frequently linking it to the feminist

article of faith that the personal is political.

In these and other ways, Feminism in

Action disconcertingly echoes much recent

literature on feminist and multicultural

education, notably the commitment to the

"empowerment" of students, the relevance

of personal experience to classroom discus-

sions, and an impatience with curricula

that do not take account of the subjective

experience of different kinds of students.

And it openly embraces the notion that

education is and should be political—that

is, not merely subject to the inevitable

biases of educators but organized as a

direct arm of factional partisanship. In the

world of women's studies, as leading femi-

nist sociologist Kristin Luker claims in her

foreword to the book, "it is the micropoli-

tics of power that count."

Much of Feminism in Action is devoted

to those micropolitics—the transformation

of hearts and minds, primarily among stu-

dents, but also among alumnae and admin-

istrators. The record of O'Barr's impressive

accomplishments on behalf of women's

studies at Duke leaves no doubt that she

has established herself as a superior tacti-

cian within the university and beyond.

Some of the most engaging essays detail

her efforts simultaneously to gain recogni-

tion for women within the university and

to establish women's studies as women's

special beachhead.

Whatever the issue—an honorary i

for a woman, a portrait of a woman in a

prominent location, or attention to the

concerns of women students—O'Barr ef-

fectively moved in to accomplish the

seemingly impossible. Even the most skep-

tical must agree that her skillful maneuver-

ing has decisively improved many women's

situations. And more often than not, she

appears to have attained her goals through

suasion rather than by outright warfare.

Having directed a women's studies pro-

gram at a Southern university and know-

ing something of the challenges, I am
filled with admiration. But in the end, the

very accomplishments I admire also leave

me somewhat uneasy.

O'Barr never disguises her commit-

ments: For her, women's studies must be

understood as "feminism in action." But

her very commitment to women's studies

I as feminism opens other questions, which

she discreetly passes over in silence. O'Barr's

success has unfolded in an environment in

which formal equality for women—the

original feminist goal—has been largely

secured, but in which countless inequali-

ties persist. Her mission, accordingly, has

been to carry the struggle for equality into

WHAT DOES WOMEN'S STUDIES DO FOR STUDENTS?

Florence Howe, an early

women's studies scholar

who currently heads the

Feminist Press, wrote that

women's studies is the perfect

liberal art. She said it accom-
plishes five objectives:

•Iti

unifying.

• It teaches skills in critical

analysis.

• It assumes a problem-
solving stance.

• It clarifies the issue

of value judgment in

education.
• It promotes socially

useful ends.

The most exciting aspect

ofwomen's studies from a stu-

dent's point of view is that

women's studies assumes a

problem-solving stance. This

approach to knowledge is the

hallmark of the liberally

educated person. In women's
studies students repeatedly find

problems defined, solutions

proposed, personal positions

developed. Let's take a very

simple example. It is a rare

young woman who, by the

time she has reached her

senior year in college, has not

noticed that classroom dynam-
ics are different for her than for

her male counterparts. She
may not come up with the

analysis herself, but she will

tell you, when queried, that

she does not speak in class as

often as the men or that, when
she does, she is put down as

pushy; that while she doesn't

really care and can do the

math problems just as readily

as everyone else, all the talk

about baseball that surrounds

working with batting averages

doesn't really interest her; and
that when talk turns to social

problems arising from single

parenthood, she alternates

between rage at the lack of

understanding dominant in the

culture and her own positive

experiences of being part of an
extended female family.

I could give you a hundred
examples of the ways in which
students express to me what
Bernice Sandler and her col-

leagues at the Association of

American Colleges call the

chilly classroom climate.

Suffice it to say that once
classroom dynamics have been
identified as ways in which
seemingly objective knowledge
is processed and made
personal, female students

almost always identify their

silence and begin working on
it. Most women simply do not

have the same classroom expe-

rience as men; until the ways
knowledge is transmitted are

identified, the problem ofwhy
women and men develop dif-

ferent learning styles simply

cannot be addressed.

—from Feminism in Action

by Jean O'Barr, copyright 1994,

University ofNorth Carolina Press
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the relations of everyday life, including

students' deepest sense of themselves.

I believe I do her no injustice in suggest-

ing that she sees women's studies as a

potentially transformative catalyst in the

consciousness of individuals. In the later

sections of the book, she quotes extensive-

ly from students' papers and conversations.

One research working group, for example,

gradually arrived at the conclusion that

"some form of talk" was "the most pro-

found action we could undertake"—that

"our everyday encounters, in ongoing rela-

tionships, in ordinary words, were what

mattered most to us." Elsewhere, she

quotes at length from young women who
come to equate sexism with the view that

women are expected to find greater fulfill-

ment from motherhood than from person-

al success. As one of the young women
wrote, "I don't think Rob has ever consid-

ered that motherhood can be a major

intrusion in a woman's life."

These discussions and the countless oth-

ers like them confirm that O'Barr and her

colleagues have encouraged some, perhaps

many, young women to take their educa-

tions and their prospects seriously. But

they also suggest that women's studies at

Duke has primarily focused upon women
who espouse a specific understanding of

feminism and an equation of feminism

with a radical ideology and politics. What
of those other feminists, and even non-

feminists, who do not?

The debates of which O'Barr writes

focus upon the conflicts between "femi-

nism" and "sexism," not upon the differ-

ences within feminism. Slowly, some of

those who have been associated with

women's studies programs are beginning

cautiously to break the silence that has

muffled the conflicts within women's stud-

ies. Since O'Barr does not touch upon
such questions, we cannot be sure where

she stands, but she seems to share the dis-

turbing tendency to regard even those

feminists who take more culturally or aca-

demically conservative ground as them-

selves exponents of sexism.

Does her women's studies program, for

example, welcome feminists-for-life as

readily as feminists-for-choice, or does it

even acknowledge that a pro-life woman
might consider herself a feminist, as in fact

many do? The students she quotes seem
not to have a very high opinion of moth-
erhood as a source of fulfillment and pur-

pose, but many women, especially less

affluent women, do. And what of ideologi-

cal differences among faculty members?
Are they embraced as the very essence of

intellectual vitality, or do those who do
not share the dominant views simply

retreat to traditional departments, as many
have done elsewhere?

Feminism in Action chronicles the com-
ing of age of one of the most dynamic

women's studies programs in the country.

It offers an engaging picture of the remark-

able achievements of a concerned senior

woman who impressively birthed the pro-

gram. It conveys much of the "feel" and

texture of women's studies from the per-

spective of undergraduates. And it demon-
strates the ways in which women's studies

can become a source of pride and identifi-

cation for the women in the university

community and beyond. Regrettably, she

shies away from the most difficult and

important questions about the appropriate

relations between women's studies and

feminism and, thus, about the appropriate

relations between education and politics

in our society. And on these matters we
need to have this impressive woman speak

more clearly.

—Elizabeth FoX'Genovese

Fox-Genovese is Eleonore Raoul Professor of

Women's Studies at Emory University, where she

was the founding director of the Institute for

Women's Studies. Her writings include Within

the Plantation Household: Black and White
Women of the Old South and Feminism With-

out Illusions: A Critique of Individualism.
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D QUOT

We asked three fourth-year Duke

medical students:

pietions of medical student
lite on such television

programs as ER?
Their responses suggest that the

producers ofER might want to

do a little more research, for the

sake of clinical reality.

Ivan Mefford: "[The emergency

room on ER] is much more active

than our emergency room. There

are a lot more traumas that

come in."

Maria Weissler: "It's more efficient

[on ER]. They go to surgery,

they're in, they evaluate them.

That doesn't happen. It takes

hours to work a patient up, to get

the surgeons in, to get the anes-

thesiologists to evaluate them."

Andrea Coviello: "[At Duke] they

never repair triple-A's [abdomi-

nal aortic aneurysms] in the E.R.

They would never open that

stomach in the E.R."

Mefford: "In the early shows, [the

medical student character]

seemed fairly realistic—he was

trying really hard to answer the

questions, and not make a fool of

himself in front of the residents.

But as the shows went along, he's

had much more responsibility

than medical students typically

have. He performs procedures. .

."

Coviello: "...discharges them,

and then lets the clerk know
what he did. Very unrealistic."

Mefford: "And we rotate through a

specialty in eight weeks, max. So

it's about time forhim to move on!

"

Weissler: "One thing that's

wrong is that their pediatrician

does things that surgeons do, and

then does anesthesiology jobs,

whereas [in real life] a pediatri-

cian does pediatrician stuff, and

an E.R. doc does E.R. doc stuff.

And there's no doctors and

nurses kissing in the hallways."

Coviello: "The show is dating

itself."

Mefford: "And they have very

few people coming into the E.R.

that should not be there, and

most E.R.s have about 60 percent

walk-in patients who are not

actually critically ill."

Coviello: "There are no hang-

nails, cuts, headaches. We need

headaches. We need some

migraines. . .people who've got

nausea, vomiting, diarrhea.

Where's that?"

Mfez*

Charles Murray/Richard
Herrnstein study. The Bell

Curve, have with regard to

social or welfare-related
concerns in the near future?

"The fuss is all about one of two

things: One is the methodologi-

cal flaws of the study itself. The
other is that it's a 'racist' docu-

ment, but I think it's fair to say

that the book is not solely con-

cerned with demonstrating or

arguing that people of different

races have different levels of

intellectual ability. It's more

importantly dealing with some

rather general things that have

to do with the heritability of I.Q.

and the assumption of what we
could call 'selective breeding':

that 'smart' people breed with

smart people and 'dumb' people

breed with dumb people, and

what is derived from this is a

kind of growing gap or stratifica-

tion of the population into upper

and lower intelligence strata.

"One reason it has gotten so

much press in a racist tone is that

the point is made that racial

groups do differ on their average

I.Q. measures and that African-

Americans are on average fifteen

points lower than the white pop-

ulation. There's a fatalistic thesis

that can be derived from this

that there's no need to bother,

and that is founded on the

assumption that I.Q. is the impor-

tant thing in human beings and

their success, which I think is at

least a questionable assumption.

"I think that those who want

to overhaul the welfare system

and want to cut back on support

of poor people—who, in the con-

text of this book are not-very-

smart people—could use this as a

justification for it. I would think

that [Speaker of the House

Newt] Gingrich would be very

happy with this book and would

see it as something that would

support a lot of the actions that

he would prefer to take."

—Alan C. Kerckhoii, a professor
emeritus in the sociology

who leaches a course

XBE

"What matters, eventually, is

what gays and lesbians are worth

as individuals, or what they can

contribute to society. And that is

a question that is resolvable by

gays and lesbians themselves

showing society that they are

worth having."

who concluded from his research in

hypothalamus nuclei size that

"I am very grateful for the assis-

tant coaches' performance

throughout the season, and I feel

they are the reason I'm receiving

this award. Losing makes you

humble, but this is the first time

I've been humble winning."

the league's coach of the year by

"CNN is like your East Campus:

Nobody knows quite what to do

sident at Cable News Network,
speaking as a panelist during

of Public Policy

there's a biological basis

governing sexual preference.

"It really speaks for the strength of

the university that you are willing

to invest in the future and put

your money where you think it

will be important in the future."

University of Pennsylvania and
r CEO ami chair of Hie board
of Merck & Co., speaking at

Which three books have influenced

your thinking the most?

William H. Willimon, Dean
of fhe Chapel and Professor
of Christian Ministry:

The Bible: "Sex, violence, sin,

great parties, loud music

—

somewhat like a Saturday on

West Campus."

Wise Blood by Hannery O'Connor:

"Let people in the Midwest be

well-adjusted; we Southerners

are happily crazy."

Madame Bovary by Gustave

Flaubert: "How tough it is for

people like us to be honest, how
difficult to use language which is

both interesting and truthful."

npiled by Dave Karger '95
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1IASSOCIET
LOST ITS
CIVILITY?

BY ROBERT J. BLIWISE

Y

ETHICAL MINIMALISM

i

S

'MINE!' OVER MANNERS

From politicians to talk shows to the citizen on the

street, our squabbling society seems to have turned

inward. Are we witnessing changing standards of civil-

ity or the end of civil culture altogether?

t's late January in our nation's capital

H and the heat is on. One week House

H Speaker Newt Gingrich is telling the

H Republican National Committee that

"there is no grotesquerie, no distortion, no
dishonesty" that's beyond the pale for reac-

tionary Democrats and their lap-dog press

apologists. The next week his colleague

Dick Armey, the House majority leader, is

referring to Representative Barney Frank,

one of several openly homosexual mem-
bers of Congress, as "Barney Fag."

Congress may be waging a revolution,

but our politicians aren't exactly taking the

lead in creating a culture of civility. As
journalist Gloria Borger observed in a

Washington Week in Review broadcast,

"They ought to get Miss Manners as the

parliamentarian."

Has America rudely dumped Miss Man-
ners? Invective has not been unknown in

political life: In the nineteenth century,

politicians shot at each other. In fact, says

Duke political scientist David Paletz, there

are at least strands of civility keeping Con-
gress intact. "Congress has a whole series

of techniques to impose civility, even

among those who don't like it. By the time

you make your reference to 'the honorable

gentleman' or 'the honorable gentle-

woman,' for example, it tends to reduce

anger and hostility. It says, 'I may think

you're an idiot on this issue, but we may
need to vote together tomorrow.'

"A lot of Republicans in Congress now
are not traditional politicians, or at least

have not been in power before, and they

have not yet been socialized to the norms

of the profession. And the norms of the

profession include courtesy toward and

public respect for one's colleagues and peo-

ple on the other side. The reason for that

socialization norm is because it's helpful. It

depersonalizes conflict."

But with the rise of other conventions

—

like journalism that feeds more and more

on conflict and sensationalism—political

squabbling is becoming more of a Wash-
ington feature, says Paletz. "Part of civility

is concealment of the private, and with

entertainment journalism, the private is

more and more becoming public."

If there is a decline of civility, it's "re-

flected more than anywhere else in the
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decline of language," says Paletz, an expert

on politics and the media. "Hobbes talked

about the state of nature as nasty, brutish,

and short, and he said we needed a social

contract to get us out of that state. It's

almost as if we are back to a state of nature

with our language, most obviously on talk

radio and on television talk shows. It is all

at a level of crudeness that is almost primi-

tive, brutish. As we raise the level of what

is acceptable on the air, we lower the level

of language."

Michael Gillespie, also a Duke political

scientist, sees the brutishness as a natural,

if lamentable, expression of democratic

tendencies. He says, "I am not a great

watcher of television, but just thinking

about the differences between Ozzie and

Harriet and Married with Children, one

would note a certain transformation in

civility. And I'm not sure that it's one I

would characterize as for the better."

"One of the impulses in our society is a

good democratic impulse—which is to say,

everything should be on the table, we
should be honest with one another, we
should tell each other the truth, we should

express our feelings, we should be able to

speak frankly, we should say what we
mean," Gillespie says. "Democratic civility

doesn't have to be 'anything goes.' But the

step from ordinary, everyday people

expressing themselves honestly and sin-

cerely to morbidly obese strippers appear-

ing on The Oprah Winfrey Show is not a

huge step. And insofar as civility mostly

concerns what we say to one another, and

insofar as civility sets the limits for what is

acceptable public speech, I think the day-

time talk shows whittle away at those lim-

its. They may not venture deeply into the

forbidden, but they are eroding the edge of

the forbidden and the acceptable.

"It's not clear to me that civility in any

form can survive that kind of an attack,

because civility effectively means the ac-

ceptable as opposed to the unacceptable."

According to a husband-wife team of

Duke psychologists, changing standards of

civility aren't just the product of liberal

democracy; they're also the product of a

humanistic psychology that, in rejecting

the darkness of Freudianism, sees every

individual impulse as worthy of expression.

Considerations of civility are among the

themes in Rethinking Goodness, by Michael

and Lise Wallach, professor and research

professor, respectively, in the department

of psychology-experimental. The Wallachs

reach back to the idea of Plato and Aristo-

tle that "to be just, self-controlled, and

temperate was what we ourselves really

wanted, and was essential to our own well-

being and happiness." But much of mod-
ern psychology, both in its teaching about

human motivation and in the forms of

"Part of civility is

concealment of the

private, and with

entertainment

journalism, the private

is more and more
becoming public."

therapy it provides, favors "attention to

self as the first order of therapeutic busi-

ness and individualism as an accurate

account of our real concerns," they write

in their book. The result is what they call

"minimal ethics"—the pure pursuit of

individual preferences and the conviction

that we should not invade the "personal

space" of others.

Ethical minimalism reflects the way our

culture has come to understand morality,

the Wallachs write. "It tends to be viewed

as distinct from human desire or motiva-

tion and therefore necessarily impositional.

It is a 'should,' something we are 'supposed

to do,' not something we want to do."

So our culture removes concepts of the

good, the moral, or the civil from our

human nature and places them in some
higher realm—the realm of religion, per-

haps, or of some secular enforcing authority

like a sanctions-based campus honor code.

Yet, our spontaneous feelings may be just

as enslaving as the impositions of others.

They may differ from and need to be

tamed by other considerations that, if

more difficult to perceive, are no less our

desires. Kindness or loyalty or keeping

one's word or doing one's part in the group

"may matter to one in its own right,

not just as the conclusion of a calculus of

self-interest."

Michael Wallach says there's "no turn-

ing back" in our culture to authority-based

approaches to civility. "What we need is

cultivation instead of training, elucidation

instead of socialization. If that distinction

doesn't get made, then all attempts to try

to orient people more toward civility are

bound to fail." A civil culture requires, in

other words, that individuals perceive

themselves not as submissive adherents to

external standards but as motivated by a

desire for common ends.

Citing what he considers a wrong-headed

example, Wallach pegs Duke's own honor

commitment as a recipe for uncivil con-

duct. "If we're at the point where the way
to get students to be honest is thought to be

by having them sign a pledge to be honest,

then the jig is up." Civility should hinge on
something other than coercion, so that an

identity—rather than an opposition

—

develops between what is best for the indi-

vidual and what is best for the community.

A double-appointment scholar who has

long wrestled with questions of civility, Jef-

ferson Powell is a professor of law and divin-

ity at Duke. Powell, who has a doctorate in

theological ethics, spent the last academic

year in Washington, D.C, with the Depart-

ment of Justice. (He was deputy assistant

attorney general in the Office of Legal Coun-
sel.) In his constitutional history course, he

has students read about how President

Madison and wife Dolly revamped White
House entertaining from the Jeffersonian

standard. Mannerisms, he says, can be

revealing of deeper cultural mores.

Powell, garbed in jeans in his law school

office, says, "As you can tell by the way I

am dressed, I take full advantage of the

massive decline in expectations about how
one must present oneself." But he grew up

in an environment that placed a premium
on formal standards of civil conduct, rural

Rockingham County, North Carolina. The
South has the longstanding notoriety as a

civil place, he says—ironically, in part

because it has been suffused with violence.

"If you have a society where people are

much more likely to blow you away if you

offend them, then individuals develop

elaborate manners as ways of cushioning

against the outbreak of violence."

Fifteen years ago, Duke history professor

William Chafe wrote about the racial

dynamics of Greensboro, North Carolina,

in a book called Civilities and Civil Rights.

Beginning in 1960, Greensboro became
the site of sit-ins that protested racial bar-

riers and that helped spark the civil rights

revolution. Chafe portrays the city as dom-
inated by "a progressive mystique," a mys-

tique that can be understood as "a perva-

sive commitment to civility as the value

that should govern all relationships between

people." Civility, he writes, was what white

progressivism was all about; it signified

courtesy, concern about an associate's fam-

ily, children, and health, and "a personal

grace that smooths contact with strangers

and obscures conflict with foes." As bene-

ficiaries of civility, blacks had broadened

the ethic of hospitality. As victims of

civility, they had been compelled to strike

deferential poses, to "operate within an

etiquette of race relationships that offered

almost no room for collective self-assertion

and independence."

Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, com-

peting traditions of black caution and black

activism—both responses to the realities

of white power—played off against each

other. "In order to survive, it was necessary
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for black people—nearly half of whom
worked in service positions—to pay obei-

sance to the cultural expectations of those

who paid their wages," Chafe writes. "Even

active supporters of protest sometimes

obscured their activities." It was only with

World War II that black political and

protest activity accelerated. Still, white

leaders listened only to those blacks who
conformed to their expectations; and

blacks who supported protest were reluc-

tant to make their activism known lest

they become victims of economic reprisal

—

a stance that led whites to conclude that

black protest was minimal. The result,

according to Chafe, "was a vicious cycle of

distortion and misunderstanding."

The sit-ins, in a sense, spelled the end of

a kind of forced civility in Greensboro.

"The very act of sitting-in circumvented

those forms of fraudulent communication

and self-deception through which whites

had historically denied black self-

assertion," writes Chafe. The sit-ins repre-

sented a new language—a language that

communicated a message different from

that which had been heard before. "From a

black point of view, the protest may have

been the same as that which had been

conveyed all along. But it was expressed in

a manner that whites could not possibly

ignore—the silence of people sitting with

dignity at a lunch counter demanding
their rights." For whites, the message was

different, because for the first time, they

could not avoid hearing it.

"Those rich and complex codes of civil-

ity that characterized the South involve

what I would now identify as a kind of

intolerance," says Jefferson Powell. But

even verbal mannerisms are useful in

humanizing people's encounters with one

another—in "reminding both the giver

and the recipient that each is a human
being, that even if I don't have any reason-

to be particularly concerned with your

unique value as a person, I know your

uniqueness is there."

Powell mentions a Duke colleague, orig-

inally from Europe, who found it ob-

noxious that Southerners would inquire,

presumably with little interest, about how
her day was proceeding. For Powell, that

particular Southern mannerism is reminis-

cent of Aristotle's view that citizens of a

community must share something akin to

friendship—a kind of concern that is gen-

uine, even if not of the depth of close

friendship. "I think it's crucial for a healthy

society to have something like this politi-

cal friendship that Aristotle talks about."

The law—relying as it does on one-

sided resolution rather than mediation in

disputes—has itself contributed to shifting

standards of civility, Powell says. "Civility

requires, in large measure, compromise. But

our legal system doesn't assume a willing-

ness to compromise." In his first-year law

course on contracts, Powell always gets a

question about why the system doesn't

permit splitting the difference between

contesting parties. "I say, well that makes

perfect sense to me, but in the ordinary

legal system, it's not the way we do it.

Instead, it's a game of winners and losers."

Etymologically, civility comes from the

idea of the city, says Michael Gillespie,

who teaches and writes about political phi-

losophy. Being a good citizen of the city

meant being "well-mannered, moral,

polite." Ultimately, notions of civility are

meant to facilitate the interaction of citi-

zens with one another.

Obviously, different societies would

honor standards of civility in different

ways: In sixteenth- or seventeenth-century

France, an insult was sufficient for a sword

fight. But those standards amount to more
than mere politeness. It's a matter of being

polite within the framework of a prevailing

moral outlook. As Gillespie puts it: "You're

certainly not polite to a criminal; you

don't ignore the fact that he killed some-

one. At the same time, there are certain

things that you're willing to overlook and

that you ought to overlook for civil rea-

sons. They're the kinds of things that make
it possible for us to live together as a peo-

ple. You might overlook the fact that your

neighbor is a Roman Catholic and you're

an Anglican because the civil bond is such

that it transcends those differences."

The idea of civility is transformed as aris-

tocratic society is supplanted by democratic

society. So, says Gillespie, what looks like

the decline of civility may be just the

decline of old political forms. "Where
orders of rank are important, you might

expect that people will speak in one way to

their uppers and, if they're civil, with a cer-

tain noblesse oblige and respect to those per-

sons beneath them." Even within the

Southern civility of the past that was predi-

cated in part on racism, standards of con-

POLITICS 101 AND HACKS

To Duke political scientist

and former U.S. Repre-

sentative David Price,

talk radio and the "populist"

campaign of Ross Perot are just

two of the forces that have
pretty much erased civility in

our political conversation. The
message ringing throughout
the land is that "to be politi-

cally involved is to be mad as

hell and to go after any and all

politicians."

Considered a moderate
Democrat, Price, who first

joined the Duke faculty in

1973, returned to the political

science department this semes-

ter after being defeated for the

North Carolina congressional

seat he had held since 1987.

Over the last few years, Price

says, he had found it impossi-

ble to hold community meet-
ings that weren't disrupted by
vocal and hostile questioners.

His call-in cable-television

show had become a magnet for

vitriol. And at one of the orga-

nized campaign debates, he
had to confront a heckler who
supported his opponent. "I

certainly would not expect

perfect agreement. What's dis-

tressing is that renewed politi-

cal interest among citizens is

expressed in such uncivil ways
and is not aimed at promoting
genuine dialogue."

The media play a big part in

the decline of political

dialogue, Price says. "It's not

just the tabloids, it's also the

mainstream media. You can't

get the media to cover a sub-

stantive policy issue. What
they're after is conflict, and the

more personal, the better. I've

seen that trend heightened in

recent years, from local news-
papers to the network news

—

treating conflict for its own
sake, not exercising any inde-

pendent reality check, but

Price: "To be politically involved

is to be mad as hell"

almost reveling in the sparring.

The notion that politicians are

doing nothing but bickering,

and that one person's view is

just as valid as another's, just

feeds voter cynicism."

If the media did take more
responsibility in the "reality

check" sphere, "then there

might be a disincentive for

politicians to say irresponsible

things. As it is, whoever says

the most outrageous things

gets the headlines."

Modern technology encour-

ages destructive political dis-

course, Price says. "Consider

thirty-second television ads.

What is memorable is what is

negative. The same is true with

direct mail. You raise money
through the mail by making
people angry, not by telling

them what a reasonable, bal-

anced person you are. The tech-

nology feeds on polarization."

Price adds that, for their part,

politicians have to see their role

"not just as campaigners but as

explainers"—to shy away from
"cheap shots and hot-button

politics." It won't be an easy

transformation. "Elections are

conducted on such a negative

basis that even the winners

come off the campaign trail

bloodied and to some extent

discredited. And all of a sudden
they're supposed to work
together for the common good.

That doesn't sound like much
of a mandate for governing

responsibly."
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duct provided the modus operandi for the

accommodation of two unequal groups to

one another. "In that respect, it resembled

nothing so much as the aristocratic civility

of the past."

There's a more profound factor behind

diminishing civility, Gillespie says. The
heart of civility being "the kinds of behavior

crucial for harmonious life together of citi-

zens in city," civility is "only necessary when
there is a city and

when people need to

stick together." With
the globalization of

markets, the advance

of technology, and the

lessening of threats of

war, it's not clear that

we really need a

city—in its classic

conception—any-

more. Gillespie sees

our society as "held

together more by eco-

nomic bonds of self-

interest than by

social bonds."

"To paraphrase

Adam Smith, I de-

pend for my well-

being not on whether

the butcher is my
uncle, but on his self-

interest or the cash

value of the relation-

ship we have with

one another. With
the increasing eco-

nomic organization of

society, we stand in

relationship with peo-

ple mostly because of

the position we have

in a particular organi-

zation or corporation

we work in, which is

to say we're governed

by division of labor."

As rigid and for-

mal economic insti-

tutions that establish

how we relate to one

another become more
important, civility be-

comes in some respects less important. It

doesn't matter, says Gillespie, if we all

agree; most of us don't even have to talk to

one another. "I don't have to talk to the

person right next to me in the assembly

line. On the assembly line, if I don't agree

with the painter of the car and I'm putting

the fenders on, what difference does it

make? The division of labor makes civility

much less important in our working lives."

Beyond the sphere of work, standards of

civility are changing because the relation-

ship between men and women is changing.

Gillespie talks about an occasion when he

opened the door for a female member of

the faculty. Her response was angry. He
tried to soothe his colleague by explaining

that he opens doors for everybody, male

and female alike. When it comes to male-

female interaction, "the old forms of civili-

ty don't work, and the new forms have yet

to be established," he says.

Jean O'Barr, director of the Women's
Studies program at Duke, doesn't lament

some of the disappearing forms of civility.

"I'm not sure I like the idea of calling it

declining civility as much as I see things

shifting in terms of gender roles," she says.

"It could well be that civility is more or

less synonymous with chivalry, or a codi-

fied set of practices of male-female be-

havior in the upper classes. True, all

communities need to operate with com-

mon conventions, but our cultural prac-

tices are always changing, and right now
they're breaking away from class- and gen-

der-bound restrictions."

O'Barr believes we're not just breaking

down one set of cultural standards, but are

experimenting with other standards. She's

observed African Americans, especially,

starting conversations with a question like

"How are you feeling?" "That is not a par-

ticularly Northern European question to

ask; it's not a cold

'How are you?' It's a

very direct way of ask-

ing people what their

state is, and it invites

their response." So
some changing con-

ventions can have

positive effects.

"We actively nego-

tiate what was once a

set pattern for doing

things," says O'Barr.

"When I first met my
husband, he always

walked on the side of

the street closest to

the curb. I asked why,

and he said he had

been taught that he

wouldn't want to see

a lady get splashed

from the street. Grow-

ing up in the Mid-

west, I had never

heard of that, and I

thought it was hilari-

ous. So many of the

practices we were

taught don't really

apply to individual

relationships."

Campus civility is

one of the themes of

a book-in-progress

—

a wide-ranging probe

into the ethos of

American higher

education—by Dean

D
of the Chapel

1 William Willimon

| and former Duke busi-

tness and economics

professor Thomas
Naylor. They note that undergraduates at

the University of Vermont, where Naylor

has taught, "demonstrate such a lack of

respect for the faculty" that professors have

decided to attach a "Classroom Protocol"

to each course syllabus. Among its provi-

sions: "students are expected to attend and

be prepared for all regularly scheduled

classes"; "students are expected to arrive on

time and stay in class until the class period

ends"; "students must not disrupt class by

leaving and re-entering during class, must
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not distract class by making noise, and must

be attentive to comments being made by

the instructor and by peers"; and "food is

not allowed in classrooms."

O'Barr would reject the sort of legislated

civility reflected by the Vermont rules—in

part because of competing signals being

sent by a university that, in its dining

establishments and elsewhere, has embraced

a mass culture that's far from civility-dri-

ven. "I am personally not interested in

prohibiting eating in the classroom," she

says. "Think about what eating alternatives

there are on this campus. We don't make
eating a socially pleasurable activity; we
certainly don't create opportunities for stu-

dents to eat in pleasant circumstances out-

side the range of a large television. We do

encourage the pick-up eating phenomenon
by the way we serve food to students.

"I use a simple standard around these

issues: Is it harmful to others in some way?

So, if I see students in a large lecture con-

sistently talking, and I notice people

around them are uncomfortable, I'll say

something to those talking students.

When a kid drops a soda can in class and it

rolls to the front, I'll stop a lecture and

point out that the spilled drink needs to be

cleaned up and it's not the responsibility

of the housekeepers."

Irrespective of soda spills and other class-

room distractions, O'Barr doesn't see inci-

vility as rampant in the student ranks. She

regularly invites students to her home for

dinner—though only after making clear

her expectations for the occasion. Comfort-

able in the setting, students "don't expect to

be waited on"; "they're not even vaguely

boorish," she says. Several of them send

hand-written thank-you notes afterward.

Civility should be, after all, part of the

mission of education. In an essay on "The

Morality of Teaching" that he contributed

to Duke Press' The Academic's Handbook,

Duke divinity professor Stanley Hauerwas

argues that "The idea that we have a

responsibility to train students to embody
the skills necessary to make the general

life of our societies more civil—that is,

more peaceful through reasoned dis-

course—never occurs to us."

Professors profess no or at most very

limited interest in shaping the moral lives

of students; they see themselves as mere

dispensers of information and their stu-

dents as necessarily avoiding caring about

anything too strongly, lest they lose their

"objectivity." But there is no way, Hauer-

was says, that professors can or should

avoid being moral examples. "To teach

Shakespeare or to insist that economics

majors learn the history of economic
thought is a moral endeavor, for it says to

the student that this is not only worth

knowing but that by knowing it you will

"Our cultural practices

are always changing,

and right now they're

breaking away from

class- and gender-bound

restrictions."

be a better person. The failure of the mod-
ern university is not that those teaching in

it fail to shape students morally, but that

we fail to take responsibility for doing so."

Last fall, Jean O'Barr was invited to a

fraternity lunch. Knowing that such affairs

tend to be "pretty deadly," she talked with

the planners about basic items like conver-

sation points that might be interesting and

how to arrange the tables to make it easier

to talk. "As adults, we have to realize that

it's not an easy thing to entertain a com-

plete stranger. That's an area in which stu-

dents need our help, but we don't always

live up to our responsibilities as adults.

They need a script; and unless we're will-

ing to help them, there's no reason they

should know the script."

The eventual result of a culture that's

not bound by civility may in fact be

killing. That deadly fact emerges from

Redford Williams, director of behavioral

research at Duke Medical Center, and his

wife, Virginia, a historian, co-authors of

Anger Kills: Seventeen Strategies for Control-

ling the Hostility That Can Harm Your

Health. What a culture of incivility pro-

duces, say the Williamses, are hostile indi-

viduals—individuals who show a cynical

mistrust of others, feel angry frequently,

and express that anger aggressively. And
either bottling up hostility or lashing

out—rather than working through and

diminishing hostility—is a likely prescrip-

tion for dying young.

How children are treated has a big role

to play in their hostility levels later on.

Animal studies show that abuse and

neglect early in life produce an adult that

is abnormally fearful, aggressive, and sad-

dled with a hyper-sensitive nervous system

in responding to stress. The clearest cor-

rection for a culture with civility on the

decline, then, would be to make a cultural

imperative out of nurturing children.

"We have created in this country a

much more stressful environment for chil-

dren because of the absence of something

to replace the old-fashioned homemaker
and bread-winner," says Virginia Williams.

With both parents working, it's more of a

challenge for them to give emotional sup-

port to their children, and even to be civil

to each other. "It doesn't follow that nos-

talgia for the old ways is the only method
through which these problems can be

addressed. Every major developed country

in Europe is much more helpful in terms of

providing day care, parental leave at time

of birth, and other things that reduce the

stress upon the parents."

The Williamses run workshops that in-

troduce, as Redford Williams describes it,

"a technology for increasing civility." It's

not just a matter of "saying we ought to be

nice to each other and letting it go at that,"

he says. "There is a very specific way you

can interact with another person that will

enable the two of you to have a higher level

of civility in your relationship. You get

with that person and talk about anything

you want to. The other person does noth-

ing but listen carefully and attentively,

and at the end of that time reflects back

on what you were saying. You then have

the chance to correct mis-impressions, the

other person responds, and then you re-

flect on that response. If you do this, there

is no way you can avoid being more under-

standing of the other person, being more

empathetic, and having a better relationship

with and feeling about that other person."

"It's no longer enough to act naturally,"

says Virginia Williams. When America
was largely small-town America, when the

husband in a marriage was the unques-

tioned boss on matters ranging from

spending money to rearing children, when
everyone in the community and the work-

place looked just like everyone else, and

when wrenching issues like abortion

weren't threatening to tear apart the social

fabric, there wasn't such a pressing need

for training in civility.

"Every single ancestor you ever had,

back to a one-cell ancestor, captured food

at the expense of others and secured a

mate at the expense of other suitors," she

says. "So there is a certain selfishness gene;

it is natural for human beings to have cer-

tain aggressive tendencies. But it is also

natural for us, since we began to roam the

savanna in groups of twenty-five or a few

hundred, to need to get along with one

another to survive."

As standards of civility take on new def-

inition, we should perhaps embrace such

signs of our culture's self-renewal. But if

civility in all its forms withers away, we
will have created a society of nothing but

competing interests—a society that

doesn't truly function as a society. And we
will have created human beings who will

have lost something essential to their

humanity.
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CONSTRUCTING
CREATURE
COMFORTS

BY BLAKE EDGAR

DAVID ANDERSON

ZOO GURU

Unleashing an ambitious master plan called Zoo 2000,

director Anderson hopes to convert the long-troubled

San Francisco Zoo into a world-class conservation,

education, and entertainment center.

F
rom his first captivating encounter

with big-eyed, bushy-tailed lemurs,

David Anderson '72 has surrounded

himself with exotic animals. Now,
some twenty-five years after he walked

through the doors of Duke's Primate Cen-

ter, Anderson is in charge of the more
than 260 species of animals at the San
Francisco Zoo. Since 1929, the zoo has

occupied 125 acres just inland from the

Pacific Ocean. Anderson came on board

in April 1990, when the zoo faced an
uncertain future in a city strapped for

money and still reeling from a destructive

earthquake six months earlier.

Anderson has had to negotiate a gaunt-

let of problems since then. Last Septem-

ber, though, he finally presided at the

opening of the first major exhibit to be

built under his tenure. The new Feline

Conservation Center (FCC) gives the zoo's

small and medium-sized cats—including

European lynx, puma, and jungle cat—much
more room in a more natural setting than

the antiquated, anachronistic rectangular

row cages they vacated. The old cages—an

eyesore among the zoo's exhibits with their

concrete floors and only a plank or occa-

sional log for decoration—will be razed to

make way for a Leopards of Asia exhibit

for the snow leopards and Persian leopards

now living at the FCC.
The 20,000-square-foot, $2-million FCC

includes off-exhibit enclosures that pro-

vide the cats more privacy to encourage

breeding. The zoo plans to expand its col-

lection of endangered small cats, in hopes

of adding to these species' numbers. Video

cameras inside each of the twelve enclo-

sures allow visitors to observe animals that

are out of view and let zoo staff monitor the

cats' activity. Each cage contains a portable

aluminum nest box resembling a pizza oven;

these are sleeping quarters that can be

moved between enclosures or to the animal

hospital, and provide greater flexibility in

how and where animals are displayed.

The cats should behave more naturally

than their monotonous pacing around the

concrete pads of their old homes. Two of

the new enclosures include automated

"behavior enrichment" devices—computer-

generated bird and rodent sounds, an artifi-

cial furry critter moving inside a see-through

Where ike wild things are:

Anderson has helped

make life more pleasant

for the zoo's pachyderms

and other animal
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tube—designed to stimulate stalking behav-

ior in the cats. A cat that pursues the

"prey" receives a reward of fresh meat.

Even before opening day, two of the cats

had already demonstrated their predatory

instincts by dispatching three unexpected

visitors—a pair of opossums and a skunk

—

that somehow had entered the enclosure.

"This is not a standard zoo exhibit," says

Anderson. "The FCC is the largest conser-

vation center in the world for small cats."

Its opening puts into place the first major

piece of an ambitious master plan called Zoo

2000, which Anderson hopes will convert

the long-troubled zoo into a world-class

conservation, education, and entertain-

ment center. The task will not be easy. But

Anderson came to San Francisco with a

track record of facing such challenges.

Anderson's goal for the San Francisco

Zoo is in step with the changing role of

zoos in general, which in recent decades

have turned to displaying fewer species in

better ways and have learned to breed

their own animals rather than depend on
wild stock. Anderson has taken this phi-

losophy further by drawing up ethical

guidelines to ensure that any animal that

leaves the San Francisco Zoo goes to a facil-

ity that can provide proper care and will

not in turn sell the animal to a hunting

ranch or a substandard zoo. He has also been

an active player in international efforts to

secure the future of rare animals in the wild.

Sydney Butler, executive director of the

American Zoo and Aquarium Association

(AZA), confirms Anderson's reputation in

the zoo world as a straightforward and

thoughtful leader. "I would say David is

one of the very strong zoo directors in the

country," says Butler, a friend and fellow

Southerner. "As they say in the South,

David's 'down home.'
"

A native of Durham, Anderson recalls

accompanying his father, Lewis, a botany

professor at Duke, on field trips nearby and

into the Blue Ridge Mountains. The elder

Anderson, an expert on mosses, imparted

his broad knowledge of natural history, but

David mainly enjoyed being outdoors. "I

wasn't a very good botanist," he says. "I

was not interested in plants very much."

Animals did interest him. He often spent

summers on the farm in Mississippi where

his father grew up, along with the chick-

ens, mules, and cows. And David and his

four siblings kept dogs and birds in their

large back yard in Durham.

After a year at Pteiffer College, where he

began to study marine biology, Anderson

decided to join the Marines. He remained

in the service for four years, including a

year of active duty at Da Nang during the

Vietnam War. When he returned in 1969

to attend Duke, this first-hand encounter

with warfare led Anderson to study anthro-

pology and psychology as a way, he says, to

understand "why in the world people behave

the way they do." He grew dissatisfied with
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his human psychology classes and was

drawn increasingly toward animal behavior.

This new interest led to his association

with anthropology professor John Buettner-

Janusch, who had moved from Yale to Duke
in 1968 along with his research colony of

lemurs. Buettner-Janusch invited Anderson

to join a tutorial course that he taught in

the new Primate Center. Eventually,

Anderson expressed a desire to work with

the lemurs, and the professor hired him to

photograph and observe the animals. Before

long, Anderson obtained a part-time job

feeding the lemurs. By the time he com-

pleted his bachelor's degree in zoology and

psychology in 1972, he was the colony

supervisor; five years later, he became the

Primate Center's assistant.

At Duke, Anderson fostered his dual in-

terests of managing animals and institutions

and laid the groundwork for his future

career. Rather than focusing on some spe-

cific research problem, he preferred the

big-picture approach of keeping the center

running. In the process, it became a top-

notch facility for breeding lemurs and had

to keep building new enclosures to accom-

modate its growing population. Though
the center had been established to assist

Buettner-Janusch's research in lemur genet-

ics, the staff kept methodical records on
each lemur's health, diet, and behavior.

They tried to learn as much as they could

about the animals, especially as it became
clear that the center could become a pre-

serve for rare species threatened by the loss

of habitat in Madagascar. Anderson has

carried this lesson with him ever since. He
remains a member of the Primate Center's

Scientific Advisory Board.

Because the Primate Center sent lemurs

out on breeding loans to other institutions,

Anderson became aware of the wider world

of zoos and decided to find a place where

he could work with more animals. In 1978,

weighing job offers from the Cheyenne

Mountain Zoo in Colorado Springs, the

Bronx Zoo in New York, and the Audubon
Park and Zoological Garden in New Orl-

eans, he chose the latter. "[New Orleans]

had the best food, so I figured that was the

place," he muses now. But this was also the

most challenging choice: Audubon had a

terrible reputation for an unprofessional

staff and WPA-era exhibits in disrepair. "If

you're starting from the beginning, having

to figure out how you design and build an

exhibit, how to move [the animals] into it,

put together a collection, and a new staff,

and so on— that's a lot of lessons. It seemed

pretty intriguing." He was intrigued enough

to spend twelve years in New Orleans,

where he met his future wife, Bonnie.

As its new curator of mammals, Ander-

son quickly cleaned house, replacing all

but two of his staff, and began recruiting

A blend of

entertainment and

education underlies

Anderson's philosophy

of zoos.

for people with a proper mix of academic

background and experience with animals.

After nearly three years, Anderson rose to

become the general curator, responsible for

exhibit design and the budgets and staff of

several departments. In February 1987, he

was promoted to associate director, the

position he held until he left Audubon for

the San Francisco Zoo in 1990.

Anderson converted Audubon's old-

fashioned bar-and-concrete cages into

open exhibits, providing more space per

animal and reducing the number of species

on display. Animals were placed in natural

groups to improve their odds for breeding

and to make the visitor's experience more

interesting. The zoo's area doubled to

more than seventy acres by the time

Anderson left; one of his last accomplish-

ments was persuading his boss to acquire

800 acres beside the Mississippi River in

southern Louisiana for a rare-animal

breeding facility. With Audubon Park a

zoo world success story, Anderson was

eager for a new challenge.

The San Francisco Zoo was suffering

from problems left unresolved by a director

who resigned in early 1989 after thirteen

years. The zoo's Primate Discovery Center,

a $7-million showpiece exhibit that opened

in 1985, had come under fire after a quar-

ter of its monkeys died. Mistakes in design

and management were blamed. Charges of

rough treatment of elephants by keepers

and of poor veterinary care had also been

leveled at the zoo, and a city advisory

committee recommended firing the chief

veterinarian.

Few candidates came forth to apply for

the job, and more than a year passed before

Anderson was hired. He brought along his

New Orleans colleague David Robinett as

assistant director. Despite its problems,

Anderson knew that San Francisco already

had a professional staff, which was more
than he had had waiting for him in New
Orleans. He placed a high priority on im-

proving veterinary care. The head vet who
had come under criticism resigned in 1991,

and Anderson hired additional veterinary

staff and added necessary equipment to the

animal hospital. Though he prefers not

to discuss the recent veterinary problems,

Anderson is quick to point out that med-
ical care at the zoo is now first rate.

The next public crisis surfaced in Octo-

ber 1992, when the AZA (then called the

American Association of Zoological Parks

and Aquariums) put the San Francisco

Zoo on probation for a year and threat-

ened to strip its accreditation. The associa-

tion's report cited disgraceful displays that

were old and small, and a general state of

deterioration. It was a blow for Anderson,

a long-time member of several AZA com-
mittees, but the report pointedly blamed
city government, which had consistently

slashed the zoo's budget.

When Anderson started, half the zoo's

annual $9-million budget came from the

city, the rest from admissions and from the

nonprofit San Francisco Zoological Soci-

ety. Anderson knew of the trend for zoos

in other cities to transfer management to

private funding sources, having witnessed

just that change in New Orleans. But he

wasn't convinced of the need to change

San Francisco Zoo's management until the

third year of cuts eliminated staff and

funds that would have launched the Zoo
2000 master plan. "It was clear that the

city was having enough financial problems

in basic services—police, fire, health and

so on—that it was going to be very diffi-

cult to afford to operate a zoo the way it

has to operate now," he says.

So a plan arose to shift management of

the entire zoo from the city to the San
Francisco Zoological Society, which already

ran the Children's Zoo, the Insect Zoo,

and the Education Department. A lengthy

series of discussions followed with society

officials, donors, city leaders, and the pub-

lic to see if a partnership agreement could

be reached. "The partnership represented

the last opportunity for the zoo to pros-

per," says senior keeper Tony Colonnese.

Anderson recalls that it was a "rigorous

experience," but he found widespread sup-

port for the zoo and concern for its future.

The zoo quickly raised nearly $9 million to

ease the financial transition, and in

August 1993 the city's board of supervisors

voted to let the 28,500-member Zoological

Society take charge. Less than a month
later, the zoo received renewed accredita-

tion from the AZA for five years.

"When I started here, frankly, the zoo

was lousy," recalls Colonnese, who has been

a keeper for twenty-three years. "We're

finally emerging as the kind of institution

San Francisco deserves."

Shortly after he became director,

Anderson stated in a San Francisco news-

paper that the zoo would be in the World

Series within three years. Asked about his

baseball analogy four years later, he is

more realistic but still optimistic: "We're

not in the World Series yet, but we're cer-
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tainly in the majors, and we're in a tight

pennant race."

Eager to reshape its image, last year the

zoo adopted a new logo and a new slogan:

"Wonderful things are happening." Some
wonderful-sounding exhibits have been

slated for the next four years. First, though,

the zoo must meet more than half of its

fund-raising goal of $30 million for phase

one of the Zoo 2000 plan. Then comes the

challenge of making what looks good on
paper work for the animals. Already the

Feline Conservation Center reportedly

disappointed one of its major donors. So
the zoo has begun retro-fitting the enclo-

sures with more comfortable perches and
windscreens to block cold ocean breezes,

lining the metal nest boxes, installing ad-

ditional behavioral enrichment devices,

and securing the areas where keepers get

close to the cats.

The next major project will involve the

more ambitious transformation of Monkey
Island—a moated, concrete pinnacle in

the zoo's center—into the South Ameri-

can Gateway. Scheduled to open by

November 1996, the new exhibit has cre-

ated a river and forest ecosystem for mon-
keys, tapir, and capybaras, the world's

largest rodents. Colorful macaws will fly

through the air and an adjacent aviary will

display other tropical forest birds. Though
anything would be an improvement over

the current site, where raucous spider mon-
keys have abandoned the island to a few

seagulls, an outdoor tropical exhibit may
prove a major challenge for frequently fog-

shrouded San Francisco.

The rest of Zoo 2000's first-phase

exhibits include the Leopards of Asia,

scheduled to open in October 1998, pre-

ceded in April 1997 by a new orangutan

habitat. Right now the red apes have a log

jungle gym to distract them in their con-

crete grotto. In the new display, they will

swing from tropical vines in a dense,

canopied forest of real and artificial trees.

Visitors will watch from a Conservation

Field Station that features displays on rain-

forest preservation.

Such a blend of entertainment and edu-

cation underlies Anderson's philosophy of

zoos. In the Seventies, zoos began to turn

away in earnest from their menagerie past

and consider a broader role. Says Ander-

son: "There were many people like myself

going into the zoo profession who began to

understand that zoos were a potential dra-

matic resource not only for funds to carry

out conservation but as an educational

The cat's meow: A spacious new
Feline Conservation Center, left, replaces

cold, concrete enclosures, inset

center to get the

story out about
what is going on
in the wild." In

this way, he says,

zoos began "turn-

ing recreation

^ dollars into con-

I servation dollars."

| Anderson
13 expresses the new

zoo philosophy through his AZA involve-

ment and his efforts with the Madagascar

Fauna Group, an international consortium

of zoos working to help protect the rare

and unique animals of this island nation

off the coast of southern Africa. Anderson
chairs the group, which he helped found in

1988. Each member zoo makes an annual

donation toward conservation projects in

Madagascar, such as renovating a colonial

field station at Pare Ivoloina and building

an education center there so school groups

can observe free-ranging lemurs. Despite

these small accomplishments, Anderson
remains unsure about the future of Mada-
gascar's wildlife.

Back in San Francisco, Anderson is

positioning the zoo to become part of

other wildlife "rescue missions" by keeping

and, he hopes, breeding endangered ani-

mals. A key part of Zoo 2000's first phase

will be Avian and Mammal Conservation

Centers to aid such efforts as the recent

rearing of three Andean condors that were

sent to Colombia for eventual release in

Venezuela's Sierra La Culata National

Park. The zoo recently obtained endangered

African wild dogs as part of an internation-

al breeding program and has joined a group

of zoos helping China preserve its giant

pandas. Anderson also participates in the

AZA committee on panda conservation,

which involves some two dozen zoos help-

ing to raise funds for the Chinese govern-

ment's panda protection efforts. In return,

the zoos hope to be selected for long-term

panda breeding loans.

While Anderson sees the potential rev-

enue that could come from displaying pan-

das, he remains firm in his conviction that

besides educating the public at home
about conservation, zoos play a vital role

in reversing the decline of species abroad.

"That's what we're doing," he says. "It's us.

It's zoos that are doing it."

Edgar is an associate editor of Pacific Discovery

magazine, published by the California Academy of

Sciences.
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DUKE CHAPEL WEDDINGS

A SUBLIME PROPOSAL

Thousands of couples have been united in holy mat-

rimony within Duke Chapel's sacred splendor. With
an ambiance of stately permanence, it seems a per-

fect spot for vowing eternal devotion.

H n the hushed stillness

H of Duke Chapel, a

H phone rings. Chapel
H hostess Adelaide

^^^^^^^^^^^^^K There have been Valen-

H^J tine's Day weddings, New

E'^3 Year's Eve weddings,

W^xmn April Fool's Day wed-

"Addy" Robinson McCul- dings (presumably unin-

loch '89 answers, listens ^m ~^*^^i^fl tentionally timed), and

to her caller's query, H
. Bfl weddings under the shad-

and begins her standard ^L :

> --'fl| ow of outside turmoil

—

recitation of rules for ^m ~**^1 assassinations, wars, cam-

getting married in these ^L
Hfcfl pus protests. While the

hallowed halls. It's a ^m ^1 majority of services are

process she's detailed ^P ^1 rooted in Christianity,

countless times: With ^^^^^^^H others have incorporated

more than a hundred y„ \H elements of Jewish faith,

weddings a year, McCul- E Japanese ritual, and even

loch knows the presenta- Scottish melodies. Some
tion by heart. MHIfe^^^^^^^H weddings are so intimate

Ever since Marion Noell ^^^5?5E2J~*? that all the guests can fit

Lyon and John Sessums —- i U me liuukci pew:- .~uki

Jr. became the first couple to walk down then there are those where standing-room-

the cool, stone aisle in April 1933, thou- only crowds vie for a better view of the

sands of couples have been united in socially well-connected couple.

holy matrimony within the chapel's mag- In the early days, a phone call or visit a
Blessed union:

John Fraser and

Joan Gebert,

left and opposite

,

nificent, warm embrace. With its am- few weeks in advance could secure your

biance of stately permanence, the chapel date and time. There were even instances

seems a perfect spot for vowing eternal of couples just walking in and asking to be are married on

devotion. hitched. But with the increasing popularity March 17,1951
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of the site, prospective brides and grooms

are booking the chapel up to a year—and

no less than six weeks—in advance.

Because marriage services are only per-

formed on weekends (as many as four on a

Saturday and one on Sundays), competi-

tion is fierce for the peak months of April,

May, and October.

"We have so many more requests than

we have appointments, and we have so

many requests from people who aren't eli-

gible to get married here, that it seems

three-quarters of the time I'm disappoint-

ing somebody," says McCulloch. To qualify,

the bride or groom must be a full-time fac-

ulty member or employee of the university

or medical center, or the child of such an

employee; an emeritus faculty member or

his or her child or grandchild; a current

full-time student; a Duke graduate or the

child of a graduate; or a current member of

the Duke Chapel congregation. A $200 non-

refundable deposit is due within ten days

of securing a reservation date.

"Occasionally, we'll get someone who is

being dishonest to try to get in," she says.

"But sometimes, and this is when I feel

awful, a bride will call and say her husband

graduated from Duke and it will turn out

that he went here but didn't graduate.

And then I have to go back to her and say,

well, this is the reason why we can't let

you get married here, and it's clear that

she didn't know."

McCulloch's colleague Taylor Shaw
knows a thing or two about weddings.

She's revived brides who've fainted and

soothed ornery in-laws. She'll tell you that

scotch tape is better than needle and

thread for last-minute mending and that

black electrical tape can transform shirt

buttons into studs—at least for the pho-

tographs. Shaw is the director of weddings

at Duke Chapel, and if you're getting mar-

ried there, she'll be your guide.

A couple of years ago, Shaw supervised

her thousandth wedding in the chapel.

With twelve years on the job, she's got a

good sense of what it takes to mount a suc-

cessful wedding ceremony. Along with the

chapel organist, sound person, attendant,

and an optional public safety officer to

direct parking, Shaw heads a team that

supervises each and every wedding. (No
outside wedding planners are allowed, so if

your mom's best friend is a professional

wedding planner, she's certainly wel-

come—as a guest. Shaw's fee is an addi-

tional $150.) As with any ceremony, you'll

have to make myriad decisions about the

event. But because chapel weddings must

follow certain guidelines, many details are

already decided.

Couples agree to accept whatever deco-

rations are in place—poinsettias during

the Christmas season, for example, or Easter

"When officiating

at weddings, it was often

my students who
were being married.

They were the center

ofmy life at Duke."

BARNEY JONES
Religion Professor Emeritus

L J!

H
Professor in the pulpit: Jones performs the nuptials

for Jane Minton and Stephen Duncan Heron III in

the summer of 1 980

lilies in March. Additional floral arrange-

ments and bows or ribbons on pews are

fine but must be delivered and taken away

in a timely manner. Each wedding party

has a maximum time allotment of two

hours; this schedule is adhered to strictly.

Photographers must remain several rows

behind the last empty pew so as not to be

disruptive—and cannot use flash. There-

fore, if it's a large wedding, the photogra-

pher could be standing at the very back of

the chapel. And if a couple wants some-

thing really far out, chances are they'll be

happier somewhere else.

"Every wedding is different in some

way," says Shaw, who was married in the

chapel in 1989, "but they all have com-

mon elements. Most people who come
into the chapel want to use the standard,

American wedding service." The Sarah P.

Duke Gardens, also a popular campus wed-

ding site, is more conducive to nontradi-

tional observances than the chapel. To

wit, as far as it can be determined, no bride

or groom has ever walked down the aisle of

the chapel barefoot. (As Elmer Hall '66,

Th.M. '69, who married many couples in

the Sixties and Seventies, says, "It's hard

to have a hippie wedding in the chapel.")

Chapel organist David Arcus, a classi-

cally trained musician, has his own set of

guidelines. During his consultation with

the couple, at least six weeks before the

wedding, Arcus listens to what they have

in mind and may try to dissuade them from

certain ideas or steer them toward others.

Arcus says he sees the process as an educa-

tional opportunity. "The Duke Chapel is a

cathedral, so it's not going to work the

same way a smaller chapel would," he says.

"There are some things I won't allow, like

bringing in a boom box and playing con-

temporary rock music. Now, if someone's

background or religious faith was shaped

by Christian-style music, I will look to see

what of those ideas I can use." But he
won't promise it will be performed exactly

the way it's been performed originally.

"It helps if people see organists as ex-

perts in the field," he says. "While you may
not always agree with our ideas, you should

realize that we're not there to lead you

astray, but rather to help you fashion the

best possible music for the occasion and

the setting."

Arcus' flat rate, which includes the ini-

tial consultation and his services before,

during, and after the wedding, is $150. If a

more ambitious program is preferred, the

bill is tallied accordingly. One family's

grand plan originally called for the Mor-

mon Tabernacle Choir. A compromise was

reached: Arcus solicited the skills of the

Durham Civic Choral Society. Another

time, one of his soloists had to send off to

Europe for a particular oboe arrangement.

So, if you've got your heart set on hearing

your great-grandfather warble "Muskrat

Love" as you're pronounced husband and

wife, don't expect Arcus to approve. (And
he has the ultimate authority to nix any

requests.) If, however, you'd like to use an

unusual hymn for your processional, Arcus

is willing to experiment.

"I'm learning not to say no to things

because you miss out on opportunities if

you do. To most people gathered for wed-

dings, the music isn't nearly as important as

seeing the bride and groom. So I do my
best to educate people about what will or

won't sound good, but in the greater

scheme, it's not the most important thing."

The only major gaffe, musically speak-

ing, that Arcus encountered was during

the recessional of what was—until then

—

a picture-perfect wedding. Without the

knowledge of Arcus and the assembled

guests, a young boy had gotten lost in a

back hallway. Seeing a red knob, the boy
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Down the aisle

thought he'd found the tower elevator call

button that would lead him back to his

family. Alas, he mistakenly punched off

the power switch to the organ; Arcus' mag-

nificent recessional hymn degenerated into

a sagging wheeze of notes. Fortunately,

those in attendance had a sense of humor.

As Arcus recalls, the father of the bride

turned to his wife and said, "Well, I guess

his meter ran out."

Tales of bungled details are, thankfully,

few and far between. Given the familiarity

of Arcus, Shaw, and their assistants with

the layout of the chapel and the standard-

ized wedding ceremony, matrimonial

unions usually proceed apace. In Shaw's

memory, no one has ever been stood up at

the altar, although she remembers the too-

close-for-comfort case of one bride with

last-minute jitters. As Shaw peered out the

chapel doors, searching for the limousine

that would deliver the bride, her brides-

maids, and her mother, the wedding hour

loomed ever closer. Finally, Shaw saw the

limo approach, pause in front of the

chapel, and then continue.

"Apparently, the bride just had an ab-

solute panic attack," Shaw says. "At the time

it happened, though, I knew nothing. I had

to go back and tell the groom that the limo

had arrived but had left again, and we'd let

him know as soon as we knew something.

As far as it can be

determined, no bride or

groom has ever walked

down the aisle of the

chapel barefoot.

She did come back about ten minutes later

and the wedding went on as planned. She

had just finished her law school exams the

week before and didn't realize how stressed

out she was. She probably thought, I can

handle all this. But you don't realize your

limits until you reach them."

Along those same lines, Shaw meets with

the couple two or three weeks before the

wedding to complete the planning. (The

actual rehearsal run-through is held on the

Friday eve of the wedding.) Any closer to

the actual date, she says, and everyone is

being swept up in the surrounding festivi-

ties. "At that meeting, we run through

everything and then I tell them to get some
rest. Once out-of-town people start arriv-

ing, you're excited and nervous, and you

don't get enough sleep. So it's important to

be rested going into that final week."

Another Shaw rule of thumb: no bache-

lor party the night before the wedding. "I

really don't advise that," she says, coolly.

"A better time is the night before the

rehearsal dinner. By the same token, it's

really nerve-wracking to have a brides-

maids' luncheon the day of the wedding.

Better to have it a few days earlier, even if

one or two people aren't in yet. You should

leave the day of your wedding with noth-

ing to be done."

Even after months and months of plan-

ning, there are always elements of luck and

circumstance that conspire to make the

day memorable—for better or worse. In

1989, campus filming of The Handmaid's

Tale, called for a public hanging scene.

Unsightly scaffolding eclipsed the view ap-

proaching the chapel, much to the dismay

of many in the community and at least one

wedding couple. "It wasn't so much the

scaffolding, which almost made it look like

a European cathedral, since those always

seem to be under construction," says Shaw.

"The problem was the actual filming of the

hanging scene, which took place during

the rehearsal the night before the wedding.

No one could get in to park because the lot

was full," not to mention the unsavory sce-

nario that unfolded on the chapel quad.
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(As soon as chapel officials learn of events

that might affect a wedding—stained-glass

window renovation, for instance—they

notify the couple immediately. At the

same time, the university reserves the right

to change or cancel a date up to four

months in advance. This allows for greater

flexibility in scheduling other events there,

such as bringing a major speaker to cam-

pus. Should this occur and an alternative

date can't be found, the $200 deposit

would be refunded.)

Times have certainly changed since reli-

gion professor emeritus Barney Jones '41,

Ph.D. '58 handled his first wedding in

Duke Chapel in 1953. A mere month after

coming on board as university chaplain,

Jones was asked to perform an impromptu

wedding. "Neither one had any Duke affil-

iation, as I recall," says Jones. "The young

man's name was Osbert Fussell. His bride

was Alberta Cam. They just walked in and

asked if I would marry them. And I did,

although I don't think I've done that

since. It was very simple, no fanfare."

Jones, who now lives in Bridgehampton,

New York, has performed dozens of wed-

dings for members of the Duke community.

His two most recent were held on the

West Coast. ("Have license, will travel,"

he jokes.) Although Jones performed many
more Duke weddings away from the

chapel, including brides' home churches,

the Duke Gardens, and even one in Duke
Forest, he says the chapel holds a special

place in his heart.

"I first came to the chapel when it was

under construction around 1930," he says.

"As a student, I loved it, especially at

night when it was illuminated, and then

again in the late afternoon when the sun

works its magic with the windows. I never

got over a sense of awe when presiding or

Even after months
of planning, there are

always elements of

luck and circumstance

that conspire to make
the day memorable.

Tardy hubby: Thanks to time-sensitive best man, Suh

Urk Chung, right, groom Hyun Dju Kim realizes that

he's late for a very important date

preaching in the chapel when I was chap-

lain to the university—and thereafter.

"When officiating at weddings, it was

often my students who were being married.

They were the center of my life at Duke.

Putting it all together, the time of a chapel

A CHAPEL WEDDING PRIMER

re you thinking

about getting mar-

ried in the magnifi-

cent Duke Chapel? Well, it's

initially a matter of eligibility,

and then some planning.

Who is allowed to trade

vows in Duke's "centerpiece of

the university"? Here are the

qualifications:

<» a full-time faculty mem-
ber or employee at either the

university or the medical cen-

ter, or the child of such an
employee;

* an emeritus faculty

member, his or her child, or

grandchild;

^ a current full-time student;

V a Duke graduate, or his or

her child;

» a current member of the

Duke Chapel congregation.

As for planning, some cou-

ples are booking the chapel as

much as a year and no less

than six weeks in advance.

Since marriage ceremonies are

performed only on weekends
(with as many as four on a

Saturday), competition is fierce

for the peak months of April,

May, and October. A $200
nonrefundable deposit is due
within ten days of securing a

reservation date.

If you're still interested—and
qualified—you may talk to

Taylor Shaw, director ofwed-
dings at Duke Chapel, who's
overseen at least a thousand

ceremonies during her dozen
years there. No outside wed-
ding planners are allowed: It's

Shaw's show entirely. Her fee

is an additional $150.

Music? David Arcus, the

chapel's organist, has his own
set of guidelines. He helps cou-

ples select "the best possible

music for the occasion and the

setting." Don't plan to bring

your own organist, but he does

work with choirs and soloists,

either instrumental or vocal.

However, his is the ultimate

authority in nixing any
unusual requests. His flat rate

is $150, which includes the

initial consultation and his

services before, during, and
after the wedding.

For more information about

getting married in Duke
Chapel, call the chapel hostess

at (919) 684-2572.

wedding was always for me a deeply mov-
ing and memorable experience."

Before Jones' tenure, James H. Phillips

served as the first university chaplain. In

the early years of the chapel, religion

department chair and professor of Biblical

literature H.E. Myers performed most wed-

dings that took place. James T. Cleland,

who came to campus in 1945 and retired

as dean of the chapel in 1973, was also a

familiar presence at the altar, and one of

the most sought-after ministers at Duke.

Among Cleland's weddings was that of Bar-

ney Jones' son, Roy B. Jones '67, M.D. '75,

and his daughter, Gladys Jones Esquivel.

When John Fraser III '52 got engaged to

Joan Gebert '51 while both were still

undergraduates, the chapel was an obvious

choice for their wedding. Cleland per-

formed the ceremony on the afternoon of

St. Patrick's Day. "Joan's bridesmaids, who
came down from New Jersey, knew we
were getting married in the [university's]

chapel," says John Fraser. "Of course,

when they saw the Duke Chapel, they

were a little intimidated. It's such a grand,

beautiful place. Getting married there is

not a flighty thing."

For other couples, the demands of fin-

ishing academic work, combined with the

particulars of planning a wedding, over-

shadowed other events taking place. In

February 1969, a group of students occu-

pied the Allen Building to demand better

treatment of black employees. Protesters

took refuge in the chapel to escape tear gas

fumes that flushed others from the admin-

istration building.

A week later, two couples said their

vows in that same haven. In retrospect,

both say, the campus turbulence had no
effect on their plans. "I didn't give it a sec-

ond thought," says Janie Carr Morris, now
an associate librarian in Perkins' Special

Collections Department. "I was working in

the library and we all looked out the win-

dow at what was going on and then went

about our business. You'd think we'd be

terribly upset, but I was really in the clouds

about getting married."

While the ceremony was flawless, the

wedding night got off to a rocky start. Hus-

band Jerry McArthur Morris M.Div. '70

had made reservations at a Columbia, South

Carolina, Downtowner Inn, a good stop-

over on the way to the couple's Orlando,

Florida, honeymoon. After driving straight

from the reception, the Morrises arrived

late to discover that there was no record of

their reservation, and "literally, there were

no rooms at the inn," says Janie Morris.

They finally found a hole-in-the-wall place

to crash and were surprised when, a month
later, a bill arrived charging them for a

one-night stay at the Downtowner Inn

—

in Columbia, Missouri.
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The other couple married in the wake

of the Allen Building takeover, Mary

Frances Baldwin Kim and Hyun Dju Kim,

both Class of 1962, were equally oblivious.

"My husband and I were both doing med-

ical research, so we didn't pay close atten-

tion to what was going on on campus,"

says Mary Kim. More upsetting, she says,

was the fact that her groom was fifteen

minutes late. "He says he couldn't find a

parking space. What do you think? I think

he had the jitters."

The Kims also endured some long-dis-

tance negotiating with the mother of the

groom, a Korean woman who waited until

less than a month before the wedding date

to convey her blessing. "I wasn't nervous,

because I guess I always thought it would

work out," Kim recalls. "We couldn't get

her out of Korea for the wedding, so I

didn't actually meet her until five years

later." They, too, were married by James

Cleland, who also christened two of the

couple's children.

Despite the sacred splendor of Duke
Chapel, weddings there are subject to the

same strains as those held in other locales.

"I am very sorry and saddened that some of

the weddings I performed, especially in the

later years, ended in divorce," says Barney

Jones. But when a couple is determined to

get hitched, even if there is clearly tension

between them, there's little that friends or

family can do.

Elmer Hall, who now runs the Sunny-

bank Inn and Retreat in Hot Springs,

North Carolina, says he only saw a handful

of couples who didn't seem destined to last.

"Usually, you would take a little more time

talking with them about what they wanted

out of marriage," he says. "But if they still

wanted to go ahead, I felt that the choice

was theirs. Of course, a lot of those mar-

riages didn't last, but the numbers were in

keeping with the national statistics." Hall

still performs weddings, although he says

they tend to be "considerably less formal

than the chapel. They're usually on top of

a mountain or someplace outdoors."

For those who do decide to get married

in Duke Chapel, early planning is wise. If

you're fortunate, you'll get your first (or

second) choice of date and time. Chances

are good that you won't have to contend

with tear gas or grim movie backdrops,

either. What you will find is an extraordi-

nary setting for saying "I do."

"People really love this chapel," says wed-

ding director Shaw. "What's happened over

time is that we've earned a good reputation

for providing what we say we're going to

provide. We make sure each wedding is very

special, so that the couple feel that they are

king and queen for that day."

For Three Years

Carol Woods
Has Left The Other

Retirement

Communities Behind

For the third

consecutive year

Carol Woods has

been the only retire-

ment community in North

Carolina selected as one of the

20 best in America.

Published by Reader's Digest,

New Choices In Retirement Living

bases its selection on a number

of criteria including services,

facilities and setting—all of

which were rated as outstand-

ing. But what truly distinguishes

Carol Woods as one of the

nation's finest is its national

reputation for

financial strength

and stability, active

resident involve-

ment and exemplary health

care program...a program that

includes an innovative new

health center.

To find out more about

North Carolina's leading

retirement community and

to receive a free brochure

call Admissions

and Public

Relations at ^.^
1-800-518-9333. N«^

CARDLWOODS
RETIREMENT COMMUNITY
750 Weaver Dairy Rd., Chapel Hill, NC 27514* 1-800-518-9333 ^.
Carol Woods Is An Accredited, Not-For-Profit Community »fij~
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UNDEF

WEIGHING IN
ON EXERCISE

There's a war at Duke University: a

war of inches, of pounds, of flab.

Every day, resolute students throw

themselves into the trenches like practiced

Marines. Numerous battles are won and

lost in Card Gym.
Before you can even see a weight, a Stair-

master, or an exercise bicycle, you must pass

through two steel-toothed revolving doors.

After sliding your digital access card through,

you receive a welcoming green light, and

proceed to pass under the heavy gaze of the

attendant and a security guard.

Inside is a warehouse full of various

machines of torture and pain. Under pasty

light, a cadre of men grunt through mili-

taristic drills. Upstairs, a crew of women
on exercise bikes are challenging Miguel

Indurain's time in the Tour de France.

To some Duke students, this scenario is

indeed daunting, if not frightening. But for

many, exercise is a way of living, a necessity.

In fact, there are 8,172 student entries to

Card Gym in a typical week. "People thought

[the exercise craze] was going to be a fad,"

says Bill Harvey, physical education director,

"but it just kept growing." And Dukies are

throwing themselves into exercise like lem-

mings over the white cliffs of Dover.

When Time magazine quotes an expert

on the national mood who announces that

Americans are just saying "Screw it!" to fit-

ness, why do Duke students continue their

toil unabated? Like a 6,000-person knitting

circle, undergraduates have developed some

pretty advanced notions on the subject.

"I work out, and then I make time for

everything else," says sophomore Justin

Lester, a self-described exercise guru. Even at

Duke, where the "A" is king, there are those

who place the highest priority on fitness. For

an undergraduate body that has perhaps ele-

vated procrastination to an art form, exercise

is an easy tool to ward off the threat of loom-

ing examinations or unwritten papers. "It's a

time when you can not study and still feel

that you are doing something productive,"

says junior Susan Lavezzo.

Nevertheless, some see this obsession with

working out not as a road to good health but

as a flirtation with norms and sexual stan-

dards. Peer pressure, along with social expec-

tations, can push some women who wouldn't

normally exercise into the gym. "You know
guys don't see male chests bursting out of

every magazine cover," says sophomore Sean

Spicer. "Guys don't worry about appearance

as much." Bill Harvey confirms that he has

more women in his P.E. classes than ten

years ago. "They want to feel better, and def-

initely to look better," he says.

Nowadays, people on campus who don't

exercise, especially women, are rare. In

fact, many female Duke undergraduates

have developed the "skinny, muscle-toned,

attractive" female norm. It seems that size-

eight supermodels are conspiring to pile

the guilt on the female gender. Lisa Cioci,

a sophomore, says women think there's

just one way to be accepted—by guys or by

sororities: to be thin, to be the workout

girl who drinks bottled water all the time

(to ward off, gasp, hunger).

For women, the guilt is mounting faster

than Ben & Jerry can turn out new mega-

caloric ice creams. Freshman Michelle Rau
seems to find it everywhere. "There is a

guilty feeling when I'm riding on the bus and

I see two people running on Campus Drive,"

she says, "especially if I haven't run yet."

Although many women are flagging un-

der these standards, there's hope for a more

moderate approach to physical appearance.

"The picture of the ideal woman vacillates

over time," says Tina Bell, coordinator of

women's programs for Duke's Counseling

and Psychological Services (CAPS). "Just

thirty years ago, Sinatra sang to his skinny

woman, assuring her that he loved her

despite her slender figure."

When considering what forces crack the

campus exercise whip, a lot of students

point to the coercive influence of peers and

the temptation to put aside academics. But

some exercise for positive reasons: stress

relief, goal achievement, and even, dare I

say it, fun. While some over-confident stu-

dents at Duke find schoolwork "no sweat,"

at least one student assumed there must be

a reason the gymnasium was open twenty-

four hours a day before and during finals.

Sean Spicer explains his reaction to stress

management: "When I don't exercise, I run

around pissed at people and causing pain of

death. You take out your stress on people."

Is Duke simply a microcosm of our soci-

ety, representing the same basic interests

and abilities in exercise? Not quite. For

every female student who works out to

burn the candy sprinkles she put on her

"froyo" (that's frozen yogurt in skinny,

toned, norm-woman lingo) or male who
heads to the weight room to push stress

from his mind, there is another student

striving for some bizarre exercise goal. It

seems that places like Card Gym, as much
as the closest campus bars, are frequented

by "scoping"—college-speak for eyeing the

other sex—singles. "Guys are down there

working out in front of the mirrors, look-

ing up to see if any girls are looking at

them," says Susan Levezzo.

Finally, there are the forgotten, the

neglected, the ignored, those who consider

all the reasons for working out and say,

"bah, humbug." Some who don't work out

are simply afraid, not of the pain, the burn,

the agony, but of Card Gym. Says Lisa Ells,

"We are thoroughly intimidated by Card

because all these people seem to know
what they're doing, and we can't even find

where we want to go." The aesthetics of

the place, often described as gloomy, dingy,

dark, and old, have been known to drive

off not a few would-be exercisers.

The number-one response to the ques-

tion "Why don't you work out?" is laziness;

not enough time runs a close second. While
working out is essential to some, others feel

it's imperative to avoid physical exertion

—

at least beyond the daily necessity of a

building-to-building stroll of the campus.

Says freshman Hilary Puskar, "I try not to

run unless I am being chased by a large man
with a heavy object. That's my motto."

As students stampede the sidewalks

between East and West and beat down the

jogging trails, many are probably hoping

for a much-needed dose of moderation. "I

wish the societal ideal of a healthy person

would swing back to a slightly larger

body," says counselor Tina Bell. In the

future, maybe the positive motivations for

exercise, like stress relief and living longer,

will dominate campus thought. Mean-
while, the legions of power walkers and

stair climbers will continue to weigh on

the consciences of us all.

—Ryan Skinner

Skinner '97 is a Duke Magazine student intern.
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DUKE

GRIDIRON
GRAVY

December 3 1 was for celebrating not

only the arrival of a new year but

also the revival of Duke football.

With an impressive 8-3 record, the Blue

Devils were tapped for the Hall of Fame
Bowl on January 2 in Tampa, Florida.

For fans, it was either a

belated Christmas present

or an early spring break at

the beach.

The festivities started

with an Iron Dukes' New
Year's Eve that included

dinner, dancing, and mid-

night champagne. Duke's

staunchest supporters

—

500 strong—kicked off the

event of the gridiron sea-

son. On New Year's day,

the team was presented

with the key to the city of

Tampa while an audience

of 1 ,600 alumni and friends

watched at the Blue Devil Bash held in

the convention center. Hamburgers and

chicken sandwiches were served at this

huge pep rally, which featured the Duke

cheerleaders and the Duke University

Marching Band. Earlier, President Nannerl

O. Keohane sponsored a luncheon for spe-

cial guests and Alumni Director Laney

Funderburk '60 held a pre-Bash reception

for Tampa Bay area Duke volunteers.

On January 2, game day, a morning

Kickoff Rally under the blue and white tent

at Tampa Stadium attracted nearly 2,000

for biscuits, beverages, and a Blue Devil

boost. All 1995 events

H were co-sponsored by the

Duke Alumni Association.

The football team, of

"^i( course, had arrived the day

after Christmas. During the

^ week preceding the game,

Coach Fred Goldsmith and

his Blue Devils visited the

Shriner's Hospital, co-hosted

a Kids' Day at Practice

with the Wisconsin team,

and attended press confer-

ences. President Keohane
t and her Wisconsin coun-

| terpart joined both teams
2 and coaches at a luncheon

sponsored by the Tampa Tribune, as well as

the GTE-Outback Steakhouse Presidents'

Reception. The two teams highlighted

Player Night at Jai-Alai, JP Hotels Bowl

Beach Day, the Florida Progress Golf Clas-

sic, and numerous sponsored bowl events.

RESHAPING
REUNIONS

Once upon a time, all ten reunion

classes came back to Duke in June,

stayed in dorms of varying degrees

ot temperature, attended a sit-down dinner

for 500 in the Great Hall, and had the

campus virtually to themselves. Even-
tually, reunions were moved to three fall

weekends for more student-alumni inter-

action. At long last, Durham hotels and

motels were able to accommodate the

growing numbers of participants who came
for football and other reunion festivities.

In 1993, reunions fell on two weekends,

one of which overlapped with Home-
coming Weekend. In 1994, there were

again two reunion weekends, plus a sepa-

rate Homecoming Weekend.
This year, it's a new formula: September

15-17 for the Half Century Club and the

classes of 1945, 1950, 1955, and 1960; Oc-
tober 6-7, Homecoming Weekend, for the

classes of 1985, 1990, and Young Alumni
(1991-1994); and October 27-29 for the

classes of 1965, 1970, 1975, and 1980.

Last year's schedule marked the first

time in recent history that a football game
was not the centerpiece of class activities

because of the late scheduling of games by

the Atlantic Coast Conference. The absence

of a football game last year during reunions

did not affect attendance figures for such

groups as the Half Century Club and other

senior reunion classes.

"However, attendance by the fifth and

tenth reunion classes was significantly

affected by the lack of a football game,"

says Alumni Affairs' director of reunions

Lisa Dilts '83. "The younger classes seem

to return primarily for Homecoming and

football. Based on this, we decided to

schedule reunions for the classes of 1985

and 1990 on Homecoming Weekend,

when they can be a part of Young Alumni
programming and be guaranteed a home
football game."
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Planning meetings for Reunions 1995

began in January. Reunion leaders for

1995 are:

• Class of 1945, John S. Lanahan, class

president; Harriet Morrison Poole and

Charles F. Blanchard, planning co-chairs;

Raymond A. Smith, gift chair;

• Class of 1950, Grace Taylor Hodges,

class president; James E. Gibson Jr., plan-

ning chair; John H. Sherrill, gift chair;

• Class of 1955, Worth A. Lutz Jr., class

president and planning chair; Marion

Blanton Gibson, gift chair;

• Class of 1960, Marjorie Brinn Clay-

ton, class president and planning co-chair;

Sandra M. Walsh, planning co-chair;

Cookie Anspach Kohn, gift chair;

• Class of 1965, Donald B. Brooks, class

president; Sandra Hall Ladd, planning

chair; Roy S. Bredder, gift chair;

• Class of 1970, Kenneth H. Pugh, class

president; Kathleen Braun, planning chair;

Carol Andresen Wilhelm, gift chair;

• Class of 1975, R. Stuart Gross, class

president; Marcy Hardee Hege, planning

chair; William M. Sutherland, gift chair;

• Class of 1980, Jane Roycroft Brasier,

class president; Mollie Stokes Maready,

planning chair; Stacy E. Anderson, gift chair;

• Class of 1985, Lee Golusinski, class

president and planning chair; Dean I. Lan-

dis and Lynn Rosner Rauch, gift co-chairs;

• Class of 1990, Paul A. Levinsohn,

class president and planning chair; Andrew
M. Mcllvaine and Lawrence M. Glazer,

gift co-chairs.

Alumni who would like to get involved

in planning their reunions can call the

Alumni House at (800) FOR-DUKE to

volunteer. And those who would like to

help with their class gift drives can call the

Annual Fund office at (919) 684-4419.

CLUBS
COUNT

From canoe trips in Cleveland to oyster

roasts at Hilton Head, from French

cooking classes in D.C. to wine tast-

ings in Chadds Ford, Duke clubs offer a

variety of appealing activities for alumni,

as well as a sense of community responsi-

bility. In addition to following Duke sports

afield—at TV watch parties or pregame

receptions—local alumni clubs make a

connection by organizing award-winning

programs for helping others.

The Duke Club of Boston is working

with Dartmouth College alumni on an

adopt-a-school program, providing tutors

and mentors for local elementary schools.

Alumni also work with the Boston Food

Bank as well as the annual City Year

Serve-athon. Amanda Calder '83 and

Lillian Habeich '87 are co-presidents for

the club, and Willis Brown '74 oversees

community service activities.

The Duke Club of Northern Connecti-

cut works with Habitat for Humanity to

help rebuild homes around Hartford. Dave
Cherry '75 is the service coordinator and

Chris Imershein '90 is the club's president.

The Duke Club of Memphis' Halloween

Carnival for Estival Place is the club's ma-

jor event of the year. Estival Place houses

about twenty families who were previously

homeless. More than sixty-five children

took part in games, face-paintings, and a

chilling reading of Edgar Allan Poe's "The
Telltale Heart" by Clifton Raphael '78.

Donna Glover '78 organized the event;

Bryan Simmons '72 is the club's president.

In addition to its award-winning Part-

nership in Education (PIE) program with

its forty volunteers working at the Ludlow-

Taylor Elementary School, the Duke Club

of Washington took part in the Lazarus at

the Gate food distribution project. Laurel

"Booty" Illston '83 and Meg Hardon '83

are the PIE co-chairs; Joan Hilton '52 is

the club's president.

A sapling tulip poplar propagated from a

tree planted at Mount Vernon in 1785 by

George Washington became a permanent

resident of Tallahassee last fall, thanks to

the Duke Club of Tallahassee. Club presi-

dent Walter Manley J.D. '72 presented the

poplar and twenty-one other trees as a gift

to the historic trees walkway at Tom Brown
Park. The seedlings were propagated from

parent trees named for the person who
planted the tree or was present at the

memorial event. Among the club's selec-

tion: the Juliette Gordon Low Southern

Magnolia, Thomas Jefferson Monticello

Silver Maple, Wright Brothers Red Cedar,

James Audubon Sycamore, Robert E. Lee

American Sycamore, Lincoln Overcup

Oak, Franklin Roosevelt Magnolia, George

Washington Carver Green Ash, Clara

Barton Redbud, and a white ash from

Berkeley Plantation, site of America's first

Thanksgiving on December 4, 1619.

Keeping alumni updated on Duke life is

another important aspect of club program-

ming. Besides conversations with Duke
professors and administrators, President

Keohane puts club visits high on her

agenda. In October, she was the speaker at

a Duke Club of Seattle reception, attended

a November reception with the Duke Club

of Richmond and a luncheon with the

Duke Club of Hampton Roads, and spoke

at a January reception in San Diego. Other

visits included Tampa and St. Petersburg,

Houston, Connecticut, and Baltimore. In

February, Keohane "visited" the Duke
Club of London without leaving campus,

via a satellite conference—the first of its

kind for Duke club programming.

Turkish Coast & Greek Isles

June 14-26

Arrangements by Intrav

Alaska Cruise/Ryndam

June 27-July 9

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

North Cape & Majestic Fjords

July 4-17

Arrangements by Royal Cruise Line

Faces of Europe:

Rhine, Main and Danube Rivers

July 5-21

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

Salmon & Snake River Rafting

July 14-21

Arrangements by Oars

Rhone Passage

August 2-14

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

August 5-14

Arrangements by Gohagen and Company

Queen Elizabeth & Concorde

September 29-October 6

Arrangements by Academic Arrangements

Abroad

Classic Orient

September 26-October 1

1

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays
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Mediterranean Romance:

Lisbon to Venice

October 8-21

Arrangements by Royal Cruise Line

Indian Ocean Cruise & African Safari

October 8-24

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

Duke Marine Lab Weekend
May 5-7

Beaufort, North Carolina

]oin us for a stimulating weekend at the

beach as we explore various aspects of the

marine world and its effect on us . A few

of the topics you'll investigate are dolphin

behavior, marine invertebrates, and the

uses of animals in marine research. Leading

the weekend will be David McClay, profes-

sor in the departments of Zoology and Neu-

robiology and Immunology.

The Longing for Community
October 20-22

Woodstock Inn, Vermont

In our cities there is a widespread feeling of

detachment and disconnectedness—a long-

ing for what is often called community.

Come join us to explore the idea of com-

munity, and to experience for yourself the

Vermont way of life. Faculty leaders will

be Will Willimon, dean of the Chapel,

Thomas Naylor, professor emeritus of eco-

nomics, and Magdalena Naylor, psychiatrist.

The Oxford Experience

June 11-25

The University of Oxford, England

What is the Oxford Experience? It's an

opportunity to immerse yourself in

centuries-old traditions of learning and

community, to study in small groups with

renowned Oxford faculty , to explore the

English countryside and visit historical

landmarks, to be students once again.

On Campus

Duke Directions

September 16 and October 28

West Campus
Rediscover the true "Duke experience" —
the classroom experience! Return to Duke

for a day of stimulating classes designed for

alumni and taught by top Duke faculty

.

Semester Study for Alumni

Fall or Spring Semesters, Durham
Here is the opportunity to return to Duke

and take those courses you always longed

to take. As a Duke alumnus or alumna,

you are part of a select group of people

given the privilege to audit regular courses

at Duke for a nominal fee

.

-^

Duke Great Teachers Video Series

Now you can sit down with great teachers

and go exploring again—into other times,

other places, other minds. We asked five

remarkable Duke professors to take up topics

close to their hearts and present them to you.

Each program includes six full lectures, a

specially selected book, and a course guide.

For

Duke Travel: Barbara Delapp Booth '54

All other programs:

Deborah Weiss Fowlkes '78

614 Chapel Drive, Box 90573, Durham, NC
27708-0573, (919) 684-5114 or 800 FOR-DUKE

Information
Request Form

For detailed brochures on die programs

listed below, please return this form,

appropriately marked, to

:

Duke Educational Adventures,

Box 90573, 614 Chapel Drive,

Durham, NC 27708-0573

G Turkish Coast & Greek Uses

Alaska Cruise/Ryndam

North Cape & Majestic Fjords

Faces of Europe

Salmon & Snake River Rafting

Rhone Passage

Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

Queen Elizabeth & Concorde

Classic Orient

Mediterranean Romance

Indian Ocean & African Safari

Duke Marine Lab Weekend

The Longing for Community

The Oxford Experience

Duke Directions

Semester Study for Alumni

Duke Great Teachers Video Series
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SETTING A
STANDARD

In
his 1980 essay "Educating for the Hu-

man Prospect," William Bevan A.M.
'43, Ph.D. '48, LL.D. '72 diagnosed the

ills of the world and identified a place to

begin solving them—the campus.

As a renowned experimental psycholo-

gist, he examined a world subject to rapid

and increasingly violent change and sug-

gested that "the failure of our social tech-

nologies. ..gives greatest cause for worry.

Every political system exploited to date

finally fails, I believe, because each has

stood apart from the problem of the unre-

constructed human personality—in leader

and follower alike."

As university provost at the time of the

article's publication in Duke Press' South

At/antic Quarterly, Bevan also speculated

that American higher education was not

preparing future leaders to grapple effec-

tively with the complex socio-political

issues of the late twentieth century. In his

essay, he called for the establishment of

broad-based core curricula as the best

means for acquiring three of the most
important fruits of a truly liberal educa-

tion: reverence for learning, an awareness

of the interdisciplinary nature of knowl-

edge, and, ultimately, the skills necessary

for capable leadership.

To this day, those three values of a liber-

al education have remained hallmarks of

Bevan's own career. Now retired as vice

president and director of the health pro-

gram at the John D. and Catherine T.

MacArthur Foundation in Washington,

D.C., where he had worked since leaving

Duke in 1983, he has been tapped for lead-

ership positions that have energized the

academy and that have responded to pub-

lic-policy concerns.

Bevan's career in academe began with a

teaching appointment at Heidelberg Col-

lege in Tiffin, Ohio. He spent the Fifties at

Emory University, during which time he was

awarded a Fulbright scholarship and a guest

professorship at the University of Oslo in

Norway. He later went to Kansas State Uni-

versity, where he first turned to academic

administration during the early Sixties. Fol-

lowing a stint as vice president and provost

at Johns Hopkins University, Bevan's next

academic appointment was at Duke. He

Bevan: "learn by exploring, by reflecting, (ry testing"

joined the psychology department in 1974 as

William Preston Few Professor of Psychol-

ogy and served as provost from 1979 to 1982.

(One outcome of his earlier time at Duke,

as a graduate student, was meeting his fu-

ture wife, Dorothy Chorpening Bevan '44-)

Even with a long record in university

administration, Bevan has made, if any-

thing, a stronger mark in experimental

psychology. In 1991, the American Psy-

chological Foundation awarded him the

Gold Medal Award for Life Contribution

by a Psychologist in the Public Interest,

citing Bevan as "one of the early, most

influential leaders in research on human
cognitive functioning." The recent publi-

cation of Psychology, Science, and Human
Affairs: Essays in Honor of William Bevan

testifies to his continuing importance in

the field.

Bevan claimed in his essay that "after

some three decades as a member of the

academic community, I have come slowly

to realize that the ultimate social purpose

served by a college and university educa-

tion is preparation for leadership." He
understood, too, that leadership requires a

wide-ranging intelligence. "Education, if it

means nothing else, should mean intellec-

tual coherence," he wrote. "Thus, ways

must be constantly sought to lower the

walls that formal curricula produce within

and between areas of knowledge."

Bevan himself has worked to link psy-

chology and public-policy issues: He has

toured the United States and England lec-

turing on psychology and society. "If psy-

chologists expect the support of the public,"

he wrote in a 1982 essay for American Psy-

chologist called "A Sermon of Sorts in Three

Plus Parts," "they must be willing to inform

the public about their work and do so within

the context of the public interest, not that of

a guild, for our circumstance will be shaped

as much by the public attitude toward our

field as by the state of the economy."

Apart from his efforts to communicate
the relevance of psychology, Bevan's work
with young scholars would seem to repre-

sent one of his most enduring legacies. Dur-

ing a stint as chief executive officer of the

American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science during the early Seventies,

he developed a program for young scientists

interested in careers as science writers. He
also organized the Congressional Science

Fellows Program, which enables post-

doctoral students to spend a year on Capi-

tol Hill observing the legislative process.

After coming to Duke, Bevan continued

to engage students with his philosophy of

"learning by exploring, by reflecting, by test-

ing." He founded the school's Talent Identi-

fication Program (TIP), which continues to

attract large numbers of academically gifted

secondary school students each summer. He
also established a postdoctoral program that

allowed behavioral scientists considering

science policy careers to work as aides in

the North Carolina state legislature and the

U.S. Congress. Bevan's interest in encour-

aging students at all levels of study reflects a

conviction that "the most precious resource

available to any society is not its lakes and

rivers, its forests, its crops, its minerals, or

its coal and oil, but the character, intelli-

gence, skill, and wisdom of its people."

William D. Davies, Ivey Professor Emer-

itus in the divinity school, says Bevan
"helped transform Duke into what it has

become today" through his "quest for ex-

cellence"—a quest that, during his time as

provost, brought "the recruitment of first-

rate young scholars" and "interdisciplinary

awareness and cooperation" through pro-

grams like TIP, the Round Table on Sci-

ence and Public Affairs, and the Faculty

Newsletter. "His contribution was not merely

intellectual. He brought wisdom to his

task and was sensitive to the human and

personal needs of students and faculty."

"No dynamic leader escapes criticism,"

says Davies, a Duke faculty member for

more than a quarter of a century. "But for

many, Bevan is a prince among provosts."

—Stephen Martin '95
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CLASS
NOTES

WRITE: Class Notes Editor, Duke Magazine,

Box 90570, Durham, N.C. 27708-0570

FAX: (919) 684-6022 (typed only, please)

E-MAIL: dukemag@acpub.duke.edu

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Alumni Records,

Box 90613, Durham, N.C. 27708-0613. Please

include mailing label and allow six weeks.

NOTICE: Because of the volume of

class note material we receive and the
long lead time required for typesetting,
design, and printing, your submission
may not appear for two to three issues.

Alumni are urged to include spouses'
names in marriage and birth announce-
ments. We do not record engagements.

40s, 50s & 60s
John Cocke B.S.M.E. '45, Ph.D. '56 received the

John von Neumann Medal for his contributions to

the computer industry, especially the invention of

reduced instruction-set computer architecture and

program optimization technology. He is a retired IBM
fellow at the Thomas J. Watson Research Center in

Yorktown Heights, N.Y.

H. Squier Hanni '46, who worked in adult proba-

tion and parole for 30 years before retiring in 1986,

serves on the Florida Council on Crime and Delin-

quency. He lives in Vero Beach.

George Brown Oliver A.M. '50, Ph.D. '59

received an honorary doctor of humane letters degree

from Randolph-Macon Woman's College. A professor

emeritus, he served 42 years on the college's faculty.

He lives in Fredricksburg, Va.

George C. Megill M.Div. '52 was translator for

and leader of a three-person team traveling in the

state of Santa Catarina, Brazil, as part of a Rotary

Group Study Exchange. He and his wife, June, have -

been missionaries in Brazil for 28 years. The group

met with the state's governor, several mayors, and

people at telephone centers, factories, hospitals, and

schools. They also spoke at 24 Rotary Club meetings.

The Megills live in Raleigh.

John H. Gibbons Ph.D. '54 was inducted into the

National Academy of Engineering, one of the highest

professional distinctions accorded an engineer. He is

the director of the White House's Office of Science

and Technology Policy.

Dudley Humphrey '55, partner in the Winston-

Salem law firm Petree Stockton, was elected to repre-

sent the Winston-Salem area as a state bar councillor.

William Wortman Jr. '56 was elected to the board

of directors of Opera Carolina. He lives in Charlotte.

Barbara A. Garrett P.T. Cert '57 is co-author of

Nonverbal Interaction U'ith Adult Clients, which provides

strategies to help caregivers communicate with those

who have Alzheimer's disease, have suffered strokes,

or who have other sensory defects. She lives in

Columbus, Miss.

William McKinley Smiley Jr. '57, a professor

at Stetson University's law school, was recognized

for 30 years of leadership in trial advocacy and for his

"leading edge contributions through interdisciplinary

research" by the editors of Trial Diplomacy Journal.

He lives in St. Petersburg, Fla.

Keith E. Davis '58, Ph.D. '63 served a year as in-

terim dean fot the College of Humanities and Social

Sciences at the University of South Carolina at

Columbia. He now chairs the psychology department.

i R.N. '58, B.S.N. '60, a professor of

nursing at Salisbury State University in Maryland,

has taken an early retirement. She and her husband,

Thomas Erskine, will live in Bangkok for a year,

where he will be a Fulbright professor. They will also

be in Sri Lanka for three months this summer, where

she will be a Rotary International visiting professor.

Edwin King '60 is retiring from Church World

Service after 15 years as regional director of Caro-

linas CROP. During his tenure, the number of fund-

raising CROP Walks grew from 20 to 80. He lives in

Chapel Hill.

Bruce R. Roberts M.F '60, Ph.D. '63, a botany

professor at Ohio Wesleyan University, represented

Duke in Januaty at the school's inaugutation of its

new president.

D. Shelton '61
,
president and chief execu-

tive officer of First Federal Savings and Loan Associa-

tion of East Hattford, Conn., was elected the first chair

of the Community Bank League ofNew England.

Margaret Nicholls Wiebe '61, Ph.D. '68

closed her private ptactice of clinical psychology in

Goldsboro, N.C., and has accepted a full-time posi-

tion as psychological consultant to Disability Deter-

mination Services in Raleigh.

Norman Gerald Barrier '62, A.M. '64, Ph.D.

'66 was honored by the government of India and the

Sahitya Akademi in Delhi tor 25 years of leadership

in promoting literatute and knowledge about Indian

culture. He lives in Columbia, Mo.

Henry D. Prange '64, A.M. '67, Ph.D. '70 repre-

sented Duke in January at the inauguration of the

ptesident oflndiana University in Bloomington.

Gary Stephens '65 returned to Tal-

lahassee, Fla., to become a partner in the law firm

Ervin, Varn, Jacobs, Odom, and Ervin, where he

will continue the practice of environmental law and

dispute resolution.

Rebecca Hobgood Felton M.Ed. '66 earned

the Isabelle Y. Liberman Award from the National

Dyslexia Research Foundation for her research on the

effect of teaching techniques on children and adults

with dyslexia. An assistant ptofessot of neurology at

Wake Fotest University's Bowman day School of

Medicine, she lives in Winston-Salem, N.C.

L. Berger A.M. '67, Ph.D. '69 is Piskor

Professor of English at St. Lawrence University in

Canton, N.Y. His speciality is Shakespeatean studies.

William A. Van Nortwick Jr. '67 was ap-

pointed judge of the district court of appeals for the

First Appellate District of Florida, based in Tallahas-

see. He had practiced law with the Jacksonville, Fla.,

firm Martin, Ade, Birchfield & Mickler, where he

specialized in corporate and securities law. He lives

in Tallahassee.

Alan P. Dye '68, partner in the Washington law

firm Webstet, Chamberlain and Bean, was elected

chair of the board of d irectors of the Cancer Research

Foundation of America.

W. James Foland '69 received the 1993 Rudolph

Janata Outstanding Achievement Award last April at

the National Defense Research Institute's meeting in

New Otleans. He is a past president of the Missouri

Organization of Defense Lawyers and he was named
the NDRI's chair for the state of Missouri. He was

selected for inclusion in the 1995 Who's Who in Amer-

ica.

Elizabeth Gee '69, a Winston-Salem attorney, is

general counsel for PARTNERS National Health Plans

ofNorth Carolina, Inc. She is vice chair of the antitrust

section of the N.C. Bat Association and has been vice

chair of the American Bar Association's Health Care

Antitrust Committee for the past three years.

MARRIAGES: E. Jane Carson Clark '66

to Morton Schnabel on May 1. Residence: Washing-

ton, D.C.

70s
John R. Sanders '70, a Navy captain, graduated

with distinction from the Naval Wat College in New-
port, R.I.

Ronald R. Fogleman A.M. '7
1 , an Ait Force

general, was appointed Air Force chief of staff by

President Clinton. He was commander-in-chief of

the U.S. Transportation Command.

F. Maher '71 has established his law office

in the histotic district ofNew Castle, Del, and has

been retained as counsel to the Delaware Credit

Union League. He chairs the Board of Connections,

CSP, Inc., a ptovidet of community-based mental

health services, and is also president of the board of

READ-ALOUD Delaware.

John Dull '72 performed in December at the

Williams Meadowlands Performing Arts Center in

Rutherford, N.J., where his new album of folk-country

songs, Originals, is available undet his own label. He
and his wife, Helen, live in Rutherford.

Don C. Garrison Ed.D. '72, president ofTri-County

Technical College in Pendleton, S.C., teceived the

Barbara H. James Technical College President of the

Year Award "for his outstanding contributions to the

Tech Ptep initiative in South Carolina."

David W. Hardee J.D. '72 is president and co-

chief executive officer of Kleer Vu Industries Inc., a

manufacturer of photographic albums, stotage, and

protective devices.

Walter W. Manley II J.D. '72 represented Duke
in December at the inauguration of the ptesident of

Florida State University, whete he is a professor.

William McMahon '72 is national sales and mar-

keting manager hit Riles Stoker Corp. of Worcester,

Mass. He will manage 1 4 offices throughout the

United States.

W. Skillen A.M. '72, Ph.D. '74 is the

author of Recharging the American Experiment: Princi-

pled Pluralism for Genuine Civie Community, the report

of a major study of the health of Ametican institu-

tions, published by Baket Book House. He is execu-

tive director of the Center for Public Justice and the
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A SILVER REUNION
REFLECTION

14*
The campus in reverie

overnight into

BY CHERYL OETTER JARVIS

When the notice came for my
twenty-fifth reunion, I impul-

sively made reservations. But

as the date drew near, I began having sec-

ond thoughts. I don't like

the idea of reunions. All

those insecurities coming

back to linger. I hadn't

been to any of the previ-

ous reunions. Why should

I go to this one?

Then, new second
thoughts: If only I had a

prestigious job instead of

working as a free-lance

magazine writer. If only

I had written a book. If

only I had the body I

had in my thirties when
I taught aerobics and
worked out religiously. If

only I could metamorphosi

Cindy Crawford.

I verbalized my fears to my psycholo-

gist/husband, who listened patiently, then

advised me to go. "You'll come home feel-

ing good about your life. I promise."

And so, I went.

At the first night's party, I walked in

and felt momentarily stricken. So many
strange faces. Who were these people?

And why was I still listening to my hus-

band? But slowly, as people came up to me,

and I went up to others, behind the beard

or the gray, I saw the eyes, and then I

heard the voice, and I was back in time.

I saw people I had performed with, par-

tied with, had classes with, lived with.

Our conversation covered the range from

spouses, kids, and careers to (Sixties kids

still) sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll. I experi-

enced the classic moment of seeing an old

flame, and I was glad my husband didn't

come because I had a talk that never

would have happened with him at my side.

And I discovered that it was 11 p.m. and
I had barely eaten.

There was a breakfast Saturday morning

just for the women, grouped by dorms, that

I figured I'd pass because I was still resistant

to organized activities. But I went in spite

of myself and, without the men to distract

us, it may have been the best time of all.

Women who were full-time moms came in

jeans. Investment bankers came in suits.

Those of us who zigzagged from one thing

to another came in everything in between.

In many ways, our class comprised the

last of the old-fashioned girls. I selected

Duke, in part, because there were two and

a half males for every female. Like many of

my peers, I was made to understand

that whom I was dating was far more

important than anything I was study-

ing. Many of us married soon after college.

We're a split generation today. Those of

us who married young and had children

soon after are restructuring our lives as those

children leave home, while our contempo-

raries who spent their twenties climbing

Mount Kilimanjaro or Wall Street are now
deep into pre-school and little league. I was

so fascinated with the lives my classmates

had led that I was the last one to leave the

breakfast I hadn't wanted to attend.

As my roommate and I spent the after-

noon retracing our old stomping grounds,

we were like the Marx Brothers going

down memory lane. We couldn't remem-

ber where anything was, and what we
could remember, we remembered different-

ly. We laughed most of the afternoon.

Were there surprises? You bet. I was

surprised how many people were instantly

recognizable. I was surprised to discover

my roommate was even more beautiful

than she was in college because, over the

years, she had developed an inner beauty

to match her outer one.

I was surprised to discover the depth of

intimacy that immediately came back with

close friends, and the intimacy that arose

with people I had barely known. One tall,

lanky man confided the difficulty of an en-

core to walking onto the Duke basketball

court before 10,000 screaming fans. I was

surprised that I could talk to anyone and find

a connection, if not in our time at Duke,

then in the lives we had lived since then.

Even talking to a neurosurgeon who had

earned a master's in history and written

three books while prac-

ticing medicine, I never

felt inadequate. And per-

haps this was the biggest

surprise of all because, by

this time, we had come to

terms with the choices we
had made in our lives.

Besides, we knew our

children were our greatest

achievements anyway.

I Two people told me
Ithe reunion was trans-

I forming. For one reason

I or another, college was

"painful, and the week-

end healed old wounds. For oth-

ers, it was a time to see life in

broader strokes, to take black-

and-white memories dimmed by

time and give them color again. Not bold,

primary colors, but soft, rich pastels.

In the end, positions and Park Avenue
addresses were unimportant. But seeing old

friends, making some new ones, discover-

ing that our classmates were a bright,

interesting, diverse group of people—that

was what mattered. It is easy to look at

your contemporaries and see the road not

taken. But it is more joyful to come
together and see the ties that bind.

I wouldn't say the weekend evoked the

carefree days of college. There was too

much sensory overload for that. But it was

a rich two days, deeply moving and insight-

ful. More than anything else, I realized

what I brought back to campus, how I had

changed in the intervening years.

I have never forgotten the words of Wes
Kort, one of my favorite professors at

Duke, who said, "There is no such thing as

sustained happiness, only moments to cre-

ate and remember." The weekend was one

of those moments.

Jarvis '69 is a writer in St. Louis. Her

graduated from Duke last spring.

Eric
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Association for Public Justice in Washington, D.C.

Roger Carp 73 is editor of Classic Toy Trains, a

bimonthly magazine with a circulation of 75,000.

P. Foy 73 was named senior vice presi-

dent ofThe Multicare Companies, Inc. He lives in

Edgewater, N.J.

Steven R. Miller '73, formerly of Los Angeles, has

moved his studio, Miller Designs, to Durham. An artist

who works in gouache, a method of painting using

opaque water color, he calls his style "clarified real-

ism." An exhibition of his work was held in Durham

last summer. He says that his 1970 Volkswagen bus

now has 400,000 miles on the odometer. He and his

wife, Catherine, live in Durham.

Celia Allman Roady '73, J.D. '76 joined the

law firm Morgan, Lewis & Bockius as a partner in its

Washington, D.C, office. She focuses on federal and

state income taxation for tax-exempt organizations.

She also chairs the Exempt Organizations Committee

of the American Bar Association's tax section.

Kathryn J. Zerbe '73 is vice president for educa-

tion and research at the Menninger Clinic in Topeka,

Kansas. A staff psychiatrist and staff psychoanalyst,

she is the author of The Body Betrayed: Women, Eating

Disorders, and Treatment, published by American Psy-

chiatric Press in 1993.

John M. Alton '74 resigned last March as partner

at Lane, Alton & Horst to become principal in the

Columbus, Ohio, civil litigation firm Ray Todaro &
Alton. He specializes in medical negligence, product

liability, personal injury, and wrongful death.

Katie Sudduth Clark '74 is executive director

of the Gaston School of the Arts, a nonprofit organi-

zation offering classes in art, dance, and vocal and

instrumental music. She also directs handbell choirs

for young people at First Presbyterian Church in Gas-

tonia, N.C. She and her husband, Robert, and their

two sons live in Gastonia.

Rex Boswell M.A.T '75 was named master

instructor of English at The Culver Academies in

Culver, Ind.

James A. Gavin M.D. 75 was honored by the

American Diabetes Association with its Banting

Medal for Service. During his tenure as president of

the association, he advocated programs that reach out

to populations disproportionately affected by diabetes.

He lives in Potomac, Md.

Albert A. SkwiertZ J.D. 75 has been appointed

general counsel to Alexander & Alexander Services .

Inc., a risk management, insurance brokerage, and

human resource management consulting firm.

Jim Anthony 76, founder and president of

Anthony & Co. Commercial Real Estate, was named
Entrepreneur of the Year by the Raleigh Chamber of

Commerce. His wife, Susan Ryan Anthony 78,

is taking graduate classes at N.C. State University.

They have three children and live in Raleigh.

Robert E. Lowdermilk III M.Div. 76 is assis-

tant to the president and associate professor of reli-

gion at Lees College in Jackson, Ky. He is a certified

arbitrator for the national Better Business Bureau and

is also a national umpire for the U.S. Field Hockey

Association.

A. Marks 76 was named chief financial

officer for the agency group of Providian Corp., in

Louisville, Ky.

Cynthia Dias Selassie A.M. 76 was granted

tenure as associate professor of chemistry at Pomona
College in Claremont, Calif.

Stephen Wise Unger M.D. 76 participated on
the organizing committee of the Fourth World Con-
gress of Endoscopic Surgery, held in Kyoto, Japan, in

FAITH AND HEALING

Relaying an unfa-

vorable diagno-

sis is one of the

most difficult tasks a

physician faces. Receiv-

ing that news is equally

hard, both for the

patient and for his or

her loved ones. But a

medical practice in

Charlotte, North Caro-

lina, is taking a helpful

approach to coping

with debilitating illness.

University Oncology
Associates, a private

practice run by physi-

cian Marcus Troxell

'75, has added chaplain

Patricia Levering '68 to

its staff. With changes
brought about by man-
aged care, she says,

people are spending

less time in the hospital

and a greater number
of procedures are per-

formed in doctors'

offices on an Outpa-

tient basis. The tradi-

tional services of hospi-

tal chaplains are giving

way to alternative

approaches to counsel-

ing ailing patients.

Levering, who makes
herself available to

patients and family

members, says she

views her mission as

offering "a listening

ear. I don't try to cheer

people up, because 1

think people have a

right to feel how they

feel. Ifs up to them how
lightly or deeply the

conversation will go."

Body and soul: physician Troxell '75
, left, and ch

Levering '6S

Although a handful

of people decline the

offer of spiritual sup-

port, many more have

found the unusual
resource helpful. With
a range of cases that

includes cancers of the

breast, prostate, skin,

and lung, as well as

AIDS and sickle cell

anemia, physician

Troxell saw the need
for pastoral care. He
and Levering work
closely together, shar-

ing information about

a patient's physical and
emotional state.

Levering says that

people are often pleas-

antly surprised to dis-

cover that a chaplain is

available to them, and
that they welcome the

solace that sharing

their feelings can bring.

A Quaker who also

works on her own with

healthy clients as a

"spiritual director,"

Levering says she is

very sensitive to letting

the patient or family

member set the tone.

"Generally speaking,

most people have their

own answers. I try to

help them find those

answers. If they ask,

I might tell them what
my own thoughts

[about spirituality] are,

but I try to help them
uncover what they've

been taught, what they

believe. And I've found

that most people have

a connection to some
kind of faith and spiri-

tuality in their lives."

In addition to explor-

ing a person's religious

or spiritual roots, Lev-

ering tries to determine

what kind of support

system he or she has.

Some patients have
tightly-knit, extended
families, while others

may be fairly isolated.

And there are instances

when Levering works
more closely with an
anxious relative or

spouse than with the

patient.

Levering works only

part-time at University

Oncology Associates,

which she says helps

her manage the de-

mands ofworking with

sick and dying people.

"It's important to have
other things in your

life, because if I let it

get to me, I'd be of no
use to anyone. I've led

Bible study groups for

years and, as a spiritual

director, 1 help people

as they explore their

spiritual journeys. Peo-

ple nowadays are look-

ing for more meaning
and purpose in their

lives, and growing spir-

itually and emotionally

is an opportunity avail-

able to everyone."

June. He chained a session on laparoscopic appendec-

tomy and presented a paper on laparoscopy for

trauma. He practices in Miami Beach, Fla.

Barbara Kiehne Younger 76 is the co-author

of Creative Ways to Offer Praise.One Hundred Ideas for

Sunday Worship, published by Abingdon Press.

Claude L. Hughes M.D. 77, Ph.D. '81 joined

Wake Forest University's Bowman Gray School of

Medicine as adjunct professor of comparative medicine.

He is also an associate professor in the obstetrics and

gynecology department at Duke Medical Center.

Carter Lester 78 and Karen Pidcock-
Lester 78 are co-pastors of First Presbyterian

Church in Pottstown, Pa. They have three daughters.

Bruce F. Metge 78 is an antitrust partner at the

Boston law firm Mintz Levin on a year-long exchange

program in Dusseldorf, Germany, working with the

German law firm Bruckhaus, Westrick and Stege-

mann. His wife, Leslie Smith Metge 77, has

taken a sabbatical from her private practice in clinical

psychology until they and their three sons return to

their home in Westwood, Mass.

Karen Jackson Vaughn J.D. 78 i

dean for career planning at Temple University School

of Law in Philadelphia.

Mike Yarborough 78 is a legislative analyst for

the Department of Legislative Reference in the Mary-

land General Assembly in Annapolis. He and his

wife, Kathy Sanzo 79, and their three children

live in Silver Spring, Md.

Mark F. Bear 79, associate professor of neuro-

science at Brown University, began a five-year

appointment with the Howard Hughes Medical Insti-

tute, a philanthropic medical research organization.

His research focuses on the way parts of the brain are

affected by experience. He lives in Barrington, R.I.

Alexander Claiborne Ph.D. 79 was promoted

to professor of chemistry at Wake Forest University's

Bowman Gray School of Medicine.

L. Cusic M.H.A. 79 helped form Daniel &
Cusic, a five-year-old advertising and marketing firm

based in Charlotte, N.C. The Business journal listed

the firm as twelfth among the top 25 advertising

agencies in the greater Charlotte market.
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Kathy Sanzo 79 was promoted to of counsel in

the Washington, D.C., law firm Morgan, Lewis &.

Bockius. She specializes in food and drug law and

consumer product law. Last year, she went to Prague,

Czech Republic, to deliver a speech on the legal

aspects of developing and marketing biotechnology

products. She and her husband, Mike Yarborough
78, and their three children live in Silver Spring, Md.

Kari Hanson Stout 79, M.A.T. '81 earned a J.D.

at the University of Puget Sound law school last May.

Nancy White Le Donne 79 is a vice president

of Smith Barney Inc., where she practices law in the

mutual fund department. She and her husband, Reid,

and their son live in New York City.

BIRTHS: Third child and second daughter to Kathy
Sanzo 79 and Mike Yarborough 78 on July

15. Named Caroline Marshall.

80s
Richard S. Eichenbaum '80, managing partner

with the Jersey City law firm Eichenbaum, Kantrowitz,

Leff& Gulko, was named chair of the N.J. State Bar

Association's Special Civil Part Committee.

Richard Gaskins B.S.E. '80, a partner in the

Charlotte, N.C., office of the law firm Petree Stock-

ton, spoke at a seminar on compliance planning

for amendments to the Clean Air Act. He practices

Carole Miner Schuman '80 is a director at

Goulston & Storrs, a Boston law firm specializing in

commercial real estate law, especially shopping center

acquisitions, financing, and leasing.

Stephen C. Yang '80, who completed his cardio-

thoracic surgery fellowship at the Medical College of

Virginia, is an assistant professor of thoracic surgery at

the Johns Hopkins University Hospitals. He and his

wife, Marivic, and their three children live in Timo-

nium, Md.

Tim Huber J.D. '81 joined the

firm Graham & James and will pract

Palo Alto, Calif., office.

D. Rosenblum '81 is the author of

Copper Crucible: How the Arizona Miners' Strike of

1983 Recast Labor-Management Relations in America,

published hy Cornell University's ILR Press. After

earning his J.D. at Northwestern University, he

worked as a journalist for the Waynesville, N.C.,

NOTABLE SOLUTION

ew parents Ann
Walker Murray
'82 and Peter

Francis Murray '80,

J.D. '90 were running

late to a Duke Club
of San Diego function.

By the time the couple

arrived at their desti-

nation, they'd thought

of a number of details

they'd neglected to tell

their babysitter. While
Ann greeted friends

and acquaintances,

Peter searched for a pay
phone to call home.
"Because we were so

rushed leaving, I had
forgotten to give the

babysitter some of the

more basic details of

our whereabouts—like

where we were going

and names of our pedi-

atrician and neighbor

in case she needed
them," says Ann.
During a conversa-

tion with family mem-
bers a week later, the

Murrays mentioned
the incident. Their

relatives listened sym-
pathetically and agreed

that there should be
some way to make
leaving the kids behind
easier and less stressful.

Ann Murray began to

generate ideas around
the ordeal.

Several months later,

she had come up with

"Crib Notes," personal-

ized note pads and

The inspiration and the entrepreneur: Shannon and

her mom , Ann

magnetic, laminated

memo boards with pre-

printed information foi

babysitters or day-care

providers. Crib Notes
include important

names, addresses, and
phone numbers for

individuals like

family

physicians

and
neigh-

bors;

chil-

dren's

birth

dates and
medical

details such as

allergies; and the lo-

cation of first aid and
emergency supplies.

There is space for par-

ents to write in where

they'll be, the phone
number at that loca-

tion, when they'll be
home, and any special

instructions.

Murray says that the

laminated boards can
be placed on the refrig-

erator for easy

cess.

While
these

have
proved

to be
the most
popular

items, the

disposable

notepad sheets

are good for stuffing

in a tote bag for nurs-

ery school or away-
from-home child care.

A former marketing

director at the San
Diego Symphony, Mur-
ray says that, as her
maternity leave was
dwindling and as her

back-to-work date

loomed closer, she

decided to become a

full-time mom. (She'd

also worked in brand

management at Procter

& Gamble.)

With Crib Notes,

Murray has combined
her marketing and
business expertise with

motherhood. The note

pads are advertised in

parenting magazines,

sold through an 800
number, and have
gained a healthy word-
of-mouth promotion.

"Our corporate

headquarters are in our
front living room, I'm

embarrassed to say,

and we have no em-
ployees other than my
daughter, Shannon,
who smiles and acts

cute at appropriate

times," says Murray.

"I realize that now
probably isn't the

greatest time to be
starting one's own busi-

ness, but if you wait

until that perfect

moment, you'll proba-

bly always be waiting.

Right?"

Mountaineer and for The New Republic and Time

magazines. He now practices law in Chicago.

Joseph Fehribach A.M. '82, Ph.D. '86 was

named assistant professor of mathematics at Worces-

ter Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Mass.

Dhavalkumar D. Patel '82, M.D. '86, Ph.D. '89

was awarded a postdoctoral fellowship at Duke worth

$ 1 20,000 hy Pfizer Inc. His study on the role of the AD2
molecule in the development of T-cells could improve

understanding of the human immune system and lead

to new treatment strategies for autoimmune diseases.

Michael Silverman '82, who completed a cardi-

ology internship at the University of Maryland, joined

the group Hartman, Parnes, Valenti & Associates in

Columbia, Md. He and his wife, Madge W. Sil-

verman '82, and their two daughters live in Ellicott

City, Md.

John White Westmoreland '82 is the author

of a set of six devotional commentaries on a life of

Christ folk song, "Lord of the Dance," which will

appear in the May-June Presbyterian Church's devo-

tional book These Days. Seven more commentaries,

"One Verse from John," will be appearing later. He
lives in Mooresville, N.C.

John R. Wimmer M.Div. '82 is assistant to the

president of the University of Indianapolis, where he

teaches in the religion department. During 1994-95,

he is also a consultant to the Valparaiso Project on
Education and Formation of People of Faith, a project

of the Lilly Endowment.

David Wombwell '82 has joined Common-
wealth Bank and Trust Co. of Middletown, Ky., as

senior vice president. He will oversee the hank's lend-

ing activities.

William W. Woodruff M.D. '82 joined the part-

time faculty at Wake Forest University's Bowman
Gray School of Medicine as clinical instructor in

radiology. He also has a private practice in High

Point, N.C.

Bonnie Ford Angel M.S.N. '83, a clinical assis-

tant professor at UNC-Chapel Hill's nursing school,

was awarded its 1994 Undergraduate Nursing Faculty

Award.

Carole Norris Chidester '83 is communica-

tions manager at The Prudential Health Care System

in central Ohio. She and her husband, Paul, and their

son live in Columbus, Ohio.

Lorre Hammerman '83 is working with IBM
Israel and living in Tel Aviv.

John M. "Mac" Jordan Jr. '83 was named
president ofJordan Properties, a real estate develop-

ment, brokerage, and property management company

based in Saxapahaw, N.C. He earned his master's in

architecture at N.C. State in 1990.

Thomas P. Oldveiler '83 is a founding partner of

the law firm Zieman, Speegle, Oldveiler & Jackson,

LLC. in Mobile, Ala.

Elizabeth Schoff '83 has opened her own busi-

ness, Katonah New York, after working for Saks Fifth

Avenue for ten years. Her store specializes in decora-

tive gardening items and unusual gifts. She lives in

Bedford, N.Y.

Marianne Bennet Strongin BSE. '83 is a

manager in the audit division of Arthur Andersen.

Her husband, Scott Strongin B.S.E. '84, is a

manager with Andersen Consulting. The couple and

their two sons live in Atlanta.

Michelle "Shelly" Putter Barnea B.S.N. 84

is the director of the first pediatric medical day care

center in New Jersey. She and her husband, Mark,

and their two daughters live in Rockaway, N.J.
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F. Marie Attaway Borland '84, who graduated

from the University ofFlorida's law school, is an associ-

ate with the Tampa law firm Hill, Ward and Hender-

son. She and her hushand, Christophet, live in Tampa.

Jeremie "Jeri" Moses Butlein '84 is man-

ager of corporate services for Creative Connections,

a consulting, training, and education firm in New
London, Conn. She earned her master's in experi-

mental learning from the Gallatin Division ofNew
Yotk University. She and her husband, Larry, live in

Meriden, Conn.

Gary W. Lyons '84, a marketing manager in the

Broadband Communications Group at Scientific

Atlanta, Inc., in Norcross, Ga., graduated from

the executive M.B.A. program at Georgia State

University.

David S. Ruch '84 was named assistant professor

of surgical sciences in orthopedic surgery at the

Bowman Gray/Baptist Hospital Medical Center in

Winston-Salem, N.C.

Scott Strongin B.S.E. '84 is a manager with An-
dersen Consulting. His wife, Marianne Bennet
Strongin B.S.E. '83, is a manager in Arthur Ander-

sen's audit division. The couple and their two sons

live in Atlanta.

Gregory Wills '84, Th.M. '89 is archives and

special collections librarian at Southern Baptist

Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky.

Preston Burton '85 was named assistant U.S.

district attorney in Washington, D.C.

David W. Coffman '85, a Marine captain, com-

pleted a six-month deployment Co the western Pacific

and Indian oceans with the USS Tripoli Amphibious

Ready Group.

Harry L. Galanty '85 joined the Oakland Ortho-

paedic Associates in Pittsburgh, Pa., where he prac-

tices sports medicine and non-surgical orthopaedics.

Connie Panos Karides '85 spent one month in

Russia duting the summer of 1993 as part of an Ortho-

dox Mission team. The team helped monastics in and

near Kostroma, which is Durham's sistet city. She and

her husband, Sam, live in Ferndale, Md.

Jonathan P. Nase J.D. '85 had an article, "Penn-

sylvania's EvolvingJudici.il Discipline System: The
Development and Content of the 1993 Consti-

tutional Amendments," published in the Dickinson

Law Review. He is counsel to the Legislative Budget

and Finance Committee of the Pennsylvania General

Assembly.

Jonathan Santore '85 is assistant professor of

music theory and composition at Plymouth State

College in New Hampshire. He was lecturer in music

theory at the University of Minnesota School of

Music, aftet several years of teaching at colleges and

universities in the Los Angeles area. He recently

earned his Ph.D. in music at UCLA, where his disser-

tation, included a chamber opera based on his own
libretto.

Lisa Blanchard Tobey '85 has taken leave

from practicing law to care for her two sons. She
works part-time from her home as a ghostwritet and

researcher for a company that produces study guides.

She and her husband, Brian, and their sons live in

Raleigh.

Susan Abarbanell-McKeen '86 left the

U.S. Navy in November after nine years of service.

She and her husband, Patrick, live in Atlanta.

has joined ESPN as director of

advertising in the consumer marketing department.

He will work in the network's New York office.

Nini S. Patheja '86 completed his residency in

ophthalmology at Indiana University and has started

private practice in Augusta, Ga. He and his wife,

Amy, and their two children live in Evans, Ga.

Thomas J. Walsh III '86 joined the Washing-

ton, D.C, office of the international law firm McDer-
mott, Will & Emery, where he is an associate in the

health law department.

Gary N. Wilcox '86 is an associate in the govern-

mental affairs department of the Morristown, N.J.,

law firm Riker, Danzig, Scherer, Hyland & Perretti.

He and his wife, Wendy, live in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Anne T. Fitzgerald '87, J.D. '90, who led an

Alaskan conservation expedition in 1993, is prac-

ticing law as an assistant district attorney in North

Carolina's Hoke and Scotland c

Joseph P. Atkins '88 joined the office of the

public defender in Prince George's County, Md., as

an attorney. He also tepresents a death-sentenced

client in Texas in post-conviction proceedings.

Christine Ferraro-Bloomfeld '88 is an ele-

mentary school teacher and currently a full-time

mother. Her husband, Richard Bloomfeld '88,

is a resident in internal medicine at Duke Medical

Center. They and their daughter live in Durham.

Matthew Hapgood '88, who earned his M.B.A.

at the University of Virginia's Darden School of Busi-

ness, is a financial analyst at Exxon Corp. in Dallas.

Raymond H. Hill M.E.M. '88 is a principal at the

New Yotk office of AT. Kearney, an international

management consulting firm. He advises clients on
strategy and operations issues in the chemicals, phar-

ils, and environmental industries.

Joseph F. Paschall '88 is a Marine Corps cap-

tain. He and his wife, Susan, live in Oceanside, Calif.

Michael Walsh Taylor '88 left Procter & Gam-
ble after five years as a systems analyst and is teaching

English in Hungary for a year.

Brett Foster B.S.E. '89, a Navy lieutenant, re-

ceived a lettet of commendation for superior perfor-

mance of duty while assigned with Sea Control

Squadron 35 at Naval Air Station North Island in

Charles G. Froeb '89 is a commercial real estate

broker for CB Commercial. He also races Hobie Cats,

competing in national and world championships. He
and his wife, Millie, live in Los Angeles.

M.B. "Brenk" Johnson '89 is an associate with

the Dallas law fitm Wilson, Elscr, Moskowitz, Edel-

man & Dicker, where he specializes in commercial

litigation, oil and gas, and insurance defense.

Graham Murphy B.S.E. '89 is an associate design

engineer at Hatteras Yachts in High Point, N.C. He
and his wife, Diana, live in Greensboro.

Alex Saponar B.S.E. '89 has received a fellowship

from the Consortium for Graduate Study in Manage-
ment to work toward his M.B.A. at UNC-Chapel
Hill. He lives in Durham.

Lisa Ann Soltani '89, a student at the University

of Virginia's Darden Graduate School of Business,

received the Samuel Forrest Hyde Memorial Fellow-

ship. The fellowship honors the student who con-

tributes the most to the welfare of the school during

his or her first year. She also received the Shetmet

Award, which recognizes academic excellence, spirit,

and setvice.

G. Wade Wootan
School of Law, i:

a graduate of the Tulane

th the New Orleans
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law firm Chaffe, McCall, Phillips, Toler and Sarpy.

MARRIAGES: Todd Evan Jones '80 to

Bridget Hays Booher '82, A.M. '92 on Dec. 30.

Residence: Durham... F. Marie Attaway '84 to

Christopher Vogel Borland on Aug. 27. Residence:

Tampa. . .Connie Panos '85 to Sam A. Karides on

Oct. 10, 1993. Residence: Ferndale, Md....Susan
Abarbanell '86 to Patrick McKeen on Sept. 3.

Residence: Atlanta. . Nini S. Patheja '86 to Amy
Elizabeth Keller on April 4, 1992. Residence: Evans,

Ga. . . . Gary N. Wilcox '86 to Wendy Yvonne
Clarke on May 28. Residence: Brooklyn...Renata
Marie Germino '87 to Anthony Landon Smith

on July 9. Residence: Arlington, Va Joseph F.

Paschall '88 to Susan Nehilla on Sept. 3. Resi-

dence: Oceanside, Calif....Graham Murphy
B.S.E. '89 to Diana Froehlich on June 25. Residence:

Greensboro, N.C.

BIRTHS: Third child and second son to t

Miner Schuman '80 and Joel S. Schuman on
Sept. 16, 1993. Named Ari Dylan...Second child

and first daughter to Mary Callahan Clark '81

and Barry Clark on May 2 1 . Named Rebecca

Leigh.. Third child and son to Sarah Foerster
Hupy '81 and Craig Hupy on July 24- Named
Matthew Lawrence. . . Second child and daughter

to Tom Callaway '82, M.B.A. '82 and Susan
Nance Callaway '84 on Sept. 3. Named Isabel

Nance... First child and son to Carole Norris
Chidester '83 and Paul Chidester on Jan. 1 1

,

1994. Named Geoffrey Hale.. . Second son to Mari-
anne Bennet Strong in BSE. '83 and Scott

Strongin B.S.E. '84 on July 29. Named Zachary

Alexander... Second daughter to Michelle
"Shelly" Putter Barnea B.S.N. '84 and Mark
Barnea on Aug. 1 1 . Named Alyssa Diane. . . First

child and son to J. West Paul Jr. '84 and Sheri

Paul on May 19. Named Joseph West Paul III... First

child and daughter to James Ponile '84 and

Cristyne Ponile on June 30. Named Jennifer Lynn...

First child and daughter to Wendy Krupnik
Melnick '85 and Andrew Melnick on Feb. 12, 1994.

Named Madeline Hope...Son to Marige Tatis
Bursaw '86 and Chris Bursaw on Feb. 10, 1994.

Named William Joseph. . .Second child and first son

to Nini S. Patheja '86 and Amy Patheja on Sept.

1, 1994. Named Adam Singh... Daughter to Judy
Browne Schmitz B.S.E. '86 and Thomas Schmitz

on Aug. 19. Named Emily Katherine... First child and

son to Cheri DeFelice Polk '87 and Mike Polk

on May 23. Named Brian Taylor... First child and

daughter to Christine Ferraro-Bloomfeld '88

and Richard Bloomfeld '88 on April 24, 1994.

Named Carly Louise.

90s
Robert C. Brickey '90 is a sports consultant for

Legends Sports Group. He and his wife, Amy, live

in Durham.

Natasha Leigh Chefetz '90 is a litigation asso-

ciate with Fitzgerald, Rome & Siegel, a small enter-

tainment law firm in New York City.

Kyle A. Glerum '90, a Marine lieutenant, reported

for duty with Marine Fighter Attack Squadron 312,

2nd Marine Aircraft Wing, at the Marine Corps Air

Station in Beaufort, S.C.

Cristina Walsh Hope '90 earned her J.D. at

New York Law School. She lives in Patchogue, N.Y.

David M. Kenee '90, a Navy lieutenant, com-
pleted the Officer Indoctrination School at the Naval

Education and Training Center in Newport, R.I.

Todd A. Rappaport '90, a graduate ofWake
Forest University's Bowman Gray School of Medicine,

is doing a residency in anesthesiology at the Univer-

sity of South Florida in Tampa.

Carolyn Schwartz '90 graduated from the State

University ofNew York at Stony Brook School of

Medicine, where her husband, Larry Kravitz '9
1

,

is in his fourth year.

Timothy F. Tate '90 is a third-year divinity stu-

dent at Duke. After graduation, he will be a United

Methodist Church minister serving in Virginia. He
and his wife, Teresa, live in Rocky Mount, N.C.

Armando Gomez '91 graduated from George-

town University's law school, where he was managing

editor of Tax Lauryer. He is a tax attorney with the

U.S. Department of Treasury. He and his wife, Melissa

Hathaway, live in Fairfax, Va.

Jennifer Rhoads Hsieh '92 graduated from the

physician assistant program at Wake Forest Univer- '

CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural

acres, 20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today,

Food & Wine, Mid-Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd., 27712.

(919) 477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

THE OLD NORTH DURHAM INN, at.

bed and breakfast less than a mile from Duke, offering

turn-of-the-century charm, comfortable lodging,

and hearty breakfasts. 922 N. Mangum St., 27701.

(919)683-1885.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury waterfront

house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, for vacation

rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool, and spectac-

ular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach for great swim-

ming and snorkeling. John Krampf '69, 812 W. Sedg-

wick St., Philadelphia, PA 19119. (215) 438-4430

(home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd., Chapel

Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 929-3194.

SIX LONDON FLATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea

Bridge/Battersea Park area. Flat #16 for two or three

persons includes lovely lounge, double bedroom,

single bedroom, bathroom, kitchen/dining area, $650

per week for two persons. Flat #1 8 for 4-5 persons

includes two twin bedrooms and a single bedroom

with bathroom, kitchen/family room, $850 for four

persons. Both flats fully equipped, with daily butler

and maid service.

Two double-bedded flats in Covent Garden, the

heart of the theater district. Incredible location

immediate to all London sights. $785 per week for

two persons.

Two flats at the marina at St. Katharine Dock,

Tower of London. One accommodates 4-5 persons in

a wonderful flat of two bedrooms, bathroom/shower,

kitchen/dining area for $850 per week. The second

is for 2-3 persons in a twin-bedded flat with bedroom,

kitchen, living room/dining area. Wonderful views

over the marina and immediate to the Tower of

London. $650 per week for two persons or $750 per

week May through September. Both Tower of Lon-

don flats are immediate to the Tower Hill tube stop

and on the marina.

Nine Cotswold stone cottages in the heart of

Gloucestershire from $650 per week.

Theater tickets and week land packages that include

apartment, tours, and theater tickets for London,

Gloucestershire, and Edinburgh are also available.

For brochures and references, contact Thomas Moore,

P.O. Box 12086, Ogden, UT 84412; (801) 393-9120,

Fax:(801)393-3024.

NANTUCKET ISLAND, Many Castles, fully fur-

nished and equipped four-bedroom home. Private

location, spectacular ocean views, walk to pristine

beach. July and August $2,200/week. June, September,

October also available. Ferry tickets available.

(508) 228-5488 owner.

ANGUILLA, BWI: Three-bedroom, three-bathroom

villa overlooking Shoal Bay and island harbor.

Great beaches, snorkeling, restaurants nearby. $180-

$300/day. Molly Guyer Goodnow (603) 352-7568.

OVERSEAS TRAVEL: Tour the Caribbean and

Europe with a seasoned Duke gtad. Call Calista

Woodbridge '86 at (800) 872-8579 for brochures

and information.

ST. JOHNS VILLA: Private, luxurious three-

bedroom, three-bath villa with pool and magnificent

180-degree sea view. Call (800) 338-8883 (business)

or (301) 983-9151 (home).

MYRTLE BEACH: Land's End Resort, beautiful

two-bedroom, ocean front, next to 500-acre natural

preserve. Cindy, (800) 363-9199.

NEW ZEALAND: Primordial rain forests, fascinating

native ecology, awesome scenery, unlimited adven-

ture. Go where others don't, see what others won't in

an intimate, small group setting. Summer dates avail-

able. Black Sheep Touring Company. (S00) 206-8322.

FOR RENT

FIGURE EIGHT ISLAND, near historic Wilmington,

NC. Beautiful views sound/ocean. Four bedrooms

(two masters), thtee baths. Sleeps 8-10. $l,850/week.

(910)686-1144.'

WRIGHTSV1LLE BEACH, NC: 4/2 soundfront,

boatslip. $l,450/week. (910) 256-8359, (910) 686-

1144.
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sity's Bowman Gray School of Medicine.

Christine Purnell '92, an actuarial scientist with

Aetna Life and Casualty Co., has been named an

Associate of the Society of Actuaries.

Amy Shapiro '92 is pursuing a master's in bio-

archaeology and geoarchaeology at University Col-

lege in London, where she received the UCL Open
Scholarship. She was an archaeologist at Mount Ver-

non and at St. Mary's City, Md.

Michael J. Silah '92, a Navy ensign, is a desig-

nated naval aviator, after completing flight training

in Corpus Christi, Texas.

Frank T. Wrenn '92, director of communications

for Pi Kappa Phi's international office and editor of its

award-winning magazine Star and Lamp, was elected

to the board of directors of the College Fraterniry

Editors As:

M. "Bo" Adams '93 is a member of the

Upper School math department faculty at the Dar-

lington School in Rome, Ga., where he also coaches

swimming and junior varsity tennis.

LitO '93, a Navy ensign, completed hi:

first solo flight. He is in primary flight training at

Naval Air Station Whiting Field in Milton, Fla.

Woffenden A.M. '93 is a visiting assis-

tant professor of biology at Roanoke College in

Salem, Va.

Brooke W. Bowman '94 joined the English

department faculty at the Darlington School in

Rome, Ga., where she will also coach cross country,

track, and middle school basketball.

Scott C. Kammer '94, a Navy ensign, completed

Officer Indoctrination School at the Naval Education

and Training Center in Newport, R.l.

Matthew T. Parker B.S.E. '94, a Navy ensign,

is stationed at the Naval Supply Corps School in

Athens, Ga.

MARRIAGES: Robert C. Brickey '90 to

Amy L. Williams on July 23. Residence: Durham. .

.

William Edward Downey III '90 to Lesley

Gaines Holland on Nov. 26 in Duke Chapel. .

.

Carolyn Schwartz '90 to Lawrence
Krawitz '91 on Sept. 12. ..Armando Gomez
'91 to Melissa Ellen Hathaway in August. Residence:

Fairfax, Va.... Leslie Limbaugh '92 to Mark
Cooper on July 16. Residence: Charlottesville, Va....

Zacharias Athanasios Kollias MBA. '93

to Margaret Lynne Dilts on Nov. 26.

DEATHS
Charles Aycock Litchfield 16 of Aurora, N.C.,

on Aug. 20. He was a retired Marine Corps lit

He is survived by two daughters, two sons, two sisi

and four grandchildren.

Daniel S. Johnson '24, A.M. '29 of Rocky Mo
N.C, on May 3.

Rooker '25 of Angier, N.C,
on Aug. 14- He was a retired lawyer and judge.

He is survived by his wife, Wincy, two sisters, and

a brother.

les'27ofElmCity,N.C,
on Jan. 25, 1990, of heart failure. She taught in the

Wilson County schools. She is survived by a son; two

daughters, including Nancy Doles Mitchell '61;

four sisters, including Thelma Albright A.M. '37;

and nine grandchildren.

David L. Primm '27 of Bryn Mawr, Pa., on March
20, 1990.

Maynard Mangum Huggins'29ofRuther-
fordton, N.C, on June 14-

Fussell Cranford '30 of Richmond,

Va., on May 14- She was a retired school teacher. She

is survived by her husband, Ernest, a son, a daughtet,

three step-sons, a step-daughter, 12 grandsons, and

five granddaughters

Rudy Priepke A.M. '30, Ph.D. '32 of Clarksville,

Iowa, on May 12. He worked with Johnson and John-

son before becoming a professor at Elmhurst (III.)

College, where he had earned his bachelor's degree in

1929. He is survived by a son, two daughters, and six

grandchildren.

Roy D. Boggs Sr. '32 of Valdese, N.C, on June

15. He retired as president of Valdese Weavers, where

he worked for 50 years and was a member of the boatd

of directors. He also retired as vice president of Lavo-

nia Manufacturing Co., in Lavonia, Ga. A member of

Beautifully restored ISOOs log cabin. Three fireplaces,

heart-pine floors. Also dishwasher, washer, microwave,

electric heat. Hike the surrounding farm. Sperryville,

VA (703) 364-1 167.

LEONTINE ISLAND, on beautiful Lake George, NY.
Private island, three-bedroom house, converted ice-

house/kitchen, and boat. $2,000/week. Also, refur-

bished five-bedroom, three-and-a-half bath farmhouse

with lake view. $800/week. Call Griff (201) 731-4848.

MORGAN, VERMONT. Three-bedroom, two-bath

home. Peaceful retreat in woods on clean lake, with

views and fireplace. Hiking, boating, fishing. Summer
or monthly. (919) 489-9234. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

FRANCE, DORDOGNE: two special houses.

Countryside: three bedrooms, pool, (707) 938-8650.

Village: two bedrooms, garden, (513) 221-1253.

FOR SALE

TREYBURN COUNTRY CLUB. Charming new
home overlooking the 18th fairway features three bed-

rooms, two baths, 18-foot ceilings in living and dining

rooms and a huge deck with ship rail. 2,1 1 1 heated

square feet. Contact Duke Management Company
at (919) 286-6605 for more details.

QUALITY U.S. & FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Flags &. Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

MONTANA PROPERTIES, ranches, recreational

homes, hunting, fishing, skiing, hiking. Craig and

Tami Siphers, Properties West, (800) 981-LAND.

GO DUKE! BEAT STRESS! '69 grad Mort Orman,
M.D., has produced a superb book and audiotape

program on stress. For free information, write:

ALUMNI DISCOUNT OFFER, 2936 E. Baltimore

Street, Baltimore, MD 21224.

THE CHANTICLEER has a limited number of

1992-93 and 1993-94 yearbooks available for

purchase. $60 for one or $100 for the pair, shipping

included. Mail checks to The Chanticleer, 101-3

Bryan Center, Durham, NC 27708.

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUR OWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Seven Sisters, Duke, Stanfotd, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics. THE
RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

PRIVATE, PERSONAL, PROVEN
INVESTMENT COUNSELING

with

Warlick Capital Management
(201) 292-2855

fax (201) 292-1122

Pat Warlick '45, over 45 years' experience in money
management, former chief investment officer and

partner with a large New York mutual fund company,

is accepting a limited number of clients seeking

financial advice and money management
h »l loOLMcrm LTOWlll.

For a free brochure describing

his investment style, credentials, fees, and a

15-year performance record, call today or write

WCM, 10 Park Place, Morristown, NJ 07960.

EXCELLENT FUNDRAISER. Personalized

reunions/alumni promotion. Great gift. Call (800)

985-7207.

EXPERIENCED SAILING CREW AVAILABLE:
22-year-old male. Duke graduate, May 1995, B.S.,

Marine Biology. Sailing instructor and skipper in

small boat regattas with knowledge in racing tactics

and general crew skills. Lawrenceville School Sailing

Team 1989 and 1990. Available after May 1995 for

one-month to one-year expeditions. Phil Johnston,

SAE House, (919) 613-2944.

FREE SPEECH UNDER SIEGE AT DUKE! Vie

Duke Review is Duke University's only conservative

newspaper. Since its founding in 1989, the Review has

spoken out against the increasing politicization of

academics and President Keohane's multicultural,

"politically correct" agenda. The Duke Review relies

on alumni support and input to fulfill its crucial mis-

sion. Join us. For a free copy of The Duke Review, send

your name and address to: The Duke Review, Box
99344, Durham, NC 27708. For a one-year subscrip-

tion, send $25.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 55,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment) are

$100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.)

in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID.

Send check or money order (payable to Duke Maga-

zine) to: Classifieds, Duke Magazine, 614 Chapel

Drive, Box 90570, Durham, NC 27708-0570.

We also accept VISA, MASTERCARD,
DISCOVER, and American Express. No phone
orders, except FAX orders with credit card numbers

and expiration date: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.
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the Valdese Public Library Board of Directors, he at-

tended the Valdese First United Methodist Church,

where he was a steward, chair of the administrative

board, and church lay leader. He is survived by his

wife, Vera, two sons, two daughters, two sisters, eight

grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.

Leonora Debruyne Stearns '32 of Waterford,

Conn., on Nov. 15, 1993.

J. Andrew Berry '33 of Orangeburg, S.C., on

June 1, of a heart attack. He was a graduate of the

University of South Carolina School ofLaw and a

member of the S.C. Bar Association. He was director

of the Dick Home Foundation, served on the board of

the South Caroliniana Society, and helped found the

Orangeburg Arts Center. He is survived by his wife,

Nancy; four daughters, including Barbara Berry
Galloway '60, M.A.T. '61; and eight grandchildren.

Joseph Bayne Doughty '33 of Charleston,

S.C, in July. He had retired as assistant director of

Westvaco's Charleston Research Laboratory. He held

25 foreign and domestic patents on wood products

and processes. He was a member of the American

Chemical Society, the Technical Association of the

Pulp and Paper Industries, and the Forest Products

Research Society, and had published papers in many
journals. He is survived hy his wife, Macel, two sons,

three daughters, a brother, and five grandchildren.

Leroy C. LeGwin Jr. '33 of Wilmington, N.C.,

on Jan. 5, 1994. Before he retired in 1977, he was a

purchasing agent at James Walker and New Hanover

Memorial hospitals. During World War II, he was a

supervisor in the shipyard of N.C. Shipbuilding Co.

He helped to found the N.C. Azalea Festival and to

add roses and azaleas to Wilmington's medians and a

city park. He was also a charter member and the first

full-term president of the Wilmington Jaycees and a

member of the Lions Club. He is survived by his wife,

Innie, a son, a sister, and two grandsons.

Russell S. Ireland '34 of Orange City, Fla., on

Feb. 25, 1994. After working in the coffee business in

Atlantic City for ten years, he moved to Maine, where

he worked in the hotel industry. When he retired in

1976, he owned three hotels and a restaurant. He is

survived by his wife, Alice, four sons, a daughter,

eight grandchildren, and one great-grandchild.

Horace L. Bomar Jr. J.D. '36 of Spartanburg,

S.C, on April 25, 1994. He was a senior partner in

the law firm Holcombe, Bomar, Cothran and Gunn.
Before starting the law firm, he was a U.S. attorney.

During World War II, he served as a Navy lieutenant.

He was past president of the Spartanburg County
Bar Association, Kiwanis Club, and Chamber of

Commerce. He was a deacon and elder emeritus at

First Presbyterian Church. He is survived by his wife,

Martha, two sons, a daughter, a brother, two sisters, 1

1

grandchildren, and two step-grandchildren.

Earl V. Pullias Ph.D. '36 of Los Angeles on Aug.

20 of a cerebral hemorrhage. A professor emeritus at

the University of Southern California, he had started

teaching there as a visiting professor in 1940 while

dean of faculty at Pepperdine College. He became a

full professor at USC in 1957 and retired in 1977. His

research and writing focused on philosophical issues

in higher education. One of his books, A Teacher is

Many Things (1968), has been translated into nine

languages. He served on the Los Angeles County
Board of Education and the California Commission

on Higher Education. He is survived by a son.

Phyllis M. Nelson '38 of Raleigh, N.C, on June

10, 1993, of a respiratory ailment. She worked for

the N.C. Highway Department. She is survived by

a brother, a niece, and two nephews.

William L. Bryan '39 of Shaker Heights, Ohio,

on July 8. He retired in 1985 as an associate professor

of mechanical engineering at Case Western Reserve

University, where he had taught for 38 years. He was a

life member and fellow in the American Society of

Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning. He is

survived by his wife, Sally.

Claude O. Caskey Jr. '39 of Winchester, Va.,

on April 24. He is survived by his wife, Marjorie.

Lucy Smither Drake '39 of Winston-Salem on

June 23. She was a Circle leader at Centenary United

Methodist Church. She is survived by a sister, Emily
Smither Long '42; two nieces; three nephews; and

10 great-nieces and -nephews.

Walter C. Johnson '39 of Chattanooga, Tenn.,

on July 8. He worked at the Southern Newspaper

Publishers Association as a manager, retiring in 1974

secretary. From 1975 to 1978, he was

director of the Chattanooga Industrial

Committee of 100. After 30 years of service, he

retired from the Air Force Reserves in 1972 as a lieu-

tenant colonel. He also served on the board of the

Chattanooga Children's Home. He is survived by a

son, a daughter, a sister, and five grandchildren.

Charles N. Wagner '39 of Sebring, Fla., on April

28, of heart failure. A World War II Navy veteran,

he worked as an analyst with the state of Georgia and

was an avid aviator. He is survived by his wife, Brenda,

a son, a daughter, and a sister.

Anne Elizabeth Parker A.M. '40 of Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., on Jan. 16, 1994. A 1931 graduate

of the University of Chattanooga, she taught high

school for eight years before coming to Duke. In 1945,

she was named dean of students at Mary Baldwin

College and held that position until 1972. At the

time of her retirement, the school's new student

affairs quarters were named for her. She was a member
of the board of trustees at the University of Tennessee-

Chattanooga for several years and volunteered at the

Detention Unit ofJuvenile Court in Chattanooga

following her retirement. She is survived by a brother,

a nephew, and two nieces.

Richard Edwards Davis M.F. '41 of Stone

Mountain, Ga., on May 9, of a heart attack. He was a

World War II veteran who served as a naval officer in

both the European and the Pacific theaters. He worked

for the Ga. State Department of Natural Resources,

the Ga. Forestry Commission, and the Department

of Mines, Mining, and Geology. He also wrote and

produced media materials on forestry, mining, geol-

ogy, and natural resources. He is survived by his wife,

Catherine, a daughter, and two grandchildren.

M. Hanes Brown J.D. '42 of Erwin, Tenn., on
March 29, after several years of failing health. A
graduate of Carson Newman College, he served in

the U.S. Navy Supply Corps during World War II.

A sessions court judge in Unicoi County, Tenn., for

a number of years, he also operated A.R. Brown and

Co., a retail establishment founded by his father, until

its closing in 1985. He was a past chair of the Unicoi

County Board of Education and a trustee and deacon

of the First Baptist Church. He is survived by his wife,

Beryl; three daughters, including Martha Brown
Stromberg '70 and Alexandra Brown '77;

three sisters; and five grandchildren, including

Roger Sumrall '85.

'43ofNorfolk,Va.,onApril

17. He was president ofW.H. Gatling & Associates

for 44 years. He was a past chair of the Tidewater

Chapter of the American Red Cross, past president of

the Norfolk-Virginia Beach Executives Club, and an

inductee into the Sales and Marketing Hall of Fame.

He is survived by his wife, Lydia Hutchings
Gatling '49, four daughters, two brothers, two

sisters, and seven grandchildren.

Marion E. Murdaugh '43 of Durham on July 4,

after a long illness. He had owned and operated Mur-

daugh Typewriter Co., and later worked for Brame

Specialty Co. before retiring in 1985. He is survived

by his wife, Kathleen, three sons, a daughter, a step-

daughter, a sister, and two step-grandchildren.

Richard R. Paige '43 of Miami, Fla., in October

1993. He is survived by his wife, Dean.

Frank Earl Poole M.D. '43 of Salisbury, Md.

William A. Bobb '46 of Nyack, N.Y., on June 16.

After serving in the Army Air Corps during World
War II, he worked for Shell Oil Co. in New York City

and later at Presidential Life Insurance Co. in Nyack.

Jack Warren Moore B.D. '46, Ph.D. '58 of

Rocky Mount, N.C, on July 28 of congestive heart

failure. He was a professor emeritus of philosophy and

religion and former academic dean and vice president

at N.C. Wesleyan College in Rocky Mount. He had

worked in the administration or faculty of church-

related colleges for more than 40 years. In 1960, he

helped start N.C. Wesleyan College as its academic

dean, creating its first curriculum and faculty. After he

retired in 1981, he studied bioethics. He is survived

by his wife, Nina, a son, three daughters, a sister, six

grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.

Donald Smiley M.Div. '46 of Stockton, Calif.,

on July 25.

Mary Freed Dohner '47 of Walnut Creek, Calif.,

on Aug. 4-

Charles N. Foshee '47, Ph.D. '58 of Marietta,

Ohio, on July 8. He was a retired member of the

Muskingum Valley Presbytery, Synod of the

Covenant. From 1958 to 1968, he was a professor

of religion and philosophy at Radford University in

Virginia and associate dean of the college from 1978

to 1984- He was a past president of the Marietta

Rotary Club. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth,

a daughter, a son, and two grandchildren.

Irving S. Gray B.S.M.E. '47 of Bellmore, N.Y.

Carolyn Cristoph Johnston R.N. '47 of Chapel

Hill on July 2. She was a nurse at UNC Hospitals in

Chapel Hill for more than 20 years. She is survived by

her husband, Charles; a son; four daughters, including

Deborah Johnston Rodgers MBA. '88; her

stepmother; a sister; and eight grandchildren.

Linus W. Llewellyn B.S.C.E. '47 of Sarasota,

Fla., on Feb. 26, 1993, of pancreatic cancer. He is

survived by his wife, D'Arlene Brink Llewellyn
'48, four sons, and four grandchildren.

Edith Byers B.S.N.Ed. '49 on May 31, 1994. She

was an instructor of inservice education at Charlotte

Memorial Hospital.

Allan W. Groff '49 of Lancaster, Pa., on April 21,

1993. He was an employment specialist in Pennsyl-

vania's Department of Labor and Industry. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Betty Jane.

Ellen Sawyer Wible '49 of San Diego, Calif.,

on March 4. She was an art therapist.

Harold E. Ford '50, LL.B. '52 of Madison, Ind.,

on Aug. 5. An attorney, he had represented two local

school systems and the Jefferson County Department

of Welfare, had served as a city judge, and had been

the prosecuting attorney for the Fifth Judicial Circuit.

He also was a past president of the Jefferson County

Bar Association. He was a member of Delta Theta

Phi fraternity and a veteran of the Army Air Corps.

He is survived by a daughter, a son, three brothers,

two sisters, and four grandchildren.

Thomas Camden Harris B.S.M.E. '50 of

Greenville, S.C, on Aug. 20. He was a mechanical

engineer and a salesman with Allan T. Shepard Co.

before retiring in 1988. He was a Sunday school

teacher and choir member at the Aldersgate United

Methodist Church. He was a member of the Sertoma

Club of Greenville and the Furman Golf Association.
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During World War II, he served in the Army Air

Corps. He is survived by his wife, Mary, two daughters,

a sister, and three grandchildren.

Virginia Anne Hay Anderson '51 of Old

Mystic, Conn., on March 30, 1994. A member of

Alpha Delta Pi sorority and president of the Panhellic

Association while at Duke, she did graduate work at

Boston University and Michigan State. She taught

in school systems in Charlotte, N.C.; Jackson, Mich.;

and Groton, Conn. She was also the owner and man-

ager of an antique shop in Stonington, Conn. She is

survived by her husband, Robert, three sons, a brother,

and a grandchild.

Walter F. Krieger '52 ofMountain Top, Pa., on

Dec. 17, 1993. He had been a vice president of sales

fot the Ebethatd Faber Co. for 30 years and retired

from the Dri-Mark Co. of Long Island, N.Y., in 1991.

He was a past president of District 3 of the National

Office Products Association. He is survived by his

wife, Meredith, a son, and a brother.

John R. Watkins B.S.M.E. '52 of Houston,

Texas, on June 20, of cancer. A World War II veteran,

he was a Marine Corps staff sergeant for seven years

before coming to Duke. After graduation, he was an

engineer for Shell Oil Co. in Houston. He is survived

by his wife, Mary, two daughters, his mother, five

brothers, thtee sisters, and five grandchildren.

John Wiggins Brown Jr. '57 of Rocky Mount,

N.C., on Aug. 1 7. He was a supervisor for Carolina

Telephone. He is survived by his wife, Mary, two

daughters, a son, stepmother, and five grandchildren.

Helen "Becki" Marvin Clifton '57 of Hunt-

ington Beach, Calif., on July 9, 1992, of lung cancer.

At Duke, she was a member of Delta Delta Delta

sorority. She is survived by her husband, Robert
C. Clifton B.S.E.E. '57, four children, and a sister.

E. Kann Jr. '60, M.D. '64 of Atlanta,

Ga., on June 2 1 . After working for several years at the

National Cancer Institute as a research biochemist,

he joined the Emory University School of Medicine

in 1974- At the time of his death, he was engaged in

the private practice of hematology and oncology. He
is survived by his wife, Carol Lamb Kann '62,

and two daughters.

George B. Grills Jr. B.S.E.E. '62 of Greensboro,

N.C., on Aug. 20. He was co-founder and vice presi-

dent of ComSpec in Gteensboro. He had also been

vice president of consulting for Lawrence Behr Asso-

ciates in Gteenville, vice president of engineering

and facilities for Jefferson-Pilot Communications in

Charlotte, and directot of engineering for the Village

Companies in Chapel Hill. He was a member of sev-

eral professional societies, including the societies of

broadcast, cable television, motion picture, and tele-

vision engineers. He is survived by his wife, Barbara,

a son, his mother, two sisters, and two brothers.

Molly J. Hershey '62 of Hamburg, N.Y., on
Aug. 16, 1993.

Penelope Warren Briceland A.M. '65 of

Richmond, Va., on April 1, of cancer. She was an
adjunct professor of history at Virginia Common-
wealth University for more than 20 years and worked

as a legislative aide to a state senator. She was among
a small group that founded Housing Opportunities

Made Equal in Richmond and was a member of its

board. She is survived by her husband, Alan V.

Briceland Ph.D. '65, a son, and a daughter.

W. Gordon Fowler B.S.E. '66 of Minneapolis,

Minn., on Dec. 8, 1992, of complications from a lung

transplant. He is survived by his wife, Nancy, two

daughters, and a son.

Sam G. DodSOn M.R.E. '71 of Charlotte, on March
26. A World War II veteran, he was a graduate of

Pfeiffer College and Elon College and earned a doctor

of education degree at Flotida State Christian Uni-

versity. He was a retired Methodist minister and pas-

tor emeritus at Parkwood United Methodist Church
in Durham. He is survived by his wife, Georgia, two

daughters, a foster son, a sister, and six grandchildren.

Stephanie Berman Lynch '72 of Fairfax, Va.,

on Oct. 30, 1993, of leukemia. After conducting can-

cer research at Mt. Sinai Hospital in New York City,

she moved to Columbus, Ohio, where she worked

as a radio announcer. She had worked most tecently

at Springfield Travel Service. She is survived by her

husband, R. Scott Lynch 72, and a son.

Lonnie Arnez Wilson '78 of Washington, D.C.,

on June 13.

Trustee Emerita Brian
Blanche Barringer Brian '22, A.M. '31 of Durham,

a Duke trustee emerita, died on July 9. She was 92.

As an undergraduate, Brian was president of the

Women's Student Government, worked on The Chan-

ticleer and The Archive, and was elected to Phi Beta

Kappa.

She was an area chair for the Duke Loyalty Fund

and intetviewed candidates for the Angiet B. Duke
Scholarship. She was elected a trustee of the univer-

sity in 1968. In 1973, she became a member of the

trustees' executive committee.

Btian was also a member of the N.C. Commission
on Higher Education Facilities, which allocated funds

for construction of the state's public and private univer-

sities. Fot the United Methodist Church, she had been

a director of youth work for the North Carolina Con-

ference, president ofWomen of Edenton Street Church,

and a trustee of Methodist College in Fayetteville.

She is survived by two daughtets, Betsy Brian

Rollins '59 and Leigh Brian Schmickel '59;

a son, Earl W. Brian Jr. '63, M.D. '66; two

sisters; a brother; 10 grandchildren; and three great-

grandchildren.

Medical Professor Phillips

George Phillips Jr. M.D. '78, deputy director of the

Duke-UNC Comprehensive Sickle Cell Clinic, died

on July 2 after experiencing flu-like symptoms. He
was 39.

Bom in Alexander City, Ala., he earned his

bachelor's degree from Northwestern University. He
completed his residency at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham. In 1982, he returned to Duke fot a

faculty appointment and, in 1986, became deputy

director of the sickle cell clinic. Last July, he became
associate dean of the medical school.

Phillips' primary research interest was sickle cell

anemia. He developed a clinical research program at

the clinic and incteased its patient base. He also re-

cruited minority students. Last yeat, he coached the

team of ten-year-olds who won the city league's base-

ball championship in Dunham.

Phillips is survived by his parents .uul seven sistets.

Chemistry Professor Brown
Frances Campbell Brown, professor emerita of

chemistry, died Octobet 14 at Duke Medical Center

after an extended illness. She was 87.

Brown, who joined the Duke faculty in 1931, was

one of a telatively small group of pioneering women
who became full professors at Duke. She taught pri-

marily in the Woman's College and became a leading

member of the Association of American University

Professors and the Friends of the Duke Library.

A memorial service for Brown was held in Duke
Chapel in November.

Summer Session 1995!

May 18- June 29Term I

Term II: July 3 -August 12

We offer courses in over 50 departments,

in subjects ranging from African & African-

American Studies to Women's Studies:

• Evening courses (in the following depts.):

Asian & African literature; drama; English; history; management sciences; health and physical

education; psychology; religion; sociology; and university writing course

• Substantial savings over the academic-year rate (58% of the Fall '95 rate)

• A special opportunity for non-Duke students to experience the intellectual and

residential life of Duke University

• A quick, no-hassle registration process

Also Available:

Languages forReading Purposes: noncredit courses for graduate students and research-

ers who need to satisfy reading knowledge requirements in choice of four foreign languages
(May 18-July 14)

Duke Summer Institute in English Language and U.S. Culture: an intensive noncredit

English program for international students and visitors (July 6-August 4)

For more information and materials:

CALL (91 9) 684-2621; FAX (919) 681-8235; Or VISIT:

The Office of Continuing Education and University Summer Programs
The Bishop's House on Duke's East Campus
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Please limit letters to no more than 250 words.

Duke Magazine reserves the right to edit let-

ters for length and clarity. Please include full

name, address, and class year. Our e-mail

address is dukemag@acpuh.duke.edu.

CALL FOR
COMPASSION
Editors:

I graduated from Duke many years ago.

When I was a student, many of us felt that

Duke was a "WASP" institute, and quite

conservative. I hoped that in the coming

years Duke would become more liberal.

Indeed, the first major step forward came
when blacks were admitted! I hoped this

liberalism would rub off on graduates.

Therefore, it was with outrage and dis-

may that I read some of the letters in

response to "Telling Stories in the Age of

AIDS" [March-April 1994], with their

holier-than-thou attitude. "Let he who is

without sin cast the first stone."

It is obviously untrue that most AIDS
infections are caused by promiscuity. (The

doctors, in particular, should know that.)

Furthermore, I have worked five years

on the hospice ward of our local hospital. I

can say, unequivocally, that AIDS patients

are just as human as cancer patients and

need just as much sympathy and tender

loving care—which I give them without

reservation.

I am sorry some of our graduates are still

living in the Dark Ages. Thank you for

printing the article on AIDS.

Ann W.Hughes '38, A.M. '42

Berkeley, California

Editors:

I reviewed with disbelief, and subse-

quent anger, some of the letters to the edi-

tor regarding your "Living with AIDS"
article. I could not believe that Duke had

educated people and physicians with such

a moralistic view of this disease that all

compassion is absent, and professional

integrity, if it ever existed, is gone.

I am glad that some of these people were

not around in having to deal with leprosy,

and I hope tuberculosis never becomes a

threat as it once was around this world. I

truly hope that in their lifetime there is

not another disease that frightens them so

much that any attempt to look at the

problem in an intelligent manner is com-
pletely destroyed.

My least proud moment of being a Duke
alumnus was reading some of those letters.

Randy Stevens B.H.S. 77, M.D.
Associate Director, Union Hospital

Terre Haute, Indiana

Editors:

I cannot find sufficient words to express

my dismay that some of our Duke family

have such a negative and uncaring attitude

toward publication of the article "Telling

Stories in the Age of AIDS."

The HIV/AIDS pandemic affects all of

us, some very immediately, others less so.

Of one thing we can be sure: This disease

will affect most of us immediately before

we conquer it.

My wife and I have suffered through the

dying of two, a young next-door neighbor

and a friend.

I hope that compassionate people will

find room in our hearts and pocketbooks

to find solutions to the other malignancies

that our culture suffers and also to AIDS.
At the most basic level, it is entirely possi-

ble that advances in understanding one

type of disorder will give hints of how to

handle others.

As far as AIDS itself is concerned, for

the present, our major weapon against it

is education, a tool well wielded by the

exchanges in Duke Magazine.

John A. Freeman Ph.D. '49

Brevard, North Carolina

Editors:

On June 20, Bill Valentine, my partner

of ten years, died of AIDS. Bill was one

of the people living with AIDS whom
Steven Petrow featured in his excellent

article about the effect this epidemic has

had on the Duke community. We proudly

distributed the article to friends, family,

and colleagues.

Bill was a remarkable man with many
gifts that he used effectively as a hospital

social work director to better the lives of

those "afflicted with the major social prob-

lems of our time." Very well-known and

respected for his work and optimism, he

received many awards and accolades. He
always acknowledged publicly and private-

ly that the education he acquired at Duke
University affected him deeply and con-

tributed significantly to his success.

The Duke community can be proud that

a man such as Bill sang the praises of your

fine university. It saddens me that some
who read the article responded with such

hateful comments and even a desire to stop

their financial contributions. However, I

am not discouraged. I have had the oppor-

tunity to visit Duke and meet many people,

both faculty and students, who played a role

in developing Bill's sense of pride. Do not

let the ignorance and hate of a few waver

the sense of attachment you have to your

beautiful alma mater. The constantly grow-

ing and changing population that comprises

the Duke community needs the input and

leadership of what I believe is a truly com-

passionate majority of Duke alumni.

Jonathan Pannor

San Francisco, California

ORIGINS OF
A MYTH?
Editors:

In the May-June '94 issue, I noted the

"Duke Myth" about James B. Duke offer-

ing money to Princeton University in ex-

change for naming the university after him.

It reminded me of a story I have heard in

my family, which suggests another possible

origin for this Duke myth.

In the 1820s, my great-great-gTandfather

Charles Olden and a friend of his left

their native Princeton and went to New
Orleans. They did very well financially

there as merchants. The story goes that

the friend offered a large financial contri-

bution to Princeton University if the uni-

versity would rename itself after him.

However, the university declined. The
friend, Paul Tulane, then used his money
to start a university in New Orleans

—

named Tulane University.

Perhaps years ago someone spoke of the

Princeton offer, remembered something

about it coming from the benefactor of a

major Southern university, and mistakenly

attributed it to Mr. Duke rather than

Mr. Tulane. Well...just a guess to add to

the myth.

Peter C. Olden M.H.A. 75
Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania
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MORE ABOUT
EVE

Editors:

I read with interest William Sasser's

article on Professor Carol Meyers' study of

the Bible and its perceived impact on
women ["All About Eve," September-

October 1994]- Professor Meyers believes

the Bible is cited to justify subordination

of women and that women, through Eve,

are held responsible for introducing sin

into the world. On the whole, one is left

with the impression that the Bible is not

user-friendly toward women.
With all due respect, an analysis of the

Bible and how it can affect women (or

men) is incomplete without an exami-

nation of Mary, mother of Jesus, son of

God. Throughout medieval literature, Eve

and Mary are constantly coupled and con-

trasted as the symbols of human sin and

divine redemptive grace. While Eve is said

to have committed the first sin which
caused our expulsion from the Garden of

Eden, Mary, born without sin, is the herald

of human redemption through the birth of

Jesus Christ. In Dante's Paradiso, no
human being is more revered than
Mary, who occupies the highest level of

heaven and is the brightest soul of all.

From the literal and allegorical, Mary's

strength of faith dwarfs the weakness of

Eve's—something for which both women
and men are eternally grateful.

Robert L. Dougherty J.D. '82

Garden City, New York

FRATERNAL
SUPPORT
Editors:

I have followed with interest the articles

dealing with the role of fraternities in the

Duke community. The constituency of the

undergraduate population is a diverse one.

From many countries and across this nation,

from public to prep school, individuals of

varied backgrounds make up the Duke stu-

dent body. The strength that Duke gains

from such diversity is immeasurable.

Choice is a very important part of our

lives. From infancy on, we are presented

with an overwhelming number of choices

to make. The choice of a living group with

whom to associate while at Duke is an

important aspect of the Duke experience.

Duke has historically offered a variety of

groups to live or associate with during one's

years there. To single out the fraternity sys-

tem as one that is all wrong is unfair.

I chose a fraternity association at Duke

after seeing what was offered me at that

particular time. The guys I lived with were

involved in all aspects of campus life.

Community involvement was encouraged

and Toys for Tots was a very rewarding

effort. We partied hard and we studied

hard. We grew together and yet we were a

part of the total Duke community. It was a

choice that I was glad I was not denied.

At a recent reunion of fraternity broth-

ers after twenty-plus years, it was heart-

warming to see that the bonds we formed

so many years ago continue to exist. Living

groups of all types should offer growth,

support, and concern for the individuals

therein. Fraternities do that and should

remain a choice for Duke men.

Jerry C. Bernstein '66, M.D.

Pi Kappa Phi

Raleigh, North Carolina

As reported in the January-February issue,

Duke's board of trustees has approved a new
residential life plan that preserves campus hous-

ing for selective groups, including fraternities

.

WARS WITHOUT
END
Editors:

The article by Robert J. Bliwise in the

November-December issue about Bosnian

refugee Alma Hakirevic ["An Early Loss of

Innocence"] has personified the Bosnian

war for me. It is no longer a television war

about European people killing one another;

it is a tragedy in which I need to become
personally involved. More than before, I

can visualize the life of fear—constant

fear—and unending pressure suffered by the

Bosnian people with no respite in sight.

1 am deeply concerned that genocide

is still practiced after its horrors were

revealed after World War II. I am proud

that Duke University professor Raphael

Lemkin recognized this evil as early as

1933 and fought for its elimination, even

to the point of persuading the U.N. to pass

legislation pointing toward its end.

I am astonished by the miracles that had

to happen for Alma Hakirevic to become a

freshman at Duke: the miraculous flight

from Sarajevo to Zagreb, Croatia; the mir-

acle of her discovery by the Jerrahi Order

of America; the miracle of her accelerated

approval for a U.S. visa by our embassy in

Zagreb; the miracle of landing in Teaneck,

New Jersey, and her remarkable academic

record there; the miracle of Duke professor

Miriam Cooke's intervention in the life of

Alma; the miracle of acceptance at Duke
without a high school diploma or eco-

nomic support; the miracle of Duke pro-

fessor Claudia Koonz's involvement in

Alma's integration into Duke student life.

I am grateful for all the above miracles

and even more grateful that Alma has

come through so many trials without loss

of spirit. Now it is my hope and prayer that

this remarkable freshman will achieve all

of her lofty goals and that there will be a

Bosnia for her to return to, in spite of all of

the evidence to the contrary.

If Alma has lost communication with

her grandparents in Bosnia, and would

benefit from an adopted grandfather in

North Carolina, I offer myself for that role.

Jesse E. Aiken '32

Hickory, North Carolina

Editors:

Congratulations for your excellent arti-

cles about Bosnians on the Duke campus,

and about faculty and students taking ac-

tion to provide help in that region. I invite

your readers to support another effort to

provide assistance to Bosnia-Herzegovina,

to send American trauma counselors to

help Bosnian war victims in refugee centers.

The National Organization for Victim

Assistance (NOVA) has for twenty years

provided care for rape victims and hurri-

cane victims and trained others to do the

same. NOVA officials and I have worked

together the past two years to send trauma

counselors to help refugees; just now the

second team ot volunteers is going over-

seas. Tentative plans are to return in May
with more workers.

The four women and one man who
make up this January team are taking

amenities—chewing gum, stuffed toys for

children, knitting needles, crochet hooks,

toothpaste and toothbrushes, and similar

morale-building items—to hand out in

refugee centers. Would any Duke group be

interested in providing amenities for the

May team? Naturally, NOVA welcomes

any contributions to help fund plane tick-

ets, living expenses, and the like. Dona-

tions are tax-deductible.

To learn more about trauma counseling

for Bosnian refugees, please contact Kathy

Gosnell Wells at (501) 374-7269, or fax

(501) 374-6946. You may contact NOVA
at (202) 232-6682 or fax (202) 462-2255.

Kathy Gosnell Wells '68

Little Rock, Arkansas

Editors:

I enjoyed reading your excellent story

["Appreciating Forlines," Alumni Register]

on Johnny Forlines Jr. We were classmates in

undergraduate school and I always liked him.

So, imagine my surprise when in the fall

of 1944, he walked into the office where I

worked in the Majestic Hotel in Paris,

France. I think we were both captains at the

time. I was sure glad to see someone from

Duke and, after an exchange of greetings, I
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asked what was he doing over there.

He replied that he was selling war bonds

and would return to the States at the end

of a month in the European Theater. I

tried to think of some way I could go home
with him, but it was not to be. He was
gone before the "Battle of the Bulge"

began, just before Christmas 1944-

I did finally get home on Christmas Day

1945, after three years, four months, and six

days overseas. One of the bright spots of

that long time abroad was seeing Johnny.

Winburn E. Stewart '39

Macon, Georgia

Editors:

The excellent article by Robert J. Bli-

wise regarding Alma Hakirevic made me
recall an event in the 1950s. While I was

at Duke (1954-58), there was the Hun-
garian Revolt and Duke students were
instrumental in bringing two Hungarian

students (Piri Szabo and a young man) to

the campus.

Piri was in Giles with me, but only

stayed a year or less. What happened to

Piri?

Dot McCall Weaver '58

Glenview, Illinois

WILL $360,000
Make a Difference in
Your Retirement?

It only takes $2,000 a year!

Many people think of an IRA as a tax deduction. However,

the IRA's largest benefit is tax-deferred growth. For example,

a $2,000 IRA contribution each year for 30 years earning

a 10% average annual return* would be worth approximately

$360,000 at the end of 30 years. By investing in an IRA,

your investment dollars will work harder for you.

Start planning now!

Call Oak Value Capital Management, Inc. to get your free

report on the advantages of IRA's and to learn more about the

Oak Value Fund.

1 •800* 680* 4199 ext.002

*This is for illustration purposes only and is not indicative of past or future performance. When Fund snares are

redeemed, theymay be worth more or less than their original cost. Please call for a prospectus which contains more

complete information including management fees and expenses. Read carefully before investing or sending money.

MUTUAL
FEELINGS

Editors:

First, let me thank you for the flattering

"Mini-profile" in the November-December
issue. I would like to take the opportunity

to clarify two items in the article.

The Phi Delta Theta Endowment is a

continuing investment vehicle which began

in 1991 and has invested a dollar amount
equal to the year of the fiftieth reunion class

annually through 1994- Charles Markham
'45, former Durham mayor and son of the

university's first treasurer, is the key man
for his class to raise $1,995 this year.

So, the leaders of the Duke chapter of

Phi Delta Theta from 1946 on should be

on the alert in their fiftieth reunion to

carry on the tradition begun by the Class

of 1941. All of the investments will be

in Wheat First Butcher Singer's no-

load mutual fund, Mentor Growth Trust,

and held by the trustee, the North Caro-

lina Community Foundation in Raleigh.

After fifty years, the trustee will turn over

the compounded sums annually to the

president of Duke to be used at his or her

discretion.

Incidentally, I was business manager
of The Chanticleer. An old friend, Andy
Ducker '41, was business manager of The

Chronicle.

Robert F. Long '41

Past President, Half Century Club
Raleigh, North Carolina

DIABLO
Duke Information

And Bulletin Library Online

DIABLO uses gopher server menu-

based software. Internet and telnet

users can access DIABLO by typing:

telnet diable.acpub.duke.edu

Or use a modem and software com-

munications package like Procom or

Kermit and dial (919) 681-4900,

using setting N81. At the prompt

CONNECT 2400 hit the enter key

until you get the MAIN SYSTEM
COMMAND MENU. Then type:

Once you're within the system, type

diablo as the user ID at the login

prompt. No password required.
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CELLULOID
CHALLENGES

A young, professional-

looking white man
lies in bed, staring

at the ceiling as he

listens to the sound

of African drums

coming through his

bedroom window.

The alarm clock on the night stand clicks

forward from six a.m. to six-thirty.

Finally exasperated, he walks across the

room in his boxer shorts and draws back

the curtains. A large, bearded black man
dressed in traditional African garments is

playing the drums on the porch of the

house next door. To the beat of the music,

two shirtless black men are in the back

yard practicing a Brazilian ma

THE STUDENT AS
AUTEUR

BY WILLIAM SASSER

In Duke's young but

growing film and video

program, students tackle

the theory and practice

of making movies.

called capoeira. The performance looks like

a cross between karate and break dancing.

Perplexed, repelled, fascinated, our protag-

onist watches as a young white man stand-

ing on the edge of the scene begins

moving to the beat of the music and joins

the martial artists in their performance.

This almost hallucinatory experience,

the creation of Duke graduate student

Vincent Brown, unfolded last December in

an East Duke building classroom two days

before the start of final exams.

About fifty students—novice directors,

editors, screenwriters, and volunteer acting

talent—had gathered to see the fruits of a

semester's worth of work in instructor Fred

Burns' video and film production class,

offered by the Program in Film and Video.

Small-screen beginnings: graduate student Vincent Brown, left, and junior Josh Jacobson conceived, shot, and edited their ownfiln
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Since 1986, the program has given stu-

dents a focal point for visual-media study

at Duke. The young but growing program

has more than a hundred students working

toward a certificate in film and video pro-

duction, taking courses in media, film, and

communications offered through fifteen

different departments. Student demand for

the introductory production course has

been so high in recent years the program

has started a waiting list for the class.

Originally offered only during the fall

semester, English 183 is now taught during

the spring as well.

Part of the film and video program's core

curriculum, English 183 is for most stu-

dents the first class of their college experi-

ence that demands creative expression.

"Along with that comes a certain amount
of anxiety," says Burns, an instructor in the

program. "What's really enjoyable about

this class is the range of students I get. A
lot are English majors, but they come from

all over the university. Virtually all of

them have some kind of real itch to do

this. I think about a third of them go on to

graduate school or look for jobs in film and

television."

During the two-hour screening last

December, the audience watched as flick-

When

Your Retirement

Lifestyle Requires A

Certain Style

Of Life

FE CARE RETIREMENT COMMUS

2701 Pickett Road, Durham, NC 27705

Telephone (919) 490-8000

Brown says he made
his film Morning People

as a statement about

multiculturalism by

examining the reaction

of a white character

toward black aesthetics.

ering images of dorm rooms, campus quads,

and Durham neighborhoods became back-

drops for the creative vision of budding film

auteurs. In the darkness, there were bursts

of applause and laughter, a few embarrass-

ing pauses, and, occasionally, moments
that transported the audience to a world of

the filmmakers' creation. The films often

explore big themes like love and death and

provide a snapshot of the collective

unconscious of campus.

"Every year we have a different theme, it

seems," says Burns. "One year it was rape,

another it was suicide, one year there were

a lot of sexual and gender issues. I don't

direct it in any way, but students seem to

already have these ideas when they come
to class."

At the December screening, the theme

seemed to be postmodern alienation. Plot

lines in the ten, seven- to ten-minute films

included a frustrated media addict who
bashes his new VCR with a baseball bat

when he is unable to program the new
machine; a film-obsessed undergraduate

who takes a turn into the Twilight Zone

when characters from movie posters on his

dorm wall start coming to life; and an

obsessive-compulsive named Felix who is

slowly driven crazy by his roommate.

Films that used humor seemed to be the

most successful, while brave productions

with a serious bent—tackling subjects such

as rape and the social disparity between the

Duke campus and surrounding Durham
neighborhoods—often came-off heavy-

handed. Whether their work got big

laughs or awkward silences, all the young

filmmakers had something to say.

Vincent Brown says he made his film

Morning People as a statement about multi-

culturalism by examining the reaction of a

white character toward black aesthetics.

His film also seems to fit into the screen-

ing's unintentional theme of postmodern

alienation, with a character conflicted

over his attraction to something pure and

spirited and his pursuit of a mainstream

corporate career. Above all else, though,

the piece is funny: Slapstick comedy follows

as the young professional, both rapt and

repulsed by his neighbors' performance,

takes off late for work in a mad scramble

reminiscent of a Marx Brothers movie.

"I wanted it to be funny—even if it takes

away from the conceptual," Brown says. "It

was interesting to see how my original con-

cept changed, first with the filming process

and then with editing. What surprised me
was how intensive it was and how hard it is

to keep control of a piece. It takes a lot to

get people to do what you want them to

do, and to make the technology do what
you want it to do. You're making creative

decisions throughout the process."

In English 183, Burns teaches students

basic skills in 35mm still photography, film

production using Super 8 and 16mm cam-

eras, and video production using half-inch

and three-quarter-inch formats. Most stu-

dents complete a final project in 16mm
film, then transfer it to video tape for less

time-consuming and technically easier

editing. Lacking equipment to record syn-

chronous sound, most student film projects

do not use spoken dialogue.

"The course I teach is in visual expres-

sion and non-verbal communication, rather

than narrative film," says Burns, an accom-

plished animator and graduate of the pres-

tigious University of Southern California

film program. "Students have to learn how
to tell a story without words."

A generation that grew up with VCRs,
camcorders, and MTV, most of his stu-

dents are already sophisticated media con-

sumers. After a semester of experience

applying the theories and aesthetics they've

studied in class, many say they will never

look at television or film the same way.

"My class is a chance for them to have

first-hand contact with film and video, to

see how it's done," says Burns. "Once

they're conscious of how it's done, they

become aware of the manipulation that

goes into creating what is really illusion.

They're all also shocked at how much time

you have to put into these things. An
average amount of time for a ten-minute

student film is forty hours."

Students work on their films in groups of

three, taking their turns as crew when team

members direct their individual projects.

Everyone has a tale to tell about mastering

the technical nuts and bolts of filmmaking.

Teresa Hsu, whose film Vending Machine

drew a parallel between a bag of chips get-

ting stuck in a machine in the university's

computer science building and the perils of

digital technology, faced her own technical

dilemmas completing her project.

"One sequence is over-exposed because

I forgot to set the light meter," she says.

"In another, the film jumps because I

wound it too tight in the camera. Keeping
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continuity was also difficult. One day I had

to send one of my actors home to change

clothes because he showed up in shorts.

When we shot the scenes the day before,

he was wearing jeans."

Filmmaking is often an exercise in im-

provisation and controlled chaos, Hsu says.

When she and her crew invaded the com-

puter science building, they recruited sev-

eral staff members on the spot for some

cameo shots. By the end of the semester,

the program's editing suite was operating

on a twenty-four-hour schedule as students

scrambled to get their films completed.

"I spent the night there with one of

my partners," says Hsu, a senior biology

major. "We had all bonded by the end of

the semester."

For his film, Going Baroque, Josh Jacob-

son went beyond the standard manipula-

tion of time and space and experimented

with a special-effects technique straight

from a "B" horror movie. The plot

involves two frustrated music theory stu-

dents who turn into the music they are

studying. "I thought about how I would

translate this visually and the best way
seemed to be to use a music soundtrack

that increased in volume as the characters

gradually became transparent and then

disappeared completely," he says.

Jacobson used double exposures to ac-

complish this visual feat. After locking his

camera and tripod down in a fixed position,

he shot each scene once with his actors in

frame. Then he rewound the exposed film

in the camera and reshot the same scene

—

minus the actors—at a higher exposure

level. The results are ghostly, transparent

images of his volunteer acting talent

walking down departmental building hall-

ways and across campus quads. By manipu-

lating the exposure levels while the film

was rolling, he was able to create the illu-

sion of his characters gradually growing

more transparent until they completely

disappeared.

Burns says many students who sign up

for his production course simply because it

looks like fun become enamored of the

creative process of working with film and

video. "I've had a couple of pre-med stu-

dents who took my production class, then

graduated and went off to medical school.

After their first year, they said, 'Nah, I

don't really want to do this,' and went to

graduate film programs."

Generations of Duke students have felt

the urge to express themselves, honing
their writing, editing, and photography

skills at student publications such as The
Chronicle or The Chanticleer. Duke's history

in film and video production began twen-

ty-five years ago with the founding of Free-

water Films, the student film production

group, and continued in 1976 with the

creation of Cable 13, the country's first

student-run cable television channel. Both

operate through the Union Activities

Board. Work produced through the two

groups has won national awards, and many
student members have gone on to impres-

sive careers in film and television.

Jake Phelps, director of student affairs,

was director of the Duke Union when
Freewater Films and Channel 13 were

founded. "Over the years, we've had some

enormously talented students come
through these organizations," Phelps says.

"Sometimes I felt almost guilty seeing how
much energy they were devoting to them.

They were putting in more work on their

film and video projects than they did on
their academic work altogether."

In the mid-1980s, Phelps, English profes-

sor Stanley Fish, and Trinity College Dean
Richard White lobbied for and won approval

of a certificate program in film and video.

DRACULA AND THE RIGHT OF PUBLICITY

Jane Gaines, an associate

professor in the English

and literature departments

and director of the Program in

Film and Video, says the first

mission of the program is

building the critical

skills of students and
asking them to think

about how media affect

society. The following is

an excerpt from her

book Contested Culture,

which won the Katherine

Kovacs Singer Award in

1991 for best new book

in the field of film and

television studies:

tions—the social and economic
conditions of stardom and the

technological reproducibility

of the image. For the larger

society, however, the issues

taken up in Lugosi v. Universal

CONTESTED

In Lugosi v. Universal

Pictures, Inc., heard

before the California

Supreme Court in 1979,

Justice Mosk began his

opinion in concurrence
with the court majority

by stating the following:

"Factually and legally,

this is a remarkable

case. Factually: Not
unlike the horror films

that brought him fame,

Bela Lugosi rises from
the grave twenty years

after death to haunt his

former employer.

Legally: His vehicle is a

strained adaptation of a

common law cause of

action heretofore unknown
either in a statute or case law
in California." In finding for

Universal, Lugosi's former
employer, the court attempted

to nail down the lid of Drac-

ula's coffin by holding that the

proprietary right to his image,

since it was a personal right,

could not be passed on to his

heirs. For the legal community,
the point of law pertained to

the survivability of Lugosi's

right of privacy: In this case, it

did not descend.

In legal terms, the specter of

Lugosi returning from the

grave to claim his publicity

rights represents the problem
of stretching "privacy," an old

doctrine, to fit situations rising

from twentieth-century devel-

opments in mass communica-

THE MAGE, THE VOICE, AND THE LAW

JANE M. GAINES
represent something more
unsettling—a broken taboo.

For what the plaintiffs, Lugosi's

son and wife, essentially

argued was that the Lugosi-as-

Dracula image was not interred

with the actor's body but sur-

vived him as tangible property.

An impossible entity—a dead
man with "rights"—could

become a legal reality.

Theoretically, only the indi-

vidual whose personhood was
violated could undertake the

defense against such violation.

And since the insult did not

extend to anyone else, and the

"invasion" did not apply, the

protection could not be pos-

sessed by anyone eke, not even
one's heirs. This is precisely

what Universal argued in the

Lugosi case, in which the pro-

ducers maintained that they

could use Lugosi's likeness in

their merchandising program
because he was no longer alive

to claim that his image had
been appropriated

and that his personal

right had been vio-

lated. No personal

right was violated,

they argued, because

no person existed.

Upholding this posi-

tion, the California

Supreme Court in

1979 confirmed

what legal commen-
tators would charac-

terize as the more
cautious stance—the

principle that per-

sonal rights were
nonassignable.

But in the after-

math of Lugosi,

entertainment law
commentary on the

case was critical of

the majority view
and overwhelmingly
sympathetic with

the dissenting view
that Lugosi had an
inheritable property

right in his likeness.

The concern with

the so-called limita-

tions of the right of

privacy expressed in this com-
mentary, however, has less to

do with the degree of protec-

tion that the right offers to the

private individual than with

the kind of commercial tough-

ness the right can be shown to

have. But how is it that a right

originally set out to ward off

commerce should now be
recruited for aggressive use in

the commercial fray? Why,
again, the defense of a right

instead of a complaint about

unfair competition?

—Reprinted from Contested

Culture: The Image, The
Voice, And The Law, by Jane

M. Qaines. Copyright © 1991
by the University of North Car-

olina Press. Used by permission

of the publisher.
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Current director Jane Gaines, an associate

professor in the English and literature

departments, headed the committee that

organized the academic program.

Student interest has only grown in the

intervening years as an ongoing communi-

cations revolution—involving such inno-

vations as multi-channel cable television,

hand-held video cameras, computer ani-

mation, and multi-media technology

—

opens whole new career fields. "In the

beginning, student film production was

something almost countercultural—it was

the way-out students who were interested

in it," says Phelps. "The students today are

more pragmatic; they're into what the

practical application of all this can be."

With two hundred members, Cable 13

is now the largest Union activity on cam-

pus. Last year the channel moved to a

twenty-four-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week

program schedule.

"This is something I'm really attracted

to. And who knows? I might decide to try

to do something with it, career wise, later

on," says Cable 13 director Lee Mirman,

an M.B.A. student who is taking the film

and video program's produc-

tion course. "If you under-

stand the creative side and

have the business skills to go

along with it, I think that's

an unusual combination of '

talents. And this field seems

to have enormous potential."

To accomplish this, the pro-

gram follows a different track

than career-oriented film schools.

"Our focus is not on involving

students in production on a large WL
scale or teaching them the cut- 1
ting-edge technologies, but con- 1
centrating on film history, theory, I
and criticism," says Jane Gaines, 1

noting that in recent years many 1

of her students have gone on to

doctoral programs in critical media

studies, a discipline with a growing

profile on many university campuses.

Gaines, who earned a doctorate in

radio, television, and film at North-

western University, says she hopes

that her students who do go on to

work in media will have an impact on the

content of films and television.

Approaching its subject from the con-

text of cultural studies, the program inte-

grates the study of film and video with

traditional subjects in the arts and human-
ities. The slant of the program's curricu-

lum is toward independent film, a genre

that includes small-budget features made
outside Hollywood, foreign films, and
avant-garde films.

While serving as an anchor for students

interested in careers in visual media, the

Program in Film and Video is building a

broader role for itself at Duke, both acade-

mically and within the larger university

community. The program has brought ac-

claimed independent filmmakers and crit-

ics from around the world to the Duke
campus, often in collaboration with film

programs at the University of North Caro-

lina at Chapel Hill, the University of North

Carolina at Greens- __

boro, and the North

Carolina School of

the Arts.

Program instruc-

tor and research

associate Tom
Whiteside, an
experimental
filmmaker ,

whose work has
J

been screened

at media cen-

ters and film

festivals
around the

Visiting luminaries: the pro-

gram brings professional filmmakers to campus to

share their expertise and their award-winning work

says bringing students in contact with the

independent film community is an integral

part of the program's curriculum. In recent

years, screenings and conferences at Duke
have included such topics as Soviet and

East European cinema, music videos, docu-

mentary film, and Asian and African

American film. Mani Kaul, an Indian film-

maker and a well-respected figure in world

cinema, has been teaching an advanced

production seminar. His work was recently

the subject of a retrospective series at New

York's Lincoln Center. Six regional film-

makers also are visiting this academic year

as part of Southern Circuit, an annual tour

of the Southeast by acclaimed independent

filmmakers. The tour has included Allie

Light, whose In the Shadow of the Stars won
the 1991 Academy Award for best feature

documentary, and John Valdez, whose
documentary investigating the murder con-

viction of Black Panther leader Richard

Moore won first-place awards at film

and video festivals

across the country.

The film and
video program al-

so is acting as a

catalyst for the in-

digenous film com-

munity in North
Carolina. In Septem-

ber, more than 250

film industry execu-

tives, academics, in-

dependent film and
video makers, and state

officials gathered to dis-

cuss the future of the

state's film industry dur-

ing a three-day confer-

ence held at the Bryan

Center and downtown
Durham. At the confer-

ence, North Carolina film

commissioner Bill Arnold,

announcing that the industry

had spent a record $504 mil-

lion in the state in 1993, pitched the idea

of a partnership between the state and uni-

versity film programs to create "a Research

Triangle Park for the film industry."

In academic circles, the program is carv-

ing a niche for itself in the study of interna-

tional and regional independent films and

film industry. In recent years, Gaines and

Whiteside have helped bring two remark-

able independent American filmmakers,

Oscar Micheaux and H. Lee Waters, whose

work was largely forgotten, back to the

attention of film critics and historians.

Gaines, who teaches contemporary film

theory and world cinema among other

courses, is one of the leading scholars of

Micheaux, whose 1919 film Within Our
Gates is recognized as a black response to

D.W. Griffith's Birth of a Nation. White-

side has overseen the restoration of almost

fifty films by Waters, a native of Lexing-

ton, North Carolina, who traveled from

town to town during the 1930s filming the

lives of ordinary people in North Carolina

and neighboring states. He earned a living

by putting his Main Street images on the

screens of local theaters in the towns

where he filmed. Waters' work, now a part

of Perkins Library's film collection, is not

only an important historical record but
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marked an early effort by a filmmaking

pioneer to merge artistic expression with

local community involvement.

Unconventional talents who succeeded

outside the mainstream, Waters and

Micheaux represent the spirit of indepen-

dence and sense of community the Duke
program wants to instill in its students,

Whiteside says. "We want students to

leave here knowing they don't have to go

to Hollywood to work in film," he says.

"Whether you're talking about 'the indus-

try' or taking the independent route, it's a

very long road. Often students don't real-

ize what a long and difficult process it is.

But you have to start, and that's what

we're doing here."

Many graduates of the program have

made the trek to Hollywood, however, and

are finding success. One is Clark Mathis

'91, who has found work shooting music

videos and a pilot for a television series

since his move to Los Angeles. He is slated

to direct a low-budget feature this year.

Mathis, who came to the program with

a good deal of production experience, got a

boost in his career while at Duke through

a Hollywood internship devised by Gaines

and Whiteside. He took a semester away

from school in 1990 to work as a camera

assistant on The Indian Runner, a film

directed by Sean Penn and produced by

Durham native Thorn Mount.

Other students have found success with

the independent genre, some while still in

school. Alex Kort '92 won critical praise

on the festival film circuit with Imperial's

Ism, a seven-minute piece made in Burns'

production class. The film, a "poetic docu-

mentary" protesting the deaths of twenty-

five poultry workers in Hamlet, North

Carolina, in 1991, won national awards at

the Black Maria Film Festival and the

International Human Rights Watch Film

Festival in 1992. "I've always been inter-

ested in the arts as well as social issues,"

says Kort, now a graduate student in media

studies at the State University of New
York-Buffalo. "Film and video seemed a

good way of combining my interests."

Since ten years is the average length of

time needed to establish a firm film career,

Whiteside says, the Duke program is too

young to have seen its graduates mature in

the field. He adds that students starting

their careers now have many more doors

open to them than previous generations of

filmmakers. "There used to be just network

TV and major film studios if you were

interested in film," he says. "There's not as

much division between independents and

industry now as there used to be. With the

advent of cable TV and direct video distri-

bution, there's much more of a chance
now to get an independent project distrib-

uted. With Hi-8 camcorders, you can go

In Going Baroque, Josh

Jacobson went beyond

manipulating time and

space and experimented

with a special-effects

technique straight from a

"B" horror movie.

out and shoot an idea in video and use

that to pitch the project and raise funds for

film production."

Gaines, Whiteside, and Burns say they

hope the program can add intermediate

and advanced production courses in the

future and upgrade its care-worn produc-

tion equipment. "The basic production

course whets the students' appetites,"

says Burns. "They think, 'Hey, I could

really do something with this,' but we
don't have the equipment or another

course to offer. With a jump in equip-

ment, we would be able to do a whole

lot more."

In the meantime, students seem to be

finding enough inspiration and passion in

English 183 to continue with the exciting

medium they have discovered.

"Filmmaking is part of what I want to

do—which is teaching people to think cre-

atively and analytically," says Brown, who
plans to use the media skills he is learning

in his teaching career. "A lot of people I

want to reach don't have access to a univer-

sity system, especially a place like Duke."

Josh Jacobson, a junior English major

planning on law school, wants to find a

career that will combine his interests in

law and film. "I've always loved movies

and I just wanted to throw myself into this

class," he says. "This may be the only time

in my life that I'll have an opportunity to

do something like this. It's really exciting

and kind of scary to get that camera on
your own in the middle of nowhere and

start filming. So many times I would get

the film back from the processing lab and

be afraid that I left the lens cap on
or something. Looking at that film for

the first time during our class screenings

is one of the most exciting things I've

ever done."

Sasser is a freelance writer living in Chapel Hill.
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WHAT'S NEWS

WORLD?
Alan Heil '57 and

Michael Schoen-

feld '83 do the

same thing: use

ever-shrinking
funds from Uncle
Sam to produce ac-

claimed radio and

TV programming for worldwide audiences

of hundreds of millions. Then they take flak

from the very government they serve.

As top executives at the Voice of Amer-
ica (VOA) and the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting (CPB), respectively, Heil

and Schoenfeld have easy jobs, akin per-

haps to riding a bicycle on a high wire

while carrying Jesse Helms under one arm
(the right, presumably) and Jesse Jackson

under the other.

Up on your language? For their "cum"
(cumulative worldwide audience) of more

than 100 million, VOA creates more than

800 hours per week of newscasts and musi-

cal programming in forty-six tongues, in-

cluding Lao, Hindi, Kurdish, even Urdu. As
deputy director, Heil runs the nuts and bolts

of this $230-million arm of the United

States Information Agency. Much like

Reuters or the Associated Press, VOA has

an international team of correspondents

and bureau chiefs. Yet it's sometimes mis-

understood as a propaganda tool.

"Some people constantly grapple with

the question of how we can be objective if

we're paid by the government," Heil says.

"And, surely, VOA directors in the past

have been called upon to tamper or alter

the news," particularly, he notes, during

the Nixon years. But a 1976 law strength-

ened its charter. "It's done a great deal to

shield us from political interference."

VOA also packages the reportage into

forty-six different language broadcasts and

delivers it around the globe, by short-wave

or satellite. So, in addition to various jour-

nalistic needs, Heil faces an endless array

of engineering issues: positioning satellites,

overcoming the nations (like China) that

jam their broadcasts, replacing analogue

BROADCASTING'S
BALANCING ACT
BY MICHAEL GOLDSTEIN

Whether reporting

in forty-six languages

around the globe or

battling on the

homefront for funding,

two media managers

decide daily what
occupies the airwaves.

with high-tech digital equipment, and

bringing VOA onto the Internet. "For

much of our history, we considered broad-

casting to be a one-way stream. The goal:

create programs and get out the signal to

all areas of the world. Back then, we did

not consider the marvels of the present

world, where interactivity is possible.

Nowadays, VOA is becoming more of a

dialogue than a monologue," he says.

Heil, a Louisville native, has presiden-

tial looks: He's a tall, dignified fifty-nine

years old with that Dragnet, just-the-facts

manner. At 9:30, he walks down to the

morning meeting, settling in next to the

director, Geoffrey Cowan. They're joined

by twenty other staffers around a board

room table; four dozen more occupy seats

surrounding it. Few Brooks Brothers and

Donna Karan suits here—just simple

sports jackets and loosened ties that mark

journalism's "old school."

The bureau chiefs brief Cowan and Heil

on their hot stories. Today's topics: Kurdish

officials would "welcome" VOA coverage

of a trial of eight ministers in Turkey; the

Hungarian correspondent has an interview

with President Clinton—fingers crossed;

an OPEC-beat interview with the CEO of

Ashland Oil; a demonstration of hundreds

of thousands in Ethiopia against their new
constitution. And—get this—one pro-

grammer asks a bureau chief for longer

soundbites; the sixty-second quotes aren't

long enough for his listeners. Not something

you'd hear in most newsrooms; NBC News,

for example, has an absolute upper limit of

just nine seconds per bite.

Heil wants to know the status of a

downed transmitter. It's fixed. Then the

Far East bureau chief pipes up. "The State

Department has made requests that we
not cover [Secretary of Transportation]

Fredrico Pena's trip to Taiwan." Chinese

officials are disturbed by any formal recog-

nition of Taiwan. "They also want us not

to report on the North Korean delegation

that's coming to town"—in order to pro-

tect the Koreans from the Washington

media. Everyone laughs. State likes VOA
about as much as President Clinton likes

Senator Bob Kerrey—a supposed ally he

cannot control—which is to say, not much.

State's request, as usual, will be ignored.

VOA is not all about refugees and

famine. The Pacific bureau, for example, is

interviewing the president of the national

Christmas tree industry, while another

correspondent is reviewing Meowie Christ'

mas, a new album by a group called the

Jingle Cats. Their hit song (drum roll,

please): "Santa Claws."

For the last agenda item, the director

exuberantly introduces an old friend, Jeff

Smith, who administers the Heinz Chari-

table Trusts. In a way, Smith's presence

symbolizes VOA's most pressing problem.

Since the end of the cold war, it's been

under the budget gun; many legislators

see cutting VOA as a peace dividend.

Last year alone, Congress cut Heil's pro-

gramming budget by $10 million, down to

$93 million. He was forced to dismiss

thirty-eight employees, and there's no
end in sight.
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Smith, then, represents what might

become a whole new direction for the

VOA; that is, he has cash. The assembled

VOA newshawks are told that Heinz is

looking to fund the distribution of "non-

threatening but inspiring" environmental

programming that the foundation has

developed with National Geographic and

National Public Radio

(NPR). Some skeptical

faces around the room stare

at their shoes; they see this

as the beginning of corpo-

rate intrusion. But Cowan
and Heil realize that if

VOA is to survive in the

post-cold-war era, it may
well need to evolve into a

public-private partnership.

After all, the Republicans

have stirred the winds of

privatization into a full-

fledged tornado, and members

of both parties are target-

ing VOA.
After the meeting, Heil

makes a quick tour of the

studios. Down in Studio 2

he visits Talk America, the

world's first daily interna-

tional call-in talk show,

which is but a week old.

Today's topic is refugees,

while the rest of the week

ranges from country music to Proposition

187, from Peter Manzell (billed as the

world's premiere banjoist) to Alzheimer's.

A few doors down is Studio 10, the Cre-

ole broadcast. "The style of program varies

tremendously based on language," Heil says.

"Russian audiences want long stories—for

heaven's sake, they're used to having books

read to them over the air. The Creole

broadcasts have a much quicker tempo. You
get to the point, then move on." After

about twenty minutes of headlines, VOA
Creole moves to a more personal note. Heil

points to a misty-eyed woman settled in

front of the microphone. AIDS activist

Elizabeth Glaser died yesterday, Heil

explains, and that announcer's brother—

a

Haitian musician—was an AIDS victim as

well. So she's pegging reminiscences of her

brother to the Glaser story, underscoring

the memorial with his music.

The deputy director then adjourns to a

meeting of the Latin America division.

The Summit of the Americas begins next

week and Heil wants to go over all the

details, from the engineering details (to

keep a close eye on overtime costs) to

which reporters are interviewing which
officials (almost all the heads of state in

the Western Hemisphere will attend). The
top headline grabbers are sure to be Cuba
and California's illegal-immigration-ori-

ented Proposition 187—seemingly all of

Latin America, citing human rights con-

cerns, is enraged by the referendum.

Again, a taste of private sponsorship is in

the air: Federal Express has provided

$15,000, VOA's first-ever private grant.

Heil caught the reporting bug at Duke.

"Growing up, I'd always thought of myself

as a newspaperman, beginning with The

Chronicle, where I was for all four years of

my Duke career," he says. "I did editorial,

features, news, everything; I owe a lot to

The Chronicle, where I spent entirely too

much time." In 1956, he started as a copy

boy at the now defunct Newark Evening

News, but was soon drafted. "In the pecu-

liar way the military operates, they took

me out of press work and into radio work. I

had a fascinating two years with the Armed
Forces Network."

He returned to Newark for another year

or so, but, "After the war, covering a zon-

ing board in New Jersey was just not as

exciting. I left to become a newswriter for

the Voice of America in 1962. Those were

the times of the Cuban missile crisis,

China's first nuclear testing, the birth of

some twenty new nations in Africa, the

assassination of President Kennedy—very

exciting times."

A steady chain of promotions followed,

including a six-year stint as Middle East

correspondent and then bureau chief. "My
single most rewarding story was the one I

blew," he recalls. Beirut, September 1970.

He'd just covered the Arab Summit in

Cairo, then rushed to Beirut, trying to get

into Jordan to cover the end of their civil

war. "Naturally, my wife [Dorothy Finnegan

Heil '58] was pleased as punch." Later that

evening, he wandered downstairs in his

hotel. The lobby was dark, tires were set

ablaze in the street, windows were broken

everywhere. "What happened?" he asked.

Nasser was dead. "Here we had the biggest

story since 1967, and it was back in Cairo

while I was stuck in Beirut," he remem-
bers. "Wrong place, wrong time."

He pulled an all-nighter,

cranking out an obituary

using biographical informa-

tion. But when he filed the

story, the Washington office

told him, "Bad news. Your

assistant in Athens beat you

to it. You're off the story."

Heil was frustrated—after

all these years in the Middle

East, he was missing out on
one of its biggest stories.

Headquarters finally agreed

to let him return to Cairo.

"I got the last seat on the

plane," he says, "which, in

typical Middle East fashion,

got engine trouble. Flight

canceled." Then Heil hit on

a new angle—an analysis of

Nasser's historical signifi-

cance—and lined up a

| three-way conversation with

1 Wilton Wynn of Time mag-

azine, Wilson Hall of NBC
News, and himself. It turned

out to be a home run: Allah Rahb, Egypt's

largest newspaper, would obtain the VOA
transcript and run it as a full-text interview

in the next day's paper.

Twenty-four hours later at home in

Athens, he was awakened by a midnight

call from headquarters. They'd found him
a spot on a military plane, a C-130 bound

for Amman in three hours. "I was the sole

passenger; the plane was full of armored

personnel carriers. The pilot, obviously

unaware of my sleep history, asked me if I

wanted to take the controls. So there I

was, somewhere near Mount Sinai, ex-

hausted and flying a plane, for heaven's sakes!

"We landed and found a nation deci-

mated—fires, buildings in ruin, no officials,

windows blown out everywhere. I hopped

on a M*A*S*H truck and headed into

Amman for three weeks of the most excit-

ing coverage you can imagine."

He pauses. "I really miss that part of

the job."

Like Heil's VOA, Michael Schoenfeld's

Corporation for Public Broadcasting is

under the budget gun. As the senior vice

president for corporate communications at

CPB—which distributes federal funds to

PBS and NPR local affiliates—Schoenfeld

tries to help CPB preserve its share of lim-

ited monies. But where VOA funds are

targeted as relics of the cold war, Schoen-
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feld's CPB is mostly undermined by the

Republican Right, who continually accuse

it of liberal bias and elitism. Meanwhile,

liberal critics charge that PBS's corporate

sponsorship forces programs that show a

"preferred reality" and reinforce the status

quo. Still others assert that the Discovery

Channel, CNN, and A&E have made PBS
unnecessary. CPB, it seems, is an equal-op-

portunity target.

Schoenfeld explains that PBS, unlike

cable, reaches everyone, provides the likes

of multilingual pro-

gramming and in-

school initiatives, and

"all kinds of services

that the market does

not provide. Or rather,

that they can and
will provide, but not

without a small sub-

sidy from the federal

government. People

forget we're mostly

privately funded. Dick

Carlson [CPB's presi-

dent] testified before

Parliament for a

hearing about the

BBC. Their members
couldn't grasp this

very odd concept that

Americans didn't have

to pay a tax for pub-

lic television, that

people would write

checks voluntarily.

"

Schoenfeld clearly

relishes the chal-

lenge. Over the last couple of years, for

example, NPR's aggressive pursuit of the

Clarence Thomas hearings and the PBS
gay-themed documentary Tongues Untied

have heated up the conservative outcry.

Schoenfeld and CPB have already moved
to address it. "One thing we have succeeded

in doing recently is opening up public tele-

vision to more points of view," he says.

"There are now people like Peggy Noonan
and Tony Snow producing prime-time

programming for public television.

"We've also become more democratic

—

that's a small 'd'—through an initiative

called 'Open To The Public' Congress was

concerned with the perception that we were

hermetically sealed, this monolithic, arro-

gant institution with no face. 'Open To The
Public' allows the audience to talk back,

through '800' numbers, letters, the Internet,

and annual reviews by Internet groups."

It would be easy to accuse CPB of cav-

ing in to pressure, but Schoenfeld strongly

stakes out the middle ground. "We might

get 5,000 identical letters, or people who
call and say, 'I didn't see such-and-such a

program, but somebody told me to call in

and complain.' We weed that out. But just

making producers and distributors aware

that there may be people out there who
have strong reactions to their program is

important."

Still, since the Republican takeover of

the Congress, some PBS affiliates have

panicked, and it's up to the self-assured

Schoenfeld to keep perspective. For exam-

ple, today's headaches: NBC Evening News
led last night with a story on proposed cuts,

and there was CPB's logo, on screen with

the NEA, NEH, and Department of Educa-

tion. Schoenfeld has just learned that TV
Guide is doing a "Whither Public Broad-

casting" story, from which CBS is piggy-

backing for their evening news next week.

"What better way to have fun?" he jokes.

Schoenfeld is young and clean-cut

enough to be a veritable corporate poster

boy. His duties include overseeing speeches,

publications, annual reports, brochures,

fact sheets, press releases, and a host of

other media products.

Jeannie Burton, his press secretary, enters.

Good news. A new 111 site (TTI is a train-

ing program for teachers to use telecommu-

nications in the classroom) has just been

announced for the Georgia PBS affiliate

—

which just so happens to be in Newt Gin-

grich's neighborhood. "Have they put out a

release?" Schoenfeld wants to know.

"We were on Nighdine last night," Bur-

ton continues, "and The Christian Science

Monitor is on this in a big way." She hands

him an editorial that ran over the Cox
wire service last night. He stares at it for

several seconds, then shrugs. "Not bad," he

says. "So," Burton asks, "is it time to get

out the 'We ain't a cultural institution

—

deal with it' bumper stickers?" Schoenfeld

just smiles.

He's got a couple of aces that could help

preserve its $300-million budget. For

starters, public broadcasting is a bit like

Congress: While both liberal and conserv-

ative critics constantly bash the CPB insti-

tution, everyone loves his or her local PBS
station in almost every congressional dis-

trict. Second, the federal dollars are sup-

plemented by corporate grants and private

sponsors. And the

fact that each PBS
and NPR station

resides in a congres-

sional district is a big

plus. Also, Alaska in

particular has a huge

NPR following, so

Ted Stevens, the

powerful Republican

senator, is a big CPB
backer. And finally,

the $300 million is

just a sixth of total

funding for public

broadcasting; the rest

comes from corpora-

tions, foundations,

and (forgive me)
viewers like you.

Schoenfeld, of

course, also counts

PBS's identity as

* home to beloved cul-

1 tural icons like Bar-

iney, MacNez'I-Lehrer,
u Oscar the Grouch,

and the Cookie Monster, while their big-

name alumni range from Bill Moyers to

Siskel and Ebert (arguably, human ver-

sions of Oscar and Cookie. .
.

)

"Listen," he says. "There's no decision

we make that's not second-guessed by

someone with an agenda, from all sides.

We have a contradictory mandate: on one

hand, to protect and defend public broad-

casting from any extraneous interference,

yet to somehow be responsible for all the

programming."

Later that afternoon, Schoenfeld's staff

gathers. "PBS has been described as a series

of meetings punctuated by an occasional

program," he cracks. But today, everyone

is in crisis mode. They discuss:

• Who will be their spokesperson to

respond to questions from the likes of the

evening news or CNN's Crossfire! Schoen-

feld wants to use PBS outside-the-beltway

types, like the president of South Caroli-

na's PBS station, who happens to be CPB's

chairman of the board. That will reinforce

PBS's local status.

• The only political type Schoenfeld

wants to showcase on TV is his "secret
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weapon": Sheila Tate, a Republican strate-

gist and co-partner of Powell-Tate, the

consummate high-powered Washington

public relations firm. Tate sits on the CPB
board. Schoenfeld explains: "She'll be able

to say, 'Hey, Newt is posturing for the

press with a very sexy item—I know
because I've done it myself. But CPB's

money is peanuts compared to, say, any

agricultural program.'
"

• How to mobilize stations in Kansas,

Georgia, Texas, and Mississippi—the

home states of Bob Dole, Gingrich, and

the two Republican whips—to vocalize

their contributions to local communities.

This is a delicate mission, because they'll

have to be coaxed, not bossed.

• Creating a "War Room" to track all

broadcasts and articles about CPB's place

in this new national order. That will allow

them to "triage" in a coordinated manner.
• Their attackers keep mentioning

them in the same breath as the NEA and

NEH. Should they distance themselves

from the NEA, which is the most obvious

target for cuts? "We're not a cultural

organization," Schoenfeld says, "and we're

not smearing chocolate over anyone." A
colleague argues that it's too early to

define themselves by what they're not

—

nobody wants a misunderstanding to fire

up NEA chief Jane Alexander—and that

any such arguments are better for private

lobbying.

• Whether or not to respond to each

broadside against CPB. Schoenfeld wants

to let some of the fires burn out of their

own accord. "You can't address every

charge," he says later. "You must hold your-

self in check and sometimes adopt a bunker

mentality, taking incoming missiles."

• What is the message? Besides ac-

counting for the CPB spending, Schoen-

feld wants to make sure its budget is put in

perspective: 80 cents per year (or about

$1.55 per Republican citizen...), a trifle.

More importantly, the money is lever-

aged—a CPB grant is like a Good House-

keeping Seal of Approval, which allows

producers to attract corporate and founda-

tion support.

After sifting through the tough stuff,

Schoenfeld addresses a few lighter matters.

"What do you want to do about the office

Christmas party," he asks. "Stay in, go out,

what?" Someone suggests Hawaii. "That's

not on the agenda," he responds. There's

also a spirited discussion about a new logo.

(No, it's not a bull's-eye.) What color? The
relative merits of yellow and blue are care-

fully examined but, in the end, green wins.

Having started his own AM station in

high school, Schoenfeld became a DJ for

WDUK-AM as a Duke freshman in 1980.

"I foolishly volunteered for the eight a.m.

Sunday program," he recalls. "I'd wake up,

curse myself, and head from West to East

Campus."

Enamored of radio, he led the charge to

found WXDU, Duke's FM station. When
it finally got off the ground, Schoenfeld

made a controversial decision to program a

lot of jazz. "There was a gap in the market

because of a local station that had just

folded. I saw it as a great chance to quickly

attract the local community, although

some of the DJs, as you'd guess, weren't

too pleased to see the six o'clock to nine

p.m. time slot gone."

He also gave himself a talk show. "I

wanted to be Larry King," he says. "Every

week, there were exactly three calls: my
girlfriend, my roommate, and my room-

mate's girlfriend. No matter who the guest

was—Red Wilson [the football coach],

some professor, whoever—three calls. One
week, I had the mayor of Durham on and,

after my three calls, the phone rang again.

It was someone accusing the mayor of a

sweetheart land deal. He got a bit excited,

but nothing like me—someone had

called!" Schoenfeld did manage to go to

class, "although my GPA might lead you

to believe otherwise."

He earned a master's in public policy at

SUNY-Stony Brook with a full scholar-

ship, then worked for VOA. "You couldn't

have asked for more," he says. "The Berlin

Wall coming down, Tiananmen Square.

But it's deadline-driven over there, and

you develop your wind-sprints quickly. At
five o'clock, with all these people rushing

to get their newscasts in the studio, it

looks like a track meet down there. And
there's only so many phone calls that you

can tolerate—or that your wife can toler-

ate." He's married to Elizabeth Temple
'84, a former managing editor of Policy

Review magazine and now a freelance

writer/editor. They live in Arlington, Vir-

ginia, with their two-year-old daughter.

End note: The day after this interview,

all hell broke loose at CPB. Gingrich for-

mally began his assault against public tele-

vision, announcing he wanted to defund it

entirely. Schoenfeld, with exactly one

week of experience as senior vice presi-

dent, faced the largest crisis in CPB's

twenty-five-year history. Two weeks later,

he took a minute from the onslaught of

Ted Koppel, C-Span, network news, and

syndicated columnists to provide an

update of his trial by fire. "Holding up

well," he reported. "Tough but exciting.

And I sense we're winning the battle."

After all, what Republican wants to run

on a record of having killed Big Bird?

Goldstein '91 is a freelance writer living in New
York City.
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DEDICATED TO
SCIENCE

The $80-million Leon Levine Science

Research Center—the most ambi-

tious construction project in the

university's history—was dedicated in

December following a two-day round of

lectures, panel discussions, and tours. The
center comprises 341,000 square feet of

laboratories, classrooms, offices, confer-

ence rooms, and an auditorium.

The sprawling center houses the School

of the Environment, research centers of

the School of Engineering, medical center

departments of pharmacology and molecu-

lar cancer biology, the computer science

department, and the developmental, cell,

and molecular biology group of the depart-

ments of botany and zoology. More than

1,000 faculty, visiting scholars, students,

and research staff work in the complex,

named for the chairman and chief execu-

tive officer of Family Dollar Stores Inc. of

Charlotte.

Speaking in the Levine Center's Gay
McLawhorn Love and J. Erskine Love Jr.

Family Auditorium, President Nannerl O.

Keohane said the center provides "the

nation's finest facility for science and engi-

neering" for Duke faculty and students. "It

is carefully designed to inspire collabora-

tions across disciplines, between student

and teacher, between science and industry."

Delivering the keynote address was P.

Roy Vagelos, former chair, president, and

chief executive officer of Merck & Co.

Inc. Speaking from his vantage point as a

leader in the health-care industry, he

emphasized the critical role of basic

research in the quality and cost of health

care. "It is almost unthinkable what health

care—and health-care costs—would be if

research had not produced the medical

progress that we've seen in this century,"

he said. "Today, with the dedication of

this research center, Duke is looking to the

SHOCK WAVES FROM THE QUAKE

Cathy Davidson's

friends in

Nigawa, Japan,

were among those

affected by the earth-

quake that took more
than 5,000 lives in

January. Nigawa, a

small town near

Kobe, was one of the

places where the

Duke professor of

English lived for sev-

eral years. The father-

in-law of one friend

died, her house was reduced
to rubble, and she was trapped

under the debris for three

hours, Davidson told Duke
Dialogue.

"I saw these pictures on tele-

vision from a place that was
just described as a small town,"

she says, "and it took me sev-

eral minutes before I realized

that this was Nigawa I was
looking at.... Many picturesque

villas dating back to the nine-

teenth century are all gone."

She also found herself play-

ing an unusual role as third-

party transmitter of news in

Japan. "I called many times

ASEARCH FOR
THE SOUL
OF JAPAN

following the earthquake, but

was only able to get through

once," she says. "Ironically, I

had a friend southeast of the

quake also calling me. It turns

out that some of the interna-

tional lines were still open, and
it was easier for them to con-

tact me than it was for them to

contact each other. I ended up
exchanging information about

what was happening."

Davidson's friends told her

of a group of elderly men in

white arm-bands who offered

to go through the debris of

destroyed houses on dangerous

rescue missions. "Their belief

is that they have lived a long,

good life, and that it

makes more sense for

them to do life-threat-

ening jobs," she says.

"They went through

my friend's house until

they found her glasses.

It may seem like a

small thing, but it was
very important to my
friend. That's the kind

of spirit that will help

the Japanese get

through this."

She says that her

friend, a French woman, has

lived in Japan for twenty-five

years. "I asked her if she

wanted to return to France

now, and she said no. She told

me, 'What I've seen of the

human spirit after this makes
me more certain than ever that

Japan is my country.' "

Davidson and her book, 36
Views of Mount Fuji, a personal

reflection upon Japanese soci-

ety and her interest in it, were
featured in the March-April
1994 issue ofDuke Magazine.

future, continuing its commitment to

research. And when the health-care

debate resumes—as it will, as it should

—

we have to break the silence on research.

We have to make the future of research a

central issue in the future of America's

health-care system."

Keohane announced that Doris Duke's

$10-million bequest to the university will

be directed toward the Levine Center,

"and to its important interdisciplinary

work, in which she had such confidence."

Duke was the daughter of James B. Duke,

whose gift in 1924 created the university.

Shortly before her death last year, she

donated $2 million for AIDS research at

the Levine Center.

RESTRUCTURING
MINORITY AFFAIRS

President Nannerl O. Keohane reaf-

firmed plans to decentralize admin-

istrative functions focused on
minority affairs at the university, but—in

response to criticism—said she intends to

give vice presidential rank to the new
administrator charged with enhancing

Duke's minority employment benefits.

President emeritus Terry Sanford will head

a committee to conduct a national search

for the new vice president.

Her decision follows a February an-

nouncement that the minority employ-

ment responsibilities of the new vice

president-vice provost post, now held by

Leonard Beckum, would be handled by a

new director reporting to Keohane and the

executive vice president for administration

and finance. This will now be a vice presi-

dential post. The rest of the February plan

to decentralize minority affairs functions

remains intact.

Black student leaders and others ex-

pressed concern that the original plan

would represent downgrading of the uni-

versity's support for minorities. Students

conducted a sit-in outside her office, and a

petition presented to Keohane called for

upgrading the planned new position to

vice president.

Keohane later told members of her Presi-

dent's Council on Black Affairs that she

wanted to "provide a vigorous and effective
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administrative structure" that will "help

fight racism, job harassment, discrimina-

tion, and unfair employment practices."

In a meeting with the council and sev-

eral students, community leaders, and oth-

ers, she acknowledged that Duke had had

"a troubled history in this area." But she

said "the major flaw" in the 1988 plan

leading to the vice president-vice provost

position was that "by placing all responsi-

bility for minority affairs; equal opportu-

nity; student, faculty, and staff recruitment;

and community outreach in one officer,"

the plan "tried to do too many things, with

too little support from the rest of the uni-

versity, and with too little clear authority."

"I believe a restructuring, not just contin-

uing business as usual, is essential," she said.

Keohane said that while she was not

changing her basic plan of reconfiguring

the posts, she had been persuaded "by elo-

quent and passionate arguments by many
people I respect" that the title of vice presi-

dent carried "symbolic importance" that

would be essential to achieving the "central

tasks that have fallen through the cracks in

addressing minority employment issues."

Keohane told council members that her

intention all along has been to create a

new senior position dedicated to the con-

cerns of minority staff employees across

the university, including hiring, promo-

tion, discrimination and retention issues,

job development, and sensitivity on
minority issues. "By assigning some of the

responsibilities of the former office to oth-

ers, I believe we will be able to focus our

efforts more powerfully" in the area of

minority employment, she said. "This will

also increase the strength of our outreach

to the Durham community and our work
with students."

Keohane also said she saw the need to

distinguish the relationship of the new vice

president with other administrators who
are "doing their work well in many cases,"

but who may be hampered by "a lack of

clarity about what precisely they are sup-

posed to be doing as parts of the whole."

Under her plan, Duke's community af-

fairs outreach in Durham will be the focus

of Garrick Francis A.M. '92, assistant di-

rector of government relations. Diversity-

related activities in student life will be

coordinated in the student affairs division

under Vice President Janet Dickerson, with

Julian B. Sanchez, director of the inter-

cultural affairs office, assuming primary

responsibility.

Keohane acknowledged that her deci-

sion to continue the vice presidential title

could appear to be yielding to the demands
of students who had conducted the sit-in,

but she said she had been persuaded that

retaining the title was the right thing to

do. "I was convinced by talking with many

people I respect—including students, fac-

ulty, alumni, trustees, and local citizens

—

that I had not appreciated the symbolic

and real importance that the title conveys

for perceived authority, visibility, and

clout, both on campus and in the commu-
nity," she said. "I have no qualms about

admitting publicly and visibly that I made
a mistake. And if students sit in my office

day and night to ask for something I think

is wrong, I know how to deal with that;

this was not the case this time."

KING AS
PREACHER

Prophetic majesty: kins; in Washington, D.C., in 1963

The late Martin Luther King Jr. is

often celebrated for his accomplish-

ments as a civil rights leader, an eth-

ical thinker, and a political activist. A new
book by divinity school professor Richard

Lischer examines his preaching, a less-

explored but equally important facet of

King's life.

Lischer, who has taught homiletics (the

art of preaching) to aspiring young preach-

ers at the divinity school for fifteen years,

has worked on The Preacher King: Martin

Luther King Jr. and the Word that Moved
America since the late Eighties. Lischer's

research encompasses King's unedited

church sermons, speeches, and police sur-

veillance tapes, and interviews with King's

former parishioners and confidantes such

as Ralph Abernathy and Jesse Jackson.

The book was published in March by

Oxford University Press.

"In many ways, King blended in [as a

preacher] with his environment of the

Fifties, which was that of liberal Christian-

ity—Christianity heavily influenced by

philosophy and psychology. When you

read the printed sermons of Dr. King, one

has to be struck by how much he sounds

like his contemporaries," says Lischer.

"What struck me was [the] unique com-

bination of traditions one finds in Dr.

King as a preacher, which I think is proba-

bly the key to the way in which he was

able to reach such a broad spectrum of

people in the United States. He was

shaped by theological liberalism; he could

talk about the sacredness of human per-

sonality and historical destiny and

(philosopher) Hegel... but he could also

get down with the people and really

preach and move his congregation. This is

a legacy from his background in the black

church."

Lischer, who says he regrets never meet-

ing King, first heard him preach at the

same time millions of other Americans

did, on the occasion of his "I Have a

Dream" speech in Washington, D.C., in

1963. Lischer was twenty years old and

preparing for the ministry. Having grown

up in St. Louis, he was removed somewhat

from the action in the South.

"I was moved and turned around by the

prophetic majesty of his vision," Lischer

says. "It was as if, in that speech, he helped

not only me, but all Americans see a dif-

ferent future. This is typical prophetic

function: to help people envision some-

thing they did not have the imagination to

see for themselves. And like many others,

I was helped to see that part of my Christ-

ian vocation should be reconciliation in

whatever small corner I am placed."

RELIGIOUS
PERSUASIONS

While under review for tenure

last fall, a divinity school facul-

ty member was sharply criti-

cized by a colleague in letters sent to a

hundred ministers throughout North Car-

olina. University officials and other profes-

sors called those actions by Professor Lloyd

Bailey a violation of the strictly confiden-

tial tenure process.

Bailey objected to feminist theologian

Mary McClintock Fulkerson's scholarship

and ideology. In his mass mailing, Bailey

accused Fulkerson, who is also a Presbyter-

ian minister, of teaching practices that were

out of step with mainstream Methodist

teachings. Fulkerson, who has written about

women's roles in the church, also supports

gay and lesbian rights. Bailey included
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information from Fulkerson's tenure case.

In the wake of the controversy, Bailey

agreed to take a research leave until 1998,

when he will retire. Fulkerson won her ten-

ure case, which ensures a lifetime teaching

post, with the support of a majority of her

fellow faculty members, a university tenure

committee, and the university's provost.

She is only the second tenured woman cur-

rently on the divinity school's staff.

AVERTING FUTURE
CHECHNYAS

Donald L. Horowitz, James B. Duke
Professor of Law and Political Sci-

ence, met with leaders from break-

away regions in the former Soviet Union,

their counterparts from Russia, Ukraine,

Georgia, and Moldova, and other interna-

tional experts in January in The Hague,

Netherlands, to try to find ways to avert the

kind of violence confronting Chechnya.

The meeting, held in the Peace Palace,

focused on lessons learned from managing

difficult ethno-political conflicts. Top
leaders from Tatarstan, Crimea, Abkhazia,

Trans-Dneister, and Gagauzia met with

senior officials from their central govern-

ments to examine successful examples of

conflict management.

Horowitz, the author of Ethnic Groups

in Conflict and an authority on democracy

in South Africa, said before leaving the

United States for Holland that the meet-

ing was important—and somewhat over-

due. "The right time to begin these talks

would have been three years ago; earlier is

always better," he said. "But the notion

now is to bring together groups of people

on opposite sides of questions—such as

supporters of separatism vs. those for in-

WORKING FOR ETHNIC AWARENESS

Darren Jer was tired of

hearing Asian

Americans tell the

same old jokes about the

South. Especially the ones

told by friends who learned

everything they know
about the subject from
watching The Dukes of Haz-

zard. So he invited a thou-

sand college students to

come and see for

themselves what life south

of the Mason-Dixon Line is

really like.

Jer, a Trinity senior from
Armonk, New York, coor-

dinated the seventeenth

annual East Coast Asian

Student Union conference,

held in February at Duke.
The three-day conference,

co-hosted by North Car-

olina State University and
the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill,

marked the first time the

event had taken place

south of Philadelphia.

"People have misconcep-
tions from shows like 60 Min-
utes that race relations at Duke
are terrible," says Jer. "We
wanted to show our definition

of the New South and how
Duke is a conducive place to

have this conference."

He helped land the confer-

ence, which attracted students

from more than fifty East Coast

colleges, during a bidding ses-

sion at last year's meeting.

Competing against contingents

from several other schools,

including Princeton and Har-

vard, Jer's group won out

because of careful preparation

Educator Jer: showing off the New South

and an urgent desire to show-
case the possibilities the

Research Triangle area affords.

"Duke attracts just as many
top Asian American high

school applicants as any of our

competing schools in the

Northeast," says Jer, past presi-

dent of the Duke Asian Student

Association. "Because of our

geographic location, many of

those who are accepted refuse

Duke for northern schools. We
hoped that by playing host to

this major conference, Duke's
reputation within the Asian

American community will

change and grow."

This year's conference

focused on the plight of Asian

Americans in the nation's

inner cities. Student orga-

nizers invited professionals

and academics from New
York, California, and
Washington, D.C., to par-

ticipate in workshops that

addressed such problems as

substandard working condi-

tions and inadequate med-
ical care. "The theme was
inspired by a political sci-

ence class I took here," says

Jer, who has a double major

in English and political sci-

ence.

Official conference busi-

ness also included a career

fair and bidding for next

year's site, but the meeting

had its lighter side, too.

Headlining one evening's

iij entertainment was an Asian

< American rap group from

jNew York City—a novelty

in a musical genre domi-

nated by African Americans.

The irony of a thousand

Asian students heading south

to dance to Asian American
rap music would seem to fulfill

one ofJer's goals for the con-

ference: countering

stereotypes. As he told the

Raleigh News & Observer: "I

hope we can open people's

minds, make them reconsider

their previous opinions about

Asians. I hope it makes them
decide that, if they see some-
one with a different skin color,

they'll keep an open mind."

-^Stephen Martin '95

tegration into the Russian federation or

into other former republics, like Georgia,

for example.

"Some situations, like Chechnya, are

already active wars. Others, such as

Moldova, are on the verge. The Tatarstan

people have actually reached an agree-

ment with Moscow for a large measure of

autonomy. One of the questions will be

whether this type of agreement would

make sense for other countries."

EXTENDING
BENEFITS

Anew policy at Duke grants the

same benefits that are already

offered to married employees'

spouses and families to unmarried employ-

ees' same-sex spousal equivalents.

"Our failure to provide these benefits

puts us at a disadvantage with other insti-

tutions with which we compete for out-

standing faculty and staff," President

Nannerl O. Keohane told the local press.

At least twenty-eight colleges and univer-

sities, including Harvard, Yale, Stanford,

Penn, Columbia, Dartmouth, Chicago,

M.I.T., Smith, and Wellesley, as well as a

number of North Carolina corporations,

offer such benefits to their employees.

Under the plan, Duke employees and

their same-sex domestic partners, who
must sign an affidavit certifying their

mutual commitment and proving financial

responsibility for each other, can receive

most of the same benefits as married cou-

ples and their families. Some benefits will

not be available because of tax laws, legal

considerations, or policies of Duke's insur-

ance carriers.

The action is the latest in a series of

steps responding to Duke's 1988 Equal

Opportunity Policy that pledged not to

discriminate on the basis of sexual orienta-

tion. In 1990, then-president H. Keith H.

Brodie appointed a set of task forces to

determine whether Duke's practices were

in keeping with the spirit of the policy.

One of the task forces recommended
extending the same benefits available to

married employees to members of long-

term, committed, same-sex partnerships.

Brodie supported the proposal and

requested further study to determine legal

or other considerations that might present

problems. Those reviews concluded there

was no legal basis for benefits practices to

be inconsistent with Duke's nondiscrimi-

nation policy, and that any financial

impact of extending comparable benefits

to same-sex partners would be minor.

After consulting with the Faculty Com-
pensation Committee, the executive com-
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mittee of the Academic Council, and

Duke's board of trustees, Keohane estab-

lished the policy of comparable benefits.

"The most pressing argument for extend-

ing these benefits is our desire to live up to

our policy of nondiscrimination," she

wrote in a letter to Toby Y. Kahr, associate

vice president for human resources.

"While it has been suggested that Duke
benefits should be extended to unmarried

heterosexual couples, the proposal I have

endorsed does not recommend such a step

at this time, since heterosexual couples

can already receive full Duke benefits by

taking the formal step of marriage. This, of

course, is not an option open to same-sex

couples in North Carolina."

PATENTS AND
PRIVACY

According to law professor David

Lange, lawmakers in the future

may be forced by the increasing

availability of the Internet and other tech-

nologies to embrace new forms of laws to

protect intellectual property rights.

"Now that technology is widely in the

hands of the individual—and increasingly

so every day—intellectual property law will

be forced to recognize reality. If it wants to

be a player in the game, it will have to do

so on new terms," says Lange, an authority

on intellectual property laws who spoke at

a January "Frontiers of Legal Thought"

conference organized by law students.

Lange speculates that the Internet will

force a re-thinking of patent and copyright

law that has held for a couple of hundred

years. "In all cases in which the law in its

present form has tried to completely pro-

tect intellectual property against private,

personal, non-commercial use, it has

always—without exception—failed in its

effort," he says. "There never has been any

effective way to curtail the use of the

Xerox machine to copy items for personal

use. Its copyright may or may not be for-

mally proscribed—and I argue that it

isn't—but even if it is, it doesn't matter.

People don't pay attention to it."

The VCR and sound recording devices

are other examples of technologies that are

used massively for private copying, says

Lange. "As technologies have come into

widespread and intimate use, the hard reality

is that copyright laws have no real leverage

in private lives. There are too many private

copiers, no moral imperatives opposed to

such copying, and no forum for curtailing it."

Lange envisions a world in which a prop-

erty-rights system will be replaced by a reg-

ulatory system that has "a fairly light rather

than a heavy-handed touch" in private

lives. "But in the end, I would argue, we
will all be better for the changes. Intellectual

property will be confined to serious threats

of commercial piracy. Meanwhile, as indi-

viduals, we will all be much freer than we
now are to engage in creative play."

HEADACHE
REMEDIES

Despite the fact that one in seven

patients goes to a doctor because of

headaches, there are no commonly
used guidelines to assist health-care work-

ers in diagnosing and treating the problem.

But a research team at Duke Medical Cen-
ter is developing practice guidelines for

chronic headache pain management for

both physicians and their patients.

The federal Agency for Health Care

Policy and Research (AHCPR) awarded a

$1 -million contract to the Duke Center

for Health Policy Research and Education.

The AHCPR, part of the U.S. Public

Health Service, has been mandated by

Congress to develop guidelines for patient

care in order to improve the quality and

cost effectiveness of health services.

The Duke project will primarily target

pain due to migraine or tension headaches,

something internist Douglas McCrory says

80 to 90 percent of the population has

experienced at one time or another. Up to

8 percent of this group has chronic and

even debilitating pain that requires ongo-

ing medical care, says McCrory, who is

leading the project.

Many patients suffering from chronic

headache pain undergo expensive diagnos-

tic techniques, such as CT scans or mag-

netic resonance imaging, rarely with any

success at finding the root of the problem.

Guidelines developed during this project

will "promote a more unified and evidence-

based approach to the diagnosis and
management of chronic headache pain,"

McCrory says. "That doesn't exist now."

There are many ways to treat this

chronic pain, ranging from drug therapy to

bio-feedback. One goal of the project is to

formulate recommendations as to when
pharmacological treatments are necessary.

After a comprehensive review of all pub-

lished literature on the subject, a panel of

nationally recognized researchers and
health professionals will make recommen-
dations. The Duke center will assist the

panel in publishing three versions of these

findings: a patient and family guide, a

quick reference for doctors, and a set of

comprehensive clinical practice guidelines

for use by doctors and researchers.

IN BRIEF

Alasdair Maclntyre and Lynn Joy, a

world-renowned husband-and-wife philos-

ophy team, joined the faculty this spring.

Maclntyre holds a distinguished chair in

the philosophy department, a position he

has also held at Brandeis, Yale, Oxford,

Princeton, Vanderbilt, Notre Dame, and

Boston University. He has written nearly

twenty single-author books, edited five

more, and published more than a hundred

scholarly articles. Joy has taught the phi-

losophy of science and the history of phi-

losophy at Vanderbilt and Notre Dame.
She earned her Ph.D. from Harvard in the

history of science.

Robert S. Shepard has been named
associate vice president and executive

director of university development. His

appointment began February 1. He came
to Duke from the University of Pennsylva-

nia, where he was associate campaign

director and vice dean for external affairs

of the School of Arts and Sciences. Shep-

ard will direct operations of the universi-

ty's central fund-raising staff of seventy.

I Charles E. Putman has been appointed

to a newly-created post as senior vice

president for research administration and

policy. He was executive vice president for

administration. His new responsibilities

include serving as a liaison to the Research

Triangle Park and other corporate research

groups and advocating for research univer-

sities in Washington, DC. A search com-

mittee has been appointed to fill a new,

combined post of executive vice president

and chief financial officer.
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Crossing Ocean Parkway:
Readings by an Italian

American Daughter
By Marianna De Marco Torgovnick. Chica-

go: University of Chicago Press, 1 994. 177

pp. $22.50.
'

o
ne spring day in

1986, a group of dis-

tinguished journal-

ists, professors, and

authors gathered

to honor Pulitzer

Prize-winner Larry

McMurtry with a

reception at Columbia University. Later

that day, a group of similarly distinguished

scholars and journalists assembled to

honor me with a reception in the same

location as I left Columbia after ten years.

As it happens, both McMurtry and I

came from the same block, and from the

same class of twenty-one graduates (we were

two of the three who went on to college) of

the only school in Archer City, Texas (pop-

ulation 1,600)—a cowboy town where (I

swear) you could not then, nor can you

now, get The New York Times at any local

store. Nor even The Dallas Morning News.

And here we were, for the moment,
being celebrated in New York City. On
the same day, in the same place. We who
had come from a town without the rudi-

ments of cultural literacy. Who would

have thought?. .

.

Cultural juxtapositions and anecdotes

such as this fill Marianna De Marco Tor-

govnick's book of essays, Crossing Ocean

Parkway: Readings by an Italian American

Daughter. In fact, my anecdote echoes hers in

"White, Female, and Born in Bensonhurst."

In this essay, the Duke professor of English

writes: "Three of six professors, sitting at an

'eclectic' vegetarian restaurant in Durham,
[were] all from Bensonhurst—a neighbor-

hood where (I swear) you couldn't get The

New York Times at any of the local stores."

Torgovnick's awe at this scene, and her

personal account of fighting her way out of

the narrow, suffocating culture into which

she was born, resonated with this reader,

who, a couple of thousand miles to the

South, was fighting a similar cultural bat-

tle. As I read, I so identified with the

struggles Torgovnick describes that I

almost jumped out of my chair, cheering,

"She finally said it!" when the author

writes on page 122: "Italian

American culture resembles

Southern culture [my italics] in

America, whose love of cliche

and euphemism and of leaving

things unspoken is a major

theme of writers like Faulkner

and O'Connor."

I had felt it all along: the

unspoken, the sentimental, the

maschimo, the male investment

in the purity of the daughters,

the ridicule of anything beyond

borders that one can see, the fear

of neighbors' opinions, the huddling under

the protective awning of convention.

Southern culture. Culture of the Southwest. In

many ways, all women who grew up in the

Fifties and Sixties and aspired to artistic or

intellectual lives, no matter their ethnic

roots, had to vault these barriers.

In Torgovnick's Italian working-class

culture of rents, mortgages, stoops, and

plaster Madonnas, "books and learning

threatened the solidarity of family neces-

sary for survival in dangerous times." For

her Sicilian father and Calabrian mother,

neighbors were second only to family as

stern arbiters of conduct. To Brooklynites,

Ocean Parkway, the boulevard that divid-

ed her stultifying Italian neighborhood

from an enlightened Jewish neighborhood,

was "a powerful state of mind and a symbol

of upward mobility."

When she married, it was to a Jewish

man, "who gave me my freedom and, very

important, helped remove me from the

expectations of Bensonhurst." The Jewish-

Italian marriage was "a common enough

catastrophe" in the old neighborhood for

her parents to have accepted it—though

they continued to treat her husband as an

outsider for the first twenty years. ("Now
Mary Ann. Here's what's going on with

you' brother. But don't tell you' husband.")

When Torgovnick crosses Ocean Park-

way, she provides the metaphor for cross-

ing cultural boundaries of every kind. Her

essays lead one through the stages of grief

as she shrugs off each layer of her native

culture, almost as a butterfly leaves its

chrysalis, revealing raw ambivalences

when she finally identifies, acknowledges,

and tries her wings.

In her youth, Torgovnick saw upward

mobility as a two-step process, initially to

Jewish culture then

to middle-class Amer-
ica. "The precise

stages differ for each

ethnic group and
each person," she

writes, "but assimila-

tion always has a

double movement

—

first the desire to be

ike others, then the

ealization that the

ikeness is never

complete."

remember when a new Eastern friend

asked me in the mid-Seventies, my early

days in New York City (after I had finally

and painfully abandoned my roots, accord-

ing to one family member, and saved my
life, according to another), whether I came
from a middle-class family in Texas. I was

tongue-tied. I truly didn't know. "That's

not the way we counted," I replied finally.

You were settlers or you weren't (settlers

were good); you had land and cattle or you

didn't (land and cattle were good). My
family had been settlers, five generations

back, and we had land and cattle, though

we didn't have all that much money. Did

that make us middle class? I hadn't a clue.

Both my parents were college educated; did

that inch us up on the mobility scale? But

then, a great grandmother was a Cherokee

Indian who chewed tobacco. Where did

that leave me on the social roster?

We are all "ethnic." And we all struggle

to define the individual "I" against the

backdrop of the cultural "we." In this

sense, Torgovnick's book is universal, even

as it is sometimes excruciatingly personal.

Her roots were simultaneously choking

and nutritive.

At the start of this small and wonderful

book, the author returns to her home in

Bensonhurst, after the shocking murder of

Yusef Hawkins, a black youth who was

dating a white, part-Hispanic girl in the

neighborhood. Looking at it from a dis-

tance, and understanding the culture inti-

mately, Torgovnick determines that "it all

made sense: the crudely protective men,

expecting to see a black arriving at the

girl's house and overreacting; the rebel-

lious girl dating the outsider boy; the black

dead as a sacrifice to the feelings of 'the

neighborhood.'

"
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The author might have felt outrage,

guilt, shame; she might have despised the

people she grew up with. "In a way," she

writes, "I felt all four emotions. . .but mostly

I felt that, given the setup, this was the

only way things could have happened. I

detested the racial killing; but I also under-

stood it. Those streets...belong to 'the

neighborhood.' All the people sitting on

the stoops on August 23rd knew that as

well as their names. The black men walk-

ing through probably knew it, too—though

their casual walk sought to deny the fact

that, for neighbors, even the simple act of

blacks walking through 'the neighborhood'

would be seen as an invasion."

The author's return to her old home is

the inspiration for many of the essays in

this book. A professor of literature and

criticism, Torgovnick looks at her own life

as a work-of-art-in-progress, sometimes

analyzing it as she does the material she

teaches. In Part II, she gives the most

insightful readings of the work of another

Italian American daughter, the confound-

ing Camille Paglia, and especially of Mario

Puzo's Godfather that I have come across.

In the last chapter, Torgovnick is called

back to Bensonhurst as her father lies

dying; she recognizes the pulls of her old

culture as keenly as those of her adopted

world and realizes that she will never rid

herself completely of Bensonhurst. "I will

always be crossing Ocean Parkway," writes

this Italian American daughter. "I have

crossed it; I will never cross it."

Ambivalence, circumambulation, per-

petual crossings. So it is with all of us who
find, as did that estimable Irish ethnic,

James Joyce, through his muddle-headed

Jewish counterpart, Leopold Bloom, that

"you think you're escaping and run into

yourself," and "the longest way around is

the shortest way home." —Ceil Cleveland

Cleveland is vice president for university affairs at the

State University of New York at Stony Brook and a

member of the English faculty . Her memoir, What-
ever Happened to Jacy Farrow? will be published

by the University of North Texas Press in 1997

ETHNIC PATHWAYS

Broad and multi-laned,

Ocean Parkway stretches

across the borough, fun*

neling traffic to and from Man-
hattan or downtown Brooklyn
and the sandy plains of Coney
Island. It is lined by rows of

trees and wide, leaf-bedappled,

concrete paths divided neatly

down the middle by benches

for pedestrians or bikers taking

a rest. Along the sidewalks are

closely massed but elegant

apartment houses or grand

one-family houses, often in a

vaguely Spanish, tile-roofed

style. The impression I am
trying to convey is of ease and
spaciousness in the middle of a

crowded borough. Ease and
spaciousness are the essence of

Ocean Parkway and the reason

why, for Brooklynites, Ocean
Parkway is a powerful state of

mind.

Even today, any day of the

week, but especially on week-
ends, Ocean Parkway is a des-

tination for pedestrians for

miles around. Bikers ride up
and down beneath the trees

and then off onto the bike

paths of Prospect Park. Occa-
sionally, riders on horseback
prance down the paths. Old
people sit on benches for long

hours, reading newspapers or

gossiping with friends.

Teenagers stroll by in their

finery, with couples lingering

on the benches. Around the

turn of the century, there

would have been a similar

scene but with a different cast

of characters. I imagine ladies

with parasols, gents with hats,

and motorcars moving slowly

down the Parkway to the

beautiful, wide beaches at its

southern end. The ethnic iden-

tity of the people with the

parasols and hats, the people in

the motorcars, is vague in my
imagination; they are what
Brooklynites today call "Amer-
icans," the rough equivalent of

white, Anglo-Saxon, and
Protestant.

When I was young, in the

Fifties and Sixties, the "Ameri-

cans" were already gone or

huddled in the protective

enclaves ofBrooklyn Heights

and Park Slope. Brooklyn was
just a borough, a satellite to

sparkling Manhattan, a place

where famous writers used to

live. Families ofJews—reform

and Orthodox, Ashkenazi and
Sephardic—walked along the

pathways of Ocean Parkway to

or from shul. Women with ker-

chief-covered heads wheeled
baby strollers and corralled an
incredible number of young
children; their husbands, some
wearing hats and pais, sidecurls,

walked nearby, in groups of

men. On Sundays, the Jews
wore ordinary dress and the

Catholics donned their finery.

On its far northern end, near

Prospect Park, the last ten

years have added new elements

to the Jewish-Catholic mix typ-

ical of Ocean Parkway in my

youth. African Americans,

Caribbean Americans, Hispan-

ics, and a growing population

of Asians now occupy housing

near the Parkway and stroll its

corridors, too. The street shows
signs of uneasy resistance.

Apartment buildings sport plac-

ards that announce their con-

version into condominiums
whose purchasers must pass

the appropriate committees.

The fortress architecture

always typical of local syna-

gogues is accentuated in the

most recent ones. At around its

midpoint from north to south,

the population shifts. Black

and Hispanic faces disappear;

the Jewish and Italian faces I

remember from my youth
dominate once again. Even
here there are changes: Many
of the Jews now are from Rus-

sia, and the signs over their

shops are sometimes in the

Cyrillic alphabet.

An ecumenical crossroads,

the Jerusalem of Brooklyn,

Ocean Parkway remains an
important boundary for ethnic

groups, and an important rite

of passage. For me it was a

training school, a dress

rehearsal for the bastions of

American culture.

—Reprinted from Crossing

Ocean Parkway, copyright

©1994 by Marianna De Marco
Torgovnick. Published by the

University of Chicago Press.

Used by permission.

Practices of Freedom: Selected
Writings on HIV/AIDS
By Simon Watney. Durham: Duke Press,

1994. 336pp. $15.95.

In
the summer of 1992, Mary

Fisher—a married woman, mother

of two young children, a wealthy

Republican, and one of the mil-

lion Americans infected with the

AIDS virus—spoke eloquently to

the Republican National Con-
vention and to television viewers

everywhere about her life with the disease:

"AIDS cuts across all traditional bound-

aries: race and age, community and class,

even all other diseases." The convention

and the nation were riveted by this woman
talking about the killer plague of the twen-

tieth century.

In short, when Mary Fisher talks, people

listen.

What does Mary Fisher have to do with

Simon Watney, who is neither married, a

parent, a Republican, nor wealthy? Wat-

ney, the director of the Red Hot AIDS
Charitable Trust in the United Kingdom,

is also one of the leading voices of the epi-

demic, chronicling the political and cul-

tural devastation wrought by this disease

both in the United States and abroad.

With more than 250 articles to his credit

and several books (including the well-

received Policing Desire: Pornography,

AIDS, and the Media), why doesn't Wat-
ney command the same attention and

respect by the American public as Fisher?

In short, when a self-identified gay man
writes about AIDS, many people turn the

page, or worse, won't even pick up the book.

This new collection of Watney's essays,

dating back to the mid-1980s, brings

together the author's vast reporting on the

epidemic, including his pioneering articles,

ranging from gay men's safer sex education

to the ethics of clinical drug trials to gov-

ernment policies concerning AIDS. Wat-

ney is no stranger to controversy and

knows precisely how inflammatory AIDS
is in some houses (including the House of

Representatives). He writes, "AIDS is an

especially contested subject because it

focuses attention simultaneously on many
of the most controversial topics of our

times: abortion, reproductive sexual tech-

nology, homosexuality, bisexuality, 'the

family,' 'the nation,' race and so on."

Without reservation, Watney tackles

these themes and others, stating bluntly

that his goal is "to make people think

about the issues." Acknowledging that

much of his commentary goes "against the

grain," Watney does not shy away from

controversy or complexity, although his

point of view belongs to no party or organ-

ization. His is a singular voice and mind.
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And it is a big voice and expansive

mind. From the outset, he explains that

his writings are "attempts... to situate the

epidemic in the fullest possible historical

and cultural setting in order to understand

its scale and complexity, and the responses

to it around the world. This include[s] the

history of discrimination against homosex-

uality, and the field of popular culture in

which legislation and prejudice find sanc-

tion and support. It also include[s] the his-

tory of medicine, and the workings of local

government, the civil service and the

[British] National Health Service."

This collection is not AIDS as "sound-

bite" analysis or history; it is the work of a

major thinker and player in the AIDS
arena. In one of the earliest essays ("AIDS,

'Moral Panic' Theory, and Homophobia,"

1986), Watney describes the politicization

of the virus. Before nearly all others, he

cogently explains how "AIDS is being used

to articulate modern theories of sexuality,

or what Freud called object-choice, as if

Where All Of The Good Things

In Life Come Together
The lush greens ofJack Nicklaus and Pete Dye golf. The deep blues of the Adantic

Intracoastal Waterway. The sugar white sands of Wrightsville Beach. The grey ^^^
and green mosaic of Cliff Drysdale tennis. The colorful charm of historic km\
Wilmington. And at the center of this kaleidoscope of color you'll find LA ffe/

Landfall-the best in country club living. Call 1-800-227-8208 for a brochure. ^^P
Homesites from $65,000. Homes from $240,000. Landfall Associates, Q \£ ((

1801 Eastwood Road, Wilmington, North Carolina 28405. JAMMI
A partnership committed to quality: Weyerhaeuser Company and Frank H. Kenan ^^V' {J

I Report required by federal li t before signing anything.Obtain the Properly

value, if any, of this property- This advertisement shall not be deemed an offering in any state where
.

NJREC. This project is registered with the New Jersey Real Estate Commission. Registration does not constitute an
the merits or value of the project. Obtain and read the New Jersey public offering statement before signing anything.

the virus itself is intrinsically attracted to

particular sexual constituencies and not

others. We need to establish once and for

all that like any other virus, HIV is not a

property or respecter of persons or of

groups of person. It is a viral disease...." It

certainly could be said again in 1995 to

significant effect: "AIDS is not a moral

plague; it is a viral disease."

There are no sacred cows in Watney's

field of vision. In 1988, the relatively

unknown essayist took on best-selling

author Randy Shilts and his account of the

first years of the epidemic (And the Band
Played On), criticizing the popular book

—

later made into a television movie—for

being simplistic and reductive. "With the

blinding clarity of hindsight," Watney
writes, "Shilts divides the world neatly

into heroes and villains. To him, heroes

are those who demanded that gay men
should give up sex altogether, while any-

one who questioned this prescription is

branded a villain (and generally dies a hor-

rible death within a few chapters).... The
complex history of AIDS thus emerges like

a medieval legend, a tale of good and evil

leaders locked together in mortal combat."

By 1992 (the final year contained in this

volume), Watney's analysis of the epidemic

becomes full-blown and -grown, and what-

ever leanings he may have harbored regard-

ing objectivity and dispassionate reportage

have been set aside. "Detachment is itself a

moral position," he quotes Isaiah Berlin in

the "Powers of Observation: AIDS and the

Writing of History," who also wrote, "His-

torians cannot therefore (whether they

moralize or not) escape from some position

about what matters and how much (even if

they do not ask why it matters). This alone

is enough to render the notion of a 'value-

free' history. . .an illusion."

Indeed, Watney reveals a heavy hand in

these final essays, a hand no doubt weight-

ed by death and grief and the prospect of

even more. He writes: "We are not dispas-

sionate, and we are not seduced by fan-

tasies about neutrality.... Our writing

tends to be strategic, and often directly

instrumental; it provides information; it

counters lies; it adapts its voice to its audi-

ence; it is as up-to-date as we can make it;

it aims to provide the reassurance of relia-

bility; it affirms values and experience that

are elsewhere denigrated or denied."

Readers may disagree with Watney's

analysis, they may stumble over some of

his high-brow jargon, but when Simon
Watney writes, read.

—Steven Perron;

Petrow '78, who has written four books on AIDS,

is a freelance writer living in San Francisco. His

latest book was When Someone You Know Has

AIDS: A Practical Guide.
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"We need to be responsive to the

financial pressures that are being

felt across the university. It

would be odd if our administra-

tive services were somewhat

exempt, and they certainly shall

not be. It was one of our five

points in the basic strategic plan

that we would become leaner

and more efficient in our admin-

istration, and I intend to live up

to that."

"Russia's journalists are providing

a range of news never available

before, precisely because they

understand what is at stake. So

far, an emerging press freedom is

the only victory of the war."

TV's Freedom Fighters," in The
New York Times, written by Ellen

Miclriewicz, director of the DeWitt
iter for

"The character of Duke has

changed because now the frater-

nities don't dominate Main West."

—Terry Bollard '96

"We'll finally get a bench. And
grass. And a real quad."

—Amia Myers '96, a resident of
Mirecourt, which is to be moved

"It was destiny to win. It's some-

thing you dream about—hitting

the last shot to beat Carolina at

home."

tenter Alison Day, on her

, same-winning
'25

"There are many ways of raising

abandoned and mistreated

children that lie in between

inadmissable cruelty and ideal,

parental love. Not all of them

are pleasant but may be adequate

to raise happy and civilized

human beings.

Ifwe rule out every policy that

is disagreeable to somebody, we
may in the end be left with no

effective policy at all."

The New York Times

aSJW&Ss.

Ask The Expert

What effects will the

results of DNA testing have
on the O.J. Simpson double

"The DNA testing that Cellmark

uses and that the FBI uses is ex-

tremely reliable. They compare

weights of fragments ofDNA
from a suspect sample and a

crime sample. If they use the typ-

ical amount of four probes, each

with two bands, then they get

eight weights. If the suspect and

crime samples are from the same

individual, then all these weights

will match.

"The match is not perfect

because of the measurement

variability. A match probability

is the probability that someone

who is not guilty matches. A typ-

ical number for Cellmark on the

basis of four probes is one in one-

hundred million. There will be

confusion as to exactly what that

number means. A typical way

that prosecutions argue is that

the chance that somebody else is

guilty is one in one-hundred mil-

lion. That's wrong. The defense

will argue that since there are

five billion people on earth and

the chance of an error is one in

one-hundred million, then there

are roughly fifty people on earth

who would match, so the chance

that the suspect is guilty is one in

fifty. That's also wrong. The

truth is somewhere in between.

"The DNA match probabilities

are going to be extremely small.

The technology is wonderful, but

the LAPD's handling of the blood

samples is going to be a major is-

sue, and it is appropriately a major

issue. It may be that errors here

are on the order of one in ten

thousand, that a sample taken

from a suspect is confused with

a sample taken from a criminal.

That is the appropriate number,

and one in one-hundred million

no longer matters. The question

that remains is: What probability

constitutes reasonable doubt?"

We asked three third-year law

students (who also happen to be

Trinity '92 graduates) :

What is your reaction

of the 1 04th Congress on

Adrian Dollard: "I think the bal-

anced budget amendment is just

silly. It's indicative of a lack of

leadership."

Brian Doster: "It's interesting in

that nobody's talking about the

actual issue of deficit spending,

which is actually beneficial for

the country. No one's talking

about what would happen ifwe

balanced the budget in seven

years, which would probably

be pretty ugly. The idea behind

the amendment is to enforce

discipline, but there's no clear

way that it's actually going to be

enforced. Are you going to have

the Supreme Court up there say-

ing, 'You haven't balanced this

budget, so we're going to have to

strike it down'?"

Kim Hendrix: "The politicians are

not willing to enact a balanced

budget amendment that's going

to have any real effect because

they're tied to the special interest

groups that are supporting them.

If you had some sort of limit on

campaign spending, it would

make politicians more account-

able to the real people and not

just to the special interests that

are paying for them."

Dollard: "I just think it's ridicu-

lous that they have to create

another rule to make them sub-

mit a balanced budget when it's

something they can do right now."

Hendrix: "They want an excuse."

Dollard: "My fear is that they're

not going to make the cuts, and

you're going to get the courts

involved. That brings up a whole

host of other Constitutional

problems of separation of powers."

Doster: "If you look at the Con-

stitutional amendments beyond

the Bill of Rights, they're all an

outgrowth of defining moments

in American history."

Hendrix: "And term limits are

not a defining moment in Amer-

ican history."

Doster: "Exactly. It doesn't have

the glamor of women's suffrage

or the prohibition. The 104th

Congress is an era of history

that I would much like to forget.

I don't want to read the Consti-

tution and find Amendment 28

and remember Newt Gingrich."

Hendrix: "Newt Gingrich has

attempted a sound bite again."

compiled by Dave Karger '95
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WHEN DIDYOU LAST
AND SPIRITWITHA

es, some ofDuke's finest scholars and most brilliant teach-

ers have prepared videotaped courses, visual materials, texts

and guides especiallyfor you. This is your opportunity to

sit down with great teachers and go exploring again—into other

times, other places, other minds. Each broadcast-qualityprogram

includes sixfull lectures, a specially selected book, and a course guide

with readings. So take advantage ofDuke's greatest treasures—
her outstanding teachers. Join them again for great adventures 1

.

Ronald Witt, Humanism and theNew Individual Look back in time

to the peak of the medieval age. You see an ordered, intelligible cos-

mos, underwritten by the unchallenged authority of religious insti-

tutions. You know where you stand in the scheme of things. Then

comes a change, a radical shift that ultimately transforms opinions

of authority, of institutions, of the Divine and—most significantly

—

of the individual human self. Join Ronald Witt, one of Duke's most

popular professors, as he traces the fascinating emergence of a new

notion of the individual as an independent thinker, actor and maker.

Linda George, The Uncommon Sense ofSocial Psychology:We know

these "facts" to be true: Competition improves performance. The

more people present at an accident, the more likely someone will

step forward to help. But as Linda George reveals, much ofwhat we

"know" about these and other human behaviors is simply wrong.

Common sense applies past experience to everyday life. Social psy-

chology, on the other hand, examines controlled, measured and

truly representative experiences—and combines that evidence with

careful logic. On this basis, you won't be surprised that this program

contains some startling insights into everyday human behavior.

Alex Roland, Walls, War and Civilization:A long-running dispute

among social historians goes something like this: did people start

fighting wars to protect their newly formed civilizations? Or did

people organize civilizations to protect themselves from escalating

wars? Historian Alex Roland takes up this inquiry by posing questions

about the nature ofthe first cities and the first walls that protected

them. He goes on to propose that defensive strategies throughout

history have determined what kinds of civilizations people could

form. And today it may also be true that the kind of society you

want to maintain may affect the kinds of defenses you can build.

Benjamin F. Ward,A Question ofArt What makes something an

object of art? What are the attitudes and points ofview from which

we can explore art? What is the creative process like, and how does the

way something is created make it a work of art? Is art about beauty?

About politics? Or is it about us7. Let Professor Benjamin Ward lead

you to ask these and other fascinating new questions. Professor Ward,

a gifted scholar and concert pianist, brings his unique combination

of philosophical inquiry and personal performance experience to

this absorbing exploration into the nature and meaning of art.

Stanley Fish, Living with the Fall: Milton's Paradise Lost: At the

heart of Christianity and Western culture stands the question: What



REFRESHYOURMIND
jREATADVENTURE?
.n it mean to say that we are fallen creatures? In his epic poem

iradise Lost, Milton forces readers to wrestle with interpretations

"the Fall, telling the compelling story of first sin in some of the

ost challenging poetry ever written. Join Professor and best-selling

ithor Stanley Fish, one of the foremost scholars in the world on

jlton's work, to peer inside the minds of God, Satan, angels and

e first man and woman—and perhaps inside yours as well.

OURSE CONTENTS: Each course in the Duke Great Teachers

:ries comes complete with 1) two videotapes in a handsome case,

mtdning a total ofsix lectures; 2) a book or set of readings selected

i the professor to accompany the course; and 3) a course guide with

ggested readings in the text and an annotated bibliography. The Duke

lumni Association produced these programs after six months of

•eparation, with professional television producers, specially designed

ts, supporting visual materials and broadcast-quality production.

>u will literally sit down with some of Duke's finest teachers for a

ce-to-face tutorial on subjects at the heart of their work.

RICINGANDHOW TO ORDER: Order the Duke Great

lachers Series at the special introductory price of $94.00 for one

lurse and the discounted price of only $79.00 ifyou order two or

ore courses at a time. To order, simply call the toll-free number list-

l on the form at right or mail the form with your payment. Your

ograms will be shipped via UPS within three days ofyour order,

id each comes with a guarantee ofyour complete satisfaction.

TO ORDER: CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-884-DUKE

Or mail this form (and make check payable) to Duke Great Teachers Series,

Customer Service Center, 1681 Glens Drive, Florence, KY41042 . To order

one course alone is $94.00. Order multiple courses and pay only $79.00 each!

Ronald Witt: Humanism and the New Individual

Linda George: Vie Uncommon Sense ofSocial Psychology

Alex Roland: Walls, War and Civilization

Benjamin F. Ward: A Question ofArt

StanleyE Fish: Living With the Fall Milton 's Paradise Lost

Name
Subtotal

Shipping $ 5.50

ORDERTOTAL

City, State, Zip_

Phone

a Enclosed is my check

Please charge my credit card

a Amex VISA M/C

Card #

Expiration Date_

Signature

GREAT TEACHERS SERIES

DUKE
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pleasure, come play on our classic Robert Trent Jones

championship golf course, recently redesigned by the

architect's son, Rees Jones. This challenging course has been
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new resort courses for 1994.
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FLY CONTINENTAL

BUILD DUKE.

A portion of every ticket you purchase on Continental goes

toward the new Duke University Student Intramural Facilities.

Throughout 1995, whenever you fly to any of Continental's 160 destinations

worldwide, you help Duke University build its new student intramural facilities. Just

call your travel agent or Continental's MeetingWorks" at 1-800-468-7022 to purchase

your tickets and give the agent the reference code "GG DUKE." A portion of every

ticket purchased with this code will go to the Duke Student Intramural Facilities

fund-raising project. What could be better? Duke gets intramural facilities. You get to

travel. It's just another way Continental's giving you more airline for your money.

Continental I
More airlineforjour money:

For reservations, call your travel agent

or Continental's MeetingWorks at

1-800-468-7022
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J(3URNEYS
FAITH AND
LEARNING
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ERUDITIO ET RELIGIO
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I

A WIDER FRAME OF REFERENCE

On a university campus where classroom accom-

plishment and social popularity are thought to be the

reigning values, it's not hard to find students joining

in the journey—asking the profound questions and

proceeding along a path of spiritual growth.

f the modern university has a defining

1 philosophy, it may be wisdom without

H God. At Duke, committed as it is to

H values like pluralism, multicultural-

ism, and rationalism—and rooted as it is in

the Methodist church—how much room is

there for religion?

Religious commitment is flourishing on
campus. But it's not just that old-time reli-

gion, and it's not just enduring from force

of habit. Will Willimon, Duke's dean of

the chapel, perceives "a hot new move-

ment in American higher education" that

rejects the idea of the dispassionate intel-

lect. Students are "struggling to break out

of the confines imposed upon them by

modernity," he says. "Modernity was going

to open up the world, to explain every-

thing to us." But rather than broadening

the scope of human concerns, the modern
scientific mind has created "a demystified,

flattened universe, cut down to our size,

dissected to its smallest parts, which, con-

trary to the claims of science, are never

capable of explaining the whole."

In a society that seems starved of mean-
ing, more and more students are creating a

"wider frame of reference," as Willimon

puts it, than what secular study allows.

They are searching for spiritual identity.

"When I was a student, college was

where you went to get away from all that,"

he says. "Now students see a world that

looks amazingly chaotic and out of control,"

whether it's the world of parents who are

divorcing after decades of marriage or the

world of raucous dorm behavior. "So they

come here energetically pursuing faith."

Willimon tells students that being part

of a faith community is "kind of special,"

that "when I was their age, being a Christ-

ian meant something your mother wanted

you to do. Their generation is getting back

at their mothers. They don't want the val-

ues they see at home: They don't want to

give their life for something they don't

believe in. They want a better relationship

to the work they do, they want a marriage

that's richer in meaning."

During his eleven years at Duke,

2 DIJKE MAGAZINE
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Willimon has heard just once from a wor-

ried parent saying, "Help, my son is drunk

every weekend." He's received a dozen calls

of concern about a son or daughter who had

turned into a religious fanatic
—

"religious

fanatic defined here as a person who wants

to go with the Catholics to work with the

poor in Haiti rather than to law school."

"These aren't conservative young people

clinging to faith," Willimon says. "These

are young people who perceive themselves

on the cutting edge of something."

That description fits Sandra Costa '95.

Costa and two friends began their spring

break with a trip that can be called—with

perfect irony—unorthodox. She led her

small group in a retreat to the Mepkin

Abbey near Charleston, South Carolina. It

was her second visit there.

As a first-time visitor, Costa, a public-

policy major, had thought she'd find the

monastery intellectually interesting. "The

abbot asked me why I was there, and I

answered, 'Because you're a subculture,

and I want to observe you.' I didn't know
exactly what to expect." But an anthropol-

ogy exercise became an exercise in deeper

discovery. "The best way to describe the

monastery experience is that the spirit of a

life journey is very evident there.

"I said to the abbot, 'You guys do the

same thing all the time, starting with get-

ting up at three in the morning. How do

you keep things fresh for you?' Even in

school, I get sick and tired of becoming a

machine: You get up and you go to class

and you do your homework and you go out

with friends and then you start all over

again. And he said, 'You've got to under-

stand that you're on a journey, and that

everything you do is for a journey. And if

it's not, you've got to ask yourself why.'
"

On a university campus where classroom

accomplishment and social popularity are

thought to be the reigning values, it's not

hard to find students joining in the jour-

ney—asking the profound questions and

proceeding along a path of spiritual growth.

Costa's Catholic identity gives her a stabil-

ity and focus in life, she says. "I believe

there is a right way and a wrong way to do

things. I'm not saying that as a Catholic, I

automatically know what the right answer

is. There are issues that I still struggle with.

But each time you have another discussion,

each time you read another book, each

time you go to another monastery, you

move along in the journey."

Numbers suggest something of the spiri-

tual vitality of the campus. On a typical

Friday, the Duke Chapel's calendar lists

sixteen religious events. Among them are

a prayer session of the Muslim Student

Association, a lunch of the Fellowship of

Christian Athletes, a silent holy hour of

the Catholic Campus Ministry, a rehearsal

"These aren't

conservative young

people clinging to faith,"

says Dean of the Chapel

Willimon. "These are

young people who
perceive themselves

on the cutting edge

of something."

of the Modern Black Mass Choir, shabbat

services of the Hillel Foundation, and a

meeting of the Baptist Student Union.

The chapel recognizes at least twenty-one

religious organizations.

And to one degree or another, those

organizations serve to solidify individual

commitments and to energize the campus.

With its Bible studies and retreats, the

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship stands

out as "a really positive thing while most

of the surrounding environment is not

focused on Christ," says Lorenzo Eagles

'96. As the group's missions coordinator,

Eagles led eighteen students on another

spring-break trip—not to a secluded

monastery, but to the Bronx in New York

City. They staffed soup kitchens, distrib-

uted food and blankets, and helped with

church services. The message being im-

pressed on the students was that "the ser-

vice aspect is strong in Christianity and

important to Christian life on campus." A
modern-day Jesus, says Eagles, would have

a high profile in community service.

But individual stories are more moving

than calendar listings and organizational

profiles. For Eagles—the product, as he

puts it, of "a Christian upbringing where

there wasn't that much conflict"—the

diversity of the campus has challenged,

and ultimately solidified, his faith. "I've

really had to examine what were truly my
beliefs, and not just what I understood

from my upbringing."

That doesn't mean that deeply faithful

students find themselves in the campus

mainstream. As a Christian, Eagles says,

"I'm going to devote myself to Christ and

to God, and sometimes that doesn't mean
business school or law school. Ultimately,

there's a conflict between what God is

calling you to do and what you are condi-

tioned to do as an achiever—get the best

grades you can and then go out and make
the most money you can. I know a lot of

students who struggle with that as part of

their faith. Does God become the most

important thing in their life or is God just

sort of secondary, just helping them along

in their life?"

In the classroom, Eagles, a history

major, has heard occasional jabs at Chris-

tianity as a historically oppressive force

and preserver of the status quo; one profes-

sor talked about "how Christianity forces

people to stop thinking and just to accept

things." But he rejects the notion that

faith is necessarily anti-intellectual. "The
Bible tells us not to stop examining Scrip-

ture. It's never been the case in my life

where I've told myself, 'This is what the

Bible says, so I'm not going to worry about

the issue.' " From having his faith tested

and even contested, Eagles says that "now,

more than any time in my life, my faith is

something that I'm living."

"Being in a relationship with God is a

dynamic and exciting thing for me. When
I'm reading my Bible and praying, it has a

tremendous way of affecting how I feel

about myself and how I feel about my life.

I see that in such stark contrast to what a

lot of people go through in college in

terms of disillusionment and stress and

worry and frustration. People will grind

themselves into the ground chasing after

the end of the rainbow. I've found some-

thing that's fulfilled me in a way better

than any material fulfillment could."

The challenges of campus life have had

a faith-strengthening impact on Ben
Frankfort '96. He is an officer of Hillel, the

main organization for Jewish students. At
Duke, "the Jewish tradition is not exactly

strong," says Frankfort, whose high school

on Long Island was 40 percent Jewish.

"There's no booming Hillel, there's no
strong Orthodox community, there's no
visible base of really religious Jews."

On considering his college choices,

Frankfort at first was drawn to schools with

a traditionally higher-profile Jewish pres-

ence. But campus religious life was, in the

end, not a big factor in his decision. "I was

pretty secure in my Judaism, so it wasn't so

much a concern. I wasn't really afraid that

I would have this huge religious dilemma,

although I turned out to be wrong.

"I think now I'm much different than I

was when I first came to Duke. Simply

because there are so many people here

who aren't Jewish, I'm a lot more cog-

nizant of who I am. And the fact that the

Jewish community here is not so active or

visible has forced me to live my Jewishness

in a more dynamic way than when I was in

high school. I was pretty active in a Jewish

youth group. Now, it's more of a—I don't

want to say obligation, but in some ways it

is, because by doing a lot for the Jewish

community here, I'm saying that I don't
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want people to think of Duke as a place

where they can't be Jewish."

In many ways, Duke is "a blatantly Chris-

tian campus," Frankfort says, in aspects

ranging from the composition of the reli-

gious-life staff to the church-based ethos of

Duke's larger surroundings in the South.

"The chapel is such an obvious structure.

Convocation was held in the chapel, and

there was a prayer, and we sang a hymn.

That's a little discon-

certing, especially be-

fore classes had even

begun. Thankfully,

when I graduate,

there is a Jewish bac-

calaureate service as

well as a traditiona

Christian baccalaure-

ate." With an ex-

ception or two, his

professors and extra-

curricular organizers

have been sympathet-

ic to conflicts with

Jewish holidays.

As community-
relations officer for

Hillel, Frankfort, a

history major, works

at "bridge building."

He's a member of the

president's council of

Spectrum, the stu-

dent multicultural or-

ganization; and he's

particularly proud of

Hillel's efforts at joint

programming with African-American stu-

dent groups. He takes part in a Hillel

Passover seder that focuses on the broad

message of freedom and that draws partic-

ipation from across the campus. But for all

the breadth of his religious involvement,

Frankfort didn't arrive at Duke as religiously

secure as he had thought.

"When the holidays came and there

wasn't a family around to celebrate them
with, I had to really wonder, 'So how impor-

tant is it to me to worry about going to ser-

vices?' I did not step foot in Hillel more

than twice my entire freshman year. For the

first semester of my sophomore year, I did

not go there once. Apparently at that point,

going to services wasn't such a big deal for

me. Then I went home over winter break

my sophomore year, and I staffed a religious

retreat for the youth group I used to be in.

I said to myself, 'Wow, I really miss this.

Where has it gone? What's happened to me
in two years? Have I become so devoid spiri-

tually that I don't care about this anymore?

I still know the prayers, but they don't come
right off the tongue like they used to.'

"

When he returned for the second semes-

ter of his sophomore year, Frankfort decid-

ed to sample Hillel services. "I went, and it

turns out I had a nice time. I went again,

and since then I've missed a half a dozen

at most. I look back and I say, 'How could

I have done that?' But it happens. It was a

new situation for me, and my Jewishness

wasn't top on my priorities list. But it has

since become that. It just took a little

while for me to wake up."

If there's a student who might have

been expected to have arrived on campus
fully formed and absolutely certain in his

religious identity, it's Atiba Ellis '96. Ellis

was selected by a committee as this aca-

demic year's student preacher at Duke
Chapel. His father, a retired pastor, served

as presiding elder for the New Bern district

of the North Carolina Conference of the

A.M.E. Zion Church. "It was very easy to

go to church, because church was across

the street from where I lived during my
teenage years," he says. "It was very easy to

live in the pattern of being a believer in

the Christian faith."

But in his spiritual journey, Ellis went

through his own difficult self-probing.

"Coming to Duke puts you in a situation

where there is not such a pattern that is

immediately available. The work that one

has to do has to be toward finding that

pattern for yourself, whether it's the very

simple work of just going to the Wesley

Fellowship or Duke Chapel service, or

whether it's a stern questioning of what
you believe and what you want to do and

how you define your own life. My sense is

that nearly everyone has to do that sort of

work. Unless you live in a very, very clos-

eted world in your own room somewhere,

the exposure you have to new and differ-

ent knowledge would probably have the

effect of causing you to question your own
belief and to struggle a bit with faith."

One element in the struggle is what Ellis

calls "a scholarly and necessarily detached

perspective" that dominates the classroom.

Another history major, he sees a tendency

in teaching to separate the personal from

the public. "People

are comfortable talk-

ing about theory,

about the institu-

tional power of
Methodism or the

j Anglican Church.
But when you start

speculating about
how people actually

believe, or offer the

idea that the main
resource we have is

our beliefs, that's

where it becomes
taboo in the acade-

my. No one in my
experience has got-

ten up and said, 'As

a Christian, I believe

that this opinion is

wrong.' It doesn't

happen; you don't

see it in our class-

rooms."

§ Ellis considers what

i passes for Duke's or-

* ganized social life not

just a distraction from faith issues; in an

ironic way, it can be faith-inspiring. In

rejecting the superficiality of a drinking cul-

ture, he says, students may be propelled into

a search for the truly meaningful. "There's

a fine line between hedonism and having a

social life, and Duke's culture often encour-

ages crossing that line. The problem with

hedonism is that it's an empty sort of thing.

And you end up with the pain of imbibing

in meaninglessness. This explosive sort of

living adventure can leave you spiritually

empty. You have nothing else. The alcohol

goes away and the pain's there."

If Ellis encountered occasional obstacles

along the spiritual path, someone like

Vikas Patel '96 has to be even more self-

directed. A pre-medical student and a dou-

ble-major in biology and religion, Patel is a

Hindu; the nearest thing to a Hindu as-

sociation on campus is DIYA (meaning

"Light"), which, since it embraces all

South Asian students, has an orientation

rooted in ethnic identity. As Patel sees it,

it may be difficult to conceive of a campus

Hindu group because of the hugely varied

approaches to the 5,000-year-old religion:

India is broken up into many different
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states, each of which has its particular lan-

guage, customs, and take on Hinduism.

And Hindu sacred texts are themselves

diverse. One of them, a conversation about

concepts of duty that's called the Mahab-

harata, is the world's longest epic poem.

Patel has taken a "Religions of India"

course that's more cultural than faith-

oriented, he says, along with a course that

looked at American religious cults formed

in the Hindu tradition. But he says he's

disappointed that the religion department

has no Hindu specialist.

Still, Patel says that his Duke years have

coincided with a deepening spirituality.

He found himself needing some source of

strength and direction, some way to

answer "questions like how I am supposed

to go about living life and what I am sup-

posed to model my behavior after. With
me, one of the big things with religion is

that it's something that gives you what

your moral code should be." Patel talks

about another Hindu epic from thousands

of years ago, the Ramayana, which, in

telling the story of a royal family, illus-

trates the ideal relationships in life. "For

Hindus, the most significant part of their

life is family life," he says.

In solidifying his religious identity, Patel

benefited from conversations with freshman

dorm-mates and a summer archaeological

dig in Israel run by religion professors

Carol and Eric Meyers. Two of those

friends from freshman year joined him in

Israel. "I was the only Hindu on the trip.

Everyone else was Jewish or Christian. And
just from experiencing the land where their

religion was born, there was such a pro-

found change in all of them." That made
him eager, he says, to reclaim his tradi-

tions in the same way.

Once or twice in his freshman year,

Patel went to an off-campus Hindu tem-

ple. He didn't feel especially comfortable

there as a student. Now his faith practices

are more subdued: He says a short prayer

every morning, his dorm room displays

portraits of two Hindu gods, and he's

adopted a strict vegetarian diet. His own
philosophy of religion is generously open-

ended; Hindus, he says, are tolerant in

ways that aren't necessarily reciprocated

by religions that aggressively seek out con-

verts. He compares the faith journey to

scaling a mountain. "At the base of the

mountain are all these villages. And what-

ever village you were horn in, you take the

path closest to it up to the peak, all lead-

ing to the same ultimate goal. That just

makes total sense to me."

A third-year graduate student in reli-

gion specializing in Islamic mysticism,

Omid Safi '92 came to religious study a bit

later in his academic career. Safi recalls

that as a freshman, he received a form

Numbers suggest

something of the spiritual

vitality of the campus.

On a typical Friday,

Duke Chapels calendar

lists 16 religious events.

from Duke that asked him to identify his

religious affiliation and his ethnic identity.

"I go down the list of religions; there's

about twenty. Islam is not there. I thought

it was kind of strange for a religion that

has about a billion people in the world not

to be represented."

Since then, he has made himself active in

the Muslim Students Association. The
group leads services for its members and runs

discussion groups on themes ranging from

particular chapters of the Koran to gender

roles in Islam. Institutionally, says Safi, "the

best that I can say is that Duke has not got-

ten in the way of this group of students

investigating our heritage together."

For the first time, he says, a memo was

sent out to the faculty informing them of

Muslim holidays during the academic year.

But because Duke hasn't sought to identify

Muslim students, the group doesn't get the

sort of affiliated-students list that helps

other religious organizations in their

recruiting. And Safi criticizes the lack of

public worship space for the Muslim com-

munity. On a campus, physical space or its

absence says a lot about public recogni-

tion, he says.

"What we as Muslim students on our cam-

pus have tried to do has been to foster com-

munication with other communities which

face these same kinds of challenges that

come from living in a secular world," Safi

says. "One thing we've been very successful

at is our engagement with the Jewish stu-

dents on campus. People traditionally have

the stereotype of Muslims and Jews certainly

not being the best of buddies. We have such

wonderful relationships that Hillel offers us

their house for our Friday services.

"A lot of the same kind of challenges that

students of any sacred persuasion are faced

with, be they Southern Baptist or Catholic

or Methodist or Jewish or Buddhist or what-

ever, we are faced with as Muslims. Plus,

there is plain ignorance; there is prejudice.

One reason we get along so well with Hillel

is that prejudice is a many-horned monster,

and it likes to poke its horns at whatever is

different from itself."

Safi, who began at Duke as a pre-

medical student and was accepted to med-
ical schools, shifted his intellectual focus

as a reaction to bigoted remarks
—

"an
ironic twist, which to me has a really sweet

flavor." As an area coordinator with the

residential-advising staff, he finds that

"everything that you do is observed, from

dating to your religious life." A lot of

freshmen will "hang out" in his room and
see things like a Persian miniature with

Islamic themes. He's not inclined to spark

conversations about his faith, but students

will express curiosity. "Friends get to know
that I don't drink, that I don't partake in

some of the activities that go on at Duke.

If one lives one's life according to any kind

of sacred principle, some kind of light is

going to come through."

With all the identity-forming, security-

seeking, and self-probing that proceeds from

the college years, it's to be expected that

many students will arrive at what Safi calls a

"cosmic orientation." He says, "Everybody at

one time or another asks very existential

questions, basic questions that supposedly

there are no answers to: Why are we here?

What are we here to do? Where did we
come from? Where are we going?

"What appeals to me is a very powerful,

simple, and persuasive answer to those ex-

istential questions. Ultimately, the answer

is that we come from God and our return

is also to God. That tells you where you

come from, it tells you where you're going,

and it gives you a pretty good idea of what

you're here to do. And it ultimately tells

you who you are."

If origins tell you what an institution is,

Duke is religiously-minded: It traces its

history to the Brown School House, a

secondary school founded in 1839 by

Methodists and Quakers in Randolph
County. Today, Duke's religious character

can perhaps best be characterized as com-

plicated. In a Founders' Day sermon in

1985, Divinity School professor (and later

provost) Thomas Langford B.D. '54, Ph.D.

'58 talked about the "distinctive back-

ground" of the university as contained in

the assumption that "the worship of God,

intellectual integrity, and moral service are

closely bound together. Not only that they

can live side by side but in a profound

sense, each needs the other."

Langford remarked that decades ago, to

have said that Duke was a "Christian univer-

sity" would have meant common recogni-

tion of "the interrelationship of the love of

God, the importance of human intelligence,

and the significance of moral service." In

more recent times, "Duke maintains its

Christian identity, not so much as having a

core of common consent, but by being sure

that certain dimensions of life are repre-

sented in the conversation of the campus."

Not every observer is so sanguine. The
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same year of Langford's address, the uni-

versity celebrated the fiftieth anniversary

of the chapel's dedication. On that occa-

sion, emeritus professor of religion, former

dean of freshmen, and former chaplain Bar-

ney Jones '41, Ph.D. '58 delivered a sermon

that he called "Sacred Tower, Secular City."

In step with other prestigious higher-

education institutions founded under reli-

gious auspices, said Jones, Duke has moved
"steadily and purposefully toward becom-

ing a secular rather than a religiously or

explicitly Christian-oriented university."

Jones pointed out that Article One of

the bylaws of the university outlines a

commitment to a theocentric tradition.

The article reads, in part: "The aims of

Duke University are to assert a faith in the

eternal union of knowledge and religion

set forth in the teachings and character of

Jesus Christ, the Son of God; to advance

learning in all lines of truth; to defend

scholarship against all false notions and

ideals; to develop a Christian love of free-

dom and truth; to promote a sincere spirit

of tolerance; to discourage all partisan and

sectarian strife; and to render the largest

permanent service to the individual, the

state, the nation, and the church."

In his sermon, Jones went on to quote an

address to the first graduating class by Pres-

ident William Preston Few. If Duke is to

remain true to the partnership of knowl-

edge and faith, said Few, "it must ever

cherish some galvanizing central principle

that will hold it from disintegration. On
this campus the chapel, hard by the library

and the laboratories and cooperating with

the university in its every effort to promote

truth and serve humanity, is not only cen-

tral, but, with its stained glass, its vaulted

roof and noble spires, will dominate the

place. This is intended to be symbolical of

the truth that the spiritual is the central

and dominant thing in the life of man."

But in his sermon a decade ago—and in

conversation today—Jones says that

"nowhere is the true and present character

of the aims and purposes of a university

more accurately portrayed than in its pre-

scribed curriculum, which sets forth its

academic requirements and its educational

philosophy." Duke "requires no religious

knowledge whatever of those whom it

admits to the college and, significantly

none—absolutely none—of those upon
whom it confers the bachelor's degree at

graduation," he lamented in his sermon.

An even harder-hitting indictment comes

from George Marsden, author of The Soul

of the American University. Now at Notre

Dame, Marsden was a Duke professor in

1992 when—as a speaker in the Barney

Jones Lecture Series—he said that in the

current "post-establishment, post-modern

setting," religious belief is seen as sectarian

and divisive; every valid point of view is

thought to be a secular one, he said.

"Today, the first aim of Duke University

—

the one thing we all agree on— is of

course to win a national basketball

championship."

But to Dennis Campbell '67, Ph.D. '73,

dean of the Divinity School for more than

a decade, Duke "has retained the integrity

of its Methodist tradition. What has hap-

pened over the past twenty-five or thirty

years has allowed for both change and

continuity."

With its religious roots, Duke is qualita-

tively different from a Yale or a Princeton,

according to Campbell; and scholarship and

teaching still grow from those roots. "This is

one of the few places in the whole world

where serious religious and theological

scholarship is done at the highest levels."

Campbell bristles when he hears ac-

cusations that Duke, in its institutional

policies, "doesn't take religion seriously

anymore." He says that in many of its deci-

sions—on matters ranging from financial

divestment in apartheid-dominated South
Africa to, more recently, providing bene-

fits to the same-sex "spousal equivalents"

of employees—Duke has shown a social

conscience that is in harmony with the

Methodist Church. "Precisely because we
do take religion seriously, we are more
likely to operate from considerations of

justice and equity."

Critics like George Marsden lament the

absence of a clearly defined religious iden-

tity that once overlaid everyone and

everything on campus. Campbell says he is

"not sure that was ever true," particularly

for universities—and they were universi-

ties geared to diversity and intellectual

freedom, not intellectually narrow col-

leges—that developed from Methodist

Continued on page 5 1

THE SACRED AND THE SECULAR

To a roomful of more than

fifty students—just back
from spring break—in his

Old Testament course, associ-

ate professor Mel Peters asks

if anyone can cite the specific

biblical source for the Ten
Commandments. No one
responds. "Didn't anyone here

have a good, solid Sunday
school upbringing?" Peters

jokes. "I have a perfectly

secular group here."

But things become more
lively when Peters moves to

the main concept of the day,

the phenomenon of prophecy,

which he calls "one of my
favorite things to talk about."

He asks the class to think

about who might be consid-

ered a current-day prophet.

Someone suggests the head of

the Mormon Church, someone
else the Pope. "I told you that

Duke was not going to make
it to the Final Four," Peters

reminds the class. Does that

make him a prophet? "When
you look at the Old Testament,"

he goes on to say, "you recog-

nize that the people of ancient

Israel had a real problem in

deciding how you communi-
cate with Yahweh." Would the

divinity reveal himself through
prophet-messengers, one-on-

one conversations, or sacred

ceremonies conducted by
spiritual authority figures?

After the class, Peters says

he sees himselfwalking "the

fine line between being chal-

lenging and being irreverent."

With an approach that he calls

"critical, historical, literary,

and anthropological," he
impresses on students the

importance of the Old Testa-

ment as "an artifact of the

ancient Near East that has had
a tremendous influence on our
culture." And he leads them to

"look at what is there and how
people have read it without

necessarily making a judg-

ment." Peters says he is

"passionately committed to

religion as a subject matter for

inquiry"; and he considers it

incumbent for the educated

person to have "a good feel for

what is at work when people

act on religious impulses and
assumptions."

But he is no proselytizer; he
does not see himself as address-

ing students' religious needs.

Says Peters: "What I teach is

the religion and history of

ancient Israel, the literature of

ancient Israel. Ifwhat I do in

the classroom is a duplicate of

what happens in the church or

synagogue, then it's a waste of

time. My task is to communi-
cate to a diverse audience what
is in the Old Testament and
what any reasonable person

with or without a faith commit-
ment should find there. If one
were to hear me advocating

or projecting anything other

than an inclusive perspective,

I would be concerned."

Peters' multi-pronged probe

into the Old Testament sug-

gests that religion as an aca-

demic discipline has embraced
other intellectual fields; in

many respects, it has become
a multi-discipline. But even as

it eschews proselytizing, the

department provides a place for

bringing up issues of personal

faith. Thomas McCollough,

also an associate professor of

religion, represents that trend

in the two courses with which
he's closely identified: "Ethics

and the Professions," which he
has taught off and on since the

early Eighties, and which he
now offers as a freshman semi-

nar; and "Ethical Issues in the

Life Cycle," which he first

designed in 1970.

For the professions course,

McCollough focuses on Ben-
jamin Sells' The Soul of the

Law and Williams May's The
Physician's Covenant—books,

McCollough says, that "sober

students so they can think

more realistically about the

professions they're interested

in." Students in the life-cycle

course read James Agee's

A Death in the Family, Alice

Walker's The Color Purple,

Robert Penn Warren's All

the King's Men, and Robert

Waller's The Bridges of Madison
County, among other titles.

McCollough says that while

the quality of the works as lit-

erature varies widely, they all

"present ethical questions not

in an abstract form or

even as a case study, but in

a three-dimensional way.
They provide richly textured

instances in which students

meet people who are con-

fronting real issues and
questions in their own lives."

"The academic ideal of

objectivity tends to screen

out personal issues," he says.

"Students seem to me to hunger
for an opportunity

to reflect on these issues and
talk about them seriously with
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REVELING
IN THE
WORD

BY BRIDGET BOOHER

RICHARD LISCHER

Pulpit power:

Lischer, opposite,

urges his students to

convey enduring tnuhs

with conviction

PREACHER TEACHER

Religious sermons can be soaring performances or

plodding drudgery. Through extensive theological

training and careful tending to vocabulary and
delivery skills, Divinity School students learn to

give voice to the Christian message.

^B^ unday morning, Anytown, U.S.A.^C A preacher purposefully ascends

^^^Rthe few steps to the pulpit, pauses

^^^P briefly, and looks about the con-

gregation, establishing intimacy. Those

assembled settle back, placing programs

and prayer books aside for the time being.

And then, the sermon begins.

What transpires next should be trans-

formative and profound. This weekly
religious discourse holds the promise of

stirring every heart and upraising every

mind. Private sorrows may be eased, com-
munal hopes enhanced.

Consider, though, that the preacher

faces this imperative week in and week
out. Or that parishioners can be a prickly,

heterogeneous lot: One person's favorite

Old Testament passage is another's annoy-

ance. Add the intangibles of setting,

acoustics, and community cohesiveness (or

lack thereof), and it's inevitable that

preaching can disappoint the messenger,

the recipients, or both.

Divinity School professor Richard Lischer

has seen these tensions at work from both

sides of the pulpit. After earning a Ph.D. in

systematic theology from the University of

London's King's College, Lischer ventured

into America's heartland as a pastor in "the

wheat fields of Southern Illinois," he says,

followed by a stint at a growing suburban

congregation in Virginia Beach. In 1979, he

came to Duke to teach homiletics, and for

sixteen years has instructed aspiring clergy

in the art of preaching.

"My foremost concern as a teacher is

that my students articulate the church's

gospel. The average listener doesn't appre-

ciate how difficult it is to create a sermon

every week," says Lischer from the warm
alcove of his ground-level office. "They

assume (wrongly) that ministers are natu-

rally fluent, creative people and therefore

the sermon is not all that much trouble.

"Actually," he continues, "what makes

preaching difficult is that the gospel repre-

sents alternative speech. It is at radical odds

with the expectations of an individualistic,

information-oriented culture. In a culture
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that values privacy, the gospel emerges

from a community; where materialism runs

rampant, the Word teaches us to give; in

a society based on rights, the preacher

speaks of grace. In a milieu of moral rela-

tivism, the preacher relies on the authority

of the Scripture. That's what makes
preaching hard."

The sermon can be hard on the listener,

too, who often must endure a sermon by a

poorly prepared speaker. "Of bad habits in

the pulpit, there is no end," he notes, smil-

ing, the melodic lilt of the phrase easily

rolling off his tongue. Through extensive

theological training and careful tending to

vocabulary and delivery skills, Lischer's

students learn to give voice to the Christ-

ian message.

"Preaching is multidisciplinary," says

Lischer. "We evaluate the students' inter-

pretation of the Scripture; their powers of

organization; the kind of language they use,

whether it's evocative, persuasive, and clear;

and their presence in the pulpit, how they

come across as people, not just as ministers."

Walk the corridors of the Divinity

School, or stop by the student lounge, and

you'll encounter a very different Duke
community than exists in other quads and

quarters. Students here are older, of

course, but they project a calmness that

distinguishes them from their peers in

other graduate programs. Visitors are

greeted with genuine smiles. Lively hall-

way conversations continue threads woven
in class. There is a palpable feeling of

kindness and good will.

As with any outwardly homogeneous
group, though, a closer look at the creden-

tials and life journeys of individual mem-
bers reveals an intricate and colorful

mosaic. A recent college graduate raised in

a small-town Baptist setting sits in class

with a middle-aged former engineer who's

finally pursuing a life-long dream. Episco-

palians, Pentecostalists, United Methodists,

the various African-American churches

—

all these and more come together under

one Gothic stone roof.

That religious assortment, says Lischer,

adds greater depth to his homiletics classes.

"It seems that one should be able to say,

'There's only one Bible. Get up and preach.'

But there are major traditions in preaching.

We want our students to aim at what is best

in their tradition. That means we would like

the African-American preacher who is used

to the pattern of call-and-response to prac-

tice that in class. And the same with the

other traditions. Preaching classes can be a

very rich experience because there's a lot of

cross-fertilization going on."

Divinity School students can come to

Duke straight from an undergraduate col-

lege, with little or no experience actually

preaching; in mid-life after working in

The great challenge of

preaching is to convey an

enduring truth or

promise that's appealing

to modern laity.

another professional discipline; and as stu-

dent-pastors, who have been preaching for

several years in their home churches.

Some are blessed with the gift of incredi-

ble insight into the Bible but have not yet

found their voice. Others have fire and

passion to spare but don't yet have a grasp

of religious faith or hermeneutics, the art

of interpretation.

Regardless of a person's capacity for pub-

lic speaking, it's likely that he or she differs

academically from earlier generations of

preachers, says Lischer. "Our students are

less oriented to the humanities than ever

before. Traditionally, the humanities, espe-

cially literature and philosophy, were the

natural sources for divinity students. That

meant that they came here with an
already-formed ability to read and interpret

a text. So in some ways, we're having to

slow down a bit in our instruction to make
sure the understanding of how to read a

text is developed."

Without a firm grasp of the complexities

of religious inquiry, a preacher may resort

to merely grazing the surface. For example,

citing a biblical passage as a "pretext" for a

self-focused diatribe is a "bad theological

habit," says Lischer. "It's a bad habit to talk

more about one's own opinion than the

Scripture. It's a bad habit to think that the

sermon is my time to get something off my
chest or tell you what I've been thinking

lately, or what's been happening to me."

The great challenge of preaching is to

convey an enduring truth or promise in a

way that's appealing to modern laity

—

without relinquishing its alternative quality.

In a sermon on preaching that Lischer

delivered to seminary students at the

Divinity School last March, he observed

that in the age of Internet communica-

tion—where talking to each other (in

person) and truly listening to what some-

one else has to say is fast becoming out-

moded—preaching is more necessary and

needed than ever. "What the world
dismisses as boring," he said, "and what

even Webster's defines as 'an annoying

harangue' or 'advice given especially in a

tiresome manner,' nonetheless carries the

awesome power to convey God's word
from generation to generation."

"You preach here at Duke," said Lischer,

"and, God forgive us, we give you a grade.

But just you wait. The time will come
when you walk into a hospital room and a

frail little thing quotes back to you a line

from one of your sermons. And the word is

there, it's on the table, it's between you.

Or just you wait, after one of your sermons,

when a young man you don't even know
walks right into your study unannounced,

and before he introduces himself says, 'I

heard what you said. We have to talk. Do
you have the time?'

"

(Merely identifying oneself as a divinity

student can have the same effect. One of

Lischer's students, Max Smith, found him-

self seated next to a recently divorced

woman on a plane ride from New York to

Atlanta. When she discovered he was in

seminary, she began to confide her trou-

bles to him. "I would never have been

given that entrance into her life had she

not known I was in seminary," he says.

Another time, a man working out next to

Smith at a Durham athletic club struck up

a conversation. When Smith finally

revealed what he was studying at Duke,

the man apologized profusely for the rela-

tively mild profanities he'd uttered in the

course of their exchange.)

In concluding his well-paced sermon on
preaching, which evoked laughter and

thoughtful silences, Lischer added, "The

great chain of preaching is like an ongoing

immense conversation at a delightful

party. We arrive late at the party and, alas,

we will depart long before it is over. But

while we are there, how blessed it is to

speak and to hear."

Few of Lischer's students need much
prompting. They're fired up to go forth, as

it were, to preach to and minister to their

congregations. Take Mark-Anthony Mid-

dleton, an affable young man who plans to

earn both an M.Div. and J.D. degree.

Raised in Brooklyn, New York, Middleton

grew up as a member of the Concord Bap-

tist Church of Christ, where the esteemed

Gardner C. Taylor was pastor until his

retirement in 1990.

Like Taylor, who tended to the spiritual,

economic, educational, and health needs

of his large, urban congregation, Middle-

ton sees for himself a manifold role. "His-

torically, the black church has been the

only institution that the black community

has solely held the reins to. Our churches

were not only places of spiritual restora-

tion and feeding, they were also political

and social gathering spots. They were the

bedrock of the community.

"And I think that the black minister,

who is preacher, political organizer,

exhorter, and social gadfly, is going to be

more so in the twenty-first century. It's

going to call for more savvy and more
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preparation, because the areas we're deal-

ing with now are more enigmatic."

This spring, Middleton signed up for

Lischer's course on the life and thought of

the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. Mid-

dleton, who considers himself well-versed

in all things concerning King, came away

with an even deeper understanding of the

Baptist preacher whose simple ministry

blossomed into the voice and conscience

of the civil rights movement.

"I'm learning things about him that I

never knew," says Middleton. "Among some

people, there may have been curiosity

about how a white professor would deal

with Dr. King's legacy. But Professor

Lischer has done his homework. Besides,

King belongs to American history. And
it's important for white professors and
Asian professors—for American profes-

sors—to look at Martin Luther King as a

subject of study."

Lischer has done just that in The Preacher

King: Martin Luther King Jr. and the Word
That Moved America. Published this spring

by Oxford University Press, the book ex-

plores the personal and professional devel-

opment of a man who considered himself

"fundamentally a clergyman, a Baptist

preacher." In the book's foreword, Lischer

explains that he took on the project when
a student complained that the King ser-

"The black minister, who
is preacher, political

organizer, exhorter, and

social gadfly, is going to

be more so in the future."

MARK-ANTHONY MIDDLETON
Divinity School Student

mons they were reading for class were

"pretty dry." Lischer was taken aback. How
could anyone who had ever heard King

speak fail to be moved? Lischer decided to

discover just what it was about King that

set him apart from other preachers.

In the course of researching the book,

Lischer listened to tapes of King's "every

Sunday sermons," the eloquent, impas-

sioned homilies intended for his congrega-

tion only. Through headphones, Lischer

heard the electricity and power of King's

word, and clear stirrings of the future

leader he would become.

"It is a beautiful voice with a breath-

taking range," Lischer writes in The
Preacher King. "Within a few minutes, his

voice moves from husky reflection to the

peaks of ecstasy, but he always manages to

keep both his voice and the ecstasy under

control. Like a good singer, he will open

his mouth wide to hit the notes but will

not reach or strain. His voice never breaks.

Its power is such that even in the emotion-

al climax of the sermons, King is usually

not letting it out but reining it in. Had he

been an incendiary, it would have been

the other way around. On a very few occa-

sions, however, King does lose himself in

the conflagration of the response. In a

mass-meeting address in Birmingham, he

concludes with nine consecutive sentences

ending in the phrase, 'We will still cry

"Freedom!" ' As the listeners become ec-

static, King merges his voice with theirs

and together he and his audience bring the

speech to a frenzied climax."

As with any public performance, delivery

and timing can make or break the impact of

the sermon, regardless of the actual words

being spoken. Clearly, King was the epito-

me of style and substance combined. The
charisma of his presence and vocal delivery

complemented but never overshadowed his

message. And King came through, time and

again, with the spiritual vigor to rouse his

audience, be they parishioners or politi-
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cians. King's brilliance, Lischer notes, was

transposing "the Judeo-Christian themes of

love, suffering, deliverance, and justice from

the sacred shelter of the pulpit into the

arena of public policy."

Back at the Divinity School on a sunny

spring afternoon, King's dazzling run-on

rhythms and stylized stammer are a distant

paradigm. Instead, a fledgling cleric is try-

ing just to get through a first sermon.

Along with each of his peers, he's been

videotaped giving one of three trial runs,

and now he's being critiqued by Christine

Parton Burkette, a speech therapist who
works with all Divinity School students.

"Your posture is good, you're projecting

up and out," she says, nodding, as the two

of them watch the tape. They're not pay-

ing attention to what he's saying so much
as how he's saying it. "Excellent eye con-

tact," says Burkette, "superb hand gestures;

they're not repetitive or distracting."

But the pupil has some learning to do.

His voice is strong and sure, but it's strong

and sure with every word, every phrase,

every sentence that he utters. "You may be

pushing your voice," says Burkette, tact-

fully. "You'll never have a huge, full, deep,

rich voice because you're not a big, burly

guy. So don't try to do something your

body won't let you do. Break it up more;

make it conversational. If you talk as

though everything's important, it will

sound as though nothing is."

In addition to these one-on-one counsel-

ing sessions with students, Burkette speaks

to preaching classes on "Communication

and the Clergy." Topics range from anatomy

and physiology to voice conservation and

stress management. She shows a frightening,

medically graphic video of an overworked

preacher's irritated vocal chords. And then,

to demonstrate that "even a bad sermon can

be delivered well," Burkette ends her talk

with a Saturday Night Live clip of the Rev-

erend Jesse Jackson delivering a sprightly

rendition of Dr. Seuss' Green Eggs and Ham.
Mastering the basics of delivery comes

"Of bad habits in the

pulpit, there is no end,
;

Lischer notes,

the melodic lilt of

the phrase easily

rolling off his tongue.

with time and practice. Crafting stimu-

lating sermons is another task altogether.

Lischer urges the student to internalize the

particular message, "to make it his or her

own," so that he or she can speak authen-

tically. Manuscripts in the pulpit are

forbidden; Lischer's charges are only per-

mitted one page of notes. By now, Lischer

can almost predict when he'll get the

night-before-the-sermon call from a stu-

dent saying he or she just can't do it.

"Ministry is a public calling," says Lis-

cher. "The preacher needs an active

vocabulary of faith and has to step out of

the shadows. I tell them, 'Present your ser-

mon. This is God's word; say it with con-

viction.' And that's scary for students...and

for practicing ministers!"

For Arkansas native Louann Averitt, the

daughter and granddaughter of United

Methodist ministers, the family legacy didn't

automatically make things easier. She re-

ceived her call to ministry late, she says, af-

ter graduating from college with a biology

degree. She never even preached until the

summer before starting at Duke, while

doing her field education at a church near

Lake Norman, North Carolina.

"I remember after I wrote my first ser-

mon thinking, that's it. I have nothing

else to say. I really did not know how I

would write another one." But Averitt is

beginning to hit her stride. Now she says,

DELIVERING THE WORD

Ieed
to brush up on

the Old Testament
prophets? Curious about

church architecture? Or may-
be you'd like to know when
humor is appropriate in the

pulpit. Look no further than

The Concise Encyclopedia of

Preaching. Co-edited by Duke
Dean of the Chapel William H.
Willimon and Divinity School

professor Richard Lischer, the

comprehensive book is infor-

mative and, yes, fun to read.

"We cover everything from
acoustics to [pastor Huldrych]
Zwingli," says Lischer. "It has

historical figures, practical

issues like sermon preparation,

and passages on anxiety and
imagination."

The encyclopedia, published

this spring by WestminsterJohn
Knox Press (Louisville, Ken-
tucky), features 220 articles

by 180 contributors. Billed as

"a course in homiletics for the

seminarian and the beginning

preacher," the book is useful

to lay people as well. Sprinkled

throughout are passages from
actual sermons; William Sloane

Coffin's funeral sermon for his

twenty-four-year-old son is

particularly poignant. Preach-

ing and the arts, mysticism, folk

preaching, plagiarism, television

and preaching, apocalyptic lit-

erature, children's sermons

—

it's all here.

Dedicated "To Our Students,"

the volume opens with a fit-

ting question from Romans:
"How are they to hear without

a preacher?" The Concise Ency-

clopedia of Preaching promises

greater understanding for

listener and messenger alike.

The publisher describes it as

"the most comprehensive book
of its kind."

although delivering a sermon is still her

favorite part of the service ritual, she can
also appreciate the wonder of how a ser-

mon takes shape in her mind during the

course of the week.

"I've felt the best and felt the presence

of the Spirit most when I am closely con-

nected with the people I'm preaching to,"

she observes. "I don't particularly like writ-

ing sermons, but through the week, things

will occur to me that need to be said. It's

really a magical process."

Such revelations make Lischer proud.

"Students will argue that they need their

manuscripts because they don't want to

forget their best phrases," he says. "I tell

them, you always remember your best

phrases! Those are the ones that really

meant something to you, and that you

derived so much pleasure from creating.

You won't forget your best phrases."

It's been suggested that a preacher has

only one good sermon and merely thinks

up new ways to preach it. Cynical though

that sounds, there are certain themes that

do arise regularly—as well they should.

Ask Mark-Anthony Middleton what, if

any, abiding messages he keeps returning

to for inspiration and he doesn't miss a

beat. "Feed the hungry, clothe the naked,

shelter the homeless," he says. "The pas-

sage I'm preaching on may not directly

allude to that, but I try to find a way of

linking it back to a higher message. And
that is, caring for those and engaging in

service for those who don't have as much
as you. There's nothing wrong with acquir-

ing things for yourself, or living in a pala-

tial home. But I do think that to whom
much is given, much is required."

As Martin Luther King did so beautifully,

and as Lischer emphasizes to his students,

it's imperative that the preacher not sim-

ply deliver these truths. The congregation

must discover and believe the Gospel on
its own. It must be brought along, as

though from darkness into light. Lischer

says he thinks such revelations can and

should be demanding experiences.

"Christianity should not be confused

with affability or the techniques of personal

or financial success," he says. "That's

moralism. Moralism cannot change or em-

power people. The New Testament is a

call to discipline, not a handbook for 'user-

friendly' churches."

Lischer recalls a sign he saw on the lawn

of a surburban congregation: "A Friendly

Church with a Smile as Bright as Its Fu-

ture." "I think if Saint Paul were to plant a

sign in front of one of his churches, his

message would convey an alternative to

'niceness,' perhaps a phrase as unappealing

as 'We Preach Christ Crucified.'
"
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PRESERVING
A NATURAL

STATE
BY BIDDLE DUKE

Spend any time in Colorado and

you're bound to feel a little like

an outsider in a blithely self-

contented society, a place where

nature is the prevailing source ofjoy,

amazement, and pride. Even today,

as Denver's smog creeps up the West-

ern slope and the Rocky Mountain

landscape is pimpled with housing

developments, wilderness—rich,

beautiful, and seemingly endless

—

remains Colorado's principal identity.

Coloradans will tell you they live in

the most beautiful place in the world.

And it's hard to argue with them.

Yet Colorado's very appeal is

becoming its bane. People, more and

more and more of them, are moving

to the state. Development and indus-

trial expansion are altering and

threatening the pristine environment

And Coloradans, all Westerners for

that matter, are bitterly divided over

how to respond.

It is into this somewhat troubled

paradise thatJohn Fielder '72

appeared with his spectacular pho-

tographs of Colorado, his preserve-

the-most-beautiful-state message,

and the passion of Elmer Gantry.

After launching Westcliffe Publish-

ers in Englewood fourteen years ago

to print books and calendars of his

Colorado photographs, he began

touring the state to promote them.

The tours, he discovered, were as

much about selling his photographs

as preaching the word of the wild.

"1 think I remind people why we
are all here in Colorado," he says, on

the road between a slide presenta-

tion at a Denver elementary school

Into Colorado's somewhat troubled environ-

mental paradise comes John Fielder, with his

spectacular nature photographs and a passion

for preaching the word of the wild.
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First Snoic of Winter, Paradise Divide, Crested Butte, Colorado

and another at a suburban church

last October. "When people see the

lurid, intense photos, they'll be

drawn to the wildness and the wild

areas we need to preserve."

Fielder estimates that he reaches

about 10,000 people a year. The com-

bination of art and advocacy has been

good business: Westcliffe, named for

a town at the feet of the Sangre de

Crista Mountains where Fielder mar-

ried his wife, Gigi, and spent many of

his summers, has carved a comfort-

able state-themed niche in the pho-

tography publishing market After

more than a decade, Westcliffe has

sold more than two million calendars

and almost 800,000 books by twenty-

five photographers in fifteen states,

making it the nation's largest pub-

lisher in the field.

Fielder recognizes that he is cash-

ing in on Colorado's cachet His

books are coffee-table standards in

condos from Beaver Creek to

Crested Butte. So to a church audi-

ence in Evergreen he admits, "I'm

feeling a little duplicitous these days,

but bear with me because I'm going

to do more and more to protect what

we have."

His is practically a household

name in Colorado. Many
Coloradans collect Fielder books to

follow the photographer and his

classic four-by-five-inch view cam-

era on their journeys in the moun-

tains. At a book signing, people

comment that they admire how he

lives as an artist and an outdoors-

man. He epitomizes the "Colorado

lifestyle," they say, living his dream,

trying to save a little of his beloved

state both through pictures and

environmental lobbying—and nudg-

ing others to do the same.

Photography began as a hobby

for Fielder, who moved to Colorado

in 1972 to work for the Denver

Dry Goods Company and then

the May Department Store chain.

When he was passed over for pro-

motion in 1981, he decided to make
nature photography his business.

His wife gave him six months to

make a go of it.

Using an inventory of his

photographs of the Rockies, he

printed his first calendar—and

learned a lesson about the business

right off the bat The first printing

sold out immediately to retailers

preparing for the Christmas rush.
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Reeling from its popularity, he

overzealously printed another

5,000 without considering that shop

shelves were already chock full.

Several thousand of Fielder's friends

received signed calendars that Christ-

mas. There have been other mistakes

along the way, but in the last decade

Fielder has put out a steady stream of

as many as two books a year.

His first book and Westcliffe's

bestseller, Colorado's Hidden Valleys,

has sold more than 100,000 copies.

In 1989, Lost Places, Forgotten

Words combined his photographs of

Colorado's most remote wilderness

—

the result of four years of hiking and

picture taking—with excerpts from

texts by environmentalists and out-

doorsmen Wallace Stegner, Walt

Whitman, and John Muir, among

others. In 1992, he published Along

the Colorado Trail about his eight-

week trek from Denver to Durango.

In 1993, he teamed with writer T.A.

Barron for perhaps his most cele-

brated work, To Walk in Wilderness,

a Rocky Mountain Journal. Illustrated

with 104 photographs, the book is a

chronicle of their month-long odys-

sey in the Maroon Bells-Snowmass

Wilderness of central Colorado.

Making a connection to things

natural is a constant thread in

Fielder's work, from publishing

books to preserve estuaries in South

Carolina and rivers in Alaska, to

putting out the definitive guide to

Colorado's back-country skiing and

wilderness areas. He pushed his con-

servation ethic one step further when
he published his first wilderness lob-

bying book, Colorado: Our Wilderness

Future, after the state's congressional

delegation kept killing state wilder-

ness bills.

To get the pictures for that book,

Fielder hiked 600 miles into twenty

proposed wilderness areas during

the summer of 1989. He featured

essays by environmentalists, includ-

ing U.S. Senator Tim Wirth. And
Fielder sold the book at cost to envi-

ronmental groups, who in turn sold

it to raise money for the wilderness-

bill cause. He also sent it out to key

lawmakers. Its impassioned argu-

ment in favor of wilderness

ultimately contributed to the pas-

sage of the 1 993 Colorado Wilder-

ness Bill. And the book, the first of

its kind in the land conservation

movement, became a model for
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Point of the Arches, Sunset, Washington

other environmental groups in simi-

lar fights around the country.

Over fettucine one evening at his

home in Denver, Fielder talks about

the politics of land preservation.

He's disgusted that Colorado's state

government squandered money
earmarked to buy open space on

prison construction. After a blizzard

of outrage and a state referendum

demanding a change, he got his first

job in state government, helping

to sort out the situation. Appointed

to the board of the Great Outdoors

Colorado Trust Fund in 1993 by

Governor Roy Romer, Fielder now
helps decide how to spend $40 mil-

lion a year on land.

"Can you believe that?" he asks,

not waiting for an answer. "The peo-

ple voted in a lottery because they

wanted open spaces saved. And the

money went for prisons! There is a

real sense in Colorado thatwe have

to save what we have. Not everyone

needs to be in the wilderness as much
as me, but I think everyone needs

to know it's there. That sense of the

wild nearby. That's why it needs to

be preserved. This is just anotherway
to protect what we have."

Fielder got his first glimpse of

Colorado's ever-present Rockies

on a summer field trip with North

Carolina's Charlotte Country Day
School. His ninth-grade teacher,

Dolly Hickman, he says, was on a

mission to endear all things natural

to her students. The first summer
she took them to a volcano in Mex-

ico. The Rockies emerged from the

plains on a cross-country road trip

the following year.

"That first sight of the Rockies

planted a seed. The very word had

an allure, and it eventually drew me
out here," Fielder says. In 1988, after

years of being out of touch, he sent

Hickman a stack of his books and a

note that said, "You're responsible for

this." The two have gotten together

every year since.

For the past decade, Fielder has

spent about fourteen weeks a year

in the wilderness, often in the com-

pany of three llamas lugging ninety

pounds of camera gear, including

seven lenses, hundreds of sheets of

film, and as much tasty food as pos-

sible. On photographic expeditions

to areas too precipitous for the lla-

mas, like the one last summer in

Rocky Mountain National Park, he
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"Nature doesn't

need embellishing.

You just need

to be there

at the right time."
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Stones, Olympic National Park, Washington

relies on a team of "sherpas,"

trusted friends who have shared

mountain-top moments waiting for

nature to create the perfect picture.

As he travels around the state,

young men and women frequently

ask if they can "sherpa" for him.

At a book signing in Evergreen,

Fielder asks a man who offers to be

a sherpa how long he could spend

trekking in the mountains every

year. "Not long enough." It is

clearly an honest answer. Fielder

replies, "I know what you mean."

At the beginning of his career,

Fielder says, his pictures didn't ade-

quately capture the majesty of what

he was seeing. "I didn't understand

Mother Nature or cameras as well

as I do now," he says. It isn't a mat-

ter of filters and film processing

because the photographer has a

very pure objective: "To make
things look on film as they look

to the eye. Nature doesn't need

embellishing. You just need to be

there at the right time."

The audience at Bradford Ele-

mentary School seems to agree:

When Fielder finishes his hour-

long slide presentation of his trip

in the Maroon Bells, the crowd's

applause seems to be as much for

the photographer as for the impres-

sive Colorado landscape that filled

the screen.

There is a certain irony to the

moment. The newly completed

school serves a sprawling sub-

division, barely a decade old,

that unfolds over a former ranch

between a mesa Fielder wants

preserved and the foothills of the

Rockies. "This," Fielder said a little

woefully, eying saplings and new

construction as he drove into the

parking lot before the event, "is

what is happening to Colorado."

"I can't stop people from coming

here. I don't want to. I'm a capitalist

and I believe in the system that got

us this far. I just think we need to

make sure there are plenty of wild

places left for all these people and

their children."

Duke '85 is an editor and reporter at

The Buenos Herald, a daily newspaper

in Argentina. His articles have appeared

in Architectural Digest, TV Guide,

and Surfer magazines.
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FIGHTING
CITY HALL

Duke Forest's Blackwood Division in

Orange County has led a busy exis-

tence as a research and teaching

site. Space shuttles orbiting overhead have

probed its greenery with radar to develop

techniques to monitor forest health from

Earth orbit. Tall metal towers have sent

computer-controlled streams of carbon

dioxide into its environs to simulate the

twenty-first-century atmosphere's effects

on forests. And, of course, hundreds of stu-

dents have learned botany, zoology, and

ecology in its fields and woodlands.

Now, a government committee proposes

to dump six million tons of trash into it.

The landfill search committee for the gov-

ernments of Chapel Hill, Carrboro, and

Orange County has designated 500 acres

of the site as their choice for a new county

landfill. If the Blackwood site is taken, a

170-foot-high mountain of trash would

grow there over the next half century.

In an April resolution, the trustee exec-

utive committee directed the university

"to employ all resources necessary," includ-

ing legal action, to oppose any taking of

the Blackwood Division for use as a land-

fill. President Nannerl O. Keohane con-

veyed that resolve in a letter to the heads

of the involved governments.

To try to see both the forest and the

trees on this issue, science editor Dennis

Meredith interviewed Duke Forest manag-

er Judson Edeburn:

Since this land isn't all pristine

forest, why is it so valuable to
Duke?
The Blackwood Division does include

many ecologically and historically signifi-

cant areas that we've reserved for study.

There's Bald Mountain, Blackwood Moun-
tain, and Meadow Flats. We've set these

areas aside for uses that don't involve

manipulating the land or its plant life.

On the other hand, we do actively man-
age other parts of the Blackwood Division

that, to provide specific environmental

conditions, we need for long-term research

at the site. There's an open agricultural

field and a large area of young pine forest

of specified density and crown characteris-

tics. The division is also large enough,

Duke Forest manager Edeburn: Whose woods are these!

with flat enough terrain and with the right

soils that make it useful for studies of glob-

al climate change.

What sorts of research are being
done at this site?

In one NASA-funded project, radars on
satellites and the space shuttle have

mapped the area to develop radar as a

remote-sensing technique for studying the

world's vegetation. Such radar could give

us a much better idea of the health of the

world's forests.

Also at the site is the Free Air Carbon
Dioxide Enrichment project, or FACE,
which involves building large rings of tow-

ers and sending out from them enough car-

bon dioxide to simulate the effects of the

twenty-first-century atmosphere on a for-

est area. So far, we've proven the concept

of that project in the Blackwood Division,

and we plan to build several more rings,

funded by the Department of Energy. This

collaboration with Brookhaven National

Laboratory is an extremely important

research project for understanding future

ecosystems.

There's also an EPA air quality study

that's trying to determine how much natural

hydrocarbon emissions comes from trees.

We need to understand these natural

sources if we're to figure out how much we
can expect to reduce hydrocarbon pollution.

And there's historical research at the

site. Archaeologists from Elon College and

the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill are studying the ruins of a

plantation there. That plantation has been

nominated for inclusion in the National

Registry of Historical Places.

Can't this research be done
somewhere else?

Well, obviously, the archaeological

research can't be moved. But the other

studies can't be moved either. For exam-

ple, the area of the NASA study is one of

the longest continuously monitored sites

in the world and cannot be replicated any-

where. We've been developing the data-

base on the open field and pine plantation

areas since 1980, and many of the projects

now being done at the site rely heavily on
the data compiled there over the past fif-

teen years. The topography and soils of the

site are well-suited for the FACE project,

and the tree plantations there now have

the diameters and heights we need for this

research.

Haven't engineer
determined that this site is well
suited for a landfill?

We don't think the studies have been

thorough enough. We've hired indepen-

dent engineering consultants, who have

pointed out that the area has federally pro-

tected wetlands, a shallow depth to

bedrock, the likely presence of endangered

plant species, and the potential for

groundwater contamination. They tell us

that these characteristics will make it

unlikely for the county to obtain necessary

permits for a landfill at this site.

Why is the university taking such
a firm position on protecting this

Besides the loss of decades of data and a

valuable education site if this area became a

landfill, the loss would affect all of Duke
Forest. The university's board of trustees has

put this area in the highest protected cate-

gory—committing to ensure its preservation

for research and education for at least fifty

years. If the local governments can take this

incredibly valuable site for a landfill

[through the right of eminent domain], the

university's ability to protect any portion of

the forest would be called into question. We
can't permit that, not only for today's gener-

ation but for generations to come.
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LUMNI REGI

GOING
GLOBAL

w ith the press of a button in a

Duke Tel-Com office, President

Nannerl O. Keohane bridged

an ocean and spent an hour in February

talking about Duke with nearly two dozen

alumni in London.

In the first event of its kind for Duke,

Keohane and the Alumni Affairs office

arranged to have a teleconference with

alumni abroad. Two screens at the broad-

cast room at Tel-Com al-

lowed participants over

here to see the gathering

over there as the two
groups conversed. The
Duke Club of London,

whose president is Kathy

Sorley 79, made use of

Goldman Sachs' telecom-

munications room.

Keohane and other

Duke officials said they

were excited about the

possibilities of future

high-tech events. At a time when Duke is

looking for more alumni advice on key uni-

versity issues, the new technology holds

promise for strengthening ties with its

eighty-three alumni clubs around the

world, including France, the Netherlands,

Hong Kong, and Japan.

International sports, cowimung baseball and an

annual picnic, above, with community service, below,

in building a nature-friendly boardwalk , the Duke

Club of London boasts a strong profile "over there"

"Clearly, this offers potential not only

for international activity but also for do-

mestic alumni activities," says Alumni
Affairs director M. Laney Funderburk Jr.

'60. "I don't know whether this will prove

to be the end-all. There are costs involved.

We'll be talking with the people in Lon-

don to see what they thought of it."

On the Duke side, arrangements were

set by Sara Marks '84, alumni clubs coordi-

nator, and Duke Tel-Com
officials. The program
started with Marks intro-

ducing President Emeritus

Terry Sanford, who an-

swered questions about

how Duke had changed

and discussed his hopes

for improving Duke's

international reach. The
camera controls were then

turned over to Keohane,

who served as both emcee

and camera director for

the rest of the broadcast. She introduced

the other participants in Durham: William

Anlyan, chancellor emeritus, who helped

found the Duke London club; John Piva,

senior vice president for alumni affairs and

development; Peter Lange, vice provost for

academic and international affairs; John

Tolsma '95, Duke Student Government
president; Jeff Yohn, a major gifts officer for

development; and Funderburk.

There was a five-second delay between

transmission and reception across the At-

lantic, which meant that speakers occa-

sionally had to pause in anticipation of a

reaction from London. Topics discussed

were Duke's strategic plan, its financial

future, and academic issues such as tenure,

internationalization, and teaching, as well as

men's basketball coach Mike Krzyzewski's

health.

Keohane then answered questions from

Sorley and others in London, the most in-

teractive portion of the program. Keohane,

Lange, Tolsma, and others addressed Duke's

tenure policy, its revision of the alcohol

policy, efforts to provide financial aid to

foreign students wanting to come to Duke,

and campus housing issues.

"I enjoyed it," says Keohane. "It was fun to

be so technological, and we must do it again.

However, it is hard both to direct and to

speak; it was fun to play with the camera, but

hard to do it and concentrate on the speech.

I also miss the personal, direct contact. But

this is the next thing to it."

—Geoffrey Mock

This article first appeared in Duke Dialogue and is

reprinted with permission.

ALUMNI BOARD
WEEKEND

The winter meeting of the Duke
Alumni Association began with a

lunch in Duke Medical Center, fol-

lowed by a plenary session that included

officers' reports, medical administrators' pre-

sentations and tours, and a choice of per-

sonal development lectures. And that was

only on the first day of a three-day weekend.

DAA President James D. Warren 79
reported on the board's success in its new
focus: to improve, not multiply existing

programs; to enhance Duke traditions; to

increase student-alumni interaction; and

to provide both education and enrichment

during board weekends.
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Alumni association trustee Stanley G.

Brading Jr. '75, DAA past president,

reported that the residential life plan and

domestic partnership benefits had both

been sanctioned by the board of trustees,

and an announcement concerning alcohol

policy was expected this spring. The North

Campus, the area comprising Trent and

Hanes, will be enhanced with a $400,000

infusion by President Keohane for im-

proved study rooms and workout areas. In

his report, Alumni Affairs director M.
Laney Funderburk Jr. '60 discussed the

alumni office's budget crunch, which will

make dues and revenue-producing pro-

grams all the more critical this year.

Brief alumni program reports preceded

presentations by William J. Donelan, the

medical center's chief financial officer and

vice chancellor for medical center adminis-

tration, and Gordon G. Hammes, vice

chancellor for medical center academic

affairs. Board members and staff had a

choice of two tours, the U.S. Endosurgical

Center, conducted by Theodore Pappas,

M.D., or the medical center library, con-

ducted by Suzanne Porter and Beverly Mur-

phy; and for the afternoon, a choice of two

lectures: sociology professor Linda George

Ph.D. 75 on "Foundations of Well-Being:

Self-Esteem and a Sense of Control," or

mechanical engineering professor George

Pearsall on "Technology, Art, and Science."

On Saturday, task forces—Awards and

Recognition, Communications, Internatio-

nalization, Lifelong Learning, Lifelong

Relationships, and Technology—met in

the morning before a luncheon featuring

Janet Smith Dickerson, vice president for

student affairs. A student panel later that

afternoon offered "A Student Perspective

on Life at Duke Today."

Sunday morning's board meeting began

with the "new" tradition of singing the

alma mater, Dear Ok Duke. President-elect

Ross Harris 78, M.B.A. '80, who heads the

Finance Committee, reported that rev-

enues increased by 14 percent and that the

Life Membership Endowment stands at

$780,000. Both annual dues and Duke
Magazine voluntary subscriptions were up.

Chair Ralph M. Della-Ratta Jr. 75, re-

porting for the Awards and Recognition

Task Force, announced that it had submit-

ted its top two selections for the Distin-

guished Alumni Award to the executive

committee. The award is presented at the

annual Founders' Day convocation.

Technology Task Force chair Michele

C. Farquhar 79 noted that her group had

evaluated alumni office electronic resour-

ces, noting the particularly strong need for

a new telephone system, technology train-

ing sessions, upgraded software, and "fax

back" capabilities. The group also discussed

ways to make e-mail and other on-line ser-

vices available to alumni.

Pamela Seamans-Feldman '89, M.P.P.

'94 reported for the Communications Task

Force in the absence of the chair and vice-

Announcing the.. 1995 Duke University

Alumni Directory

Be sure to return your directory

questionnaire and order form

immediately.

ONLY THE NUMBER OF DIRECTORIES

ORDERED WILL BE PRINTED.

Ordered directories will be available

in Fall of 1995.

Directory Features:

£Q Complete alphabetical listing of all Duke alumni of record

£3 Class year listing

ffi Geographic listing alphabetically by state and city

£Q Separate listings for

Trinity and Engineering

Woman's College

Graduate School

Professional Schools

Medical Alumni and Housestaff

chair. The task force is doing an inventory

of publications and considering a leader-

ship and volunteer directory that would

appear on DIABLO, Duke's on-line infor-

mation service.

Internationalization Task Force chair

John A. Schwarz III '56 noted the results

of his group's research: There are impres-

sive numbers of Duke students studying

abroad, but few—2.2 percent—undergrad-

uates who are foreign nationals; most of

Duke's competing schools boast upwards of

5 percent. He said an appropriate goal

would be to increase foreign undergradu-

ates by fifty students per year.

The newly appointed chair of the Life-

long Learning Task Force, Marie Koval

Nardone M.S. 79, A.H.C. 79, reported

that her group is still testing the feasibility

of local study and book groups that would

use Duke faculty and authors. Test groups

have been established in two areas.

Robert T. Harper 76, J.D. 79 reported

that half of his Lifelong Relationships

Task Force meeting had been devoted to a

discussion of how to increase minority par-

ticipation in alumni programs and in the

life of the university. The goal is to be bet-

ter informed about cultural differences and

historical perspectives and more open to

new ideas.

Duke Student Government president

John Tolsma '95, representing the board's

student voice, asked alumni to help

DSG support efforts in fighting the pro-

posed cuts in federal student loan subsi-

dies. Faculty representative Thomas A.

Spragens Jr. A.M. '67, Ph.D. '68 reported

that the results of a curriculum review had

increased the number of courses required

for a major from eight to ten.

Duke's new executive director for univer-

sity development, Robert Shepard, reported

that Duke was on track toward its 1994-95

fund-raising goal of $151 million. Annual

Fund director Sterly Wilder '83 reported

that $8.5 million had been committed thus

far to this year's goal of $10.8 million and

that the Parents' Fund, the nation's top

program of its kind, was $300,000 shy of its

$1.8 million goal.

The meeting adjourned after a vote was

taken on alumni director Funderburk's

proposal to raise annual dues by $5. The
increase passed unanimously.

SCHOOL FOR
LEADERS

Alumni club contacts, reunion plan-

ners, Alumni Admissions Advisory

Committee (AAAC) members,

and Annual Fund volunteers converged on
campus in March for the annual Alumni
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Leadership Conference, sponsored by the

Duke Alumni Association.

After a box lunch in the Bryan Center,

nearly 125 participants gathered in the

Griffith Film Theater for presentations on

"Duke Today." M. Laney Funderburk Jr.

'60, Alumni Affairs director, introduced

the speakers: Provost John Strohbehn,

School of Engineering Dean Earl H. Dow-
ell, and Associate Vice Chancellor for

Health Affairs Arthur Garson Jr.

Following an afternoon break, Vice Presi-

dent for Student Affairs Janet Smith Dick-

erson and a panel of students took questions

from the audience. John F. Burness, senior

vice president for public affairs, then spoke

and answered questions. The afternoon ses-

sion concluded with Duke football coach and

ACC Football Coach of the Year Fred Gold-

smith. A cocktail reception and dinner at the

Washington Duke Inn that evening featured

President Nannerl O. Keohane, who was

introduced by John Piva, senior vice presi-

dent for alumni affairs and development.

Saturday morning's workshops for the

four leadership groups were held in class-

rooms at the Leon R. Levine Science

Research Center, where everyone atten-

ded a luncheon hosted by Norman L.

Christensen, dean of the School of the

Environment. Tours of the Levine Center

and the campus, as well as a slide presenta-

tion, "Duke Traditions," with University

Archivist William E. King '61, A.M. '63,

Ph.D. '70, completed the afternoon.

Authentic North Carolina Bullock's Bar-

becue was the evening fare.

AAAC and clubs programs held addi-

tional workshops Sunday morning.

DISTINGUISHED
NURSING AWARD

B«i

renda Marion

N e v i d j o n
B.S.N. 72, as-

sociate chief operat-

ing officer for nursing

at Duke Medical
Center, was selected

by the School of Nur-

sing as its 1995 Dis-

tinguished Alumna.

Nevidjon is the first

Duke graduate to

have been appointed

to the medical center's top nursing position.

Nevidjon has had a distinguished career

as a clinical nurse, administrator, and

teacher. She was a staff nurse on general

medical units and in the pulmonary unit at

Duke before going to the oncology and bone

Nevidjon: notable nurse

administrator

marrow transplant unit of Kantonsspital in

Basel, Switzerland. In 1978, she earned her

master's in nursing at the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where she

specialized in psychiatric nursing. She then

worked as head nurse at Duke Medical Cen-
ter's cancer research unit and was a clinical

nurse specialist at Canada's Cancer Control

Agency in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Her administrative career began in 1983

when she was named the Cancer Control

Agency's director of nursing. She then

managed the cancer program and directed

the Patient Care Network Project at Prov-

idence Medical Center in Seattle, Wash-
ington. She worked at the University of

Washington's Cancer Center as clinical

director before coming to Duke in 1991 as

director of nursing for medicine/oncology.

Nevidjon has taught in the nursing

schools at Duke, Washington, and the Uni-

versity of British Columbia. Her publica-

tions and presentations have focused pri-

marily on oncology nursing and cancer

prevention. She has had a number of arti-

cles in cancer journals and has contributed

chapters to award-winning books on cancer

management. She is currently the editor of

the Oncology Nursing Society's ONS News,

and her book Building a Legacy: Voices of

Oncobgy Nurses will be published by Jones

and Bartlett this year.
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MOUNTING
A CLEAN-UP
CAMPAIGN

Imagine Mount Everest, the highest ele-

vation on earth. Do you envision pris-

tine vistas and immaculate landscapes?

An isolated destination unsullied by human
presence? When Sir Edmund Hillary led

the first expedition to the summit in 1953,

that's how it looked. But in the years and

treks that followed, adventurous climbers

left behind an ugly legacy: discarded oxygen

bottles, shredded tents, abandoned gear,

and other unsightly debris.

Last year, Brent Bishop '88 took on a

monumental mission. Not only did he

plan to reach the summit without using

supplemental oxygen—a tremendous phys-

ical and potentially deadly challenge—but

under the auspices of the Seattle-based

venture, the Sagarmatha Environmental

Expedition (S.E.E.), Bishop and his crew

also hoped to remove 2,000 pounds of trash.

For Bishop, the trip had personal signifi-

cance. In 1963, his father, Barry Bishop,

was a member of the first United States

expedition to reach the summit. If the

younger Bishop succeeded, it would mark
the first time a U.S. father and son had

reached the top of the world. The younger

Bishop hoped, too, to avoid a setback his

father encountered: a nasty case of frost-

bite that required Barry to lose all his toes

and parts of two fingers.

Even back in 1963, the moun-
tain was showing its wear. Barry

Bishop described the South Col

staging area as "the world's high-

est garbage dump." In the past

forty years, climbers have left

behind more than ten tons of

trash. As Bishop and partner

Scott Fisher planned the trip,

they looked to maximize the

clean-up effort by using local

help and to minimize their own
impact on the terrain.

Using sherpa guides, Bishop's

five-man team exceeded their

goal of garbage removal. Paying

the sherpas for their work,

thereby fueling the local econ-

omy, S.E.E. carried off more than

5,000 pounds of trash, mostly in Elevated garbage: trash

Climber Bishop: following in his father's footsteps

the form of paper, plastic, tin, glass, batter-

ies, and numerous oxygen bottles. (Collec-

tors take note: S.E.E. is selling the latter as

uncommon keepsakes, signed by all the

team members, for $100.)

But Bishop's biggest hurdle was his own.

As he progressed toward the 29,028-foot

peak, the young climber developed a respira-

tory infection and stomach muscle spasms.

Still, he persevered. "I didn't feel particu-

larly nervous until summit day," Bishop

recalls. "It was then I realized how much I

was walking in my father's footsteps. Once
I saw the south summit, I knew that I

would be on top of the world within an

hour. And that's when I realized how
much pressure I'd been under, because,

suddenly, all that washed away."

Bishop did have to use supplemental oxy-

gen to reach the top, but that didn't bother

him too much. Back at the base camp,

Bishop borrowed a radio phone and called

his father back in the States to tell him the

good news. Barry, naturally, was thrilled.

After returning to Seattle, Bishop began

planning a return trip. Financing such an

endeavor is costly. A permit allowing ac-

cess to the summit costs $10,000 per per-

son. Add in travel, equipment, and sup-

plies expenses and such a trip can only be

attempted by wealthy adventurers or, in

S.E.E.'s case, through corporate sponsors

and private donations.

While raising money for future trips,

S.E.E. is also working to raise environmen-

tal awareness in the climbing community.

Bishop, who earned an M.B.A. and envi-

ronmental management degree at the Uni-

versity of Washington, is putting his class-

room and real- life wisdom to work. "With
knowledge of our efforts, future expedi-

tions will be able not only to remove all of

their garbage and oxygen bottles," says

Bishop, "but also contribute to the recla-

mation of historic waste. If Mount Everest

is to regain her environmental integrity,

each and every expedition must be respon-

sible for its own garbage and also accept

the responsibility for past climbers who
lacked the foresight." For their efforts,

S.E.E. received the David Brower Award
for Environmental Achievement

from the American Alpine Club.

This spring, Bishop traveled

once again to Sagarmatha (the

Nepalese word for Everest) to cart

down more refuse. But the return

trip was bittersweet; last Septem-

ber, while on his way to an

awards ceremony honoring Brent

and S.E.E., Barry Bishop lost con-

trol of his car and was killed. As
Brent Bishop continues his

worldwide campaign to restore

peaks to their pristine state, the

memory of his father will be with

him every step of the way.

"The more I climb," he says,

"the more I respect my father's

abilities."

000 feet at Camp N, one o/Mt. Everest's base camps -Bridget Booher
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WRITE: Class Notes Editor, Duke Magazine,

Box 90570, Durham, N.C. 27708-0570
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E-MAIL: dukemag@acpub.dulce.edu

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Alumni Records,

Box 90613, Durham, N.C. 27708-0613. Please

include mailing label and allow six weeks.

NOTICE: Because of the volume of

class note material we receive and the
long lead time required for typesetting,
design, and printing, your submission
may not appear for two to three issues.

Alumni are urged to include spouses'
names in marriage and birth announce-
ments. We do not record engagements.

30s, 40s & 50s
Jr. '38, a painter working

in the "Mainstream American" style, is a South Florida

design consultant, lecturer/demonstrator, and judge.

He is also an associate professor at Miami-Dade Com-
munity College. He is represented in numerous public

and private art collections and in the American Asso-

ciation of Art Museums. He lives in Miami, Fla.

John A. Forlines '39, Duke trustee emeritus, rep-

resented Duke in February at the inauguration of the

president of Lenoir Rhyne College in Hickory, N.C.

John Winkin '41, a Sigma Chi while at Duke, re-

ceived the fraternity's national Significant Sig Award
at the University of Maine for his more than 50-year

career in baseball, including 20 years as head coach at

the University of Maine in Orono.

A. Wolff '42 was named to the broadcast

wing of the Baseball Hall of Fame, one of the highest

honors of his profession. The only sportscaster to call

the championships of the four major U.S. sports, he

did the play-by-play for the most singular achieve-

ment in World Series history, pitcher Don Larsen's

perfect game in 1956. The one-time voice of the

Knicks and Rangers is sports director-anchor at

News 1 2 Long Island.

Arthur L. Messinger '45, who has a private

practice in orthopedics in Santa Clara, Calif, re-

ceived an award for outstanding contribution in

community service. He is the chief orthopedic sur-

geon in the Santa Clara County Cerebral Palsy Pro-

gram. He lives in Los Gatos.

John F. Strahan '45 has been appointed by

Maryland's governor to a second term with the Board

of Physicians Quality Assurance, the licensing and disci-

plining board for physicians. He is an assistant professor

ofdermatology at Johns Hopkins' medical school. He
also serves on the Governor's Committee for Employ-

ment ofthe Handicapped and the Commission on Com-
plementary Medical Methods. He lives in Towson, Md.

William Styron '47, Hon. '68 delivered the Brown
University President's Lecture in October. Among
the novelist's works, The Confessions of Nat Turner

(1967) won the Pulitzer Prize and Sophie's Choice

(1979) won an American Book Award. He lives

on Martha's Vineyard, Mass.

Anne LeCompte Pope '49 was elected presi-

dent of the board of trustees of the Chamber Music

Society of Louisville, Ky. She and her husband,

James S. Pope Jr. '48, a retired newspaper

editor, live in Louisville, Ky. They have two chil-

dren and four grandchildren.

Anne Gore Hostetler '53 was named Woman
of the Year by the Raeford Woman's Club of Raeford,

N.C, for outstanding community service. The group

also dedicated its 1994-95 yearbook to her.

Jack C. Westman H.S. '53, a psychiatry profes-

sor at the University of Wisconsin Medical School, is

the author of Licensing Parents: Can We Prevent Child

Abuse and Neglect.', published by Insight Books.

Janet Ray Edwards '56 is a program officer at

the National Endowment fot the Humanities in the

Division of Education's programs for elementary and

secondary education. Before working for the NEH,
she taught English and was principal at middle and

upper schools in Baltimore. She and her husband,

Carl Edwards '55, live in Sparks, Md.

MARRIAGES: Norris L. Hodgkins Jr. '47 to

Elizabeth Murray Keller on Aug. 13. Residence:

Southern Pines, N.C.

60s
A.M. '60 was named a full pro-

fessor of English at Lehigh University in Bethlehem,

Pa. He joined Lehigh's faculty in 1967 as an assistant

professor and was promoted to associate professor in

1973. He and his wife, Mary, live in Bethlehem.

Christopher B. Espy B.S.M.E. '60, the former

director of international systems and telecommunica-

tions at IBM, is pursuing his master's at Yale Univer-

sity's forestry and environmental studies school. He
plans to return to his native Alabama to manage family-

owned timberlands. He lives in New Haven, Conn.

Charlotte Hamlin Weddle '61 is interim direc-

tor at Guilford College's Center for Continuing Edu-

cation. She was acting dean of students at Guilford in

1992-93. She also chairs the Triad Quality Forum.

She lives in Greensboro, N.C.

Bethany Strong Sinnott '62 is the Herman
Professor of English at Catawba College, where she is

an English professor and director of the college honors

program. She won the Swink Award for outstanding

classroom teaching at Catawba in 1979 and the Sears-

Roebuck Foundation Teaching Excellence and Cam-
pus Leadership Award in 1991. She and her husband,

Aidan, and their two children live in Salisbury, N.C.

H. Gale '63, who holds a university en-

dowed chair in the humanities at Kentucky State Uni-

versity, appears in both Who's Who in America (48th

edition) and Who's Who in the World (12th edition). He
is the author of the Encyclopedia ofAmerican Humorists,

Encyclopedia of British Humorists, and West African Folk-

tales, and co-editor of the scholarly book series The

Pinter Review. Annual Essays. He is also the president

of the Pinter Society. He lives in Frankfort, Ky.

L. Heidrick '63 has been elected to the

board of trustees of the Illinois Institute of Technology

in Chicago. The former president of the Duke Alumni

Association now chairs the board of visitors of Duke's

Trinity College. In May, he represented Duke at the

inauguration of the president of Northwestern Univer-

sity. He and his wife, Raynelle, live in Chicago.

Frank L. Bowman '66, a Navy vice admiral,

was promoted to chief of naval personnel. He was

with the joint chiefs of staff as deputy director for

political-military affairs. He and his wife, Linda, live

in Falls Church, Va.

Wayne Hamilton B.D. '66 is provost and vice

president for academic affairs at Governor's State

University. He was ditector of humanities at the Uni-

versity of Maryland. He has received awards from the

Association of Continuing Highet Education and

from the North American Association of Summer
Sessions for establishing educational programs on

coping with unemployment.

William O. Goodwin '68 has been named to

the board of directors of the Life and Health Insur-

ance Foundation for Education (LIFE). A past presi-

dent of the General Agents and Managers Associa-

tion (GAMA), he is now a trustee of that foundation.

He also chairs the executive committee of the Duke
Annual Fund. He and his wife, Valerie Blish
Goodwin '71, have four children and live in Atlanta.

Chao H. Hu '68, Ph.D '70 is assistant highway

director for design at the Delaware Department of

Transportation, where he has worked for 25 years. He
and his wife, Karen, have two grown children and live

in Dover, Del.

Pender M. McCarter '68 was named e

communications director of the U.S. Activities divi-

sion ofThe Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers, Inc. in Washington, D.C. He has worked

for the IEEE, the world's largest technological profes-

sional organization, for 13 years.

Margarete Lieb Zalon B.S.N. '69 won the

annual Nursing Education Award from the Pa. Nurses

Association for major contributions to the improve-

ment of the teaching/learning process within nursing.

She is an assistant professor of nursing at the Univet-

sity of Scranton.

DIABLO
Duke Information

And Bulletin Library Online

DIABLO uses gopher server menu-

based software. Internet and telnet

users can access DIABLO by typing:

telnet die

Or use a modem and software com-

munications package like Procom or

Kermit and dial (919) 681-4900,

using setting N81. At the prompt

CONNECT 2400 hit the enter key

until you get the MAIN SYSTEM
COMMAND MENU. Then type:

telnet diablo.acpub.duke.edu

Once you're within the system, type

diablo as the user ID at the login

prompt. No password required.
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70s
Abigail Norfleet James 70 has been elected

to a national position with TOPSS, the Teachers of

Psychology in Secondary Schools. She teaches physi-

cal science and advanced placement psychology at

Woodberry Forest, a hoys' preparatory school near

Charlottesville, Va.

Catherine Lynch Gilliss B.S.N. 71 has been

named to the board of regents of the University of

Portland. She teaches nursing in the family health

care department at the University of California at

San Francisco.

C. Maxie Templeton III 71, a data processing

technician first class with the Naval Reserve Contin-

gency Reserve Program, was awarded the Naval

Reserve Meritorious Service Medal last Novem-
ber. He served in support of U.S. Operation Provide

Promise and NATO Operation Deny Flight. He lives

in Austin, Texas.

John R. Wester J.D. 72 has 1 ed a Fel-

low of the American College of Trial Lawyers. As
a partner with the law firm Robinson, Bradshaw, 6k

Hinson, he leads a team of his firm's lawyers recruited

by Mayor Richard Vinroot of Charlotte to wage an

all-out war against crack houses. He was a governor of

the N.C. Bar Association in 1985-88 and a member of

the association's executive committee in 1986-87. He
lives in Charlotte.

Kenneth W. Starr J.D. 73, a partner at the law

firm Kirkland & Ellis in Washington, D.C., is the spe-

cial counsel presiding over the Whitewater investiga-

tion. While solicitor general of the United States from

1989 to 1993, he argued 25 cases before the Supreme

Court involving a wide range of governmental regula-

tory and constitutional issues. He and his wife, Alice,

and their three children live in McLean, Va.

I
M.Div. 74, Ph.D 78 was promoted

to full professor of religion and classical languages at

Hendrix College in Conway, Ark. He joined the

Hendrix faculty in 1978.

Ooren Madey Pinnell 74, M.Ed. 75, Ph.D. 79,

director of external affairs for ACCESS Radiology in

Durham, chaired the Telemedicine and Distance

FINANCIAL KNOW-HOW

Childhood games
can often herald

future interests.

In the case of Pamela
Penn Morine '75, who
always volunteered to

be the banker for

Monopoly games or

the cashier for make--

believe grocery shop-

ping, handling money
naturally became her

business.

As president of

Morine Financial Ser-

vices in Wilmington,

North Carolina, she

assists businesses and
individuals with retire-

ment and pension

planning, employee
benefits, estate plan-

ning, and college and
education funding.

After graduating from
Duke with a bachelor's

degree in accounting,

Morine went on to

earn an M.B.A. from
the University of

Pennsylvania's Whar-
ton School of Business.

When she and her hus-

band, Bill, decided to

move to Wilmington
several years ago, they

joined forces and estab-

lished their own com-
pany. (Bill's the vice

president.)

Morine can clearly

remember how as a

young girl she would
channel babysitting

money toward a

sewing machine.
Charging the going

rate of twenty cents

an hour, she diligently

saved until she could

wmn&wfmKwmM
Marine: giving investors the lowdoum on lucre

afford the $105 model
she'd been eying (and

which she still owns).

"I was brought up
with the concept of

savings," she says,

"that you save for what
you want and then you
can afford to get it."

While the premise

is basic enough, for

many people it's easier

in theory than in prac-

tice to think ten or

twenty years down the

road. That's where
Morine comes in.

Whether it's newly-

weds who want to buy
a house or a middle-

aged couple looking

ahead to retirement,

Morine works to help

her clients accomplish

their objectives. "We
make a road plan of

where they want to go

and set milestones

along the way. It

doesn't happen over-

night. But some ofmy
fondest memories are

receiving invitations to

the housewarming par-

ties or the college grad-

uations or retirement

parties of people for

whom those were the

goals."

Beyond her full-time

practice, Morine has

a daily radio show,
Wealth Matter$, which
offers quick tips on
everything from auto-

mobile "lemon laws"

to systematic savings

plans. She's won
numerous business

awards, too, but is too

busy looking ahead to

bask in the recognition.

"I'd really like to

serve on corporate

boards ofdirectors," she

says. "You rarely see

women in their thirties

or forties on those

boards; it's usually men
in their sixties and sev-

enties. I think ifs impor-

tant to bring new ideas,

youth, and female per-

spectives into the work-

ings ofcompanies. It

can only serve to make
everyone stronger."

The Morines are

already passing along

their business sense to

future generations.

Their children, six-

year-old Reid and five-

year-old Grant, are

learning important

economics lessons

from their parents. For

doing simple house-

hold chores, the boys

receive an allowance of

ten dimes. They have
to decide how much to

contribute toward

church or retirement,

how much to set aside

for general savings, and
how much to spend on
immediate rewards.

"If they want to buy
a Power Ranger that

costs four dollars," says

Morine, "and they only

have fifty cents left

after putting some aside

for savings, they learn

quickly about fiscal

responsibility. I don't

want them to think

that money just comes
out of the wall [teller

machine] at the bank.

I want them to realize

thatwe work very hard

for that money."

Health Care meeting in Dallas in February. Last sum-

mer, she was appointed by N.C. Gov. Jim Hunt to the

board of directors of the N.C. Health Care Informa-

tion and Communications Alliance. ACCESS Radi-

ology is a founding member of the Alliance and the

only corporate partner representing telemedicine. She

and her husband, physician Sheldon Pinnell '59,

head of dermatology at Duke Medical Center, have a

son and live in Durham.

'J.D. 75, a board member
of the Kent County chapter of the American Red
Cross, was elected chair of the Michigan State Ser-

vice Council. He is a partner at the law firm Wamer,
Norcross 6k Judd and lives in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Rudy M. Baum 75 is the assistant managing

editor for science and technology at Chemical & Engi-

neering News in Washington, D.C. He and his wife,

Jan, and their two sons live in Oakton, Va.

Stanley G. Brading Jr. 75 has become a part-

ner at the law firm Smith, Gambrell 6k Russell, in

Atlanta, Ga., where he specializes in health care,

bond financing, and corporate law. He is a past presi-

dent of the Duke Alumni Association and serves on

Duke's board of t

Ellen C. Wolf 75 has been named vice president

of finance and planning and chief financial officer for

Bell Atlantic Mobile. She was executive director of

strategic planning and business development since

1993. She and her husband, Richard, and their

three children live in Voorhees, N.J.

Jan Warne Cacheris B.S.E. 76 is a licensed

residential and commercial contractor. Her company
is the exclusive distributor in Arizona for Loffel Block

Retaining Walls, a modular interlocking gravity and

friction system that is fully plantable. She and her

husband and three children live in Phoenix.

Robert T. Harper 76, J.D. 79 has been named to

the 1995-1996 edition of The Best Lawyers in America,

an annual directory that lists the best U.S. lawyers by

specialty. He is a member of the Duke Alumni Associa-

tion's board of directors and its executive committee.

He and his wife, Susan, and their two children live in

Mt. Lebanon, Pa.

Michael A. Ellis J.D. 77, an attorney with the

law firm Kahn, Kleinman, Yanowitz 6k Amson Co.,

L.P.A., in Cleveland, has been elected to the board of

trustees of the Jewish Education Center of Cleveland,

which plans curricula for Jewish education for chil-

dren and adults. He is the author of several securities

and business law articles, a frequent lecturer on secu-

rities and business law, and co-editor of the Bowne
compilation of Ohio's General and Non-Profit Corpora-

tion Laws. He is president of the Cleveland Area

Development Finance Corporation (CADFC), a

division of the Greater Cleveland Growth Associa-

tion. He and his wife, Diane, and their three children

live in Beachwood, Ohio.

Carl Tandatnick 77, an anesthesiologist and

artist living in Florida, was invited to donate a piece

of art to the National Gallery of Australia's perma-

nent collection. His work was exhibited on New
York's SONY electronic billboard as part of the

annual "Day Without Art" AIDS awareness cam-

paign. He also edits an on-line arts magazine, ArtLink.

Gregory J. Burke 78 and his family have bought

Craftsmen in Leather, a small retail store in Estes

Park, Colo., that specializes in leather belts, hats,

wallets, moccasins, buckles, and other leather goods.

He and his wife, Julia, and their three sons live in

Estes Park.

Elizabeth Hagan Drews 78 is senior adminis-

trative law judge with the Public Utility Commission

of Texas. She and her husband, Jack, and their two

childten live in Austin, Texas.
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Beverly R. Gaventa Ph.D. 78,

professor ofNew Testamenr at Princeton Theological

Seminary, has written From Darkness to Light: Aspects

of Conversion in the New Testament, and is co-author

of Texts for Preaching: A Lectionary Commentary Based

on the NRSV—Year B. She lives in Decatur, Ga.

Fern E. Gunn 78, J.D. '82 was named Lawyer of

the Yeat by the George H. White Bat Association in

October for her contributions to the African-American

community. She chaits the George White Bar Associ-

ation's Community Outreach Committee and is

adviser to a law club at the John Avery Boys and

Girls Club in Durham.

Kenneth G. Hayden 78, a program manager at

Techmatics, Inc., was chosen Outstanding Business-

man of the Year by the Arlington County, Va., educa-

tional system. He and his wife, Susan, and their four

children live in Rockville, Md.

Janis MOSS Light 78 received the Outstanding

Young Marylander award in February from the state of

Maryland. She is a member of the Entrepreneurship

Council of Frederick County and is serving her fourth

elected term on the board of directors of PtoNet, a

local women's group. She and her husband, Greg,

and their two children live in Frederick.

Curtin Cleary 79 represented Duke in

March at the inauguration of the president of Spald-

ing University in Louisville, Ky.

Edward M. Gomez 79 was awarded a grant from

Pro Helvetia, the national atts council of Switzerland,

for travel and research at Bern's Adolf Wolfli Founda-

tion in the Fine Arts Museum. Wolfli, "a madman-
visionary" artist, is considered one of the most impor-

tant figures in the field of "outsider" art. Gomez will

also have access in Zurich to the manuscripts of Swiss

writer Robert Walset. A member of the Duke Maga-

zine Editorial Advisory Board, Gomez is a freelance

writer and graphic designer living in New York.

John York M.A.T. 79 has a new book, Johnny's

Cosmology, a poetry collection published by The
Hummingbitd Ptess. He teaches English at Southeast

Guilford High School and lives in Greensboro, N.C

BIRTHS: First child and son to Anne Turpin
Cody 76 and Claude C. Cody IV on Feb. 18, 1994.

Named Claude Carr V. . .Daughter to James M.
Erlick 77 and Laura Fine Erlick on Sept. 17. Named
Nikki Davis... Second child and first daughter to

Elizabeth Hagan Drews 78 and Jack Drews on
Sept. 15. Named Katherine Ellen... Fourth child and
second daughter to Kenneth G. Hayden 78 and

Susan R. Hayden on Sept. 26. Named Kendra Clare. .

.

Second child and son to David L. Reynolds 79
and Krista Atkins Reynolds '82 on Aug. 15.

Named James Cutler. . .Fourth child and daughter to

Elizabeth Buss Robinson 79 and DennisG
Robinson on June 14, 1994. Named Corrine Elizabeth.

80s
Benjamin F. Chavis M.Div. '80 has been

inducted into the Alumni Association Hall of Fame
by the Univetsity of North Carolina at Charlotte for

contributions to his profession, his community, and

the university. He has spent his life working in the

civil rights movement, including a term as head of

the NAACP. He lives in Baltimore, Md.

Larry H. Forman M.B.A. '80 is president and

chief operating officer of Antinori Software, Inc.

(ASI). He is also ptesident of the Southeastern Soft-

ware Association. He was vice president of sales for

IQ Software, Inc. He lives in Atlanta.

Jane W. Wheeler , M.E.M. '83 is a principal

at Camp Dresser & McKee Inc., an international

environmental engineering and consulting firm. She
is also a member of the Topsfield Conservation Com-
mittee. She lives in Cambridge, Mass.

Marjorie Milham Cox '81 is brand manager for

the Capri and Barclay brands, domestic and interna-

tional, at Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. She
was in the 1992 Who's Who of American Women and
will be in the 1995 Who's Who in International Busi-

ness. She lives in Louisville, Ky.

James P. Schaffer B.S.E. '81, M.S. '82, Ph.D.
'85 is an associate professor of chemical engineering

at Lafayette College in Easton, Pa. He was the col-

lege's fall Thomas Roy and Lura Forrest Jones Faculty

Lecturer.

Richard J. Cooper '82 has been promoted to

partner in the law firm Cleary, Gottleib, Steen &
Hamilton, in New York City. He works primarily in

corporate mergers and acquisitions.

Theodore Duclos M.S. '82, Ph.D. '84 is director

of advanced connectots, couplings, and systems for

Aeroquip Corp.'s New Business Development Group.

He was a research manager for ten yeats at the Lord

Corp. He holds various patents related to electrorheo-

logical fluids and is the author of a number of techni-

cal articles. He lives in Ann Atbor, Mich.

LABOR PAINS

ore than a

decade ago, a

i series of

events unfolded in

Arizona that continue

to reverberate in union
and labor circles.

Workers at a Fortune

500 copper mining
company went on
strike to protest cuts in

wages and benefits. As
the strike dragged on,

the company, Phelps

Dodge, refused to back
down. Copper prices

were in a worldwide
slump, but rather than

negotiate a compro-
mise, the company had
decided to challenge

the very existence of

the labor union.

Eventually the con-

flict was "resolved"

when replacement
workers were hired

permanently, the

National Guard was
called in, and discord

among strikers caused

irreparable social and
economic strains.

Today, Phelps Dodge
is the top producer of

copper in this country,

and its workers are all

non-union.

Journalist and
lawyerJonathan
Rosenblum '81 has

written an absorbing

account of the dispute.

Copper Crucible: How
the Arizona Miners'

Strike of 1983 Recast

Labor-Management
Relations in America
was published this

spring by Cornell Uni-

versity's ILR Press to

critically favorable

reviews in The New
York Times Book
Review, the Chicago

Tribune, and The
Nation, among others.

The various players in

this tangled mess, how-
ever, were not

Rosenblum: a front row

uniformly thrilled

about the book's publi

cation, which Rosen-
blum views as fitting.

"Nobody seemed
perfecdy satisfied. If

you anger or upset

everyone, in some
way perhaps you have
achieved [journalistic]

independence," says

Rosenblum. "Every-

one involved had
their own story to

tell, so I set out to

work all those view-

points together. It is

a very compelling

story, and I

thought that

the events in

these people's

lives should be

written in a way
that reflected

some of the

passion and
difficulty these

people were facing."

Rosenblum first

became fascinated by
the story when his

older brother, a

reporter covering the

strikes, was tear-gassed.

He embarked on a

the breakup of a union

series of investigative

articles and wrote the

episode up as a negoti-

ation study while in

law school at North-

western University.

During an interview

with the company
president, Rosenblum

was told proudly,

"I had decided to

break the unions." At
that moment, Rosen-
blum knew he had the

metaphorical smoking
gun to paint a com-

pelling picture of nego-
tiations gone awry

—

from the perspective of
all sides involved—and
what that portended

for the future of labor

relations in America.
A skilled storyteller,

the author, who has

written for Time and
The New Republic,

portrays the key play-

ers vividly. Rosenblum
asserts that the case

marks an essential

change in American
labor laws. He says that

one need look no far-

ther than the recent

baseball strike—own-
ers trying to bring in

replacement players

rather than bargain

—

to see how far-reaching

the Phelps Dodge case

has been.

While an undergrad-

uate at Duke, Rosen-
blum witnessed the

labor struggles ofJ.P.
Stevens textile workers
and Duke Hospital

employees. Classes

with history professor

Larry Goodwyn and
public policy stud-

ies' lecturer Bruce
Payne galvanized

his interest in the

lives of working-

class citizens and
populist movements
throughout history.

This spring, Rosen-
blum returned to

campus to participate

in Payne's class on
ethics and policy issues

concerning workers'

rights. "It's interesting

that I have been led

full circle," Rosenblum
says. "Reading Let Us
Now Praise Famous
Men in Bruce's class

years ago was an
important part of my
understanding and
appreciating the litera-

ture of workers' lives."
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'82 is a general internist at the Great

Falls Clinic in Great Falls, Mont., where he and his

wife, Leslie, live.

Anthony F. Mancini '82 is a document produc-

tion specialist at Xerox Corp., marketing high-volume

systems products to Duke, UNC-Chapel Hill, Glaxo,

Inc., and Burroughs Wellcome, Inc. He and his wife,

Cynthia, and their two children live in Raleigh.

Chace '83 is managing

editor at Harry N. Abrams, Inc., in New York City.

She was assistant managing editor. She and her hus-

band, Christopher, live in New York City.

Anne Dudley Huemme '83, MBA. '84 is the

director of asset development for the southern divi-

sion of Pizza Hut, Inc. She and her husband, Rick,

and their two children live in Alpharetta, Ga.

Heidi Campbell-Robinson M.Div. '83, Th.M.
'86 is executive director ofThe Michael Jordan Foun-

dation of the Carolinas. She had worked with the

United Methodist Church, specializing in counseling,

community relations, and organizational manage-

ment. She lives in Charlotte.

Lauren Dale Stogel '83 is an associate with the

entertainment law firm Silverberg, Katz, Thompson
& Golden, in Los Angeles.

Alex Fardon '84, an attorney with the Nashville,

Tenn., law firm Harwell Howard Hyne Gabbert &
Manner P.C., received the Justice Joseph W. Henry

Award for Outstanding Legal Writing. He and his

wife, Terry, and their two children live in Nashville.

Douglas M. Horner '84 is a senior evaluator at

the U.S. General Accounting Office in Washington,

D.C, specializing in reviewing national security pro-

grams for Congress. He and his wife, Cynthia
Pfeiffer Horner '85, live in Arlington, Va.

Ellen Dracos Ehrman '85 is the national direc-

tor of marketing for Kaplan Educational Centers, one

of the largest educational companies in the U.S. She

was Kaplan's national director of advertising. She and

her husband, Kevin, live in Manhattan.

Cynthia Pfeiffer Horner '85 graduated in May
from the Medical College of Virginia, and is a first-

year resident at Fairfax Hospital in Fairfax, Va., spe-

cializing in family medicine. She and her husband,

Douglas M. Horner '84, live in Arlington.

J. Clinton McCann Jr. Ph.D. '85 is assistant

professor of Old Testament at Eden Theological

Seminary. He is the co-author of Texts for Preaching:

A Lectionary Commentary Based on the NRSV—Year

C. He lives in St. Louis.

Jeffrey S. Spear '85, an Air Force captain,

earned his M.B.A. at UCLA's Anderson School

of Management in June 1994. He is stationed at the

U.S. Air Force Academy as an academic i

the management department and is a flight

He and his wife, Kyoko, and their daughter live in

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Timothy John "T.J." Walker '85, author of

It's Great To Be a Liberal, is the host of the T.]. Walker

Show, a nationally syndicated talk show carried on the

Independent Broadcasters Network. Based in Clear-

water, Fla., he lectures frequently on politics and

events.

John Heacock '86, who graduated from law

school in May, is clerking for the Sixth U.S. Court

of Appeals in Louisville, Ky. He is working on a novel

and a screenplay "in the desperate hope I won't actu-

ally have to become a lawyer," he writes.

Suzannah W. Herring '86 is a Peace Corps busi-

ness volunteer in Warsaw, Poland. She has accepted a

two-year assignment as a business adviser to the NSZZ
Solidarity trade union, Region Mazowsze, in Warsaw.

Kathryn E. Moore '86 is a clinical psychologist

in Tampa, specializing in child and pediatric psychol-

ogy at a large private practice. She earned her Ph.D.

at the University of Nebraska in 1992. She and her

husband, Randy, live in Tampa.

David H. Rich '86, M.B.A. '90 is senior market-

ing manager for Walt Disney's Buena Vista Home
Video Co. He and his wife, Noelle, live in Beverly

Hills, Calif.

Hannah Stewart-Gambino Ph.D. '86 has

been promoted to associate professor and granted

tenure at Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Pa. The
author of a book on the changing role of the Catholic

Church in Chile, she has also co-edited two books.

She and her husband, Jack, and their two daughters

live in Bethlehem.

is associate director for

community relations at Georgetown University Med-
ical Center in Washington, D.C. He completed a

summer internship in Georgetown's external affairs

department and earned his master's in health services

administration from GWU. He will be the medical

center's primary liaison with business and community
organizations in the District of Columbia, northern

Virginia, and suburban Maryland.

Annabel Co Sheron '87, an editor with the For-

eign Broadcast Information Service, was promoted

and her tour of duty extended at the American

Embassy in Bangkok, Thailand. She and her hus-

band, Daniel, and their new son will return to

the United States in September.

Ronald S. Weber '87, who completed his oph-

thalmology residency at the University of California,

San Diego, has entered private practice in Daytona

Beach, Fla.

Janet Nolting Carter '88 is a Patterson Scholar

attending McCormick Theological Seminary in

Chicago, 111., where she is a second-year student pur-

suing an M.Div. degree and ordination in the Presby-

terian Church (PCUSA). Last year, she was editor of

McCormick's newspaper, The Herald. She and her

husband, Kent, live in Chicago.

Lee Anne Elliott '88 is the executive director

ofThe Voluntary Protection Programs Participants'

Association, a not-for-profit association recognizing

individuals or worksites for worker safety and health.

She was the special assistant to the assistant Secretary

of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-

tration. She lives in Arlington, Va.

David S. Lorry '88, who earned his J.D. with

honors from the George Washington University

Law Center in 1992, is an associate in the Philadel-

phia office of Dechert, Price & Rhoads. He and his

wife, Liz, live in Philadelphia.

Michael Milstein '88 was awarded the 1994

Ray Bruner Science Writing Award for "outstanding

achievement in health/science/medical news report-

ing by a journalist with less than two years' experi-

ence covering these issues." Covering the state of

Wyoming for Montana's Billings Gazette, he won the

award for a piece revealing the commercialization of

hot springs microbes from Yellowstone National Park.

He lives in Cody, Wyo.

Joseph F. Paschall '88, a Marine captain,

completed a six-month deployment to the Western

Pacific and Indian oceans with 2nd Battalion, 5th

Marines. He served three months off the coast of

Somalia and helped in the evacuation of U.S. citizens

from Rwanda and Burundi.

Ali R. Towfighi '88 is an assistant product man-

ager at Wellington Management Co. He and his wife,

Alison, live in Boston.

who earned her ms

in architecture from the University of Virginia i

May 1994, works for The Portico Group, Architects

and Landscape Architects, in Seattle, Wash.

Peter C. Cook '89 is a reporter and substitute

anchor for WSLS-TV, the NBC affiliate in Roanoke,

Va. His wife, Melissa Royds Cook '89, is an
account executive at V Magazine, Virginia's largest

arts and entertainment magazine. The couple lives

in Roanoke, Va.

Brenk Johnson '89 is an associate with the

Dallas office of the law firm Elser, Moskowitz, Edel-

man 6k Dicker, where he specializes in insurance

defense, commercial litigation, and oil and gas.

He lives in Dallas.

Brad Rosenthal B.S.E. '89 writes that he has

been traveling around the world since last fall. He
now lives in Gaithersburg, Md.

MARRIAGES: John Mahan '82 to Leslie Lartch

on Oct. 15. Residence: Great Falls, Mont.. . .Anne
Dudley '83, M.B.A. '84 to Richard A. Huemme
on Oct. 19, 1991 . Residence: Alpharetta, Ga.. .

.

Marsha Fullard '83 to Ivory Daryl Carr on Sept.

3. Residence: East Point, Ga....Douglas M.
Horner '84 to Cynthia Pfeiffer '85 in June

1994. Residence: Arlington, Va. ...Kathryn E.

Moore '86 to Randy K. Otto on Sept. 4. Residence:

Tampa, Fla...Marianne Santangelo Conklin
'87 to Joseph J. Conklin on June 1 1 . Residence: New
York City. . .Janet Nolting '88 to Kent Carter on
May 29, 1994. Residence: Chicago...David S.
Lorry '88 to Elizabeth Weissman on Aug. 27.

Residence: Philadelphia. . .Emily Watson '88 to

Steven Ross Ragan on Oct. 1 . Residence: Crestwood,

Ky... James Michael Hasik '89 to Stacey
Lynn Rudnick '89 on June 19. Residence: Arling-

ton, Va. Melissa M. Royds 89 to Peter C.
Cook '89 on Sept. 17. Residence: Roanoke,

Va. . . .Susan L. Valente '89 to Eric J. Marandett

on Sept.17. Residence: Boston.

BIRTHS: First son to William R. Russell '80 and

Mary Jo Russell on Sept. 24- Named Davis Stewart. .

.

First child and daughter to Deborah S. Burkart
'82 and Joseph L. Arena '84 on March 5.

Named Rachel Rose Idea. . .First child and son to

Stuart E. Jones '82 and Barbara Jones on Sept.

8, 1993. Named Thaddeus Dery. . .Second child and

son to Krista Atkins Reynolds '82 and David
L. Reynolds '79 on Aug. 15. Named James Cut-

ler. . .Second child and first daughter to Anne Dud-
ley Huemme '83, M.B.A. '84 and Richard A.

Huemme on Sept. 7, 1993. Named Grace Elizabeth...

Second son to Kathy Jo Gibbel Wenger
B.S.N. '83 and James A. Wenget on March 16, 1994.

Named Jonathon Chase. . .First child and daughter

to Joseph L. Arena '84 and Deborah S.

Burkart '82 on March 5. Named Rachel Rose

Idea... Daughter to Cindy Rice Bolden 4

and Tim Bolden on Oct. 4. Named Layne Ashton. .

.

Son to Raymond Allen Jones III '84 and Ellen

Jones on Sept. 15. Named Raymond Allen IV. .

.

Second child and first daughter to James Thomas
Brant '85 and Wendy Fawn Brant on Oct. 15.

Named Shelby Fawn. . .Second child and first daugh-

ter to William CD. Burr 85 and Bettina
Sidey Burr '86 on March 9, 1994. Named Wendy
Anne. . .Second child and daughter to Nancy
Meister Henschel '85 and Andrew Henschel on

Aug. 12. Named Jamie Alison... First child and son to

Cymantha Diaz Liakos '85 and William
George Liakos Jr. '85 on July 28. Named
William George III. . .First child and son to Barry
Schneirov B.S.E. '85 and Amy Goldin Schneirov

on Oct. 27. Named Joshua Louis. . .First child and

daughter to Jennifer Alexander Delp '86

and Tony Delp on Oct. 10, 1993. Named Christine

Alexander. . .First child and daughter to John N.
DiStasi '86, M.B.A. '90 and Kathryn
DiStasi '90 on Oct. 12. Named Victoria Joan.
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First child and daughter to Marybeth Levin
Lapham '86 and Steven P. Lapham MBA.
'86 on Feb. 2. Named Kelly Lynn. . .Second child and

first son to Scott A. Commarn J.D. '87 and

Heather Whirlow Commarn A.M. '88 on

Sept.27. Named Kevin John... First child and daugh-

ter to Beth Margel Dahle '87 and David R.

Dahle '87 on July 12. Named Rebecca Katharine...

Second child and first daughter to Catherine
Sherry Mariakakis '87 and Johnny Mariakakis

on Aug. 14. Named Ariane Sophia. . .First child and

son to Annabel Co Sheron '87 and Daniel J.

Sheron on Sept. 21. Named Mathewson Alexander.

90s
D. Atwill Ph.D. '90 is the author of The

American Space Program as Postmodern Narrative, pub-

lished by the University of Georgia Press. He is an

assistant professor at UNC-Wilmington.

Derrick F. Coleman '90, who earned his J.D.

and M.B.A. at the University of Southern California,

has joined the law firm Haight, Brown, and Bone-

steel. He lives in Santa Monica.

Kristen Tosh Cowan '90 is an associate with

the Washington law firm Brustein and Manasevit.

Her husband, James Hill Cowan '92, is a second-

year medical student. They live in Washington, D.C.

Terry A. Seelinger M.H.A. '90 is an administra-

tor of family medicine programs at Duke Medical

Center. He lives in Durham, N.C

L. Kendall Palmer Jr. '91, who earned his mas-

ter's in humanities at the University of Richmond in

August, is a teacher at the American International

School in Warsaw, Poland. He and his wife, Karen,

live in Richmond, Va.

Sally Roberts Redding '91 is a producer for the

NBC News Channel, based in Charlotte, N.C, where

she produces the evening regional news feeds.

James Hill Cowan '92 is a second-year student

at Georgetown University Medical School. His wife,

Kristen Tosh Cowan '90, is an associate with a

Washington law firm. They live in Washington, D.C.

Heil W. Lerner A.M. '92 is a visiting instructor of

music at Centre College in Danville, Ky. He taught in

the Kentucky Governor's Scholars Program from

1992 to 1994. He lives in Lexington, Ky.

H. Shapiro '92 is pursuing her master's

in bioarchaeology and geoarchaeology at University

College in London, where she received the UCL
Open Scholarship. She was an archaeologist at

Mount Vernon and at St. Mary's City, Md.

Peter S. Tavernise A.M. '92 is coordinator of

development at Duke's School of Engineering. He
lives in Durham.

George D. Brickhouse '93, a Navy ensign, has

completed the Navy's diesel engineering officer of the

watch course in Newport, R.I. His home port is Nor-

folk, Va.

V. Harbach '93, a Navy ensign, has com-

pleted the military justice legal officer course in New-
port, R.I. His home port is Norfolk, Va.

Matthew Lovern '93 has been awarded a Cun-
ningham Fellowship by Virginia Tech for outstanding

credentials and potential as a doctoral degree can li-

date. His field is behavioral ecology. He lives in Lex-

ington, Va.

Lisa Oberoi Singh B.S.E. '93 is pursuing her

master's and Ph.D. in computer science at Northwest-

ern University in Evanston, III. Her research involves

building an information center for the university's

materials sciences department.

Cooper Ph.D. '94 is an assistant

professor of music at Illinois Wesleyan University. He
has earned two Fulbright Fellowships and has studied

at Universitat Regensburg and Johann-Wolfgang-

Goethe-Universitat in Germany. He lives in Bloom-

ington, III.

Douglas M. Jarrard '94, a Navy ensign, has

graduated from Officer Candidate School at Naval

Aviation Schools Command, Naval Air Station,

Pensacola, Fla.

MarcellO MollO '94 teaches English at the pri-

mary school in Paquera, Puntarenas, in Costa Rica as

a volunteer with WorldTeach, a private nonprofit

GIANT RESPONSIBILITIES

organization based at Harvard University. He lives in

Staten Island, N.Y.

Lauren Smith Mullaney '94 is director of cul-

tural programs at the Institute for International Sports

for the 1995 Rhode Island Scholar-Athlete Games at

the University of Rhode Island. She plans and admin-

isters five cultural activities: band, art, writing/poetry,

choir, and theater. She lives in West Hartford, Conn.

Timothy J. Roller '94 is director of sports for the

1995 Rhode Island Scholar-Athlete Games, sponsored

by the Institute for International Sport. He was an

intern in promotions/operations and a sports coordina-

tor for the State Games of North Carolina, organized

by N.C. Amateur Sports. He lives in Narragunett, R.I.

MARRIAGES: Kristen Tosh Cowan '90

1

B
etween starring

as quarterback

for three seasons

and wading through
brutal reading loads as

a history major, Dave
Brown '92 thought his

experience at Duke
had taught him some-
thing about having his

hands full. But that

was before he was
named the starting

quarterback of the

New York Giants

at the opening of the

1994 National Football

League season.

"People

don't realize

that this is a

full-time

job," says

Brown, as

he describes

a daily regi-

men that

includes

hours of

meetings,

practice,

and weight-

lifting. "Plus, we don't

get weekends off."

Selected by the

Giants in the first

round of the 1992 sup-

plemental draft, Brown
spent two years study-

ing his position under
the tutelage of Giants

great Phil Simms. But
when New York
released the aging

Simms before its 1994
campaign, Brown
found himself compet-

ing for and winning the

starting job. Yet his

pre-season success did

not prepare him com-
pletely for the shock
of professional play.

"Compared to col-

lege, the overall

strength and speed

of the players is awe-

some," he says. "It's

«'

NFL today: quarterback Brown, a <

in hleui York

amazing
how much
quicker

everything

is out on
the field."

In his

first NFL start, Brown
delighted the Giants'

home crowd, which
included fourteen of

his relatives, by leading

his team to a 28-23

victory over the Ari-

zona Cardinals. After

the game, Brown told

reporters, "I think I

aged thirty years."

That quip would
prove prophetic as a

roller-coaster season

forced him to become
a team leader more
quickly than he'd

expected. After a 3-0

start, the Giants lost

their next seven games,

plummeting to the bot-

tom of their division.

At one point Brown
was benched briefly,

but he won back his

position in time to help

rally the Giants to six

consecutive wins.

Finishing with a 9-7

record, his team just

missed claiming a spot

in the playoffs.

"When you lose

seven in a row, you
find out who your
friends are," he says.

"But I matured a lot

because of the ups

and downs we had this

year. I think I experi-

enced more in one
year than a lot ofguys

do in several."

Part of his learning

process included

adjusting to the

New York spotlight.

"There's a lot more
recognition than when
you're in college," he
says. "You're expected

to do more, to talk

more with the media.

There's also substantial

involvement with char-

ity appearances."

Brown points to his

years at Duke as cru-

cial to his success in

managing his hectic

lifestyle. "The disci-

pline I developed as

a student is important.

It helps me memorize
plays and it prepared

me for the regimented

routine of the season.

If I had come from a

different school, I

might not have those

advantages."

While Brown speaks

highly of his time spent

off the field at Duke,
Blue Devil fans may
well remember his

exploits on it. As a

sophomore during the

1989 season, he played

in eight games, starting

in the final three when
the Blue Devils

clinched a share of the

ACC crown and a

berth in the All-Ameri-

can Bowl. That year,

Brown finished second

in the nation in pass

efficiency and threw

for a school record 479
yards as Duke crushed

North Carolina in the

season finale.

With the departure

of head coach Steve

Spurrier after the '89

season, the team's for-

tunes reversed dramati-

cally over his next two
years. However, as he
embarks upon a fourth

NFL campaign, Brown
still remembers those

times fondly. "What I

miss about college ball

is the intense rivalries

and the camaraderie

with the team. There
was no better feeling

than coming into a

conference game and
seeing all those fans

out there screaming in

the stands."

-^Stephen Martin '95

May-june 1995



James Hill Cowan '92 on Aug. 20. Residence:

Washington, DC...Deborah Schlosberg '90

to Charles H. Rich III on Nov. 19. Residence: Lake-

wood, Colo... Elizabeth Dinsmore Sheibel
'92 to Andrew McRae Albright on Oct. 29 in Duke

Chapel. Residence: Durham...James Ronald
Knudsen J.D. '94 to Katherine Ann Balsam on

Sept. 3. Residence: Boston.

BIRTHS: First child and son to Allen Parker '91

and Rhonda Riggins Parker '91 on March 13,

1994. Named Benjamin Thomas... First child and

daughter to Andrew Richard Preiss '91 and

Alison C. Greene on March 12. Named Rosalia May.

DEATHS
*22ofHuntersville,N.C,

on July 25, 1994. She had been a high school teacher.

She is survived by her husband, Dwight, and a grand-

daughter, Jo Elisabeth Cross Aldred '81.

Ethel Robinson Grose '22 of Huntersville,

N.C., on Oct. 21, 1993. She had retired after teaching

at East Mecklenburg and North Mecklenburg high

schools. She is survived by a son, two daughters, seven

grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.

Julia Wyche Cherry '24 of Stockton, N.J., on

July 20, 1994. She was a teacher. She is survived by a

Cherry Lee '52; a son,

William H. Cherry Jr. BSE. '57; four grand-

children; and five great-grandchildren.

Wortham C. Lyon '25 of Durham, on Aug. 20,

1994. He was associated with W.C. Lyon Hardware

and Paint Co. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth
Card Lyon '27, a son, a daughter, two brothers,

four grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren.

Lewis W. Garnett '27 of Miami, Fla., on June 7,

1994. He is survived by his wife, Eleanor.

Glenn Wyatt '27 of Danville, Va., on
April 9, 1994, of leukemia. She taught elementary

school in Pender County, N.C., and later worked as

a registered nurse in Danville, Va. She is survived by

a stepson, a stepdaughter, and a sister.

Lucy P. Burt '28 of Louisburg, N.C, on Sept. 28,

1994- She was former director of the Franklin County

Department of Social Services. She was on the board

of trustees of Louisburg College, which she attended

before going to Duke. She is survived by a nephew.

Jane Avera Pearson '28 of Apex, N.C,
on Aug. 24, 1994. She was the oldest member of the

Apex United Methodist Church. She is survived by

two sons, two sisters, two brothers, seven grandchil-

dren, and three great-grandchildren.

Thomas A. Hathcock '29 on May 28, 1994. He
is survived by his wife, Sue.

Maynard Magnum Hudgins '29 of Rutherford,

N.C, on June 14, 1994.

Elizabeth Fussell Cranford '30 of Rich-

mond, Va., on May 14, 1994. She was a retired school

teacher. She is survived by her husband, Ernest, a son,

a daughter, three stepsons, a stepdaughter, and 1

7

grandchildren.

Anne Radford Daughtry '31 of Durham, on
April, 26, 1994. She is survived by her husband, R.E.,

two daughters, a son, a sister, seven grandchildren,

and a great-grandchild.

C. Lawrence '31 of Sanford, N.C, on
Sept. 30, 1994. He is survived by his wife, Sarah, two

daughters, and three grandchildren.

Carl E. Stevens '31 of Asheville, N.C, on Sept.

13, 1994- He was the owner of Stevens Heating and

Plumbing Co. He is survived by his wife, Reba, two

daughters, two sons, a sister, and eight grandchildren.

Jarrett E. Williams '32, M.D. '34, of Abilene,

Texas, on June 4, 1994. After serving his internship

and residency in clinical pathology at Duke Hospital,

he joined the University of Texas at Galveston Med-
ical Branch as associate professor of clinical pathology

and associate dean and superintendent of university

hospitals. He moved on to Abilene to establish one of

the first clinical pathology laboratories in that region.

He was a past president of the Texas Society of

Pathologists, the Texas Association of Blood Banks,

CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury water-

front house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, for vaca-

tion rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool, and

spectacular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach for great

swimming and snorkeling. John Krampf '69, 812 W.
Sedgwick St., Philadelphia, PA 19119. (215) 438-

4430 (home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term rental.

Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D, 901 Greenwood Rd, Chapel

Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 929-3194.

SIX LONDON RATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea

Bridge/Battersea Park area. Flat #16 for two or three

persons includes lovely lounge, double bedroom,

single bedroom, bathroom, kitchen/dining area,

$650 per week for two persons. Flat #18 for 4-5 per-

sons includes two twin bedrooms and a single bed-

room with bathroom, kitchen/family room, $850

for four persons. Both flats fully equipped, with

daily butler and maid service.

Two double-bedded flats in Covent Garden,

the heart of the theater district. Incredible location

immediate to all London sights. $785 per week for

two persons.

Two flats at the marina at St. Katharine Dock,

Tower of London. One accommodates 4-5 persons in

a wonderful flat of two bedrooms, bathroom/shower,

kitchen/dining area for $850 per week. The second is

for 2-3 persons in a twin-bedded flat with bedroom,

kitchen, living room/dining area. Wonderful views

over the marina and immediate to the Tower of Lon-

don. $650 per week for two persons or $750 per week
May through September. Both Tower of London flats

are immediate to the Tower Hill tube stop and on the

marina.

Nine Cotswold stone cottages in the heart of

Gloucestershire from $650 per week.

Theater tickets and week land packages that

include apartment, tours, and theater tickets for Lon-

don, Gloucestershire, and Edinburgh are also avail-

able. For brochures and references, contact Thomas
Moore, P.O. Box 12086, Ogden, UT 84412; (801)

393-9120, Fax: (801) 393-3024.

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and

breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural

acres, 20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA Today,

Food & Wine, Mid-Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd., 27712.

(919) 477-8430; outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

ANGUILLA, BWI: Three-bedroom, three-bathroom

villa overlooking Shoal Bay and island harbor. Great

beaches, snorkeling, restautants nearby. $180-

$300/day. Molly Guyer Goodnow (603) 352-7568.

St. Johns Villa: Private, luxurious three-bedroom,

three-bath villa with pool and magnificent 180-

degree sea view. Call (800) 338-8883 (business) or

(301) 983-9151 (home).

NEW ZEALAND: Primordial rain forests, fascinating

native ecology, awesome scenery, unlimited adven-

ture. Go where others don't, see what others won't in

an intimate, small group setting. Summer dates avail-

able. Black Sheep Touring Company. (800) 206-8322.

FRANCE: Loire Valley. Lovely stone cottages and

chateaux. $545/week. Tel/Fax: 01 1-33 54325944

KEY WEST: Historic Preservation Award-winning

homes in Old Town Compound. Weekly/nightly

rentals. (800) 797-8787, (305) 296-9292.

PARIS-RIVE GAUCHE: Beautiful, fully furnished

and equipped apartment in heart of Paris. He St.

Louis, Notre Dame, Latin Quartet at your doorstep.

(617) 862-3304 (owner).

PARIS, MONTMARTRE, SACRECOEUR:
Luxurious apartment in heart of romantic Montmartre.

Fabulous views of Parisian skyline, Sacre Coeur, and

famous rooftops. (617) 862-8468.

RAMEY TENNIS SCHOOLS &. RIDING STABLES
offers tennis camps and equestrian programs for youth

and adults. Family lodging—B&.B. Free brochure.

5931 Hwy.#56,Owensboro, KY 42301. (502) 771-

5590; fax (502) 771-4723.

FOR RENT

FIGURE EIGHT ISLAND, near historic Wilmington,

NC. Beautiful views sound/ocean. Four bedrooms

(two masters), three baths. Sleeps 8-10. $1,850/

week. (910) 686-1144.

WR1GHTSVILLE BEACH, NC: 4/2 soundfront,

boatslip.$l,450/week. (910) 256-8359, (910)686-1144.

Beautifully restored 1800s log cabin. Three fireplaces,

heart-pine floors. Also dishwasher, washer, micro-

wave, electric heat. Hike the surrounding farm.

Sperryville, VA (703) 364-1 167.

LEONTINE ISLAND, on beautiful Lake George, NY.
Private island, three-bedroom house, converted ice-

house/kitchen, and boat. $2,000/week. Also, refur-

bished five-bedroom, three-and-a-half bath farmhouse

with lake view. $800/week. Call Griff (20.1 ) 731-4848.

HILTON HEAD: Palmetto Dunes Plantation. Beau-

tiful two-bedtoom, three-bath villa. Two-minute walk

to beach, golf, tennis. Call for details: (910) 282-9470.

EDISTO ISLAND, SC (featured in New York Times

and Washington Post): fantastic front beach house

sleeping 13. Great fall/spring rates. Near Charleston.

(202) 338-3877 for information, pictures.
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and the Taylor County chapter of the American Can-

cer Society. In 1971, he received the Gold Headed

Cane Award. He is survived hy his wife, Ella, a

brother, a daughter, and two grandchildren.

Elizabeth Weathers Bradshaw '33 ofChar-

lotte, N.C., on April 6, 1994. A homemaker, she was

a member of Sacred Heart Catholic Church and the

Catholic Daughters. She is survived by her husband,

Richard, a daughter, and a granddaughter.

Leo Fuller '34 of Mount Holly, N.C, on June

21, 1994- Founder of Mount Holly Furniture Co., he

worked on antique cars, clocks, organs, and furniture.

He was a past president of the Mount Holly Lions

Club and former chairman of the Mount Holly

School System. He is survived by his wife, Julia,

two sons, a daughter, and eight grandchildren.

Edwin Gibson '35 of Washington, DC,
on Sept. 17, 1994. He is survived by his wife, Kathryn,

four sons, and ten grandchildren.

'35 of East

Stroudsburg, Pa., on April 16, 1994. A Phi Beta

Kappa graduate, she was a member of the American

Association of University Women. She taught adult

education classes, was active in the Lafayette Little

Theater at Lafayette College, and was a member of

the board of the Allentown Art Museum. She is sur-

vived by two sons, a daughter, six grandchildren, and

two great-grandchildren.

N. Nielsen '35 of Pinehurst, N.C, on
May 7, 1994, of pneumonia. He is survived by his

wife, Evelyn, two sons, a daughtet, a sister, six grand-

children, and three great-grandchildren.

R. Edward Storms B.S.C.E. '35 of Morristown,

Term., on July 27, 1994.

'35 of Greensboro,

N.C, on Aug. 27, 1992. He was retired from Ely

Walker. He was a Mason and a member of the Oasis

Temple. He was appointed as a charter commissionet

of Ocean Isle Beach by Gov. Luther Hodges. He is

survived by his wife, Leenette, a son, and a daughter.

Katherine Whitmyre Johnson '36 of Sedona,

Ariz., on June 9, 1993, of cancer. She is survived by

her daughter and two grandchildren.

Earl Vivon Pullias Ph.D. '36 of Los Angeles,

Calif., on Aug. 20, 1994- He is survived by a son.

Esther Garmon Elmore '37 of Charlotte, N.C,
on Sept. 22, 1994. She was director of the weekday

kindergarten at Hawthorne Lane United Methodist

Church for 17 years. She also taught English and

social studies at Cochrane Junior High School before

retiring in 1976. She is survived by a son, a daughter,

and four grandchildren.

Lafe Palmer Fox '37 of Lyndhurst, Ohio, on
June 2, 1994. He joined the Pipe Machinery Co. in

1943 and became president ofPMC Industries Inc. in

1969. He was a past president of the Cleveland chap-

ter of the National Association of Cost Accountants

and a past president of the Cleveland chapter of the

Financial Executives Institute. He is survived by his

wife, Rita, a son, a daughter, and five grandchildren.

M. Eugene Street Jr. M.D. '37 of Glendon,
N.C, on May 12, 1994. He is survived by his wife,

Jeanne.

Thomas Everette Childs '38 of Eupora, Miss.,

on Sept. 27, 1993.

Frank John Liana '38 of Dextet, Mich., on
March 6, 1994. He served in the Navy during World
War II. He was owner and proprietor of an appliance

business. He is survived by his sister, two nephews,

and two nieces.

Stuart Orton '38 of Butlington, Vt., on June 23,

1994. Aftet serving in the Navy as a medical officer

during World War II, he practiced family medicine in

Rahway, N.J., for 35 years. In 1963, he founded the

Fairfax Historical Society. He is survived by his wife,

Joanna, a daughter, two granddaughters, and a sister.

Maud Cook Peeples R.N. '38 of Thomasville,

Ga., in May 1993.

Carleton R. Ayers '39 of Vista, Calif., on July

16, 1994. He is survived by his wife, Peg.

William L. Bryan B.S.M.E. '39 of Shaker

Heights, Ohio, on July 8, 1994. He retired in 1985 as

: professor of mechanical engineering at Case

CHINCOTEAGUE ISLAND, VA: WILDCAT
COVE. Spacious new home next to bay in pines.

Superb design, splendid views. Windsurfing, birding.

Near national seashore. Four bedrooms, five baths.

Lower spring, fall rates. (800) 346-2559.

MISCELLANEOUS

DATE SOMEONE IN YOUR OWN LEAGUE. A
civilized, affordable way for grads and faculty of the

Ivies, Seven Sisters, Duke, Stanford, MIT, Amherst,

and Williams to meet alums and academics. THE
RIGHT STUFF. (800) 988-5288.

SPECIAL EVENT DESICN AND MANAGEMENT

LET ARRANGEMENTS
PLAN YOUR DURHAM EVENT

We're here! We have the resources, expertise, and

good taste to design and produce celebrations, class

reunions, private parties, tours, and conferences in

the Triangle. Eleven years' experience. Karen Hav-

ighurst and Ruth Wade Ross (Duke '68), 9 Heath
Place, Durham, NC 27705. (919) 489-5346.

Washington, DC, consulting and publishing firm

seeks researchers and analysts to produce and present

major strategy studies. Firm serves permanent mem-
bership of 1,800 of world's largest corporations, finan-

cial services institutions, universities, and hospitals.

Strongly prefer excellent academic record from pre-

eminent academic institutions; sense of self-posses-

sion, presentation skills advantages as well. Compen-
sation matches or exceeds levels at major consulting

firms and investment banks. EOE. Please send resume

and cover letter to Lori Pretzet , 600 New Hampshire

Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20037.

PRIVATE, PERSONAL, PROVEN
INVESTMENT COUNSELING

with

Wat-lick Capital Management
(201)292-2855

fax (201) 292-1122

Pat Warlick '45, over 45 years' experience in money
management, former chief investment officer and

partner with a large New York mutual fund company,

is accepting a limited number of clients seeking

financial advice and money management
for long-term growth.

Fot a free brochure describing

his investment style, credentials, fees, and a

15-year performance record, call today or write

WCM, 10 Park Place, Morristown, NJ 07960.

FOR SALE

TREYBURN COUNTRY CLUB. Charming new
home overlooking the 18th fairway features three

bedrooms, two baths, 18-foot ceilings in living and

dining rooms and a huge deck with ship rail. 2,1 1

1

heated square feet. Contact Duke Management
Company at (919) 286-6605 for more details

GO DUKE! BEAT STRESS! '69 grad Mort Orman,
M.D., has produced a superb book and audiotape pro-

gram on stress. For free information, write: ALUMNI
DISCOUNT OFFER, 2936 E. Baltimore Street, Balti-

more, MD 21224.

QUALITY U.S. & FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Hags & Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

MONTANA PROPERTIES, ranches, recreational

homes, hunting, fishing, skiing, hiking. Craig and

Tami Siphers, Properties West, (800) 981-LAND.

Complete set 12 Duke plates, 1937 Wedgwood blue

on white, superb condition. $1,800 plus shipping.

(509) 624-1616.

THE CHANTICLEER has a limited number of 1992-

93 and 1993-94 yearbooks available for purchase.$60

for one or $100 for the pair, shipping included. Mail

checks to Trie Chanticleer, 101-3 Bryan Center, Duke
University, Durham, NC 27708.

DUKE WEDGWOOD PLATES: "Mint" original,

limited edition, signed and numbered, blue and white,

$3,500. Louis Steeg, 14225 Dickens St., Sherman

Oaks, CA 91423. (818) 789-3367.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 55,000 POTENTIAL buyers,

renters, travelers, consumers, through Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first 10

words, $ 1 for each additional word. Multiple inser-

tions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment) are

$100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE, etc.)

in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID.

Send check or money order (payable to Duke Maga-

zine) to: Classifieds, Duke Magazine, 614 Chapel

Drive, Box 90570, Durham, NC 27708-0570.

We also accept VISA, MASTERCARD,
DISCOVER, and American Express. No phone

orders, except FAX orders with credit card numbers

and expiration date: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (Septembet-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.
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Western Reserve University, where he had taught

for 38 years. He was a life member and fellow of the

American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air

Conditioning. He is survived by his wife, Sally.

Jeanne M. Cotton '39 of Media, Pa., on March

11, 1994, of cancer. She is survived by her son,

Robert B. Cotton Jr. B.S.E.E. '68.

Roxie Geraldine Gaulding '39 of Memphis,

Term., on March 12, 1994- She is survived by a sister.

Robert C. Lincicome M.D. '39 of Vienna,

W.Va., on April 6, 1994. After interning from 1939

to 1942 at Duke Hospital, he joined the hospital staff

unit that served in the 65 th General Hospital in

World War II. He then practiced internal medicine

and anesthesiology in Parkersburg, W.Va., from 1946

to 1981. At Camden Clark Memorial Hospital in

Parkersburg, he was chief of anesthesiology. He was

president of the Parkersburg Academy of Medicine.

He is survived by his wife, Margaret, six children, 13

grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.

Woodward F. Russell '39 of Durham, on Oct.

3, 1994. He was self-employed in the real estate busi-

ness. He is survived by his brother, sister, and several

nieces and nephews.

Virginia Frye Butts Sturm A.M. '40 on Dec.

27, 1993. During World War II, she taught English in

high schools in Ann Arundel County, Md., and Jef-

ferson County, W.Va. After the war, she taught fresh-

man English at West Virginia University. She is sur-

vived by a nephew, a grandnephew, a grandniece, and

several cousins.

Richard Edwards Davis M.F. '41 of Stone

Mountain, Ga., on May 9, 1994. He is survived by his

wife, Catherine.

Fike III '41 of Hattiesburg, Miss.,

on Aug. 4, 1994, of cancer. During World War II, he

served in the U.S. Navy as a lieutenant commander.

In 1957, he joined the University of Southern Missis-

sippi as associate professor of history. From 1961 to

1976, he was professor of history and dean of the

College of Liberal Arts. After bolstering the univer-

sity's reputation and guiding its expansion, he became
university archivist and director of the William David

McCain Library and Archives before retiring in 1986.

He was a member of the Sons of the American Revo-

lution and Men of Achievement/Leaders in Educa-

tion, and appeared in Who's Who in America and

the International Who's Who in Education. He was a

founding member of the Ciceronian Society. He is

survived by his son, Claude Edwin Fike IV; his twin

brother, Edward L. Fike '41; two sisters; and a

granddaughter.

! C. Hendrix B.D. '41 of Bloomington, 111.,

on March 14, 1994. He is survived by his wife, Ellen.

Vemon A. Olson B.S.E.E. '41 of Glenside, Pa.,

on July 26, 1994- He is survived by his wife, Margaret.

Haynes Brown J.D. '42 of Erwin, Term.,

on March 29, 1994, of emphysema. He served for

many years as Sessions Court Judge for Unicoi

County and operated a retail establishment. He
chaired the Unicoi County Board of Education and

served on the Unicoi County Industrial Commission.

He is survived by his wife, Beryl; three daughters,

including Martha Carol Brown Stromberg
'70 and Alexandra Russell Brown '77; three

sisters; and five grandchildren.

John W. Kennedy '42, A.M. '47, of Greensboro,

N.C., on Aug. 3, 1994. After a career at the Univer-

sity of North Carolina at Greensboro as professor,

dean of the graduate school, and head of the depart-

ment of economics and business administration, he

was named vice chancellor for graduate studies in

1971. During his tenure at UNC-G, he oversaw

important growth in both enrollment and degree

programs in the graduate school. He had taught ear-

lier at Aubum University and at the University of

Horida. He was the author or co-author of three

books on economic theory and education. He is

survived by his wife, Melva, a son, two daughters, a

brother, and three granchildren.

Doris E. Godard Kloss A.M. '42 of Sacramento,

Calif., on Sept. 6, 1993.

H. Walker '42 of Raleigh, on May 15, 1994.

Pulsifer '43 of Hillsdale,

Ohio, on May 4, 1994. She was a member of the Farm

Bureau Motivator Group in Hillsdale. She is survived

by her husband, Verne, a daughter, two sons, a

brother, and four grandchildren.

J. Paul Edwards '44, B.D. '47, ofGoldsboro,

N.C., on Aug. 29, 1994. He was a retired minister

of the N.C. United Methodist Conference and had

served churches in Durham, Roseboro, and Carrboro.

He is survived by his wife, Gerry, a son, and a daughter.

'44 of Corona Del

'45 of San Diego,

Calif., on July 3, 1994.

George Wilburn Wood '45 ofClaremont, Calif.,

in January 1993. He is survived by his wife, Irene.

Dwight Warren Dirks '46 of Berthoud,

Colo., on Feb. 5, 1994, of cancer. He was a United

Methodist minister who led congregations in

Wyoming. He had also been chaplain for the state

house and senate in Cheyenne. He also held a com-

mercial pilot's license. He is survived by his wife,

Charlotte, a son, two daughters, one brother, two

sisters, and five grandchildren.

Esther LeVan Gait '46 of Glenmoore, Pa.,

on June 29, 1994. She was a committee woman for

the Republican Party and a member of the Chester

County Republican Women's Club. She is survived

by her husband, Howard T. Gait '43; a daughter;

a son; a sister; and nine grandchildren.

C. Perry Holder B.S.E.E. '46 of Dallas, Texas,

on Aug. 3, 1994, of cancer. He was president of Texas

Aluminum Co. and in international sales with

Howmet Aluminum Co. He is survived by his wife,

Dorothy.

Lucy T. Hurt '46 of Fishers, Ind., on Oct. 1, 1994.

She was the owner and president of Lucy T. Hurt's

ETC Temporary Services and Brown Efficiency in

Indianapolis. She is survived by two daughters, her

mother, a brother, and three grandchildren.

Jack Warren Moore B.D. '46, Ph.D. '58 of

Rocky Mount, N.C, on July 28, 1994. He was a pro-

fessor emeritus of philosophy and religion and the

former academic dean and vice president at N.C.

Wesleyan College. He was an ordained minister in

the Church of the Nazarene before becoming a mem-
ber of the N.C. United Methodist Conference. He is

survived by his wife, Nina Ray, three daughters, a son,

a sister, and six grandchildren.

Edward T. Smith '46 of Goldsboro, N.C, on
Sept. 9, 1994. He was a retired salesman with Execu-

tone and a member of St. Paul United Methodist

Church, where he sang in the choir for 50 years. He
was also a member of the Golden "K" Kiwanis. He is

survived by his wife, Rebecca, a son, a daughter, a

sister, and four grandchildren.

Jacqueline Quinn DeMott B.S.M.E. 47 of

Fairfax, Va., on July 29, 1992. She is survived by her

husband, Robert W. DeMott B.S.M.E. '47; two

daughters; two sons; and seven grandchildren.

Theo Eskew B.S.M.E. '47 of Pasadena,

Calif., on June 10, 1994. After serving from 1955 to

1967 as an executive in Southern Pacific Pipelines,

Turkish Coast & Greek Isles

June 14-26

Arrangements by Intrav

Alaska Cruise/Ryndam

June 27-July 9

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

North Cape & Majestic Fjords

July 4-17

Arrangements by Royal Cruise Line

Faces of Europe:

Rhine, Main and Danube Rivers

July 5-21

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

Salmon & Snake River Rafting

July 14-21

Arrangements by Oars

Rhone Passage

August 2-14

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

August 5-14

Arrangements by Gohagen and Company

Queen Elizabeth & Concorde

September 29-October 6

Arrangements by Academic Arrangement!

Abroad

Classic Orient

September 26-October 1

1

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays
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Mediterranean Romance:

Lisbon to Venice

October 8-21

Arrangements by Royal Cruise Line

Indian Ocean Cruise & African Safari

October 8-24

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

WPH
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Swiss Alumni College

August 16-24

Neuchatel, Switzerland

Join us for breath-taking alpine scenery

,

facsinating European history, and stimulat-

ing intellectual discovery in this travel/study

program examining Swiss life and culture.

Your faculty leader will be writer, philoso-

pher, and Duke professor emeritus of

economics Thomas Naylor. Accommoda-

tions are in the five-star Le Beaufort Hotel,

which offers lovely views of the Alps and

Lake Neuchatel. Excursions will be taken

to various sites, including Berne, Geneva,

the Jura Mountains , and the renowned

vineyards in the Neuchatel countryside.

The Longing for Community
October 20-22

Woodstock Inn, Vermont

In our cities there is a widespread feeling of

detachment and disconnectedness—a long-

ing for what is often called community.

Come join us to explore the idea of com-

munity, and to experience for yourself the

Vermont way of life. Faculty leaders will

be Will Willimon, dean of the Chapel;

Thomas Naylor, professor emeritus of eco-

nomics; and Magdalena Naylor, psychiatrist.

The Oxford Experience

June 11-25

The University of Oxford, England

What is the Oxford Experience? It's

an opportunity to immerse yourself in

centuries-old traditions of learning and

community, to study in small groups with

renowned Oxford faculty , to explore the

English countryside and visit historical

landmarks, to be students once again.

On Campus

Duke Directions

September 15 and October 27

West Campus
Rediscover the true "Duke experience" —
the classroom experience! Return to Duke

for a day of stimulating classes designed for

alumni and taught by top Duke faculty.

Semester Study for Alumni

Fall or Spring, Durham
Here is the opportunity to return to Duke

and take those courses you always longed

to take. As a Duke alumnus or alumna,

you are part of a select group of people

given the privilege to audit regular courses

at Duke for a nominal fee.

--4

Duke Great Teachers Video Series

Now you can sit down with great teachers

and go exploring again—into other times,

other places , other minds . We asked five

remarkable Duke professors to take up topics

close to their hearts and present them to you.

Each program includes six full lectures, a

specially selected book, and a course guide.

For more information

Duke Travel: Barbara Delapp Booth '54

All other programs:

Deborah Weiss Fowlkes '78

614 Chapel Drive, Box 90573, Durham, NC
27708-0573, (919) 684-51 14 or 800 FOR-DUKE

Information
Request Form

For detailed brochures on the programs

listed below, please return this form,

appropriately marked, to :

Duke Educational Adventures,

Box 90573, 614 Chapel Drive,

Durham, NC 27708-0573

Turkish Coast & Greek Uses

Alaska Cruise/Ryndam

North Cape & Majestic Fjords

Faces of Europe

Salmon & Snake River Rafting

Rhone Passage

Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

Queen Elizabeth & Concorde

Classic Orient

Mediterranean Romance

Indian Ocean & African Safari

The Longing for Community

The Oxford Experience

Swiss Alumni College

On

Duke Directions

Semester Study for Alumni

Duke Great Teachers Video Series
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Inc., he was promoted successively to vice president

in 1967, executive vice president, then president in

1982. After merging Southern Pacific with Santa Fe

Pipelines, he retired in 1985. He was active in the

Association of Oil Pipelines, the American Petroleum

Institute, and Western Pipeliners Club. He is survived

by a son, a sister, and two granddaughters.

Charles N. Foshee '47, Ph.D. '58, of Marietta,

Ohio, on July 8, 1994. He was an educator.

Robert C. Sorrell '47 of Sparta, Tenn., on April

15, 1994, of cancer. He is survived by his wife, Thelma.

Leonard S. Silk Ph.D. '47, LL.D. '78 of Monclair,

N.J., on Feb. 11, of liver cancer. An editorial writer

and economics columnist for The New York Times and

the author of 15 books, he began his journalism career

at an Atlantic City newspaper while in high school.

He graduated in 1 940 from the University of Wiscon-

sin and served in World War II as an Army radio

operator in Alaska. After the war, he worked as a

reporter, filing stories from Europe to the Christian

Science Monitor. He had taught economics at the Uni-

versity of Maine and Simmons College and worked

briefly for the Truman administration as a housing

economist. In 1951, he received a Fulbright research

fellowship to Norway. He began at Business Week in

1954 as an editorial page writer and later chaired its

editorial board. He joined The Times in 1970, where

he wrote most of its editorials on economics, before

retiring in 1992. He is survived by his wife, Bernice,

two sons, and five grandchildren.

George L. Breithaupt LL.B. '48 of Mount Ver-

non, Ohio, on June 15,1 994- After retiring from his

law practice in 1991, he continued to serve on the

board of trustees at the People's Bank in Gambier,

Ohio. He is survived by four sons.

Jane Bullock Kearns '48 of Durham, on
Sept. 14, 1994. During the 1950s, she was a copy-

writer and announcer for WTIK and WSSB radio

stations. She was also a frequent substitute teacher in

the Durham city school system. She is survived by a

daughter and a son.

Edith E. Byers B.S.N.Ed. '49 of Shelby, N.C, on
May 3 1,1994.

A. Dickson '49 of Valdosta, Ga., on July

13, 1994, of cancer. A retired physician, he was also a

World War II Army veteran. He is survived by his

wife, Virginia, two sons, two daughters, a sister, a

brother, and two grandchildren.

Robert E. Fakkema '50 of Salt Lake City, Utah,

on May 10, 1992. He is survived by a daughter.

Thomas C. Harris B.S.M.E. '50 of Greenville,

S.C., on Aug. 20, 1994. Before retiring in 1988, he

was a mechanical engineer and salesman with Allan

T. Shepherd Co. He was an Army Air Corps veteran

ofWorld War II. He is survived by his wife, Mary, two

daughters, a sister, and three grandchildren.

Harold E. Roy '50 of Selma, Ore., on June 7, 1994.

William W. Bates Jr. Ph.D. '51 of Liberty Hill,

S.C., on April 12, 1994. A 1941 graduate ofThe
Citadel, he was a major in the Army Chemical War-
fare Service and the Army Air Corps Glider Com-
mand, and was awarded the Purple Heart. After earn-

ing his Ph.D. in chemistry, he was director of research

and a member of the board of directors of Liggett and

Myers Tobacco Co. He was a member of the Ameri-

can Chemical Society and a life member of the Amer-
ican Association for the Advancement of Science.

He is survived by a son, four daughters, and nine

grandchildren.

Charlotte Wade Fisher '52 of Canton, Ohio,

on April 27, 1994, of lung cancer.

Bob Allen Franks J.D. '52 of Washington, Pa.,

on June 3, 1994. He practiced law before the Supreme

Court of Pennsylvania and in Washington until retir-

ing in 1992. In 1963, he was elected prothonotary of

Washington County, and was re-elected six more

times. He was a deacon, elder, and trustee of First

Christian Church of Washington, and was a member
of American Legion Post 945 of Harrisburg. He is

survived by his wife, Estella, a daughter, two grand-

sons, and a brother.

Betty D. Grossnickle '52 of Greenville, N.C,
on May 24, 1 994, of cancer. She was an original part-

ner in Kitchen Cupboard, Inc., retiring in 1991. She

had earned the designation of Certified Food Profes-

sional from the International Association ofCooking

Professionals. She was also a part-time lecturer in

industrial psychology at East Carolina University.

She is survived by her husband, William F.

Grossnickle '51; a daughter, Carol
Grossnickle '81; a son, Mark Grossnickle
'84, M.D. '88; a brother; a sister; and a grandchild.

Heiss

E. Ruff M.Ed. '53 of Harrisonburg, Va,

John W. Brown Jr. '57 ofRocky Mount, N.C,
on Aug. 17, 1994. He was a supervisor for Carolina

Telephone. He is survived by his wife, Mary, a son,

two daughters, a stepmother, and five grandchildren.

Gloria Anne Talbot Shorter A.M. 57 of

Winston-Salem, N.C, on Oct. 10, 1990, of cancer.

She is survived by her husband, Robert N.
Shorter A.M. '58, Ph.D. '65.

Elkin Ph.D. '58 of Mountain View, Calif.

ved by a son.

Robert Newman Rudd'58ofFayetteville,

N.C, on Aug. 28, 1994. After earning a Silver Star

in the Korean War, he came to Duke, where he was

president of Kappa Sigma fraternity. He worked in

vocational rehabilitation in Chapel Hill, then

became the executive director of the health education

commission of Western North Carolina in Asheville.

He is survived by his wife, Janice Bishop Rudd
'57; two daughters, including Robin Rudd Smith
'86; and a grandson.

Chester D. Trivette Ph.D. '58 of Statesville,

N.C, on April 6, 1994, of cancer. He was a research

chemist and computer programmer at the Monsanto
Co. He is survived by his wife, Laura A. Trivette
R.N. '54; and three children.

Vartan N. Vartanian M.D. '61 of Durham, on
Sept. 14, 1994. He worked as a thoracic surgeon in a

sanatorium at Azouniye, Lebanon, until he immi-

grated to the United States in 1957. He was a profes-

sor emeritus of anesthesiology at Duke. He is survived

by his wife, Nadine, two nieces, and a nephew.

M. Garrenton '62 of Bethel, N.C, on
Aug. 8, 1994. She taught in the Virginia Community
College system and then at Edgecombe Community
College. She is survived by her mother and three sisters.

H. Alexander M.D. '64 of

Gainesville, Fla.

Katherine Kittelle Walker '64 of Washing-

ton, D.C, on July 25, 1994- She is survived by her

husband, James, her parents, and two daughters.

Deborah Dowkin Wells B.S.N. 65 of Novato,

Calif, on Aug. 24, 1994. She was an assistant admin-

istrator at Adam's House, where she wrote grants and

provided hospice care for AIDS patients.

Robert B. Roe Jr. M.S. '66, Ph.D. '67, of

Greenville, S.C, on Aug. 1, 1994. He had retired

from Fluor Daniel, where he was the technical direc-

tor for the automation, electrical, and instrumenta-

tion groups. As the former director of biomedical

research for ESB Inc., he was responsible for the

development of the first lithium titanium pacemaker.

He is survived by his mother, two daughters, a son,

and two sisters.

Robert E. Matheson '67 of Durham, on Sept. 5,

1994, of Hodgkin's disease and kidney failure. He was

a middle linebacker for four years at Duke, spent four

seasons with the Cleveland Browns, and many success-

ful seasons with the Miami Dolphins on Super Bowl

championship teams. He made history with the 1972

Miami Dolphins, a team that went undefeated through-

out the season. In honor of Matheson's jersey number,

the Dolphins defense adopted the name "53 Defense."

He worked for his last two years as a fund-raising officer

with the Duke Comprehensive Cancer Center. He is

survived by his wife, Pam, and three children.

'68 of Madison, Tenn., in

Charles David White B.S.M.E. '68 of Nashville,

Tenn., on April 24, 1994.

Joan O'Conor Corboy B.S.N. '74 of San Mateo,

Calif., on May 20, 1994, of breast cancer. She was a

neurological intensive care nurse at the University of

California, San Francisco Hospital. She is survived by

her parents and three brothers.

King Ming Young '74 ofUnion City, Calif.

Kim R. Tibbetts M.D. '79 of San Rafael, Calif.,

on June 20, 1994.

Paul Alan Lancaster '84 of Greensboro,

N.C, on Aug. 3, 1994. He was a psychiatric nurse at

Durham Regional Hospital and Duke Hospital. He is

survived by his partner, Robbie, his parents, three

brothers, and his grandmother.

John Joseph Harper III BSE. '89 of Lexing-

ton Park, Md., on March 22, 1994, in an automobile

accident. He is survived by his parents.

Annette C. Guidry M.B.A. '91 of Loveland,

Ohio, on Aug. 11, 1994, of complications from

Hodgkin's disease. She is survived by her husband,

John Richard Guidry J.D. '91; and a daughter.

William Joseph Maschke '94 of Woodbury,

N.J., in August 1994, in an automobile accident. He
had accepted an administrative position at Southern

Methodist University. He is survived by his parents.

Trustee emeritus Pitts

William R. Pitts '29, one of the first neurosurgeons

in North Carolina, a Duke trustee emeritus, and a

past president of Duke's alumni association, died

February 21 in Charlotte. He was 85.

Pitts was the founder of Charlotte Neurosurgical

Associates and former chief of surgery at Charlotte

Memorial Hospital, now known as Carolinas Medical

Center. When he retired in 1979, he was the oldest

practicing neurosurgeon in the Southeast.

After graduating from Harvard Medical School in

1933, he became the second neurosurgeon to practice

in North Carolina. During World War II, he was a

major in Europe with the 38th Evacuation Hospital,

organized in Charlotte. He was awarded a Bronze Star

for his accomplishments in Italy during the invasion.

He was a past president of Harvard's medical school

alumni association and was a member of the Harvard

Alumni Council. He was a life trustee of the Char-

lotte Country Day School and a member of Davidson

College's board of visitors.

For Duke, he was one of the founders and the first

president of the Washington Duke Club, a member
of the Iron Dukes, president of the Duke University

Alumni Association in 1939, and a member of the

Duke Medical Center's board of visitors. He served

on the university's board of trustees from 1968 until

1979, when he was named trustee emeritus.

He is survived by two sons, including Rodney C.

Pitts '68; two brothers, including Noah O. Pitts
'45; and four grandchildren, including William R.

Pitts III '97. Memorial contributions may be made

to the Dr. and Mrs. William R. Pitts Scholarship Fund

at Duke.
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Please limit letters to no more than 250 words.

Duke Magazine reserves the right to edit let-
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PROBLEM-PLAGUED
EVOLUTION

Editors:

I was disappointed with "Unearthing

Ostensible Ancestors" by Dennis Meredith

[November-December 1994]- Like so many
similar treatments today, it assumes that

biological evolution is scientifically estab-

lished truth. My husband has done exten-

sive research into the "science" of evolu-

tion and has shown that the theory of

evolution is not only far from proven, but

plagued with unresolved problems. These

problems include:

• Time: Even the greatest age that has

been proposed for the earth (5 billion

years) does not appear to be long enough

to accommodate evolution. Calculations

in the field of genetics have indicated that

mutations, if they can act as mechanisms

for evolution at all, would require much
more time to do so than has been available.

• Natural selection: In that it attempts to

compare mindless, purposeless processes in

nature to the intelligent, purposeful breed-

ing of domesticated plants and animals by

human beings, natural selection breaks

down as an analogy. The intelligent, pur-

poseful breeding of domesticated plants and

animals by human beings has only indicated

that there are limits to biological change.

• Mutations: So far, we have only seen

speculation—not evidence—supporting the

concept that random, biological mistakes

can be responsible for evolution. Perhaps

because the idea violates the second law of

thermodynamics, it is even counter-intu-

itive to imagine accidental mutations induc-

ing the first, single-celled organisms to pro-

liferate up a successive path of perpetual

development into higher and higher levels

of complexity. The fact that most mutations

are harmful to organisms (every favorable

mutation is offset by between ten-thousand

and one-million harmful ones) adds to the

difficulty of accepting such a scenario.

• The fossil record: Now considered to

be so extensive as to be "complete," the

fossil record only reveals suddenly appear-

ing and unchanging species. Darwin's pos-

tulation that there should be transitional

links between species in the fossil record

remains unsupported.

Given all this, it appears to me that

your article is nothing short of misleading.

Statements like "the full implications from

our derivation by random evolution in a

mere 5 to 7 million years from an animal

much like a chimpanzee have yet to be

incorporated into the fundamental beliefs

or institutions of any society" are unques-

tionably irresponsible. As your own article

points out, biological evolution has philo-

sophical and theological implications.

(Indeed, it affects our entire world view

—

and more.) If the theory of evolution is

untrue, then its implications are un-

founded, and articles like yours are leading

readers gravely astray.

Tracy Traynham Marsha

Dallas, Texas
,J.D. '92

FASHION
BASHING
Editors:

As one suffering the misfortunes of this

year's basketball team, I write to highlight

an unmistakable omen to this most trying

of all seasons. The redesign of the Duke
basketball jersey from an elegant and simple

statement of athletic excellence and tradi-

tion into something exhibiting ludicrously

poor taste has undeniably angered the bas-

ketball gods.

Whereas before Duke's teams played

with a confidence that their talent and

tutelage ordained, today's team seems as

inconsistent and uncertain as the silly shirts

they now wear. Why our athletics depart-

ment deemed it necessary to incorporate

such a preposterous design, I can only spec-

ulate. But Alexander Julian it is not.

That is not to say a subtle change here

and there is never a good thing. I've actu-

ally admired the occasional embellish-

ments made to our players' uniforms over

the years. Yet, even as these changes were

made, our campus design mavens wisely

saw fit to leave the jerseys intact, except-

ing only an understated modification in

the striping and a shift to the V-neck's

undeniably sleeker design.

Wisely, that is, until this year. Now our

jerseys look like something out of Andre
Agassi's practice bag. Is there no value to

maintaining the mystique that is Duke
basketball?

When Coach K returns next season, I

for one yearn to see a team again imbued

with inner strength, as well as one that

looks as proud as it plays.

Michael Alan Dailey 73
Atlanta, Georgia

FANS OF
FOWLIE

Editors:

As one of the world's most faithful Wal-

lace Fowlie fans, I thoroughly enjoyed your

article on him ["From Paris Poets to Rebel

Rockers"]. Thank you for recognizing this

great man, who for a great many of us was

the single most significant influence on
our academic lives.

John M. Dunaway Ph.D. '72

Macon, Georgia

Editors:

On page 14 of the January-February

1995 issue, writer Stephen Martin has

Wallace Fowlie contradict himself. On
page 16: "I try never to judge; it's one

thing I don't want to do in all my life, in

every contact with other people." On page

14: "I think my books are scholarly, but

they are not really based on research as

much as my own interpretation, although I

would read everything written on the sub-

ject before I did anything."

In the latter quote, Fowlie declares that

he has gathered facts and used an analytical

process to draw conclusions. In so doing,

Fowlie has made decisions and thus a judg-

ment that will determine his behavior(s).

Man's ability to use this analytical/eval-

uative process before making judgments

sets humans apart from all other species in

the animal kingdom. Educators, whether

as professionals or as parents, are derelict

in their responsibility when they in any

way imply that members of the human race

are not to be judgmental. Likewise, they

have failed in their duty when they fail to
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emphasize, with all ardor, the responsibil-

ity of being fully informed before making
decisions/judgments.

May Fowlie and all others who strive to

be like him have every success as they

attempt to develop "intellectual, spiritual

persons." Like "the father who has to judge,"

they too, however, shall have to judge. The
reader of Martin's article (using the analyti-

cal process) concludes that Fowlie's judg-

ments are wise and non-prejudiced.

Ruth B. Jones '45

Huntington, West Virginia

MAPLESS

Editors:

The articles on new buildings on the

Duke campus in the January-February

1995 issue prompts me to ask if it would be

possible in a future issue to have a double-

page spread showing a map of the univer-

sity—indicating the West Campus, the

East Campus, the North Campus, and the

Central Campus. The map could show
existing buildings, buildings contracted to

be built, and proposed future buildings.

I graduated in 1936, and when you speak

of North Campus and Central Campus, I

do not know where these are located. I

need a new orientation. Perhaps other

early alumni would be interested in this

information.

Herbert S. Nusbaum '36

Los Angeles, California

The Alumni Affairs office will be glad to mail

a campus map to anyone requesting it. Call

(800) FOR-DUKE or, better yet, come to

your class reunion for a full tour.

UPLIFTED

Editors:

What a relief to read in the January-

February issue articles that are uplifting

and edifying. I enjoy reading about people

who "consider others better than them-

selves. ..and look not only to their own
interests, but also to the interests of others."

(Philippian 2:3,4) It is a refreshing change

from people screaming about their rights

and Christianity bashing. Glad to see some
attempt to be unbiased.

I thought I remembered my education

at Trinity College was about things that

were "true, noble, right, pure, lovely,

admirable, excellent, or praiseworthy." I

agree with the letter from Christine White
Jorgensen and with Professor Fowlie that

"Blue Devils" is really not a good or appro-

priate name. After all, why not be named

after the winning side?

Just a thought about [the Institute for

Health and Social Justice's first Fellow] Sally

Zierler's comment that the liberation theol-

ogy Paul Farmer bases his work on is not

Christ-based or theistic. How can theology

not be theistic? And if we have been given

this "greatest gift of love," who gave it?

Again, thank you for an issue that was a

nice break from self-centered movements
and screams of rights. After all, is the cam-

pus not shaped in a cross and the chapel

the icon for the school? Or perhaps a huge,

plastic, blue head of the devil should be

placed where the chapel now stands, with

roller coaster rides inside?

Grace C. Ju '80

Wenham, Pennsylvania

DISGRACEFUL

Editors:

I received President Keohane's letter of

December 1994 regarding the university's

"strategic plan" in which she says she hopes

I "see. ..the Duke. .[I] know and cherish." I

am sorry to report that I do not. The rea-

son is Duke's disgraceful attempt to equate

holy matrimony with consensual sodomy.

On January 7, 1995, The Herald-Sun

reported that Duke has decided to provide

health care and other benefits to homo-
sexual "couples" as an extension of its

nondiscrimination policy. The article

quotes President Keohane as saying, "Our
[previous] failure to provide these benefits

puts us at a disadvantage with other insti-

tutions with which we compete for out-

standing faculty and staff."

As I understand, Duke would otherwise

be unable to recruit all the homosexual

faculty and staff it wants. That attitude

does not remind me of the Duke I know
and cherish. Tolerance of different "life-

styles" on campus is one thing; active sup-

port for and recruitment of persons

engaged in such unnatural unions is quite

another. Duke's new policy crosses the

line. It is a ludicrous embarrassment to

Duke and Duke graduates and alienates

the university from the moral compass

used by most Americans.

I urge President Keohane to repair the

damage she has caused to Duke's reputa-

tion. Stop this ill-considered pandering to

the homosexual lobby and return Duke's

administrative policies to a traditional moral

basis. Until then, I will not contribute one

dime to any Duke fund. I will urge my fel-

low alumni to do the same.

Mark K. Seifert 78
Arlington, Virginia
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FINDING

Beneath the Midwestern
plains lies one of the

most violent places in the

world. Above, deer may
graze peacefully and

wild geese may fly.

Below, needle-sized

beams of subatomic

particles stream at near-light-speed

through the hard vacuum of a sub-

terranean tunnel. The particles ride

waves of intense radio energy, im-

prisoned by powerful magnets that

force them to smash head-on against

one another with trillion-volt ener-

gies, creating infinitesimal fireballs

that erupt shards of exotic high-

energy matter. These shards pene-

trate tons of metal and electrically

twang thousands of taut detector

wires to transmit telltale clues to

their identity.

Constantly watching over these

tiny but stupendous collisions are

computers that pass careful digital

judgment on which scant few of the

cascades of erupting particles might reveal

the basic structure of previously unrevealed

forms of matter. And watching over the

computers are hundreds of relentless physi-

cists, who for decades have built and run the

gargantuan machines that create and ana-

lyze the torrent of particles surging from the

tiny fireballs.

The physicists at the Fermi National

Accelerator Laboratory in Illinois know
that, according to theory, these fireballs

mirror the inferno a few thousandths of a

second after the universe's birth—the Big

Bang. And their theories predict that con-

ditions during that instant created basic

particles of matter that have long since

disintegrated. Acting on faith that the

fireballs would yield these basic particles,

the Fermilab scientists have endured
decades of bleary-eyed nights sitting before

computer screens and days wielding solder-

ing irons and test equipment.

In February, with a triumph that will

QUARK HUNTERS
BY MONTE BASGALL

Duke physicists were

on the team that led

a multi-billion-dollar

expedition to the

earliest moments of

the universe—in search

of the top quark.

likely cap their careers, 438 scientists,

including eleven from Duke, announced a

major discovery. After years of searching

the masses of data streaming from their

collider, they had gleaned positive proof of

the existence of a Tyrannosaurus rex of a

fundamental particle called the top quark.

The Duke team was led by Alfred Goshaw,

a professor of physics whose search for

nature's bottom line has led him to spend

twenty-two years commuting between
Duke and Fermilab.

From the million Fermilab colli-

sions they recorded for detailed

analysis, Goshaw and his colleagues

reported finding six "golden events"

—

the most reliable—that showed proof

that top quarks existed for an instant

before disintegrating into telltale

fragments.

The top quark is, indeed, a Tyran-

nosaurus in several ways. First, it had

long ago gone extinct, unable to

exist once the universe cooled down
from its initial hellish temperatures.

Second, it is stupendous in size,

almost as big as a gold atom. And
finally, the top quark loomed large

and dangerous in the realm of theo-

retical physics. Had the top quark's

existence not been confirmed, the

basic theory of matter, called the

Standard Model, would have risked

rejection, leaving the world of physics

groping for a new framework.

Goshaw recalled with quiet wonder the

final meeting on February 17, when the

scientists decided they had enough data to

announce their discovery. Brilliant physi-

cists crowded into a Fermilab conference

room, some sitting on the floor. Other
team members from around the world

viewed the proceedings via two-way video.

For Goshaw, the moment when all

nodded in agreement was the sweet culmi-

nation of eighteen years of thinking and

theorizing, of tinkering with electrical

cables and electronic components, of star-

ing at instruments and computer screens,

and of regular commuting between Durham
and Illinois. After the historic agreement

that the data were sufficient to announce

the top quark, "we had a party," says

Goshaw, a tall, mild-mannered scientist

not prone to hyperbole. "It was really an

exuberant gathering," he says, recalling that
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die champagne flowed, a rare event in the

stolid world of experimental physics.

The Standard Model that they had now
almost completely confirmed is like the

picture on the box of a jigsaw puzzle.

Using complex mathematics, theoreticians

painted a pattern for how all the fun-

damental pieces of matter should fit

together. The monumental problem, how-

ever, was opening up the puzzle box and

finding all the pieces. A number of pieces

have been missing for billions of years.

Finding those has meant smashing to-

gether subatomic particles at immense

energies, and sorting through the wreck-

age that spews out.

The Standard
Model puzzle-picture

says neutrons and
protons, which scien-

tists used to think

were fundamental
particles, are in turn

made of puckishly-

named "quarks." (The

world can thank
Caltech's Nobel Prize-

winner Murray Gell-

Mann, who borrowed

the term from a line

in James Joyce's Fin-

negan's Wake: "Three

quarks for Muster
Mark.")

The picture of the

Standard Model fea-

tures six kinds of

quarks, two of which

make up neutrons

and protons. Unfortunately, four other

quarks existed only immediately after the

Big Bang some ten to twenty billion years

ago. These particles would have to be resur-

rected in high-energy colliders to add final

pieces to the puzzle.

Fermilab, near Batavia, Illinois, is the

world's most powerful particle accelerator.

Below a setting that is park-like in places,

opposing beams of protons and antiprotons

tear around the 4-3-mile underground oval

tunnel at energies of 1.8 trillion electron

volts. Antiprotons are examples of exotic

anti-matter. When they touch matter, the

two kinds annihilate one another in an

intense explosion that produces a shower

of subatomic particles.

Powerful superconducting electromagnets

focus and bend the opposing beams around

the subterranean "racetrack." The magnets

also direct the beams to collide at specific

points, called "collision halls," in the under-

ground ring. In those halls rest the massive

detectors that watch over the collisions.

Goshaw and his hundreds of colleagues

developed one of two major detectors,

called CDF, for "Collider Detector at Fer-

From the million

Fermilab collisions

recorded for detailed

analysis, Goshaw and

his colleagues found

six "golden events."

worlds collide: Goshaw traces the aftermath

milab." The 5,000-ton detector, thirty-five

feet high and eighty-five feet long, sits

behind a 1,200-ton door.

The CDF consists of a huge electromag-

net, an intricate network of wires, and lay-

ers of iron and lead. The magnet deflects

the speeding particles, the wires produce

signals when the particles zip past them,

and the metal absorbs the energy when
particles slam into them. By measuring all

these interactions, computers can identify

instant-by-instant the kind, the momen-
tums, and the energy levels of particles

spewing from the fireballs. The computers

seek in these data the specific "fingerprint"

of a top quark.

The CDF will never see a top quark di-

rectly, says Goshaw, because top quarks self-

destruct instantly. Each top quark decays

into a burst of high-energy fragments by the

time it has moved only a few tenths of the

width of a proton, a very small distance

indeed. So instead, the CDF detector can

only look for telltale breakdown fragments.

Fermilab and other particle accelerators

had already found the other three "an-

cient" quarks by 1977. That year, scientists

at Fermilab had announced discovery of

the "bottom" quark, the top quark's part-

ner in the Standard Model. The search for

the top then began in earnest. It was

"much more than just an aesthetic fit,"

Goshaw recalls. "The Standard Model
needs the top quark to keep the integrity

of the theory." Without a top quark, the

Standard Model would be undermined.

Since then, the Fermilab scientists

steadily upgraded their accelerator, at-

tempting to achieve the immense energies

necessary to create a top quark. The scien-

tists searched fruitlessly at 800 billion

volts of electron
energy; then at 900.

Not until the accel-

erator, now dubbed
the "Tevatron,"
achieved its massive

present energy of 1.8

trillion volts did the

first signs of the

top quark begin to

emerge. But that

early top quark evi-

dence was equivocal,

says Goshaw. Just last

year, the same group

had sifted through a

mountain of data and

decided the results,

while strong enough

to publish a research

paper, could not

J;
"firmly establish"

|jithe top's discov-

ery. But the Febru-

ary announcement was solid, aided by

another year of data-taking and technical

improvements that increased both the vol-

ume and quality of the evidence.

The CDF group was not alone in the

hunt. It competed with another group,

called "DZero," which operates its own
huge computerized detector in another

collision hall on the Tevatron beam. That

group reported its own discovery of the top

quark simultaneously with the CDF group.

A year ago, the DZero collaboration had

failed to find it.

Data are the lifeblood of both compet-

ing groups, and Fermilab's powerful com-

puters are a key to sorting through the

masses of information from the machine.

Without computers, the search for the top

quark wouldn't have succeeded, Goshaw
says. "With computers that existed fifteen

years ago, it would also have been impossi-

ble. It is really at the frontier of what is

available now."

But Goshaw also emphasizes that the

discovery depended heavily on the tireless

work of graduate students like Duke's Jay

Dittmann. A native Midwesterner, Ditt-
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mann is now in his third year of graduate

studies. He works full-time at Fermilab,

spending upwards of "forty-five to fifty hours

a week" staring at a glowing computer screen

in his dimly lit space. "Unfortunately, about

80 percent of what we do is tedious work,"

he says. "At the same time, that's what

kind of makes the results exciting." Of the

eleven Duke scientists who signed the

research paper announcing the top quark's

discovery, five were graduate students.

Another necessity is research funding

provided to universities by the federal gov-

ernment. Duke's high-energy physics pro-

gram receives about $1 million a year from

the U.S. Department of Energy. The twen-

ty-eight other universities and five other

laboratories in the CDF collaboration also

contributed their own research funding to

the top quark search. While Fermilab has an

annual budget of about $244 million, the

grants provided to universities are so essen-

tial that, "If the external grants go away, the

program goes away," says Goshaw.

The job of finding the quark was monu-
mental. Three trillion "fireball" collisions

provided the raw data for the top quark's

discovery, and the computers weeded out

all but about one million events—a three-

million-to-one reduction. The million that

survived were recorded on magnetic tape

and disks for further analysis. And al-

though scientists now believe they have

found the top quark, they continue taking

even more data. The Tevatron's current

"run" won't stop until the end of 1995.

There is still much to learn.

The Duke researchers helped with the

massive computer analysis of the data at

Fermilab's computing center, and worked

with computers that converted raw data

—

essentially long strings of numbers—into

graphic images that make more sense to

the human eye.

So huge is the project and so technically

intricate that "at the beginning, when
you're new here, it looks like organized

chaos," says Wolfgang Kowald, a Duke
senior research scientist from Switzerland

who works full-time at Fermilab. Despite the

apparent chaos, the data sifting and coor-

dinating work so well that "within minutes

after an event, I can have it on screen,"

says Daniel Cronin-Hennessy, a fourth-

year Duke graduate student in physics,

now working on his Ph.D. at Fermilab.

While computer pictures make it much
easier for quark hunters to spot top quark

candidates from the firestorm of other frag-

ments, Dittmann and Cronin-Hennessy can

also read the raw numbers. "Day or night,

weekends or whatever, people are totally

engrossed in what they are doing," says

Cronin-Hennessy, who, like Dittmann,
lives and breathes physics.

Their work is not just wrestling with

equations and operating computers. The
scientists also lay cable, solder wires, and do
whatever else necessary to construct and
maintain the detector. But the work re-

mains compelling. "From my early teens, I

knew what I was going to do," says Cronin-

Hennessy. "I never had a choice in the mat-

ter. If I were to stop and think of what else

I would like to be, nothing else comes up."

Even after decades of work, Goshaw says

he still feels the excitement of the scientific

hunt. "After working in this field for many

years, I find that the biggest thrill is just to

look at some data and realize that you're the

first person that has ever seen it. You're

learning about things in nature for the first

time. Maybe they are little things, or maybe
they will be very important things. But

you're putting together a beautiful and
remarkably consistent picture of how nature

works. That, in itself, is a miracle."

Bengali is a science writer for Duke News Service

and the Office of Research Communications.
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CREATING CONTEXTS
FOR CULTURAL
ARTIFACTS

S
urrounded by African sculp-

tures and photography gear,

Andrea Barnwell is wedged

into a basement work room
at the Duke University Mu-
seum of Art (DUMA). A
second-year doctoral stu-

dent in Duke's department

of art and art history, she is gaining ex-

perience in yet another aspect of the

production of a museum show—overseeing

photography for the exhibition's cata-

logue. This is Barnwell's first time out as a

curator and exhibition organizer; and
while she's not going it completely alone,

she is determined to see to it that every

detail is done just right.

With the support of the Duke-Semans

Fine Arts Foundation, and with the help of

her adviser, Richard J. Powell,

she has already learned what it

takes to research, fund, and pre-

sent a museum exhibition. Her
project focuses on women and

the broad range of roles they play

in West African societies, and

how the image of woman is used

to convey certain values and

philosophies in these societies.

Woman can, for instance,

represent not only fertility and

beauty, but also symbolize coop-

eration, generosity, stability, and

authority in the community. Wo-
man can be a metaphor for spiri-

tual power, because, in many of

these societies, women are con-

sidered intermediaries between
the visible and the invisible

worlds. "At first," says Barnwell,

"I was only interested in mother

and child images. But now I have

expanded that to include other

types of imagery."

Woman as Metaphor in African

Art is an ambitious project for a

student—but then, Barnwell is a

woman with a mission. "It's real-

ly about re-educating," she says.

LIVING OBJECTS
BY KATE DOBBS ARIAIL

Woman as Metaphor in

African Art is an

ambitious project for a

student—but then,

Andrea Barnwell is a

woman with a mission.

"I think there are some misconceptions

about Africa. Africa is sophisticated: Reli-

gion, politics, society's well-being—those

things are inseparable in many of the eth-

nic groups I'm looking at. Re-visioning

Africa is the first tangent. The second is

women's roles within these ethnic groups."

The exhibition's twenty-seven objects

are divided conceptually into three sec-

tions. "Emblems of Distinction" includes

jewelry, ceremonial spoons, and staffs,

some that would have been given as

tokens of status and power in the recipi-

ent's community. "Representations of

Spirituality" comprises ritual paraphernalia

and icons associated with women. "Agents

of Life" focuses on fertility and maternity.

Context for the objects is provided by

maps, wall labels, and large color pho-

tographs that show daily life and

ritual. For Barnwell, art history is

very vivid. She wants people to

see these works as she does, as

"living objects." Organizing exhi-

bitions—creating contexts for

cultural artifacts—is, she says, a

way for her to share her passion

for the objects with others.

When she came to Duke in

1993 from Spelman College with

a double major in art history and

English, Barnwell was unsure of

whether to pursue American or

African art history. As an under-

graduate, she had become in-

trigued with the relationship

between visual and written nar-

ratives, and was attracted by

Duke's interdisciplinary program.

The art department encourages

students to take courses in other

departments and offers a certifi-

cate in museology in conjunc-

tion with the museum.

§ When Barnwell became aware

| of DUMA's African art hold-

Is Interpreting icons: Barnwell with large

| Epa mask, representing stability , order,

ij and continuity
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Re-visioning Africa: twin Ibeji femv int/i couth- shell jacket, above, honors Yoruba

children whose lives never reached full fruition; clockwise, Ikem headcrest celebrates

lbibio women reaching puberty; maternal offering bowl, a Yoruba metaphor for

prosperity and fertility; full view ofEpa mask that completely encases wearer's head

during festival dances

ings, the direction of her studies was set,

she says, and the seed was sown
for her first exhibition. Jessie Petcoff, the

museum's registrar, describes DUMA as

a "resource for African art at all levels,

from good, museum-
quality pieces to pieces

that are good but not

necessarily displayable, to

study pieces and collec-

tor pieces bought without

much selectivity." The
museum acquired many
pieces from George Way
Harley '16, who spent

thirty-five years in

Liberia, and who in 1974

split his massive collec-

tion between Duke and

Harvard's Peabody Mu-
seum. Over the years,

other alumni have
strengthened the muse-
um's African holdings

with further donations.

"People are always surprised at what
DUMA has in its collection," says Powell,

associate professor and director of graduate

studies in the art and art history depart-

ment. "We've always had people affiliated

with the museum who were interested in

African art. We've purchased some things,

but they don't match what has been given."

When she learned that the Duke-

Semans Fine Arts Foundation spon-

sored student-curated exhibitions

of objects from the DUMA collec-

tions, Barnwell went to Powell with

the proposal to curate a

show. With the guidance

of Powell and Petcoff,

she selected and researched

objects that illustrated

her developing ideas about

women and female image-

ry in West African soci-

eties.

While images of women
have long been asso-

ciated with the idea of

fertility, Barnwell chose

objects that support a

more complex yet subtle

interpretation. The large Epa
mask, for instance, while

undoubtedly honoring fertility

and maternity, also indicates the impor-

tance placed on stability, order, and conti-

nuity, and the central role of woman in

providing them. This mask, from the Ekiti

region of Nigeria, may be related to a

Yoruba legend about a woman named
Moremi who saved her community from

the repeated raids of a neighboring tribe.

She had to sacrifice her son to save her

people: They all honored her sacrifice by

pledging to be her

children, surround-

ing her just as the

"child" figures sur-

round the regal

mother on the Epa
mask.

Once she had re-

searched the objects

to be exhibited, Barn-

well learned that the

academic work was
just the beginning.

There were arrange-

ments for host loca-

tions, contracts, and

transportation; fund

raising to be done,
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Student-curated exhibi-

tions at the Duke Univer-

sity Museum of Art

(DUMA) provide lessons in the

complex workings of the art

world. By researching and
writing material for exhibition

catalogues, arranging for loan

and installation of artwork, and
preparing an opening-night

lecture, fledgling curators dis-

cover that there's more to a

fine show than putting pictures

on a wall.

For art history major Sofia

Lacayo '95, organizing a show
on contemporary Nicaraguan
painting had an added educa-

tional dimension. During the

initial stage of the project,

Lacayo, a Nicaraguan native,

discovered that the most recent

book on Nicaraguan painting

was published in 1976. With
resources nearly twenty years

old or older, Lacayo had to

spend time finding and viewing

current artwork on her own.

Patria: Contemporary

Nicaraguan Painting, on dis-

play atDUMA this spring, fea-

tured nine artists whose work
reflects the political and social

instability of the troubled

region. "These painters revisit

Nicaragua through an artistic

dialogue that creates a world in

which they can function," says

Lacayo. "They redirect their

attention to aspects of their

Central American perspective

:

"Woman in Hammock" by

Omar D'Leon, one of the works

displayed in Patria: Contempo-
rary Nicaraguan Painting at the

Duke University Museum ofArt

memories wherein their imagi-

nations and artistic visions

become the means of simulta-

neous escape and connection."

Even though she had help

from DUMA director Michael
Mezzatesta and associate direc-

tor Dorie Reents-Budet,

Lacayo earned her stripes. "I

never imagined that curating

this exhibition would be this

much work or that I would
learn this much doing it. If I

hadn't done this project, I

wouldn't know what I now
know about contemporary
Nicaraguan and Latin Ameri-
can contemporary art, because
it is rare to find this subject

covered in the academic cur-

riculum."

publicity to be arranged, and printing

deadlines to meet; and security consid-

erations, lighting problems, and the

nagging fear that nobody would attend the

carefully crafted opening lecture.

Because the Duke-Semans Fine Arts

Foundation has been supporting student-

curated exhibitions for four years with a

mandate to tour exhibitions to North Car-

olina's small museums and galleries, some of

\j iscover a place beyond imagination,

with breathtaking views. A place of

unspoiled natural beauty, where you

can reach out and touch the clouds

and taste the clean mountain air. A
place high in the Blue Ridge

Mountains for those seeking a

lifestyle of class and distinction.

Whether you plan to retire, build a

second home or are looking for a 1

cottage for long weekend retreats with

family and friends, the Chattooga Club

offers an exciting variety of mountain

lifestyle options. Amenities include

world-class croquet, tennis, flyfishing,

swimming, hiking, picknicking, dining

in our four-star restaurant and more.

Experience the world of difference

between better and best, a world

apart — discover the world of

Chattooga. Inquire about our special

mountain retreat package, designed to

acquaint you with our beautiful

mountain community.

Call or write today, toll free: 1-800-436-3044

THE CHATTOOGA CLUB P.O. Box 1886 • Cashiers, NC 28717

Barnwell's logistics were easy. Her exhibi-

tion was eagerly accepted by the Hayti Her-

itage Center in Durham, where it opened
in April. It traveled to Charlotte's Afro-

American Cultural Center in June and to the

St. John's Museum of Art in Wilmington.

Next year, Wake Forest University's Mu-
seum of Anthropology will be the host site.

When she learned that the foundation's

funding wouldn't cover the kind of exhibi-

tion catalogue she wanted to produce, she

became a self-taught fund raiser. She
received contributions from the Duke pres-

ident's office, the art museum, the African

and Afro-American Studies Program, and

the Josiah Charles Trent Memorial Foun-

dation, as well as from an off-campus

donor, the North Carolina Mutual Insur-

ance Company. These donations allowed

her to publish her scholarly essay, well-

supplemented with photographs, and at no
charge to exhibition viewers.

Barnwell's project has an importance

beyond graduate work. Most small institu-

tions like the Hayti Heritage Center or the

St. John's Museum don't have the resources

to research and curate such an exhibition.

Making it available and affordable to com-
munities around the state is a sorely needed

form of educational outreach.

For Dianne Pledger, executive director of

the St. Joseph's Historical Foundation that

runs Durham's Hayti Heritage Center,

Barnwell's exhibition is manna. "To have

access to African artwork from DUMA and

to be able to use our gallery to present these

works to the community is wonderful," she

says. Pledger, whose organization also does a

great deal of community work with at-risk

youth, arranged with Barnwell to do presen-

tations for two groups that use the center

for their rites of passage programs for ado-

lescent African-American girls.

"The role of women in African and

African-American societies is important

for us to explore," Pledger says. Woman as

Metaphor, she says, may help girls to

understand their own importance and

increase their sense of self-worth.

In her catalogue, Barnwell notes that

"Many women of African descent do not

realize the potential of these 'secrets.'

'Secrets' involve a relationship to higher

realms, the ability to give life, and the

knowledge that is required for securing a

community's economic and social well-

being." Through her exhibition and by dis-

cussing the objects and the ideas they

embody with young women whose con-

nection to their African cultural heritage

is tenuous, Barnwell has taken her schol-

arly interests out of the academy and into

the context of contemporary life.

Ariail is a freelance writer living in Durham.
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hat's a rea-

sonable ca-

reer goal to

set for age

forty? Maybe
partner in

aw firm

Tenured pro-w
fessor? Head of a four-person household?

How about president of General Motors'

North American operations, a company
with 360,000 employees and revenues of

more than $83 billion? That's the position

then forty-year-old Richard Wagoner Jr.

75 assumed in 1994-

"It's like going to the Final Four your

first year as a college basketball coach,"

says Marian Moore, Fuqua School of Busi-

ness professor, who designs executive edu-

cation courses for Ford Motor Company.

"It's unheard of in a corporation the size of

GM, especially one as stodgy as GM."
The obvious question is, how did he do

it? "Well, I had an excellent education, of

which Duke was an important part," Wag-
oner replies earnestly. Watching that bal-

loon sink to the floor, he adds, "And it

helps to be part of a company that almost

went bankrupt."

The story of Rick Wagoner's rise to the

top of GM is as fascinating for who he is

not, as much as for who he is. By all ac-

counts, he is smart and hard-working. But

those who know him well say he is the

furthest thing from the gruff, self-inflated

image of a Fortune 500 CEO. "The moral

of this story is that nice guys can finish

first," says Charles H. "Dusty" McCreary

III 75, Wagoner's roommate at Duke and

still a close friend. "He's very much the

same guy he was at college."

Wagoner came to Duke in 1971 from a

modest upbringing in Richmond, Virginia.

His father was a middle manager for the

Eskimo Pie Company. His mother was a

homemaker. Wagoner quickly established

himself as a good student and, at six-foot-

five, managed to make the freshman bas-

ketball team. "Wags wasn't fast and he

couldn't jump," McCreary says. "But he

had a great shot, and he was very intense.

He managed to walk that line of playing

POWER
STEERING
RICHARD WAGONER

BY JOHN MANUEL

The youngest man
to rise to the top ofGM
is a far cry from the gruff,

self-inflated image of a

Fortune 500 CEO.

you real hard but not getting in fights."

In other areas, Wagoner showed hints of

the leader he was to become. "I remember

being at a meeting of officers of freshman

dormitories in 1971," McCreary says. "It was

apparent from how Rick comported himself

that he was a natural leader, not because he

sought it out or was louder than everyone

else, but because he just fit the part."

Wagoner pledged Delta Tau Delta fra-

ternity (now defunct), and was elected

president his senior year. McCreary recalls

that there was a particularly rambunctious

element in the fraternity that occasionally

threatened to get the Delts in trouble with

the Duke administration. "Rick managed
to keep these guys in line without quash-

ing their spirit," McCreary says. "He won
everybody's respect." He also met Kathleen

Kaylor 77, who would later become his wife.

Wagoner graduated summa cum laude

with a degree in economics. He was

accepted directly into Harvard Business

School—an uncommon practice for that

school. After graduating from Harvard in

1977, he was hired by GM to work in the

treasurer's office in New York.

"I was attracted to GM for several rea-

sons," Wagoner says. "It was, and is, a ter-

rific company. And in the mid-Seventies,

its performance in the market and the

financial arena was impressive. It was a

chance to play in the big ball game."

Over the next four years, Wagoner was

moved around to several positions, including

manager of Latin American financing, direc-

tor of Canadian and overseas borrowing, and

director of capital analysis and investment.

These represented horizontal more than

upward moves for Wagoner, and his ambi-

tions for the future were altogether modest.

"I remember sitting around with him
and some friends in 1980 talking about

what we wanted to accomplish by the time

we were forty," says William M. Suther-

land B.S.E. 76, another Duke friend who
lived nearby during Wag-
oner's years in New York.

"I was working as an in-

vestment banker at Salo-

mon Brothers and wanted

to make x-millions of dol-

lars. Rick said he wanted

to be a vice president of

General Motors, which
didn't seem particularly

ambitious to me. There are

hundreds of vice presidents

at GM."
Over the next decade, Wag

oner continued his globe-

trotting on behalf of GM. He
become treasurer of General

Motors do Brasil (GMB) N

in 1981, and executive director

of finance in 1984- Three years
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later, he was transferred to GM of Canada,

Ltd., as vice president and finance manag-

er. In 1989, he moved to Zurich, Switzer-

land, as vice president in charge of Gener-

al Motors Europe. Then in 1991, he

returned to Sao Paulo to serve as president

and managing director of GMB.
Before Wagoner took the helm of GMB,

the company had suffered years of lacklus-

ter performance. Wagoner and his local

management team turned that situation

around, recording three successive years of

rising sales and income. (GMB's financial

results are lumped in with the rest of GM's
international operations, so it is not possi-

ble to quantify the Brazilian division's con-

tribution. GM's international operations

as a whole showed profits of $1.5 billion in

1991 and 1992, and $1.2 billion in 1993.)

Wagoner identifies three key strategies

in GMB's turnaround. First, the company
was able to bring an unprecedented num-
ber of new car and truck models to the

Brazilian market by leveraging GM's Euro-

pean car platforms and U.S. truck plat-

forms (the basic chassis and drive-train

that can be used to construct a variety of

vehicles). Second, they greatly lowered

costs, principally through reductions in the

amount of time and materials used in man-
ufacturing, and through the implementa-

tion of a worldwide purchasing of parts.

Finally, GMB enhanced working relation-

ships with the dealers and focused on
improving customer satisfaction.

But while GM of Brazil was showing
record profits, GM's North American
operations—the heart and soul of the

global corporation—was a financial bas-

ketcase. In 1991, GM NAO registered a

catastrophic loss of $10.7 billion—one of

the greatest deficits ever recorded by an

American corporation. This was followed

by a $4.5-billion loss in 1992.

Frustrated with the company's down-
ward spiral, GM's board of directors pres-

sured CEO Robert Stempel to resign. A
week after announcing Stempel's resigna-

tion, the board gathered at the GM Build-

ing in New York for its regular monthly

meeting. But as authors Paul Ingrassia and

Joseph White describe it in their 1994

book Comeback: The Fall and Rise of the

In 1993, GM North
America achieved a

$362-million profit

—

an $1 1 -billion swing

in two years.

American Automobile Industry, this was no
ordinary meeting: "The directors elected

John Smale as GM's first nonexecutive

chairman since 1937.... acW Smith was

elected CEO in addition to president....

"The board also bypassed an entire gen-

eration of GM executives—men who had

climbed the corporate ladder for decades

and stood within a rung or two of the

top—to install just under Smith a trio of

Baby Boomers, whose average age was just

forty-four. The youngest was G. Richard

Wagoner, thirty-nine, the new executive

vice-president and chief financial officer.

The day before, Wagoner had been run-

ning GM of Brazil, a post for young execu-

tives starting to learn the ropes of running

an operating division. Now, he was one of

the five senior officers of the company."

With characteristic modesty, Wagoner
refuses to identify his personal contribu-

tion to the structural revolution that was

about to take place at GM. But several of

the strategies that he so successfully used

in Brazil were soon to be emulated by the

new management at North American.

One of the first steps Jack Smith took

was to create a strategy board to run the

North American car and truck business.

The board consisted of members of all the

various disciplines from engineering to

finance, the latter represented by Wag-
oner. "This was an effort to try and put a

team together to develop a common vision

of how to run the company," Wagoner
says. "It doesn't seem like rocket science,

but compared to how we used to run the

business with all these functional and divi-

sional silos, it was a big change and critical

to our success.

The new management also set about

"right-sizing" the workforce at GM NAO.
This involved laying off some 74,000

employees and closing a host of factories.

The management team also brought prod-

uct planning in line with the company's

resources.

"We were the worst in the business in

this regard," Wagoner said in a November
speech at the Fuqua School of Business.

"Our [automotive] divisions would come up

with ideas for new products they wanted.

They'd put some engineers on it and some
capital into it, then we'd run into capital

availability problems and have to cut back

on the products."

Another Smith mandate was to reduce

material costs through smarter purchasing

policies—policies already in place in GM's
Brazilian and European divisions. At the

time Smith was hired, GM maintained

twenty-seven worldwide purchasing opera-

tions, fostering a wild proliferation of

processes, parts, and products among the dif-

ferent divisions. Smith consolidated these

into one Worldwide Purchasing Group in

Detroit, and put Wagoner at the head of it.

"By purchasing in bulk, we were able

to win huge volume discounts," Wagoner
said. "We also changed who we bought

[components] from. We used to be the

biggest supplier to ourselves. Then we real-

ized we need to buy the best available

component at the best price. The cus-

tomer doesn't care where the air condi-

tioner comes from. He wants the best air

conditioner for the money."

Having "stopped the bleeding" in Phase

I, Smith and company set out to make fun-

damental changes in GM's way of doing

business. Attempts were made to improve

management's relationship with the auto

workers' union—something Wagoner ad-

mits continues to need improvement.

Another effort went toward establishing

common parts and common systems for

GM's dozens of models of cars and trucks.

For example, the number of basic car plat-

forms was reduced from twelve to five.

Fewer platforms means that GM can oper-

ate with fewer engineers, simpler, more
flexible factories, smaller inventories, and
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greater economies of scale.

Smith also sought to make the North

American operation as a whole the focus

of profits, not the separate divisions. The
competition among NAO's various divi-

sions for resources and rewards at GM
had proved disastrous. At one point, the

Chevrolet division earned more money
making Pontiac Firebirds and selling them

to Pontiac than it did selling Chevy
Camaros to its own dealers.

The result of Smith and company's new
policies was astounding. In 1993, GM
North America achieved a $362 million

profit—an $ 1 1 billion swing in two years.

Fortune magazine author Alex Taylor

wrote: "GM's turnaround violates the con-

ventional wisdom of a whole generation

of business people, academics, and (yes)

journalists. The quintessential Rust Belt

company—capital-intensive, heavily union-

ized, slow growing—has been rescued from

the trash heap of history."

Having led the turnaround of GM
NAO, Smith decided in June 1994 to

remain as CEO of General Motors, but to

relinquish control of GM NAO. For that

job, he promoted his trusted partner, Rick

Wagoner. "Rick Wagoner has all the 'right

stuff for this job," Smith said. "He's had

both North American and international

experience in a number of important areas,

including finance, planning, operations,

and most recently worldwide purchasing.

I'm confident he'll do a great job."

It's too early to render a definitive deci-

sion about Wagoner's performance as CEO
of GM North America. His pal, Dusty

McCreary, certainly has no lack of confi-

dence. "Buy all the GM stock you can,"

McCreary says. "If it can be done, Rick

will do it."

The financial press, meanwhile, has

begun to question the company's ability to

complete their turnaround. And Wagoner
himself concedes that the hardest gains may
be yet to come. "Jack Smith says we're 50

percent of the way there," Wagoner quipped

at Fuqua. "I tell him you did the easy half

and left the hard 50 percent to me."

GM's market share was up only slightly

in 1994, leading some analysts to down-
grade their stock recommendations. But

Wagoner is not concerned. "The issue

with Wall Street is timing," he said. "The
better you've done, the better they expect

you to do. I have no concerns that we've

peaked out. There's only about a million

things we can do to improve."

At the top of Wagoner's list of things to

do is improving the quality of GM's vehi-

cles. For the 1993 model year, Chevrolets,

which account for half of GM's sales, had
twice as many defects as Toyotas, the

industry's quality leader. Wagoner's goal is

to make GM's the best of all cars and

trucks sold in the U.S. by 1996.

Wagoner also believes GM can boost

productivity. On average, it takes GM
28.29 hours to produce a car. Ford's com-
pany-wide average is about twenty-four

hours. "It takes gutting it out in the

plants," Wagoner says, "but as much as

anything else, it's about car design. The
Chevy Cavalier assembly, for example,

now takes 30 percent less time than the

previous model did. We need to do that

with every new product."

GM plans to phase out a large portion of

its manufacturing operations, mostly in

stamping and components, and reorganize

them for greater efficiency. Like the rest of

the auto industry, GM is moving away

from traditional assembly lines into smaller

working units known as cells, where work-

ers get more opportunity to design their

own processes and thus improve output.

Expanding global markets is another

goal of Wagoner's. He sees huge growth

potential overseas, particularly in Latin

America and the Pacific. GM is uniquely

positioned in overseas markets. It is the

most successful car company in South

America. It has done very well in Europe.

But it is way underrepresented in Asia and

the Pacific rim. How does one compete in

these markets against domestic manufac-

turers? "You do it the same way you would

here," Wagoner says. "It comes down to

understanding customers, trying to involve

your employees in the business, and keep-

ing your costs in line."

Gone are the days when GM made such

blunders as introducing a car into Brazil

—

the Chevy Nova—whose name translated

into Portuguese means "won't run."

"We've been in some of these markets for

sixty years now," Wagoner says. "We've

learned the importance of understanding

different cultures."

Wagoner is excited about some of the

new technology that will be incorporated

into cars over the next decade. And he

believes GM has a particular advantage

over other car makers in this area by virtue

of its ownership of Hughes Electronics

Corporation and Electronic Data Systems

Corporation. "There will be improvements

to safety through the institution of such

things as side air bags, and better suspen-

sion and braking systems," he says. "Night

vision systems, similar to what is in use in

the military, will ultimately be applied to

consumer vehicles."

He also sees advances in the ability of

drivers to communicate with those outside

the vehicle. "With something called an

SOS system, you will be able to get an

instantaneous diagnosis of your car should

you have a breakdown," he says. "A com-

puter chip installed in the car will commu-
nicate to a service station via satellite. It

will be able to bring up the repair history of

the car and conduct a remote diagnosis."

And, Wagoner says, there will be con-

tinual advances in automobile power

plants. GM is already operating fifty elec-

tric vehicles in twelve cities. But, he says,

there needs to be some breakthroughs in

battery technology and cost before electric

vehicles ever achieve widespread use.

How has his status as president of GM
North America changed this man? "He's

the same guy he was in 1975," says Bill

Sutherland. "Last year, five of us Duke
grads took our families on vacation to

Cedar Point [an amusement park on Lake

Erie]. If you looked at what the past CEO's
of GM did on their vacations, I can

promise you none of them took twenty-

eight kids to Cedar Point."

Manuel is a freelance writer

living in Durham.
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CENTENNIAL
FOR DANCE

Acentury of modern dance

will be celebrated over

the next five years, begin-

ning this summer at the Ameri-

can Dance Festival. The seven

weeks of performances will be

crammed with premieres, revivals,

debuts, previews, and "re-views"

by major and emerging foreign

and American dance artists.

The 1995 season includes U.S.

premieres that take a new look at

ballet's vanguard years, when the

Ballets Russes de Serge Diaghilev

was presenting works that shook

the twentieth century. French

choreographer Angelin Preljocaj

will reinterpret three classics from

that vital period on June 29-July

1. Two other young French com-

panies will make their American
debuts, and international choreo-

graphers will travel from Argen-

tina, Taiwan, Israel, and China.

Other performers and companies

at the festival are: Pilobolous Dance Theatre,

June 8-10; Cleo Parker Robinson Dance

Ensemble, June 15-17; Martha Clarke, June

22-24; Garth Fagan Dance, July 6-8; and

The Paul Taylor Dance Company, July 13-

15. The ADF will close with a three-night

engagement, July 20-22, of the provocative

Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane work "Still/Here."

This year's Samuel H. Scripps American
Dance Festival Award will be presented

posthumously to Helen Tamiris and Pearl

Primus for their contributions to modern
dance. The 1995 recipient of the Bal-

asaraswati/Joy Ann Dewey Beinecke Chair

is Ethel Butler, chosen for her dedicated

work as a modern dance teacher.

Now celebrating its eighteenth summer
in Durham, the American Dance Festival

was established in 1934 in Bennington,

Vermont. In 1948, it moved to the Con-
necticut College campus, where it

remained until 1978 when it took up resi-

dence at Duke. The site of more than 400
premieres, the festival has hosted all the

major American dance companies, in-

cluding those of Martha Graham, Erick

Hawkins, Jose Limon, Paul Taylor, Merce

it: Pilobolns Dance Theater

Cunningham, Alvin Ailey, and Twyla

Tharp, and has played a vital role in

encouraging and nurturing young talent.

For ticket information, call (919) 684-

4444.

BY DUKE AND
FOR DUKE

Like father, like daughter. Doris Duke,

whose father, James B. Duke, founded

the university, continued his legacy of

philanthropy with a $10.5-million contri-

bution from her estate. It was the first char-

itable gift made from the $1.2-billion estate

since her death.

"It is especially fitting that Doris Duke,

during her lifetime and in this wonderful

bequest, has continued the extraordinary

philanthropic tradition of her father and

the Duke family by providing generous

support for science research and teaching

at the university," said president Nannerl

O. Keohane in accepting the donation.

"This bequest will help support scien-

tists at Duke who are working to solve

some of the most intractable problems that

plague humanity. They are trying to open
new doors in human understanding—from

finding the keys to possible cures for

AIDS, Alzheimer's disease, and cancer, to

developing elegant computer models that

will help advance our knowledge of the

environment."

Doris Duke, one of the world's richest

women, died October 29, 1993, at the age

of eighty. Under terms of her will, more
than $1 billion will be used to establish

the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation to

provide funds for environmental and eco-

logical causes, education, medical research,

the prevention of cruelty to children and

animals, and the performing arts—all

causes Duke supported generously in her

lifetime.

The bequest was in addition to $2 mil-

lion Duke donated to the university a few

weeks before her death. That gift was des-

ignated to support AIDS research at Duke.

PUT DOWN
THE REMOTE

Watching violent movies and

television shows can overwork

the heart and suppress the

immune system, potentially boosting one's

risk of coronary heart disease and other ill-

nesses, according to two studies at Duke
Medical Center. Researchers say their

findings, if confirmed by other studies, sup-

port the argument that television program-

ming should be regulated.

"These are preliminary but provocative

findings suggesting that violence has bio-

logical effects—not just behavioral ones

—

on the cardiovascular system which have

the potential for contributing to heart dis-

ease," says Redford Williams, professor of

behavioral medicine. "And when you con-

sider how many acts of violence the aver-

age American sees in the media on a daily

basis, the potential effect on the cardiovas-

cular system could be significant."

In both studies, women had slightly

higher blood pressures and heart rates after

watching physical violence than did male

viewers. Not only were their blood pres-

sure responses higher, they also had larger
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increases of the stress hormone Cortisol,

suggesting that women who watch frequent

media violence are at greater risk of adverse

health effects than men, Williams says.

Cortisol is the most damaging of the

three stress hormones because it both sup-

presses the immune system and heightens

and prolongs the negative effects of adren-

alin and noradrenalin. An abundance of

stress hormones damages the cardiovascu-

lar system over time.

The research was funded by an anony-

mous donor.

SCREENING
FOR DRUGS

B
eginning July 1, all applicants for

hospital and medical center posi-

tions involved in supporting patient

care will be screened for evidence of sub-

stance abuse as a condition of employment.

The new policy will also apply to all

appointments to the faculty whose clinical

privileges are expected to begin after July

1, and for all residents who will begin in

the Class of 1996. This action makes Duke
one of the first academic hospitals to

screen new members of the medical staff.

The action is an expansion of the cur-

rent policy stating that an existing em-

ployee can be screened for substance abuse

when "reasonable cause" exists, or when
required by state or federal law enforce-

ment agencies.

"We are committed to providing the

highest quality of care for our patients and

to ensuring a safe and healthy work envi-

ronment for our employees," says Mark
Rogers, vice chancellor for health affairs

and chief executive officer of Duke Hospi-

tal. "The screening program will help pre-

vent substance abusers from entering our

work force and causing potential health and

safety risk to patients, visitors, and staff."

#RAPP#

SESSION

Two days a week, a group of Duke
undergraduates ventures to four East

Durham middle schools to help sev-

enth-graders strengthen their communities

and talk about the dangers of drugs, vio-

lence, and risky sexual behavior.

These mentorship efforts are part of a

five-year research project being conducted

by Duke psychologists and researchers

from the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill and North Carolina Central

University. The study aims to discover

strategies that can be used by schools and

local communities to prevent negative be-

havior and activities.

Duke psychologist Phillip Costanzo, who
heads the peer group prevention compo-
nent of the project, says he and the other

investigators are trying to find ways in

which peer groups can be used to influence

adolescent children who may be headed

toward problems with drug abuse, vio-

lence, and risky sexual behavior.

"Groups at each school meet two to

three times a week, and we're selecting

leaders from the groups and trying to get

them to be a means of influencing their

peers," says Costanzo. "The theory is that

the way to persuade adolescents is through

peers rather than authority."

Now in its third year, "Reaching Adoles-

cents, Parents, and Peers" (Project RAPP)
involves 1,600 seventh-graders in the

Durham school system. The project, head-

quartered near the NCCU campus, is being

funded by a $5.5-million grant from the

National Institutes of Health and is part of

a nationwide study that includes pilot pro-

jects in Chicago, New York, Boston, Wis-

consin, and Newark, New Jersey.

Costanzo says Project RAPP is divided

into three components:

• curriculum, in which the conse-

quences and causes of violence, drug

abuse, and risky sexual behavior are taught

to selected seventh-grade classes;

• peer group intervention, in which par-

ticipating students select peer group lead-

ers to lead student groups in creating pre-

vention-themed videos, bulletin boards,

play scripts, and other media;

• parental intervention, in which par-

ents of group peer leaders form their own
social support groups to encourage their

children's participation in the project and

to plan and carry out prevention programs

in their own neighborhoods.

"If you're going to confront these behav-

iors, you have to have the involvement of

parents and communities," says Costanzo.

"You can't just talk to kids at school and

expect that to work."

While project investigators are opti-

mistic about the outcome of Project

RAPP, across-the-board cuts at the Na-

tional Institutes of Health are hampering

their project's ability to carry out all the

intended school intervention strategies, as

well as their ability to integrate the

parental component with other aspects of

the project. Approximately $1 million of

the original $5.5-million budget already

has been lost to budget cuts.

FROM CAMPUS TO CORPORATE TO CYBERSPACE

Move over, high-school

hackers and listserv

lurkers: The Chroni-

cle, Duke's student newspaper,

has shifted into the infobahn's

fast lane. The nearly ninety-

year-old student publication

has an offshoot. The Chronicle

Online, available via the World
Wide Web.
Having operated for several

years without direct financial

subsidies from the university,

the five-times-a-week publica-

tion filed papers of incorpora-

tion in October 1993. Duke
trustees approved an operating

agreement between the paper

and the university that laid out

the relationship between the

two. The paper's

self-supporting

success and move
to independence

was covered in the

November-Decem-
ber 1993 issue of

Duke Magazine.

Today, more than

sixty other universi-

ties across the nation

publish through the

Internet. In its first six

days on the Web, The
Chronicle Online

attracted readers from
1,348 different Internet

sites in eleven countries

including locations as

as Australia and Saskatoon,

Canada, according to editor

Alison Stuebe '95.

The new service

provides not only

access to the daily

newspaper and
archives of issues

back to March 1993,

but also background
information on
community news
and issues and
around-the-clock

national and
international

news updates.

Besides
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accessing stories written by
Chronicle reporters on the

Web, The Chronicle Online can

display campus and commu-
nity events not

printed in

paper edi-

tions due to

lack of space.

The Chron-

icle Online 's

staff includes

in award-win-

ning student

computer pro-

grammer and
two seniors.

There are plans

to add a separate

alumni discussion

group for Duke graduates to

chat about campus issues, and
possibly a sports news mailing

list for alumni who want full

Blue Devil coverage available

via e-mail.

"We hope our online service

will give readers the tools to

find out more about commu-
nity issues and participate in

campus discussions," says

Stuebe.

The Chronicle Online is

located on the World Wide
Web using programs such as

Netscape, Mosaic, or Lynx at

http:Wwww.chronicIe.duke.edu.



W0HLBWIDE
ffURE

fhe Fuqua School of Business is

launching a global M.B.A. program

that will be taught on three conti-

nents and make pioneering use of informa-

tion technology.

Beginning next year, Fuqua will offer the

Global Executive M.B.A. program for exec-

utives from around the world who work full

time and have, or soon will have, global

responsibilities. Students will attend classes

at Fuqua, and in Europe and Asia. They
will convene at a central location five times

during the nineteen-month program.

Faculty will use interactive, distance-

learning technology to deliver the remain-

der of the program. These distance-learning

modules will allow executives to earn a

Fuqua M.B.A. while accommodating their

demanding work schedules—schedules

A NOSE FOR ART

Does a

smell? Sure, if

you put a

piece of rotting meat
behind it.

This is one of the

ideas behind a new
medium, the art of

smell. Exploiting an
unexplored sense of

the artistic world,

this art is finding its

earliest pioneers in

the unexpected duo
of recendy-gradu-

ated seniors Noah
Bierman, an English

major, and Michael
Ranson, an art his-

tory major. With
help from Susan
Schiffman, a psy-

chologist in the

Duke Medical Cen-
ter who specializes

in cognitive relation-

ships with the sense of smell

and taste, and the Olfactory

Research Fund, they

conceived an independent

study program exploring the

art of smell. In April, they

opened an exhibit at The Perk,

a cozy cafe in Perkins Library.

Bierman and Ranson's inde-

pendent study program
involved preparing and then

psychological/artistic survey.

"We showed people works of

art, and we let people smell

something at the same time.

Then we asked them questions

about the relationship to the

art," says Bierman.
They found some very inter-

Aroma theory: Ramon, left, and Bierman link the visud with

the olfactory

esting themes emerging. For

example, given a famous paint-

ing of the American flag by
Jasper Johns and an odor of

sesame oil, most people

thought, at some level, about

an Asian-American restaurant,

because sesame oil has a fairly

strong scent and is used fre-

quently in Asian cooking.

Such findings reflected Bier-

man and Ranson's desire to

find a subconscious link

between olfactory and visual

stimuli. They will be present-

ing their observations in a sci-

entific study, "Reconceptualiz-

ing Aroma," to be published in

Aromachology Review.

Bierman and Ranson are

interested in pursuing the sense

that prevent them from spending long

periods away from their jobs.

The curriculum, which includes many
new courses, focuses on global manage-

ment. It is designed to develop managers'

strategic perspectives and the technologi-

cal expertise they need to succeed in the

global economy. Each program session

will include intensive analyses of the

economies of two nations in each region,

pairing one "developed" economy, such as

Austria, Japan, or the United States, with

one "emerging" economy, such as Russia,

China, or Brazil.

DISTINCTIVE
HONORS

Six recent graduates and soon-to-be

seniors have been selected for presti-

gious Luce, Churchill, Marshall,

UDENT SNAPSHOT

of smell as a valid

form of representa-

tion using the vocab-

ulary of smell, rather

than that of visual or

written art. They
also enjoy the non-
serious possibilities

of their study. Says

Bierman: "We do
like the idea that we
are slighdy on the

line between what is

serious and what's

not, because we are

having a good time

and the people

smelling the stuff are

having a good time.

I It doesn't have to be
s a fully academic

| experience to come
" smell with us." Their

project is "not so

much an attempt to

define how smell should be

used, as it is an attempt to open
up the discourse of smell," says

Ranson.

Where did the two make
their start with smells? They
shared an art history class on
art from 1945 to the present;

but, in this case, it turns out

that social proximity glued

them together. "We lived on
the same hall," says Ranson,

"and sometimes we could just

get together and kick around
ideas related to the class." In

these conversations, Ranson
says, they simultaneously dis-

covered "the sense of smell has

not been explored in the realm

of art."

—Ryan Skinner '97

Truman, and Rhodes scholarships.

Kristin Rechberger '95, from Perry, New
York, was awarded a Luce Scholarship for a

year of graduate study in Asia. A public pol-

icy major with a certificate in film and video,

she co-founded PeerNet, an academic ad-

vising program; was a photographer for The

Chronicle; wrote for the Women's Center

magazine; and played French horn in the

Wind Symphony. Rechberger plans to fo-

cus on telecommunications and new tech-

nology in the classroom, as well as learn

how to play an indigenous instrument.

Richard Zimering '95, a Columbus, Ohio,

native and a double major in electrical

engineering and physics, won a Churchill

Scholarship. At Cambridge University, he

will pursue study for the M.Phil, degree in

microelectronic engineering and semi-

conductor physics. Also a winner of a

National Science Foundation scholarship,

Zimering plans to continue his studies at

either Stanford or M.I.T. and eventually

earn a Ph.D. He has been editor of

DukEngLneer, a volunteer with the Student

Rural Health Coalition, and a teaching

assistant in the economics department.

Elizabeth Falk '96, from Wilton, Con-
necticut, was awarded a Truman Schol-

arship, which supports senior-year and
graduate study in preparation for a career

in public service. Falk plans to work
toward a joint degree in law and social

welfare. She is active with Durham's
Coalition for the Prevention of Domestic

Violence. She has been an intern with

North Carolina Prisoner Legal Services, is

a teaching assistant at the Terry Sanford

Institute, is treasurer of Delta Delta Delta

sorority, and is a mentor in Project

BASES, which pairs first-year women with

upperclass female mentors.

Eric Greitens '96, from St. Louis, Mis-

souri, is also a Truman Scholarship recipi-

ent. He will pursue graduate studies in

public policy, with an emphasis on ethics.

Greitens has a self-designed, or Program II,

major in ethics, is chair of the University

Honor Council, and is editor of Eruditio: A
Journal of Political and Social Science. He has

worked with Bosnian children in a Croat-

ian refugee camp; helped form a Mayor's

Council to improve relations among Duke,

North Carolina Central University, and the

Durham community; and served as coordi-

nator for Special Olympics Volunteers. In

April, he was named to the national USA
Today All-USA Academic Team.

Earlier, prestigious awards were an-

nounced for two of Duke's most recent

graduates: Michael Wenthe '95, winner of

the Rhodes Scholarship, and Alison

Meekhof '95, recipient of the British Mar-

shall Scholarship supporting two years of

graduate study at a British university.

Wenthe will spend two years at Oxford
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University, where he plans to study

medieval drama. Meekhof will study for

two years at Cambridge to pursue a mas-

ter's degree in chemistry.

SOBERING
POLICY

Parties at Duke will have a different

tone when classes begin this fall.

A new alcohol policy was finally

announced in early April, after months of

committee meetings, town hall discus-

sions, and student, faculty, and administra-

tive contributions.

The alcohol policy committee, chaired

by vice president for student affairs Janet

Dickerson, recommends that only univer-

sity-approved bartenders be permitted to

distribute alcohol in public places, includ-

ing commons rooms, hallways, courtyards,

sidewalks, and two or more private rooms

or apartments that are "co-hosting" a party.

The policy was formulated to promote

two key purposes. The report states that

learning the proper, moderate use of alco-

hol is a "common part of the growing-up

process," and that it is "appropriate for the

university to play a guiding role in that

process." Second, the policy should insure

that Duke is in "compliance with state

laws governing alcohol use... to the extent

possible."

According to the plan, bartenders would

be responsible for checking identification

and operating the bar (in other words, no
more free-flowing kegs where drinkers help

themselves). Except by means of a cash

bar, no distilled spirits or fortified wines

may be distributed to undergraduates in a

public space.

Student bartenders would, naturally,

have to be of legal drinking age themselves,

and probably could not belong to the living

group hosting the party. As stipulated by

North Carolina law, bartenders would be

held liable for any alcohol-related incidents

occurring at the parties where they serve.

IN BRIEF

Peter Guzzardi, former vice president

and editorial director of Harmony
Books/Random House Inc., has been
named editor-in-chief of Duke Press by

executive director Stanley Fish, following

a national search. During his twenty-year

career in publishing, Guzzardi edited

Stephen Hawking's award-winning A
Brief History of Time and books by best-

selling author Deepak Chopra. He will

continue to act as a consultant to Random
House, particularly in connection with

Chopra's work.

Michael Colvin has been named direc-

tor of the Comprehensive Cancer Center.

His appointment begins July 1. Colvin

comes to Duke from the Johns Hopkins

Oncology Center, where he is currently

chief of the division of pharmacology and

experimental therapeutics. He is well

known for his pioneering work with alky-

lating drugs, a treatment that damages the

genetic material that causes cancer cells.

William Raspberry, Pulitzer Prize-

winning urban affairs columnist for The

Washington Post, has been named to fill the

Knight Chair in Communications and

Journalism. Raspberry, who will continue

to write for the Post, was selected for the

endowed professorship after an extensive

national search, and will begin teaching

this fall at the DeWitt Wallace Center for

Communications and Journalism at the

Terry Sanford Institute of Public Policy.

He will teach courses for undergraduates

and graduates on issues of equity and com-

munity as they relate to youth culture,

private and public social programs, and

public policy and politics.

Barton F. Haynes, chief of the divi-

sion of rheumatology and immunology in

the department of medicine, has been
named chairman of Duke's department of

medicine. Haynes is known internation-

ally for his work in HIV and AIDS
research. He also directs the Arthritis and

Musculoskeletal Diseases Center and co-

directs Duke's Human Vaccine Institute.

His appointment begins July 1.
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Serenity, Courage, and Wisdom:
The Enduring Legacy of
Reinhold Niebuhr
By Henry B. Clark '53. Cleveland: The Pil-

grim Press, 1994. 223 pp. $14.95.

Reinhold Niebuhr was,

without a doubt, the

most influential theo-

logical commentator

on American politics

in this century. His

theology still exercises

an unparalleled influ-

ence upon the church and the nation.

Many clergy espouse his Christian pragma-

tism from pulpits every Sunday. His prag-

matism worked dialectically between what

should be done and what could be done.

"We should long since have known that

there are no clear choices between good

and evil in the realm of politics and eco-

nomics," he once wrote, but this should

not prevent us from implementing indeter-

minate goods to achieve a relative justice.

This realism secured the possibility of a

relative justice against perfectionist Utopi-

ans who, in seeking more, accomplished less.

A variegated collection of groups claims

Niebuhr's legacy, including liberal Protes-

tants, neo-conservative economists, social-

ist pragmatists, evangelical Christians,

military experts, and political realists. Be-

cause of this broad spectrum of parties

claiming allegiance to Niebuhr, how he is to

be remembered has become a source of bit-

ter dispute. Since Richard Fox published his

book Reinhold Niebuhr: A Biography, schol-

ars have engaged one another in heated

and sometimes rancorous debate over

interpretations of Niebuhr's life and work.

Such debates are found not only in the

pages of the numerous biographies and

interpretations of his work, but also spill

over even onto the dusk jackets. One
recent book contained the blurb that its

"major contribution will be that of dislodg-

ing from prominence Richard Fox's deeply

misconceived biography of a few years ago

which, for a time, was accorded an acclaim

far in excess of its actual merit." While
some of these criticisms appear to be on
the level of "I knew Reinhold Niebuhr;

Reinhold Niebuhr was a friend of mine;

you, sir, are no Reinhold Niebuhr," others

have raised substantive questions of inter-

pretation with important consequences for

the life of the church and the nation.

Henry B. Clark's Serenity, Courage, and

Wisdom: The Enduring Legacy of Reinhold

Niebuhr raises some substantive questions

of interpretation with only occasional for-

ays into the acrimonious side of the recent

debate. He offers a fair reading both of

Niebuhr and his critics and tries to answer

what he finds to be both unjust and just

criticism. Clark, who is professor of social

ethics at the University of Southern Cali-

fornia, earned an English degree at Duke
and went on to study with Reinhold

Niebuhr at Union Theological Seminary

in 1956.

The title of Clark's book is based upon

Niebuhr's famous prayer: "God, give us

the serenity to accept what cannot be

changed, the courage to change what
should be changed, and the wisdom to dis-

tinguish one from the other." Serenity,

Courage, and Wisdom begins with a brief

biography of Niebuhr, complete with a

useful time line of his personal and intel-

lectual life. Niebuhr's thought is divided

into three phases: an early Social Gospel

idealism from 1910 to 1930, Christian

Realism from 1930 to 1950, and Christian

Pragmatism from 1950 to 1970. Niebuhr's

life is defined by three terms: an "Ameri-

canism" that emphasized the United
States as "the best hope of the world," a

"masculinism" that contributed to his

charisma and sense of leadership, and a

"prometheanism," or tough-mindedness

that took few prisoners.

Clark offers some interesting autobio-

graphical anecdotes about his relationship

with Niebuhr, such as how Niebuhr cured

him of his initial suspicion against Christ-

ian Realism. Armed with the strong train-

ing in the tradition of liberal Protestantism

he received from Duke, Clark was wary of

Niebuhr. Niebuhr was often classified with

"neo-orthodox" theologians such as Karl

Barth and Emil Brunner, who were set

in opposition to the liberal Protestant

tradition. In his first appointment with

Niebuhr, Clark conveyed these concerns

to Niebuhr, who responded:

"Listen here, Mr. Clark, if you clas-

sify me with Barth and Brunner as a

'neo-orthodox' theologian, you are

making a stupid mistake. Barth's the-

ology is a religion for the catacombs;

mine is a religion of political involve-

ment and social action. I don't think

there is such a thing as a 'neo-ortho-

dox' school of theology, but if there is,

I should not be considered part of it."

Clark took comfort in these words, for

Niebuhr's religion gave him a Christianity

stripped of "offensive particularities." This

is not meant to imply that Niebuhr denied

all the particulars of the Christian faith. In

fact, the cross becomes the lens through

which all political and religious activity is

to be understood. Nevertheless, this read-

ing of the cross re-mythologizes traditional

Christian doctrines so that they are more
palatable in the modern era.

Clark takes on the current debates and

sets up the argument clearly and concisely.

Should Reinhold Niebuhr be remembered

as someone who gutted the Christian

faith, reducing theological language to

mere mythopoeic symbols that describe a

universal human condition independent of

the specific content of the Christian faith,

and thus betray the church? Or is Niebuhr

someone who realized the need to reappro-

priate Christianity for the modern era by

drawing upon "the mythopoeic profundity

contained in religious symbolism," em-
phasizing Christianity's "ethical vitality,"

which is the real "fruit of faith"? In other

words, did Niebuhr "betray the church" or

does he offer "the best interpretation of

Christianity in the twentieth century?"

Clark finds the latter interpretation the

more convincing one.

Yet in his apologetic for Niebuhr, Clark

emphasizes that aspect of Niebuhr's work

that concerns theologians such as myself.

Niebuhr recognized, stated Clark, that

"orthodox ecclesiastical dogma was not

intellectually acceptable." This is the rea-

son that any viable form of Christianity

must be re-mythologized. Clark finds this

so obviously self-evident that he only

needs to assert it and all right-thinking

people are expected to agree. Rein-

hold Niebuhr's brilliance lies in his

response to the "vexing" question of what

do Christians do when their beliefs and

practices are no longer "intellectually

acceptable." To be persuaded by Clark's

apologetic for Niebuhr requires acceptance

of this need to re-mythologize Christiani-

ty. Yet, what if one is not "vexed" by this
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question? Without this question,

Niebuhr's work is unnecessary. His essen-

tializing of Christianity into ethics

becomes problematic, and the mytho-

poetry loses its profundity.

Other interpreters of Niebuhr will argue

that Clark has too thoroughly interpreted

Niebuhr within the liberal Protestant tra-

dition. Yet Clark's work is persuasive here

because of both his personal anecdotes and

his knowledge of the Niebuhrian corpus.

Serenity, Courage, and Wisdom is a helpful

addition to the ongoing debate about how
best to remember Reinhold Niebuhr.

—D. Stephen Long

Long M.Div. '87 is the director of continuing

education at Duke Divinity School and the author

of several hooks on Christian ethics.

The Language They Speak Is

Things to Eat: Poems by Fifteen
Contemporary North Carolina
Poets
Edited by Michael McFee. Chapel Hill:

UNC Press, J 994. 296 pp. $24.95 hard-

back, $12.95 paper.

The debate still rages.

Only a few years ago,

poet Dana Gioia, heed-

ing the dour declara-

tions of critics Edmund
Wilson and Joseph Ep-

stein, declared poetry

still dead in a much
talked about Atlantic Monthly essay. "Like

subsidized farming
that grows food no
one wants, a poetry

industry has been
created to serve the

interests of the pro-

ducers and not the

consumers," wrote
Gioia, who argued

that poets had walled

themselves into aca-

deme. "And in the

process the integrity

of the art has been

betrayed."

More recently,

journalist Dinita
Smith, taking her cue

from sanguine bards

like Donald Hall,

hailed poetry's resur-

rection in the New
York Times Magazine.

Smith is encouraged

by the proliferation of open-mike readings

in bookstores and coffee houses across the

country, and by what she calls the "democ-

ratization" of American literature as indi-

cated by the profusion of creative writing

programs, the appearance of Internet "lit-

tle magazines," and the popularity of Rap.

"Increasingly today, poetry in America is

being taken off the page and away from

the academy where it has nestled comfort-

ably for a generation," she writes. "In some
quarters, poetry is being returned to its

original form—words spoken instead of

being written down."

Both polemicists could point to The
Language They Speak Is Things to Eat as

proof of his or her poetic pudding. With
one exception, all the poets in the anthol-

ogy teach or have taught at universities,

and many are products of creative writing

programs. "One reason for the vigorous

state of North Carolina poetry is the pres-

ence of inspiring teachers of creative writ-

ing at the state's universities," notes editor

Michael McFee, himself a teacher at his

alma mater, the University of North Car-

olina at Chapel Hill. All but three poets

have been published by university presses,

most of them by the prestigious Louisiana

State University Press.

Those three, however, are formidable

presences in American culture. Maya
Angelou, whose work is published by Ran-

dom House, may be the most popular poet

in America: Millions heard her recite her

verse, a la Robert Frost, at President Clin-

ton's inauguration. A.R. Ammons, associ-

ated with W.W. Norton since the mid-

Seventies, is among the country's most

respected artists, having received two Na-

tional Book Awards, the Bollingen Prize,

and a MacArthur Fellowship. And Reynolds

Price '55, better

known for his

fiction, has had
three volumes of

poetry published

by Atheneum.
These writers are

not only accessi-

ble to lay read-

ers—that is, read-

ers outside the

admittedly insular

community of po-

ets and teachers

who Gioia claims

makes up the
audience for con-

temporary po-
etry—they are

engaging, often

funny, and in-

evitably affecting.

Indeed, all fif-
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teen poets are

ell they should be.

North Carolina boasts a proud poetic tra-

dition, counting Carl Sandburg, Randall

Jarrell, and the Black Mountain poets

among its luminaries. Many of them are

not native North Carolinians but writers

who, according to McFee, "have made
North Carolina a matter of choice, of alle-

giance," including Angelou, born and
raised in Arkansas but a professor at Wake
Forest University since 1980. And they are

all remarkably divergent, one of the

charms of the book. Take the two, outside

Angelou, Ammons, and Price, who enjoy

wide regard beyond their state's borders

—

Robert Morgan and William Harmon.
Morgan spins Appalachian tales within

"out-dated" formal structures. "Audubon's

Flute," for example, is a pantoum, an old

French form consisting of a series of qua-

trains in which the second and fourth lines

of one stanza reappear as the first and third

lines in the next:

Audubon in the summer woods

by the afternoon sips

his flute , his fingers swimming on

the silver as silver notes pour

by the afternoon river, sips

and sills the mosquito-note air

with silver as silver notes pour

two hundred miles from any wall.

William Harmon, on the other hand, is

an eccentric, puckish philosopher, the

kind of poet who mixes erudition with

earthy humor in verse forms that often

must be seen as well as heard. His subject

is frequently poetry itself, as in "Invoice

No. 7 The Missionary Position":

A real artist really making a real

Poem (that takes place about one hour

Per year) is not a person with his mind

On cosmos, Psyche, Logos, or any other

Grecian um;

but one concerned, consumed

Preoccupied, absorbed, obsessed,

engrossed,

Yes: lost in horrid corridors of doubt

About the mouth-to-hand, the mouth-to-

mouth—

And where is my phoneme coming from?

Most poets, thankfully, write less about

language than life, although their concern

for words and writing is evident through-

out the anthology. Two other Duke poets

in the collection—Fred Chappell '61,

A.M. '64, and James Applewhite '58,

A.M. '60, Ph.D. '69—both took William

Blackburn's celebrated writing class at

Duke, for example, with Chappell memo-
rializing the experience in "Rimbaud Fire

Letter to Jim Applewhite":

I had a wish, "Mourir aux fleuves
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barbares,"

And to fulfill it could have stayed home.

But down at Duke in 1 954

(I like Ike) it carried weight with some

Few wild men and true who wanted to

write

And even tried to write—God bless them

Everyone!—and who scheduled the night

For BEER and the explication of a

POEM.

Applewhite, who teaches Romantic po-

etry at Duke, has the further distinction of

lending the collection its title, appropriated

from "Some Words for Fall," a poem about

tobacco pickers who work between barbe-

cues, get drunk, and shoot holes in soft-drink

signs by the side of the road. "No words they

have are enough," writes Applewhite, who
contributes several other superbly crafted

poems in which tobacco and food become
extended metaphors for "the elusive aroma"

that "draws the soul of our longing."

Work and sustenance, the struggles and

comforts of hearth—these themes recur,

transformed by each poet. Kathryn
Stripling Byer, for instance, speaks in the

voice of a solitary mountain woman,
although, in the villanelles like "Lost

Soul," she employs the odd French form

with as much aplomb as Morgan. Susan

Ludvigson writes of love and loss in thor-

oughly modern terms, in poems titled

"New Physics" and "Paris Aubade." James

Seay conveys hope and promise through

his sense of place, another recurring

theme. One could similarly praise the

remaining poets in the book—Betty

Adcock, Gerald Barrax, Heather Ross

Miller, and Jonathan Winter—and the

book's designer as well, who has managed

to give Things to Eat a fashionable look

without sacrificing readability.

All this said, an anthology restricted to

one state's poets by definition will appeal

to a small audience, although it may be a

more enjoyable read than any number of

other collections. The fact is, regional

poetry may be the lifeblood of the genre,

just as regional theater is keeping drama

alive. Gioia is right; poetry has become a

marginal art with little influence on civic

life. But Smith's point is well taken. Po-

etry retains the power to move those who
read and listen, and a minority of millions

still do. At any rate, North Carolina is the

proper place for a waning art form to re-

discover its roots. As another Tar Heel

author observed, You can't go home
again—unless you travel by omnibus.

—Rex Roberts

Roberts, senior editor of Insight Magazine,

freelance writer in Washington, D.C.
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JOURNEYS
Continued from page 7

founding. "The Methodist tradition

is not a culture-denying tradition; it

is not a secular tradition either. It is

comfortable with society. And it is

welcoming of different traditions,

which is not a small claim."

Campbell says the change in the

makeup of Duke is in keeping with

that liberalizing strain in Methodism.

"I don't believe Duke is more secular

today that it was when I went here as

an undergraduate. Our society is dif-

ferent. Our student body and our fac-

ulty are more diverse, and they should

be, just as our society is more diverse."

Among Duke undergraduates who
identify a religious affiliation (and

fully 37 percent fail to do so),

Catholics come in at 18 percent;

Jews at 9 percent; Methodists at

7 percent; Baptists, Presbyterians,

and Episcopalians at about 5 percent each;

and Buddhists and Hindus at a total of 2

percent. But university officials point out

that the question of religious affiliation has

been asked over the years in various ways,

ranging from admissions applications to

housing forms and, beginning, next year,

in registration material for freshmen.

One expression of Campbell's theme of

religious continuity is the religion depart-

ment. Duke hasn't had a Bible study

requirement since 1970. Still, the Old Tes-

tament and New Testament survey courses

remain among the department's most pop-

ular offerings.

The most obvious and enduring connec-

tion to spirituality at Duke leaves what

English professor William Blackburn once

described as "an impression of height, of

space, and of aspiration." With its 210-foot

tower and mass of 1,926,610 cubic feet,

"this huge, functioning chapel in the center

of the campus is unique," says Will

Willimon, the dean of the chapel. "There is

no place in the nation like it." During the

week of Easter, it drew more than 12,000

worshipers. On occasion, Willimon says,

guest preachers have been awed almost

—

though not quite—into speechlessness.

"Coming to the chapel in the 1950s was

the conventional thing to do. Now it's

more fun; you feel 'special,' " says Willimon.

Each week, the chapel is the site of

more than fifty gatherings for worship or

fellowship. The spectrum of activities is

suggested by a staff that has eighteen min-

isters (including Willimon and Debra

Brazzel, director of religious life), along

with eight divinity-student interns. The
ministers, working for groups ranging from

the Baptist Student Union to the Hillel

Foundation, receive annual stipends and

"Each time you have

another discussion,

each time you read

another book, each time

you go to another

monastery, you move
along in the journey."

access to meeting and worship space. They
all subscribe to a statement that, among
other items, ensures students the right to

embrace their "freely chosen religion with-

out fear of persecution."

Back in the fall, Willimon ran a four-

part series on Christian basics. For Parents'

Weekend, he helped lead a discussion on
"Generation X." This spring, the chapel

staff organized a week-long visit by repre-

sentatives from the Taize community in

France, a group devoted to contemplative

prayer, and from the Little Sisters of Jesus,

who commit themselves to living with the

poor; a one-man dramatic performance of

the story of Genesis; and a lecture by

Thomas Moore that attracted 1,000 peo-

ple, along with a day-long workshop led by

the popular author of Care of the Soul.

Among the Sunday preachers were Peter

Gomes, minister of Harvard's Memorial

Church; N. T. Wright, dean of Lichfield

in Lichfield Straffordshire, England; and

Brenda Kirton, minister to Black Campus
Ministries at the chapel. The chapel's con-

cert series, carillon recitals, and per-

formances by the 200-voice Chapel

Choir are regular events; the choir's

performance of Handel's Messiah is

9 regularly sold out.

And for spring break, the chapel

I staff had more than a hundred stu-

I dent applicants—far more than could

I be accommodated—for nine mission

I trips to Honduras, Washington,
I D.C., Lumberton, North Carolina,

5 and other places. The spring-

I breaking volunteers put their faith

I into action through mission activi-

I ties like construction projects and

I medical outreach.

In a recent essay, distinguished

Duke literary scholar Stanley Fish

calls George Marsden's The Soul of

the American University and other

contemporary commentators on reli-

Igion too accommodating to "the

^standards and norms of the civil
s establishment." Fish argues that lib-

eralism and religious conviction always

will be at odds—in the larger society and

presumably on the campus. A Milton
expert, Fish leans on Paradise Lost to

make his point. According to liberal-

enlightenment thinking, "the mind is in

an important sense not yet settled, and

indeed settling, in the form of a fixed com-
mitment to an idea or a value, is a sign of

cognitive and moral infirmity." Milton's

view is exactly the reverse: "In the absence

of a fixed commitment—of a first premise

that cannot be the object of thought

because it is the enabling condition of

thought—cognitive activity cannot get

started. One's consciousness must be

grounded in an ordinary act of faith—

a

stipulation of basic value—from which
determinations of right and wrong, rele-

vant and irrelevant, real and unreal, will

then follow."

Milton's motto is not "seeing is believ-

ing," Fish writes, but "believing is seeing."

And "since what you see marks the bound-

aries of your knowledge, believing is also

knowing; and since it is on the basis of

what you know—whether what you know
is that there is a God or there isn't one

—

that you act, believing is acting."

For many students, the act of asserting a

religious identity comes from a searching

process; it is an answer and an antidote to a

culture driven by material matters. But such

an act is also a little bit subversive of the

dominant paradigm of the modern campus.

Will Willimon says that those with faith

commitments are "busy critiquing the epis-

temology that reigns in the university"

—

and, he might have added, by which the

university is reined in. "To be a believer

means to be up against something."
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cuts of Stafford loans and
other federally subsidized
financial aid programs
affect aid at Duke?
"It's important to note that the

vast majority of resources that go

to needy students at Duke are

institutional resources. That said,

federal resources support what the

institution does in a very critical

way. Title IV funds, which include

an important grant program, a

work-study program, and a loan

program, are very important, par-

ticularly work study, because it

provides students the opportunity

to earn while they learn. If we were

to lose college work-study, we

would obviously scramble to create

a campus work program. If Pell

grants and supplemental grants

were done away with, we would

lose $1.5 million. It would be very

difficult for us to make up those

resources in order to continue to

meet needs and have need-blind

admissions, which are important

principles in what we do.

"The Stafford program loans

millions of dollars to our students,

with interest subsidized by the

federal government while they

are in school. If the subsidy is

eliminated, our students will find

that their cost of borrowing will

go up between 25 and 30 percent.

I think there are three things

Congress is thinking about: total

elimination of subsidy; a partial

elimination of subsidy; and

maybe an effort to reduce the

scope of the subsidy—somehow
limit eligibility for it.

"If I had to make a choice, I

would pick the third option.

Congress only expanded eligibil-

ity in 1992 by taking home equity

out of the analysis equation. To
roll back to the 1992 standard

would affect some students, but it

wouldn't have the impact that

eliminating all interest subsidies

would have. I'm not advocating

the 1992 standard, but if they've

got to make choices, that's cer-

tainly the one to make.

"If the admissions office is the

front door of the university,

financial aid is for many students

the hinge upon which that door

swings. Financial aid makes it

possible for a large number of

students to come to Duke. Duke's

going to do all it can, but any and

all cuts will make a Duke educa-

tion very expensive."

director of Duke's

We asked fifteen seniors

:

money from each year's

slay on campus or benefit
an organization in Durham?

On campus: 4
Off campus: 2

Either: 9
Most seniors polled felt that the

location of the senior gift benefi-

ciary is less important than the

need the gift addresses. One pro-

ponent of using the gift to support

service organizations in Durham
explained that "the Durham com-

munity is entirely separated from

Duke, and ifwe were to give

money back to the community,

then the people in the commu-
nity would feel less separated from

Duke." One woman said that "the

majority of employees here are

residents of Durham who could

use the gifts that we can afford to

give them."

Other students, who supported

limiting the senior gift to campus,

commented that "Duke already

gives a great deal of support to the

Durham community, both through

employment and through service

projects." One senior noted that

"the purpose of the senior gift is to

give something back to the school.

A lot ofDuke students are already

very involved in community ser-

vice, and I believe that when the

senior class gives a gift, it should go

to the university."

What three books have most

influenced your thinking and

development?

Chris Kennedy Ph.D. '79,

athletics and adjunct assis-

tant professor of English:

The Stranger by Albert Camus. "I

was raised in a very strict Catholic

school, and I had a English

teacher in my junior year who had

us read it. It was a way of thinking

about man's place in the world

that was absolutely foreign, liter-

ally and intellectually. I was fasci-

nated by the narrative voice and

the way of assessing one's choices

in life that underlay that voice. I

was a little repulsed by it, too."

The Collected Poems of Dylan

Thomas. "I can't remember a

time when there wasn't poetry in

my life, but this was the first time

that I really felt a connection

with the person on the other side

of the page and felt also the

power of words that are arranged

in such a way that they can

evoke a response in you, whether

you will it or not."

"When I was a graduate student

at Duke, I discovered Beowulf.

Through that, I discovered

Anglo-Saxon poetry, and the

magnificent, bleak, pessimistic

darkness of it. In Old English, it's

got a power and an appeal that

was overwhelming to me and very

compelling. It recentered my
whole academic interest and also

gave me a perspective on British

literature that I hadn't had before."

"The only group to propose a

viable alternative to the new resi-

dential policy was Epworth. Stu-

dents protested, complained, and

wrote letters, but more impor-

tantly, they wrote a complete

proposal with lists of grievances,

goals, and solutions. Epworth

wanted and received a cross-

sectional dorm with students

from all four classes living

together. Once again, Nan lis-

tened to students, and gave them

exactly what they wanted."

ring

nli
ham

All the World's Problems"

"The authors of the New Testa-

ment had experiences with an

extraordinary person and extra-

ordinary events, and they were

trying to find ways to talk about

all that. They weren't writing

scientific history; they were writ-

ing faith history."

—Jackson Carroll, professor of
religion and society at the

Divinity School, in 1

"Whereas race may be at the

center of the American psyche,

and I believe it is. ..it is not at the

center of the American destiny

in all sorts of other ways."

compiled by Dave
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UNIVERSITIES UNDER FIRE

BITING TH
Just as the corporate world has had to deal

with "downsizing" and the medical profession

with managed care, so too is higher education

facing leaner years ahead.

BY
BRIDGET
BOOHER

is not well in the academy. From

tiny community colleges to the

^Sk prestigious Ivies, higher education is

facing tough times. Pending congressional

legislation will surely slash the amount of

money directly allocated for financial aid and

scientific research. Dollars channeled to fac-

ulty and campus programs through such

seemingly doomed agencies as the National

Endowment for the Humanities and the

National Endowment for the Arts will cease.

Politicians and policy-makers are increasingly

curious about how schools— all of which

receive public money in some shape or form

—

manage their resources.

Memories of splendid isolation, when stu-

dents and faculty learned and taught in an

atmosphere of genial camaraderie, are obso-

lete. Just as the corporate world has had

to deal with "downsizing" and the medical

profession with managed care, so too is higher

education facing leaner years ahead. To those

both within and beyond the Beltway, the

sequestered academy might seem the perfect

candidate for retrenchment.

Media coverage of scholarly trends and

scandals has not helped higher education's

image. In the mid-Eighties, pundits such as

Alan Bloom and William Bennett depicted

college campuses as veering away from their

true purpose. In an effort to please everyone

by offering a "smorgasbord" approach to

learning, they charged, schools are sacrificing

standard curricula and aca-

demic rigor. This crowing

eventually evolved into the

movement against so-called

political correctness. Critics

cite a handful of courses

with titillating titles

—

namely, any subject that

allows racial, ethnic, or

feminist perspectives—as

example ofhow education is

failing. At the same time,

these critics, most ofwhom
have not set foot in a col-

lege classroom in years, con-

veniently ignore the over-

whelming majority ofclasses

that are "conventional." (At

last look, Shakespeare and

Milton were doing quite

well on campus, thank you.)

Indirect-cost controver-

sies of recent years made
for sensational copy, too.

When the government allots

money for research grants,

the accompanying adminis-

trative and internal costs of

administering that grant are

considered indirect costs. Universities such as

Harvard, Stanford, and the University of

California at Berkeley came under fire for mis-

use of these funds.

ILLUSTRATION BY
LAURA COYLE
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Add escalating tuition costs to the equation

and it's no wonder that the public is skeptical

about how colleges and universities operate.

In a May article, Fortune magazine called

higher education a "Byzantine business," and

"a textbook candidate for sweeping reengi-

neering." An interviewee on an April 60

Minutes episode went so far as to suggest

that parents ("customers") should sue univer-

sities that fail to fulfill the promise of a good

education. (The segment wrongly implied

that tuition pays for research.)

Unfortunately, public perception of higher

LLET
education is nebulous at best. A report com-

missioned by the American Council on

Education shows that most members of

the general public don't know
much about what goes on at

colleges and universities.

Further, those polled

considered educa-

tion as primarily

The GOP game

plan is not to 'go after"

higher edu<:ation;

the goal is a

balanced budget.

But the cons*jquences

of cuts extenc I directly

to future generations.

prevention ot illness; discoveries in engineer-

ing and ecology, in protecting our environ-

ment; building more effective legal systems,

better communications systems, improved

public policies, and management systems for

large enterprises. In the humanities, in art or

literature or history, the benefits of scholarly

research are less tangible, but equally impor-

tant, in expanding our knowledge of the in-

tricate dimensions and potentialities in

human life. We should be bolder in reminding

governments and tax-payers about all this."

of education recognize this. The goal of the

GOP plan is not to "go after" higher educa-

tion; the goal is a balanced budget. Given the

size of the national deficit, that means fewer

resources for everyone. But the consequences

ot these cuts extend, quite directly, to future

generations. As a result, students and admin-

istrators are learning the vernacular of Capitol

Hill lobbying as never before. Research insti-

tutions, including Duke, are active in

Washington, proposing alternatives to current

proposals. They're also relying on help from

well-placed government contacts, corporate

CEOs, and influential members of the media

to convey the urgency of maintaining spon-

sorship of university initiatives.

At Duke, the magnitude of these proposed

cuts is enormous. In the 1994-1995 fiscal year,

approximately $429 million, or 35 percent, of

Duke's $ 1.23-billion budget was derived

from federal sources in the form of support

for research and training ($176.3 million),

reimbursements to Duke Hospital and clini-

cians for Medicaid and Medicare programs

(roughly $220 million), and student financial

aid (roughly $33 million in guaranteed loans,

work study aid, and grants to financially

needy students).

John F. Burness, Duke's

a way to im-

prove one's job prospects.

Two years and a congressional turnover

ago, Duke President Nannerl O. Keohane
made a point in her inauguration speech that

has fresh relevance. The research done on our

campuses, she said, "contributes greatly to

human welfare in directly utilitarian ways:

advances in medical science, in both diag-

nostic and therapeutic techniques, and in the

When
the Contract

with America came

along, Keohane's advice be-

came an imperative. Few agencies

will escape the budget axe, and advocates

senior vice pres-

ident for public

affairs, puts it

bluntly: "In a cli-

mate where so

many of the pro-

grams our faculty

and students depend

on are under attack,

we can't fight every

battle. We have to de-

cide what we're going to

fight for [in Washington],

and there are a lot of losers

out there." For those like Bur-

ness who know the history and

intricacies of higher education's mis-
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sion, these belt-tightening measures have dan-

gerous implications not just for academe, but

also for the entire country and even the world.

RESEARCH UNDER FIRE

In a May op-ed piece, The New York Times'

Frank Rich deplored the short-sighted GOP
attempt to cut the budget by targeting the

university system—perhaps the only feature

of American society still unequivocally

admired by the world. It's unlikely, he writes,

that private industry will take up the slack

left by slashed funding. The NEH, for exam-

ple, provides "three times as much to the

humanities as all the private foundations

combined," he notes, while in the sciences, the

government furnishes 57 percent of academic

research-and-development funds versus in-

dustry's paltry 7 percent.

"Fewer grants will slow scientific break-

throughs in disease prevention and cure,"

writes Rich, "which from the Salk vaccine to

recent advances in breast cancer have mostly

happened at American universities."

At Duke, grants from the National

Institutes of Health, the National Science

Foundation, the Department of Energy, and

the Department of Defense fund a breathtak-

ing array of research. NIH grants made
it possible for researchers at Duke Medical

Center to conduct the first gene therapy trial

to treat breast cancer, learn more about

Alzheimer's disease, and study hereditary

factors that contribute to the development

of glaucoma.

There will also surely be cuts in overhead

recovery costs. Duke is reimbursed 52 percent

of research expenditures for administrative

and infrastructure expenses (as of July 1, it's

54 percent). One congressional proposal spec-

ifies either a 10 percent cut in reimbursement

levels—which would mean a $5.1-million loss

to the university—or a cap on indirect costs of

48 percent. Each percentage point represents

$900,000 in unrestricted revenues for Duke,

so that a 4 percent reduction, for example,

would amount to $3.6 million a year.

On the Duke Medical Center side, there's a

likely reduction in the government's indirect

medical education (IME) adjustment. The
IME is an additional payment from the Medi-

care program to teaching hospitals to com-

pensate for the higher costs they incur.

Representative John Kasich, chairman of the

House Budget Committee, has recommended a

decrease in reimbursements from the current

rate of 7.7 percent down to 3 percent. This

would have a $19-million annual impact on
the medical center.

Elimination of the National Endowment for

the Arts and National Endowment for the

Humanities would make it harder for faculty in

the humanities and

social sciences. Duke
receives approximately

$600,000 a year in direct

grant support from the

NEA, NEH, and the

Institute for Museum ^
Services. Faculty in -

history, Romance lan-

guages, classics, and

religion are most

likely to be affected, as

will the art museum.

In an address she gave

to the American Society of

Newspaper Editors in April,

President Keohane noted

that basic research has

been responsible for

some ofsociety's great-

est triumphs. She of-

fered as example the

development ofthe micro-

electronics industry, an un

Early estimates of

:ongressional cutback

to financial aid,

.edicted at $20 billiov

will increase student

indebtedness by

as much as half.

expected by-product of NASA-sponsored
research. And Department of Defense-fund-

ed research on tunable lasers, conducted as

part of the controversial Strategic Defense

Initiative, contributed to a Duke faculty mem-
ber's research on refining laser techniques

used by eye surgeons.

"Think what would have been lost if

research funding had been cut a few decades

ago," said Keohane. "Ultrasound imaging and

CAT scans, polio vaccine and jet propulsion,

new materials that enabled American tanks to

escape detection in Desert Storm—all these

discoveries and thousands more are end prod-

ucts of basic research performed under gov-

ernment sponsorship by modern knowledge

pioneers at our nation's research universities.

Recent breakthroughs in several labs provide

promise that similar successes in the war

against cancer or heart disease or Alzheimer's

or AIDS may lie just a few short years away

with research funded at current levels. Such

solutions will lie many years, and many lives,

in the future if the government withdraws

support for such research."

Proponents of sustained research

funding are working hard to get

their message across, although

it's premature to tell if such

efforts will pay off. Keith Kennedy
'70, M.Div. '74 serves on the Sen-

ate Appropriations Committee,

conversation in late May, he

was necessarily circumspect. "It's

extremely difficult to predict, and

we're months away from conclu-

sion," he said. "The various budget

resolutions which have passed both

the House and the Senate make cer-

tain assumptions about possible outcomes

in the appropriations process. We're not

bound by those assumptions; the

resolutions aren't law.

"But Congress in general, and

the Senate in particular, are sensi-

tive to the needs of research univer-

sities. Were I to speculate, I would

suggest that things such as specialized

research and the medical education

component of Medicare, and things of that

sort, would be relatively better off than other,

more generalized programs."

FINANCIAL AID FEARS
The way tuition rates are climbing, pro-

spective parents might be wise to start an

education savings account before starting a

family. In today's market, parents who have

allotted $20,000 per year to finance a college

education are worried that it may not be

enough. Duke public policy professor Charles

Clotfelter '69, director of the Center for Phil-

anthropy and Voluntarism at the Terry

Sanford Institute of Public Policy, is conduct-

ing a study that examines rising costs in

higher education. His project looks at four

institutions, including Duke, to discern trends

in financial, administrative, and teaching

priorities. Clotfelter has found that while

growth was pragmatic, the rate of inflation in

the index of tuition costs is even greater than

the rate of inflation in the index ofhealth-care

costs over a fifteen-year period beginning

in 1970.

Back in 1875, it cost $60 to come to Trinity

College, the precursor to Duke University.

This year's incoming class (most likely, their

parents) will shell out $19,500 for tuition

alone. (The hefty introductory class text-

books, East Campus dorm room, and meal

plan are all extra.) Just ten years ago, coming

to Duke cost $7,380; five years ago, $12,800.

It's probably small consolation to the Class

of 1999 that this year's tuition increase
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was the lowest in a quarter of a century.

Other pricy institutions are also holding the

line on tuition, which some analysts think has

gone about as far as the market will bear.

Even if costs plateau, or increase only slightly

above the rate of inflation, there is a danger

that more and more families will be unable

—

or unwilling—to send their child someplace

that costs in the range of $100,000 from

orientation to commencement.

With its need-blind admissions policy, Duke

promises a place to any admitted student,

regardless of his or her ability to pay. More

than 41 percent of the undergraduate student

body relies on some form of assistance, which

means that Duke's director of financial aid,

James Belvin, stays very busy.

On this particular sunny spring day, offers

of admission have been mailed to prospective

members of the Class of 1999. Belvin's office

buzzes with activity that will continue un-

abated until registration in August. Recep-

tionists handle multiple calls and families wait

in the foyer to meet with financial aid coun-

selors. Come late summer, there will be lines

out the door.

"When people look at the Duke sticker

price, they assume that only rich kids can afford

to come here," says Belvin. "But we have a lot

of students here who are not from wealthy

families, and they make the Duke experience

what it is. The Duke experience is different

because of what financial aid has done."

In addition to his job at Duke, Belvin speaks

at finance seminars across the country every

year. To the thousands ofpeople he's spoken to

and, specifically, to prospective Dukies, Belvin

comes across as a reassuring realist. "People

ask me if Duke is affordable and my answer is

yes, but it's all how you look at it," he says. "If

you try to pay for Duke out of pocket during

the four years your child is here, then it's prob-

ably not affordable for most people. On the

other hand, whatever automobile you drove

up in probably wasn't affordable out of pocket

either. You paid for it over time. So I get

people to re-think the way they look at the

sticker price. Instead of thinking in terms of a

four-year window, think in terms of an eight-

or ten-year window."

As the number of merit-based scholarships

has declined, reliance on need-based loans

has risen. Belvin says that Duke has built in a

"self-help" component for all of its aid pack-

ages. That is, students are expected to work

while in school and during the summers, and

some money is usually in the form of loans,

rather than grants. "We're not asking that stu-

dents be involved," says Belvin. "We're insisting

that they be involved." And having a vested

interest in one's education has an added ben-

efit: Duke students who work while in school

do better academically than those who don't.

But there are dark clouds on the horizon.

Financial aid has been targeted for cutbacks

by Congress. Early estimates predicted $20

billion in cuts, increasing student indebted-

ness by as much as half. For now, it looks as

though the cutbacks won't be that severe, but

they are still cause for worry. Grants and work-

study subsidies will be reduced. Interest pay-

ments on subsidized loans, now deferred until

after graduation, will start accruing while

students are still in school. Stafford loans, for

example, give borrowers a six-month grace

period before the first loan payment is due.

"I've seen studies that suggest the cost of

borrowing to undergraduates would go up

by one third," says Belvin, "and the cost for

graduate students would go up a half or

more. There's no question but that [these

cuts] will make it harder for some families to

come to Duke."

For Wayne Taitt '96, making ends meet is an

ongoing concern. The middle of five children,

Taitt and his family rely on a combination of

grants and loans to see him through college.

Although he is proud to be

at Duke, Taitt recognizes

the obstacles he and future

generations of students will

face if it becomes even harder

to foot the bill.

"Even if we keep need-blind

admissions, I think people will start

to say, 'Even though I can get a loan

to put my kid through Duke, I don't

want to pay off a loan for the next twelve

years.' " Yet Taitt, who was class president his

junior year and volunteers with kids in the

Durham community, says he recognizes the

exceptional opportunities attending Duke
offers. Even if his personal expenses increase

due to goverment retrenchment, he says, a

Duke degree is worth the sacrifice.

"My goal for coming to Duke was to make

as many connections as I can, and do well,

so that I can get a good job when I grad-

uate," he says. "The foremost obligation I

have put upon myself is to provide for the

financial security of my mother and my fam-

ily. After that, I'll worry about myself. But

that's why coming to Duke was, for me, a very

serious thing."

In April, Taitt was one of thirteen Duke
Student Government representatives who drove

to Washington, D.C., to lobby for protecting

student aid. The delegation assembled before

dawn and were given well-prepared, thorough

instructions on everything from what to wear

and how to introduce oneself, to stating the

issues succinctly. The Duke contingent was

part of a larger, nationwide effort organized

by the Washington-based Alliance to Save

Student Aid, an association of more than

thirty groups representing students, adminis-

trators, and faculty members from all sectors

of higher education. The Alliance established

a telephone hotline that connects callers

directly to the Washington, D.C., offices of

their congressional representatives. It also set

up Internet resources to provide background

information, sample letters, and congressional

e-mail addresses.

Taitt says he thinks the spring trip was suc-

cessful in showing politicians the industrious

young men and women who would be affect-

ed by the probable reductions. "We wanted

the people who make decisions in Washington

to see that bright students go to Duke, and

they wouldn't be able to without financial aid,"

he says. "We hope that now, when they vote

or hear debates about the

issue, they will think

about the kids who
traveled however

many miles to

Washington to tell

them that this could

hurt a lot of people."

For James Belvin,

the benefits of

financial aid out-

weigh the arguments

against it. "Unlike

most federal programs,

there is a limited

amount of time in

which one can

receive these

resources; you

can't be on financial aid forever," he says. "It is

performance-based, and continually moni-

tored for success. In other words, if you don't

meet the academic standards, you're out.

"Furthermore, loans are repaid with inter-

est, so there is additional money going back to

the treasury. It is an investment that reaps bene-

fits and creates a better, more educated citi-

zenry. And that's better for all of us." (Duke's

default rate on loans is small, about .05 percent.

The national average is in the low teens.)
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In addition to federal aid, a Duke student

education is subsidized through tuition,

revenue from endowment, overhead recover-

ies, and gifts and grants. Undergraduate finan-

cial aid is a big expenditure for Duke, and it's

growing. (Last year, Duke put more than $21.5

million from the operating budget into

student financial aid, an increase of 434 per-

cent from just ten years ago.) Duke's board

of trustees has indicated that tuition rates

should not continue their upward spiral, nor

should class size grow to increase revenue.

Endowment income is steady but modest

when compared to similar institutions. Of

the sixteen distinguished private universities

in the Consortium on Financing Higher

Education, Duke is at the very bottom of the

list in endowment per student, well below

Princeton, Yale, Harvard, Emory, Stanford,

MIT, and the University of Chicago.

PREPARING FOR
THE INEVITABLE

At the same time that income is relatively

fixed, the university is encountering expenses

that cannot be postponed. Bringing the cam-

pus up-to-speed electronically is essential.

Old computers and haphazard growth have

created a mismatched patchwork of systems

around campus. Betty Le Compagnon was

appointed vice provost for information tech-

nology last year to coordinate the progress and

enhancement of academic and administrative

computing. But it will cost money.

WHAT DO FACULTY
DO?

arents and students have become

discriminating consumers, weighing

costs and benefits of particular

schools against anticipated returns. They
want to know what their education dollars

are buying: Are the expensive private insti-

tutions really that much better than their

respected state counterparts? What exactly

do tenured faculty do with their time? And
how does the security of tenure affect a

professor's scholarly output?

For those in the corporate world, impre-

cise measures of productivity can seem
maddening. Parents worry that research

concerns might keep the best professors dis-

tracted from classroom obligations. There's

a certain irony, of course, when you consid-

er that a university's reputation is based on
a number of variables, not the least ofwhich

is the quality and reputation of the faculty.

William Schlesinger is James B. Duke

ing classrooms and dorm rooms need

renovations, scientific equipment needs

upgrades, and residential-life offer-

ings need enrichment. Faced

with these costs, the uni-

versity has adopted a

conservative approach to

planning for the future.

Last year, department

heads in the arts and sci-

ences were asked to trim

their budgets by nearly 2

percent. In the coming

academic year, the arts

and sciences will face a

: deficit of$600,000,

much less than previous-

ly expected. Beyond these

cost-cutting measures, the

arts and sciences are build-

ing up a capital budget to

help pay for expensive shared

equipment and building needs.

"The day when every depart-

ment had its own internal

support services component is

over," says economist E. Roy
Weintraub, who was acting

dean of Arts and Sciences

faculty for the last two

years. "There's no reason

why every department

needs its own lower-level

financial specialist when
we can combine several

departments and serve

them all better with one

higher-level specialist."

When it comes to faculty hiring deci-

sions, institutions are proceeding at a

thoughtful, conservative pace. Senior faculty

members who retire may not be replaced.

Others may be urged to consider early retire-

ment. The most dramatic example of person-

nel retrenchment took place at Bennington

College last year. With the trustees' blessing,

President Elizabeth Coleman fired nearly

one-third of the faculty and eliminated the

job-for-life tenure system, as well as academic

departments. Teachers now have contracts

and are expected to collaborate with fellow

"teacher-practitioners" in related disciplines.

Other colleges and universities choose to

Professor of Botany and a geology professor.

Besides teaching undergraduate and graduate

students, Schlesinger directs the Free Air CO2
Enrichment project (FACE), a long-range

study of how rising carbon dioxide levels will

affect the Earth's environment. He says that a

university's accomplishments should be high-

ly visible not only within academic circles, but

in mainstream media as well.

"When people of influence pick up The

New York Times or The Wall Street Journal, they

ought to see articles about Duke research or

editorials by Duke professors," he says, "because

it is good exposure for the university. We
should appear as often as Harvard and Yale and

Princeton and Stanford, arenas where things

are really happening. Important things are

taking place here that are relevant to the poli-

cies and populace of the country. And that

research and scholarship takes time and money."

Staying at the forefront of innovative

scholarship, whether in the sciences or hu-

manities, requires professors to keep up with

developments in their discipline. Naturally,

this up-to-the-minute awareness can only

strengthen the classroom experience. Schles-

inger's lecture notes for an introductory bio-

logy class reflect this timeliness: More than

half the examples he uses are from scientific

literature published in the last five years.

"Unless you are continuously reading in the

library, keeping up with the scientific litera-

ture, attending scientific meetings, and rewrit-

ing your lectures to reflect developments as

they occur, the undergraduate experience will

not be as rich as it can be," says Schlesinger.

For economics professor and department

chair Neil De Marchi, student-faculty interac-

tion is a mutually beneficial arrangement. At

spring semester's end, a stack of final papers

from his freshman seminar course sits in his

office, waiting to be copied. "There are refer-

ences and citations in these papers that are

new to me, and that I can use," he explains.

"These students produced unbelievably good

research papers."

It took some nudging on De Marchi's part,

though. Students in his "Aesthetic and Mar-

ket Valuation" class examine the history and

functioning of markets. They choose a
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replace retiring senior faculty with junior fac-

ulty who earn smaller salaries, or with non-

tenure-track instructors. Awarding tenure is a

serious proposal, and competition for fewer

positions is rigorous. Duke offers competitive

salary compensation to attract top faculty,

but as provost John Strohbehn notes, salary

alone does not bring the best to campus.

"When we're trying to hire someone, the

issue is not what we can offer by way of salary

versus what a Harvard can offer," he says.

"The issue is what kind of resources Duke can

offer to support that scholar's work. When
you're competing with an institution like Har-

vard, which is much older and might have a

more established program in place, the pressure

is on us to increase the size of the program."

Maintaining the tenure system is particular-

ly important at research universities, says

Strohbehn. Whereas a liberal-arts college like

Bennington might prosper from a steady flow

of visiting poets and writers, research involves

long-term commitments of time and support.

"We need to remember what we are," says

Strohbehn. "We are a research university, and

with that comes certain responsibilities.

"Our faculty have a responsibility for teach-

ing undergraduate and graduate students," he

says. "But they also have a real responsibility

to fulfill the research mission, which is as

important to society as the teaching mission.

When people conduct research, they need

time. Science projects can take years; writing

a book can take years. Great ideas don't come
off an assembly line like widgets."

Federal gr ants made

it possible for Duke
researchers tc) conduct the

first gene thtjrapy trial to

treat breast c:ancer, learn

more of Alzhe liner's disease,

and unlock t tie mysteries

of certain cancers.

Another criticism lobbed at universities

is the top-heavy administrative structure.

President Keohane is on record for wanting to

keep a tight rein on the number of senior-level

administrators. One of the five points in the

1994 long-range strategic plan, Shaping Our
Future, calls for a streamlined, yet more effi

cient administration. A number of these

central administration positions were

created to ensure that the university was

complying with increased govern-

mental regulations, such as environ-

mental regulatory guidelines. Other posi-

tions were created to appease campus

demand. Services such as psychological,

health, and career counseling were hardly

a campus presence twenty or so years ago.

"Students want more support, and they

expect you to provide things that we didn't

use to provide," says provost Strohbehn.

"We bring bright people to this university,

whether students or staff. And naturally,

bright people always have good ideas about

how to make things better. Making things bet-

ter often involves bringing in other people to

strengthen your program. But sometimes bet-

ter isn't what we need to do. Right now, we at

Duke are in a period of growth by substitu-

tion." (As explained in Shaping Our Future,

growth by substitution is "a growth in stature

and quality derived from redirecting current

resources to activities of greater priority and

promise. Growth by substitution must be our

principal means of achieving quality gains

in a world of constrained

resources.")

research project and study how economic,

social, and political forces shape a product's

evolution. One young woman chose the fash-

ion industry in nineteenth-century Europe;

another selected the wildly successful market-

ing of the Mazda Miata.

"Students are used to having a closure

mentality," says De Marchi. "Throughout

grade school and high school, they've been

taught how to package things. And they are

very good at that. They can put information

together in a nice, rounded way—introduc-

tion, argument, conclusion—so that what you

get is not depth of individual thinking, but

an amalgam of opinions culled from Time or

Newsweek that are adapted, or even quoted

authoritatively, as if this somehow constitutes

research. I try to teach them that if you are

really inquiring, the questions are never-ending.

"At the same time, I tell them that they need

to escape from the tyranny of facts. Now, that

sounds really odd, because at the same time I

want them to respect evidence very deeply. But

I want them to stop just mindlessly going to lec-

tures or labs and being passive recipients. I

want them to believe that if there's a problem

they've never seen before, they can reformu-

late it in a way that makes it recognizable. So

that they leave this place with problem-solving

capabilities that will be with them for life."

Even though a class may meet a total ofonly

two-and-a-halfhours a week, faculty members

must spend a considerable amount of energy

making that time valuable. De Marchi found

that students reveled in the discovery process,

even though, as one noted on a class evalua-

tion, "it was one of the hardest courses I've

ever taken." They called him, visited during

office hours, and set up individual conference

time. De Marchi also encouraged students to

e-mail him, and one another. "Conversations"

took place at all hours, and students who were

shy in class were confident and articulate in

the technological milieu. This added dimen-

sion to the student-faculty relationship

requires even more time and attentiveness.

As anyone with e-mail knows, a computer-

generated query somehow seems more urgent

than a "snail-mail" post.

As with any profession, there are cases of

burnout among scholars, and one hears

stories of tenured faculty members who
coast along on their aging laurels.

Sometimes a sabbatical leave can reinvigo-

rate a professor who has lost his or her

spark. Or a department chair might bestow

additional administrative responsibilities

on someone whose scholarship has gone

from prodigious to piddling. But in a com-

munity that expects its members to pro-

duce continuous and exceptional work, a

faculty member who is not doing so is often

painfully aware of his or her deficiencies.

"I cannot think of one person in my
department who is not contributing in

some substantial way," says English profes-

sor Cathy Davidson. "Some people may
teach more undergraduate courses while

others teach more graduate courses. But

there is no deadwood; everyone is active.

I do think, though, that it's wrong to

assume that there is only one model of

contribution for all faculty. This is a big

enough university that there can be differ-

ent models."
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Examples of this restraint can be found in the

1995-96 university operating budget, approved

by the trustees in May. The $975-million

budget, up just 1.3 percent over last year,

reflects significant reductions in Duke Hos-

pital expenses and moderate growth for the

rest of the university. (When restricted funds for

specific projects are included, the university's

overall budget totals $1.25 billion, up 1.9 per-

cent from last year.) Growth in academic and

administrative support functions are the low-

est in years. A $ 1-million cut in the administra-

tive budget, for example, has been redirected to

support science and engineering initiatives.

Duke has reaped gains in the past from pru-

dent planning. "Growth by substitution" is not

a reaction to the GOP budget, but rather a

vision that is in keeping with Duke's expedient

management. As Keohane said in her inau-

gural address two years ago: "Neither Duke

nor any other university can afford to do

everything well. Our continued viability will

require hard choices about where to invest

limited resources. We must remember to ask

ourselves, 'Is this capital investment really

necessary to build Duke's strengths? Will this

faculty member's appointment extend our

reputation for quality and broaden interdisci-

plinary research and teaching? Will this pro-

posed new program help students in this

school acquire the sophisticated and increas-

ingly international perspective they will need

for the twenty-first century?'
"

This orientation continues to shape how
Duke—and higher education in general

—

administers its resources. Every facet of a col-

lege education is now under careful con-

sideration, from managing tuition rates and

financial aid packages and providing acade-

mic resources, to sustaining sponsorship of

scientific research. Some colleges won't be

able to make ends meet and will simply shut

their doors. Others must make tough deci-

sions, including canceling programs or proj-

ects that are worthy and promising but that

do not complement other long-range goals.

Supporters of the GOP vision for the future

argue that unless we bite the bullet now, the

deficit will be uncontainable. The solution, they

argue, must be sweeping and immediate. Unless

federal spending is restrained, tomorrow's

leaders will inherit even more of an

economic nightmare than ever before.

Public opinion polls seem to support the

notion that comprehensive cutbacks are

in the best interest of future generations. In

a sense, the GOP plan aims to save an ailing

patient by performing radical surgery on
extremities and vital organs alike.

A prudent business plan has its

advantages, and certainly higher edu-

cation can trim costs. But in the zeal

RESEARCH
DOLLARS

If
you think that federal research grants

are directed toward obscure studies on

scientific minutiae, think again. With
sizable support from the National Institutes of

Health (NIH), one of the government agen-

cies facing cutbacks under the GOP budget

proposal, research universities and teaching

hospitals have made substantial steps toward

improving human health. Here are a few

examples of how NIH funding supports major

breakthroughs at the Duke Medical Center:

a Duke Medical Center has been the world's

leader in developing high-dose chemotherapy

and bone marrow transplantation for ad-

vanced breast cancer. In international clinical

trials, 72 percent of women at high risk of

cancer recurrence are alive and disease -free

seven years after bone marrow transplantation

therapy, compared to 30-35 percent ofwomen
who are alive after that same amount of time,

and who did not receive the therapy.

Researchers at the Duke Heart Center are

completing a five-year study of optimal treat-

ment procedures for ischemic heart disease.

The results will be written into guidelines

mm
that will be disseminated to physicians across

the country.

H In 1993, Allen Roses and a team of geneti-

cists and neurobiologists discovered a suscep-

tibility gene for the most common kind of

Alzheimer's disease. Since that initial break-

through, laboratories around the world have

confirmed the finding, and work continues on

studying the mechanism by which the gene

promotes the disease. A drug to delay the onset

of Alzheimer's is also under way.

A team of researchers led by Doug
Marchuk, assistant professor of genetics, has

found a gene responsible for a rare disease

called hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia,

which causes sporadic bleeding. The finding

provides a key step in understanding how
blood vessels form and heal in response to

injury, and could provide clues to other blood

vessel and heart defects.

a Robert Lefkowitz, James B. Duke Professor

of Medicine and Biochemistry and Howard
Hughes Medical Institute Investigator, studies

a family of crucial molecular switches called

adrenergic receptors. These receptors, found

in the brain, heart, and throughout many of

the other cells of the body, influence many
basic functions, including heart rate and the

to repeal seemingly non-essential expenses,

many feel that the congressional plan contra-

dicts its own goal. To the scientists close to

unlocking the genetic mysteries of a debilita-

ting illness but who lose funding, or to the

bright high school students whose families can

no longer afford to finance the dream of col-

lege, a favorable bottom line on the federal

budget will seem a hollow accomplishment.

Basic research is dedicated to solving the

world's most pressing problems and to improv-

ing the quality of life. Higher education pro-

duces a more informed citizenry, one that

contributes greater resources to the intellec-

tual, economic, and cultural vibrancy of

society. Pending legislation threatens to crip-

ple these positive forces.

Future generations

may well wonder

how we could have

been so short-

sighted.

power of muscle contraction. Lefkowitz was

the first to isolate the genes for many of

these receptors and is now studying their

function and consequences of their dysfunc-

tion. Lefkowitz's study of beta-adrenergic

receptors has led to a potential gene therapy

for heart failure.

Paul Modrich, professor of biochemistry

and Howard Hughes Medical Institute Inves-

tigator, studies the biochemical process respon-

sible for repairing damaged DNA in bacteria

and human cells. In 1993, Modrich and his

colleagues at Duke and Johns Hopkins

University discovered how a defective human
DNA repair gene malfunctions to produce

colon cancer. He is working to understand

how damage to the DNA repair system can

make human cancer cells resistant to chemo-

therapy drugs.

Researchers at the Duke Comprehensive

Cancer Center have reported promising find-

ings in five Phase I studies using radiolabeled

monoclonal antibodies to treat brain tumors

against which there is no current effective treat-

ment. Several patients have responded well to

treatment, living beyond their life expectancy,

raising the hope that monoclonals may be a

"magic bullet" against these tumors.
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Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

August 5-14

Arrangements by Gohagan and Company

Cities and Countryside of France

September 14-25

Arrangements by Intrav

Queen Elizabeth II & Concorde

September 29-October 6

Arrangements by Academic Arrangements

Abroad

Classic Orient

September 26-October 1

1

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

Mediterranean Romance:

Lisbon to Venice

October 8-21

Arrangements by Royal Cruise Line

Indian Ocean Cruise & African Safari

October 8-24

Arrangements by Alumni Holidays

Swiss Alumni College

August 16-24

Neuchatel, Switzerland

Join us for breath-taking alpine scenery,

fascinating European history, and stimulat-

ing intellectual discovery in this travel/study

program examining Swiss life and culture.

Your faculty leader will be Thomas Naylor,

writer, philosopher, and Duke professor

emeritus of economics. Accommodations

are in the five-star he Beaufort Hotel,

which offers lovely views of the Alps and

Lake Neuchatel. Excursions

will be taken to various

sites, including Berne,

Geneva, the Jura

Mountains

,

and the W
relcnoutxed

vineyards in the

Neuchatel countryside.

The Longing for Community

October 20-22

Woodstock Inn, Vermont

In our cities there is a widespread feeling of

detachment and disconnectedness—a long-

ing for what is often called community.

Come join us to explore the idea of com-

munity, and to experience for yourself the

Vermont way of life. Faculty leaders will

be Will Willimon, dean of the Chapel,

Thomas Naylor, professor emeritus of eco-

nomics, and Magdalena Naylor, psychiatrist.

On

Duke Directions

September 15 and October 27

West Campus

Rediscover the true "Duke experience" —
the classroom experience! Return to Duke

for a day of stimulating classes designed for

alumni and taught by top Duke faculty.

Semester Study for Alumni

Fall or Spring Semesters, Durham

Here is the opportunity to return to Duke

and take those courses you always longed

to take. As a Duke alumnus or alumna,

you are part of a select group of people

given the privilege to audit regular courses

at Duke for a nominal fee

.

Duke Great Teachers Video Series

Now you can sit down with great teachers

and go exploring again—into other times,

other places , other minds . We asked five

remarkable Duke professors to take up topics

close to their hearts and present them to you.

Each program includes sixfuR lectures, a

specially selected book, and a course guide.

For more information

Duke Travel: Barbara Delapp Booth '54

All other programs:

Deborah Weiss Fowlkes '78

614 Chapel Drive, Box 90573, Durham, NC
27708-0573, (919) 684-5 114 or 800 FOR-DUKE

Information
Request Form

For detailed brochures on the programs

listed below, please return this form,

appropriately marked, to :

Duke Educational Adventures,

Box 90573, 614 Chapel Drive,

Durham, NC 27708-0573

DUKE CLASS YEAR

J Canadian Rockies & Vancouver

_l City and Countryside of France

-J Queen Elizabeth II & Concorde

J Classic Orient

J Mediterranean Romance

_l Indian Ocean & African Safari

J Swiss Alumni College

The Longing for Community

On

J Duke Directions

J Semester Study for Alumni

J Duke Great Teachers Video Series
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AWELL-SUITED
I ards are an

^L egalitarian

^^^^^ amusement.

They're cheap, readily available,

and appropriate for all ages and

levels of expertise. Used for such

diversions as "Go Fish" and

poker, cards represent pleasant

pastimes for people from every

walk of life.

Full Deck Art Quilts is a color-

ful, artistic paean to the common

card. The brainstorm of Sue

Pierce '65, the traveling exhibit

of fifty-four fiber artworks

depicts an entire deck of cards,

plus two jokers. Pierce initially

polled her peers—quilters she

respected—to see if interest was

there. While she couldn't offer

compensation, or even a defi-

nite exhibit site, all the artists

responded enthusiastically.

Pierce's instincts paid off.

Full Deck Art Quilts is now part

of the Smithsonian Institution

Traveling Exhibition Service

(SITES), touring throughout

the country. When it opened at

the Renwick Gallery of the

Smithsonian's National Museum

of American Art in March,

22,000 people viewed the show

during its six-week run. An

accompanying catalogue,

co-written by Pierce and Verna

Suit and published by San

Francisco's Pomegranate Art-

books, is a work of art itself.

Featuring full-page color por-

traits of each card with an artist

biography, Art Quilts: Playing

With a Full Deck also explains

the numerous steps and ap-

'
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ASSORTMENT
proaches to making art from

fabric and other textiles.

"When people think quilts,

they usually think bed quilts,"

says Pierce from her home

in Rockville, Maryland. "I think

that quilts are accessible and

user-friendly, so people aren't as

intimidated by the medium as

they might be by the so-called

fine arts. The flip side is that

they may not take quilting

as seriously. Full Deck Art Quilts

comes at an important time for

the medium, which is on the

verge of being accepted and re-

cognized as a true art form, both

nationally and internationally."

Artists chose which card

to depict. Pierce then mailed

out the actual card, along with

guidelines such as dimension

requirements. One by one, the

quilts came back, each one

exceptional. Whether abstract

or literal, metaphorical or

whimsical, the finished products

provide evocative evidence of

the artists' imaginations and

expertise. Materials used include

cotton, satin, beads, leather,

paper, silk, linen, netting, metal-

lic threads, shells, buttc

Plying her handiwork:

Pierce, left, in her studio,

and some of the fifty-four

designs m her book, clockwise,

Nine of Diamonds by Sue

Pierce: Joker by Susan Shie

and James Acord; Six of

Diamonds t>\ Susan Ball

Faeder; Nine of Clubs

rrv Deborah Melton Anderson;

and King of Clubs by

Joyce Marquess Carey
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Three of Hearts

by Robin Schwalb

m
safety pins, zippers, lame,

Mylar, felt, brass, velvet, lace,

brocade, sequins, and jewels.

This is not your grandmother's

bedcovering.

While Pierce is pleased that

the exhibit has garnered greater

appreciation of fiber arts, she is

also eager to get back to her

own work. (For the show, she

designed the nine of diamonds.)

"Those of us in emerging

mediums can't just sit back and

wait for the world to come to

us," says Pierce, "so putting this

together has really taken a big

chunk out of my life. I have no

regrets, but at the same time,

I am very much looking forward

to getting back to my studio."

—Bridget Booher

Full Deck Art Quilts will travel

to California, Arizona, Virginia,

Florida, Washington, D.C.,

Nevada, Illinois, New York, and

Alabama. For details, contact

SITES at (202) 357-3168.
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Dealing, from the left:

Ace of Spades by Jane

Burch Cochran; Ace

of Diamonds by Michele

Vernon; Three of

Spades by Joan Schulze;

Two of Hearts by

Marguerite Malwitz;

Four of Clubs by

Katherine Knauer; Jack

of Spades by Linda Levin;

Six of Clubs try Jen

Shurtliff; King of

Diamonds by Ardyth

Davis; Eight of

Hearts by Katherine

McK'earn; Five of Cluhs

by Chris Wolf Edmonds;

Four of Diamonds by

Judy Becker;

Three of Diamonds

by Caryl Bryer Faflert;

Ten of Hearts by Barbara

Morrensnn; Five of

Diamonds by Dorothy

Ho/den; Queen of Cluhs

by Therese May; Seven

of Spades by Natasha

Kempers-Cullen; Four of

Hearts by Lenore Davis;

Three of Clubs by Dee

Danley-Brown;

Two of Cluhs by Jeanne

Williamson; Nine of Spades

by Carolyn L. Mazloomi;

Jack of Hearts by Holley

Junker; Six of Hearts

by Patty Hawkins; Two of

Diamonds by Micky Lanier;

Eight of Diamonds by

Melissa Hnlzinger; Five of

SpaJus h\ Dominie Nash
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BATTLING
DELICATE
MONSTERS

THE ARSENAL: HOPE, DETERMINATION, AND NEW DRUGS

BY DENNIS MEREDITH

Brain tumors rank among nature's

most insidious inventions,

but Henry Friedman and his colleagues

are achieving victories, in both lab and clinic,

against these viciously adroit invaders.

The thin, blond boy sits tentatively,

slumping slightly, on the examining

table in the bare, claustrophobic exam-

ining room. His legs dangle, his small hands

rest awkwardly in his lap, his eyes watch the

open door expectantly.

He is in the wrong place. He should be

worrying about making a winning basket or

buying a new video game. Instead, he faces

his own mortality. His mother sits tensely

erect in a chair across from him, her deter-

mined expression combining hope and

fatigue. She is her son's tenacious champion,

a veteran of dealing with obtuse teachers,

fearful surgical procedures, and the terrifying,

unfathomable growth in her son's brain.

When Henry Friedman sweeps in—an

amiably purposeful dervish in sneakers, jeans,

a luxuriant Zapata moustache, and the be-

ginnings of a beard—the emotional energy in

the room seems to intensify. Today, he has

accented his ensemble with a necktie he is

obliged to wear to meet a potential donor. He
has chosen a gloriously absurd tie festooned

with cartoon characters from the movie The

Lion King. He likes the wart hog best.

The three greet each other as allies, as PHOTOS BY

friends with a common enemy. Keeping up a CHRIS HILDRETH

genial patter, Friedman sets to work with a

practiced professionalism to examine the boy.

He taps, squeezes, and scrutinizes, performing

the modest-seeming tests of movement and

reflex that reveal the state of the boy's brain

and the tumor within it.

"I hear you play chess?" he asks.

The boy nods.

"You any good?"

The boy shrugs noncommittally.

"Put out your arms."

The boy complies.

"Now squawk like a turkey." A^^ point o/vieu, ;

The boy smiles. Friedman smiles back from Friedman administers

behind the moustache. He has achieved a a peripheral-vision test to

small triumph. The humor helps them face the Jeff Welch, opposite

formidable business of dealing with this tumor.

Called an astrocytoma, the growth is among
the most benign tumors that arise from the

glial cells that surround brain cells. Friedman

gently tells the mother and son that there's a

"reasonable" chance the tumor may spread.

It may send out more malignant cells that

will proliferate and choke the clear, placid
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fluid of the boy's spinal chord. Or, it may not.

Friedman knows that the most hellishly

frustrating thing about brain tumors, and in-

deed all tumors, is that their true natures

remain hidden deep within their out-of-

control genetic machinery. True, scientists

have given tumors authoritative-sounding

names—astrocytoma, medulloblastoma, glio-

blastoma—based on their appearance and

basic biological characteristics. But the

daunting reality is that a single name may en-

compass an inscrutable spectrum of tumors,

indistinguishable under the microscope, but

very different in their threat. It's as if an

animal named "snake" may be cobra or garter.

Friedman also understands the incredible

difficulty of teasing out these outlaw cells'

secrets in the laboratory. The cancers, so fero-

cious in the body, are so excruciatingly deli-

cate when grown in culture. They must be

kept cool in refrigerators, exposed only to

scan, reveals his tumor to be quiescent.

Surgery and chemotherapy have kept the

tumor at bay. Friedman counsels careful mon-
itoring. He is constantly, keenly aware of the

race between discovery and the cancers grow-

ing in his patients. He tells the boy: "Every

month that you're okay, we develop better

treatments. This may be something you tell

your grandkids about."

A beaming teenage girl in another room
may do just that. She pats the examining

table and demands that Friedman sit beside

her, so she can show him a surprise. She

proudly displays an engagement ring as her

mother looks on smiling. The girl exchanges

congratulatory hugs with Friedman. She is

resuming her life after chemotherapy has

cured a tumor on her optic nerve.

In still another room, a boy in a blue

T-shirt waits in a chair, dread clouding his

face. His father sits nearby, his arm around

in his parents! They fight the tears. "It's okay

to cry," Friedman assures them—and perhaps

himself. "It's okay to cry."

In the biweekly brain-tumor clinic that

Friedman has organized, the rest of the morn-

ing is a similar emotional roller coaster.

Friedman and a dozen colleagues continue to

mix and match their talents to meet the

needs of their patients. By bringing a team of

experts to the patients, the clinic has proven

an enormously successful—albeit unconven-

tional—way to help them with their array of

medical, psychological, social, and other

problems. The clinic's family support group,

launched by nurse Beth Stewart, gathers par-

ents together to exchange experiences and

advice. The program also helps patients re-

enter school, publishes newsletters, and sup-

ports families during bereavement.

The clinic, which Friedman calls "organized

chaos," typifies the rest of his professional life.

filtered yellow light to protect their genes

from mutation. Under the microscope, float-

ing in their clear, reddish culture medium,

they appear as silvery, transparent bubbles of

cells, clinging to one another in fragile clusters.

For now, Friedman's examination of the

boy, and his magnetic resonance imaging

the mother, who is on the verge of tears.

Friedman asks if they have been told the

latest results of the boy's brain scan. They

have not. "It's shrinking," he says simply. "The

tumor's shrinking."

"Yessss!" the boy exults, making a tri-

umphant fist. Tears well in his eyes, as they do

His days are a whirlwind of beeper messages,

phone calls, faxes, meetings, and quick

consultations in hallways. At one moment, he

congratulates a patient on his progress; at the

next, he's on the phone helping a dying

patient's mother make the child's last days

comfortable. At other times, he solves an
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administrative problem over a grant, or plans

a clinical trial of a new drug, or consults on a

lab experiment, or phones a donor, or advises

a trainee.

Friedman has become a master juggler in

his roles as director of Duke Medical Center's

pediatric neuro-oncology laboratory and co-

director, with Herbert E. Fuchs Ph.D.

'84, M.D. '85, of the pediatric clinical brain

tumor program. The program is part of the

medical center's Neuro-Oncology Program,

i the;

Medical Sciences Research Building. This large

complex near Duke Hospital North also

houses leading-edge "bridging" science in

genetic therapy and transplantation. As

another sign of success, the program will

shortly be elevated to division status in the

medical center's department of pediatrics,

with Friedman as its head. "I think it's a

recognition that the program at Duke is so

unique and so strong, and so comprehensive,

that it warrants its own administrative and

blood pressure, breathing, and heartbeat. A
medulloblastoma grows explosively as a pale

fleshy mass the texture of raw fish. It can dou-

ble in size within a day, immediately spewing

malignant cells into the spinal pathway,

where they lodge and erupt in more tumors.

"It's like a shark," says Friedman. "It's a

perfectly equipped killing machine which

can invade aggressively, and which is resistant

to radiation and sometimes to chemo-
therapy." What's more, he says, the tumor

Physician t

bringing an upbeat

assessment to parents

of a young patient;

reviewing a case

history—and building

bonds—with Jessica

Baker, center, and

Amber Bridges, far right

led by a pioneer in the field, Darell Bigner

M.D. '65, Ph.D *72. And all the cancer

researchers work as part of a key umbrella The daunting reality

finds the brain, with its rich blood supply,

a hospitable place to flourish.

But killing a tumor in the delicate brain is

organization, the Duke Comprehensive Cancer

Center, whose National Cancer Institute fund-

ing underlies all cancer research and treat-

ment at Duke.

Like many of his colleagues, Friedman is

a physician-scientist, whose clinical work

with patients speeds discovery, and whose dis-

coveries yield new treatments for patients.

He exemplifies a central strategy of Duke
Medical Center—to foster such "bridging"

is that a single name
could encompass

an inscrutable spectrum

of tumors.

It's as if an animal

named "snake" may

exceedingly difficult. The brain is highly sen-

sitive to radiation and chemicals, unable to

repair itself, and constitutes the seat of intel-

lect and behavior. Thus, surgery and radiation

can have profoundly damaging, permanent

side effects, including mental retardation,

stunted growth, and hormonal deficiencies.

Such daunting barriers to treatment mean
that Friedman and his colleagues also battle

another enemy almost as deadly—hopeless-

scientists who can shorten the two-way

path between laboratory bench and patient

bedside. It's a strategy that Chancellor for

Health Affairs Ralph Snyderman, himself a

physician-scientist, has made a hallmark of

his tenure.

"A special value of the medical center is its

ability to offer the best and latest research

advance in the day-to-day care of patients,"

says Snyderman. "Henry Friedman exemplifies

the spirit and practice of this type ofmedicine.

Absolute dedication in caring for patients

while providing the best that molecular medi-

cine has to offer is what Henry does."

One mark of the success of Duke's pediatric

brain tumor program is its space in the new

clinical and research structure," says Fried-

man. He points out that the new division

will need all the resources it can assemble,

given the battles its physicians and scientists

must fight.

Above all enemies, of course, is the brain

tumor itself. The most deadly—medulloblas-

toma—germinates in the cerebellum, near

the brain's very center. The tumor grows in

the pons and medulla oblongata, an inch of

white fibrous tissue where the spinal chord

enters the brain. This brain region governs

ness. "There's been this nihilistic belief that,

basically, if you have a child with a brain

tumor, they get diagnosed, they get surgery,

they get radiotherapy, they get chemotherapy,

they go to Disney World, and then you bury

them. We simply do not allow that attitude

in our program." He and his colleagues have

brought an arsenal of hope, determination,

and new drugs to bear on the enemy.

Basic to their chemical weaponry are "alky-

lating agents," such as cyclophosphamide,

vincristine, melphalan, and carboplatin. These

chemicals strike at the cancer cells' most vul-

nerable spot—its genes. The drugs quite pre-

cisely "hog-tie" the rapidly dividing DNA
deep in the nucleus of the wildly growing
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cancer cells. They forge cross-links in DNA
strands that snarl the molecules, preventing

them from operating to allow the cancer cell

to divide.

Friedman and his colleagues are combining

high doses of drugs with "autologous bone

marrow transplantation" to restore the dam-

aged immune system. This technique consists

of removing bone marrow cells from the pa-

tient, culturing them, treating the patient with

high-dose chemotherapy, then transplanting

no immune system, and so will not reject

human tumor cells implanted into them. The
facility produces some 12,000 such mice a

year, and the rodents have indirectly saved

countless human lives.

By moving new treatments rapidly from

culture dish and nude mouse to human
patients, Friedman and his colleagues have

raised the five-year survival rate for brain

tumors to about 60 percent. Their improved

chemotherapies have allowed more patients

genes, that normally keep it from dividing.

But the cell's gas pedal is also pushed to the

floor." Other cancer genes, like one called

c-myc, seem to be turned on to drive prolifer-

ation, he says.

To help unravel the immense puzzle of

cancer, Friedman and his group study the

genetic flaws that underlie brain tumor cells.

They have discovered a defect on a particular

human chromosome in medulloblastoma that

seems to delete a key tumor suppressor

the cells back into the patient, where they

regrow in the marrow. In these tests,

"brake." The new insight, says Friedman,

could explain why physicians can cure some

Friedman works with colleague and spouse

Joanne Kurtzberg, who heads Duke's Pediatric

Bone Marrow Laboratory and directs the

Pediatric Bone Marrow Transplant Program.

Over the years, the scientists have tested

new killer cocktails of drugs that better target

cancers, while sparing the brain and bone

marrow immune cells. Recently, they found

that cyclophosphamide and melphalan, given

with bone-marrow-boosting hormones and

bone marrow cells, can combine to kill the

most aggressive of tumors—medulloblastoma

and pineoblastomas. Of eighteen children

with recurrent medulloblastomas (a previously

Friedman exemplifies

a central strategy of

Duke Medical Center

—

to foster "bridging"

scientists who can

shorten the two-way path

between laboratory bench

and patient bedside.

medulloblastoma patients but not others.

Friedman's lab concentrates on another of

cancer cells' nasty talents—their ability to

render themselves resistant to anti-cancer

drugs. "We've learned to our horror that many
tumors have multiple mechanisms of resis-

tance," he says. According to Friedman, can-

cer cells may defend themselves by repairing

cancer-drug-caused damage to their DNA, by

detoxifying the drug before it can attack, or

by preventing the drug from ever reaching the

DNA in the cell's nucleus. "Even if you've

beat one mechanism, it doesn't mean you've

made the tumor cell sensitive to the drug,"

lethal condition) given the drugs so far, seven

show no tumors after one to five years. And
five children with newly diagnosed pineoblas-

tomas, another cancer at the brain's center,

have survived one to three years out.

In developing these new treatments, the

Duke scientists first try them out on alien-

looking, pinkly naked mice that dwell by the

hundreds in the Cancer Center Isolation

Facility. Called "athymic nude mice," they live

in mouse-luxury in supersterile clean rooms,

each in its own spacious plastic box. Their

hereditary lack of a thymus means they have

to avoid radiation therapy, considered the

tactical nuclear weapon of brain tumor treat-

ment, because it can so broadly and severely

damage healthy brain tissue.

Despite such steady progress, brain tumors

remain deadly. Not until scientists know the

deepest aberrant secrets of brain tumor cells

will they truly conquer them. First, says

Friedman, researchers must discover what

propels a healthy brain cell into the mad mul-

tiplication of cancer. "We believe that the cell

loses its brakes, called tumor suppressor

Friedman says. "But as we understand these

mechanisms, we can begin to chip away at the

tumor cell's armor."

To breach that armor, the cancer re-

searchers are testing new drugs that interfere

with resistance, or that assault cancer cells via

undefended pathways into the cell. They're

also developing better ways to target drugs to

tumors, for example, by injecting them di-

rectly into the spinal fluid that bathes the

brain and tumor alike.

A final and especially frustrating enemy the

scientists face is indifference. Ironically, there
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country every year. We can apply everything

we leam in treating childhood brain tumors

to all these cancers."

Despite such broad medical impacts, Fried-

man finds himself doubly worried about fund-

ing. Not only is he deeply concerned about

the possibility of cutbacks in federal research

funding proposed in Congress, but he's also

worried that research on the orphan disease

of brain tumors will find itself even more dis-

advantaged. Thus, he spends large amounts of

time away from the lab and clinic carrying to

donors the message of his work's importance.

Friedman emphasizes that researchers will

discover no "magic bullet" to cure cancer. Like

an army wielding its panoply ofweapons, medi-

cine will need all its arsenal of treatments to

overcome the 200 or so distinct diseases called

cancer. "There's a role for surgery, for radio-

therapy, for chemotherapy, and for genetic

therapy," he says. "No therapy will replace the

others or diminish the need for them. And
every treatment adds to the completion of the

puzzle, where the ultimate end is cure."

But Friedman knows that cures for many
cancers will take much more research, and

even though many patients will be saved,

many will die. How does he deal with the

extreme highs and lows in his profession?

For one thing, he says, "I guess you know
you're helping everybody, but you help people

in different ways. You just face the reality

that you're dealing with a lethal process in

many people."

And how does he unwind from his high-

emotion, high-velocity work? "I get my emo-

tions out just watching basketball and playing

basketball with my son. But that's a hard

question. I don't have a good answer."

There are also the occasional family trips to

Disney World, where—no surprise—he espe-

cially likes the wildly swooping roller coasters.

"I don't have the guts to do Space Mountain,

other than like this," he says, scrunching his

eyes shut at the thought of the roller coaster

zooming through a cavernous, darkened

chamber. "But Big Thunder Mountain

—

that's my favorite ride by far. We do it like

this." He throws his arms in the air in the

classic roller-coaster position. Friedman shows

that he is well prepared to take advantage of

the downs as well as the ups.

aren't "enough" childhood brain tumors

compared to other cancers, which has made
them an "orphan disease." Only about 1,500

new cases are diagnosed a year in the United

States, versus 100,000 new breast cancers and

150,000 new lung cancers. Thus, says

Friedman, not enough scientists study child-

hood brain tumors, and funding is hard to

come by. But he emphasizes that this orphan

disease has a legion of deadly relatives.

"Breast cancers, colon cancers, prostate can-

cers, lymphoma—when all these spread, they

go to the brain. And because of AIDS, by the

year 2000, the most common brain tumor
in the U.S. will be central-nervous system

lymphoma in AIDS patients. Also, as we cure

primary cancers of the breast or lung, we're

going to begin losing patients due to spread

to other parts of the body, primarily the

brain and spinal fluids. That's exactly what
happened when we began to get control of

childhood leukemia in the 1960s.

"So, all the people who say that the brain-

tumor program is focused on an orphan dis-

ease forget the hundred thousand secondary,

or metastatic, brain tumors we see in this th lab assistant Qing Dong
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DUKE
MAKING IT
HAPPEN

Ross Harris 78, M.B.A. '80, the alum-

ni association's new president, can

never get enough of Duke. Ever

since her physician father was on Duke
Medical Center's house staff, theirs has been

a Duke family. Says Harris, "I never really

thought much about going anywhere else."

She later learned that two distant cousins

had gone to then Trinity College and had

lived in Alspaugh, where, coincidentally, she

lived as an undergraduate.

After getting her M.B.A. at Duke's Fuqua

School, she moved to Chicago to work
in advertising and immediately tapped into

a Duke connection: She called the alumni

club contact there to find out when the

next meeting would be. "I didn't know any-

body in Chicago, and it was my first time

a long way away from home," she says.

"But, instinctively, that was the first thing

I did."

At her first Chicago meeting, Harris told

the club president that she wanted to get in-

volved, and found herself recruited for the

Alumni Admissions Advisory Committee
(AAAC), interviewing prospective Duke
students. When the committee's chair

moved away, Harris moved up. "I had been

there a year and found myself chairman of

the whole committee," she says, "a job I

absolutely loved," and which continued for a

dozen years.

She also became a member of the Duke
Club of Chicago's executive committee,

where she met a past Chicago club president,

Robert L. Heidrick '63. In 1988, when
Heidrick, a member of the Duke Alumni
Association's board of directors, was moving

into the DAA president's position, he invited

Harris to serve on the AAAC standing

committee. Eventually, she was chosen to

chair the marketing committee and, later,

to oversee a task force that tied in with

the university's strategic planning. More

DAA president Harris: bringing the strategic plan to life

recently, she chaired the DAA finance com-

mittee. Last year, the board named her

president-elect.

"Being asked to be president of the Duke
Alumni Association was the greatest honor

of my life, as corny as that may sound," says

Harris. "When I look back at the history,

those who were involved. ..it's humbling."

Harris left Chicago—and advertising—to

come back to North Carolina a couple of

years ago when a job "fell out of the sky."

She now works for Lees Carpets, a division

of Burlington Industries. In December, she

was promoted to vice president and general

manager. "As my career [in marketing]

progressed, I had decided I really wanted

to run a business instead of being on
the consulting end, which is what advertis-

ing is," she says. Now she's the one "mak-

ing the decisions instead of just making
the recommendations."

She'll carry that business acumen into her

DAA presidency, which became official on

July 1. "I have the reputation ofbeing a 'make

it happen' person," she says. The DAA board

"has spent the last couple ofyears working on
a strategic plan. It's been a learning, stretch-

ing experience as we've tried to 'break the

paradigm,' as we called it, and determine how
we can do things differently and better. I

would like to make a lot of those things

actionable, bring the strategic plan to life.

That's consistent with what the university is

trying to do."

Has Harris hit upon the right combination

of school pride and work ethic? "Sometimes,

I just think about what my life would be

without Duke, not only the education and

the experience, but the people who have

helped me along the way. I'm motivated by

love and gratitude."

WELCOMING
FUTURE FROSH

Once that letter of acceptance

arrives, prospective students gener-

ally emit a sigh of relief. If they've

chosen Duke, the feeling has become mutu-

al. But for the admissions office, the relief

isn't until the May 1 deadline passes, when
student acceptances come in and the lists

and wait lists are made final.

To nudge those accepted students toward

a positive response before May Day, Alumni

Admissions Advisory Committees (AAAC),
directed by Edith Sprunt Toms '62 at Alumni
Affairs, arranged "accept parties" in April.

There were nearly fifty receptions across the

country, including five in California, four in

Texas, and larger gatherings in the New York

City-Long Island areas, Washington, D.C.,

and Atlanta. In the Palm Beach region,

guests of honor took a boat trip on the

Intracoastal Waterway. Generally, AAAC
interviewers and other alumni opened their

homes to high-school seniors and their fami-

lies for informal gatherings.

"Aside from an occasion to encourage
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admitted students to attend Duke," says

Toms, "these parties give our local alumni a

chance to meet students who may soon join

the Duke 'family.' And it's one more opportu-

nity for our potential matriculants to ask

last-minute questions about Duke before

their May 1 deadline."

Duke faculty and administrators attended

many of these parties, providing answers and

discussing the new residential plan. They

also emphasized special programming avail-

able to first-year Duke students, such as Project

WILD (Wilderness Initiatives for Learning at

Duke), a student-run retreat; FOCUS, a first-

semester series that integrates residential

and academic life through interdisciplinary

seminars; and spring semester's First-Year

Seminars, which encourage student-faculty

interaction in small-group settings.

Featured at these functions this year were

religion professor Hans Hillenbrand, who also

chairs the department; botany professor
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Richard White, dean of Trinity College and
vice provost for undergraduate education;

Norman Keul, assistant dean of Trinity

College and director of pre-major advising;

Allison Haltom '72, university secretary;

M. Laney Funderburk Jr. '60, associate vice

president for alumni and development and
director of alumni affairs; Ron Witt, history

professor; mechanical engineering professor

Marion Shepard, associate dean of the engi-

neering school; Chuck VanSant '83, M.Div.

'86, associate dean for student development,

students; and Frank McNutt, assistant dean
of student development, programming.

DISTINGUISHED
FORESTER

Fred M. White III M.F. '53,

state forester for the North Carolina

Division of Forest Resources, received

the 1995 School of the

Environment Distin-

guished Alumni Serv-

ice Award during com-

mencement in May.

Just six alumni have

previously received the

accolade, which recog-

nizes those who have

excelled in their ca-

reers and have rendered

extraordinary service

to the school.

White joined the

North Carolina Depart-

ment of Environment,

Health, and Natural Resources in 1981 as sen-

ior staff forester in the forest resources divi-

sion. In 1987, he was promoted to sectional

chief for technical development and plan-

ning; he was named assistant state forester

for management and development in 1993.

From 1961 to 1981, White was a faculty

member at the School of the Environment

(then called the School of Forestry), where

he taught dendrology, silviculture, forest

ecology and management, and fire behavior

and use. He was director of the Duke Forest

from 1965 to 1978.

White has chaired both the North
Carolina division of the Appalachian Society

ofAmerican Foresters and the State Board of

Registration for Foresters. He has also served

on numerous study commissions and boards

dealing with conservation and environmen-

tal issues throughout the state. He was

named Forester of the Year by the North

Carolina Society of Consulting Foresters and

Conservationist of the Year by the North

Carolina Wildlife Federation.

Natural resource:

White, a conservationist,

teacher, and past director

of Duke Forest
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SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR MERIT

The latest trio of Alumni Endowed
Undergraduate Scholars have been

named to receive merit-based schol-

arships awarded annually by the Duke
Alumni Association. Established in 1979,

the $8,000 awards honor the children ofalum-

ni who have demonstrated superior acade-

mic performance, leadership potential, and

meritorious activity outside the classroom.

Bardzil Douidy

Julia Ann Bardzil of Roswell, Georgia, is

the Anne W. Garrard Scholar. Garrard 75,

A.M. '30, who taught in the Durham city

schools until 1935, was dean of women at

Greensboro College until 1939, when she

joined the Duke alumni office. She retired in

1971 as assistant director of alumni affairs.

Bardzil, the daughter of Sue Yager Bardzil

'64, was copy editor and sports editor of her

high school yearbook. She was a member of

the French Honor Society, the honor roll,

and the principal's list, and was the recipient

of several awards, including an Academic

Excellence Award, an Athletic Academic

Award, a grand prize and Principal's Award
at her school's science fair, and the Georgia

Certificate of Merit. She attended the Gov-

ernor's Honors program and was an ex-

change student in France. She was also a

member of the student council, the cheer-

leading squad, the National Beta Club, and

Keyettes, and she was vice president of the

Interact Club. Her interests are tennis,

horseback riding, art, and piano.

David Wesley Dowdy of Franklin,

Tennessee, is the Henry R. Dwire Scholar.

Dwire '02 was director of public relations

and alumni affairs from 1939 to 1941, and a

Duke vice president from 1941 to 1944.

Dowdy, the son of Larry Wilson Dowdy
A.M. '76, Ph.D. '77, was a member of the

National Honor Society and a National

Merit Semiffnalist. He won first place in

both the Regional Math Contest and the

District Math League. He attended the

Governor's School for the Sciences at the

University of Tennessee his junior year and

was a member of the YMCA Model United

Nations, his school's student congress, and

the Youth in Government Club. His volunteer

work has included a food-for-the-homeless

project and helping build a new church.

Jacob Christopher Harold of Winston-

Salem, North Carolina, is the Frank de

Vyver Scholar. De Vyver joined Duke's eco-

nomics department in 1935, chaired the

department from 1957 to 1964, and was vice

provost from 1960 to 1969. He retired in

1975 as University Distinguished Service

Professor Emeritus of Economics.

Harold, the son of David William Harold

'66, was captain of his school's cross country

team, captain and leading scorer for the math
team, and co-captain of the General Knowl-

edge Team. A member of the National Honor
Society, he was an AP Scholar, a Scholar

Athlete, a Morehead Scholarship Finalist,

and a National Merit Semifinalist. He was a

member of the executive committee of the

Student Leadership Council, a delegate to

the North Carolina Association of Student

Councils, and a member of the Key Club. He
attended the Invitational Academic Work-

shop at West Point his junior year. He is

involved in church, basketball, and volun-

teer activities.
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ILLUMINATING
THE DARKNESS

Lynn Saville 71 was given her first

camera when she was in fourth grade.

It didn't take. F-stops and shutter

speeds, she recalls, "were too much of a

bother." It wasn't until she took an introduc-

tory photography course at Duke that she

discovered there was more to picture-taking

than she'd thought.

"That was the first course that upset me so

much I cried," says Saville, now a successful

art and commercial photographer in New
York City. "I cared about it so much that I

got frustrated when things didn't go right."

An art class with associate professor Vernon

Pratt also struck a chord.

Although impressed by this visual stimu-

lation, Saville still harbored thoughts of be-

coming an academic like her Duke professor

parents (her late father taught economics;

her mother, a professor emeritus, taught

music). But earning an M.F.A. from the Pratt

Institute sealed her commitment to the cam-

era. She's been photographing ever since.

The self-employed artist divides her time

between commercial assignments, mostly

for large corporations, and her own, more

aesthetically ambitious work. These latter

images are in black and white, and usually

shot at night or dusk using only available

light. Saville has been invited to participate

in numerous solo and group exhibits from

New York to Oregon. But whether she's

making a color portrait of a Fortune 500

company executive or waiting for the shad-

ow on a building to shift ever so slightly,

she brings an intuitive understanding of

composition to each endeavor.

"Corporate work keeps me on my toes,"

she says. "For instance, when I photographed

[U.S. ambassador to the United Nations]

Madeline Albright for a book jacket, I only

had five minutes. We were outside, so I had
to be aware of the sky and clouds, as well as

her own security people and people on the

street walking by." Working with busy men
and women whose time is precious, says

Saville, requires a photographer "to be think-

ing every minute."

With her after-dark shots, the challenges

are comparable. "These photographs don't

have people in them, but you have to pay
careful attention to light and time. Things

Photographer Saville: commercial by day, dramatic by night

are always changing: The sky is getting too

dark, or a streetlight will go out, or a truck

pulls up in front of what you're shooting."

It makes sense, then, that both approaches

share similarities. "I have corporate clients

who tell me they get a sense ofmy artwork in

the portraits," she says. "Of course, whenever

I do a photo session with someone, I think

it's my duty, whenever possible, to suggest

something more artistic after we've done

the straightforward portraiture."

Saville's black-and-white photographs

have garnered attention for their haunting,

faintly ominous perspective. Rich with shad-

ows and light, they are mysterious and allur-

ing. A shot of a barrier gate in Vermont, with

dark clouds fast approaching from the woods

beyond, almost shudders with portent. A
Manhattan cityscape at night is transformed

into a stark and lonely otherworld.

If you look closely, you'll realize Saville's

cinematic drama has parallels to the camera

work of director Alfred Hitchcock. "I love

Hitchcock," she says. "He had such a great

sense of visual detail that enhanced the flow

of the film. He realized that lights, shadow,

and camera angle could be participants in

the final image." Other influences include

photographers Gyula Brassai, Andre Kertesz,

Garry Winogrand, and Edward Weston.

But if there's a defining moment in Saville's

visual literacy, it is much earlier, even before

she was given that first camera in fourth

grade. As a young child, she says, she used to

love riding in her parents' car at night,

watching the way the world looked and

changed with each intent gaze.

Recalling an episode from when she was

three, Saville told The World & I magazine,

"Riding down a country road, I saw the dark

beauty of a line of trees, the graceful curve of

a road caught in the light from a street lamp.

That visual memory has stayed with me and

resurfaces each time I take a twilight walk."

Saville's work now hangs in museums, cor-

porations, libraries, and private homes. As the

recipient of a New York Foundation for the

Arts fellowship, and with a steady clientele

of commercial subjects, Saville seems poised

to gain even broader recognition. That may
come by way of a book she's putting together

ofher night photographs. She's in the process

of locating a writer to pen the preface or

introduction to Acquainted With the Night.

Of course, that scribe should not be afraid

of the dark. "I want it to be someone who is

very involved with the night," says Saville.

—Bridget Booher

Film noir: Riverside at Night, Manhattan, New York, 1 994
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30s, 40s & 50s
Patricia Gibson Hunsinger '38 is co-chair

with her husband, Gilbert, of the Greater Newark

Christmas Fund. She will be opening mail, keeping

records of the donations, and preparing lists for

publication in the Star-Ledger. She and her husband

live in Newark, N.J.

Robert L. Ulrich '38 is an associate at the

law firm Carlton, Fields, Ward, Emmanuel, Smith &.

Cutler, EA., in its St. Petersburg, Fla., office.

Mary Duke Biddle Trent Semans '39,

Hon. '83 is the recipient of the 1994 University

Award, presented by UNC-Chapel Hill's board of

governors, for furthering education in North

Carolina. She helped establish the N.C. Museum of

Art and the N.C. School of the Arts. She has been

awarded honorary degrees by numerous North

Carolina universities. She and her husband, James,

live in Durham.

5.S.C.E. '46, who retired

from Morrison Knudsen Corp. in 1993, works

part-time as an engineering consultant in steel plant

facilities. He lives in Bay Village, Ohio.

O. Charlie Chewning Jr. '57 has retired from

the law firm of Deloitte & louche L.L.E, in Char-

lotte, N.C. He and his wife, Ruth, live in Charlotte.

David A. Quattlebaum III '58, LL.B. '61

represented Duke in April at the inauguration of the

president of Furman University in Greenville, S.C.

L. Neil Williams "58, J.D. '61, a Duke trustee

emeritus, represented Duke in May at the inaugura-

tion of the president of the Georgia Institute of

Technology.

Connie Lucas Winkler '59 is a member of

the board of governors of the Society of Certified

Insurance Service Representatives. She lives in

Missouri City, Texas.

60s & 70s
Forrest '60 represented

Duke in May at the installation of the chancellor of

the City University of Hong Kong. She is the manag-

ing director and owner of Forrest International Ltd.

in Hong Kong.

Jon L. Zoole '60 represented Duke in April

at the installation of the chancellor of the University

of South Carolina-Spartanburg.

Carol Robert Armstrong '63 represented

Duke in April at the inauguration of the president

of McKendree College in Lebanon, 111.

James R. Ladd '64, past president of the

Duke Alumni Association, represented Duke in

April at the inauguration of the president of Seattle

Pacific University.

Joan Holmquist Smith '64, A.M. '65 was

elected to the board of trustees of Lewis & Clark

College in Portland, Ore. She is serving a second

term on the Oregon State Public Utility Commission

in Portland. In January 1994, she was appointed

by the U.S. secretary of commerce to serve on the

multi-sector National Information Infrastructure

Advisory Council.

John R. BertSCh '65, owner and president

of Bertsch Co. of Grand Rapids, Mich., was elected

president of the American Supply Association,

the national organization for the pipe, valve, and

fittings industry.

Ray Purdom '65 represented Duke in April at the

inauguration of the president of Kentucky Wesleyan

College in Owensboro.

Philip Lader '66 has been confirmed by the

U.S. Senate to head the U.S. Small Business Adminis-

tration. He is a member of the President's Cabinet and

the National Economic Council. He was White House

deputy chief of staff and assistant to the president.

Stephen J. Selden '66 is assistant general

counsel of Bethlehem Steel Corp., in Bethlehem, Pa.

His practice involves acquisitions and divestitures,

corporate financings, utility regulation, joint ventures,

and general corporate law.

John R. Browned J.D. '68, senior partner

at Lauritsen, Brownell, Brostrom, Stehlik & Thayer,

was nominated to the 1994 Class of Fellows of

the Nebraska State Bar Foundation. He and his wife,

Diane, live in Grand Island, Neb.

Helen Willis Miller '68 represented Duke in

April at the inauguration of the president of Benedict

College in Columbia, S.C.

Lynne Sims-Taylor '70 has joined the Syracuse,

N.Y., office of the law firm Bond, Schoeneck & King.

Dana K. Anderson M.D. '72 is a professor of

surgery and chief of the surgical gastroenterology

section at Yale Medical School. He is also chief of the

general surgery service at Yale New Haven Hospital.

He and his family live in Woodbridge, Conn.

Charles C. Duncan M.D. '72 is a professor

of neurosurgery and pediatrics at Yale Medical School

and chief of pediatric neurosurgery.

Robert D. Peltz '73, an attorney with the law

firm Canning, Murray & Peltz, PA., is port director

for the Southeastern Admiralty Law Institute, which

represents the Miami area.

3te ®uke
m pour
toill?

Traditionally, bequests have been

a significant source of Duke's

financial support. Your bequest to

Duke will help to ensure Duke's

continued strength and

academic excellence.

High federal estate tax rates

significandy lower the cost of

making a bequest to Duke.

Join more than 1,500 other Duke
alumni and friends as a member
of the Heritage Society, an honor-

ary circle of University alumni and

friends who have planned an

estate gift to Duke.

Please contact:

Elizabeth H. Shabino or

Michael C. Sholtz

Office of Planned Giving

Duke University

2127 Campus Drive

Durham, NC 27708-0606

Phone: (919) 684-5347

Fax: (919) 684-4357
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Rebecca A. Shelley B.S.N. 73, who earned her

M.S.N, at the University of California, San Francisco,

in 1993, is an adult nurse practitioner for general and

vascular surgery at the San Ftancisco Veterans Affairs

Medical Center. She lives in Mill Valley, Calif.

Candace M. Carroll J.D. 74 was elected to

the San Diego County Bar Association's board of

directors for 1995. She is an attorney at the law firm

Sullivan, Hill, Lewin & Markham, where she

specializes in civil litigation and bankruptcy. She and

her husband, Leonard, and their three children live

in San Diego.

Jay M. Robinson Ed.D. 76 was honored with

the 1994 University Award, presented by the board

of governors of UNC-Chapel Hill, for "illustrious

service to higher education in North Carolina." He
had served since 1986, until his retirement last year,

as UNC's vice president for public affairs. The N.C.

Center for Public Policy Research named him one

of the state's most effective legislative lobbyists.

Stephen Wise linger M.D. 76 attended and

gave lectures at an international symposium, "New
Trends in Endoscopic Surgery," held in Tel Aviv,

Israel. His practice is in Miami Beach.

Judy Fearing Zierick 76 is senior vice

president of consumer marketing at ESPN, where

she develops, directs, and implements its overall

marketing and creative services. She has 14 years of

marketing experience with Nabisco, Pepsi-Cola,

and Frito-Lay. She and her husband, Jim, live in

Larchmont, N.Y.

Patricia Speth Blackmon 77, J.D. '84 repre-

sented Duke in April at the inauguration of the presi-

dent of Francis Marion University in Florence, S.G.

i 77 has been cer-

tified in geriatric psychiatry by the American Board

of Psychiatry and Neurology. He is in his second year

as an associate professor of psychiatry at the Bowman
Gray School of Medicine, where he is director of the

Geriatric Psychiatry Clinic.

Nancy Battels Lyon 78 is a tax lien portfolio

manager at Breen Capital Group in Bordentown,

New Jersey. She and her husband, Mark, live in

Freehold, N.J.

Karen Bluth Gill 79 is teaching part time at

an alternative school. She and her husband, John,

and their two daughters live in Knoxville, Tenn.

John P. Higgins J.D. 79 has joined the law firm

Carlton, Fields, Ward, Emmanuel, Smith 6k Cutler,

PA., as a shareholder.

Floyd Johnson Ph.D. 79, the

president of Sioux Falls College, represented Duke in

April at the inauguration of the president of Dakota
Wesleyan University in Davison, S.D.

Roche Lee 79 was nominated by

President Bill Clinton as assistant secretary of defense

for reserve affairs. She serves as the secretary of de-

fense's principal staff assistant and adviser on matters

involving all U.S. Armed Forces Reserve components.

Jacinto J. Regalado 79 has joined the pathol-

ogy faculty at the University of Miami's medical

school after completing fellowships in surgical and
pediatric pathology. He lives in Coral Gables, Fla.

MARRIAGES: James Dean Collins B.S.E.

74, M.S. 76, Ph.D. '82 to Marianne Tysinger on
Dec. 20. Residence: Hillsborough, N.C. . . . Brian
H. Fluck 76 to Trudy Heimbignor on Oct. 22.

Residence: Morristown, N.J. . . . Nancy M.
Bartels 78 to Mark E. Lyon on Sept. 18, 1993.

Residence: Freehold, N.J.

BIRTHS: First child and son to John K. Dolph
78 and Andrea Dolph on Jan. 23, 1994. Named
Arleigh Conrad. . . First child and daughter to Janet
Rhodes Friedman 78 and Daniel Friedman on

Aug. 10, 1994. Named Hannah Robin. . . Second child

and second daughter to Karen Bluth Gill 79 and

John Bluth Gill on Oct. 24. Named India Rachel.

80s
B.S.E. '80, a U.S. Navy lieu-

tenant commander, is assigned as executive officer

aboard the VSS Hampton, an advanced attack sub-

marine out of Norfolk, Va. He and his wife, Mary

Beth, and their two children live in Virginia Beach.

Fredrick Olness '80 is an assistant professor at

Southern Methodist University in Dallas. His field is

elementary particle physics phenomenology. He and

his wife, Gloria, and their son live in Dallas, Texas.

Karen Steinour M.Ed. '80, Ph.D. '85, former

dean of students at Duke, is working as a psychologist

for the N.C. Bureau of Prisons. She counsels inmates

at a correctional institution in Burner, N.C, and

performs psychological evaluations and testing. She

lives in Durham.

Kurt J. Kitziger '81 is a physician at

Pontchartrain Bone and Joint Clinic in Metairie, La.

Susan Fischer McGarry '81 is vice president

in public finance at William R. Hough 6k Co., a

Florida municipal bond firm. She specializes in

financings for school districts. She and her husband,

Mark, and their son live in St. Petersburg, Fla.

Brent Albert Torstrick '81 has been certified

as a specialist in real property law by the N.C. State

Bar Board of Legal Specialization. A shareholder

with Robinson, Bradshaw 6k Hinson PA., he special-

izes in commercial real estate development and real

estate-based lending.

Ralph William Adler MBA. 82 is a tenured

senior lecturer in accounting at the University of

Otago in Dunedin, New Zealand, where he and his

wife, Sharon, live.

'82 is second vice president

of Lincoln National Reinsurance Cos. She is a

board member ofThe Lincoln Museum and chairs

its marketing committee.

Gail Tomlinson Ph.D. '82, an assistant professor

of pediatrics at The University ofTexas South-

western Medical Center at Dallas, was awarded a

1994 National Project Grant by the Susan G.

Komen Breast Cancer Foundation. The grant is for

the Komen Alliance Program for Follow-up ofYoung

Women Genetically Predisposed to Breast Cancer,

a registry of families at high risk for breast cancer.

M. Dabney Benjamin '83 has taken extended

leave from teaching primary grades to raise her new
daughter. She and her husband, Jim, live in Seattle.

Robert Buckley '83 is director of state tax at

GE Capital Corp. He and his wife, Noreen, and their

son live in New Canaan, Conn.

'83 is a program director at

the College of the Atlantic's natural history museum
in Bar Harbor, Maine.

Mary McKee Hornish '83 is a division director

at AEPCO, Inc., a government consulting firm

specializing in program management, ADP services,

and video teleconferencing. She and her husband,

Bill, and their son live in Washington, D.C.

Swetz Adler M.H.A. '84 is project

manager in the health needs and policy section of

the Southern Regional Health Authority in Dunedin,

New Zealand. She and her husband, Ralph, live

in Dunedin.

Stephanie A. Xupolos Djinis '84 was

named a partner in the Washington, DC, law firm

Kirkpatrick 6k Lockhart, a national law firm with

400 lawyers. She practices securities law, representing

investment companies and investment advisers.

She lives in McLean, Va.

Jonathan S. Blank '85 was named senior vice

president of asset management for The Mid-Atlantic

Cos., Ltd., a New Jersey-based business and financial

consulting firm. He works at its New York City

branch and lives in Manhattan.

David W. Coffman '85, a Marine captain, has

returned to Marine Corps Base Camp in Pendleton,

Calif., after a six-month deployment to the Indian and

Western Pacific oceans and the Persian Gulf with the

four-ship USS Tripoli Amphibious Ready Group (ARG).

Matt Koch '85 has completed various duties as a

White House military social aide, personnel aide and

congressional correspondence director to the secre-

tary of the Navy, and joint staff intern. He earned his

master's in public administration at Harvard's John F.

Kennedy School of Government in June. He and his

wife, Kandi, plan to move back to San Diego, where

he will return to flying helicopters for the Navy.

'85, J.D. '88 is an associate

with the Manhattan law firm Stroock, Stroock 6k

Lavan. She and her husband, Hence, live in New
York City.

B.S.E. '85 is a

research engineer in digital signal processing applica-

tions at the Stanford Research Institute. Her hus-

band, William H. Wood III B.S.E. '85, M.S.M.E.

'89, earned his Ph.D. in mechanical engineering

design at the University of California, Berkeley. They
live in Menlo Park, Calif.

Mark E. Atkinson B.S.E.E. '86 is an associate

at Kimley-Hom and Associates, Inc., an engineering,

planning, and environmental consulting firm, where

he is a transportation engineer specializing in perform-

ing air quality and noise studies. He lives in Durham.

Caroline Schmidt Coats '86 graduated in

June 1994 from the Anderson School of Management
at UCLA, where she was a Carter Fellow. She is

a consultant with Coopers 6k Lybrand in Boston,

specializing in the financial services industry. She

and her husband, David, live in Newton, Mass.

Martha Todd Sloan '86, who completed her

master's in school counseling in December 1994,

works at Hildebran Elementary School. She and her

husband, Ross, live in Hickory, N.C.

Claire Lawton Birdsong '87, who completed

her residency in family medicine, has joined Harbison

Medical Associates in Columbia, S.C She and her

husband, Jeffrey Layne Birdsong '86, and

their daughter live in Columbia.

Elizabeth Aldrich Gillespie '87, M.B.A. '91

is a senior financial analyst at American Express

Travel Related Services Co., Inc., in New York. Her

husband, Phillip M. Gillespie '87, who earned

his M.B.A. from Dartmouth's Amos Tuck School of

Business Administration in 1992, is an associate at

the management consulting firm Mitchell Madison

Group. They live in Brooklyn Heights.

Leslie Marden Ragsdale '87 is an attorney for

Price Waterhouse, L.L.P She and her husband, Mark,

live in San Francisco.
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George M. Smart Jr. M.B.A. '87 was named a

national adviser to chapters by the American Society

for Training and Development. He is president of

Strategic Development, Inc., in Chapel Hill.

Celeste M. Barnette '88, director of student

activities at Rancho Bernardo High School in San

Diego, Calif, is pursuing a master's in the leadership

program at the University of San Diego.

James F. Carosella '88 is plant manager of

the new Cartersville, Ga., facility of Continental

P.E.T. Technologies. He and his wife, Sandra, lived

in Dublin, Calif.

John K. Spiller '88 has joined the law firm

Strasburger &. Price, L.L.E, in Houston, Texas, as

an associate in litigation. He is a member of the

Houston Young Lawyers Association and the

Houston Bar Association.

Brett C. Foster '89, a Navy lieutenant, received

the Navy Achievement Medal for his superior

performance of duty while serving as change of

command coordinator at the Naval Air Station

North Island, San Diego.

Michele Corsten Lechak '89 has joined

the Seattle law firm Riddell, Williams, Bullitt &
Walkinshaw, as an associate in the firm's environ-

mental litigation practice. She has been admitted

to practice in Connecticut, New York, the District

of Columbia, and Washington state.

MARRIAGES: Kurt A. Haberyan '80 to April

Bray on July 9, 1994. Residence: Maryville, Mo
Andrea "Aya" Taylor '82 to Stephane Brochet

on Dec. 11, 1993. Residence: Paris, France. . . Maria
Douvas '85, J.D. '88 to Hence Orme on May 14,

1994. Residence: New York City. . . Elisa Pauline
Hirschfield '85 to Jay Mark Goldklanq on Oct.

23, 1994. Residence: Westchester, N.Y. . . . Matt
Koch '85 to Kandi Mascaro on July 9. Residence-

Cambridge, Mass. . . . Caroline Schmidt '86 to

David Coats on Sept. 4, 1994. Residence: Newton,

Mass. . . . Elizabeth Aldrich '87, M.B.A. '91 to

Phillip M. Gillespie '87 on June 23, 1994.

Residence: Brooklyn Heights. . . Leslie C.
Marden '87 to Mark Stephen Ragsdale on Oct. 29,

1994. Residence: San Francisco. . . Kelly John
Weadock '87 to Elizabeth Anne Baldwin on June

19, 1994. Residence: Durham. . . Laura Anne
Coniglio '88 to Steven Michael Schafer
'88 on Feb. 19, 1994. Residence: Elmwood Park, 111. . .

.

Ann Landon Stonesifer '88 to David Johnson

on Dec. 17. Residence: Toronto, Ontario, Canada. .

.

Annie A. Ayvazian '89 to Jeffrey A. Lewis on
Sept. 24, 1994. Residence: Cincinnati. . . Deborah
B. Rosenthal '89 to C. Brian Kornbrek on Oct. 9.

Residence: Branchburg, N.J.

BIRTHS: Third child and second son to Nancy
Levine Zisk '80, J.D. '83 and Robert Louis
Zisk J.D. '83 on Sept. 15, 1994. Named Ethan. .

.

First child and son to Susan Fischer McGarry
'81 and Mark R. McGarry on June 8, 1994. Named
Patrick Rutledge. . . Third child and daughter to

Kevin L. Miller '81 and Lisa Funderburk
Miller '83 on April 24. Named Miriam Kathleen. .

.

Second child and second son to Suzanne
Constantin Stone '81 and Jonathan J. Stone on

Nov. 30. Named William Roebling. . . First child and

son to Ralph William Adler M.B.A. '82 and

Sharon Swetz Adler M.H.A. '84 on Feb. 15,

1994- Named Peter John. . . Second child and son to

Holly Krashes Savino '82 and William Savino

on Aug. 23, 1994. Named Hart Addison. . . Son to

Andrew McElwaine '82 and Barbara

McElwaine on Sept. 2, 1994. Named Mark. . . Daugh-
'82 and Mark L.

HERE COMES THE JUDGE

In
his younger days,

Edward Newman
'73 was a star

player for the Miami
Dolphins, helping the

team make it to two
Super Bowl games.

Last February, New-
man added another

jewel to his crown:

He was sworn in as

a County Courtjudge
in the 11th Judicial

Circuit of Florida.

The transition from
athlete to arbiter was
years in the making,

and was precipitated

by a diagnosis in 1975

of a malignant thyroid

tumor. Surgery was
successful, enabling

Newman to continue

his pro career. But
it also marked a turn'

ing point

"I learned that life

was precious and not

to be squandered," he
says. "I became a bet-

ter ballplayer, but it

made me see, too, that

I had to think about

life after football." It

also led him to devote

thousands of hours to

blood donor drives, and
to making public service

promotional appear-

ances. For his time

From the gridiron to the bench: Blue Devil guard

Newman, above, in 1973; as Florida jurist, today,

and energy, the city of

Miami named a street

after him, dedicated

in 1986 on his thirty-

seventh birthday.

While still playing

ball, Newman began
night classes at the

University of Miami
law school. His first

year in school also

marked his fourth as

an All Pro player. But
the schedule was gru-

eling. After practice

ended at 4:30 in the

afternoon, Newman
would rush home,
have dinner between
5:30 and six o'clock,

rush off to class until

ten, and then study in

Millar on Nov. 10, 1994. Named Nora Claire. .

.

Daughter to M. Dabney Benjamin '83 and Jim

Williamson on Sept. 24, 1994. Named Haley

Benjamin. . . Third child and son to Marc Fater
'83 and Patricia Fater on Dec. 6. Named Gabriel

Austin. . . First child and son to Mary McKee
Hornish '83 and Bill Hornish on April 12, 1994.

Named William Alan. . . First child and daughter to

Alan Kaplan '83 and Ruth Kaplan on June 26,

1994. Named Anna Rose. . . Third child and daughter

to Lisa Funderburk Miller '83 and Kevin L.

Miller '81 on April 24. Named Miriam Kathleen. .

.

Second child and son to Jane Harris Pate '83,

M.B.A. '86 and Prayson Pate B.S.E. '84 on

Nov. 21. Named Ransom Bonner. . . Fourth child and

son to Melinda Smith Blatt '84 and David
Robert Blatt '84 on Dec. 27. Named Jason

Roarke. . . Son to Mark D. McAllister M.B.A.
'84 and Mary Ann McAllister on Aug. 26, 1994.

Named Theodore V . . Second child and first daugh-

ter to Joe B. Bennett '85 and Megan
Wheeler Bennett '87 on May 2, 1994. Named
Julia Catherine. . . Second child and first daughter to

Isabelle DeMilde-Merlin '85 and Henri

DeMilde-Merlin on Dec. 20. Named Sarah. . . Son to

Constance A. Maier M.B.A. '85 and Mark W.

James in March 1994- Named Matthew Douglas. .

.

First child and son to Lynn Rosner Rauch '85

and Mark Rauch on Aug. 1, 1994. Named Carter

Martin. . . Second child and daughter to Jeffrey

mnsmma
1990. He has a com-
mercial and civil prac-

tice with emphasis on
family law, which will

benefit his new post in

the court's domestic

violence division.

"The experience and
sensitivity I learned in

my family cases will, I

believe, serve me well

in this division," he
says. "In domestic vio-

lence cases, I deal with

such issues as child

custody and support,

visitation, and posses-

sion of the home."
As proud as he says

he is of past glories,

Newman has ordered

his priorities. "I want
to be accepted as a

fine judge first and,

second, as a former
All-Pro guard for the

Miami Dolphins."

the library until it

closed at midnight.

Study resumed at eight

in the morning, lasting

up until the ten o'clock

team meeting. New-
man notes that he has

the distinction of being

the "first U-M student

ever to have his final

exams rescheduled

because he had to play

in the Super Bowl."

In 1985, he suffered

his third knee injury

and retired from the

game. He graduated

from law school two
years later and worked
for two different law

firms before starting

his own practice in

Layne Birdsong '86 and Claire Lawton
Birdsong '87 on Sept. 6, 1994. Named Helen

Lawton. . . Son to Susan Cochrane '86 and

Patrick Jacques on Oct. 23. Named Rene Cochrane

Jacques. . . First child and daughter to Jeffrey W.
Jones '86 and Lisa Jones on Nov. 4. Named
Eleanor Lasseigne. . . First child and son to David
N. Rich '86, M.B.A. '90 and Noelle Rich on

Dec. 20. Named Dillon Emerson. . . Daughter to

Susan Lehman Carmichael '87 and

Trent Andrew Carmichael '88 on Jan. 2.

Named Avery Jane. . . First child and son to Mark
DeAngelis '87 and Dana Goodall
DeAngelis '88 on Dec. 6. Named Matthew
Thorson. . . First son and second child to Cynthia
Phillips Ragsdale '87 and Brian Ragsdale

on Nov. 25. Named James Daniell. . . First child and

son to John Wingate Snell B.S.E. '87 and

Julie Ferguson Snell on Oct. 27. Named Andrew
Ferguson. . . First child and son to Lisa Miller

Willis BSE. '87, M.S. '90 and John Willis

B.S.E. '89, M.S. '90 on Dec. 18. Named Christopher

Lawrence. . . Daughter to Shari Berger Maurer
'88 and Matthew Maurer on Nov. 7. Named
Elisabeth Pamela. . . First child and daughter to

Cynthia Regal Balchunas '89 and George

Charles Balchunas on Oct. 17. Named Rebecca

Allison. . . First child and son to Brooke Fried
Kushner '89 and David S. Kushner on Nov. 2.

Named Grant Charles.
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THE PLAYER

A little more
than a year

ago, Holly-

wood agent David

Phillips '85 had his

hands on a hot movie

project. He sent the

idea out one evening

to every studio head

in town, insisting they

read it overnight and

"be ready to write a

check." Within eleven

hours, the script, writ-

ten by two industry

unknowns, sold for

$1 million. Originally

called Coma Guy,

the story was eventu-

ally renamed and
released as While You

Were Sleeping. Ifs gar-

90s

critical and popular

success since its spring

opening.

At the film's pre-

miere, amid the

celebrities and the

excitement, Phillips

had a moment of

quiet contemplation.

"As an agent, I will

never receive a screen

credit," he recalls

thinking. "Butjust
knowing that I was
able to jump-start the

creation of a movie
that spoke about

values I cherished was
so special—so cool."

Despite his youth,

Phillips has made
quite a name for him-
self in the industry.

And that's no small

feat, given that the

movie business is

known as much for its

closed circles as it

is for glitz. In addition

to his good fortune

with While You Were
Sleeping, Phillips was
the first Hollwood
insider to discover the

filmmakers of the

acclaimed documen-
tary Hoop Dreams, and
quickly signed them
to direct two upcoming
major motion pictures.

Profiled by The
Hollywood Reporter

in an issue devoted to

"The Next Genera-

tion" as one of fifty

"young execs climb-

ing to the top," Phillips

puts together fea-

ture film deals for the

William Morris

Dealing while wheeling: Hollywood agent Phillips

Agency. WMA, the

world's biggest

talent agency, handles

such clients as Clint

Eastwood, Bruce
Willis, and Quentin
Tarantino. He works
with all the players

—

writers, directors,

actors, producers,

and so on—who
make movies happen.

A typical day has

him rising with the

sun for a workout at

the gym, followed by
a business breakfast

(lunch and dinner also

count as work meet-

ings), non-stop phone
calls (as many as a

hundred a day), and
constant negotiations,

telling some people

yes, but telling more
people no. His work
day runs into the night,

with screenings or

social engagements.

When asked how
he gets away from it

all, Phillips seems
uncharacteristically

at a loss for words.

Seconds tick away.

"Hmm," he says,

and then concedes,

"It takes a while to

wind down."
Perhaps Phillips

treasures his accom-
plishments so deeply

because they were
so hard won. After

graduating from
Duke, where he was
inspired by Jeff Storer

in the drama depart-

ment and visiting

lecturer/Broadway

producer Manny
Azenburg, he went
along with his father's

wishes and entered

the executive training

program at Macy's

in New York. He hated
it. A meeting with

then Vestron Pictures

vice president Strauss

Zelnick (now CEO
of the conglomerate

BMG Entertainment)

prompted him to

follow a childhood

dream and move to

where the action was.

Phillips arrived in

Los Angeles with no
car and no contacts.

While earning an
M.B.A.atUCLA,he
persuaded producer

Peter Guber (Rain

Man, Batman) to give

him an internship.

After graduation, he
landed a job at another

well-known talent

agency, International

Creative Manage-
ment (ICM).

That entry-level

job, says Phillips,

lacked any trace of

glamour. "My dad was
upset to learn that

I was working in the

mail room for $200
a week, basically half

of what I made at my
firstjob after Duke—
and this was after

getting an M.B.A.!"

The elder Phillips

wasn't the only one.

When the dean of

UCLA's business

school caught wind
of Phillips' job place-

ment, he called the

fledgling agent-trainee

into his office. "He
wanted to know why
I was bringing down
their salary curve

for M.B.A. graduates,"

Phillips recalls,

laughing.

For the future,

Phillips says he hopes

to continue working
on film projects that

touch and teach,

especially those with

messages regarding

family issues and
not just commercial

appeal. "It's much
more rewarding to

nurture young talent

like the Hoop Dreamers

or mold the next

Garp than to package

Roclcy VI."

Phillips now shares

his experiences with

Hollywood hopefuls

through a UCLA
extension course

he teaches on break-

ing into the business.

"I encourage my
students never to give

up on their dream,

to emulate effort

above all, and to mix
passion with dis-

cipline so as to make
the most of luck

when it strikes."

Then, pausing

only briefly to catch

his breath, Phillips

offers one last insight

before taking a call

on the other line.

"There's a Hollywood
saying that you're

only as hot as your last

hit. The truth is,

everyone is making it

up as they go along.

Deep down, after the

lights go down,
you've got to believe

in karma and trust

that, in the tapestry of

life, the good guys

will win."

Heather Couture '90 is the director of an

advocacy program for victims of domestic abuse and
sexual assault in Grand County, Colo.

Kerry Ann Dolan '90 is practicing labor law

as an associate with the Washington, D.C., office of

Crowell & Moring.

Cassandra Dorn '90 is co-director of "Project

Achievement," an after-school enrichment program

for at-risk seventh-and eighth-graders at Sandberg

Middle School in Alexandria, Va.

Cynthia Fink B.S.E. '90, a clinical research assis-

tant at the George Washington University Cardio-

vascular Research Institute, is pursuing her master's

in public health-epidemiology at GWU. She lives

in Arlington, Va.

Heather Howard '90 was featured among
the "Who's Who Extra" in the July-August issue of

The Washington Monthly for her efforts with health-

care policy as a legislative assistant for Rep. Nita

Lowey (D-N.Y). She is now a law student at New
York University.

Meghan O'Connell Mahoney '90 is working

at J.P Morgan in New York City as a licensed C.EA.

She earned her master's in the accounting training

program at J.E Morgan and an M.B.A. in finance at

New York University's Stern School of Business. She

and her husband, Martin, live in Hoboken, N.J.

Jerome Smith B.S.E. '90 is a medical student

at George Washington University and holds a

scholarship from the National Health Service Corps.

He is president of the GWU American Student

Medical Association.

Kimberly A. Wilwerth '90 is an associate at

the law firm Mays & Valentine in its Richmond, Va.,

office. She is a member of the firm's business and

commercial litigation practice group.

Paul Richard Genender '91, J.D. '94 is an

associate in the law firm Strasburger & Price, L.L.E,

in Dallas, Texas, practicing business litigation. He is

also a member of the Dallas Bar Association.

Charles V. Ghoorah '91, A.M. '94, J.D. '94 is an

associate in the law firm Williams & Connolly in

Washington, DC
Elizabeth Hauser Ash '92 is staff assistant for

special events at the National Gallery of Art in

Washington, DC. She and her husband, Philip, live

in Arlington, Va.

Eric Wayne Johnson '92 plays clarinet with

the Capitol Symphony of Winds in Hartford, Conn.

He took part in the city's Christmas production by

the Travelers Choral Club.

Patrick Jordan '92 won a Rotary International

Ambassadorial Scholarship for 1993-94 to the Uni-

versity of Durham, the third oldest in England. He
spoke to Rotary clubs across England and Europe and

has addressed clubs in the States since his return.

Emily A. Lopez '92 is a student at the Dickinson

Law School.

Joseph Robert Schaaf Jr. '92 was awarded a

Dean's Merit Scholarship at the University of Dayton

Law School for 1994-95.

Jason A. Bridges B.S.E. '93, a Navy ensign,

reported for duty aboard the submarine USS Augusta,

whose home port is Grown, Conn.

Jeffrey R. Adams J.D. '94 has joined the

law firm Bond, Schoeneck & King, L.L.E in its

Syracuse office.
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Gary Dale Britton J.D. '94 is an associate at

the law firm Klinedinst, Fliehman, McKillop & Jones,

in San Diego, Calif. He is concentrating in business

litigation, civil litigation, and defense of legal mal-

practice claims.

E. Tyler Smith A.M. '94, J.LV94 is an associate in

the Charlotte law firm Robinsoa^kadshaw & Hinson.

MARRIAGES: William Edward Downey III

'90 to Lesley Gaines Holland on Nov. 26. Residence:

Durham. . . Meghan O'Connell '90 to Martin

F. Mahoney II on Aug. 6, 1994. Residence: Hoboken,

N.J. . . . Deborah S. Schlosberg '90 to Charles

H. Rich III on Nov. 19. Residence: Lakewood, Colo.

. . .Cindy B. Cohen '91 to Dean S. Karlan on Jan.

15. Residence: Chicago. .. Jennifer Lynn Kahr
'91 to David Kyle McGinnis on Nov. 19. Residence:

Springfield, 111. . . . Jennifer Lynn Trumpy
B.S.E. '91 to John Patrick Casey on April 16, 1994.

Residence: Jacksonville, N.C. . . . Elizabeth
Hauser Ash '92 to Philip Andrew Ash on July 24,

1994. Residence: Arlington, Va. . . . Donna F.

Baysinger '92 to Mark Redmon Durham
B.S.E. '92 on Aug. 13, 1994. Residence: Keswick, Va.

. . . Mariah Elizabeth Graham '92 to Andrew

Hayward Lundberg on Jan. 7. Residence: Winston-

Salem. . . Angela Frith '93 to Patrick Antrim on

Oct. 16. Residence: High Point, N.C. . . . Kathryn
Anne Mack '93 to Chad Allen Clark on July 23,

1994- Residence: Vancouver, British Columbia,

Canada. .. Maria Lorraine Cousineau MBA.
'94 to Erik James Horn on June 25, 1994- Residence:

San Francisco.

DEATHS
Bryce Roswell Holt '23, A.M. '24, LL.B. '26,

of McLeansville, N.C, on June 7, 1994. He was an

attorney with the firm Holt, McNairy, and Harris and

was U.S. district attorney under Presidents Truman

and Eisenhower. He was listed in Who's Who in

America. He was an elder, deacon, Sunday School

teacher, and member of the board of directors at

West Market Street United Methodist Church.

He is survived by his wife, Marion, a son, a daughter,

five grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren.

George B. Johnson '26 of Buffalo, Wyo.,

on Nov. 2, 1994. He was a marine engineer with the

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co.

from 1927 until he retired in 1971. He and his wife,

Suzanne, moved to Buffalo, where he was a mem-
ber of many shooting and hunting organizations.

A past national shooting champion, he had hunted

several animals that were entered into the big-game

record books. He is survived by three sons and

nine grandchildren.

Augusta Land '26 of Hamlet, N.C, on Oct. 10,

1994. She taught in Richmond County Schools for 43

years. She was a member of First United Methodist

Church and taught Sunday school for 33 years. She

was a past member of the Hamlet Woman's Club,

Hamlet Garden Club, and XYZ Club. She is survived

by a sister, nine nephews, and five nieces.

I
'26 of Greenville,

N.C. Her 45-year teaching career spanned four

schools. At Pine Forest United Methodist Church in

Goldsboro, she taught Sunday school and held offices

in the United Methodist Women. She is survived by

a stepson, a brother, and a sister.

i H. Smith J.D. '26 of Salisbury, N.C,
on Oct. 27, 1994. Starting his career as a coach and

principal at Cary High School from 1926 to 1934,

he earned his bachelor's in education at N.C. State

in 1928. After becoming president of the Morris

Plan Loan Co. in 1941, he converted the company to

a commercial bank and then presided over its expan-

sion into Spencer, Norwood, Oakboro, Kannapolis,

and Monroe. After resigning as president, he

remained chairman of the board until 1985. He was

active in the N.C. Bankers Association from 1956

to 1958. He was a past master of the Cary Masonic

Lodge, president of the Salisbury Rotary Club in

1943-44, president of the Rowan County Duke
University Alumni Association in 1938, and a direc-

tor of the Salisbury Foundation. He is survived by a

son, two grandsons, and three great-grandsons.

Holt Ross B.S.E. '27 of Winston-

Salem, N.C, on Dec. 23, 1994. He worked for Bell

Telephone Laboratories for 43 years, in New York,

New Jersey, and North Carolina. He is survived by

two daughters; a son; two brothers, including

Courtney ROSS B.D. '39; a sister; eight grand-

children; and four great-grandchildren.

Margaret Bailey Chatham '28 of Winston-

Salem, N.C, on Aug. 7, 1994. She is survived by a

son-in-law, E. Ray Calaway '56.

Alfred F. Hammond Jr. '28 of New Bern, N.C,
on Nov. 18, 1993. He was a retired physician.

Ralph Newton Thomas '28 of Spartanburg,

S.C, on July 25, 1989.

R. Buck '29 of Carmel Valley, Calif,

on April 16, 1994. He was a former director of

dramatics at the University of Rochester, worked on

the stage with the Cukor-Rondolf Stock Company,

and on the airwaves with WHEC-Radio in Rochester

and KWFT-Radio in Wichita Falls, Texas. He served

in the U.S. Army during World War II, organizing

and developing what later became the Hospital

Bedside Network. He later became director of adver-

tising and sales promotion for Mohawk Carpet Mills

before retiring in 1957 to California. He was commis-

sioner of the Carmel Valley fire district and chaired

the Upper Valley Advisory Board to the Monterey

County Planning Commission. He is survived by his

wife, Elizabeth.

Frank D. Ferguson Jr. '29 of Waynesville,

N.C, on June 7, 1991. After graduation, he taught

ten years in the Haywood County school system.

From 1946 until retiring in 1982, he practiced

law in Waynesville, where he was president of the

Haywood County Bar Association. He also chaired

the Haywood County Democratic Party and the

Haywood County Board of Elections. He was a

founding member of the National Cattleman's

Association. He is survived by his wife, Lola, two

stepdaughters, a stepson, and five grandchildren.

Pauline Cross Meyers '29 of Durham on Oct.

18, 1994. She taught for 30 years at Hillandale and

Bethesda elementary schools. She was a member of

Delta Kappa Gamma and the American Association

of University Women. She is survived by two sons

and two grandchildren.

Pamela R. Reade '29 of Stantonsburg, N.C,

on Nov. 9, 1994- She was a school teacher in

Durham, Cabarrus, and Person counties and was a

member of the Retired Teachers Association. She

was also a member of the Daughters of the American

Revolution and was honored as a Real Daughter of

the Confederacy. She is survived by a daughter and

three grandchildren.

Elwood Carroll A.M. '30, B.D. '31 of

Burlington, N.C, on Dec. 22, 1994. He is survived by

his wife, Elizabeth; two daughters, including Barbara
Jean Carroll '63; and two granddaughters.

Duke: For a Lifetime

Your life income gift to Duke
pays dividends in many ways.

There are several options to

choose from depending on your

age, your needs, and the way
you fund die gift. A life in-

come gift provides the follow-

ing benefits:

• A stream of income for the

lifetime of the donor and/or die

donor's spouse or for a term of

up to twenty years.

• A charitable income tax

deduction.

• An opportunity to establish

an endowed fund at Duke in

your name, the name of a loved

one, or as a lasting memorial

tribute.

• Possible avoidance of

capital gains taxes on gifts of

appreciated property.

• A reduction in federal estate

taxes.

• Lifetime recognition by Duke.

The Office of Planned Giving

will send you a personalized

financial analysis showing how
a life income gift can benefit

both you and Duke.

Please contact:

Elizabeth H. Shabino or

Michael C. Sholtz

Office of Planned Giving

Duke University

2127 Campus Drive

Durham, NC 27708-0606

Phone: (919) 684-5347

Fax: (919) 684-4357
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Rudolph Jackson Baker '31 of Durham, on

Nov. 12, 1994. He was an assistant postmaster in

Durham for 37 years, serving as president and secre-

tary-treasurer of both the local and the North Carolina/

South Carolina organizations of postal supervisors. He

was a member of the National Association of Retired

Federal Employees, the Westwood Retirees, and the

Durham Regional Hospital Auxiliary. He also served

25 years on the board of deacons of the First Baptist

Church. He was a member of the Tobaccoland

Kiwanis Club and was chosen Kiwanian of the Year in

1977. He is survived by his wife, Edna, a daughter, a

son, a sister, and a granddaughter.

Jaxie Cozart Pease '31 of Greensboro, N.C.,

on June 23, 1994- She was a board member of the Rhode

Island Hospital Fund before moving to Greensboro. She

is survived by two sons, a sister, and two granddaughters.

James Rutledge Peake Jr. '32 of Norfolk,

Va., on Nov. 6, 1994. He was an agent with the

Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States

for more than 60 years. During World War II, he

served in the U.S. Navy. He was a past chairman of

Larchmont United Methodist Chutch's administrative

board. He was active in the United Way for more than

40 years. He is survived by his wife, Sara; a daughter,

Pris M. Peake '69; and three grandchildren.

John R. Poe Sr. '32, B.D. '35 of Durham in

November 1994. In 1929, he was awarded the

Carnegie Medal for Heroism, the first person in the

Durham area to be so honored. He had been a

member of the N.C. United Methodist Conference

since 1933. He served the Hatteras, Aulander, New
Port, Trenton, Swepsonville, Burlington, Fuquay-

Varina, Durham, and Raleigh United Methodist

charges. In 1948, he was named Minister of the Year

by the N.C. Conference. He is survived by a daughter,

a son, two sisters, and two brothers.

Margaret King Woods '32 of Durham on

Dec. 24. She was a teacher and director of the Durham
Academy Lower School from 1952 to 1987. She also

directed her church's choir for many years. She is sur-

vived by a daughter, a sister, and a granddaughter.

Hugh Q. Alexander '33 of Kannapolis, N.C,
on Sept. 17, 1989.

Carl H. Kadie Jr. B.S.E.E. '33 of Sacramento,

Calif., in 1989. He is survived by his wife, Mae
Kadie '33.

Ross '33 of Durham on

Dec. 22, 1994. She was a member of the Duke
Hospital Auxiliary and the Margaret Brawley Garden

Club, and was a past president of the Durham
Woman's Club. A master gardener, she was a nation-

ally accredited flower judge and a recipient of the

Key Volunteer Award in 1984- She is survived by

three brothers and two sisters.

B.S.M.E. '34 on June 5,

1994- A U.S. Navy veteran, he was a pilot for Pan

American Airways for 26 years. He is survived by

a stepmother and a niece.

Francis Leroy Owens M.D. '34 of Pinehurst,

N.C, on Jan. 3. He was a general practitioner and

general surgeon for 53 years and co-founder of St.

Joseph of the Pines Hospital. He was a member of the

board of directors of the Kennedy Foundation and

was a trustee of Sandhills Community College for

22 years. He is survived by a son, five daughters, two

brothers, and 12 grandchildren.

Lee Paige Barnett B.D. '35 of Charlotte, N.C,
on Nov. 13.

Nancy Glover Dunn '35 of Roanoke Rapids,

N.C, on May 8, 1994. She had retired as a middle-

school teacher in the Roanoke Rapids schools. She

is survived by a daughter, Nancy Dunn Bricked
'64; a brother; and a grandson.

Jess Bernstein '36 on Jan. 23.

Frances Hunter Castilow R.N. '36 ofNew
Martinsville, W.Va., on Oct. 11, 1991.

Esther Garmon Elmore '37 of Charlotte, N.C,
on Sept. 22, 1994. She was director of the Weekday
Kindergarten at Hawthorne Lane United Methodist

Church for 17 years. She had retired in 1976 from

Cochrane Junior High School, where she taught

English and social studies. She is survived by a son,

a daughter, and four grandchildren.

Margaret A. Zecher Fletcher '37 of

Providence, R.I., on July 3, 1993. She was a member
of St. John's Episcopal Church and a former member
of its Altar Guild. She is survived by a son; a

daughter; two grandchildren; a sister, Dorothea
Zecher Melson '39; a brother-in-law, Robert
Melson '39; and a niece, Janet L. Melson '67.

CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN, Durham's country bed and
breakfast. Restored 1775 plantation on four rural

acres, 20 minutes to Duke. Written up in USA
Today, Food & Wine, Mid-Athntk. 106 Mason Rd.,

27712. (919) 477-8430; outside 919 area,

(800) 528-2207.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury water-

front house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, for

vacation rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool,

and spectacular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach

for great swimming and snorkeling. John Krampf
'69, 812 W Sedgwick St., Philadelphia, PA 19119.

(215) 438-4430 (home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term

rental. Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd.,

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 929-3194.

SIX LONDON FLATS: Two elegant flats, Chelsea

Bridge/Battersea Park area. Hat #16 for two or

three persons includes lovely lounge, double bed-

room, single bedroom, bathroom, kitchen/dining

area, $650 per week for two persons. Flat #18 for

4-5 persons includes two twin bedrooms and a single

bedroom with bathroom, kitchen/family room, $850

for four persons. Both flats fully equipped, with daily

butler and maid service.

Two double-bedded flats in Covent Garden, the

heart of the theater district. Incredible location

immediate to all London sights. $785 per week for

two persons.

Two flats at the marina at St. Katharine Dock,

Tower of London. One accommodates 4-5 persons in

a wonderful flat of two bedrooms, bathroom/shower,

kitchen/dining area for $850 per week. The second is

for 2-3 persons in a twin-bedded flat with bedroom,

kitchen, living room/dining area. Wonderful views

over the marina and immediate to the Tower of

London. $650 per week for two persons or $750 per

week May through September. Both Tower of London
flats are immediate to the Tower Hill tube stop and

on the marina.

Nine Cotswold stone cottages in the heart of

Gloucestershire from $650 per week.

Theater tickets and week land packages that

include apartment, tours, and theater tickets for

London, Gloucestershire, and Edinburgh are also

available. For brochures and references, contact

Thomas Moore, PO. Box 12086, Ogden, UT 84412;

(801) 393-9120, Fax: (801) 393-3024.

NEW ZEALAND: Primordial rain forests, fascinating

native ecology, awesome scenery, unlimited adven-

ture. Go where others don't, see what others won't in

an intimate, small group setting. Summer dates avail-

able. Black Sheep Touring Company. (800) 206-8322.

PARIS-RIVE GAUCHE: Beautiful, fully furnished

and equipped apartment in heart of Paris. He St.

Louis, Notre Dame, Latin Quarter at your doorstep.

(617) 862-3304 (owner).

PARIS, MONTMARTRE, SACRE COEUR:
Luxurious apartment in heart of romantic

Montmartre. Fabulous views of Parisian skyline,

Sacre Coeur, and famous rooftops. (617) 862-8468.

TAYLOR HOUSE INN
in historic downtown
Wilmington, offering

Southern hospitality

in an elegant setting.

14 North Seventh St.,

Wilmington, NC 28401.

(901) 763-7581.

TREASURE CAY, ABACO, BAHAMAS. No
crowded hotels! Walk along four miles of unspoiled,

secluded beach or enjoy year-round golf, tennis,

fishing, scuba, snorkeling, and boating. An exclusive

resort community of privately owned homes and

condominiums. Reserve a one-, two-, three-, or four-

bedroom, oceanfront or marina home and experience

a different kind of vacation. For information, call

Elaine Bjorklund (919) 477-8914 or (800) 670-4537.

Private rental agent with on-site management.

FOR RENT

Beautifully restored 1800s log cabin. Three fireplaces,

heart-pine floors. Also dishwasher, washer,

microwave, electric heat. Hike the surrounding farm.

Sperryville, VA (703) 364-1167.

HILTON HEAD: Palmetto Dunes Plantation. Beau-

tiful two-bedroom, three-bath villa. Two-minute walk

to beach, golf, tennis. Call for details: (910) 282-9470.
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D. Gordon Sharp A.M. '37, Ph.D. '39 of Chapel

Hill on Nov. 12, 1994. Before retiring in 1979 as

a professor and biophysics research director at UNC-
Chapel Hill's medical school, he collaborated with

Duke's Joseph Beard in virus research and built one of

the first Sorvall ultracentrifuges for Duke. He also

built a Tiselius electrophoresis apparatus, and worked

on the 13th electron microscope manufactured in

the United States to study the structure and function

of viruses. He is survived by his wife, Jane, three

daughters, a son, and a brother.

George Gilbert Storey A.M '37 of College-

ville, Pa., on Sept. 16, 1994. After serving as a

communications officer during World War II and the

Korean conflict, he became a college English teacher.

At Ursinus College, he chaired the English depart-

ment, was secretary of the faculty, and advised the

student newspaper. He taught at Geneva College in

New York and at Butler University in Indiana. He was

chosen for the Lindback Award for excellence in

teaching and appointed N.E. McClure Professor of

English. He is survived by his wife, Irene; two sons; a

daughter; a brother, Wray D. Storey M.D. '39;

and two grandchildren.

Whittle '37 of Orlando, Fla.,

on June 26, 1994.

Robert Cary Wood '37, M.D. '40 of Pasadena,

Calif., on Aug. 1, 1994, of cardiac arrest. During World

War II, he served in the Army Medical Corps at its

Washington, DC, medical center. He later joined the

Tulane University and Charity Hospital and was one

of the founding members of the New Orleans-based

Alton Oschner Surgical Society. As a tumor surgeon,

he worked at St. Luke Medical Center in Pasadena and

Methodist Hospital of Southern California in Arcadia.

He was a staff member at the Huntington Memorial

Hospital for 47 years. He was a past president of the

Pasadena Medical Society. He is survived by his wife,

Gertrude, a sister, three sons, and four grandchildren.

Hoyt Wilson Barnett '38 of Lakela , Fla.

Arey Stephens Childs A.M. '38 of Eupora,

Miss., on Sept. 27, 1994. She is survived by her

husband, Thomas.

Margaret Jones Clark '38 in January 1991.

Stuart Orton '38 of Burlington, Vt., on June 23,

1994. After receiving medical training at Jefferson

Medical College in Philadelphia, he served in the

Navy as a medical officer during World War II and in

three European Allied invasions, including D-Day.

For 35 years, he practiced medicine in Rahway, N.J.,

with his brother. In 1963, he founded the Fairfax

Historical Society. He is survived by his wife, Joanna,

a daughter, two granddaughters, and a sister.

William Thomas Reeves A.M. '38 of Canton,

N.C., on Aug. 6, 1989.

Harvey E. Ulrich '38 of North Falmouth,

Mass., on Oct. 10, 1994. He is survived by his wife,

Ruth, and a son, Dorn Ulrich '68.

Harold G. Garlock '39 of Lockport, N.Y., on
Nov. 13, 1994- He was a traveling salesman for B.C.

Remedy Co. of Durham before joining the Army in

World War II. He was stationed in an anti-aircraft

unit in Panama, where he reached the tank of major.

Upon his return, he took over a small bar and intro-

duced the first "open tenderloin steak" to the Niagara

area. He is survived by his wife, Betty, a daughter, a

son, and three grandchildren.

M. Vick Jr. B.D. '39 of Durham, on
Oct. 13, 1994. A minister in the N.C Annual Con-
ference of the United Methodist Church for 56 years,

he was the superintendent of the Methodist Home for

Children in Raleigh for five years, until he retired in

1979. He is survived by his wife, Catherine Allen
Vick '37: two daughters: two sons, including Paul
A. Vick '66; a daughter-in-law, Marsha C. Vick
A.M. '85; and six grandchildren.

Bette Earle Walker '39 of Akron, Ohio, on

July 31, 1994.

Fred Albee Jr. '40, M.D. '44, on Dec. 2, 1994.

An orthopaedic surgeon, he was one of the first

doctors to work in Ormond Memorial Hospital.

He was the first president of its medical staff and a

member of the hospital executive and credentials

committees for 30 years. He was a fellow of the Inter-

national and American Colleges of Surgeons and the

American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. He
is survived by his wife, Mae, a daughter, three grand-

children, and a step-grandchild.

Mildred M. Styer Baker '40 ofTampa, Fla.,

on June 6, 1994.

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC: Two-bedroom, two-

bath condo. Sleeps six with pullout couch. Secluded

poolside view and fishing lagoons, beautiful beach

across street, bike paths galore. Walking distance to

restaurants, theater, grocery store, children activities,

tennis courts. Tennis and golfers paradise. $785

per week. Information and pictures (404) 458-4467.

FOR SALE

TREYBURN COUNTRY CLUB. Charming new
home overlooking the 18th fairway features three

bedrooms, two baths, 18-foot ceilings in living and

dining rooms, and a huge deck with ship rail. 2,111

heated square feet. Contact Duke Management
Company at (919) 286-6605 for more details.

MONTANA PROPERTIES, ranches, recreational

homes, hunting, fishing, skiing, hiking. Craig and

Tami Siphers, Properties West, (800) 981-LAND.

QUALITY U.S. & FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Flags & Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

THE CHANTICLEER has a limited number of 1992-

93, 1993-94, and 1994-95 yearbooks available for pur-

chase. $60 for one or $150 for all three, shipping

included. Mail checks to The Chanticleer, 101-3 Bryan

Center, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708.

PRIVATE, PERSONAL, PROVEN
INVESTMENT COUNSELING

with

Warlick Capital Management
(201) 292-2855

fax (201) 292-1122

Pat Warlick '45, over 45 years' experience in money
management, former chief investment officer and

partner with a large New York mutual fund company,

is accepting a limited number of clients seeking

financial advice and money management

for long-term growth.

For a free brochure describing

his investment style, credentials, fees, and a

15-year performance record, call today or write

WCM, 10 Park Place, Morristown, NJ 07960.

THE ADVISORY
BOARD COMPANY
Washington, DC, consulting

and publishing firm seeks

researchers and analysts to

produce and present major

strategy studies. Firm serves

permanent membership of

1,800 of world's largest corporations, financial services

institutions, universities, and hospitals. Strongly

prefer excellent academic record from preeminent

academic institutions; sense of self-possession,

presentation skills advantages as well. Compensation

matches or exceeds levels at major consulting firms

and investment banks. EOE. Please send re'sume' and

cover letter to Lori Pretzer, 600 New Hampshire

Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20037.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 58,000 POTENTIAL
buyers, renters, travelers, consumers, through

Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first

10 words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple

insertions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment)

are $100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT, FOR SALE,

etc.) in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID.

Send check or money order (payable to

Duke Magazine) to: Classifieds, Duke Magazine,

614 Chapel Drive, Box 90570, Durham, NC
27708-0570.

We also accept VISA, MASTERCARD,
DISCOVER, and American Express. No phone

orders, except FAX orders with credit card

numbers and expiration date: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February

issue), January 1 (March-April issue), March 1

(May-June issue), May 1 (July-August issue),

July 1 (September-October issue), September 1

(November-December issue). Please specify issue

in which ad should appear.
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Cornelia Hart '40 of Winter Haven, Fla., on

Sept. 19, 1993. She was a homemaker. She is survived

by a son, a daughter, and three grandchildren.

Donald W. Kern M.Ed. '40 of Cary, N.C., on

Oct. 12, 1994. He had taught for 30 years at Bridge-

port University in Connecticut, retiring as dean of

admissions in 1977. He is survived by his wife, Eliza-

beth, two daughters, a son, and two grandchildren.

Phil Mitchell II B.S.C.E. '40 of Burlingame, Calif.,

on Oct. 24, 1994. He worked for 44 years at Walsh

Construction Co., Davenport, later called Guy F.

Atkinson Co. During World War II, he served with

the Navy Seabees. He is survived by his wife, Nancy,

a daughter, a son, two granddaughters, and a brother.

Daniel Monroe Sharpe Jr. '40 of Raleigh

on Dec. 22, 1994. He was a retired Army lieutenant

colonel who served in World War II and the Korean

War. He was a manufacturer's representative in

sporting goods. He was also a member of the Rotary

Club of Raleigh. He is survived by his wife, Lucy, a

daughter, a son, a sister, and two grandsons.

James C. "Pop" Stearns '40 of Jacksonville,

Fla., on Sept. 13, 1994, of pancreatic cancer. He is

survived by two daughters and three grandchildren.

Hubert B. Haywood M.D. '41 of Raleigh, on

Oct. 17, 1994.

Elizabeth "Betty" Blake Mapes Horner
'41 of Auburn, Calif., on Sept. 11, 1994, of an aneurysm.

She was one of the original 935 women pilots who
obtained their licenses during World War II while in

college, and she flew until her retirement in 1989.

She had taught school at Clark Air Force Base in the

Philippine Islands for 20 years. After returning to the

States, she did volunteer work for the American Red

Cross. She is survived by two sons, three grandchildren,

a great-grandchild, a brother, two nieces, and a nephew.

Paul Delaine Snedegar M.D. '41 of Elkins,

Va., on Oct. 1, 1994. In 1945, he began his practice

in Elkins and was a Davis & Elkins College physician

for 25 years. He was a diplomate of the American

College of Otolaryngology and was affiliated with Davis

Memorial Hospital in Elkins throughout his practice.

He retired in 1976. He is survived by his wife, Martha

Bogue, two sons, a daughter, and five grandchildren.

Arthur Webster Stanwood '41 of Jacksonville,

Fla., on Oct. 6, 1994. He had retired as a vice presi-

dent with Gulf Life Insurance after 31 years. During

World War II, he was a Navy lieutenant and aviator

in the Southwest Pacific. He is survived by his wife,

Margaret, a son, a daughter, a stepson, two step-

daughters, a brother, and several grandchildren and

great-grandchildren.

Moreau B.C. Chambers '42 of Arlington, Va.,

on June 10, 1994. During the Thirties, he participated

in archaeological and exploratory projects in Missis-

sippi, Illinois, Tennessee, and Alaska for the Miss.

Department of Archives and History, the National

Park Service, and the Smithsonian Institution. During

World War II, he served in the Navy and was a com-
mander in the Reserve until 1969. In 1946, he joined

the State Department as a foreign affairs analyst and
historian until 1954, when he left to supervise the

archaeological laboratory at Colonial Williamsburg.

He left federal service in 1966 to pursue a master's

degree in library science at Catholic University, where

he became university archivist. He then re-entered

federal service as a historian at the Army's Center of

Military History. He retired in the mid-1980s. He is

survived by a son and three grandchildren.

Vera May Krebs M.Ed. '42 of Charleston, S.C.,

on Sept. 29, 1994. She had retired as a teacher at St.

Albans High School and an exchange teacher in Eng-
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land. She was a historical committee member, Circle

chairwoman, Sunday School teacher, and Bible

school director at First Presbyterian Church, St.

Albans. She is survived by two sisters, a brother, and

several nieces and nephews.

Richard M. Livingston '42 of Larchmont,

N.Y., on Oct. 5, 1994, of a heart attack. He was the

founder and president of Rye Industries, an electronics

manufacturer in Marmoneck, N.Y. He was a member

of the rules committee of the U.S. Golf Association

and a director of the Quaker Ridge Golf Club in

Scarsdale, N.Y. He funded the Anti-Defamation

League, which was founded by his father, Sigmund

Livingston, in 1913. He is survived by his wife, Mimi;

a daughter; two sons, including Richard S.

B.S.E. 79; and eight grandchildren.

IflcGhee '42 of Durham on Oct. 10.

He was a pharmaceutical representative. He is sur-
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vived by his wife, Mildred Harris McGhee '43,

a son, and three sisters.

Robert Henry Strotz '42 of Wilmette, 111.,

in November 1994. He was the former president

of Northwestern University, which, during his tenure,

experienced continued faculty and student growth

and made capital improvements of more than $ 142

million. After retiring as president, he became univer-

sity chancellor until 1990. After earning his doctorate

in 1951, he studied econometrics at research centers

in England, the Netherlands, and Sweden. In 1947,

he joined the Northwestern faculty and was named
professor of economics in 1958. From 1966 to 1979,

he was dean of the college of arts and sciences. As a

professor at Northwestern, he was the author or co-

author of many books and articles on business and

investments. He is survived by his wife, Margaret,

four daughters, a son, a brother, and 13 grandchildren.

John R. Carrell '43 of Denton, Texas, on Aug.

29, 1994.

i Wheatley Weer '43 of Silver Springs,

Md., on Nov. 16, 1993.

Mary Lina Shearin Draughon R.N. '44 of

Nashville, Tenn., on March 18, 1994. She is survived

by three sons, a sister, a brother, six grandchildren,

and a great-grandchild.

Robert M. Gantt Jr. '44, A.H. Cert '49,

of Durham, on Oct. 25, 1995. He lettered in three

sports while at Duke and was named All-Southern

Conference in 1943 for basketball, and All-Southern

Conference in 1941 and 1942 for football. He played

professional basketball for the Washington Capitals

in 1946-47. He was inducted into the N.C. Sports

Hall of Fame in 1978 and the Duke University Hall

of Fame in 1981. He was an administrator at Haywood
County Hospital for 17 years. He is survived by his wife,

Barbara, two daughters, a son, and four grandchildren.

Warren D. Grob '44 ofNew Providence, N.J.,

on Aug. 9, 1995, of heart failure. He retired from the

Parker Pen Co. as an account manager. He was a

member of the Old Guard of Summit, the Jaycees of

the Summit area, the New Providence Republican

Club, and the Deerfield chapter of the Red Dot Club.

He also helped raise funds for the American Red

Cross and the New Providence Historical Society.

He is survived by a daughter, two sons, a brother, and

four grandchildren.

ir. '44 of Raleigh. A past mayor

of Roseboro, N.C, he was a prominent civic leader in

Roseboro and Sampson County. He was also a Marine

veteran of World War II. He is survived by his wife,

Annie, two sons, a sister, and two grandchildren.

Frederick L. Mann B.S.M.E. "45 of Bala Cynwyd,

Pa., on Sept. 30, 1994, of leukemia. He is survived by

a brother-in-law, Robert W. Scisco B.S.E.E. '49.

I. Haugh A.M. '46 of Indiana on

l'46ofLake Wales, Fla., on
March 15, 1994. She is survived by her husband, WO.

r M.Div. '46 of Stockton, Calif,

on July 25, 1994, from pulmonary failure. He had re-

tired from the University of the Pacific in 1978 as di-

rector of financial aid. He is survived by his wife, Annie.

Margret Lehmann '47, M.A.T. '63 of Durham
on Oct. 24, 1994. She began teaching in the Durham
city schools in 1962 and was a former assistant

principal at Carr Junior High School. She is survived

by two sons and two sisters.

Sentz R.N. '47 of Palm City, Fla.

M.D. '47ofCarrolton,

Miss., on Oct. 1, 1994, of lung cancer. He was

a general surgeon for 25 years in Greenwood, Miss.,

and retired in 1986 as an emergency room physician

in Ocean Springs, Miss. He is survived by his wife,

Judy, two sons, two daughters, and two grandsons.

Marcus Lunsford Dillon Jr. B.S.M. '48,

M.D. '48 of Lexington, Ky., on Dec. 30. He was a pro-

fessor of surgery in the cardiovascular and thoracic

surgery division at the University of Kentucky's

medical school. He had been an associate professor

of surgery at Duke Medical Center and chief of

cardiothoracic surgery at Durham's VA Hospital.

He was later chief of thoracic surgery at the Lexington

VA Medical Center while teaching at Kentucky. He is

survived by his wife, Edith Ellen Stapf Dillon
'45; two daughters, including Kathryn P. Dillon-

High '74; six sons; and 10 grandchildren.

Van Bogard Dunn B.D. '48, Ph.D. '54 of

Delaware, Ohio, on Nov. 7, 1994. After serving as a

parish pastor in Rocky Mount, N.C, then Jackson,

Tenn., he became the founding dean at the Methodist

Theological School in Delaware. He was dean from

1959 to 1982, professor of the New Testament from

1982 to 1987, and emeritus dean after 1987. He was a

member of the Interprofessional Commission of Ohio,

associated with Ohio State University. He is survived

by his wife, Geraldine, three daughters, a son, a sister,

a brother, and seven grandchildren.

Cortez W. Ferguson '48 of Palm Coast, Fla.,

on Dec. 27, 1993. He had worked as a journalist,

announcer, writer, and producer at radio station

WBEN and at WBEN-TV in Buffalo. He was a nomi-

nee for Outstanding Individual at the Florida Literacy

Coalition's convention. He is survived by his wife,

Martha, a son, and a brother.

William E. Thunberg Sr. 48 of Goldsboro, N.C,

on Jan. 29. He had retired as vice president of the

Jewel Box after 43 years. He is survived by his wife,

Charlotte, a daughter, a son, and three grandchildren.

Harry L. Keller '49 of Charlotte, on July 6, 1994.

He was a partner with Cherry, Bekaert & Holland,

CPAs, and had taught accounting at Belmont Abbey,

Gaston, and Sacred Heart colleges. He earned his

M.B.A. from Queens College and, in retirement, was

an agent for Century 21 in Belmont, N.C. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Patsy, a daughter, a son, and a sister.

R. Cameron LL.B. '50 of Newtown,

Pa., on April 22, 1994. An attorney, he practiced in

Bensalem, Pa., for 42 years. He was a former solicitor

for Bensalem Township and also served as Bucks

County controller. He is survived by his wife, Lois,

two daughters, two sons, two sisters, a granddaughter,

and two grandsons.

'50 of Orlando, Fla.,

on Aug. 17, 1993. After working for Martin Marietta

for a number of years, he opened his own photo-

graphic business, which he ran for 20 years. He was

a photographer who specialized in shelter industries

and photogrammetry. He was a member of the

Bach Festival Choir, the Fla. Historical Society, and

the American Society of Photogrammetry and

Close-Range Photography. He is survived by his wife,

Roberta, a daughter, a son, and three grandchildren.

Harold Edward Roy '50 of San Clemente,Calif,

on June 7, 1994. Originally an engineering major, he

returned to Duke after World War II for a chemistry

degree. He helped launch the first Nike Zeus and, for

his achievements in the aerospace industry, is listed in

Who's Who in the West. He is survived by his second

wife, Gail Jensen Roy; his first wife, Joyce Enslin
Roy '45 ; three children; and a sister.

A. Douglas Rice M.D. '51 of Durham in December.

He was a pediatrician. He is survived by a daughter.

Jones O'Connell '52, A.M. '54,

of California, on April 8, 1994. She had retired from

IBM. She is survived by a son.

Edgar B. Stewart M.D. '52 of Santa Ana, Calif.,

on July 17, 1994. He is survived by his wife, Ruth.

Ralph C. Bryant Jr. Ph.D. '53 of Marshallberg,

N.C. He was professor of forestry at N.C. State

University from 1952 to 1978. He is survived by his

wife, Evelyn, three sons, a daughter, 13 grandchil-

dren, and a great-grandchild.

'54 of Scottsdale, Ariz., on Aug.

26, 1994, of drowning. He was a Shakespearean

specialist in the English department at Arizona State

University since 1970. He was the author of Shake-

speare's Speaking Pictures: Studies in Iconic Imagery and

had presented numerous papers at the World Shake-

speare Congress, annual meetings of the Modern
Language Association, and the Philological Associa-

tion of the Pacific Coast. He was an advisory

editot for The Complete Works of Shakespeare, the

standard college textbook. He first taught in the

English depattment at Dickinson College in Carlisle,

Pa., from 1961 to 1970. He is survived by his wife,

Bettie Ann, a son, and a granddaughter.

O. Pitts Jr. '54 of Beaufort, N.C, on

Dec. 25. He had retired as a Marine Corps lieutenant

colonel. He is survived by his wife, Patricia, a son,

two daughters, a brother, and three grandchildren.

E. Rhine '54 of Hillsborough, N.C,
on Jan. 1. She was a self-employed dog kennel opera-

tor and groomer. She is survived by a brother,

Robert E. Rhine '50, and two sisters, Sara
Rhine Feather Hendrickson Ph.D. '67 and

Rosemary Rhine Simons '56.

Ruda '55 of Chevy Chase, Md., on

Oct. 13, 1994, of prostate cancer. He had retired

in 1984 as district manager for the Chesapeake and

Potomac Telephone Co. aftet 26 years, and then

worked as a home-improvements specialist for Sears

Roebuck and Co. As a freelance photographer, he

produced several cover photographs for Share, the

magazine of the Catholic Daughters of America.

He was a member ofTelephone Pioneers of America,

the American Legion, and the Chesapeake Bay

Foundation. He is survived by his wife, Peggy Ban-

Eastman; two daughters; a son; and five grandsons.

Billy H. Parrish '56, M.Div. '61 of Dunbar,

WVa., on Sept. 17, 1994. He worked in the Pacific

Northwest Conference from 1961 to 1964. Since 1966,

he had owned Big Little Jobbers, until he retired in

1984 from a disability. He is survived by his wife, Carol,

a son, a daughter, a brother, and two grandchildren.

Watkins Fugate M.Ed. '58 of Durham on Dec. 7,

1991. He is survived by his wife, Martha Cole
Fugate '61.

Robert Newman Rudd '58 of Fayetteville,

N.C, on Aug. 29, 1994, of a seizure. He was an

Army vetetan. He is survived by his wife, Janice
Bishop Rudd '57; two daughters, including

Robin Rudd Smith '86; a son-in-law,

Kenneth Smith '85; two brothers; and five sisters.

Chester D. Trivette Ph.D. '58 of Statesville, N.C,

on April 6, 1994. Before retiring in July 1988, he was

a research chemist and computer programmer in the

tire and rubber products division of the Monsanto

Corp. He is survived by his wife, Laura Morrison
Trivette R.N. '54, two sons, and a daughter.

Hazel Matthews M.A.T. '60 of Raleigh. She

had retired from teaching in the Harnett County

schools and had taught at the LaFayette School and

Campbell University. She is survived by two sisters

and five brothers.
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Robert W. Burk Jr. '61 of Parkersburg, Ohio,

on Nov. 20, of a heart attack. He served several

terms in the Ohio House of Delegates, where he was

minority leader in 1991, while practicing law, first

with the firm of Burk and Bayley and then Burk,

Myers, Zivkovich and Powell. He was a member and

past president of the Parkersburg Rotary Club, the

Chamber of Commerce of the Mid-Ohio Valley, the

Wood County Recreation Commission, and the

Wood County Bar Association. He was honored by

the Parkersburg Jaycees with a distinguished service

award. He is survived by his wife, Susan, three sons,

and his stepmother.

Richard C. Titus '62 of Cary, N.C., on Nov. 15.

He served in the Air Force from 1963 to 1965 and

then in the Marine Corps as a captain from 1965 to

1969, including a tour of duty in Vietnam. He earned

a law degree at Wake Forest University in 1972,

where he was editor in chief of the Wake Forest Uni-

versity Law Review. He then entered private law

practice. He is survived by a son, two daughters, his

mother, and a brother.

John C. Doelle '65 of Puyallup, Wash., on Aug.

8, 1994. He was a physician.

Stanley Floyd Lowrey M.H.A. '65 of

Sargentville, Maine, on May 26, 1994, from AIDS
complications.

Patricia Gray Smith Warren '65 of La

Canada, Calif., on Nov. 18, of cancer. She was vice

president and chief financial officer of CIGNA
Healthcare of California. She is survived by her hus-

band, Robert, and a daughter.

Paul C. Echols '66 of Manhattan, N.Y., on Sept.

25, 1994, of cancer. As a musicologist, conductor,

and director of the Mannes Camerata at the Mannes
College of Music, he developed the school's early-

music program and headed its opera program. He had

been the executive editor of the Charles Ives Society,

the house editor for contemporary music at Peer-

Southern music publishers, and the director of publi-

cations and a vice president of G. Schirmer, the

music publishing company. He is survived by his wife,

Cassandra, his mother, his father, a step-mother,

three sisters, and a brother.

O. Bodkin '68 of Keswick, Va. He is

by his wife, Catherine Jones Bodkin

E. Broach EA. Cert '68 of Jonesborough,

Term., on Nov. 29. He was a physician's assistant

with the Mountain Home Veterans Affairs Medical

Center for 16 years and worked at Johnson City Eye

Hospital for several years. He was a member of

the Tenn. Association of Physicians' Assistants and

a member and former secretary of the American

Association of Physician's Assistants.

David K. Henney B.S.E.E. '68 of Austin, Texas,

on Nov. 21, 1993.

Wayne M. Boaz '69 of San Francisco, Calif., on
April 26, 1994.

William E. Valentine 71 of San Francisco,

Calif, on June 20, 1994, from AIDS complications.

He moved to San Francisco in 1974 to work on
staff at the Pacific Psychiatric Institute of Pacific Pres-

byterian Medical Center, and later became director

of its psychiatric social services. During his tenure at

the medical center, he earned his master's in social

welfare from the University of California at Berkeley.

For the next six years, he was the director of social

services at Children's Hospital of San Francisco.

He then directed social work and utilization manage-
ment at Stanford University Medical Center. A mem-
ber of the National Association of Social Workers,

he was president of its Northern California chapter

in 1987-88. He is survived by his partner, Jonathan

Pannor, his mother, and four brothers.

William E. Hill J.D. '73 of Washington, D.C.

After working for the law firm Schumacker,

McGlinchey, Stafford & Mintz, he moved on to

public service as trial attorney for the Justice

Department, assistant chief counsel for the Food

and Drug Administration, and attorney for the

District of Columbia. He was counsel for the Office

of Management and Budget during the Carter

administration. He was also co-founder of CACTUS,
a mentoring and tutoring program for inner-city

children. In 1970, he was awarded the Kappa Delta

Phi Key by his alma mater, Tulane University,

for his outstanding representation of the university.

Rod McCormick A.M. '73, Ph.D. '87 of

Durham, in an automobile accident near Denver,

Colo. A physicist, he had been working with a joint

Duke and N.C. State University free-electron laser

program. He served in the Army for 20 years before

retiring as a lieutenant colonel in 1988, earning

his doctorate during service. He was hired as the

associate director of the Free Electron Laser Labora-

tory at Duke, then moved to Ohio State University

as director of physical science projects. In 1992,

he returned to North Carolina to become primary

project manager for a $200-million particle-storage

ring project at State. He is survived by his wife,

Gail Swinger McCormick 73, his parents,

his sister, and four brothers.

Michael Lee Brooks M.S. 76 of Chatsworth,

Calif., on Sept. 2, 1994. He is survived by his mother.

Marvin Ben Hertz M.B.A. 78 of Houston,

Texas, on Dec. 11, 1992.

Kim R. Tibbetts M.D. 79 of San Rafael,

Calif., on June 20, 1994, of brain lymphoma due to

AIDS. After completing his residency in anesthesia

at the University of California, San Francisco, he

joined the faculty there as a clinical anesthesiologist.

He was involved with Interplast, a humanitarian

organization, assisting with reconstructive surgery

in several Latin American countries. He is survived

by his partner, Roger, his mother, a sister, a brother,

and his grandmother.

Mary Jo Brown M.F. '80 of Fayetteville, Ga.,

on Nov. 20, while fighting a forest fire near Blairsville,

Ga. She began her career with the Forest Service in

1976 as a clerk-stenographer in Atlanta. She had

worked in the Tyger District of the Sumter National

Forest in South Carolina and the Brasstown Ranger

District in the Chattahoochee National Forest.

A. Derwood Huneycutt Ed.D. '80 of Salisbury,

N.C, on Jan. 14, 1992. A combat veteran of World

War II, he had received the presidential unit citation

and nine battle stars. He was a teacher, coach,

and principal at numerous schools in the Salisbury

area before being named superintendent of the

Salisbury city schools. In 1987, he was elected to the

Thomasville City Council, and he was mayor pro

tern until 1989. The Thomasville Rotary Club named
him a Paul Harris Fellow in 1991. He was named
Salisbury's Young Man of the Year in 1956 and

Citizen of the Year in Thomasville in 1983. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Lummie Jo, a daughter, four sons,

and six grandchildren.

Myers B.S.N. '81 of

Bear, Del., on June 2, 1994. She is survived by her

husband, Richard.

Michael Gibson Fitch M.Div. '83 of East

Hartland, Conn., on Sept. 24, 1994. He is survived

by his wife, Susanna W. Fitch M.Div. '81.

Richard Eric Rosenberg J.D. '85, A.M. '85

of San Jose, Calif, on Sept. 13, in an automobile

accident. He was a development officer for the Green
Industry Program, a recycling project and develop-

ment fund for the city of San Jose, Calif. He had also

worked for the city's department of affordable

housing and the San Francisco law firm Morrison and

Foerster. He is survived by his parents, two brothers,

and a sister.

Eugene Rossitch Jr. M.D. '85 of Wellesley,

Mass., on Nov. 18, while saving his eight-year-old son

from drowning. He was a neurosurgeon at Brigham

and Women's Hospital and Children's Hospital,

where he specialized in spinal procedures. He was also

an assistant professor of surgery at Harvard Medical

School. He is survived by his wife, Cindy, his son,

and two daughters.

Philanthropist Bryan
Joseph M. Bryan, the North Carolina philanthropist

who, with his wife, the late Kathleen Price Bryan,

donated millions to Duke for student life and medical

research, died in Greensboro on April 26. He was 99.

Bryan made his fortune through the Jefferson-

Pilot Corporation and investments in other enter-

prises. He, along with Mrs. Bryan, donated the

$4 million for Duke's student union that bears their

name. Bryan, whose wife died in 1984 of Alzheimer's

disease, donated $10 million in 1985 to establish

the Joseph and Kathleen Bryan Alzheimer's Disease

Research Center at Duke.

The Bryans were major contributors to the

North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics,

North Carolina A&T University, and state cultural,

economic, and medical causes. He is credited with

bringing television to the state when he bought radio

station WBT in Charlotte in 1945 and put WBTV
on the air in 1950, giving North and South Carolina

their first televised signals.

He is survived by two daughters and a son.

Angier Biddle Duke Hon. '69, diplomat, chief

of protocol under two presidents, and great-grandson

of Washington Duke, died April 29 near his

Southampton, New York, home after being hit by

a car while in-line skating. He was 79.

He was born in New York City to Angier

Buchanan Duke and Cordelia Drexel Biddle. He
was the grandson of Benjamin N. Duke, who with

his brother James Buchanan Duke, heavily endowed

Trinity College, which came to be named Duke
University. He was educated at St. Paul's School and

attended Yale University.

In 1949, he became an assistant to the am-

bassador of Argentina. In 1952, President Truman
appointed him ambassador to El Salvador, then

the youngest person, at 36, to hold such a post. He
was named chief of protocol by President Kennedy

and named ambassador to Spain by President

Johnson in 1965. He was ambassador to Denmark
in 1968-69 and to Morocco from 1979 to 1981.

He retired in 1981 and served as chancellor of

the Southampton Center of Long Island University.

He recently was chair of the Democratic Center

in Central America, a group supporting rebels against

Nicaragua's Marxist government.

He is survived by his wife, Robin; a daughter;

three sons, including Angier St. George
Biddle "Pony" Duke '59 and A. Biddle
Duke Jr. '85; a stepson; five grandchildren,

including George St. George Biddle Duke
'82 and Benjamin Buchanan Duke '86;

a brother; and several cousins, including Mary
Duke Biddle Trent Semans '39, Hon. '83.
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'IMMORAL
AGENDA'
Editors:

As a graduate of Duke, I am distressed to

see my alma mater increasingly reject Judeo-

Christian morals. In the March-April Duke

Magazine, it was reported that Duke will now
grant married employee benefits to homosex-

ual couples. Another article triumphantly

reported a pro-homosexual professor being

hired at the Divinity School.

Do Duke Magazine and President Keohane

actually think that this activist, immoral

agenda reflects the desires of the Duke com-

munity as a whole? Would our benefactor,

Mr. Duke, be pleased to see the direction of

the university?

It was not without a purpose that the Duke
family asked for a memorial plaque to be

placed in the center of our campus. It reads:

"The aims of Duke University are to assure a

faith in the eternal union of knowledge and

religion set forth in the teachings and char-

acter ofJesus Christ, the Son of God."

This plaque stands as a testimony to the

spiritual foundations of our university. Duke
was founded to be a moral leader, and our

call is higher than being thoughtlessly shaped

by the increasingly secular and immoral

American culture. I do not speak as "a lone

voice crying in the wilderness." I'm sure that

many alumni and donors agree with me. I

urge like-minded people to write President

Keohane and exhort her to reconsider the

direction in which she is leading our school.

Robert L. Plummer '93

Louisville, Kentucky

The magazine's May-June issue featured a

wide-ranging look at Duke's religious identity.

WEDDING
WOES
Editors:

Bridget Booher's article "Marching Down
the Aisle" in the March-April issue was of

special interest to me because, as an organ

student of university organist Mildred

Hendrix in the 1950s, I often substituted for

her, particularly in one period when she was

incapacitated by complications from a bro-

ken arm. I played almost as many weddings

as Sunday services.

For the record, there has been at least one

wedding in Duke Chapel that, in the end,

did not happen. It was to be an intimate

ceremony with only the immediate family

and a few friends of the bride and groom

present. At the proper time, I began to play

the preludes. Shortly after the time to begin

the wedding march, a phone call from chapel

hostess Meade Jackson, at the back of the

nave, notified me that there would be a

slight delay and that I was to keep playing:

The groom had not arrived.

The last of several calls with the same mes-

sage—by this time I had begun to repeat

music—informed me that the groom had

called from the motel to say that he couldn't

go through with it. By the time I closed the

organ, changed shoes, and walked to the

rear of the nave, all traces of the wedding

had vanished.

Frank Jordan '59, A.M. '60, Ph.D. '65

Oxford, Ohio

UNCIVIL
RITES

Editors:

I read with interest your relevant article,

"Has Society Lost Its Civility?" [March-

April] . In answering the question, my opin-

ion would be yes, society has lost or is very

close to losing civility.

A classic example of incivility would be the

conduct of the Duke students at the basket-

ball games. I was always taught that the visit-

ing teams are indeed visitors and, although

you naturally want to win the game, you

still have respect for your opponents. Last

September, attending Hall ofFame weekend,

I read in the paper that the students should

be encouraged to support the football team

in a fashion similar to what they do at the

basketball games. Civility personified!

Howard C. HeissJr. '50

Towson, Maryland

Editors:

The statements made by Jean O'Barr,

director of the Women's Studies program, in

the March-April issue ["Has Society Lost Its

Civility?"] astound me. That Duke Univer-

sity, which purports to have a clear mission to

educate academically as well as morally,

would have such a confused thinker on staff

leads one to question its hiring practices.

Students "need a script," but in the classroom

she won't provide one. Only after-the-fact

chastisements are offered after disruptions.

This is not a "script" but a professor's power-

play. The published protocols at the Univer-

sity of Vermont, which she "would reject,"

leave the mind-reading out of expectations

and provide students with a framework with-

in which to practice manners. Guidelines are

important—they remove the guesswork.

O'Barr contradicts herself when explain-

ing that students are invited to her home for

dinner, "only after making clear her expecta-

tions for the occasion." Why do less for those

in her classroom?

Civility on campus, as in life, should not be

latitudinarian. Selective civility is arrogance,

and expectations should not differ between

class and home, but be practiced regardless

of setting. She demonstrates great disdain for

the university, and her students, by not

requiring, a priori, the same civility in class

that she requires in her own home.

Rita Onorato

Rockville Center, New York

QUESTIONS OF
COMPOSITION
Editors:

When I read the bimonthly issues ofDuke

Magazine, I wonder after thirty years whether

I should have studied there. My ideals and

attitudes differ from those that prevail at

Duke now, but I am writing to you only about

the quality of college-graduate composition

in the magazine. Please look at the contents

page in the March-April 1995 issue.

The caption for the social-political article

balances the phrase "turning inward" and

the phrases "changing standards of civility"

and the "end of civil society." The metaphors

of motion do not match and blend to make
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a coherent image. In the text, the politico-

author sounds like a pre-1990s New Yorker

feature, without an outline to hold the

amusing blocks of paragraphs together.

He never does define his topic, civility.

The science article caption mentions a

"world-class conservation, education, and

entertainment center." How vulgar! "Un-

leashing a master plan." How vulgar! Why
print these ugly phrases? "Zoo guru"!

The human interest-religion-nostalgia

caption mentions "Duke Chapel's sacred

splendor." "A perfect spot for vowing eternal

devotion." I will not ridicule a place of wor-

ship, but this gushy wording embarrasses me
as a Duke graduate. You should also know
that the possessive case does not occur in

contemporary American English with an

inanimate object such as Duke Chapel. One
writes the "color of the stone" rather than the

"stone's color."

The arts-film article "Celluloid Chal-

lenges, The Student as Auteur" starts badly

with its title, which alludes to the term auteur

theory that few dedicated readers will recog-

nize as standard vocabulary. On page 36, the

text reads "A generation that grew up with

VCRs, camcorders, and MTV most of his

students are already sophisticated media

consumers." Until this spring, I had never

seen "consumers" used to refer to an arts

audience favorably. The usage I did see in

print and did hear was sarcastic, alluding

with contempt to the crassest commercial-

ism. I have not seen either student's film

work, but I would still need some convincing.

As told in the article, the white race -black

race film restates the weariest racial stereo-

types. You do not attract me to the other

film, "straight from a 'B' horror movie." The
phrases "a generation" and "most of his

students," in apposition, also sound like a

singular-plural grammatical problem.

The profile about the Voice of America

again is much too political. I know people

who work there, two blocks from where I

am typing this letter at another U.S. govern-

ment agency.

Please raise your writing and editing stan-

dards. The alumni magazine from the

University of Virginia is better than yours.

Even consumer and trade journals like

Consumer Reports and Government Computer

News have higher standards of thought and

expression. The Atlantic and Harpers might

also be models.

In my years at Duke, 1962-1965, so few

people listened to string quartets or collected

cheap, student-price Vox classical records.

Imported entertainment was the Black

Watch; Peter, Paul, and Mary; and Martha

and the Vandellas. With brighter students

now and a reputation only slightly sub-Ivy

League, your magazine advertises that Duke
University is still a first-class mediocrity.

That cannot be the wish of the alumni.

H. Clifford Brown '65

Alexandria, Virginia

Duke Magazine was recently awarded the

Council for Advancement and Support of

Education's Grand Gold Medal for Higher

Education Reporting by The Chronicle of

Higher Education. In addition to "imagination

in the selection of story topics," the judges looked

for "journalistic enterprise, solid reporting and

excellent writing."

In the category Best Articles of the Year, the

magazine won a gold medal for the article on

Richard Nixon by editor Robert]. Bliwise A.M.
'88 and a bronze medal for the article "Telling

Stories in the Age of AIDS" by writer Steven

Petrow 78.

TakeOffl
There are times when you may need to get away, to follow your dream, to do the things you like best. With over

115 locations in the U.S.A. and in select cities through Europe, it's easy to take off and enjoy the special benefits
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mileage). No refund will be given on any unused portion of the certificate Certificate is not

redeemable for cash.
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or an Alamo Express Phis5" rental.

• A 24-hour advance reservation is required. Reservations are subject to availability at time
ofbooking.

• Certificate must be presented at the Alamo counter on arrival.

This certificate is redeemable at all Alamo locations in the U.S.A. only. Once redeemed, t

certificate is void.

Certificate is subject to Alamos conditions at the time of rental.

• Certificate does not include any taxes or other optional items.

• Certificate is void if altered or duplicated in any way. In the event of loss or expiration,

certificate will not be replaced.

• Offer valid through June 29, 1996 except: 02/16/95-02/18/95, 04/13/95-04/15/95,

05/25/95-05/27/95, 06/29/95-07/08/95, 07/21/95-08/19/95, 08/31/95-09/02/95,

10/05/95-10/07/95, 11/22/95-11/25/95, 12/14/95-12/30/95, 02/15/96-02/17/96,

04/04/96-04/06/96, and 05/23/96-05/25/96.

For reservations, call your Professional Travel Agent or call Alamo at 1-800-354-2322.
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PAY FOR
PLAY?
REWARDING

PERFORMANCES
BY TAYLOR SISK

It's

one of the final scenes of last
|

year's terrific documentary, Hoof)

Dreams. William has come to say

good-bye to the coach who took

him off an inner-city Chicago play-

ground, brought him to an alien

suburban high school, then used

him for all that his fragile talents

were worth. A knee injury has turned Wil-

liam's hoop dream into a prolonged night-

mare. Sure, he's secured a basketball scholar-

ship to Marquette, where he'll probably be an

adequate, perhaps above-average college

player. But that knee has all but precluded

any chance of William playing in the

NBA, and his coach now scarcely con-

ceals an attitude of good riddance.

Dick DeVenzio 71 is an advocate

for guys like William. He's known
quite a few such young ath

letes in his time: kids who
stumble, some hard, on

the mill of amateur ath

letics. Each sum-

mer—as the direc-

tor of fourteen

basketball camps

around the coun-

try—he teaches

over a thousand

kids, male and

female, and not

just the fast break or

how to protect the ball.

He also teaches them to

protect and respect them-

selves and to demand
what's rightfully theirs. A
young athlete's condition

is a tenuous one. Bodies

will crumble and spirits

are broken, and the pres-

sures placed upon the

and football bring in big-time bucks,

and DeVenzio thinks it's about time those

who play the game got their cut.

Working out of his Charlotte home, he has

crisscrossed the country speaking publicly and

privately. He's debated Pat Buchanan on

Crossfire, commiserated with Lesley Stahl on

60 Minutes; he's ruffled quite a few feathers

and been branded a lunatic. But DeVenzio

was always a point guard—high school Parade

All-American, three-year Blue Devil starter,

Academic All-America team, truly a Vic

Bubas favorite. And a good point guard isn't

easily discouraged.

He's driven, and few question his sincerity.

"I think Dick DeVenzio's heart is in the

right place, that he really cares for the kids,"

says John Gerdy, the Southeastern Con-

erence's associate commissioner overseeing

compliance with academic affairs. "But the

idea of paying them is playing into a mindset

that this is all about money and market value

and not how an education can impact their

lives long-term."

Many—most, in fact

—

associated with college

athletics are unprepared

for the radical changes

DeVenzio proposes tor the

National Collegiate Ath-

letic Association (NCAA).

They find the concept of

I "deregulation"—of allow-

s ing, for example, a Duke
•' alumnus to pay Cherokee

Parks '95 a half-million dollars to play college

basketball for the Blue Devils—truly fright-

ening, inimical to the spirit of academe.

But with college basketball coaches signing

six- and seven-figure deals with shoe com-

panies, and with the NCAA having recently

renegotiated its contract with CBS to cover

the Final Four for $216 million a year, the cho-

rus rises in reconsideration of what revenue-

producing student-athletes are entitled to. Duke

basketball coach Mike Krzyzweski has sug-

gested—diplomatically, yet noncommittally

—

that he would be amenable to continued, on-

going discussions between players and coaches.

A 1993 informal survey of Division I-A college

football coaches found that 71 percent believe

players deserve some monetary compensation.

University of Washington president Wil-
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liam Gerberding has written: "At the core of

the existing regulatory structure is the idea

that having college athletes 'play for pay' is

obviously wrong for society and wrong for

them. I'm less and less sure about such mat-

ters, and I'm even less sure as I contemplate

the obvious fact that so many of the most

gifted athletes are economically and educa-

tionally disadvantaged blacks."

"If the system were deregulated today so

that student-athletes could receive payment,"

DeVenzio argues, "athletics would change in

certain ways. I think for the better; my critics

would say for the worse. But there's one thing

we definitely know: Thousands of American

families would benefit immediately. Thou-

sands of athletes who are recruited, whose

families are near or below the poverty line,

would suddenly find that their families have

achieved financial independence."

Allowing alumni and boosters to foot that

windfall is the most radical of DeVenzio's pro-

posals. If a wealthy Iron Duke member is will-

ing to pay a cool million to have the next

Grant Hill '94 or Clarkston Hines '89 don

Duke Blue, why, DeVenzio asks, shouldn't he

or she be allowed to do so? Put the money in

a trust fund until the athlete graduates. If he

fails to do so after a given time, the money
belongs to the university.

His detractors respond that such a system

would lead to the outright buying ofchampion-

ships—the George Steinbrenner approach to

athletics—and to what Duke football student-

athlete Spence Fischer '95 characterizes as

"opening the floodgates" to dirty money, cor-

ruption, the fixing of games. (DeVenzio coun-

ters that when a player receives what he

believes to be just compensation, the likelihood

of corruption will be significantly lessened.)

Still, Fischer isn't at all unsympathetic to

DeVenzio's suggestion. "They tell us it's

enough that we're getting an education,"

says Fischer, "but I think there needs to be

more to it than that. We need to be part of

the big-money equation."

It's not that student-athletes are unappre-

ciative of the education. Clarkston Hines, a

consensus All-America wide -receiver his senior

year and now a human resources coordinator

for compensation at Atlanta's Emory Clinic,

remembers the look in his mother's eyes when
she received notice of his athletic scholarship:

first, dismay at row upon row of expenses,

then overwhelming relief, as in the following

column each item was marked "paid." "That

look was worth it all to me, and sacrifice, not

having any spending money or being able to

take my girlfriend out to dinner," says Hines.

But Hines, like Fischer, has come to believe

that perhaps the arrangement isn't entirely

kosher. "When the basketball team won
the 1992 National Championship, it really
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respect to the treatment of student-athletes

A 1993 informal

survey of Divisionl-A
cdllege footb,ill

coaches found that

7 1 percent bel eve

players deserve some

monetary compensation.

helped the university's financial situation.

There had been some concern about cash,

but the sale of National Championship

T-shirts gave an unexpected boost in meeting

the budget that year."

College athletics, Hines suggests, are only

amateur in respect to the treatment of student-

athletes. DeVenzio agrees. "There's no reason

a university can't have a professional team on

campus. They have them already. When you

sign a $216-million contract with CBS, you've

got professional athletics. You can't have an

enterprise that's 99 percent professional and

1 percent amateur and call it amateur sports.

"If the NCAA wants to accomplish its edu-

cational goals while keeping its athletics ama-

teur, it can easily do that with Division III

sports. But they've taken a whole different

approach when they sign these contracts and

put the games on TV, and allow coaches to be

paid millions of dollars. They can't get away

with saying they have not opted for profes-

sional athletics. They have, and I'm not

against that. But once they've opted for pro-

fessional athletics, they have to quit making

rules that prevent the athletes from enjoying

the fruits of their labors."

Of course, DeVenzio recognizes that allow-

ing boosters and alumni to recruit athletes

through monetary incentive is not a scenario

soon to be realized. So he offers an alterna-

tive. Take a percentage of that $216 million

from CBS and give it back, either in cash or

in opportunities for athletes after their eligi-

bility has expired. Washington Post sports

columnist John Feinstein 77 advances the

same concept. If the NCAA put $50 million

of those dollars into an educational fund,

Feinstein has proposed, and divided half of it

among the sixty-four schools that participated

in the tournament and the other half among
those Division I schools that didn't, each

player on a tournament team would get about

$30,000, each non-tournament player about

$8,000. (The NCAA does have a "special

needs fund" of approximately $3 million

drawn from tournament revenues.)

Or how about this: DeVenzio envisions a

network of sports complexes throughout the

nation's inner cities, equipped with libraries,

computers, gymnasiums, and swimming pools,

and staffed by former college football and bas-

ketball players. Membership would be based

on a kid's performance in school—not grades,

but effort. "The NCAA could staff these

sports complexes with last year's stars, the

ones who didn't make the pros. Pay these guys

maybe $50,000 a year and let them be re-

warded for what they've given to the NCAA,
and at the same time, the NCAA would be

engaged in positive, real—not just superfi-

cial—public relations.

"This isn't dream-world stuff; they could do

it tonight. All they have to do is decide

they're going to quit spending this $216 mil-

lion on bureaucracy and paperwork to make

sure no athletes are getting a new pair of

sneakers or a T-shirt."

Most athletics directors will tell you they

have no money to give out to student-ath-

letes, and DeVenzio is only too happy to point

out where it might be found. In addition to

the above-mentioned savings from a relax-

ation of regulations, he points to exorbitant

legal fees consumed in the prosecution of the

Jerry Tarkanians and Barry Switzers, and to

the planning and logistical costs of the foot-

ball bowl system.

DeVenzio further argues that revenue-pro-

ducing programs should no longer be financ-

ing those that fail to generate income. This
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would mean that at most colleges and univer-

sities, women's basketball, men's soccer, and

all the rest would either be paid for through

the school's general fund or be dropped. Why,

he asks, should the basketball team be paying

for the baseball team to fly across the country

for a two-week tournament?

"Sure, some schools would lose their

lacrosse teams. But twenty or thirty schools

would develop really dynamite teams." Ergo,

DeVenzio reasons, the heightened level of

play would generate more interest in the

sport, perhaps leading to the viability of a

professional league.

"Athletic Darwinism," he calls such an

approach, "an end to the cycle of depen-

dency." As for Title IX—enacted, thus far

in-effectively, to mandate fiscal equity

between men's and women's athletic pro-

grams—it is meant to ensure "equal opportu-

nity, not equal benefit," DeVenzio says. "If

the men's team can come up with the mon-

ey to spend Christmas holiday at a Hawaii

Invitational, they should be allowed to do

so. If the women's team can't...."

Obviously, such ideas are not particularly

popular in the mainstream world of college

athletics, and DeVenzio has failed to win friends

"I want to be sure

that where there's need,

we try to meet it.

But 'pay for play'?

I'm totally' against it."

GENE CORRIGAN '52

Preside at, NCAA

and influence people on more than one occa-

sion. But, says his longtime friend, formerUNC
All-America Dennis Wuycik: "Dick's always

been an independent thinker and sports have

always been in his blood.... I think his effort

on behalf of athletes is his way of giving some-

thing back, and with the same passion with

which he always played the game."

Passion may be an understatement; some

might suggest obsession. (This is the same man
who once dribbled all the way across North

Carolina to raise money for a drug-rehabilita-

tion center.) Though he made some money
playing basketball in Europe and his camps

are now a source of revenue, DeVenzio is not

a wealthy man. A bachelor, he lives modestly

in a Charlotte townhouse, and continues to

pour untold sums of his own money into this

OFF-COURT ADVANTAGE

Though essentially

a perimeter play-

er, Quin Snyder
'89, J.D. *95, M.B.A.
'95, a member of three

Blue Devil Final Four
teams, had no qualms
about taking it inside.

Now, as an aspiring

college basketball

coach and the inspira-

tion behind an organi-

zation to be called

A Life After Duke
Network (ALADN),
Snyder intends to

advocate for student-

athletes (present and
former), working
outside the system

and within.

"There are two
things major-college

basketball programs

offer their recruits,"

says Snyder. "One is

preparation for the

NBA; the other is

preparation for life."

Snyder never got it

together for the NBA
(although, with a little

time in the Continental

Basketball Association,

he might have had a

shot), but on the latter

count, he seems to

have fared quite well.

"My experience at

Duke was pretty close

to the ideal," he says.

"I played basketball at

a top school, I had a

great coach, I got a

degree in four years;

I'm moving forward

with my life without

the NBA. I'm trying to

make the most out of

the opportunity I was
afforded."

But Snyder consid-

ers himself to be one
of the very fortunate

few. "I think that in

many respects playing

sports in a big-time

program acts as a

handicap in getting on
in life. You're absolute-

ly pampered for four

years, but when it's

JiryJer: preparing players for life after o ,lle&

over, you're out there

on your own. You get

four years of bliss,

then you're twenty-

two and you feel like

you've done the

greatest thing you'll

ever do. You may
accomplish a lot, but

you're sure not going

in front of 8,000

screaming fans in

Cameron anymore."

Snyder will get

another opportunity

to face the Cameron
Crazies, though. In

June, he was named
assistant coach for the

Blue Devils, replacing

Mike Brey. As a

coach, he says, you
should "never under-

estimate your impact.

It's up to you to start

the thought process:

'Where are you going

to be three years from

now, five years from
now?' There may be

those who fall through

the cracks, but you've

got to try. You're a

teacher and a parent."

be in class? Let them
take an underload."

As for ALADN—
for which Snyder is

currently seeking tax-

exempt status as a

nonprofit—the impe-

tus is to provide schol-

arships for former stu-

dent-athletes to do
postgraduate work or

for completing an
undergraduate degree.

"This will be a great

opportunity for guys

who've made out

financially in the NBA
or otherwise to assist

those who haven't. Or
it could just serve as a

fraternity—individuals

with a shared experi-

ence who can help

one another. Maybe a

guy has no idea what
he's going to do next;

you don't necessarily

have to give him a job,

maybe just a phone
call, a few words of

campaign. He's written four books, including

Rip-Off V. and There's Only One Way To Win,

which is about his father, a forty-year coach

for whom he and Wuycik led an undefeated

team to a Pennsylvania state championship.

Recruited to Duke by Vic Bubas, DeVenzio

enjoyed two productive years at point guard.

And, in Snyder's

self-determined job

description, a re-

formist. "I believe the

exploitation of stu-

dent-athletes comes
on two fronts. First,

though the NCAA is

a multi-million-dollar

business, players

receive no financial

benefits. I think a

stipend is reasonable,

if controlled and regu-

lated. We don't need
to give them what they

want, just what they

need. The way it's set

up now, it's irrational

to condemn these kids

for taking cash. They're

just trying to get by.

"The second thing is

that there is a disin-

centive to get an edu-

cation. People say, hey,

you shouldn't pay
these guys; they're get-

ting an educational

opportunity. But
what's that opportuni-

ty worth if they're on
the road three to five

days a week and can't

But after his sophomore year, Bubas retired as

coach and Bucky Waters took over, instituting

a slow-down, ball-control offensive unsuited

to DeVenzio's taste for fast-break basketball.

"I didn't think a change of coaches would

have much of an impact on me, but it did."

His production, and enthusiasm, diminished.

(Ironically enough,

ALADN can't be

directly associated

with the university;

if so, Snyder explains,

it would be an
NCAA violation,

"an illegal recruiting

inducement.")

"When you've done
something your whole
life and that's who you
are and then it's gone,

that's tough," he says.

"And it's especially

tough if you don't

have a degree. I'd like

to see universities pay

a lot more attention to

what these kids are

doing when they grad-

uate. It's not enough
to say you graduated

them. If you're not

going to pay them, you
at least need to open
their eyes a little to

what lies ahead."
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"One of the big reasons I'm such an advo-

cate for student-athletes is because of what

happened to me as a player at Duke," De-

Venzio says. And while emphasizing that if he

had to do it all over again, he'd still choose

Duke, he adds that Bubas' departure gave

him occasion to begin considering the condi-

tion of the student-athlete from a more philo-

sophical perspective.

Today, he has it down to a virtual science.

It angers him to hear football and basketball

players treated as "misplaced-priority behe-

moths," when it is they who pay the bills.

In the literature he's circulated over the years,

DeVenzio has frequently cited Duke law pro-

fessor John Weistart, an expert in sports law.

In an article for the journal of University and

University Law, "Legal Accountability and the

NCAA," Weistart introduces "The Great

American Non Sequitur," by which "a young

man who shows promise in the physical skills

associated with basketball and football. ..must

be also academically inclined if he desires to

secure further high-level, pre -professional
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training." There simply is no other practical

way for a kid who aspires to play professional

football or basketball to hone his skills suf-

ficiently. Weistart continues, "Given the lack of

alternatives, we should not be surprised that

the programs attract some participants who are

more interested in one part of the dual [acad-

emic-athletic] arrangement than the other."

And yet the system, DeVenzio argues, is

structured to make make the student-athlete

appear foolish. He's encouraged to take

classes in ceramics, basketball theory, and so

forth. The NCAA Constitution states that

college sports are a mere "avocation"; the ath-

lete, says DeVenzio, "must therefore maintain

as best he can the facade of Academics: First

and Foremost.'
"

Thus, says sports psychologist Harry

Edward, as quoted in DeVenzio's Rip-Off U.:

"The former blue chipper who completes his

eligibility but is not drafted and is not within

reach of a degree is no longer perceived as a

big gun. Rather, he tends to be seen as a

smoking gun, a potential embarrassment to

the athletic program."

Former hoop star and current Blue Devil

basketball color man Jay Bilas '86 says schools

should be allowed to enroll whomever they

wish, free from NCAA regulation. But he's

against paying student-athletes, saying, "You

go to college because that's where the dream

lies. No kid starts playing basketball to make
money. And a jersey that, for example, says

'Ed O'Bannori on the back isn't worth nearly

as much as one that says 'Ed O'Bannon' on

the back and 'UCLA on the front. The
NCAA is more than the players; a lot of vari-

ables make college basketball successful."

But Duke's Tommy Amaker '87 says he un-

derstands the anger some athletes feel at being

left out. "As a player, I was in favor of athletes

being paid. With March Madness and all the

money spent to generate that, and then the

CBS money, you wonder why you're not cut

in." Now, as a coach and educator, "I see it as a

very complex issue.... We need to be creative in

dealing with this; we can't just write a check."

Gene Corrigan '52 agrees. As ACC com-

missioner and now president of the NCAA,
he says, "I want to be sure that where there's

need, we try to meet it. But 'pay for play'? I'm

totally against it." Corrigan points to recent

reforms in NCAA legislation, as well as the

NCAA "special needs fund." As regulations

formerly stood, those under scholarship were

forbidden to work part-time jobs until their

eligibility had expired. At the same time they

received no compensation beyond tuition,

fees, books, room, and board. Not even laun-

dry money. If a kid's mother were taken seri-

ously ill while the basketball team was repre-

senting the university in a Christmas tourna-

ment, no provision was made to provide a
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plane ticket home. That's no longer the case.

Undeniably, the NCAA in general and the

ACC in particular are being hurt by basket-

ball players leaving school early for the pros.

A school signs a blue-chip prospect and he's

gone after his sophomore year. Before Joe

Smith decided to leave UNC this spring,

Corrigan had his own thoughts on the young

player's options.

"Joe Smith really shouldn't come out of col-

lege now, physically or emotionally," he says.

"But if he has a market value to the NBA of

$80 million over the next ten years, he should

be allowed to make a deal with an NBA team,

put the money into escrow, and go on with his

education. Let the NBA cover his insurance.

If he can get it, why not let him?"

Fair enough? Well, it's all in the eye of

the beholder. "I think the deal the student-

athlete strikes with a university when signing

a Ietter-of-intent is a fair one," says John

Gerdy of the Southeastern Conference. "As

an athlete, you say, 'I'm coming to provide an

athletic performance. You [the institution]

get exposure on TV, the money involved, etc.

I get the opportunity to get a balanced ath-

letic-educational experience, a meaningful

degree.' If that agreement is met, I think it's

a fair one. But in some cases, our institutions

are not meeting their end of the agreement,

and I want to see things done in the NCAA
to ensure that they do."

"In the two years I'm president of the

NCAA," says Corrigan, "taking better care of

student-athletes will be high on my priority

list. We're going to be dealing with this cre-

atively. What that means, I don't yet know."

One possibility is guaranteeing a scholarship

for as long as it takes athletes to get their

degrees. But whatever the reform, "it's not

going to mean paying them."

Not exactly music to DeVenzio's ears. But,

as noted, he's not a man easily discouraged.

He'll continue to make waves (as he did a

couple of years

ago by starting a

$1,000 trust fund

for then Duke re-

cruit Joey Beard;

Beard refused the

money). But cer-

tainly he is en-

couraged by a

burgeoning recep-

tion to his ideas.

g Even his longtime

f nemesis, former

| NCAA executive

I director Walter

1 Byers, has conver-

ted, calling for significant reforms—and

calling DeVenzio to chat.

"I think people often used to look at me like,

Are you the bad guy who's trying to destroy

college sports or are you the good guy who
spends sixteen-hour days running camps and

working with kids?'" says DeVenzio. "And I

think it's only recently that people have begun

to accept me for how I've always thought of

myself: a guy who likes sports and tries to

make them better in whatever way he can."

Sisk is a freelance writer living in Chapel Hill.
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SHARING
PATHS NEVER
IMAGINED
REUNION IN NOVA SCOTIA
BY MARY HIGGINBOTHAM BEAVEN

For
the first time in almost

forty years, Peggy sent Judy a

Christmas card. Impulsively,

Judy called her back. Although

they hadn't talked since their

1958 Duke graduation, the

years and miles slipped away.

As the conversation pro-

gressed, Judy had a thought. Why not recon-

vene their 1958 Kappa Kappa Gamma pledge

class at Judy's summer home in Nova Scotia?

She contacted me and I agreed to pitch in.

Before long, a letter went out to twenty-two

women. It read, in part: "How would you like

to go to a beguiling, never-never land where

you feel as if you can swing on a star, swim

with the seals, play tag with the tides, and

howl with the owls? Nova Scotia is that land,

full of magic and wonder, and fortunately for

us, Judy Vamey Burch is inviting our Kappa
pledge class to visit in July. Will you come?"

Ginny called from California, saying yes.

Betsy in Pittsburgh put the trip on her calendar.

Marilyn in Canada needed no convincing.

Debby from Durham decided to join, and since

she had, so did Ruth and Cynthia from Ohio.

Despite an exhaustive search, we couldn't

locate former classmate Janice Bierbaum. But

soon we had responses from everyone else in

the pledge class.

Since the group had not been together in

nearly four decades, we worried about the

Nova Scotia: faraway home to a warm gathering of friends

possibility that we might not get along with

one another. Little did we know that each of

us in our individual way was dealing with the

same issue: Would we be liked and accepted?

One woman later said that it was "daunting"

to come, because she remembered Duke wo-

men as extremely bright and wondered if she

would measure up.

By early afternoon on that first day, there

were six of us. This was supposed to be a

Kappa reunion, but each of us admitted

that we could not remember the handshake,

the pledge, or the songs. That one-minute

conversation signified the end of Kappa talk

for the rest of the reunion.

As we sat around the dinner table that first

night, we looked at ourselves: expert on Inuit

art, stockbroker, physician, biology teacher,

nurse and office administrator, special-educa-

tion teacher, equestrienne, professor—the adult

lives we had imagined ourselves leading while

we were at Duke in the Fifties obviously had

not materialized. Instead, our lives had fol-

lowed paths rarely dreamed of in those days.

Judy took the first plunge, describing the

depths of her life, her bout with breast cancer,

her hip replacement, her experiences as a moth-

er and wife—a life with great joy, deep pain,

and some disappointments. She was not alone.

Debby, too, had had problems. Her son had

metastatic testicular cancer and her husband

a brain tumor. Not even her experience as a

physician had prepared her for the stress and

personal pain accompanying such illnesses.

The first night's conversation broke the ice,

and from then on, as our experiences fit into

ongoing conversations, we talked of husbands

who had lost jobs, children we loved but had

difficulty rearing, spouses and their alcoholism,

illness, the pain of marriages gone astray,

divorce, and the isolation of living alone.

None of us knew what to expect from our

interactions, but over the days that followed

we found an incredible group of bright, funny,

and creative women who delighted in spending

time together in the dailrness of Nova Scotia.

We ate breakfast, lunch, and dinner together,

taking turns making meals. At our Kingsburg

headquarters, Rose Bay rolled in from the

east, the ocean from the south, and just across

the road a pond glimmered, lighted by the sun

and moon. Early morning walks along the

beaches and country roads started the day for

some early risers. Others came to the kitchen

for a bracing cup of coffee and conversation.

In the evening, as the cooks for the day

went about their business, we sat on Judy's

deck and looked down on the world beneath

us. There in Nova Scotia we were away from

the roles that prop up our daily lives—we
were not wives, mothers, daughters, employ-

ees, professionals. Through the process of

rebuilding our friendships, we were rediscov-
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ering and extending chose parts of ourselves

we rarely experience back home.

While the group went to town on our first

full day together, I remained at our seaside

headquarters to wait for others to arrive.

Bored, I fooled around with Judy's foot-pump

organ, wheezing through her collection of old

standards. In the middle of a clump of wrong

notes, Peggy arrived: my former suite mate

from Pegram, a bridesmaid in my wedding,

and now a high-school teacher of biology who
has trained many a Merit Scholar. Although

we regularly exchange Christmas cards, we
hadn't seen one another since the late

Seventies. (As Peggy reminded me, more than

once I had mailed her Christmas cards back

to her because she had not written a note.)

The next morning, Judy and her husband,

Dana, took us to Stonehurst, a small, pic-

turesque fishing village on the other side of

Lunenberg. Half of the group toured the area

by land with Judy while Dana motored the

rest of us around in a boat. From the boat, we

could see the rocky, spiny coast of tiny vil-

lages, their brightly painted wooden houses,

docks, and fish houses. As we putt-putted out

to sea, a school of seals surrounded the boat

and began popping up all around us. What
glee! What fun! Like children, we became fas-

cinated by these creatures, the sea, and its

magic. All too soon we had to return to shore,

and another group put out to sea.

Molly joined us that day. Conversation picked

up as if forty years had not intervened. After

her Duke graduation, Molly worked for the

CIA, one of the few establishments then offer-

ing women equal professional status with men.

Her husband, another agent, albeit for the U.S.

Army, proposed on their first date, and she

accepted. (As Molly said, "Wouldn't you kill

your kids if they pulled that sort of stunt?")

Days were full. We took trips to neighbor-

ing towns and spent time discovering local folk

artists. One woman had crafted a wonderful

set of barnyard animals doing a line dance.

On a drive through the mountains, we ended

up along the Bay of Fundy in Halls Harbor,

and walked along the beautiful, stony beach.

We spent our last afternoon on Judy's deck,

overlooking the world as we had come to know

Happy hosts: Dana and Judy Burch

In the beginning: the

kj/'/»j kd[>pa Gamnui
Pledge Class of 1955;

author is in the second

row, far right

Reunited at a cafe

in Wahone Bay-

bottom row, from left,

Marilyn Lyon Hamilton,

Ruth Bozler Moorehead,

Deborah Welt Kredich,

Judy Vamey Burch; top

row, Cynthia Black Jeffrey,

Mary Higgmbodiam Beaveit,

Virginia Partlow McMan,
Peggy Brueggemann

it in Nova Scotia. As we were cleaning up after

dinner, Marilyn said, "Back in college, I never

knew what we were all about. Now I know."

Throughout the week, Marilyn had been

one of the backbones of the group, lending

a helping hand whenever needed. When
problems with the water or electricity sur-

faced, Marilyn knew exactly what tools to

grab, flinging open the basement door, and

demonstrating her prowess. During meal

preparation, she'd appear, grab a knife, and

finish paring potatoes. She had a laugh you'd

love to bottle and then uncork whenever you

needed to hear a happy sound. Her marriage

had taken her to Canada, where she and her

husband had adopted a son and then had

children of their own. Initially, she worked at

a community college developing continuing-

education programs, but found she wanted

a greater challenge. So she completed an

M.B.A. and became a stockbroker, a career

she says continues to fascinate her.

During that glorious week, and at a follow-

up "mini-reunion" at my house in September,

other stories emerged. I was a divorced woman
who had to work full-time (as a university

professor) to support her children. Gibby and

Linda were also divorced early on, when there

were no role models for working women and

no clear patterns of behavior to follow and

learn from. Gibby had left Duke before grad-

uation and attended secretarial school, an ap-

propriate choice for the Fifties, when women
had few occupational options. After four chil-

dren, she found herself divorced in Penn-

sylvania, where she focused on her children,

raised them herself, and helped to support

them by working—a hard and difficult life.

Linda's marriage fell apart after the birth of

her fourth son, and she had to support her

children by herself. Trained as an accountant,

she set up a consulting business. Later on, she

sought further training as a computer-pro-

grammer/analyst and then as a tax consul-

tant, going to school with "guys" the age of

her sons and coming home to cook for the

"guys," her sons. Realizing she would never

have the wherewithal to send her children to

college, she helped them form a marine sal-

vage, towing, and construction business they

now operate while she attends to her consult-

ing business six days a week.

Carolyn, who is married, started her career

while her children were young. Hoping to

become a writer, she applied for a position as

a typist for an author of investment text-

books. The interview went extremely well

until the author asked her to type—Carolyn

admitted she didn't know how, but said she

expected to learn on the job, charging him for
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one hour of work every three hours she put in

for the first several weeks, then a one-hour

charge for every two hours of her work until,

finally, she had developed the typing expertise

required for the job and could legitimately

charge by the hour.

Asked to describe her background in in-

vestments, another requirement for the job,

Carolyn said she had majored in economics at

Duke and knew nothing about investments.

Realizing he was interviewing a bright wo-

man, the investment expert made Carolyn

the editor of his book. Editing led to grading
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papers for his graduate course, to serving as

his assistant on consulting jobs, and finally to

working as a consultant on her own. Even-

tually, one of America's large multinationals

hired Carolyn as a business analyst in their

new business development group.

As for me, I became responsible for my sons

when they were toddlers, initially supporting

them through as many as twenty part-time

jobs a week, but eventually enrolling in gradu-

ate school at Northwestern University. After

earning a Ph.D., I taught at the University of

Indiana in South Bend, headed a doctoral

program in the arts at the University of Massa-

chusetts at Amherst, worked at Virginia

Commonwealth University, with a half-time

assignment to the adolescent medical unit

at the Medical College of Virginia, and then

headed a multi-disciplinary doctoral program

in leadership as director of the Institute for

Leadership Studies at Fairleigh Dickinson

University. Now I'm a full professor in the

College of Business Administration. In sum-

mers, I compose music and write.

Back in Nova Scotia, the time had come for

Debby to leave. An associate dean at the

Duke Medical Center, she is counselor (per-

sonal, professional, medical) to one-fourth of

each class attending the school of medicine

and advises them throughout their four

years. An associate professor of pediatrics,

Debby also has a practice in pediatric rheum-

atology (arthritis and related diseases). She

met her husband, Nick, in a Duke zoology

class her freshman year.

As Debby left, tears flowed. Before she'd left

for Nova Scotia, one of her sons had asked,

"Mom, what ifyou discover you have nothing in

common with those women?" Debby reminded

him that she always travels with good books

so she'd have something to do. Upon her

return home, his first question was, "How
much reading did you do?" Her answer: "Only

what I got done on the airplane." In truth, we
had all come equipped with books, but no

one did any reading.

At Duke in the Fifties, sororities were not

the mainstay of our social existence. For many
of us, dorm friendships and those formed in

various classes and organizations became

more important and lasted longer than rela-

tionships within the sorority. Yet the qualities

that characterized us as Kappas when young

—

intelligence, wit, adaptability, and a healthy

irreverence—certainly brought us back toget-

her again in a new and deeper way at our

"nearly fortieth" reunion. Perhaps for the first

time, we were together and knew what we

were about—women sharing the lives we were

living, our joys, and sorrows. We had become

a community, learning a great deal about

Nova Scotia and also about ourselves.

We will be together again.
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OCCUPATION AND
AFFIRMATION

A
s the war in Europe

drew to a close in the

spring of 1945 and

the Allies prepared

for the military occu-

pation of Germany, I

received orders to leave

the combat zone and

report to Venders, Belgium, not far from Spa,

for reassignment. My orders arrived ten days

later, a not unwelcome delay. Like royalty and

aristocracy of old, I took the baths at Spa,

practiced my French, and kept up with the

progress of our continuing Allied advances

via our indispensable Army newspaper Stars

and Stripes.

It was in Verviers that I learned of President

Roosevelt's death on April 12. Sadly, he had

not lived to see the war's end. That Sunday I

attended a solemn memorial service conduct-

ed in both French and English. I kept my
deep-felt emotions to myself. Not without his

faults, Roosevelt had been a source of inspira-

tion to my generation in Depression and war.

My assignment was to Gardelegen in

north- central Germany. I was to join the

counter-intelligence corps detachment as-

signed to the headquarters of the 102nd

"Ozark" Infantry Division, which had fought

its way east and now, by General Eisen-

hower's orders, was to meet the Russians at

the Elbe River. On the last leg of the journey,

I traveled on a nearly empty French cattle

train of World War I vintage—a "40 and 8,

quarante hommes et huit chevaux"—each car

designed to transport to the front forty men
and eight horses. It was my personal link to

the carnage of the First World War.

The Germans were now surrendering en

masse to the Western Allies in the Rhineland

and in the Ruhr and to the Soviets in the east,

where the Russians were already occupying

Berlin. My heart quickened when I saw freight

trains similar to mine traveling westward,

flower-decorated and jammed with newly lib-

erated prisoners of war, forced laborers, and

other displaced persons on their way home.

For them the separation and anguish of six

years of war in Europe were over. We greeted

each other and exchanged V-for-Victory signs.

It was on my cattle train that I learned the

POSTWAR GERMANY
BY JOEL COLTON

On the occasion of

the fiftieth anniversary of

V'E Day, a Duke history

professor remembers

war's end, de-Nazification,

and lessons learned.

On duty: Cokon in Vaihingen, Germany, October 1 945

news of V-E Day on May 8 and Germany's sur-

render. Because I was traveling virtually

alone, I could not share my joy with others.

My real celebration of V-E Day came after

I joined my new unit on May 12 a few miles

west of the Elbe. We were invited to a victory

celebration with the Russians across the river.

And what a celebration it was: memorable for

the toasts we drank (several each to Tovarich

Stalin, Tovarich Truman, and Tovarich Church-

ill!), the rousing speeches, and especially the

entertainment—a stirring concert by a Red

Army dance and song ensemble, climaxed

by a joint effort to sing in Russian and in

English "Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree with

Anyone Else but Me."

We had scarcely settled in the area, I with a

sub-detachment ofmy own at Osterburg, when

we had to transfer our duties to the British

and move some miles to the south. Here, in

Thuringia, I headed a sub-detachment in

Ohrdruf, a small city on the edge of the

magnificent Thuringian Forest and within

driving distance of Gotha, Erfurt, Jena, and

Weimar (all of which in later years became

part of the Soviet-dominated German Demo-
cratic Republic of unlamented memory).

It was shortly after arriving in Ohrdruf that

I first saw a liberated Nazi concentration

camp, the very first to have been freed by

American troops. It had been overrun in

mid-April. Ohrdruf never became as well

known as Buchenwald or Dachau in Ger-

many, or the mass death camps in Nazi-

conquered Eastern Europe like Auschwitz,

where prisoners were systematically put to

death in gas chambers (12,000 a day in

Auschwitz alone). But here, too, in this small-

er camp, Jews, Slavs, and Gypsies, classified

by the Nazis as Untermenschen, and political

and social prisoners, or "undesirables," were

set to work at impossibly arduous tasks with

meager rations until they collapsed and

perished. Within a few days after the libera-

tion, General Eisenhower personally visited

Ohrdruf to see for himself the emaciated faces

and skeletal figures of the pitiful survivors,

and the mass graves of those who had died.

For me, my first camp visit was a wrenching

sight, brutal evidence of the cruelty and bes-

tiality of Hitler's Third Reich. Hitler and the

Nazis had committed themselves to an ideol-

ogy of anti-Semitism for decades and had put

into practice, with ruthless efficiency, their

program of Jewish annihilation—the Final

Solution. The heated debate among profes-

sional historians between "intentionalists"

and "functionalists"—whether the slaughter

came about as a result of long-term planning

or of incremental bureaucratic decisions—has

always seemed to me incidental. As to those

who would deny the Holocaust, their argu-

ments fly in the face of the eyewitness evi-

dence of those of us in Europe at the time.

My new detachment was a congenial one.
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As with other counter-intelligence units, the

officers and the enlisted men came from a

variety of civilian backgrounds, falling mainly

in three categories: native-speaking, German-

born refugees whose families had fled Ger-

many for the United States in the 1930s;

those who, like myself, had some academic or

professional training; and individuals with

police or investigational experience.

To our regular personnel the detachment

added others, notably a young Dutch dis-

placed worker named Miel Maasen, who
spoke perfect English and German. It was he

who retrained Asta, a former Gestapo Ger-

man shepherd dog. She, too, was a member of

the detachment—gentle, obedient, but intimi-

dating if called upon to play that role.

Two survivors of Ohrdruf now joined us,

informally attaching themselves to our unit

(there was much latitude in such matters at

the time). One was Leo Koch (known to all as

Cookie), Munich-born, half-Catholic, half-

Jewish, who had endured the war years as a

forced laborer. The second was Henry

Ehrenberg, Polish-Jewish, who had been

moved from one concentration camp to

another and bore his tattooed number on his

forearm. He had escaped from the camp at

Ohrdruf in the last days of the fighting in the

area and he desperately wished now to serve

with the U.S. troops. Cookie and Henry

proved invaluable as interpreters and liaisons

with the local population; their temporary

arrangements proved more permanent than

might have been predicted.

One shattering experience befell us that

June. We had taken into custody a suspect

denounced independently by a number of

local inhabitants as an informant for the

Gestapo, responsible for a number of arrests

and disappearances. But before he could be

transported to Frankfurt for further question-

ing, he hanged himself in the attic room
where we were detaining him.

For our official report, we took photographs

before the body was cut down. It was a grisly

experience. But I must confess that, for years

after the war, I carried in my wallet a print of

one of those photographs, an uneasy token

of my personal revenge over the Third Reich.

To be sure, our suspect deserved a more judi-

cial assessment of the evidence against him

and fair judicial proceedings, but our hatred of

the Nazis was so strong, intensified by the

steadily accumulating evidence of concentra-

tion camp atrocities, that we felt few qualms

at the tragic episode. We hoped only that the

Nuremberg trials about to open in November
1945 would document and punish the Nazis'

crimes against their own people, and against

humanity. For all their imperfections, the

Nuremberg trials would set a precedent for

future generations, and the procedures them-

Comrades: Colton, far left, at a castle in Muhlberg,

Thuringen, Germany, with Henry Ehrenberg, Leo

"Cookie" Koch, and Harry Kemps in June 1945

selves, one could argue, represented more than

merely "victors' justice."

Our mission in the occupation was not only

to continue our search for ex-Nazi activists,

including SS officers, but also to work now
with the Military Government in carrying out

the Allied de-Nazification program. The task

was to screen prospective burgermeisters and

municipal officials, teachers, journalists, and

others, in part by checking the veracity of the

questionnaires they were required to fill out.

Tensions developed with our Military

Government colleagues, who were primarily

concerned with getting local activities back to

normal, to assure food, water, and medical

supplies, transportation, the opening of schools,

and the like. Anyone who could carry out

these functions received their blessings. Yet

our mandate was to bar from future public

activities those men and women who had

played an active role in the Nazi regime. We
fought a losing battle.

The totalitarian controls of the Third

Reich were such that almost all Germans with

any advanced education or technical training

had become members of the party and, at a

local level, even officials of the party. In some

towns and villages, the party officials whom we
interrogated were indeed small fry: Anyone
with a reasonable level of literacy, or who
could keep financial accounts or maintain

mailing lists, had become part of the local

party bureaucracy. Those whom we sought to

reject—or even detain under our automatic

arrest instructions—had not necessarily been

the most fanatical Nazis. That category was

now rapidly disappearing, melting into the

population in the larger cities, even fleeing

the country.

No one we spoke to in the spring of

1945 defended the regime. To the question

why someone had joined the Nazi Party, the

answer, almost monotonously received, was

pressure—political and economic—to keep

one's job, to survive in the community.

"Ic/i miisste" ("I had to") was the invariable

response. Those, and we encountered many,

who had joined before January 30, 1933, when
Hitler became chancellor, had a harder time

in their explanations. As to atrocities, the lo-

cal inhabitants in Ohrdruf and elsewhere

expressed complete ignorance of the concen-

tration camps in their area, even though the

prisoners in their striped garb had worked on

numerous projects outside the camps.

In our weekly reports and political assess-

ments, we generally described the population

as acquiescent and docile, frequently express-

ing gratitude that the Americans treated

them in a relatively humane way. We heard,

repeatedly, somewhat to our annoyance,

how pleased they were that we had arrived

first, before the Russians, whose behavior, as

the Red Army moved into Eastern Europe,

had been brutal, especially in Berlin. Many of

us were still too grateful for the Soviet contri-

butions to the winning of the war to feel

much sympathy for the Germans. Yet we
knew inwardly that older crimes should not

be an excuse for new ones.

Our detachment's stay in Ohrdruf came to

an end. Thuringia was located in what had

been agreed to at Yalta and Potsdam as the

Soviet occupation zone, and the British and

Americans were to move south. As we prepared

to leave Ohrdruf in a small convoy of jeeps,

the question came up: what to do with

Cookie and Henry, our faithful retainers, who
pleaded to accompany us? I tried to argue,

although only half-convinced myself, that

they had nothing to fear from the Russians,

but they multiplied their entreaties. Relenting

at the last moment, I looked the other way,

and the two left with us as part of our convoy.

We next set up shop in Passau, a small

Bavarian city where the Danube is joined by

other rivers to begin its long journey to the

Black Sea; it is not far from Regensburg and

from the Czech border, nor from Braunau,
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Bearing witness: At the ( '/irjruj concentration camp,

liberated by American troops in April 1945, the author

saw "brutal evidence" of Hitler's Third Reich

where Hitler's father had served as a customs

officer. It was here in August that we learned

that our aircraft had dropped an "atomic"

bomb, and then a second, on Japan. Although

we were now without any divisional affiliation

and were part of the occupation forces, we
were almost all resigned to being shipped to

the Pacific in the near future to take part in

the last phases of operations there. Everyone

expected a last-ditch suicidal stand by the

Japanese when we invaded their home
islands; any word that the Japanese govern-

ment was crumbling and quietly suing for

peace would have been news to us.

There was a feeling of awe about the new
atomic weapon, but little shame, remorse, or

guilt. As we saw it, the Japanese and Germans

had begun the bombing of civilian popula-

tions, horrible as that was, and we, the British

and the Americans, had been compelled to

retaliate. The mysterious new weapon seemed

only to be a more powerful one, not qualita-

tively or morally different from other weapons

of war. Yet I did have a sense of foreboding.

I wrote home at the time: "The incredible

atomic bomb is so awe-inspiring and terrifying

that one hardly dares to think of its implica-

tions—but please let one of them be a short-

ening of the war!" And the war did end in

mid-August with the Japanese surrender, and

the ceremonial formalities on September 1.

The next eight months—from the end of

hostilities in August 1945 to late April 1946,

when I began my journey home—passed

slowly. Our detachment moved from Bavaria

to Baden-Wurttemberg, in southwestern Ger-

many, where I headed units in several towns

in the vicinity of Stuttgart and Mannheim. In

each case, we occupied comfortable villas req-

uisitioned from the Germans. None of us, I

am ashamed now to confess, knew who the

owners were or where they had gone. We
lived well, with a German kitchen staff that

creatively transformed our Army provisions.

During my stay in the Mannheim area, I

witnessed the beginnings of the "German eco-

nomic miracle"

—

ihe'Wirtschaftswunder" The
city had been devastated by Allied bombing,

reduced to rubble, when we first saw it. But

slowly and skillfully, the Germans, well before

the Marshall Plan, had begun rebuilding.

Incredibly, the Germans also absorbed a flood

of refugees from the east, expelled by the

Soviets from the Sudeten area of Czecho-

slovakia and from East Prussia.

The time approached when I had accumu-

lated enough "points" for my departure and re-

turn to civilian life. When I left Germany, I had

no address for either Leo Koch or Henry Ehren-

berg, and all they knew about me was that I

was returning to New York. But within a year,

we left New York. In 1947, my wife and I moved

to Durham when I began teaching at Duke.

In periodic research trips to Europe, begin-

ning in 1958 when I had a Guggenheim fellow-

ship, I made sporadic efforts to locate my war-

time friends. My wife knew how devoted I was

to them as "my personal survivors" of the Nazis.

Meanwhile, memories of the war faded. At times,

I wondered if I would ever see them again.

Then came an unexpected chain of events.

In 1974, after many years in Durham,

I returned to New York on an extended

leave from Duke to direct the Rockefeller

Foundation's humanities program. Sometime

in the late 1970s came an unexpected tele-

phone call to our New York apartment. A
heavily accented male voice asked: "Is this

the Joel Colton who was in Europe, in

Germany, in the Second World War?"

Not surprisingly, I answered hesitantly, but

in the affirmative. The caller was Leo Koch

—

Cookie—who was visiting New York. He had

located me in the Manhattan telephone direc-

tory. It had been more than thirty years since

we had said goodbye in Mannheim. He now

ran a leather manufacturing business, lived

in Weinheim, and had a villa in Majorca.

Henry Ehrenberg, he recounted, had become

an outstandingly successful businessman.

Before long, Henry was in touch with me
and soon arrived in New York with his wife.

While we were in Passau in the fall of 1945, he

reminded me, concentration camp survivors

from all over Europe were arriving in Vienna

and I had helped him to travel there to locate

his sister, which he eventually did. What I

had not known was that a young woman who
had grown up in the same Polish town had

also survived the Nazi camps along with his

sister—and had become his wife.

My wife and I soon visited the Ehrenbergs

in Knittlingen, a small town not far from

Vaihingen and Stuttgart, for the first of

several reunions. To my embarrassment, a

framed photograph of myself in uniform

hangs on a wall in Henry's study. Before I left

Germany, I had established contacts for him
with Military Government officials, who put

him in charge of an expropriated Nazi plant

that produced equipment for the sterilization

and pasteurization of dairy products. From
that time on, his career had taken off.

From these modest beginnings, Henry

had built a small "stainless steel" empire, man-

ufacturing steel equipment for all kinds of

products, with many factories abroad, in-

cluding the United States and, after German
reunification in 1990, in former East Ger-

many. He had been so generous to his adopt-

ed town that one of its principal squares was

renamed Henry-Ehrenberg Platz, formally

dedicated in his honor in the mid-1980s.

Financially successful, an honored citizen

of Knittlingen, an honorary trustee of

Tubingen University, selected by the govern-

ment to represent the surviving German-

Jewish community at the time of Pope John

Paul IPs visit to Germany, he nonetheless

remains haunted by the memory of the

Holocaust. Could anyone of his generation,

he asks, ever be comfortable in Germany,

democratic and peaceful though the Federal

Republic of Germany has been for close to

half a century? His spiritual home is Israel,

where one son and two daughters live with

their families; he visits them periodically.

Early in 1995, as the fiftieth anniversary

of Ohrdruf's liberation approached, he wrote

to me [I translate]: "It was for me, and for

my physical welfare and good fortune, a

stroke of luck that I met with a person like

yourself, of so much understanding and

warmth, after the bitter painful times in

Auschwitz, Buchenwald, and Ohrdruf. The
older I become, the more frequently I ask

myself how it was possible for human beings

to have created such an inferno."

To this day, each holiday season, a smoked

salmon arrives at our home, a gift from "Haus

Ehrenberg" to "Haus Colton." As to my own
feelings, I have never regretted that on that

summer day in 1945, 1 "looked the other way."

Shortly before the end of my military tour

of duty, I noted in a letter to my wife that

I was reading Catherine Drinker Bowen's

biography of Associate Justice Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Yankee from Olympus. What especial-

ly impressed me, I wrote, was a sentence by

Holmes reflecting on his three years in uni-

form in the American Civil War when he

was approximately my age: "Life is action

and passion. I think it is required of a man
that he should share the action and passion

of his time at peril of being judged not to

have lived."

Colton lives in Durham, where he is a professor

emeritus in Duke's history department.
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The drama program's festival of original

plays by students, a notable Southern

playwright, and others received a 1995

Regional Designation Award in the Arts,

presented by the Atlanta Committee for the

Olympic Games (ACOG) Cultural Olympiad.

The Cultural Olympiad's thirty winning

projects—ranging from Duke's play festival to

a photographic project of Georgia water-

ways—were selected from the nine-state

region of Alabama, Georgia, Florida,

Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North

Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

Winners were selected on criteria of excel-

lence, innovation, and degree and reach of

audience impact. ACOG officials developed

the awards with the Southern Arts Federation

in 1993 to increase awareness of arts in the

South before the 1996 Olympic Games in

Atlanta. ACOG's Cultural Olympiad will cul-

minate in the 1996 Olympic Arts Festival, a

combination of exhibitions and performances

taking place primarily during the Olympic

Games next summer.

Duke's program is one of three North

Carolina award recipients. Richard Riddell,

director of the drama program, accepted the

award in Atlanta for "Theater '95: New
Works for the Stage," held in the spring.

The Duke festival began in February with

informal reading of new works and was

highlighted by the world premiere of Oscar

Over Here, a new work by Obie Award-

winner Romulus Linney.

The season's Theater '95, coordinated by

Jeff Storer of the drama faculty, included:

• An informal reading of works-in-

progress: Mother and I, written by Robert

Milazzo '94; Circles and Chains, by Randy
Chen '95; and Ordeal of the Heir Apparent,

by Barry George J.D. 79 and featuring

Duke drama instructor Jeffery West as Robert

Kennedy;

• Two full-length developmental pieces:

hold and the New Asgardians: Crowing Up
Divine in the Nuclear Age, written by Enoch

Scott '95, and Acid Fairy, by Tamara Kissane

'95, Meg DeFoe '96, and Jennifer Gross '97;

• A Night of One Acts, written by Kendra

Myers '95 ("Bavarian Creme") and David

Wiener '95 ("Gertrude");

• The world premiere of Linney's Oscar

Over Here, co-produced with Manbites Dog
Theater, also directed by Storer;

• A New Playwrights Forum, featuring

student work from the class taught by award-

winning professional playwrights Peter Parnell

and Wendy Wasserstein.

MEDICAL
CHOICES

ore than half of Duke's medical

school graduates are choosing to

1 specialize in primary care medi-

cine, continuing a trend that started during

the national debate on health-care reform.

This year, 57 percent of the graduating class

made primary care specialities, such as inter-

nal medicine, pediatrics, family medicine, and

obstetrics/gynecology, their choice, compared

to 50 percent in 1994.

"The biggest jump came in the area of

family medicine," says Dan Blazer, a Duke
Medical Center physician and dean of medi-

cal education. "While last year we only

had one graduate continuing in family practice,

this year we have nine. That is a very signifi-

cant increase that represents a major shift.

I suspect that we will have more medical

students entering family practice in the

future, given the changes in the health-care

environment."

Taken as a whole, 61 percent of Duke's

graduating medical students received their

first choice of residency programs, with 91 per-

cent matching with one of their top three

GIVING VOICE AND VIEW

In
the beginning,

there was light,

then shadow, and,

eventually, photog-

raphy, a means of

recording the varia-

tions of light on
film. The concept

of documentary
photography evolved

as a means of cap-

turing the light and
shadow of the human
condition, bringing

truth, awareness,

and, ideally, an

"Photography

and story telling, along

with the work of

humanistic social sci-

entists i

comprise the

appreciation.

In 1980, with the

founding of the Center

for Documentary
Photography, Alex

Harris brought the

discipline of recording

and documenting
the global community
to Duke. A decade
later, boosted by a

$5-million Lyndhurst

Foundation endow-
ment, the photography

center was absorbed

into a new unit,

the Center for Docu-
mentary Studies, as

announced in the

June-July 1990 issue

of Duke Magazine.

documentary record,"

said Iris Tillman

Hill, the center's ex-

ecutive director. "We
hope to nurture a

new generation of

writers, photographers,

and filmmakers who
will continue to

work in this tradition."

In the magazine's

May-June 1994 issue,

it was announced
that the center, housed
in office space in

downtown Durham,

would acquire a new
home, thanks again

to the Lyndhurst Foun-

dation. The newly
renovated Lyndhurst

House overlooks

East Campus across

Main Street and
the railroad tracks.

Once owned by
Benjamin Duke,
son ofWash-
ington Duke, it

was later the

home of Mar-
garet Ball,

then dean of

the Woman's
College,

and recendy

was the residence

of Clifton ICreps Ph.D.

'48, a Duke business

professor emeritus,

andjuanita Morris

KrepsA.M.'44,
Ph.D. '48, Duke eco-

nomics professor and
former U.S. secretary

of commerce.
Now there is an

additional "home
where image and word
have equal weight,

where photographers

and writers have
equal license to wan-
der and to wonder:

a home that wel-

comes poets and
novelists, photogra-

phers and journalists,

short-story writers

and essayists...

[who]recognize the

power of narrative

to reveal and then

to transform,"

according to the

editors' page of Double-

Take, a magazine

launched by the

The 128-page,

four-color quarterly

is edited by Harris

and Robert Coles,

the child psychiatrist

and Pulitzer Prize-

winning author who
holds joint appoint-

ments at Harvard

and Duke.
Subscriptions are

$32 a year. For infor-

mation, contact

DoubleTake, Center

for Documentary
Studies, 1317 W.
Pettigrew Street,

i,N.C. 27705.
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choices. There were ninety-four students in

this year's class.

"Our students did exceedingly well in this

year's match," says Blazer. "They are choosing to

go to outstanding programs in many special-

ties, and they are getting accepted. It is a clear

reflection of their training and hard work."

Duke was the top program chosen by

Duke's medical students, with twenty-three

planning to enter residency programs here.

Other institutions most frequently selected

are Massachusetts General, Brigham &
Women's Hospital, Stanford, and the universi-

ties of Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North

Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Last year, 75 percent of 106 graduating

medical students matched with their first

choice, while overall, all matched with one of

their top choices.

Last February, U.S. News & World Report

ranked Duke's medical school the nation's

fourth best in its annual ranking of U.S.

research-oriented medical schools.

GERGEN TO GRADS:
PITCH IN

Former White House adviser David

Gergen told the Class of 1995 at

commencement ceremonies in May
that America is "heading dangerously" toward

becoming a divided nation. He urged them

to "pitch in and help this country at a mo-

ment of need."

"Lincoln warned us long ago that we could

not survive as a house divided," Gergen told

the 3,100 undergraduates and graduate and

professional students receiving their degrees

under a threatening sky. "Yet we are heading

dangerously in that direction now as increas-

ingly we divide class against class, group

against group, race against race, gender

against gender, and, perhaps one day soon,

generation against generation.

"Long before the evil we saw in Oklahoma
City, we knew that a climate of cynicism, vio-

lence, and hate was spreading across our land-

scape. We have seen those who feel trapped

lash out against immigrants, against welfare

moms, against government. We have seen an

era of profligacy in our national finances, of

profligacy that will punish you, the next gen-

eration. We have seen a revival of prejudice.

We have seen a breakdown of civility"

Gergen, who served presidents Nixon,

Ford, Reagan, and Clinton and has been a vis-

iting professor at the Terry Sanford Institute

for Public Policy, said the United States "des-

perately needs younger men and women of

courage and vision to step forward.... It is time

for you to accept responsibility for the future,

too; to pitch in and help this country at a

moment of need."

"Let there be no doubt of the need," he said,

just minutes before rain swept across an esti-

mated 16,000 gathered in Wallace Wade
Stadium. "Even as American values emerge

triumphant overseas, we are anxious and

angry here at home. Too many of our fellow

citizens are still toiling in the valleys of life.

Forty percent with good educations are going

up, 60 percent are stuck or falling. Blue-collar

workers, once the backbone of our society,

increasingly are on the margins of life. And
America's gap between rich and poor is now
thought to be the widest in the industrialized

world. That is not what we seek for America."

Gergen said that "one of our greatest chal-

lenges as Americans is to come together

again—not simply as a people but as a family,

a family determined to make it up together.

We will never agree on everything, but if we
come in good will, there should be a welcome

place at the table for everyone—for the

young, unmarried mother who needs day care

for her child so she can go back to school;

for the wounded veteran from Vietnam who
even now has not been sufficiently thanked

for his valor; for the blacks and Hispanics who
came flocking to our cities only to see the

jobs leave; and for the young couple of reli-

gious faith—the evangelicals—who thought

we meant it when in our Pledge of Allegiance

we vowed this would be 'one nation under

God.' Our restoration must be material; but

it must also be moral. And let us recognize

that full health depends upon a social

healing, when those high up on the moun-

tainside are at one with those still struggling

to move up."

"The cynics among us. ..call you Generation

X," Gergen told his rain-distracted audience.

"They defined you, they have dismissed you

as a lost generation, nothing to offer, nothing

to gain.... You are not a lost generation; you

are a generation finding itself here on cam-

puses like Duke. And one day, you must also

be a generation that helps America find itself

again, too."

Five honorary degree recipients were hon-

ored during the ceremony (which coincided

with Mother's Day). They are James Hadley

Billington, Librarian of Congress; Anthony

S. Fauci, the physician and AIDS researcher

who directs the National Institute of Allergy

and Infectious Diseases; human rights ac-

tivist Coretta Scott King; United Nations

undersecretary general Nafis Sadik, the high-

est ranking woman in the U.N.; and renowned

allergist John P McGovern '43, B.S.M. '45,

M.D. '45.

Duke president Nannerl O. Keohane, who
delivered the annual baccalaureate sermon

to students in three services Friday and

Saturday, conferred degrees on 1,493 under-

graduates and 1,638 graduate and profes-

sional students.
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MARATKaN MAN THE FALL

At an age when
most children

wanted build-

ing blocks and erec-

tor sets for Christmas,

Ryan Martell '96

already had his hands

on his own computer.

Programming, for

him, did not become
a serious pursuit until

the summer after

his sophomore year in

high school, when he

realized that he could

make money playing

with this machine.

A year later, Martell

was employed at

Microdynamics, a

software firm. While
picking up most of

his programming
know-how that sum-

mer, he also met
co-worker Jason Jones.

The two high school

programmers gener-

ated the idea for

Marathon, the software

that has become
one of the most popu-

lar computer games
for Macintosh.

Marathon, a highly

interactive adventure

game, is patterned after

software hits DOOM
and Wbl/enstein 3,

wherein the user runs

around in a computer-

generated bunker
dispatching grotesque

figures with a pistol,

all the while trying to

solve a mystery.

The two entre-

preneurs didn't begin

writing the game until

both were in college

—

Martell in Duke's

engineering school and

Jones at the Univer-

sity of Chicago. The
game dramatically

evolved as it matured.

From November
through December
1993, says Martell,

"we were working on
what we were going

to show at MacWorld."
The annual software

convention for Mac-
intosh PC's, MacWorld
is held in San Fran-

cisco and Boston, six

months apart. It's the

place where software

designers sell their

games, programs, and,

sometimes, their ideas.

The prototype for

Marathon they presented

at MacWorld was com-
pletely different from its

current version, says

Martell. Their objective

"was to get name rec-

ognition and people

expecting good things,"

he says. Apparently,

this tactic paid off.

After more work on
the program and

by altering the game
slighdy to mirror

DOOM'S use of non-

orthogonal spaces,

they showcased the

game again at the

Boston MacWorld that

August to rave reviews

and significant excite-

ment. The games sold

beyond supply. Martell

says their Bungie Soft-

ware booth couldn't

even keep its T-shirts

and posters in supply.

Consumers seemed
to have been attract-

ed to its additional

"degree of freedom":

the ability to look

up and down, and to

the possibilities of

playing with as many
as eight friends on
the Internet. How-
ever, improving the

programming re-

quired some electronic

elbow grease. Martell

took a year's sabbati-

cal from Duke after

his sophomore year to

work night and day

helping put Marathon

together. During his

senior year, Martell

will lead a small class

to teach students how
to program on the

Macintosh. "There is

a lot of opportunity

out there for Mac pro-

grammers, but very

few classes on how to

program a Mac,"

he says.

—Ryan Skinner '97

Grant Hill '94, Bobby Hurley '93,

Christian Laettner '92, Danny Ferry

'89, Gene Banks '81, and former

Blue Devil basketball coach Vic Bubas are

some of the basketball greats coming back to

campus September 7-9 for Legends of Duke
Weekend.

A Thursday night cocktail party, dinner,

and memorabilia auction kicks off the week-

end at the Washington Duke Inn & Golf

Club. Friday morning, participants will play

golf with eighteen Duke "legends" divided

among every foursome. Friday evening,

Duke's current NBA players will take part in

a celebrity basketball game at Cameron
Indoor Stadium.

The event concludes on Saturday with

a kids clinic in the morning, featuring men's

basketball coach Mike Krzyzewski with

several stars. The clinic is free to the public.

On Saturday evening, Duke plays Rutgers

in Wallace Wade Stadium.

Legends weekend is sponsored by the Duke
athletics department to raise funds for the

Cameron Annex, a new facility that will

house a student academic center, the Duke
Sports Hall ofFame, and new offices and lock-

er rooms for men's and women's basketball.

The project is the third stage in an overall

building program that includes renovations of

East Campus facilities and the construction of

LAW'S
NEW FACE

Duke's latest

building dedi-

cation centered

on the $16.7-million

addition to the law

school. In an April

ceremony, the school

unveiled its new
84,000 square feet,

which officials call

"an eclectic blend of

Duke's Gothic and
Georgian traditions."

The ceremony's

keynote speaker was
Sir David Will
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a $25-milIion student recreation center next

to Card Gym.
For tickets to any or all events, contact

Ron Schmid in the Iron Dukes office at

(919) 684-5033.

IN BRIEF
v
s Tallman Trask III, former executive vice

president at the University of Washington,

is the university's new executive vice presi-

dent. As Duke's chief financial and adminis-

trative officer, he succeeds Charles E. Put-

man, who moves into a new position as senior

vice president for research administration and

policy. Trask oversees the university's overall

$1.2-billion budget and centralized adminis-

trative functions, such as human resources,

facilities planning and management, material

support, public safety, internal auditing, real

estate administration, design and construc-

tion, and auxiliary services that include trans-

portation, housing, dining services, and retail

stores. He also has an appointment in Trinity

College of Arts and Sciences as an adjunct

professor of the practice of education.

*% William Chafe, history department chair

and Alice Baldwin Professor of History, was

appointed dean of the faculty of arts and

sciences. The dean's position was vacated in

1993 by Malcolm Gillis, who left Duke to be-

come president of Rice University. Economics

professor E. Roy Weintraub has been acting

vice chancellor of

Cambridge University;

the program also

featured law seminars

on such themes as "The
Professionalization of

the College Athlete,"

"Lawyering for the

Government," "Ethnic

Self-Deterrnination

After the Cold War,"

and "Pre-Trial

Prejudice in the

Information Age."

With the addition,

the size of the original

law building—dedi-

cated in 1963 and
intended for a fifteen-

person faculty and a

student body of 300—
has increased by more
than 70 percent. (The
school now has a full'

time faculty of thirty-

three, a part-time

and adjunct faculty of

more than forty, and
a student body of 625.)

The addition accom-
modates the redevel-

opment of the library

into a spacious and
state-of-the-art

facility, new classrooms,

renovated student

spaces, expanded and
improved space (all

computer-equipped

and fully networked)

for faculty, an ad-

ministrative office

pavilion, and dramatic

public spaces (featur-

ing loaned art from the

Duke University

Museum of Art).

"The new building

addition greatly en-

hances the environment

for the law school

community," says Dean
Pamela Gann. "The
design and handsome
materials at last match
the excellence of the

law school's reputation

and achievements."

dean for the last two years. Chafe received

the university's distinguished teaching award

in 1973-74 and has received numerous awards

and honors for his studies and publications in

American history, civil rights, race relations,

and women's history. He is the author of

seven books and more than thirty scholarly

articles. Since 1989, he has been a senior

research associate with Duke's Center for

Documentary Studies.

^ Alana M. Ennis was named director of

Duke's Department of Public Safety. She

succeeds Paul J. Dumas Jr., who is retiring this

fall after twenty-four years in law enforcement

at the university. Dumas was awarded the

University Medal for Distinguished Mer-

itorious Service by President Keohane at

Founders' Day ceremonies in December.

Ennis, who was director of public safety and

chief of police at the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, will oversee a total

of 143 personnel, including sixty-five police

officers and fifty-nine security officers. She

had been a captain with the Durham Police

Department for sixteen years before going

to UNC-Chapel Hill.

v
» Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, the Newman

Ivey Professor of English known for her

literary criticism in gay and lesbian studies,

received the American Academy of Arts

and Letters' Morton Dauwen Zabel Award.

The $5,000 annual prize, begun in 1970,

recognizes American writers of "progressive,

original, and experimental tendencies." Past

recipients include such literary figures as

Joan Didion, Harold Bloom, and Jorie

Graham. Sedgwick is an editor of Duke Press'

pioneering "Series Q." She is the author of

Tendencies (Duke Press, 1993), the critically

acclaimed Epistemology of the Closet

(University of California Press, 1990), and

Between Men: English Literature and Male

Homosexual Desire (Columbia University

Press, 1990).

^$ Former Dean of Student Development

Suzanne J. Wasiolek '76, M.H.A '78, LL.M.
'93, who left the university in October for

a law career, is a Duke administrator again.

Wasiolek is now assistant vice president for

student affairs. "I have found very clearly that

the part of my life in the last fifteen years

that has been most important to me were the

students," she says. "Maybe my time off

helped me realize that fact." Wasiolek adds

that Janet Smith Dickerson, vice president

for student affairs, "made it very clear that

I will have a high level of contact with

students, and that's what excites me."

J_) iscover a place beyond imagination

with breathtaking views. A place of

unspoiled natural beauty, where you

can reach out and touch the clouds

and taste the clean mountain air. A
place high in the Blue Ridge

Mountains for those seeking a

lifestyle of class and distinction.

Whether you plan to retire, build a ^
second home or are looking for a

cottage for long weekend retreats with

family and friends, the Chattooga Club

offers an exciting variety of mountain

ifestyle options. Amenities include

world-class croquet, tennis, flyfishing,

swimming, hiking, picknicking, dining

in our four-star restaurant and more.

Experience the world of difference

between better and best, a world

apart — discover the world of

Chattooga. Inquire about our special

mountain retreat package, designed to

acquaint you with our beautiful

mountain community.

Call or write today, toll free: 1-800-436-3044

THE CHATTGDGA CLUB P.O. Box 1886 • Cashiers, NC 28717
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Tangled Roots
By Taffy Cannon. New York: Carroll & Graf.

274 pp. $19.95.

M ysteries, perhaps

more than other

kinds of fiction,

seem to group

themselves into

very specific sub-

categories, with

devoted followers

of each: the private investigator stories, the

British cosy (not always British, but very little

blood or violence), the police procedural, the

Scotland Yard (a British police procedural),

the amateur sleuth.. .and so on.

Tangled Roots, the new novel by Taffy

Cannon 70, is what I would call, devising a

new label, a "merry" mystery. A line in the

novel brought the description to mind. After

two days of sleuthing with no result, Nan
Robinson, the heroine, found herself "right

back where she'd started. The entire weekend

was a wash and the clock was ticking merrily

along.... Adam kept moving closer to a capital

murder conviction."

This is a story in which events, however

murderous, tick merrily along. The settings

are lush and sunny: The backdrop is Floritas,

a California community of flower growers.

And the details of lunch—the Chardonnay,

the dim sum, the bottled water—are lingered

over. Tangled Roots, in spite of the events that

occur, is a light, pleasant story. There is not a

moment in it when a reader is likely to feel

fear. Though technically, Robinson, the law-

yer-protagonist, is a sort of "amateur sleuth,"

the ticking-merrily-along mood of this story is,

for me, its most distinguishing feature.

Robinson, the state bar-attorney investiga-

tor of Cannon's earlier novel A Pocketful of

Karma, suddenly finds a murder mystery in her

own family. Her brother-in-law is accused of

killing the man who recently had an affair

with his pregnant wife (Robinson's sister), Julie.

She takes on the job of finding the real

murderer in a small, coastal town of flower

growers and greenhouses, flower titans and

migrant laborers. Many people in Floritas

have a motive for killing Shane Pettigrew:

over money, sexual betrayal, or valuable

secrets of flower hybridization. Almost every-

one, it seems, had some good reason. And
Shane's death is only the first of a series in the

town. Robinson figures out some of what is

going on, and stumbles onto

the rest. The reader is likely

to know who the bad guy is a

few pages before our detec-

tive does; it is this interim in

which she sails toward danger

that creates, for me, the nov-

el's only time of real suspense.

Tangled Roots is, as the title

suggests, an intricately plot-

ted story. It is upbeat and

comfortable to read, almost a

cosy. None of the murders are messy; all the

unpleasant details are quickly passed over.

But it's not what I would consider gripping. I

never felt that anyone was genuinely in dan-

ger or distress. The situation itself is certainly

dire, but the characters' feelings about what

they encounter seem either disarmingly chip-

per or, in the moments of apparent emotion,

somewhat distanced by the matter-of-fact

informative tone. For example: "Without

warning, Julie burst into tears. It felt surpris-

ingly good to cry, certainly more pleasant than

throwing up. Great options her life had

reduced to." This brisk treatment did not

draw me into Julie's dilemma.

For better and worse, the novel strongly

recalls the stories of my childhood heroine,

young, amateur sleuth Nancy Drew. That

generations-old series of "young adult" books

may well be the first "merry" mysteries I ever

encountered. And they had a lasting influ-

ence on me, as well as on so many other

women of my generation.

Nancy Drew was a model of a girl who was

extremely capable, adventurous, and free.

She hopped into her blue roadster and head-

ed off to solve any mystery she came across. It

always turned out that Nancy had any

skill the situation required: from shooting a

charging lynx to repairing her own car. At the

same time, she was a "regular" teenage girl

who a ten-year-old ofmy time could cheerful-

ly imagine becoming.

Some of the attitudes that Nancy Drew
encouraged in girls are cited in an article by

Deborah Kaplan in The Detroit Free Press.

Quoting Carol King, a regional director of the

National Organization for Women, "You

could relate to a young woman who wasn't

just timidly sitting back playing dolls, watch-

ing life go by, waiting for her knight in armor

to come and sweep her off her feet."

At the same time, there are adult troubles

and responsibilities that Nancy Drew never

faces. Her world in River

Heights seems notably serene

and sunny, even with her

adventures (which always

turn out to be solvable).

Novelist Bobbie Ann Mason
wrote in her book The Girl

Sleuth: A Feminist Guide,

"Cool Nancy Drew figures it

is better to be locked in the

timeless role of girl sleuth

—

forever young, forever tops,

above sex, above marriage—an inspiring sym-

bol of freedom."

Tangled Roots seems to me to show the

broad influence of the stories of the famous

girl sleuth, most notably in the character of its

heroine, in its happy ending, in its "merry"

tone and setting.

Begin with the sleuths' names—Nan in

Tangled Roots, and Nancy for the famous

young investigator who's been solving myster-

ies since the 1930s. Nan and Nancy are not

only alike in name; they are both free-

wheeling. The grownup Nan is currently sin-

gle and without boyfriend; she is an attorney

who lives alone and hasn't much interest

in homemaking. Like Nancy, she is free to

spend her evenings and weekends plunging

into and emerging victorious from all kinds

of interesting trouble.

Like Nancy, Robinson has the savvy and

the physical skills to keep a villain dangling by

a rope over the edge of the cliff while she

waits for the police to come. And in both

Tangled Roots and the average Nancy Drew, the

scene of the action tends to be in a pictur-

esque spot...or at least a nice neighborhood.

The book's tone also brings back to me the

voice of my childhood heroine. From the

Cannon novel: "What we need to find out

now," Nan said firmly, "is who caught Shane

Pettigrew by surprise the night he was killed."

From the The Haunted Bridge: "I don't think

she's guilty either," said Nancy. "She seems

too nice. Cheer up, Dad," she added. "We'll

get to the bottom of the mystery."

The Nan of Tangled Roots has the upbeat

energy and competence of that young sleuth

so many of us admired in the Fifties. (I give

Nancy Drew considerable credit for the

women's movement of the 1970s.) But I miss

the sense of real suspense and danger that

Nancy provided in plenty for ten-year-olds

and, further, the depth and sense of the

human dark side that I want now in an
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adult mystery. Though I enjoyed following

Nan's sleuthing in the flower town, Tangled

Roots never made me worry or think.

—Peggy Payne

Payne '70 is the author of the novel Revelation and

co-author ofThe Healing Power of Doing Good.

Fat Art, Thin Art
By Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick. Durham: Duke

Press. 160 pages. $45.95, $15.95 paper.

The
lines of type in Fat

Art, Thin Art do not go

all the way to what

would be the right mar-

gin of the page, and

they are broken in irreg-

ular patterns, so a reader

must assume that this is

poetry. But the writing is so flat and convo-

luted, at times filled with polysyllabic acad-

emese and at times downright sloppy, that to

call it poetry is an insult to the genre.

Carelessness with language is a sin in any

writer, but for a poet it is deadly. Early in the

book, the reader can find a description of

a man in an intensive care unit. "...Gary's

fluid-swollen lids are dropping/over his green

mask..." the author tells us. This inattention

to meaning creates a grossly silly image remi-

niscent of the old editorial whipping boy,

"His eyes fell on the table." The weary

editor always pencils in the margin beside

that one: "Did they bounce?"

While that kind of misstep causes a reader

to mistrust the writer, other, more obviously

deliberate language flubs are grounds for

giving up on the work altogether. In an

untitled short piece near the beginning of the

book, a speaker declares that "I can tune my
mind today/to the story I think I want

to tell you./I can tune my eye/already to your

face, listening." You can buy the mind-tuning

image, though it doesn't sound very fresh, but

the tuning of an eye can only bring ridiculous

pictures to mind. Does one rotate the eyeball

as you would the knob of a radio? Wouldn't

that be painful? And what about that listen-

ing face? But that poem isn't finished with the

tuning metaphor. What could be worse, you

ask, than tuning an eyeball? "Yet it's the thing

I can't in advance,/tune up my nostril

toward: /That's the way you'll surprise me."

Surprise is certainly the right word. Picture

it—tuning up the nostril. Just the one now.

How is it done?

The book is full of those disasters. You can

read about a little girl's "upthrown lashes" or

a woman who in giving birth "hiccupped her

hips." Somehow, the beauty, pain, mystery,

and physical exertion of birth just doesn't

seem captured by a hiccup.

These are bungles of language, but more
serious, and darker, confusions are also present.

In a long, rambling piece called "Trace at 46,"

several characters are introduced and dis-

cussed haphazardly. One of the characters, Cissy,

is reading a fortune from a fortune cookie. In

the middle of this mundane scene, we sud-

denly get this: "Cissy's past 30, and an artist

who knows/what to do with things, but imag-

ine/this. A child 'loves' an adult, who grows

confused/by the child's advances, and loves it

back,/screwing it, then panicking—repeated-

ly." The piece had been describing Cissy and

letting her carry on an interior monologue.

Then this other "voice" breaks in, saying strange

and dangerous things. The adult "loves" the

child back, screwing it? Molestation is not love.

But what really makes this passage disgust-

ing is that the pedophilia is not presented as the

actions or thoughts of a character, a sick char-

acter, but one whom the writer is trying truth-

fully to reveal. No, this is voice-over, in which

it seems the "idea" of molestation is picked up

coldly and clinically as a metaphor for some-

thing the writer wanted to say in the middle

of this piece. Sedgwick goes on for thirty more

lines, extending the metaphor and concludes

with this jumble: "From a mortal trance which it

[the child is always "it"] wishes/always to deep-

en, the small anxious automaton throws/differ-

ent, intermittent voices—different tongues—

/

even silences that aren't its own—everything

that denotes/assent, but whose structure is resis-

tance, to/the love a child can't use."

Is this just gratuitous victim mongering? It's

not clear. The piece then goes on to describe

a light-blue pickup with Georgia plates. The
molestation aside is wildly out of place and

unexplained. It's disturbingly confused about

love and rape. It's as if someone stuck sepa-

rate pieces of writing together willy nilly. It

leaves a reader feeling nauseated.

Fat Art, Thin Art reads like an automatic

writing exercise that hasn't been edited. It's as

if first drafts were typeset in a misguided quest

for spontaneity. In a note to the long piece that

closes the book, Sedgwick explains it (some-

thing a poet shouldn't have to do) and at one

point says: "Strange how clear some parts of

the poem...were in my mind, how murky oth-

ers." Strange how murky this book remains.

—Michael Chitwood

Chitwood, a poet and freelance writer living in

Chapel Hill, is the author of the collection Salt

Works. His new book of poems, Whet, will be

published this fall by Ohio Review Books.
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Senator Bob Dole, a
Republican candidate tor

president, has attacked the

entertainment industry tor

contributing to moral decay
in America. Is it useful to

distinguish, as Dole has,

between films that are
"friendly to families" and
those that are "nightmares
©# depravity"?

As we know, when times are

tough, U.S. politicians often try

to shift our focus from the work

of solving internal social problems

to the horrific world portrayed

in popular film and television

genres. Bob Dole is only joining

a long line of others in his tirade

against Natural Bom Killers and

True Romance, those "nightmares

of depravity." Natural Bom Killers

(Oliver Stone, 1994) is actually a

satire on television's fascination

with serial killers and is subtly

critical of imagistic overkill. True

Romance (Tony Scott, 1993),

from another script by Quentin

Tarantino, like Natural Born

Killers, actually ends with the

outlaw couple as a happy family.

What's more interesting about

these two films is that the heroic

couples in both cases brutally

murder characters who represent

social types currently cast as the

"enemies of society." Between

the two films, the following types

are either ceremonially shot,

torched, or caught in the middle

of a blood bath: miscellaneous

drug dealers and their thugs, an

African-American pimp, several

callous undercover cops, a coke-

head film director, one or two

redneck lechers (at least one

overweight), an Asian pharma-

cist, a TV newscaster with an

Australian accent, an abusive

father, and a mother who

"looked the other way." This

tells us a great deal about who
the motion picture industry

producers think that American

moviegoers and tape renters

will "love to hate." The fictional

demographic therefore tells us

about attitudes toward our own
(and other people's) parents

as well as ethnic "others." But

the politician's dismissal of these

complex representations of con-

temporary U.S. life as nothing

more than "depravity" encour-

ages us to look away instead of

looking critically.

In this "blame the image"

syndrome, the politician points

to the picture when he or she

should be talking about the

world we inhabit. Of course,

politicians would rather talk

about censoring the picture, of

terminating the fictional repre-

sentations that tell us that dis-

empowered young men in the

hinterland have a deep hatred

for the others they don't under-

stand. The Republicans, in

particular, are really caught in

a series of double binds. The
wantonly free market forces that

they do not want to keep in

check are those that explain the

success of Natural Bom Killers

and True Romance. The very

social services that they want to

cut are those that would con-

tribute to the safer world we
would all like to build. The same

gun control laws that they have

historically refused to legislate

would go a long way toward

changing the dangerous U.S.

world that the picture represents.

Finally, Bob, do you really

want to suggest that The Lion

King is "friendly to families"

when its representation of

the harsh world of the jungle

has reportedly frightened so

many children? Are you recom-

mending Forrest Gump as a role

model for urban youth? If you

want the nation to have really

wholesome entertainment, why
are you loathe to fund PBS, one

of the last recourses to "family

programming" for parents who
do not want their children to be

too stimulated by the excesses of

mass culture?

-Jane Gaines, director at the
Program in Film and Video

Heard Around Campus

"It's sometimes a little intimidat-

ing as a forty-one-year-old to

look at what students have done

at seventeen that I or my friends

have not accomplished yet.

And in that respect, it's a little

humbling to look at these

students to make decisions

about whether they should be

coming here or not."

—Christoph Guttentag, director of

"The arts can help us be the best

that we can be—justification

enough, one would think, for a bit

of federal support. How they do

it is and always has been a mys-

tery. Let's not let politics spoil it."

Institute of the Arts, in a Durham

"Unlike an academic lawyer, an

executive branch attorney may
have an obligation to work with

a tradition of reasoned executive

branch precedent."

—Assistant Attorney General and

Office of Legal Counsel, in a
New York Times profile

"An independent counsel is

left with a huge amount of un-

checked discretion. For that

reason, our office has taken steps

to guard against arbitrary and

capricious decision making....

Not a day goes by that we do not

seek to discuss and judge what

we are doing, why we are doing

it, and the impact of what we
are doing on others. In this

regard, we are not different from

other lawyers, in other practices,

serving other clients."

W. Starr J.D. '73, the

We asked six members ofThe
Chronicle's summer editorial staff:

What's the most important
thing you learned this past

academic 1

"I learned that you need to

be careful when giving a quote

to a publication."

"All-nighters are very overrated!"

-Brian Harris '97

"Feminism."

-autumn Arnold '97

"Never, never, never schedule

a nine o'clock class you plan

on attending."

-Roger Vfister '98

"That there's more to life at

Duke than just basketball.

Namely football."

—Danny Sullivan '95 |

8

"That you can learn more from a

a professor than you can from 1

a class."

-Justin Dillon '96, Chronicle editor §
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e are

now

taking

orders

for the new 1996 Duke

University Calendar.

This beautiful, four-

color, 15" x 12" wall

calendar will make

a perfect holiday gift!

The stunning campus

photography is by 1994

CASE Photographer

of the Year Chris

Hildreth, as well as

Duke University staff

photographers Bruce

Feeley, Les Todd and

Jim Wallace. Calendars

will be shipped in

the fall.

Duke Calendar

J.CS5I would like to order Calendar(s) at $10 each =

NC residents add 69c sales tax =

Shipping/Handling Charges =

(Continental USA)

Total Enclosed =

Make check payable to Duke University or charge:

Visa Mastercard AMEX O Discov

2.00

er

Account # Expiration Date

Name (Please print)

Ship To:

Name (Please print)

Address

City State Zip

Mail form to Duke University Stores/Mail Order,

Box 90850, Durham, NC 27708-0850

or call 1-800-842-3853. 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday

or FAX 919-681-8352.

Friday EDT.
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IF IT WERENT FOR OUR ROLLING
FULLS AND FAIRWAYS, GUESTS
MIGHT NEVER GO OUTSIDE.

Since the late 1800s, the Duke family name has been closely

associated with excellence and achievement. Today, the

tradition continues at the Washington Duke Inn & Golf Club.

Situated on Duke University's campus, Durham's first

deluxe hotel is proud to have been awarded for the past 4

consecutive years the prestigious AAA Four-Diamond rating

for excellence. Our 171 luxurious guest rooms and suites

are exceptionally comfortable. Enjoy international fine

dining at the Fairview Restaurant. Relax with a drink and

good conversation at the Bull Durham Bar. And, for further

pleasure, come play on our classic Robert Trent Jones

championship golf course, recently redesigned by the

architect's son, Rees Jones. This challenging course has been

ranked 5th in the nation by Golf Digest as one of their best

new resort courses for 1994.

Whether you're visiting Duke University or planning a

getaway, you'll feel like a special guest in a gracious Southern

home. Please call us at (919) 490-0999 or (800) 443-3853.
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FLY CONTINENTAL

BUILD DUKE.

A portion of every ticket you purchase on Continental goes

toward the new Duke University Student Intramural Facilities.

Throughout 1995, whenever you fly to any of Continental's 160 destinations

worldwide, you help Duke University build its new student intramural facilities. Just

call your travel agent or Continental's MeetingWorks
5
" at 1-800-468-7022 to purchase

your tickets and give the agent the reference code "GG DUKE." A portion of every

ticket purchased with this code will go to the Duke Student Intramural Facilities

fund-raising project. What could be better? Duke gets intramural facilities. You get to

travel. It's just another way Continental's giving you more airline for your money.

ContinentalH
More airlinefor your money:

For reservations, call your travel agent

or Continental's MeetingWorks at

I-8D0-4G8-7D22

Travel Agent Instructions: Place published fare basis and appropriate Continental Convention Z Code, ZWRY, in Ticket Designator Box in this format: fare basis/ZWRY.

The Z code must be in the calculation ladder. With multiple fare basis codes, the Z code must follow each fare basis code in the fare ladder. Book your client's PNR with s

corporate header, C/OCNV/ATTENDEE, followed by the customer's name. Any questions, please call MeetingWorks at 1-800-468-7022. © 1995 Continental Airlines, Inc.
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COLLECTING
ART, JAZZ

AND CRITICISM
VERNON PRATT

BY TOM PATTERSON

No one who chanced to meet him in a crowd

would ever suspect that this mild-mannered associate professor

in the Duke art department is a controversial artist.

When Vernon Pratt declares, "I've

always filled my life up with too

much," there's an easy smile on

his face and not a hint of regret in his voice.

If this self-confessed tendency to take on more
than his share of projects has caused him undue

stress, he's good at hiding it. His demeanor

reflects a kind of serene enthusiasm, not the

frantic energy of the chronically overbooked.

Given a little prompting, he'll go on at

length about any of the activities and inter-

ests with which he has chosen to fill his life

—

painting, teaching, jazz, art-collecting, parent-

hood, public art—but even at his most talka-

tive, he seems amiable and unassuming. No
one who chanced to meet him in a crowd

would ever suspect that this mild-mannered

associate professor in the Duke art depart-

ment is a controversial artist.

The latter distinction is largely the result of

fairly recent developments—namely, the

huge mural he completed three years ago on

the west exterior wall of the new North Caro-

lina Public Education Building in Raleigh,

and the response to this work by the state leg-

islature and some members of the press. But

the continuing flap over Education Wail, as

the mural is called, isn't the first time this

teaching artist's work has caused some con-

sternation among its intended audience. And
that's fine with Pratt, who once said of another

sculpture he created for a similarly prominent

location, "Fortunately, the piece generated

some controversy. I would have considered it

a failure otherwise."

Pratt has been teaching at Duke for more

than thirty years, but the center of his creative

universe at this stage in his life is a spacious loft

at the top of an old three-story commercial

building in downtown Durham. This is where

he comes to create his own art, to read, to meet

with fellow artists and art lovers, to admire his

impressive collection of works by other artists,

and occasionally to negotiate the sale of one

of these works. It's a combination studio, salon,

and gallery that Pratt has rented since late in

1993, and he has indulged his fondness for

word play by christening it "ART RAT'
It's a clear, springlike afternoon and bright

sunlight streams into ART RAT through a

dozen tall windows. Pratt moves around the

room, tidying up the premises for a visit by the

director of a state university gallery whom he's

expecting the next day. He is dressed casually

in a red-plaid flannel shirt, khakis, and run-

ning shoes. In addition to the dozens of his
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own. works informally arrayed around the

room are more carefully placed objects, in-

cluding an ancient stone axe from Carnac,

France; a series of mixed-media works by

Edward Ruscha; photographs by Eadweard

Muybridge, Walker Evans, and William Weg-

man; and about twenty large silkscreen prints

by Andy Warhol.

The most visually prominent of Pratt's own

works in the studio is his Tower (alternately

titled Bent Painting)—a nearly ten-foot-tall

structure around which a single canvas strip

angularly spirals its way upward as it changes

gradually from white at the base to pale and

darker grays near the center,

then shades toward black at

the structure's narrow peak.

Rising up from the floor near

the center of the room, this

piece from 1983 is one of the

more physically imposing ex-

amples of the precisely mea-

sured, systematically abstract

work he was largely known for

in the twenty years before Edu-

cation Wall. Along with other

systematic-abstract works and

even a couple of his loosely

rendered figural paintings from

the early 1960s, the studio con-

tains many of his more recent

experiments with text and co-

lor—single words or series of

words in upper-case Roman
letters engraved in polished

stone slabs or juxtaposed on canvas with ges-

tural abstract markings or stylized cloud

shapes. At the moment, a compact-disc anthol-

ogy of music by composer and bassist Charles

Mingus provides the auditory backdrop for all

these visual stimuli, and a tenor saxophone

on a table near the CD-player offers further

evidence of Pratt's passion for jazz.

"This studio is a kind of stopping place for

me to consider everything I've done up to

now," he explains. "I'm a little ambivalent

about the direction of my work, because it's

not really going in any single direction. So,

among other things, this is a location where I

can consider my career and decide what I'm

going to do next."

Pratt's artistic career has paralleled his

teaching career at Duke. But his connection

with the university actually goes back much
further—to the very beginning of his life, in

fact. His mother, Nellie Ruth Pratt, had been

working as a nurse at Duke Hospital when he

was born there nearly fifty-five years ago, and

his father, J. Gaither Pratt, was working in

Duke's parapsychology institute, where he

was director of research (and co-authored

books with founding director J.B. Rhine) from

the mid-1950s until 1960.

The younger Pratt's artistic inclinations

emerged very early on and were encouraged

immediately by his family, he recalls. The first

art he can remember making was a tiny clay

sculpture depicting "a little Mexican man
wearing a big sombrero and sitting on a burro

next to a cactus," which he created at three

years old, and for which he received high

praise from his parents and other older rela-

tives. "I've thought about that a lot in later

years," he says, "and I'm not sure if I became

an artist because I had some kind of special

ability or just because I liked the attention I

got for that little clay sculpture."

"Frank Stella and Carl Andre had just gradu-

ated there a few years before I arrived," he

says. He joined Phillips Academy's jazz band

and took advantage of Andover's proximity

to New York City by visiting there as often as

he could afford to, mainly for nightclub per-

formances by the era's leading jazz artists.

"During my first semester there, I went to

"It's not easy to explain

to doctors, lawyers, and

chemists that the arts

can be a valid profession,

too, and that the arts

portrait of the artist as iconograph

By the time he entered Durham High

School, Pratt had also begun to develop a

strong interest in music. He studied the clar-

inet and joined the school band, but it was

the popular music of the 1950s that he was

most interested in playing, so he took up the

tenor sax and joined several fellow students in

forming a rock 'n' roll group. From there he

branched out into more sophisticated musical

territory, immersing himself in the modern
jazz then being played by musicians such as

Miles Davis and Clifford Brown.

At the same time, he was finding out what

he could about the Abstract Expressionist

artists whose improvisational brand of

"action painting" was concurrent with—and

often compared to—the music he so admired.

This broadening of his artistic horizons was

encouraged by the new milieu in which he

found himself after winning a full scholarship

to Phillips Academy, the prestigious boys

preparatory school in Andover, Massa-

chusetts; he had transferred there after his

sophomore year at Durham High.

His experience at Phillips proved to be "an

amazing eye-opener," Pratt recalls. Among
the academy's other assets, he quickly discov-

ered, was its strong visual-art tradition.

>ential part

New York and heard Dizzy

.-.
; \ ..;.:'

'*'-" Gillespie's big band at Bird-
'"'''-.' M land. And soon after that I

heard John Coltrane for the

first time. That was also at

Birdland, in '57. He was still

very young, but he was already

playing like no one else had

before him. I didn't under-

stand it at first, but I kept listening because I

wanted to know what this guy was doing that

was so strange and beautiful." (Thirty-five years

later, Pratt would pay homage to Coltrane

—

a fellow North Carolina native—by inscribing

in stone four bars of the sax innovator's tune

"Lonnie's Lament" as one of the cross-disci-

plinary collage elements comprising his Edu-

cation Wall mural in Raleigh.)

After graduating from Phillips in 1958,

Pratt returned to Durham and his freshman

year at Duke. He joined the Duke Ambassa-

dors, the university's sixteen-piece jazz band,

and during much of the time he didn't spend

rehearsing and performing with them, he

could be found in the painting studio at Duke,

where he was one of a handful of students

working under painting instructor Robert

Broderson '50. Broderson was the first full-

time artist on the Duke faculty and was then

forging a national reputation for his distinc-

tive paintings, which depicted recognizable

subject matter in a vigorously gestural style

akin to that of the Abstract Expressionists.

Pratt is quick to acknowledge Broderson's

impact on his own artistic and educational

philosophies. "I liked Broderson because he

took a very mature approach to education," he
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says. "He didn't want to tell people what was

good for them, and he tended to treat his stu-

dents as equals. The atmosphere in his classes

was very relaxed, and he encouraged us to dis-

cuss our philosophical ideas on art." He says he

followed essentially the same approach when
he began teaching a few years later.

Pratt says the broad education he received

at Phillips Academy and Duke served him

well when he transferred at the end of his

sophomore year to the California School of

Fine Arts (later renamed the San Francisco

Art Institute), giving him an interdisciplinary

perspective that most of the students there

lacked, since the school was

strictly art-centered. He made
the move to San Francisco

because he was able to get a

full scholarship to CSFA and

because he wanted to study

with the artists who were then

teaching there, like Richard

Diebenkorn and James Weeks,

who were reviving figurative

painting after a decade of

Abstract Expressionism.

Aside from what was going

on at CSFA, it was an exciting

Leary's grad students at Harvard," who "came
out to visit and offered us some of the LSD
that he had brought with him." Pratt is quick

to add that "we were afraid to try it."

The "do-your-own-thing" hippie philoso-

phy was not new to San Francisco's artistic

and cultural scene; in fact, it was already

established as the unofficial guiding principle

of artistic education at CSFA when Pratt

arrived there. "The school was very, very flex-

ibly organized," he recalls. "There was no syl-

labus. Everybody was just expected to come in

and paint, as if we were all just individual

artists. But then we had to stand up and

time to be in San Francisco—the dawn of the

1960s, when the Golden Gate City began to

emerge as an international center for "coun-

tercultural" activity. The city was already well

established as the West Coast capital of mod-
ern jazz, so Pratt had plenty of opportunities

to satisfy his musical tastes and work with

other jazz musicians. He was also on the

fringes of what would become the hippie cul-

ture. In fact, he and his first wife, Sheila—an

artist whom he met in San Francisco and

married in 1962—lived for a year after their

wedding on Green Street in the Haight-

Ashbury district that eventually became the

Mecca of the hippies. Among their friends at

the time was Dave Getz, later the drummer
for Janis Joplin's band Big Brother and the

Holding Company and "one of Timothy

defend what we had done. It's amazing how
powerful an experience that is for students.

So that approach has influenced my own
teaching quite a lot."

By 1964, he was nearly finished earning his

M.F.A. at the Institute, living with Sheila, her

four-year-old son Hill, and their two-year-old,

Jane, in Bolinas, just across the bay from San

Francisco. He supported the family by working

as a librarian and refinishing furniture. That

was when he got the call from Duke. The uni-

versity invited him to return that fall as a part-

time assistant to his former mentor Broderson.

What began as a once -a-week teaching

assistantship soon developed into a full-time

occupation when Broderson took a year off

after receiving a Guggenheim grant at the

close of Pratt's first semester back on campus.

"I was hired to do all of Broderson's teaching

through the end of 1965," Pratt says. "Then he

decided not to come back the following year,

so I got a full-time appointment to teach all of

the painting and drawing courses. For several

years after that, I was the only full-time visu-

al artist on the faculty."

A lot has changed in Duke's art department

and in other aspects of the university's life

since Pratt began his teaching career, but his

own presence has been a constant for more
than three decades. "I've had opportunities to

leave," he says, "but I've always decided to stay.

And more than anything else, that's because of

the freedom that I think both the students and

the faculty have. At Duke you define your own
standards, so it's a wonderful opportunity to

be very personal and individualistic in all of

the things academics are supposed to pursue."

Despite his attraction to a relatively

unstructured teaching style, Pratt hasn't just

taken an anything-goes approach with his

students. He says, "It was clear to me after

being back at Duke for a few

months that it wasn't the

same as an art school, so I

began to structure things at

some level. I started teaching

the basics of drawing and

color theory and that sort of

thing. But I've always allowed

a lot of freedom within that.

Beyond teaching the basics, I

tell my students to trust their

intuition. I ask them to think

up their own assignments and

bring their own motivation to

class. I ask them to show me
what they want to do, and I try

to help them do it." He paus-

es, then adds, "Maybe one of

the most important things I

teach is that I think their
consider everytntne .... „ .

opinion is important. But I

also encourage them to take

the responsibility of analyzing, challenging,

and practicing their opinions."

While acknowledging that Duke has

strengthened its commitment to the arts in

measurably significant ways since his own stu-

dent days, Pratt also offers some constructive

criticism. "We're almost there in the arts at

Duke, but not quite," Pratt says. "Duke has

shown that it believes strongly in the arts, but

there's still a little bit of a sense that the arts

are like dessert after the important meal of

the professions is over. It's not easy to explain

to doctors, lawyers, and chemists that the arts

can be a valid profession, too, and that the

arts are a language, and an essential part of

the human psyche. One of the most impor-

tant qualities of the arts is that they help you

learn to be self-reliant, and to communicate

in a language other than that of education

and formulas and charts. But I don't think

that's been fully understood at Duke yet.

"For example, Duke is the only school in

the country that doesn't put artists in tenure

-

track positions comparable to teachers in

other disciplines. I was tenured after just six

years, but the whole business of tenure wasn't

the agony then that it is now. Now artists and
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musicians and dancers and drama people

aren't tenured at Duke except in the most

extreme cases. I'm still just an associate pro-

fessor, and didn't get that designation until ten

years after I was tenured. And I think all of

that is the result of an absence of understand-

ing about the real importance of the arts and

of artistic achievement."

One of the ways Pratt has attempted to

encourage a better understanding of the arts

at Duke is through the Duke in New York

Program, under which students work in New
York City art institutions for a semester while

pursuing related course work and attending

special seminars. Pratt began to formulate the

idea for this program in 1980, while he was

spending an eight-month sabbatical in New
York and exhibiting his work there. It

occurred to him that this kind of firsthand

experience in the nation's art capital could be

valuable to his students.

"I spent about two years arguing the merits

of such a program to the administration at

Duke," he recalls, "and they finally accepted

it, although with more academic require-

ments than I thought were really necessary.

We formed an alliance with New York

University that allowed our students full

access to NYU's facilities. The students stayed

in cheap hotels and NYU housing, and I rent-

ed a place nearby, in SoHo, where I could live

and work and hold classes, and where we all

had easy access to performances and con-

certs." Pratt was heavily involved in the pro-

gram during its first three years, from 1983 to

1985, and other Duke faculty members super-

vised it in subsequent years. After a nine -year

hiatus, he recently agreed to resume the pro-

gram's directorship.

Despite the demands of his teaching and

his other responsibilities at Duke, Pratt has

managed to maintain an active career as an

artist. "For someone who's interested in being

an artist, the myth of the individual in art is

one of the hardest hurdles to overcome," he

says. "Ifyou don't get recognized and nurtured

as an individual, you end up having to cope

with the rest of life, and for a lot of people

that means the art kind of falls by the way-

side. Being a full-time teacher of art is a mod-
ification of my own idea of myself as an indi-

vidual artist, but it's how I've coped with the

rest of life. And in art I've just tried to do

what I enjoy and believe in."

For a number of years this meant creating

systematized abstract works such as the Tower

in his studio. Pratt was in this phase of his

artistic development when he began explor-

ing the idea of making site-specific public art-

works ten years ago. In 1985, he submitted his

first proposal for a public artwork to a compe-
tition being held to select a site sculpture for

the North Carolina School of Science and

Mathematics in Durham, and he was named
a finalist. He was still working in this math-

ematically influenced mode a few years later

when there came a call for proposals for a work

to be sited outside the new Durham Arts Coun-

cil building. Again he entered, and this time

he won the $18,000 commission. His sixteen-

part, granite-block sculpture, All the Possi-

bilities of Stacking up to Two* to Sit On, now
occupies the lawn and terrace of this facility.

Creating this ambitious, large-scale piece

was a new and heady experience for him. "For

the first time in my life, I was paid part of the

money for an artwork in advance," he says.

"All of my expenses were paid, I had several

employees to assist me, and I had a boom
truck to use in putting these big blocks of

marble in place. After twenty-five years of

working alone in a garret, all of that real pub-

lic involvement was thrilling. You know, the

pattern for artists in the twentieth century has

been isolation; you make art in isolation, and

when it's finished, it goes into isolation some-

where else. One of the things I like so much
about public art is that it breaks that pattern,

so that the artist becomes involved with other

people in all phases of the process."

The Durham Arts Council piece is actually

a functional work, he points out, its cube-

derived components scaled to the size of a

standard chair so that people are encouraged

to sit or recline on them. But even with this

viewer-friendly concession to utilitarian con-

cerns, this work apparently was still too

abstract for some viewers. One Durham
newspaper columnist, for example, wrote that

Pratt's "mighty expensive" sculpture looked to

him like nothing but "blocks of granite wait-

ing to become something."

Soon after completing that commission in

1988, Pratt entered the competition for a site

piece for the new state public education

building in Raleigh. The process was mandat-

ed by a North Carolina law that had just gone

into effect requiring that one-half of one per-

cent of the total cost of any major state-

financed public construction project be set

aside to commission a permanent, on-site

work of art as part of the project.

"When I first heard about the education

building commission," Pratt says, "I thought I

would be a good person for the job because of

my own experience as a student in the North

Carolina public education system and be-

cause of my work as a teacher—and the fact

that I've got two children still in school here.

It seemed to me that a project highlighting

the richness of the cultures of North Carolina

would be appropriate for that particular site,

so I developed the concept of using these

texts and other elements that helped show

that richness—in education, science, music,

poetry, and all these different areas—and

putting those elements together in collage

format. I had never done any work involving

words in collage or any of this, but I saw it as

a challenge—and as a kind of crossroads

where all my interests came together."

After his plan for Education Wall was select-

ed, Pratt hired writer Georgann Eubanks
'76—a teacher in Duke's Continuing Educa-

tion Program and director of the summer
Duke Writer's Workshop—to help him find

additional material to incorporate into his

billboard-scale, image-and-text collage; state

officials appointed a special committee to

advise him on the final design for the piece.

The $110,000 project, completed late in the

summer of 1993, consists of eight stone-slab

benches and a 32-by-96-foot expanse of pol-

ished red granite subdivided into a regular

grid pattern and serving as a ground for the

hugely enlarged, color-highlighted quotations

and other visual and textual elements that are

interspersed and overlapped across it. Pratt

notes that it is "larger than the Sistine Chapel

ceiling, and very permanent. I thought about

Michelangelo a lot when I was working on it."

In addition to four bars of a John Coltrane

tune, Braille text, an Arabian proverb about

learning, a geological diagram showing how
granite forms, a child's drawing of a school-

house, and the words "teach" and "learn" ren-

dered in the Cherokee syllabary, Wall and its

accompanying benches highlight quotations

from prominent North Carolina writers and

educators, including poet Fred Chappell '61,

A.M. '64, novelists Reynolds Price '55 and

Doris Betts, former governor Charles Brantley

Aycock, and a long-neglected, nineteen-cen-

tury black poet and one-time slave, George

Moses Horton. All of these elements were

sandblasted into the wall by the artist and his

assistant, sculptor Andrew Preiss '91, after

Pratt taught himself to use the special equip-

ment this technique requires. They also sand-

blasted supplementary texts in much smaller

type on the benches that contain more

detailed information about the words and

images on Wall itself. All of this is in keeping

with Pratt's initial goal that it "should not just

be about education, but that it should provide

an educational experience to passersby."

Despite these admirable intentions and

Wall's conceptual accessibility to anyone who
can read English, it quickly drew complaints

and protests from some of its intended audi-

ence's more prominent members—namely

several state legislators and other high-profile

politicians. Some, such as Republican Rep-

resentative Art Pope of Raleigh and Jim

Gardner—at the time a Republican guberna-

torial candidate—criticized the entire 330,000-

square-foot Public Education Building as a

waste of taxpayer's money. And it was clear

that they viewed Pratt's mural as one of the
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more extravagant "frills" included in the $32-

million price tag.

Pope derided the building as a "posh shrine

to bureaucracy," and Gardner called it "the

pink palace," comparing it to a Hyatt Hotel.

Others, such as Republican State Senator

Dan Simpson of Morganton, were more spe-

cific in attacking Education Wall itself. "If peo-

Education Wall includes four

bars of a John Coltrane tune,

Braille text, an Arabian

proverb about learning,

malists Sol LeWitt and Richard Serra; a series

of Jenny Holzer's postmodern text pieces;

photographs by Ralph Eugene Meatyard, Jan

Groover, Lee Friedlander, and Alex Harris;

and prints by Alice Neel, Claes Oldenburg,

Joseph Beuys, Carl Andre, Robert Rauschen-

berg, and Roy Lichtenstein. It's an impressive,

highly eclectic inventory of mostly big names,

ple in this state want art in a building, they can

donate it," Simpson opined. "It is not a proper

use of taxpayer money when you go putting

graffiti onto the front of these buildings. You

can find that on bridges and rocks up here in

the mountains that didn't cost anything."

Some artists might have taken offense at

and Pratt's ART RAT serves as a good show-

case for this wide-ranging selection of con-

temporary art.

"I think this floor of the building was origi-

nally some kind of sweatshop," he says of the

studio. "If you look closely, you can see where

it was damaged by fire at one time. I'm really

fond of it in this funky state, though, with the

drawing of a schoolhouse, and

the words "teach" and "learn"

in the Cherokee syllabary.

required so much time and effort to create, but

not Pratt. "I loved it," he says. "Controversy is

the best friend an artist ever had. I think

it's very important for a work of art to be

challenging at first, and then for people to

slowly come to an appreciation of it. The
alternative is for a work to be dull, or to be

lovable at first and then gradually come to

seem really dull. Challenges keep on renewing

themselves, though."

As for the current state of his work, he says,

"A lot of the things I've been doing lately are

really process-oriented. I still work on some

with geometric structures, but I've become

more involved in the painting process itself"

As examples, he points to some of his more

recent text-centered paintings, in which

words that look like they've been rub-trans-

ferred from stone monuments are surrounded

by boldly colored gestural markings that recall

the "action-painting" style of the Abstract

Expressionists who inspired him in his youth.

"Ever since I began to paint seriously, I've

gone back and forth between material

processes and thought processes. The system-

atic-abstract work was more about thought

processes, and this new work is more about

material processes. But after all this time the

two have really started to come together for

me, and I've begun to realize that they're both

very much the same."

Besides fueling his own art, Pratt's aesthet-

ic impulses found an outlet in his role as a col-

lector. He began collecting informally during

the 1960s, exchanging his own work for works

by his teachers, fellow students, and other

artist friends. But he grew more serious about

this pursuit in later years, particularly after he

began spending long periods in New York and

showing his own work there. His collection

contains objects and prints by pioneer Mini-

open ceiling and the exposed rafters. When I

got the space back in December 1993, all I did

to it before moving in was to paint the floor

and the walls. As you can see, the light is

wonderful up here. It's really just like a New
York loft."

ART RAT has come to serve not only as a

space for him to make art and display his col-

lection, but also as an informal gathering place

for local artists and others interested in art. "A

lot ofyounger artists come by here to visit," he

says, "and we end up talking about what they

should do with their careers, whether they

should go into teaching or try to make it on

their own as artists—the kinds ofquestions I had

to deal with early on in my own career."

Patterson, who lives in Winston-Salem, writes

about contemporary art for the Charlotte

Observer, the Winston-Salem Journal, and

regional and international art journals.
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THERE'S ANOTHER CALIFORNIA

GOLD RUSH TOWARD MULTIMEDIA,

A LANDSCAPE OF INTERACTIVE

PRODUCTS THAT INCORPORATE

AUDIO, VIDEO, AND ANIMATION.

TODAY'S PIONEERS ARE STAKING

THEIR CLAIMS ON THE FUTURE OF

NEW MEDIA AND THE WORLD

WIDE WEB.

San Francisco. The Old West—with its rich cowboy

imagery and notion of a wild, untamed frontier

—

has been painted as one of the most adventurous

times in American history: oudaw gangs roaming one-horse

towns, families making treks across the country seeking a

new life in the promised land of California, and an expan-

sion-minded government giving out free tracts of land to

those willing to make the journey.

Now, nearly a century and a half after the Gold Rush

of 1849 put San Francisco on the map, a new kind of pio-

neer—armed not with a pan and a dream but computer

skills and a creative mind—is coming westward. Today's

pioneer hopes to get in on a different kind of gold, called

multimedia, and to set up camp in the newest real estate

around, the digital frontier.

On a map of the West Coast, San Francisco sits square-

ly in the middle of the emerging entertainment axis that

runs the length of the Western Seaboard, from Hollywood

in the south to Microsoft in the north. The artistic and

engineering aspirants who have come to this foggy town

reflect both halves of this new equation as they forge ahead

in creating what has come to be known as New Media.

The range of projects they are working on run the

gamut, from an educational software company that pro-

duces a series of historical CD-FvOMs to an on-line classi-

fied service that features Internet dating. What they all

have in common is the thrill of working in a new medium,

one that seeks to combine the talents of scriptwriting and

graphic design with the advanced delivery systems of CD-
ROM and the Internet to create an interactive product

incorporating audio, video, and animation.

FORGING
ELECTRONIC

FUTURES
CYBER ENTREPRENEURS

BYTODDKRIEGER

PHOTOS BY JACQUELINE MIA FOSTER

BANKING ON EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Ed Dua M.B.A. '89, like many of his Fuqua classmates, headed into the ven-

ture capital world of finance. At Dominion Ventures, he tracked technology

and software companies with potential for growth. With his mercurial disposition

and a sharp mind, Dua wasn't long for the venture world. When he saw an open-

ing in the children's educational software market, he began thinking about setting

up his own interactive company, which is exactly what he did in the spring of 1993.

Sitting in his fifth-floor, financial-district offices, the laid-back Dua recalls his
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early start-up days. "After lots of research, about a zillion calls, and raising half the

money I needed, I just made the leap," he says. "CD-ROMs hadn't yet taken off and

educational software wasn't really a market that people had been jumping into.

People thought I was crazy."

He set up shop and quickly went to work on his first CD-ROM project, an adap-

tation of The Ugly Duckling. That initial experiment was a learning experience: "I

was the only employee, contracting everything out," he says. "It was one long,

chaotic, nine-month sprint."

With the help of cartoonist friend Jim Toomey B.S.E. '83, Dua began to refine his

concept for the company, eventually coming up with the idea that it should be built

around the cartoon adventures of Morgan, a curious monkey with an active mind,

and his animated compatriots as they wander through time, learning along the way.

His fledgling CD-ROM enterprise can now boast two titles on the shelves, Morgan's

Trivia Machine and Morgan's Recess in Greece, and a third, a historical, animated trip

to Colonial America, in development.

Trivia Machine, a simple, animated quiz show with Morgan grilling his pals on

basic science and geography in the gang's treehouse fort, can be seen as a template

for the Morgan universe. Though the interactivity is limited, clicking on the cor-

rect answer in a multiple-choice environment causes the different characters

—

Kangaruth, Skatergator, Alicat, Hip-Hop Hippo, and Bernaardvark—to react in a

distinct fashion, depending on whether their answer is right or wrong. And they

trade quips between questions. This kind of character development and interaction

laid the groundwork for Recess in Greece.

In Recess, Morgan must navigate a series of puzzles, from a simple game of "Con-

centration" (matching letters of the Greek alphabet) to answering geography ques-

tions about ancient Greece. Along the way, there are any number of hot spots

—

icons and characters placed throughout the screen that, when clicked upon, trig-

ger a short animation sequence. For the ardently curious, there is the option of call-

ing on Athena, goddess of wisdom, by clicking on a flickering torch that appears on

every screen. After announcing herself, Athena transforms into a scroll icon, which

you then "drag" with your mouse and click onto an object that you wish to know
more about. For example, clicking on a statue of Atlas will commence a "quick

time" movie about the Titan who held up the world.

As a multimedia entrepreneur, the deal-making Dua is constantly in motion.

Financial support comes from a French backer, animation studios are located off-

shore in Southeast Asia, and distribution deals for Europe go through BMG
(Bertelsmann Music Group) offices in both New York and the U.K. "I like the deal,

the challenge of the deal, of getting people hooking up and closing the deal to keep

things going," he says. "Money is important, but that's not what's driving it."

In a business where technology moves faster than developers can get a title on

the shelves, Dua insists on the importance of being an

innovator. And while die Morgan titles have not yet land-

ed a slot on Saturday morningTV or reached the heights

of multimedia sales, Dua is confident that by sticking to

his aggressive product-development game plan, the num-
bers will come.

"The goal is to find

out what's technically

feasible and then

surpass it; pushing the

edge is really what

multimedia is about."

REED KRAM B.S.E. '93

Big Cloud Productions

Bfc*

THE MINERS KEEP THE GOLD
M

j
oth Nick Mecozzi '84 and Reed Kram B.S.E. '93

B work in the trenches of the multimedia industry,

writing the code that lies beneath the programs and

facilitating product development from the technical

side. Mecozzi has sought partners who complement his

technical and management abilities with an artistic side,

while Kram runs solo, hiring himself out as Big Cloud

Productions. With their highly valued technical skills

in great demand, they can both afford to work on a

freelance basis, picking and choosing whatever projects

they want.

With his hair pulled back in a loose ponytail and casu-

ally talking about his experiences with multimedia,

Mecozzi exudes a quiet intensity that comes from know-

ing his business inside out. Working out of his Russian

Hill apartment, Mecozzi is the quintessential multimedia

developer/programmer/producer. Having majored in

computer science and economics at Duke, he latched

onto multimedia from the earliest days when he was

working for computer giant IBM after graduation. "I
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remember the first industry-wide announcement about multime-

dia, and I knew it was the kind of thing I wanted to do," he says. "I

don't like focusing on one area. I like to do a lot of different things

on a broad scale." So, after schooling himself as best he could

through taking classes that had anything to do with multimedia, he

headed west to "where it was happening" in 1989.

While working on a job at Ikonic Interactive, he met his partner,

Jeff Neugebauer, and together they decided to form Looking Glass

Interactive. The goal: to design and produce titles for corporate

clients interested in multimedia. As Mecozzi talks about it, you

begin to understand that multimedia isn't necessarily about science

fiction adventure games and murder mysteries but is defined more

as an application that incorporates diverse elements of video, audio,

and animation, all under the umbrella of interactivity. What defines

interactivity is having the user, whether a consumer or a corporate

trainee, in control of the rhythm and flow of information.

For a recent project, Mecozzi and his partner were hired to trans-

form a static communications brochure into an interactive company

presentation. Retaining the same elements as the paper brochure,

they created a program that allows prospective clients to click

through the presentation at their own pace by selecting one of four

faces on a cube. They included a pair of cartoonish X-ray glasses

in the lower right-hand corner that, when clicked upon, would

reveal the reasoning behind certain design choices—voice or text,

video or snapshot. These explanations illuminate the decisions that

go into such a multimedia presentation, as well as the possibilities

it affords.

Through the years, Mecozzi and his partner have managed to

secure an enviable client base that includes Time Warner, IBM,

and WordPerfect. For Time Warner, they designed the prototype

for an HBO movie-on-demand option for the Interactive Tele-

vision trial in Orlando. This project forced Mecozzi and

Neugebauer to guide the viewer graphically through the process of

previewing, finding, and selecting a movie—and do so on one sim-

ple, clear screen.

Mecozzi says he wants to make his mark in a new medium, "to do something that

is the most interactive, cutting edge but not bleeding edge, pushing the envelope

to create the new interactivity. So much of what people tend to do is 're -purpos-

ing' content, taking something that already exists and slapping together a digital

rendition of it. What I'm looking to do is create the virtual world that will surround

and make up the worlds of multimedia. To create something new and fresh and dif-

ferent, and that will take creativity applied to technology."

Fellow developer Kram emphasizes the power and the lure of a new idea. "The

goal is to find out what's technically feasible and then surpass it; pushing the edge

is really what multimedia is about. You always want to be working on the latest

thing, which is where the Internet is right now. At the end of the day, you want to

say you're doing something new and exciting. So many product ideas are really just

slim excuses to do something that's never been done before with the computer.

That's where the rush comes in."

INTERACTING WITH THE INTERNET

While CD-ROMs may have been the cause celebre of 1993-94, with titles

flooding the shelves and new companies popping up like the seasonal

mushrooms in Golden Gate Park, 1995 has become the year of the Internet or,

more precisely, the World Wide Web. Since the creation of a simple navigational

tool, Mosaic (known as a graphical browser because it allows for the kind of click-

and-point ease that Windows and Macintosh users have come to expect), the

World Wide Web is the hot multimedia item of the moment.
For example, after logging onto the Internet, you want to check in on the Blue

Devils. You execute a search, entering the words "Duke" and "basketball," and thus

locate the Duke University Basketball Team Home Page, where team stats for each

season are organized by academic year. This stroll down memory lane triggers a lit-

tle nostalgia, so you decide to check out the Duke community. Looking down the

basketball home page you see The Chronicle Online.

Clicking on this takes you to the on-line version of the

student daily paper. These underlined words are called

links, and they are threaded together by a simple lan-

guage called HTML (Hypertext Markup Language). The
threads conform to an Internet standard of communica-

tion called HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), which

makes leaping from site to site so seamless it appears

you're working with one giant computer. It is these

threads, crisscrossing the globe, that form the World

Wide Web.

Companies everywhere are busy erecting home pages,

something akin to one-page promos in cyberspace, and

sites that can be as many as 750 screens all interlinked.

The San Francisco Bay Area, with its proximity to Sun,

a major hardware provider to the growing on-line indus-

try, and Netscape, a leading provider of Internet soft-

ware, is home to many companies whose "products" exist

only in cyberspace.

One of these is match.com, a company where

Alexandra Balliere '92 takes her plunge on-line. The pro-

duct she is working on is an electronic personals service

designed to take advantage of the many pluses of the

Internet—information storage, retrieval on demand, and

ease of access. Anyone with an e-mail account can use it.

Still in the throes ofproduct development, match.com

is looking to bring the classified ads in the backs of

magazines and local weeklies onto the Internet, starting

with the personals. To accomplish this, the company is
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offering its service free to anybody willing to participate in

order to compile a database of prospective matches or

"members," as they are referred to on-screen. As it now
operates, a member logs onto match.com and, through

simple click-and-point interactivity, can browse a series

of member profiles. If interested in a member profile,

the user can fire off an e-mail to a prospective match,

thus opening wide the gates of communication, and pos-

sibly romance.

From her second-floor perch, Balliere has a bird's-eye

view of not only the rapid growth of match.com, which

has swelled from six to twenty employees in the short

time she's been there, but also on the entire South of

Market Street Cyber Scene, affectionately called

Multimedia Gulch. She admits to being part of a culture

"that is totally obsessed by computers. Before I moved
here, I didn't even know the Internet existed. Now I live

and breathe e-mail, JPEG and GIF [image files], and

spend all day sitting in front of the computer." Her role at

the company is primarily to respond to outside queries,

sent to her via e-mail, either about the product itself or

from people having problems with it.

up no more than twenty hours a week, Toomey began to cast around for ideas to

expand the reach of his work—and give him something to do with his spare time.

Enter the Internet, the World Wide Web, and the very real possibility of self-pub-

lishing. An incredibly monstrous undertaking became, overnight, a likely reality.

No stranger to self-publication (having earlier managed to self-syndicate his car-

toon nationally), Toomey assembled a small production studio at home. Now, with his

animation tablet, a scanner (a device that scans images into the computer in a dig-

ital format), a professional- quality microphone, and a Macintosh loaded with editing

software, he has taken desktop publishing one step further: to desktop animation.

This set-up allows him to create computer-rendered animations, complete with

voice-over. Once they're finished, he uploads them onto the Internet, where any-

one from Durham to New Delhi can download them for a quick laugh. Like so

many people making things happen in the New Media world, Toomey is one of

those people with both a creative and a technical bent. He has a degree in mechan-

ical engineering and a facility for drawing an engaging and quick-witted shark

named Sherman.

"Animation has traditionally had a very long lead time," he explains. "What I

want to do is very high-concept, low-level animation that is topical—an up-to-date

screen saver, as it were. Topical animation doesn't really exist. The Simpsons comes

close, but I think that a real up-to-date piece would be very popular." And he's

counting on the "Sherman's Lagoon" universe, which satirically pokes fun at every-

thing from domestic relations to international crises, to fill this void.

FUTURE FILE

As intoxicating an environment as the

Bay Area multimedia community may
be, there have been few break-out success sto-

ries of turning silicon into gold. Though he has

had good sales in Europe, Ed Dua admits that

it will be some time before Morgan the Mon-
key's titles really start taking off. Balliere's

match.com has impressive venture backing to

go the distance, after building up a client base

of some 5,000 people. But since the product is

still in the testing stage, it is offered for free.

How much people will be willing to pay, if any-

thing at all, is an issue open for debate.

For now, the payoff isn't necessarily in strik-

ing immediate pay dirt in the form of a small

start-up going public. More accurately, it's in

having the opportunity to make a contribu-

tion to an evolving medium that, even in its

infancy, has made inroads into everyday lives.

E-mail anyone?

Krieger '90 (tkrieg@sirius.com) is a freelance

writer living m San Francisco. His articles have

appeared in The New York Times, SPIN, and

WIRED.

GOING SOLO

At the opposite end of the spectrum sits Jim Toomey

B.S.E. '83 in his Pacific Heights studio, quietly

building a very individualistic project. Toomey has al-

ready flirted with fame, from his college days as The

Chronicle's own political cartoonist to the more recent

debut of his cartoon "Sherman's Lagoon" for The

Washington Post's Sunday comics. He now finds himself

looking to multimedia as the ultimate creative tool for

distributing his work.

Since his occupation as a syndicated cartoonist takes
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GRANT HILL: A RISING STAR

BY BRIDGET BOOHER

"I think the one thing I miss is that normalcy,

where you can just fit in with friends and not stick out."

Grant Hill '94 is everywhere. The for-

mer Duke basketball star—and now
Detroit Piston—is a spokesman for,

among other products, shoes (Fila), sodas

(Sprite), and cereal (Frosted Mini-Wheats).

His face has appeared on the cover of GQ
(with the provocative headline, "Can Grant

Hill Save Sports?") and People magazine

picked him as one of this year's fifty Most

Beautiful People. Named Rookie of the Year

in his inaugural NBA season (he has an eight-

year, $45 -million contract), Hill played in last

year's All-Star game and was selected for next

year's Olympic Dream Team. With a schedule

that would weary even the most seasoned

politician, Hill spent the off season making

promotional appearances at basketball camps,

inner-city leagues, and Special Olympics

events—and even squeezed in an appearance

in an R&B music video this summer.

Hill's star has risen quickly, thanks to a sin-

gular blend of qualities. He's a natural athlete,

both intuitive and driven. A native of Reston,

Virginia, Hill was a highly-recruited high

school player destined for the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill until a cour-

tesy stop at Duke forever changed his future.

As a key player on the men's basketball team,

he racked up numerous awards and recogni-

tion, including two national championships

that had eluded the Blue Devils for decades.

His retired jersey, number thirty-three, now
hangs in Cameron Indoor Stadium.

But there's more to Hill than physical skills.

Raised in a strict but loving household, he

is the only child of two only children: Calvin

Hill, a Yale graduate and former pro football

player for the Dallas Cowboys, Washington

Redskins, and Cleveland Browns; and Janet

Hill, a Wellesley alumna and co-owner of a

Washington, D.C., consulting firm. The Hills

reared their son to respect authority, obey

the ground rules, be polite, and play hard.

This firm guidance paid off: Grant Hill is

gracious, funny, smart, and ambitious. Now,

as he heads a multimillion-dollar empire, he

still speaks often to Calvin and Janet, whom
he considers more like a brother and sister

than parents.

Even people who don't care about pro bas-

ketball like Grant Hill. A wholesome, depend-

able young man, he is the son every mother

would love, the date you want your daughter

to bring home. A teetotaler who's never

touched a drop of alcohol, he has a sterling

image that extends to his personal commit-

ments. He's the guy who got Fila to fund sum-

mer basketball camps for needy children as

Up, up, and away: Hill on

campus, above, and after

signing his multi-million-

dollar deal with the Detroit

Pistons, opposite
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Blue Devil dynamics: Hill and Cherokee Parks waiting courtside to get hack into the g,

part of his corporate contract. He also per-

suaded the company and Foot Locker to fol-

low his lead in financing repairs to backboards

and basketball courts in low-income Detroit

neighborhoods. And then there's the time he

quietly spent $10,000 of his own money on

Thanksgiving dinners, and then helped deliv-

er them to needy Detroit senior citizens. Is it

any wonder everyone wants a piece of him,

whether it's an autograph, an endorsement,

or a share of his wealth?

After living for a year out of boxes in a

condo filled with rental furniture, Hill has

bought and refurbished a house in a gated com-

munity in Detroit's exclusive Bloomfield Hills.

A week before he moved in, he came from a

meeting with interior designers and contrac-

tors to Ginopolis, a friendly, family-run restau-

rant in Detroit's Farmington Hills suburb.

(Hill and his father first met with the Detroit

Pistons management in one of the restaurant's

back rooms.) Over a dinner ofblackened catfish,

he spoke with Diike Magazine about his under-

graduate years, the problems facing Duke's cur-

rent basketball program, his parents' disciplinary

tactics, and the pressures of being famous.

Do you hove much privacy these
days?
No, not really. Maybe I'm spoiled because

the Pistons have their own plane, but I'm be-

ginning to hate airports now. Usually I'm fly-

ing in the morning and I'm tired, because I'm

not a morning person. And people come up

and want to talk with you. It's hard because you

want to be nice to them. That's why I come
here; I've known the Ginopolis family for years

and I can come here with my friends and hang

out and not worry about trying to avoid people.

When I was at Duke, I don't think I was

thought of any differently by my classmates. I

felt normal, whether it was in class, at parties,

or one-on-one with people. Maybe on the

court I felt stressful but, off the court, I was

normal. I think the one thing I miss is that

normalcy, where you can just fit in with

friends and not stick out.

In my new house, I'm putting in all the

things I want so I never have to leave the

house [laughs]. It's got a big theater room,

pool table, ping-pong table, game table, six

video arcade games, a big exercise/weight room
with Stairmaster, a half basketball court, a

twelve-person Jacuzzi. I've done a lot of

remodeling, landscaping, deciding on things

like color schemes and fabric. It's been a fun

project, but very time-consuming, since I'm

only in town two or three days a week.

At what point did you first feel

overwhelmed by the attention?
I felt overwhelmed from the start, and

things kept building and building. It's weird.

People ask, Did you think that all of this

would happen? And I say no, but in a way, I

have to say yes. Tony Lang ['94] and I used to

sit around as freshmen and talk about the

dreams we had, the things we wanted to

accomplish. And now, a lot of those things are

coming true. At least for me! So it's neat in

that sense, but it's also overwhelming. Every

day it's just hard to believe that it hap-

pened—and it happened so fast.

What do you do for fun?
You know, I had a lot of fun in college. I'm

a really boring person now. I used to go the

arcade, but I can't go there anymore because

there are too many people. So I had to bring

the arcade games into my house. I listen to

music, read, watch television. You know, I'm

just a typical twenty-two-year-old. I like to

gossip. I used to talk to the guys on the Duke
team about what was going on with different

players, who they were dating—things like

that. I like to stay with the mix. But that's

pretty much it.

Up until now, basketball was always fun. It

was just a game. Now, it's a job, and like any

job, when you leave it, you want to do things

that refresh you and aren't related to your job

so you can come back ready to do well. In col-

lege, you had your social life and school work.

We had fun. But now, it's different.

When I first got here, I went out to a couple

of clubs but I realized early on that going out

is work. Usually, you think of going out as fun,

but it's not fun. It's like you're running for office;

you have to be a certain way all the time.

Do people try to embrace you,
physically?

Oh yeah, definitely. I remember the first

time I went to a club here. When I go out I

like to sit back against the wall, listen to

music, watch people dancing or flirting, the

whole thing. I like to observe people. Well,

this young lady started dancing in front of me,

very seductively, running her hands through

my hair—well, I don't have much hair. It was

really embarrassing. I just told her to stop. I've

had women do some pretty crazy things when

I go out.

In high school, I couldn't buy a date. Now,
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women are slipping me their phone numbers

and it's like, where were all ofyou six or seven

years ago? Women, as well as men, can be

pretty forceful. It's kind of funny, kind of

weird, and kind of scary, too.

When I was a sophomore and Christian

[Laettner '92] was there, Christian generated

so much attention that when we traveled it

was like we were in a rock band and he was

the lead singer. And we were all parts of the

band—background vocals or guitar, key-

boards, whatever. We all were a main part of

the group, but he got all the attention. Now, I

feel as though I've broken off. Maybe I was

the bass player, and now I've started my own
group and I'm the lead singer.

Tell me about the inner-city basket-

ball league you started.

When I signed with Fila, I wanted to do

some sort of basketball league or camp in con-

junction with the company and the city of

Detroit. This is our first year. We have 250

kids; we had to turn a lot away. It's more than

a basketball camp, though. We teach them

the foundations of arithmetic and reading,

telling them that in order to play they have to

maintain a certain level in the classroom.

They don't have tests or report cards, but if

they don't come to class or participate, they

can't play. We're trying to create an atmos-

phere similar to [what they'll experience in]

high school or college.

What do you say no to?
It seems like nothing! It's like being a fish,

and there are a bunch of hooks out there.

Everyone wants you to get involved in their

charity, and you can't do every one. It's hard

to say no to something that's for a good cause,

but you can't spread yourself too thin. I've had

so many charities, and people wanting me to

invest money and go into business together,

I've got to learn to say no. I still have to learn

how to say that, because I still say yes a lot.

I've been really lucky, really fortunate

—

blessed in a way—because I have great people

in my life who've been there for me. My par-

ents and I have a special relationship, and

friends of theirs, and people in the communi-

ty where I grew up helped me along the way.

I know that not everyone is as fortunate as

I. Sometimes I feel a little jolt because things

are so good [for me] and they haven't been for

others. Guilt doesn't drive me to do things,

but I know how having people in my corner,

wanting me to do well, has helped me. And if

I can somehow help others, I hope it will have

as lasting an effect on them as it's had on me.

Your parents were fairly strict.

My dad was laid back, but my mom was

definitely strict. Let's get that straight right

now: [leaning into microphone] M} mother

was not laid back! My friends used to call her

"The General."

I'll tell you a story. My mother had this

thing about keys; if I lost a key to her house,

then I was offending her because I was irre-

sponsible enough to lose her property. There

is nothing worse than losing a key to my
mother's house. That was the lowest thing

you could do. And I'm really irresponsible, I

lose everything. So one day, I was helping my
friend move and we'd been moving all day

and I lost the key. I called my mom and said,

"Mom, we've been working hard all day"

—

trying to soften her up
—

"and I can't find the

key. It's somewhere here, I know, but I just

can't find it." And she said, "Don't come
home until you have the key."

We looked everywhere and couldn't find it.

Finally, it was after dark and my friend and his

mother drove me home. Everyone was quiet

on the drive [laughs], because they knew
what was in store. I looked over at them and

"I was going to

off the record,

but I hope the

[men's basketball te<

reads this and it

;ets them going."

said, "Will y'all just come to the door with

me? Maybe you can say how hard I worked

and she won't be as upset with you."

I think bringing them to the door made her

more upset. She opened the front door and

the first thing she said was, "Did you find the

key?" I said no. She said, "Go upstairs." She let

me have it.

Another big thing was curfew. I wouldn't

even go out with my friends because by the

time we got anywhere, I'd have to be home.

Didn't you ever rebel?

I was too scared to rebel! [laughs] That

wasn't an option. For example, I couldn't eat

anything after a certain time at night, and I

was too scared to get up in the middle of the

night to get something to eat. For one thing,

she had that mother hearing: She could hear

anything. If I got up in the middle of the night

to go to the bathroom, she's be standing

there in the hall in her nightgown and glass-

es. You see what I'm saying? It scared me!

You didn't want to get on her bad side,

whether it was me or a friend of mine or a

friend of hers. You wanted to keep her happy,

because you didn't want to see that bad side.

She demands a lot of respect from people, and

if you showed her any disrespect, she let you

know. She definitely lightened up when I

went away to college.

I remember coming back for fall break

freshman year. She told me that after I went

to college, I could do whatever I wanted. She

said, "Grant, I've raised you for eighteen years

and I trust you now. You have good judg-

ment." So I stayed out all night; I rode in as

she was going to work in the morning. And
she was cool about it.

Your father attended every game
you played. Was it ever distracting

to have him there?
I hope he doesn't take this the wrong way,

but he was kind of a nuisance. He won't admit

it, but my dad is not your typical fan, or par-

ent watching his son or daughter perform. He
worries too much, I think because he was an

athlete and played football—and you know a

football player's got to be a little crazy.

When I'm playing, he's envisioning himself

out there playing. That's why he always had

that stern look on his face, why he looked

mean and sulky. Mentally, he was in the game.

So after the season, he was drained. He's had

to relax a little bit for the NBA, because there

are too many games for him to get into it

mentally for an entire season.

With my mother, no matter what I do [on

the court], it's great. I could have a terrible

game and she'll say, "Grant, you played great."

First of all, she doesn't know. Second of all,

she's biased because I'm her son. But Calvin,

he's never satisfied. But that's cool because

I'm never satisfied either. And that's what

drives me.

[A middle-aged couple walks up. The woman
asks, "Are you Grant Hill?" He answers, "Yes,

how are you doing?" The man, looking very

earnest, says, "Hellooo, you are a real credit to....

to everything." "Everything," she echoes. Grant

smiles easily and replies, "Oh, thank you, I appre-

ciate it." They retreat, in awe.]

Does it bother you when race is

brought into discussions of your ac-

complishments? Or when you're
asked to represent a "black point of

view"—as if there were such a thing?

I've been black all my life and I'm going to

be black all my life. I'm not going to do some-

thing I'm not about. If it's not consistent with

what I'm trying to do in life, I'm not going to

get involved.
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When I was at Duke, the BSA [Black Stu-

dent Alliance] was protesting because the [goals

of the] Black Faculty Initiative hadn't been

met. There were fewer black faculty members

than before. And the BSA wanted me to get

involved. They said, "Grant, you have power,

you could make a lot of change on campus."

So I went to one of their meetings, but I was-

n't impressed with what they were about.

It wasn't a black thing, we were just on a dif-

ferent page. Some people criticized me for that

decision, but I don't think you have to join an

organization just to prove you're black.

Even now, because I'm a high-profile ath-

lete, people want me to take a stand on a lot

of different topics. Some athletes choose

to speak up about everything, some choose

to do nothing at all. If I feel there's something

wrong, I'm going to speak my mind. But just

because I'm an athlete, doesn't mean I know

everything. I'm only twenty-two years old. [He

turns twenty-three in October.] I'm still learn-

ing and growing. I'm still becoming an adult,

becoming a man. There are things I don't

know, or don't feel comfortable talking about.

You've seen the effects of poverty
on Detroit youth and senior citizens,

so you're aware of the social and eco-

nomic hardships within minority com-

ical career to address these issues?

Growing up in the Washington, D.C., area,

I was exposed to politics, and my parents

talked about what was in the news. And so it

always interested me and still does to this day.

[Politics] is something that I kind of wanted

to do. But I think once I'm done with this, I'd

rather have a job that's less in the limelight.

Being a politician is too much like what I'm

doing now. Some people live for that [atten-

tion]; I always thought [teammate] Brian

Davis ['92] would make a great politician.

What was it like for you to watch
last year's basketball team do so
poorly?

It was painful because, when I first got to the

Pistons, I talked so much trash to my team-

mates. First of all, the football team did well, so

I'd say, "Oh man, we're in the top twenty in

football, but just wait till basketball season

comes around. Then you'll know who's run-

ning things." And we did okay at first, but

once the ACC [Atlantic Coast Conference]

season rolled around.. .it was terrible. Guys

would put newspaper clippings on my locker

and tease me, give me a hard time.

A lot of people blamed it on Coach
Krzyzweski's absence.

It was more than that. [Looks at tape

recorder.] No, I'll say it. I was going to go off

"Just as there are

people who want m
to do well, there

are people out there

who want me to fail-

and who will try

to make me fail."

the record, but I hope they read this and it

gets them going.

Some of it had to do with Coach K not being

there, but the guys who are there now are dif-

ferent than the ones who were there when I

was there. We had Christian, Bobby [Hurley

'93], Brian, Thomas [Hill '93], Tony [Lang]—

a

bunch of guys who were real hungry and loved

to play. We liked to hang out and have fun,

but every day we were on the court working

out. And if you couldn't get to the court and

you weren't serious, we'd kick you out. I mean,

it was all business. We had that mentality.

The guys now—well, first of all, they haven't

done anything. They're walking around enjoy-

ing the success of their predecessors. Even the

fans were spoiled; they acted like, "We're Duke,

we're supposed to be the top team." And when
it didn't, they were like, "It's not supposed to

happen like this." Well, it's not going to hap-

pen if you don't work hard.

When Coach K was out, it was like, "Oh,

Coach isn't around, we can't do well." Back in

'92 if that had happened, our attitude would

have been, "Okay, let's show him. Let's show

him we can win without him." And that men-
tal toughness—it's the player. The players are

the ones who do it. We were mentally tough

and they weren't.

Actually, that's one of the things Coach K
taught us: "I'm going to drill you guys to

death, train you, prepare you, but once you're

on the court, it's just you guys. You guys make
me look good." He'd say that all the time. And
we took that attitude. It was our team: "Forget

him. We want to win."

I take it you didn't go to Cherokee
Parks' wedding this summer.
No, I was there. I'll tell Cherokee I was dis-

appointed. There was a lack of leadership [on

last year's team].

All of us on that '92 team had different back-

grounds. No two people were the same. But the

fact that we could put our differences aside

and come together and work together—that

was special. Not only did we play together, we
liked each other. We'd go bowling together or

to the movies. We would defend one another,

whether on the court or off the court.

You were planning to go to the Uni-

versity of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. What happened?

I wanted to go to UNC, but about two

weeks before [meeting with coach Dean
Smith] , I made a visit to Durham.

Just to get it out of the way?
Yeah. And I had a great visit. I realized this

was the best place for me. The school, the

people, the basketball program, the coaches

and players—it was just a perfect fit. I thought

with my brain instead of my heart. Sometimes

I wonder what would have happened if I'd

gone to Carolina, if I'd have won a national

championship in college or be where I am to-

day. But I think it's worked out okay, [laughs]

[Sheepishly] I didn't. I don't like to be the

bringer of bad news. I think I had my high

school coach tell him. Everyone who knew

me in high school knew I wanted to go to

Carolina. But then Coach K offered me that

Mercedes-Benz and that changed my mind.

[Hill looks poker-faced for a beat, then erupts

in laughter]. Nah, I'm kidding.
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[A man approaches the table, apologizes for

interrupting, and asks for an autograph for his

girlfriend's son. Hill obliges.]

What do you worry about the most?
[Softly] Failure. I worry about not being good

on the court, so I practice. I worry about being

knocked off this pedestal. I've worked so hard to

establish and build my reputation, something

so slight could happen—I could be in the wrong

place at the wrong time—and ifit does, I'm going

to be on the front page. I've got to be careful.

Cabin's moment: Grant's father, "not your typical fan,
"

watches, left, as jersey "33" is retired

I'm not the type of person who is doing

something wrong and looking over my shoul-

der making sure nobody finds out. But I've got

to be so careful with everything I do. I have to

think things through. Even in college, I had

to be careful. A lot of times, I would eliminate

myself from situations where the possibility

could arise that something might happen. I

just don't put myself in those situations.

When I got drafted, my friends and family

got drafted as well. Their lives have changed

in a direct way. Everyone has to be careful and

watch out because, just as there are people

who want me to do well, there are people out

there who want me to fail—and who will try

to make me fail.

Who would want you to fail?

Oh, there's plenty of people. Because of

jealousy, they wish bad things on me. You

have to watch your back because there are

people out there who will try to get you.

Trusting people is a lot harder. I was burned

a couple of times in college as far as trusting

people, and now I'm real cautious. I have a

tight circle of friends, people I trust, and I

don't bring anyone into that circle. It's weird

because I'm doing things I've always wanted

to do and I'm having fun doing that, but you

have to give up a normal life.

What would you be doing if you
weren't doing this?

Trying to get a job! [laughs] Passing out my
resume. Friends of mine from high school and

college would seek out my mother's advice,

and she's helped a lot of them get jobs. So if I

weren't playing basketball, I'd probably be

using that contact as well.

I think there's more to me than basketball,

but right now it consumes all my time, and

probably will until I'm done playing [profes-

sionally]. But once I'm done, I don't want to

be like Michael Jordan and keep coming back.

I'll want to move on. It's a small window of

opportunity, and it won't last forever, so I'm

going to get the most out of it I can. But once

it's over, it's over.

The way I look at it, basketball has been

very good to me, but there are a lot of other

things that I'd like to do in this world. One
day when I'm old and gray and I'm at a bar-

becue, I'd like to have basketball as just a

chapter in my life.
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UR0E T@ MERGE

ugust was a month for big deals.

a Disney and Capital Cities/ABC.

Westinghouse and CBS. Upjohn and

Pharmacia. Chemical Banking and Chase Man-

hattan. Time Warner and Turner Broadcasting.

Big deals indeed, but not altogether new

deals. "Mergers and acquisitions have been a

part of business for the last hundred years or

so," says Peter Brews, assistant professor of the

practice of management at the Fuqua School

of Business. Brews, who holds a Ph.D. in busi-

ness administration as well as a law degree,

had a major role in designing the Global Exec-

utive Program, Fuqua's advanced manage-

ment program for senior executives of

international enterprises. He began his career

as an investment banker in his native South

Africa.

Historically, most mergers have not met

expectations for financial success; many have

taken a severe human toll. But today's dealing

is done with a difference. Twenty or thirty

years ago, conglomeration—scooping up lots

of unrelated businesses—was in vogue. "That's

been shown to be an absolute disaster," as Brews

sees it, "because you basically are buying some-

thing you know absolutely nothing about, and

then you try to merge it and run it. It doesn't

work."

Today's phenomenon is a more "strategic"

coming together of competitors in similar bus-

inesses. And in many cases, the mergers are

being accomplished by combinations of cash

and stock or by all-stock transactions. The $13-

billion Upjohn and Pharmacia deal was a stock

transfer, as was the $9.9-billion Chemical and

Chase deal. That contrasts with the expensive

borrowing frenzy of the Eighties, which threw

merged companies into a big debt hole.

Even if today's merged companies aren't

debt-ridden dinosaurs, "bringing this off is not

easy," Brews says, "despite excellent strategy,

despite a wonderful idea, despite a good game
plan. There are lots of behavioral and cultur-

al reasons that inhibit success."

A bottom-line success may be no guarantee

of good for society. Analysts of mergers point

to odd and troubling scenarios, not just from

incompatible corporate cultures but from the

emphasis on "vertical integration." In the

merged media world, that means controlling

both programming and the means to distrib-

ute it. The transformation is from media com-

pany to media web. Think about Time Warner's

Time magazine reviewing a Warner film, or

Sports Illustrated reporting on the Atlanta

Braves—owned byTime Warner partner-to-be

Ted Turner. Brews thinks about it, but not to

the point of fretful concern. "I would say, let's

look at the evidence. Do we see owners real-

ly getting involved in editorial decisions? My
bias is to say no."

And that bias extends to anti-trust regula-

tion, which Brews considers outmoded for the

new world economic order. "In the 1950s,

when the United States was 50 percent of the

world in terms of productive capability, if you

were a monopoly in America, you were a mo-

nopoly in the world. But with the way pro-

ductivity has now extended across the globe,

with America now being 20 percent of the

world's output, I think there are many pro-

ductive entities around the world to keep any

local monopoly honest."

There are two forces behind the phenome-

non that made August so active. The new
merging is, first, a defensive response to cor-

porate inefficiency or over-supply. "If you

look at the banking world today, in many
cases the problem is that there are far too

many banks, far too many retail outlets, for

the number of customers around," he says.

Modern merging reflects, second, an interest in

creating global entities—an interest encapsu-

lated in the expansive outlook ofTime Warner.

Brews believes that, in fact, our "very active

market for corporate control" is a competitive

advantage for the United States. The capital

markets in Japan and Germany are much more

restrictive; among international competitors,

Britain comes the closest in openness. "So some-

body who wants to get hold of an asset, if

they're prepared to pay, will have the chance

to prove themselves. There are some unwant-

ed consequences. Yes, it does cause some de-

stabilization. But it also produces flexibility,

and it allows assets to be transferred to the

most efficient users, to the benefit of all."

Wasn't the model of the Nineties supposed

to be the lean corporation, not the mega-cor-

poration? "I think it's a matter of being both

big and small," Brews says. "If you look at the

media world today, to be a player you need

very large resource bases. But you also need to

be small, to be nimble, to be reactive."

Some might wonder what kind of nimble

gesture it is when a distant mega-bank shuts

down neighborhood offices and turns your per-

sonal banker into a vanishing asset. One study

predicts that over the next decade, half of the

nation's 59,000 bank branches will dissap-

pear—along with 450,0000 of the 2.8 million

banking jobs. This is, Brews says, the post-

industrial economy at work. "One of the rea-

sons why these assets are being shrunk is that

they have been surpassed by technology. The
consuming public doesn't want to go into

retail branches because they find automatic

teller machines much
more appropriate for

their lifestyles."

One lesson of the

mergers is that estab-

lished skills may be out-

of-date skills. In that

sense, the transition in-

to the post-industrial

world parallels the tran-

sition from the pre-

industrial world. The
change is wrenching;

the new workplace en-

sures the survival just and a chance to goj

of the most adaptable.

Says Brews, "People are going to find that they

are changing jobs and changing companies

fairly often."

Businesses, too, will be changing—merg-

ing, disappearing, and reinventing them-

selves. "It's going to be harder and harder for

corporations to stay afloat. The life cycles of

everything are getting shorter—except, hope-

fully, humans—and that includes industries,

it includes companies, it includes products.

You're going to see companies opening and

shutting down and entering and exiting fields

at a more prevalent rate than ever.

"If you dominate for a while, you probably

will not dominate for long: The more you

dominate, the more people are going to come

after you, and the harder it will be to sustain

a competitive position. If you're a Wal-Mart

or even a Microsoft today, it doesn't necessar-

ily mean that you'll be a Wal-Mart or a Micro-

soft tomorrow."
—Robert]. Bitwise

Brews: recent mergers are

a defensive response to

corporate inefficiencies
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The Duke Alumni Association (DAA)
met in early June to talk task force

results, be entertained by the athletics

office, and pass the gavel to a new president.

On Sunday, June 4, the board reviewed

reports from standing committees and task

forces that met in Saturday sessions. Ross

Harris 78, M.B.A. '80, Finance Committee

chair, reported favorably on the 1994-95 bot-

tom line. Revenues from travel and the Duke
Visa card were better than expected, easing

the pinch felt from university-wide belt-

tightening. Lifetime memberships number

1,450 and the life endowment is $811,000.

Ralph M. Delia Ratta Jr. 75 announced the

selection ofthe Awards and Recognition Com-
mittee for the Distinguished Alumni Award,

the Undergraduate Distinguished Teaching

Award, and Charles A. Dukes Awards for Vol-

unteer Service. (Recipients will be publicized

in the November-December Duke Magazine.)

Patricia Dempsey Hammond '80, who
chaired the Communications Task Force, pro-

posed a merger with the TechnologyTask Force.

Her group recommended strengthening the

dialogue among alumni, faculty and staff, and

students; using the World Wide Web to pro-

vide information about alumni programs to

graduates; and inviting more faculty members

to social and board occasions.

Reporting for the Task Force on Inter-

nationalization, chair John A. Schwarz HI '56

discussed a meeting with Peter Lange, a Duke
senior faculty member and administrator of

the university's international focus. Lange ex-

pressed a need for greater interaction between

alumni and current foreign students and the

value an endowment would have for foreign

students seeking financial aid in order to

attend Duke. At present, only domestic stu-

dents are eligible.

The Lifelong Learning Committee chair,

Marie Koval Nardone M.S. 79, A.H.C. 79,

reported that a five-day program is being
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Outgoing group: 1 994-95 board of directors of the Duke Alumni Association with Alumni Affairs staff at the Sanford Center

planned at the Duke Marine Lab. There

was unanimous committee and board agree-

ment that continuing education for alumni

should continue as a high priority of the

alumni association.

Robert T Harper 76, J.D. 79, Lifelong

Relationships Task Force chair, recommended

that future emphasis be placed on program-

ming initiatives: a directory ofprogram oppor-

tunities for alumni, accumulating and dis-

seminating all university event and resource

information to persons with disabilities, and

encouraging lifelong relationships through

greater volunteer involvement with all alum-

ni programs. Concerns about greater social

diversity will remain under review and dis-

cussion for each program committee.

Reporting for Michele Farquhar 79, who
met with her Technology Task Force on

Saturday, Sam McKnight B.S.E. '60, M.S. '62,

Ph.D. 70 discussed the ways technology could

improve alumni programs and services. The

committee agreed that the alumni office

needs to update its phone system with some

voice-mail capabilities, and alumni access to

the Internet should be examined so on-line

services can be developed full force.

Duke Student Government (DSG) vice

president Tackus C. Nesbit '97 reported on

changes and reactions resulting from residen-

tial life decisions. He said work on alcohol and

noise policies would occupy DSG during the

summer. Graduate and Professional Student

Council (GPSC) president Michael Tino

reminded the alumni board that this year's

commencement marked the first time that the

graduate and professional degree recipients

outnumbered undergraduates.

Robert Shepard, associate vice president

and executive director of university develop-

ment, reported that overall giving was up 3

percent and that Duke's $150-million goal

would probably be met. He also noted that

only Duke and Harvard had business, law,

and medical schools ranked in the U.S. News

& World Report national top ten list.
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Departing DAA president James D. Warren

79, following valedictory remarks, presented

the gavel to successor Harris. She noted that

it was time to bring action to the long-range

plan set forth by the university and the alum-

ni association and pledged to bring a height-

ened priority to alumni programs and service.

The meeting was then adjourned.

HONORING
ENGINEERS

Engineering honored three of its own in

April at the School of Engineering's

annual alumni awards banquet. Lewis

B. Campbell B.S.M.E. '68 received the Dis-

tinguished Alumni Award, Anita Joyce Hill

B.S.E. '85, M.S. '86, Ph.D. '89 the Young

Alumnus Award, and F. Reid Ervin B.S.M.E.

'42 the Distinguished Service Award.

Campbell became chief operating officer of

Textron Corporation after a rapid climb

through the management ranks of General

Motors. After earning his first patent for

designing a non-spill ice-cube tray, he quickly

advanced from product to production engi-

neering in GM's Inland Division, moving to

Detroit in 1979, where he worked with com-

puter-aided design and manufacturing, robot-

ics, and manufacturing automation protocol.

In 1982, he moved to GM's Rochester Prod-

ucts Division as general manufacturing man-

ager, supervising eight plants in five different

cities. Within two years, he was promoted

to manufacturing manager of Chevrolet-

Pontiac- GM Canada. He left GM in 1992 to

become executive vice president and CEO at

Textron, a supplier to the auto, aerospace,

and financial services industries and to

defense contractors.

Hill became a partner in a U.S. material

engineering consulting firm after winning

quick tenure at an Australian university. After

completing her master's, she was development

engineer at IBM's facilities in Research Tri-

angle Park. She was also a graduate research

chemist at Becton Dickinson and Company in

the Park before completing her doctorate. She
then joined the materials engineering faculty

at Monash University in Melbourne, Aus-

tralia, where she earned tenure within two

years. In 1991, she received Monash's engi-

neering faculty award and wrote three chap-

ters of the physics textbook now used in all

Australian high schools. She is a specialist in

polymers, metals, ceramics, elastomers, bio-

materials, and optical fiber sensors.

Ervin is a self-employed contractor and pro-

fessional engineer and a community leader in

Virginia's Tidewater area. He did postgraduate

work in aeronautical engineering at Cal Tech

and entered the U.S. Navy as an engineer in

naval aviation until 1946. He was discharged

from the Naval Reserve in 1952 as a lieu-

tenant. He worked for several firms as a

mechanical engineer before starting his own
company, Reid Associates, Inc., in Virginia

Beach. He served two terms as a city council

member and is a past president of the Virginia

Beach chamber of

commerce and

the Old Dominion

University Inter-

collegiate Foun-

dation. He was a

member ofODU's
President's Coun-

cil and was a com-

missioner with the

Tidewater Region-

al Transportation

Commission. He
has also directed

and chaired the

city's SPCA Budd-

ing Committee,

was president of the Kiwanis Club, chairman

of the Heart Fund, and president of the

Good Government Association. In 1991, he

received the Department of Defense National

Award for Value Engineering. He has served

as the engineering school's representative in

Duke's Half-Century Club and received a

Charles A. Dukes Award for Volunteer Ser-

vice in 1992.

Campbell Engineering's 1995

Distinguished Alumni Award

recipient

SPORTS HALL
OF FAME

Tennis, football, track, and wrestling

are represented in the latest quartet of

outstanding athletes chosen for the

Duke Sports Hall of Fame. Marc Flur '83, Bob

Pascal '56, Ellison Goodall Bishop 78, and

Hal McElhaney '57 will be inducted in cere-

monies on October 20-21, coinciding with the

home football game against N.C. State.

Flur stands as the tennis player with the

most wins in Duke history, with a spring

singles record of 110-29. He earned Inter-

national Tennis Association All-America

honors in 1983 and finished his senior season

ranked No. 15 in the nation in singles. The
1983 Atlantic Coast Conference Player of

the Year was also named Most Valuable Player

of the ACC tournament. He is the only

player in Duke history to earn five ACC
championships.

Pascal earned first-team All-America

honors as a halfback in 1956. He led the

Blue Devils in rushing two seasons in a row

and was named MVP of the 1956 Duke

team. During his tenure, Duke football com-
piled a 20-8-3 record, and captured the 1954

ACC championship.

Bishop is one of the most celebrated female

runners at Duke. She earned cross-country

All-America honors in 1977 and track All-

America honors in 1978. She was also an

Amateur Athletics Union national champion

and set four outdoor school records.

McElhaney was team captain and team

MVP of the 1957 football squad that went to

the Orange Bowl. As a fullback, he won the

blocking trophy two times. A two-sport ath-

lete, he also earned three letters as a grappler

from 1955 to 1957, winning the 1957 ACC
wrestling championship in the 191-pound

weight class.

AROUND THE
WORLD

B:
arbara DeLapp Booth '54, director of

alumni travel for the Alumni Affairs

office, has compiled nineteen different

international schedules for next year. "In addi-

tion to our tried-and-true offerings," says

Booth, "we have some new and exotic adven-

tures scheduled, including the Spice Islands,

a cruise on the sailing ship Sea Cloud, and

the road to Mandalay."

Duke Travel's itinerary for 1996:

• Antarctica, January 3-12;

• West Indies, January 21-29;

• Chilean Fjords, February 12-28;

• Transcanal Cruise, February 19-29;

• Salzburg, Austria, March 9-16;

• Bali and the Spice Islands, March 12-24;

• Waterways of Holland, Belgium, and

London, April 20-May 1;

• Iberia to Monte Carlo aboard the Sea

Cloud, April 29-May 6;

• Scandinavian Capitals and St. Petersburg,

June 20-July 3:

• Cruise Europe, July 2-19;

• Waterways of Russia, July 20-31;

• Alaska, August 2-14;

• Vintage Europe, August 31-September 13;

• British Columbia and Southeast Alaska,

September 7-16;

• Adriatic Cruise, September 10-22;

• Italy, September 23-October 6;

• China, October 11-27;

• Egypt, November 6-20;

• Road to Mandalay, November date to

be announced.

For more detailed information, and to get

on the mailing list, contact Duke Travel, 614

Chapel Drive, Box 90573, Durham, N.C.

27708-0573.
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As a veteran repWer^b Montana's

Billings GazetteWfamKk Millstein

'88 listens to his mare of logging de-

bates and long-winded politicians. But during

an assignment last December in the Canadian

Rockies, he found himself listening for sounds

few Americans have ever heard—the howls of

wild wolves.

Millstein had joined a Canadian trapper

commissioned by the U.S. government to cap-

ture wolves for relocation to Yellowstone

National Park. For several years, he had cov-

ered the planning stages of the park's contro-

versial wolf recovery project, which, after two

decades of debate, had finally received federal

approval in mid-1994-

Yet he could barely contain his awe, he says,

when he and the trapper came across a wolfs

paw print in the snow of Alberta's mountains.

For Millstein, seeing the track proved "a bit

disconcerting, in an exhilarating sort of way,

like speeding down a hill on a bicycle a little

faster than your mother would want."

His recollections of the trek through the

Canadian Rockies are included in his book

Wolf, published earlier this year by the Billings

Gazette. His first book, Wolf recounts the tur-

bulent history of wolves in Yellowstone.

Beginning with an account of government-

sponsored extermination campaigns that

wiped out Yellowstone's wolves by the 1930s,

Millstein goes on to discuss the recent fight to

return wolves to the park, after an absence of

more than half a century. He relates the gene-

sis of the recovery plan, touted by environ-

mentalists as necessary for balancing the

park's ecosystem and hotly contested by an

array of local interest groups.

Although he characterizes the process of

writing the book as "fairly intense," he says he

relished the opportunity to do historical

research and to include "the colorful details

you can't fit into a regular newspaper story."

This is evident when he describes a wolf

captured in Alberta, awaiting the journey to

Yellowstone: "The keen eyes, seemingly the

size of half dollars, belonged to a young male

wolf lying on a bed of straw in a chain-link pen

six feet wide, twelve feet long, and six feet high.

It looked odd among the heavy equipment,

picnic tables, and dry-docked buoys in the main-

tenance yard of a

provincial park in

western Alberta....

All around, high-

lands rolled and

dipped like bunched-

up carpet, carrying

the Athabasca River

toward the Cana-

dian prairies to the

east."

Before dedicating

himself to full-time

journalism, Millstein Millstein: answering over-

worked as a park vatbn's call of the wild

ranger at Devils Tow-

er National Monument in Wyoming and later

at the site of the Valdez oil spill in Alaska. In

1990, he earned widespread recognition when
Reader's Digest reprinted an article he wrote

for National Parks magazine. "The Quiet Kill"

investigated the alarming increase of poach-

ing within the parks. Since then, he has writ-

ten pieces for publications ranging from

Newsweek to the Los Angeles Times. The
Boston Globe carried his article about research

being done on Yellowstone's famous geyser,

Old Faithful.

His collection of journalism awards indi-

cates that readers are appreciating his work as

well. Honored by both the Greater Yellow-

stone Coalition and the Wyoming Wildlife

Federation as environmental writer of the

year, Millstein has garnered first-place awards

from the Montana Newspaper Assocation for

outdoor, investigative, and in-depth reporting

at Yellowstone.

His journalistic standards make him critical

of the quality of the media attention paid

to Yellowstone. "I'd like to see reporters delve

more deeply into questions like human over-

crowding in the parks, about what's being

done to develop policy that protects the park

but doesn't compromise people's chances to

go there."

He also challenges the media's tendency to

paint gloomy portraits of Yellowstone's finan-

cial future, in light of budget-cutting on

Capitol Hill. "Obviously, there are concerns,

but the crunch is healthy in a way. It makes

bureaucrats realize what's important and

what's not. Besides, I don't think the public

will stand for gutting the parks."

But the reintroduction of wolves to

Yellowstone carries a projected $13-million

price tag. And it faces resistance from ranch-

ers concerned about the safety of their cattle

and from outdoorsmen suspicious that public

lands might be closed in order to protect

wolves. Such detractors keep busy lobbying

their elected representatives to halt the pro-

ject's funding, which is, according to Millstein,

the one avenue of appeal left for dissenters.

Environmentalists counter that tax dollars

spent to transport wolves to Yellowstone and

for radio collar monitoring are being invested

wisely. They claim wolves are essential for re-

storing ecological harmony to an environment

in which prey far outnumber their potential

predators.

In his book, Millstein himself describes how
the presence of wolves might alter the park's

wildlife population: "Mountain lions can kill

more animals than wolves, but wolves may
usurp lion kills. Elk on alert for wolves may
troop out of fragile streambeds, letting willows

and other wetland plants flourish, creating

shelter for more songbirds. That, in turn, may
draw beavers to engineer dams to create new
ponds to hold more trout to bend the poles of

more human anglers."

Caught in the middle of this tug-of-war

between competing interests is the one group

that never asked to be involved in what

Millstein terms "probably America's most cel-

ebrated, most condemned wildlife recovery

project"—the wolves themselves.

So far, however, they have responded posi-

tively to their new home. Though officials

expected that no pups would be born this year

as the wolves acclimated to Yellowstone, two

packs have given birth already. These surpris-

ing additions promise to help offset the loss of

one wolf that wandered out of the park with

its mate and was shot to death.

Whether wolves will succeed in reclaiming

a foothold in Yellowstone remains to be seen.

Millstein believes that much depends on the

support humans give them. As he writes near

the conclusion of Wolf: "Anyone can work the

numbers. Tourists eager to see wolves and

hear them join in Nature's chorus may dump
millions' more dollars into the economy;

hunters displaced by wolves may take dollars

elsewhere.... In the end, dollars are fleeting.

What's not is the size of our world and our

place in it.

"And whether we can leave a place for

wolves."

—Stephen Martin '95
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Traditionally, bequests have been

a significant source of Duke's

financial support. Your bequest to

Duke will help to ensure Duke's

continued strength and

academic excellence.

High federal estate tax rates

significantly lower the cost of

making a bequest to Duke.

Join more than 1,500 other Duke
alumni and friends as a member
of the Heritage Society, an honor-

ary circle of University alumni and
friends who have planned an

estate gift to Duke.

Please contact:

Elizabeth H. Shabino or

Michael C. Sholtz

Office of Planned Giving

Duke University

2127 Campus Drive

Durham, NC 27708-0606

Phone: (919) 684-5347

Fax: (919) 684-4357

CLASS
NOTES
WRITE: Class Notes Editor, Duke Magazine,

Box 90570, Durham, N.C. 27708-0570

FAX: (919) 684-6022 (typed only, please)

E-MAIL: dukemag@acpub.duke.edu

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Alumni Records,

Box 90613, Durham, N.C. 27708-0613. Please

include mailing label and allow six weeks.

NOTICE: Because of the volume of class
note material we receive and the long
lead time required for typesetting,
design, and printing, your submission
may not appear for two to three issues.

i urged to include spouses'
names in marriage and birth announce-
ments. We do not record engagements.

30s, 40s & 50s
Charles R. Humphreys 34 has produced a

progress report on his research, Panthers of the Coastal

Plain, to be published by The Fig Leaf Press. He lives

in Wilmington, N.C.

William F. Womble '37, an attorney with the

Winston-Salem law firm Womble Carlyle Sandridge

& Rice, is this year's winner of the American Bar

Foundation 50 Year Award. He is a former president

of the N.C. Bar Association and current chair of its

senior lawyers' division.

Theodore Kozlowski A.M. '41, Ph.D. '47

was named to the State University of New York's

first Alumni Honor Roll. The award recognizes out-

standing professional achievement and significant

contributions to higher education and public service.

He lives in Lafayette, Calif.

Bob Wolff '42 is the 1995 recipient of the Ford

C. Frick Broadcasting Award presented annually for

"major contributions to baseball." He is in his 50th

consecutive year in sports television and his 57th year

overall as a sportscaster. He and his wife, Jane, live

in Rockland County, N.Y.

Marcus T. Hickman '43, Ph.D. '48, one of the

founding partners of the law firm Kennedy Covington

Lobdell & Hickman, L.L.E, is being honored by his

firm with a gift to the Charlotte symphony. The firm

is establishing the Marcus T. Hickman Associate

Principal Trumpet Chair of the Charlotte Symphony
Orchestra as part of its $300,000 contribution to the

Endowment for the Arts and Sciences.

Arnold B. McKinnon '50, LL.B. '51, chairman of

the executive committee of Norfolk Southern Corp.

of Norfolk, Va., is a member of Union Theological

Seminary's board of trustees, serving on its Academic

Affairs Committee. He was a participant in the

advanced management program at Harvard's business

school. He and his wife, Oriana, live in Norfolk.

Squires M.Div. '51 is the West Virginia

district governor of Kiwanis International. He lives i

Fairmont, W.Va.

William A. Brackney '52, an expert on estate

planning and tax matters and former counsel to the law

firm Petree Stockton, began a new business as a life

insurance consultant. He lives in Winston-Salem, N.C.

i.D. '52, Ph.D. '54, former

president of Williams College in Williamstown, Mass.,

was awarded the Bicentennial Medal for "distin-

guished achievement by a member of the Williams

community in any field of endeavor."

Edward R. Strain '52, a clinical psychologist in

Indianapolis, was awarded the 20th Anniversary Plati-

num Certificate. He has been listed in every edition

of the National Register of Health Service in Psychology.

Charles E. Gilbert '53 retired after 41 years

with Burlington Industries, Inc., where he was direc-

tor of purchasing. He is now consulting part-time.

He and his wife, Mary Belle Stott Gilbert 54,

live in Greensboro, N.C.

P. DeWitt B.S.M.E. '55 has been named
a Fellow of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, honoring his ten years of engineering

practice and his significant contributions to the field.

He is a professor a of mechanical engineering at

Purdue University and lives in W Lafayette, Ind.

Tal Smith '55 was named president of the Houston

Astros Baseball Club. He had been owner and

operator of the Houston-based Tal Smith Enterprises,

a consulting firm for professional baseball clubs.

Robert Ruffini '56 won the Senior Golfers of

America Association Championship at Sea Island,

Ga. He and his wife, Susan Erwin Ruffini '57,

a former winner of the Ladies Club Championship of

Lake Monticello Golf Club, live in Palmyra, Va.

'58, a Republican representative

from Towson, has been a member of the Maryland

General Assembly since 1971.

George K. Whyte Jr. '58, a partner in the law firm

Quarles and Brady, was named to the 1995-96 edition

of The Best Lawyers m America. The distinction is given

to approximately 1 percent of the nation's lawyers.

William L. Harrison '59 is a principal of a

forensic engineering company that assists insurance

companies in measuring large industrial losses.

He retired as a division manager for CRS Sirrine

Engineers. He and his wife, Pamela, live in Raleigh.

MARRIAGES: William L. Harrison '59 to

Pamela K. Gattis on Jan. 23. Residence: Raleigh.

60s
D. Shelton '61 is the chairman of the

board of directors of the Connecticut On-Line

Computer Center, Inc., a data processing servicer for

nearly 100 financial institutions in the Northeast that

processes data from almost 700 terminals at nearly

325 offices in Avon, Conn. He also chairs the board

of First Federal Savings and Loan Association of East

Hartford, Conn., and is chairman of the Community

Bank League of New England in Boston. He lives in

West Hartford.
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Peter Boyce '62 was made an officer of the

Order of Australia on Australia Day, January 26.

This citation, the highest honor awarded in Australia,

was for service to education, to international rela-

tions, and to the community. He is vice chancellor at

Murdoch University in Perth, Australia.

Paul Ervin Jr. '62, J.D. '65 is executive vice

president of the Foundation for Evangelism. He was

a senior partner in the law firm Ervin, McCullough,

and Sherrill and chief of staff for U.S. Rep. George

Darden. He and his wife, Katherine Horack
Ervin '63, live in Marietta, Ga.

E. Rohricht LL.B. '63 was named a

"leading attorney" as a result of a statewide survey of

lawyers conducted by the publisher of Guidebooks to

Law & Leading Attorneys. His selection represents less

than 5 percent of practicing Minnesota attorneys. He
is a partner in the St. Paul law firm Doherty, Rumble

& Butler and specializes in general business law.

'63 received the Faculty of

the Year Award at the South Carolina Technical

Education Association's annual conference. He is an

instructor at Florence-Darlington Technical College

in South Carolina.

Stewart Work Ph.D. '63, a chemistry professor

at Eastern Michigan University, was honored at the

Michigan Association of Governing Boards of

Higher Education's awards convocation. The award

recognizes two distinguished faculty members from

each of Michigan's 15 public universities. He lives

inYpsilanti, Mich.

I Knight A.M. '64, Ph.D. '66, a chemistry

professor at UNC-Greensboro who also advises the

chancellor on the institution's athletic program, was

elected vice chair of the national Faculty Athletics

Representatives Association.

B. Powell M.D. '64 is president and

chief executive officer of Roche Biomedical Lab,

Inc., a company created when Roche Holding Ltd.

merged its clinical laboratory business with National

Health Holdings, Inc. The new entity is the nation's

largest operator of medical test labs. He lives in

Burlington, N.C.

Bartow S. Shaw Jr. M.F. '64, a consulting

forester with the firm Shaw, McLeod, Belser, and

Herlbutt, Inc. of Sumter, S.C., is the 1994 recipient

of the South Carolina Forestry Association's Dis-

tinguished Service Award. The honor recognizes his

leadership in public affairs and his work to advance

professional forest management in South Carolina

and at the national level. He and his wife, Vicki, and

their four children live in Sumter, S.C.

Falcone '66, Ph.D. 74, M.H.A. '75 is

professor and chair of the department of health

administration and policy, College of Public Health,

University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center.

He is also a consultant on hospital and health affairs

in the Long-Term Care Resources Program at Duke

Medical Center.

Jack L. Gosnell '66, former U.S. consul

general to St. Petersburg, Russia, is now the senior

adviser to the coordinator of business affairs at the

U.S. Department of State. He and his wife, In-Mi,

and their three daughters live in Arlington, Va.

Byron E. Starns '66 was named a "leading

attorney" as the result of a statewide survey of lawyers

conducted by the publisher of Guidebooks to Law c?

Leading Attorneys. His selection represents less than

5 percent of practicing Minnesota attorneys. He
earned his law degree at the University of Chicago

in 1969. He is the chair of the public law department

at Leonard, Street and Deinard in Minneapolis,

where he specializes in environmental and other reg-

ulatory litigation and counseling. He lives in St. Paul.

Don M. von Schriltz Ph.D. '67, laboratory

director of DuPont's European Technical Centre and

director of technology for DuPont's engineering poly-

mers business in Geneva, is on the board of directors

of the American Society for Testing and Materials.

He and his wife, Regina Norcross von
Schriltz '65, live in Geneva, Switzerland.

A.V. Huff Jr. A.M. '68, Ph.D. 70, a history profes-

sor at Furman University in Greenville, S.C, is the

school's new vice president for academic affairs and

dean. He is also a minister in the United Methodist

Church and is listed in Who's Who in the South and

Southwest and the Dictionary of American Scholars.

John D. Kirby J.D. '68 was named a "leading

attorney" as the result of a statewide survey of lawyers

conducted by the publisher of Guidebooks to Law &
Leading Attorneys. His selection represents less than 5

percent of practicing Minnesota attorneys. He chairs

the public finance department at Dorsey & Whitney

in Minneapolis, where he specializes in urban, state,

and local government law. He lives in St. Paul.

Gary W. StubbS '68, a Navy captain, is serving

off the coast of Mogadishu, Somalia, with the

commander of Amphibious Squadron Five aboard

the amphibious assault ship Essex as part of the inter-

national task force assembled to withdraw United

Nations forces from Somalia.

John P. "Jack" Cooney J.D. '69, a partner

in the New York law firm Davis Polk & Wardwell, is

a Fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers.

He lives in Rye, N.Y.

Kern Holoman '69, a music professor at the

University of California, Davis, received the 1995

UC-Davis Prize for teaching and scholarly achieve-

ment. He and his wife, Elizabeth, live in Davis.

Thomas W. Murray '69 is senior vice president

and manager of the trust and investment division at

Central Carolina Bank and Trust Co. He and his wife,

Sandy, and their two children live in Durham.

Bryan E. Sharratt '69 is the deputy assistant

secretary of Air Force Reserve Affairs. He lives in

Arlington, Va.

70s
70 is president and chief execu-

tive officer of Kendal Corp., a charitable nonprofit

organization based in Kennet Square, Pa. The

company establishes and operates communities and

services for older people in accordance with the

principles of the Religious Society of Friends

(Quakers). He is also on the board of directors of the

American Association of Homes and Services to

the Aging. He and his wife, Martha, and their two

children live in West Chester, Pa.

70, who was with the American

Embassy in Santiago, Chile, has formed Showorks

Chile with partners in the U.S. to promote and

organize U.S. pavilions for American companies to

exhibit at trade fairs in Chile. He, his wife, Maureen,

and their three sons live in Santiago.

McLaughlin Ph.D. 70, senior scientist

at the Department of Energy's Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL), is the first faculty fellow in

the natural sciences at Hampden-Sydney College in

Virgina. He and his wife, Marilyn, a community

outreach coordinator for ORNL, and their son live

in Knox County, Va.

T. Scardino M.D. 71, the Russell and

Mary Hugh Scott Professor and chairman of the

urology department at Baylor College of Medicine in

Houston, was named Distinguished Service Professor,

the college's highest faculty honor.

James F. Zahrn 72, a certified public accountant,

is senior vice president and chief financial officer of

Springs Industries, Inc., a Fort Mills, S.C, company

that manufactures and markets consumer products.

He and his wife, Cynthia, and their two children live

in Charlotte, N.C.

D. Addison 73 is senior vice president

and trust division manager for the Riggs National

Bank of Washington, a multibank holding company

that serves the metropolitan Washington area.

Jayne M. Booker 73, a partner with Deloitte

and Touche, is director of the international lending

agencies practice in the firm's Pretoria, South

Africa, office.

M.H.A. 73 was re-elected

chair of Friends of the Library at UNC-Greensboro

for 1995-96. She is a member of UNC-G's School of

Nursing advisory board and Greensboro College's

board of visitors.

John A. Thorner 73, director of public affairs

and general counsel for the Water Environment

Federation in Pittsburgh, was appointed executive

vice president by the Air and Waste Management
Association.

J. Genn 74, Democrat and Maryland

state legislator serving his third term, chairs the

House Judiciary Subcommittee on Criminal Justice in

the Maryland state legislature. He lives in Bethesda.

Martha Dudley Keller 74, a development

consultant and community volunteer, was elected to

the Pennsylvania Humanities Council. She serves on

the board of directors of Waynesboro Hospital and

the Renfrew Institute for Cultural and Environmental

Studies. She lives in Waynesboro, Pa.

Walter C. Putnam III 74, an associate professor

at the University of New Mexico, teaches and writes

about French literature and culture. He has published

his second book, Paul Valery Revisited. He and his wife,

Valerie, and their two daughters live in Albuquerque.

Connie B. Bishop 75, a health-care executive

specializing in psychiatric hospitals and quality man-

agement, is a member of the Health Care Pilot

Evaluation Team for the Malcolm Baldridge National

Quality Award for 1995. She lives in Singapore.

75, a Democrat and state

representative from Silver Springs, chairs the House

Judiciary Subcommittee on Civil Law and Procedure

in the Maryland state legislature. He was first elected

in 1986.
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Neil Eggleston 75, who was associate counsel

to President Bill Clinton and deputy chief counsel

of the House of Representatives Select Committee tc

investigate covert arms transactions with Iran, has

rejoined the law firm Howrey &. Simon as a partner.

He heads the firm's white-collar criminal defense

practice in its Washington, D.C., office.

Paul Louis Gaus Ph.D. 75, a chemistry

professor at the College of Wooster, has written the

third edition of Basic Inorganic Chemistry, published

by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. of New York.

C. Lewis 75, a graduate of Harvard's

business school, is a manager at Scripps-Howard

Cable TV of Knoxville, Tenn. Her husband, Joe,

works in promotions at WBIR-TV in Knoxville.

They live in Knoxville.

Carl PatOW 75 has been named to the Malcolm

Baldridge Quality Award Board of Examiners. He is

an associate professor of otolaryngology at Johns

Hopkins' School of Medicine and an evaluator for

the Health Care Pilot Evaluation Team.

e 75 is now associate dean of students

at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C.

She was director of student programs.

Joseph J. Smallhover 75 was elected vice

chair of Democrats Abroad and became a member
of the Democratic National Committee. He is also

president of the Duke Club of Paris.

Sheryl Willert 75 is a director of the 19,500-

member Defense Research Institute (DRI) , the

nation's largest association of civil litigation defense

lawyers. A partner in the Seattle law firm Williams,

Kastner 6k Gibbs, she specializes in employment law

and labor relations. She is also a deputy prosecuting

attorney for King County. She lives in Briar, Wash.

ok 77 is the director of development

at the California Academy of Sciences, a private

nonprofit education and research institution and

Northern California's largest and most popular muse-

um. She was associate dean of development for arts

and sciences at the University of Virginia. She lives ir

San Rafael, Calif.

M.H.A. 77 i

vice president of the ambulatory services division

of Sinai Hospital in Detroit, Mich. He was director

of operations for the Detroit Medical Center's

Health-Care Centers. He lives in Sylvania, Ohio.

Douglas S. Lowe 78, a Navy lieutenant com-

mander, has returned to Gaeta, Italy, from a month-

long deployment in the Mediterranean Sea aboard

the USS La Salfc. He provides support to the officer

responsible for all naval forces operating in the

Mediterranean and the Adriatic.

L. Salomon III 78, a Navy com-
mander, assumed the duties of commanding officer of

Fleet Logistics Support Squadron Thirty in April,

relieving Navy commander John D. Fowler 75.

Attending the change-of-command ceremony in

San Diego were his brother, Colgate W.
Salomon B.S.E.E. '80, also a Navy commander,
and his father, Ferdinand L. Salomon II '51,

a retired Navy captain. He and his wife, Monica
Briggs Salomon '80, and their three children

live in San Diego.

Holly J. Winger 78 is a partner in the Stamford,

Conn., law firm Cummings & Lockwood. She was

mmjj.iJHj
PRESERVING ALFRESCO ART

Few would leave a

treasured piece of

art outside in the

elements, and yet most

people don't consider

the toll taken on art

work designed for open-

air settings. That's where

Save Outdoor Sculp-

ture! (SOS!) comes in.

SOS! is a Washington,

D.C.-based national

effort to document and
help preserve publicly

accessible works. In

addition to creating a

comprehensive data-

base of outdoor sculp-

ture, the three-year

project will raise public

awareness of the need

for the long-term care

such art.

The SOS! project is

conducted in every state

and many major cities

by a collection of pro-

fessionals and volun-

teers. Rachel Magruder
Allen and Karen Am-
rhine, roommates at

Duke and members of

the Class of 1972, have

been vital links in that

network.

As director of the

Smithsonian Institution's

Research and Scholars

Center at the National

Museum ofAmerican

Saving sculpture: Allen

in Washington, D.C.

Art, Allen helped forge

the partnership between
the museum and the

project's co-sponsor,

the National Institute

for the Conservation of

Cultural Property. She's

responsible for the In-

ventory ofAmerican
Sculpture (IAS) being

compiled with informa-

tion gathered by SOS!
volunteers and staff

across the country. The
IAS expedites the work
of researchers who can
scan the database by
such categories as artist,

title, material, location,

subject, owner, and
date. (The ISA is

reached throughTEL-

admitted to the state and federal bars of Connecticut

and New York, and is a member of the Defense

Research Institute. She and her husband, Joseph

G. Former Jr., and their two daughters live in West

Hartford, Conn.

R. Bach 79, a graduate of Penn's

Wharton School of Business, is president and chief

executive officer ofAVO International, Inc., of Dallas,

a provider of electrical test equipment and measuring

instruments for electric power applications.

E. Burford 79, former i

president and chief operating officer at CARTI
(Central Arkansas Radiation Therapy Institute), has

been named president and chief executive officer.

She is responsible for the operation of three CARTI
facilities, as well as the CARTI Foundation. She lives

in Little Rock.

John Patrick Colatch M.Div. 79, the chaplain

and Protestant campus minister at Allegheny College,

was elected president of the National Association of

College and University Chaplains. He and his wife,

Connie, and their two children live in Meadville, Pa.

Elizabeth Pryor Johnson 79 is a partner at

the Miami law firm Fowler, White, Bumett, Hurley,

Banick & Strickroot, where she is in charge of the

Calder's Nenuphar

NETatSIRIS.SI.EDU.)
Amrhine, managing

director of the New
York City-based public

relations firm OguVy
Adams & Rinehart, has

provided extensive ad-

vice pro bono. She's re-

viewed media materials,

been a faculty member
for national coordina-

tors' training sessions,

and helped launch

NewJersey SOS!
Thousands ofvolun-

heroes to abstract con-

temporary works on
public plazas. Acid rain

is a key factor in sculp-

ture degradation, with

additional damage
incurred by hurricanes,

floods, earthquakes,

vandalism, accidents,

and neglect.

SOS! has attracted

the interest of many
students, too. Thanks
to a B.N. Duke Schol-

arship, junior Brandon
Lampley worked with

Norm Carolina SOS! as

an intern at Charlotte's

MintMuseum a year

ago. More recently,

junior Catherine Boulle

study grant last year to

sculpture. Boulle

worked closely with

University Archives,

delving into historical

papers to compile accu-

rate information for the

across the country,

taking inventory and
assessing the condition

ofworks ranging from
eighteenth-century

RevolutionaryWar

"Outdoor sculptures

are often called the

orphans of the cultural

world," says Allen.

"People walk by and
don't see them, and
it's often unclearwho
has administrative

responsibility to care

for them."

firm's labor and employment practice. She and her

husband, Ethan, and their three children live in Coral

Gables, Fla.

Kurzrock 79 was elected a principal

of Towers Perrin, an international management

consulting firm. Based in the firm's New York City

office, she focuses on employee compensation for the

insurance and financial service industries.

Jonathon Truwit BSE. 79 is an

:

professor of medicine at the University of Virginia,

where he is director of Critical Care Medicine. He
and his wife, Jeanne Erickson, B.S.N. 79, and

their three children live in Earlysville, Va.

MARRIAGES: Barbara C. Lewis 75 to Joe

Mac Cable on April 7. Residence: Knoxville, Tenn....

Lee Mims 78 to Sally Ware on May 21. Residence:

Asheville, N.C.Andrew Michael Mayer '87

to Robin Mindy Gugick on April 8. Residence:

New York City.

BIRTHS: Second child and daughter to \

Putnam 74 and Valerie Putnam on Feb. 26.

Named Sarah Estelle...Third child and son to

William C. Eacho 76 and Donna Williams
Eacho 77 on Oct. 24, 1994. Named David

Walker.-.Third child and son to David E.
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Raderman 77 and Rose Ann Smiley 77 on
Nov. 2, 1994. Named Daniel Smiley Raderman...

Third child and second daughter to Ferdinand L.

i III 78 and Monica Briggs
on March 23. Named Rachel Ann-

Third child and first daughter to Jeanne
Erickson B.S.N. 79 and Jonathon Truwit
B.S.E. 79 on Nov. 3, 1994. Named Lauren Elizabeth-

First child and son to John Oskar Paulson 79
and Barbara Anne Hotchkiss on Dec. 17. Named
Thomas Hotchkiss.

80s
B.S.E. '80, a Navy

commander, is executive officer on the USS Hampton,

a fast attack submarine whose home port is Norfolk,

Va. He and his wife, Mary Beth Schmitt
Brandeau '82, and their two children live in

Virginia Beach.

Robert L. Frank B.S.E. '80, a Democrat and

representative from Reistertown, is a member of the

Economic Matters Committee in the Maryland state

legislature. He was elected in 1994.

Richard C. Gaskins Jr. '80 is the i

tal practice coordinator in the Charlotte office of

the national law firm Petree Stockton. The firm was

cited in an issue of The American Lawyer as having

one of the best environmental and employment

practices in the country.

A. Riddick III M.B.A. '80 is a corporate

vice president of Chicago's FMC Corp., one of the

world's leading producers of chemicals and machinery

for industry, agriculture, and government. He, his wife

Carol, and their two sons live in Wilmette, 111.

Dwayne Smith Ph.D '80 is a professor and chair

of the department of sociology, anthropology, and

social work at UNC-Charlotte.

Jamie Robert Wisser '80 is a diplomats of the

American Board of Surgery and is completing plastic

surgery training at the University of Medicine and

Dentistry of New Jersey, Robert Wood Johnson School

of Medicine at Camden. He and his wife, Natalie
Johnston Wisser '8.0, and their two children

live in Blackwood, N.J.

is a partner with Arthur

Andersen, an international accounting and financial

consulting firm, in Chicago. She and her husband,

Dave Underwood, and their son live in Evanston, 111.

is a general partner of

Odyssey Partners, a New York-based investment firm.

He and his wife, Martha, and their daughter live in

New York City.

Craig Justice '81 is manager, Asia-Pacific, for

Proxima Corp. of San Diego. He and his wife,

Kazuko, and their daughter live in Del Mar, Calif.

works as a freelance commercial

producer, and her husband, John L. Oates, is a gaffer

for films and commercials. They live in Manhattan.

Jennifer Nolte Stevens '81 works at Pacific

Telesis, where she is responsible for marketing/sales

communications at Pacific Bell Directory. Her
husband, Mark, is vice president of a pension man-
agement company. They live in Marin County, Calif.

Gary B. Strong '81, M.H.A. '85 was named vice

president, Health Care Delivery Systems, at The
MetraHealth Insurance Co., a new joint venture

company formed through the merger of the health-

care insurance operations ofThe Travelers and
Metropolitan Life Insurance companies. He was

division vice president, network operations, for The
Travelers' Managed Care and Employee Benefits

Operations. He lives in Bloomfield, Conn.

Robin Klatzkin Bochner '82 is decision sup-

port manager of the supply chain area at Lever

Brothers Co. She and her husband, Alan, and their

son live in East Hills, Long Island, N.Y.

I
'82 was named 1994

Pennsylvania Professor of the Year by the Carnegie

Foundation's Program for the Advancement of

Teaching U.S. Professors of the Year. He is associate

professor of religion at Haverford College.

Helene Schlackman Rod '82, who earned

her J.D. from Harvard Law School, is regional coun-

sel for General Electric Capital Corp.'s commercial

finance group in Norwalk, Conn. She and her hus-

band, Jonathan, a partner in a New York City law

firm, live in Rye Brook, N.Y.

N. Drake '83 is a partner with the

Cleveland law firm Hahn Loeser & Parks. He prac-

tices in the areas of business and corporate law, and
financial services and banking law. He lives in

Westlake, Ohio.

EQUAL ACCESS CARE

While the

country

moves to-

ward a health-care sys-

tem grounded in pri-

mary and preventive

care, Blue Ridge

Community Health

Services, Inc. (BRCHS)
has followed that course

of treatment for years.

Located in western

North Carolina, the

private, nonprofit cen-

ter serves

i

i four-county area.

Originally a seasonal

clinic with one physi-

cian serving farm work-
ers, the Blue Ridge

Health Center grew
into a four-site network
of clinics and health

centers and now boasts

a medical and support

staff of ninety and a

patient base ofmore
man 10,000. The staff

includes board-certified

physicians, family nurse

practitioners, physician

assistants, and certified

cianwho s

in HIV and AIDS pa-

dents. She says the

Center's philosophy is

basic. "We believe a

person's health care

comes first, regardless

of other social factors,"

she says. "We can help

people negotiate those

other factors. Everyone

improving the health of

nurse i

Polly Ross '83 is a

family practice physi-

To that end, Blue

Ridge accepts patients

regardless of ability to

pay. Medicaid and
Medicare are accepted,

as are other third-party

insurance payments. If

a patient has no cover-

age, fees are deter-

mined by household
income and family size.

Using a sliding scale,

payments may be as

low as $10 for an office

visit Blue Ridge

receives federal grant

money in addition to

patient revenue, and
operates in the black.

Besides basic care,

BRCHS offers a wealth

of educational services.

John B. Garver III '83, an attorney, is a share-

holder of the law firm Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson,

PA. of Charlotte, N.C. He practices in the areas of

business, employment, and domestic litigation.

Valerie Schwam Johnson '83, a solicitor at

Allen Allen & Hemsley, one of the largest and oldest

commercial law firms in Sydney, Australia, received the

Julius Stone Prize in sociological jurisprudence from the

University of Sydney's law school, where she graduated

with honors. She and her husband, Don, live in Sydney.

William Deaton Anderson '84, M.D. '88 is a

cardiology fellow in the cardiology department at

Emory University in Atlanta. His wife, Lisa, is a neu-

rology resident in Emory's neurology department.

They live in Atlanta.

Jill Bayer Ciporin '84 is president of the motion

pictures division of the Burnett Group, a marketing

communications and design firm in New York City.

She and her husband, Daniel, live in New York.

Fry '84 is a member of the

Alpha Omega Alpha honor medical society at Baylor

College of Medicine in Houston. She plans to do her

residency in obstetrics and gynecology or in pediatrics.

M.S. '84, a clinical

specialist in physical therapy at Fort Sanders Park

West Hospital in Knoxville, Tenn., does freelance

instruction in orthopedic and manual physical thera-

py. Her husband, Terry, is a senior electronics techni-

cian in Oak Ridge, Tenn. They live in Knoxville.

HHBEanM

It serves as a teaching

site to train other

family care physicians;

provides counseling,

transportation, and
home health care; and
conducts research in

preventing perinatal

substance abuse and re-

ducing infant mortality.

Ross isn't the only

staffmember with a

Duke connection.

Rosemary Irion B.S.N.

'75 is a family nurse

practitioner whose
specialty is pediatrics;

Margaret Marsden '82,

a certified nurse mid-

wife; Tammy Marines

*93, a physician assistant

who works with adoles-

cents through a school

health program; Christy

OehmlerMJi.S.'92,a
physician assistant spe-

cializing in diabetes

education; and family

medicine physician

Steve Lackey com-
pleted his residency in

1989 through the

Duke-Watts Family

Medicine program.

(Says Ross of the

ample Duke represen-

tation, "We know each

other primarily as

health-care colleagues,

except during basket-

ball season")

As other communi-
ties—particularly those

with insufficient med-
ical resources—grapple

with changing times,

Ross says she hopes

Blue Ridge can serve as

a model. "A lot of coun-

ties are struggling with

this issue. Right now,

most indigent people

either go through

health departments or

are overburdening

emergency rooms. And
people are starting to

realize that unless you
focus on primary and
preventive care, and
treat everyone in the

community, financially

the whole system will

sink. We're pretty pro-

gressive here. And in

the long run, that's the

best route t
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David Maisel '84, who earned his M.B.A. at the

Harvard Business School in 1987, works for the

Creative Artists Agency. He lives in Los Angeles.

J. Roe M.F. '84 is an area forester for the

Demopolis timber management district of Gulf States

Paper Corp. He and his wife, Jeena, and their son live

in Thomasville, Ark.

i4 was granted

tenure by the board of trustees at Carleton College in

Northfield, Minn., where he is an assistant professor

of classical languages.

James S. Christie Jr. '85 was made a partner

in the law firm Bradley, Arant, Rose and Whitean in

Huntsville, Ala. He practices employment benefits,

civil trial, and antitrust law.

Miles '85, M.B.A. '87 is director of

investment banking at Merrill Lynch & Co. She is

also responsible for the firm's recruiting efforts at

Duke and at Duke's Fuqua School of Business. She

lives in New York City.

K. Milliken B.S.E.E. '85, M.B.A. '89 is

manager of business development and planning for

Pentair, Inc. in St. Paul. His wife, Cathleen
McCurry Milliken '85, A.M. '89, started her own
business, Environmental Consulting Service. The
couple and their daughter live in Woodbury, Minn.

Timothy B. Newbold '85, who specializes in

the valuation of the stock of closely held businesses,

was promoted from senior consultant to manager in

the Valuation and Realty Consulting Group of

Deloitte & Touche in Chicago.

'85, a U.S. Air Force

captain, flies the KC-10A aircraft, the military air

refueling version of the civilian DC-10 aircraft. He
and his wife, Cynthia, live in Vacaville, Calif.

i Jr. '85, M.B.A. '90 is

an associate at Stephens Inc. in Little Rock, Ark.

He and his wife, Rachel Osleber Smith '87,

M.H.A. '89, and their two sons live in Little Rock.

Meye Thompson Ph.D. '85, associ-

ate professor ofNew Testament Interpretation at

Fuller Theological Seminary, is one of seven Henry

Luce III Fellows in Theology for 1995-96. The award,

one of the premier fellowships for theological scholar-

ship, recognizes "the excellence and creativity in her

approach to the study of the Gospel ofJohn." She

lives in Pasadena, Calif.

'85, who completed his pediatric

residency at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston,

works for Providence Pediatrics in Charlotte, N.C.

His wife, Odette Cianchini Valder '86, is an

assistant professor of psychiatry at Baylor College of

Medicine. They live in Pearland, Texas.

Paul Wick '85, M.B.A. '87 is managing director

of J.& W. Seligman & Co. in New York City, where

he manages the Seligman Communications and
Information Fund.

>od B.S.E. '85 is a senior

research engineer in digital signal processing applica-

tions at the Stanford Research Institute. Her hus-

band, William H. Wood III B.S.E. '85, M.S.M.E.
'89, earned his Ph.D. in mechanical engineering

design at the University of California, Berkeley. They
live in Menlo Park, Calif.

Od '86 earned her law

degree at the University ofTennessee. She and her

husband, Jason, live in Memphis.

Gant Massey '86 is pursuing his doctorate at the

University of Montana's forestry school, where he is

concentrating in the management and conservation

of riparian and wetland areas. He and his wife, Cindy,

live in Missoula, Mont.

Roderick Keith Parker '86, a director for

Boys & Girls Clubs of Metro Adanta, is one of 10

professionals selected by Boys &. Girls Clubs of

America's National Human Resource Group to serve

on its steering committee for the 1995 Program

Institute for the Southeast Region. He and his wife,

Angela, and their son live in Atlanta.

Odette Cianchini Valder '86 completed her

psychiatric residency at Baylor College of Medicine,

where she is an assistant professor of psychiatry. Her

husband, Stephen Valder '85, works for

Providence Pediatrics in Charlotte, N.C. They live

in Pearland, Texas.

L. Edelstein '87 received his doctorate

from the fine arts department at Harvard University,

where he was a visiting instructor in the landscape

architecture department at the Graduate School

of Design. He and his partner, Francisco Spinelli, live

in Florence, Italy.

S- Lucas '87 was cited for meritorious

service in the field ofTotal Force recruiting and

officer recruitment and awarded the Meritorious Unit

Commendation at Marine Corps Recruiting Station

in San Diego.

Paul J. Mosca '87, who earned a combined M.D.

and Ph.D. degree from the University of Virginia, is a

resident in general surgery at Duke Medical Center.

He and his wife, Katharine, live in Durham.

Scott R. Royster '87 is a principal withTSG
Capital Group, Inc. in Stamford, Conn. TSG
manages two private equity capital funds, including

a $225-million LBO fund raised earlier this year.

Alec Schramm Ph.D. '87 is an assistant professor

at Occidental College. He and his wife, Laurel
Haines Schramm '92, live in Los Angeles.

Rachel Osleber Smith '87, M.H.A. '89 is vice

president for Columbia Doctors Hospital in Little

Rock, Ark. She and her husband, Michael
lith Jr. '85, M.B.A. '90, and their

sons live in Little Rock.

Tess '87, M.A.T '90, a senior actuarial

analyst at Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. in Novato,

Calif., is an associate of the Casualty Actuarial

Society. He lives in Mill Valley, Calif.

Thomas Alan Burger Jr. B.S.E. '88 is a vice

president of Butler Capital Corp., a principal invest-

ment firm in New York City. He was project manager

with the Boston Consulting Group, Inc. in Chicago.

His and his wife, Elizabc
'88, live in New Canaan, Conn.

_....„.., Dilweg '88 works at Vanguard,

ONCOR International, a commercial real estate firm

in the Triangle area. He focuses on office leasing and

investment properties. His wife, Jamie Thomas
Dilweg '88, is studying health administration and

nutrition at UNC-Chapel Hill. They live in Durham.

Dove '88 is assistant to the chief

of staff for Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich. He
lives in Falls Church, Va.

Falk '88, a graduate of the University

of Michigan's business school, is marketing manager

for the CCW Group. He and his wife, Deena, live in

Greensboro, N.C.

A. Friedman '88 is a staff attorney in

the trademark division ofNBA Properties, Inc., in

New York City. He was a trademark attorney for the

U.S. Department of Commerce in Washington, D.C.

J. Koscielniak III '88, who completed

his pediatric residency at the University of Virginia,

has joined Raleigh Pediatric Associates. He and

his wife, Leslie Byrd '87, and their daughter live

in Raleigh, N.C.

Kroll M.H.A. '88 is director of federal

relations for the Healthcare Association ofNew York

State. He was on the staff of U.S. Sen. Byron L.

Dorgan. He lives in Washington, D.C.

A.M. '88 was one of

15 people profiled this fall as role models for young

minority women in the PBS six-part documentary

series Breakthrough: People of Color m American Science.

She teaches beginning calculus at UNC-Chapel Hill,

where she is a postdoctoral fellow. A Lumbee, she

founded Pembroke University's chapter of the

American Indian Science and Engineering Society.

Joseph Alley Jr. '89, who earned his law degree

at Yale, is a partner in the Atlanta law firm Arnall

Golden & Gregory. He practices in the area of corpo-

rate law, concentrating primarily on securities law.

Ph.D. '89 was granted tenure at

North Carolina's Elon College, where he is an assis-

tant professor of history.

consultant with

Towers Perrin in Los Angeles, is pursuing his M.B.A.

at Stanford University.

Celeste deLorge Flippen '89 is an associate

with the law firm Hopkins and Sutter in Washington,

D.C, where she practices communications litigation.

She and her husband, J. Brooks flippen, live in

Washington, D.C.

', an attorney, is an

associate in the Dallas office of the New-York based

law firm Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman &
Dicker. He specializes in insurance defense, commer-

cial litigation, and oil and gas.

Greg S. Martin '89 is a resident in internal medi-

cine at Vanderbilt University Hospital, where his wife,

Stephanie, is training in orthopedic surgery. They live

in Nashville, Tenn.

Paul D. Seeman '89 completed a six-month

deployment to the Mediterranean and Adriatic seas,

serving off the coast of Bosnia-Herzegovina aboard

the USS Gunston Hall.

Alan J. Skoultchi B.S.E.E. '89, a graduate of

the University of Medicine and Dentistry ofNew
Jersey-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, is doing

a residency in orthopedic surgery at Washington

University in St. Louis.

MARRIAGES: Jean Laupus '81 to John L.

Oates on June 25, 1994. Residence: Manhattan..
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CLASSIFIEDS

RESORTS/TRAVEL

ARROWHEAD INN,

Durham's coun-

try bed and

breakfast.

Restored

1775 plan-

tation on four rural acres,

20 minutes to Duke. Written i

in USA Today, Food & Wine, Mid-

Atlantic. 106 Mason Rd., 27712. (919) 477-8430;

outside 919 area, (800) 528-2207.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: New luxury water-

front house on Little Mountain, Beef Island, for

vacation rental. Three bedrooms, two baths, pool,

and spectacular views. Sleeps six. Beautiful beach

for great swimming and snorkeling. John Krampf
'69, 812 W Sedgwick St., Philadelphia, PA 19119.

(215) 438-4430 (home) or (215) 963-5501 (office).

LONDON: My delightful studio apartment near

Marble Arch is available for short or long-term

rental. Elisabeth J. Fox, M.D., 901 Greenwood Rd.,

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514. (919) 929-3194.

113 LONDON FLATS
FINEST SELECTION OF PRIVATE

FLATS IN LONDON
Highest standards, best locations: Mayfair,

Belgravia, Knightsbridge, Chelsea, Holland Park,

and Covent Garden

MINIMUM STAY OF ONE WEEK
Airport pick-up with each reservation

One, two, three, four, five bedrooms available.

$650 to $3,500 per week.

13 COTSWOLD COTTAGES
Near Tetbury

FINEST STANDARD
Located on a private estate with manor house

Filled with history and charm

Fully modernized to a very high standard

Studios to five-bedroom cottages

$650 to $1,200 per week

GRANADA, SPAIN, VILLA
for nine persons in four bedrooms

Pool, verandas, three bathrooms, sea views

$1,900 per week

JAMAICA VILLA
MONTICELLO, OCHO RIOS
Large sitting room, dining room
Fully modern kitchen, study

Four bedrooms, four baths, pool, pool house

Resident staff in private quarters

Helicopter pad, car

Electric gates, tropical gardens

$5,500 to $6,500 per week

BROCHURES AND REFERENCES,
CONTACT:

The London Connection

Mr. Thomas Moore
Telephone: (801) 393-9120

Facsimile: (801) 393-3024

PARIS-RIVE GAUCHE: Beautiful, fully furnished

and equipped apartment in heart of Paris. He St.

Louis, Notre Dame, Latin Quarter at your

doorstep. (617) 862-3304 (owner).

PARIS, MONTMARTRE, SACRE COEUR
Luxurious apartment in heart of romantic

Montmartre. Fabulous views of Parisian skyline,

Sacre Coeur, and famous rooftops. (617) 862-8468.

NEW ZEALAND: Primordial rain forests, fascinating

native ecology, stunning scenery, unlimited adventure.

Go where others don't, see what others won't in an
intimate, small group setting. Tours incorporating

off-season skiing now available. Black Sheep Touring

Company. (800) 206-8322.

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK ski rentals, luxury homes,

condos, B&B's. (800) 450-7298 (6768).

ST. JOHN: Two bedrooms, pool. Quiet elegance,

spectacular view. (508) 668-2078.

VAIL: three-bedroom, three-bath condo, nicely deco-

rated, fireplace, mountain views, owner (800) 222-4298.

OLYMPIC VENUE. Bed and breakfast in historic Druid

Hills (Miss Daisy's neighborhood). Great location, two

miles from the Olympic Circle. Bedrooms $200 per night,

three-night minimum. Efficiency apartment $250.

(404) 377-2930.

ANGUILLA: Three-bedroom, three-bathroom villa

overlooking Shoal Bay. Great beaches, snorkeling,

restaurants nearby. $180-$310/day. Molly Guyer
Goodnow (603) 352-7568.

M
TAYLOR HOUSE INN in

historic downtown Wilmington

offering Southern hospitality

in an elegant setting.

14 North Seventh St.,

Wilmington, NC 28401.

(910) 763-7581, (800) 382-9982.

FOR RENT

Beautifully restored 1800s log cabin. Three fireplaces,

heart-pine floors. Also dishwasher, washer, micro-

wave, electric heat. Hike the surrounding farm.

Sperryville, VA (703) 364-1167.

FRANCE, DORDOGNE: Attractive two-bedroom

house, garden in medieval village. (513) 221-1253.

VAIL: Spacious, sunny, four-level townhome.

Four bedrooms, three baths, all amenities. Sunroom,

Jacuzzi, heated garage, gas fireplace, cable + movie

collection. Long- or short-term available. (303) 759-

8175 (w); (303) 794-7609 (h).

BELIZE, AMBERGRIS CAYE: Three bedrooms and

three baths, pool, fully furnished residence with spec-

tacular view of Caribbean. Quiet elegance. Diving

and fishing. (615) 373-3551 after 7 p.m.

FOR SALE

TREYBURN COUNTRY CLUB. Charming new home
overlooking the 18th fairway features three bedrooms,

two baths, 18-foot ceilings in living and dining rooms,

and a huge deck with ship rail. 2,111 heated square

feet. Contact Duke Management Company at (919)

286-6605 for more details.

QUALITY US. & FOREIGN FLAGS
Special Flags & Banners made to order

Aluminum & Fiberglas Flagpoles

Marian Zaren, 147 N. Main St.

Yardley, PA 19067 (215) 493-2134

MONTANA PROPERTIES, ranches, recreational

homes, hunting, fishing, skiing, hiking. Craig and

Tami Siphers, Properties West, (800) 981-LAND.

THE CHANTICLEER has a limited number of

1992-93, 1993-94, and 1994-95 yearbooks available

for purchase. $60 for one or $100 for two, shipping

included. Mail checks to The Chanticleer, 101-3 Bryan

Center, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708.

MISCELLANEOUS

LET ARRANGEMENTS
PLAN YOUR DURHAM EVENT

We're here! We have the resources, expertise, and
good taste to design and produce celebrations, class

reunions, private parties, tours, and conferences in

the Triangle. Eleven years' experience. Karen

Havighurst and Ruth Wade Ross (Duke '68),

9 Heath Place, Durham, NC 27705. (919) 489-5346.

For an upcoming article on violence in America,

Duke Magazine is soliciting stories from alumni who
have been affected by violence. Please contact Bridget

Booher, Features Editor, 614 Chapel Dr., Box 90570,

Durham, NC 27708-0570. You may also e-mail

your message to: almbhb@sysa.adm.duke.edu

PRIVATE, PERSONAL, PROVEN
INVESTMENT COUNSELING with

Warlick Capital Management
(201) 292-2855

fax (201) 292-1122

Pat Warlick '45, over 45 years' experience in money
management, former chief investment officer and

partner with a large New York mutual fund company,

is accepting a limited number of clients seeking

financial advice and money management
for long-term growth.

For a free brochure describing

his investment style, credentials, fees, and a

1-5 -year performance record, call today or write

WCM, 10 Park Place, Morristown, NJ 07960.

DUKE CATHOLIC ALUMS BEFORE 1977: Would
like to add your name to our alumni list. Reply e-mail

to mcs@acpub.duke.edu or FAX (919) 681-8660 or

mail to Fr. Mike Shugrue, Catholic Student Center,

Box 99057, Durham, NC 27708-9057.

CLASSIFIED RATES

GET IN TOUCH WITH 60,000 POTENTIAL
buyers, renters, travelers, consumers, through

Duke Classifieds.

RATES: For one-time insertion, $25 for the first

10 words, $1 for each additional word. Multiple

insertions, 10 percent discount.

DISPLAY RATES (with art or special treatment)

are $100 per column inch (2 1/4" wide).

REQUIREMENTS: All copy must be printed or

typed; specify section (FOR RENT FOR SALE,
etc.) in which ad should appear.

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. Send check or

money order (payable to Duke Magazine) to:

Classifieds, Duke Magazine, 614 Chapel Drive,

Box 90570, Durham, NC 27708-0570.

We also accept VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOV-
ER, and American Express. No phone orders,

except FAX orders with credit card numbers and

expiration date: (919) 684-6022.

DEADLINES: November 1 (January-February issue),

January 1 (March-April issue), March 1 (May-June

issue), May 1 (July-August issue), July 1 (September-

October issue), September 1 (November-December

issue). Please specify issue in which ad should appear.
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Christine Marsh Shively '82 to Michael L.

Bayless on Jan. 7. Residence: Kirkland, Wash—
William Deaton Anderson '84, M.D. '88 to

Lisa Chandra Roeske on April 8. Residence: Atlanta-

Jill Bayer '84 to Daniel Theo Ciporin in October

1994. Residence: New York City-Page Ives B.S.E.

'84 to Mark Steven Lemel on April 30. Residence:

Jacksonville, Fla Pauline S. Looye M.S. '84 to

Terry L. Jones on April 1. Residence: Knoxville...

Mitchell Abbott Norrell '84 to Mandy Powers

on March 18. Residence: Simpsonville, S.C....Marie
Yu-Mei Lee B.S.E.E. '85 to Robert P. Marches-

seault on April 16, 1994. Residence: Boston...Don-

ald T. Saunders '85 to Cynthia M. Hanks on

March 11. Residence: Vacaville, Calif... Elizabeth
Anne Davies '86 to Jason Paul Hood on May 20.

Residence: Memphis...Stephen Labaton A.M.

'86, J.D. '86 to Miriam Sapiro on June 11. Residence:

Washington, D.C....Jim Rooney '86, M.B.A. '92

to Jennifer O'Connor '88 on Feb. 25. Paul J.

Mosca '87 to Katharine Mary Sidur in August 1990.

Residence: Durham.. Alec Schramm Ph.D. '87

to Laurel Jeanine Haines '92 on Dec. 31. Resi-

dence: Los Angeles...Mark Bixby B.S.E.E. '88 to

Theresa Ann Breckon on July 17, 1993. Residence:

Long Beach, Calif Richard Falk '88 to Deena

Hamdokh on April 8. Residence: Columbus, Ohio-
Gary Lee Goldsholle '88 to Theresa Marie Mor-

gan on Oct. 1, 1994- Residence: Silver Spring, Md—

.

Greg S. Martin '89 to Stephanie Bankson on April

23, 1994. Residence: Nashville-Wendy Sartory

J.D. '89 to Scott Link on March 4. Residence: Palm

Beach Gardens, Fla.

BIRTHS: First child and son to Pamela Hlrtchens
Albert '80 and Alan Albert on July 20, 1994.

Named Alexander Dylan—Second child and daughter

to Bonnie Beavers Anderson '80 and John L.

Anderson on Sept. 28, 1994. Named Juliet Spier...

Second child and first son to Jane Roycroft
Brasier '80 and Chris E. Brasier M.B.A. '91

on Feb. 12. Named Chris Eugene Jr.—First child and

son to Elizabeth Silkett Dahlstrom '80 and

Christopher A. Dahlstrom on Sept. 11, 1994. Named
Alexander Tillson-Son to Richard A. Franklin
'80 and Kathryn G. Franklin on Sept. 15, 1994.

Named Eric—Second child and first son to Leslie
Graves '80 and John Thomas Fucigna on Dec. 30.

Named John Thomas—Third child and second daugh-

ter to Monica Briggs Salomon '80 and

Ferdinand L. Salomon III '78 on March 23.

Named Rachel Ann...Second child and first daughter

to Tammy Elaine Wilson '80 and Roy M.
Roberts on Aug. 26, 1994. Named Samantha Joan

Roberts.. .First child and son to Deborah L.

DeHaas '81 and David C. Underwood on March
30, 1994. Named Eric Scott-First child and daughter

to Laurent Nicolov '81 and Deborah Vanis
NiCOlOV '81 on Jan. 26. Named Anastasia...Third

child and second daughter to Cheryl Bondy
Kaplan '81 and Mark Kaplan on Jan. 28. Named
Sophie Rose—First child and daughter to Jennifer
Nolte Stevens '81 and Mark Stevens on March
28. Named Suzanna Emily...First child and son to

Kathleen Conway Alperin '82 and Mark
Alperin M.B.A. '82 on Feb. 23. Named Mickey

James.. .First child and daughter to Maynard
Bronstein '82 and Melissa Z. Bronstein on April

27. Named Madeline Sasha...First child and daughter

to Deborah Sue Burkart '82 and Joseph
Lawrence Arena '84 on March 5. Named
Rachel Rose Idea.. .First child and daughter to

Kristin Klein '82 and William Donahoe on
March 9. Named Kelly Klein Donahoe...Third child

and daughter to Lisa Carlisle Funderburk
Miller '83 and Kevin L. Miller '81 on April 24-

Named Miriam Kathleen...Son to Cathy '

'83 and James McAuliffe on Oct. 26, 1994.

Named Garrett James...Second child and first daugh-

ter to Frederick K. Park '83 and Melanie
Marshall-Park '84 on May 11, 1994. Named Emma
Anne.. Twins to Michelle Kurucz Peel B.S.E.E.

'84 and Thomas Alan Peel '84, Ph.D. '90 on

Aug. 5, 1994. Named Grant Joseph and Lucas Charles-

Second child and first daughter to Isabelle De
Milde-Merlin '85 and Henry Merlin on Dec. 20.

Named Sarah—First child and daughter to Laura
Kottler Egerter '85 and Dean Egerter on March
17. Named Jennifer Chelsea—First child and daughter

to Cathleen McCurry 85, A.M. '89 and Charles
K. Milliken B.S.E.E. '85, M.B.A. '89 on May 14,

1994. Named Catherine Diana—Second child and

son to A. David Ryan B.S.E.E. '85 and Kelly
Perkins Ryan '85 on Dec. 12. Named Marshall

Steven.. .First child and son to Alexander Werth
'85 and Diane Werth on Feb. 15. Named Colin James-

First child and daughter to Marybeth Levin
Lapham '86 and Steve Lapham M.B.A. '86 on
Feb. 2. Named Kelly Lynn...Second child and first

daughter to Odette Cianchini Valder '86 and

Stephen Valder '85 on April 4, 1994. Named
Carolina Grace—First child and daughter to Leslie
Byrd Koscielniak '87 and Walter J.

Koscielniak III '88 on March 15, 1995. Named
Allison Layne...Second son to Rachel Osleber
Smith '87, M.H.A. '89 and Michael Richard
Smith Jr. '85, M.B.A. '90 on Jan. 31. Named Carter

Benjamin—First child and son to Mark Bixby
B.S.E.E '88 and Theresa Bixby on May 8, 1994. Named
Ryan.. .First son to Elizabeth Malone Burger
'88 and Thomas Alan Burger Jr. B.S.E. '88 on

Oct. 20, 1994. Named Thomas Alan Ill-Second child

and daughter to Rob Freedman '88 and Sheri

Freedman on April 10. Named Kendal Lee—Second

child and son to Ann Wells Dorminy '89 and

John H. Dorminy '91 on Feb. 26. Named Daniel

James—Second child and daughter to Celeste
deLorge Flippen '89 and J. Brooks Flippen on
Oct. 6, 1994- Named Emily Francis.

Meredith Boyd '90, who earned her M.B.A. at

New York University's business school, passed the

C.PA. exam and is a senior accountant with DBO
Seidman. She lives in Decatur, Ga.

Lisa Corson Britchkow '90, who graduated

from the University of Pennsylvania's law school in

1993, is an associate with the law firm Drinker Biddle

& Reath in Philadelphia. She and her husband,

David, and their son live in Berwyn, Pa.

Hunter Hogewood '90, MAT. '91 teaches

history in Montgomery County, Md. His wife,

Jamie Yavelberg '90, J.D. '93 is an attorney

with the law firm Crowell & Moring in Washington,

DC, where the couple lives.

Lynn Calvert Lenox '90, a claims specialist for

State Farm Insurance, was transferred to Phoenix.

She and her husband, Mark, live in Tempe, Ariz.

i B.S.E. '90 is an engineering coordi-

nator at Honda of America in East Liberty, Ohio. His

wife, Christine Priolo '91, is the Arcadia product

manager at Manor Care in Westerville, Ohio. They
live in Columbus.

in O'Connell Mahoney '90 works at JP

Morgan, where she has completed an M.S. in the

accounting training program. She earned her M.B.A.

in finance at NYU's Stern School of Business and is a

licensed CPA. She is also membership chairman of

the Duke University Metropolitan Area Alumni
Association (DUMAA). She and her husband,

Martin, live in Hoboken, N.J.

C. Moore III '90, who earned his law

degree at Harvard and was a law clerk to the U.S. Court

ofAppeals judge for the 11th Circuit, has joined the Char-

lotte, N.C., law firm Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson.

'90 is attending Harvard

Business School. His wife, Victoria Stower '90,

who earned her M.H.A. at UNC-Chapel Hill, is

pursuing a career in health-care administration. They
live in Boston.

S. Pezzulla '90 is an attorney with the

law firm Pezzulla and Pezzulla in Towson, Md. He and

his wife, Ann, live in Sparks, Md.

'90 teaches English

and art history at Highlands Ranch High School. He
and his wife, Jean, live in Denver.

Bridget L. Snyder '90, a project manager at the

National Geographic Society, is the co-author of

Wisdom from the Walls, a humor book on graffiti, pub-

lished by Berkeley Publishing Group.

E. Valentine '90 is on the alumni rela-

tions staff at Nazareth College of Rochester. She lives

in Rochester, N.Y.

Yavelberg '90, J.D. '93 is an attorney

with the Washington, DC, law firm Crowell &
Moring. Her husband, Hunter Hogewood '90,

M.A.T '91, teaches history in Montgomery County,

Md. They live in Washington.

A. Francis Ph.D. '91, an assistant profes-

sor and director of the classics program at Rollins

College, has published a new book, Subversive Virtue:

Asceticism and Authority in the Second-Century Pagan

World, from Pennsylvania State University Press. He
and his partner, David Godfrey, live in Orlando, Fla.

William H. Heritage III '91, who earned his

J.D. at the Detroit College of Law, is an attorney with

the law firm Cox, Hodgman & Giarmarco, with

offices in Troy and Detroit, Mich. He and his wife,

Kathy, live in Southfield, Mich.

'91 is the Arcadia product

manager at Manor Care in Westerville, Ohio. Her

husband, John Maceo B.S.E. '90, is an engineer-

ing coordinator at Honda of America in East Liberty,

Ohio. They live in Columbus.

Rollins '91, an actuarial associate

at the National Council on Compensation Insurance

in Boca Raton, Fla., was named an associate of the

Casualty Actuarial Society.

Ph.D. '91, an i

fessor of psychology at Reed College in Portland, Ore.,

was awarded a two-year grant by the National Institute

of Mental Health for research on "The Development of

Coping with Angry Provocation." The project inves-

tigates how normal grade-school-aged children deal

with anger by having them play a biased video game

against an opponent (a same-sex child of the same

age) who has been instructed to win the game while

making provoking remarks.

'92, who earned his master's in
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Bisaiaaias
SUPPLY AND DEMAND

When a New
York Times

reporter

contacted Susan Athey
'91 for an article on
what it's like to be a

economics Ph.D. can-

didate applying for fac-

ulty positions, Athey
agreed to be inter-

viewed. Little did she

know that as the piece

progressed the focus

would shift from how
the academic profes-

sion chooses its newest
members to a front-

page, business-section

feature story on Athey
herself, tided"The
Top Draft Pick in Eco-

True, Athey was
courted by two dozen

universities, including

Stanford, UC-Berkeley,

Chicago, Princeton,

and Yale. And her dis-

sertation—she devel-

oped mathematical

tools useful for theo-

retical economists

studying problems with

uncertainty—caused

enormous excitement

among the academic

community. Although
Athey's advisers were
enthusiastic about her

work, she says, the

sudden outside atten-

tion was "overwhelm-
ing. It was distracting,

too, because I was still

a graduate student."

So, while trying to

finish up loose ends at

Stanford's business

school, the Maryland
native heard from
long-lost childhood

friends, received a

bottle ofwine from a

winery CEO, received

something of a pro-

posal by e-mail, and
got hundreds of phone
calls—including many
from New York traders

who were under the

mistaken impression

that Athey's work has

practical applications

to currency fluctua-

tions. (She accepted a

job offer from M.I.T.,

where she is an assis-

tant professor.)

At Duke, Athey was
a computer science

and math major until

she got a job working
on a research project

with economics associ-

ate professor Robert
Marshall. "He was the

most important profes-

sor I had at Duke," she

says. "He mentored
me, provided research

support, helped me get

scholarships my senior

history at the University of Georgia, teaches civics and

world history at Central High School in Macon, Ga.

Mike Deiffenbach '92 resigned as a radio sports

marketing director in Wilmington, Del., to embark

on an eight-month, forty-eight-state trip across the

United States. He plans to visit a number of Duke
alumni along the way. He can be reached through his

e-mail address MIKEDIF@AOL.COM

Kristine Eardensohm A.H.C. '92, M.S. '92 is a

physical therapist at a sub-acute rehab and nursing

facility in Virginia Beach. Her husband, Peter Stelter,

is a Navy lieutenant stationed on the Mississippi. They
live in Norfolk, Va.

Gerald T. Gschwind '92 is senior consultant

in the change management practice of Andersen

Consulting in Charlotte, N.C. He and his wife, Mary

Pat Duncan, a health-care consultant for SunHealth,

live in Charlotte.

'92, a Navy lieutenant, was

designated a Surface Warfare Officer after completing

extensive training aboard a Navy surface ship. He is

assigned aboard the destroyer USS Leftvjich, whose

home port is Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.

Brandon Christopher Moore '92 is a profes-

year, and encouraged
me to pursue a Ph.D."

Marshall, who has

since left Duke for

Penn State, also per-

suaded Athey to switch

majors to economics.

Despite her heavy
course load, she made
time for field hockey
and her sorority, Chi
Omega. (She was pres-

ident of the field hock-

ey club and an officer

of the sorority, each for

two-year terms.)

In the Times piece,

leading theorists

call her "a real star,"

"Superwoman," and a

potential Nobel Prize-

caliber economic theo-

rist. Although flat-

tered, she says she is

slightly uncomfortable

with the recognition.

"People don't usually

think of academics as

a field that can be
glamorous or exciting,

so I'm happy that the

article showed how
rewarding it can be,"

says Athey, who once

received a standing

ovation as a guest lec-

turer and who has

become a role model
of sorts for young
women interested in

the sciences. "But I'm

an expert on a very

narrow topic, and I

have so much to learn.

The publicity is inde-

pendent of what I'm

trying to do, which is

succeed in my career.

I have a lot ofwork
to do."

Athey: top draft pick in economics, pictured at Stanford's

business school

sional football player with the New England Patriol

His wife, Alissa Wray Trollinger '93, is a coi

selor at Alternatives Unlimited of Massachussetts.

They live in Attleboro.

J. Joseph Muster M.B.A. '92 is vice presider

at Wachovia Bank in Winston-Salem, where he is

manager of money market and municipal i

with its Investment Management Group.

'92 completed her sec-

ond year of medical school at UCLA. She and her hus-

band, Alec Schramm Ph.D. '87, live in Los Angeles.

G. Beamer '93 completed a six-month

deployment to the Persian Gulf and Pacific Ocean on

the Navy destroyer VSS David R. Ray.

Jason E. Claire '93, who spent the last year

working for a psychological research firm in Phila-

delphia, is pursuing a Ph.D. in clinical psychology at

SUNY-Stony Brook.

Bryan R. Clarke '93 is a relationship manager for

corporate banking with Wachovia Bank in High Point.

N. Hyer M.D. '93, a Navy lieutenant,

completed a five-month deployment in Antarctica

with U.S. Naval Support Force Antarctica.

Mina D. Jackson B.S.E. '93 returned from duty

off the coast of Haiti and Cuba with the Navy
Hospital ship USNS Comfort. Her crew treated more
than 100 military and civilian personnel during the

Caribbean deployment.

C. T. Mulligan '93 completed a six-month deploy-

ment to the Western Pacific Ocean and Persian Gulf

aboard the destroyer tender VSS Cape Cod, providing

fleet repair services for ships in the Persian Gulf in

support of the no-fly zone over southern Iraq.

Brad B. Newton '93 is a banking officer with

Wachovia Bank in Raleigh. He lives in Durham.

Hillary Schubach '93 works with the director of

sports marketing at George Washington University,

where she is in the master's program in sports market-

ing and management. She spent a year working with

the Washington Bullets basketball team.

Richard T. Scrugham Jr. '93 completed a six-

month deployment with Carrier Airborne Early

Warning Squadron 126 aboard the USS Dwight D.

Eisenhower in the Persian Gulf near Iraq and in the

Adriatic Sea, off Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Neal F. Triplett '93 is a loan administration

banking officer with Wachovia Bank in Greensboro.

Rob A. Barry '94 is pursuing his master's in the

management of technology at the University of Texas

in San Antonio. He and his wife, Jennifer L.

'93, live in San Antonio.

Robin S. Buck '94, who works for the Children's

Museum of Atlanta, is also a volunteer in the lan-

guage services department of the Atlanta Committee

for the Olympic Games.

MARRIAGES: Lynn Calvert '90 to Mark Randall

Lenox on Oct. 8, 1994. Residence: Tempe, Ariz....

Hunter Hogewood '90, MAT. '91 to Jamie
Yavelberg '90, J.D. '93 on Dec. 10. Residence:

Washington, D.C....John Maceo B.S.E. '90 to

Christine PriolO '91 on Feb. 11. Residence:

Columbus, Ohio...Alfred W. Mordecai '90 to

Victoria A. Stover '90 on June 17. Residence:

Boston...Meghan O'Connell '90 to Martin F.

Mahoney II on Aug. 6, 1994- Residence: Hoboken,

N.J....James S. Pezzulla '90 to Ann Marie

Oursler on Oct. 29, 1994. Residence: Sparks,

Md...Douglas Sean Smooke '90 to Jean

Marie Farina on March 18. Residence: Denver-
Paul Steffens '90 to Julia Goodnight on May 21,

1994...Lea Page Davis '91 to Matthew Donlon

Paul on May 27. Residence: Durham.. Debra Ann
Horner '91 to David Wisecarver Williams
'91 on Dec. 31. Residence: Birmingham, Mich....

Elizabeth Frankman Peters '91 to Julian
McClees Aldrige III 92 on April 23

Residence: Winston-Salem...Stephen Bradley
PottS M.D. '91 to Melinda Joy Clegg on March 11.

Residence: Durham.. .Kristine Eardensohm
A.H.C '92, M.S. '92 to Peter Stelter on Oct. 8, 1994.

Residence: Norfolk...Gerald T. Gschwind '92 to

Mary Pat Duncan on July 29. Residence: Charlotte...

Laurel Jeanine Haines '92 to Alec
Schramm Ph.D. '87 on Dec. 31. Residence: Los

Angeles. Jennifer L. Adamiec '93 to Rob A.
Barry '94 on June 5. Residence: San Antonio-

Theresa Marie Lloyd '93 to David J. Harris on

June 3 Alissa Wray Trollinger '93 to

Brandon Christopher Moore '92 on March
19. Residence: Attleboro, Mass....Julie A. DeCamp
'94 to Abraham D. Palmer B.S.E. '93 on May
27. Residence: Chapel Hill.
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BIRTHS: First child and son to Lisa Corson
Britchkow '90 and David Britchkow on Oct. 31,

1994- Named Jason Philip...Second child and first sor

to Chris E. Brasier M.B.A. '91 and Jane
Roycroft Brasier '80 on Feb. 12. Named Chris

Eugene ]r....Second child and son to John H.

Dorminy IV '91 and Ann Wells Dorminy '89

on Feb. 26. Named Daniel James.

DEATHS
i M. Brady '27 of Greensboro, N.C., on

Dec. 8. He was a native of Durham and a longtime

New York resident.

Sumter C. Brawley Jr. '29 of Durham, N.C.,

on Dec. 12. He was a retired prosecutor in the Dur-

ham County Recorders Court and a member of the

law firm Brawley & Brawley. He was an Iron Duke

and a past president of the Durham Blue Devil Club.

At Duke, he was a member of the golf team, captain

of the swim team, and a member of Pi Kappa Phi fra-

ternity. He was past president of the 14th Judicial

District Bar Association and of the Durham County

Democratic Party. He is survived by a daughter, two

sons, six grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.

George Gilmer Gannaway '33 of Draper, Va.,

on Sept. 26, 1989. He is survived by two daughters, a

son, a sister, and six grandchildren.

Robert B. Prentis B.D. '33 on Nov. 5, 1992, of

cancer. He is survived by his wife, Edna
'36.

M. Burk M.D. '39 of Decatur, Ga., on

Nov. 20, 1994. He was a retired physician. He was the

first Eagle Scout in the history of Adams County. He
served on the Decatur and North Adams school

boards for 17 years. He was a member of the Adams
County, Indiana, and American medical associations

and was an honorary Kentucky Colonel. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Dora, four daughters, eight grand-

children, and three great-grandchildren.

LeRoy A. Scott '39, M.Div. '42 on Nov. 2, 1994.

He was a minister for 41 years and a member of the

Western N.C. Conference of the United Methodist

Church. He was a member and Paul Harris Fellow

of the Summit Rotary Club and a member of the

Triad Orchid Society. He is survived by his wife,

Pauline; two sons; daughters Julia Scott '66 and

Ruth Scott '72; three stepdaughters; two sisters;

and nine grandchildren.

i Whitted Jr. B.S.E.E. "39 of

Winston-Salem on Dec. 12. A past president of

Duke's engineering alumni association, he received

the engineering school's Distinguished Alumni Award
in 1968 and served on its board of visitors until 1970.

He retired in 1975 after 30 years at Western Electric,

where he was an engineer in charge of management
and training. During World War II, he served as a

Naval officer in the South Pacific, retiring as lieu-

tenant commander in the Naval Reserve. He was a

director of Cybermotion Inc. in Roanok", Va., since

its founding in 1984. He was a member of the Forsyth

County Board of Social Sen-ices from 1986 until 1989

and a past president of the N.C. Genealogical Society.

He is survived by his wife, Julia; three sons, including

J. Turner Whitted B.S.E. '69, M.S. '70; a daugh-

ter, Frances Whitted Paget '71; two brothers,

including Gordon L. Whitted B.S.E. '49; and
three grandchildren.

William Thomas Epperson '40 on March 23.

He was a sales representative for A.E. Finley and

Associates of Raleigh before retiring in 1983. During

World War II, he served in the European Theater and

retired as a major from the Army Reserve in 1955.

At Duke, he was a member of Kappa Alpha fraternity.

He is survived by his wife, Margaret Hundley
'46; two sons; four grandchildren; and a sister, Joan
Epperson Englund '41.

Spencer H. Robb '40 of Gainesville, Ga., on

Nov. 26, 1994, of a heart attack. He was a past cabinet

member for Ala. Gov. Albert P Brewer. At Duke, he

was a member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity and a mem-
ber of the 1938 Rose Bowl Team. He was director of

security for West Point Pepperelle in West Point, Ga.,

before joining the FBI, retiring in 1970 as resident

agent in charge of its Montgomery, Ala., office after

26 years of service. He is survived by his wife, Ann, a

son, a daughter, a brother, and three grandchildren.

M. Shields '41 of Lemont, 111., on Aug.

6, 1994. He was the owner of Talbot Gauge &
Calibrating Co. in Washington, D.C. At Duke, he was

a member of the band and the choir. He was an Air

Corp lieutenant in the South Pacific during World

War II. He retired after 35 years as a volunteer mem-
ber of the Lemont Fire Department. He is survived by

his wife, Norma, and two sons.

Ernest D. Vail Jr. '41 of Middleton, N.Y., on
Nov. 1, 1994- He was a retired airline captain forTWA
and a Navy pilot during World War II. At Duke, he

was a member of the track team. He is survived by a

daughter, three sons, and six grandchildren.

Richard M. Livingston '42 of Larchmont, NY,
and Boca Raton, Fla.,on Oct. 5, 1994, of heart failure

while vacationing in Istanbul, Turkey. He was the

founder and president of Rye Industries, an electron-

ics manufacturing firm, which he later sold. He was a

national tournament official and member of the rules

committee of the U.S. Golf Association and the N.Y.

Metropolitan Golf Association. He was also director

of the Quaker Ridge Golf Club in Scarsdale, N.Y. He
was a benefactor of the Anti-Defamation League,

which his father, Sigmund, had founded in 1913. He
was a past president of the Mamaroneck Chamber of

Commerce, the Lion's Club, and the Sales Executive

Club of Westchester. He is survived by his wife, Mimi;

a daughter; two sons, including Spencer
Livingston B.S.E. '79; and eight grandchildren.

Robert T. Dunn '47 of Smoke Rise, N.J., on Oct.

25, 1994. A physician, he had been in private practice

in Wayne, N.J., and on the medical staff of Chilton

Memorial Hospital for more than 30 years. He earned

his M.D. in 1950 and became a founding charter

member of Chilton Hospital's medical staff in 1954.

He chaired its department of medicine from 1964 to

1976 and was also a member of its medical-dental

staff. He was on the hospital's board of trustees from

1970 until his death, serving as president from 1989

to 1992. He is survived by his wife, Marjorie, three

sons, two daughters, and two grandchildren.

T. Jackson '47, M.D. '51 of Sylva, N.C,
on Oct. 30, 1994, of a heart attack. He was a radiolo-

gist at Harris Regional Hospital, Swain County Hos-

pital, and the U.S. Public Indian Hospital in Cherokee.

He was a Marine Corps veteran of World War II and

a world champion skeet shooter. He is survived by his

wife, Beverly Neeley Jackson '47, M.D '51;

two sons, including Rex S. Jackson '82; two

daughters, including Debbie Jackson Ragan
M.S. '82; a brother, and four grandchildren.

McKoy '48 of Cape Coral,

Fla., on Nov. 17, 1994. A self-employed artist, she was

a member of the Cape Coral Art League and the

Pine Island An League, and a volunteer at Cape
Coral Hospital. She is survived by her husband,

James B. McKoy '47, three daughters, two sons,

and 17 grandchildren.

Martha Truelove Petra R.N. '51 on April 22,

1994, of cancer. A registered nurse, she had retired

from Shallowford Hospital and Dunwoody Medical

Center in Atlanta, Ga. She is survived by her hus-

band, Price.

J. Malloy Owen III B.D. '53 of Fayetteville,

N.C, on Dec. 1. A United Methodist minister, he

was host of television's Tfie Circuit Rider. For 41 years,

he was a pastor to churches in Greenville, Clayton,

and Raleigh. He earned his bachelor's in philosophy

at Davidson College in 1950. He was superintendent

for the N.C. Conference of the United Methodist

Church's New Bern district from 1980 to 1984. He
retired in June as district superintendent for Golds-

boro. He is survived by his wife, Pat; a daughter; two

sons, including John M. Owen IV '85; and two

grandchildren.

Fell '54 of Pensacola, Ha., on

May 17, 1994, of lung cancer. She is survived by her

husband, George, two sons, three grandchildren, and

her mother.

Patrick Clifford O'Shee Jr. '55 of Birming-

ham, Ala., on April 16, 1994, of a heart attack.

A minister, he was a member of Christ Episcopal

Church in Chattanooga. At Duke, he was a member
of Alpha Tau Omega. He was an adjunct professor of

English at the University of Chattanooga and taught

in prisons. He is survived by his mother, his sister, a

daughter, and a son.

Billy Hiram Parrish 56, M.Div. '61 of I

WVa., on Sept. 17, 1994, after a long illness. He
was a self-employed locksmith. He is survived by his

wife, Carol, a son, a daughter, a brother, and two

grandchildren.

William A. Moffett A.M. '59, Ph.D. '68 on Feb.

20 at his Pasadena, Calif, home, of bladder cancer.

Director of the Huntington Library in San Marino

since 1990, he was instrumental in breaking the 40-

year monopoly on scholarly access to the Dead Sea

Scrolls by opening the library's archives of 3,000 pho-

tographic copies to all qualified scholars, not just those

approved by the international team of editors previ-

ously limiting access. The Charlotte, N.C, native

earned his bachelor's at Davidson College and a mas-

ter's in library science from Simmons College in Boston.

After teaching history at colleges for a decade, he

moved into library work, first as library director at

SUNY at Potsdam and then at Oberlin College. He
was president of the Association of College and Re-

search Libraries in 1989 and 1990. Under his direction

of the Huntington, one of the world's largest indepen-

dent research libraries, the library was automated and

its endowment and collections were significantly in-

creased. He is survived by his wife, Deborah Ellen; two

daughters; two sons, including William Andrew
Moffett Jr. '82; a sister; and three grandsons.

Sara Kent Ellett Rogers B.S.N. '61 of Boyds,

Md., on Aug. 16, 1994, of a brain tumor. She was a

community health nurse for Montgomery County.

She is survived by her husband, Robert T.

Rogers B.S.E. '61.

E. Broach PA. Cert.

'

Ion Nov. 29, 1994.
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I J. Reifman J.D. 75 of Los Angeles in

1994. He was a partner in the Los Angeles law firm

Mayer Brown and Piatt. He is survived by his wife,

Cheryl, three children, his parents, and two sisters.

John Clark Miller 79 of Charlotte on Sept. 29,

1994- He was an attorney, specializing in manage-

ment and labor law. At Duke, he was an A.B. Duke
Scholar. He is survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Leon Miller of Charlotte; a sister; and two brothers.

Eugene Rossitch Jr. M.D. '85 of Wellesley,

Mass., on Nov. 18, 1994, of drowning while saving his

son in heavy surf at a Ft. Lauderdale beach. He moved
to the United States with his family from Cuba when
he was three years old, settling in Winston-Salem. He
was a Morehead Scholar at UNC-Chapel Hill, where

he earned his bachelor's. He interned at Boston's

Brigham and Women's Hospital, where he remained

as a resident in neurosurgery. He had a private neuro-

surgery practice and was also an assistant professor of

surgery at Harvard Medical School. He is survived by

his wife, Cindy, his son, and two daughters.

William J. Maschke Jr. 94 on Aug. 13, 1994,

in an automobile accident. He was preparing to take

a job as director of the annual fund at Southern

Methodist University in Dallas, Texas, where he was

to attend graduate school. He was one of two New
Jersey students named Newsweek Scholars in 1989.

He won several swimming medals as captain of the

varsity swim club at West Deptford High School and

was named to the Gloucester County Times' first-team

all stars as a senior in 1990. He swam competitively at

Duke for one-and-a-half years and spent two summers

coaching the Woodbine Swim Club in Pennsauken,

N.J. He is survived by his parents, two brothers, and

his grandparents.

trustee emeritus Edgerton
Norman Edward Edgerton 71, a former Duke

trustee and a past president of the alumni association,

died March 6 in Raleigh of apparent heart failure.

He was 96.

The son of a cotton mill owner and manufacturer,

Edgerton was bom in Raleigh and grew up in Selma.

After graduating from then Trinity College, where he

was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, he took

several courses at N.C. State University. In 1923, he

founded Raleigh Bonded Warehouse.

He was president of the Duke University General

Alumni Association in 1939 and a Duke trustee from

1941 until 1969, when he was made trustee emeritus.

He established the N.E. Edgerton Divinity School

Scholarship at Duke. In 1987, Duke awarded him the

Blue Devil, a specially commissioned sculpture given

to those who have "demonstrated extraordinary devo-

tion and commitment to the university."

He was the first chairman of the North Carolina

Hospital Board, a member and past president of the

Raleigh Chamber of Commerce, a seventy-year mem-
ber and past president of the Raleigh Kiwanis Club, and

past president of the Shrine Club, the Scottish Rite

Raleigh Consistory, and the Raleigh YMCA. He and

his mother donated the land for a YMCA boy's camp

named the New Life Camp. He also headed the Raleigh

Community Chest, now known as United Way.

He is survived by a granddaughter, a grandson,

and two great-grandsons.

Chapel hostess Meadie
Jackson Durham

Duke Chapel's first official hostess, Meadie

Fredericks Jackson Durham, died April 10. She had

been in declining health since suffering a stroke three

years ago. She was 96.

Born in Person County, North Carolina, she mar-

ried John N. Jackson in 1920 and moved to Durham
in 1927 when he began working for the university. In

1944, she became the chapel's first official hostess,

assisting families with more than 1,000 weddings

before retiring in 1966.

Her wedding activities were not confined to Duke.

She was frequently teamed across the state with for-

mer Dean of the Chapel James T Cleland, who
referred to her as his "quarterback." It was Cleland

who conducted the ceremony when the widowed

Jackson married Collie C. Durham in 1966.

She was active in the Asbury United Methodist

Church, the United Methodist Women, and was a

member-at-large of the King's Daughters.

She is survived by a son, Nelson P. Jackson
'53, a daughter, a stepson, a stepdaughter, three

grandchildren, six step-grandchildren, three great-

grandchildren, eleven step-great-grandchildren, and

one step-great, great-grandchild.

Botany professor Kramer
Paul J. Kramer, James B. Duke Professor of Botany

emeritus who came to Duke in 1931, died May 24 of

heart failure. He was 91.

He was a member of the National Academy of

Sciences, the most prestigious honor afforded an

American scientist. He was an expert in plant-water

relations, the physiology of trees, the effects of environ-

mental factors on plant processes, and nuclear mag-

netic resonance imaging of plant structures. His 1949

book, Plant and Water Soil Relationships, became the

bible in the field for decades afterwards. He was also

responsible for bringing to Duke the Phytotron, a

national facility that allows plants to be grown under

precise environmental conditions.

The author of more than 200 scientific publica-

tions, Kramer earned the Distinguished Service

Award of the American Institute of Biological

Sciences and membership in the Academy of Arts

and Sciences. He was awarded honorary degrees by

the University of North Carolina; Miami University,

where he earned his bachelor's degree; The Ohio
State University, where he earned his master's and

Ph.D.; and the Sorbonne in Paris.

He is survived by his wife, Edith; a daughter,

Jean Kramer Findeis '55; and a son,

Richard V. Kramer '58. A memorial service was

held in Sarah P Duke Gardens, where Kramer was

director from 1945 to 1974.

Psychology professor Banham
Katherine May Banham, a specialist in child devel-

opment and the first woman to be awarded tenure in

Duke's psychology department, died in May in her

native Buckinghamshire, England. She was 97.

She earned early degrees at the University of

Manchester and the University of Cambridge and her

master's degree at the University of Toronto. She was

one of the first women to earn a Ph.D. from the Uni-

versity of Montreal. She was the first woman on the

psychology and philosophy faculty at Montreal and the

first in her department when she came to teach at Duke

in 1937- She retired in 1956 as associate professor.

She published widely on the social and emotional

development of the preschool child and devised four

major reading and development tests for groups spe-

cializing in measuring mental development. In Dur-

ham, she helped found the Child Guidance Clinic

and became its first clinical psychologist. In 1969, she

and fellow psychologist Wally Reichenberg-Hackett

founded the Duke University Nursery School in the

process of designing a child and infant development

psychology program at Duke.

She is survived by a sister and a niece.

Duke: For a Lifetime

Your life income gift to Duke
pays dividends in many ways.

There are several options to

choose from depending on your

age, your needs, and the way
you fund the gift. A life in-

come gift provides the follow-

ing benefits:

• A stream of income for the

lifetime of the donor and/or the

donor's spouse or for a term of

up to twenty years.

• A charitable income tax

deduction.

• An opportunity to establish

an endowed fund at Duke in

your name, the name of a loved

one, or as a lasting memorial

tribute.

• Possible avoidance of

capital gains taxes on gifts of

appreciated property.

• A reduction in federal estate

taxes.

• Lifetime recognition by Duke.

The Office of Planned Giving

will send you a personalized

financial analysis showing how
a life income gift can benefit

both you and Duke.

: contact:

Elizabeth H. Shabino or

Michael C. Sholtz

Office of Planned Giving

Duke University

2127 Campus Drive

Durham, NC 27708-0606

Phone: (919) 684-5347

Fax: (919) 684-4357
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STUDENT
MANNERS
Editors:

Now just a little minute! Jean O'Barr, direc-

tor of the Duke Women's Studies program,

cannot blame her ignorance of manners on

being from the Midwest, as she does in the

article ["Has Society Lost Its Civility?"] in the

March-April issue.

I grew up in the Chicago suburbs, my hus-

band in a small place in Indiana, our daughter

in a Missouri college town. We all know that a

man walks on the street side when with a

woman. (Even our son-in-law, who grew up in

Brazil, knows it.) Jean O'Barr must find anoth-

er scapegoat for this gap in her education.

I recently spent a weekend at Duke, my first

trip back in forty years, and was charmed to

note that the undergraduate women with

whom I met stood up, very easily and natural-

ly, when I entered the room. The Jean O'Barrs

probably consider this ageism. So what? I am
old! Let the deference roll.

I suppose on this point, however, the Mid-

west does find itself inadvertently "EC"; this

sign of respect for age is one nicety we do not

deserve.

Margaret Knights Hultsch '54

Columbia, Missouri

KUDOS
Editors:

My commendation to you on your excellent

feature article on Eruditio et Religio ["Journeys

of Faith and Learning," May-June 1995] in

Duke Magazine, and for the second article on
preaching and the divinity school ["Reveling

in the Word"]. Both are appropriate and well

written.

I wanted you to know that I write more
than negative criticisms.

Wilson O. Weldon '34

Greensboro, North Carolina

DEFINING
FAMILIES

Editors:

I read with interest the letter from alumnus

Mark K. Seifert 78 in your May-June issue, in

which he castigates the university for extend-

ing spousal benefits to the life partners of its

gay employees. He accuses the university of

"pandering to the homosexual lobby." I wish

the gay and lesbian members of the university

community had a tenth of the lobbying power

Mr. Seifert seems to attribute to us.

Rather than being cause for concern, this

decision is analogous to one of the most sto-

ried chapters in Duke's history: "The Bassett

Affair." As many of you will recall, Trinity

College Professor John Spencer Bassett wrote

in the South Atlantic Quarterly that Booker T
Washington was the second greatest

Southerner after General Robert E. Lee.

Although many of Trinity's most influential

alumni and benefactors called for Professor

Bassett's head, the board of trustees not only

refused to fire him, they also issued a state-

ment affirming the academic freedom of all of

Trinity's professors.

Like the Bassett Affair, the partner benefits

decision will cause some intolerant members

of the Duke community to shy away. Like the

Bassett Affair, the partner benefits decision

will attract other, more progressive faculty and

students to Durham. Like the Bassett Affair,

the partner benefits decision will be of interest

in the future, not because of the decision itself,

but because anyone could possibly have found

it objectionable.

Michael G. Grable '92

Williamsburg, Virginia

Editors:

I was saddened to read Mark Seifert's letter

regarding President Keohane's plan to provide

health and other benefits to homosexual cou-

ples. He states that Duke's "active support for

and recruitment of persons in such unnatural

unions" is a "ludicrous embarrassment to

Duke and Duke graduates...."

Count me as a Duke graduate who is proud

and pleased that Duke realizes families come
in all shapes and sizes, and sexual preferences!

The Duke I love and cherish is the Duke that

challenged me to look beyond the narrow bor-

ders of my own world view and to dare to

embrace those whose ideologies may differ

from my own. Such a challenge has made all

the difference in my life and my ministry.

John Patrick Colatch M.Div. 79
Meadville, Pennsylvania

Editors:

I am appalled that once again virulent

homophobia poisons your pages, such as the

recent letter from Mark Seifert 78. I had

hoped that my fellow alumni were more
enlightened than that. Sadly, after this letter

and last year's barrage of homophobic letters,

I am not so sure.

I applaud President Keohane's recent

efforts to provide benefits to gay spouses. She,

unlike Mr. Seifert, seems to understand it is

an issue of tolerance and equality, and not one

of special rights or recruitment. Gay and les-

bian relationships are just as valid as hetero-

sexual relationships, and deserving of the

same rights and responsibilities. Offering

these benefits is not pandering to some lobby.

The real issue is to provide the same rights to

everyone, period.

Mr. Seifert dismisses gay relationships as

"consensual sodomy" and "unnatural." Such

hateful, judgmental declarations coming from

a supposedly educated individual is embar-

rassing. The Duke I know and cherish is one

that strives for open inquiry, not one where

closed-minded individuals spout unthinking

dogma and vitriol. "The normal compass used

by most Americans" to which Mr. Seifert

alludes is the belief in equal rights and toler-

ance. Mr. Seifert's moral compass is that of

bankrupt religious zealots afraid ofchange and

evolution.

Duke has taken a bold step to redress a

flawed conservative morality that treats gay

and lesbian orientation as an aberrant

"lifestyle" instead of a natural part of the

human condition. My relationship is natural;

Mr. Seifert's religious approbation is a

"lifestyle." Duke is better offwith this new pol-

icy and without Mr. Seifert's money.

Mark Fuschetti '81

New York, New York
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Editors:

The depressing, mean-spirited letter from

Mark Seifert 78 in your May-June 1995 issue

is, nonetheless, a necessary part of developing

real dialogue on human rights issues. Instead

of seeing the compassionate and inclusive ele-

ments in President Keohane's policy concern-

ing health benefits to homosexual couples,

Seifert tries to continue and deepen the polar-

ity among the ranges ofhumans with different

orientations and backgrounds.

When Duke transcends her narrow but

courageous origins by encouraging spiritual

pioneering in social issues, she—and

President Keohane—should be congratulat-

ed. I was sent to Duke at age sixteen by a

Methodist father, and the ferment of those

times did not prevent me from becoming

homosexual. Old Testament and Pauline stric-

tures do not apply in a world that does not

have too much real love and in which other

ways of generating life have to be found not

against, but along with getting precious chil-

dren. When we nurture any genuine human
relationship, we are generating life. Duke be

praised for vision and courage!

Will Inman (formerly BUI McGirt '43)

Tucson, Arizona

Editors:

In response to the letter from Mark Seifert

78 in the May-June issue, I expect that he will

get a lot of heat for his views even though he

showed no maliciousness. I just wanted to add

that I agree with him regarding Duke's policy

granting benefits, normally reserved for mar-

ried couples, to same-sex couples.

Heterosexual and homosexual unions are

not on the same level, as much as the politi-

cally correct wish to insist that they are. Do
not read more into this letter than is here: I

am not against homosexual men or women

—

they have a right to make their own decisions

and lead their own lives. It is not my business.

That does not mean that I must "normalize"

that choice or equate it with the natural union

between a man and a woman.

I would agree that Duke's "moral compass"

is a bit off here.

Lynn Levy Jahncke '88

Farmington Hills, Michigan

Editors:

Many of the intended beneficiaries of

Duke's and other domestic partnership pro-

grams, which Mark K. Seifert decries, would

be happy to marry but are prevented from

doing so by the misguided and discriminatory

policies of our federal and state governments.

Domestic partnership benefits are a positive,

albeit necessarily insufficient, effort to com-

pensate for the injustice of those destructive

social policies perpetuated by people who
share the prejudice and ignorance that Mr.

Seifert so clearly reveals in his letter.

Love, with whomever one may find it, and

family, however we each define it, need to be

encouraged and celebrated for the benefit of

all members of society. Mr. Seifert's ridicule of

homosexual love and family as "unnatural"

and "ludicrous" demonstrates that he is unfa-

miliar with homosexual women and men
and that his lack of knowledge has bred con-

tempt, an unfortunate but all-too-common
consequence.

Carl Stein M.H.S. '94

San Francisco, California

FOREVER A
FOREST
Editors:

I read your interview [Q & A, "Fighting

City Hall," May-June 1995] and I am very

much opposed to government putting a land-

fill in Duke Forest. It will suit me if Duke
Forest remains a forest forever.

In spite of Duke's willingness to feed at the

public trough, the Duke Forest is still private

property. Ifwe lived in a country where private-

property rights were enforced and protected,

we would not have an intrusive, rapacious

government. You would not have to go to

extremes to keep government out. As it is, you

probably have to use every trick in the book.

Sadly, I suspect the School of the En-

vironment and the university are less than

enthusiastic supporters of private -property

rights. Perhaps this threat to Duke Forest

will serve as a reminder of the importance of

private-property rights.

Travis C. Cork III M.F. '89

Conway, South Carolina

GUIDING
LITE

Editors:

It's nice to know that the university is tak-

ing such good care of its students. I'm refer-

ring, of course, to the new alcohol policy

described in the May-June issue [Gazette,

"Sobering Policy"]

.

"Learning the proper, moderate use of alco-

hol is a 'common part of the growing-up

process,' " says the report, and "it is 'appropriate

for the university to play a guiding role in that

process.' " Gosh, I wish we had had such guid-

ance when I was a student, with a few amend-

ments, of course. Maybe I wouldn't have had

to think so much.

Since heart disease and other health prob-

lems have been linked to high cholesterol and

fat, students should be taught how to eat

responsibly. Dining halls should be stocked

only with organically grown fruits and vegeta-

bles, leaves, grass, and mineral water.

Learning to eat properly certainly is a "com-

mon part of the growing-up process." Students

who have a note from their parents may have

access to special dining halls where beef

turnovers, fried chicken sticks, whole milk,

and ice cream are available from specially

licensed food servers.

Indeed, the administration could come up

with similar strategies on how to provide stu-

dents with proper views on abortion, gun con-

trol, affirmative action, Bosnia, Newt Gingrich,

and Bill Clinton; also, foul language, smoking,

spitting on the sidewalk, and hurting people's

feelings. Without proper guidance, students

might actually have to develop views based on
their own experience and independent

thought. Well, we can't have that; they might

make mistakes.

It's wonderful that students are so well

looked after. Certainly, the new alcohol policy

is a good first step, but Duke needs to be more

vigilant. Students cannot be allowed to have

any regrets, make any mistakes, or even make
any choices. This appears to be the role of the

almighty university today. Is it not Duke's role

to teach students to swim, rather than to toss

them into the pool with water wings?

Timothy N. Thoelecke Jr.
'86

Glenview, Illinois

SERENITY
SOURCE
Editors:

I refer to your review by D. Stephen Long of

Henry B. Clark's book on Reinhold Niebuhr,

Serenity, Courage, and Wisdom, in the May-

June issue.

In the mid-1940s, I once heard Reinhold

Niebuhr. His sermon made a tremendous

impression on me. He spoke fluently, passion-

ately, and without a note. I was particularly

interested in hearing him because I had car-

ried in my wallet a little card with the "sereni-

ty, courage, and wisdom" prayer, attributed to

Niebuhr, printed on it.

Recently, however, in reading parts of

Sidney Hook's Out of Step: An Unquiet Life in

the Twentieth Century (Harper and Row, 1987),
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I discovered the "serenity" prayer printed on a

page before the introduction. It was in

German (with English translation) and attrib-

uted to Frederich Christoph Oetinger (1702-

1782). It would seem that Niebuhr was not the

author of the well-known prayer. (So well

known, it was satirized in a "Calvin and

Hobbes" comic strip several years ago.)

I have not read Clark's book so I do not

know if he acknowledges or knows of the

Oetinger connection.

Bart N. Stephens '43

Lynchburg, Virginia

GRAMMAR
SCHOOL
Editors:

I applaud President Keohane's efforts to

raise the intellectual standards of the univer-

sity, as well as her efforts in Washington on

behalf of higher learning. I'm not sure about

her aesthetics, but her commitment to the

undergraduates is welcome.

I would like to encourage Duke Magazine to

take up the cause and adhere to a higher stan-

dard of journalism by correcting a common
but egregious grammar error. IfDuke Magazine

does not adhere to a correct grammar, who
will? (The New York Times! Whatever hap-

pened to the subjunctive in The New York

Times' Manual of Style 7
.)

To wit, one does not of his or her own
volition graduate from Duke University. We
graduate our students if they achieve an acad-

emic performance according to our standards.

That is why the verb "graduate" is said to be

"intransitive."

I am a believer in the American language as

being more fragile than its English parent, but

new use is not the same as misuse. We're not

about to let people decide that they "have

graduated" from Duke because the vulgar use

of the verb gives them such license, so I

suggest that you refer to alumni as "was grad-

uated" in such-and-such a year and that Duke
graduates "have been graduated."

David M. Henderson '68

New York, New York

ARGUING FOR
EVOLUTION
Editors:

I feel obliged to respond to Tracy Traynham
Marshall's letter, "Problem-Plagued Evolu-

tion," in the May-June issue. I become frus-

trated when I read arguments like Marshall's.

She writes that her "husband has done exten-

sive research into the 'science' of evolution

and has shown that the theory of evolution is

not only far from proven, but plagued with

unresolved problems."

Marshall goes on to list problems with the

theory of evolution related to time, natural

selection, mutations, and the fossil record.

(Surprisingly, she does not mention the theo-

ry of punctuated equilibrium, a popular point

among non-scientists as proof that the theory

of evolution is faulted.) However, never does

she cite her sources or explain in what capac-

ity her husband does his research. I do not

usually read letters to the editor and wonder

what the author's sources are, but in this case,

as a scientist and biology teacher, I am very

curious.

To refute some ofMarshall's points and offer

clarification:

• Time: Her argument about 5 billion years

not being enough time to accommodate evo-

lution is flawed because she assumes that

mutations are the only source of variation. It is

true that if mutations are to account for evo-

lution, we would need more time; not only are

mutations rare, but those which would confer

an advantage are rarer still. Evolution, howev-

er, is due to natural selection acting on varia-

tions produced, for the most part, not by

mutation, but by unique combinations of alle-

les during sexual reproduction. Variations pro-

duced by mutations are negligible (Campbell,

Biobgy). Among scientists, 5 billion years as

the proposed age of the Earth, with the oldest

fossils being 3.5 billion years old (Pon-

namperuma, Triumph of Discovery), is not

widely disputed.

• Natural selection: Marshall does not

completely understand the mechanisms of

natural selection. Just as artificial selection by

humans has produced domesticated plants

and animals via cultivating the best known
variety and then selecting the slightly better

for breeding or sowing the next generation,

natural selection has produced divergence of

character because certain heritable varia-

tions, which originated randomly and with no

purpose, have been favorable and have con-

ferred advantages to descendants. (See

Dawkins' The Blind Watchmaker for a discus-

sion of how complexity can arise in the

absence of design.)

• Mutations: As Marshall discusses, most

(expressed) mutations are harmful to organ-

isms. What she leaves out, however, are the

facts that mutations are rare and that even

when they do happen, they usually do not

even affect the organism (much of an organ-

ism's DNA does not seem to code for protein

products). So, mutations alone, whether

expressed as harmful or beneficial, cannot be

responsible for evolution. Whereas mutations

are the source of new genes, sexual recombi-

nation provides the random, unique assort-

ment of genes (Campbell, Biology). As written

above, in slightly different words, evolution is

the result of natural selection acting primarily

on variations produced by the fresh assort-

ments of genes during sexual recombination;

in that mutations are the source of novel vari-

ations, they certainly play a role, however

small, in the course of evolution.

• The fossil record: Her reference to a com-

plete fossil record is absurd. As scientists today

believe, and as Darwin predicted in The Origin

of Species, most species that have lived proba-

bly left no fossils (the conditions through

which fossils are formed are extraordinary);

most fossils that were formed have likely been

destroyed (by geological processes); and only a

fraction of the existing fossils have been dis-

covered (the chance that a rock containing a

fossil will become exposed is remote).

Additionally, Marshall's claim that "Darwin's

postulation that there should be transitional

links between species in the fossil record

remains unsupported" is false. For fossil-

ized transitional forms, I look to two (ofmany)

examples: Archaeopteryx (reptile —> bird),

perhaps familiar to many because it has been

written about for over 100 years (specimens

were first discovered in 1861), and Am-
bulocetus natans (wolf-like ungulate —

>

whale), familiar to those who are current in

the field of paleontology. Amhulocetus has

been called a "remarkable smoking gun" in

"the sweetest series of transitional fossils an

evolutionist could ever hope to find" (Gould,

Natural History, May 1994). I must add that

although Darwin postulated that there should

be transitional forms, he knew that they would

be difficult to find (The Origin ofSpecies, chap-

ters six and nine).

Marshall concludes her letter by writing: "If

the theory of evolution is untrue, then its

implications are unfounded, and articles like

yours ["Unearthing Ostensible Ancestors" by

Dennis Meredith, November-December

1994] are leading readers gravely astray."

Without even discussing the fact that a vast

majority of scientists support the theory of

evolution by means of natural selection, the

fact that she jumped to the conclusion that

the theory of evolution is untrue (as opposed

to "far from proven" and/or "plagued with

unresolved problems," written earlier in her

letter), is disturbing. A letter like Marshall's

can lead readers who are not well acquainted

with the subject to a dangerous state of mis-

understanding.

Amy E. Kemmerer '89, M.A.T. '92

Far Hills, New Jersey
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CAPTURING
THE RHYTHMS
OF THE SOUTH

^|^ t's not the kind of wall you'd expect

[
to see inside a well-appointed house

in a fashionable Durham neighbor-

hood, only a chip shot away from a

JAMES W. APPLEWHITE JR.

BY MICHAEL CHITWOOD

good yarn told to get you through an after-

noon is really a classic of Western literature,

you come to know the power of narration."

While he was learning his literary history, a

1 golf course. It's made of wide, rough

pine boards, scored here and there

1 with reddish streaks of resin,

^fl^^ When asked about the wall,

James Applewhite Jr. '58, A.M. '60, Ph.D. '69

immediately takes a visitor over for a closer

look, turning on a nearby lamp to illuminate

the boards' grain. What's also illuminated is

the life's work of this poet from eastern North

Carolina. These boards come from a tobacco

barn on the Applewhite family farm, the resin

cooked from them by years of tobacco curing.

Just as he's done in three decades of writing

poems, Applewhite has hauled the past into

the present, constructing something both use-

The poet and professor,

who describes himself

as "the only tobacco

farmer on the Duke
English faculty," has

assimilated his rich

heritage into an award-

war was beginning that would eventually

encroach, at least in Applewhite's boyhood

imagination, on the little town of Stan-

tonsburg. That encroachment would also give

the writer a lifelong obsession with flying.

From an observation tower built atop his

father's service station, Applewhite watched

for invading German planes. Even after the

local volunteers realized that the chances of

enemy planes making it to North Carolina

were slight, the young boy stayed on in the

tower, his imagination whetted. His book

Lessons in Soaring begins with a poem recalling

those days:

ful and ornamental, wedding the long gone to

the here and now.

It's a daily struggle for Applewhite. "We
have to assimilate history," says the Duke pro-

fessor of English. "The Southern experience is

a huge, dramatic, tragic experience and, for a

writer, that is both a strength and weakness."

This writer, starting out in the small Wilson

County town of Stantonsburg, has, through

seven award-winning books, turned that

Southern experience into a foundation.

From tobacco farmers in Stantonsburg to

the English faculty of a major university might

seem an unlikely journey. However, by the

time he was six years old, Applewhite had

already begun to assimilate literary history.

And the first-grader began a career in letters

with one of the most enduring tales in

Western literature.

Applewhite contracted rheumatic fever

during his first year of school and was put to

bed for a year. "This was just before the peni-

cillin treatment for the fever, and I'd become

thin and my ankles ached. I guess that year in

bed deflected me away from being a regular

kid. It removed me from being physically ac-

tive and threw me into my imagination, in-

creased my narrative impulse. I had a bache-

lor uncle who was a school teacher and he

would come to live with us in the summer. He
pulled out all the stops that summer, telling

me stories that I later came to learn were from

Poet, scholar, teacher, pibt, sailor: "One has this romantici.

Homer's Odyssey. He would mix those stories

in with tales from his own life, so it all seemed

equally real to me."

Applewhite was getting the tale the way it

had come down through the centuries in the

oral tradition. He would later find that a great

work of literature felt like a family tale to him.

"When you discover what you thought was a

I watched a bare sky,

Memorizing the chart of possible form:

Messerchmitt, Wellington, workhorse

Douglas.

Ideas absolute as the blue emptiness.

Those possible forms would eventually be-

come poems, but only after Applewhite recon-
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For Three Years

Carol Woods
Has Left The Other

Retirement

Communities Behind

J
For the third

consecutive year

Carol Woods has

been the only retire-

ment community in North

Carolina selected as one of the

20 best in America.

Published by Reader's Digest,

New Choices In Retirement Living

bases its selection on a number

of criteria including services,

facilities and setting—all of

which were rated as outstand-

ing. But what truly distinguishes

Carol Woods as one of the

nation's finest is its national

reputation for

financial strength

and stability, active

resident involve-

ment and exemplary health

care program...a program that

includes an innovative new

health center.

To find out more about

North Carolina's leading

retirement community and

to receive a free brochure

call Admissions

and Public

Relations at

1-800-518-9333.

CARDLWOOD5
RETIREMENT COMMUNITY
750 Weaver Dairy Rd., Chapel Hill, NC 27514* 1-800-518-9333

Carol Woods Is An Accredited, Not-For-Profit Community izdL£>

"The South ern experience

is a huge , dramatic,

tragic experience and,

for a writer,

that is bolh a strength

and w<jakness."

died his rural youth with the academic world

he found at Duke. His father, J.W. "Bill" Apple-

white St., had set the path, attending Trinity

College in the Twenties. But college life was

more daunting for the son during the Fifties.

In an interview for the North Carolina

Literary Review, he explained his initial reac-

tion: "Duke was a shock. Stantonsburg is a

town of a thousand people in eastern North

Carolina. Duke, even then, was dominated by

suave fraternity and sorority types who had

prep-school smarts and cosmopolitan back-

grounds. It was a big adjustment." He later

added: "I can't even characterize what all I did

believe and think as an undergraduate, but

the shock of mechanistic determinism and

utilitarian ethics and Biblical scholarship,

with the plethora of new ideas and theories,

was quite a lot to assimilate."

But assimilation is a specialty of his. The
country boy became the professor. He married

Jan Forrest and they had three children:

James W. Applewhite III '83, Jeffrey, and Lisa.

And, in addition to numerous books of poems,

he produced a scholarly work, Seas and Inland

Journeys: Landscape and Consciousness from

Wordsworth to Roethke. One the one hand,

that seems like a long way from Stantonsburg,

but on the other, maybe not.

When the writer VS. Naipaul was working

on his book Turn In the South and looking for

a spokesman for the North Carolina tobacco

story, he turned to Applewhite. To the Trini-

dad-born journalist, Applewhite explained,

"The landscape of eastern North Carolina

was always to me a kind of landscape of the

past. There was this dichotomy in my own life

between my father and my grandfather. My
grandfather had been born in that Civil War-

era farmhouse, and he was always associated

in my mind with the agrarian economy. My
father ran a service station and believed in

progress and sold electrical appliances for a

number ofyears. He was always in a hurry. My
grandfather was never hurried.

"One has this romanticism, but when one

goes and looks at it, it's not a fiction. It does
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exist." Wordsworth's Romanticism, the ro-

manticism of the Southern past. It's not that

far a stretch.

In fact, an attraction to landscape is one of

the most powerful elements in Applewhite's

work, according to poet and anthologist

Michael McFee. When McFee was putting

together a collection of the works of contem-

porary North Carolina poets, he selected a

line from Applewhite's "Some Words for Fall"

for the title. In the commentary for The

Language They Speak Is Things to Eat, McFee
writes, "All the poets in this book exhibit

what Guy Owen once called 'a deep attach-

ment to place': that's one reason they can be

gathered in a volume with a geographical

focus. But none is more place-oriented than

James Applewhite. From the beginning of his

first book, he has written about 'places not

much in anyone's thoughts/ Wadesboro, Mt.

Gilead, Calvary Church.' His work is steeped

in the memory of such forgotten spots and is,

in fact, a sustained elegy for a landscape and

way of life that may be passing away, but are

preserved in his meditative poems."

Applewhite's dedication to locality, how-

ever, hasn't made him merely a local poet. His

work has appeared in Harper's, Esquire, The

Atlantic, and the Virginia Quarterly Review. His

many awards include fellowships from the

Guggenheim Foundation, the National Endow-

ment for the Arts, and the North Carolina Arts

Council. He's been awarded the Emily Clark

Balch prize from Virginia Quarterly Review and

the Jean Stein Award in Poetry from the Amer-

ican Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters.

It was Applewhite's reputation in the

national literary arena that brought VS.

Naipaul calling. In an article first published in

The New Yorker, and later as part of Naipaul's

book, the writer found a man whose voice he

felt he could trust. "I didn't know his poetry

when I met him. But I began to be aware of

his quality as a man when he stopped to show

me the tobacco field: a poet's sensibility and a

farmer's dedication, with an academic even-

ness of manner. He was a slender man, nar-

row-waisted, concerned about exercise. He
took all my inquiries seriously, and spoke from

the heart, without affectation, with a farmer's

matter-of-factness, offering me at once, as

soon as he saw that I was receptive, thoughts

he would have spent some time arriving at."

In addition to a reliable voice, Naipaul

found in Applewhite's attention to local

details a universality. "At a certain stage, after

we had seen a man on a sit-down mowing
machine in the garden of a house, he talked

about the sweeping of the dirt yards in the old

days. The soil would have been sandy; it

would have been swept with brooms made of

dogwood saplings. And the marks of the

sweeping would have been deliberately left in

The Electrician's Funeral

The father has died. He was one who remembered when
the steamboat huffed up to Vanceboro, with guano and fabrics.

Married at twenty, he cursed behind the mule, alone against

the summer clouds. His daughter remembers those long walks,

taking him water, the Mason jar sweating in her hands,

dust puffing between her bare toes. Their house near

the river had cracks in the floor, through which chickens

might be seen in white flashes. Winters, fireplaces and

their one wood-burning stove were never enough. Linoleum

kept part of the wind out. In summers, humidity had

the bed linens dampish, before the family retired to lie

and sweat. During the war, he and his brother-in-law

worked for the government, wiring hangars at Elizabeth

City. Houses the little girl saw, there and in the other

towns they moved to, seemed akin to the world she glimpsed

in movies. She dreamed a modern life, as gradually

this father earned them stylish clothes, and a car, climbing

poles himself, restoring the power when thunderstorms

had knocked down limbs, risking the blue fire of the current

that sparked in streets after winds, then overseeing a crew

of linesman unruly as convicts, some just out of jail. Later

his marriage fell apart, his daughter helpless, an observer.

The father in retirement returned to the river and the highway

nearby, to another wife's sad, strict house, with parlor

never used except for uncomfortable company—and to his trailer

on the Neuse, between New Bern and Oriental, where the water-

horizon stretches to a far shore visible as a miniature

hedgeline. There he set his net and drank, not entirely

alone in the world ofTVs and new cars, his buddies at

the piers remembering also the mule plowing and bird hunting,

as they made their peace with the brown, wide water haunted

by sailboats, taking their gill-netted croakers and bluefish.

Now with his tanned, lined features composed to a finality, he

lies in the Vanceboro funeral home, as his surviving sisters

weep, the second wife looks solemn, and his daughter in

a daze wanders among cousins and aunts, friends from

childhood who somehow look the same through the wrinkles and

pudginess. Everything has changed and is the same. Roger

the double first cousin has land and prosperity, has been

elected a county commissioner, and has had a heart attack.

Women seem hardly to have altered in forty years. Folk

now have stylish clothes, can talk of soap opera stars.

They prosper from farming, or work in hospitals or factories,

sell insurance and furniture. Outside their lives the Neuse

drifts widely, receiving the Contentnea below Griffon,

dividing around islands, refreshed by Swift Creek, joining

the Trent at New Bern, surface erasing the wakes of sailboats,

sustained by drainage from a landscape creased by ditches,

titled for inhabitancy by the boundary stones of graves.

-from A History of the River
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the yard to show that it had been swept and

was clean.... The mistress of the house did that

with pride, as evidence of her good order.'
"

That image recalled for Naipaul scenes he

had witnessed along the Congo and Zaire

rivers and a memory from his childhood in

Trinidad. "Those marks in a corner of a

Trinidad Indian yard that came back to me
did stand for order and cleanliness, almost the

piety of a house.... And perhaps...some such

idea of religion and piety lay at the back ot the

Japanese raked garden."

With a single image, Applewhite was able

Through These Gates

... is Son Forest.
a 136 acre natural retreat

where the beauty of the land

has been carefully preserved.

A special offering: complete with pool.

tennis courts, parks and a greenhouse for

propagation of native North Carolina plant life.

Off Old Lystra Road, within minutes

of downtown Chapel Hill. Served

primarily by the Chapel Hill schools; with

county taxes. Twenty-one, four to ten acre

estate sites, priced from $143,000.

Call Kim vanDusen

The Prudential Carolinas Realty

919-929-2186

800-525-1750

to link villages that were continents and years

apart. Such time travel has been and remains

his fascination. "I think I became enthralled

with flying because it represented for me the

ultimate mobility. But what I've been discov-

ering of late is that traveling on water—sail-

ing, canoeing—is more what I'm after as I try

to get the subject of time more purely in hand.

Just as with time, water offers both movement
and stasis. It's the invisibility of time condensed

into the observable event of movement."

Applewhite could contemplate his watery

metaphor from his spacious back deck. Seven

Mile Creek gurgles past on its way to meet the

Eno River. And he has built a trail over to the

river, where for several years he jogged and

mentally worked on the lines that became the

poems of River Writing: An Eno Journal. How-
ever, the poet isn't content to be an armchair

traveler. In his latest book, A History of the

River, he chronicles a canoe trip he took with

his son:

They have put in their canoe at Grifton.

It may be any year but is a present, because

the man was once a son upon such

water, and now is

father.

andAfter the two camp for the evening

then wake, the poem concludes:

In the morning they are puzzled by signs

of sweeping. Beavers, clipping the willows,

have pulled

down branches toward the water, erasing

footsteps.

For a little while more they print this

bar with

their shoes, before curving with the

river into time.

The sweeping in the Congo or eastern North

Carolina. The river in Zaire or Stantonsburg.

The details tie it all into time. That's the chal-

lenge the man who describes himself as "the

only tobacco farmer on the Duke English fac-

ulty" issues himself. "To be conscious is an end.

The greatest pleasure can be the watching."

As a visitor leaves the modern house with

its wall from the past, Applewhite follows out

onto the porch, much as his farmer grandfa-

ther might have done. In the thick canopy sur-

rounding the house, there's a piercing scream

that draws the poet's attention. "Hawks," he

says. "There's a pair nesting around here." As
the visitor withdraws, Applewhite scans the

trees for any movement that might reveal

what is there.

Chitwood, a freelance writer living in Chapel

Hill, does reviews for the Independent Weekly,

the Charlotte Observer, and the Greensboro

Record.
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Symbolizing a tradition of excellence for the home or office.

Solid Marble; Ht. 22"; Wt. 8 Lbs.; Solid Brass

The Duke
Lamp

Sirrica, LTD. is proud to announce the

availability of the Duke University Lamp.

The distinctive Duke University Seal is vividly

re-created in gold on the black parchment shade.

This classic desk lamp is hand-polished and hand-

assembled of the finest solid brass and features a

solid black marble base and centerpiece. Indeed,

the lamp makes an impressive statement of

quality about the owner.

You can also have your lamp personalized with

an engraved brass plate affixed to the marble

base. The Duke University Lamp is a tremendous

value as you are able to purchase direct from

Sirrica, Ltd.

Of course, you must be completely satisfied with

the quality of your lamp or you may return it

within fifteen days for exchange or refund.

Whether selected for your personal use or as an

expressive, thoughtful gift, the Duke University

Lamp is certain to command attention.

For faster service, credit card orders may be
placed by dialing toll free

1-800-346-2884.

All callers should request to speak with

Operator 71 2D.

NOTE: For Christmas delivery, all orders

must be telephoned or postmarked by

December 10.

REPLY FORM DUKE UNIVERSITY LAMP

Please accept my order for the following Duke University Lamp(s)

Duke University Lamp(s) @ $159.00 each.
QUANTITY (Include $8.00 for insured shipping & handling charges.)

I wish to have my lamp personalized @ $20.00.
PERSONALIZED

*On shipments to North Carolina, add 6% sales

I wish to pay for my lamp(s) as follows:

CH By a single remittance of $
which I enclose

l~l By charging the amount of $_
i my credit card indicated below:

Full Account Number:

i iiirnr

made payable t

BSD!

Sirrica, LTD.,

59) I 1 I
WS4

,11] YearED

TELEPHONE: (

MAIL ORDERS TO:
SIRRICA, LTD.

P.O. Box 3345

Wilson, NC 27895

Please allow 4-6 weeksfor shipment. All Callers should ask for Operator 712D.

PLEASE PRINT PURCHASERS NAME CLEARLY. IF "SHIP TO" ADDRESS IS

DIFFERENT, PLEASE ATTACH SHIPPING ADDRESS TO ORDER FORM.

STREET-

CITY



WHEN PAIN
STOPS THE

PERFORMANCE
^g or six weeks in June and July,

- 500 ofsome of the world's most

talented dance students and

^^^k professionals stepped on stage

for the seventeenth season of

the American Dance Festival

at Duke. A world-renowned

.. -,L-^j independent dance school and

and festival, ADF serves as a laboratory for ex-

perimentation in virtually all forms of dance.

Superb athletes as well as artists, festival

performers often seem to defy gravity with agil-

ity, speed, strength, and endurance that equals

or surpasses major league ball players. "Our par-

ticipants, especially students, are often not used

ARTS MEDICINE
BY WILLIAM SASSER

that on any given day, 17 percent of perform-

ers in professional dance companies are side-

lined with injuries.

Unlike sports medicine, in which many

Broader concerns, in

anxiety, creative block,

ing a living as an artist,

Patrick Kenan M.D.

gist and head and neck

ical Center and one of

for arts medicine in No
flight medical treatmer
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their tremendous contri

to mouth," says Kenan,
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get rich practicing this
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held at Duke Medical (
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injuries are traumat-

ic and difficult to

prevent, performance

artists are more like-

ly to suffer from prob-

lems related to over-

use and specific to

their discipline, Har-

daker says. Dancers

contend with sprains

and stress fractures,

Festival on campus

has paralleled a

growing interest at

Duke Medical Center

to working this intensely," says Martha

Meyers, dean of the American Dance Festival

School. "They're often attending four work-

shops or classes each day and performing at

night. They're pushing their limits at all levels."

As with professional athletes, dancers must

contend with injury. Explosive movements,

collisions with other dancers, or stress caused

by overuse can damage muscles, tendons, car-

tilage, and bone.

"Dance is not a sport and it isn't competi-

tive in the sense of opposing players making

contact on a field, but contemporary choreog-

raphers take dancers to the absolute edge of

athletic performance," says William Hardaker

M.D. 73, an orthopedist at Duke Medical

Center. "It would be false to say dance is

fraught with injuries, but sometimes dancers

step over the edge and end up with an injury."

Since the American Dance Festival came

to Durham in 1978, its success has paralleled

a growing interest at the medical center in the

new field of arts medicine. Neurologist Ara
Tourian and physical therapists Robert Barlett

and Emmy Villanueva led the way in devel-

oping preventive education and clinical care

programs in dance medicine in conjunction

with the annual festival.

Hardaker, along with orthopedist William

Garrett, has treated dance injunes suffered by

ADF participants and is one of several Duke
physicians and hundreds across the nation

providing care to artists, in addition to the

regular duties of their specialities. Following

in the footsteps of sports medicine, the con-

cept of arts medicine has evolved over the

past fifteen years through the efforts of a rela-

tively small cadre of physicians.

Since the late Seventies, more than twenty

arts medicine programs have opened across

the country, most based in hospitals and pri-

vate clinics in large cities such as New York

and Boston. The discipline's quick rise to

prominence can be seen in the recent open-

ings of two free-standing national clinics

devoted exclusively to the health concerns of

artists: the National Arts Medicine Center in

Bethesda, Maryland, and the Medical Center

for Dancers and Musicians in The Hague, the

Netherlands. Medical societies devoted to

arts medicine, including the Performing Arts

Medicine Association and the International

Arts Medicine Association, have thousands

of health professionals as members. Each year

dozens of conferences on arts medicine are

held in North America, Europe, and Japan.

Research on a wide variety of artistic disci-

plines has shown a need for a closer relation-

ship between artists and the medical commu-
nity. A 1987 survey found that of 2,000

orchestral musicians polled in the United

States and Canada, 82 percent had experi-

enced at least one medical or psychological

problem in their careers, with 76 percent say-

ing the problem was serious enough to inter-

fere with their work. Another study found

musicians with carpal

tunnel syndrome and

„ hearing loss. For vis-

1 ual artists, overexpo-

j sure to toxic materials

is the main danger,

eluding performance

and the stress of mak-
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Hardaker, who has since organized medical

seminars at Duke on dance medicine in con-

junction with the ADF, says the medical liter-

ature was scant when he began working with

the festival at the urging of James Semans, a

urologist and professor emeritus of surgery at

Duke and a long-time benefactor of the arts.

"When I started around 1979, there were four

or five doctors on the national scene interest-

ed in dance medicine," says Hardaker.

Dance's alliance with medicine has become

more important as the anatomical and physi-

cal demands of the art have increased. "Re-

petitive impact loading," in which the weight

of the body is absorbed time and time again in

the lower leg and back, is the root of a variety

of stress injuries in dance, says Hardaker. He
points to a routine found in classical ballet, in

which a male ballet dancer gracefully lifts his

female partner and places her back on the

dance floor, as an example of the physical

stress dancers must endure. A prominent part

of ballet's choreography, the move is per-

formed by the male dancer in position and

must be repeated up to thirty times in eight to

twelve minutes.

While advances in the design of athletic

shoes and other equipment have reduced

many sports injuries, ballet dancers still per-

form wearing slippers made of satin, leather,

Orthopedist Hardaker: "Sometimes dancers

step over the edge and end up with i

and burlap. Modern dancers perform in bare

feet. Not surprisingly, Hardaker says, foot and
ankle injuries account for 38 percent of dance

injuries, with sprains, tendonitis, and stress

fractures the most common ailments.

Choreographers and teachers have become
the first link in preventing dance injuries by

helping dancers understand their limitations,

making sure they avoid overuse and fatigue,

THE HEALING ARTS

At Duke Medical Cen-

ter, the partnership

I between arts and medi-

cine extends beyond providing

health care for artists. Under
the leadership of director Janice

Palmer, the Cultural Arts Pro-

gram has made the medical

center a national model in the

use of art to improve the lives

of patients, visitors, and hospi-

tal staff.

Hallways, lobbies, and every

patient room are decorated with

original artwork. The medical

center's art holdings have grown

to more than 2,000 original

pieces by North Carolina artists,

the world's largest collection of

art owned by a health institution.

The program has been a boon
to many artists in the state.

"When I talk to artists, they're

very enthusiastic about showing

their work and reaching a cross

section of people they otherwise

may not come into contact

with," says Palmer, author of

The Hospital Arts Handbook,

now the standard text used by

hospital arts programs.

Since its inception in 1978,

the cultural arts program has

grown to include sponsorship of

poets and musicians who visit

patients in their rooms; a week-

ly literary discussion group with

readings of short stories and

poetry and visits by North

Carolina writers; and a closed-

circuit hospital television chan-

nel that should begin twenty-

four-hour arts and cultural pro-

gramming by the end of the

year. Creative outlets for hospi-

tal staff include art display cases

throughout the medical center,

an arts and crafts festival each

June, and an annual talent show
at Reynolds Theater.

In recent years, the Cultural

Arts Program has sponsored

environmental art projects, such

as a sculpture installation on a

fifth-floor light well with 400
ceramic tiles of native North

Carolina birds and eight, ten-

foot-tall "bird totems." There's

also a courtyard display by

Bynum, North Carolina, artist

Clyde Jones and a fragrance gar-

den planned for a walkway

between Duke North and the

Duke Eye Center.

The Cultural Arts Program

was established in 1978 under

the leadership of physician James

Semans, a long-time patron of

the arts who believed that the

healing qualities of art should be

an integral part of the medical

center. Recent research has

found that Semans' theory is

well founded. Studies have

shown that surgery patients re-

covering in rooms with support-

ive physical surroundings, in

this case pleasant window views,

had shorter post-operative stays,

fewer complications, and a more
positive attitude toward recov-

ery, and required less pain med-

ication than patients whose win-

dows looked out on blank walls.

Palmer says that the soothing

effects of arts and culture ex-

tend beyond the health of

patients: "It has a ripple effect

across the entire medical center.

Everything you do that affects

the hospital community has an

impact on how employees do

their job."

and instructing them in conditioning tech-

niques to avoid injury, Hardaker says. Early

treatment is also a key to prevention. During

the ADF, therapists from the medical center's

physical therapy department hold an open

clinic two days a week and work with partici-

pants when they first start to feel pain. When
injuries occur despite prevention measures,

doctors and therapists design a highly struc-

tured rehabilitation program tailored to an

individual athlete's injury.

ADF's Meyers adds that physical therapy

and related therapies focusing on the balance

of an individual's body structure and muscu-

lature are playing an increasingly important

part in the prevention of injuries in dance and

other artistic disciplines.

Until recent years, dancers as well as many
other performance artists perceived an antag-

onistic relationship with the medical commu-
nity, says Hardaker, a perception that still

exists in some quarters. "Not coming from a

scientific background, dancers are sometimes

suspicious of doctors and afraid they'll say,

'stay out of practice for three months,' or put

them under the knife. At the same time, doc-

tors often don't understand the arts. It's very

helpful if you can speak the same language as

the dancers and understand the pressures of

their profession."

While he does not have a background in

the arts, Hardaker says he's become a great

fan of dance, attending as many ADF perfor-

mances as he can manage. He understands

the culture and pressures of the discipline and

realizes that as in college or professional ath-

letics, many dancers will refuse medical

advice that could keep them from performing.

As a result, too often in the past injuries were

diagnosed and treated by fellow dancers and

teachers; professional referrals to physicians

were a last resort. With the advent of dance

medicine, teachers now readily refer their stu-

dents to medical specialists, he says, and the

relationship between dance and medicine is

proving rewarding to both sides.

"For dancers, their body is their instrument

and they need to protect it and understand its

anatomy, physiology, and kinesiology. We can

help them with that, in preventive education

and clinical treatment. Physicians and thera-

pists, in return, can gain a great deal of satisfac-

tion in helping artists in their careers. One big

advantage we have is the inherent physical con-

dition and high motivation of our patients."

While most visual artists don't have to con-

tend with the aches and pains of using their

bodies as their medium, over the centuries

they have often suffered chronic illnesses

from overexposure to the materials they use

to make their art. And it continues: A recent

study by the National Cancer Institute found

an increased risk for a variety of cancers in a
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population of well-known painters and other

visual artists, with artists engaged in silk

screening and printing at highest risk.

Over the past fifteen years, Woodhall Stop-

ford, a physician and toxicologist at Duke's

Occupational and Environmental Medicine

division, has been at the forefront of efforts to

establish national standards for testing and

labeling art materials. Seemingly innocuous,

paint, dyes, glazes, attendant thinning and

cleaning solutions, and even crayons repre-

sent complex mixtures that must be broken

down and analyzed for toxicity. (Stopford
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Toxicologist Stopford: monitoring the potential poisons in art materials

serves as consulting toxicologist to the Art and

Creative Materials Institute and the Writing

Instruments Manufacturers Association, both

industry trade groups.) Pigments, mediums,

and solvents may contain carcinogenic sub-

stances as well as heavy metals.

The method artists use to apply or condi-

tion their material is also an issue. Suspended

particles produced by sanding, heating, and

aerosol spraying are easily inhaled or ingested

without precautions. Lead is a particularly haz-

ardous substance found in many art materials.

If swallowed, inhaled, or absorbed through

the skin, it can cause nerve and kidney dam-
age, anemia, birth defects, and, in children,

lower IQ's and impairment of hand-eye coor-

dination. Until low-leaded glazes and proper

ventilation were introduced to studios, pot-

ters and ceramicists were particularly at risk

for lead poisoning.

The movement to regulate art materials

began in the early 1980s when arts activists

started lobbying Congress to enact testing and

labeling laws. In 1983, the art materials indus-

try agreed voluntarily to put warning labels on

packaging and to submit products for safety

testing to toxicologists. Stopford chairs the

American Society for Testing and Materials

(ASTM) task force on warning labels and has

appeared before the Consumer Products

Safety Commission and state safety boards to

press for labeling laws and

safety standards. In 1990, the

Consumer Products Safety

Commission adopted the

ASTM labeling standards as

law, and it is looking toward

the art materials industry as a

model in establishing stan-

dards for other industries.

Children's art materials have

been of particular concern to

Stopford. Usually the first me-

dium children use to express

themselves creatively, crayons

and pencils and paint can

sometimes be too appealing

to visual artists still in their

oral stage. Easily chewed or

swallowed, ingested art mat-

erial can cause parents to

panic and, without labeling

information, send emergency

room physicians scrambling to

determine their toxicity.

Stopford says concern over

children's art supplies began

in the Forties when a number

| of children who had eaten

| crayons developed methemo-

Iglobinemia, a condition that

interferes with red blood

cells' ability to carry oxygen.

The illness was found to be caused by a group

of toxins called aromatic amines, found in the

red and yellow pigments then used in crayons.

The pigments were subsequently banned.

Another scare came in the Sixties when
pencils were found to be coated with lead-

based paint. The industry now tests every batch

of pencils produced in the United States.

While laws passed in this country seem to be

working, the nature of the global village has

presented new challenges, Stopford says.

Testing of imported art materials has become

a priority after an incident in Arizona last year

when a child was diagnosed with lead poison-

ing after eating crayons made in China.

While domestically produced art materials

for children are much safer than what was

used by previous generations, Stopford says

injuries still occur when adult art supplies are

used without proper supervision. The risk

extends beyond children. In the mid-Eighties,

painting ceramics with hobby glazing became

a popular recreational therapy at nursing

homes and psychiatric hospitals. A pre-mixed

liquid glaze that is easily brushed on pottery

and ceramics, hobby glazes are considered

safe when used with ordinary precaution.

Some, however, contain lead. Odorless and

colorless, the glazes proved too tempting for

some therapeutic users after being poured

into paper medicine cups and passed out in

Studies have shown that

on any given day,

17 perc ent of performers

in profess ional dance

companies are sidelined

vvith injuries.

therapy classes. Stopford began hearing re-

ports about patients who had gulped down
cups of the substance. While some required

hospitalization, no one suffered long-term

health damage. Afterwards, ACMI, the in-

dustry trade group, saw to it that letters were

sent to nursing homes and psychiatric units

advising that hobby glazes containing lead

were not appropriate for therapy classes.

Overall, says Stopford, serious health risks

posed by arts materials have significantly

diminished in the past two decades. Health

statistics report that out of 28,000 illnesses or

injuries involving art supplies nationwide in

1993, there were only six cases involving lead

poisoning. "Not only are you getting labeling

now, but you're getting safer products," says

Stopford, who wrote a section on the toxicol-

ogy of art materials for Poison, a reference

book used by pediatricians and emergency

room physicians. "What we would like to do is

put ourselves out of business."

While Patrick Kenan would like to do the

same, his work with professional vocalists

ranging from media voice talent to opera

divas is likely to continue to be in high

demand. Prevention, once again, is much eas-

ier than the cure. "Many vocalists just don't

know how to take care of their instrument,"

says Kenan, who has lectured and published

articles on proper care of voice.

Voice disorders are caused by a variety of

factors, says Kenan, with infections, environ-
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mental stresses, and overuse often conspiring

to do damage. Organic causes include viruses,

colds, and, in many cases, gastroesophageal

reflex, a kind of "heartburn" common to many

singers, in which regurgitated stomach acids

irritate the larynx. Environmental factors

range from smoky bars to seasonal allergies.

Overuse and misuse of the voice, however,

are the main threats to a vocalist's career, he

says, and abuse often occurs in an attempt to

overcome other impediments.

Using the multidisciplinary approach found

in other branches of arts medicine, a collabo-

rative effort among an otolaryngologist, a

speech pathologist, and a voice teacher can

accurately diagnose a voice problem and pro-

duce a structured rehabilitation program,

Kenan says. Technology also plays an increas-

ingly important role in treating voice disor-

ders. Videostroboscopy, where a miniature

video camera at the end of a fiber optic endo-

scope is used to visualize the larynx, can give

an otolaryngologist a look at the anatomy and

physiology of a patient's throat. Speech

pathologists have the latest digital technology

at their disposal for acoustical voice analyses.

Referrals to specialists in other disciplines,

such as gastroenterology, neurology, or allergy

and pulmonary disease, may also be called for.

Kenan has more than a professional inter-

est in voice. A founding member of the Dur-

ham Savoyards, he has performed locally with

the amateur Gilbert and Sullivan company of

thirty-three years, and with the Triangle

Opera Theater and the Durham Civic Choral

Society. Earlier this year, he traveled with the

Savoyards to Durham, England, for an

international choral festival, and he has made
other international appearances with the

Durham Civic Choral Society.

"I'm a performer, I guess," says Kenan, who
studies voice under John Hanks, professor

emeritus of music at Duke. "Medicine is my
profession but music is my avocation."

Kenan doesn't restrict his musical tastes to

classical or stage genres and has been known

to belt out country and western hits at the med-

ical school's annual student-faculty show. And
he's a big fan of singer Waylon Jennings. "He

has a magnificent baritone voice, even though

he used to smoke four packs of cigarettes a day."

As part of his work to advance arts medi-

cine and create more communication between

artists and health professionals, Kenan has or-

ganized lecture series at the medical center on

arts medicine and the

unique health concerns of

artists. He is also leading

efforts to establish an arts

medicine telephone hot line

based at the Duke Family

Medicine Center. The hot

line could help artists get

emergency treatment before

the curtain goes up, as well

as routine care.

Kenan: "Many vocalists just

don't know how to take care of

their instrument"; below, the

doctor as performer with the

Durham Savoyards

tion with Duke physical therapists and physi-

cians, by the second week of the six-week fes-

tival, young student dancers strained by the

intensity of the program begin showing up for

help at the festival training room. Most of the

aches and pains are the result of stress from

overuse. Each season a few students are side-

lined by traumatic injuries. During last year's

festival, a participant from Japan sprained her

"The idea is, if you have an artist with a

problem—a violinist with carpal tunnel syn-

drome, a dancer with a knee problem, a vo-

calist with a throat problem—their call could

be triaged and an assessment made on how
urgently they need treatment," Kenan says.

He'd eventually like to see a free-standing

arts medicine clinic at Duke, with associated

research, teaching, and consultation pro-

grams, and arts medicine instruction as a part

of medical education.

While there is much room for growth in

arts medicine, Duke remains ahead of the

curve in the field as a whole, according to

ADF trainer Michelle Peitte. "Much of what I

do in the training room is education," says

Peitte, a certified athletic trainer who also

works at Ravenscroft School in Raleigh and

teaches dance kinesiology at Meredith

College. "Unfortunately, many college and

university dance programs don't have preven-

tion programs, and often much of what we're

teaching students at ADF is new to them."

According to Peitte, who works in conjunc-

ankle while performing a jump. With the help

of the most up-to-date insights of athletic

training, orthopedics, and physical therapy,

the student was able to return to festival

activities after five days on crutches. About

the same time, a Russian participant injured

his knee. Following an examination, Duke

doctors performed arthroscopic surgery and

diagnosed the injury as a torn cartilage. While

he missed the rest of the festival, he complet-

ed much of his rehabilitation with the help of

Peitte and Duke physical therapists, and he

has been able to continue his dancing career.

"In six weeks, we see hundreds of kids, just

like you would in an athletic camp of compa-

rable size," Peitte says. "Unfortunately, artists

are often not cared for in the same way as ath-

letes. The most important part of what we do

is getting young dancers early in their careers

and trying to make a difference."

Sasser, a frequent contributor to the magazine, is

a freelance writer living in Chapel Hill.
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LIFE AFTER
COMMUNISM

Two U.S. immigrants, author Jan Novak
and freelance photographer Antonin

Kratochvil, both born in former Czech-

oslovakia and raised under Communist rule,

are recipients of the 1995 Dorothea Lange-

Paul Taylor Prize, presented by Duke's Center

for Documentary Studies.

Novak, of Oak Park, Illinois, writes both

fiction and nonaction. His novel The Willys

Dream Kit was translated into Czech and

Dutch and won the Carl Sandburg Prize for

Best Chicago Fiction of 1985. He also co-

wrote the screenplay Valmont with Jean-

Claude Carriere and Milos Forman in 1989.

Kratochvil, of New York City, won the

International Center for Photography's Jour-

nalist of the Year award in 1991 and the

Leica Medal of Excellence for outstanding

achievement in documentary photography in

1994. His images have appeared in American

Photographer, Rolling Stone, Newsweek, Time,

New York Times Magazine, Los Angeles Times

Magazine, and Smithsonian,

In their proposal, the two wrote: "It's been

five years since the 'Velvet Revolution' has

smothered the former Czechoslovakia—that

; from Poland: one in a series of photographs submitted for the Lange-Taylor Prize

country no longer exists, and the two states

that have replaced it are vibrating with con-

tradictions: It's the West clashing with the

East, the old Communist and xenophobic

mentality struggling to comprehend the

new possibilities of liberal capitalism, and

WAR CURTAILS STUDENT TRIP

Renewed fighting in

Croatia forced a group

of Duke students to

revise their summer plans to

assist war refugees there. Twelve

students still went overseas to

work with refugees for seven

weeks, but they didn't go to the

camp originally scheduled

because of danger in the region,

according to Carolyn Corrie,

administrative assistant for the

Hart Leadership Program. The
program is directed by history

professor Claudia Koonz.

Last year, nine students trav-

eled to camps in Croatia with

Neil Boothby, a Duke public

policy professor at the Sanford

Institute. Their sojourn was

documented in the article

"A Sobering Summer" in the

November-December 1994
issue of Duke Magazine.

Corrie said that when fighting

broke out again

in Croatia in

early May, she

began contact-

ing more than

forty humani-

tarian organiza-

tions to see if

there was a need

elsewhere for

volunteer help.

She heard back

from the United

Nations High

Commission on
Refugees, which

placed the stu-

dents at refugee centers in

Turkey, Austria, and Slovenia,

which, like Croatia, was part

of the former Yugoslavia.

Students helped organize

recreational and educational

activities for the refugee centers

Plans to participate in an inter-

DUKE
national youth

peace camp were

scuttled because

of the escalated

fighting.

Participants

prepared for the

trip by learning

Yugoslavian

history, refugee

policy, interna-

tional human
rights law, and

how to work

with trauma

victims. They
also received

language lessons from Duke
sophomore and Bosnian refugee

Alma Haklrevic. Her struggle

and escape from the war-torn

region was told in "An Early Loss

of Innocence" in that same issue

of the magazine.

the pent-up energies of repressed secrets

blooming in the streets. And we would like

to capture the feel of this post-Communist

confusion, exhilaration, and pain."

The $10,000 prize is given annually to

encourage collaborative work in the tradition

of photographer Lange and writer Taylor,

whose work is recorded in the book American

Exodus. The prize is awarded to a writer and

photographer working together in the forma-

tive stages of a documentary project that will

ultimately become a publishable work.

NEW ON
BOARD

Eight new members have joined Duke's

board of trustees. Elected to six-year

terms are Rex D. Adams '62, vice

president for administration at the Mobil

Corporation; Paul Hardin '52, J.D. '54, former

chancellor at the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill; and Rebecca Trent Kirkland

'64, M.D. '68, medical director of ambulatory

services at Texas Children's Hospital and pro-

fessor and administrator at the Baylor College

of Medicine. They succeed Lloyd Caudle '54,

J.D. '56; Norb F. Schaefer Jr. '52; and Thaddeus

Wester '46, M.D. '51.

State representative Daniel T Blue Jr. J.D.
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73, former speaker of the North Carolina

House ofRepresentatives, will complete the un-

expired term of retiring trustee Daniel

Tosteson, and will serve through 1999 before

becoming eligible for re-election to the board.

Also filling terms set to expire in 1999 are Sally

Dalton Robinson '55, a community service vol-

unteer who lives in Charlotte, replacing retir-

ing trustee Dorothy Lewis Simpson '46; and

Karl M. von der Hayden '62, senior adviser for

The Clipper Group, L.R, New York, who re-

places retiring trustee Benjamin Holloway '50.

Sarah Caroline Dodds '95 was elected

young trustee. She will be an observer for one

year and serve as a voting member for one

year. The board also elected to a two-year

term R. Ross Harris 78, M.B.A. '80, vice pres-

ident and general manager of Lees Residential

Where The Good Things In

m Come Together
e Atlantic

Jglji

The lush greens ofJack Nicklaus and Pete Dye golf. The deep blues of the Adantic

Intracoastal Waterway. The sugar white sands of Wrightsville Beach. The grey

and green mosaic of Cliff Drysdale tennis. The colorful charm of historic

Wilmington. And at the center of this kaleidoscope of color you'll find

Landfall-the best in country club living. Call 1-800-227-8208 for a brochure.

Homesites from $65,000. Homes from $240,000. Landfall Associates,

1801 Eastwood Road, Wilmington, North Carolina 28405.

A partnership committed to quality: Weyerhaeuser Company and Frank H. Kenan

3 New Jersey Real Estate Commission. Regis
t before signing anything.
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Carpets/ Burlington Industries and president

of the Duke Alumni Association. She will

observe for one year and serve as a voting

member for one year.

The board has thirty-six elected members;

President Nannerl O. Keohane is an ex officio

member. The mandatory retirement age is

seventy.

YOUNG
GUNS
Thinking of buying a gun to protect

your home? You may want to consider

that the ultimate source for guns circu-

lating in the youth market is theft—guns

taken during burglaries and break-ins. This

illegal market contributes directly to the

country's escalating teen murder rate.

"If you look back at 1985, when the murder

rate for young men was less than half of what

it is today, I think there was still an enormous

volume of violent crime, but it wasn't nearly as

lethal," says Philip Cook, professor of public

policy and economics. "Adding guns to this

violent urban scene has had the effect of

increasing the body count. The guns have

made youth violence a national crisis."

Cook and two other researchers spent a year

gathering data from a dozen local law officers

and interviewing teenage criminals to determine

how teenagers obtain weapons. Among their

findings: active delinquents handle a lot of

guns, routinely buying, selling, trading, loan-

ing, renting, and borrowing guns, says Cook.

A Justice Department report released in

July says the use of semiautomatic weapons by

juveniles is rising fast, particularly in murders.

The report also says about 1.3 million U.S. res-

idents faced an assailant armed with a gun

during 1993.

The most effective way to stem the flow of

guns to teenagers is for law enforcement offi-

cials to begin targeting illicit gun transactions

with the same zeal they use to search out other

contraband, says Cook. "Just as the police

have undercover operations against illicit

drugs, it would be useful and important for the

police to devote greater effort to disrupting

the markets through which stolen guns

change hands. I think law enforcement agen-

cies have a lot on their plate, but if the public

says that stopping illicit gun trade is a high pri-

ority, then they have the capacity to do some-

thing about it."

Cook says he believes bills now being intro-

duced in many states allowing people to carry

concealed weapons are misguided. "If gun

carrying became widespread, robbers would

simply adopt a more violent technique to pre-

empt self-defense."
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STAGE
SHOWS
Cultural offerings for the 1995-96 acad-

emic year range from poignant plays

to soaring musicals, U.S. hits to

international treasures.

For more than twenty-five years, the

Broadway at Duke series has brought profes-

sional touring shows to campus. For the 1995-

96 season, the lineup includes comedic, dra-

matic, and musical performances.

Beginning in early October and continuing

through spring, the season includes perfor-

mances of Nunsense II, the sequel to off-

Broadway's second-longest running show;

Crazy For You, winner of three Outer Critics

Circle Awards, six Drama Desk Awards, three

Tony Awards, and two Olivier Awards; Angels

in America, the 1993 Pulitzer Prize-winning,

two-part play by Tony Kushner; and STOMP,
an eight-member group that uses brooms,

Zippo lighters, wooden poles, and other non-

traditional instruments in its theatrical per-

cussion performances.

The Duke University Institute of the Atts

has also scheduled a lively series of shows for

the academic year. "Living Traditions: A
Global Panorama of Music and Dance" runs

through March, and features a master lute

artist from Northern India; a concert of

Algerian love songs, lullabies, and epic songs

based on the oral traditions of Berber peas-

ants; Cuba's foremost female troubadour;

a performance of Korean folk music combin-

ing percussion instruments and dance; and

the Musicians and Dancers of Bali, a thirty-

five member troupe from the tropical

Indonesian island.

Clean-up act: STOMP closes Broadway at Duk:

The Institute's "New Directions: Distinc-

tive Contemporary Voices" series highlights

an array of avant-garde talent. The season

lineup includes a seven-woman Japanese

group performing original compositions on

the koto, an ancient stringed instrument;

New York City's "Nuyorican Poets Cafe

Live!"; two original plays by South African

playwright Smal Ndaba; Joyce Carol Oates'

Tone Clusters; and a premiere of musical com-

positions by Duke faculty and composers

Scott Lindroth and Steven Jaffe.

Tickets for both the Broadway at Duke and

the Institute for the Arts' series can be pur-

chased through Page Box Office. For informa-

tion, call (919) 684-4444.

NEW AND
IMPROVED

Work crews were busy all summer
getting the campus ready for new
and returning students. Among

the campus projects are renovations and ex-

pansions to make extracurricular life more en-

joyable. To accommodate the influx of first-year

students, who are housed on East Campus and

required to eat twelve meals a week there, the

East Campus Union underwent major renova-

tions. The Twenties-era building was gutted

and revamped, including new air conditioning,

heating, plumbing, and lighting systems.

Kudzu Tavern, a new campus bar and grill,

also opened this fall, and supporters expect the

restaurant and game room to live up to its

name. "[Kudzu] is something that grows very,

very fast, which is what we hope this will do,"

Jon Swain '96 told The Chronicle. Swain is a

member of the implementation team that is

THE CLASS OF 1999

ACCEPTANCE/ENROLLMENT SUMMARY

Regula.

Decisio

Applications 1,242 13,197 14,439

Accepted 600 3,528 4,128

Enrolled 565 1,080 1,645

ARTS & SCIENCES

Applications 1,097 11,306 12,403

Accepted 526 2,834 3,360

Enrolled 496 873 1,369

ENGINEERING

Applications 145

Accepted 74

Enrolled 69

,891

694

207

2,036

768

276

ACADEMIC PROFILE

HIGH SCHOOL CLASS RANK
Arts & Sciences Er

Top 5% 72%
Second 5% 14%
Next 10% 8%
Below 20% 6%
Not Ranked 39%

78%
11%
7%
4%
29%

Arts & Sciences Engineering

Verbal Math Verbal Math

750-800 2% (21%) 18% (18%)

700-749 14% (23%) 32% (25%)

650-699 23% (29%) 26% (32%)

600-649 27% (17%) 14% (15%)

550-599 18% (7%) 6% (7%)

500-549 io% (3%) 3% (2%)

500 6%(<i%) i%(i%)

1% (16%) 50% (50%)

12% (29%) 36% (31%)

24% (33%) 9% (15%)

30% (15%) 3% (3%)

21% (5%) 1% (1%)

7% (2%) (0)

5%(<1%) 0(0)

MINORITY REPRESENTATION
Asian American 11.7%

African American 7.7%

Hispanic/Latino 4.9%

Multi-Racial 2.5%

Native American .5%

TOP FIVE STATES

Public 66.3%

Private 29.4%

Parochial 4.2%

North Carolina 208

New York 158

New Jersey 113

California 108

Florida 107

. STUDENTS
77 students from 33 countries

24 U.S. citizens studying abroad
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using information gleaned from more than 900

undergraduate student surveys mailed last

spring.

Located between East and West campuses

in the former Multipurpose Center on Oregon

Avenue, Kudzu Tavern features five new regu-

lation-size pool tables, a deck with picnic

tables, a bar, and seating for at least a hundred

in the main room. The renovation cost

about $150,000, and a new bus route will be

added to accommodate patrons. Additional

lighting and safety features are included in

the refurbishment.

At the same time, the Central Campus Pub

will be phased out to make room for an ex-

panded grocery store. Uncle Harry's Market

will offer a wide selection of deli items, and

will be priced competitively with off-campus

merchants.

TIES TO A BALKAN
TRAGEDY

Robert C. Frasure and Joseph Kruzel,

two of the three U.S. diplomats killed

in August when their vehicle slid

off the road to Sarajevo and down a ravine

into a mine field, had ties to Duke. The third,

Samuel Nelson Drew, earned two degrees at the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Frasure, deputy assistant secretary of state

for European and Canadian affairs and chief

US. negotiator, was a twenty-one-year foreign

service officer working to end the fighting in

the former Yugoslavia. He was U.S. ambassa-

dor to Estonia before his assignment to the

Balkans. He taught at Duke while earning his

doctorate in 1970.

Kruzel, deputy assistant secretary of de-

fense, was one of Defense Secretary William

Perry's top advisers on European security

affairs. He taught at Duke for several years in

the late Seventies and early Eighties.

The men were part of a delegation that had

come from discussing the U.S. peace initiative

with the presidents of Yugoslavia and Croatia

for three days and were on their way to Sar-

ajevo to meet with president Alija Izetbegovic

ofBosnia. Their convoy was traveling in French

army armored personnel carriers on a rain-

slicked road along Mount Ingman, according to

The New York Times. It was the only route to

the town not controlled by Bosnian Serbs.

According to the Times article, President

Clinton, when asked if the accident would

derail efforts to seek a diplomatic solution to

the Balkans conflict, replied: "No, I hope it

will intensify it. The men who gave their

lives—they were immensely talented, patriot-

ic Americans who were profoundly concerned

with what the war in Bosnia has done to the
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people there and what it means for the value

of decency and freedom and peace—and I

would think that the thing that they would

want us to do is to press ahead, and that is

what we intend to do."

While refraining from blaming the Serbs for

the incident, the Times reported, U.S. officials

said the accident might have been avoided if

the Serbs had allowed the Sarajevo airport to

operate safely.

IN BRIEF
'.' Myrna Campbell Adams was named vice

president for institutional equity. A former as-

sociate chancellor at the University of Illinois

at Chicago, she will report directly to Presi-

dent Nannerl O. Keohane. She will be the

university's chief officer responsible for insti-

tutional initiatives to increase diversity within

the Duke community and to ensure equal

opportunity for advancement and promotion

of all university employees, including those in

the medical center. Several campus offices

and staff responsible for preventing discrimi-

nation, handling grievances and complaints

about harassment, and monitoring compli-

ance with federal laws and university policies

will be consolidated under the new position.

| Linda G. Steckley, former assistant dean for

development and alumni relations at New York

University's law school, has been appointed

associate dean of external relations at Duke's

law school. Steckley, who directed a $125-mil-

lion fund-raising campaign for NYU's law

school, will direct the Duke school's fund-rais-

ing and alumni operations, and will be respon-

sible for publications and communications.

p Barbara A. Baker, former director of the

office of residential life at Syracuse University,

has been named to the new position dean of

student development and residential edu-

cation. She is primarily responsible for imple-

menting the university's new plan for

residential life, launched this fall. She over-

sees residential education, faculty-in-resi-

dence programs, and resident adviser pro-

grams, as well as housing assignments, judicial

affairs and mediation programs, and emer-

gency response, in addition to a variety of

other student support services.

v
i George Wright Ph.D. 77, professor of histo-

ry and director of the African and Afro-

American studies program, has taken a year's

leave of absence to serve as interim executive

vice president and provost at the University of

Texas at Arlington. In his absence, English

professor Karla Holloway is acting director.

Wright has the option of coming back to

Duke, but may choose to stay in Texas.

Mike Krzyzewski, Duke men's basketball

coach, was inducted into the 1995 American

Academy of Achievement, joining nearly fifty

other honorees. The Academy is a California-

based, nonprofit educational organization.

Krzyzewski was chosen for his "remarkable

skills as a coach, for his insistence that his

players excel in the classroom, and for a life-

time of perseverance and drive." Other in-

ductees include civil rights activist Rosa Parks,

Nobel Prize-winning physicist and Princeton

professor Joseph Taylor, and U.S. Supreme

Court Associate Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.

President Nannerl O. Keohane received an

honorary doctor of humane letters degree at

Dartmouth College's 225th commencement
in June. She was honored along with six

others, including President Bill Clinton.

When Your

Retirement Lifestyle

Requires A Certain

Style of Life..."

OREST

aFTME
A CONTINUING CARE RETIREMENT COMMUNITY

gracious independent living

assisted living in all private rooms

24 hour certified skilled nursing care

2701 Pickett Road

Durham, NC 27705

(919) 490-8000
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Dispatches from the Front:
Theological Engagements with
the Secular
B31 Stanley Hauerwas. Durham: Duke Press.

248 pp. $14.95.

n April 9, 1945, act-

ing on orders from

m, Adolf Hitler, a Waffen

SS hangman slipped

I a rope around the

neck of German the-

ologian Dietrich Bon-

hoeffer. Moments later

Bonhoeffer dropped to his death, perhaps the

most famous victim of Hitler's sadistic re-

venge against a circle of conspirators that had

tried twice to assassinate him.

Watching the hanging in a concentration

camp, an SS physician was so impressed by

Bonhoeffer's calm resolve that this cog in the

Nazi genocide machine put his thoughts to

paper. He had rarely seen a man die "so

entirely submissive to the will of God."

Bonhoeffer had every reason to be submis-

sive. The Lutheran pastor believed that in

death, he was not giving up his life; he was

gaining it.

Bonhoeffer's participation in the plots

against Hitler goes straight to the heart of one

of the most vexing issues in contemporary

theology. Can violence—in Bonhoeffer's

case, homicide—be justified in the service of

the greater good?

Clearly, Dietrich Bonhoeffer thought so.

Thus did a pacifist who understood all too

well the gruesome cost of failure involve him-

self in one of the most significant events of

World War II, an event that likely would have

shortened the war and saved countless inno-

cent lives had it succeeded.

Bonhoeffer's principled decision to aban-

don pacifism does not appear in Dispatches

from the Front, an eclectic collection of essays

by Duke theologian Stanley Hauerwas. Too

bad, because the most egregious weakness in

Dispatches is Hauerwas' tiresome declarations

of his own pacifism. Indeed, such declarations

occur so frequently that many a reader will be

tempted to ask: What would Hauerwas have

done in Bonhoeffer's situation? Would
Hauerwas have supported a conspiracy to kill

Hitler—a conspiracy that had a very good

chance of succeeding—or would he have

done what he could to save a few of the inno-

cent by less effective means, well aware that

the Nazi regime was herding countless other

men, women, and children into filthy boxcars

bound for the crematoria?

Such questions of moral conduct cannot be

evaded. They expose the dark and fearful

contradiction that is pacifism, a contradiction

that extends to the deliberately ironic title of

Dispatches. Edmund Burke distilled the es-

sence of the contradiction when he said all

that is necessary for the triumph of evil is for

good men to do nothing. Taken to its logical

extreme, pacifism nourishes the seed of its

own destruction.

Hauerwas leaves no doubt in Dispatches

where he stands as a theologian on other is-

sues related to modernity. Like Thoreau,

Hauerwas maintains a respectful intellectual

distance between himself and a society that

he disdains as ethically and morally corrupt.

Indeed, Hauerwas so distrusts

the motives of the nation-state

that he would remove the

American flag from Christian

churches.

It would be grossly unfair to

Hauerwas, however, to sum-

marily dismiss him as an ivory-

tower malcontent hurling jere-

miads from the Divinity School

cloister. His intent in Dis-

patches is not the undermining

of secular authority, but a re-

minder to Christians that their

ultimate loyalty lies elsewhere.

A Texan and member of the

United Methodist denomina-

tion, Hauerwas champions a

vigorous, no-nonsense Christ-

ianity that at first blush seems

more at home among funda-

mentalist believers than in the

progressive warrens of Duke's

Divinity School. Yet it is pre-

cisely Hauerwas' vision of a

muscular but nonviolent faith

that is most likely to win hearts

and minds. Few will argue with

him when he denounces

American Christians— and

their theologians—for turning

God into a snoozer. And fewer

still will argue with him when
he notes that geology enjoys more legitimacy

in American universities in the waning years

of the twentieth century than does the study

of God.

If God has a rep among postmodern Amer-

icans as an insufferable bore, however, the

blame cannot be assigned to Hauerwas. At
his best in Dispatches, which is to say very

good indeed, Hauerwas is to Protestant

theology what David Letterman is to late-

night television:

• "The deepest problem for most of us associ-

ated with the university is that we have

no idea who our constituency is or might be.

We lack any sense of what or why we
should teach."

• "Religion departments, of course, are more

likely to be made up of people who most fear

being caught with a religious conviction."

• "We live in an academic world where some

professors can enthusiastically promote capi-

talism between consenting adults, but the

same professors would be outraged if they

heard that Christian theology was being

taught, as if what Christians believe and prac-

tice might be true."

While teaching at Notre Dame, which he

did for fourteen years, Hauerwas began to
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wonder at a departmental retreat just who he

was. "I sat in uncharacteristic silence trying to

figure out what it meant for me to be there as

a Methodist. Suddenly, I thought, 'Hell, I'm

not a Methodist. I went to Yale.'
"

Some readers will be attracted immediately

to Hauerwas' astringent style and robust the-

ology in Dispatches from the Front; by the end

of the book, others will have come to regard

him as the Man Who Came to Dinner, blus-

terly and demanding. He is both.

Still, like the irrepressible Sheridan White-

side, Stanley Hauerwas, teacher, theologian,

and iconoclast, is not one to be ignored. Turn

to the first page of Dispatches from the Front

and he will tell you why.

—James R. Wilson

Wilson A.M. '88, editor of the editorial pages for

the Herald-Sun in Durham, is the author of

Landing Zones: Southern Veterans Remem-
ber Vietnam.

A Nation in Waiting:
Indonesia in the 1990s
B31 Adam Schwarz '83. Boulder: Westview Press.

370 pp. $55, $19.95 paper.

China,
India,. ..Indonesia?

The third most populous

developing country in the

world with nearly 200

million people is simply

not on the radar screen of

most Americans. In con-

trast to the active cover-

age of China and India in serious newspapers,

most people never even hear of it except for

the odd story on East Timor or labor activists.

Yet this large, resource-rich, and strategically

located country has been growing rapidly for

more than a quarter-century under a single

ruler. President Suharto has been a mixture of

co-optation, pressure, and—when neces-

sary—outright brutality to keep the press,

political discussion, and opposition groups

quiescent.

It is fairly easy to hear what is going on from

conversations within the country, but far

more difficult to write candidly about these

developments. Adam Schwarz '83, a reporter

for years in Indonesia and now bureau chief

for the Far Eastern Economic Review, has a

practiced eye and keen ear. He got to know
many government ministers, generals, and

politicians while doing his work. He has also

read papers by and interviewed many of the

academics who follow the country. This book,

written after he left Indonesia, is a balanced,

incisive, and knowing analysis of this complex

country. No other author comes close to

blending his scope, detail, vividness, and
even-handedness.

Written clearly and without jargon, the

book begins with a quick history of Indonesia,

from the 1940s when it switched from being a

centuries-old Dutch colony to a conquered

territory of Japan, to a nation that, at the end

of World War II, declared itself free, finally

becoming so after some years of war against

the Dutch. But various contending fac-

tions—Islamic groups, nationalists, commu-
nists, and the army—could not agree on a

constitution or forge a workable democratic

government in the 1950s. Sukarno, the

founding father of the country, took over with

his own brand of authoritarian "guided

democracy," which included confrontational

foreign adventures and irrational economic

policies. The result was hyperinflation and

economic chaos, growing political tensions,

and, finally, an attempted coup d'etat that

failed and was followed by savage violence

that took the lives of hundreds of thousands

of Indonesians, many of whom were commu-
nist supporters.

The next chapter introduces Suharto, then

a general, who outmaneuvered Sukarno and

took power, increasing his control and

patronage throughout the next decades until

he now seems virtually unassailable. Suharto's

style is not to make unnecessary enemies, to

press for a nationalistic version of rapid

growth, and to insist on stability and the pri-

macy of the nation and its creed of pancasila

over individual rights. (Pancasila has five

broad principles that all must accept: belief in

one supreme god, justice and civility, national

unity, democracy through discussion and con-

sensus, and social justice.) Those who object

to his regime, or criticize its policies, suffer

economic and personal roadblocks, jail, and

sometimes torture and death. At the same

time, the economic progress of the past quar-

ter-century has lifted millions out of poverty,

raised educational and health levels, and

brought an unprecedented level of prosperity

to a nation virtually written off in the Sixties

as a basket case.

Despite gains in many conventional indica-

tors, there are still the problems of regional

poverty, an unstable banking system, worri-

some debt levels, and corruption. Wasteful

spending by the head of the state oil company

in the Seventies created a debt crisis that

took years to overcome. Lavish investments

in technology in subsequent decades have

done similar but less extensive damage.

The basic problem facing any economic

manager is that much of the economy is based

on crony capitalism, in which favored (usually

Chinese) businessmen and the president's child-

ren and friends are given special conditions,

effectively precluding competition. The presi-

dent's unwillingness to recognize this usually

put economic managers in a weak position.

Further chapters address the highly sensi-

tive topics of the Chinese and the presidential

family. As many large Chinese firms operate by

securing favorable loans, licenses, monopolies,

or outright bailouts and then returning favors

when asked, they generate a good deal of re-

sentment among indigenous groups like the

Islamic. As many Chinese fear anti-Chinese

sectarian violence, they tend to support the

current regime in spite of its problems. The
Chinese probably would survive even without

differential support, but the same cannot be

said for the president's children and friends,

whose vast wealth is accumulating on a scale

that now threatens to distort any transition to

a new regime.

The book continues with in-depth cover-

age of more threats to stability, the Islamic

movement and East Timor. Adherents to

Islam have been an overwhelming majority

in Indonesia; some followers wish for an

Islamic state. These groups fought the army in

the Fifties in West Java, the communists in

the Sixties, and have been as critical as one

can be under Suharto. The struggle by East

Timor, the former Portuguese colony, has

been one of civil war and Indonesian occupa-

tion. In spite of violence, torture, capture of

leaders, and the frequent exclusion of out-

siders, it is pretty clear that most people born

on Timor resent and would like to reverse

Indonesian occupation.

The last two chapters deal with the slow

movement toward legal reform, a more

mature political system, and the transitional

period after President Suharto leaves office.

The basic dilemma is that the economy and

the nation have outgrown the political system

that Suharto has created and is loathe to

transform. His reluctance to groom a succes-

sor raises the odds that political change, when
it comes, will be messy and wrenching.

Some variant of softer authoritarianism,

certainly with the military involved, seems

likely for Indonesia's future, but much else is

murky. Schwarz leaves the subject, and the

reader, with a muted pessimism. With time

running out, there is little indication that

Suharto will choose to use his strength to

ensure a better future for the nation. If there

is any hope, it is that the culture is so much
ahead of the political system. But a country

this large and diverse needs working political

structures to govern. It has few of them, and

is likely to regret it.

—David Dapice

Dapke, who worked in Indonesia from 1971

through 1991, is an associate professor of eco-

nomics at Tufts University.
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We asked ten sophomores:

Do you think the
renovations to Trent

make it a better place to

live than last year?

Yes: 9
No: I

Happiness can't be found in new

carpets alone: Despite the posi-

tive responses gathered from

almost all the students polled,

Trent residents appear to be

about as far from contentment

as they feel they are from West

Campus. Indeed, more than half

of the affirmative replies were

burdened by much hesitation

and reservation as students

grudgingly gave the building

itself a rather good review, but

its location a far different one.

"Obviously, the dorm has to

be better. They made renova-

tions—it wasn't going to be any

worse. But the point is that we're

still stranded here again," com-

mented one resident. Similar

thoughts could be found through-

out the nearly all-sophomore

dorm. "Yes, the renovations are

nice," agreed another resident,

"but it still sucks. I could live

off-campus for a lot less, and be

a lot closer to the action."

Not everyone has complaints

with the new living conditions.

The university's installation of

carpets, new paint, a fitness

room, and a weight room have

found much favor among many
of the residents. "Yeah, the car-

pet's a big deal around here,"

said one student. Fellow Trentites

agreed. "I'm glad they put carpet

in up there. The weight room

was a nice touch, too."

And then there were those

students for whom the building

and its location held no real

concern. As one put it, "I just

hope for our sakes that we get

some shrubbery."

"I love life. My twenty years in

prison camp taught me how
precious life is, and also how pre-

cious freedom is. Life without

freedom is only half a life. I have

the responsibility to do some-

thing not only for my own free-

dom, but also to do something

for those who are living only

half a life."

am China fo the United States

offer being arrested and
convicted on spying eharges.

"These changes are so threat-

ening to academic medicine

that unless we make fundamen-

tal changes ourselves, we won't

oHiter of Duke Hospital, in I

Wall Street Journal artich

fhot looked at the impact 01

"If you take the 'work hard/play

hard,' nine-to-five route to a

university education too literally,

you will cheat yourself of an

absolutely unique opportunity,

something that you can never in

your life experience again. And
you'll cheat your classmates, who

have as much to learn from you

as you do from them. To disen-

gage your mind just when you've

joined a great university, to slip

your brain out of gear every time

you walk out of Lilly Library

would be ironic, even tragic."

address to the Class of 1999

"Animal (s), regardless of size or

species, are strictly prohibited to

attend or participate in any

event, party, or meeting.... Water,

waterfalls, pools, spraying water,

running water, or utilizing water

in any way is strictly prohibited."

—Two rules under "Theme

of Duke University:

lion and Regulations

Reading List

How do librarians in Perkins

Library fill their pleasure-reading

time? With presidents, Persians,

and germs running amuck, among

other themes.

Janie Morris, a librarian in the

Special Collections Library and

an avid Harry Truman fan,

recently fed her interest with

David McCollough's Truman.

"I think Harry Truman was a

fascinating person," she says. "He

interests me much more than

other presidents."

One of her colleagues, senior

reference librarian William

Erwin, was engaged in a

Time-Life series on the ancient

Persians. Erwin says that "I like

to read about ancient civiliza-

tions. These particular books

give you a good sweep of that."

History appeals to docent

Dale Eaton as well, as suggested

by the copy of BosuieU's London

Journal: 1762-1763 atop his desk

in the Rare Book Room. "I'll be

taking a course in Samuel

Johnson, and much is written

about him here," he says.

Rebecca Gomez, head of the

Interlibrary Loan Department,

found her entertainment in a

lethal vision

—

The Hot Zone,

Richard Preston's chilling tale of

a raging, deadly virus. Gomez, who
says she is "interested in mysteri-

ous viruses," points out that "the

book ties into current events."

„,,„—-,
"If the university is truly serious

about curbing underage drinking,

it should make Duke a dry cam-

pus. Otherwise, it should respect

the intelligence and common
sense of the 6,000 or so young

adults that come here each year

as students."

"Whatever your position, you

have to admit that Duke has

been very lenient towards drink-

ing in the past and, compared to

many schools, it still is. The way

some people act, it's as if they

believe drinking is their birthright

and Duke is being fascist by pre-

venting them from doing so."

eterring to Duke's |
His DWI checkpoint |

compiled by Jeffrey Martin '98
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1996

now

taking

orders

for the new 1996 Duke

University Calendar.

This beautiful, four-

color, 15" x 12" wall

calendar will make

a perfect holiday gift!

The stunning campus

photography is by 1994

CASE Photographer

of the Year Chris

Hildreth, as well as

Duke University staff

photographers Bruce

Feeley, Les Todd and

Jim Wallace. Calendars

will be shipped in

the fall.

r

„H Mil-
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1
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Yes. ild like to order Calendar(s) at $10 each =

NC residents add 6% sales tax =

Shipping/Handling Charges =

(Continental USA)

Total Enclosed

Make check payable to Duke University or charge:

Visa Mastercard AMEX

Account # Expiration Date

Name (Please print)

Ship To:

Name (Please print)

City Slale Zip

Mail form to Duke University Stores/Mail Order,

Box 90850, Durham, NC 27708-0850

or call 1-800-842-3853, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday - Friday EDT,

or FAX 919-681-8352.
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IF IT WERENT FOR OUR ROLLING
HILLS AND FAIRWAYS, GUESTS
MIGHT NEVER GO OUTSIDE.

Since the late 1800s, the Duke family name has been closely

associated with excellence and achievement. Today, the

tradition continues at the Washington Duke Inn & Golf Club.

Situated on Duke University's campus, Durham's first

deluxe hotel is proud to have been awarded for the past 4

consecutive years the prestigious AAA Four-Diamond rating

for excellence. Our 171 luxurious guest rooms and suites

are exceptionally comfortable. Enjoy international fine

ciining at the Fairview Restaurant. Relax with a drink and

good conversation at the Bull Durham Bar. And, for further

pleasure, come play on our classic Robert Trent Jones

championship golf course, recently redesigned by the

architect's son, Rees Jones. This challenging course has been

ranked 5th in the nation by Golf Digest as one of their best

new resort courses for 1994.

Whether you're visiting Duke University or planning a

getaway, you'll feel like a special guest in a gracious Southern

home. Please call us at (919) 490-0999 or (800) 443-3853.
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3001 Cameron Boulevard, Durham, NC 27706

(919) 490-0999 • Fax: (919) 688-0105










